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"PEACE

AND

THE

NEW

BUSINESS

ERA"

9/

AND

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-three years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

WAN

JANUARY,

1919
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A Profitable Investment for 1919

MADE
IN ALL
STYLES
AND
SIZES
AND
FITTED WITH THE SMOOTHEST
GOLD NIB
Discounts and terms on request

MABIE,

TODD

473 College St.

&

CO.
Toronto

No. 1

00 KS i: I. I, E R
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'he marvelous
^perfection of
these famous pencils
is based on skill,
cxperience,and the
highest of ideals,
-fche public
has
its
expressed
appreciation by

making VENUS

ill
s Pii
quality pen

a«M

ffie^'wMMf
NUS

17 Black Degrees aiuL^Copyin^-AllPerfeci

American
120

Lead Pexxcil Co.

Fifth. A^rexme,N.Y.

*wu) Clapton-, Londorv,En£.
IH*VENUS-,»/lO*iA«MX

* AMERICAN

PENCIL CO. Nwr York
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Ready for the New Era
of Brisk Business?

t

In the matter of Playing Cards there is no
better or more popular line than

jj?
U'«

GoodalPs English Playing Cards
When you've well stocked with Goodall's
you'll be right in line for your share of
the big demand that's coming.
And there's variety enough to suit every taste — Imperial
Clubs— Whist. Colonials— Gold Edges, Linettes— Both
Standard and Whist sizes. Salons — Society — Sultan and
Patriotic Series.

Aubrey
32

O. Hurst

Represen ta five

Front

Street West,

Toronto

"Jewel" No. lOO
Safety Fountain Pen
Fitted with 14k.
Gold Nib

12(6
Mounted 2 Bands 17/6
Patented in All Countries
Advantages

Recorder"
Sole Makers:

JEWEL

PEN COMPANY

' Large Ink Capacity.
Strength.
Perfect Flow, always ready for use.
Can be carried in any position.
Fitted with Cold Nib to suit any hand.

Stylographic
Best Workmanship

and

Finish.

Can be carried in any position.

LTD., 76 Newgate St., LONDON,

^

Pen
^^

**■ ^-^/

E.C.I, England
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To Every Canadian
Dealer
Things worth while are worth working for. The coming
of Peace offers unequalled opportunities for business in all
lines. If we all WISH hard enough and WORK hard enough
1919 is sure to bring true our wish for you of

A PROSPEROUS

NEW YEAR

We thank you for the support you have given us in the past.
We have tried to deserve it. We hope to continue to deserve
it in the future.

If we fail in any instance, let's talk it over.

SERVICE

Our business is to PLEASE. We market ALL of our product
through you — we do not sell consumers. To PLEASE we
must SERVE. In order to Serve we have during the year
added to our floor space and our equipment, increased our
working force, and have brought out a number of new items.
So that we start the new year in better condition to give you
service than ever before.

FOR

1919

We plan to make additional improvements and to add other
new items, as are justified by your requirements. In fact,
several new items will be announced in the near future.
Watch for them.

FINALLY and AGAIN
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
StfSP'G

MADE

IN

CANADA,

ANDJMADE

RIGHT

St^W^C

Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited

S39-543

King St. W.

Toronto, Canada
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AND
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STATIONER

Buying

Readjustment Period
The Quality of the Goods you handle during the coming time
of Reconstruction will determine almost entirely the extent of
your Business Success.

Canada s Premier Line
of
Blank Books ancl Loose Lear
Specialties
is the very best line for you to carry at any time, but particularly during the coming months, when Quality will count
more than ever in the estimation of careful business people.
School Exercise, Practice and Scribbling Books, Envelopes,
Typewriter Papers, Writing Tablets and other Stationery
Lines made at the Dawson Works are deservedly known as
"Canada's Premier Line."

Let us show you what Dawson

The Line of Unexcelled
Value

Quality means.

jgm^&v^'
^^$MmMli/Mx? /

The House of Superior
Service

LIMITED

Montreal

Toronto
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Here

is an advertisement directed at the
soldier boys and their
ends. That is nearly
■•ryhody
these day*.
This
advertise
merit pushes th
sale of Bicycles jo
the thousands o
H u ie t e v e n i n
games at home.

ing Card advertisements are reaching
readers. Here are two ivhich will apry much
larger size than here shotvv.

peai

The Bars Have Been Lifted!
By the happy outcome of the war all sentiment against gayety and good times
has been ended. Already thousands of card clubs are resuming their before-thewar activity. And they will play as before with

G
BICYCLE ™
PLAYING
CARDS

AND

CARDS

Demand for the Congress Brand for play,
gifts and prizes is rapidly on the rise.
But while there is now no prejudice against
any amusement the economic pressure that
forces the selection of inexpensive recreation is as great as ever. Living costs as
much, taxes are as high, there are as many
demands upon the pocketbook as before.
And card playing remains as ever the
leader among home amusements — for the

quiet evenings — now so common — when
there is nothing much doing.
All the advantages that, before the war
was over, were making this the greatest of
all seasons for card sales, still exist — and
organized play by card clubs is picking up.
Be sure of your stock. Have a variety of
backs of both brands. And cash in on our
national
advertising by using strong window displays.

Send now for price-list and sample backs.

THE U.S. PLAYING

CARD COMPANY

DEPARTMENT

CINCINNATI, U.S.A.

4

WINDSOR,

ONT.
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"STICK" With Us
In 1919
And please place your order for
Spring delivery now for

Glucine

The Original Liquid Paste
2V2 oz. size retails for 15 cts.
5 oz. (with Cap and Brush)
Retails for 25 cents.
10 oz. (with
Cap for
and 50Bi-ush)
Retails
cents.
30 oz. for refilling, retails for
90 cents.
Order

in gross lots and
the good profit.

get

It never dries up.
Never goes stale.
Is always sweet and clean.
Is economical.
Is a good adhesive.

Keep a pot of Glucine in use on your own counters
and desks — and see how your customers will fall for it.

LYONS

BANK

WAX

Lyons Parcel Wax
is the highest grade obtainable in England.
MANUFACTURED

Lyons

Ink

Limited,
CANADIAN

MENZIES

BY

Manchester,

Eng.

AGENTS:

& COMPANY,

LIMITED

Manufacturers' Agents
Importers Fancy Goods and Toys
Importers Blotting Paper
Publishers and Importers of
and Fine Stationery
Christmas Cards

439

King

Street West,

Toronto,

Ont.
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AND
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AROAVAC

SUNDRIES

TORONTO

outstanding authority in financial circles in the
United States a few days ago predicted that the
next five years in that country would be prosperous
to an abundant degree.
AN

RAW material will, therefore, be eagerly sought for
and will be high in price.
We cannot hope it will
be as easily obtained as in the pre-war days.
Depleted stocks will be built up only slowly.

the other hand, the great demand for supplies
for specific war work is falling away and more
goods are being released for commercial use.
Several manufacturers have assured us that this consideration, with the increased efficiency they have had to
develop, will allow them to fill orders more promptly,
and we anticipate being in a position to fulfill our desire
to carry sufficient stock to make prompt shipments, and
we are promised quicker delivery of orders placed with
the factories.
ON

do not believe prices can fall for many months,
and look for continued activity in Canadian business, caused partly by the enormous amount ot
public and other work that will be commenced at once,
besides the corresponding reflection of active business in
the United States.

WE

c

ANADIANS should have no misgivings and must
courageously combat the tendency to "wait to see
what will happen."

ONLY in this way can we all be true to the men who
are returning in rapidly increasing numbers every
day, looking for their rightful place in affairs which
they have so dearly earned.

We sell to the trade only, representing the manufacturers named below. Our stationery salesmen will
carry Christmas Cards, Albums and Bibles.
Kim Bros., Ltd.
A. J. Holman Co.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
American Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Automatic Pencil Sharpener Co.
Thaddeus Davids Ink Co., Inc.
Erie Art Metal Co.
Easthampton Rubber Thread Co.

C. Howard Hunt Pen Co.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Co.
Co.
Sengbusch
Self-Closing Inkstand
I . Smigel.
Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.
Trussell Mfg. Co.

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd.

Representatives for Canada and
Newfoundland

468 King St. West, TORONTO
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Express Your Opinion !
Your opinion on office equipment is respected — you occupy almost
the position of an expert on such matters.
Therefore, when a customer
ening gummed labels, stamps,
Your customer will appreciate
oney-saving pointers you give will

SENGBUSCH
INK STAND

asks
etc.,
your
bind

for an inkstand, or a device for moistspeak out and say what you think.
recommendations,
and the practical,
your trade more closely to you.

For the pen-and-ink user nothing excells the Sengbusch
Inkstand. It is handsome in appearance — easy to use
— and practical from every standpoint.

It saves 75 per cent, in ink, because it prevents all evaporation. The
pen-dip is natural and easy— nothing to spurt or spatter. It prevents
overloaded pens, and consequent blots. It is put up singly in four
designs, and also with bases of plain or cut glass, oak and mahogany,
at prices to fit every pocket-book.
Whenever

you sell a Sengbusch you make a friend.

No. 431.
Oa"k or Mahogany
Base
with
No. 57 Cut Glass Inkstand.
For single desk, as shown.

No. 151.
Oak or Mahogany
Base, with two No. 56
Inkstands,
and a Sponge
Cup.
The complete
line
includes 112 different designs and sizes.

The IDEAL
SANITARY

MOISTENER
No office — large or small — is
completely equipped without a
moisteuer — and the Ideal is all
its name implies. For m listening gummed labels, stamps, envelope flaps, sealing tape, etc.,
it is unexcelled. Made of beautiful white porcelain,
with nickel plated brass bearings. Noiseless. Revolves
easily, assuring plenty of moisture on top of barrel.
Nothing td wear out or get gummed up. The perfect,
sanitary, elegant moisteuer. Sells readily wherever
quality i- appreciated.

The

468 King St, West, Toronto, Canada

Finishing

Touch

On many desks will be found an inkwell— often a Sengbusch — without any
base. A base — either pressed or cut
gla.-rs — will put the finishing touch no
that desk, both for appearance and
utility. Sengbusch bases are
of clear, smooth
flint glass, and
adapted to either
square or round
inkwells. A display of such base?
always results in

sales — and pleased
customers. Put
them out where
they can be seen
and watch them
sell themselves.

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd.
Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland

Sectional view of Sengbusch
Self-Closing Inkstand. The
float in center closes the
opening as soon as pen is
withdna'wn. Pen can be
dipped only a certain depth
till bottom of float touches
bottom of well. Fresh ink
from bottom of well always
fed to pen.rode or Nothing
wear out.to cor-

No. 232. In Pressed
Glass, either squar-*
or round hole (3")

BOOKS

!•: LLEE

A NATIONAL
For Every Branch of
Business
facts, details in item, comprehensive surveys, concise reports
— your customers want to get at
them all with the greatest possible
economy of time, labor and cost. The
National Line of Blank Books anticipates
every one of these recording requirements and the wide range of styles and
prices makes it possible for each customer to select the particular book that
best suits his purpose and his pocket
book. Every book is the best that
scientific planning and construction, and
first quality materials and workmanship
can make it.
GENERAL

Are you in the habit of passing along
:his important information to your trade?
Their complete satisfaction with every
National purchase makes their repeat
orders frequent, automatic — and very
profitable for you.

A N D

S T A T 1 () X E R

The Profit Is For You
has no terrors for the
ETITION
COMPstatione
r who carries and features
Dominion Blank Books. He is
assured of high quality, wide range of
styles and prices, and prompt service —
and his customers are quick to realize
and appreciate these points. The Dominion Loose Leaf Line includes a complete selection of all the latest and most
approved accounting devices, with their
supplementary Transfer and Storage
Binders, Ring Books, Price Books, Memos
and all the various other special-purpose
books required. In design, finish, materials and general durability, Dominion
Books are superior. Dominion Bound
Books are of equally high quality, and
are also offered in a splendid range of
styles and prices.
As we sell only thru dealers, every cent
of the excellent profit on the Dominion
line goes to you. Build a permanent
and profitable trade on the Dominion
Line of Blank Books.

Dominion Blank
Book Co.
Limited
BERTHIERVILLE,

Yorkshire

Toploc Post Binder

National Blank Book Company
HOLYOKE, MASS., U.S.A.

P.Q.

IMKiKS

E L L ]•: R

The Clique
THE
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLER'S
WEEKLY
Established 1890
"TTHE CLIQUE" is the RECOGNIZED
1 AND ONLY ORGAN of the British
Antiquarian Book Trade. It contains the
Want Liste of every firm of repute in the
Empire and those of the best abroad.
About 5.500 Books are advertisea for
EVERY WEEK, so any LIVE BOOKSELLER can make
a year's
out
of the FIRST
NUMBER
he subscription
receives.
Supplied to BOOKSELLERS ONLY.
$1 per annum, post free.
Now is the time for the up-to-date dealer
in old I looks to subscribe to this old-stablished
money maker — Britain's "unique journal.''
Specimen free on receipt of Trade Card.

VXD
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Pen Department
for
most outlay.
The least
^YeArJ) the
Esterbrook Counter Display Case makes your
business profitable
peri
and satisfactory.

for information.

Write

Esterbrook Pen Mfg. Co.
18-70 Cooper St.,
CAMDEN,

N.J.

Canadian Agents:

BROWN

BROS.

LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

Esterbrook Pens

< >verseas Depf.

The

Clique

Limited

Kew Gardens, London, England

Display Cane's Pencils like this
and they'll sell themselves
The accompanying cut can only give you a
faint idea of the attractive appearance of
this counter display.
The way it shows the pencils will keep them
selling without any effort on your part.

CANE'S

&&Wm. <£«.

Each stand contains half a gross — tipped
and finished in six different colors, one-half
of which sticks up.

SS^

T„fyx^f>r'*0.~»
<8>. a&T

7bw*»» kit

Your wholesaler can send you one. It costs
you $2.40, and the pencils retail at 5c each.
Remember: Cane's Pencils are entirely
Canadian-made and are just as good as
the best imported.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Company
Newmarket, Ontario
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B&P
Hercules
Price Book Covers
Are All That The Name Implies

EXCEPTIONALLY

GOLD MEDAL CRAYONS

STRONG

FOR

EVERY

USE

are considered without equal and endorsed
by teachers, mechanics, artists and office
workers.

Bound in very flexible Levant
Grain, Fabri-Hide, the most durable artificial leather that can be
produced.
Experts have judged it to be real
Cowhide at sight.

All of the Gold Medal Crayons are products
of quality, and sure sellers everywhere.

E,GMTwi/CoiORS
SCHOOL' ^CRAYONS

pg^gjPl
i|£*TI0MAl. COLOBJ!'

TRADL

The ideal drawing crayon for school and
home use. Put up in boxes of 6 to 24
colors.
Also gift boxes.

In view of the present high cost
of good leathers, the Hercules
supplies a demand, that is persistent at this time, for good wearing Loose Leaf Price Books at
moderate prices.
If properly displayed, Hercules
Price Books will be one of the
most profitable lines for the progressive Stationer. Made in all
the Standard Price Book sizes in
Yi-'m. and i-in. capacities. For
sizes, prices, etc., see page No. 44,
Dealer's Net Price List.

Made in three grades, and packed in a
variety of assortments. The box pictured
contains six sticks and is very popular with
kiddies.
Send for catalog
entire and
line price list of

Boorum & Pease
Loose Leaf Book Co.

Hudson Ave. and Front St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
109-111

Salesrooms:
Leonard Street
Republic Building
New York
Chicago. 111.
Old
South
Building 4000 Laclede Avenue
Boston, Mass.
St. Louis, Mo.

BINNEY

& SMITH

81|Fulton Street
10

-

CO.

New York
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Swans down

Linen

i As to QUALITY
A Dependable Line Satisfaction to the Consumer
(Quick Returns to the Stationer
The Sale for this commodity has been one of ever increasing volume
from year to year.

Neat

COVER

Design

Good quality Linen Stock at a Medium Price.
Sold most
everywhere.
Better try a Sample Order

Tablets, Papeteries, Note Paper
and Envelopes
Our Salesmen are starting shortly with

Lines for the Holiday Season.

Don't overlood the Copp, Clark Co. 1919 Line of HIGH CLASS
PAPETERIES.
Entirely new designs and features.
They will bear investigation.
INCLUDED

IN LINES CARRIED

WILL

BE THE FOLLOWING:

Christmas Cards
Tally Cards
Photo Albums
Seals and Tags
Dance Programmes Crepe Paper and Ribbon Crepe
Post Cards
Calendar Pads, etc.
Ribbonzene
Decorations
Holly Boxes
Tinsel Cord
Tinsel
Hinaki Rope
Candles

THE

COPP, CLARK

517 WELLINGTON

STREET
11

CO., LTD.
WEST,

TORONTO

BOO

K S E L L E R
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SUNDAY TALKS
AND GIRLS
Forty
M.A.
_, D-D"These
issistanee
World.

WATERSTON'S

BOYS

Addresses to Young People.
By G. E. MORGAN,
With foreword
-,y Rev. J. Stuart Holden, M.A..
Cloth. 2s. 6d. net. plus Is. War Charge.
Talks are capital, and should prove of the greatest
to mothers and Sunday-school teachers."'
Literary

"This volume
is
Bible teaching.
It goes
straight to the pointfullas ofto helpful
the need of conversion,
and the
Saviour."
risen
and
crucified
a
through
salvation
of
way
only
Friends' Witness.
"Parents, preachers and teachers will be particularly glad
( Toronto).
welcome and use this work." Evangelical Christian
to

BRAND

"BEE"

WITH

VISIONS AND PROPHECIES
ZECHARIAH

MARK

OF

An Exposition. By DAVID BARON, with Foreword by
Prebendary H. E. Fox. Cloth Boards, 10s. 6d. net.
"It is a quarry from which godly ministers can dig material for most profitable sermons, and yet it is written with
-uch transparent clearness and simplicity that any Christian
if ordinary
ind
Truth. intelligence can read it with profit." Watchword

SEALING

"This is a splendid book, a magnificent exposition of the
visions and prophecies of Zechariah. It is the very period
when such a volume should have been written, and just the
precise time when it should go forth freely to the people of
God.
.
. We never really knew how much there is in
these marvellous visions and prophecies until we followed this
lelightful interpretation
of them."
Springing
Well.

THE LORD'S PRAYER

Established
1752

An Interpretation
Critical and Expository.
By JAMES
W. THIRTLE,
LL.D., D.D.
Large 8vo.
Cloth gilt, oe.
net, plus Is. 6d. War Charge.

Rev. Professor
Griffith Thomas,
in the "Sunday
School
limes" (Philadelphia!,
says: "The best book on the Lord's
Prayer is the most recent work on the subject — "The Lord's
flayer: An Interpretation.' by Dr. J. W. Thirtle."

RULING LINES OF
PROGRESSIVE REVELATION

By REV. W. GRAHAM
SCROGGIE.
Cloth. 9s. 6d. net,
plus Is. War Charge.
The title of this book best indicates itfl standpoint and
;cope. It assumes that the Bible is a Divine Revelation, an
inveiling of God to man as Creator and Redeemer. Furhermore, that that Revelation is Progressive, that throughjut the ages more light was given as man was able to bear
it. Yet. further, this book endeavours to show that, whereas
he whole of Divine Revelation is progressive, there are cer:ain Ruling Lines of teaching which give tone and colour
to all the rest, and which constitute the substance of Revealed Truth.

" Banker's

The

opecie

two

following are new volumes in Morgan A Scoff's
Series of " Stories of High Purpose ".* —

TERRIE'S MOORLAND

HOME

A Story for Girls.
By AMY
LE FEUVRE,
Author of
"Dudley
Napier's
Daughters,"
etc.
With
Coloured
Frontispiece
and Jacket.
Cloth
boards.
4s. 6d. net,
plus Is. 6d. War Charge.
A new volume by Amy
Le Feuvre is always hailed with
delight.
For brightness, realism, and excellence of tone her
stories are known
and appreciated
the world over.
This
latest work from her pen is in every sense as excellent as
any that has preceded it, and will doubtless meet with a
hearty welcome
from those who desire for their daughters
literature of an ennobling and character-building quality.

is the banker's favorite
quality. It is a thoroughly reliable wax, possessing abrilliancy of colour,
combined with the greatadhesiveness,
and ha<
>ing sold at a - moderate

UNDER
COLIGNY'S BANNER
A Story of Huguenot France. By ALBERT

LEE.
F.R.G.S., Author of "At His Country's Call," "The
Call of the Night Rider," etc. Cloth boards. 4e. €d.
net, plus Is. 6d. War Charge.
A thrilling historical tale of the days of the Huguenots, full
of moving and exciting incident.

MORGAN & SCOTT, LTD.

n'MUn-VlflKK
f^jfrRRlSTONROAD
' EDINBU

jjSt, Bride Street- Ludcate Circus-

Mjoo

London

12 Paternoster Buildings, London, E.C. 4

l-^--
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Geo. Wright
& Co.

Wholesale and Export Only
FACTORIES:

LEVER ST., E.C.

Manufacturers
and Patentees

ENFIELD, N.

We Specialize
in

The Requisite House
Clerkenwell

ST A TlON E R

-

HEADQUARTERS

Manicure Cases

London, EX.
FOR

Stationers' Sundries
Send your orders for our

School and Office Requisites
You have our Catalogue
We can execute a good proportion of the
articles or substitutes and improved patterns

Fitted Companions

PICTURE POSTCARDS
A unique collection to suit all tastes

Birthdays
Easters
Xmas and New
Lovers
St.

Comics
Heather
Relatives
Year
Studies
Greetings
Lucky Black Cats
Patrick's Day

Specialty: Local View Printing from
customers' originals.
New

CHRISTMAS

and all kinds of

Collection of

FOLDING

CARDS

$1.00 to $7.00 per gross.

now ready «• WONDERFUL

Fancy Leather Goods

VALUE!!!

Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,

Writing Pads
Dressed and Undressed Dolls
Condolence Cards
Cabinets
Birthday Fold ng Cards

Brush Cases (Lady's and
Gent's), Etc., Etc.

Terms:
Goods shipped through London Houses
or cash with order, -otherwise write for address
of our nearest Agent.

The

"PHILCO"

Woolnough

PUBLISHING
Co

12-13 CHISWELL

Draper & Co.

Limited

ST.

-

LONDON,

Write for Samples or Illustrated List.

Holborn Place
1"""'" JL"""'1 London, W.C.I. Eng.
Cable Address:
" Philcoco." London

U

E.C. I

K < > n K S E I. L E K

A N D
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BRITISH

The "CARMIC"

MADE

1. TWO machines in ONE.
2. ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC" within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
3. The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
4. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
5 All classes of paper can be folded.
6. day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per

7. Does not require special skill to operate.
8. Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
9. Best material and workmanship throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine and operator, 6 feet
by 5 feet.
12. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction
machines. for changing and adjusting sent with all
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest) required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming
(Power and Hand.)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ENVELOPE
FOLDING

Prices and full particulars to be obtained from the maker-

ADJUSTABLE
AND

BAG

PETER

CARMICHAEL
& CO., Limited
4 Carr Street, Limehouse
LONDON, E. 14
ENGLAND

MACHINE

BRITISH

Drawing
MANUFACTURED

The
LeFour
ading

Inks
IN

19

COLORS

Lines in
Letter
Clip
Files

Made
All
in
TRADE

MARK

Sizes

ROTAX

FOR

Draughtsmen
Engineers
Architects
Artists
Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,
Naval and
Military

Machines

Spring

KISMET
Binder
File
FALINGE

Quick

File
REGENT

Levei

Flat

(Packs Flat)
THE "REGENT" LEVER
Packs Flat.

Manufactured by

:8H,T1SHW DRAWING \f

W. H. HILTON

The

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.
31 Great Ormond Street

LONDON,

FILE

Specially
Designed for
EXPORT

VEROTAX

W.C.I.

WORKS,

& CO.

ROCHDALE,

England

Catalogues and Samples on application.
14
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ETING'
c

Ask

the man who had 'em
last year
Christmas Cards

then

New Year Cards
Valentines
Easter Cards
Birthdays
Congratulations
Etc., Etc.

c

ETING1

Birth Announcements
Birth Congratulations

you will
wait
for
■eting;

\QEDS
Cards for all occasions

Bulging with up-to-thesecond live wire,
quick sellers
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Wedding Anniversary
Condolence Cards
Dance Programmes
Mother Cards
Etc., Etc.
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Big Opportunities for Spring
See what splendid opportunities for big Spring selling lie in the
books here listed.
You know what to do.
By COLONEL

JOHN

McCRAE

IN FLANDERS' FIELDS

The collected verse of the now world-famous soldier-author,
splendid biography.
$1.25.

with a

By HON. HENRI S. BELAND, M.P.

MY THREE YEARS IN A GERMAN PRISON
Here is a find, surely. A book everyone will be talking about and buying. Ready early in the spring.
$1.50.
BY THE AUTHOR

OF "DERE MABLE"

THAFS ME ALL OVER, MABLE
Here is the "Dere Mable" fever again. More letters just as funny, carrying "Bill's" war experiences a stage farther. 75c.
By Arthur Mee, author of "The Parasite"
Who Giveth Us the Victory
Another of this author's stirring and
epoch-making volumes
$1.25
By H. C. Witwer, author of "From Baseball to Boches."
A Smile a Minute
Another nine innings of rollicking humor
with its attractive touch of philosophy.
$1.35 net
By Cynthia Stockley.
Blue Aloes
Another of those strong African stories
which Mrs. Stocklev's readers revel in.
$1.50
By Carolyn Wells.
The Diamond Pin
A detective story of a new type. . . . $1.35
By author of "The
the Apocalypse."

Four

Horsemen

of

The Cabin

This new book by V. Blasco Ibanez is
said to be superior to the original book
which created such an interest. .$1.50 net

WILLIAM

By James A. Cooper.
Cap'n Jonah's Fortune
Here is another characteristic Cape Cod
story from the author of "Cap'n Abe,
Storekeeper"
$1.50
By
author
of
"The
Vision
Splendid."
Sir Isumbras at the Ford
This new story by D. K. Brosher
is
lauded most 'highly by the critics. . $1.25
By H. Rider Haggard.
Moon of Israel
A new Rider Haggard book. Wuff said.
$1.50
By James B. Hendryx.
The Texan
No better selling stories of the cattle
country are printed
$1.50
By author of "The Light Above
the
Fire of Green Boughs
Crossroads."
Another
strong story by Mrs. Victor
Rickard
$1.50
By Captain Bruce Bairnsfather.
Fragments From France
Good-selling
bound
volume of all the
"Fragments."
$2.00

BRIGGS, Publisher

TORONTO
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The Value of the Business Press
to Business Men
"Business men do not realize the value which trade journals and
technical magazines may have for them in increasing the efficiency of their factories and in giving them a broad and comprehensive view of their business.
"Our foreign competitors read almost every article published
upon their business with great care and thoroughness. Many of
them have duplicate copies of their favorite trade paper sent to
their homes so that they may read them away from the business
without being disturbed. Many foreign manufacturers contribute
articles to these journals on phases of the business with which they
are most familiar. Such articles are bound to be helpful and
have a constructive effect.
"Our trade journals and technical papers are the best in the
world, and they should be supported and encouraged by our business men.
"Copies should be placed where employees can see them and they
should be urged to read and study them.
"These papers are preaching the gospel of sound business on
practical lines and are helpful not only to business but to the
country as a whole.
"// the suggestions made by them in the past had been followed
by our business men it would not be necessary at this time to
point out some of the fundamental weaknesses in American
business."

Edward N. Hurley, formerly Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission,
in "The Awakening of Business."

The following is list of the MacLean publications. Every publication isa leader in its field. Write us for any information you
may desire with regard to the field covered, advertising rates, etc.
Hardware and Metal
Men's Wear Review
Canadian Machinery
Power House

TRADE NEWSPAPERS
Canadian Grocer
Bookseller and Stationer
TECHNICAL PAPERS
Canadian Foundryman
Printer and Publisher
MAGAZINES

Dry Goods Review
Sanitary Engineer
Marine Engineering

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE
FARMERS' MAGAZINE
Financial Post — Weekly Commercial Newspaper

The MacLean Publishing Company, Limited
153 University Avenue, Toronto
Southam Bldg., 128 Bleury Street, Montreal
1207 Union Trust Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.
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How the Trade Paper
Brings Business
i
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The l.C. Gilbert-Menxies Co. ltd.,
439 King St. 7.,
Toronto.
ROOt

— Dear Sirs: le feel obliged for the nane of your esteemed
firm to the "BOOKS Till TO & STAT10BEP" and from an advertleeoent contained therein we learn that yon are manufAOtnrers
of Toys,
lie are especially interested in yonr "Gilbert
Machine Gun" of which we oottld no donbt plaoe a considerable quantity in this Country.
We have also our seats in
many foreign Countries along the Medlteranean Sea and we
are disposed to sell your products also in these Countries.
Therefore we shall he very glad if you will
kindly suhnit us your Catalogue with prioelist and to send
us if possible a sample.

if II

Considering the time we are running we believe
your Toy articles are very handsome Imas Olfts for the
coning season and something that will be entirely In harmony
with the spirit and patriotism of the children.
We would
extrenely appreciate it if we had sone of your toy guns In
our stores during Tjnaa and Hew Year, and would weloome It
very muoh If you could maJte us a small trial shipment.

flu

Please let us hear from you at an early date
and we recommend you to send us your entire catalogue, so
we
can
choose
such artioles that will mostly interest us
:n future.

r

yt^k

Meanwhile we are, dear Sire,
Yours very truly.

-**^:%iM>

Manufacturers of Stationery, Toys and
kindred lines will be impressed with
this instance of results obtained from
a foreign field through advertising in
STATIONER.
AND
BOOKSELLER
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J. M. Dent & Son, Limited

MADE-INCANADA

New Books Just Published
The White Island.
Bv Michael
Wood
$1.50
Author of The Willow Weaver
A story of unusual and arresting
quality. There is real comfort and
mental retirement in this book.
The Little Daughter of Jerusalem. By Miriam Harry
- 2.00
Translated from the French by
Phoebe Allen
A remarkable book about Jerusalem. A clear picture of everyday life
in the Holy Land.
The
Four
Horsemen
of the

Profit for the Dealer

Manufacturers' Agent for
PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT
There is good money in these
lines for Dealers. Get after
this business in your territory.

Apocalypse

(Successor to The Monarch Paper Co.)

Spadina

Ave.,

.'_■_54th Edition.

1.90

By Vicente Blasco Ibanez.
Is recognized as the biggest seller
of the year, and we are confident the
sale is only just beginning of this truly
wonderful book.

E. A. CRIPPEN
79

TORONTO

27 Melinda St.

Adding Machine Rolls
More

STATIONER

Toronto

J. M. DENT

& SON, LIMITED

Publishers of Everyman's and Wayfarer's Library

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

TERRY'S
pen rule or "avecta"
pencil clip
For After War Trade

"ROB ROY"

A real good profit bringer, that will pay
you well. Why not put your orders
through NOW — ready for immediate delivery when peace comes again ?

Made from fine steel and made
in one of Birmingham's best
equipped factories, this dandy
writing pen will prove a migMv
fine seller for every live dealer.

HERBERT

TERRY

& SONS,

LTD.

The Spring and Presswork Specialists
REDDITCH, ENG.
Be sure to see samples before you order your new stock.
find our prices are right.

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham,

You 11

Eng.

Sergt-Major Wm. R. Jones, No. 59, of the Royal Canadian Dragoons (aVolunteer from the States, a member of the First Canadian
Expedition, and still carrying on) has written a book, truthfully and
interestingly, giving a story of three and one half years' experience in
the World War, entitled —
"FIGHTING

THE

HUN

FROM

SADDLE

AND

TRENCH"

Full of vivid descriptions of engagements and the life of the fighting soldier in saddle and trench. The
natural and ready wit of the author displayed throughout the book, adds to its interest and offsets
to a great extent some of the horrors detailed.
Illustrated.
On sale after January 15th.
Booksellers, order at once from your regular source of supply.

AIKEN

BOOK

COMPANY,

Publishers
19

Albany, N.Y.

I'.OOKSELLER

AND

TECHNICAL BOOKS

William Sinclair & Sons

which please everybody

Limited

(Stationers)

We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include

Makers of

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books

steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos; motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

Writing Pads
School Stationery
Main Office

Otley.
LONDON:

Canadians in England are buying them.

and Factory:

ALBERT

WORKS
Yorks.

STATIONER

Complete

England

PERCIVAL

22. In Lane. Paternoster Rew. E.C. 4

MARSHALL

& CO.

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON

ENGLAND

The
Financial Post

CICO for Short
CICO is the short word for Adhesion.

This is a business man's paper. It is of interest to every man who has money invested
either in his own business or in bonds and
securities of various kinds. It is published
weekly, and the news is given in very readable form.
Wholesale and retail merchants find it
valuable because they are interested in
market tendencies and market factors, not
only as applied to their business, but also
as applying to business in general. They
need to know conditions local and remote.
They need information to enable them to
buy right and sell safely.
And the knowledge they need they can
have
nually.for the insignificant sum of $3 an-

CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.
CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO is the
short cut to selling your trade the
full line of Carter
Quality Products.
Made

list mailed with pleasure

in Canada

THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
Please enter me as a regular subscriber, commencing at once. If I am satisfied with the paper,
I will remit $3 to pay for my subscription on receipt
of bill.

THE
CARTER'S INK
COMPANY
Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.

B & S
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Have Your Sales
Increased 1,000%?
THE news-stand sales of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE have
increased as much as one thousand per cent, i n some
localities. THERE MUST BE A REASON. The reason is
simply this, that MACLEAN'S is going ahead so rapidly that
the public is more than ever anxious to buy. In the new,
enlarged size, with splendid, striking covers and a more brilliant list of contents than before, MACLEAN'S h a s an appeal
for the public of Canada that makes the increase of its sales an
easy matter.
It is going to be like a snowball rolling down hill, but — AN
EXTRA SHOVE FROM YOU NOW W I L L HELP A LOT.
Order a larger supply and give MACLEAN'S the best display
vour facilities allow. It will be good business for you, because
sales will grow, YOUR SALES.

Try it out on the February number. It will be an especially
attractive one. Look at these features :
More About GERMANY FROM WITHIN - By Stephen Leacock
The Sun Gazer
By Charles G. D. Roberts
Wanted — A National Policy
....
By Sir George Bury
The Peace Enemies of Britain
By Agnes C. Laut
Lend Me Your Title
Onoto Wantana
The Strange Adventure of the Thumb-Tap Clue
By Arthur Stringer
The Outlaw
By Robert W. Service
The Three Sapphires
By W. A. Fraser
The Minx Goes to the Front
- By C. N. and A. M. Williamson
Old Times in Canada
By Walt Mason
The Farmer in Politics
By J. K. Munro
Wild Miners I Have Met
By E. Ward Smith
The Anglicization of Katrina
By Mary Josephine Benson

AN'S
MACLE
FEBRUARY
A Sure-Fire Seller
If your wholesaler can't supply you, write direct to Circulation
Manager, C. W. Buchanan, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Eastern Ontario and Quebec Dealers

NOTE!

We can supply you the following Magazines, giving up-to-date
service and treatment.
More complete details of terms and conditions on application.
Motion Picture Magazine Good Housekeeping
Parisienne
Physical Culture
Field & Stream
Motion Picture Classic
Harper's Bazaar
Motor Boating
MacLean's
Ten
Story Book
Railroadman's
Review of Reviews
Cosmopolitan
Pictorial Review
Jack Canuck
All Story
Pictorial Review
Quarterly

Literary Digest
La Vie Canadienne
Motor
Argosy

Style
Collier's
Smart
Hearst'sSet
Saucy
MunseysStories

McClure's
An d all British Publications

IMPERIAL

NEWS

COMPANY,

LTD.

348 St. James Street, Montreal

Better Business
^lylHTH peace a settled fact, now is
* * the time to advertise and re-identify your firm and products with prospective customers. It is the consensus
of opinion that an era of unprecedented
prosperity is ahead. Get your share
of this business. Write or telephone
us for rates.
BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

143-153 Toronto
University Ave.
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Bookseller & Stationer
AND

OFFICE

Vol. XXXV.

EQUIPMENT
JANUARY,

JOURNAL

1919
No. 1

IN THIS ISSUE
There's Big
A Survey of
Enormously
What Some

Business Ahead of Canada.
the Present Situation.
Increased Book Costs.
Leading Retailers Say.

Canada's Progress in Toy Making.
No Ground for Fear as to Coming Days.
Increasing Business by Special Sales.
Confidential Talks With Young Salesmen.
Best Selling Books of the Month.
Importance of Carrying Goods in Stock.
Need For Accurate Stocktaking.
New Goods Described and Illustrated.

THE
i

MACLEAN

PUBLISHING

COMPANY,

LIMITED

JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN, President
H. T. HUNTER, Vice-President
H V. TYRRELL, General Manager
T. B. COSTAIN, General Managing Editor.
Publishers
Canadian
Stationer,
Canadian

of Hardware and Metal. The Financial Post. MacLean's Magazine, Farmer's Magazine,
Grocer, Dry Goods Review, Men's Wear Review, Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and
Canadian Machinery and Manufacturing News, The Power House, The Sanitary Engineer.
Foundryman,
Marine Engineering
of Canada.
Cable

Address : Macpubco.

Toronto ; Atabek,

ESTABLISHED

BOOKSELLER
FINDLAY

AND
I WEAVER,

CHIEF

London'.

Eng.

!

18S7

STATIONER
Manager

OFFICES:

CANADA— Montreal.
Telephone
Main

Southam
Building.
128 Bleury
Street; Telephone Main
1004.
Toronto,
143-153 University Ave.
7324 ; Winnipeg.
1207 Union
Trust Building.
Telephone
Main
3449.
Fleet Street, E.C., E. J. Dodd,
5REAT
BRITAIN— LONDON.
The MacLean
Company
of Great Britain, Limited,
Director.
Telephone Central 12960.
Cable Address: Atabek.
London, England.

UNITED STATES— New York. R. R. Huestis, Room 620. Ill Bro.ndway. N.Y., Telephone Rector 8971; Boston. C
L. Morton, Room 733, Old South Building. Telephone Main 1204. A. H. Byrne. Room 900, Lytton Bldg 14
1147.
Harrison
telephone
Chicago;
Street,
E. Jackson

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE— Canada.
$1.50 a year:
other
countries.

Great Britain. South Africa and the West Indies, $1.00 a year- United
$2.00 a year;
Single
Copies.
10
cents.
Invariably
in advanee.
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The J£ING BOOK
fct

"
NITY
HUMA
and
INDUBySTRY
Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King
Former Canadian Minister of Labor

—a $3.00 book that you can sell
as readily as a popular novel

WHY?

|| It is the most important book of the day.
lj It is pre-eminently the book of the Reconstruction Period.
If It presents practical plans for best meeting the New Era.
If This volume mirrors a life-work of investigation and study by the
author.
U It vitally affects the interests of all workers.
If Just as vitally does it concern all employers of labor.
If It shows the way to permanent Industrial Peace for Labor and Capital.
11 It is the forerunner of an industrial revolution of vast proportions to
come by evolutionary methods.
U As a study of the greatest question the world is facing to-day, this
book will appeal to all Educators, Preachers, Social Workers, Legislators, Students of Political Economy and all Patriots.
H Leading Toronto Booksellers sold out their original supplies within
a week of publication and re-ordered in larger quantities.
If Principles set forth in this work were adopted at the Important
Chambers of Commerce Reconstruction Conference at Atlantic City in
December, attended by representatives from all parts of the U.S. and
Canada.
BOOKSELLERS:
A REAL
WHAT

OPPORTUNITY
ARE

YOU

FOR

GOING

YOU.

TO DO

Thomas

ABOUT

IT

?

Allen

Publisher

215-219 Victoria St.
24
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There's Big Business Ahead of Canada
CANADA is glad that the war is over.
War business was good. But back of it all
there was a feeling in the heart of every man worthy
of the name that there was something undesirable
about the business. It meant employment — it
meant dollars — it meant big money — it also meant
death, mutilation, suffering and heartbreaks.
Industrial Canada longed for the day when the
word "war-trade" should be removed. It meant
less business, some disorganization, some loss. But
away and above that it meant the removal of that
nightmare that had haunted Canadian firesides for
endless months — the casualty list.
So when you are minded to mourn the
loss of war orders, put the hvo things in the
scales, stand back and look at them. There
they tilt, dollars on one end of the beam, lots
of them — on the other our own men and boys,
our sons, brothers, fathers and friends. It

period, remember that it was from an abnormal cause. Remember that your money wa*
modi: while others were getting shot and shot
at. Remember that there is a responsibility
on your shoulders that you, dare not discount,
shift.
and a burden for your back that you dare not
There is big business on ahead. And it is for
him who prepares for it. This preparation calls for
study, for investment, for patience. You owe it to
the man who shouldered a gun and went away to
fight your battles to see to it that he has a decent
place to live in when he comes back. Don't let him
return to the place that urged or forced his enlistment, and cheered his departure, only to find that
it's a barren and a jobless land.
Be os liberal and brave with your dollars
as you expected him to be with his life and
limb.
Canada is a great country — a wonderful place.
It needs sane and careful development. It needs
to be turned into a good place for the man who

doesn't take long to decide, does it? We gladly reach out the hand, and, brushing the
dollars aside, welcome back the civilian soldiers to our midst.

wants to do an honest day's work and into a mighty
pool place for the man who wants to loaf or camp
on the necks of his fellows.

Canada's war achievement in the turning out
of shells, fuses, airplanes, ships, and all manner of
munitions and supplies, has been remarkable.
When Canada turned to shells the impression
seemed to be that a few tinkers had gone crazy.
The number of people who accepted it as a fact
that Canada could solve the problem, reach capacity
production and keep the product to the high standard necessary, were few and scattered.
The pioneers soon proved that it could be done.
The circle of shell plants widened, and it became
an accepted fact that the Canadian shell shop was
a great, big, strong link in the Allied chain that was
going to put an end to Kaiserism.
And now for the future?

There's a big gap between the farming interests
and those of the manufacturers. There are men
abroad, who for purposes of political expediency,
are making it their business to dig trenches and
build barriers between these two great interests.
They do not want the farmers to understand or
appreciate the problem of the manufacturer, nor do
they desire the manufacturer to be in a position to
become familiar with the business side of farming.
The longer the farmers and manufacturers fight
each other, tlie better pleased will be the political
pirate.
There is room in Canada for farmers and manufacturers. They are both here now and they are
going to be here in large numbers in years to come.
Their best interests are going to be served by a
mutual understanding and a cessation of small
squabbling for political purposes.
Canada is going ahead. Canada is not going to
the bow-wows. Make that your starting point. If

Don't make the serious error of thinking
that recovery is the work of a day or a month.
Along with the rest of the world, Canada has been
war-sick. The doctors in charge, Foch, Haig, etc.,
have announced that the patient is going to recover.
Canada is recovering, and her tremendous resources,
her financial position, her broad acres, her powers
of construction, and the initiative and determination
of her own people will work wonders.
There is. perhaps, a tendency to hold back in
some cases, to see what is going to happen, to watch
what the other fellow intends to develop. When

you've got any doubt on your mental slate, reach
over and dip your rag into the big pond of optimism
and get that slate right.
Cet your eye on the big business of the future.
It's there just as sure as Tuesday follows close on
the heels of Monday. But it's for the man who is
brave enough to go out and get it. There's not much
brought in these days to the doorstep of the man
who shivers at problems that to bigger men look like
golden opportunities.

you find a lot of men holding back it's an easy
matter for one courageous chap to step out and take
a lead that it's mighty hard to take away from him
afterward.
Tf you've

made money during

the war
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A SURVEY OF THE PRESENT SITUATION
What Has the Immediate Future in Store For the Book and Stationery Business?
This Peace Number of the trade newspaper, with iis significant contents dealing with the present state of
flux and the problems business men arc about to face in the readjustment period following the end of the war, is
The messages from representative members of the
one of extraordinary interest and outstanding importanc
trade, manufacturing, wholesale and retail, whir], form i he symposium constituting a survey of the present eituation and the prospects for the coming days, arc marked b 1/ a nnifnrm spirit of optimism and faith in Canada, and
the whole tone is such as to engender a strong feeling of c onfidence in the outlook for a continuation in the corhing near, of the high degree of prosperity that has been s o marked in the book and stationery business throughout
Canada in the year that has just closed. The dissemvn ation of the sentiments of these significant messages
throughout the country canrtot fail to prove a source of i aspiration that will lend to dispel all misgivings which
might possibly arise as to what the post-war days have in store, and to substitute a "be-up-and-doing" for a "waitana-see" attitude. — The Editor.
's ew Six-Story Plant Spells This
Firm's Confidence
Perhaps the best indication I can give
to show our firm's confidence in the
future of the stationery trade in Canada
is to mention that operations are to begin very shortly for the erection of a
new six-story addition to the CoppClark Co.'s present manufacturing plant
adjoining the warehouse, and that this
will mean not only extensions of the different departments already in operation,
but that certain new stationery lines will
be manufactured.
Looking to the year ahead of us no
THE

COPP, CLARK

let-up in the fine business we have experienced in the trade during the past
few years seems to confront us and I
look for a comparatively rapid readjustment of the industrial world froir
war to peace. My views coincide with
those of the economists who believe this
country to be facing the period of extraordinary prosperity following the
war. Prosperity for general business invariably means good business for the
stationery trade, so I am not worrying
in the least over the problems of reconstruction; there are none, as far as
' e are concerned."
CO., LIMITED

l^P&tstyi/

cx^4
Manager.

Thinks Big Business Will Be Done
Even though there may be a short
time of reflection upon the part of some,
Ernest Dawson, of the wholesale manufacturing stationery firm of W. V. Daw
son, Ltd., is of the opinion that business
conditions are likely to remain solid. Mr.
Dawson is not given to inflated optimism at this time, but he does feel that
a lot of business is going to be done
and has grood support for his outlook.
In the first place the sale of goods
of their manufacture had been large in
November, and it was early in that
month that the armistice was declared.
In some respects the business had continued so heavy that the staffs had to
work overtime to execute orders. The
sale of some lines had continued very
large. Even at the present time it was
probable that increased accommodation
would have to be provided.
Export Will Develop
One feature of the continued business
that is looked for will result from increased export demand. Enquiries have
been coming to hand and facts go to
show that there is an actual scarcity
abroad of various lines of paper. In
some parts of Europe the market is
severely bare of supplies and so soon as
transportation can be secured conveniently, Mr. Dawson believes that a very

Stationery

Dept.

considerable volume of trade will do
forthcoming. This would, indeed, be suffi-i^nt to offset any temporary cessation
of demand at home. But he does not
anticipate that there will be any marked
decrease in business here. Papers aie
scarce, and have been for a lon<? time,
so that supplies have not accumulated.
What of Prices?
Asked as to the price outlook, Mr
Dawson stated that he did not expect
there would be any change to speak of
at "present. Deliveries from the mills
could not be made in anything like the
■ uant;ties that manufacturers required.
One lar^re producer with a capacity of
one hundred and fifty tons per day had
said that he would not worry about the
sale of his paper, and this man was
making a good deal of the ordinary
grades. There was so insistent a demand from many different sources that
prices were very unlikely to be greatly
modified, if at all, for some time.
That there seemed to be a reasonably
good spirit among the retailers was
voiced by Mr. Dawson. Orders had been
received right along and these, with the
possibilities of greater business expan
sion abroad, would make for a brigiit
future. Good, straightforward, and
sound business policy would carry the
trade through in a satisfactory manner.
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"It's

Up

to the Individual." Says Thos
E. Menzies
439 King St. West, Toronto.
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
In response to your request for a letter on "The Coming Days," my reply is,
"Let 'em come."
Personally I am not reading the newsbankprospects
presidents'
addresses to
ascertainpapers orthe
of trade.
I know from the unmistakable signs
all around us that we have to prepare
for the biggest and most prosperous
year in the history of Canadian trade.
and I am laying my plans accordingly,
During the time I hive been engaged
in this business, running now within n
year of two decades, I have come into
contact personally with the stationers
and fancy goods dealers from coast to
coast, to a greater extent than most. I
have learned in that time to appreciate
the pluck, perseverance and enterprise
of the men and women engaged in our
trade. With this in mind, I have nc
misgiving-s but that a lar2:e percentage
will realize the promise of that prospwill produce.
perity
which the "after-the-war" period
The qua'ities th->t wrung; prosperity
from the war conditions, when applied to
the conditions of the reconstruction
period, will produce a greater and more
secure prosperity than our trade has
ever known.
In my humble opinion it behooves the
merchant to make so much of the excentional onportunities of 1919 and 1920
that he will have a surplus piled up for
all eventualities of the aftermath.
The whole problem is up to the individual. Mav we a'l prove equal to the
task of making the coming year more
prosperous than any that has gone before.
MENZIES

&

CO.,

LIMITED,

\krf^

President.

Shortage

o"Production
Labor Handicapped
Editor, BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER
Newmarket, Dec. 28, 1918.
As to the general trade of 1918 as
compared with previous years we have
been so short-handed in our general line1;

BOOKSELLER
that we have not been able to do as great
a volume of business as we have in other
years, although on account of increased
■cost and consequently increased selling
price, the value in dollars and cents is
much greater. A good many of our employees enlisted, and being specially
trained men, the most of them having
been with us during nearly all of their
working lives, we have found it impossible to replace them, but with their return we look forward to an increased
output, and as to the coming year we
cannot but feel that it will show satisfactory results, if the general situation
is properly handled by manufacturers,
merchants and consumers.
Owing to the lessened production of
all articles that did not directly contribute to the war, the majority of ordinary
commodities are short on the market,
and these commodities that are short will
have to be gradually replaced until
stocks are back where they were and in
normal condition. The present high cost
of manufacture, owing to high cost of
labor ?s well as inefficiency of labor
which has had to be substituted for more
skilled lribor, in many instances called to
war, will undoubtedly continue for some
time and a great many people believe
prices will never go back to the point
where they were before the war, and this
will app'v to wa?es as well as the cost of
manufacturing and otherwise oroducing
goods. We do not look on the future in
any other than an optimistic way, with
a willingness to do our duty.
WILLIAM
CANE
& SON
CO., LTD.,

SOME

SOUND
ARGUMENTS
FOR
TRADE OPTIMISM
Optimism regarding the general business situation and the outlook is expressed in a statement issued by Frank
Mutton, vice-president and general manager of the International Business Machines Co., Toronto, in which he points
out that throughout the country there
is a shortage of necessities and a great
shortage of comforts and luxuries. This
he believes will mean a demand for the
products of the nation's factories which
will absorb available labor. Following
are some points which Mr. Mutton emphasizes as indicating why good times
should continue:
Our Government have to the credit of
our army overseas some sixteen million
dollars of deferred pay; further, the
Government will pay over three hundred
thousand men three months' extra pay
when they are discharged, amounting to
over forty-five million dollars.
Soldiers' dependents are to get three
months' special allowance, which will
amount to over thirty-three million dollars, and aside from this, each soldier
will be g-iven $35.00 for a suit of clothes,
which amounts to another ten million,
"five hundred thousand dollars.

AND

STATION

These items mentioned alone, total
nearly one hundred and five million dollars, all of which will be spent in Canada.
Had it ever occurred to you there is not
enough suit cloth in the country at present to make sufficient civilian clothes
to supply our soldiers if they were home,
to say nothing of underwear and all the
other accessories?
The railroads, the street* railways, in
fact every public utility are run down
to the heel in their equipment, which
will also mean a tremendous demand to
fill their requirements. The municipalities throughout the country have had all
their local improvement work held up for
over three years, which will mean a further demand.
It will not be lon«' before Canada, for
the size of its population, will be amonsi
the leading nations of the world in export trade, and from other countries will
come to us as many orders as we are
physically able to take care of, which
will be an important factor in the
greater development of our manufacturing and needs for labor.
"Period of More Profitable Business Is
Coming," Says Barkerding
Dealing with question of increased
prices of standard goods in the commercial world through the exigencies of conditions resulting from the war, and discussing the question of whether the
higher prices would be maintained in the
post bellum period, and whether benefits would accrue from the continuance
of these higher prices, A. H. Barkerding.
vice-president and general manager of
the firm of Mittag & Volger, of Pari:
Ridge, New Jersey, had some interestingthings to say. He said he thought it
could be shown that there were many
articles on the market which in the past
have been sold at too low prices, on account principally of severe competition,
which has resulted in price-cutting.
"The war," he continued, "has compelled
an increase in the selling prices of such
goods, and I think it can be readily determined that the prices of such goods
will never again go to the low levels that
prevailed previously. There are many
things in common use and of an estimable value, but are not regarded so for
the simple reason that we accept conveniences so readily. We take them, in
fact, as a matter of course, scarcely ever
giving any thought to the inventive
genius that has made possible the use of
these things. We are surrounded by
wonderful inventions that only a few
years ago would have been thought impossible. Yet we use them every day as
a mattter of course, and perhaps never
give any thought to the inconveniences
that we would suffer without them.
"I am particularly impressed with this
idea from the standpoint of my own
business, that of manufacturing typewriter ribbons and carbon papers. I am
compelled to realize the immense importance of these two apparently simple
articles, yet the most indispensable in
the efficient conduct of business. But
we attach to
yet, how little importance
27
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them, regarding them in the light of being very common material. But stop to
think a moment, how would it be possible to conduct the business of the country generally without the use of writing
machines ? To use a writing machine
you must have the typewriter ribbon; to
make duplicate copies on this machine
you must have carbon paper, but in the
past there has been no standard of value
attached to these goods. But the war is
changing all of that; therefore, I cite
this particular industry as an example.
It will mean that after the war these
goods will assume the place that they
should. They will have acquired a
standard of value. In other words, the
present increased prices at which these
goods must be sold will have helped
stabilize them.
"In future a person purchasing a typewriter ribbon and paying a dollar for it,
or a box of carbon at $3.00, $3.50 or
$4.00, will recognize that he is getting
value received and that the wonderful
service that these articles afford is in
excess of the amount paid for them.
"This illustration will also aptly apply
to many other goods, because it is notably true that we prize much more
highly those things for which we have
paid a good price than something that is
cheap. This stabilizing of values will
also be of immense benefit to the manufacturers. This will enable them to make
a margin of profit that will put their
business on a sound basis and then in
turn will prove a great benefit to employees, because it is true that when a
concern is prosperous they are disposed
to be far more liberal, even to the extent
of sharing a certain percentage of the
profits or the giving of substantial
bonuses, and co-operation of that kind
will undoubtedly be demanded in the readjustment of matters when the war is
over. We should now begin to devote
thon"ht and attention to matters of this
kind, and in that way prepare ourselves
to meet the unusual conditions that will
certainly confront us during the reconstruction period. But it is my belief that
this period will be followed by an era of
better times and better conditions than
ever existed before in the history of our
country."
Montreal House Expanding

Editor,

Montreal, Dec. 28, 1918.
AND
BOOKSELLER
STATIONER.

Dear Sir, —
I am in receipt of your post card of
lecent date asking for a message for
your publication of the January issue of
the BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
and will say that my Christmas trade
was better for 1918 than any previous

I am one of those who look for a
tinuance of good business during
year.
adjustment period following peace,
believe that after this adjustment
taken place business the world over
or even better than it
as good,
be
before
the war.

conthe
and
has
will
was

HOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

To give you an idea just how I feel
about it I will say that I am organizing
a limited liability company called the
"International Export — Import Company, Limited," and at the present time
am corresponding with the different
countries with the idea of trading with
them as soon as they are in a position to
handle business following the adjustment period.
I received two enquiries through my
advertisement in BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER, one from Australia, and
one from Italy, for Violaphone gold point
phonograph needles, one of the enquiries
asking for quotations on an order of
approximately $50,000 and the other a
substantial order.

filled orders, is going to make for busy
factories for months. Besides, our
factories are better equipped and better
trained than before the war, so are able
well.
to reach out after export business as

I might state that as soon as I am prepared to do business under the company
name you will hear from me.

goods.
The return of the students to college
and university means a big demand for
school supplies, note books, etc.
Canada stands to-day before the world
as a country, not a colony. A country
that has proven its importance, its
ability, its resources. Where we were
known as a country of ice and snow,
Indian and Esquimaux, we are now
known for our undeveloped resources —
for the richness of our soil, forests and
mines, and as the country of unlimited
possibilities. This means unusual attractions to the better class of immigrants, and speaks for a rapid increase
in population.
This is only a short resume of conditions as we see them, and only a few of
the reasons why we are so sure of prosperity for the whole Dominion.
The wise stationer is the one who
takes proper notice of these conditions
and prepares his stock and organizes his
selling force to get after his share of the
good things to come.
LUCKETT
LOOSE LEAF LIMITED,

^y^^^u^^
Sees a Vigorous Revival in General
vertising

Ad-

539-543 King West, Toronto.
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
You ask us to give you a statement as
to the outlook for the coming readjust
ment period.
From our viewpoint prospects were
never brighter. Business has been good
for the past year, but no one bought
for future requirements; as a result,
stocks are below normal. Christmas
trade is reported heavy, which will further reduce goods on the shelves of
dealers.
The same condition exists with the
manufacturer. Material has been so
hard to secure, and labor so scarce, that
few have been able to fill orders complete or to build up stocks. In fact
most of us are starting the new year
with many unfilled orders for staple
goods on hand. This applies to manufacturers and wholesalers in practically
all lines.
The raw material situation is about
the same. There is an actual shortage
of almost all kinds of material, which,
coupled up with the low stocks and un-

What does all this mean to the retail
stationer ? The change from one class
of product to another which many of our
factories are making means new ledgers,
new stationery, new office equipment of
all kinds, and a most vigorous revival
of advertising — which means more printing, more stationery, etc.
The change from khaki to mufti means
an unusual demand for memo books,
ring books, leather goods, etc., for it is
the young man who buys this class of

President.
A Year of Opportunity
William E. Coutts is among the men
of the trade who look for even better
things in 1919 than were realized in the

banner year that has just closed; and is
making his plans accordingly. The almost absolute depletion of stocks
through the country so far as greeting
cards are concerned, he considered, could
r.ot fail to produce business for the coming year in greater proportions than
ever before, and the retailers would
have the advantage of beginning with
absolutely fresh stock; consequently
theirs would be a rare opportunity for
an exceptionally advantageous year in
this department of their business.
1919 To Be Banner Year
Toronto, Ont.
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
1918 Christmas trade was the test
in our 16 years' experience. We look
forward with every confidence to 1919
being at least as good, and possibly a
better year.
Readjustment and reconstruction will
provide ample and remunerative employment for every worker in Canada. The
products of the farms, mines, forests,
fisheries and factories of Canada are all
needed, and needed in increasing quantities, and from this increased trade
prosperity is bound to result. All oirr
preparations are made with the full expectation that 1919 will be a banner year
for business.
THE PUGH
SPECIALTY
CO., LTD.,

V&
•

President.
HALIFAX TRADE NEWS
Retail Christmas trade irt the book
business has been exceptionally good in
Halifax, particularly with the newer
novels, of which one firm sold out their
entire stock.
■
T. C. Allen & Co. completely sold out
of fountain pens during the holiday season and did not have enough, to supply
the demand, although their stock was
larger than usual.
George Davidson, who has been connected with A. & W. MacKinlay, wholesale stationers, Halifax, N,S., died on
Dec. 26th. Mr. Davidson was one of the
best known stationers in the Maritime
Provinces and had been forty years with
MacKinlays.

In Next Month's Issue Further Letters
and Interviews Dealing With the 1919
Outlook for the Book Trade in Canada
Will Be a Special Feature.
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WHAT

SOME LEADING

RETAILERS SAY

Unprecedentedly Good Holiday Trade — No Place in Canada For Pessimists — Avoid
Carelessness — Watch Prices
Expresses Appreciation
Editor, BOOKSELLER
AND
STATIONER.
We gladly avail ourselves of your
offer to give a message for publication
in the January issue.
First. — We desire to congratulate you
on the up-to-dateness of BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER during the year. We
scan its pages every month with keen
interest and much profit to ourselves.
Secondly. — We desire to convey good
wishes to the Canadian wholesale booksellers and stationers who have given
us such good service during a very trying year.
Thirdly. — Notwithstanding the terrible epidemic which hit all the retaii
trade very severely, our year's turnover compares favorably with previous
years and we are among those who look
for good business in 1919. There is always business for those who hustle for
it and we are going to "hustle."
Yours very truly,
RUSSELL LANG & CO., LTD.
Must Watch Prices
Ottawa, Dec. 28, 1918.
Editor, BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER.
Weli, yes, we certainly did a very
fine'business this Xmas time, by far the
largest we ever had. We don't see whybusiness should not be good in the coming months; a large section of the people
have money — either made it or saved it,
and the returning men are to have six
months' pay from the time they land
home. This should help all round to
keep any distress away until the factories have readjusted themselves to the
times. Then look how short we all are
of merchandise, and have been so for
months. From what the manufacturers
tell us, they are all waiting for more
help to get actual orders filled, to say
nothing of a reserve. The hardest job
for the retailer in the immediate future
will be to watch prices. Travellers will
b.e coming round shortly selling for next
fall, by which time the present high
prices should be down somewhat. As
manufacturers will naturally quote prices
on present cost of goods we retailer.;
will need to be careful.
THOBURN
& ABBOTT.
Kitchener

is Prosperous

of any
previous year,
is "Away
how J. ahead
C. Jaimet.
of Kitchener,
sums '
up the Christmas trade just concluded,
and the same was true of the whole
year as compared with records of preceding years since the Jaimet store was
established nine years ago. The increases were great in both book and
stationery lines, and a particularly fine
trade was done in leather goods lines.
The prosperous year which the numer-

ous factories in this manufacturing city
'nave had, assures a continuance of good
trading, which is further accentuated
by big extensions to established factories which are definitely planned, as
well as entirely new manufacturing
plants. For instance, the Kaufman
Rubber Co. are to enter the automobile
tire manufacturing field and are fitting
up a big new factory; and the Dominion
Tire Company's $500,000 plant is to be
practically doubled in size and capacity.
Avoid Carelessness
Stratford, Dec. 26, 1918.
The Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
With reference and replying to your
communication, we are pleased to be
able to tell you that our Christmas business just concluded exceeds both our expectations and those of many years previous.
We certainly think that the bookselling and stationery business will have
very favorable times in the readjustment
period following the conclusion of peace,
but this does not mean that any carelessness must enter into our methods.
PATTERSON'S

BOOK

STORK

No Place for Pessimists
Paris, Ont.
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
Our Christmas trade for 1918 was
about forty per cent, better than anyother year since our business was first
established over thirty years airo, and
the year 1918 was by far the best in ou;
history. As for the future, our opinion
is, that after the peace terms have been
finally settled and readjustment effected
Canada will have a wonderful period of
prosperity. Now is the time for action
and encouragement. There is no place
in Canada for the pessimist.
J. H. FISHER & SON.
Exceeded

Expectations
Oshawa, Ont.
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
We found Christmas trade, and trade
in general, exceeded our expectations.
With regard to prospects for 1919, I
think that trade will be as good, or even
better than during the war years, but
would not advise any one to stock up
heavily, but to go along- carefully. In
fact I can see nothing but brighter uv<\
better prospects in Canada for a lew
years yet.
THOS. HENDERSON
No Fear as to Future
Port Hope, Ont.
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
Business has been very pood during
the present month, much better than in
many
years.
to
fear former
as to the
future.We see no -eason
W. WILLIAMSON

& SON

Best in Twenty-Five Years
Guelp'h, Ont., Dec. 23, 1918
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
The December business has been far
beyond my expectations and greater than
any month in twenty-five years; in fact
it is the first time we have not had some
lines that were slow and draggy in their
sale, making- us do some special advertising to help them along. If anything,
we have almost a shortage of some goods
that would be saleable if in stick. In enclose my ads. for the 21st inst. to show
our satisfaction with conditions. As for
the future I am too much of an optimist
concerning Canada's greatness to think
that there will be any heavy depression
in business now the war is over; possibly
in a year the change of manufacturing
conditions might cause a slight depression, but I do not think it will ever be
sufficient to upset the retail trade to any
extent that would be called alarming.
C. L. NELLES.
All Records Eclipsed
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer:
Christmas trade has been enormous,
beating all former years. Our increase
for December (holiday trade) over 1917
will be over 50 per cent.; over 1916, 77
per cent.; over 1915, 109 per cent., and
over 1914, 130 per cent.
Our increase for the year will be over
20 per cent, ahead of that of 1917, and
128 per cent, over 1914.
Our business on the Saturday before
Christmas ran over four figures, with
2.538 cash sales, which we believe for
a city of 20,000 is a record that will not
be beaten in the whole Dominion.
With reference to the outlook for the
coming year, we believe it will be better
than ever before in the history of the
Dominion. With the wiping off of the
IVz per cent, war duty and a large reduction in the tariff which is bound to
come, the time having passed when the
manufacturers will be able to hold the
strings of Government at Ottawa, stationers can look forward to much larger
profits than for the past four years.
With the changes we contemplate
miking in the business here after the
New Year, we confidently look for an increase of at least 50 per cent, for the
year 1919. and would ask that you make
a note of this in your diary for December. 1919. so that when you send out
your similar enquiry re the business of
that year as compared with this, you
may see just how much we are out in
our reckoning.
The College Book Store.
J. NASH.
Good

Business

Ahead

Frederick W. Goodchild, publisher, Toronto, speaking to BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER of the coming year's prospects for the book trade, considered that

BOOKSELLER
1919 would see a far greater demand
than ever before for technical and business books, one circumstance strongly
tending to bring this about being the
marked inclination on the part of soldiers
to take up courses of reading and study
to fit themselves for better positions
•when they return to civil life than they
held lefore joining the colors.
Mr. Goodchild predicted also that there
would be a better demand than ever for
reprint novels, and altogether he saw
good business ahead for the Canadian
book trade.
Look For Good Book Year
W. A. Gardner, sales manager of J.
MI Dent & Sons, looks forward to a good
year in the book trade in Canada and
that the house he represents backs up his
views is shown by the aggressive manner in which the sales department has
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been organized for the coming year with
the appointment of Frank Matthews as
representative in the far West with
show rooms at Calgary; Albert Victor,
middle West, with show rooms at Winnipeg; Duncan T. Hargraves, in the
East, with show roms in Montreal; while
J. G. Gulliford will cover the Province
of Ontario for the head office in Toronto.

Editor,

The Spirit of the West
BOOKSELLER
AND
STATIONER:

We are pleased to report that in spite
of the "flu" epidemic and general unsettled conditions of business we have
had much the best Xmas business in our
history. Sales of books and gramophones
were particularly good, though sales of
practically all lines we carry were very
good.

As this is an agricultural district, and
the farmer is assured of high prices for
all he produces for some years to come,
we feel confident that business conditions will be very good in this district
and throughout Alberta and the West
generally, for some years to come.
We have unbounded faith in the future
of this Western country of ours, and
expect great development in the course
of
ity. the next decade. We feel sure that
the merchant who keeps pace with the
times will share in the general prosperWishing you the Compliments of the
Season, we are
Yours very truly,
THE

GAETZ-CORNETT
DRUG
AND BOOK COMPANY,
Red Deer, Alta.

Canada's Progress in the Making of Toys
WHAT

OF

YOUR

TOY

TRADE?

Members of the trade are invited to write
the editor telling of Canadian-made lines
with which they have had (rood success and
wherein Canadian manufacturers fall
short. obliging them to purchase toys and
dolls imported
from the U. S. or abroad.

»w

r£. are getting toys from the
United
Japan,"
said theStates
head and
of from
the Holland

Co., of Montreal, in a recent interview,
"but I am pleased to state that we are
making great headway in Canada in the
manufacture of toys. The dolls come
from the States and Japan, but we are
dressing them locally, and dressing them
well. We have dolls dressed in every
particular with everything complete as
in life. These are much admired. Do
you notice that the Japanese doll shows
a hint of the East in the formation of
the eyes? It is faint, but the immemorial East is there. They .will get
out of that, and, in fact, the Japanese
are greatly improved as toymakers, so
they are in the States, and so are we here
in the Dominion. We have toys whicn
are taking on form and a certain degree
of complexity, made in Canada. We
have, for instance, beautiful toy tables
and chairs in white enamel — the best
we ever had."
Mr. Holland said that the firm liked
to encourage the sale of useful toys —
toys of an educative character, but the v
had many that were highly ornamental
at the same time.
"Toys made by the soldiers are more
or less transitory in character, but there
is no reason wiry we in Canada could
not make as o-ood toys as were ever made
in Germany."
Mr. Holland said that the toys made
both in the States and Canada were quite
insufficient in quantity this year, owing
to so nrmv men being taken for the war
and the difficulty of getting steel. The

Interesting Comments by the Head of a Big Retail Store in Montreal—Believes inEncouraging the Making of Useful Toys

demand was very large for toys of ail
descriptions. The dolls were great favorites, but the whizzing airplane, the
racing engine, that sort of toy enchained
the regard of the small boy.
The Year's Showing
The total value of toys made in Canada in 1918 is estimated at $800,000—
about double that of 1917. This output
was from thirty-five concerns making
toys. Six of these concerns began toy
making in 1918.
The industry has been confronted with
many difficulties in its comparatively
brief existence. In some other toyproducing countries, such as Great Britain or Germany, the manufacture of
dolls, for example, is greatly simplified
by parts being secured from makers who
specialize in a single phase of the in
dustry. Doll-makers have been assemblers rather than manufacturers. Bysuch specialization enlarged volume of
production is possible, thus reuuc'iig
costs. Such developments have not been
entered upon fully in Canada yet. Eyes
for dolls, for instance, are not made
in the Dominion, but have to be secured
from outside. Bisque sand has been discovered recently in Hastings county, and
bisque dolls'
heads
now tobeing
manufactured that
are are
stated
be of
fine
quality. Similarly hair and other parts
are now produced within the country.
The manufacture of wooden toys has
ben a field in which Canadians have excelled. Various types of wheeled toys
have been made, with considerable success. White enamelled wooden toys are
turned out in fairly large number, comprising doll carriages, beds, etc. Mechanical toys of improved workmanship
are being produced. Steel construction
30 in larger quantities
toys are being made

and in more varieties than was the
case a year ago. Fibre dolls, made of
wood pulp, are proving to be quite
attractive.
Most of the toys sold in Canada are of
U.S. manufacture. The import figures tor
1918 are not available, but in 1917 over
$600,000 came from across the border,
while Great Britain sent in around $100,000 worth and Japan about $80,000
worth. The latter country has been exporting increasing quantities of toys to
Canada each year during the war, and
the 1918 figures can be depended upon
to show another substantial increase.
One estimate has it that about onethird of the toys now being sold in Canada are the products of Canadian toy
makers. With the amelioration of manufacturing difficulties, the coming year
should be able to attain a still greater
r.:easure of success.
A new edition of W. H. Moore's notable Canadianout.
book, "The Clash," has
been brought
Mary Webb's "Gone to Earth" is a
new novel that is being well received in
Canada.
"Pathetic Snobs," by Dolf Wyllarde,
deals with the changing views and activities of women as influenced by the war.
Amos R. Wells, the well-known editor
of "The Christian Endeavor World," has
compiled "A Cyclopedia of Twentieth
Century
Illustrations."
Dr. Wells'
workcontains more
than nine hundred
of these
absolutely fresh illustrations pithily and
brightly written, specially adapted for
the use of preachers, teachers, Y.M.C.A.
workers, or speakers in almost any field.

Editorial Chronicle and Comment

THE

1919 OUTLOOK

Everywhere now. stationers are finding that they
can sell the higher grades — papers retailing at priceactually double the prices that they were prone
to deem prohibitive in t lie pre-war days.
This awakening has been two-fold, in that besides influencing the purchasing public it has had
a beneficial retroactive effect of bringing the retailers themselves to a realization of the fact that

AS regards the immediate future of the book and
stationery business, our feeling is one of unalloyed confidence. We are now passing through
a period of transition, during which those who
have been engaged in the war industries or taking
an actual part in the war have to readjust them-elves and settle down to peace occupations; but
(lie demand for labor in every direction is so pressing that this condition of affairs does not appear
to us to threaten any extended period of unemployment. Stocks in practically every industry are at
a low ebb and it is likely to be some time before
they can be brought back to their pre-war condition.
Till this has been done there will be work for all
who are willing to work, and at good wages. We.
therefore, foresee no diminution in the purchasing
power of the public and consequently look for a
period of general prosperity in which the book and
stationery stores will fully share. Different aspects
of this same subject are dealt with in letters and
interviews which appear in this issue. It will well
repay every member of the trade to read all of
these, and if any new points suggest themselves,
the Editor would like to hear of them for use in
the next or subsequent issues.
THE

BIGGER

they can readily -ell the higher grades of such goods.
The same principle obtains as affecting, in different
measures, the other classes of merchandise going
to make up the average stationer's stock, and consequent the stationer has become a better merchant
and
the
bilities. stationery trade a business of greater possiIt must he kept in mind, however, that this new
order of condition- has it> problems as well as Hi.
advantage.-, and one essential fact that looms large
is that there will be a- greater necessity than ever
for genuine merchandising ability. The little fellow content with a hole-in-the-wall stock of a-littleof-everything along the line of stationery, magazine-, cigars and tobacco — you know the class of
-lore we mean — will be able to carry on in about
the same old non-progressive manner; but the book
and stationery -tore that is to keep up with the
march of the times i- going to need the guiding
hand of a merchant who is more capable, and who
possesses a wider vision than sufficed in the small
d;:ys of -mailer business before the war.

DA VS AHEM)

NOT

only are there good days ahead of the retail
trade of Canada, having in mind the probable
continuance of general prosperity in the post bellum
period, but there arc some guiding facts which go
to conclusively prove that the stationery business
is going to benefit in a very special measure.
There are several developments contributing to
this outcome. First, we would refer to the general
tendency toward higher prices. This has accusfcomed people to expect to pay more for everything
they buy. and thus the stationery trade has been
afforded a much-needed opportunity to definitely
break away from hard-and-fast price standards, as
for instance, in the case of such ordinary items of
the stationery stock as paper and envelopes.
Another circumstance is a decided trend toward
demanding the better grades of correspondence
papers, rather than the very cheapest lines which
had been considered all-sufficient by many stationers, especially in the smaller towns.

EXIT
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TRASHY

TOYS

>TpllK day- of the trashy and easily destructible
A toy- that were so common, and the cause of so
much annoyance and trade losses in the days hefoi
the war. are done. This result is a final justifies
tion of the attitude of those retail stationers who.
years ago, decided to exclude this class of merchandise from their stores. But a new era in the toy
trade has dawned since the momentous days of 1914.
and the toy stock of to-day is most substantial in
comparison. Not only that, but the development
of the "constructional" idea in toy
has
sounded a distinct educational note, andmaking
the result
is a stock-in-trade that is infinitely more valuable,
possessing proportionately greater possibilities for
profitable trading.
Along with this improvement in

BOOKSELLER

AND

lhe toy trade, has been manifested a similar advance
ii the potentialities of the doll trade.
The whole effect is such a revolution in the
nature of this trade, that those stationers who in
the past, with justification, dropped toys altogether,
will ze well advised, providing the nature of their
business at present permits, to again take up the
toy business.
They will find that, with ready selling items
running up in many instances to $25 retail and
over, they will be most effectually complimenting
tin1 stationery business proper, which is cardinally
lucking in what would seem to be the proper proportion of higher priced goods.

STATIONER

turning soldiers." Backing up this line of action
several thousand stores, among them some of the
largest in the States, are displaying signs which
read "No German Made Goods Sold Here." In
New York city alone, these signs are prominent in
over 700 stores. There have been many rumors that
< rerman firms were not prepared to give up their
foreign trade and would resort to every sort of
scheme to unload their goods. It might be good
policy for Canadian retailers to keep a weather eye
open for German made goods.
TAKING

CHANCE

FOR

EXPORTERS

of exhibiting

you keeping as closely in touch with your community and its needs as you should? Can your
.-tore methods or the methods in any department
be improved? Stock taking of this kind will often
reveal points where improvements can be made that
will make for increased business efficiencv.
WILL THIS BECOME GENERAL'
A STEP that will be watched by retailers with
special interest was taken this month by one of
the greatest mail order houses in the Dominion.
The firm announced that from now on its employees
are to have every Saturday afternoon off and during
the months of July and August all day Saturday.
This may seem a radical step to take but it is one
that may be followed before many years by many
other firms, especially those employing large num1 it- of sales people. It is stated by many manufacturers who allowed employees afternoons off last
-ummer on condition that the time be spent in war
gardens, that the factory output did not decrease
but showed a substantial increase. There is a general tendency on the part of large employers of
help to better conditions and shorter working hours
is one of the ways in which they are watching results with keen interest.

or

GERMANY'S LATEST PLAN
WHILE
no attempts have as yet been reported
since the signing of the armistice to unload < German made goods in Canada, it is regarded as quite
likely that sonic cleverly disguised plans for doing
this are under way. It is believed that German
agents are still very busy across the line and the
American Defense Society has issued the following:
"The subtle agents of Germany are here to place
German goods on the market and ultimately undersell our own manufacturers. We have fought
Germany on land and sea and now have to fight
ner at home. The cheap goods from Germany are
made at slaves' wages. AVe must protect our own
industries in order to give employment to our re-

STOCK

IN the next couple of weeks many stationer merchants all over Canada will be taking stock. In
doing this every merchant should not fail to take
stock of himself, his assistants, his store organization
and his store methods. Some proprietors have found
on looking into the matter that they are neglecting
executive work which needs their urgent and personal attention to take care of work that could be
done just as well by cheaper help. Others have
found that other methods than those they were
using are being applied by leading firms to boost
«ales. Others have discovered opportunities for developing side lines which have turned out to be most
profitable business builders. All these things are
worth looking into. Are you a better or more
efficient merchant than you were a year ago? Are

THE date for the great fair at Bordeaux, France,
has been set for May 16 to 31, and a special
invitation to participate is extended to Canadian
firms.. All exporters and manufacturers who are
interested in expanding their trade not only in
Prance, but in French colonial territories, should
find this big commercial fair an excellent opportunity to get in touch with buyers. The Canadian
< Jovernment is securing a number of spaces which
will be at the disposal of manufacturers. It is
stated that prospects are for better shipping conditions in the spring than have obtained for three
years. Reconstruction material.- arc not likely, it
is stated, to prove a business-gettiiig ljlu.. What
France needs for reconstructing its damaged industries inthe north and east are, first, labor: second,
credit; third, raw materials to keep French industries going; fourth, such special equipment for iron
and coal mines, steelworks, textile mills, and other
industrial establishments as France itself is not in
position to make in sufficient quantity at this time;
fifth', ships."
There is, obviously, no need
calline attention to raw materials.

PERSONAL
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NO GROUND
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Business

important question of the
THE
hour for the bookselling and
stationery trade, and in fact for
all trades, is, "What is business going
to be like for the next year or two?"
Everyone is convinced that ultimately
Canada will experience a recurrence of
her old-time pre-war prosperity, but
what is to happen during the transitional
period? Will that transitional period
be long or short? Will it be a matter
of weeks before our industiial workers
can settle down to their peace-time
avocations or will it be a matter of
years? Have our industrial leaders
made their preparation for peace with
sufficient foresight to obviate any
general dislocation of trade and commerce during the time necessary for
conditions to readjust themselves ?
Upon the answers to these questions
depends the outlook for trade in general
for the next year or two.
Ask the opinion of every business man
you meet and you will find the matter
is regarded in two totally different
lights. The majority will tell you peace
has not come upon us suddenly out of
the blue as did the war in August, 1914,
that although there will naturally be
some slight dislocation of business, the
demand for labor of every kind, both
skilled and unskilled, is so great that
v/ork can be found for every one. That
our industries which have been shorthanded for the past two years will quickly absorb all labor thrown upon the market "oy the cessation of munition work,
;>nd still leave a large void -which wi'l
not be more than filled bv the men returning from the front. They point to
the fact that before the war, with every
factory and retail store filled with reserve stocks which have been drawn upon and exhausted in the last four years,
there was even then enough work for
■■'V. How much more, then, they ask, is
there likely to be work for everyone now
that those stocks are depleted and have
to be replenished.
New for the Pessimist
Thus the optimist. Now for the pessimist, the man who knows not the use
of rose-colored spectacles, but looks at
things from the darker side. He can
foresee only calamity. What is to become, he asks, of the thousands of munition workers who are now to be thrown
out of work, after earning more than they
have ever earned in their lives before?
What is to become of our half a million
soldiers? Where are they to find work?
For every joh that is vacant will there
not be scores of applicants? This will
bring wages down and impair the buying'
power of the public and thus business
will suffer generally.
Now. which of these two will come
out on tot) as the wise nrophet? Frankly, the writer is inclined to plump for the
optimist.
His arguments appear to ret

FOR FEAR IN COMING

DAYS

Conditions, Ready Markets and Sustained Prices Are
Ahead of the Trade in Canada
upon a sound basis, whereas the fears
of the pessimist appear to be needlessly
exaggerated. In the first place it will
probably be a year or two before all our
boys return, and it has been ascertained
that when they do, about 40 per cent, of
them have expressed a wish to go in
for farming. These men will add to the
productive power of the country and will
also form a substantial addition to the
purchasing community.
No doubt as regards wages, those who
have been occupied in the munition
plants will have to be content with a
more modest remuneration, but this will
not be an unmixed evil. There is no
doubt that the high wages which have
been paid in this line have been beyond
the intrinsic value of the services rendered, and have also tended to render labor
difficult to secure for other industries,
so that a return to normal conditions
will benefit industry in general.
This, you will say, is all very interesting, but it does not help us by telling us
what conditions are going to be like in
our own trade— the book and stationery
business. Have we pood times ahead,
or will trade be slow ?
Well, the book and stationery busine-s
depends pretty much upon the genera,
prosperity of the country. If trade
generally throughout the country is
good people have money to spend on
books, on stationery, on magazines, and
the hundred and one other items that eo
io make up the stationer's stock-in-trade.
And if the countrv as a whole is prosperous the bookseller and stationer is
going to share in that prosperity.
Some business men. including retail
stationers, were stricken with cold feet
the other day in the midst of the general
rejoicin" over the signing of the armistice which practically ended the war.
They stopped waving their hats and
shouting and began to wonder, fearfully
and with bated breath, what was going
to happen to them. They recalled reading and talking of the vast readjustment
to peace conditions which must take
r'ace, and leaned to the prompt conclusion that this readjustment would hit
them squarely between the eyes, in a
business way; and, conseciuentlv and
r>aturally, from this conclusion thev decided that they had better draw in their
horns, retire into their holes, and otherwise aret ready for trouble.
Fortunately the average stationer is
not widely extended in the matter of
orders for goods — not widely enough
most of the time. He is a careful, not
to say a stingy, buyer, and does not put
himself in a position, as a rule, to get
caught in the sort of thing which greets
the. speculator who bought on a high
market and has to sell on a falling- market. But, at the same time, the fact
that hundreds of stationery items are
made of paper, a commodity which has
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had its ups and downs during the past
year or so, and that prices have been
high, served as sufficient basis for some
of this panicky feeling on the part of
many retail stationers.
Fortunately, however, most of the
irade are level-headed citizens, who refuse to permit themselves to be stampeded, even by their own fears. They
realize that while changes will undoubtedly occur incident to the change
from a peace to a war basis, these
changes will for the most part be slow,
and carried out in such a manner as not
to injure business; and it is the opinion
of some rather far-sighted stationers,
moreover, that the process will be complete! with the minimum of damage and
the maximum of good to them, the retail stationers, as compared with some
lines of business.
Post Card Prospects
Picture postcards is one line to which,
in the near future, it should pay the ret.iiler to devote special attention. A
L.rge number of our returning; soldiers
are bringing back with them wives from
Uie Old Country, and they will undoubtedly be eager to send their relatives pictures of their newly-adopted
country. This desire may be catered to
with profitable results by every retailer
in the trade. It is of course a line which
must be fostered and developed, but it
;s one which, if properly looked after,
offers attractive possibilities.
It should not be overlooked that, with
the return of peace, competition in every
line of business will become keener.
During the past year or two the shortage
of labor and of raw material has resulted in such a scarcity of goods of all
kinds that the element of competition
which ordinarily enters into business
transactions has been to all practical
extents and purposes eliminated. The
average purchaser has become accustom•*! to take what he could get and be e;lad
he could get it. He has been far from
exacting in his demands.
Take leather for instance, to mention
only one item. The abnormal demands
of the Allied armies were just berini.ing to affect the supolv of all articles
made from this material and the shortage promised to become verv fcute in
the near future. The end of the war
will change all this, and with production
pt. a high point and the war demand
eliminated, depleted stocks will soon be
replenished and competition will once
more become a potent factor in retail
1 usiness.
It is a factor, however, which the live
letailer will regard without apprehension. He will prefer trade conditions
under which he can get amole supplies
at reasonable prices to that state of
i.ffair* in which he has to nay a hieh
price for(Continued
evervthing.on and
page ev»"
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INCREASING BUSINESS THROUGH

SPECIAL SALES

Breaking the Routine of Regular Business by Means of "Special Sales" is Found to
be Good Merchandising— How Several Philadelphia Stationers
Conduct Their Sales
By ROBERT
EVERY stationer, no matter how
email or how large his establishment may be, can conduct special
sales of various stationery goods with
successful results. It is all in holding the
sales during the proper seasons of the
year, and in offering things which are
in particular demand in the neighborhood
where the store is located. After a careful study of the stock in the store, and
the local conditions of the neighborhood,
thp sntioner can easily plan a special
sale which will be the means of attractin"- many new customers
Suppose, for example, that the stationery store is situated in or near the
business district of a city in this instance the special sales should consist
of stationery goods which are of use to
the average business house. Specialties
such as blank books, ledgers, loose leaf
forms, waste baskets, manifold paper,
carbon paper, etc., are just the correct
lines to boom in this section of the town.
There is a great variety of other stationery goods which can be featured in the
stationery store located in the business
district. We mention merely a few
things by way of suggestion.
To make a special sale of unusual attraction, the stationer should arrange an
exclusive window display of the line being advertised, and the sale should be in
progress for only a limited period. Consider blank books as a good "special"
which can be "pushed" during any season of the year. Fix up a handsome
display of the blank books in the bulk
window. In back of the exhibit have a
spacious sign reading:

SPECIAL SALE OF BLANK

BOOKS

All Prices Reduced for
Two Weeks Only.
All Sizes.
All Styles.
is of the Best Quality.

Every Book
Buy Now!

In addition to having the show window
exclusively trimmed with the blank
books, have also in the front part of the
store one or more tables stocked with an
assortment of the books. Neatly handlettered signs, worded to suit the occasion, and suspended above the tables,
help in directing the visitor's attention
to the special sale. If there are a few
shop-worn or slightly imperfect blank
books in the stock, place them on a
smaller table and offer them at reduced
prices with a sign reading, "Slightly
Shop-worn Blank Books at About Hair
Usual Prices. Your Opportunity to Save
Money."
One of the Philadelphia staioners recently held a "Combination Sale" of carbon paper and manifold paper which
terminated
successfully.
One
hundred

F. SLADE,

in "Geyer's

Stationer"

'

sheets of the carbon paper and five hunwhy the great department stores have
dred sheets of the manifold paper were
been so successful is because of the
offered together at a reduced figure, and
special sales which are conducted so frethe offer stood only during the month in
quently. Now when the stationer anwhich sales were being advertised. Lamb
nounces a special sale (no matter what
Brothers, Philadelphia, have special sales
class of stationery is involved), the pubof various lines during all months of the
lic's attention is directed to the stayear. One of their recent specials was
tioner's store in a particular way. There
a dozen lead pencils, reduced in price
is no more powerful advertisement foi
for a limited time. The main show winany retail store than a "live" special sale
dow was fixed up with the pencils arwith a few real bargains. New patrons
ranged in interesting order. Many
are attracted to the place. They come
people came from a distance to take adto buy the "special," but in glancing
vantage of the offer. The Lamb store
around the store they see other desirable
is located in one of the liveliest business
sections of the Quaker City. Crowds of articles which are "just what they had
been looking for."
people are constantly passing the place
So why not a special sale of home
and the special sales always attract a
stationery for the month of January; a
large number of buyers.
special sale of novelties and fancy goods
The proprietor of a medium-size stafor
February; some other line for March,
tionery store which is located near a
and so on? Try out the idea, Mr. Staresidential section of the city, is taking
tioner.
advantage of the special sale idea with
profitable returns. One recent special
sale was toilet paper, offered either six
NO GROUND FOR
FEAR IN COMING
DAYS
rolls or a dozen rolls, at slightly reduced prices. It was surprising to see
Continued
from page 33
the many people who came to buy the
paper. It is a fact that many of the
has a difficulty in securing what he repatrons bought other stationery goods in
quires. Competition has been described
addition to the toilet paper. This is one
as the soul of trade, and no dealer
strong selling point of any special sale.
worthy of the name will fear its effect
on
his sales.
Many extra sales of different things are
made along with the special.
To sum up it may be said that if we
The William H. Hoskins Co., Philaare prepared to face the new conditions
delphia, one of the largest stationery
squarely, the future is full of hope; there
firms in the country, usually hold a
need be no dismal forebodings nor critispecial sale of commercial stationery
< il situations. Notwithstanding the disduring the month of August. Leather
location of business which may he ocgoods are featured in another special
casioned in the transition from the consale. Still another special sale is made
ditions of war to those of peace, there
up of office furniture. All of these sales
is a bright future ahead with plenty of
have been successful, and they have been
\>ork for all. This means that the pubthe means of winning a great deal of
lic generally will have the means to buy
new business for the Hoskins store.
what they want and the retailer can
therefore look ahead with every feeling
During certain seasons of the year the
of confidence.
William Mann Co., also of Philadelphia,
offer their trade-marked manifold paper
at tempting prices. This paper is adverIt is better for you to have one good
tised in the daily newspapers, and while
trade-winning idea a week and put it
the advertisements are appearing the
into practical use than to have a dozen
Mann Co.'s show windows are trimmed
every day that are never put into action.
with exhibits of the paper. The Mann
Co. have held special sales of various
kinds of stationery goods, such as transThe only kind of advertising that does
fer cases in both steel and wood; fountain pens, loose leaf outfits, etc. This is not pay is that which is improperly done.
Good advertising is an investment that
strictly a commercial stationery house
returns a profit. It is never an expense.
and only the highest grade of product is
carried
It would be an exce'lent plan for the
average stationer to have a special sale
The best goods are the cheapest in the
of some kind every month of the year.
long run. There is now more competition in qualitv thnn there is in price. It
The public is always interested in anyunusual sale where there is an opportunwill pay you to sell the better grades of
merchandise.
ity to save a few pennies. One reason
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Trade

Regulation

by Order-in-Council

Must Be Abolished
By

E. M. TROWERN,

Ottawa

Secretary Dominion Board
The Retail Merchants' Association of Canada
E.

M.

TROWERN

IN view of the fact that the Government Order-in-Council No. 2461,
which was passed on October 8th,
1918, and which amended a similar
Order-in-Council No. 2777, passed on the
10th and 20th November, 1916, relates to
the operations of the retail trade
throughout Canada, as well as to manufacturers and wholesalers, it will, no
doubt, be of interest to the trade and
to the public to know some of the salient
points of the said order, together with
some comments upon the same.
The above Order, as far as necessaries
of life are concerned, repeals section 498
of the Criminal Code, which was placed
upon the Dominion Statutes some years
ago by the members of the Commons
and the Senate, and which has always
contained some very contentious and
complicated clauses. It, however, contained some safeguarding clauses which
have been entirely brushed aside in tlic
new Order-in-Council, and new clauses
have been introduced that are not only
absolutely unfair, but which are also
unworkable.
On the face of the Order-in-Council, it
can be seen at a glance that those who
conceived the idea had very little, if any,
knowledge of the many great commercial problems that those who have been,
or are, practically engaged in trade,
are familiar with.
The objects to be reached by the
Order are, therefore, dense and clouded,
and the lesral drafting is fully in keeping with the objects. It would be impossible for anv-lay mind to take up the
Order and explain it clause by clause, as
the objects sought are surrounded by so
many exemptions and contradictions
that if by any chance its operations
should entangle any person or company,
and they should find themselves before
the Supreme Court, the Judges could
never give a clear ruling on the Order,
but they would be compelled, if they did
not dismiss the case, to base their judgment on the evidence in the case presented to them, rather than on the Order
itself, rs we are quite certain that its

complications and contradictions woultl
confuse and mystify even that learned
body.
The Order starts out in the usual way
and defines the meaning of the words
"Council," "Minister," "Necessary of
Life," "Municipality" and "Person." Its
operations are placed under the Minister
of Labor, but for what reason it does
not explain. It then sets forth some
outwardly very drastic clauses, which,
to the uninitiated, would look as though
those who drafted it were so thoroughly
in earnest to trap all evil doers, and protect the "general public" — whatever that
may mean — that the drafters were inspired with the highest of motives for
the public weal. To those who have not
had an opportunity of reading these
famous clauses, which also appeared
only in somewhat modified form in the
old Act, we take the liberty of quoting
them: —
(1) No person shall conspire, combine, agree, or arrange with any other
(a) —to limit the facilities for transperson
porting, producing, manufacturing, supply;ng, storing or dealing in any necessary of life, or
(b) to restrain or injure trade or commerce in relation to any necessary of
life; or
(c) to prevent, limit or lessen the
manufacture or production of any necessary of life, or to enhance or maintain
the price thereof; or
(d) to prevent or lessen competition
in the production, manufacture, purchase, barter, sale, transportation, insurance or supply of any necessary of
life.
If these were the only clauses in the
famous Order, we might well stop and
ask ourselves, "What is there left for us
to do? How can we do any business of
any kind without 'agreeing,' 'limiting,'
and, if necessary, 'enhancing,' 'arranging,' 'maintaining,' 'preventing,' 'dealing,' etc.?"
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To Satisfy Public Demand
On the face of it, it certainly looks
like a very serious undertaking by those
who framed it up, but upon close observation itis the most beautifully camouflaged piece of legislation that has ever
been handed out to the public, and we
will not be at all surprised if those who
are capable of exhibiting it in its true
light before the Senate and the House of
Commons, will present it effectively
when the proper time comes, and, if they
do, it will certainly make an interesting
subject. Any legislation that is framed
up to attempt to satisfy what is often
termed the "public demand," but which
is really done for the purpose of "vote
catching," usually ends in disaster to
those who framed it up, as well as to
those to whom it was made to apply.
It requires no great commercial ability
to understand that the foundation for
the price of all articles that are manufactured or produced is based on the
value of labor. Capital is merely "accumulated industry" or the tools which
labor uses. If the price of labor goes
up raw material must go up, and if raw
material and labor advance the article
produced must advance, and the result
is that the manufacturer must charge
more, and consequently the wholesaler
and the retailer must charge more, all
of which must come out of the consumer in the end. It must always be
remembered that the service rendered
by the distributor, either retail or wholesale, is as equally necessary and valuable as the service rendered by the laboring man or the manufacturer or producer. Notwithstanding these simple
facts, those wh.o framed this famous
Order allowed the following clause,
which was put in the old Act possibly
for political purposes, to remain in the
Order:
"(2) Nothing in this section shall be
construed to apply to combinations of
workmen, or employees for their own
reasonable protection as such workmen
0" employees."

15 0 0 K S E L L E R
Class Legislation
The reason for its insertion is selfevident, but its justification cannot possibly be defended by any person whose
intentions were fair and honest, and we
feel quite sure that there is not one
labor union in Canada, or an officer of
a labor union in Canada, who would defend class legislation of this character.
There is no doubt whatever that the
officers of the labor unions could see the
absurdity of the whole measure, and they
asked to be left out of it, as they knew
that it would only cause trouble and
confusion. We compliment them upon
their ability to escape from the entanglements into which they would have become involved had they been made a
party to legislation of this character.
In simple English, it means that workmen of all sorts are allowed to meet,
agree, combine, conspire or arrange
among themselves or with any other person or corporation to increase prices, or
strike or demand anything they want,
but if those who manufacture or distribute their product do the same thing
they can be fined "not exceeding five
thousand dollars," or be imprisoned for
a term "not exceeding two years." And
all this is done in Canada, the land of
the brave and the free.
Still Further Exemption
Not being satisfied to exempt workmen or combinations of workmen, the
frarners of this wonderful piece of legislation finally discovered that there was
another important class in the community which is just beginning to make itself felt — the farmers and the gardeners
— and after inserting clause (2), which
reads as follows:
"(2) Every person who holds or offers
for sale; or sells or provides or furnishes
for consumption at a price, whether
upon the premises which he occupies or
not, any necessary of life, shall sell it or
provide or furnish the same for consumption as aforesaid, at a price not
higher than is reasonable and just," they
then insert the following:
"(3) Provided, however, that this section shall not apply or extend to any
accumulating or withholding by any
farmer, gardener, or other person, of
the products of any farm, garden, or
other land cultivated by him."
Remember, these two clauses do not appear in the old Act, as the only exemp
tions in the o'd Act are given to labor
unions, and this Order is supposed to
eive those who administer the Act wider
powers during the war so that they can
protect the public more fully than they
were protected.
Only

Retailers, Wholesalers and
facturers Affected

Manu-

Having, therefore, exempted the working men and labor unions, and the farmers and market gardeners — the only
persons to whom it applies are the retai'ers. the wholesalers and the manufacturers. It could not have been intended for the professional classes, as
the medical men held a meeting a few
months ago and they combined and
agreed among
themselves
to increase

A ND
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their professional fees, and by unanimous consent they did so, notwithstanding that their class is not mentioned as
one that is exempted.
As another example, the legal profession of Ontario, through their Association, waited upon the Premier of that
province, the Honorable W. H. Hearst,
according to the press reports, and
stated that they were unanimously
agreed among themselves that they were
underpaid and that they required more
money. Their request was considered
and the Government of the Province of
Ontario, mark you, consented to their
demands, and up went their prices
twenty
per cent., notwithstanding th:.famous Order.
A short time ago the newspapers
throughout Canada, with few exceptions,
found that they were losing money.
They met and considered their troubles,
and they ended them very rapidly by
increasing the price of their papers one
hundred per cent., and some two hundred
per cent. We have heard of no prosecutions, nor are we likely to.
The doctors,, the lawyers, the newspaper proprietors, the farmers, the
gardeners and the working men are
exempt from the law, but if the retail
merchant is suspected of even discussing
the advisability of getting more than
cost for selling milk, bread, butter or
other perishable necessities, as well as
gasoline, he is pounced upon and dragged before a special "Fair Price Committee," who are not required to have
any special knowledge whatever of the
retail trade, or the many difficulties that
surround every retail merchant in Canada at the present time.
The Fair Price Committee
The "Fair Price Committee" consists
of two or more officers of the municipality, and they are to be appointed by
the municipal council. Their names
must be submitted to the Minister of
Labor. The Council must then instruct
them as to what articles they want the
said Committee to investigate, and this
implies that the said municipal council
must have evidence beforehand as to the
reason why any retail merchant or other
person should be brought up and ordered
to be publicly examined.
In our opinion, we consider that in
order to be perfectly fair the municipal
council of any municipality should be
prepared to not only pay the expenses of
all those whom they order up for examination, but in the event of any
charge being made against a retail
merchant and it proves to be false, the
said council should be prepared to reimburse the retail merchant for not only
the loss of his time, but also for the loss
and injury to his reputation. No proprovision is made for this in the case
of a retail merchant, notwithstanding
that other classes have been exempted.
Only Retailer Cannot Escape
The camouflage, however, is not yet
complete. If the "Fair Price Committee" suspects that any manufacturer has
raised the price of his commodities
throus-h combination with his fellow
manufacturers, or otherwise, and he
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happens to live outside of the munici
pality in which the "Fair Price Committee" have jurisdiction, the manufacturer
cannot be compelled to appear and give
evidence. Wholesale grocers and wholesale produce merchants living outside
of the municipality are also beyond the
control of the "Fair Price Committee,"
but retail merchants cannot escape.
Can anyone consider legislation of
this discriminatory character either wise
or fair, and is it not a sad reflection upon
the ability of Canadians, who should be
anxious to show to the world the wisdom of the legislation they enact? It
is quite true that legislation of the above
character might appear upon the Statute
Books of the United States, or in some
foreign countries, but that is no reason
why it should appear upon the Statute
Books, or in Orders-in-Council, in Canada, and we sincerely hope that it will
soon be removed, as it is certainly unworthy of having a place on the records
of the Dominion.
Not content with amending the old
Act, Section 498, but whether designedly
or not, the following words have been
inserted into this famous Order, "or
maintain the price thereof."
Attacks Resale Price
In simple English, this means that no
manufacturer can now sell his goods on
the price maintenance or resale plan;
if so, he will immediately come under
the provisions of this Order and be liable
to the penalties attached. This provision will affect all manufacturers of
cereals, patent medicines, musical instruments, automobiles, fountain pens,
watches, and a host of manufacturers in
hundreds of other lines of trade, and
the result will be, when the true meaning of this amendment is made known,
that the commercial classes of Canada
will arise in their might and demand
that this Order-in-Council and all simitirely.
lar class legislation be removed enNo Prussianism
in Canada
We all rejoice exceedingly that we
have succeeded in securing a glorious
victory by defeating the Germans, and
thus destroying "Prussianism" in Europe. We must now watch very carefully that Germany's vicious doctrines
do not creep into the Government or into
the commercial life of Canada. Our
boast is that our courts in Canada are
above suspicion, and for this we all rejoice, because we know that the poorest
citizens, when the evidence is presented,
have the same equal chance as those of
the greatest wealth. The people, however, make the laws; the duty of the
courts is to administer them. Let us
make laws that are worthy and sane,
and which will not reflect upon the good
judgment of the people of Canada, and
which do not discriminate as between
one class and another.
What are the powers under this famous Order? Can the Minister of Labo-.
the municipal committee, the "Fair Price
Committee" or the Canada Food Board,
order that retail merchants shall cease
doing business, or do business at a loss,
Continued
on na -e 37
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WILL BUILD SIX-STOREY FACTORY
ADDITION
Existing Departments to be Extended and New
Lines Will be Manufactured
It is only a few years since that progressive and long-established manufacturing wholesale stationery house, the
Copp, Clark Co., of Toronto, put up their
fine new warehouse at Portland and
Wellington Streets, adjoining the firm's
manufacturing plant, and now comes the
announcement that within a few months
the first sod is to be turned for the erection of a six-storey addition to their
works. This will not only mean increasing the capacity of the several manufac-

Stationery

turing departments that already exist,
but new stationery lines are to be made
contributing valuable additions to madein-Canada goods. This fact in itself will
be welcome news to the stationers of
Canada, who will welcome all such indications of native Canadian development.
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER is
not as yet at liberty to disclose the exact
nature of the new lines that are to be
made in this new plant.

LEAVES FROM THE
OTHER FELLOW'S BOOK
FORT-HOLE IN WINDOW
By fastening black paper to the glas.^
of a display window, with cut-out circles
resembling a ship's portholes, a Chicago
window decorator recently succeeded in
attracting considerable attention.
The mysterious appearance of the
window was sufficient to arouse the curiosity of the average person. Almost
every one, in fact, who got a look at
the curious window went over to peek
through the holes and see what was inside. As a freak display it succeeded in
impressing the public with the articles
shown.
WATERPROOFING BLUE PRINTS
People who use blue prints frequently
have to carry them in places where they
are liable to get wet and thus be spoiled.
When you sell blue print paper hand
the customer this recipe for waterproofin"- blue prints: Immerse pieces of absorbent cloth a foot square or more in
paraffin until saturated; after being
cooled spread a saturated cloth on a
smooth surface, and on it place the dryprint with a second waxed cloth on top,
then iron with a moderately hot flat iron.
The paper absorbs the paraffin and thus
becomes waterproof. This will be valuable information for your customers who
use blue prints. Incidentally it may be
stated that notes or dimensions may be
written on blue prints by using a pen
dipped in saleratus water, or a cloth
spturated with this solution may be
rubbed on the blue print and the printing or writing done with an ordinary
pencil on the resulting white spot.
USING
LETTERING
INK
Stationers can render a real service
to their customers who use lettering pens

in their work by suggesting that they
take an empty drawing ink bottle and
fill it with cement up to the bottom of
the neck, leaving only the space in the
neck of the bottle for the ink. Thus
the pen will be dipped only a certain
distance, and smearing of the holder
will be avoided, preventing an annoyance which is quite prevalent with people using- lettering ink which is much
thicker than ordinary writing ink. The
capacity is, of course, much restricted,
but it will he enough for ordinary work
as lettering does not require much ink.
The stopper, of course, should be cut so
as to leave the maximum amount of
neck space for the ink. Incidentally the
bottie. with the weight given by the
cement, will make an effective paper
weight. This suggestion was gleanecl
from an issue of "Popular Mechanic's
Year Book," beina; contributed to that
publication by J. O'Brien, of Buffalo,
N.Y.
TRADE
REGULATIONS
BY ORDER1N-COUNCIL MUST BE ABOLISHED
Continued from page 36
or do the findings of these various bodies
have to go before the Attorney-General
of the Province first before any drastic
action is taken? On this subject this
famous Order leaves us in doubt, and no
one seems capable of explaining its mysterious meaning. Is it reasonable to
expect that intelligent business men will
remain under legislation of this character very long without making a vigorous protest? We know that they have
urotested, and we shall keep on protesting as an Association
of Retail Merchants, and we will37 make every effort in

1!

our power to have it abolished. The old
Act, section 498, of the Criminal Code,
was an unnecessary and complicate 1
piece of meddlesome legislation, but
when it is camouflaged by an Orderin-Council, in our opinion, it become^
ridiculous.
It must be made quite clear that those
who have their money invested in retail stores and stocks, and in wholesale
premises, and in manufacturing plants
in Canada are among the best citizen-,
and friends that Canada possesses. They
are helping to extend its trade and commerce, and building up the cities, towns
and villages of Canada, and they contribute more largely than any other class
toward business profit taxes, and all
other taxes, and contributions, that are
required, and they should, at least, be
consulted before drastic and unworkable
Orders-in-Council of the above character
are placed on the Statute Books.
In reviewing this Order-in-Council, it
may appear to some that the comments
made upon it are too drastic and too
.severe, but experience has taught us
that if we require reforms in any movement, or amendments to any Act, that
the case must be stated as it exists,
without fear and without favor.
BACK

FROM

RUHLEBEN

exyears'camp
after four
Hugh Young,
perience in the civilian
detention
at Ruhleben, Germany, got back to
Canada in time to have his Christmas
dinner at his home in Toronto. Mr.
Young preferred not to talk for publication regarding his experiences in Huniand as the ground had already been
amply covered by others. Mr. Young,
upon arrival, showed indication of the
fact that the Ruhleben prison camp fare
was not inclined to produce obesity, but
after less than a week's experience of
home cooking he already showed evidences of a rapid return to the appearance of good health customary to him
in the days before he made his fateful
trip to Germany in 1914.
Mr. Young's return to the Copp,
Clark Company is at an opportune time,
in that it antedates by only a short time
the date of a big expansion in that concern which will soon take effect.
H. L. Thompson, president of the Copp,
Clark Co., leaves shortly to take a wellearned rest. It is interesting to record
that it is now more than 52 years since
Mr. Thompson, as an office boy, entered
the employ of this premier house, of
which he is the head.
J. C. Jaimet, of Kitchener, was a
buyer in the Toronto wholesale houses
in Christmas week, his purchases being
in keeping with his expectation of a
continuation of good business in the
coming days.
Adopt a policy which is in tune with
the spirit of the times and let your advertising reflect that policy to the people
of your community.
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LATE

F. W. TREBILCOCK

Peterboro's first victim of the influenza epidemic was Frederick William
Trebilcock, of the local firm of Trebilcock Brothers, booksellers and stationers,
whose death was briefly recorded in the
November issue. It is no exaggeration
to say that Peterborough has seldom
been so profoundly affected by the loss
of any of its citizens as it was by the
untimely death of Mr. Trebilcock. Coming to Peterboro in 1910, he and his
brother, Paul Trebilcock, bought the long
established business of A. H. Stratton &
Company.
They developed a jobbing trade in wall
paper and stationery throughout Eastern
Ontario. This latter enterprise was
largely the work of Mr. Fred Trebilcock,
who spent several months every summer covering an extensive area in the
east end of the province, cultivating and
accomplishing a trade that had grown to
surprising proportions during the past
year.
The deceased was the second son of
Mr. Paul Trebilcock of Bowmanville, one
of the oldest and most widely known
booksellers and stationers in the province. It is a matter of family tradition
and pride that the Trebilcock name has
been linked with the stationery business
for more than one hundred years. Fred
Trebilcock was the grandson of the late
Paul Trebilcock, who, in the pioneer days
of Ontario, was a stationer and bookseller at Cobourg, and may be remembered by the older members of the trade.
The late Fred Trebilcock was one of
the most prominent Masons in Eastern
Ontario. He was a member of the Royal
Arthur Lodge of Peterboro, and also of
the Chapter Preceptory and Shrine. Not
only was his death keenly felt by thu
fraternity in Peterboro, but by the entire
community. The universality of the
esteem in which he was held by his fellow-citizens was illustrated by a splendid
tribute to his life and character in the
monthly publication of the Peterboro
Council of the Knights of Columbus. Mr.
Trebilcock will not soon be forgotten,
and in his death the trade has lost a
representative whom it may always remember with pride.
HEAD OF BLACK IE'S PASSES
The death occurred at Dunmorag,
Dowmhi'l Gardens, Glasgow, on November 17, of John Alexander Blackie, chairman of the well-known publishing house
of Blackie & Sons, Ltd. He was 68 years
of age.

TRADE

NEWS

Efforts are being made to reorganize
the North Bay Toy Co. and have the
factory resume operations.
Colwell's Bookstore, Wallaceburg, Ont.,
had a half page Christmas trade advertisement in the Wallaceburg "News." It
featured toys, books, Christmas cards,
fancy stationery and fancy china.
Baillee & Co., of the Norfolk Bookstore, Simcoe, Ont., conducted a big sale
prior to removal to new premises. The
firm has occupied the old store on Norfolk street for the past thirteen years.
Clasp Envelope Company, of New
York, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000. N. W. Eisenberg,
A. W. Levey. A. M. Wattenberg, 1,584
East 12th Street, Brooklyn, are the incorporators.
The drug and stationery business of
the late C. R. Smith, at Thorold, Ont.,
has been purchased by L. H. Neil, of
Toronto, formerly of New Liskeard,
where he was for a term chairman of the
Public Library.
Charles M. Passmore has resigned the
management of Boosey & Co.'s Toronto
branch to give his whole attention to the
St. Clair Music House, recently established by him at the corner of Yonge
street and St. Clair Ave.
D. Twite,
formerlyhas
withassumed
the Carter's
InkE. Co.
in Canada,
the
management of the Montreal, Can.,
office of the Empire Typewriter Co.
Mr. Twite recently returned from a b
ness trip to England.
H. G. Popham has withdrawn from
Holmes & Popham. of London. Ont., the
business being carried on by Mr. Holmes.
Mr. Popham has been appointed Canaci'-m traveling representative for the
E-ton. Crane & Pike Co.. succeeding Mr.
Palmer.
A NEW

CONCERN

manufacturers' agent,
E. A. Crippen,
succeeds
the Monarch Paper Co., 79
Spadina Ave., carrying on the business
of mnrketing adding machine rolls of
Canadian manufacture. Mr. Crippen
;<lso represents the Sutherland Paper
Co., of Kalamazoo, Michigan, makers of
vegetable parchment.
DEATH

OF A. W. IVES

The death occurred in England of A.
W. Ives, who so ably represented J. M.
Dent & Sons on the road in Canada,
before going overseas with Canadian
troops a few months ago. Shortly after
38

reaching England he was seized with an
illness that resulted fatally.
He is survived by Mrs. Ives and one
child and they have the deep sympathy
of the members of the trade.
WHY

CASES

WERE

DROPPED

One of the reasons for the abandonment of the practice of pen manufacturers furnishing pen assortments in counter display cases was recorded in
"Printers' Ink." An interview with "the
man who brought about the agreement
of
manufacturers"
manthewhopengoes
into a store said:
bent "The
upon
the purchase of pens will obtain what
he has come for, no matter if the clerk
has to fish them out from under the
counter. On the other hand, we do not
feel that in the present emergency in
the nation's affairs we should worry if
there is nothing to incite to purchase the
casual passerby who is not a premeditat
ed buyer and possibly does not really
need the article."
RUBBER BAND RESTRICTIONS
The U. S. War Industries Board has
restricted the manufacture of rubber
bands to fifty per cent, of the previous
year's production, and limits production
to gary bands only. Assortments and
gross packages are to be discontinued,
and bands are to be sold by weight only.
The following sizes shall be standard:
No. 8, 1-16 x % in.; No. 10, 1-16 x 1*4
in.; No. 12, 1-16 x 1% in.; No. 14, 1-16
x 2 inches; No. 16, 1-16 x 2V2 in.; No.
30, !/« x 2 in.; No. 32, % x 3 in.; No. 64.
V* x 3V2 in. (0000- V4). The National
Catalogue Commission of the National
Association of Stationers and Manufacturers has made recommendations for
resale prices on rubber bands made under the new regulations. — "Office ApIRELAND AND ALLAN
pliances."
A new firm of booksellers and stationtrs in Vancouver, B.C., is Ireland and
Allan, Mr. Ireland announcing that he
has taken into partnership J. K. Allan
late of G. S. Forsyth & Co., and the
Thomson Stationery Co. Mr. Allan, who
is favorably known to the book-loving
public of Vancouver, previous to going
to that city was for many years with
leading book and publishing houses in
Glasgow.
The Ireland & Allan store is at 649
Granville street.
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Current Events in Photograph

THE GREAT

DAM

AT BASSANO, ALBERTA

Water sufficient to irrigate 440,000 acres is diverted by the dam, which is one of the
largest of its kind in the world. The concrete structure is 720 feet long and it raises the
level of the Bow River by 46 feet. The dam is part of the system which supplies water
for what is known as the eastern section of the territory to be irrigated. The outlay in
connection with this has totalled about $8,000,000, and there are about 2,500 miles of distributing ditches which take the water to all parts of the country.

Current Events in Photograph
BLINDED
SOLDIERS
GETTING BACK
TO WORK
The photo shows how
broom-making is carried on at the Men's
Industrial School, Canadian National Institute
for the Blind, King St.
west, Toronto. Thirteen
men are being taught
this work at the school,
and the Institute finds
employment for them
after they have become
sufficiently pro ficient.
The man in the centre
of the group of three
has been blind since he
was three years old.
One of the things which
strikes visitors to the
Institute is the cheerfulness of the blind
workers at all times.
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Saving Waste Paper Profitable
Market Conditions and Matter of Saving Are Queried— The
Element of Fire Risk— What To-day's Prices Show— How
Dealers Clubbing Together May Help
inquiry coming
to hand
this
week re waste paper, will be of
interest to more than the individual merchant who puts forth
the queries.
There have been two questions asked which read as follows:
1. — How
will the market for waste
paper be in the future?
2. — Will the price be worth the trouble
of saving it?
Question No. 2 and Fire Risk
First of all it might be well to touch
on one phase of the situation which
should not be overlooked. It will probably help answer question No. 2, that
is the question of fire risk. Baled waste
paper will not burn — it may ignite and
smoulder away slightly, but it is really
in such shape when baled that it does
not burn easily. This should mean the
elimination of one item of fire riskloose paper lying around and ready to
spring into flames from the spark of a
match carelessly discarded.
There is another point. The dealer
has to get rid of his waste paper under
any consideration, and -probably burning
is the method adopted. This means labor
and careful watching — the baling and
shipping of waste paper will not involve
any more, if as much, labor.

ton, a point 100 miles away. Carload
late from Port Hope is 11 Vzc per 100
pounds on waste paper, or $2.25 per ton.
From Trenton the rate is 14M>c per
100 pounds, or $2.85 per ton. That means
'o the dealer selling $7.75 net per
tons from a point 60 miles away, or
$7.15 net per ton from a point 100 miles
away. A minimum carload is 24,000
Help
pounds.
How Dealers Clubbing Together May

What To-Day's Prices Show
And now the actual question — will
the price be worth the trouble of saving
it? The trouble end of the question is
probably covered in the paragraph
above. The price to-day is $10 per ton
f.o.b. Toronto. The price has been
higher and it has been lower, the law of
supply and demand covering the operations of the market on waste paper as
in every other marketable commodity.

The first question, "How will the market for waste paper be in the future?"
may be answered briefly by saying that
this commodity is marketable the same
as any other, and as such is subject to
market conditions — in other words, supply and demand. Figures show that best
marketing periods are from March to
June, and September to December, these
being periods on which greatest activity
is shown in nearly every line of business.
It would appear reasonable to expect
that the market for waste paper will
prove quite satisfactory and worth the
small amount of time involved in baling
and shipping.

AN

What Net Returns to Expect
Taking $10 as the f.o.b. Toronto price
then, and estimating freights from Port
Hope, a point 60 miles away, and Tren-

ADVANTAGES

You may say that you are attempting
the impossible to fill a car. Get together with eight or ten of your fellow
merchants, hardware, dry goods, men's
wear, or stationers. If each one save a
ton in two months' time that would
mean six carloads a year for a net return to the merchants of from $85 to $93
per carload — really found money. There
are few grocers who make much on
sugar. There are few booksellers
who make much on school books —
why then not make a little on waste
paper? Cut down your overhead, eliminate the little leaks which mean the difference between a really profitable business and one which is just making a
living for the merchant.
Waste Paper Subject to Market Conditions

OF BALING WASTE
PAPER

Occupies Little Space — Can Be Stored in Waiting for Rise in
Waste Paper Market — Loose Waste Paper a Bad Risk
the present time the waste paper
market is considerably lower than
it was two or three months ago.
A declining market is, however, no reason for waste paper being a loss. Waste
paper stored in bags will fill up the
average allotted space in a very short
time, but those who have used balers
have found out that they can store vastly
more when it is baled than when left in
Twenty bags will accumulate in
bags
AT

about six weeks in many medium stores,
but the space which those bags occupy
would scarcely be filled by baled paper
in less than a year.
In addition to the smaller space required for waste paper when it is baled,
there is the fact that there is a difference of between $2.00 and $3.00 a ton
in the prices of baled and loose paper.
It is an easy matter for the merchant
to store his baled paper in the case of
40

falling markets and hold it until the
market is better. Good prices are predicted by waste paper dealers to reach a
high level again by March.
Loose waste paper is, as every merchant knows, a bad stock when fire insurance is wanted and makes the fire
risk all the greater. If he keeps his paper
baled, however, it is inclined to be a protection rather than a risk. It would take
a fire a long time to penetrate a large
bundle of paper which has been baled.
Baled paper, too, is cleaner than the
loose waste paper which gathers in bags,
a further point in favor of the neater
way of collecting it.
TRAVELLERS MEET
Members of the Dominion Commercial
Travellers' Association gathered at the
Windsor Hotel, Montreal, for their annual meeting on Saturday night, December 21, under the presidency of Romeo
Brosseau. The reports submitted showed an increase in membership, the number at the end of the fiscal year being
8,536, the highest figure in the history
of the organization. Against this, however, there was a record list of deaths
which was attributed to the recent epidemic of influenza. This had resulted
in death claims amounting to $96,575.
It was stated by the president in his
address that 268 of their members had

been
whom -30 had
the colors,in ofaction.
joined or
A ' sum of
died
killed
$3,000 was voted to cover the annual
dues of all members who were serving
with the forces.It's better and easier to turn one dollar
twelve times annually than to turn
twelve dollars once a year.
It's easier and more profitable to plan
for and effect quick turnovers than to
borrow and pay for money to carry bL'
stocks.
A dollar invested in merchandise earns
money only when the merchandise is sold
— and when the money is in the cash

register!
Regardless of how cheap or attractive
it may be. do not buy merchandise unless
you feel with all possible certainty that
you know where and how you can sell it.
YOU AND THE BOSS
Of course the Boss has many
with dofailings. But credit himyou.
ing his best. He hired
You may be the whole show. But

"gate."
the man
ees one
guarant
whoThere's
can kee*p
just
him square
Look
pay.
raising your
and ask him about it
the eyes
you shave.
—in when

Whose job are you after — the
of you or the one beman ahead
hind? Look out — You may get it.
You're always in business for
yourself. It might pay you to
give the Boss a bargain now and
then.

CONFIDENTIAL

TALKS WITH YOUNG
By "THE JUNIOR

AS

in the general field of commercial activity, so in the book and
stationery business, the most successful men are those who possess initiative. They do not depend wholly
upon other people or follow the trodden
path of custom. So it is with the clerk
in the book and stationery store.
This quality of make-up which served
to make successful such men as James
J. Hill would seemingly not apply to
the clerk behind the counter. Such
is not the case. The valuable clerk is
the one who is able to take the lead
and is able to bring forth new plans and
methods that will in any way help in
the extension of the business in which he
is employed. We can not all expect to
develop and put into practice big iaeas
like those which Hill, or the inventive
brain of Edison, conceived, but in our
daily work, we need not be content with
things as they now are and at all times
may put forth some extra effort to improve the business with which we are
connected.
You have seen the clerk without any
initiative, who, even after several years'
experience, is still unable to stand upon
his own resources. He depends upon the
boss for direction in regard to his work,
follows the same line as others before
him and is seemingly content to do so.
If there is a display to make, a window
to dress, or any other similar task to
perform, this clerk has to go to the
bobs for directions. T.hen if the proprietor suggests that he put in a window
display of a certain line, he must need
ask many questions regarding it, insteaa
of using his own brains to think out
some method of doing it, making himself more valuable to his employer. At
the bottom of this defect is apparently
lack of ambition on the part of the
clerk. Many of the men who hold important positions possess no more
brains than others lower down. But
what they do possess is a much larger
proportion of ambition.
Seek and Ye Shall Find
Not many years ago a young man
having outgrown the possibilities of his
home town, a village of some 1,000 population, where he had been employed in
a small store, decided that he would
go to a nearby town of some 4,000 inhabitants, where some relatives resided
and where more scope would be presented for his pent up ambition. His
ability to act on his own resources was
demonstrated from the first. When he
first struck the town instead of waiting
for his relatives to offer suggestions for
the delivery of his effects, as many
others as young as he would have done,
he at once made those arrangements
himself. He did not wait around for
something to turn up but went out after
it himself and within 24 hours had se-

PARTNER.

"The Junior Partner" makes his bow to the
readers of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
this month and his mission is to conduct this
department for the benefit of the booksellers and
stationers, by addressing his monthly messages to
the clerks, especially those who are young in the
business ; the boys, and the girls, too, for that
matter, who are beginning at the lower rungs
of the lsdder of success. "The Junior Partner"
itmembers his own early days as an apprentice
in a retail store and especially what Interesting
events were the periodical visits of those of the
traveling salesmen whom he regarded as favorites.
One in particular rose to a high place in the
appreciation in the mind of the young apprentice because of the uniformly courteous greeting
this traveler had for him. When he shook hands
with the boss and the assistants, he never failed
to similarly greet this apprentice, and his favorite greeting was "Well, how's the junior partner to-day?" The foregoing is related just to
let the readers know the inspiration that influenced "The Junior Partner" in the choice of his
nom de plume.

cured a position as junior clerk in a
book store.
From the first his ability to plan
methods to help in the business was
shown and it was not long before the
proprietor began to recognize it. Instead of waiting for the boss to tell him
to fix the shelves or change a counter
display, he always kept them in first
class shape. It was not necessary to be
continually telling him to keep the counter or floor clean, to put books back
in their proper places after waiting on
a customer, or to keep the display of
magazines well arranged, with the latest
arrivals promptly hung outside the
store. This clerk conceived a good plan
for increasing the sale of the weeklyperiodical that was the most popular
seller. Fifty copies were supplied by
the news company at that time, and
he put a stool outside the store and
piled the fiftv copies on it with a striking card advising people that the issue
had just arrived. The fifty copies disappeared within two days, and more had
to be ordered. Within a month bv this
one method the standing order for that
periodical had to be more than doubled.
He was for this reason more valuable
to his employer and was accordingly rewarded by beine triven charge of one of
the display windows.
A Productive
Clerk
Here the same spirit was shown. He
did not trim the window and leave It
until the boss had to tell him to change
it, for he realized the importance of this
medium in selling goods and kept it in
first-class shape all the tim-1 Nor w°«
he content with arranging displays in
the same manner as had been followed
for years past. He continually was
bringing forth some new method of
showing goods, and his original and
out-of-the-ordinary methods attracted
public attention. He recognized the importance of a good window trim, of a
new idea, and promptly put these into
effect.
Opportunities are presented to mos'
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clerks but not all take, advantage of
them. The clerk should remember that
he who can conceive new ideas antl
carry them out is a much better and
more valuable clerk than he who is content to drift along in the same manner
as others.
Duties of the Clerk
The clerk owes it to his employer and
to himself to endeavor by every means
in his power to improve his knowledge
of the trade in which he is engaged. It
is not sufficient to know the stock in
the store. The clerk who is going to
make a success of his work is the one
who studies the business . from every
standpoint, who is anxious to assimilate
new ideas, who considers methods of
salesmanship and endeavors to find
ways of reading and satisfying his customers. He should not make it his sole
ambition to sell goods, but should strive
to satisfy the customers as well so that
the trade of that particular person will
in future.a
store
the same'
with value
be placed
To
be of real
to his
employer,
clerk must know something of the art
of effective display, so that the store
will be kept bright and pleasing to customers. In fact, there is no branch of
the trade that the salesman should not
keep in touch with, in his efforts to improve his own insight into profitable
and progressive business methods.
This can be done by observation and
by reading. "When I was a clerk my
employer kept telling me that I should
never fail to read the trade paper carefully and digest mentally everything in
it," remarked an Ottawa merchant the
other dav. "I was brought up on
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER, so to
there, I atspeak, and to what I saw
tribute a great deal of the success that
has come to me since I started out in
business for myself. I still watch it

a great deal of useful inUndoubtedly
formation can be obtained by paying
closely."
close attention to the ideas of other men
as reflected in t^e trrde io'iurel. The
clerk who is anxious to make something
t this readyof himself should not neglec
source of information relating to all
branches of the book and stationery
business.
A CHANCE

TO LIVE

's remarkaHe book, "A
Zoe Beckley
to Live," is the story of a girl
Chance
and brought up in a New
born
who was
York tenement house district. There is
a foreword by Kathleen Norris.
Advertising is a business vitalizer.
You cannot attract new customers to
your store nor get all the trade of oM
customers without advertising.

STORE FOUNDER

INSISTED ON PLAIN CARDS

Could Not Read the Small Lettering and Decided to Have Bold Type — Uniform Style
of Letter and Numeral Gradually Adopted — Illustrations
Show This Style
One

system used in one of Canada's big stores for putting showcards on their goods is a very
interesting one indeed and is sure to be
beneficial to the smaller merchant.
We will first state how this store
came to adopt its present system of
plainly-printed uniform style show cards.
The founder of it was one day viewing their show windows. On one neatlytrimmed merchandise display was a
show card neatly lettered with small
type. The man's eyesight being slightly
defective he could not make out what
was printed on the card. The result
was that an order was passed that all
cards, whether in the show windows or
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leach "fciir Dollars
"b Have More §nts

Buyfcur
Writing Paper
&* Envelopes
in

Pound Pack^jes

of a series by R. T. D. EDWARDS

quickly, and it is being taught and used
by all the foremost schools and cardwriters). The next thing to standardize
in this store was the sizes of the cards.
Each card had to have a ruled border.
Then a range of prices was selected,
suitable to the prices of the merchandise
in the various departments, from one
cent upwards and many of each price
and size were printed.
A large sliding door cabinet was built
v\ ith shelving suitable to the various
card sizes. The cards were placed in it
in numeral order on their edges, this
making it easy to obtain the desired
price card. Sale cards, Friday bargain
cards, "As Advertised" cards, etc., were
all arranged in this manner.

TransterTime
This is
■Ulisisvyt]crctobu/
Transferases,
riles,BlankBooks
$> all kinds of .
Office Supplies

This "big store" example is not given
as one to be followed minutely by the
;;mall store cardwriter, but many things
can be gleaned from it that will be very
helpful. For instance, many cards can
be worked
up ahead of time; borders

WANTED

I want a place in your store.
I will be one of your greatest workers.
day.
I will get new business for you every-

Uniform Style Adopted
A system was gradually worked out
and the result was that a uniform type
of letter and numeral was adopted— -a
style that was applicable to hand or
machine printing.
The style adopted was a square-faced
Gothic, a style which the cardwriter
could form by using the brush stroke
method (we might say here that the
brush stroke method of forming letters
is the only way to turn out show cards

Samples of This Store's Cards
The two styles of show cards demonstrated give a fair idea of the class of
work used in the windows of the big
store above mentioned. They are good
readable cards. The type is plain, the
layout neat and not elaborate, yet when

One great feature in this company's
system of show carding the store is a
hard and fast rule that all cards belonging to a sale or season of the year
must be taken down on a given night
and replaced by the uniform white card
vith black printing. For instance, the
day following Christmas all cards with
Christmas desiens are to be discarded
or at the end of the semi-annual sale all
s;ile cards must be dispensed with on a
given date. This system can be worked
out in the small store just the same.
Don't allow Christmas cards to remain
up after Christmas. It looks just as
bad on the part of the store management
as if "Friday Bargain" cards were left
up on Saturday.

POSITION

for interior use, must be lettered with a
bold type so that all customers might
!>e able to read them easily.

can be ruled, standard prices can be
made up by hand and filed away foi
busy seasons. The style of letter can
be made uniform whether a heavy
"Gothic" or a neat "Roman" be used.
The color and sizes of the card should
be standardized. This rule of coursewould vary for special sale purposes or
at "opening" times.

I will always be on the job.
I will be on hand before the store
opens in the morning.
I will stay and work for you after all
others have gone.
I will always be enthusiastic
about
I will tell everybody
you.
your merchandise.
I will increase your
times.

about

you

efficiency

and
many

I won't ask you for a cent of salary.
I am
absolutely
necessary
to your
business.
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I am the WINDOW CARD.

^
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...

you see either of these styles used in a
couple of dozen windows all at one time
the effect is good. This same form of
lettering has been used for years and
in all probability will be used for years
to come. It is a part of the policy of
the store.
The cards are white with black letters.
The underlining is red. The shading on
the one card can be done in any shade
to suit the window trim.

Take your
discounts
whenever possible!

wherever

and

AN EPOCHAL

BOOK

TELY it is only too
UNFORT
that even books of mediocre
true UNA
worth and importance frequently
receive such unbounded words of praise,
by way of exploitation, that even when
a new volume comes along that actually
towers over most other books in the
height of its achievement, the praise
meted out to it by reviewers is likely
to be discounted by booksellers rather
than taken at par. It would be unfortunate, indeed, were any bookseller to
so receive the current reviews and discussions about the Hon. Mackenzie
King's work "Industry and Humanity,"
the coming of which was previously recorded in BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.
A copy of the work has just come from
Thomas Allen, the publisher, and booksellers will be well advised to themselves read this book. It is one that will
afford them a wonderful scope for exercising their whole ability as booksellers,
for not only is it a timely study in the
principles of Reconstruction, so fundamentally up for consideration by the
world to-day, but it is a book that every
teacher, every preacher, every student
of the social and industrial progress of
our people ' and of the world, can read
and study with profit in his efforts to
get a fuller grasp of the essentials in
the relationship of individual industrial
effort and the community as a whole.
This is a book that is bound to exeit
an important influence in educational
institutions, and a significant circumstance, indicating its international influence, is that at the Reconstruction
Congress held at Atlantic City in December, attended by representatives of
bodies such as Chambers of Commerce,
Boards of Trade, etc., of the U.S. and
Canada, important principles laid down
hi "Industry and Humanity" were adopted as provisions for best meeting the
conditions we are facing in the post helium period.
One of these principles is the right of
t^e individual worker to be represented
in the general policy of the industrial
concern with which he is identified.
This Mr. King characterizes as "a system of responsible self-government in
Industry." The investment of life by
the individual must be made to count to
the fullest possible degree. The realization of this end involves revolution, and
the general olan at which Mr. King aims
is to brine; this revolution about by evolutionary methods.

Discussing the interest of the community in the health of its workers, Mr.
King emphasizes the need of a guarantee
of leisure, recreation, education and subsistence. A step toward bringing this
about was the establishment, in the governments of different countries, of departments of labor.
BEST NOVEL

SELLING

BOOKS

Fiction
A Daughter of the Land
The Cow Puncher
loan and Peter
Four
Horsemen
of the
The Rough
Road
Golden
Bough

SELECTIONS

War

The literary editor of "The Mail and
Empire" essays to review the book publishing season somewhat in the manner
of the dramatic critic in a summing up
of best plays of a season. His idea
was to select the ten best novels, but he
reduced this to nine, saying that he
found so many claimants for the tenth
position that he found it impossible to
decide. The first nine, ranking in the
order named, are given as follows:
1. "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." By Blasco Ibanez.
2. "Aliens."
By William McFee.
3. "Foe-Farrell."
By Quiller-Couch.
4. "Nocturne."
By Frank Swinnerton.
5. "The Green Mirror." By Hugh
Walpole.
6. "Towards Morning." Bv I. A. R.
Wylie.
7. "The Tree of Heaven." By May
Sinclair.
8. "Joan and Peter," by H. G. Wells.
9. "The Rough Road." By W. J.
Locke.
H. Gregory McGill has compiled a new
procedure book entitled "How to Conduct Public Meetings in Canada," with
the sub-title "Where to Find the Rules."

HOW

BEST

IN

CANADA

Porter 120
Stead 102
Wells
96
Apocalypse
Iba'nez
80
Locke
80
Gibbe
48

Books

Dere Mable
Streeter
A Minstrel in France
Lauder
Love of an Unknown
Soldier. . .Anon.
Winged
Warfare
Bishop
Canadian
Poems
of the Great War
Garvin
Drums
Afar
Gibbon

160
96
90
70
40
22

"PASSED BY THE CENSOR"
The Canadian censor's attention was
brought to Marjorie Benton Cooke's new
novel, "The Clutch of Circumstance,"
published by McClelland and Stewart,
but he decided that there was no objection to its circulation. In the story
Roberta Trask, as Lady Bobs, the wife
of a British cabinent minister, becomes
involved in a tragedy which astounds
England and the Allies and it turns out
that she is acting in collusion with German agents. To say that the book is of
sensational interest is drawing it mild.
Events crowd upon each other with
breathless tension until the final exposure of the international plotting.
Alfred
Goi don's
"Vimy
Ridge
and
Other Poems" is a volume of merit and
a'tal
genuine
contribution to Canadian poc;
literature.

BOOKSELLERS

CAN "START

SOMETHING!"
Spring a Discussion in
the Community on the Relative Merits
of Modern English, U.S. and Canadian Poetry — It
Will Help to Sell Such Books
r, the
Shorte
T
MENthinks
CLEcritic,
an famous
that Americ
poetry
t
of the presen day is better than
English and does not hesitate to say so
in the London "Sphere." John Gould
Fletcher, author of "Irradiations" and
"Goblins and Pagodas," is the American
poet he singles out for especial praise.
He says of Fletcher: "He is a poet who
marks an epoch in the literature of the
English-speaking world." Now, everybody isn't going to agree with that view.
Booksellers will appreciate that contentions such as these arouse discussions
that can easily become good advertisements for volumes of modern poetry, and
they should also throw the Canadian hat
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into the ring. Where does Canadian
poetry of to-day stand in comparison
with the products of the singers of England and the United States ? Booksellers will find that their local newspapers will be glad to get matter for
their papers taking up discussions such
as these, and when the subject is getting such attention the bookseller can
use space in the paper, either in the way
of advertisements in the "local" columns
or in display space. At the same time
volumes of poetry, especially featuring
the works of Canadian poets, should be
displayed in the store windows and inside the bookshop.

I500KSELLER
THE DOMINANCE
OF BRITISH
LABOR
It is rarely that a book dealing with
politics or economics enters the "Best
seller" class, but Arthur Henderson's
"The Aims of Labor" enjoys the distinction of a third printing within a short
time since publication. The personality
of the author, the coming-of-age of the
Labor party in England, the intense interest in the disturbed state of American labor, and the British elections,
combine to explain the demand.
POLITICAL RECONSTRUCTION
A timely book to be brought out at
once is Norman Angell's "The Britisii
Revolution and the American Democracy." This fully explains the Britisii
political system under which the Labor
party has grown to its present remarkab'e power. It tells what the various
factions among workers are striving for
and it shows how the experience of England may be applied to the American
po'itiral problems that are now taking
form and will demand solution. Furthermore, it deals with the question of free
speech, conscription of life, of conscience and of wealth.

"BIRTH"

BY ZONA GALE
"With her fresh novel, Birth, Zona
Gale, as one might say, arrives," writes
the editor of The New York "World" of
this recently issued book.
"This is not to assume that Miss Gale
reaches here the ultimate desire of her
heart in fine story telling, but she takes
herself forward a long step beyond any
previous achievements; far beyond the
sympathetic agreeableness of her widely
known folk stories of 'Friendship Village.' "
TARKINGTONS WORKS
The widely diversified public which
follows the books of Booth Tarkington
with such eager interest, whether they
be humorous accounts of Penrod's adven
tures or serious sociological novels, or
such blend of humor, pathos, sociology
and realism as his new novel, "The
Magnificent Ambersons," will unite in
interest over the announcement of the
publication of a collected and autographed edition of Mr. Tarkington's
books. The edition is limited to 565 sets
of twelve volumes each. Each set is
numbered and registered, and the first
volume of each set is autographed personally by the author. A few of the sets
have been set aside for special binding.
SEAMAN SI
Pitching hay down in Pickle Center.
Iowa, was pretty tame work for Seaman
Si. He yearned for the romance of the
rolling wave and he found it at the
Great Lakes Naval Training Station.
Seaman Si's adventures as a "gob" in
the navy and on the high seas are full
of fun and trouble, as shown in a series
of amusing cartoons by Perce Pe;rce,
the Amer'cn sai'or-caHoonist. fovmer'y
on the art staff of the Chicago "Herald,"
who enlisted in the navy three days after
the United States ('eclared war.

PROPOSED

AND
NEW

STATIONER

LIBRARIES

A movement is on foot to provide a
Public Library at Lethbridge, Alta. It
is proposed to make this take the place
of a monument to the Lethbridge men
who fell in battle.
Welland, Ontario, is agitating for a
Carnegie Public Library. The Wellanci
"Telegraph" had the following in a recent issue: "The Dominion Government, the Provincial Government, the
municipalities, firms and private persons
will do everything possible in 1919 to
provide an outlet for labor. With the
return of thousands of men from overseas, and with the release of thousands
of munition workers, the necessity for a
big programme of private and publicundertakings to provide a market for
labor is apparent.
Now then, here is a suggestion: —
Why not build a Carnegie library m
Welland next year?
The Carnegie endowment has $50,000
or $75,000 ready and waiting for WeKand. All the city needs to do is to ask
for it.
JOHN

MASEFIELD

The poems and plays of John Masefield have been brought together and
published in two volumes; one of plays
and one of poems. They include all of
Mr. Masefield's writings in these tw(
fields; those poems and plays which have
been generally available, as well as
those issued in limited form only and
soon out of print.
THE YOUNG DIANA
One of the latest arrivals in 1918 \\ s
"The Young Diana."' by Marie Corelli,
her first novel in four years. The Cana!i->n edition is published by Briggs.
This is a delightful tale of the rejuvenation of a lady of mature years
through the wonders of modern science,
in which the obviously impossible is
made both credible and delightful.
THE

ANCHOR

"The Anchor," a love story by M. T.
H. Sadler, comes from Constable's, London. It is a clever, intensely human
novel, and the author sees the London
of to-day as Dickens would see it were
he alive. The author is rich in his descriptive powers and has the life-gTving
touch in his portraiture.
CANADIAN

BOOKS

DE LUXE

It is interesting to record that there
are in preparation two new volumes in
keeping with Archie Bell's magnificent
volume, "Sunset Canada: British Columbia and Bevond." The titles of the
new books will be, "Central Canada:
Ontario, Manitoba and the Great Plains,"
"Sunrise Canada: Quebec and the Lower
Provinces." Later another vol'ime dealin? with the G eat Lakes will be published. These are volumes in the "See
America First" series, each being bound
in silk cloth and having numerous fullcolor and duogravure illustrations.
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THE

CHATTERBOX

The latest issue of "The Chattel box"
annual, published by the Page Co., Boston, is dated 1919. There is a publisher's note to the effect that the present volume has been delayed by war
conditions and for that reason it was
decided to have no issues bearing 1918.
Subsequent issues will appear annually
in October.
This deservedly popular annual has
won a strong place in many thousands
of homes, and rwany of the children who
greeted its first appearance in 1879 now
buy the good old "Chatterbox" for their
own boys and girls.
The new issue is profusely illustrated
and replete, with stories and other contents that make it as good as, if not
better than any of its predecessors.
CANADIAN
WONDER TALES
Cyrus Macmillan has brought together
a collection of some of the most interesting and suggestive of Canadian folk
tales. The stories have been rewritten
and put into new dress, but there is no
claim to originality. These tales are
well known to the folk of the region and
are told again and again by candle and
firelight, in camps and upon the sea.
Many of them are still believed and held
in reveience by the Canadian Indians.
Mr. Macmillan has culled from a larger
collection to give the general public an
insight into the quaint and primitive
conditions that still exist in many parts
of the country. The text h"s 32 illustrations in color by Geo.ge Sherineham.
The title is "Canadian Wonder Tales."
COTTON
"Cotton, ' by George Bigwood, comes
from Constable's of London, being one
volume of a series dealing with staple
trades and industries, designed to convey a full knowledge of the raw materials and manufactured products that are
of such vast importance to the life of the
people as a whole. To indicate, for
booksellers, the nature of this work, the
chapter headings are given herewith:
History of the Cotton Plant; The Development of Spinning; The Cotton
Fields: Triumph of Mechanical Invention; Cotton Growing under the British
Flag; Classification of the World's Crop;
Modern Spinning and Weaving; "Whce
Merchants Most do Congregate"; Gambling in Cotton: Cotton Fabrics: An Art
Manufacture; Cotton Organizations and
Strikes; A General Utilitv Plant; Cotton
"Futu-es"; Soinr'les and Loom<; The
Cotton Trade in War Time.
FOR

WOMEN'S

MEETINGS

Lydia M. Parsons, lecturer to Women's
Institutes, has compiled and the Macmillans have published "Mrs. Parson's
Manual for Women's Meetings," which
provides women with a course of instructions for conduct at any meeting. This
manual is just as useful for the ordinary
member as for the official.

Gilbert Canaan's
"Pink Roses''
story of London in war tim^.

is a

[i 0 0 K S E L L E R
THREE

TIMES

AND

OUT
the hero of
ns,
PRIVATE Simmo
Nellie McClung's new book, "Three
Times and Out," is now lecturing
for the Chautauqua. The story of escape,
which entailed so much danger and so
much bravery on his part, is exciting
vivid interest among the audiences he
addresses. His story, written by Nellie
McClung in her unusually virile style,
was published in December by Tho»
Allen. Mrs. McClung writes of her hero
thus: "Mr. Simmons is getting along
well with his Chautauqua work. The
ticket holders are sometimes asked to
vote on the most popular feature of the
Chautauqua. Mr. Simmons' name has
stood first each time."
The book tells how Private Simmons
tried unsuccessfully on two occasions to
escape from his German prison, how he
was brought back and punished, and how
in the third attempt, after almost incredible perils and hardships, he succeeded.
Here is a book that once again bears
out the contention that truth sometimes
exceeds fiction in the depiction of thrilling: adventures.
Following are extracts from the significant concluding chapter of this boorc:
"The people at home are interested
and speculative as to the returned soldiers' point of view. Personally, I believe that as the soldiers went away with
diversity of opinions, so will they come
home, though in a less degree. There
will be a tendency to fusion in some respects. One will be in the matter of
co-operation; the civilian's ideas are generally those of the individual — he braTs
about his rights and resents any restriction of them. He is strong on grand old
traditions, and rejoices- in any special
privileges which ,have come to him.
"The soldier learns to share his comforts with the man next him; in the
army each man depends on the other —
and cannot do without him; there is no
competition there, but only co-operation.
If loss comes to one man, or misfortune, it affects the others. If one man
is poorly trained, or uncontrolled, or
foolish, all suffer.
If a badly trained

AND
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bomber loses his head, pulls the pin of
his bomb, and lets it drop instead of
throwing it, the whole platoon is endangered. In this way the soldier unconsciously absorbs some of the principles of, and can understand the reason
for discipline, and acquires a wholesome
respect for the man who knows his job.
"He sees the reason for stringent orders in regard to health and sanitation.
He does not like to get into a dirty bath
himself, and so he leaves it clean for
the next man. In other words, the soldier, consciously or unconsciously, has
learned that he is a part of a great mass
of people, and that his own safety, both
commercially and socially, depends on
the proper disciplining of the whole
people.
"The returned soldier will take kindly
to projects which tend to a better equalization of duties, responsibilities, and
pleasures. He will be a great sticker for
this; if he has to work, everyone else
must work too. He will be hard against
special privileges. He will be strong in
his insistence that our natural resources
be nationalized. He will iro after all
lines of industry now in the hands of
large corporations, and insist on national
supervision, if not actual ownership.
"In religion, he will not care anything
• bout fo"m. Denominizationalism will
bore him, but the vital element of religion, brotherly love and helping the
other fellow, will attract him, wherever
he finds it. He knows that religion —
he believes in it.
"The political parties will never be
able to catch him with their worn-out
phrases. Politicians had better begin to
remodel their speeches. The iniquities
of the other party will not do. There
must be a breaking-out of new roadsold things have passed away!
"The returned man will claim, above
rill things, honest dealing and for this
reason the tricky politicians who put it
over in the pre-war days will not have
so easv a time. "Guff" will not be weM
received. The leaders on the battlefie'.d
have been men who could look death in
the fa-e without flinching, so the political leaders at home
must be men of
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heroism, who will travel the path of
righteousness, even though they see it
leads by the way of the Cross!
"There is a hard road ahead of us, a
hard, steep road of sacrifice, and in it we
must, as a nation, travel, although our
feet are heavy and our eyes are dim.
The war must be won; human liberty is
worth the price — whatever the price may
oe!"We do not travel as those who have
no hope, for we know, though we cannot
see it, that at the top of the mountain
the sun is shining on a cleaner, fairer,
better world."
5,000 FACTS

ABOUT

CANADA

The 1919 edition of the popular Statistical Cyclopedia of Canada is now out
and reflects great credit on its compiler.
Frank Yeigh, who has again produced a
most valuable publication and one that
advertises Canada most effectively. A
special feature of the present issue is
the chapter on Canadian War Facts, now
complete. The booklet is a revelation of
the growth and wealth of the Dominion,
despite the war. The publishers are the
Canadian Facts Publishing Co., 588
Huron street, Toronto.
BRIEF

BOOK

NOTES

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" has run into over fifty editions in
the U.S. Its appreciation by Canadian
leaders has been somewhat slower, but
in recent week.s it has been coming on
with a rush over here as well.
"The Shipbuilding Industry," by Roy
W. Kelly and F. J. Allen, is a volume
that has special significance at the present time, in view of the elaborate programme of the Dominion Government
for
the building of a Canadian merchant
marine.
No more genuine tribute to Dorothy
Canfield's "Home Fires in France,"
could be made than the decision by the
authorities of the French Government
High Schools to include one of the
sketches into a volume of selections of
modern prose to be used in those schools

INCREASED BOOK COSTS

Staple Books in General Will Cost Fully 25 '< More — Reprint Novels and New Fiction
Will Also Take Sharp Advance
important developmen:
THE
in themost
book trade at the beginning
of the new year is the decidedly
sharp increase in book prices indicated
by quotations sent out by the chief book
publishing houses of the United States.
In view of the interwoven inteiests of
the Canadian book trade with that of the
United States as resoects a most extensive proportion of both staple books and
new publications, these actions in the
chief publishing centres of the United
States will affect the Canadian book
trade as thev do the booksellers through-

out the United States. Not only
does this entirely kill all chances for
leduced prices which some members
of the trade had anticipated as a
post-war probability, but it is certain
that this year is going to see the greatest
increase in book prices that we have witnessed in any year since the beginning
of the war.
Staple books will go up at least 25<#
on the average. Reprint novels will have
to sell at 75c and new fiction will also
take a sharp advance, the $1.25 novel of
45
standard size disappearing
altogether.

The cost of labor in book publishing
has advanced at greater rate than ever
before in the past year and strikes still
in force in New York cannot but result
in still further increases in wages. All
commodities entering into book-making
have soared in price, some as much as
four-fold since a year ago.
As to English book prices BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER has repeatedly of late indicated the upward
tendency of costs and there is no indication of any abatement o^ this trend
of prices.
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LITERATURE
SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER ON
"THE FRUITS OF VICTORY"
Secretary of War Baker of the U. S.
in his introduction to "Our Cities
Awake," by Morris Llewellyn Cooke,
says in part: "What are we going to do
with the fruits of victory when we have
won them ? Civilized men take fruits
from victory; savages take spoils. The
important question, therefore, is how we
shall use most wisely the vindicated justice and the re-established opportunity
which this war is to bring. . . . It is in
the light of reflections of this sort that
books like Mr. Cooke's are timely and
important. We may not have time
enough now to remake our cities — but we
can stow away in the back of our mind.>
the picture of a better city and therefore
a better home, and we can now resolve
that when our energies are liberated
from this great and absorbing struggle
we will turn enough of them upon the
problems which the city presents to
make, correspondingly, a gathering of
fruits there.
BRYCE'S NEW BOOK
"Essays and Addresses in War Time" is
the title of a new volume by the Honorable Viscount Bryce. It presents three
essays written in the first two years of
the war, to explain to neutral nations
the aims and justify the action of Great
Britain. These are followed by three
addresses of a non-political character,
treating of war in general, its causes and
some of its phenomena, its social effects,
its relations to human progress. The
seventh essay examines the history and
the meaning of what is called the principle of nationality. The final article
deals with the idea or plan of a league
of nations to enforce peace.
THE RECKONING
Hard upon the end of hostilities in
Europe comes "The Reckoning," by
James M. Beck, being a discussion on the
moral aspects of the peace problem, and
of retributive justice as an indispensableelement. The author is well known not
only as a distinguished jurist, but as a
publicist whose views are entitled to
thoughtful consideration. His previous
books — "The Evidence in the Case" and
"The War and Humanity" — have been
translated into many languages, and
}-;>'e been accepted on both sides of the
Atlantic as contributions of the highest
authority to a study of the causes of the
war.
In "The Reckoning," Mr. Beck disof peace, particucusses the problems
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larly in their ethical aspect. He makes
a forcible plea for retributive justice,
and argues that the Prussian Empire of
Bismarck should be destroyed by the
elimination of Prussia. He discusses in
detail the fourteen terms of peace proposed in January last by President Wilson (terms which have since, in part at
least, been modified), and in a careful
analysis he presents certain difficulties
in the way of the scheme for the proposed League of Nations.
THE NELSON TOUCH
From John Murray, of London, comes
"The Nelson Touch," by Walter Jerrold,
a volume of 90 pages, which presents
brief, pointed, and character-revealing
things said or things written by Lord
Nelson from his early boyhood to his
death; and shows that the "Nelson
Touch" may be interpreted in relation to
the whole battle of life as well as in relation to a naval battle. It reveals, in
his own words, the great seaman as a
man of thought as well as of action, and
gifted with a rare power of simple selfexpression.
THE "IRISH QUESTION"
"Ireland," by Francis Hackett, an
editor of the New Republic, is not alone
an informative study of the Irish situation and the causes responsible for it; a
further value lies in the fact that it virtually includes all of those ouestion?
that vex statesmen who would do justice
to the smaller nations. Mr. Hackett's
attitude is quite impartial and he criticises Irish and English alike for thenshare in bringing about what seems to
be an impasse, but which is really onlv a
tangle that demands vision and skill in
readjustment. A second edition containing a newly prepared index is in
nress. This is a book which will sell
readily if booksellers will brine: it to the
fore, and this applies to all books dealing
with controversial subjects now filling a
big place in the public mind.
STALKY

AND

BEETLE

Rudvard Kipling's American publishers, who have recently brought out his
"The Eyes of Asia" (being the letters of
a wounded East Indian officer to his
people at home), have just discovered
throueh a disclosure from Hayden
Church of London, the identity of
"Stalkv" of school boy storv fame U
appears that General Alex. Dunstervilie
of the British Army, who not long ago
captured the fabulously
46 rich oil fields of
Baku, is none other than the redoubtable

WAR

"Stalky." Here is another confirmation
of the saying that "the child is the
father of the man." The General was
"Stalky," Kipling himself was "Beetle,"
and they became as they have ever since
remained, the closest of friends. It would
be interesting to know how much of his
literary background the grown-up "Beetle"
gotten from the grown-up
"Stalky."has
MY FLAG

AND

MY

BOY

From the Page Co., of Boston, comes
"My Flag and My Boy," by Lieut.
William H. Barter, a volume of poems
upon subjects connected with the war.
Some of them are inspiring and patriotic
and others are humorous. The volume
is copiously illustrated.
A sad circumstance in connection with
its publication is that Lieut. Barter,
within a few days after reading the
proof sheets of his book, while returning
to Boston from addressing a patriotic
meeting in a neighboring city, met with
;n automobile accident, which resulted
in his death the following day.
REVEALS

GERMAN

MIND

"Three Years of World Revolution,'
is the title of a book by Paul Lensch, a
member of the Reichstag, which has been
published by Constable's of London.
Lensch is a leader of German Socialists, and this book tells how he sees the
i-sues of the Great War. It is valuable
;'s a mirror of the German mind, and
primarily this is the reason for publishing the English translation.
AN AMERICAN

GIRL IN GERMANY

"With Old Glory in Berlin," by Josephine Therese, is the title of a new book
published by The Page Co., of Boston.
It tells of the experiences of an American girl, her trials when virtually a
captive in Hunland. and of her final
escape from the minions of the Kaiser.
She went to Germany in 1916 as a student of the opera, and it was eight
months after the United States had entered the war that she made her escape.
A publisher's note explains that for obvious reasons the author used an as-•i^ed name rather than her own in relating her story.
THE

WAR

EAGLE

W. J. Dawson's "The War Eagle" is a
war book of great interest, presenting
interesting facts about the first year of
effort by the American Republic in fi?htir.g the German menace.

BOOKSELLER
KRITAIN

AND

AMERICA

"British American Discords and Concords" is the title of a timely little volume compiled by the "History Circle"
and publishedthebyrelations
Futnam's.
This Great
book
summarizes
between
Britain and America during the three
centuries which have elapsed since Englishmen first settled on the American
continent. The statements in the text
may 'be accepted as trustworthy, and will
prove extremely interesting to the general reader. Compiled by many workers
from the best sources, it is commended
by recognized historical authorities.
Among the interesting facts presented
is one that is not widely known, this be
ing the fact that what became known as
the Monroe Doctrine had its origin in
suggestions from George Canning,
British Secretary for Foreign Affairs in
1823.
"THE SPRINGTIDE OF LIFE"
Lovers of the beautiful in art and
poetry will be delighted with Edmund
Gosse's collection of Swinburne's poems
of childhood, "The Springtide of Life."
It had been the poet's intention to gather
these himself, but as the work had not
been done before his death, Mr. Gosse
carried it out in accordance with the intentions expressed by the poet. The illustrations by Arthur Rackham, are in
exquisite harmony with the poet's idea.
EVERYMAN'S LAND
The latest book by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson is "Everyman's Land," a
romance of travel which weaves itself in
and out among the cities and towns of
France, which the war, while reducing
many of them to ruins, has made familiar to every American. "Everyman's
Land" is, of course, France, and the book
is thus dedicated: "To All Soldiers Who
Have Fought or Fight For Everyman's
Land and Everyman's Right, and to
Those Who Love France."
IN LONDON WITH LUCAS
E. V. Lucas* book, "A Wanderer in
London," is an intensely interesting
volume. Wandering with Mr. Lucas
through London's art galleries, music
halls, splendid squares, or by the Thames
where smoky tug boats puff their way
beneath Westminster's towers, will make
you long for even the smallest attic
anion? the famous chimney-pots, just to
be in London town. The book is full of
sketches and reproductions of famous
paintings.
ZOE BECKLEY MADE GOOD
To show what a trained newspaper reporter can do from force of habit, the
following will illustrate: Zoe Beckley
was a feature writer on one of the big
New York papers, accustomed at a word
from the editor to go out and get up a
story on a baby show, a factory fire, a
dressmaker's convention, an interview
with a famous chef, a political meeting,
or any one of the thousand and one occurrences of a great city. But trained
as she was in the unusual, she received
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a shock one day, when the editor came
to her and casually said, "I want you to
go out and live in the tenements for a
couple of weeks, and then write us an
80,000 word novel. Before you begin
your work, study some of those who
have made a success in this type of fiction." That was all. When Miss Beckley got over her astonishment, like a
good newspaper woman she went and did
as she was told. The resu't is "A Chance
to Live," which, following its serial publication, is now issued as a book.

PATHFINDERS

OF THE

WEST

Agnes C. Laut's "Pathfinders of the
West" is a book of Canadian significance, in that the great Canadian westland is dealt with in a manner which
makes it a valuable contribution to historical literature. It deals with great
discoveries and while true, it reads like
fiction.
A FINE BOOK

FOR BOYS

"The Boys' Own Book of Great Inventions" isthe telling title of a volume by
F. L. Darrow, among the publications in
December. It is a practical volume
and one that will set the wits of man>
a boy to work. Not only does Mr. Darrow describe, in a fashion likely to interest youth, the great inventions of
mankind, but he applies the principles
underlying them to simple apparatus
which the boy can construct for himself
The aeroplane, the balloon, the various
kinds of engines, the telephone, the telegraph, the telescope, all of these and
dozens of others come in for consideration.
STORY

HOUR

FAVORITES

Wilhelmina Harper, children's librarian at the Queensboro Public
Library, New York, has had remarkable
success in conducting a story-hour for
children, and the outcome of her experience is her book entitled "Story Hour
Favorites," gathering together nineteen
of the best stories for children of all
ages. These include masterpieces by
Joel Chandler Harris, Eugene Field,
Selma Lagerlof, Oscar Wilde, Katherine
Pyle, etc.
Booksellers will readily appreciate the
suggestive value of this information for
promoting sales of this book in their
stores.
FOR LITTLE

GIRLS

"A Little Sewing Book for a Little
Girl." by Louise Frances Cornell, in the
Ideal Series for girls, is written in story
form to encourage little girls in the useful and beautiful art of the needle, and
contains many illustrations which will
rid them in learning t'ie various stitches.
FORTHCOMING
Among the new novels to come this
year are "The Soul of Ann Rutledge,"
by Bernie Babcock; "The Diamond Pin,"
by Carolyn Wells; and "The Red Signal,"
by Grace Livingston Hill Lutz.

LITTLE

COUSIN

SERIES

A new volume in the Page Company's
"Little Cousin" series is "Our Little
Celtic Cousin of Long Ago," by Evaleen
Stein. It is a story of Ferdiad, a story
of a Boy of Ireland in the time of Brian
Boru. The book harks back to the time
when the Celtic people held sway over
an empire spreading over a large part
of Europe, and is a most interesting exposition of the early history of the Celtic
race — particularly the Irish — told for the
edification of young readers.
TEACHING
PATRIOTISM
The Page Co., of Boston, have just
published a creditable book entitled
"Teaching the Child Patriotism," by Kate
Upson Clark. It is, of course, a book
with a distinct U. S. flavor, but by substituting Canadian for U. S. symbols of
nationality, it can be made the basis of
the efficient training of Canadian children in the significance of patriotism.
Among the chapters' headings some of
the more significant ones are "Sacrificing for Patriotism," "Patriotism and
Health," "Personal Responsibility in
NEW BUSINESS BOOKS
Politics."
"Training for a Salesman," by William
Maxwell; "Training for the Street Railway Business," by C. B. Fairchild, Jr.,
are important business books announced
for early publication.
NEW NOVEL BY PARKER
"Wild Youth," by Sir Gilbert Parker,
is an interesting announcement for 1919.
LISTS RECEIVED
From the National Blank Book Co.,
Holyoke, comes a retail price list of
blank books numerically arranged. It is
a book of 96 pa<?es. The index, repeated
in red letters throughout the book, enhances the value of the list for ready
reference.

GROWTH

OF TOY TRADE

IN JAPAN

Much progress has been made in
Japan's toy trade in recent years. In
1915 the export amounted to 4,533,000
yen; in 1916 to 7,640,000 yen, and in 1917
to 8,409,000 yen, including 2,430,000 yen,
and 3,790,000 representing the export
to the United States in 1916 and 1917.
The increase of the figures in 1917, in
spite of the British ban on imports, was
attributed to the increase of the importation into the United States, which
showed over 40 per cent, of Japan's exports to that country.
Chile, Argentina and Mexico are considered promising markets for the trade
in the future. Last year large demands
came from these countries, but only a
portion were answered because of the
scarcity of cargo space. Yet the export
to these countries amounted to 300,000
ven during the year. The export to
these countries, it is hoped, will be
brought annually to 1.000 000 yan in
\alue.

3 Equipments
Business Systems
!

IMPORTANCE

OF CARRYING

THE GOODS

IN STOCK

Some Good Advice to Retail Stationers, With Special Reference to Loose Leaf Goods
WHILE it is an essential fact that
salespersons should be well informed about the goods they sell
and the uses for which they are intended, this should not be a deterrent for
the stationer in his relationship to the
question of installing a properly stocked
loose-leaf department in his store.
Loose-leaf, naturally, is a more complicated line than picture postcards and
there is a corresponding difference in
the possibilities for developing business.
The necessary study of the loose-leaf line
is well worth the stationer's while. He
should learn the probable needs of prospective customers and be able to show
them how to meet their needs with looseleaf specialties. The sales force
should be trained along that line.
With the great demand for loose-leaf
goods, and the rapid progress that has
been made toward the standardization of
sizes, grades and styles the dealer
should plan to carry more complete
stocks and not put so much dependence
upon the catalogue for making sales.
"We can order this for you from the
factory" never can have the selling
punch that taking; the goods from the
showcase or shelf and placing them in
front of the customer possesses.

store
line. because they didn't carry a full
A reputation grows — either for or
against a store — and the store that has
the goods gets the business.
You carry a full line of the less expensive goods, but do not stock any of
the higher priced ones. Now there are
in every town customers for the best
the market affords, and if, perchance,
any of these happen in on you, and you
can only show him a catalogue description, and tell him that "you can get it
for him in a few days" — bang goes the
impression to his brain that you do not
cater to the highest class of trade and
he is lost.
There are certainly some good points
here. Why not give them a few
moments' consideration? It is a fact,
revealed by the sales records of many
stationers, that their sales of loose-leaf
goods are now running well ahead of
blank books and yet how many stationery stores are there where the investment in loose-leaf stock will amount to
one-half that of the blank book line?
Why is this? Is it because dealers do
not have confidence in loose-leaf or because they have just gotten into the
habit of considering loose-leaf a spcialFurther, your having the goods — the . tv line which they nre not expected by
complete line — in stock, impresses the
their customers to have in stock?
customer that you have confidence in
Whatever the reason, it is an undisputsuch goods — that they must be good,
ed fact that stationers are losing busand afford satisfaction.
iness and profits because of their negAnd this impression extends to yourlect to carry adequate stocks.
self and to your store, as well as to the
Such merchandise as ledger outfits.
goods.
Rnd the indexes and leaves for them,
Many immediate sales are lost through
not having the goods in stock — but the
ring books and ring book supplies, sectional and solid post binders and sheet
damage to future business is far greater. You know how it is yourself; some
holders, minute books, columnar forms,
order blanks, inventory and purchase
time or another you have been in need
of some commodity and have gone to order forms are now standard stock
lines needed by every well equipped
a store which by all powers of reasonstationery store.
ing should have been able to hand out
in
them
have
The dealer can stock these lines comthe goods — they didn't
stock.
plete and be practically certain that he
can turn them at least four times a
The next time you had a similar need
you automatically passed up this store
There never was a better time than
to pro to the one which supplied your
year.
' ~48some serious conwants, and quite possibly you have adrigTit now to give
sideration to this matter.
Why not go
vised friends of yours to avoid this first

over your stock and check it up with
some general catalogue? See how
many items you have regular calls foi
and do not carry in stock. The result
will surprise you and it is a pretty safe
bet that you will give some loose-leaf
house a nice fat order that they will
appreciate and that will be the forerunner of many repeat orders constantly increasing in volume.
KEEPING THE DECKS CLEAR
The executive of a large Boston store,
as described by "System," keeps the
uoper right hind drawer of his deskclear of all papers. When a caller
breaks in on his work the executive
sweeps all his active papers on the desk
top into the drawer. This enables him
to concentrate on the visitor's interview
instead of allowing his thoughts to drift
to some of the papers before him. II
also spares the visitor the temptation
of reading, or trying to read, papers
which would otherwise be open before
him on the desk.
LOOSE-LEAF WEEK
In the United States the second week
in January is being observed as "LooseLeaf Week" in the stationery stores.
Loose-leaf windows and newspaper advertisements are the order of the day.
These loose-leaf weeks have become
regular semi-annual events across the
border, and this trade practice has so
much in its favor that it ought to be
adopted in Canada as well. This will.
no doubt, be a development of the
action that is about to be taken toward
the formation of a trade association in
Canada to take in both manufacturers
and retailers of stationery, this organization to be on the same plan as the
National Association of Stationers and
Manufacturers, which has accomplished
so many reforms in the stationery trade
in the United States.
TURNING TYPEWRITER
RIBBONS
It has been discovered that by turning typewriter ribbons after the avernge
six weeks' use that one side affords, the
life of the ribbon will be practically
doubled.
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McLOUGHLIN

BROS.

INCORPORATED
Established 1828

The McLoughlin line of Juvenile Books, Games,
Blocks and Novelties is recognized the country
over as foremost from standpoints of art, literature, binding and manufacture. McLoughlin
lines, besides amusing, store the young mind
with valuable and useful knowledge. They are
leaders the year around, because they are most
attractive, simple, interesting, educational, and
reasonably priced. They are produced by a
century-old organization, which combines
experience, efficiency, and enormous production
to give your customers exactly what they want
at popular prices and furnish you with a day-in
and day-out source of substantial profit. Come
to see our display.

McLoughlin Bros.
890 Broadway at 19th St., New
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York

BOOKSELLER
A SIGNIFICANT TRIBUTE
When a novelist of the standing of H.
G. Wells says this of Frank Swinnerton's
"Nocturne," it strikes the writer that
the tribute should carry a distinct mesage to the bookseller as such:
"This is a book that will not die. It
is perfect, authentic, alive. Whether a
large immediate popularity will fall to
it I cannot say, but certainly the discriminating will find it and keep it alive.
If Mr. Swinnerton were never to write
another word I think he might count on
this much of his work living, as much
as the work of Mary Austen, W. H.
Hudson and Stephen Crane will live,
when many of the more portentous reputations of to-day may have served
their purpose in the world and become
no mere than fading names."

Points Out Dangers
Of Misrepresentation
In retail advertising, declares a bulletin issued by the National Vigilance
Committee of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, great harm
has been done by the loose use of the
word "value."
Inasmuch as nearly all of the states
now have truth-in-advertising laws and
in further consideration of the fact that
courts have held that value is not a
mere matter of opinion, but is a statement of fact, a Pacific Coast carpet
sweeper case which the vigilance committee recently investigated will be of
especial interest.
Would Be Harmful
The advertiser, a department store,
announced that the sweeper which it declared was of "3.50 value," was on
special sale at 98 cents. It did not
profess that it was discontinuing the
line, or that the goods were damaged.
In the absence of any stated reason for
such a cut in price, the local vigilance
committee concluded that most people
would not believe such a statement and
that, therefore, the advertisement would
be hurtful, even if true, and the committee doubted very much that it was
true.
Investigation showed that it was not
ii $3.50 value, although an excellent
value at 98 cents, which was below cost,
apparently. However, the committee
had in mind a Federal court ruling that
an untruthful statement constituted a
law violation even though the purchaser
did get good value for his money, and
the advertiser was warned against a repetition of the error.
For "Special" Sales
Carrying the investigation further, the
National Vigilance Committee learned
that the sweeper advertised is made
for use of stores, and especially department stores for "special sale" purposes, and the matter has been called to
the attention of local advertising club
committees in other communities, who
are also on the lookout for law violations
in connection with it.
There is no objection on the part of
the vigilance committee to the practice
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of buying articles for special sale purposes, of course, so long as the store
tells the truth about the merchandise,
but stores are warned and, when necessary, their owners are prosecuted for
untruthful statements about values.
For Better Business
The members of the retail department of the Associated AdvertisingClubs have adopted a standard practice
in relation to such statements which is
interesting because the members of the
department framed this declaration both
with the thought that adherence to it
would avoid possible law violations and
would, at the same time, result in ad\ertising of a confidence-building, as
against a confidence-destroying type.
These retailers have pledged themselves not to compare an advertised
price with a "former" or "usual" value
unless they refer to the price obtained
in their own store during the current
season for identical goods, and many of
them go a step further and do not use
;; statement concerning a former value
unless there was a sufficient quantitysold at that value to establish the price
very definitely.
Never Use Them
It is largely because of the danger of
over-statement in such advertising that
a number of important stores in the
United States have entirely stopped using comparative prices, never stating

what the former value or former price
of an article was. They announce that
the value is special, and they usually call
attention to the reason — that the goods
are slightly soiled, the line is to be discontinued, it is near the end of the
season, or some other reason, that will
make the customer understand why special values might be expected.
They have found that such advertisements pull more business for each dollar
invested than the old type of comparative price advertising, which made so
many
vertiser.people doubt the word of the adMr. Walsh, manager of T. C. Allen &
Co.'s bookstore, Halifax, took ill after
the Christmas holidays. The travelling
book men will be pleased to know that
he is recovering.
James C. Murrie, of George J. McLeod, Ltd., has the sympathy of the
members of the book trade in the loss
of his young son, whose death took place
on Sunday, Jan. 5, as the result of an
attack of influenza.
John McClelland, of McClelland &
Goodchild, has just returned from a trip
to England. While there he concluded
arrangements whereby McClelland &
Stewart take over the line of Cassell &
Co., in Canada. Similar arrangements
were made with the Ronald Press Company, of New York, publishers of business books.

Every Indication That Banks Look For
Business to Remain Good
are
as a gwhole
ians orkin
BECAUS
y, hardw
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people,
producers in the real sense of
the word, the Dominion is in excellent
shape to meet the problems of the reconstruction period. Comparatively little
commercial disturbance is anticipated.
Canada is strong financially, and is prepared to take care not only of all her
own needs, but to help supply the world
shortage. Canadians will not, in doing
this, become any less prosperous, in fact,
the indications are that the producers,
especially the farmers, will find a ready
market for everything. This will help
to keep everything on a sound basis.
The banks it is stated are confident
that business conditions in Canada wiil
remain satisfactory. There are no indications of any unusual tightening up
of credit and while there has been some
inflation due largely to war conditions,
everything is sound. The banks' attitude
is of especial importance to manufacturers and retailers. Bank credit when
granted by commercial institutions upon
the strength of, or for the purpose of,
liquidating commercial transactions of
early maturities, serves as a means of
facilitating the flow of commodities from
producer to consumer and the return of
purchasing power from the consumer
to the producer through the various
channels of circulation.
50
This process enables goods to act as

a means of purchase and payment for
other goods, and when the maturity of
the average loan granted (or "credit'
allowed) is no longer than that of the
productive processes in which the community is engaged, the effect of it .s
only that of facilitating and promoting
production and distribution. When the
loans granted or credit extended by the
banks are in excess of the normal vaiue
of the goods offered for exchange, there
is brought into existence an additional
or surplus volume of purchasing power
which has the same effect upon the prices
of commodities as does a corresponding
addition to the money supply, inasmuch
as it may be offered for commodities and
may thus create a demand for them.
Credit expansion becomes inflation when
the increase of prices it produces brings
no commensurate or offsetting increase
of production.
The reason why the public, and especially the banking community, looks with
so much interest to the reserves of the
banks is understood when the nature of
credit inflation is carefully considered.
Ordinary extension of credit made for
the purpose of facilitating the exchange
and circulation of goods require little or
no addition to the reserve funds of the
banks, because the credits thus granted
in the main offset and cancel one another,
leaving an unimportant margin to be redeemed in cash.
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All over the world WELDON

ERASERS

ROBERTS

•

erasers are esteemed because of their unrivalled

quality. To introduce them to a customer i< to earn his thanks and future trade. To
know them is to want them always.
Samples free to stationers anywhere.
WORLD'S

WELDON

QUALITY

ROBERTS

STANDARD.

RUBBER

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC
will always hold first place as an Edition
Standard. Classic and Teaching Music

Home Labor-Saving Devices By Rhea Clarke Scott

A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

MUSIC CO.

The Largest "Exclusively
Sheet Music House"
in the Woild

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK

1.00

Clothing for Women
- - - 2.00
By Laura I. Baldt
Successful Canning and Preserving - - 2 00
By Ola Powell
Liberal discount to the trade.

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

NEW

N.J. U.S.A

School and Home Gardening - $1.35
By Kary C. Davis
Training the Little Homemaker 1.00
By Mabel Louise Keech

It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent- to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian
copyright laws.

CHICAGO:

Co. NEWARK,

Handbooks and
Manuals
Lippincott's
In Stock

of

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.

McKINLEY

88 STYLES

Toronto

CITY: 145 W. 45th STREET

THE • INK -FOR -ALL- PEOPLES

ESOM'T
YOU WA
AND DON
XF
THINGNT
KNOW WHERE
TO GET
IT— WRITE US— WELL
TELL YOU.

Stock up now. Be ready Tho*
for demand sure to
follow our advertising which is now appearing
in leading financial papers and magazines.
Put up in three sizes and colors. Blue Black,
Red and Green,
'/i pint; pint and quarts.
Write for prices and discounts.

ROYAL

II COLBORNE

INK

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
Special Service Department

COMPANY

ST. TORONTO.

CANADA
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New

Goods Described and Illustrated

SOME NEW BAGS
Beaded bags are quite the mode for
the exclusive trade. They are fashionable in all sizes, but possibly those inclined to be oval in shape or else on the
.square order are favored oftenest. One
new style called the "miser" bag is on
the market. It is really two bags made
in one piece, the middle of which forms
the handle, while either end, tasseled,
forms a bag; there are two slides which
hold the openings in place. The bag is
made of either silk or velvet, beaded.
Another clever bag has just been designed in New York. It is the "acorn"
bag, which name describes it well. The
lid has a soft ribbon handle which passes
through the centre of it; in this way the
lid does not separate entirely from the
lower part of the bag, though it may be
removed at a distance, which gives freedom for delving into the bag.
Cretonne bags are carried more now
by shoppers, while the beautiful silk,
satin and velvet ones are preserved for
the one purpose of being responsible for
the whereabouts of Milady's knitting and
yarns. Celluloid clasp handles are used
for the majority of the more expensive
bags and a plain, bright colored satin
lining gives a really elite appearance
to whatever is used for the outside.
Rich brocades and velvets still hold the
premier place for that part of the bag,
however.

NEW

CHALK

BOX

A three stick box of
white and colored chalk
crayons called "Little
Folks," is the latest introduction byBinney &
Smith Co., of New
York. This box is a
one cent retail item
and a good indication
of its appearance is
conveyed by the illustration herewith.
FOLDS

ENVELOPES

A new British machine is the "Carmic"
adjustable envelope and bag folding machine made by Peter Carmichael & Co.,
-1 Car St., Limehouse, London, E. 14.
All classes of paper can be folded and
made into envelopes on this machine,
which is easily interchangeable from one
size to another and from envelope to

bag shape. Capacity is 28,000 to 32,000
a day and it does not require special skill
to operate. Only a nominal amount of
motive power is required to operate the
machine.
"KUMBAK"
A new emblem of good luck which is
meeting with some attention is called
"Kumbak." It is a quaint figure made
of a composition with wire reinforcement, originally designed to insure the
safe return of the boys from "over
there." It is used for mantel or desk
ornament or for book-ends.
NEW

TINTED

PAPERS

The Copp Clark Co. have placed on
the market a new line of papeteries
called the "Westlake," in tinted linen
paper with gold border in blue, mauve,
dove grey and white. There are two
sizes: regular correspondence size and
Norfolk size with long narrow envelope,
Papeteries with tinted paper and gold
6%
x J'..
border
are quite the vogue now and are
having a ready sale.

NEW SELF-INKING PAD
A new self-inking stamp pad introduced by Stewart & Co., N.Y., has guides
to confine ink to stamp and pad. It is
of extra heavy construction but is eas.s
to operate.
NEW
IDEA
FOR
WIRE
LETTER
TRAYS
A new wire letter tray introduced by
the Peerless Wire Goods Co., of Chicago,
can be built up to any desired number
of sections by means of a simple arrangement of parts.
ARCH FILE WITH PERFORATOR
A file combining perforator and arch
has been devised by Frank A. Weeks
Manufacturing Company, 93 John Street,
New York, N.Y. The perforator lies
above the arch, and makes it possible to
use the arch and perforator in combination. The centres on the arch and perforator correspond with the Shannon file
standard.
ROLL OF HONOR RECORD
An honor roll, with the individual
names etched in metal and mounted on
a beveled mahogany panel, is produced
by the Strongheart Company, 1510 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago. A heading
plate, "Our Roll of Honor." 16 x 614 in.,
forms the head of the roll, and the individual name plates are suspended from
it.

AUTHORITATIVE

FASHIONS

IN BAGS

Fancy bags "a la mode" as shown by Lord & Taylor. New York. In the upper left corner is
a mode', of navy silk mo:re bound with scold braid and finished with a loop and clasp of the
material. Below is a taupe chiffon velvet model stencilled in shades of old rose, blue and yellow
and lir.ed with Frenen blue satin. In the centre is a golden brown satin bag with medallion of
black and gold thread: the loop handle with side clasn is a new touch. The upper right bag is of
navy silk moire lined with satin of brown, red and gold in Persian design. Note the 9-inch
measure on the bag-top. In the lower right corner is a snappy little black patent leather bag
with yarn pattern in rose, blue or black embroidered on the side and black yarn forms an edge:
black enamelled heads are effective handles.
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To the Booksellers of Canada who have made 191 8 a
year of such great achievement with our publications

GREETING!
This year our efforts will be to make 1919 your biggest
year and to that end we have extended our line by the
addition of the publications of

Cassell & Co. of London
and

The Ronald Press of New York
Making

our line the most

complete

in Canada

Cassell
& Co.'s
Publications
Comprise a range of wonderful possibilities at medium prices. Best
selling staple volumes in Gardening Books, Dictionaries, Technical
Books, Standard Titles, and Juvenile Books, including the King of
all Annuals

CHUMS

The

Ronald
BOOKS

Press Publications

FOR

BETTER

BUSINESS

Dealing with :
Accounting

THE

Advertising Laws of Business
Retailing
And other volumes on Vital Commercial Topics

HIGHEST

TO

GRADE
OF BUSINESS
BE PROCURED

McClelland

BOOKS

& stew art

PUBLISHERS
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TORONTO
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
"DEXTER

r >

The
highest
grade
hand
feed
Pencil
Sharpener
made
or possible to make.
Equipped
with
POINT
ADJUSTER
which SAVES
THE
PENCIL
produces
pointto
blunt
stopping
cutting

Send

when
desired
produced.
SHARPENS ANY SIZE PENCIL
for Price List, it will PAY

You

AUTOMATIC PENCIL SHARP. CO.
1521 Garland B., Chicago
Canadian Representatives
A. R. MacDougall & Co.
468 King St. West
Toronto Ont.

V10LAFH0NE
PHONOGRAPH

NEEDLES)]!

WILL PLAY 10 RECORD!

tlkCH NEEDLEWIUPLAY

IO RECORDS

1

Retail price per package of 60 boxes $9.00
Dealers price $5.85.

Send $5.85 for a Sample Package to-day

H. A. BEMISTER

10 Victoria

Street

Montreal

••AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA9*
'The Guarantee of Quality"

ULTON
Self-Inking

5<< Stamp Pads

Manufactured by

FULTON
^

Elizabeth,

SPECIALTY

GOODS

DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED

NEW

Line Daters
Numberers
Sign
RubberMarkers
Type
Printing
Outfits

CO.
New Jersey

••YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY**

TAPE

MOISTENER

A new tape moistener has been put
on the market by the Standard Paper
Co., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York.
The device is put out under the name
of the Ryco Moistener. It retails at $5.
The device is substantial and attractive
in appearance and is easily operated.
The series of rollers place just the correct amount of moisture on the tape to
insure rapid and permanent sealing. The
tape for this machine is made of high
quality kraft or manila, several colors
being carried in stock. Rolls are 800 or
250 feet.
NEW

15?

| EACH NEEDLE

NEW

INDEX

CARD

SYSTEM

A new index card system has just
been introduced by the Best Index Card
Co., 21 Park Row, New York. The
equipment is such that the cards spread
automatically, thus showing about
twenty cards at one time. The cards
can be used in existing equipment, and
the "spreading" feature remains whether
used in or out of drawer.
When in drawer, by pulling the guide
cards apart by their tabs, the cards between will spread, exposing to view the
names written at the top. When out of
drawer, by holding the cards between
the thumb and forefinger at the extreme
bottom, they will likewise spread.
Visibility with these cards is always
possible — whether in an active card
drawer, a transfer case, or the hand.
One or two cards are visible while stationary, and three or more by expansion
as explained.
It is a great convenience and timesaver to be able to take a number of
"ards from the pocket, hold at the bottom, and see at once the card desireddiving visibility at all times, without
special fixtures — as compared with the
old way of fingering each card.
C^rds may be subdivided as desired
by the use of guide cards, so as to make
it possible to locate any name instantly
with one turn onl>\
Space is economized by using right
and left hand tabs, or by writing name
on front and b^ck of tab, thereby making
the tab interchangeable — and the card
may then be placed wherever desired.
Under this plan no more space is consumed than by ordinary cards of the
-a me thickness.
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Pugh Specialty Co., Limited
38-42 Clifford Street

TORONTO
Manufacturers
French
Photo
Articles

-

CANADA

and Manufacturers'

Ivory Agents.
(Made
in Canada).
Frames,
Boxes,
Toilet
and Novelties.

Booklets, Post Cards, etc., for all
seasons and occasions.
Toy Books.
Pennants
and
Textile
Novelties,
Active Service
Banners.
Welcome
Home
Banners
and
Pennants,
Victory
Pennants
and
Celebration lines.
Purses, Wallets and
Souvenir Novelties.

School

Bags.

If you
don't
get our
catalogue
regularly, send us your name.
It's well worth having.

THE STANDARD
Memorandum
Calendar
The best ami most
mi tin- market.

popular

Highly finished black Japan
■lickel arches) wi h
pad. Also comes in brass
-;t
:i turners.polish
(brush
bra.ssto
arches.
Liberal finish)
discounts

Write for Prices,

EDWARD

KIMPTON

Wholesale
60 John

St.

etc.

CO.

Stationers
-

New

York

Material
'
rtistsMaterial
ADrawing
Mfrs since 1854 of high
grade Artists' and School
Oil and Water Colors,
Canvases, Brushes, Woodenware Outfits, Drawing Tables. Boards,
m Filing
Cabinets.
Catalogue
and sample books on request

F. WEBER

& Philadelphia,
CO.
Pa.

Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore.Md.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
INSTRUMENT HOLDER
A new attachment, designed for the
convenience of members of orchestras
and other musicians, is an instrument
holder which fastens to the standard of
a music rack. It consists of a main arm
that projects horizontally at one side
of the upright, and a cross arm provided
with two or more adjustable brackets,
on which a horn or other instrument can
be placed when not in use.
Known and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Oar

STAMPING

Specialty:

INKS OF ALL KINDS

NEW

TOYS

In after-the-war readiness, J. G.
Brenner & Co., the Manchester toy
makers, have begun the making of a
number of entirely new toys, including
new toy cranes with self-gripping hooks,
and a toy telephone, described as "the
real thing," to retail at a shilling in
England.

STAR
MANIFOLD
Dexter's
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send

Windsor

Gravrty
Pen
Stylo
With
a

$5.00 Per Month

MXmrtiftftJFSffiffirWrW^ffiW

Your

Sales

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set

Advertising

for more business on

Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons

It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The

Caribonum

The illustration herewith shows desk basket trays
of a more substantial type than those made of
wire. These are obtainable in tiers of two baskets and more as well as in the form of single
baskets.

SPEEDS

UP BOOKKEEPING

The Stationers' Loose Leaf Co., of
Milwaukee, and New York City, have
put on the market the Faultless Steel
Box Tray for use with bookkeeping machines. This tray, with posting unit
sorter, speeds up posting with minimum
labor. The vertical position of the
sheets allows the bookkeeper to quickly
put his hand on accounts to be posted.

Policy

is " Quality
First "
stationers can therefore
on a line of goods of
standard
quality
and
formity as puts them
position to permanently
tain the trade of every
tomer who once
uses
goods.
Gice Us A Trial.

and
rely
such
uniin a
recusthe

CARIBONUM COMPANY, LIMITED
54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

Locks,

We

IS

on Yearly Contract
Single Insertion $7
A Good Live Page — High
• value in publicity at
minimum cost

and

prices.

Connecticut

FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS

Double
Buyers'
Guide Spaces

1

samples

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.

The spaces on this
page are equivalent
to

THE RATE

for

A NEW WALKING DOLL
A new unbreakable doll which walks,
kneels and dances has been placed upon
the market by an American inventor.
This doll is twenty-six inches high and
can be operated by any small child. One
of the features of this toy is that there
is practically nothing to get out of order as it does not contain mechanism of
any kind.
55

offer the trade
new
ideas
in
merchandise
with a guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
SELF-FILLER
PEN
A n
excellent

new

sand
i v eexcluselffi'ing
device.
Three styles to
retail
at $1.50
S1.7S and
$2.50
Prompt
Deliveries
Assured.

[>!' ifif
didly
made.
th?t retails
pen,
splenof
a 1 lowing
at
$2.50.

Farrell Company
& Hosinger
LARRY
J. FARRELL
GEORGE N. HOSINGER

Manufacturers of
FOUNTAIN, STYLOGRAPHIC AND GOLD PENS
Canadian Representative Wanted
63-65 Irving St.. Jersey City, N.J.

a margin
liberal
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AND
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

The F-B Loose Leaf Holder

STYLES

The Famous Health and Sex Books
Sexual Knowledge for Women
Seiual Knowledge for M~n
Her Sev and Love Life
i ...ipotence
Sexual Problems

-

-

Stories of Love and Life
Uncontrolled Breeding Never Told Tales litation of Offspring

Manufactured

Frank

by

A. Weeks
Mfg.

93 John St.. NEW
Canadian Jobbers

Co.
YORK

-

CITY.

N.Y.

handle our lines.

Pat. May 13, 1913
The
most
demanded
and
cheat"
transfer hinder.
Adjustable to size of
paper
and
distance
hetween
punch
holes.
Exchangeable
posts.
Wholesale.
*2.10 per do/.en.
Send for particulars.

ROCKHILL

& VIETOR

Sole Agents, Dept. F.B, 22 Cliff St., New York
Branch: 180 N. Market St., Chicago

The spaces on this
page are equivalent
to
Double
Buyers'
Guide Spaces
THE RATE

IS

$5.00 Per Month
on Yearly Contract
Single Insertion $7
A Good Live Page — High
value in publicity at
minimum
cost

Tliw ii'lvn n -rim lit appear* leffularjj bn ftfftG
Lean's Magazine, Everywoman's world an/1
Partners' Magazine, thus < , ,. [ffmarKJB by
tlm i > 1 1 1> • i • ,ii the bookstorea. Von should
liavi ill.'-, bookfl in rtnrli
I
that
will rewult.

"Games that Amuse'
Wanted a company to take
over the Canadian patents of
the Liberty Games Company
on a royalty basis, or can
buy outright. Products includ—
e:
Liberty
Checker Board
Liberty Chess Board
Who?
Tinkles
To those interested address

The Liberty Games Co.
2149 N. Vanpelt St.

PHILADELPHIA,

56

PA., U.S.A.

Every merchant needs the protection a complete
N.C.R. System will give him
Peace is bringing increased competition
in your business.
You must meet that competition. You
cannot afford to run the risk o* losing
a single cent of profit.

2. They will prevent the mistakes and
disputes which cause loss of trade.
3. They will enable you to give customers the quick, satisfactory service
which wins new trade.

A modern National Cash Register and
an N.C.R. Credit File will enable von
to get all your profits on every transaction in your store.

4. They will give you the accurate
records which you need to control your
business.

Because —
1. They will make it possible for you to
run your store with the least expense.

5. They will protect your money, your
clerks, your customers, and yourself.

The National

Cash Register Company, Limited, of Canada. Toronto, Ont.
Offices in all the principal cities of the world.
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British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after your deliveries.
Selling Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.
24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London E.C. 1., England
Cables :
Telereka. London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central.
2107 City.
2615 Dalston

SCHOOL

AFTERTHEWAR
I shall welcome orders or enquiries for my British-made
Carded Goods, Writing and
Drawing
dries, etc. Sets, Stationers' SunAt present my output is
absorbed for Government
orders, Orders of National
Importance, and for oldstanding Clients of the
British
Wholesale
Trade.

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods
Fancy

Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

Write:

S. P. COOPER

Illustrated Hat on requeat

Central Agency

H. A. COOMBS'S CARDED GOODS

36

Camomile

10 Farrinjdon Avenue, London, E.C. 4., Enij.

St.,

London,

E.C.

3.

England

AND OFFICE
REQUISITES

GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House,"
92.
Clerkenwell
Road.
London,
E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home
and Colonial Governments,
thu London County Council, etc.
For Blackboards
Manufacturers'
the
Wholesale andto
"Wright's
Dustless" Chalk
Export
Trade.
Scholastic : Rules. Drawing
Instruments,
Study
Box.
WriKht's
"Blackine " Nature
etc.
Commercial : Piling Apparatus.
InkCases.
Cash
Boxes,
stands,
Stationery
Wru?ht's
Pencil-pointed
Pens, and General
Office Sundries.
Fancy: Tourists' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Games,
etc.
But we cannot execute your orders till
after the war. when we will also be open
for good representatives to work all principal towns.

The spaces on this
page are equivalent
to

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations We are paper ma kers
and whole-ale and export paper merchants.

Double Buyers'
Guide Spaces
THE

RATE

IS

Trade Mark

Registered

£1 Os. 7d. Per Month
on Yearly Contract
Single Insertion £1 8s lid
Live Page— High
A Good
value in publicity
at
minimum cost
r^trwrrWt7Wtrwr^t)^rrwri^r^riwr*irrsxir/s
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W. V.

BOWATER

&

SONS, LIMITED

159 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C. 4,En«r.
Cables: " Sparteolun" London.
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Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada

The rapid sales oj

STANDARD BRAND
BLOTTINGS

Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.

is the very best proof of the absolute
reliability of this quality blotting paper.
Particular people show their preference for
Standard Brand Blottings by coming back
for further supplies after a first purchase.

Canadian

Factory

and Office*

9-11-13 Davenport Road

-

at

Toronto

You ought
to feature
this quick-seller.
Other worth-while lines are:
"Sterling," "Curi-Curl." "Prismatic," "Royal
Worcester" and "Defender" (enameled).

Standard Paper Mfg. Co,
Richmond, Va., U.S.A.

WINNING

THE BUYER'S

FAVOR

npHE best possible buyer is not made an actual buyer at a single step It is
A one thing to win the buyer's favor for an article and another to make
adjustments incident to closing the sale. Winning the buyer's favor is the
work of trade paper advertising. Under ordinary conditions it should not be
expected to do more.

GETTHEBEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE

Magnet

FOLLOWING

Columbian
FOR

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

SALE

PAPER

BY

BY THE

LEADING
59

JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic

liiidKS K L L E V,

ART

tf

Regi Novelty Co. ^
The Davis
Registered

Leather Goods and Novelties
BILLFOLDS A SPECIALTY
212-214

Mappin
Building
MONTREAL
Phone
Uptown
398

*v

A

AND

8 T A T I0 N E K

SUPPLIES.

Artists' Supply Co.. 77 York St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co.. Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria
Toronto.

St.,

BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Ceo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum
& Pease Co.. Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,

Toronto,

Dominion
Blank Book Co., Berthierville, Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Manufacturers of
DIE-STAMPED

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

A Five and Ten Cent Line
AND

PRIVATE CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS
329 Craig Street West,

MONTREAL

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

The Copp, Clark Co.,
Limited

TORONTO

-

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer
Rubber

and Metal

of
Stamps,

Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning

Brands,

Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main

3760

BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The Albemarle
Paper Co., Richmond.
Va.
Eaton-Dikeman Co., Lee, Mass.
Richmond
Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond,
Va.
Standard Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond,
Va.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code Co., 83 Nassau
St.,
York.
John W. Hartfield. N.Y. Produce
Exchange.
CRAYONS.
Binncy & Smith, New York.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St.
Toronto.
EYELETTING
MACHINES.
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New York, NY.
ENVELOPES.
Brown Bros., Limited, Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal.
Menzies
Warwick

& Co.,
Bros.

St. Mungo
Mfg.
Weldon
Roberts

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list

TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

Hegone
Studio
37-39 East 28th Street

N.Y.

W..

SEALING
BEE"

WAX

factory:
VVaniston Works, Kdinburgh, Scotland

Toronto.

Win-

Waste Paper Balers

FANCY
PAPERS,
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison
Mfg. Co., Boston.
Menzies & Co., Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co.. New
York.
Mabie. Todd & Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.
468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
Paul E. Wirt Co., Brown
Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Canadian
Agents.
INKS, MUCILAGE
AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins
& Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal,
Toronto,
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal Ink Co., 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.
"Glucine,"
Menzies
& Co., Limited. 439 King
W.. Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.

St.

Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.
St.

W..

KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited. 215 Victoria
Toronto.

St..

King

LEAD
AND COPYING
PENCILS.
American
Pencil Co., New York.
Wm.
Cane & Sons, Newmarket.
Ont.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St.
Toronto.
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BRAND

New

ERASERS.
Co., Glasgow.
Scotland
Rubber Co., Newark,
N.J.

INKSTANDS.
R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468
Toronto.
The Sengbusch
Co., Milwaukee.

The Atelier of Exquisite hand decorated
Boxes and Lamp Shades for Manufacturers and the Trade. Canadian trade
solicited.
A visit to our Studios will convince you
that our work is original and of the
highest
quality.

WATERSTON'S

Limited, Toronto.
& Rutter. Toronto.

A.

New York City

W..

X"
"CLIMABaler
Steel
The Fireproof
turns your waste into
Made

in 12 sizes.

Send for Catalogue.

profit.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

15 ( ) ( ) K S K LLER

School Rulers
NEW

LINE NOW

New

Shapes

and

READY

Right

Prices.

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO,

N.Y.

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — every,
thine in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame them at low prices. I manufacture
.100 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished s'atues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

MAPS
The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
36 James St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED
Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

LEAF

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.
The Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Winnipeg.

AND

Toronto.

The Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett
Loose Leaf, Limited,
215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
National Blank Book Co., Holyoke, Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor, 22 Cliff St., New York City.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Stationers' Loose
and Milwaukee,

Leaf Co.,
Wis.

LEATHER
Brown

203

Broadway,

AND FANCY

N.Y.,

ELBE

Ltd., Toronto.
MAPS
AND GLOBES
Rand. McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The Scarborough
Co. of Canada.
Hamilton.
Ont.
PAPER
BALERS
Climax
Baler Co., Hamilton,
Ont.
PAPER
FASTENERS.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Corp., 552 Pearl St., New
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing
Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
& Sons,
Limited.
W.
V., 159 Queen
Victoria St., London,
E.C.
PAPETERIES
AND WRITING
PAPERS.
The Copp Clark Co., Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton,
Ont.
Clark Eros. & Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited. Montreal. Toronto, Win-

Goodall's
English
Playing Cards,
Front St.
W.. Toronto.
U. 8. Playing Card Co., Windsor,

POST CARDS, GREETING

GILT EDGE AND
BORDERED CARDS
Gold, Silver, and Colored Borders, Bevelled and Deckle Edged Cards for every
kind of work. Gilding, Bevelling and
Bordering to the trade.
Send for Price List

BRADFORD

Card Manufacturer
70 LOMBARD STREET
TORONTO

A. O. Hurst.

&

BINDER
New

CO.
York

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and

TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR PUNCHES
the best made
The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co.
HAMILTON.

32

CARDS, ETC.

Actual Size

O. Hurst, Canadian
representative.
32 Front
St. W., Toronto.
Menzies & Co., Limited, Toronto.
Philip
Hunt
& Co.. 332 Balham
High Rd..
London,G. Eng.

Pugh Specialty Co., 38-42 Clifford St.. Toronto.
Valentine & Sons Publishing Co.. Toronto.
RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard
Cairns. 77 Queen St. W„ Toronto.
Fulton Specialty Co., Elizabeth. N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo. M. Hendry & Co.. 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
Geo.Toronto.
M. Hendry
Co.. Limited, 215 Victoria St..
SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

AND OFFICE RULERS.
Co., Canisteo, N.Y.
SHEET MUSIC.
East Fifty-Fifth

St.,

Paper- Dealers

14 St. Alexander St. - Montrea

Ont.

A.

The

FILE

97 Reade Street

GOODS.

Bros.,

McKinley
Chicago. Music Co., 1501-15

JOHN

S T A TI ( ) X E R

The Brown Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
PLAYING
CARDS.

We can supply the trade with anything of
the map line as well as undertake any kind in
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

Otley

LOOSE

AND

THE

OHIO. U.S.A.

For the Returned Soldier
Service Chevrons to
wear on his civilian
clothes. Gold Plated,
$2.50 doz. Sterling Silver, $3.75 doz.
TORONTO

TROPHY-CRAFT
I7IO DOVAL DANK
KINO AND YONGE

. TORONTO

BUILDING
STREETS

.

Desk PadsS^CIoth Covered Cabinets

STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton, Phillips & Co., Montreal.
STATIONERS'
SUNDRIES.
rown Bros., Ltd., Wholesale Stationers, Toronto.
luntin, "Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp, Clark Co., Wholesale
Stationers, ToClark Bros. & Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto, WinWarwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John Heath, 8 St. Bride St., E.C, London.
Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen Co., Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian Representatives.
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L. Hoffman, 45 Lafayette St., N.Y.C.
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BUYERS' GUIDE
DIRECTORY

CODE WILL FORM
Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $1.80 per

dozen.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
517 Wellington

St. West

-

Toronto

SELF AND SEX SERIES
Keep these books in eight. They are steacl>
sellers because 93 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective customers.
Four Hooks to Men:— .
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
Whall a Young Man Ought to Know.
What a Young Husband
Ought to Know.
What a Man of 46 Ought to Know.
Four Hooks to Women:—
What a Young Girl Ought to Know.
What a Young Woman Ought to Know.
What a Young Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman of 45 Ought to Know.
$1.00 Each.
WILLIAM

BRIGGS.

Publisher.

Toronto

WILLS

OF PUBLISHERS.
FICTION.
Thomas Allen. 215 Victoria St., Toronto. Ont.
William
Briggs, Queen
and John Sts., Toronto,
Ont.
Cassell & Co.. 55 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
Copp, Clark Co., 517 Wellington St. W., Toronto,
Ont.
J. M. Dent & Sons, 27 Melinda St., Toronto. Ont.
S. B. Gundy, 25 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Hodder & Stoughton,
25 Dundas St. E., Toronto,
Ont.
Thomas Langton, 23 Scott St., Toronto, Ont.
Macmillan Co. of Canada, 70 Bond St., Toronto,
Ont.
McClelland,
Goodchild
& Stewart.
266 King St.
W.. Toronto, Ont.
Geo.
Ont.J. McLeod, Ltd., 266 King St. W., Toronto.
Musson Book Co.. 25 Dundas St. E.. Toronto. Ont.
Thomas
Nelson
& Sons. 77 Wellington
St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.
BUSINESS
BOOKS.
Frederick D. Goodchild. 266 King St. W., Toronto.
Musson Book Co., 25 Dundas St. E., Toronto, Ont.
Wycil & Co., 85 Fulton St.. New York City.
Law Books, Ltd., 15 Bay St.. Toronto.
CODE BOOKS AND CONVERSION
TABLES
John W. Hartfield, N.Y., Produce Exchange. New
York.
PERIODICALS.

Otto Sauer Series
and

French, Spanish
Italian Grammars

MADE
IN THE U.8.A.
Grammar Separate, $1.00
Grammar with Key

WYCIL

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street. New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

SEXUAL

KNOWLEDGE

Sex Hygiene, by the World's Highest Authority—Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D., assisted
by Jeanette Winter Hall.
RELIABLE — SCIENTIFIC — CORRECT
Sex Knowledge Every Young Man Should
Have — Sex Knowledge Every Young Woman
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Husband
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Wife
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Father
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Mother
Should Have.
Cloth lllu.trated. $ 1.25

MacLean's Magazine, 143 University Ave., Toronto
Imperial
News
Co., Ltd., Toronto, Montreal
and
Winnipeg.

McClelland, goodchild & stew art, ltd.

Gordon &
l."> St.
American
American
American

266 King Street West

Gotch. 136 Bay St.. Toronto, Ont., and
Bride St., London, E.C.
News Co., Toronto and Hamilton, Ont.
News Co., Montreal, Que.
News Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto,

Canada

Who Pays for the Advertising?

of the

Law of Succession after Death
Written by Walter E. Lear, Barrister-at-Law,
in plain, simple language and intended to be
used by the general public. It contains concise
statement of the Law of Wills in force in all
the Provinces of Canada, and Forms of Wills
and Codicils. Printed in large type. This is
a book that should be read by every person
before making a will. Agents wanted. Price,
$1, in cloth binding. Liberal discount to the
trade. Law Books, Limited. 162 Bay St.,
Toronto.
LANGUAGES

w

ORLD-ROMIC SYSTEM, MASTERKEY
to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c : Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary. $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary. Glc. Languages, 143
West 47th. New York.

Your Ad in a
Buyers' Guide
Space
2|4 in. by V/2 in.
for $3 a month on
yearly contract

Classified Advertising

"VyilO pays for the advertisThe

pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter display stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.
LET US HELP YOU
CECURE DESIRABLE MERCHANDISE AT
the right price. If you desire to save time
and money on your buying you must be represented in New York. A great amount of
service at a very small cost. Better write us
to-day. Associated Buyers, 309 Broadway.
New York. N.Y.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
A JAX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS— FOR
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc.,
sample
with prices on request.
Desaulniers,
Moline.
Illinois.
BOOKS

WANTED

"Darkness and Dawn," by George Allan England. "This is For You." by W. L. Lord
(Revell)— The Gaetz-Cornett Drug & Book
Co., Ltd., Red Deer, Alta.
FOR

YOU

putting the goods into his hands
'■— including selling cost. This
and production
ing ? ' cost are both so
reduced, by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same goods, just because they
are well advertised. You ride
cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired a private car
— even a cattle car. And you
don't ask "Who pays the fare?"
—The Optimist

SALE

pOR
SALE—
flshed
book FLOURISHING,
and stationery OLD-ESTABbusiness in
British Columbia. Edison and Kodak agencies.
Toys, fancy goods, etc. Capital required
$10,000.
Box 983, Bookseller
and Stationer.
ARE

consu nif.r, of course.

He pays for even/ expense of

A SALESMAN?

V\/E HAVE OUR CANADIAN TERRITORY
*" open for a salesma'n who knows the Stationery. Gift and Art Store. Department Store.
Book Store, etc., trade. We manufacture an
exceptionally high grade line of Engraved
Greeting Card? at popular prices. All correspondence considered confidential. No
objection if carried with a non-conflicting
line. The Boston Ltne. 178 Congress St.,
Boston, Mass.
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JOLLY
's
denFUN
Galefor &OFthe Pol
Children

BOOKS
All

good

titles and full

of colour.
Full list on application.

2 Amen Corner

London, E.C. 4

ENGLAND

BOOKSELLER
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Fine Inks and Adhesives
FOR THOSE

WHO

KNOW

"WORLD"

Higgi ns

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
{ Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

Are the finest and best Inks and

"lam

Adhesives

271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Cairns, Bernard
60
Canadian Facts Publishing Co...
Inside back cover
Cane & Sons, Limited, Wm
9
Caribonum Co., Ltd
55
Carmichael & Co., Ltd., Peter . . 14
Carter's Ink Co
20
Climax Baler Co
60
Clique, Ltd., The
9
Copp, Clark Co., Ltd
11-60-62
Coombs, R. A
58
Cooper, S. P
58
Coutts, W. E
15
Crippen, E. A
19
Davis Noveltv Co
60
Dawson, Ltd., W. V
3
Dexter & Sons, Inc., C. H
55
Dent & Sons, J. M
19
Dominion Blank Book Co
8
Eaton, Crane & Pike Co
Inside back cover

The Albemarle Paper Mfg. Co.
RICHMOND,

59
61
9

Farrell & Hosinger Co
Financial Post of Canada
Fulton Specialty Co

55
20
54

Gale & Polden
Goodchild, Fred. D

62
56

Heath, John, & Sons
Hegone
Studios
Henry Co., Ltd., Geo. M
Higgins & Co., Chas. M
Hinks, Wells & Co
Hilton & Co., W. H
Hoffman,
L
Hurst, Aubrey 0

64
60
51
63
19
14
61
1

Imperial News Co., Ltd.
Irish, G. L

22
61

Kimpton

Co., Ltd., The
Co., Edward

VA„ U.S.A.

INDEX

Eaton-Dikeman Co
Elbe File & Binder Co
Esterbrook Pen Manfg. Co

Jewel Pen

I cover the earth.

"The captain of industry and the private in the ranks
of trade depend on my help. Weighed in any balances, I
am not found wanting. No huma'n emotion is expressed in
writing without my sanction. Sympathy, encouragement,
affection, I make clear, vital and permanent every day. I
live my life under the eyes of all sorts and conditions of
men. They can not escape, if they would, the messefee I
convey.

ADVERTISING
Aiken Book Co
19
Albermarle Paper Mfg. Co
63
Allen, Thos
24
American Lead Pencil Co
Inside front cover
Automatic Pencil Sharpener Co..
54
r
Baker, Chas. W
58
Bemister, H. A
54
Binney & Smith Co
10
Boorum & Pease
10
Bowater & Co., Ltd
58
Bradford, John
61
British Drawing Ink & Adhesive
Mfg. Co
14
Briggs, Wm
16-62
Buntin, Gillies & Co
Back cover

Blotting.

"May I not bear your message and your customers' to
those busy toilers who are my constant friends?"
MAKERS:

& CO., Mfrs.

Branches :
Chicago. London

Speaks :

"Princes and potentates, the weu'lthy and powerful, the
great of every clime, use me every day. I lie on the desk
when the fate of men and of nations is being decided. The
treaties that from this scourge of war will bring peace
and happiness to lands now devastated will be negotiated
in my presence and bear my final imprint.

These manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, tbe readymoney kind wbo know what they want and are
willing to pay for it. They are worth catering to.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS

'WORLD'

Blotting

1
54

Languages
62
Law Books, Ltd
62
Liberty Games Co
55
Luckett Loose Leaf Co., Ltd. ... 2
Mabie, Tod & Co
Front cover
MacDougall & Co., Ltd., A. R.. . . 6-7
MacLean's
21-60
McClelland, Goodchild & Stewart,
Ltd
53-62
McFarlane, Son & Hodgson, Ltd.
61
McKinley Music Co
51
McCready Publishing
Co
64
63
Marshall, Percival. & Co
20

Moore Push Pin Co
64
Menzies & Co., Ltd
5
Meyers, Fred J., Mfg. Co
61
Mittag & Volger, Inc
Inside back cover
Morgan & Scott, Ltd
12
National Blank Book Co
National Cash Register Co

58
57

O.K. Mfg. Co

64

Packard Bros
PhHco Publishing Co
Pugh Specialty Co., Ltd

64
13
54

Ramsay & Son Co., A
Reliance Ink Co
Rockhill & Vietor
Royal Ink Co

64
64
56
51

Scarborough Co. of Canada
Sinclair & Sons, Ltd., Wm
Sindicato Italiano
Stafford, S. S., Inc
Standard Paper Mfg. Co
Terry & Sons, Herbert
Toronto Trophy Craft Co

.... 61
20-61
18
59
59
19
61

Up-to-date Advertising Co
61
U.S. Playing Card Co
4
Volger Mfg. Co., Inc., B. S
55
Waterston & Sons, Ltd., Geo. . . 12-60
Weber & Co., F
54
Weeks Mfg. Co., Frank
56
Weldon Roberts Rubber Co
51
Woolnough, Draper & Co., Ltd... 13
Wright & Co., George
13-58
Wycil & Co
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HOLD

THE

LINE

Here's the line to hold —
John Heath's Telephone
Pen. You will not hold it
long because it sells so
quickl
quality
about y.it.There's
It write
s
smoothly, never corrodes,
and lasts long. Get connected with the Telephone
Pen for quick sales.

(Registered)

leading
hi/ all the
Supplied
whole
sale in
houses

Lo n do n ( Eng. )
Export Agency,
8 St. Bride St.,
LONDON, E.C.

""RIESTJtK:L£SSSmsa

THE WASHBURNE
O ,H
PAPER
FASTENERS

Toronto
Montreal
and

Save
THE SQUARE

IT. YOU'LL GET IT
FROM US; AND YOU WILL KNOW IT EVERY
TLY.E YOU BUY AND SELL PRODUCTS OF
OUR MANUFACTURE.
OUR

Your

Energy

when clerks are scarce and every moment
counts. You should help them to serve your
patrons quickly by placing this Cabinet on
your counter.
This Style L Cabinet fV

DEAL WINS: WE KNOW

ofMOOREllL

THE
SANtTARr
OK
ERASER

IT IS QUALITY THAT COUNTS. IT IS
RULE TO GIVE STANDARD RELIABLE

PUSH PINS
sells twice as much with
half
Direct.the effort. Get one today from your Jobber or

GOODS OF OUR MAKE AT LOW, FAIR,
SQUARE PRICES, AND TO STAND BACK OF
EVERYTHING WE MAKE. WE WANT YOUR
TRADE

—

S

ORDER

FROM

YOUR

Cost
- - - $12.50
Sells ...
- 18.75
Will
more
than
double
your sales.
MOORE
PUSH
PIN CO.

JOBBER, OR DIRECT.

THEO.K.MANUFACTURINGCO.

SYRACUSE,

N.V.,

U.S.A.

113 Berkley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ARTISTS MATERIALS

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
B

Send

your

TELLS. YOU HOW.
Subscription — $2.00
per
{Foreign
$3.00)

subscription

NOW

and

get

year.

the

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton, London, Eng.

"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings '
STORE
16 Full-Patio
Illustrations

18 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

A.RAMSAY

& SON

EST'D.

MONTREAL.

RELIANCE

MANAGEMENT— COMPLETE
ANOTHER

NEW

BOOK

are

By FRANK FARR1NGT0N
A Companion book to Retail Advertising Complete

$1.00

INKS

for their rich
and easy flow.

RELIANCE

CHAPTERS

Here is a sample:

SWUNG

CHAPTER V.-The Store Policy— What it sHoold be
to hold trade. The money-bock plan. Taking bsclc goods.
Meeting cut rates. Selling remnants. Delivering goods.
Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Rebating railroad
fare. Courtesy to customers.
ABSOLUTELY NEW
JUST PUBLISHED

FLVTD

aunt tor

color

**

"GRIP"

The strong fluid paste, which
never dries out, is a profit
maker.
Write for prices.

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.

Send
us J I return
. | 0. Keep
daysback.
and if it isn't
h the price
it and the
get book
your ten
money

272 Patten
Bound in Cloth

noted

C°

POSTPAID

"Store Management — Complete" tells all about the
management of a store so that not only the greatest sales
but the largest profit may be realized.

THIRTEEN

1842.

WINNIPEG,

Technical look Dept., Mat Lean Publishing C*.

TORONTO

64

MAN.

BOOKSELLER

The Acme
regulation

STATION']:];

Reliable — Permanent — Economical

xiavtf*
s VnLG£".

AND

M. & V.
TYPEWRITER
RIBBONS
and
CARBONS

#

of Perfection in
iveight carbons

Their quality is beyond question and is due to our modern methods of
manufacture and the first quality materials we use.
Good results— good profits and satisfied customers — can always be looked
for from a display of these M. & V. Products.
Are you stocked?

Mittag and Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory: Park Ridge, N.J., U.S.A.
Agencies all over

THE

NEW

YORK

Sunday,

World

TIMES

December

15, 1918

Baker Wants Letters to Soldiers to
Keep Up Army Morale Abroad
In a recent letter to Raymond B. Fosdick, head of
the Commission on Training- Camp Activities, Secretary of War Baker said:
"The eyes of the world are upon our soldiers overseas to-day not more for what they have done than
for what they are now called upon to do. Before them
lie the tasks of helping; to rehabilitate the devastated lands of France and Belgium, and of making
sure tjiat the victory in which they have so gloriously shared shall be a permanent one.

"This means that we may not expect
to have
them all with us here.— They need our soon
help and encouragement now perhaps more than at any other
time since they left home in order that they may
be inspired and strengthened to maintain that
fineness of character, manner, and conduct which has
earned for them such universal respect.
"I believe that among all the influences which may be
focused upon this object, the strongest and most
far-reaching is that which emanates from home letters, and I therefore urge the mothers, fathers, wives
and sisters of our soldiers overseas to express themselves earnestly in their letters as their share in
seeing that the high standards which America represents both here and abroad shall be constantly
upheld."
Reproduced
for the attention
of dealers in stationery by the

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
Pittsfield,

the

Massachusetts

5,000 Facts About
Canada
COMPILED

BY

FRANK

YEIGH

will tell you all about
Canada's part in the war,
Canada's wealth, Canada's
industries, Canada's agriculture, Canada's resources,
and 50 other subjects.
1919 Edition now ready.
Order from your newsdealer
or from
The

Canadian Facts Publishing Co.
588 Huron
TORONTO,

Street,
CANADA

[J O 0 k's E LLEB

HAMILTON

AND

> T A T ION E R

CANADA

1918-1919
We desire to thank our
friends in the trade for
their goodwill and generous forebearance during 19 1 8, and extend to
them our best wish that the coming year of
Peace may bring with
it prosperity, progress,
and improved
service.

The New Triumph File
Special Locking Device
Improved Arch

Steel Board

You can safely recommend

it.

In sorting up your office supplies
consult us about
Loose Leaf Ledgers and Binders
Loose Leaf Price Books
Card Index Cabinets and Supplies
Vertical File Supplies
Blank Books
Typewriter Papers
Carbon Papers
Account Papers
Desk Travs and Waste Baskets

HAMILTON

CANADA

AND

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-three years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

FEBRUARY,

1919

LOTUS LAWN STATIONERY
In this familiar box there is only one quality — the
best at the price. A clear, white, lawn-finished
stock, made in the popular sizes of Note Paper,
Envelopes, Papeteries and Writing Papeteries.
Our Selling Helps will bring you trade.

WARWICK

BROS. & RUTTER, LIMrTED

MANUFACTURERS

TORONTO

No. 2
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The Hour
Has Struck!
The Era of Peace Trade is here and with it every indication of
renewed Business Activities. Without indulging in inflated
optimism we are very confident that a good volume of business
is going to be done. Present prices are likely to prevail for
some considerable time, so that dealers would be well advised
to stock up for the future. Buying for the distant future is
inadvisable — buying for the present and immediate future is
good business.

Send Your Next Order to Dawson
Whether you want Blank
Books, Loose Leaf Goods,
Typewriting Papers. HighGrade Envelopes, School
Work Books, Correspondence Papers and Tablets, we
can give you just the sort of
goods you require.

with commercial, official,
catalog or tension (Button
and String) varieties. Our
Large Boudoir, Long Flap
and Large Boudoir Wallet
shapes are particular favorites for society correspondence.

These are all Made-in-Canada lines and are made up
to the standard of Quality
for which the Jackdaw
Brand has long been famous.

DAWSON BLANK BOOKS

ENVELOPES

Everything from our imposing Line 21, which is bound
in Half American Russia
Leather with black cloth
side and gold fillets, paged

In the matter of ENVELOPES we can furnish you

and
note titled,
books. to stenographers'

We can mail you full particulars or arrange
for a call by one of our representatives.
Which would you prefer?

The House of Superior
Service

The Line of Unexcelled
Value

I^DXM^IV
Montreal

I-fJIMI'T'E.D

Toronto
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You can sell more
Playing Cards now
With the passing of the war cloud gayety and good times
come into their own again. Card playing in club or home
will be taken up with renewed enthusiasm which, of
course, will mean a bigger and better demand for the
people's favorite- —

GOODALL'S
PLAYING

ENGLISH
CARDS

With a stock of Goodall's you can suit every taste. Here
you have Imperial Clubs — Whist; Colonials — Gold Edges;
Linettes — both Standard and Whist Sizes; Salons —
Society — Sultan and Patriotic Series.

Aubrey O. Hurst, Representative, 32 Front St. W., Toronto

Each Memo
Tear it out when

on a Perforated Coupon
attended

to.

No lost data, no searching through obsolete M
notes.
Therefore, no excuse for forgetting. «
Without Everybody
doubt
theneeds
handiest
made.
it. Highmemo-book
officials, \a
IV
superintendents, purchasing agents, department managers — also all other business men
\m
and women, society women, shoppers, clergy, !■

Easy to Sell— Good Profit

Reminder with extra filler and handy pocket
selling prices in U.S.A.

3 x5

—

Ti Al
\1

Always

HRl' ifr/Ufo ^
\\ i've note,*
I ■§' ^t^*~^.-\ reference.
BA W^>---^7Jt^'»^
■11 O^tW^^AJV\\ ^«*1&%**
^■l\v; Ve/^'/^^^siiri^.
!
H HmV qgftjlJr*^^
^IcS^
■ ■'Mo //ft "^/*_ i^Sl— ' "^

1(
B11^
^I^J
|«j3EM
W^-****^
^*^

3'/2 x7

E/

Introduce

Handsome Black Leather
$1.00 $1.50
/&/
MOW
Seal Grain Cowhide or India Calf
1.75 2.00
-^3^
VWJXH
Genuine Seal or Morocco
2.25 3.00
EXTRA FILLERS
In Imitation Leather
50
.75 _.
„„-„,.,
.
» «
Slze 3 x 5 (4 coupons to a page)....$ .75 per
25
In Cloth (without extra filler)
1.00 per
"size W x 7 (6 coupons to a page)
Ladies' Shopping Reminder, 2% x3*/4)
.70 per
(3 coupons to a page)
2%"x3%"
Size
in
$1.00;
filler,
extra
and
pencil
with
patent leather, $1.25
Name in gold on cover
25c
Dealers. — We have a very inviting discount to offer you on the above retail prices.
Write for it.

NSONMFG.
ROBI
ROBINSON

ER
NDSTREET,
RE74MI
ELM

CO.,

1

'
it

j
dozen
dozen
dozen
extra

Natio?nallL™dTtised
WESTFIELD,

MASS.
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A Special $2 Edition of

The KING Book

"INDUSTRY

and HUMANITY"

Owing to the large demand for this important book, we
have been able to publish a special $2 edition. Booksellers should get behind this book with their best selling
efforts. It presents a real opportunity.
LATE BOOKS THAT WILL CONTINUE TO SELL
ALL THROUGH THE YEAR
SHIP BUILDING

INDUSTRY,

Roy Willmarth Kelly,
and Fn <l< rick J. . I lien . . 3.00

INSTINCTS ON INDUSTRY,
SECRETS OF THE NAVY,
DR. IN THE WAR,
VOID OF WAR,
CROSS OF FIRE,
THREE TIMES AND OUT,
SONGS OF MEN,
THE EDUCATION OF HENRY
Introduction

by

New 1919 Fiction.
The Sinister House
By Leland Hall,
PRICE,

$1.50

Who Cares?
By Cosmo Hamilton,
PRICE.

THOMAS

$1.50

Ordway Trent
Bennett Copplestone
Dr.

1 40
.... 2 00

Woods Hutchinson. . 2.50

Reginald Fairer
R. Gordon . I nderaon

2.00
... L.50

Nellie L. McClung
Robert Frothingham

1.50
... 1 2T>

ADAMS,

Henry

Cabot Lodge

5.00

Ready Now
Common Cause
By Samuel Hopkins Adams,
PRICE.

J1.50

The Apartment
Next
Door
By William Johnston,
PRICE,

$1.50

ALLEN, Publisher, 215 Victoria St., Toronto
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OF THE

WAR

By Francis A. March

Canada's Part in the War

By

Lt!-Col. George Gallie Nasmith, C.M.G., M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc.

Extract from Author's Foreword
TWO ideals have been before us in the
preparation of this necessary work.
These are simplicity and thoroughness.
It is of no avail to describe the greatest of
human events if the description is so confused
that the reader loses interest. Thoroughness
is an historical essential beyond price. So it
is that official documents, prepared in many
instances upon the field of battle, and others
taken from the files of the governments at
war, are the basis of this work. Maps and
photographs of unusual clearness and high
authenticity illuminate the text. All that has
gone into war making, into the regeneration
of the world, is herein set forth with historical particularity.
H Written frankly from the viewpoint of the
United States and the Allies, it visualizes the
bloodiest and most destructive conflict of all
ages from its remote causes to its glorious
conclusion and beneficent results.

Price
SIR ARTHUR CURRIE
Commander of the Canadian Expeditionarv Forces
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AN ew Ura
A new era has opened in the book trade. With Governmental restrictions abolished and people everywhere
turning again to peace-time pursuits and relaxations,
conditions are favorable for a record-breaking year,
And we are. fortunately, in a position to lake advantage of the splendid trade outlook with a list of books
Mich a.- we have -eldnni been able to offer.
Houghton,

ELEANOR
Dawn

Stories of sea toilers of the Labrador coast told by
unous missionary doctor with a vividness, sympathy and depth of human interest that will enthrall
every reader,

In "Dawn" the author of "Just David" has struck
a note that will vibrate to th»- depths of every
reader's heart, and created a boy character who will
lie as popular
as David
himself.

WILLIAM

net.

Ready

MACLEOD

March

8th.

$1.35

RA1NE

LORD

Man
Four-Square
To readers who like a hero who is a hero and a
-"tory crammed full of adventure, we recommend this
i " I of the Wesl bj the author of "The Sheriff's
Son" and "The Yukon
Trail."
Illustrated.
$1.50 net.
Ready
in March.

net.

Ready

LEROY

SCOTT

A

Daughter

BARTLETT

March

CHARNWOOD
of

the

British

Empire

to

A wise and witty book that will strike a responsive
chord in the breast of every "goat."
net.
Ready in March.
MARY

Worlds

C.

E. WEMYSS

Oranges

The story of fascinating Jennie Malone, her rise
from the lower to the upper world of New York life,
and her amazing adventures en route. By the author
of "Mary Regan."
$1.60 net.
Ready

in April.

ELLIS
PARKER
BUTLER
Goat Feathers

in June.

of Two

Ready

A notable book by a famous authority on the British Empire of to-day, with particular attention to the
relations of the colonies to the Empire and of the
Empire to the League of Nations.
$2.00 net.
Ready
in May.

The story of a rich man and a poor man, and a
girl such as even
Mr. Bartlett
has seldom
created.
$1.50

net.

Contributions
Civilization

A

FREDERICK
ORIN
Joan & Co.

Company

DOCTOR
GBENFELL
Labrador Days

H. PORTER

Illustrated, $1.50

Mifflin

and

Lemons

Mrs. Wemyss' many admirers will hail with delight
the announcement of another book by the author of
"Impossible People."
$1.50 net.
Ready in April.

1st.

New Novels by New Authors
FRANCES

The Old

PARKINSON

Gray

FREDERICK

KEYES

Homestead

Sniper

A story of rural life and plain
folks that is full of simple, good
cheer and friendly, "homey"
piness.
Illustrated, $1.50 net.

hap-

CLEATH

LUCY

Jackson

A thrilling romance of love and
war written by an English sniping
officer.
Illustrated, $1.60 net.

FITCH

PERKINS

Cornelia
A book for
ing with the
1 ghtful child
Illustrated,

young and old, dealadventures of a decharacter.
$1.25 net.

Three Great Books by Canadian Authors that will
keep on selling all through this year
HON. W. L. MACKENZIE KING
$3.00

ARCHIE P. McKISHNIE

Three Times and Out

Industry and Humanity
Special Edition. $2 oo

NELLIE L McCLUNG

net

THOMAS

$1.50 net

Willow, the Wisp
jSl.35 net

ALLEN, TORONTO

CANADIAN

REPRESENTATIVE
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The
Special

Donohue

Announcement

In Canada

To the Trade

Mr. Thomas Allen and his representatives will take pleasure in
showing our 1919 line to the
Canadian book buyers in the near
future, and while prices have advanced on some lines a great many
remain the same as last year, owing to the fact that we have on
hand a good stock of raw material.
We are in a position this year to
take better care of our Canadian
orders than ever before, and wish
to thank the trade in Canada for
their generous support in 1918,
which was almost double any previous year.

For the convenience of the Canadian
Booksellers we have arranged with
THOMAS
POCKET

ALLEN,
TORONTO,
to stock our
MAPS, JUVENILES,
ETC.

EVERYBODY KNOWS
the great success we have had with
special books like
"Real Mother Goose" and
"Peter Patter"
This year we will have something still
better, of which you will be advised
in due time.

RAND,

McNALLY

Line

M. A. Donohue

& CO.,

& Co., Chicago

Represented in Canada by

THOMAS ALLEN

536 South Clark St., Chicago

WHO
CARES?

TORONTO

THE
APARTMENT
NEXT DOOR

By COSMO HAMILTON
Author of "The Blindness of Virtue"

By WILLIAM

JOHNSTON

Author of "Limpy"

A story of adolescence, of a boy
and girl flung suddenly upon
their own resources, opening the
secrets of life without guidance,
and coming out of a great
adventure undamaged, owing to their inherent sense of
cleanness, $1.50 net.

LITTLE,

BROWN

The story of the U.S. Secret
Service, into which the author
has woven mysteries more enthralling than "The House of
Whispers."
The
story
introduces some of the ingenious
methods
of the
German
plotters scribesand
dethe clever
ways
in which
they were thwart$1.50 net.
ed.

&

CO.,

BOSTON

THOMAS ALLEN, TORONTO f^f
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SIX BEST SELLERS FOR
From "THE LIVEST BOOK

FEBRUARY

LIST IN CANADA
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Order

List

To McClelland & stewart, limited, publishers, Toronto
opie? The Sky Pilot in No Man's Land, by Ralph Connor
Passenger
Zeppelin's
author of "The
The Curious Quest, by E. P. Oppenheim,
Lady"
Pretty
of "The
The Roll Call, by Arnold Bennett, author
Swinnerton, author of "Nocturne"
and Houses, by Frank
Shops
The Man Nobody Knew, by Holworthy Hall, author of "Henry of Navarre"
Hope, author of "A Hillside Christmas"
Paul, by Ethel Penman
Dr
Dealer.
Address.

• ■ ■$1-^ ^f*
. . 1.50
1.60
1-50
1.50
1.50
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McClelland
and

Stewart
Limited
Publishers

Toronto

" The Livest Book

john McClelland

GEORGE

STEWARf

List in Canada ' '
DEVELOPMENT of major importance this year is the merging of the Canadian business of the
House of Cassell with McClelland &
Stewart, Limited.
In addition to our other extensive
lines of books our travelers are now
showing all the publications of the
HOUSE OF CASSELL.

A

POPULAR FICTION
Standard Titles
Dictionaries
Gardening Books
Technical Books
Children's Books
"Chums" and other Annuals

a

WM

GIVE THEM ORDERS

J. BRADY, Sales Manage,

EDWARD

J. BOYD

March 15 we will remove to
larger quarters at 215-219 Victoria St., where we will have two
large floors, giving us more than
double our present space. We will
fit up a fine suite of sample rooms,
enabling the trade to make purchases
there under most advantageous circumstances.
ON

We heartily invite the trade to visit
us there and make our new house
;heir headquarters when in Toronto.

and KEEP THEM SMILING"

CHAS. J. CRANFIELD

JOSEPH

H. JEFFERIES

NORMAN

B. KNOWLES

B 0 O KS E L L E R

AND

S T A T I0 N E R

Some of our Leaders !
for Spring
Look

Them

Over!

MOON OF
ISRAEL
By H. Rider
Haggard.
Another of this
author's colorful
and generally
a p p ealing pictures of life in
ancient Egypt at
the throne of the
Pharaohs. The
book has a
strong love interest. $1.50 net.
MY THREE
PRISON

YEARS

3haJb^^
GIKA

THAT'S ME ALL OVER, MABLE
By E. Streeter. Yes! Just what it is— a sequel
to "Dere Mabel," carrying on "Bill's" experiences further through the training camps, and
across the Atlantic. Just as funny in story and
picture as "Dere Mable," and also likely to have
a record-breaking sale. 75c.
SIR ISUMBRAS AT THE
FORD
By D. K. Broster. This story, by
the author of "The Vision
Splendid," is built around the
expedition which in 1795 left
Southampton, England, to fight
in France. It is the finest type
of romance, and is compared by
capable American critics to
S. R. Crockett's best. It should
be a first-class general seller.

IN A GERMAN

By Hon. Henri S. Beland, M.P. The
story of Dr. Beland's experiences as
told by the newspapers at the time of
his return to Canada several months
ago, created very general interest. That
only touched on his experiences. Here
they are in detail from his own hand,
retailing the events of his incarceration
and his thrilling experiences in German prisons. This is a book not for
present reading alone but should have
alibraries
historical value in your customers'
$1.50

$1.25.
IN FLANDERS' FIELDS
The collected verse of the late Lt.-Col. John McCrae. This,
with a biography written by an intimate friend, make up a
book which is certain to be in general demand this spring.
Hundreds of people, as you know, have been asking when
it would be ready
$1.50
WHO GIVETH
US THE VICTORY
By Arthur Mee. The author believes that God is intervening
to deliver Europe, and his forty chapters carry out this idea.
His name means a good deal to Canadian readers
$1.35
A SMILE A MINUTE
By H. C. Witwer. Here is something you can sell to every
purchaser of "From Baseball to Boches" — a sequel to that
book, with the same breezy, rollicking material from Ed.
Haimon to his chum at home
$1.50

DERE

Mable's Love Letters to
Her Rookie.
HORENCE

ELIZABETH

SUMMERS

CAP'N
JONAH'S
FORTUNE
By James A. Cooper. Another characteristic Cape Cod story
full of wholesome humor, quaint love-making, and a thrilling
rescue in a blizzard
$1.50 Net

*
•

WILLIAM

BRIGGS, Publisher

TORONTO

BILL

M a b 1 e ' s love
1 e 1 1 e r s to her
rookie — the
other side of the
" Dere Mable "
question. By
Florence Elizabeth Summers.
75c.
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ANNUAL
EXHIBITION
OF
HOLIDAY
LINES

On the Fifth Floor of Our
Warehouse at Wellington and Portland Sts.

Beginning March 10th
Come and see this splendid exhibition of books, novelties and
holiday trade specialties for merchants in the Book and Stationery
and Fancy Goods Business.
The dealer who fails to attend this exhibition will miss an exceptional opportunity to buy some of the best selling holiday lines
ever shown in Canada.
The travelers will, of course, show these goods on the road, but the
trade can buy under more advantageous circumstances because of the
far greater space available for systematic display than is possible in
even the most spacious hotel sample rooms.
See Next Two Pages for Particulars.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
517 WELLINGTON

ST. W., TORONTO
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Specialize

BOOKS

in

FOR CHILDREN

Paper Toy Books
Linen Toy Books

Picture Board Books
Painting Books

The Famous Oz Books
Animal Story Books

Boys' and Girls' Books Illustrated in Color.

CHILDHOOD'S
New

BIG BOOK— IS AN OZ BOOK

Title For 1919
" THE MAGIC OF OZ " Ready July 1
Uniform with the 15 other Titles, $1.50 a copy

This year we offer the trade, as exclusive Canadian agents, the best all-round
line of Boys' and Girls' Story Books. They are published by the Penn Publishing Co., of Philadelphia. Also the best line of Dialogue and Recitation
Books.
Books illustrated in color, "Treasure Island," etc. Good list of titles. Large
volumes, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50; smaller volumes, 50c and 75c. Also Boy Scout
Books.

MODERN

STANDARD

AUTHORS

The Works of
Sir Gilbert Parker
John Galsworthy
Henry Van Dyke
J. M. Barrie
R. L. Stevenson
Alfred Noyes
A. C. Benson
G. Bernard Shaw
And other Famous Authors and Poets.

New Fiction

Reprints

This season a Big Leader will
be a new novel by

A larger and better list than
ever.
Notable
Authors
represented
in C. C. Co. Reprints are:
Sir Gilbert Parker

SIR GILBERT PARKER.
There are also New

TEMPLE

Books by

BAILEY,

Ethel M. Dell

Author of "Contrary
Mary,"
and

Edna Ferber
Gertrude Atherton
Frank L. Packard

J. J. BELL,
Author of "Wee

McGregor."

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, Limited
517 Wellington Street W.
PUBLISHERS
TORONTO
10
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FOR 1919
NEW PAPETERIES
FOR 1919
HOLIDAY TRADE
All previous efforts have
been eclipsed in the great
new line of Holiday Papeteries with which we go
to the Canadian stationers
this year. All our popuselling papers
Kid larFinish,
Fine— Oopp's
Linen.
Swansdown, Silk - Velvet,
etc., are represented in the
exclusive range of hoxes.
comprising many novelties
and packaues of surprisvalue.ing beauty and unexcelled
You

Must

Have

the

C.C.Co.'s Holiday Papeteries this Year!
THE
NEW
GREETING

Friendship Calendars— A line of calendar mounts
with different-sized openings to accommodate
the different standard sizes of amateur photographs.
Photo Frames — A great range at popular prices
and an extraordinarily attractive new line of
high grade, hand-carved wood frames in different sizes. These latter will retail at from
$3 up and will fill a need for a better grade
of
these
goods which has long been felt in the
trade.

CARDS

The extensive ra'nge of greeting cards to retail at
5c each which we are showing this year is going
to create a sensation in the trade by reason of
their extraordinary value, and all the other lines
comprising varied assortments of 10, 16, 20, 25.
35 and 50c retail items are of similar high value.
We offer again these ever-popular series :
PATRICIAN,
ARTISTIC,
MATCHLESS,
IMPERIAL and NAPCO.

Pictures — In this year's offerings are a big range
of popular humorous prints — the kind that sell
on sight — they will prove a great livening influence in the picture trade this year. Other specialties include:

POSTCARDS
Our showing of picture postcards includes the
high-grade lines which the trade has each year
been purchasing so largely from us and the 1919
designs
New special
Year's postcards
as
well in
as Christmas
those for and
all other
occasions

Educational
Boards,
Kindergarten
Sets.

NOVELTIES

Here is a list of good things that are going to be
good tonics for profitable holiday business this
year:

SEE OUR

Slates.

Hinoka rope, tri-color ribbon crepe, aiso plain red
and green ribbon crepe.
Fancy
decorated
paper,
ribbonzene.
tinsel cord,
tinsel garlands
and tinsel Christmas
tree ornaments, candles and candle-holders.
Christmas
tags and seals, also place cards, tally
cards, etc., and
POST
CARD
ALBUMS— wide
in variety
and
big in value.

and every-day trade, will please the trade mightily
and help
them this
to year.
put more "pep" into the postcard business

SOME

Drawing

GREAT

VALUES

A Most

Comprehensive

IN CALENDARS
Range

The Copp, Clark Co., Limited
^AP^

THE

HOUSE

OF
11

SERVICE
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The best store improvement you can make
The best store improvement you can
make to-day is to install a modern
National Cash Register — because it
will build up and systematize your
business.
A modern National Cash Register
will raise the tone of your store, make
your clerks more efficient, and put you
in the class of up-to-date merchants.
It will enable you to save expense in
running your store, and thus release
money for other purposes.
It will make possible quick, accurate
service to customers — the greatest

inducement that any merchant can
offer to get and hold trade.
It will give you unequaled protection,
that will check every cent of your
profits into the bank.
It will give you information that will
enable you to control your business.
A modern National Cash Register is
a store improvement that will quickly
pay for itself out of what it saves.
In the face of increased competition
you cannot afford to postpone making
this improvement.

The National Cash Register Company, of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
12 cities of the world
Offices in all the principal
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This Attractive Panel
$1.00.
For Your Window to Make Trade For

You.

Esterbrook Pens in Esterbrook Counter Display Cases bring many people into a store whose needs fur many
other things than pens can be supplied by you.
•
The Esterbrook
Counter Display Cases enable the pen purchaser to make an easy and quick selection.
We have a limited supply of these attractive Window Display Panels and will send one for $1.00 to a dealer
whose window space is sufficient to make a proper display. If the dealer will use the panels for a week and then fold
and store, he can use the same panel every couple of months for a long time.
If you use Esterbrook's
Window
Display, you attract attention to your store.
Write for a photo of one of our suggestions
for an attractive window trim.
It will be a profitable week for
whenever you use the Esterbrook
Window
Display.
The Esterbrook Counter Display Cases tie up less money
in stock, offer a complete line, save counter and shelf
space.
Make it easy to sell.
Write us to-day for further particulars.
Tell us the size of your window.

you

Esterbrook Pen Mfg. Co., 1 8-70 Cooper St., Camden,

" Easiest to sttaw lr

N.J.

" Easiest to seil !"
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fThe Sales Curve
Still goes up*
Miniature reproductions of advert ise m e n t 3
appearing
in curren t niagazines.

w

. ^?
W
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And the curve that charts the sales of
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THERE
weeks and months of snow and ice
and cold,aredrizzling
rain ahead — evenings when
it is the greatest comfort to stay quietly at
home and play cards. Throughout the winter card
sales have run steadily at the highest level we have
ever known.
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PLATING
CARDS

'S^^

is still going up.
As usual the biggest gains have gone to the livest
dealers— or at least the ones that are most alive to
the possibilities for profit in playing cards; if they
are given a little attention, and merchandized a bit.
Bicycle and Congress playing cards are being more
heavily advertised right now than they ever have
been. And many of our dealers tell us — better advertised. The copy is human, suggestive, homy— bound
to tell heavily in popularizing card sales at home.
Everybody has known Bicycle and Congress playing cards for years, and asked for them or at least
accepted them without question.
All that is necessary to get your full share of the
good playing card business that is adding to dealers'
profits everywhere is to stcck the cards — preferably
all the popular backs — ar.d display them. Let people know you have what they want.
Send now for price list and sample backs.

The U. S. Playing Card Company
CINCINNATI,

U. S. A.
Department

14
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Appealing to Business Men
You have gentlemen customers who are careful and
discriminating in their selection of personal stationery. They want a Note Paper that suggests
social standing and is distinctly masculine.
To these men

nothing will give better satisfaction than a

High Grade Bond — and there is no better bond than

urn langw
Facsimile of Watermark.
Most Business Men are well acquainted with Canada* beat bond
paper — use it for their commercial stationery — and would he pleased
to see it on display in your store in note paper and envelopes.
Superfine Linen Record note paper in Commercial size with Baronial Envelopes to match is put up expressly for men. It is also made in-Octavo and
Empress size — both white and azure.

GRAND

PRIX,

PARIS,

1900

Ask your wholesaler to-day for prices and at the same time enquire about
Holland Parchment.
Note paper and envelopes.

The Rolland Paper Co., Limited
General omces :

High -Grade

142 St. Paul St. West

MONTREAL

~.

MllCe

15

Paper

Makers

^ QQO

1 OoZ

Mid. at

St' Jerome< pQ ' and

Mont Rolland, P.O.
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Valentines Series

POST rtgSfa

CARD3

kTHROUGHOUT,

Our Travellers Cover Canada
3RtX>

Wait for Them!

1919
CHIEF

LINES

Toy Books
Juvenile Books

Postcards
Calendars

Book Toys
Book Novelties

Children's Blocks
Games

Christmas Booklets

Dominoes

New Year Booklets

Chess and Checkers

Tags and Seals
Christmas Bells
Tinsel Cord and Ribbonzene

Valentine & Sons United Publishing Co., Limited
Toronto
16

Winnipeg
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The Value Of
Your Judgment
When your opinion is asked
about Crayons, you can go
the limit in urging the use of
the Gold Medal brands.

"yOU
take
no chances
when
you
1 carry
a
full line of VENUS
Pencils because they already are
the largest selling quality pencils in the world.

They are best in quality and
will find ready sale on that
merit alone. Your judgment
can never be questioned
when you recommend this
line — 60 items at your dis-

Their immense
popularity
is
due to just one thing — they
represent
PENCIL
PERFECTION for any purpose and the
public
knows it.

American Lead
Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Ave., New York
A I so Clapton,
Eng. London,

r>

posal.

%

rRAYpLA,
Eight WtfTjg JColor s

schooKl^rayons

vf0^UriON>L coio5y°RKJ

/■*- ■ ■ . ■■- ■-- " . . ■>tS.->v/£-/yrs

The most popular of all
school crayons. Packed 6 to
24 colors in a box. In bulk
and solid colors for refills.

White and Colored Chalk
Made in three grades, all
brilliant colors. Write for a
sample of "Little Folks"
package of chalk, containing
three sticks of white or
colors.
Catalog and price
list of entire line
sent on request.

¥

BINNEY
81 Fulton St.

& SMITH

CO.
New York
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B&P
Hercules
Price Book Covers

The
LeFour
ading
Lines in
Letter
Clip
Files

Are All That The Name Implies
EXCEPTIONALLY

STRONG

Spring
ROTAX

Bound in very flexible Levant
Grain, Fabri-Hide, the most durable artificial leather that can be
produced.
Experts have judged it to be real
Cowhide at sight.

KISMET
Binder
File
FALINGE

Flat
Quick
Lever

REGENT
File

(Packs Flat)
THE

"REGENT" LEVER
Packs Flat.

FILE

Manufactured

W. H. HILTON
VEROTAX

WORKS,

Specially
Designed for
EXPORT

by

& CO.

ROCHDALE,

Catalogues and Smo1e»

England

on application.

&&

In view of the present high cost
of good leathers, the Hercules
supplies a demand, that is persistent at this time, for good wearing Loose Leaf Price Books at
moderate prices.
If properly displayed, Hercules
Price Books will be one of the
most profitable lines for the progressive Stationer. Made in all
the Standard Price Book sizes in
j^-in. and i-in. capacities. For
sizes, prices, etc., see page No. 44,
Dealer's Net Price List.

£yer fafenf
on fh"e awe
/erfask
/or designers
new arfisfic
fo safimif desidns and ideas /or

Hhgraved '6/msfmas (/reefing Cards *S
We wiffpay and
i/ieirprice/orafl
'destfns
accepitxf
/n addd/bn w/f/ipve

F/vMwmSoF*5oo.oo

fer //ip best five designs, asfeffows;
/s'rf}okes/oO, 2^/20,3^/00,4^7^5^50.
yin imparf/af.Hvff/cnown conimiffcej/iomfftf/i/y/amj/mrwi/h ///is work, wi/f mafic //tea wants fymay/.
We a re in ffte mar/frf foo,ffir c/ewr, dndf.wnfy
//u moro/fs
ideas /oar
/or Man's
ranr/s-a/so c/cvcrsenfwienfs
ofabotff
fines /or^ncmfCVffisfnias
use. fifty deafer m {Jirfs/mas 'cards niffadvise die
arfis/ a6otd b"esf sef/ccs. We so/d over / 000, con
cards 0r6.oo/?cr//t/ndrrdw/io/esa/e)from one
desidn ///a/ was a war-seffer fn ourf.O/fl//nc,

TO T-/YE 771ADE

Our r</res/n'n<$ up/o/Ae-minn/e
abou/readyand
fw// 'be d/sp/ayed fry/.O/Oi/'ne/s
our /m ve/indsnfesmen on and a/7rr/*'prua/y/'>t We wish
fo o/i/rarficufar a//ennon /o.andnat'eyou stv,
some o/~me dest/tns done 6y our new process,

Boorum & Pease
Loose Leaf Book Co.

I finf?1 sn/>
style
en<fravin<('ttqi/a~'3r">0/'fcaud/uf.

Hudson Ave. and Front St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Salesrooms :
Leonard Street,
Republic Building:,
New York
Chicago, 111.
Old South
Building4000 Laclede Avenue
Boston, Mass.
St. Louis, Mo.

109-111
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"Jewel" No. lOO
Safety Fountain Pen

12)6

Fitted with 14k.
Gold Nib

Mounted 2 Bands 17/6
Patented in All Countries
Advantages

Large Ink Capacity.
Strength.
Perfect Flow, always ready for use.
Can be carried in any position.
Fitted with Cold Nib to suit any hand.

Recorder " Stylographic

Best Workmanship and Finish.
Can be carried in any position.

Sole Makers:

JEWEL

PEN COMPANY

LTD., 76 Newgate St., LONDON,

E.C.I,

Pen
10/England

3^gS3SSOaS^IMIMlM[MSSSCT^I^

A good blotting
that gives you a good profit

CLIMAX
Just such a blotting as you can confidently recommend to every
customer appreciating good value at a moderate price.
Climax corresponds in every essential to the requirements of
critical office men. Smooth, Absorbent, Long Wearing — the
kind of blotting that they come in again for.
Leading Canadian paper dealers handle Climax Blotting. A
trial supply will show you how it sells.

RICHMOND

PAPER

MADE

BY

MANUFACTURING

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, U.S.A.
19
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Display Cane's Pencils like this
and they'll sell themselves
The accompanying cut can only give you a
faint idea of the attractive appearance of
this counter display.
The way it shows the pencils will keep them
selling without any effort on your part.
Each stand contains half a gross — tipped
and finished in six different colors, one-half
of which sticks up.

Your wholesaler can send you one. It costs
you $2.40, and the pencils retail at 5c each.
Remember: Cane's Pencils are entirely
Canadian-made and are just as good as
the best imported.

The Wm, Cane & Sons Company
Newmarket,

CUSTOMERS

William Sinclair & Sons
(Stationers)

Why not make every one of your occasional
purchasers a regular customer?
It is being done
throughout
the country
every day by stationers who sell

Makers

Giranes
(The

correct

writing

Ontario

Limited

of

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books
Writing Pads
School Stationery

paper)

whose enviable prestige is constantly impressed upon the minds of users of fine stationery through the effective use of the best
National advertising mediums available.
It requires but a single purchase of this
exceptional writing paper to transform your
patron's
most sanguine expectation into a
satisfied realization.

Main

Office

and Factory:

ALBERT
Otley,

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
Pittsfield, Massachusetts

WORKS
Yorks,

England

LONDON:— 22, Ivy Lane. Paternoster Rew. E.C. 4
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JJ BRITISH
MADE

The "CARMIC

1. TWO machines in ONE.
2. ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC"
within the specified range of
each
machine,
which
is practically unlimited.
3.
The change
from one
ried out in about
one size
hour.to another being car-

5.
7.
6.

The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
All classes of paper can be folded.
day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per

Does not require special skill to operate.
Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
10. Best material and workmanship throughout.
11. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
Space required for machine and operator, 6 feet
12.
by
5 feet. supplied ready for working.
Machines
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with all
machines.
9.

All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest) required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming
(Power and Hand.)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING MACHINE

Prices and full particulars to be obtained from the makers

PETER

CARMICHAEL

PICTURE

POSTCARDS

A unique collection to suit all tastes

Birthdays
Easters
Comics
Heather
Relatives
Xmas and New Year
Studies
Greetings
Lovers
Lucky Black Cats

IN 19 COLORS

Made

St. Patrick's Dav

Specialty: Local View Printing from
customers' originals.

TRADE MARK
FOR

New

CHRISTMAS

Draughtsmen

Collection of

FOLDING

SI. 00 to $7.00 per gross.

Engineers
Architects

now ready ^WONDERFUL

Artists

CARDS

VALUE!!!

Writing Pads
Dressed and Undressed Dolls
Condolence Cards
Cabinets
Birthday Folding Cards

Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,
Naval and
Military

& CO., Limited

4 Carr Street, Limehouse
LONDON, E. 14
ENGLAND

BRITISH
Drawing
Inks
MANUFACTURED

MacHines

Terms:
Goods shipped through London Houses
or cash with order, otherwise write for address
of our nearest Agent.
Co

f*naT drawing i*

The

PUBLISHING

"PHILCO"
The

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.
31 Great Ormond Street

LONDON,

Holborn

W.C.I.

Place
Cable Addr*»«:

21
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y Paper Fasteners

k

and

Erasers

Letter Openers

Lines

The constantly increasing demand for these products prompts our suggesting that dealers anticipate their requirements well
in advance.
This will enable you to render the best service to yr>ur customers by having, in stock, what they want — always.
— Write for our Latest Prices and Literature —
0 KT^I

THE 0. K. MANUFACTURING

CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y., U.S.A.

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

TERRY Savecta
pen rule or pencil clip

"ROB ROY"

Order NOW— for Peace Delivery

Made

To ensure early supplies of this fine
seller and profit maker — an early
order is advised.

from fine steel and made

in one of Birmingham'! best
equipped factories, this dandy
writing pen will proTe a might;
fine seller for every lire dealer.

It saves loss of pen, pencil or rule.

10c.
Line

HERBERT

TERRY

& SONS

LIMITED

you order your new stock.
samples
see are
Be sure
find
our to
prices
right before

The Spring and Presswork. Specialists
REDDITCH. ENG.

You'll

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Save

THE • INK • FOR -ALL* PEOPLES

Your

Energy

when clerks are scarce and every moment
counts. You should help them to serve your
patrons quickly by placing this Cabinet on

oi MOORE

your

counter.
This Style L Cabinet

TnoH;

Stock up now. Be ready for demand sure to
follow our advertising which is now appearing
in leading financial papers and magazines.
Put up in three sizes and colors. Blue Black,
Red and Green,
'/i pint; pint and quarts.
Write for prices and discounts.

ROYAL

II COLBORNE

INK
ST.

PUSH PINS
sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one toDirect.day from your Jobber or
Cost
$12.50
Sells
- - - - 18.75
Will
more
than
double
your sales.

MOORE

COMPANY

TORONTO.

CANADA

PUSH

PIN CO.

113 Berkley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LOADED

CIGARETTES

DRIBBLE GLASS

PRICE. PER 80X

THE

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Many

S*l« m

Window

Oscar

MR.

Send lot catalog

Onken Co. 2650 Fourth Street
Fixtures Set Up Without the

MERCHANT-

PUT IN A FUN COUNTER

Display Fixtures

Set h
lnttrchangtaliie Yotmitl For Large Store Windows.
Set h„fl, SO Jmerchrmficible Younits For Small Store Windows.

The

EYE JOKE.

m*de on the Sidewtlk

SMS

Make

your store the talk of the town

Adams Joker's
in a line
Novelties,
and ofPuzzles.
by getting Magic
Our line consists of over a hundred
items for all kinds of FUN and ENTERTAINMENT. They make a' fine display, are fast, live
sellers and pay you a PROFIT OVER 150 PER CENT.
Now— after the holidays— when toy stocks move slowly, they
will sell exceptionally fast. Write for our funny cartoon
catalog and our proposition to dealers.

c arc only a very few of rhc design* llu P
t t.undredi of tfandard hxture* can be Kl
up wiih the lull
pul up
n J.»,ly |
Made o\ O.ik. eillicr Golden. Antique or Weathered Finish Set i
i .1..
Hjrdwood
Htncrd
Lid Storoftc Chen, a «ood p|j« lo keep ll
. ■ii.„.. ,,. .1,,,... .,..(. >.i >.i> •» .tuiu iiu
e ihouwndi of I

O'dn direct or thru your lobber

SHINER

OR BLACK

A Wonderful te\ of Patented Inltrchantfcflfale Window LVpby Faluiw
dilpbyin* Bonkv Stationery, Office Suppl.c, and Sundnci. Set will five 10
-Ht Good Service in effective trade pulling window Ifirm
can be

SlocA carried In Hamilton, Out

25 CENTS

»38.SO
$23.10

Patented and mad* in Canada.

Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.
Aid of a Tool.

V :".

S. S. ADAMS
22
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There are more expensive Pens.
There are no better Pens.
And —

(^p&U&hs MM^CAy^A^
"A.A." FOUNTAIN

"WORLD"
Blotting
Speaks :

A source of constant profit.

PENS

There's an "A. A." Pen to suit the mostjfastidious customer.
The ease and convenience with which they can be filled —
the satisfaction which they render — the guarantee under
which they are sold and the margin of profit to dealers
are some of the reasons why you should carry this

"Jam
'WORLD'
Blotting. I cover the earth.
"Princes and potentates, the weu'lthy and powerful, the
great of every clime, use me every day. I lie on the desk
when the fate of men and of nations is being decided. The
treaties that from this scourge of war will bring peace
and happiness to lands now devastated will be negotiated
in my presence and bear my final imprint.

Profitable "A.A." Line.

Write to your local jobber or to us for price*, catalogue
and trade discounts on this profitable
line.

MODERN

"The captain of industry and the private in the ranks
of trade depend on my help. Weighed in any balances, I
am not found wanting. No humta'n emotion is expressed in
writing without my sanction. Sympathy, encouragement,
affection, I make clear, vital and permanent every day. I
live my life under the eyes of all sorts and conditions of
men. They can not escape, if they would, the messelge I
convey.

PEN COMPANY
New York City

"May I not bear your message and your customers' to
those busy toilers who are my constant friends ?"
MAKERS:

The Albemarle Paper Mfg. Co.
RICHMOND,

VA., U.S.A.

Make Your News Stand
Pay More Money

CICO for Short
CICO is the short word for Adhesion.

IT CAN BE DONE. "Blake's Handy News Stand Record"
does the trick. It shows when magazines are due, date received, and time-limits for returns. It keeps an accurate
check on all copies received and sold, and will show errors
in credit memos for returns. It keeps tab on re-orders,
regulates standing orders, and will keep you posted in
cutting down or increasing same. It is a daily reminder
to hold or deliver magazines for customers. It stops the
money-leaks. It is the easy and profitable way to run
your News Stand.

CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.
CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO is the
short cut to selling your trade the
full line of Carter
Quality Products.
Made

The continued use of this Record for ten years proves its
merits and success. Hundreds of live, resourceful dealers
everywhere are using it. Your competitors are getting
their business on a basis of sound efficiency and are
MAKING MORE MONEY by its use -and that is exactly
what it will do for YOU!
The Record only costs $4.50 complete- but in reality it
won't cost you anything, for it will save for you within a
few days more than you paid for it. If you want to know
what other keen-brained dealers say about it; if you want
proof and facts, and all particulars, then SEND THE
COUPON and I'll give them to you quick. Mail the
coupon
to-day — NOW.

in Canada
ARTHUR J. BLAKE, Marshall, Texas.
Please send full particulars and a free sample sheet of
"Blake's Handy News Stand Record." This request does
not place me under any obligation to buy.

THE
CARTER'S INK
COMPANY

Name

Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.

Street Address
City and State
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Li NE.S
ARO-.HAC

SUNDRIES

TORONTO

linn

GUARANTEED
for 5 Years
hard, tough maBECAUSE
terial usedofin the
their construction, a
life of five Near- is guaranteed.
They do not break, split or crack like
wood or wicker: nor do they dent,
rust or corrode like metal.

Strong
Smooth
Long
-Wearing
Leads

VUL-COT

Waste Baskets

Si<h>s and bottoms being solid, scraps
of paper cannot sift out and litter up
the floor. Color- are neutral and harmonize nicely with surroundings.

PIXONS
>

. . i,

'the master drawind pencil

Vul-Cot baskets are good-looking, sanitary and economical — a big value any

way

you

look

at

them.

Get our in a- reduced price list

Sold by progressive dealers because "the master
drawing pencil" means
quick turnover, good profits and because it creates
prestige for their stores.
Also Dixon's pencils
— Sovereign for Canadian
trade erasers , penholders, lumber crayons,
etc.

Representatives

for Canada

and Newfoundland

A. R. MacDOUGALL & CO., LTD., 468 King St^W., TORONTO
' tell III 11:1 11 till 1 1 11 11 MINI I.I 11 11 LI I II 1 11 llliHIIIIlllililllllllllllilllilM
24
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No. 1
We told you last month that there were new items coming. Here is the first one.

NEW

LEDGERS

IN THREE

BINDINGS

A new improved metal. Lighter — more compact —
stronger. ALL STEEL construction. Operates by
right and left screw principles. Guaranteed.

NEAT— SIMPLE— SERVICEABLE
Style ASL — Bound Red Cross Grain Cowhide back
and corners.
Imported English Corduroy sides.
Style RGL — Bound Red Cross Grain Sterluck back
and corners.
Corduroy sides.
Style ECL — Bound Heavy Slate Blue Canvas. Red
Cowhide corners.

stock sizes
American standards — 8%xio}i; gYixii7/?,; ii^xuj^.
Canadian standards — 8T/2 xn; 9x11; iixil

CAPACITIES
\l/i expanding to 3 ; 2 expanding to 4 "; 3 expanding
We
". a full stock of metals for the above sizes and
to sKhave
can make prompt deliveries. Other sizes can be furnished.
Prices most favorable. If you haven't received our new
price list covering these items, write us.
SLUCKETT'S

#■*

^rhnG

^

LUCK£TT-S

f^

Sterling

Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited
539-543

King St. W.
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"This Way Out"
The author of that side-splitting comedy, "Nothing But
the Truth," is writing for MACLEAN'S Magazine. A
sparkling serial, "THE TRANSFORMATION,"

By Frederic S. I sham
Begins in

MARCH

MACLEAN'S.
X'CANADA'S

NATIONAL

MAGAZINE

This and other features will result in huge news-stand
sales.
J. VERNON McKENZIE tells of the terror, of "Raiding the Rhineland" by
night.
GEORGE PEARSON'S "Returned Soldier Problem" grips.
These are some of the reason? why the MACLEAN'S
has shown

news-stand sale

4000% Increase in Four Years!
And this is nothing but the truth!
Last month
one Western
City
wholesaler wired a three-figure supplementary order, but we were sold
out and couldn't fill it. This same
city has now increased its order 80
per cent, over last month.

MACLEAN'S in the new size is
making a bigger hit than ever. Why
not?
with
such
rsAr
as
0i .
,T. , 0contributo
.,,
Munro,
Smith,
Ward
Stringer,
and McWatanna
Fraser, Onoto
Kishnie.

DISPLAY

MACLEAN'S for MARCH
One newsdealer who
sold out that same day.

made

an

especially

attractive

display

NATIONAL
AVIVID
SELLER
la-4

month

We're helping YOU to help US, by spending thousands of dollars to advertise MACLEAN'S right across Canada.
It's National-vivid-a seller.
If your wholesaler can't supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager,
C. W. Buchanan, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto.
2&
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ravellers'
TNumber
^x

Next
Month

Let's All Get
Behind it and
Make it a Winner
Do you fully appreciate what a great aid to successful
retailing the man on the road affords every retail merchant?
This Travellers' Number
in a very special way.

is going to play up this subject

Vitally interesting to every retail bookseller and stationer
in Canada will be this issue. Incidentally it will afford
wholesalers a most advantageous opportunity for advertising that will build up trade.
Rates — Full page, $45; half page, $25; quarter page, $15.
(The lower contract rates will, of course, apply to regular
advertisers).

BOOKSELLER
143-153 UNIVERSITY

and

AVENUE
27

STATIONER
TORONTO,

CANADA
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J. M. Dent & Son, Limited
TORONTO

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC
will

STATIONER

27 Melinda St.

New Publications

always hold first place as an Edition of
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.

The

It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent, to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian
copyright laws.

The

NEW

Children's Picture Books
We have a wonderful selection of Books
suitable for children of all ages, to retail
from 10 cents to $3.00 each. Many of these
books are beautifully illustrated in colors.
Among them are Fairy Tales, Nature Stories, and books of an educational value.
Send for $10 sample parcel.

CO.

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK

Red Cow
$1.50
By the well-known Canadian author, Peter
McArthur.
Ready February 14.

Poland, Past and Present
$1.50
By J. H. Harley, M.A. Some new and vital
details of the recent history of this unfortunate country are conveyed in this
vividly interesting: volume.

The Largest "Exclusively
Sheet Music House"
in the World

CHICAGO:

$1.90

"His Grace of Grub Street"
$2.00
By G. V. McFadden. A splendid old-time
novel.

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

MUSIC

of the Cathedral

By Vicente Blasco Ibanez, author of '"The
Four
Horsemen
American
edition.of the Apocalypse." New

A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

McKINLEY

Shadow

J. M. DENT

CITY: 145 W. 45th STREET

& SON, LIMITED

Publishers of Everyman's

and Wayfarer's Library

TECHNICAL BOOKS
which please everybody
We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

The rapid sales of

STANDARD BRAND
BLOTTINGS
is the very best proof of the absolute
reliability of this quality blotting paper.
Particular people show their preference for
Standard Brand Blottings by coming back
for further supplies after a first purchase.

Canadians in England are buying them.
Complete

PERCIVAL

You ought
to feature
this
Other worth-while lines are:

list mailed with pleasure

MARSHALL

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
::

quick-seller.

"Sterling," "Curi-Curl." "Prismatic," "Royal
Worcester" and "Defender" (enameled).

& CO.

Standard Paper Mfg. Co.

ENGLAND
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Announcing An Addition
We beg to inform our Customers that the following have
been added to our List of American Magazines that we can
supply:
PHYSICAL CULTURE
)
REVIEW OF REVIEWS
Fully Returnable
SPORTING NEWS, Wkly. J
(The Best Baseball

ETUDE
McCLURES

Paper)

. Non-Returnable

'

All the best American Magazines we can supply on terms no
other Agency can or will quote.
Send us your order.

We will give you service.
Write for Price List

THE

IMPERIAL

NEWS
WINNIPEG,

COMPANY,

Limited

MAN.

Book and Stationery Store For Sale
O'Gorman's Bookstore, Pembroke, Ont. Established 19
years. Situated in centre of town. Low rental, stock
well assorted and in good order.
Stock of Books, Stationery, etc.
Fixtures (up-to date)
- - -

-

$4,500.00
1,500.00

$6,000.00
The undersigned will receive tenders for same up to
March 1st, 1919.
The lowest tender not necessarily accepted. For further
information write M. E. O'Gorman, Pembroke, Ont.
29
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Your Choice of Bound or
Loose Leaf Books

For Every Branch of
Business

er
stsomthe
cuer
ll pref
FOR
stiur
who yo
bound book, the Dominion Line offers Account
Books in a most satisfactory variety o f styles,
sizes, rulings and uses.

facts, details in item, comprehensive surveys, concise reports
— your customers want to get at
them all with the greatest possible
economy of time, labor and cost. The
National Line of Blank Books anticipate
every one of these recording requirements and the wide range of styles and
prices makes it possible for each customer to select the particular book that
best suits his purpose and his pocket
book. Every book is the best that
scientific planning and construction, and
first quality materials and workmanship
can make it.
GENERAL

Loose Leaf devices in very complete and up-to-date numbers
are also included in the Dominion line.
Dominion Blank Books are
sold only through dealers. We
can also assure you prompt
delivery.

Are you in the habit of passing, along
this important information to your
trade? Their complete satisfaction
with every National purchase makes
their repeat orders frequent, automatic
— and very profitable for you.

A permanent and profitable
trade can be founded on
Dominion Blank Book*. May
we send you a catalog and
quotations on your present
requirements?

Dominion Blank Book Co.
Limited
Yorkshire

Bound

BERTHIERVILLE,

Toploc Post Binder

Books and Loose
Devices

Leaf

National Blank Book Company
HOLYOKE, MASS., U.S.A.
30
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AND

OFFICE

Vol. XXXV.

EQUIPMENT

FEBRUARY.

JOURNAL

1919

No. 2

IN THIS ISSUE
Marketing a Product Successfully.
More About 1919 Trade Outlook.
Commissions or Bonuses for Retail Salesmen.
Helping the Retailer With Sales Plans.
Short Talks With Young Salesmen.
Valentines and Other Season Goods.
Trade Should Visit Spring Trade Shows.
Why Book Prices Have Increased.
Selling Digest of Timely Books.
Best Selling Books of the Month.
Monthly Record of New Books.
Practical Show Card Suggestions.

THE

MACLEAN

PUBLISHING

COMPANY,

LIMITED

JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN, President
H. T. HUNTER, Vice-President
H. V. TYRRELL, General Manager
T. B. COSTAIN, General Managing Editor.
Publishers
Canadian
Stationer,
Canadian

of Hardware and Metal, The Financial Post, MacLean's Magazine Farmer's Magazine
Grocer, Dry Goods Review, Men's Wear Review, Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and
Canadian Machinery and Manufacturing News, The Power House, The Sanitary Engineer
Foundryman, Marine Engineering of Canada.
Cable Address : Macpubco,
Toronto ; Atabek, London,
Eng.

. , :i-i

ESTABLISHED

BOOKSELLER
FINDLAY

AND

1887

STATIONER

I. WEAVER,

CHIEF

Manager

OFFICES:

CANADA — Montreal,
Southam
Building, 128 Bleury Street; Telephone Main 1004.
143-153 University Ave
Telephone
Main 7324 ; Winnipeg,
1207 Union
Trust Building, Telephone Main Toronto,
3449.
GREAT
BRITAIN — LONDON,
The MacLean
Company of Great Britain, Limited, 88 Fleet Street, E.C., E. J Dodd
Director.
Telephone Central 12960.
Cable Address : Atabek,
London, England.
UNITED
STATES— New
York, A. R. Lowe, Room
620, 111 Broadway,
N.Y., Telephone Rector 8971- Boston
C
L.
Old South
Building,
Telephone
A. H. Byrne, Room
900, Lytto'n Bide ' 14
E. Morton,
Jackson Room
Street, 733.
Chicago:
telephone
Harrison
1147. Main 1204.
SUBSCRIPTION
PRICE— Canada. Great Britain, South Africa
Indies, $1.00 a year- United State.
$1.50 a year: other countries, $2.00 a year; Single Copies. and 10 thecents.West Invariably
in advance.
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DIRECTORY
FOR

BUYING

Lead Pencils
We represent
The Standard Pencil Co., St. Louis, specializing on a high-grade
5c Pencil. Special Jobbers' Proposition for Canada.

FULD'S

The
Original
Patented

OUIJA
BOARD

We are agents for
Ajax Eyelet Fastener
Samson Eyelet Tool
Thumb Tacks
Eyelet Pliers

In Stock
LARGE SIZE
15x22

OUIJA
BOARD

Seccotine

$18.00 Dozen

Representing
McCaw, Stevenson and Orr, Belfast, Ireland.

Glucine and Sealing Wax
We represent Lyons Ink, Ltd., Manchester.

New Era Check Writer
Toy Books
Dean's Rag Books — and other
and British
Sets. Toy and Painting Books

Modelling Clay t?i±ys«,
. We represent
Modellitt Mfg. Co., Bristol, Eng.

Christmas Cards and Calendars
And

Xmas Dressing
We represent
E. W. Savory, Ltd., Bristol— Real Photogravure Process

View Books and Post Cards

Vandyck Printers, Ltd., Bristol— Real Photogravure Process

Blotting Paper

British and American Mills
Write for Prices or Information— TO-DAY.

pany,
Menzies & Com
.

439 King St. W

r,2

Limited
Toronto

Marketing a Product Successfully
distributors of his goods, allowing him to use his
own good judgment as to the selection of the
mediums, an opportunity would be found to convince the retailer that his article was a first-class
one, and secure a co-operaticn in the marketing
of it that would be of immense value to both

1-^HE success attained by some manufacturers
in putting their goods on the market and
acquiring for them a national reputation has
been little short of phenomenal, particularly when
the methods of some of them are thoroughly
analyzed. Most of these successes have been secured by the expenditure of tremendous amounts
of money for advertising. Whether or not the
same results could have been secured at a lesser
cost is a subject for fruitful discussion.
The question as to whether a larger output and
a more decided success at less cost could not have
been made by a closer co-operation between
manufacturer and retailer is one that is now occupying more than ever the minds of manufacturers,
particularly those having a new product which
they are desirous of featuring.
The method generally adopted in the past by a
manufacturer having a meritorious product and
desiring to make it nationally known is first to
decide upon a suitable name, and then if he has
sufficient capital to hie himself to some well known
advertising agency and go over with them his
plans for its distribution and sale.
Naturally the first question decided upon is how
much money is to be appropriated. After that is
decided it is up to the advertising man to lay out a
campaign specifying the various ways in which the
money is to be spent. He lays out a schedule of
the various amounts to be expended in advertising, including street car, billboard, newspaper and
general magazines to the full amount of the advertising. In very rare cases is the retail merchant, the man who has to sell the merchandise,
considered in the general plan, the argument being that as so many thousands of dollars are to be
expended for general advertising a demand will
be created sufficiently strong to actually compel
him to handle the merchandise "willy nilly."
When laying out a campaign few advertising
agents realize that retailers as a rule pay but
little attention from a business standpoint to the
advertising which appears in dailies, national
magazines, etc., the principal reason for which
being that practically every business to-day has
its own trade journal. The retailer usually subscribes for such journals as are published in the
interests of his particular line of business and
looks to them for the news of new and meritorious
articles. He knows that the publishers of these
mediums practically spare no expense in furnishing their subscribers with information along the
lines vital to the success of their business.

parties.
The first news of the introduction of a new product should not come to the retailer through the
medium of a possible customer inquiring for it.
The dealer should know something about it beforehand, the news of the intended plan of campaign should be announced to him first, so that
he may have at least a small quantity of the merchandise on hand when it is first called for.
Where a retailer is selling an article of a similar
character upon which he is making a satisfactory
profit and satisfying his customers' at the same
time, he very often naturally resents the appearance of a newcomer. The manufacturer must
realize that the retailer is going to look at the new
product from the profit side, as well as from the
actual merit of the article. By national advertising without the co-operation of the retailer a spirit
of antagonism is created, instead of a spirit of
friendliness and co-operation, which should be the
first aim of the manufacturer to secure.

The trade journal is usually looked upon by the
retailer as a mentor and guide in the conduct of
his business. If the manufacturer would instruct
his advertising agent to advertise direct through
the trade paper to the retailers who will act as
33

A most important point frequently overlooked
by manufacturers of trade-marked articles is that
outside of the big cities the local retail merchants,
the ones who sell reliable goods and stand high
in their community, have a wonderful influence
over their customers, and in most instances their
bare word is sufficient to condemn a practically
unknown product. On the other hand their commendation isall that is necessary to effect a sale.
When manufacturers realize that the success of
the distribution of their product largely rests with
the retailers' cordial acceptance of their merchandise, and they act accordingly, then judicious advertising will produce far better results than is
frequently the case.
To sum it all up : A manufacturer makes a new
and meritorious article. He places it on the market and advertises it liberally. He believes in it
and hopes for success. There are, however, several conditions which are absolutely necessary to
accomplish it. First the quality of the article
itself; second, the manner in which it is put up for
retailing, and third, the most important of all, the
proper advertising of it. To be successful the advertising must include the retailer just as much as
it includes the consumer, for after all retailers are
consumers in a large way. It is not enough to
acquaint the public with the merits of an article ;
the retailer must also be informed. This is the
plan which has been adopted by practically all
the manufacturers of specialties which have had
large and conspicuous successes.

Editorial

CHANCES

FOR

YOUNG

Chronicle and Comment

MEN

ENDLESS opportunity for advancement has been
one of the results of the war for the young
men and women in business life in Canada. As a
result of the general speeding up which was caused
by the acute shortage of help Canadians as a nation
are working harder and faster than ever before. In
spite of all this activity many firms have been finding
it impossible to handle all the work they have on
hand. In order to keep everything moving and
'"carry on" to the best of their ability many firms
have given youths who only a short time, ago were
the rawest apprentices all kinds of responsibilities.
Many young men to-day are handling jobs which
formerly were reserved for veterans. The value of
training was never perhap- more forcibly emphasized
in the history of the Dominion than since the war
started. The young men upon whom responsibility
was thrown realized at once that one of the quickest
ways of rising to the occasion and making good was
to read the best books and magazines published in
connection with their particular line of work. The
value of the technical books and magazines has been
demonstrated in thousands of ca-es by the progress
they have enabled ambitious young men to make.
These young men have been making good because
they concentrated with all their energies upon the
tasks in band and many of them have advanced more
in the past four years than they would under ordinary circumstances in ten. They have taken and
are still taking advantage of every opportunity to
forge ahead. Many of them in the next few years
will take leading places in the commercial life of
Canada and they owe their chances for rapid development to the war.
THE RETAILERS- SATISFACTORY POSIT 10 ;<
AFTER four years of war and all the hardships
that war conditions entailed, the retail merchant

is '"in the most satisfactory position that he has ever
been. Henry Detchon, secretary of the Credit Men's
Association, in a recent address stated that the Association had reports, complete in every detail, on
every retail merchant in Canada. These records
show every amount that is owing, every amount
that is overdue and how payments are being met,
and Mr. Detchon states that there never was a time
when conditions were so favorable.
"A great many merchants," he stated, ''who three
or four years ago found it necessary to take long
credit terms, are now taking their cash discounts.

When

a merchant

gets into that position, he can

assuredly be assigned to the prosperous class."
PRACTICAL EDUCATION
EXTENSION of industrial and technical education and the getting away to a great extent of
a lot of the more or less useless things at present
in the curriculum, seems to be the policy which
Hon. Dr. Cody, Minister of Education, is adopting.
From the standpoint of business men and manufacturers, this is a move in the right direction. One of
the great complaints of commercial men in connection with modern schools was that the product they
turned out was not fitted to take its place in the
stores, the factories or the warehouses and do the
work competently. A great deal of extra training
was nearly always necessary. Hon. Dr. Cody La
planning) it is stated, as a. start of his new policy,
to establish industrial and technical schools in the
Brant ford, St. Catharines, Welland, Thorold districts, where a great deal of manufacturing is done.
Other schools, it is expected, will be opened later.
Hon. Dr. Cody has stated that if the Dominion
Government will do for technical and industrial
education what it has done for agriculture great
advances can be attained, and many men who might.
be a drag on the community will become an asset.
ON BEING

A BOOKSELLER

THE business of being a bookseller is, or should
be. not only a source of keen satisfaction, but one
that carries with it a consciousness of high responsibility. The bookseller should be jealous of his
reputation as a capable member of his trade, or
shall we say his profession, and if, combined with
this, he is a really able and an ambitious man of
business, his lot will be an enviable one indeed,
because he will derive from his vocation a sense of
true happiness and at the same time lay by a sufficient competence for the evening of life.
We recall an interesting conversation we had on
one occasion with a bookseller who expressed, in
what seemed to be rather remarkable terms, his general aim in establishing the bookstore he had but
recently opened in one of the larger cities. It was
not only to build up a successful business — one
from which he would realize goodly pecuniary benefits— but to make that bookstore one of such a standing that, besides becoming a leading concern of its
kind, it would develop into an institution that would
engender in the community a special degree of civic
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pride, and become for him the material evidence of
a life-work that would ever be a credit to him, and
stand as a lasting memorial of a distinctly worthwhile career.
Now, to have an ambition like that may sound
rather too altruistic for some readers of Bookseller
and Stationer/' but the more they allow their
minds to dwell on it, the more strongly will this idea
appeal to them.
Such thoughts will lead booksellers to take a
greater pride in the vocation in which they are engaged and the greater will be the degree of genuine
satisfaction they take in being booksellers.
Without saying anything disparaging about any
of the other branches of retail trade, there is, beyond
all question, a very special reason for a bookseller
who is really worthy of that term, to be proud of
the particular commercial role for which he is cast.
There are a goodly number of .stores which approximate tothis ideal, but on the other hand, there
are too many alleged bookseller- who do not really
love good books for their actual worth and what
they represent in life as a cultural influence, bin
who. on the contrary, arc interested solely in the
financial aspect of books, as merchandise from the
selling of which they may amass profits as they
would in selling fish, buttons or cod liver oil.
If booksellers will but get the proper perspective
they will not only quit saying that the book business
is not a profitable one, but the interest they will
arouse in themselves by taking a real joy in the
-elling of hooks will inspire in them such enthusiasm that new avenues for selling more and more
books will continually suggest them.-elves, and, naturally, ifthe bookseller himself appreciably improves his bookselling capacity, in like mariner will
all his assistants become more efficient.
ON THE

WRONG

SCENT

S T A T I 0 NER

NEW BANKRUPTCY ACT
WHILE no action has as yet been taken by the
committee which was named to work out the
details of a Bankruptcy Act that will be less cumbersome than the legislation that is at present in
effect, it is expected that a meeting will be held
shortly and that recommendations will be made to
be presented at the next session of Parliament. The
question is one that is of much importance, both to
manufacturers and jobbers and the whole trade who
have been greatly inconvenienced by the lengthy
process of the law as it now stands. Considerable
expense is attached to the present methods and it
is expected that a quick working act that will reduce expenses to a minimum will be suggested.
WANTS

A CENSOR

OF BOOKS

AN

editorial in the Ontario Reformer, Oshawa,
Out., advocate- the appointment of a book censor— on the hypothesis that there is even more reason
for this than for a censor of moving pictures. The
editorial says in part :■—
"Germany has shown us what it means to have
her educationalist.- writing and teaching false ideals.
Unless there is some check put upon the large class
of writers who cater almost exclusively to the sensual sentiment, a harvest of immorality must result. A large percentage of the cheaper books are
saturated with it. Tf books can only be made cheaply
by putting such stuff in them, it would be a thousand times better if there were no cheap hooks, as
we believe the future will amply demonstrate."
WHO

WILL

REPLACE

LLELP?

THE
fact that aliens are leaving Canada at the
rate of about 10,000 a month i> causing many
manufacturers and other- to wonder where they arl
going to get the help that they need for business that
i< not only in sight, but future business. Steamship
authorities state that every boat leaving for Europe
is packed to capacity with foreigners who are going
home to see relatives they have not been able to get
to for four years.
On many of the steamship lines
it is stated that all accommodation is booked for

THE
retailer who spends a great proportion of
his time in such hair-splitting as searching out
by correspondence and other time-consuming methods how he may save a few cents on a purchase of an
individual item that may
perhaps represent but
weeks ahead.
This situation is already making ita very small amount in total sales during the year,
self felt in many factories, especially across the line
is on the wrong scent!
His time would be far bet- where aliens do a large part of certain types of labor.
ter occupied in keeping feelers out and maintaining
It is argued that the help from munitions plants and
a receptive mood toward propositions to make more
the soldiers coming home will fill all vacancies.
It
money.
As an example, let us consider books.
In- would appear according to those who are in closest
touch with the situation that there will be plenty of
stead of allowing his mind to dwell in a pessimistic
work at good wages for everyone in Canada who
manner on the propable total disappearance this wants to work.
The exodus of aliens, it is stated, is
year of the $1.25 novel and a relatively greater prosteadily increasing.
Thousands of Russians who
portion ofnovels published at $1.50 and higher, his were unable to secure passage to Europe via Montreal
or New York owing to tbe rush of bookings are
attention should be fixed in an enquiring manner
going home the long way, via Yokahama and Vladias to the selling potentialities of the new novels that
vostok. The majority of these men worked in steel
will appear in the ensuing publishing season. That is
or rolling mills and on account of their strength
a bigger consideration in the measure of his proswere especially in demand.
Just who is going te
pective success, than the influence of prices at which
replace
them
is
a
problem
that
has got some manu35
the new novels are to be sold at.
facturers guessing.

Commissions or Bonuses on Sales
COMMISSION
OR BONUS?
Have you adopted the plan of paying a commissio'n or bonus to assistants to accelerate their
sales? • If so, write the editor setting forth how
the pla'n has worked out in your store, or at least
join in the discussion on this subject which is
Hegun in this issue. Let us have something from
\ou for the March issue. — The Editor.

D

0 you pay a commission or
bonus to your clerks on their
sales?
Have you adopted any other method
encouraging competition among the
clerks' to encourage greater sales?
Any comments on this subject on your
part will be greatly appreciated as a
help in the preparation of an article for
an earlv issue of BOOKSELLER & STATIONER."
The foregoing questions were sent out
to a number of Canadian retail bookseller^ and stationers, and brought some
most interesting replies, which appear
in connection with this article.
Should extra commissions or bonuses
be paid to the sales force above regular
salaries? Does this scheme work out
to the benefit of the proprietor of the
store, and which particular method of
this general nature is preferable?
These questions are vitally interesting to every retailer, and a frank and
full discussion of them in the pages of
ROOKSELLER AND STATIONER cannot fail to be productive of a great decree of benefit to the trade. The suggestion of F. E. Osborne of Calgary, in
his letter, that stationers throughout the
Dominion should contribute their best
thought on this question to this discussion in. the trade paper, is a good one
and it is earnestlv to be hoped that such
contributions will be forthcoming. In
this connection the older and more experienced members of the trade should
feel a special degree of responsibility.
Thev can do much to guide the footsteps
of the beginners and younger men of the
trade. Co-operation such as this cannot
be other than mutually beneficial, embracing all members of the Canadian
book and stationery trade. Mr. McRae,
of Prince Rupert, touches upon another
good point in the work which BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, in the absence of a trade association in Canada,
is thus carrying: on. His suggestion that
Canadian stationers should organize, is
timely; and it is somewhat of a coincidence that steps are actually at this time
formabeing taken, looking toward the Toronto
tion of a local association of
stationers.
Coming back from this digression to
bonus would be increased pro rata to the
a nunVber of most interesting letters
from retailers follow:
Favors Bonus System
Caleary, Dec. 28, 1918.
Editor,, BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
I have your favor of the 14th inst. inquiring as to whether I had adopted any
bonus or commission system in connec-

Representative Canadian Booksellers and Stationers Discuss
This Live Question — Some Ideas of Great Value to
Retailers Are Thus Brought Out
tion with my staff. In reply I beg to
state that I have been looking for a
satisfactory bonus system for some time
and have endeavored to procure books
dealing with this system in its relations
to retail business, but I have been able
to find very little on the subject. My
business year ends Feb. 28th, and on
Mar. 1st last I informed my staff that
if the net result to me as at Feb. 28th,
1919, were enual to the net result as at
Feb. 28th, 1918, I would pay an extra
month's salary to those who had been ir
my employ for the year. If the results
were better than the preceding year the
•> "*■*»**» *•*■«•
be increase''
bonus would
increase
in the
net results, and if the
net results were less than the previous
year the bonus would be decreased in
the same way.
I am aware that the weakness of this
arrangement is that the efforts of the
staff as a whole are pooled instead of
each individual member of the staff being treated on the net result of their
own work, but in a business which is
not thoroughly departmentalized, it is
very difficult to get at the exact resu't
of any person's individual work. There
is also the executive staff, helpers, janitor, buyers, etc., to consider, and thi3
can hardly be estimated on a sales basis
only.
I believe that my plan is a good one
providing one has a carefully selected
conscientious staff, as I believe I have,
and while the best results will not be
shown the ffrst year, I believe that when
the staff receive their bonus in March
next they will realize to a fuller extent
how their individual effort might have
increased or decreased their amount according as to how they succeeded or
failed in their own particular work.
I am glad that you are taking up this
matter and hope that the stationers generally throughout Canada will contribute
their best thought on the matter, so that
a satisfactory arrangement, which will
recognize faithful service, may be arrived at.
With kind regards and best wishes for
the new year, I am,
Yours

ti-ulv,
F. E. OSBORNE.

Contests Liven Sales
London, Dec. 18, 1918.
Editor, BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
salaries based on a man;s
We pay
earning
power to the business, whether
sales or otherwise, and use extreme
frankness in advising all just what we
feel is possible and what is secured.
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We occasionally "sweeten"
a contest of some kind for a short time

only, sometimes on a special line of
goods. For instance, we now have a cash
prize for from the 15th to the 25th of
December, based as follows: We take
the percentage of customers sold by each
man, add it to percentage of average
sales of each salesman as compared with
total average sale.
The price is small, but the interest
keen, because by this method the smallest clerk selling cards, for instance, owing to the number of customers he has,
has just as much chance to win as the
larger average sale. For instance, this
morning our entire selling force of ten
are all with a mark between 23 and 30.
Yours very truly,
J. B. HAY.
Association Needed
Prince Rupert, B.C., Dec. 24, 19*8.
Editor, BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
Replying to your inquiry of the 14th
instant.
In reply would say that we do not
pay clerks a commission on sales. However, we believe the practice is right
wherever it can be applied.
Our only stimulus to increased sales
is keeping a record of all sales by each
clerk in each department.
This is good.
We are glad to see you working alon^
these lines in the absence of a Dominion
Stationers' Association. But there should
be an organization of the stationers of
Canada for the study of this and sundry
we are all interproblems
other ested
in. It will that
come some day. Why
not in the year 1919? The writer would
like to see the stationers of Toronto take
the initiative Yours
for such
an organization.
truly,
McRAE

BROS., LTD.,
D. C. McRAE.
Would Encourage Clerks
Windsor, Ont., Dec. 28, 1918.
Editor, BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
In reply to your enquiry of the 14th,
I have never paid a commission or bonus,
but have several times thought of doing
so, but did not carry out the intention
on account of lack of information as to
some basis to work upon.
I have never adopted any scheme t}
encourage competition among the
clerks, but my cash register gives me
the amount of each clerk's sales, but I
do not give them any information as to
the results.
I am very glad you are preparing an
article on this subject as I intend to
adont some sort of scheme to encourage
clerks to do something more than tie up
Yours
money.
the truly,
parcels and take
C. E. COPELAND.

BOOKSELLER
Stimulates Sales
Calgary, Dec. 30, 1918.
Editor, BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
Replying to yours of 14th inst. regarding method of payment of clerks.
The
writer has always been a strong advocate of paying a commission
on the
sales, and
favors
paying
a specified
salary with a 1 per cent, or 2 per cent,
commission on sales, as we believe that
this stimulates sales to a great extent.
Yours truly,
D. J. YOUNG & CO., LTD.
Per D. J. YOUNG.
Helps Slow and New Lines
Among the replies received from the
editor's queries sent out on this subject
was one from Albert Geen, Belleville,
Ont. To the question "Do you pay a
commission or bonus to your clerks on
their sales?" he replied:
"Yes, on certain goods I wish to push."
"Have you adopted any other method
for encouraging competition among the
clerks to encourage
greater sales?"
"Use cash register showing number
of sales and amount of sales."
Mr. Geen further stated that if he
realized that an article needed clearing
out he put a commission on it, and the
same method was adopted in the case
of new lines he wanted pushed.
A representative of BOOKSELLER &.
STATIONER had an interview with the
manager of the stationery department
in one of the large Toronto stores, but
he preferred that his identity should not
be disclosed. As to paying a straight
commission on sales, he said he had tried
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this, but it was not successful for the
reason that the salesmen invariably
pushed the newest and easiest selling
goods, to the neglect of the goods that
the firm was most anxious to have
moved out. For this reason the plan is
being dropped, and in place of it a revised plan is being put into force whereby a higher commission will be paid tc
salespersons on goods that have been
slow movers. This will encourage extra
efforts on their part to sell such goods
and thus a great step will be taken toward keeping the whole stock clean.
Another Toronto store with four
clerks has adopted this scheme: Each
clerk has a stated drawing allowance,
which forms part of the general plan by
which each one gets a commission of 8
per cent, on his sales. In the case of the
clerk supervising the window trimming,
which naturally takes quite a proportion
of his time, a special additional compensation has been worked out. In this
store the commissions in 1918 naturally
varied in the case of the different salesmen, but their total earnings were nearly
$7,000 in commission, an average of
about $1,700 each. The weekly drawing
f'l^wance is, of course, included in
this amount. The proprietor has
found that sales have shown such a
marked increase that it would be bad
business for him to drop this profitable
arrangement. It is a good step in the
direction of trade co-operation, by which
the employee shares in the growth and
expansion of the business with which he
is identified.

UNFAIR COMPETITION
The Bookseller and Stationer,
Toronto, Ontario.
Gentlemen: —
Why do the makers of well-known and
reliable fountain pens allow their salesmen to sell in the cities to druggists,
leather goods stores and dry goods
people ? It is not treating the stationers
fairly. In some cases the buyer will
purchase his pen from a druggist, and
then coolly walk into a stationery store
and have his pen filled when it is empty
and repeatedly fill it again. The same
thing applies to papeteries. Some of
the travelling salesmen think they do
well, when they come to cities like
Halifax and St. John and make sales
to the dry goods people, druggists and
others, who have no connection with the
stationery trade, and they don't realize
trade. are likely to lose the stationers'
thev
A HALIFAX
STATIONER.
L. J. M. Plouffe, of Kenora, has been
added to the traveling staff of Stedman
Bros., Brantford. He will cover NorthOntario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and western
Alberta.
In view of his approaching marriage,
the staff of the Beaverton Toy Co., Ltd.,
presented James C. Smith, general superintendent of the company with a
handsome clock as a token of their esteem.

Current Events in Photograph
COMMERCIAL

FLYING

The public is just beto realize the
immense ginning
possibilities
of
c o m m ercial aviation.
The war gave more impetus to flying than it
would have gained under
normal conditions i n
years. Not everyone
knows that nearly ten
billions of dollars are
now invested by the various Governments in air
craft of one sort and another. It is not planned
to let this huge investment lie idle just because
the war is over and some
of the huge planes, like
the one in the picture, are
already in use and big
developments
commercial lines along
are taking
place. The direct routes
possible by air and the
great speed the planes
can make will take many
days off the records attainable even by the fastest trains.
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Help Retailers With Sales Plans

WANT
POSTAGE
REDUCED
It waa decided to petition the authorities at
Ottawa to take off the extra one cent war tax
stamp on postcards', in keeping with the decision
in the United States to abolish war tax postage.
In
the United Stafes this is to take effect July 1,
next.

ONE of the most progressive steps
taken at the annual meeting of the
Post Card and Greeting Card Association of Canada, held in Toronto on
Jan. 17, was the decision to have the
memhers bring to the next quarterly
meeting in April suggestions for working out definite plans for helping the
retailers to sell more greeting cards and
postcards, and incidentally give them
practical suggestions along the line of
their own advertising, as well as window
and store displays of these goods and
show card ideas. In this connection
several of the members spoke in terms
of high appreciation of BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER, and emphasized the
value of the trade paper for disseminating among the dealers inspirational
and practical, useful matter along these
lines.
Want Postage Reduced
On motion of J. W. Dyas and J. Ballentine, it was decided to communicate
with the Postmaster-General with the
view of having the extra cent postage
on postcards removed, and pointing out
that this action is being taken in the
United States, where extra war postage
will be abolished, taking effect July 1
next. A petition will be prepared to be
forwarded to the authorities at Ottawa
in due course.
The election of officers resulted in
the return of last year's officers as follows:—
President— T. J. Pugh.
Vice-President — J. W. Dyas.
Sec'y-Treasurer — W. Banks.
Asst. Secretary — John Morgan.
Two visitors from United States greeting card publishing houses were present,
;:nd were able to offer some good suggestions of a preliminary nature as to a
course to pursue in arranging to extend
active help to the retail dealers in the
way of practical selling suggestions and
services which the association may render by joint action, and they told of
some of tire results that had been accomplished along similar lines on the
part of trade associations in the United
States.
These United States organizations will
be communicated with, and the result
will doubtless be a measure of co-operation from that quarter as well. This
may reasonably be anticipated in view of
the very great proportion of greeting
cards and postcards made by United
States, concerns, which are sold each
year in Canada.
The Association, while originally organized by jobbing concerns with interests largely linked up with United

Postcard and Greeting Card Association Reach This
Decision
at Annual Meeting
States and British producing companies,
is by no means unappreciative of the
great progress that has been made by
Canadian publishers of greeting cards;
and special efforts are to be made to get
every Canadian house that produces
greeting cards into the Association.
It is a broad-spirited organization, recognizing the necessarily divergent interests of the several classes of concerns constituting the membership, but
keeping in mind the important broader
interests that are common to all, and
the great need there is for united action
with every shoulder to the wheel — so as
to promote with the greatest possible
efficiency the best interests of the greeting card and postcard trade of Canada.
THE CHRISTMAS
CARD
The Christmas card is the legitimate
descendant of the "school pieces" or
"Christmas pieces" which were popular
from the beginning to the middle of the
Nineteenth Century. These were sheets
of writing paper, sometimes surrounded
with those hideous and elaborate pen
scrolls, etc., so unnaturally dear to the
hearts of writing masters, and sometimes
headed with copperplate engravings,
nlain or colored. These were used by
schoolboys at the approach of the holidays for carefully-written letters exploiting the progress they had made in composition and chirography. Charity boys
were large purchasers of these pieces,
says one writer, and at Christmas time
used to take them around their Parish

to
show, and at the same time solicit a
trifle.

The Christmas card proper had its
tentative origin in 1846. Joseph Cundall,
a London artist, claims to have issued
the first in that year. It was printed
in lithography, colored by hand, and was
of the usual size of a lady's card.
Not until 1862, however, did the custom obtain any foothold. Then experiments were made with cards of the size
of an ordinary carte de visite, inscribed
simply, "A Merry Christmas," and "A
Happy New Year." After that robins,
holly branches, embossed figures, and
landscapes were added.
BARSE & HOPKINS
CONCERNS

ABSORB

TWO

Barse & Hopkins, the book and art
publishers, 28 West 23rd street, announce
the purchase of the H. L. Woehler greeting card business, including machinery,
dies, etc., and also that of the United
Art Publishing Co., New York, manufacturers of gift cards, seals, tags and accessories, thus combining with their art
calendars and gift books a most thorough and complete line for holiday and
everyday needs. Joseph Goldman, of the
United Art Co., will be prominently connected with the Barse & Hopkins Co.,
and will call upon his regular trade as
usual, as will Mr. Silberstein, of the
United. H. L. Woehler will retire to a
farm of 72 acres, known as the Clover
Leaf Farm, Little Britain, N.Y., near
Newburgh.— "Geyer's

Stationer."

LOOSE LEAF WEEK BOOSTS BUSINESS
Fostered by the Stationers' Association of the United States —
Prospects of Organization of Canadian Stationers
Loose
11th was
to ghout
UARY
JANLeak
the chief
Week6ththrou
cities of the United States, this
idea being fostered by the National Association of Stationers. To show Canadian stationers the benefit of such concerted action, the following is quoted
from the Philadelphia correspondence of
the last issue of the American Stationer:

by the demonstrations inside, and the
publicity given through various channels. But best of all was the personal
campaigns carried on by the loose leaf
salesmen, who during the week, visited
every large consumer and a multitude of
small ones, to carry the gospel of the
labor and time saving of the manifold
loose leaf devices which are on the mar-

"All along the central business districts, the leading stationers of the city
devoted windows, counters and shelves
to displaying ledgers, sales books, binders and forms to be used in the various
professions. Much trade came to dealers
who found sales booming in the lines
thus advertised. But this was only the
outward show; really
38 as effective, perhaps even more telling work was done

ket to supply
every conceivable
Association
fer Canada need."
By another month it is hoped to have
something definite to report regarding
the new movement on foot to organize
the stationers of Canada into an association that will work in harmony with the
efficient stationers' association which
ras accomplished so much for the trade
r.cross the international border.

BOOKSELLER
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STATION

! LEAVES FROM THE
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FALLACY OF CANCELLATIONS
Stationers who may be thinking of
cancelling their orders for the purpose
of securing lower prices later on, should
note that the manufacturing costs,
which control prices, are showing no
signs of a decline.
To cancel now means simply that you
will have to re-order- the same goods
you declined — with a loss of time in deliveries, aloss of faith in you by the
manufacturer — and you'll be extremely
lucky if you will be able to buy the same
goods at the former prices. It's a pretty
yood bet that you will not only pay the
original price, but a nice little premium
in addition in the form of advanced quotations on many lines.
If the cancellation bee is buzzing
'round you, strafe him at once. It will
be one way of making money, for the
money you do not have to pay as a
higher price, is simply so much money
to the good. — "Geyer's Stationer."
CONDUCTED PRIZE CONTEST
At E. H. Bridger's book, stationeiy
and fancy goods store there were live
free prizes offered to lucky customers
du-ing the Christmas season, and there
was much ln-ciest ';aken in ilie 'Oiitest,
Kach customer was given a receipt with
every purchase of 25 cents or more and
this receipt carried a number. In libvault of the Canadian Bank of Commerce
was a sealed envelope containing the
five lucky numbers which were not
known to anyone. On Christmas Eve
the envelope was secured from the bank
and, on opening, the lucky numbers were
found to be 188, 479, 236, 750 and 1053.
The first prize number (188) was held
by Jimmy Deacon, who accordingly received the handsome rocking horse displayed in the window. Miss Viola Staaf
won the second prize with No. 479; Herb.
Ayotte won fourth prize, and H. McQuarrie got the fifth prize. The third
prize was won by 236, but the holder of
this ticket has not yet come forward. If
236 will make himself or herself known
and produce the ticket at the store the
prize will be duly awarded. "Porcupine
Advance" (Timmins, Ont.).
GOOD PUBL/CITY
Berry's Bookstore, of Vernon, B.C.,
did some good newspaper advertising in
the Christmas season. One advertisement in four column space, twelve
inches deep, had an attractive design at
the top with the wording, "The Christmas Store," and in this advertisement,
among the lines given effective prominence were books, fountain pens, toys,
leather woods. French ivory, and manicure sets, smokers' supplies, safety
razors and chocolates.

WHEN SUBSCRIPTIONS EXPIRE
A Toronto newsdealer has hit upon a
good plan to take care of renewal subscriptions to magazines and newspapers.
When a subscription is about to expire,
a notice is sent to the subscriber, and
with it a blank form to be filled out,
showing magazines taken and others
wanted. Space is left for name and address of the subscriber, and there is room
of ten names of periodicals under each
of the two headings mentioned. In prominent type near the top appears the
words: "Use this blank to obtain my
special clubbing rates on your own list,"
and dealer's name and address is given
at the bottom. A great measure of renewal business and new subscriptions resulted from the use of those forms.

RENEW

THROUGH

US

\\fHEN your subscriptions to
** magazines or newspapers
expire, let us have your renewals. No reliable agency will
give you better rates. Thousands of dollars are lost annually
by giving subscriptions to irreWe willsponsible
give canvassers."
you the lowest
rates and reliable service.

BLANK'S

BOOKSTORE

BLANKTOWN

Sutf^estion

for Newspaper

Advertisement.

MODES OF TESTING
INKS
Attention was first called to the
bleaching effect of air and light on writing ink, as used in modern times, by the
fact that the signature on certain certificates had become illegible through
the fading of the ink, says a writer in
the "Journal of the Society of the Chemical Industry." As it was impracticable
to test a sample of ink by exposure of
writing for a period of years, it was considered that a limited application of hydrogen peroxide would be the nearest
chemical equivalent to the bleaching effect of the atmosphere. Writing done
by different inks was exposed to light,
the paper being occasionally moistened
with a 3 per cent, solution of hydrogen
peroxide, the result being that the handwriting gradually became invisible, in
some cases more quickly than in others.
The violet ink used for typewriters was
less readily acted on, but was quickly
bleached by sulphurous acid. If an ink
39
could be produced possessing the desir-

Kit
able properties of perfect fluidity and
being non-depositing, and at the same
time incapable of being decolorized by
oxidizing or reducing agents, there
would be good reason to believe that
the writing done by such an ink would
be practically permanent. In the meantime, when writing is of an important
nature and is desired to endure, some
form of carbon ink appears to be the
only trustworthy preparation.

Who Writes Your
Advertisements?
llIlWhere

Circumstances Favor, the
Merchant Himself Should Do
This Work Regularly

If youat
the beginning of the year?
lutions
DID you make good reso
did, keep them! Did you decide
upon more active advertising? If not,
do so now.
The retail merchant often finds the
advertising problem a difficult one. He
does not make the best use of his space
and consequently does not get the best
Too many advertisepossiblementsresults.
are written along the old lines,
consisting of bombastic statements and
obscure generalities, giving no prices or
definite information with reference to
the stock carried. While it is true that
it takes brains to do good advertising,
the retailer should get the idea out of
his head that it requires a set of brains
of a rare or peculiarly different calibre
than possessed by the average business
man. On the contrary, every really capable merchant has the ability to prepare
effective advertisements of his own business, because ability to do that is dependent to a very large degree upon exadthe business to be
pert knowledge of more
proficient his
vertised. The
knowledge of his business, the better
will be the advertisements he writes, and
he should be wary of delegating this
important duty to others who may be
produce adless able than himselfdotofull
justice to
vertisements that will
the business.

SHOULD REQUIRE DEPOSIT
Christmas cards are often a dead loss
to the stationer. In a number of cases
a customer will come into the shop two
months before Christmas, order cards to
be printed specially, and forget all about
calling or paying for them. The stathis, should ask the custioner,forto stop
at least a deposit, even then
tomer
it is not satisfactory, because if the
customer does not call for the cards
they are useless to any one else.
From the Musson Book Co. comes an
illustrated circular announcing a new
series in book form of "Bringing Up
Father," by Geo. McManus.

Short Talks With Young Salesmen
n&& «kr°B.,id"S"S :',:™e, 3t-

spiration for the younger assistants in the book
and stationery
stores
these
articles should be
closely followed by the store proprietors as well.
- -Editor's Note.

"N

OT always is the race to the
swift, and the battle to the

strong."
The man who said, centuries ago, that
this was so, had no idea that men of
the twentieth century would be repeating the phrase without questioning its
applicability. Undoubtedly it was a sage
who penned those lines, but it was a
sage who lived in an age when brawn
counter! for more than brain, and brute
strength more than quick wit. Tact was
almost unknown and was possessed only
by the wise leaders of the nations. Only
the mighty thews of man, and his relative domination over other men, counted. True, there were traders in those
days, but they were generally considered
as of no use in a fight, and of little
worth to the nation. Despised, they
were, to be explicit.
Times Have Changed
But now all this has changed. The
things that counted least in ye olden
days, count most to-day. Brain domin
ates brawn, and wit makes of brute
strength a thing to be laughed at. Tact
holds an important place and ability in
business is clearly not despised. Old
Mother Earth has worked many changes.
Surely there is something in these
things which a clerk, anxious to make
his way in his calling, can turn to good
account. If he takes thought on the
matter at all, there must be enough in
that review of changing events to in
duce him to strive anew toward greater
things. Even if he is, as he calls it,
"only a retail clerk," what of that?
Hundreds and thousands of other men
are clerks, too, but not all of them will
remain under a boss. And men who
were clerks have, in many cases, risen
to dizzy heights in the life of the country.
Talking It Over
Come, let us talk the matter over, you
clerks who have gone into the book and
stationery business as a definite part of
your life-work! Let us see if we cannot
find some ladder of policy, up to the
rungs of which you may mount, if you
but will, steadily higher and higher
until the breezy, roomy plateau of success is reached. What matters it if
there be many besides yourself who
seek the same plain? Let us content
ourselves in concluding that the eyesight and foresight of hosts of these
are not so good as yours, and that some
will lose sight of the path ,no matter
how straight it runs.
The Ladder
When a young man goes into any business, fresh and raw, he is not worth

The Second of a Series of
Confidential Chats With Junior
Salesmen
By the Junior Partner
much to his employer, and won't be
until he is able to do THINGS FOR
HIMSELF. That is to say, the Boss
will not take notice of him until he sees
him doing little jobs of usefulness
which he was not ordered to do. When
the young chap begins to do those
things and shows he really wants to
learn, he will find plenty willing and
anxious to teach him. There we have
the first step on the ladder accounted
for.
Gradually the things that seemed so
frightfully hard to do at first, become
easy with continuous doing, and the
clerk is ready for something else. If he
is a good boy, he will want that something to be useful. The Boss tells him
to study the stock, and gives him pointers on how he should sell goods. He
shows him by word of mouth and practical example how to overcome difficulties. It takes longer to conquer this
field, but when it is accomplished, another great big section of the ladder has
been traversed. And the queer thing
about it all is that the work instead of
becoming irksome and heavy, is pleasant
and light. The clerk KNOWS things,
understands his shelves, and his eye is
ever bright with interest. He is achieving something and glories in it.
What Selling Is

on his ability to fill it. He certainly is
not the man for the position if he is
one who is continually picking flaws
in the other fellow's work, and not cooperating with him for greater results.
Petty jealousies and covert attempts to
lessen the reputation of some fellow
employee who is trying to push ahead
do not help any man to make his way.
There is but one way to work, and that
is to work for the general good of the
business, planning and bringing about
improvements wherever you see that
they can be made to advantage.
The minute the employee gets the

Did you ever stop to figure out the

your salary.
If you want to get a boost in your
salary and make the boss sit up and
take notice and really know that you
are about, think and plan how to keep
the cashier from falling asleep at the
switch by keeping him at his job of
piling up the coin in the cash box.
Every customer whose appreciation
you gain by your courtesy and sense
makes you of more value to the house.
Read the book reviews in the daily

real significance of the word "sell"?
Does it mean to you simply placing an
article before a customer in a take-it or-leave-it manner without saying anything about its merits?
This is not selling. Salesmanship consists of creating interest in the article
that is for sale, of showing the customer
that it is especially adapted to his needs,
that it is just what he is looking for
and pointing out all the qualities to convince him that it is. Every clerk should
consider himself a salesman, and exert
every effort to prove that he is. Make
successful selling your end, and clerking a means to that end.
Sound Advice

Every employee should be made to
feel that he is an understudy of the
men above him, and that whether he
takes the place when the man above
him is promoted depends very largely
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idea that he is indispensable, he isn't.
In this connection it is appropriate to
quote the following paragraphs which
appeared recently in a U. S. trade paper:
Don't be satisfied
with
taking
an.
order for the book asked for, but use the
opportunity to suggest others to your
customer.
Every attention or courtesy that you
give your customer makes you more
popular in society and increases your
value to your employer.

Every customer that you make for
the business enhances your value in the
business world and means doHars to

papers and thus get pointers on the doings in the book world.
Read the trade papers to know about
the new books and the doings of the
trade.
Do a little more than is expected of
It's better for your character to earn
twice the salary paid you than to receive double what you are paid to do.
you.
Don't envy the man who is satisfied
to simply draw a salary, even if he receives more in his pay envelope than
you do; be patient, and you will live to
see his wages shrink to the size of his
real worth.

BOOKSELLER

HOW

WAR

AFFECTED

The decline of immigration, due to
the war, is shown by the following
figures:
Total immigration to Canada, year

Of the 75,374 immigrants who came
to Canada in the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1917, 61,389 were from the
United States. Of these, 20,822 belonged
to the agricultural class, 9,267 were
general laborers, 14,904 were mechanics,
2,632 were clerks, traders, etc., 828 were
miners, and 1,804 domestics. Of the
71.314 immigrants to Canada from the
United States during the fiscal year end-

WILL BE GREAT

AND

STATIONER

IMMIGRATION

With clips and pads and forms my head
is filled —
;

ing March 31, 1918, 28,103 belonged to
the farming class, 14,010 were general
laborers, 10,885 were mechanics,
3,031
ended March 31, 1914
1915
1916
"
"
1917
1918

384,878
144,789
48,537
75,374
79,074

were clerks,
traders,
etc., 747 were
miners, and 1,733 were domestics.
In the coming year it is a certainty
that a big increase in immigration will
be shown, and in another year the prewar figures should be exceeded, because
Canada in the war years has been advertised as never before, and more than in
any previous time is the Dominion looked upon as the land of promise.

BOOST TO TRADE

James Lougheed, Minister of Soldiers'
Civil Re-establishment; Hon. N. W.
Rowell, President of the Privy Council;
Hon. T. A. Crerar, Minister of Agriculture; Hon. G. D. Robertson, Minister of
Labor; Hon. Arthur Meighen, Minister
of Interior, and Hon. J. A. Calder,
Minister of Immigration and Colonization, who are devoting practically their entire energies to the consideration ofthe many sides of the questions which must be met. Mr. Calder is
chairman of the committee.

Mr. H. J. Daly, of Toronto, who has
been appointed Director of Repatriation
and Employment, is director of this
work, and Mr. Vincent Massey, late secretary of the War Committee of the
Cabinet, is secretary. The staff, made up
chiefly of returned soldiers, is fully organized, and work is actively going on
in the offices of the new department in
the Plaza Building, Ottawa. The coordinating committee meets almost daily.

BLANK

BOOK

BILL

Wake!
hill for the Sun has busted o'er the
And struck the Topknot of yours truly,
Blank Book Bill,
No use to lie abed, the Boss would Roar
And then I'd have to tap Another till.
Hi! Ho! some coffee and bit of Chow —
I'm off to take the good old Trolley now.
To live among
the Ledgers
and
the
Blanks
AndHow.kill another
"A

bunch

of

Andmunch
get — them

Day — don't

orders,
Out

Bill,
before

ask

this Field

Book

order

ever

With sizes, styles, they'll end my days,
So killed.
bury me in Loose Leaves when I'm
billed?"
— From "Business Methods."

Recent Enquiries

Returning Canadian Soldiers, Many With Wives They Have
Married in Britain and France — 100,000 New Homes
— What Government is Doing
employment
REPATRIATION and
of returning soldiers is a question
of such great national interest
that we are apt to lose sight of its trade
significance, but the effect of the returning of about 300,000 soldiers, of whom
about a third are bringing back with
them British and French wives to establish new homes in Canada, cannot fail
to prove a decided trade stimulus. Of
the number quoted, a certain proportion
have, of course, already come back to
Canada.
The comprehensive plans of the Government for dealing with the great question of repatriation and employment
have assumed the definite form of a
committee of the Cabinet, assisted by
what is practically a new department of
the Government, established to handle
these problems, a co-ordinating committee composed of members of the staff
of this department and representatives
from the other Government departments
who are concerned, and advisory committees from four elements of the community who are directly interested.
Good Progress Made
The work of preparing to meet the
problems is now being carired out. The
committee of the Cabinet consists of Sir

"Say, was

me

for

you

to

you

go

to

This stationery game means Move and
not
still,
h."
Luncstand
To-day's a Busy day, I have a Hunch.

An enquiry from Vancouver re Canadian-made cash boxes, occasioned the
reply that there was no record in the
Service Department of cash boxes being
made in Canada. The correspondent
was furnished with a list of British and
U. S. makers of this line.
CLOTHES

HANGERS

Frank, Alberta. — Please tell me where
I can procure clothes hangers and pants
and skirt hangers with name printed on.
Answer. — The Taylor Manufacturing
Co., Hamilton, Ont.
WASTE

PAPER

DEALERS

Ravenna, Ont. — Please send names
and addresses of waste paper dealers
in Toronto.
Answer. — Names
were forwarded.
WASTE

PAPER

Holland Centre, Ont. — Please teli me
where I can sell waste paper and old
books and cardboard.
Answer. — Names of dealers were sent.
BOOKS

ON WINDOW DRESSING
Can you give me the names of some
books on window dressing, their cost
and where they can be procured? — R.
Boivin, St. Roch, Quebec.
Answer. — The following are some useful books on window trimming: "One
— $1.00.
Hundred Easy Window Trims"
"Show Window Backgrounds" (a new
Art
book on the subject)— $1.50. "The
of Decorating Show Windows and In
teriors"— $3.50.
A TIP TO WHOLESALERS
A Montreal stationer in a letter to
STATIONER
BOOKSELLER AND
urges that an effort be made to have
wholesale concerns advertising in
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER put
the names and addresses and the telephone numbers of their Montreal representatives in their advertisements. The
idea has much to commend it, and, of
course, the same thing would apply to
representatives in the other, chief centres.

"Where are the Books we ordered Yes"How
do I know?
terday?"

I sent them on their

These phone calls get me Sore at times,
yea Bo,
What
doDray
they? think — that I'm a twoWay."
horse
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Edmund Candler, late official British
eye-witness in Mesopotamia, has two
books in train for publication, one being
"The Long Road to Bagdad," and the
ether, "On the Edge of the World," the
first of which will appear very shortly,
and the other later in the season.

Valentines and
Incidental with the special references to Valentines there are good tips in this article about
Easter cards, cameras, sporting goods and other
merchandise
having
special selling seasons.
— The Editor.

Other Season Goods

Some Good Advice Regarding Display in the Show Window
and Inside the Store

colors. This heart can then form the
We carry nothing but the best in
VALENTINES and the Easter cards
Valentines.
are highly seasonable goods, the
centrepiece of the window, and can
trade in the former reaching its easily be attached to the rear wall of the
Look our Valentines over and
show window with thumbtacks. Some
climax just after this issue of BOOKmake
your selections at your
ONER
AND
reaches
STATI
SELLER
good decorative valentines of the better
leisure.
class
can
then
be
attached
to
the
monthe trade. As a general rule "seasonInside Display
ster heart and arranged tastefully in
able goods" is a term which is not so
meaningful in the stationery trade as in the foreground of the window. The winOn most particular occasions like
the dry goods business, for instance, but
dow floor proper, also, should be covthere are times of the year when certain
ered with pink and white paper. Then
Valentine's day, the seasonable mergoods are in greater demand than in from the large heart should run twisted
chandise which must either be sold out
other months, and at such times it is strips of crepe paper, about 1% inch
or carried over for a year should have
well to feature these articles by window
width, of alternate pink and white color,
pretty much the run of the store. Little
displays and good interior showings.
terminating in a pretty valentine in the
temporary exhibits of valentines can be
Nicely printed cards should ajso be prewindow foreground. This gives the necescreated here and there. A burlap covered
pared to emphasize the fact that special
sary attention-compelling feature and
board is easily set up and valentines
insures the eye following the strips to
attention is being given the goods discan
be attractively arranged to it so
per
ty
and
publici
played, good newspa
the valentines. A good background can
they rest on thumbtacks, the nails of
linking up with this should not be easily be made, of alternate pink and
neglected.
which do not pierce or injure the valwhite squares of tissue, either secured
entines. Importance should be given to
Stationers who carry a miscellaneous
to the window back with thumbtacks or
stock have an advantage over their more
the
manner
of handling valentines, and
suspended from a tightly drawn wire.
clerks should be cautioned in this regard.
restricted competitors in that they have
A well lettered sign can then be placed
The cleanest hands sometimes smudge
a greater variety of goods to display
in the window. For this purpose is sugboth inside their stores and in their wina highly finished valentine. The goods
dows. By a judicious use of the latter
should be kept in boxes, and when exgested:
hibited the boxes and not the valentines
YOUR ST. VALENTINE GREETmuch business is brought in, as passershandled. A smeared valentine not only
by are naturally attracted by frequent
ING SHOULD EMBODY DIGNITY,
ruins the chance for an immediate sale,
displays of new, .goods. In the Spring,
A SINCERE WISH AND A
wall paper trade will flourish, and so
but it creates an unfortunate impresHAPPY SENTIMENT.
will fishing tackle. Trade in cameras
sion through which the store suffers.
and photographic supplies will be accelerated with the arrival of Spring, and
besides preparing for these, such lines as
baseball supplies and other seasonable
sporting goods should be ordered weil
ahead, so as to adequately provide for
General Attitude of Wallpaper Trade One of Confidence
making this year's trade in these goods
in 1919
highly successful. The stationer should
study his calendar in its relationship to
the goods he sells in the different
months, and let it be again emphasized
more attractive than they were even before the war.
foi
prevail
willhead
year's prices
LAST
that preparation, in buying the goods
of one
said the
this year,"
er
wholewallpap
leading
the
of
and otherwise, should take place months
Generally speaking, however, there is
sales, when interviewed by a BOOKahead of the actual selling season for
little change in styles. The call continues
each respective line.
SELLER AND STATIONER represenrather strongly for tapestry effects and
tative. "There seems to be no indication
Reverting again to the immediate seaso the range of these is rather extenson line — valentines — good business de- of a change one way or the other for
sive. These papers are liked especially
this year," he stated. His reasons for
for halls and dining-rooms. The stripes
mands that they must be "closed out"
this view were in the first place the unwith cut-out borders are very popular
before or on St. Valentine's Day. Like
settled state of labor, and in the second
similar particular occasion merchandise,
for bedrooms.
place the shortage of raw material. The
oersistent pushing is the biggest feature
There is a feeling that the general
matter of securing pulp for paper-makin the successful campaign. Good winattitude of the trade is one which means
ing is in an acute state at present, and
dow displays, good interior trims and an
good business for 1919. Merchants seem
is a matter of concern in the United
intelligent usage of the store's mailing
to be putting forth better and more deStates as well as in Canada, although
list is the winning triangle. In planning
finite efforts to forge ahead this year,
they seem to secure a large supply of and the outlook is good.
a good Valentine window the following
n
is
There
there.
over
pulp
Canadia
our
suggestions from an article in the "AmChintz wallpapers are proving quite
erican Stationer," can be employed to no remedy in sight at present.
The dye situation, as related to wall
good advantage:
the mode for rooms which formerly deThe Window Trim
paper, is quite satisfactory, this house
pended upon chintz hangings for their
Cut a large heart from a piece of stiff finds. Indeed, it never was very troucolor. Now that so many people are usblesome, although the popular idea was
cardboard, approximately three feet
ing plain side curtains the papers which
pessimistic in that regard. Colors are
high by the proper proportionate width.
have chintz patterns are being selected.
Cover this with a good quality, closely
Like the draperies, these designs in
perhaps more in evidence in the new designs being developed for next year than
creped paper, keeping the pink and white
paper invariably have the bird motif.
They are in a good variety of design and
in the past few seasons. The color comcolor scheme throughout — these 'being
binations are a little more striking and
color combinations.
the most generally accepted valentine

Last Year's Prices Will Prevail
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Tendencies in the Construction of Toys
YEAR-ROUND
TOY
TRADE
The toys of higher grade which are now being
made so extensively are hastening the time that
will see the realization, long sought for, of a yearround toy trade. Many retailers who sell toys
are now organizing
their business on this basis.

Welfare of the Child Mind Being Considered More and More
By Toy Makers

season that has just passed
THE
has been a prosperous one for the
retailers of toys in Canada.
Parents who may be inclined to economize as far as they themselves are concerned will open up the tightest purse
strings to bring joy to the hearts of the
little ones.
City stores made splendid showings of
common sense, practical toys; many of
them Canadian-built and all of them of
much higher grade, both in durability
and educational qualities than the gimcrack stuff that for many years constituted one of the big ends of the exports
of Germany.
Taking into consideration this change I
character of the toy department, many
merchants, who used to despise the old
collection of breakable mechanical truck
and desired to shovel them out of the
way the day Christmas was over, are
now considering the advisability of maintaining the toy department the year
round. To such the following article,
by W. Barret Hankins, which appeared
in "Toys and Novelties," will be of considerable interest:
Toys are mental and physical food.
As dealers to the community we
should carry toys as a staple and assist
RTOwn-ups in the selection of toys for
the best interest of the child, to promote:
Constructiveness.
Initiative.
Mental vision.
Creativeness.
Quick mental action.
Bodily strength.
Quick bodily action.
Self-control.
Self-confidence.
Comradeship.
Discipline.
Leadership.
National pride.
There is no better time than right
now to plan for an all-year-round toy
department.
Think of the long months of school
work ahead of our children. It is of
gravest importance that children at this
time should be thoroughly imbued with
the national spirit. The seeds of national loyalty planted in the hearts and
minds of our children to-day will give
us a greater America to-morrow, but we
must avoid depressing or alarming the

showing them the need of toys for their
children. I give you in this article suggestions that serve as a foundation for
such a campaign. For instance, windows:
Arrange a window devoted to toys
that promote constructiveness, from the
smallest set of blocks meant for wee
baby hands, to the elaborate mechanical
set for big brother. Have a big doll represent the baby and stand a figure of a
boy of about ten or twelve years of age
beside something that is built out of a
mechanical construction set. Place a
card bearing the following . educational
text in the window:

child,
which, beadded
to the
work, would
tearing
downchild's
fasterschoo";
than
we can build.
Drums and guns, swords, horns,
uniforms, for the child, were never
needed more than they are to-day;
books and games, balls and bats,
dolls and tea sets, skates, scooters —
and all the other toys — were never
needed more than they are to-day.
As dealers we should unite in a campaign of education directed to parents

Keep abreast of your child's mental
developments.
The child's We
mind have
seeksa
to create and construct.
complete line of toys for this purpose.
We must feed the child's mind as we
would feed the child's body.
We are
glad to talk with you at any time
about the proper toys for your child.
according to the age of the child.
Another window carrying out an educational idea would be figures of boys
dressed in khaki and surrounded
with
military toys.
Have the figures seated
at a table with some game between them,
and in the background a painted scene
of some timely outdoor sport.
Use a
ing:
display
card having the following wordPatriotism, our nation's best asset.
Let our children become inspired with
love and loyalty for our country in the
natural
way — mingle
it with
their
play, let it, so to speak, > come into
their hearts and minds unconsciously,
and it will dwell with them forever.
Another window that would be effective in this educational work would be
loys and girls at play with trains, boats,
small motor
trucks
and
horse-drawn
drays — all typifying commerce and business, using a display card worded
as
follows:
Train your children for the future
greatness of America — let your boys
and girls early feel the thrill of progress commercially. Toys will inspire
them by suggestion.
Let them have
trains and boats, trucks and wagons.
Toys serve a double purpose — they
amuse and educate. - Plan your purchase of toys to fit into the different
stages of your child's advancement.
Come in and talk the matter over with
us. We make a study of toys in their
application to the child-life.
Take a photograph of each window and
have a small half-tone made of same.
Print this on a mailing card, using as
wording for the card the same text as is
used on the display card in the window.
Mail these cards to a select list of
customers.
For your mailing list do not neglect
the rural homes. Remember the farmei43

parent has a double problem. Theirs is
not only the proper amusement and
education for their children, but it is
also one of keeping the growing child
on the farm.
The farmer is able to buy toys, and
appealed to rightly the farmer-parent
will buy toys. In interesting the farmer
in your toy department, you also interest him in your entire store. The
same educational campaign you use on
your city trade you can use on your
farmer trade with this addition, that
you can talk to the farmer-parent abcfit
the thing nearest to their hearts — to
keep their growing boys and girls from
wishing to leave the farm.
Bear in mind also that the Government
is soliciting the aid of housewives —
mothers are asked to do things that require more of their time than they have
ever before devoted to anything other
than the care of their children; and now
that housewives and mothers may join
in and do their bit in the many things
that are needed, there should be a means
provided for helping amuse and educate
the child without making this work a
tax upon the mother. Toys, therefore,
are the only things that will assist in
this work, and for this alone we owe it
to our
Government to stock and advertise toys.
TOYS

MADE

BY SOLDIERS

Products of Canada's Invalided Veterans
In Great Demand
"We are much ahead of the^reslj of
the world in the conduct of occupations,"
"In England a
explained Mr. Burnett.
nurse shoves the heel of a sock into the
and tells him
man
hands of a wounded
to knit. In some places they give them
embroidery, but we go easy on that.
Imagine a man making a doily; he might
better be making a cigar box. We want
to re-create men, not make nice, amiable old ladies." This is how Norman
Burnett prefaced his account to a Toronto audience of how Canada was attending to the work of providing occupations for invalided soldiers. Canada
was a leader in this respect. The soldiers were taught to weave baskets,
make toys, carve wood, and work with
metal — the work with brass and copper
—noisy though it is — proving particusuffering from
larly soothing to\> patients
shell-shock.
\>

Some splendid .samples of work done
particuby the men were exhibited. One toy
man
larly clever piece consisted of a
cut out of wood and a long train of
wooden animals set on a piece of latticework, which, when extended to its full
limit, must have measured nearly 20
inches. This toy was the product of
three soldiers in the hospital at London,

BOOKSELLER
Ont., one — an amputation case — having
designed it,..another— a chair patienthaving done* the cutting, and a third—
a. -bed. patient-t-having administered the
paint Articles constructed by the men
are greatly in demand, and the proceeds
go to the makers after allowance is maae
for cost of materials. At present, Mr.
Burnett stated, one man has an order
for 300 napkin rings.
Much attention is given to those who
have lost right arms. They are being
taught to use the left, and some of the
soldiers have learned to write for the
first time during their confinement in
hospital.

AND

STATIONER

TRADE SHOULD VISIT SPRING SHOWS
Holiday Lines Will Again be on Exhibition in Toronto by Some
of the Principal Houses— A Boon to Buyers

VERY
big houses
who
conductshortly
spring the
exhibitions
of holiday trade specialties will again be
booking orders for 1919 autumn and
Christmas business, together with other
special-occasion goods, and in this connection an important place is occupied
by such items as greeting cards, calendars, pictures and various gift novelties.
When the retailer takes into consideration the very great increase and imWANTS BETTER PACKING
provement in merchandise of this class
A Montreal correspondent, signing him- ■
that has been witnessed in the past
self "Toy Salesman," sends in the followhalf dozen years or so, it must appeal to
ing for publication in BOOKSELLER
him that it would be a good step on his
AND STATIONER, in which he adpart to give this whole line more condresses some pertinent questions to
sideration, both as regards the extent
manufacturers of toys, particularly those
of his buying of these goods and the
of the "builder" type:
space
store. given over to their display in his
Why not pack heavy steel toys in
wooden boxes instead of cheap pasteIn the case of greeting cards, particuboard ?
lars will be found elsewhere in this issue
Long before I sold some structural
as to the help to be extended by the
steel toys, the boxes were ground to a
Postcard and Greeting Card Association
pulp and the parts lost.
in the way of suggestions to aid the
A good article poorly dressed is not
trade to sell more greeting cards. That
good advertising.
Association is cognizant of the value of
Why not number the parts, and have
the trade paper as a medium for pronumbered pegs or places to store these
moting such co-operation, and in subparts? Diagrams would call for parts
sequent issues of BOOKSELLER AND
by number. Parts would be restored to
STATIONER the retailers will find ideas
places by number.
set forth which they will be able to make
The toy would be educational and
the vehicles of increasing their greeting
habit forming, particularly if a boy ever
card sales and considerably augmenting
went into a machine shop.
their profits from this branch of trade.
It would be a better seller even if it
Postcards will, of course, be included
cost more.
in the programme, and if the Association
Some manufacturers pay for these
succeeds in its efforts to have the authideas.
orities at Ottawa remove the extra lc
"TOY SALESMAN."
war tax, a good boom in the post card

trade will surely come this year.
Coming back again to the subject of
the spring exhibition of holiday goods
by Toronto wholesalers, those retailers
who can possibly arrange to do so should
be in attendance so as to see the newgoods to the very best advantage.
The travelling salesmen will, of
course, be taking the samples out on the
road visiting the trade from ocean to
ocean, but there is much to be said in
favor of retailers occasionally getting
entirely away from their stores. Buying trips to the larger distributing,
centres will invariably provide new ostlooks and new ideas for the observant
merchant and even though the days thus
spent may require a constant attention
to the business of buying, so as to accomplish as much as possible in the comparatively short time which the average
merchant will feel justified in spending
away from his business, the change
from the routine and close confinement
which is the lot of almost every retailer,
cannot fail to be beneficial to him in
many respects — having in mind his own
physical
well-being as well as the business itself.
It is to be hoped, therefore, that a
record-breaking number of merchants
will come to Toronto in the latter part
of March and in April, when these shows
will be in progress. The work is already
proceeding in preparation for these exhibitions of holiday goods, and in the
wholesale houses there is a confident
feeling that 1919 is going to prove to be
another bumper year for business.

False ReportsPresidentHurt^Trade
Interests
of Stationers' Association in Britain Takes News-

There is no truth in rumors given wide publicity
in newspaner articles that stationery and other
paper products are to be cheaper. Writers lacking
practical knowledge create misapprehension and
do considerable harm.

IT is often the case that "special
articles" in newspapers present assertions that are damaging to trade
interests, and only too frequently has
the book and stationery trade suffered
in this way. That the same grievance
is extant in England as well is indicated
by the. following, under the heading of
"A Timelv Protest," from the last issue
of the. "Stationery World" of England:
A Sunday paper, claiming to have an
enormous circulation, recently published
an amateur article on the subject of
"Cheaper Stationery." The head of one
of our leading stationery houses informs
us that he has received from all parts
of the kingdom spirited comments on
this article, accompanied by indignant
letters regarding the "very erroneous
and harmful statements the article contains."
Last year and the year before we pro-

• paper Writers to Task

tested against damaging articles of this
kind in the public press, the articles in
1916 and 1917 beina: of a most injurious
character, and professing to deal with
the "passing of the picture postcard."
The so-called facts were sheer nonsense,
as results have proved. Now we have to
deal with the "tarradiddle" regarding
"Cheaper Stationery."
Mr. Percy Barrinerer, as president of
the Stationers' Association of the United
Kino-dom, has issued a timely protest
against the publication in a widely-read
newspaper of misleading nonsense calculated to create a false impression and
do considerable injury. Mr. Barringer
points out that there is not one word of
truth in the article referred to, and adds:
"So far from stationery being 200 per
cent, to 400 per cent, cheaper (by the
way, what is 400 per cent, discount of
£1?) than it was before the armistice,
44

I can assure you that there is no appreciable difference in cost at all; and as
I presume you would accept the Paper
Controller as an authority on this point.
I would refer you to a statement issued
by him during the last few days to the
effect that 'the position with regard to
imports of paper and paper-making materials would be more restricted during
the next three months than at any other
the war.'
period
It is ofquite
true "that the stationery
trade and many other trades have had to
adapt themselves to a new standard of
values, and although many of the prices
asked appear high, they can be justified.
It is very regrettable that writers who
have no practical knowledge of trade
topics should concoct articles which are
calculated to create misapprehension and
do considerable harm.

NEWS
BACK TO THE ROAD
The photograph shown on this page is
the likeness of a new member of the
sates force of the Eaton, Crane & Pike
Company. His name is Herbert G.
Popham, popularly known as "Pop," and
he will take care of the Canadian customers formerly called upon by Frank
Palmer.
Mr. Popham's former business experience has made him especially well fitted to meet the requirements of his new
position. He has formerly been associated with Wm. Collins Sons & Co.,
publishers and general stationery manufacturers of Glasgow, Scotland, for
whom
he traveled throughout Scotland

H. G. POPHAM

and England. He also spent four years
with the Thacker Co., of Bombay, India,
his territory extending out of Bombay
as far as the Khyber Pass.
About nine years ago he came to
Canada, and since that time has been
with the A. R. McDougal Co. and Wm.
E. Coutts. For the past two years, however, he has been in business for himself as the junior partner in the firm
of Holmes & Popham, at London, Ontario.
*P6p" had been so long on the road
that -he could not contain himself within
the limited radius of trade activities
afforded by even so fine a city as "The
Forest City."

OF THE
NEWS

FROM

THE

TRADE

MARITIMES

Halifax, N.S., Jan. 17.— The fall and
Xmas season in the Maritime Provinces
was exceptionally good, particularly in
the cities of St. John and Halifax. One
large Halifax firm of booksellers and
stationers was completely sold out of
new novels, and their stock of fountain
pens and papeteries was entirely depleted.
Although there were a large number
of books by unknown authors, they were
readily sought for, particularly books
pertaining to the war.
The disastrous fire, which occurred in
Halifax in January, caused a loss of
about $400,000 or $500,000. The Pen
Stationery Co., owned bv L. Connolly,
lost about $5,000. The Office Soecialty
Co. lost between $10,000 and $12,000.
"CONSIDERABLE
BUNK
THEREIN"
At the meetins: of the Alberta Federation of Labor, held at Medicine Hat, Jan.
7, one of the delegates expressed his
thought that when the federation was
dealing with the Government on the
question of new school text book contracts, they should also protest against
the alleged erroneous statistical and
other matter contained in text books of
to-day. He said the people wanted to
see the truth in plain facts embodied
in the text books, and argued that to-dav
we find considerable bunk therein. The
resolution was almost unanimously adopted.
This Congress started on its way an
agitation to have all school readers and
text books printed in the province, ways
and means to be decided upon by a commission representative of the Government, employing printers and allied printing trades unions. It was pointed out
that in the United States in certain
states this policy had been adopted and
had given highly satisfactory results.
"THRIFT MAGAZINE"
APPEARANCE

MAKES

The first number of the "Thrift Magazine," published under the direction of
the National War Savings Committee,
has made its appearance. It is edited by
Mr. W. J. Dunlop, B.A., director of the
schools section of the W.S.S. organization, who is also editor of "The School."
The especial purpose of this publication
is to further the War Savings and Thrift
Stamps movement amon? the schools of
the Dominion. Ten numbers are to be
published by June, the intention being to
fortnightly intervals.
br:ng them out at 45

DEATH OF WM. COLWELL
William Colwell, the proprietor of
Co'well's bookstore and founder 'of the
Wallaceburg "News," died yesterday at
the age of 78 years. He had been active in the stationery business for more
thin fifty years, first at Mitchell and
liter here. He published papers; .at
Mitchell, West Lome, Leamington,
Paris and Wallaceburg. A widow and
family of four sons and five daughters
survive

him. — Wallaceburg

"New;s,".

THE LATE WILLIAM
COLWELL
Veteran Canadian Bookseller and Stationer

YARMOUTH

IS PROSPEROUS
Messrs. R. H. Davis & Co., manufacturers of paper products, essences, etc.,
have had a busy year. This firm has
opened a branch at Sydney, which gives
promise of being a profitable venture.
Anions: the retail dealers of Yarmouth
a degree of prosperity has -prevailed
with only one failure recorded during
,
the year. — Yarmouth, N.S. "Light."
BUYS BUSINESS BLOCK
Gait, Ont., Jan. 4. — An important real
estate ' transaction has just been completed, whereby Frank H. Chappie becomes the owner of the valuable Main
street property occupied at present by
the Allan & McKenzie hardware firm.
This property is next door to the builds
by Chappie'
present
ing atre.
that he
Chappie said
Mr. occupied
Booksto
to
as
had made no definite decision
whether he would continue to do business
at bis present location or would move
into his newly purchased property.

♦

Miss E. Brookbank has sold her book
and stationery business at 2455 Yongfc
Street, Toronto, to E. M. Cairnes.

BOOKSELLER
NEW

AGENCIES

Frederick D. Goodchild was in NewYork in January, where he concluded arrangements for representing for Canada
the publishing house of James Pott &
Co., who are specialists in Bibles, making a complete range from pearl type
text up to large type illustrated editions
and comprising teachers' Bibles, India
paper editions, Boy .Scout and Khaki
testaments. A feature of these Bibles
is the patented "Unbreakable Back"
binding. Mr. Goodchild made a special
arrangement with the Fleury H. Revell
Co. for selling their general line, and
also with D. Appleton & Co. for their
general list, exclusive of editions of
novels sold outright for the Canadian
market to different Canadian publishers.
Another line taken on was the series of
automobile and airplane hand-books, by
Victor Page, in association with other
authors, as published by the Automobile
Publishing Co., of Pawtucket, R.I. Goodchilds will also sell the toy book line of
Samuel Gabriel & Sons.
NEW MANUFACTURERS' AGENCY
J. H. Walker has opened an office in
the Richmond Building, 33 Richmond
St. West, Toronto, as a manufacturer's
agent, selling stationery lines. He will
continue to carry the line of the Luckett
Loose Leaf Co., and has augmented this
by the addition of certain lines of imported goods not made in Canada, including the Whiting & Cook Co., of
Holyoke, Mass., extensive manufacturers
of high grade correspondence papers.
Mr. Walker has had fifteen years' experience in the trade, having for a numof years been on the road for the United
Typewriter Co., and having been latterly
in charge of their Calgary branch before
establishing a commercial stationery
business in that city. Since 1917 he has
been on the road for the Luckett Loose
Leaf Co., up to the time of opening a
manufacturers' agency business as already recorded.
AT CITY PRICES
The stopping of the radial car service
at Burlington, Ont., was taken advantage of by Jocelyn's book store in that
town by doing some good newspaper advertising ofa composite nature, covering
various lines of books and stationery,
toys, phonograph records, etc.; a sixinch double column space being used
with good effect. A line prominently
displayed was, "Everything at City
Prices." The advisability of this latter
course is questionable for two reasons.
One is that it pre-supposes that prices
are lower in the cities than in the towns.
and the other is that in many cases,
goods are sold in the stationery stores of
small towns at lower prices than in the
cities.
TWO TYPES OF MERCHANTS
Some booksellers have allowed their
minds to dwell altogether too much on
the question of prices, giving this so
much attention that it has impaired
their capacity for real business-building.
On the other hand, there are fortunately

AND

STATIONER

many broader-minded men in the retail
trade who are more anxious about the
selling quality of the new lines offered
for the coming year's business. Thus,
one of the leading booksellers of the
country recently sought information as
to what big things were coming in the
way of books, and learning of new titles
by eminent authors — books that would
enable any energetic bookseller to do a
good grist of business — he became imbued with enthusiasm. With him the
question of whether these books were to
be $1.50 or higher was a secondary consideration.
That is the proper attitude for every
retailer to assume. There is no ground
whatever for any assumption that books
can possibly become cheaper this year.
On the contrary they will cost quite decidedly more than ever before, and the
autumn season advice from New York
houses indicates that the $1.75 novel will
be the rule rather than the exception.
TRADE

NEWS

S. Plastiff succeeds Elmer E. Williamson in the stationery business and is n&w
located at 368 Yonge St., Toronto, one
door north of the stand which Mr. Williamson occupied.
T. S. Sinnott, general manager of the
Imperial News Co., Ltd., has received
word that his eldest son, after serving
three and a half years in France, has
arrived in London on leave.
The Imperial News Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, have recently added several other
American magazines to their list, including "Physical Culture," "Review of Reviews," "Sporting News," a weekly,
"Etude" and "McClure's."
W. C. Bell, Toronto, who represents
several English book publishing houses,
escaped the "flu" until the latter half
of January, when it kept him confined to
the house for about two weeks. His
friends in the trade were glad to enjoy
his genial greeting when he was able to
be about again.
George
Smithers,
of Macmillan's,
fered a severe
attack
of influenzasufin
January, but is about again and expects
to hit the trail for the West very shortly. No sooner had he got rid of the
"fiu" than it attacked Hugh Eayrs, sales
manager at Macmillan's, and he is still,
unfortunately, unable to be out of doors.
Walter White, who has for several
years been the manager of the Edinburgh House of Oliphants, Ltd., has
been made a director of the firm. He
will be the controller of their binding
works, which trade under the name of
Anderson & Ferrier at 29-37 St. Mary
street, Edinburgh.
The Eversharp Pencil Co., of Chicago,
is starting the year with a wider distribution of pencils among stationers thai)
it has ever before possessed. The liberal
advertising of the company to assist stationers in selling the pencils has proved
very beneficial. During the holidays
many of the pencils were purchased in
stationery stores as 46gifts.

NO ILL EFFECTS

Bob Stead, of the advertising fraternity, and Robert J. C. Stead, author
of "The Cow Puncher," are one and the
same. The Welland "Tribune" recently
took "Bob" to task for pointing out
that a review of "The Cow Puncher"
had not appeared, although a copy of
the novel had been sent to that paper.
The author's reply was another autographed copy of the book with this remark on the fly-leaf: "Here's hoping
you will find time between chasing ads
to read this epistle and suffer no ill
effects.— Bob Stead."
Then came a goodly review in the
"Tribune" beginning with, "We found
time to read the first chapter and took
time to finish the whole book before
laying it down. There were no ill effects." The conclusion of the notice
was as follows: "Having read 'The
Cow Puncher,' we shall be able to 'chase
ads.' with a better spirit, and, we trust,
with more remunerative results."
BRITISH

INDUSTRIES

FAIR

A fair confined to the products of
British manufacturers will be held in
February 24 to March 27 in London,
in the Pennington Street warehouse of
the London docks. This will be the
fourth fair of this type, and only bona
fide trade buyers will be admitted. The
trades represented will be stationery and
paper, printing, glass and pottery, fancy
goods and toys.
APPOINTED

SALES

MANAGER

William Brady has just been appointed
sales manager for McClelland and
Stewart.
CHANGES AT GAGE'S
At the annual meeting of the Board
of Directors of W. J. Gage & Co., Ltd.,
Sir William Gage resigned the presidency to become chairman of the Board,
and W. P. Gundy was elected president;
H. H. Love, vice-president; A. G. Parker,
secretary-treasurer, and H. F. B. Kent,
assistant general manager.
Sir William Gage has resigned the
presidency of the Kinleith Paper Mills,
Ltd., becoming chairman of the Board
of Directors. He is succeeded as president by W. P. Gundy, while H. F. B.
Kent becomes vice-president and managing director, and Geo. Jefferson, secretary-treasurer.
RECORD

OF BRITISH

NAVY

"The Record of the British Navy in
the Great War," by Archibald Hurd and
H. H. Bashford, is a most important announcement for early publication. It will
provide a comprehensive account of the
battles fought, of the blockades, and the
general work of protection of the Allied
countries afforded during the four years
of war by the indomitable British Navy.
Here is a book for which lists for advance sales might well be opened by
booksellers.

WANT
COPYRIGHT
PROTECTION
A movement has been started by a
number of lyric writers and composers,
who have organized the Authors' and
Composers' Association of Canada, to
secure the passage of a new Copyright
Act.
Canada, as part of the British Dominions, was bound by the Berne Convention
of 1887, but when this was revised and
enlarged by the Berlin Convention of
1908 it was arranged that the Imperial
Government should not ratify it on behalf of a self-governing Dominion until
the assent of the latter was obtained.
The British Parliament then passed the
British Copyright Act of 1911, but this
does not apply to Canada. Hon. Sydney
Fisher introduced into the House of
Commons that year a bill to embody
the provisions of the British Act of 1911,
but owing to the change of Government
it was never passed.
Our copyright laws are therefore very
much out of date. The author of a
Canadian book cannot prevent moving
picture companies from reproducing his
ideas without payment of royalty.
Phonograph companies and player roll
manufacturers are reproducing songs by
Canadian writers without the payment
of any royalty whatever, whereas the
American Act of 1909 calls for the payment of 2c per record or roll to the
owner of the copyright, and the British
Act of 1911 the payment of 5 per cent,
of the retail price. Moreover, the United
States music publishers are now refusing to consider a song by a Canadian
writer on account of the fact that they
cannot collect any mechanical royalties
under their Copyright Act, because
Canada, of course, has no such provision
in her Act. It happens that most of the
patriotic songs popular during the war
were written by Canadians, and they do
not altogether subscribe to the belief
of a very wise man "that if a man were
permitted to make all the ballads he
need not care who should make the laws
of a nation." The Association feels that
the Government at the coming session
should adopt the British Copyright Act
of 1911 in order to prevent the abuses
under which they suffer and to counteract conditions which tend to drive Canadian authors and composers to the
United States, where they can secure
work.— '
for their
protection
"Thy Son Liveth," a book of consolation of the "Life after Death" type, is
to be brought out in a Canadian edition.

Here are some statistics furnished to
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER by
Dr. Locke, secretary of the Toronto
Public Library:
Use of books in 1918— College, 203,946; Reference, 166,974; Dovercourt,
139,256; Riverdale, 125,996; High Park,
96,350; Beaches, 84,430; Church, 84,108;
Western, 59,856; Yorkville, 56,128;
Queen & Lisgar, 54,862; Wychwood,
54,367; Earlscourt, 53,872; Deer Park,
5i,976; Northern, 29,955; Eastern,
16,341.
Altogether 1,279,417 books were used.
The influenza decreased our circulation
by 100,000.
Boys and girls used 347,510 books,
and in eight children's rooms 359,122
children were present during the year.
The Beaches reports 1,000 more of fiction than High Park, but the latter reports 3,200 more of non-fiction and
^,000 more children's books.
College Street should be the great fiction centre for it gets all the new books,
hut fiction returns are 90,000, while the
rest of the books show 113,000.
Riverdale and Deer Park show large
increases in children's books notwithstanding the influenza.
Deer Park shows highest proportion
ot fiction.
The number of books in foreign languages was only 5,351.
Large increase in the use of books of
poetry and drama.
A decided decrease in the use of books
on the Great War.
BINDLE

AGAIN

If anything "The Adventures of
Bindle" is better than the original
Bindle with which Herbert Jenkins so
captured the hearts of many thousands
of readers on both sides of the Atlantic.
The new volume is published by Gordon
&z Gotch, Toronto.
There is a most attractive jacket with
a picture in colors of Bindle himself in
his striped sport cap, with its peak tilted
down toward a most humorously expressive half-closed eye.
One must go back to Dickens and the
sundry associates of the Pickwickians
to find characters truer to the Cockney
type, but Bindle, of course, belongs to
the ultra modern school — quite different
from the Dickensian mid-Victorians.
Bindle is as sharp as a steel trap, wittv.
humorous and has a philosophy all his
own. Every reader's heart goes out to
Bindle, and the more one gets to know
him the stronger becomes the desire for
continued acquaintance.
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BEST

SELLING

BOOKS

IN CANADA

Fiction
1- Dere Mablc
2 — Four Horsemen
of the
Apoclypse
3 — Joan
and
Peter
J -Cow Puncher
5 — Daughter of the La'nd
6— Golden
Bough
Non-Fiction
1—
2—
3—
1—
5—
6—

Streeter

HO

Ibanez 76
Wells 44
Stead 42
Porter 40
Gibbs 3 i

Three Times
and Out
McClung 32
A Minstrel in France
Lauder 24
The
Chasm
Moore 20
Winged
Warfare
. .
Bishop Id
Industry and Humanity
King 16
Canada's
Day of Glory .. .McKenzie 14

BEST

SELLING

BOOKS

IN

THE

U.S.

compiled
1(As
— Dere
Mable by Baker & TaVlor'e Bulletin)
Streeter
2 — Shavings
-.
Lincoln
3— Four Horsemen of the Apoclypse. Ibatiez
I -Tne Magnificent Ambersons. . TarRingtrn
5 —Joan
and Peter
Wells
6- Tarzan nnd the Jewels of
Opar
7— Out of the Silences
S— A Minstrel in France. . .
9— The Amazing Interlude
10— The
Rough
Road

BOOK
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JOKES

In the book trade many of the standard jokesinarethebuilt
around
customers'
mistakes
titles
of books.
Of
course, booksellers themselves sometimes err or disclose faulty judgment, a.-=
illustrated by the hoary story of the
clerk who directed an enquirer for
Lamb's Tales to a butcher shop. It is
the unusual title that serves as the
theme for elaborate variations, thus
Mrs. Untermeyer's "Growing Pains" appeared on an order the other day as
"Blowing Pains." And in another shop
a customer was astonished at the look
of indignation that appeared on the face
of a sweet looking girl in charge of the
poetry section, when he asked mildly,
"Have you 'Growing Pains?'" Frequently titles are deliberately distorted,
but in few instances has it been done to
such good effect as in the case of Thorstein Veblen's new book, "The Higher
Learning
in America,"
Beard headed
his review when
of thisProfessor
volume,
"The Hire Learning," thus sounding
the keynote of the work. In connection
with Veblen's titles, the author himself
tells with a chuckle of his friends, who
insist upon referring to his "The Nature
of Peace" as "your 'nature' book."
Petrograd is the scene of Hugh Walpole's new novel, "The Secret City," in
which he again turns to literary account
some of his experiences and impressions
while serving with the Red Cross in
Russia.

Selling Point Digest of Timely Books
new1 too^aTephow«TbJtdL7Ul'befoaie^e

trade the possibilities that are open to them in
developing sales of sta'ndard books that are particularly timely, as well as the latest publications.

There is more money for dealers
in selling well-advertised products,
\\ hether such products be pins or pianos,
foods or fads, fashions or fiction. Why?
Because you have less resistance to overcome in the minds of prospective customers in that the advertising has put
them in a favorable mood to entertain
the idea of buying what you are trying
to sell. In fact it is frequently the case
that they have been half or nearly fully
sold by the advertising before you even
begin to talk to them;
For instance, booksellers are reminded
in small advertisements appearing each
month in BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER of three different lines of standard sex and health books, each line of
\hich are extensively advertised to the
general public. Many booksellers who
have noticed the helpful influence of
this general publicity, have taken a
special interest in pushing their sale
with amazingly satisfactory results. They
found that in doing so they were cultivating an exceedingly fertile field, made
so by the extensive general advertising referred to. These are considerations which no bookseller should neglect,
and from time to time they will be posted along these lines in this department
of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
to help them with different lines of
books.
PSYCHICAL BOOKS
In this connection it is most appropriate to refer to the great prominence
which has been given to Dr. Watson's remarkable book, "The Twentieth Plane"
in the news columns of the Toronto press
and other newspapers. It created a
veritable sensation, and it is no exaggeration that as a result "everybody in Toronto was talking about this book." This
is a most notable example of the power
of publicity, and its effectiveness in helping sales. The articles in the newspapers
and the resultant discussion created an
enormous demand for this book, and some
of the more alert booksellers were not
slow to take advantage of this circumstance by putting in special window displays and otherwise advertising the book
so as to direct prospective purchasers to
their stores. There are many other
books on similar subjects, notably "Raymond," and "Christopher," by Sir Oliver
Lodge, and the novels by "Patience
WoHh," advertised as having; been dictated by the medium of the ouija board.
Booksellers who have not already done
so should specialize most aggressively
in pushing the sale of all such books
because this is a big harvest time for
such sales, and this will probably be true
for months to come.

SEQUEL TO DERE MABLE
A unique record as a best seller was
established in 1918 by "Dere Mable," and

Tips For Booksellers About New Volumes and Standard Works
the coining of further love letters by the
same "rookie," entitled, "That's Me All
Over, Mable," should be an inspiration
to booksellers because it stands to reason
in view of the extraordinary hit made by
the first volume, that the many thousands who so enjoyed it are going to enthusiastically welcome the new volume,
and the booksellers should not lose sight
oi the fact that this is at the same time
going to create additional demands for
the first volume as well.
BOOKS BY IBANEZ
Another of the really big sensations of
the 1918 fall publishing season was the
appearance of "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse," by the Spanish author.
Ibanez, which went to nearly sixty editions in a remarkably short time in the
United States, but which is only now
really coming into its own in the Canadian trade. A new book by this author
is about to come. Its title is "The
Cabin," and in view of the complete
arrival of his other book .this new one
will be sure to be well received, especial1\ if booksellers are alive to the situation.
FIGHTING THE HUN
A new book of the war which has
special Canadian significance is the record of three-and-a-half years' experiences at the front with the Royal Canadian Dragoons, of Sergt. -Major William
R Jones, a volunteer from the United
States. Its title is, "Fighting the Huns
From Saddle and Trench." The narrative
is related in a most interesting manner,
the natural and ready wit of the author
greatly relieving the effect of the
horrors which are necessarily detailed.
It is an illustrated volume. The fact
that it is the story of a United States
fighter with a Canadian force is one that
should be played up by booksellers in exploiting this volume in their sales efforts.
A SIR

RIDER

HAGGARD

WINDOW

In his new novel, "Moon of Israel,"
Sir Rider Haggard tells the story of the
Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, as
it might have appeared to an Egyptian,
Ana, who took a leading part in the
circumstances which surrounded that
tremendous event.
The lines of the Old

Testament narative are followed closely,
but the narrator, the scribe and novelist.
Anana, or Ana as he is here called,
naturally puts his own interpretation
upon some of these happenings. To him
they seem to represent a war between
the God of Israel and the gods of the
Egyptians, of whom Amon, or Amen,
was t>he chief, as indeed they did according to the Bible. It remains to be
added that Anana or Ana really lived in
the time of Seti II, and was the author,
among other romances, of the famous
"Tale of the Two Brothers."
The period is that which is generally
accepted as the date of Exodus, at or
about the end of the reign of Pharaoh
Meneptah, the son of Rameses the Great,
and it is based on the theory which the
late Sir Gaston Maspero informed its
writer he considered quite probable, that
the usurper, Amenmeses, immediately
succeeded Meneptah and was the actual
Pharaoh of the Exodus. The love interest in the tale is furnished by its
heroine, a Hebrew lady named Merapi,
Moon of Israel.
Booksellers, in displaying and advertising this book should also feature reprints and cheaper editions of all of this
noted novelist's other books. A most
effective Rider Haggard window could
be devised, thus giving the filip to the
sales of all of his books, besides increasing the interest in this latest of Sir
Rider's novels.
ITALIAN NAVAL POWER
An interesting book which has just
come from Constables, of London, is,
"Italian Naval Power in the Great War,"
by the well known naval authority,
Archibald Hurd. The writer goes back
into history into the middle of the last
century, which saw the rise of the Italian
nation as it is now constituted. He then
takes up the origin and the collapse of
the Triple Alliance and proceeds to deal
with the modern . Italian navy, with
special reference to the part it played
in the Great War. Booksellers would
do well to have a special shelf of books
on naval subjects, especially those having real significance in connection with
the Great War.
THE NEW STATE
Another work similar in scope to
Mackenzie King's "Industry and Humanity" is M. P. Follett's "The NewState, " which deals with group organization as the solution of popular Government. The most striking characteristic of present political theory is its
taction against the state. The most
salient political fact to-day is the increasing amount and power of grouplife — trade-unions, professional societies,
citizens' leaeues, neighborhood associations, etc. The most pressing political
problem is the relation
of all these

BOOKSELLER
groups to one another and to the state.
All this indicates a new state. This
book seeks to find the essential principles which shall underlie the new state
through an analysis of the psychological
basis of group organization.
The members of the trade will find
that the great interest in this subject,
evidenced by the good reception of "Industry and Humanity," will enable them
to sell other books of the same character.
CHANCE

FOR

FOLLOW-UP

SALES

A novel which is a reply to Waugh's
"Loom of Youth" is to come shortly, being the work of Martin Browne. Its
title is, "A Dream of Youth." Not only
should booksellers be able to interest,
with this new book, those to whom they
sold "The Loom of Youth," but new sales
of both novels should result from featuring this new book.
MARIAN

KEITH

"In Orchard Glen," by Marian Keith,
who won her way so well with Duncan
Polite and her subsequent novels, is another idyll of the Scotch folk of Ontario.
It presents a most entertaining love
story of the two "ugly ducklings" of the
village where the greater part of the
action of the story takes place, and with
it is provided a fund of whimsical humor,
vivid drama, and characterization of distinctly high order, the spirit of wartime Canada furnishing a strong background. Here is another instance where
booksellers have an opportunity for
specialization whereby they may develop sales for this author's previous
books as well as this new one. Marian
Keith has a place all her own in Canadian fiction and there will be a natural
demand for all her books, but the trade
can greatly augment this by good persistent bookselling effort.
LYRICS

FOR MUSIC

The melodic quality of Irene McLeod's
poetry appeals instantly to composers. It
is too soon for musicians to have used
any of the lyrics in her new volume,
"Before Dawn," but they have drawn
on the treasury that "Songs to Save a
Soul" and "Swords for Life" represent.
Among composers who have recently
supplied musical settings for Miss McLeod's poetry are Sidney Homer and
Cecil Forsyth.
1?19 CENTENARIES
This year's centenaries include James
Russell Lowell, Charles Kingsley, and
Walt Whitman. The commemoration of
these literary celebrities will give booksellers an opportunity for creating a big
revival in the sale of their books. This
is also the centenary year of the late
Queen Victoria, which is also of literary
significance.
ECONOMY

OF THE

WAR

"The Romance of the Food Administration," by F. C. Wallcott is an important new book which deals with the
great work done by Hoover, the U. S.
food controller. Another new issue of
importance to economists is Clarence
W. Barron's "War Finance."

AND

STATIONER

THE SAME OLD BILL
Thousands of Canadian readers who
read "Dere Mable," as witness its position as the best selling book in Canada
for the past three months, will welcome
the sequel, "That's Me All Over, Mable,"
which has just been published by-Briggs.
There is the same uproarious humor and,
with the same elements that made the
first book such an outstanding success,
the new volume should score a similar
hit. Interest is added by the fact that a
third book to be entitled "Dere Bill:
Mable's Love Letters to Her Rookie," is
now in active preparation.
WHO

CARES?

Cosmo Hamilton's new book is characterized as being a novel of rebellious
youth. It's title is "Who Cares?" It
deals with a boy and girl, high spirited,
healthy, normal, vital and imaginative,
flung suddenly upon their own resources,
buying their own experiences, opening
the secrets and the seriousness of life
themselves without guidance, and coming out of a great adventure hurt and
with the price to pay, but not damaged
because of the inherent sense of cleanliness which belongs to both.
Handling this difficult and hitherto unattempted theme in an accomplished
manner, the author of "The Blindness of
Virtue" and "Scandal" has told a story
of surpassing human interest and movement.
JAVA

HEAD

Joseph Hergesheimer, author of "The
Three Black Pennys," has written a new
novel of the American merchant marine
at the beginning of the great clipper
ship era. It is laid in Salem, when that
city was still a port rich with the traffic
of the East Indies; a story of choleric
ship masters, charming girls, and an
aristocratic Manchu woman in carmine
and jades and crusted gold. There is a
drama as secret and poisonous as opium,
lovely old gardens with lilac trees and
green lattices, and elm-shaded streets
ending at the harbor with the brigs unloading ivory from Africa and the ships
crowding on their topsails for Canton.
U is a romantic novel — and yet true —
rather than a study of drab manners;
there is no purpose in it other than the
pleasure to be found in the spectacle of
life supported by high courage and made
beautiful by women in peacock shawls.
The title is "Java Head."
KIDDIES
J. J. Bell, who gave us "Wee MacGreegor," is entitled to a lot of thanks for
another delectable volume entitled
"Kiddies," in which the small boy and
his mischief are portrayed as an entertainment for his elders. The wee Scotch
and English laddies whose stories are
here related are examples of that perfection of conduct which is noticeable in
"Weeans" the world over. "Wee Macgreegor" and the other heroes of the narratives keep the reader in an enjoyable
state half-way between laughter and
tears.
This book has just been published by
the Copp, Clark Co. 49

MARY
OLIVIER
Among the big things to coine this
season is a novel by May Sinclair, to be
entitled, "Mary Olivier." This author
scored so tremendously with "The Tree
of Heaven" that a big call for this new
work of hers may confidently be anticipated by booksellers.
NEW AND FORTHCOMING
• "Clemenceau, the Man and His Times"
is to come shortly.
A new edition of "The Canadian
Lawyer" is to come.
"The Roll Call," Arnold Bennett's new
book, appears this month.
An important February issue is Hugh
Walpole's novel, "The Secret City."
Robert Norwood's new book, "The
Man of Kerioth," is to appear shortly.
B. M. Bower is to the fore with another new novel, "The Thunder Bird."
"The Curious Quest," the new Oppenheim novel, is in this author's best vein.
"The Avalanche " is the title of Gertrude Atherton's new novel of the Great
War.

"Rules of Order," by' Bourinot, in a
new edition, is down for early publication.
In March will apear "The Boy Scout
Handbook," Canada, official and authorized.
Leslie Homer has compiled a volume
of "Fifty Famous Canadian Stories."
The book is almost ready.
Ralph Connor's "Sky Pilot in No
Man's Land," postponed from the late
autumn, is to appear this month.
"Hospital Love Stories," by Mary
Roberts Rinehart, is an interesting announcement for early publication.
New issues to come in the Thornton
Burgess Bedtime Stories are, "Bob
White," and '01' Mistah Buzzard."
Irvin Cobb's, "Eating in Two or Three
Languages," is a new volume similar in
size to his "Speaking of Operations."
"Across the Years; Reminiscences
Political and Personal," by Sir John
Willison, is an important new book nearly ready.
"The Navy in Battle," by Arthur
Pollen, is a $2.50 book that should fill
a big place in bookselling this season,
as also should the same author's "The
Future of Sea Power."
NO LICENSES REQUIRED
For some time it has been an understanding that licenses would be freelygranted to import greeting cards from
Britain and the United States, and the
issuing of licenses has been simply a
matter of form, although taking up considerable time and thereby inconveniencing all concerned. Word has nowcome that licenses are no longer necessary, which means that the embargo on
greeting cards and similar goods affected is completely lifted. This will be good
news to the retailers, who have from
time to time been put to the inconvenience of having to obtain licenses to
bring in shipments.

H 0 0 K SK L L E R
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NEW
EDITION OF KING'S BOOK
Following two editions of Hon. Mackenzie King's great book, "Industry and
Humanity," comes the announcement of
a special Canadian edition at $2.

"The Wine of Astonishment." The
tense human appeal of the problem
such that booksellers will find that
many cases they will need only to
troduce the book to make a sale.

CAESAR
OR NOTHING
Another famous Spanish novelist, Pio
Barajo, is to be introduced to American
leaders with a translation of his most

THE CUP
Among
"The Cup
This is a

noted novel, "Caesar or Nothing."

ENGLAND IN THE WAR PERIOD
A novel is to come this season from
the English author, W. L. George. The
title is yet to be chosen. It deals with
England socially, in the war period.

SAINT'S PROGRESS
John Galsworthy has produced a new
story with the Great War as a background in his "Saint's Progress," about
to appear. The chief characters are two
women.
LEA COCK
Stephen Leacock's new humorous book
is a satiric vision of the Hohenzollerns
and the Hapsburgs coming to America as
emigrants to earn their own livings.
Needless to say the humorist provides
the reader with a great fund of mirth,
and booksellers will undoubtedly find
this to be a ready seller.

THE

WAY

inis
in
in-

OF FURY
the new spring novels will be
of Fury," by Rupert Hughes.
political novel.

OF

MAN

Woman's economic independence is the
theme of Thomas Dixon's new novel, to
be entitled, "The Way of Man."
HISTORY OF THE WAR
Francis A. March has written a comprehensive "History of the World War"
which is about to be published in a $3.25

"The Life of Theodore Roosevelt," by
William Draper Lewis, just issued, has
an introduction by ex-President Taft.
This is a $2.25 volume.
"Theodore Roosevelt: The Logic of His
Career," by Charles G. Washburn, is being brought out in a Canadian edition
at $1.65.

MAETERLINCK'S
NEW
PLAY
Belgian and German character brought
into contrast will prove a source of
ydded interest in Maeterlinck's new play,
"The Burgomaster of Stilemonde." The
book is down for early publication.
IBANEZ

AGAIN

"Mare Nostrum" (Our Sea) is the title
of the new novel by Ibanez, the author
of "The Four Horsemen of the Apoca'ypse."
shortly. The new book will appear very
WHICH?
Jim Clarke, a young; lawyer, is engaged to a splendid girl, but his worldly
lesources do not measure up to the requirements of her family. So she is
induced to marry a more acceptable
suitor — a "marriage of friendship," she
calls it, in which love has no pl'ice. Can
she forget — or even ignore, her real
lover? Should she? This is the theme
of Mary Hastings Bradley's new novel,

SERVICE

NOVEL

The many readers of "Limpy" will
welcome the same author's new novel,
"The Apartment Next Door," soon to
appear. Advance reports have it that
with this new story Mr. Johnston has
done something even better than
"Limpy." It deals with an altogether
different theme, being a story of the
U.S. Secret Service, and of the ingenious methods of German plotters, together with the clever ways in which
they were thwarted.

Agnes and Egerton Castle's "Minniglen," a Copp, Clark Co. issue, is a
novel of the wild Cameron country of
Scotland with transfers in scene to London. It sets forth the complicated love
story of Anne Joceylyn, a spirited English society girl, and Allan McClung, the
young laird of Minniglen. There is a
wealth of incident, including the adventure of a girl lost in the northern mist,
the gay frivolities of a Scottish houseparty and exciting scenes among London suffragettes.

BOOKS

THE ANCIENT
GRUDGE
Owen Wister has written a book which
will pique the interest of Canadian
loaders in a very particular manner, as
it deals with anti-British prejudice in
the United States.

SECRET

MINNIGLEN

WAR'S SOLE CAUSE
Significance is lent Andre Cheradane's
new book by reason of its title: "The
Soie Cause of the War" which booksellers will doubtless find a great promoter of snles for this book.
ROOSEVELT

The tale is of a man who wishes to
fight for his country, but who is bound
by a promise he cannot in honor break
— that's Derry. A girl who, because
she loves him, shares his humiliation and
suffering, and helps him to win through
— that's Jean. These two and others are
caught in great world currents, trying
with sacrifice to preserve what they hold
dear and do their duty with loyal service.

E.

PHILLIPS

OPPENHEIM

Whoso new novel is "The Curious Quest," has just
appeared.

edition. It includes "Canada's Part in
the War," by Col. George G. Nasmith,
C.M.G., M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc. Written
frankly from the viewpoint of the Allies,
this book visualizes the bloodiest and
most destructive conflict of all ages,
from its remote causes to its glorious
conclusion and beneficent results.
DAWN
Eleanor Porter's new story, "Dawn"
to come soon, is a tale of a blind boy
who achieves self-mastery and success
and then devotes his life to th« service
of soldiers blinded in the war.
THE

TIN SOLDIER

Temple Bailey's new story "The Tin
Soldier," published by The Copp, Clark
Co., is a picture of America going into
the world war with bravely smiling
countenance, sure of the ultimate victory
and final happiness to be brought about
by the justice of the cause espoused.
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A NEW DICTIONARY
"Webster's New Handy Dictionary," in
a 32c-edition of handy size, suitable;
for the pocket and also most adaptable
for use by stenographers and school
pupils, has just been put out by the
Copp, Clark Co. It is a clear-type dictionary and is thoroughly up-to-date as
indicated by the fact that "camouflage"
and other strictly new "English" words
are in it. It is a worthy addition to
staples of booksellers.
GUIDE TO ONTARIO LAWS
Mrs. Edith Hollington Lang, B.A., of
Toronto, has done the average man and
woman of the Province of Ontario a
real serviced compiling a "Handy Guide
to the Laws of Ontario," a book of 110
pages published by The Copp, Clark Co.
It is a book of interest to social workers, and to all desiring information on
the laws regarding the common affairs
of every-day life.
The following is a list of the chapter
headings— The Franchise Acts, Laws Relating to Children, Husband and Wife,
The Criminal Code, Laws Relating to
Public Health, Liquor and Cigarettes,
Laws Relating to Persons Va Industry,
Laws Relating to Municipal Affairs,
Education, The Prison System, Wills,
etc., Laws Relating to Property, Landlord and Tenant, Laws Relating to the
Public Lands, Miscellaneous, The Administration of the Law.

Why Books Have Increased So Greatly
In the January issue information was given
about the sharp advance in book prices indicated by advice from leading U. S. publishers.
Now follow some of the reasons for the advances.

Something About the Trade Conditions That Have Boosted the
Cost of Production

h
SOMETHING was said last mont
about the big increase in the price
of books in the United States becoming effective with the beginning of
1919, an increase that will average over
25 per cent. The "Bookseller's Turnover" gives some statistics of the book
publishing trade, increased costs of raw
materials, and of labor. Here is the
array of cost increases since 1914:
Per cent
Book cloth
100
Cloth board
over
100
Super (gauze)
300
30-35
Labor
Glue
100
3J/2-10c
(white)
paper
End sheet
These figures, it should be explained,
were given in round numbers, and represent spur-of-the-moment responses to the
interviewer's question rather than any
attempt at minute accuracy; they may
be accepted without question, however,
as reflecting the situation with substantial accuracy.
The greatest increases in labor costs
have taken place during the last year,
one jump dating back to December, 1917,
the other to this past September. Indeed,
so great were the advances forced by
the printing trades unions during the
latter month that large printing establishments have one by one raised their
prices 20 to 25 per cent., even to their
old customers.
As for leather, the advance in raw
material has been even greater in proportion than in the case of cloth. For
instance, the grade known as plain buffing was 8V3 cents of foot four years ago
— now it is over 20 cents.
The paper trade reveals a similar condition of affairs. According to a representative of the J. W. Butler Paper
Company, of Chicago, paper of any grade
which, roughly speaking, cost 5 cents in
1914, costs 11 cents now, and in some
lines there have been repeated advances
within the last few months — with no indication of any material recessions for
a lone time to come, and even with the
possibility of still more altitudinous
figures before we are through with the
effects of the war.
The following- figures represent increases in the past four years in other
incidentals entering into book manufacture:
Per cent.

Is it any wonder, in view of such augmented costs all up and down the long
line, that publishers have been obliged
at last to raise their list prices? Indeed, is it not rather a source of wonder
that they have been willing or able to
sit tight so long, and that now their advances (which are still occurring and
may continue to be looked for until manufacturing costs begin to swing the other
way) have been so modest in comparison ?

Paper
50-100
Inks (average)
50
Inks, colored
as high as 200-300
Electrotype metal
30
Linotvpe metal
70
Gasoline
60
Wipers (waste)
150
Rollers
100
Wire for stitching
40
Lubricating oil
40

BUCHAN'S

WAR

HISTORY

The 20th volume of "Nelson's History
of the War," by John Buchan, came last
r-onth. It deals with the summer campaign of 1917. With the conclusion of
the war it should appeal to all booksellers that they can now, by a genuine
effort, makes sales of the complete series
to quite a number of the regular book
buyers among their customers. The
idea will appeal to substantial citizens
who have not already bought these books
as they appeared. Some live booksellers
have had regular sales, in some cases as
high as fifty copies a month, to customers who subscribed at the beginning
to have the local bookseller supply them
with the issues of this war history as
they appeared.
5.000 FACTS
The 1919 edition of "5,000 Facts About
Canada" is out, and is meeting with an
active sale. Its compiler, Frank Yeigh,
has again brought within small compass
a wealth of data regarding the Dominion,
put in concrete form and quicklv accessible. The compilation of Canadian and
British war facts is a new feature.
LOANS

AND

DISCOUNTS

In Shaw's Banking Series, a recent
issue is "Loans and Discounts," presenting proved methods that build business,
tested time-saving systems and records
tor loans of every sort, lending to farmers, and how to increase earnings. From
the standpoint of the banker, loans and
discounts, large or small, are of vitai
importance.
The granting of a "safe" loan spells
profit. Yet the mere fact that it is
"safe" does not satisfy the progressive
banker. How can it be handled thoroughly— yet inexpensively — and in the quickest possible time? Just such questions
as these are answered in this volume.
It tells how to simplify the necessary
routine work — gives a clear-cut description of tested methods for handling all
types of loans — answers many of the
most imnortant problems of this department of banking.
51

TAKE OVER CASSELL LINE
With the return of Mr. McClelland, of
McClelland & Stewart Ltd., from a trip
to England, came the announcement last
month of the taking over by this firm
of the Canadian business of the House
of Cassell. The accession of the Cassell
line is an obviously advantageous one
for this enterprising house. The Cassell
publications are most extensive, and
they circulate largely throughout the
English speaking world. Notable among
their publications is that prime favorite,
"Chums," the annual which holds the
record as being the best selling of all
pnnuals. The Cassell dictionaries constitute an important branch of the line
as to their gardening books.
Among the other firms now represented for Canada by McClelland & Stewart
Ltd., are the Century Co., Geo. H. Doran
Co., Norman W. Henley Co., Theo Audel
Co., The Ronald Press Co., all of New
York; Henry Altemus Co., of Philadelphia; Whitman Publishing Co., Racine,
Wisconsin, and the Cambridge Bible and
Prayer Book line is controlled for Canada.
Mr. Boyd, who has been manager of
Cassell & Co.'s Canadian house, joins the
McClelland & Stewart staff to have
special charge of the Cassell publications.
Mr. Stewart will cover Toronto, Montreal, and Ottawa, while the other members of the travelling staff this year will
be W. J. Brady, the West and Western
Ontario; Chas. J. Cranfield, Northern
Ontario and the West; Joseph H. Jeffries,
Eastern Ontario, the Maritime Provinces
and Newfoundland, and Norman B.
Knowles, Ontario.
In the middle of March, McClelland &
Stewart, Ltd., will move from their present quarters at 266 King Street West
to 215-219 Victoria Street, where they
will occupy two floors, giving them more
than double their present space. They
have for some time been cramped in their
piesent quarters and with the addition
of the Cassell line this move to larger
quarters became imperative.
A

NEW
PARKER
NOVEL
Sir Gilbert Parker has written a new
novel of the Canadian West entitled,
"Wild Youth and Another." This is to
appear in the early spring. The coming of a novel by this premier Canadian
novelist is always a Canadian literary
event of the first magnitude, and natura'y creates
enthusiasm on the part of
retail
booksellers.
"The Mary Frances Knitting Book,"
which was to have come in the autumn,
but which had to be postponed, has at
last appeared.

More About the 1919 Trade Outlook
The drastic increases in book prices ce
create a problem, but the general feeling
the outlook
is for another
good
yea'r's trade.
There is little or no indication of lower prices in
stationery lines.

£*&£

What

About Library Trade?
Toronto Jan. 24th, 1919.
Editor, BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER:
You have asked for a 1919 forecast.
All the "sure enough" prophets are now
dead, and it is a brave man who attempts prophecy, but here are a few
rambling suggestions.
The greatest foe to continued prosperity in Canada is the merchant who
sits waiting for "prices to come down."
Christmas, 1918, was admittedly a record breaker for Canadian booksellers.
Prices were certainly high. There never
was a time of such sluggish movement
in the book trade as in the old days of
low prices.
If we wish to invite "hard times" let
us pass around the word that "prices are
coming down" and fold our hands in anticipation as if this lower level of prices
would in some mysterious manner be a
help to us.
Prosperity came and found most of us
waiting around and watching through
''the window, individually we cannot claim
any credit for its coming, but individually we can contribute to prolong its
stay.
One lesson the war has surely taught
is the enormous importance of co-operation. Depression may come, but if the
bookseller and publisher work together
to the fullest possible extent, the printed
page in its many forms will continue to
furnish a competency, and no vendor of
books ever hopes for more. Easier
would it be for the camel to lose its
hump than for the bookseller to become
wealthy in his profession.
But Oh! You booksellers in city and
town, why in so many instances do you
neglect local library trade? Think it
over!
Yours very truly,
S. B. GUNDY.
Carry Ample Stock
Toronto, Jan. 23, 1919.
Editor, BOOKSELLER
AND
STATIONER:
Put me down among the optimists.
Last year ended most satisfactorily, and
1919 is opening up very well indeed. So
f.,.. ..„ t r,^n jud?:e the outlook for the
coming year is that it will be one of the
best book years I have known. The
people have money to spend and the
bookseller is bound to get his share as
well as the moving picture show, the
theatre, or anyone else. My advice to
the bookseller is, while of course exercising due judgment in his buying, to have
plenty of stock of the good things.
Every live bookseller knows that a sale
lost by a book being out of stock, is so
much profit lost on his day's business.
In reference to increased book costs, I

Representative Members
of the
Trade,
Express
Their
ViewsWholesale and Retail,
do not think there is any reason to be
pessimistic. The working man and
woman is everywhere receiving increased
wages, and in consequences both raw
material and finished product are costing
more than ever before. But people of
all classes everywhere in Canada are
earning larger salaries than every before, and are accustomed to paying
higher prices for what they buy than
ever before. It would be unreasonable,
and Canadians are not unreasonable, to
expect books to be cheap, while food and
other necessaries remain dear. The
higher price for books is part of a condition which exists at the present time and
is not likely to alter for some time to
come, and when the change does come,
if ever, it will come gradually. Therefore, in my opinion, the bookseller should
not starve his business by buying from
hand to mouth, but should carry on his
shelves and counters a sufficient bookstock to meet the needs
of his
customers.
Yours
truly,
W. COPP,
Vite-Pres. The Copp, Clark Co., Ltd.
Prices More Likely to Advance
Editor, BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER:
?
Philadelphia, January 20, 1919.
Regarding the outlook for 1919 we do
expect a considerable increase in our
volume of orders for this year, all tendencies pointing that way.
We might state, however, that both
dealers and jobbers are holding off and
are purchasing only for present requirements' due to the expected deflation of
prices. Inasmuch as the United States
Government has guaranteed the price of
$2.40 per bushel to our farmers for
wheat, as long as wheat continues to
be sold at such a figure, there is verylittle possibility, to my mind, of any
great decrease in the cost of other commodities. Ido not look for any material decrease in the cost of production
during the next eighteen months.
Labor is rather unsettled — is demanding higher wages and shorter hours —
and industrial conditions for 1919 and
early in 1920 are goin? to be rather pre-
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carious. The fact of the matter is, in
going into the market recently to make
a purchase of raw material, we found
that in most cases the prices have advanced since our last purchase, and if
there is any change to my mind it will
be rather in the nature of an advance
than a decline.
However, we feel that the 1919 business is bound to be good, owing to the
tremendous demands for both labor and
material for reconstruction work in the
devastated regions of Europe. There are
a great many soldiers returning home
from the campaign who are looking for
jobs, but there are also large numbers
of men going to European countries
She United States now more than ever
do not consider "foreign" — our trade in
every province is increasing by leaps
and bounds. Our Mr. Riedell has just
returned from a Canadian trip which
was by far his most successful, measured
by sales. He is enthusiastic as to the
business outlook there. We wish the
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER and
our many Canadian friends the best of
prosperity in 1919.

WELDON

ROBERTS

RUBBER

CO.

A Good Motto for 1919
Toronto, Jan. 25, 1919.
Editor, Booksellor and Stationer:
You have asked for opinions and forecasts as to probable business conditions
for 1919. We are optimistic first, last,
and all the time, and believe that 1919
will be a better year for booksellers than
1918, record year that it was.
The history of publishing and bookselling shows that, following every war
there has been a wonderful increase in
the production of literature, resulting in
good business for the bookseller and the
Our motto for 1919 is to sell two books
publisher.
where we sold one last year, and we
hold no copyright on the slogan, so
dealers, take it uo and blazon it forth:
Two books in 1919 for one in 1918! Let's
all say we will do it. Good business, eh?
You bet!
The dealer who waits for prices to
come down will not make the grade required by that "double up" slogan, and
will wake up only to find that his competitors have the goods — and the business.
The price of wheat is high and will
remain high and so will all other foodstuffs, and the workers will be working
shorter hours and earning more money.
We are not prophets, but think this will
be the way of things for 1919.
When in England late in December, I
found the bookselling trade there
buoyant and full of "pep" for 1919.

john McClelland.

Pres. McClelland & Stewart, Ltd.

BOOKSELLER
Must Buy Now
One prominent member of the trade,
who has an aversion to publicity for himself, but who yet approved the action of
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER in
thus discussing the question of prices
and presenting facts and arguments,
giving the retailers a line on the proper
attitude to adopt toward the coming
days, laid emphasis in his remarks on
the futile attitude of some retailers in
holding back orders in the expectation
of getting lower prices. The depleted
condition of stocks generally, both
wholesale and retail, was sufficient evidence to convince any member of the
trade that immediate buying must proceed, thus necessitating, without any cessation whatever, the manufacture of the
goods to supply this urgent demand.
As all raw materials are still at their
war-time levels, the goods which are now
being manufactured must necessarily be
sold at the prices that have been prevailing rather than at a lower level. If the
manufacturers were enabled to buy the
material from which their merchandise is
manufactured at lower prices, there
would be some ground for looking for
lower prices immediately, but as every thine that is now being turned out is being manufactured from the old, high-cost
stock, the products themselves will naturally remain at old quotations.
Because of the depleted stocks in all
the stores of the country there must be
an unusual amount of activity just at
present. In other words, there must be
considerable buying. No dealer will be
able to hold off with the intent of buying later at lower prices — the goods
must be had now — and as a result the
goods he will buy will be manufactured
at old costs with the natural appendage
of old prices.
Normal Conditions
The Automatic Pencil Sharpener Co.,
Chicago, finds that conditions are rapidly
returning to a normal basis, and the company believes that 1919 will be an excellent year for all firms engaged in the
manufacture of metal specialties for the
stationery trade.
Mr. Edison's Message
The following message from Thomas
A. Edison has. Canadian as well as U.S.
significance:
"What does the first year in peace
have in store for us ? I have been asked
to attempt to answer that question.
There are those who fear a business depression. The surest way to bring on a
depression of business is to nurture
fears and act hesitatingly.
We now have a national financial system which is capable of meeting practically any situation that can arise; our
farmers have harvested an enormous
crop. The only thing needed to insure
a year of great prosperity is a determination on the part of every business
man, big and little, to go ahead with
absolute confidence in the future.
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The business men of the country must
see to it that the employment is provided for our war workers and returning soldiers."
More
Editor,

Books

as

Gifts

Orillia, Ont., Jan. 7.
Bookseller
& Stationer:

Our Christmas trade was very satisfactory. December sales fully 25 p.c. ahead
of 1917. The business was pretty even'/
divided over the five days before Christmas. Book sales for Christmas gifts
were largest for many years with us.
We expect a slight decrease in business
for a few months while the munition
factories are changing over to the regular line of business, but we see no good
reason for believing that business wiil
not be good during the latter part of the
year. We are planning for and expect
a good business in 1919.
R. O. SMITH & CO.
BEST

IN TWENTY

YEARS
Jan. 25, 1919.
Editor BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
Trade in Fort William during the
past year was one of the best ever experienced. Merchants in general have
been wearing the smile of satisfaction
I know of no year in our twenty years'
experience that has proved so generally
a success. I am not looking for so good
a year for 1919, owing, possibly, more
to local conditions than otherwise. Shipbuilding is to a very great respect re-

sponsible for our good times for 1918.
This we will not have in 1919.
J. EDGAR
RUTLEDGE.
Reason for Advances
George J. McLeod, just back from
New York, had some interesting things
to say relative to conditions in the book
trade. There is no absence there of
confidence in continued good business
for 1919, because of the almost complete manner in which all stocks, wholesale and retail, have been depleted, making heavy purchases for 1919 imperative.
As to prices, some statistics quoted
by Mr. McLeod are highly significant.
Last year the large publishers of juvenile books actually published a great propoition of books at a loss, because of
unforeseen increases in costs of produccatation, which came after the jobbers'
logues had been printed. This year
juveniles that retailed at 35c will be 50c
a copy. Reprint novels will have to be
75c a copy in Canada.
Since a year ago paper has advanced
nearly two cents a pound, and an average
novel takes a pound of paper. Costs of
binding accounted for another advance
printing, almost
book,
of
book.and"
cent a per
halfa a cent
Pressmen, who used to get $24 a week.
now get $34, and feeders, who formerly
$30 a week.
got $16 to $21, now get threat
ened by
Still another demand is
the pressman.
These were cited as being just a few
inside facts showing why book produc
tion costs have gone up so materially.

Wants Trade Association Organized
To Put a Stop to Unfair Competition
Why is it that foreigners are allowed
to sell magazines ranging in price from
5c to 25c, or even higher, within a few
steps of a legitimate, cultivated bookseller and news agent.
This is exactly what happens in Montreal. Foreigners who are only required
to obtain a police permit and pay 25c a
year for a badge. This allows them to
camp in front of any "legitimate" bookseller and stationer's store, obstruct his
windows, and compete with him.
Would anyone else stand for it? No!
No! No! Fruit merchants are not allowed to expose their goods, and yet,
during the "flu" epidemic, the health
authorities closed my store in case I
should have over 25 people in at one
time, and yet allowed soap-box news
agents to distribute germs, wafted up
out of the street and into magazines,
thus being carted home!
Some people call these soap-box news
agents "utilities." Why doesn't the City
of Montreal tax them as they have done
other public utilities?
These so-called utilities toil not,
neither do they spin, and through their
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merchandising methods disease is spread.
He cannot speak our language. He
has not any vested interests, no capital
at stake, no rent, light, heat or taxes to
pay. Does he buy Victory Bonds? Others
do his fighting for him. Why should he
be allowed to cumber the sidewalk?
What other line of business except
that of the unobtrusive, gentlemanly,
and often scholarly, bookseller would
tolerate such a condition of affairs?
Why do not the booksellers and news
agents (legitimate) combine and get
these people off the streets, or else
make them pay an adequate tax?
Another pertinent or impertinent
question: Why should fruit stores, ice
cream parlors and drug stores be allowedLo
to sell our merchandise? It seems

booksellers' and stationers'
that
me
ationa could be formed that would
associ
soon abolish house to house canvass by
non-taxpaying peddlers of Christmas
cards and canvassers for magazines.
I pay heavily for the privilege of doing business. Why should not my competitors be forced to do the same ?
I should like to hear and see the views
of others, in print, on this same topic.
YE OLDE TIME BOOKSTORE.

BOOKSELLER
Has Confidence in Future
When Frank Wise, president of the
Macmillan Company of Canada, was
asked for a forecast of what 1919 has
in store for the book trade in Canada,
he cited his firm's cwn experience marking the first month of the new year.
Business had kept up to a most satisfactory degree, and the firm had had to
take added office space in an adjacent
building. Book prices could not be
otherwise than higher, but Mr. Wise did
not consider that that would constitute
any serious setback in business, because
in the case of any particular new book
by a noted author a difference of 25c
in its price would, in comparatively few
cases, retard purchasers. This had, in
fact, been proven in the past year with
Wells' "Joan and Peter," which was
published at $1.75. On the other hand,
where customers were in search merely
of a book, or several books, with no
particular authors or titles in mind, the
choice was so wide that there was little
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or no chance of price advances killing
sales of that nature.
Another interesting incident of the
autumn publishing season with this
house was that it had entailed the payment of royalties on Kipling's books,
which they control for this mar-ket, up
to a total that equalled any similar previous period, even when they had the
advantage of publishing a new book for
Kipling.
All in all, Mr. Wise saw no reason for
looking to the coming days with anything but a spirit of confident hopefulness for a continuation of good, sound
business in the book trade.
Trade Good in Canada
Newark, N.J., Jan. 11
Editor, Bookseller & Stationer:
We are glad to have the opportunity
to express ourselves with regard to the
season's trade and the outlook. Ever
since the signing of the armistice we

have been impressed with the ease with
which readjustment from war condicions
was being brought about. Business is
better than ever, and our judgment is
that there is the greatest possible reason
for optimism. Our notable business increase for some time past has been m
the foreign field. This was good during
hostilities, but is now coming stronger
than ever. As to Canada — which wo ia
seeking opportunities there, and there
are large numbers going to Europe as
laborers for contractors on reconstruction
work in those regions. There will be a
continued shortage of labor for the entire year, and for possibly a year and a
half. In short, we view the 1919 prospects with confidence and are planning
for an increase of business during this
Yours very truly,
MOORE
year.

PUSH-PIN CO.,
P. G. Underwood,
Sales Manager.

Monthly Record of New Books
Published
THOMAS ALLEN
Fiction
Who Cares, Cosmo Hamilton, cloth,
$1.50; The Apartment Next Door, Wm.
Johnston, cloth, $1.50.
Non-Fiction
The Doctor in War, Woods Hutchinson,
cloth, $2.50; Shipbuilding Industry, Roy
Willmarth Kelly and Frederick J. Allen,
cloth, $3.
WILLIAM
BRIGGS
Fiction
Moon of Israel, H. Rider Haggard,
cloth, $1.50; That's Me All Over, Mable,
E. Streeter, cloth, 75c; Sir Isumbras at
the Ford, B. K. Broster, $1.25;
The Texan, James B. Hendry, cloth,
$1.50; Cap'n Jonah's Fortune, James A.
Cooper, cloth, $1.50; Fast as the Wind,
Nat Gould, cloth, $1.50; Blue Aloes,
Cynthia Stockley, cloth, $1.50.
THE

COPP

CLARK CO., LIMITED
Fiction

The Tin Soldier, Temple Bailey, cloth,
$1.50; Minniglen, Agnes & Egerton
Castle, cloth, $1.50; Kiddies, J. J. Bell,
cloth, $1.50.
Non-Fiction
Echoes of the War, J. M. Barrie, cloth,
$1.50.
J. M. DENT & SON, LTD.
Fiction
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, and The Shadow of the Cathedral,
Vicente Blasco Ibanez, cloth, $1.90; His
Grace of Grub Street, G. V. McFadden,
doth, $2; Capt. Maraday's Marriage,
Thos. Cobb, cloth, $2; The Choices of an
Etonian, Horace Buckley, cloth, $2.

by Firms Established in Canada
Non-Fiction

Far Away and Long Ago, W. H. Hudson, cloth, $2.50; Leaves in the Wind,
"Alpha of the Plough," cloth, $2; Aerobatics, Horatio Barber, A.FAe.S., cloth,
Juvenile
Mother's Nursery Tales, Katharine
Pyle, cloth, $2.50; Fairy Tales of Weir,
$3.
Anna McClure Sholl, illustrated by
Katherine Pyle, cloth, $2; Adventures of Two Ants, Nanny Hammarstoon, cloth, $1; Billy Possum, J. Carter
Beard, cloth, $1; A Little Lost Boy,
W. H. Hudson, cloth, $1.50.
GORDON

AND GOTCH
Fiction
Adventures of Bindle, Herbert Jenkins,
cloth, $1.50.
S. B. GUNDY
Fiction
Java Head, Jos. Hergesheimer, cloth,
$1.50; Anthony Trent, Master Criminal,
Wyndham
Martyn,
cloth, $1.50;
The
Solitary House, E. R. Punshon,
cloth,
$1.50; The Three-Cornered
Hat, J. S.
Fasset Jr., cloth, $1.25; The White Rook,
J. B. Harris-Burland, cloth, $1.25.
Non-Fiction
Why God Loves the Irish, H. J. Desmond, LL.D., cloth, $1.25.
THE

MACMILLAN CO.
N on- Fiction
China and the World War, W. R.
Wheeler, cloth, $1.75; Democracy and
the Crossways, F. J. C. Hearnshaw,
cloth, $5.00; Musings and Memories of
A Musician, G. Henschel, cloth, $4.25;
The Re-Evangelization of England, C.
Hepher, cloth, $1.65; Charles Booth, A
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Memoir, C. Hepher, cloth, $1.65; Harold
Tennyson, R.N., C. Hepher, cloth, $1.65;
The Faith of the Apostles' Creed, J. F.
Bethune-Baker, cloth, $1.65; Belief and
Creed, F. H. Chase, cloth, 85c; Sir William Ramsay, W. A. Tilden, cloth, $3.50;
Boundaries in Europe and the Near East,
T. H. Holdich, cloth, $1.50; The Abolition of Inheritance, H. E. Read, cloth,
$1.50; Good English, Canby and Opdycke,
cloth, $1.10; The Good Man and the Good,
M. W. Calkins, cloth, $1.40; Tbe English
Village— A Literary Study, J. Patton,
cloth, $1.60; Christian Internationalism,
W. P. Merrill, cloth, $1.60; The Great
Peace, H. H. Powers, cloth, $2.25; The
History of Religions, E. W. Hopkins,
cloth, $3.10; Poems and Plays, Vol. I. and
Vol. II., J. Masefield, cloth, $5.00 the set;
America and Britain, H. H. Powers, cloth,
40c; Merchandising, A. W. Douglas,
cloth, $1.00; The Newer Knowledge of
Nutrition, E. V. McCollum, cloth, $1.60.
Fiction
A Chance to Live, Zoe Beckley, cloth,
Juvenile
$1.60.
The Children's Homer, P. Colum, cloth,
$2.00.

GEORGE

J. McLEOD,

LTD.

Fiction
The Buccaneer Farmer, Harold Bindloss, cloth, $1.50; White Men, George
Agnes Chamberlain, cloth, $1.75.
Non-Fiction
The Great Adventure, Theodore Roosevelt, cloth, $1.25; The Marne, Edith
Wharton, cloth, $1.00.
(Continued on page 59)
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ERASERS

CIRCULAR

ERASER

•

?

If you don't mail us a postal to-day for a sample. This is a "long-felt want" for every typist.
Turn the sample over to an intelligent typewriter operator — and await her verdict. You'll order
when you've heard from her!
A combination
hard and soft eraser
of great merit.

WELDON

ROBERTS

RUBBER

Co. NEWARK,

N.J. U.S.A.

Special Announcement
The attention of the trade is directed to the forthcoming publications of
the Milton Bradley Co., which will supplement the attractive list that has
already appeared of

BRADLEY

QUALITY BOOKS

Stories of Great Adventure
$1.25
Krinkley
Eyes
1.00
Children in the Wood
1.25
Every Day Stories, by Carolyn S. Bailey
75
- Fables and Folk Stories, by Carolyn S. Bailey
75
Hero Stories, by Carolyn S. Bailey
75
The Mermaid's Message
75
The Sunken City, by Marie H. Frary and Chas. M. Stebbins (new edition)
.75
Stories From Wakeland and Dreamland, by Anne Elizabeth Allen
75
Stories and Rhymes for a Child, by Carolyn S. Bailey
. 1.00
For the Story Teller, by Carolyn S. Bailey
1.50

Liberal Discount to the Trade

Your stock of Juvenile Books will not be representative without these
titles. Exact date of publication will be announced later.
FOR SALE BY

S. B. GUNDY
25-27 Richmond

THE

GEO. IVL HENDY

St. W., Toronto, Ont.

GETTHEBESTI BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE FOLLOWING

Magnet

Columbian
FOR

PAPER

BY

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

SALE

CO. Limited

215 Victoria Street, Toronto, Ont.

BY THE

LEADING
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JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic

GREY COLORED

CARDS LAST LONGER

Do Not Get Dirty So Quickly as White Ones — A Practical Suggestion For the Card
Writer — How One Store Speeded Up Number of Show Cards
Being Made
By R. T. D. EDWARDS

THIS is third of a series of articles on departmental store cardwriting, which will not only aid
the large store cardwriter in his work,
but will be of benefit to the cardwriter
who does things in a smaller way.
The store refei-red to in this article
is one of the largest in the Dominion
and has a great area of selling space.
Consequently the number of show cards
used, both inside the store and in the
windows,
is enormous.
Many
hundred

Card

Games
_ and
Prizes
Card
Parties

cards have to be made daily, both for
replacing soiled cards and for new displays.
Dirty Cards Repulse Trade
To keep the cards clean is the most
difficult proposition in a large store.
Cards are continually getting dirty or
broken and should be replaced with newones at once. That is an important
point in showcarding any store. Cards
must be kept clean at all times because
they are the mouthpiece of the interior
of the store, just the same as the show
windows are the mouthpiece outside.
To keep cards more presentable, and
to avoid the greater consumption
of
cards, this store changed their regular
store cards from white to a mist grey
color.

The grey cards have proven to be
a great success, because they do not
show dust or finger marks as quickly
as the white.
Grey cards are used for everything
but "advertised" and "sale" cards. For
these, white cards are used with black
or red color for the printing.
All cards are of uniform size, both in
the windows and on the counters — 5%
x 7; 7 x 11 and 11 x 14 being the various sizes most frequently used.
A uniform style of lettering is used
on these cards, which can be quickly
formed and which is quite readable.
The system for operating a cardwriting office in a departmental store depends largely upon the amount and
quality of cards that it has to turn out.
Many offices are run in a haphazard
way. That is, every writer lays out
and rules his own work and sorts it
when completed. This is a very expensive method. If an employee is a cardwriter, and there is enough work to
keep him going, he should not be doing
work which can be done by cheaper
help.
Speeding Up the Work
First of all, the larger stores need
one person who can do everything about
the office except write cards. That is,
he must be able to take care of stock,
ser that it is kept in good condition and
see that it doesn't get low.
In the store referred to this man lays
out orders as they come in. The cards
are ruled in pencil very lightly so that
no erasing is needed, with correct layout-stencil, an assortment of which is
always kept, and piled in a cabinet which
has various sections denoting the time
the order had come in.

So you will find that in smaller store
work, this system can be worked out
to a great degree without making the
work any harder. Have a helper prepare all the work for you while you do
other things of greater importance.

The work is then ready for the cardwriter. After cards are written, they
are sorted again by the helper back to
the department card cabinet where they
await being called for.
If the card is grey with black letters,
white underlining is used. This can be
done by the helper after some practice.
If this system is carried out, the cardwriters very seldom have to get off
their chairs. This means at least two
to three times as many cards can be
handled as by the, old method of every
man for himself.
A Big Day's Work
More than sixteen hundred cards were
written in a day by one man in this
store on account of using this system
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and not having to get off the chair.
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For many years with Warwick Bros. & Rutter, who
becomes sales manager for Charles E. Weyand
& Co., of New York, extensive manufacturers of
papeteries. Further particulars of this change will
appear next month.
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
"DEXTER"
The highest
grade hand
feed Pencil
Sharpener
made or possible to make.
Equipped with
POINT ADJUSTER
which SAVES
THE PENCIL
any
and
produces
pointto
from
nne, blunt
stopping
int is produced.
SHARPENS

ANY

SIZE PENCIL

Send for Price List, it will PAY You

AUTOMATIC

PENCIL SHARP. CO.

1521 Garland B.,

Chicago

Canadian Representatives
A. R. MacDougall & Co.
468 King St. West
Toronto Ont.

NEW

GOODS

DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED

A "DIFFERENT"

The "Backbone" Tag is a new kind,
made in an entirely different way from
the ordinary taj>- with which practically
everyone is familiar.
The name itself is very descriptive of
the tag, for instead of having a hole
or eyelet through which to attach a cord,
two pieces of strong twine run through
the entire length of the tag, being pasted
between the two layers of stock that
constitute the card, and extend five
inches beyond, for tieing purposes. Thus
this double twine is virtually the "backbone" of the tag, and prevents all possibility of the tag being torn off either
wholly or in part
Another very important feature of
the "Backbone" Tag is that it is waterproofed by means of a specially prepared asphalt material being placed between the layers of the card in its
manufacture, thus protecting it against
damage by water. It is a tag that will
withstand tear, wear and weather. This
is a recent introduction by the Trinity
Bag and Paper Co., 105 Hudson street,
New York
City.
NEW

Retail

price per package of 60 boxes £9.00
Dealers prfce #5.85.

Send $5.85 for a Sample Package to-day

H. A. BEMISTER

10 Victoria

Street

Montreal

••AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4AAA*?
'Th« Guarantee of Quality"

ULTON
Self-Inking

5 Stamp Pads
•^

4
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FULTON

SPECIALTY

PAPETERIES

Among the new papeteries added to
the line produced by the Copp, Clark
Co. are numbers which might well be
styled an "art series." The boxes themselves are most artistic in appearance,
having panels with beautiful reproductions of girls' heads, some as centrepieces, while others are smaller and
placed in the upper left hand corner.
Not the least attractive feature of each
of these new papeteries is the quality
and good appearance of the stock forming the covering of the boxes. As to
contents, there are boxes with Copp's
kid finish, Copp's fine linen, silk-velvet
and Swansdown linen.

Line Daters
Numberers
Sign
RubberMarkers
Type
Printing
Outfits

Manufactured by

Elizabeth,

TAG

CO.
New Jersey

••TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT^i

NEW ITEMS ADDED
Society stationery, one of the popular
l'nes of Buntin, Gillies and Company,
Ltd., Hamilton, is now being supplied
in a full range of notepapers, envelopes,
paneteries. correspondence cards and
writing tablets. The cover design is
stiikingly executed in dark blue on a
mottled grey ground, and the stock is a
heavy white, linen finish paper with a
pleasing writing surface.
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Pugh Specialty Co., Limited
38-42 Clifford Street

TORONTO

-

CANADA

Manufacturers and Manufacturers'
French
Photo
Articles
Booklets,
seasons

Ivory Agents.
(Made
in Canada).
Frames,
Boxes,
Toilet
and Novelties.
Post Cards, etc., for all
and occasions.

Toy Books.
Pennants
and
Textile Novelties,
Active Service Banners.
Welcome
Home
Banners
and
Pennants,
Victory
Pennants
and
Celebration lines.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Souvenir Novelties.
If you don't get our catalogue
regularly, send us your name.
It's well worth having.

L.E.B. BINDER CLIP
Number 6.
READY

FOR

DELIVERY
R emember,
theL.E.B. is
please, that
the ONLY
BSteel
i n d i Jaw
n g

Clip which
versing the
permits reSOLUTELY FLAT against
the
arms ABpapers which it contains.
Write for catalog and prices

CUSHMAN

& DENISON MFG. CO.

240-242 W. 23rd St., New York

Material
Drawing
'
ArtistsMaterial

Mfrs

since

1854 of high

gradeandArtists'
School
Oil
Waterand Colors,
Canvases, Brushes, Woodenware Outfits, Drawing Tables, Boards,
Filing
Cabinets.
Catalogue
and sample books on request

F. WEBER

& CO.

Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.

liOOK

S E L L E R

AND

S TATIONER

Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

IMPROVCP

^_^
BOX

LID CANNOT

BOX
CRUSH

OOWN.

Known and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our Specialty:

STAMPING

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The spaces on this
page are equivalent
to
Double
Buyers'
Guide Spaces
THE RATE

IS

$5.00 Per Month
on Yearly Contract
Single Insertion $7
A Good Live Page — High
value in publicity at
minimum cost

Your

Sales

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons

It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy
is " Quality
First "
and
stationers can therefore rely
on a line of goods of such
standard
quality
and
uniformity as puts them in a
position to permanently
retain the trade of every customer who once
uses
the
goods.
Gtvt Us A Trial.

CARIBONUM

COMPANY, LIMITED

54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

CATALOGUES
FOR DEALERS
From the Norman W. Henley Co., of
New York, represented in Canada by
McClelland & Stewart, Ltd., comes a
copy of their 1919 catalogue describing
all the firm's publications, including
some new books just added.
The prices show considerable advance
in some instances, this being in keeping
with the general tendency with all publishing houses. An interesting )offer
made to retailers is to the effect that
copies of the catalogue bearing dealer's
name and address will be supplied free
to booksellers for distribution among
their customers.
LISTS RECEIVED

"Sales Stimulating Stationery," by
Louis Victor Eytinge, has been printed
by the Mortimer Company, Ltd., Ottawa,
Canada. It dwells on the importance
of the proper selection of letterhead de- I
sign and execution to help soliciting letters build business. The book is written
in Mr. Eytinge's happiest vein, and
shows reproductions of some very effective letterheads.
From S. B. Gundy comes a list of the
Milton Bradley "Story Hour" books of
which there is already a goodly list, with
six new titles to come this year. The list
in question is an illustrated one and of
such a pleasing appearance combined
with convincing descriptive matter and
illustrations of the. different volumes as
to make it a most effective selling-help
for booksellers.
The Compo-Lithograph Company, 28
Kingsland Road, London, N.E., directs
attention in recent circulars to its line
of duplicators. In addition to its gelatinous type, generally known in this
country as the hektograph, it offers the
Thelma Duplicator, using a clay base.
The Compo-Lithograph is said to be
capable of making upward of fifty copies
of writing, drawings, etc. The device
alyo ranroduces
typewritten
matter.
Hamblin & Russell Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass., who are represented in
Canada by L. G. Beebe of Toronto, have
just forwarded to BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a copy of their illustrated
price list, No. 400. This firm manufactures an extensive variety of wire goods,
including wire desk baskets and waste
paper baskets, wire , photograph holders,
and various household specialties of par
ticular interest to those stationers who
have profitably adopted BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER'S suggestion to put
in a stock of such items.
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STAR
MANIFOLD
Dexter 's
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong:, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send for samples and prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor

Locks,

Connecticut

FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS
We

Pen
Gravity
With
Stylo
a

new

offer the trade
new
ideas
in
merchandise
with a guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
SELF-FILLER
PEN
A n
excellent
didly
made,
pen,that retails
splenof
at
$2.50.
a 1 lowing
Profit
a margin
liberal

sandi v eexcluselffiling device.
Three
styles to
retail
at SI.$2.50
SO
$1.75 and
Prompt
Deliveries
Assured.

Farrell Company
& Hosinger
LARRY 1. FARRELL
GEORGE N. HOSINGER

Manufacturers

of

FOUNTAIN, STYLOGRAPHIC All cyio /»rv;

Canadian Representative Wanted
6-1-65 Irving St., Jersey City, N.J

"Hi
HOOKSELL

E K

A N I)

STATIONER

$^^3V^t*:> ;

Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

MONTHLY

STYLES

RECORD

(Continued

McClelland

OF NEW

from

page

BOOKS

The Famous Health and Sex Books

54)

& stewart,

Limited

Fiction

Manufactured

by

Frank A. Weeks
Mfg.
93 John St.. NEW
Canadian Jobbers

Co.
YORK

CITY. N.Y.

handle our lines.

The F-B Loose Leaf Holder

Dr. Paul, Ethel Penman Hope, cloth,
$1.50; In Orchard Glen, Marian Keith,
cloth, $1.50; The Man Nohody Knew,
Holworthy Hall, cloth, $1.50; The Sky
Pilot in No Man's Land, Ralph Connor,
cloth, $1.50; The Curious Quest, E. Phillips Oppenheim, cloth, $1.50; Shops and
Houses, Frank Swinnerton, cloth, $1.50;
The Roll Call, Arnold Bennett, cloth,
$1.50; The Secret City, Hugh Walpole,
cloth, $1.60; The Avalanche, GertruckAtherton, cloth, $1.35; Esmeralda, or
Every Little Bit Helps, Nina Wilcox Put
nam and Norman Jacobsen, cloth, $1.00.
Non-Fiction

ROCKHILL

& VIETOR

Sole Agents, Dept. F.B, 22 Cliff St., New York
Branch: 180 N. Market St., Chicago

If You're

your

NOW

Playthings 1

Wanted a company to take
over the Canadian patents of
the Liberty Games Company
on a royalty basis, or can
buy outright. Products includ—
e:
Liberty
Checker Board
Liberty Chess Board
Who?
Tinkles

and

To those interested address

The Liberty Games Co.
2149 N. Vanpelt St.
PHILADELPHIA,

get

noted

PA., U.S.A.

INKS

for their rich
and easy flow.

RELIANCE

the

"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

color

"GRIP"

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.

18 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

WINNIPEG.
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"Games that Amuse"

The strong fluid paste, which
never dries out, is a profit
maker.
Write for prices.

year.

1.00
3.00
•

This advertisement appears regularly in MacLean's Magazine, Every woman's World and
Fanners' Magazine, thus creating demands by
the pnbl ic at the bookstores. You should
have the3e books in stock to fill orders that
will result.

are

MORE

TELLS YOU HOW.
Subscription — $2.00
per
(Foreign
$3.00)

subscription

4.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

RELIANCE

Wise

PLAYTHINGS
Send

. ...ipolence
----Seaual Problems
Lu rentes and Marriage
- - Stories of Lore and Life
- - Uncontrolled Breeding - - Never Told Tales
Limitation of Offspring - - Prevention of Sexual Diseases

"The Life of Yashka" is an interesting
announcement. Yashka was the leader
of the famous Russian "Battalion of
Death," and this book tells her story
from her young life, exile in Siberia, culminating in the strenuous war experiences.

You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

£

1. 00
3.00
1.00
3.00
3.00

nThe Ladies' New Medical Guide by
Dr. S. Pancoast - - -

The Twentieth Plane, Dr. Albert D.
Watson, cloth, $2.00; Essays in Occultism, Dean W. R. Harris, cloth, $1.25;
Spiritism and Demonology; Standard
Canadian Reciter, D. G. French and F.
H. Kirkpatrick, cloth, $1.50; Canadian
Poems of the Great War, Edited by John
W. Garvin, B.A., cloth, $1.50; The Navy
in Battle, Arthur Pollen, cloth, $2.50.

Pat. May 13, 1913
The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.

Seiual
Knowledge
for M-n' - -- * lent
of Gonorrhea
. ...orality
Seiual Crisis
Her Sea and Lore Life -

MAN.

BOOKSELLER

A $ D

STATIONER

British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after j;Qur deliveries. %•*'
Selling Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.
24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London E.C. 1., England
Cables :
Telereka, London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central.
2107 City.
aeiSDalston

SCHOOL

AND OFFICE
REQUISITES

GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92.
Road.
glejrkenwell
ojtdon, E.C.
Contractors
to the1.
Home and Colonial Governments,
thr; London County Council, etc.
For Blackboards
Manufacturers to
"Wright's
the Wholesale and
Dustless" Chalk
Export Trade.
Scholastic : Rules. Drawing Instruments,
Nature
Study
Box,
Wright's "Blackine,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy: Tourists' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Gaines, etc.
But we cannot execute your orders till
after the war, when we will also be open
for good representatives to work all principal towns.

AFTERTHE

WAR

I shall welcome orders or enquiries for my British-made
Carded Goods, Writing and
Drawing
dries, etc. Sets, Stationers' SunAt present my output is
absorbed for Government
orders, Orders of National
Importance, and for oldstanding Clients of the
British Wholesale
Trade.

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods
Fancy

Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

Write:

S. P. COOPER

Illustrated list on request

Central Agency

H. A. COOMBS'S CARDED GOODS

36

Camomile

10 Farring-don Avenue, London, E.C. 4., Eng.

St., London, E.C. 3.
England

s^i^i^i^i^i^i^^iaiiiiiiiiaaiaaiaaii

The spaces on this
page are toequivalent

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations. We are pa per makers
and

wholesale nnrl export

paper merchants.

Double Buyers'
Guide Spaces
THE

RATE

IS

Trade Mark

Registered

£1 0s. 7d. Per Month
on Yearly Contract
Single Insertion £1 8s lid
A Good Live Page— High
value in publicity at
minimum cost

9
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W. V.

BOWATER

&

SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C. 4,Eng.
Cables: " Sparteolus" London.

BOOKSELLER

tif The Davis
Novelty Co. ^
Registered
Leather Goods and Novelties
BILLFOLDS A SPECIALTY
212-214

Mappin
Building
MONTREAL
Phone
Uptown
398

^

/y

DIE-STAMPED

CARDS

A Five and Ten Cent Line
AND

PRIVATE CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS
329 Craig Street West,

MONTREAL

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
Limited

TORONTO

•

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer
Rubber

and Metal

of
Stamps,

Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning

Brands,

Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East

ART
SUPPLIES.
Artists' Supply Co., 77 York St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria
Toronto.

BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The Albemarle
Paper Co., Richmond,
Va.
Eaton-Dikeman Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies & Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Richmond
Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond,
Va.
Standard Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co., 83 Nassau
St..
York.
John W. Hartfield. N.Y. Produce Exchange.
CRAYONS.
Binney & Smith, New York.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St.
Toronto.
EYELETTING
MACHINES.
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New York. N.Y.
Menzies & Co., Limited, Toronto.
ENVELOPES.
Brown Bros.. Limited, Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson.
Limited, Montreal. Toronto.
Menzies & Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

INKSTANDS.
R. MacDougall
& Co., 468
Toronto.
The Sengbusch
Co., Milwaukee.

will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers

A.

New

W.,

BRAND

"BEE"

SEALING

WAX

factory:
Warriston Works, Edinburgh, Scotland

Win-

Waste Paper Balers
The Fireproof
"CLIMAX"
Steel
Baler

St.

W..

KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited. 215 Victoria
Toronto.

St .

LEAD
AND
COPYING
PENCILS.
American
Pencil Co.. New York.
Wm.
Cane & Sons. Newmarket.
Ont.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St.
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, Toronto.

W.,
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King

The Atelier of Exquisite hand decorated
Boxes and Lamp Shades for Manufacturers and the Trade. Canadian trade
solicited.
A visit to our Studios will convince you
that our work is original and of the
highest quality.

N.Y.

FANCY
PAPERS.
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.
M"n-u-s & Co.. Limited. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co.. New
York.
Mabie. Todd & Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
Paul E. Wirt Co.. Brown
Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto,
Canadian Agents.
INKS. MUCILAGE
AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins
& Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
'rhe Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
^oyal Ink Co.. 53 Ynnge
St.. Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.
"Glucine."
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. 439 King St.
W.. Toronto.

Your advertisement here

■

Hegone
Studio
37-39 East 28th Street
New York City

WATERSTON'S

ERASERS.
Menzies & Co., Limited. Toronto.
St. Mungo
Mfg. Co.. Glasgow.
Scotland
Weldon
Roberts Rubber Co., Newark.
N.J.

INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.

throughout Canada.

St.,

BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Winnipeg.
Dominion
Blank Book Co., Berthierville. Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

TORONTO

Tel. Main 3760

STATIONER

BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.

Manufacturers of

CHRISTMAS

AND

turns your waste into
Made in 12 sizes.
Send for Catalogue.
profit.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

< ** J

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

BOOKSELLER

LOOSE

School Rulers
NEW

LINE

New

Shapes

NOW
and

Right

READY
Prices.

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO,

N.Y.

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — every,
thing in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished s.'atues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

MAPS
We can supply the trade with anything of
the map line as well as undertake any kind in
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
36 James St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED
Otley

Yorks

England

AND

STATIONER

LEAF

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.
The Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Boorum
& Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,

AND

Toronto.

The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett
Loose Leaf, Limited,
215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke, Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor, 22 Cliff St.. New York City.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Stationers' Loose
and Milwaukee.

LEATHER
Brown

Leaf Co.,
Wis.

203

Broadway,

AND FANCY

POST CARDS. GREETING

32

CARDS, ETC.

O. Hurst. Canadian
representative.
32 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies & Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Philip G. Hunt
& Co.. 332 Balham
High Rd..
London,
Eng.
Pugh Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford St.. Toronto.
Valentine
& Sons Publishing Co., Toronto.
RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard
Cairns. 77 Queen St. W.. Toronto.
Fulton Specialty Co., Elizabeth. N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo. M. Hendry & Co.. 215 Victoria St.. Toronto.
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
Gei. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited. 215 Victoria St..
Toronto.
AND
OFFICE
RULERS.
Co.. Canisteo. N.Y.
SHEET
MUSIC.
Music Co.. 1501-15 East Fifty-Fifth

STATIONERS' SUNDRIES.
Brown Bros.. Ltd., Wholesale Stationers, Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp, Clark Co., Wholesale
Stationers. To-

Gold, Silver, and Colored Borders, Bevelled and Deckle Edged Cards for every
kind of work. Gilding, Bevelling and
Bordering to the trade.

Warwick

BRADFORD

Card Manufacturer
70 LOMBARD STREET
TORONTO

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and

Paper Dealers

14 St. Alexander St. - Montrea
TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR PUNCHES
the- best made
The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co.
HAMILTON.

FLAGS

OHIO. U.S.*.

BRIGHTEN

THE

HOME

COMING

6" x 8"
$3.25
doz. Flags on
stick, $6.67 gross.
A live selling specialty for home
decoration.
Send for Trial Asiortmrnt
Toronto Trophy-Craft Co.
1710 Royal Bank Bldg , Toronto

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

GILT EDGE AND
BORDERED CARDS
Send for Price List

CO.

New York

$4.50
12"xl6"doz. Banners,

Goodall's English Playing Cards, A. O. Hurst,
Front St. W., Toronto.
U. S. Playing Card Co.. Windsor, Ont.

McKinley
St..
Chicago.
STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton, Phillips & Co.. Montreal.

JOHN

BINDER

Red, White & Blue
18" x 27" Banners.

of Cheap Stationery

Manufacturers

&

Bros.,

The Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
PLAYING
CARDS.

The

FILE

97 Reade Street

Ltd., Toronto.
MAPS
AND GLOBES
Rand. McNally
& Co.. Chicago,
The Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry Co., 215 Victoria St.. Toronto.
The Scarborough
Co. of Canada.
Hamilton.
Ont.
PAPER
BALERS
Climax
Baler Co.. Hamilton,
Ont.
PAPER
FASTENERS.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Corp., 552 Pearl St.. New
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing
Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
& Sons,
Limited,
W.
V., 159 Queen
Victoria
St.. London,
E.C.
PAPETERIES
AND WRITING PAPERS.
The Copp Clark Co., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Ont.
Clark Bros. & Co.. Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited. Montreal, Toronto. Win-

A.

ELBE

N.Y..

GOODS.

Clark Bros. & Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto,

Win-

Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John Heath. 8 St. Bride St.. E.C. London.
Hinks. Wells & Co.. Birmingham. Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen Co.. Brown
Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto,
Canadian Representatives.
TOYS.
PUZZLES
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
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Desk PadsS'°:Cloth Covered Cabinets

L. Hoffman, 45 Lafayette St., N.Y.C.

BOOKSELLER

BUSINESS
BOOKS.
Frederick D. Goodchild, 266 King St. W., Toronto.
Musson Book Co., 25 Dundas St. E., Toronto, Ont.
Wycil & Co., 85 Fulton St., New York City.
Law Books, Ltd., 15 Bay St., Toronto.

CODE WILL FORM
Simple, clear and concise

CODE BOOKS AND CONVERSION

Ready-made Will.
Price $1,80 per dozen.

John W.
York.

Toronto

Keep these books in sight.
They are Bteadj
sellers because 91) out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective customers.
Four Books to 'Men: —
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
Whal: a Young Man Ought to Know.
What a Young Husband
Ought to Know.
What a Man of 45 Ought to Know.
Four Books to Women:—
What a Young Girl Ought to Know.
What a Young Woman Ought to Know.
What a Young Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman of 45 Ought to Know.
$1.00 Each.
BRIGGS.

Publisher.

Toronto

Law of Succession after Death
Written by Walter E. Lear, Barrister-at-Law,
in plain, simple language and intended to be
used by the general public. It contains concise
statement of the Law of Wills in force in all
the Provinces of Canada, and Forms of Wills
and Codicils. Printed in large type. This is
a book that should be read by every person
before making a will. Agents wanted. Price,
$1, in cloth binding. Liberal discount to the
trade. Law Books, Limited, 152 Bay St.,
Toronto.

Gotch, 136 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.. and
Bride St., London, E.C.
News Co., Toronto and Hamilton,
Ont.
News
Co., Montreal, Que.
News Co., Winnipeg. Man.

LET US HELP YOU
CECURE DESIRABLE MERCHANDISE AT
the right price. If you desire to save time
and money on your buying you must be represented in New York. A great amount of
service at a very small cost. Better write us
to-day. Associated Buyers, 309 Broadway.
New York, N.Y.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
A JAX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS— FOR
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc..
sample with prices on request. Desaulniers.
Moline.
Illinois.
BOOKS

LANGUAGES
VJ/ORLiD-ROMIC SYSTEM, MASTERKEY
to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c ; Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143
West 47th, New York.

DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHERS.
FICTION.
Allen. 215 Victoria St., Toronto. Ont.
Briggs. Queen
and John Sts., Toronto,

rhomas
William
Ont.
Cassell & Co., 55 Bay St.. Toronto, Ont.
Copp, Clark Co., 617 Wellington St. W„ Toronto,
Ont.
J. M. Dent & Sons. 27 Melinda St., Toronto, Ont.
S. B. Gundy. 25 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Hodder & Stoughton.
25 Dundas St. E., Toronto,
Ont.
Thomas Langton, 23 Scott St., Toronto, Ont.
Macmillan
Co. of Canada,
70 Bond St., Toronto,
Ont.
Stewart,

266 King

266
St.

King

New

pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug; houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter -display stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.

of the

&

TABLES

Exchange,

Classified Advertising

WILLS

McClelland,
Goodchild
W„ Toronto, Ont.
Geo.
J.
McLeod,
Ltd..
Ont.

Produce

MacLean's Magazine, 143 University Ave., Toronto
Imperial
News
Co., Ltd., Toronto, Montreal
and
Winnipeg.
Gordon &
15 St.
American
American
American

SELF AND SEX SERIES

WILLIAM

Hartfield, N.Y.,

PERIODICALS.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
St. West

STATIONER

BUYERS' GUIDE

BOOK

517 Wellington

AND

St

W., Toronto.

Musson Book Co.. 25 Dundas St. E.. Toronto, Ont.
Thomas
Nelson
& Sons, 77 Wellington
St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

WANTED

"Darkness and Dawn," by George Allan England. "This is For You." by W. L. Lord
(Revell) — The Gaetz-Comett Drug & Book
Co.. Ltd., Red Deer, Alta.
FOR

SALE

pOR
SALE—
fished
book FLOURISHING,
and stationery OLD-ESTABbusiness in
British Columbia. Edison and Kodak agencies.
Toys, fancy goods, etc. Capital required
$10,000.
Box 983, Bookseller
and Stationer.
pORtionery
SALE—
PAYING ; old
BOOK,
STAand GOOD
News Business
established
and in best business location in the best city
in Canada. Apply before March 15th to W. P.
Cooke, Port Arthur, Ont.
AGENTS
WANTED
A GENTS TO SELL CALENDARS
WANTED
by English firm dealing in highest quality
goods.
Box C906, c/o Dawson's Advter. Agency,
121 Cannon Street, London, E.C. 4, Eng.
ARE

YOU

A SALESMAN?

VX/E HAVE OUR CANADIAN TERRITORY
open for a salesma'n who knows the Stationery. Gift and Art Store. Department Store,
Book Store, etc., trade. We manufacture an
exceptionally high grade line of Engraved
Greeting Card? at popular prices. All correspondence considered confidential. No
objection if carried with a non-conflicting
line. The Boston Line. 178 Congress St..
Boston, Mass.

63

Otto Sauer Series
and

French, Spanish
Italian Grammars

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Grammar Separate, $1.00
Grammar with Key

WYCIL

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street, New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

SEXUAL

KNOWLEDGE

Sex Hygiene,
by theHall,
World's
ity—Winfield Scott
M.D..Highest
Ph.D., Authorassisted
by Jeanette Winter Hall.
RELIABLE — SCIENTIFIC — CORRECT
Sex Knowledge Every Young Man Should
Have— Sex Knowledge Every Young Woman
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Husband
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Wife
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Father
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Mother
Should Have.
Cloth Illustrated, $1.25

McClelland, goodchild & Toronto,
stewart,Canada
ltd.
266 King Street West

Who^_Pays for the Advertising?
ing f
"\\niO pays for the advertisThe consumer, of course.
Ui pays for every expense of
putting the goods into his hands
— including selling cost. This
and production cost are both so
reduced by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same goods, just because they
are well advertised. You ride
cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired a private car
— even a cattle car. And you
don't ask "Who pays the fare?"
— The Optimist

JOLLY
FUN
's
den
Galefor &OFthe Pol
Children

BOOKS
All

good titles and
of colour.

full

Full list on application.

2 Amen Corner

London, E.C. 4

ENGLAND

BOOKSELLER

HOLD

THE
(Registered)

AND

STATIONER

LINE

Fine Inks and Adhesives

Here's the line to hold —
John Heath's Telephone
Pen. You will not hold it
long because it sells so
quickly.
quality
about
it. There's
It writes
smoothly, never corrodes,
and lasts long. Get con
nected with the Telephone
Pen for quick sales.

FOR THOSE

KNOW

Supplied
leading
by ail the

London ( Eng. )
Export Agency,
8 St. Bride St.,
LONDON, E.C.

tale in
houses
wholeToronto
and
Montreal

Higgi ns

ARTISTS MATERIALS

Are

A.RAMSAY
1842.

& SON

Adams
Co., S. S
Albermarle Paper Mfg. Co
Allen,
Thos
American
Lead
Pencil
Co
Baker, Chas. W
Bemister, H. A
Binney & Smith Co
Blake, Arthur J
Boorum
& Pease
Boston
Line, The
Bowater & Co., Lid
Bradford, John
British
Drawing
Ink
Mfg. Co
Briggs,
Wm
Buntin, Gillies & Co

57
17
23
18
18
60
62
&

Adhesive
21
8-63
Back cover

Cairns, Bernard
Canadian Facts

'
61
Publishing Co
Inside back cover
Cane & Sons, Ltd., Wm
20
Caribonum
Co., Ltd
58
Carmichael & Co., Ltd., Peter
21
Carter's Ink Co
Climax Baler Co

.

23
61

Copp, Clark Co., Ltd
9, 10, 11, 61, 63
Coombs, R. A
60
Cooper, S. P
60
Crippen, E. A
57
Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co
57
Davis Novelty Co
61
Dawson, Ltd., W. V. . . .Inside front cover
Dexter & Sons, Inc., C. H
58
Dent & Sons, J. M
Dominion Blank Book Co

Branches :
Chicago.
London

MONTREAL.

22
23
2,3,4,5
17
60

28
30

& Hosinger

Co.

..

20
55
62
13

Fulton Specialty Co

58
57

Gale & Polden
.
Goodchild,
Fred.

63
59

D.

Heath. John, & Sons
Hegone
Studios
Henry Co., Ltd., Geo.
Hiergins & Co., Chas.
Hinks, Wells & Co.
Hilton & Co., W. H.
Hoffman,
L
Hurst. Aubrey
Imperial News
Irish, G. L
Jewel

Adhesives

& CO., Mfrs.
271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN. N.Y.

TO ADVERTISERS

Eaton. Crane & Pike Co. .
Katon-Dikeman
Co
Kibe File & Binder Co.. .
Ksterbrook
Pen
Mfg.
Co.
Farrell

best Inks and

CHAS. M. HIGGINS

C9

INDEX

the finest and

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid
Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

These manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, tbe readymoney kind who know wbat they want and are
willing to pay for it. They are worth catering to.

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton. London. Eng.

ESTD.

WHO

Pen

.M
M.
. ..

O
Co., Ltd.

Co., Ltd.,

The.

64
61
55

O'Gorman,
M. E
O.K. Mfg. Co
Orken Co., Oscar
Packard
Bros
Philco Publishing Co
Pugh Specialty Co., Ltd

64
22
181
62
22

Ramsay
& Son Co., A
Reliance Ink Co
Richmond
Paper Mfg. Co
Robinson Mfg. Co
Rockhill & Vietor
Rolland Paper Co., Ltd
Royal Ink Co

19
62

Languages
Law Books, Ltd
Liberty Games Co

63
63
59

Luckctt Loos- Leaf Co., Ltd

16

Mabie, Tod & Co
Front cover
MacDougall
& Co., Ltd.. A. R
24
MacLcan's
26, 61
McClelland & Stewart, Ltd
6,7,63
McFarlanc, Son, & Hodgson, Ltd....
62
McKinley Music Co
28
McCrcady Publishing Co
59
.Marshall,
Percival,
& Co
28

64

Modern Pen Co
23
Moore Push Pin Co
22
Menzies
& Co.. Ltd
32
Meyers, Fred. J., Mfg. Co
62
Mittag & Volger, Inc
Inside back cover
National Blank Book Co
30
National Cash Register Co
12
29
22
22
61
21
57

64
59
19
1
59
15
22
28
Scarborough
Co. of Canada
62
Sinclair & Sons, Ltd., Wm
20,62
Stafford, S. S., Inc
Inside back cover
Standard Paper Mfg. Co.
22
Terry & Sons, Herbert . . .
Toronto Trophy Craft Co.
Up-to-dato Advertising Co
U.S. Playing Card Co
14
62
Valentine & Son
25
62
Volger Mfg. Co., Inc., B. C
58
Warwick Bros, and Rutter. . Front cover
Waterston & Sons. Ltd., Geo
61
Weber & Co., F
57
Weeks Mfg. Co., Frank
59
Weldon Roberts Rubber Co
55
Wright & Co.. George
60
Wvcil & Co
63
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Reliable — Permanent — Economical
M. & V.
TYPEWRITER
RIBBONS
and
CARBONS

The Acmejpf Perfection in
regulation} weight carbons

Their quality is beyond question and is due to our modern methods of
manufacture and the first quality materials we use.
Good results — good profits and satisfied customers — can always be looked
for from a display of these M. & V. Products.
Are you stocked?

Mittag and Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory: Park Ridge, N.J., U.S.A.
Agencies all over the

World

Advance

Orders for the

1919

Edition of

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada
Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian Factory and Offices

9-11-13 Davenport Road

at

Toronto

5000
Facts About
Canada
doubled those of last year. This
is a hint to the live newsdealer
to feature it and keep it in stock.
It contains 50 chapters of Facts,
from "Agriculture" to "War."
Order from your News Company

Canadian Company
Facts Publishing
588 Huron Street, Toronto

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATION

HAMILTON

Kit

CANADA

Advance Samples
of

Christmas Lines
will be shown by our salesmen during the next
few weeks. The range is entirely new, comprising "Made-in-Canada" Gift Stationery, British
and American Booklets and Cards, Gift Dressings, etc. You will make no mistake in seeing
them before ordering.
When

you sell

Dutch Fabrik
you are following the line of
least resistance.
Repeat orders from satisfied
letter-writers have made Dutch
Fabrik the most widely known
popular priced stationery on the
market.
Note paper, envelopes, papeteries and tablets in the popular
styles.

HAMILTON

(Made-in-Canada)

CANADA

IKAVLLLLKb

NUMBLK

AND

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

This Handsome

MARCH.

No. 3

1919

Display

Will Help Your Saleslady
INCREASE your PROFITS

Pi

It is regular counter height and
effectively displays six dozen

X

SWAN
FOUNTAIN
PENS
With large closet for reserve stock,
boxes, etc., and occupies only 1%
square feet of floor space.
SWAN

Fountain Pens are made in

all styles. Standard Safety Selffilling, from $2.50 up.
Full particulars and Trade
discounts on request.

Mabie, Todd

&f Co.

THE MANUFACTURERS

473 College St., Toronto, Ont
London
BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER.
no

March.
n* +u 1919.

Paris
Volume

XXXV.,

published

New York
every

month.

Yearly

subscription

Chicago
price. $i.00:

U.S., $1.50.

Entered
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Eversharp Points
to Quick Profits
Sales well past the million mark! — That's the
record of Eversharp in the United States
where Eversharp dealers are making big
money. And now dealers in Canada have a
chance to sign up for Eversharp prosperity.
The time to act is — today!
The

field for Eversharp is practically unlimited because Eversharp guarantees lasting
satisfaction and economy to every writing

hand. Always
Built with jeweler
ice. Under cover
of lead and uses
pointed writing.
lady's bag.

sharp — never sharpened.
precision for life-long servEversharp carries 18 inches
every last bit for perfectMade for pocket, chain or

A wonderful pencil success!

Eversharp Leads
Thirty-five cents replenishes the Eversharp
lead supply — enough for a quarter million
words -over seven thousand words one cent.
Filled in a jiffy. Eversharp Leads, made specially for Eversharp, have a fineness, firmness
and smoothness all their own. They are big repeaters because made specially for Eversharp.

Rifled
Steel Tip
Eversharp
Point

The symbol of
perfect writing
the mark of
K v e •• s h a r p
Pencil and
Tcmi>otnt
Pen.

ALWAYS

SHARP— NEVER

Right-Hand

Mate

Agents

Made

THE

the famous

1 astern A»ents

and Guaranteed

WAHL

1800 Roscoe Street

Tempoint

Pen

The Consolidated Optical Co.
Toronto, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec

Rowland CBb Campbell, Ltd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Western

to

SHARPENED

by

COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois

Send today for catalog and interesting literature to Canadian representatives

I5 00K.SK ller

and
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Here are Four Sellers
From the Goodall Assortments

|

When you're stocked with Goodall's you can please every taste in the
matter of Playing Cards. Artistic Designing and Fine Quality Board distinguish all of Goodall's English Playing Cards.
Your jobber can supply you with these Goodall lines :

=
=
=
=

Imperial Clubs, Whist, Colonial Gold Edges, Linettes, Salons, Society
and Sultan.. Patriotic and Bairnsfather Series.

=

Allbrey O. HurSt, Representative 32 Front St. W., Toronto

The "CARMIC
:>

7.
C.
8.

9) BRITISH
MADE

TWO machines in ONE.
ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC"
within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
All classes of paper can be folded.
day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per

Does not require special skill to operate.
•Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
Id. Best material and workmanship throughout.
11. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
Space required for machine and operator, 6 feet
12.
by 5 feet.
Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with all
machines.
9.

All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest) re-

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING MACHINE

quired.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming
(Power and Hand.)

Machines

Prices and full particulars to be obtained from the makers

PETER

CARMICHAEL

& CO., Limited

4 Carr Street, Limehouse
LONDON, E. 14
ENGLAND

BOOKSELLER

J he Largest selling
quality pencil
in the world

AND

STATIONER

A LINE

OF

WINNERS

US
Vpencils
Colors

SCHOOC'^RAYONS

cT5he standard qy which
all pencils ave judged —

C^Aslcihe expert !

Progressive stationers everywhere
appreciate that there is but one BEST
in pencils, and that its trade-mark,
the well-known VENUS is recognized the world over
by purchasers who
demand Pencil Perfection.
17 black degrees and
3 copying, all of the
same superb quality.
Our leading customers all are preparing
for a big business in
quality goods this
year. Look over your
stock of VENUS Pencils and send in your
orders early.
Travelers' Samples Cheerfully Furnished

merican

Lead

Pencil

220 Fifth Avenue, New York
and Clapton. London. England

Co.

BINNEY

&

SMITH

81 Fulton St.

CO.
New York
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Travelers help
the Retailers
A

Dawson Traveller
is on the way to see you

Last month we spoke of the beginning of the era
renewal of business activities, the assurance
prices will prevail for some considerable time
the consequent necessity for retailers to buy for
and the immediate future.

of Peace, the
that present
at least and
present trade

Then we told you about some of the outstanding Dawsonmade products for stationers.
Now, we want to emphasize the advantage to the retail stationers
throughout Canada afforded by the
frequent visits of THE DAWSON
TRAVELERS to the various sections of the country. Every Dawson Traveler is freely posted not
only about the goods of our own
manufacture, including such lines
as
BLANK
GOODS,
PAPERS,

PAPETERIES, SCHOOL WORK
BOOKS, etc., but also regarding
the various Stationers' Sundries
which we sell extensively and for
some of which we are exclusive
Canadian representatives.
Any Dawson Traveler can give you
important facts that will enable you
to add to your profits, if you will
give him the opportunity. It is his
business to know why Dawson products excel and how the retail stationer will benefit by the SERVICE
of W. V. Dawson, Limited.

BOOKS, LOOSE LEAF
MEMO BOOKS, TYPEWRITING PAPERS, WRITING
TABLETS, ENVELOPES,

Asy him WHY it is better for you to handle Dawson
Jackdaw Brand."

Blank Books and the other lines with the

The work of the traveler is backed up by our most efficient mail order service. Write us now
while this is before you and either ask us to give you full particulars or arrange for a call bv
one of our representatives.

Prompt and
courteous attention
to all orderslarge or small

Be ready for
the demand
for office

l^IMI'TED

MONTREAL

and

TORONTO

supplies
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IT DOWN, you dealers who
have displayed playing cards
and given them some merchandising
attention and total up the profits you
have made on the line since say last September. How does it balance up against the
amount you have invested in playing cards ?

Two of the advertisements
appearing in general magvines that reach more than
30,000,000
people every
month.

We'd be glad to know the result.

Send it in.

BICYCLERS

PLAYING
CARDS
Itf'iOO"— IM Imm^l .(,.,. ,t thi, oi in . ..'I-, r t-.iiM in .my '"!'' "I 'hr-- t. I.
-i.,,

the

jnfctr

i'm.

!•■

i'ii,,.

I

t

i

i

•

earn more profit on the amount invested in
the stock than almost any other line most
dealers carry. And no line is easier, simpler
to handle, or more free from risk. Playing
cards deserve their turn at the display wintising.dow and mention in the newspaper adverNational advertising of these two famous
brands kept up year after year is constantly
expanding the field of card playing, increasing the volume of sales and speeding up the
turn over. It is making more and more people ask for Bicycle and Congress cards by
name. Everybody knows them and accepts
them without question. An argument is
never necessary to sell them — it may be to sell
other brands.
'■;.V

\

r^x-'^w""*

—

Hl

,/

Send now for price list and
sample backs

THE

U. S. PLAYING

CINCINNATI, OHIO

CARD
WINDSOR,

COMPANY
ONTARIO
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Paper Fasteners and Punches
We illustrate leading styles, which are recognized as the most practicable types of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

No. 1 Samson Hand Punch
Will take interchangeabl
chang e able

For binding ail
correspondence,
legal

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener
The new automatic
eyeletting device
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses in office
and factory.

They save labor and do good work.

documents, etc. It

punches and dies
in sizes from

punches a
clean, accurate
hole and
clinches the
fectly.
eyelet per-

16 in. to '/i in.
diameter. Furnished with 3 16
punch and die
unless otherwise
specified.

Ajax Eyelets — Actual Sizes
Special

tf2.

'3

Packed in Boxes of oOO.
With one strike of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE

Canadian

CORPORATION,

Menzies

The
drop

No. 1 Samson
forged
steel.

Hand

Punch

attractively

SIZES OF HOLES-PUNCH

is made

of

nickel-plated.
N2 1

I'hroat. 1% in. deep. Opening between dies.
', inch. Will punch sheet iron and soft
iteel up to 20 gauge, and paper, cardboard,
leather, etc.. up to % inch in thickness.

351 JAY STREET,

BROOKLYN,

N.Y.

& Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada

Classy Birds
(Every
standard
pencil is a bird)
The Quail
Hexagon shape —
with or without
rubber tip. Quality unexcelled,
also
The Wren
The Puffin
The Starling
The Lark
The Ibis
The Chat
The Thrush, etc.
This line of pencils is a veritable
find for the jobber and the office
supply house.
The price attracts
— but the quality
is the principal
asset.
Write us for
samples and quotations. Made by
the Standard
Pencil Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
Estab. 7 years
DO IT NOW

Useful in any office

Advantages

The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping
out of position,
The
gauge fixes the margin
exactly as
sired.
Use
Samson
Zinc
Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool packed ">00 to box I ten boxes to earton). Two sizes long and short. Samson Eyelets, with the Samson Eyelet
deTool, assure best results but any stock
eyelet can be used.
Write for Catalogue.

APPLIANCE

Representatives:

Samson

Easy Money
Makers
(Original and Patented U.S. and Canada)
FULD'S

Ouija Board

15 x 22 (large size only, $18.00 doz.)
CASH

IN

ON

THIS

PERSISTENT

CRAZE

Toy Balloons
Round Air Balloons — sausage shapes, Airships
Monster Balloons, Punching
Bags
All shapes

in Squawker Balloons

Lowest prices! — guaranteed
The

big business

starts

in May

stock!
and

endures

right up to Chrismas
Give us a trial order

Menzies & Company, Ltd., 439 King St. W., Toronto
Manufacturers' Agents—Publishers and Importers of Xmas Cards— Fancy Stat'y— Toys— Blotting Paper, etc.
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Valentines Serie©

fost ,^^^

CARDS

^THROUGHOUT,

THE

VALENTINE

& SONS

UNITED
HEAD

PUBLISHING

CO., LIMITED

OFFICE
S>
R\

TORONTO

Mr. Bookseller
Anywhere,

Feb. 28, 1919.

and Stationer,
Canada

Dear Sir: —
One word before

you buy your CHRISTMAS

We have made arrangements

for the exclusive

DREYFUSS
CHRISTMAS,

CARDS.

handling

of the

ART CO. 'S LINES

of
NEW YEAR, VALENTINE

and EASTER

CARDS

We haven't advertised the fact until we had the experience
of a few of the dealers who had it last year.
"Compares very
favorably with any, and better than most," were the expressions of
opinion, and these statements were backed by increased orders.
Will you wait and see this line before you fill right up?
Nothing will be a repeat of what you have had nor even look similar,
and the line doesn't cater to extreme tastes, but is a popular, at the
same time high class line, five and ten cent numbers predominating.
The series is made up in OFFSET PRINTING
AND STEEL DIE, and there are hundreds of designs.

HAND-COLORED

You know us to be conservative and not given to wild
statements and would thank you to wait until you have seen our
representative.

Yours very truly,
The Valentine

& Sons United

Pub. Co., Ltd.
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ROLLAND'S STANDARD
WRITING TABLETS
These four standard tablets are made with well known High Grade
watermarked paper.

MADE

IN CANADA

They are well bound with these attractive covers — and are the basis
for steady tablet sales with the right class of customers.

f§me»
WRITING

Every stationer knows that Rolland's Superfine Linen Record is the
best known and most widely used paper in Canada. But many do
not know that it is put up in tablets, note and letter size, and is the
ideal tablet for the better class of trade. The Earnscliffe, Empire
and Crown (laid) papers are also U known Canadian papers and
ipply a range in price.
Ask your wholesaler for quotations.
We will gladly supply samples
on request.

THE ROLLAND
HIGH GRADE

PAPER
PAPER

MONTREAL,

P. Q.

CO., Limited
MAKERS

I5() OK
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A NECESSARY
THE

NUISANCE?

CLOUD

Sometimes one is inclined to think that travellers are really a
bother. They come in when you are busy — they interrupt your
routine — they interfere with your work. Sometimes they come
when everything, it seems, has gone wrong — and you feel disposed to take it out on them. They may want you to come to
the Sample Room when it is most inconvenient to you. They try
to sell you goods that you don't want. In fact, you almost wish
they would not come to disturb you.

THE

SILVER

LINING

But now, are they really a bother? Of course not. One is only
inclined to feel that way.
They do come when you are busy, but they couldn't come any
other time. And they arrange their time to suit you. The Traveller also has his troubles, but he comes to you smiling and
good-humored. Tell him some of your difficulties; he has heard
of similar trials before, and may have just the suggestion to help
you.sees what other merchants are doing in other cities and can
He
frequently give you some good pointers that would cost you time,
trouble and money to find out.
He brings new goods, new selling ideas, new systems. He opens
up new possibilities for you. By all means use him. Cultivate
him — gain his confidence, his friendship — it will pay. Give him
your suggestions and criticisms of his goods. Take up with him
any complaints and smooth them out — you will feel better.
Look at his samples — you don't have to buy — and remember,
that if he didn't come to you, you would have to go to him. So,
when all is said and done, isn't he really

YOUR

BEST BUSINESS FRIEND?
Our

Travellers are out

J. H. WALKER
C. C. LIVESAY
H. L. GELINAS

StcWlTnQJ

MADE
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CANADA

Watch

for them

Canada (outside Ontario)
Toronto and Ontario
Junior for Toronto

AND

MADE

RIGHT

Luckett Loose Leaf. Limited

539-543

King

St.

West,

Toronto,

Ontario
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by an intelligent interest in
their needs. When a pen
customer comes in ask him to
look thru the

Esterbrook Pen

>3fw

If you like a smooth pen
You should use the Esterbrook Oval or Ball
Pointed Pen It glides along with a smoothness
that gives confidence and speed to your writing
hand You can write more quickly over rough
surfaces, smoothly ovet all surfaces and not be
come tired The chances of any finger or hand
strain
writing are entirely done away with when you use
an Esterbrook Oval Pointed Pen
The best pen in the world for addressing and free
Send I St lot * ample dozen

Counter Display Case and see
how easy it is to find exactly
the pen best suited to his
needs.

Esterbrook Pen Mfg. Co
18-70 Cooper St.. Ckrnden, N

i

This quarter page advertisement will be read by hundreds
of thousands whose interest can be cashed into sales and
profits for you thru your co-operation.

"If I were a retail stationer, I'd send a clerk with samples
of this celebrated Oval Pointed Pen to every large office
in town and get orders for boxes." (Ad. man.)
The Esterbrook Counter Display Case
helps the customer — saves time — money
— counter room and makes selling easy.

60

Year

Esterbrook
Pen Mfg. Co.
Camden, N.J.
The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto, Canada
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ECONOMY
VT'OU can depend on National
-*• Blank Books every time. That
is why they are the best for yon
as well as your customers. The

Suggest Unification
of Office Records
SPECIALIZATION on one make of
blank books in supplementing and
expanding an office accounting system insures the highest efficiency.
Do you suggest this idea to your customers and help them to work it out?
It means maximum satisfaction for
them, and minimum sales cost for

National ' Eagle Trademark '
stands for the best in construction,
material, mechanism and service
in blank books. The purchase of
these qualities represents true
economy in blank book buying.
Another point of economy is
this: There is a book for every
possible purpose included in the
National Line, in both Bound
Books and Loose Leaf Devices.
To put exactly the right book in
the right place is good business.
A large stock constantly in reserve at the factory, insures quick
shipments.

The best and most complete line of
you.
Account
Books and Loose Leaf Devices made in Canada is that of the
Dominion Blank Book Company. It
is up-to-date in every particular, in
a wide variety of styles and uses.
We can also offer you prompt shipment.
Sold only through dealers. May
we send you a catalog and quotations on your present requirements ?

We shall be glad to help you
with suggestions for profitable

Dominion Blank Book Co.
Limited

displays of "National" goods.
Why not Jet us help?

BERTHIERVILLE

P,W0©ffi3&H laiLAPflK [|@©K (T©ME&K)V

["[©luyo&SB, [Ml&ag.
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Complete information about the day's business
just as soon as you want it
That's what a modern
National
Cash
Register will give you.
At closing time a glance at your register will show many things.
1. Total amount of merchandise sold.
2. Total cash received for goods.
3. Amount of your charge sales.
4. Detailed record of cash received on account.
5. Detailed record of cash paid out.
6. Amount of each clerk s sales.
7. Number of customers each clerk waited on.
8. Total number of transactions made during the day.

All these figures are there before you — absolutely accurate and
reliable because they have been recorded by modern machinery.
You cannot afford to be without the valuable information that
an up-to-date National Cash Register will give you.
The

National
Offices

Cash
in

all

Register
Company
Toronto,
Ontario
the principal
cities
11

of

Canada

of

the

Ltd.,

world
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TWO 3± PROFIT !

Drawing

Inks

MANUFACTURED

IN 19 COLORS
Made

FOR

Draughtsmen
Engineers
Architects
Artists
Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,

This case with THREE GROSS 5c.
CHARACTER CARDS sent carriage
paid for $6.50 cash with order.

Naval
and
Military

D. BOYCE
Patentee

141 Minories,

and

Manufacturer

LONDON,

The

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.

E. 1, England

LONDON,

31 Great Orrnond Street

W.C.I.

"Jewel" No. lOO
Safety Fountain

Pen

12\6

Fitted with 14k.
Gold Nib

Mounted 2 Bands 17/6
Patented in All Countries
Advantages

Recorder"
PEN COMPANY

Stylographic
Best Workmanship and Finish.
Can be carried in any position.

Sole Makers:

JEWEL

Large Ink Capacity.
Strength.
Perfect Flow, always ready for use.
Can be carried in any position.
Fitted with Gold Nib to suit any hand.

LTD., 76 Newgate St., LONDON,
12

Pen
"•
™
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E.C.I, England
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Hercules
Price Book
Cov ers
Are All That The Name Implies

EXCEPTIONALLY

STRONG

"JVST^UT"

Bound in very flexible Levant
Grain, Fabri-Hide, the most durable artificial leather that can be
produced.
Experts have judged it to be real
Cowhide at sight.

EASTER
CARDS
NOW

READY

Write for samples or an assortment.
WHEN YOU THINK OF CARDS
THINK OF COUTTS.
Greeting Cards for all occasions
Acknowledgment Cards
Birthday Cards
Birth Announcement Cards
Birth Congratulation Cards
Christmas Cards
Condolence Cards

In view of the present high cost
of good leathers, the Hercules
supplies a demand, that is persistent at this time, for good wearing
Loose Leaf Price Books at moderate prices.
[f properly displayed, Hercules
Price Books will be one of the
most profitable lines for the progressive Stationer. Made in all the
Standard Price Book sizes in
Yi-xw. and i-in. capacities. For
sizes, prices, etc., see page No. 44,
Dealer's Net Price List.
BOORUM
& PEASE
LOOSE
LEAF
BOOK
CO.

Dance Programmes
Mother Cards
New Year Cards
St. Patrick Programmes
Wedding
Wedding

Leonard Street,
New York
Old South Building.
Boston, Mass.

wwm

Cards
Cards

WILLIAM E. COUTTS

Hud son Ave. and Front St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
SALESROOMS :
109-11!

Tally Cards
Congratulation
Announcement

455 King Street West

Republic Building.
Chicago, III.
4000 Laclede Avenue,
St. Louis, Mo.

TORONTO
13
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Save

Your

AND

Energy

TECHNICAL BOOKS

Moore Push-Pins are necessary for Spring
Cleaning. Look up your stock and be
ready to supply the demand created by our
continuous
advertising.

which please everybody

oi MOORE

This Style L Cabinet

PUSH PINS

We have a line of popular price
technical
handbooks which
■V
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one today from your Jobber or
Direct.

<£

Cost
Sells
vour

$12.50
18.75

Will
more
sales.

than

double

Thumbtacks Packed to Suit the Trade
No. 88

No. 31

Bra-

Steel
(NickelPlated)

-.,,

No. 52

No. 51

7 lfi"

No.

Steel
Piece) (One-

42

7 16"

No. 62

No. 61

7 16"

MOORE

PUSH

113 Berkley St.

PIN

No.
i.

Canadians in England are buying them.

No. 43
'.."

Complete

No. 63
i.,"

PERCIVAL

MARSHALL

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
::
::

CO.

.POSTCARDS

& CO.
ENGLAND

William Sinclair & Sons

.4 unique collection to suit all tastes

Birthdays
Easters
Xmas and New
Lovers
St.

Comics
Heather
Relatives
Year
Studies
Greetings
Lucky Black Cats
Patrick's Dav

(Stationers)

New

CHRISTMAS
SI. 00

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books

Collection of

FOLDING
to $7.00 per

CARDS

grots.

now ready *r WONDERFUL

VALUE!!!

Writing Pads
School Stationery

Writing Fads
Dressed and Undressed Dolls
Condolence Cards
Cabinets
Birthday Folding Cards
Terms:
Goods shipped through London
Houses
or cash with order, otherwise write for address
of our nearest Agent.

The

Addresi:

ALBERT
Otley,

HDfSBE
Plaec

Main Office and Factory:

Co
PUBLISHING

PHILCO"

Limited

Makers of

Specialty: Local View Printing from
customers' originals.

Cable

list mailed with pleasure

•[Philadelphia, Pa.

PICTURE

Holborn

STATIONER

LONDON:

London, W.C.I. Eng.

" Philcoco." London

14

WORKS
Yorks,

England

22. I»r Lane. Paterneater Raw. E.C. 4
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Thousand

Canadians

DORAl
ELDffibO
£IX0N'«
"the. m&ster drawing pencil'

Nearly five years ago experiments were commenced —
three years ago a Pencil was produced that was declared
perfect by unbiased qualified opinion. Dixon's Eldorado
— "the master drawing pencil" — for three years has had
the endorsation of Artists, Engineers, Draftsmen — now
it is sweeping the country and

Advertised in The Saturday Evening Post
How many of the 100,000 Canadian readers buy from you?
you ELDORADO in stock for them when they ask for it?

STANDARD

Have

CRAYONS

Wax Crayons for schools, marking and checking,
glass marker, lumber crayons, white and colored
school chalks, pastels, railroad and textile mill
crayons.
No. 67, Little Gem, 7 crayons in round box, is very
popular; the colors of No. 4 Crayel are brilliant
and packing is attractive; Crestlight Crayons are
positively non-smearing; Standard Lumber Crayons are low priced ; get prices on Omega Dustless
and Standard School Chalk.
We are selling a few items of lumber crayons and
marking crayons at special prices and will send
samples with prices when requested.

A. R. MacDOUGALL

TORONTO

& CO., LIMITED

Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland
15
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A.
Have you bought your
We sell them

This Sign of a Patriotic Service
is Seen in Many Stores

IS

IT

IN

YOURS?

Become an authorized agent of the Department of Finance
for the extension of the War-Savings Stamp movement.
While you do not make an immediate profit on the sale of
Thrift Stamps, your volume of business depends on the
prosperity of your community, and the far-sighted storekeeper gladly helps the movement.
The money raised by the sale of War-Savings Stamps and
Thrift Stamps is used by the Dominion of Canada to provide
credits to other nations, who are thereby enabled to purchase
food and Canadian manufactured products.
This leads to steady industry, and this, again, with the exercise of Thrift, provides further funds for Investment — a
continuous process leading to Prosperity.
Make the selling of Thrift Stamps a real, whole-hearted
patriotic service, of value to your customers, to your country,
and to yourself.
Explain the matter to your helpers and secure their eager
co-operation. Have them look over the Thrift Stamp, realize
it is the same as a quarter in giving change, make them
familiar with the Thrift Card, so that your helpers can explain
to the customers how 16 Thrift Stamps on a Thrift Card
represent $4.00 on the purchase of a War-Savings Stamp,
which will be redeemed by the Dominion of Canada Jan.
1st, 1924, for $5.00.

BUY
Set your customers a good example by buying
W-S.S. yourself.
S3
16
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Tally

Dance

NOW

Programmes

Cards

SIR GILBERT PARKER'S strangest and
most daring novel since his earlier
stories of Canada

Eight entirely new designs in figures.
Printed in Sepia. Just manufactured

Wild Youth

by us.

Original
Attractive
Artistic
AT A LOW

and Another

Sir Gilbert Parker writes for all
classes. His novels make a universal
appeal. His popularity has grown with
the years. "Wild Youth" is a novel of
his supreme and mature genius. Its success as a Big Seller is assured. Begin the
Season of 1919 with this Leader. A
great opportunity for Booksellers.

PRICE

Tally Cards (no tassels)
No. 500 — 100

in boz, 2 designs (50 gets)
50c per 100, $4.00 per 1.000

No. 600—100

in box. 2 designs (50 sets)
50c per 100. $4.00 per 1,000

No. 700—100

in box, 2 designs (50 sets)
50c per 100, $4.00 per 1,000

No. 800—100

in box, 2 designs (50 sets)
50c per 100. $4.00 per 1,000

Dance Programmes

The law of the love of Youth for Youth is the
background of this new novel of Beauty and the
Beast. Immutable as the law of gravitation, he sets
it forth, and paints in his men and women with the
same broad, powerful sweep or' delicate touches with
which he pictures the Canada he knows so well.
Louise Mazarine, a willowy slip of a girl, and Joel
Mazarine her husband, sixty-five — these are the violation of the law. Then comes Orlando Guise, a
neighboring ranchman, and young. And the law
begins to work as surely as gravitation pulls the
falling apple to the earth. A heart-gripping tale of
love and jealousy, and hate and exquisite romance is
the result.

(no tassels)

100 in box, 8 designs assorted. 50c per 100.
$4.00 per 1,000.
Tassels for above,
1,000.

25c

READY

per 100. $2.00

per

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURE

JACKET,

CLOTH

BOUND

4 Illustrations, $1.50 net

THE

COPP, CLARK

CO.

THE

LIMITED

517 Wellington St. West, Toronto

COPP,LIMITED
1CLARK

PUBLISHERS
17
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"WELCOME

Wholesale and Export Only
FACTORIES:

LEVER ST., E.C.

ENFIELD, N.

ES

PAPETERI

We Specialize
in

HOME"

Manicure Cases

The next big occasion in every city and town throughout th«will be the day "When the boys come home."
country
The
streets
will be gay with bunting and the store windows
bright with the colors that never run !
For the stationer, the EATON. CRANE & PIKE CO., PITTSintroduced a "Welcome Home" papeteriFIELD, MASS..
consisting
of 2 1 has
Plain Sheets and 21 Envelopes of its Oliv^
Drab stock in Commandant size.
The box cover is embellished with a Flag design in color on
an Olive Drab background. together with the wording.
"Welcome Home" intertwined with a spray of laurel. Retail
price 10c.
A display of these appropriate boxes in a dealer's window wilt
give it the right keynote and the boxes will sell rapidly when
the spirit of welcome is in the air.
The boys are going to be delighted to b? home again zr\'.
they will want to write their numerous friends on both sides
of the Atlantic of their safe arrival.
This package will make its appeal to them personally, an!
nothing could make a more suitable little gift to put in th^
hands of one's soldier friend with your feelings so ampl,
expressed in the simple words. "Welcome Home."
These goods can be had IMMEDIATELY. Send in your ordcunci have a supply shipped at once by Parcel Post or Expres
SO that you will be ready for the big occasion.

Eaton. Crane & Pike Co.
Pittsfield,

Massachusetts

Fitted Companions
(^nLLM^y MH£&JCr(^
"A.A." FOUNTAIN

PENS

A source of constant profit.
There's an "A. A.' Pen to suit the most fastidious customer.
The ease and convenience with which they can be filled —
the satisfaction which they render — the guarantee under
which they are sold — and the margin of profit to dealers
are some of the reasons why you should carry this

and all kinds of

Fancy Leather Goods

iw ..

Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,

MODERN

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Lid.
Canadian Representatives
468 King St. W., Toronto. Ont.

Woolnough, Draper & Co.
Limited

ST.

LONDON,

PEN COMPANY

170 Broadway

Brush Cases, (Lady's and
Gent's), Etc., Etc.

12-13 CHISWELL

Line.catalogue
toProfitable
your local jobber "A.A."
or to us for prices,
and trade discoun ts on this profitable
line.

E.C. 1

Write for Samples or Illustrated List.
18
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Dig In!
F N some respects this year 1919, in its portents, is the most important
*~ that the retail booksellers and stationers have ever faced and for
wholesalers it is a crucial year, because the fight for this business will
be keener than ever before.
Wholesalers who want to share in the big business which the retailers throughout Canada will be placing this Spring should leave no stone unturned to
capture this trade.
It will not do to "wait and see" — action is the word. The trade conditions in
Canada were never better. Reports received from all parts of Canada attest
the general prosperity which Canada is now experiencing.
The retailers realize that prices must necessarily keep up in the book and
stationery trade, with not even a remote probability of reductions this year,
owing to the market conditions of the raw materials and the steadily rising
cost of labour.
Do not postpone your appeal for Canadian business; make the strongest kind
of a bid, using

The Annual Spring Number
Bookseller and Stationer

of

Coming in April — the dividing month between Winter and Spring — when the retailers
put away Winter lines and prepare for Spring and Summer trade, it appears at a
highly opportune time for effective advertising, and this is greatly accentuated by the
fact that the Annual Spring Number reaches the trade at the most important buying
time of the whole year — when the dealers order goods for Autumn and Christmas
trade and also for September School Trade.
Send copy early and get best available position.

MARCH 28
is last date
for receiving

copy.
F-y"

AND

Full page
% 45.00
Half page
25.00
Quarter page
15.00
Special page space, 2J/ix3
7.00
(See complete rate schedule enclosed)
Book Your Order Now

Clip tnis C0UP°n> si£n and return it now while
the question is up and let us know when copy
for your advertisement will follow.
1919

Bookseller & Stationer,
143-153
University

Reserve

No Increase Over Regular Rates:

Avenue,

Toronto, Canada

page space in the Annual Spring Number

Full, half, quarter or specialty

STATIONER"
Name

for $

of "BOOKSELLER

Copy will follow to reach you by

Address.

1919

BIGGEST

CANADA'S
19
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AND

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC
will

always hold first place
as an Edition
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music

STATIONED

J. M. Dent & Sons, Limited
New Publications

of

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.

The

It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian
copyright laws.

The

the

Cathedral

$1.90

Red Cow
$1.50
By the well-known Canadian author, Peter
McArthur.
Ready February 14.

Poland, Past and Present
$1.50
By J. H. Harley, M.A. Some new and vital
details of the recent history of this unfortunate country are conveyed in this
vividly interesting volume.
Children's Picture Books
We have a wonderful selection of Books
suitable for children of all ages, to retail
from 10 cents to $3.00 each. Many of these
books are beautifully illustrated in colors.
Among them are Fairy Tales, Nature
Stories, and books of an educational value.
Send for $10 sample parcel.

MUSIC CO.

The Largest "Exclusively
Sheet Music House"
in the World

NEW

of

"His (irace of Grub Street"
$2.00
By G. V. McFadden. A splendid old-time
novel.

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

CHICAGO:

Shadow

By Vicente Blasco Ibanez, author of "The
Four Horsemen
American
edition.of the Apocalypse." New

A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

McKINLEY

TORONTO

27 Melinda St.

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.

J. M. DENT & SON, LIMITED

YORK

Publishers of Everyman' s and Wayfarer's Library

CITY.

145

W. 15th STREET

The
Financial Post
This is a business man's paper. It is of interest to every man who has money invested
either in his own business or in bonds and
securities of various kinds. It is published
weekly, and the news is given in very readable form.
Wholesale and retail merchants find it
valuable because they are interested in
market tendencies and market factors, not
only as applied to their business, but also
as applying to business in general. They
need to know conditions local and remote.
They need information to enable them to
buy right and sell safely.
And the knowledge they need they can
nually.for the insignificant sum of $3 anhave

The rapid sales of

STANDARD BRAND
BLOTTINGS
is the very best proof of the absolute
reliability of this quality blotting paper.
Particular people show their preference for
Standard Brand Blottings by coming back
for further supplies after a first purchase.

THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
Please enter me as a regular subscriber, commencing at once. If I am satisfied with the paper,
I will remit $3 to pay for my subscription on receipt
of bill.

You
ought
to feature
this quick-seller.
Other worth-while lines are:
"Sterling," "Curi-Curl," "Prismatic," "Royal
Worcester" and "Defender"
(enameled).

Standard Paper Mf g. Co,
Richmond, Va., U.S.A.

B. & S.
20
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A Man Foursquare

.
• KLCAlOOt! B POH

OUR MARCH DRIVE
DAWN

By Mrs. Eleanor H. Porter

The author of "Just David" gives us here a story of mingled
pathos, humor and human interest. Keith Burton, the plucky
blind boy hero, who dedicates his life to the service of soldiers
blinded by the war, will take his place beside David and Pollyanna. Keith's love for the doctor's daughter adds a thread of
romance to the whole that is exquisitely delineated by the gifted
authoress.
Illustrated by Hitchcock, and priced at $1.50.

A DAUGHTER

OF TWO

WORLDS

By Leroy Scott

A vividly told story of New York life. What befell the daughter
of Black Jerry Malone, keeper of a low dance hall in New York,
who is rescued from her environment and afterwards mixes in
the most exclusive New York society. A story chock full of thrilling dramatic action, with convincing characters and absorbing
interest throughout.
Price $1.60.

THE DUCHESS

OF SIONA

By &»«t Godwin

A romantic story of the Italian Renaissance, written by a man who
can write of Love, War and Intrigue in a way that grips the reader's attention until the last page is turned.
Illustrated by T. W. Benda. $1.60.
A

MAN

FOUR-SQUARE

By William MacLeod

Raine

Lovers of a rattling Western story with lots of excitement, plenty
of gun-play, and a "Bad Man" who is withal "a man four-square,"
will find this one of the best of its kind yet published.
Frontispiece by Geo. E. Gage. Price $1.50.
These books will give your business DRIVING
Get
behind
them
with your
best selling

Thomas

Allen

215 to 219 Victoria St.
21
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They're Bound to be
Splendid Sellers

In Flanders
Fields
\i. .Mil prepared for the big sales
which are absolutely certain for Col.

— a special reason in
each case

McCiae's new book? This has been
given wonderful publicity all over.
Canada in advertising and literary
notes, and in song and story centering around the great title pjem.
The book more than bears out its
early promise. The reviews, certain
to be strong, will boom it. Have
you bought sufficiently?
$1.50

My rsThrinee a
Yea
German
Prison
The

serial use of Dr. Henri S.

Beland's wonderful story in a dozen
widely-separated Canadian newspapers has, as our salesmen have
found, already stirred up strong
interest. Everyone with a library
in your town

will want it. The

book is written from the standpoint
of a public man, and is "different."
Illustrated
81.50

Who Giveth
Us
the
Victory

Arthur Mee's name is familiarly
known, for various reasons, all over
Canada. This is a book which you
can be proud to push, and will give
excellent results. It treats not of
the war. but of Victory. A suggestion— give a copy to the best
preacher in your town, with a hint
that he would find a good sermon or
two in it
$1.35

Dere
Bill
This worthy successor to "Dere
Mable" from the woman's standpoint—to be more definite, "Mable's
love letters to her rookie" — is now

They are published by

WILLIAM

BRIGGS

ready. It's illustrated like "Dere
Mable." bound like "Dere Mable,"
full of fun like "Dere Mable," and
should sell like "Dere Mable.". . .75c

TORONTO
22
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Never Beaten
The British Navy
The Grand Fleet
By

Its Creation, Development
Admiral Viscount JELLICOE

and Work
of Scapa

The Navy Eternal
TheBy White
Ensign
"Bartimeus"
"Taffrail"
TheBy Sub

-

By "Taffrail"
Naval History of the War
By Henry Newbolt
U-Boat Devilry

G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O.

This important volume gives Lord Jellicoe's personal narrative of his command of the Grand Fleet, from the
time of his appointment in August,
1914, until his relinquishment of the
post. The book deals with all the
naval "affairs" of this period, including the Battle of Jutland, and therein
of course is its greatest interest. The
story of the battle is illustrated by
charts and diagrams, and will secure
world-wide attention in view of the
controversy which has raged around
the result of the battle.
With numerous Illustrations, Maps
and Charts
PRICE
England
Canada
31s. 6d.
$6.00

-

$1.50

-

75
$1.50

By C. T. Bateman
$3.00
The Merchant Seaman in the War

$1.50
By L. Cope Cornford
- $1.50
Action-Stories of the Modern Navy
By John S. Margerison
- .75
With the R.N.R.
By "Windlass"
The Fleet Behind the Fleet
By W. MacNeile Dixon
Jack Cornwall: The Story of
John Travers Cornwall. V.C.
Hero of the Battle of Jutland
By J. E. Hoclder Williams
-

.75
.75

.50

The
Surrender of the
German Fleet

Books by the Author of

"In the
Northern Mists"
(A GRAND FLEET CHAPLAIN)
Punch Says:
'I am seriously thinking of chaining 'Grand Fleet
Days' to my bookcase, for it is written by the
author of 'In the Northern Mists,' a book which has
destroyed the moi-ality of my friends. Be assured
that I am not formulating any grave charge against
the anonymous Chaplain of the Fleet who has provided us with these delightful volumes; I merely
wish to say that nothing can prevent people from
purloining the first, and that drastic measures will
have to be taken if I am to retain the second."

THE
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Published for the Admiralty by

HODDER

IN PERIL OF THE SEA
$1.50
THE CURTAIN OF STEEL
1.50
GRAND FLEET DAYS
1.50
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE
1.50
IN THE NORTHERN MISTS .... 1.50

HODDER

-

& STOUGHTON

Numerous Illustrations

$1.00
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Ihe Leading Automobile Books All 191 9 Editions
Just Published
1919 Edition of
Page's Standard Automobile Books

JUST

Gasolene and Kerosene Carburetors, Construction,
Installation and Adjustment
By Capt. V. W. Page. All leading types of carburetors
are described in detail, special attention being given to
the forms devised to use the cheaper fuels, such as
kerosene. Carburetion troubles, fuel system troubles,
carburetor repairs and installation, electric primers and
economizers, hot spot manifolds and all modern carburetor developments are considered in a thorough manner.
Methods of adjusting all types of carburetors are fully
discussed as well as suggestions for securing maximum
fuel economy and obtaining highest engine power. 250
pages, 89 illustrations
Price, $1.50

The Modern Gasoline Automobile, Its Design, Construction, Operation.
By Victor W. Page, M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical, and up-to-date treatise on gasoline
automobiles and their component parts ever published.
In the new revised and enlarged 1919 edition all phases
of automobile construction, operation and maintenance
are fully and completely described and in language anyone can understand. Every part of all types of automobiles, from light cyclecars to heavy motor trucks and
tractors, are described in a thorough manner; not only
the automobile, but every item of its equipment, accessories, tools needed, supplies and spare parts necessary
for its upkeep, are fully discussed.
1000 pages, 1000
illustrations
Price, $3.50
The Model T Ford Car. Its Construction, Operation
and Repair, Including the Ford Farm Tractor.
By Victor W. Page. This is the most complete and
practical instruction book ever published on the Ford
car. All parts of the Ford Model T Car are described
and illustrated in a comprehensive manner — nothing is
left for the reader to guess at. The construction is
fully treated and operating principle made clear to
everyone. Complete instructions for driving and repairing are given. Every detail is treated in a non-technical
yet thorough manner. To the 1919 Revised Edition
matter has been included on the Ford Truck and Tractor
Conversion Sets and Genuine Ford Tractor. All parts
are described. All repair processes illustrated and fully
explained. Written so all can understand— no theory,
no guesswork. New Edition.
106 illustrations, 310 pages,
2 large folding plates
Price, $1.00
Starting, Lighting and Ignition Systems.
By Victor W. Page. A practical treatise on modern
starting and ignition system practice. This practical
volume has been written with special reference to the
requirements of the non-technical reader desiring easily
understood explanatory matter relating to all types of
automobile ignition, starting and lighting systems. It
can be understood by anyone, even without electrical
knowledge, because elementary electrical principles are
considered before any attempt is made to discuss features of the various systems. These basic principles are
clearly stated and illustrated with simple diagrams. All
the leading systems of starting, lighting and ignition
have been described and illustrated with the co-operation
of the experts employed by the manufacturers. Wiring
diagrams are shown in both technical and non-technical
forms. Nearly 500 pages, 297 engravings. . . .Price, $2.00
Automobile Repairing Made Easy
By Victor W. Page. A thoroughly practical book containing complete directions for making repairs to all
parts of the motor car mechanism. Written in a thorough
but non-technical manner. Gives plans for workshop
construction, suggestions for equipment, power needed,
machinery and tools necessary to carry on business
successfully. Tells how to overhaul and repair all parts
of automobiles.
1056 pages, 100 illustrations. Price, $3.50
Questions and Answers Relating to
Modern Automobile Construction,
Driving and Repair
By Victor W. Page. A self-educator on
automobiling without an equal. This practical treatise consists of a series of thirtyseven lessons, covering with over 2,000
questions and their answers — the automobile, its construction, operation and repair.
650 pages, 392 illustrations... Price, $2.00
How to Run an Automobile
By Victor W. Page. This treatise gives concise instructions for starting and running all makes of gasoline
automobiles, how to care for them, and gives distinctive
features of control. Describes every step for shifting
gears, controlling engine, etc. Thoroughly illustrated.
178 pages, 72 illustrations
Price, $1.00

THE NORMAN

Inventor's Manual, How to Make a Patent Pay.
This is a book designed as a guide to inventors in perfecting their inventions, taking out their patents, and
disposing of them. It is not in any sense a Patent Solicitor's circular nor a Patent Broker's advertisement. No
advertisements of any description appear in the work.
It is encea ofbook
containing
a quarter
of a century's
a successful
inventor,
togethere
with notes experibased
upon the experience of many other inventors. Revised
edition.
120 pages
Price, $1.25
Model Making
By Raymond Frances Yates. A new book for the
mechanic and model maker. This is the first book of
its kind to be published in this country and all those
interested in model engineering should have a copy. The
first eight chapters are devoted to such subjects as
Silver Soldering, Heat Treatment of Steel, Lathe Work,
Pattern Making, Grinding, etc. The remaining twentyfour chapters describe the construction of various
models, such as rapid fire naval guns,
speed bines,
boats,
model steam engines, turetc.
This book must not be confused with
those describing the construction of toys
now on the market. It is a practical treatise on model engineering and construction. 400 pages, 301 illustrations. Price, $3

Steam Engine Troubles
By H. Hamkens. It is safe to say that no book has ever
been published which gives the practical engineer such
valuable and comprehensive information on steam
engine design and troubles. There are descriptions of
cylinders, valves, pistons, frames, pillow blocks and
other bearings, connecting rods, wristplates, dashpots,
reachrods, valve gears, governors, piping, throttle and
emergency valves, safety stops, flywheels, oilers, etc.
If there is any trouble with these parts, the book gives
you the reasons and tells how to remedy them. 350
pages, 276 illustrations
Price, $2.50

A B C of Aviation
By Capt. V. W. Page. This book describes the basic
principles of aviation, tells how a balloon or dirigible
is made and why it floats in the air. Describes how
an airplane flies. It shows in detail the different parts
of an airplane, what they are and what they do.
Describes all types of airplanes and how they differ in
construction; as well as detailing the advantages and
disadvantages of different types of aircraft. It includes
a complete dictionary of aviation terms and clear drawings of leading airplanes. The reader will find simple
instructions for unpacking, setting up and rigging airplanes. A full description of airplane control principles
is given and methods of flying are discussed at length.
This book answers every question one can ask about
modern aircraft, their construction and operation. A
self educator on aviation without an equal. 275 pages,
130 specially made illustrations with 7 plates. Price, $2.50

W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO., 2 West 45th Street, New York, U.S.A.
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SPRING
LEADERS
Canada's favorite author in this new novei
strikes again the humanly spiritual note
that first gave him his great renown and
his vast a"udience. Into it he has. as
Major Charles W. Gordon of the Canadian
overseas forces, poured his deep, personal
emotional experiences of the great war. It
is a vivid picture of the development of
the refinement of the individual soul given
us in the story of Barry Dunbar arid
coming to the love story which is unfolded,
"The Little V.A.D.," is as appealing a
heroine as one can recall. This is undoubtedly the best seller for spring, 1919.
The Sky Pilot in No Man's
Connor

ARNOLD

Land, by Ralph
$1.50

BENNETT

new Arnold Bennett novel is his greatest performance. Its
ro is George Cannon, son of Hilda Leeways, of the Claynger series, but this novel is complete in itself, entirely
dependent of Bennett's previous novels of the Five Towns,
most brilliant prospects had spread out before the hero and
came the drums of war. The hero had risen to high sucfrom a position of nonentity, always having carried the
r of having been born to greatness. The novel closes with the
thor's characteristic dramatic touch of naturalism.
Roll Call, by Bennett
$1.50

The "Secret City." which is the title of Huirh Waipole's new novel,
is Petrograd. and the time is concurrent with the bursting of the
Revolution. Can you think of a subject richer in opportunity for
the sort of a novel of action, intrigue, plotting and counter-plotting,
mystery, peril? The scene is knit of a multitude each a facet in
the weirdest cauldron of history.
"The Secret City," by Walpole
$1.60

OPPENHEIM

With an unusual plot even for this versatile English author. "The
Curious Quest." with scenes laid in London before the war. can be
relied upon to rank up with the best of Oppenheim's previous tales a< ;i
best seller. A rich young idler wagers £2", 000 with his physician that
he could start out on a five pound note arid live for a year on what he
could earn. The physician had maintained that the young man had no
moral stamina. Not the least original part of the story is its most
unique denouement.
The Curious Quest, by Oppenheim
SI. 50

No spy story of the war has been written that exceeds Frederick Arnold
Rummer's "The Web." Booksellers should exploit it as a real thriller because that
is what it is. The scenes shift repeatedly between England and Germany. This is
a story that is most admirable in its development with suspense held to the very
last page. Push this as a spy story par excellence!
"The Web," by Rummer
sl-'°

HOLWORTHY

HALL

An "after the war" story is Holworthy Hall's new novel, and it is even
better than "Henry of Navarre" and "Pepper" which won him such
fame. The new title is "The Man Whom Nobody Knew." The hero,
for good reasons, drops out of the world so far as his old friends are
concerned. As a man utterly unknown to the community this story tells
how he made good in spite of tragic developments which threaten to
wreck
his success
worthily
won.
"The

Man

Nobody

Rnew,"

by

Holworthy

Hall

$1.50
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Telegrams

Telephone Nos.

collins glasgow "
collins
limited
fleet london

LONDON
GLASGOW

Chairman
WM

CODE

A 'COLLINS

London Warehouse,
'^Bridewell Place.
NEWBRIDGE ST, EC. 4

I

Herriot

FOUNDED

1818

7 I 70
;3

LINESI
3030

'«!Slf.

CITY
BELL

(5 LINES)
ABC

Hill Works

GLASGOW

To the Canadian Trade
Gentlemen,
The early proximity of peace enables us onoe more
to visit your market , when we hope to resume our
long standing and friendly "business relations.
The great shortage of raw materials, depletion of
staff, and abnormal shipping conditions during the
period of the war have now materially improved with
market conditions "becoming gradually more normal.
While our goods have been absent from your market,
we have received a large patronage from Canadians
Overseas in this Country, and we trust the popularity
of our goods will still meet with their, and your
continued support.
Our London Director, Mr, A. B. Glen, who was located
in Canada some years ago, will visit the principal
Cities during the coming Spring, when due advice of
his visit will be forwarded.
With compliments,
' We remain,
Respectfully yours,
William Collins Sons & Co., Ltd.
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Canadian
Stationer.
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The Desert of Wheat

The War Story of the C.A.M.C.

By Zane Grey

By Col. J. G. Adami, M.D.,
F.R.S., C.A.M.C.
-

$1 50

A thrilling tale woven round the heart of the wheat
country, a story of grit and cowardice, of patriotism
and treachery filled with the spirit that makes Zane
Grey the well-loved writer he is.

The Fighting Shepherdess
By Caroline Lockhart

-

$1.50

Here is a real story of the West tense, gripping; with
drama, incident, humor. The heroine is a powerful
delineation which will rank high in the galleries of distinctive characters of fiction of the West.

The Diary of a Nation
Being Editorials Reprinted
from "Life", edited by
Edward S. Martin
-

The Best Short Stories of 1918
Edited by Edward J. O'Brien

Best

Stories of 1915.

$1.60

1916, 1917."

Four Years in the White North
By Donald
F.R.G.S.

The City of Comrades
By Basil King

-

-

$1.75

With unforgettable vividness, they move before you
Regina, the girl who dared break her engagement
when she knew she couldn't love the man, Lovey, the
strange old man with his terrible secret, and a genius
for friendship the man with the power of rebuilding
other men, of remarking idle, worthless women, thieves,
and a score of people woven into this interesting and
ennobling story.

How

$1.50

and Paint
-.

The Cradle of New France
A Story of the City Founded
by Champlain,
By A. G. Doughty Clod
-

Many are the passages and remarks which tickle the
fancy while one reads, and stick in the memory long
afterwards.

Illustrated with twelve coloured and seventeen black
$1.50
and white full-page illustrations and map of Quebec
in colours.

BOOK

PUBLISHERS

to Draw
Illustrated,

This story is told in letters exchanged between a
mother who runs a big Georgia farm and knows how,
and her newly-married daughter who is helping her
husband to run his farm and does not know how. These
epistles between a clever mother and her equally clever
daughter, are full of Nature and human nature.

The MUSSON

$4.00

A complete hand-book on the whole art of drawing
$1.00
and painting, containing concise instructions in outline,
light and shade, perspective, sketching from Nature,
figure drawing, artistic anatomy, landscape, marine and
portrait painting, the principles of colours applied to
painting, etc., etc.

From Sunup to Sundown
-

B. MacMillan,
-

The thrills, privations, hardships and wonderful discoveries of the Crocker Land Expedition during four
years of exploration in North Greenland are here told.
Long journeys across frozen sounds and wind-swept
plateaus are described — the intense anxiety felt by the
little band of men over the non-arrival of the relief ship
the hunting of walrus, caribou and bear. A full
account of the scientific work.

Basil King is not afraid of the grim things of life
— he is too great an artist he pictures life naked and
stripped of its sham yet he has touched all with a
spiritual fire.

By Corra Harris and
Faith Harris Leach

$1.50

These articles from New York "Life" stand for a
type of editorial comment for which there is no parallel
in British journalism unconventional, colloquial, but
trenchant and often intensely serious, though appearing in what is nominally a comic paper. There is
hardly a page that does not invite quotation.

By general consent, Mr. O'Brien's annual volume has
achieved the distinction of a landmark in the literary
year, and his fourth collection is thoroughly enjoyable,
and interesting as well as distinctive. Uniform with
"The

$1.50

An attempt is here made to record the outstanding
facts bearing upon the activities of the Canadian Medical Service in such a form that the general reader may
realize and become interested in the part played by
medicine and surgery in modern warfare, while at the
same time the professional reader may be given, as it
were, a bird's eye view of the progressive development
of military medicine in the great war as exemplified hv
the work of the C.A.M.C.

-

COMPANY,
TORONTO

Ltd.

The Traveller: His Place in Business
THERE

are some men who are peculiarly adapted

to the work of representing a house "on the
road," but of these the variety of men who achieve
varying degrees of success is legion. This naturally
leads up to the fact that a certain percentage of
them approach, far metre nearly than others, the
TOO per cent, status of ability.
The hook and stationery merchants of Canada
are fortunate in the general type of men who call
upon them representing the wholesale trade. They
are a clean-cut lot of men, ami there are some who
have heen on the road so many years and have
formed such close friendships with the men to whom
(hey sell, that it would he a positive hardship for
them to have to quit the road. Others there are
whose ambition, almost from the outlet, has been
of a different type, this being in the direction of
themselves becoming the executives to preside over
the peregrinations of their own travellers. Tt would
seem, from the nature of thiDgs, that the firms sending out traveller^ would be well advised to organize
that end of their business with far-sighted vision.
The traveller is such an important cog in the machinery of business, that in the natural course of progress
from junior to senior traveller the advancement
should be such as to make that ultimate position,
at the head of the travelling force, that carries with
it a relatively proportionate financial compensation.
Many houses have sales managers, and these are
almost invariably men who have been successful
travellers. The men on the road may, therefore,
always look forward to getting a berth of that sort
when their experience and demonstrated ability
prove them to be entitled to such recognition.

is a man of business, who is usually all the more
keen and observant because of the nature of his
calling, and consequently is able to work on his
own initiative better than on "unseasoned" suggestions from the home office. On the other hand,
where this auxiliary service of keeping the traveller
properly posted is intelligently carried out. the
traveller will usually be found only too glad to
entertain any suggestions and advice that may be
offered. The aim of both should be toward the
highest possible degree of such co-ordination between traveller and house.
Now a- to the retailer and his attitude to the
traveller: The retail buyer can make the lot of the
traveller a happier one by at all times treating him
as a business brother and extending to him the same
courtesy that he extends to the people to whom he

himself sells g Is. He can also make' a traveller
a better business man by exacting from him a greater
degree of constructive help, and by giving a hearing
ear to all efforts of that sort by the men on the road.
Heaping abuse on the traveller is apparently
a favorite pastime of some merchants. And how
they do save it up! Travellers frequently come to
know instinctively that when they enter (be store
of Jones of Jonesville, or Smith of Smithtown,
Old Jones or Young Smith, as the case may be, will
of* faulta fusillade
them ofwith
fallWell,upon
be Mire to finding.
that sort
thing,
to say the least.
is not in the best interests of the merchant himself,
because be begins by stroking the traveller's fur the
wrong way. If there is a real kick coming, a far
better way to register it would be to wait for a more
opportune time than to make this kick the dealer's
greeting to the traveller. Tact is a requisite for
success on the part of travellers in dealing with
retailers, but it is also necessary for the retailers to
be tactful in their demeanor toward the travelling
men, because the traveller is frequently in a position
to do the retailer a good turn. In the natural course,

With proper recognition, on the pail of the
employing concerns, of the importance of the place
of the traveller in business, and a painstaking and
persistent endeavor, on the part of the traveller,
to get out of himself the best that is in him in
carrying out his part of the selling game, both can
contribute toward greater achievement in building
bigger business through this medium of selling.
The traveller should be posted with a thorough know-

whom is he going to select for favorable treatment —
the merchant who treats him in a courteous manner
or the one who doesn't?
Let it be the aim of every traveller to become
a better representative of his house, and to extend
his usefulness to the retailer beyond the restricted
scope of merely selling him goods. If he can show
the way to the dealer to sell more goods the logical
sequence is that he will get more orders from the
retailer.

ledge of the firm's policies and aims, and be able
to intelligently pass on to the retailers the immediate plans and ultimate hopes of the house.
Some salesmen are annoyed by the tone and

nature of "pep" letters that are shot at them by
arm-chair sales "strategists." Many of these letters
are just so much wasted effort, because they fail to
take into consideration that the seasoned traveller
29

Who's Who Some
Amo
ng Traveling Men?
Information About Ambassadors of Commerce Who Sell

TRAVELERS'
NUMBER
The work of preparing a Travelers' Number has
been heavier than was anticipated and while the
response has been most satisfactory, data was
still pouring in when we were obliged to close our
forms. Consequently, a further grist of news
about men on the road, together with additional
pictures, will appear in the April Number.
The Editor.

Books, Stationery and Kindred Lines
in Canada
to his joining the travelling staff of the
old firm of Austin and Robertson, and
;•. facetious mention that Mr. Gillies
was said to be a grandfather, which the
writer was inclined to scout because of
his youthful appearance, but for the irrefutable evidence that existed. To-day
Mr. Gillies is a great-grandfather! He
will have reached the 75th milestone of
life on -the 9th of next month and his
hosts of friends in the trade from coast
to coast hope to be able to offer him
congratulations on many a succeeding
anniversary of his birthday.

AI.EX.

Gil, LIES

THE DEAN OF THE ROAD
From the information that BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER has been
able to gather, the honor of being accredited the title of the "Dean of the
Road" in Canada, so far as the travelers
calling upon retail booksellers and stationers are concerned, goes to Alexander
Gillies of the Rolland Paper Co., of
Montreal, who was interviewed by
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER at
the Toronto office of that concern, a
few days before his departure on a reg"ular trip through Western Canada. He
travels the country from coast to coast
Mr. Gillies was born in 1844 in Glasgow, Scotland, and is therefore in his
75th year, but a glance at his picture
appearing in this issue would seem to
make "seventy-five years young," the
proper term to use.
Alex. Gillies came to Canada when
but nine years of age. He has been
with Rolland's for the past fourteen
years but has been on the road in
Canada in the paper and stationery
trade since 1865.
Going back in the files of this paper
tc the issue for January, 1896, reveals
a picture of Mr. Gillies taken about
twenty-five years ago and he doesn't
look a great deal older in the picture
shown now, which by the way is from
a photograph taken in 1914.
It is interesting to quote the following from the sketch accompanying the
picture as shown in 1896:
"Mr. Gillies has been in the paper
business for many years and knows it
thoroughly. He comes from a family of
paper-makers and stationers. He was
for thirty years with Buntin & Co., and
only joined the Boyd firm in 1895. He
is an uncle of James B. Gillies, of the
well-known firm of Buntin, Gillies &
Co.. Hamilton." Then follows reference

MR. BELL'S FINE RECORD
As regards book travellers, the record
for long service in Canada seems to be
indisputably held by W. C. Bell, who is
now acting as special Canadian repre
sentative for several prominent firms
of British and American
publishers.
Mr. Bell has been on the road sellingbooks for over forty years, and as tlrn
years have added to his knowledge of
books, making him probably the best
posted man in this country on bibliography, so has his place in the esteem
and affection of his co-workers in the
trade been strengthened with each passing year.
It is interesting to quote here the following paragraph from the issue of May,
1903, of "Books and Notions," which
afterward became BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER:
"Probably the best posted and certainly one of the most popular traveller?
in the book business for the past fifteen
years is Mr. W. C. Bell, of C. M. Taylor

The

Dean

W. C. BELL
of the Bonk

Trave

& Co., who, during two-thirds of that
time, has been representing their interests in the East and Maritime Provinces.
On Saturday, the 28th ult., he was
joined in holy wedlock to Miss Lillian
Warne, of Toronto. His fellow employees evinced their warm friendship on
the eve of his marriage by presenting
him with a handsome secretar . Mr.
Taylor presented his pretty bride with
a silver tea set in token of the high
esteem in which Mr. Bell is hel ' by his
employers."

A GROUP OF WELL-KNOWN BOOK TRAVELERS
1— John Henry (Oxford University Press): 2— T. S. Sinnott (Imperial News Co.); 3 — Geo.
Smithers (Macmillan's); 4— Thoma's Langton ; 5— E. S. Fowkes (Coop, Clark Co.); 6— Geo.
Stewart (McClelland & Stewart): 7— Fred. Sparks (Frederick D. Goodchild) ; 8— Ronald
Wilkinson
(Longmans, '(Macmillan's);
Green & Co.) 9— Arthur Smart (Frederick D. Goodchild); 10— T. F. Pike
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THE PUSH-PIN
PUSHERS
R. G. Underwood, sales manager of
the Moore Push Pin Co. of Philadelphia,
in an interesting letter in response to a
request for a list of their travelers covering Canada writes as follows:
"We have your letter of February 18.
and our Canadian traveling men are:

J.

H.

Carroll R. Burkhart, who calls on all
of the Canadian trade from London,
Ontario, to Halifax, N.S. Mr. Burkhart,
while having a name that might be
mistaken for a German under some circumstances, isnot by any means German. The facts of the case are that he
comes from real good English stock and
spells his name without the usual German D. Mr. Burkhart has made a great
many friends in the territory he covers.
He is a fine, young, likable chap who
is developing rapidly into one of our
best salesmen and during 1918 headed
the list for several months.

WALKER

Who represents Luckett Loose Leaf, Ltd., for
Canada, outside of Ontario, and who also represents the Whiting-Cook Co.. Holyoke, Mass.; the
Westcott MeKee
.Jewell Glass
Co., Seneca'
Falls. N.Y.,
Co., Jaenette.
Pa. and the

C.
Mr.

I

C.

An interesting item in connection with
the Travelers' Number is that A. B.
Glen, London, director of the house of
William Collins, Sons & Co , of Glasgow

Howard Magee covers our Western
Canadian territory from Winnipeg to
Vancouver. Mr. Magee also has a great
many friends in Canada among the dealers. He is one of the complacent,
phlegmatic, jovial kind of fellows, with
a big, round, cheerful face that makes
you feel good to look at him. Mr.
Magee is a patriotic American of the
first order and let us, immediately upon
the declaration of war, to do his bit in
helping to build ships to lick the Kaiser.
Since we have finished that little job,
however, he is back helping to keep the
smoke coming out of our factory chimney and he is certainly doing it.

LIVESAY

sells the line of Luckett Loose
Ltd.. tj the Ontario
trade.

UNDERWOOD

Leaf,

CARROLL

The writer is well known to all of the
Eastern Canadian trade as he covered

Who

and London, is to visit the principal
cities of Canada in the spring. -This big
Old Country house did an extensive
business with Canada before the war,
but during the war years their goods
have been absent from this market.

it personally for many years and remembers with a great deal of pleasure
meeting such men as Mr. Campbell of
the W. J. Gage and Company; Mr. Reed
of the Copp-Clark Company; Mr. Sinclair of the Warwick Bros, and many
other personal friends who are in the

H. L. GELINAS
assists Mr. Livesay in caring for the Toronto trade of Luckett Loose Leaf. Toronto.

The travelling stationery and book men
who have been visiting the Maritime
Provinces, report sales fair.

wholesale and larger retail trade."

WM. J. BRADY.
Sales Manager

EDWARD

J.

BOYD

TRAVELERS

CHAS.

J.

CRANFIELD

FOR McCLELLAND
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JOSEPH

R. BURKHART

H.

TORONTO.

JEFFERIES

NORMAN

B.

KNOWLES
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TRAVELLERS

Men on the Road For Some of the Leading Wholesale Houses
Thomas Allen, Publishers, Toronto:
Melville J. McLean,
Coast to Coast.
Thomas Allen, Toronto and Montreal.
American Lead Pencil Co., New York:
Thos. S. McCrea, All of Canada.
William
Briggs, Publisher, Toronto:
E. W. Walker,
Sales Manager.
R. J. Kennedy, Western Canada and part
of the Maritime Provinces.
J. Ferris, Eastern Ontario and sections of
Western Canada.
W. J. Young, Ontario.
James
Portch, Ontario.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton:
W. C. Cunningham, Western and Northern
Ontario.
C. P. Rason, Niagara Peninsula and Southwestern Ontario.
Geo. E. Peene, Western Canada.
R. G. Elmslie, Eastern Ontario and Grey
and Bru;e District.
S. M. Scott, Maritime Provinces.
J. F. Neville, Ottawa.
T. B. Little, Montreal.
G. R. Fenwick, Hamilton.
W. G. McAndrew, Jr., Hamilton.
R. L. Mitchell, Hamilton.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto:
H. O. Walker, Eastern Ontario.
A. B. Corbett, Northern Ontario.
H. G. Warren, North-Western Ontario.
J. T. Swift, Western Ontario.
H. G. Fairfield, Western Canada.
J. Graham, Western Canada.
W. Dutton Copp, Montreal.
W. J. Fosdick, Maritime Provinces.
J. H. Forman, Ottawa Valley.
E. S. Fowkes, Special Book Salesman.
Luckett Loose Leaf, Ltd., Toronto:
H. L. Gelinas, Toronto
(Junior)
C. C. Livesay, Ontario and Toronto.
J. H. Walker,
Canada
(outside Ontario)
F. D. Goodchild, Publisher, Toronto:
A. Smart, larger centres in Ontario, the
Far West and the East.
Fred Sparks, Ontario.
Frederick D. Goodchild, Toronto, Montreal
and Ottawa.
S. B. Gundy, Publisher, Toronto:
J. F. Henry, Western Canada.
W. E. Mainprice,
Eastern
Ontario
and
Province.
G. F. Thompson, Western Ontario.
A. R. MacDougall & Co., Toronto:
G. McCrimmon, Ontario.
A. R. Haviland, Toronto.
M. D. Otty, Western Canada.
S. J. Huber,
Kingston,
Ottawa,
Quebec
Province.
D. A. Mallette, Maritimes, Newfoundland.
B. S. Hulse, Special Representative.
Mabie, Todd & Co., Toronto:
James A. G. Pike, Ontario.
John Scott, Prairie Provinces and Maritime Provinces.
Walter Greaves, British Columbia.
Macmillan
Co., Publishers, Toronto:
Hugh S. Eayrs, Resident Gen. Sales Mgr.
Montrose G. Liston, Special Representative.
S. A. P. Clark. General Representative.
A. S. Thomas, General Representative
Western Canada and District Representative British Columbia.
E. C. Renouf. District Representative
Province
Quebec.
H. Dickenson, District Representative
Maritime
Provinces..
Capt. M. G. MacVicar, District Representative Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
Capt. A. T. Lowes, District Representative
Alberta.
George G. Smithers, The West, Montreal
and Ottawa.
Ronald
H. Wilkinson,
Ontario
and the
Maritimes.
Rumsey & Co., Toronto:
F. P. Maddox, Hamilton and Niagara Peninsula.
J. R. Pyle, Toronto.

(Continued on page 51)

BUNTIN, GILLIES & CO. TRAVELERS
Top. left— W. C. Cunningham ; right. C. P. Rason.
2nd row, left
Peene; right, R. S. Elmslie.
3rd row, left— Roy Fenwick;
centie.
Neville ; right, W. G. McAndrew.
In circle— S. M. Scott.

SOME

ROAD

VETERANS

There are four travelers on the road
for Buntin, Gillies & Co., who follow close
upon each other's heels in point of long
service. They are W. C. Cunningham, 30
years; C. P. Rason, 29 years; G. E
Peene, 28 years, and R. G. Elmslie, 27
years. There's a quartette hard to beat
in many other respects besides long service and there is an aspect of these records which should not be overlooked.
It is that a house which holds men of
their calibre for so many years must be
a mighty satisfactory one to be connected with, which only bears out the repu
32
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tation for square dealing which this ok:
house has with members of the retail
trade throughout the Dominion.
Two other travelers have long service
records, which might seem venerable in
some other houses, but they seem
dwarfed by Billy Cunningham's thirtyyear showing. They arc G. R. Fenwick, 14 years, and W. G. McAndrew,
Jr., 12 years. They are both on the
staff of city travelers in Hamilton. It
is a pleasure for BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER to include these veterans
of the road among the ni'-tures shown in
the TRAVELER'S NUMBER, together
with S. M. Scott, who travels in the
Maritimes and J. F. Neville, Ottawa
branch manage" for the same house.

A Splendid Spirit of Optimism
Wholesalers and Retailers Should

THE TRADE
OUTLOOK
Two prominent members of the retail trade contribute letters to this issue of the trade paper, that
will prove highly interesting and full of inspiration for the retail trade.

THAT a great measure of good has
been accomplished by the sane
and healthy-toned letters from
representative members of the trade,
wholesale and retail, in the January and
February -issues of BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER, is shown by the confidence
in the 1919 trade outlook, which they
have materially helped to inspire, an
influence that the traveling salesmen,
particularly, have felt in their early canvassing of the trade for 1919 business.
This will be further accentuated to a
high degree by the sound, optimistic
letters which follow:
Toronto, February 11, 1919
Editor, BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
I should like to congratulate BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER on the
splendid spirit of optimism found in the
January number. "As a man thinketh
so is he," is not only good Scripture, but
sound sense, and, generally speaking, if
1919 proves to be a prosperous year for
the book and stationery trade, it will be
because the wholesaler and the retailer
alike think good business, talk good
business, and work intelligently for good
business.
In 1914, after war broke out, for some
months it seemed as though the bottom
had dropped out of everything; that
never again would we be able to resume
the development of our natural resources
or the building up of large industries,
because foreign capital would not be
available, and we had supposed that
without this foreign capital we could
make no progress. Canada was thrown
absolutely on her own resources; and
how splendidly she responded!
Why should not a people be optimistic who, during the war period, subscribed to their own Government's loans
to the amount of $1,680,621,300.00. The
interest on this huge sum will be paid to
our own citizens and spent in this country.
Already there is the beginning of a
very large export business, and connections have been and are being formed
which will mean great things for Canada's future trade. Moreover, Canada
is a food-producing country, and the nations of Europe are clamoring for food.
All this must have its general effect
utton the book and stationery business,
but what concerns us most intimatelv
at the moment is the immediate outlook
for our own particular lines. That there
will be a gradual readjusting and a reduction in prices is undoubted; I do not
anticipate this, however, in the near future for the reason that there is a shortage and there must continue to be a
shortage of paper poods throughout the
world, and until the shipping of the
world is measurably restored and the

Continue to Think Good
Business, Talk Good Business and Work For
Good Business For 1919

imports of pulp from Scandinavian countries to America are resumed
there can be no material reduction in
paper prices.
Wages are high, and under present
conditions should not be reduced, and
wages are largely the determining factor
in the cost of both raw material and
finished products.
I believe, therefore, it would be good
business to go on buying freely without
stocking too far ahead. The man with
his order placed will secure first service
if shortage comes. If orders are withheld now and rushed in later on, thus

W.
President

P. GUNDY
of the House of Gage

creating an unnatural demand, there
will not be enough paper stock to go
around in a few months' time. If this
is to be avoided then dealers should continue to buy in a normal way. Any other
course may lead to disturbing conditions,
unprofitable, if not disastrous to everyone.
I wish to acknowledge, if I may, on
behalf of the wholesale booksellers and
stationers, the very kindly greetings in
your January number from Russell
Lang & Co., Winnipeg, who, I am sure,
were conveying the good wishes of the
retail trade. This kindly spirit is
characteristic of booksellers and stationers, wholesale and retail, as I have
known them fairly intimately during
almost forty years.
W. P. CxUNDY. President.
W. J. GAGE & CO., LIMITED.
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Soldiers Greater Readers
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer,—
One point on which ail Canadian publisher will agree is that 1918 was a
successful year, even though prices were
considerably higher on many popular
or standard lines of books. The volume
of business was greater, thus proving
that the public will pay the necessarily
increased list prices of books. But
what concerns us is not so much the
year that is passed, but the year we
have entered upon. As regards prices
for 1919— the publisher must get more
for his books. Printers and binders are
getting much more for their labor and
there has been practically no drop in the
price of materials, and books cannot be
manufactured for nothing, although at
the cheap prices prevailing before the
war on low priced or standard series the
public had been educated to pay a lower price for books than is paid for almost any other line of goods. Some
publishers in the United States last
year lost many thousands of dollars on
the books they sold. One thing is sure,
prices will "never again" drop as low as
they were in pre-war times and I doubt
very much if they will drop at all perceptibly during 1919. My own opinion
is that certain lines, such as renrints,
will advance still further during the
year. I think by Fall we will see a
-Teat many books of fiction published at
$1.75 or higher and I am quite sure the
Dublic will pav the increased prices. I
do not think there will be an adverse
sale, especially of the books by well
known authors — of course in spite of
the publishers' feeling with regard to
the importance of books it must be admitted that a greit many people consider them as luxuries.
As regards business for 1919, the
booksellers, especially in Ontario, have
had the most successful year's business
in their history. Stocks were practically sold out at Christmas time and
the country generally has more money
to spend than ever before. Again, the
returning soldiers will buv more books
than they did before going overseas.
They have had more leisure time to
read, their appetites will be whetted for
literature, and as our Canadian boys
have rubbed shoulder to shoulder with
their British comrades, who are as a
rule greater readers than Canadians, is
it not probable that increased sales will
result? I think so. To =um up, prices
will be higher, the public will pay the
increased prices and the publishers and
booksellers will have a profitable . business in 1919.
ERNEST WALKER,
Manager Wholesale Dept.
WILLIAM BRIGGS.

BOOKSELLER
In reply to an enquiry sent out by
the editor as to 1919 prospects, G. J.
Galloway of the Old Bookstore, Vancouver, B. C, wrote as follows: "You
can have just what you want. If you
talk blue ruin you will have it or the reverse. Itis up to the mouth-piece of the
world, the daily and weekly press."
1919 Will Be Best
New Glasgow, N.S., Feb. 3, 1919
Editor BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
Re your request for a brief message
regarding our 1918 holiday trade, may
say that business was beyond our expectations. 1917 was good; 1918 was
much better, and we propose making
1919 the best of all.
Yours truly,
TORRY'S BOOK STORK,
Per J. B. Torry, Mgr.
West's Outlook Good
Kdmonton, Jan. 28. 1919.
Editor BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
In reply to your request as to trade
conditions, I might say personally, that
my Christmas and New Year's business
was phenomenally good, considering we
were right in the worst of the "flu"'
epidemic in the holiday time. My sales
were 35 per cent, better than last year;
also the outlook for 1919, I think, is good
for trade. The very mild winter we are
having is a big saving to the householders in their coal bins, which will throw
more money to the merchants. I think
the West will develop faster and steadier
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than heretofore, with better classes of
settlers, in fact the outlook is good.
J. D. HUTTON.
RETAIL BOOK
PRICES*
Victoria, B.C., February 4, 1919
Editor, Bookseller and Stationer, —
In response to your request for information re our December and Christmas
business, I think we with almost every
branch of business catering for holiday
trade can say that it was far beyond our
expectations. While we are not in a
position to report it as our best year,
many of the local trade, state that it
was the best December that they ever
had. The one condition that mutilates
against a profitable book business is
the increased cost of books without a
possibility of a proportionate advance in
retail prices.
Yours sincerely,
T. N. HIBBEN & CO.
Why
should not the retail booksellers advance their prices in reasonable
proportion to wholesale prices? — Editor.
TRIED COMMISSION
IDEA
The Granville Stationery Co., of Vancouver, B.C., replying to the editor's
enquiry as to whether a commission or
1'onus was paid to salesmen, stated that
they had tried a scheme of allowing 1
per cent, commission on cash sales covering the whole vear. but could trace no
i:ood results. On the contrary they
found that salesmen were prone to neg-

lect small customers

in favor of larger

N
buyers.
FOR A TAG WINDOW
A source of considerable profit, very
often neglected on account of its apparend insignificance, is the humble but
serviceable tag. Stout tags are needed
at every season. It is a good plan to
fit up a window in such a fashion that
the public will at once be made aware
that ail its wants in this line could be
freely supplied. Use a background
papered in red. with white lines, to represent abrick wall. In the foreground,
on a hand truck, show a trunk, duly
tagged and labelled, and timetables
strewn on the floor. A large card in
the midst of the display could carry this
Going to Take a Trip?
query:
Then you will want stout tags for all
your luggage — tags that you know won't
pull off. but will stick closer than a
brother until the trunks arrive at your

destination.

We have them — Pick out the kind you
desire.
Luggage
Boxes

Labels
Pasteboard
Cloth Package
Tags
of

Supplies — Tags,
Marker

Twine

Tags
and

In front of the card put sampler of
all the supplies mentioned, with little
led ribbons running from the printed
sign to the articles themselves, the price
of each article being stated on a little
card attached to the merchandise.

Retailers After Greeting Card Pirates
A GOOD
EXAMPLE
TO FOLLOW
The accompanying article discloses a trade evil
in the United States which is true of Canada as
well in the case of one or two distributing house;
Dealers should support the firms that give the
retail trade a square deal.
Editor.

IN a report of the committee on paper
and envelopes to the National Association of Stationers, the following
were some of the replies received to the
question: "How do you display greeting
cards, and what is your method of selling, from samples or display in show
rase?"
"In original boxes."
"Numbered samples on rack to correspond with numbered boxes."
"Original boxes on counter. The increased business from this method more
than offset cards spoiled by handling."
"Samples mounted on card, stock on
shelf."
"Original boxes in show case."
Replies to the question as to whether
cards of a personal nature for engraving
or signature., or cards of a sentimental
character were in the greater demand
indicated hv a large per cent, that the
greater call was for cards of a personal
character, with his tendency still further
on the increase.

Manufacturers Who Want Trade of Retailers Should Not Sell to
Canvassers and Direct to Consumers
Ninety per cent, of the replies indicated that customers preferred diestamped greeting cards.
The dealers put themselves strongly
on record against the practice on the
part of some greeting card makers sending samples to canvassers, who, without
carrying stock, solicit orders in compe
tition with the retailers, who are in the
legitimate trade with stores that entail
the payment of rentals, taxes and the
other expenses of maintenance. It was
the concensus of opinion that such agents
could not properly be classed as dealers.
This is a trade evil that is not restricted to the United States. It is, unfortunately, true of Canada as well, and
Canadian retail stationers would do well
to make it a point to ascertain from the
makers or wholesalers, from whom they
have been buying, as to whether they
condone this trade practice. In thaf
manner they will learn which firms are
acting most consistently in the interests
of the legitimate retail stationery trade
in this country. BOOKSELLER AND
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STATIONER, by investigation, is convinced that this practice on the part of
the distributing houses is carried on by
only a very small percentage of concerns
who are making a bid for the business
of retailers. There are some who do not
cater to the retail trade at all. They
are at least consistent, and may be absolved from the charge of acting against
the best interests of the retailer and still
angling for his trade. Such firms should
be altogether eliminated from the consideration of the retail dealers.
On this very point the retail stationers, canvassed by the committee of theU. S. association referred to in the foregoing, replied almost unanimously in the
affirmative to the question:
"If you are in favor of the manufacturer selling the trade only, would you
give such a manufacturer your support
over those who sell both the trade and
7""
consumer
to thetake
a similar
or direct
should
the agents,dealers
to Canadian
stand.

NEWS
J. G. CLOKE RETIRES
Hamilton
Bookseller and Stationer, After Fifty Years in the
Trade, makes Way for His Son

Veteran

After fifty years in the book, stationery and wall paper business, J. G. Cloke.
head of the well-known firm of Cloke &
Son, Hamilton, Ont., retiied on February
1 from the management of the business.
Fred Cloke, who has been associated
with his father for twenty-three years,
has acquired the entire interest and will
continue the business in the same premises and under the same name. J. G.
Cloke was one of the veteran booksellers
and stationers of Canada as well as one
of the most prominent men in the trade.
He served efficiently as president of the
Booksellers' and Stationers' Association
before it was merged • with the Retail
Merchants' Association.
Fred Cloke, who is now at the helm,
has the best wishes of the trade, and
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER can
express no kindlier hope than that Fred
rr.ay be accorded as high a degree of
success as that achieved by his father.
Friends of Frank H. Palmer, former
Canadian representative for the Eaton,
Crane & Pike Co., will be interested to
know that he has been appointed manager
of stock control at the factory of the
company in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. Mr.
Palmer's successor as Canadian representative, Mr. Herbert G. Popham, has
assumed his new duties after some time
spent at the factory.
Among the names of new members of
the National Association of Stationers
and .Manufacturers of the United States,
appears the firm of Richardson & Bishop, Wii.nipeg, Man.
NEW

PHONOGRAPH

FACTORY

Clayton, Feb. 15.— L. E. Davis & Co.
have established a new business in Clayton, located in the Delaney building on
Mary street, opposite the Otis Books
Lumber Co. They are engaged in turning- out phonographs and sewing cabinets. The machines play any style of
a record, and the cabinets are finished
in a variety of woods. — Brockviile"Recorder-Times."
THE JYNX

AT WORK

In sporting parlance there is an expressive term that applies to unfortunate experiences of doughty performers who have unlucky streaks. It is the
"Jynx." Well, this "Jynx" spirit must
have insinuated itself in some manner
or other into BOOKSELLER
& STA-

OF THE

TRADE

TIONER'S composing room. In the
Moore Push Pin Co.'s advertisements,
on two occasions, a cut was placed upside down. Then, in a letter from the
Moore Push Pin Co., appearing with tho
letters on the trade outlook in the February issue, the date line gives Newark,
N..T., instead of Philadelphia, as the home
address. In pointing out these errors a
subsequent letter from the Moore Push
Pin Co. contains this morsel: "We realize that the editor has no cinch and
that it is hard to find the printer's devil
when you wish to chastise someone."
It transpires that besides lifting thp
Moore plant bodily from Philadelphia
and setting it down in Newark, N.J., the
said "printer's devil" simultaneously
transplanted the Weldon Roberts Rub
ber Co.'s factory from Newark to Philadelphia. Some magician, eh, what?
11, its off to the printer's devil!
The explanation, of course, is that the
two date lines were transposed, and this
error was not detected by the overworked eye of the proof-reader.
Profit Calculations
.1 del it ion to Cont
5
per cent.

Profit mi Selling Price

8% per cent.
10 percent.
12% per cent.
16 percent.
lfi percent.
17% per cent.
20 per cent.
25 per cent.
30
Der cent.
33 1-3 percent.
35 per cent.
37% per cent.
10 per cent.
45 per cent.
50 per cent.
55
per cent.
60 per cent.
65
percent.
66 2-3 per cent.
70 per cent.
75 per cent.
80
per cent.
85 per cent.
90
per cent.
100 per cent.

7 per cent.
1 91 'k per
per cent.
cent.

BOOKS

4 "i per cent.

13
14' i
15
16 2-3
20
23
25
26
27%
28%
31
33 1-3
35%
37%
39%
40
41
42 2-3
44%
46
47%
50

per cent.
per
cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
percent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
percent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.

*ND DRUGS

In an advertisement of the "City
Drug Store," Provost, Alberta, chief attention is given to "books and magazines," with special reference to the
circulating library conducted in this
store. Cameras and talking machines
are featured but except in the firm
name the drug end of the business
sleeps in this advertisement. There is
many another such instance in the West,
the words "drug"
in manyarecases
but "book"
and
associated in the name
of the store:
Thus the Canada
Drug
35

and
Book
example.

Co., of Regina,

as a notable

It is not to be presumed that these
drug stores deal in books that are drug*
on the market!
Shephard's Bookstore, Paris, Ont.,
features 1919 :;:
wallpapers
"Made in
* %
Canada for Canadians by Canadians."
W. R. Turner, in a recent display advertisement, has the words "stationery,
drugs, jewelry" following his name, but
at the head of the advertisement is
"The Bookstore" in big type.
USE OF INK TABLETS
The convenience of ink in tablet form,
which was never so strikingly emphasized
since writing fluids were manufactured in
concentrated form as during the worid
war, is being more and more appreciated
in the return to pursuits of peace as one
of the necessities demanded by modern
business.
Practically the entire overseas forces
were equipped during the struggle with
fountain pens; and as bulky bottled ink
meant extra space in the soldier's kit,
with every possibility of breakage under
the stress of hard trench service, with
consequent spoilage of kit contents, soldiers were not slow to appreciate the
superior advantages afforded by an ink
tablet, at all times easily portable, free
from breakage under any service, and
which by simply adding water made a
free flowing, non-clogging ink which
neither moulded nor froze regardless of
climate conditions.
It merely remained for them to find
such tablets in a size just right for a
fountain pen filling when required — no
more and no less — and that would dissolve readily without leaving a sediment.
In fact, an ink that combined the essential qualities of the bottled fluid.
ARE MADE IN CANADA
In a recent issue of BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER, it was stated that
no cash boxes were made in Canada
but it transpires that there are several
Canadians firms making these goods,
including E. T. Wright & Co., of Hamilton, who have written BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER that they have been
making" cash boxes for over thirty years.
They make four sizes of cash boxes
and three sizes of deed boxes. In justice to Canadian industry BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER is glad to publish
this information.

Exclusive Store Uses Small Cards
Show Cards in the Windows a Little Larger and More Easily Read Than Those Used
in the Store — Color Scheme of the Cards is Frequently Changed,
Although White Cards Are Always Popular
One of a series by R. T. D. EDWARDS

in showcard
interested
ANYONE
writing, whether a card-writer or
not, when
travelling throughout
the American continent will take notice
of the particular styles of showcards
used in various districts.
He will also

notice the similarity of the work in one
district of various card-writers.
This seems to have been the case especially throughout Canada where cardwriting has not been practised as long
as on the other side of the line. Here,
one good card-writer settles in a district

and from him many amateurs copy their
style. This is gradually improved upon
until the district has a lot of good cardwriters, all with much the same style.
Could Be Improved
This condition, while not objectionable,
could be improved upon by varying the

in

faster Lards

Latest Ideas
>&rs
Correspondence

Great Profusion

How Show Cards Actually Sell Goods
Window Display of Cameras Brought in a Chance Customer
By Reason of a $28 Price Ticket on
One Camera
IF

you,- window display is going to
sell the goods it should sell, thers
should be plenty of show cards
along with the display. You wouldn't
tolerate for one moment a clerk who'
refused to answer any question pat to
him by the customer; then why allow
a display in the window without shov
cards carrying a full description of the
article shown, as to quality, uses, etc.?
The use of show cards will increase the
number of sales made by the display.
All dealers cannot afford to employ an
expert show-card writer, but a mighty
good show card may be made from cutting out the advertisements that appear
in various trade journals and pasting
them to card boards.
Then it will be necessary to accompany each article with the retail price.
The very first question the average
customer asks is: "What is the price?"
Because the price did not accompany
the display has lost many a sale. Nine
times out of every ten it is the price
that brings the customer in. The display creates a desire for the article and
then if the price is right the sale is
made; but should the price not be displayed then the person is just a little
bit afraid to enter for fear the price
my be too high, and he does not want

to be considered a cheapskate. Not long
ago I was walking down the main street
of an Ohio city and I came to a fine
display of kodaks. I had been considering the purchase of a larger kodak,
and I saw here displayed the very
thing I wanted, but there wasn't a price
in the whole window. I didn't go in
because nothing embarrasses me more
than to price an article and find it
higher than I can stand. The following
day I was in another city and again I
came on to a fine display of cameras,
and here I found prices accompanying
each camera — the one I wished to purchase was marked $28. I was surprised,
for had any one asked me what I
thought it would be worth I would have
said $40 at least. I made a purchase,
and I didn't stop at that either. I
bought until my bill was over $40. I
cite this just as an example of the pulling power of having the price accompanying the display. Simply because one
dealer neglected to add the price, he
lost a sale of over $40; while the other
man who did appreciate the value of
accompanying the article with the price
made the sale. Don't forget to add the
price to the display. — The National.
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' '3 c-vmr'-'--! in showcards used in
other cities with the local style.
With the object of improving the showcards in various localities, we are running this series of showcards explaining
the various methods used in large stores
throughout
Canada and the United
States.
This month's article deals with two
large stores in Chicago. Their methods
of preparing showcards are well worth
studying.
The first store which we will consider
is one which handles very high class
merchandise, a very exclusive store.
Not the type that has to advertise bargains to sell its goods, but whose merchandise is so exclusive that very few
cards are needed for the display.
The Difference
This is one of the predominating differences between the Canadian and
American stores. The better class
American stores use showcards sparingly and those they use are very small
with small lettering.
The lettering is very neat, but no neater or better than many Canadian cardwriters can do. The lettering is kept to
the centre of the card, showing plenty
of background, and when a price is necessary the figures appear no more conspicuously than the lettering. The work
is usually of brush or pen stroke construction.
Now take the Canadian stores, even
the most exclusive; you find, them using
cards of a type that the cheaper Arner-

KOOKSELLER
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black carbon ink. Both the lettering
and price are put on small, but are quite
readable.
The Window Cards
The window cards are a little more
elaborate at opening times when coloring is used very sparingly. Cards similar to the grey card with black lettering
illustrated on this page are used. The
edges of this card are sometimes bevelled and gilded. The fancy capital is
drawn on white paper and pasted on the
card.
The other illustration shows the style
used by the store first mentioned. It
is a dark brown mottled card with white
lettering. This store always has the
edges of their good display cards bevelled and gilded.

ican store uses. Large cards with heavy
type and often of gaudy colors are common. This class of card is absolutely
barred in the type of American store
previously mentioned. They are considered vulgar and absolutely out of keepr
ing with their beautifully designed stores
and with the beautiful merchandise they
sell.
Cards Are Small
Their showcards are small, this lettering is small and price is small. The
lines are straight across the card and
all layouts are uniform. One type of
lettering is used throughout the store
and only one. These cards are used exceedingly sparingly and not placed in
a too conspicuous place so as to detract
from the merchandise display.
White is Popular
White cards are popular, but the color
of the cards is changed from time to
time. But no matter what color is used
it must be uniform throughout the store.
The card-writers work slowly and accurately to get uniformity in their work.
At the present time the most exclusive store of the two is using a very
pleasing brown mottled card with small
white lettering for both windows and
interior use. The white lettering is put
on with a small brush or music pen which
will flow the heavy opaque card-writer's
white successfully.
A quarter sheet card (11 in. by 14 in.)
is used in the windows and with the
most exclusive displays no cards are
used at all.
The other Chicago store uses a white
card for the interior and vary the styles
for the windows.
On the main and second floors of the
latter store it is the rule not to use any
larger card than 5V2 in. by 7 in. The
lettering is made with the pen, using a

Books that are Bound

AND

A GOOD BOOK AD.
H. F. Prevost, of Cowichan, B.C., will
probably be surprised at the appearance
of his advertisement herewith as reproduced from the original in the Cowichan
"Leader." In the newspaper an old book
illustration of doubtful vintage was used,
and it really lessened the merit of an
otherwise good book advertisement. The
cut introduced here is more pleasing to
the eye, and the advertisement as it
stands will doubtless be good enough to
be used as a model bv other bookstores
for newspaper advertisements. Observe
the timely reference to gardening books.
A. Jacobson. of the Famous Doll Studios, New York, recently visited Montreal, where the Canadian factory of the
Famous Studios is located.
Emily P. Weaver has in preparation
a book that will be a record of the Canadian winners of the Victoria Cross in
the Great War.

to interest you are here in profusion. The thrilling tale of adventure, the dainty love story or
the latest up-to-date detective fiction are all here waiting to be read.
COME

AND

CHOOSE

the book you like best. All the
prices are considerably under the
regular, so you can get good reading at little expense. While here
you might take a look at our
stationery, too. It's as good and
cheap as the books.
As a springtime special we are
now showing a large range of gardening books, dealing with everything relating to the garden. They
are good.
Get one.
30c and 40c

H. F. Prevost,
COWICHAN,

Stationer
B.C.
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to combine the wallpaper
business with the book and stationery
business. This was the case to a greater
extent up to about ten or fifteen years
ago than it is to-day, but the majority
of booksellers and stationers in such
towns still sell wallpaper. Even in recent years some of these merchants who
had not previously sold this line have
inaugurated wallpaper departments with
distinctly successful results.
As F. H. Chappie of Gait said to
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER in
the course of an interview, there is no
use for any stationer to try wallpaper
business without putting in a good big
stock and giving the department adequate for
attention.
Mr.-of Chappie's
view
was that
a town
8,000 or 10,000
people the dealer's wallpaper stock
should be in the neighborhood of $4,000
to $5,000. At Chappie's the wallpaper
department, in fact the whole business
it, thoroughly systematized, complete records being kept of all sales. The wallpaper sales are each made out in triplicate, one copy going to the customer,
one to the office, the third is kept on
file in the department. Entries are made
each morning in a special book for the
purpose, thus registering- a complete record of each day's sales.
Another dealer who does a fine business with w;illpaper is J. P. Bender, of
Kitchener. Ont. He carries a large stock
and in the more spacious store occupied
since 1917 has far greater opportunity
for advantageous stocking and displaying
of this line, the stock being carried in
large space at the rear of the store.
The lines carried are mostly the products of the Canadian wallpaner mills,
but Mr. Bender said he found that he
could from time to time make profitable
purchases from United States makers.
On the whole, he found the wallpaper
department to be one of the most satisfactory ends of his business.
Sutherland's of Woodstock is another
case where wallpaper is an important
off-shoot of the book and stationery busdiness. Besides goodly stocks of Canadian-made papers there is a big showing
here representing two or three prominent United States wallpaper manufacturing concerns, some especially Food values being obtained from a Brooklyn
concern and some distinctive papers from
a Buffalo wallpaper mill. The space for
showing wallpapers here is on the main
floor of the store toward the rear. This
is found far more advantageous than
the plan of taking customers upstairs as
is done in so many stores.
cox."The World and I" is the title of a newvolume of poems by Ella Wheeler Wil-

Do you like this book

ad. ?
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Canadian and Jap Toy Industries

WHERE CANADA
FELL DOWN
Only a small proportion of the toy factories so
flamboyantly floated on the strength of the vaporoua optimistic representations by the Government have come through the fires of dire
experience.
The Editor.

are inCANADIAN toy dealersopmen
t in
terested in every devel
the toy industry, and so are the
manufacturers. The following article,
dealing with the Japanese toy trade,
carries interest for all members of the
trade. The record of what Japan has
done should not be lost upon present
Canadian toy makers and those who contemplate entering: this field, and it will
be observed that the Japanese are not
regardless of the probability of keener
competition and a stronger challenge for
the world's toy trade on the part of those
countries whose production has been tied
up by the war.
While Canada now has quite a standing foi toy manufacturing, especially in
products of wood, there have been a lot
of dismal failures among the projects
that were floated following the roseate
but impractical presentation of the possibilities of toy manufacturing by the
Department of Trade and Commerce,
under the paternal ministry of the genial
Sir George Foster. In fact less than
ten per cent, of the "toy factories" then
established now exist. There is, of
course, satisfaction to be derived from the
fact that some of the.n came through the
experimental stage, in spite of the handicap of a form of "Government encouragement" of a sort that was lacking in essential qualities of sound guidance.
It is quite evident that Japanese producers had Government assistance of a
more substantial character.
"Four years ago the export of Japanese
toys was limited to a few varieties such
as dolls, bamboo models and the like."
So writes Mr. S. Kamiyama in the
"Japan Magazine." He is an authority
on the subject of Japanese toys. "A
great change has taken place," he continues. "Last year the total value of
toys exported from Japan amounted to
$4,200,000, and in 1918 will exceed $5,000,000! Thus the 'land of dolls and
flowers;' as Japan has been so charmingly
called, has been transformed into a country creating playthings of every description for the children of foreign lands as
well as for its own. One might have
suppose;! that, owing to the cheapness of
labor in Japan, it long ago would have
become the largest source of supply for
the toy trade; but until the shutting off
of the German supply the toy makers of
Nippon never attempted seriously to enter foreign markets. Present increase in
exportation is due wholly to efforts of
Government authorities to find markets
for Japanese toys in foreign markets.
And only a beginning has been made!
'Officials in the department of foreign
trade saw that great possibilities lay in
the toy business and stimulated the
r"°nufacturers in every possible manner.
They supplied samples from all parts of

Japanese Exportation Ten Times What It Was a Decade AgoCheap Labor a Big Factor
the toy-making world, most of which
have been successfully imitated. In addition, the workmanship which is peculiar to Japan has been encouraged and
improved. The largest export has been
sent to America, amounting in value last
year to $1,216,030. (heat Britain comes
next, taking a total value of $6.19,462 in
1917. The value of exports to British
India and the Straits Settlements was
$457,485. and to Australia, $447,664.
"Japanese toy makers have risen to
their opportunity with remarkable
promptitude and efficiency. In another
year they will meet the demands of
Western markets which they cannot
wholly supply at present. In 1907, the
extent of the exportation of toys from
Japan was only $394,904; in 1917, as
stated above, it exceeded $4,200,000— ten
times what it, was ten years ago!
"In addition to common toys made of
earthenware, wood and cotton, the Japanese now fashion them from rubber,
metal and celluloid. They are especiallyapt in mechanical toys. The story of
imports of toys is in reverse order, from
a value of $54,406 in 1906, imports decreased to $21,045 in 1916, and the figures for the year 1917, though not yet
available, are much less. Japan may
regard herself as one of the leading toy
countries of the world, and it is a trade
that may be expected to continue. In
various other lines Japan has also gained a leading place during the war, but
whether this prosperity will continue
when competition revives is another question. In toys, however, Japan is not likely to have any serious rivals. The toy
trade has been created for Japan by the
war, but it will not be destroyed by cessation of the war. The reason, as alreadysuggested, is that material and labor are
much
Westerncheaper
country.in Japan than in any"Mcst wooden toys in Japan are manufactured byhand in the mountain regions
of the country, where wood is plentiful
and cheap. Individuals or families make
them in their houses for the dealers. The
chief centres of toys made in factories
are Tokio, Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya and
Kanagawa.
"Seme complaints have been received
as to the comparative frailty of Japanese-made toys. Every attention has
been paid to remedying this defect, and
in future no such complaints will be justified. Toys are now made in more durable manner and of better materials,
with great improvements in designs and
finishings. The value of exports in toys
sent from the various ports is as follows:
Yokohama, $2,307,595; Kobe, $1,349,586;
Osaka, $264,514; Nagasaki, $1,171 and
others, $250,392.
"Viewing the destination of exports of
38

toys from Japan more in detail it may be
said that the largest supplies have gone
to the following countries: British India,
Straits Settlements, China, Dutch East
Indies, Great Britain, France, United
States, Canada and the Argentine Republic. Australia, New Zealand, and
South Africa have also taken considerable quantities of Japanese toys. It is
remarkable how the taste of various
countries differ as to the kind of toys.
Europeans like best such toys as bamboo
flutes, dolls, earthenwares, fans, wooden
toys, cotton birds and animals, while the
Americans prefer Christmas toys such
as birds, baskets, celluloid and paper,
toy chairs, furniture suites and wooden
dolls. Australia likes flutes, leaf work,
glass toys, rubber dolls, toy mirrors, musical instruments. Dutch India imports
chiefly such toys as metal leaf ornaments,
paper and celluloid goods. India desires
clay dolls, animal toys, and South America wants toy umbrellas, lanterns, bamboo
models and dolls, while China prefers toy
insects, rubber dolls, warships and electric cars." AN INDIAN TOY
Peter McArthur, Canadian author,
who is a regular contributor to the Toronto Globe, had an interesting article
in the which
issue oftheFeb.
8, on "Indian
Work,"
from
following
is quoted:
"Another thing that this squaw had
for sale was a snake woven from basket material. It is about as amusing a
toy as the children have had in a long
time. As I never happened to see one
before I was as much amused as the
children, and I think that if this toy
could be put on the market in ordinary
toy-shops and novelty stores it would
make a great hit. The snake, which is
only about half an inch in diameter,
is woven from basket strips. It has its
mouth wide open, and tapers down to a
tail that gives it a proper snake-like
appearance. If you put your finger in
its mouth and pull on the tail it takes
hold of your finger so firmly that it
cannot be pulled loose. Get anyone to
put
a finger
in the
snake's mouth,
and
he is
instantly
a prisoner.
As long
as you pull on the tail the snake hangs
on. The little toy is amazinglv simple
in construction, and I have no doubt that
the squaw who was retailing them at
five cents each was making more money
on them than on the baskets that retail at tvventy-five cents. Here is
a real made-in-Canada toy that would
be bound to be popular if the trade were
encouraged. And making the toys would
eive winter employment to the Indians,
now that there is no hunting to engage
their attention. They must get tired
of the long, idle winters, just like other

B ( ) O K S E I. L E K
From Howitzers to Toys
It is interesting to chronicle the development of one part of the British war
equipment industry into the peaceful pursuit of the manufacture of toys. The
little Kentish town of Dartford will soon
be supplying- children with all the kinds
of toys that the present generation got
from Nuremberg.
This enterprise is due to Messrs. Vickers, Limited, the great firm at Barrowin-Furness, which can supply a battleship or a howitzer, and at Dartford can
give you a doll, or a toy model of an
aeroplane, for 25 cents.
Messrs. Vickers looked ahead some
months ago, and realized that the time
would come when the big firms would be
required to provide ploughshares rather
than swords, and they determined to be
early in the field with their peace products.
Old Men and Girls
During wartime the firm's two factories
at Joyce Green and Powder-Mill
Lane,

A N I)
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Dartford, kept 3,000 workers busy on
war work, such as shell-filling and woodwork, for Government requirements.
When the armistice came they set to work
to expand the tiny nucleus of the toymaking business which has been established--by the employment of some men
of 50 years old and a handful of girls —
in the last twelve months. Much of their
machinery was easily adaptable for toymaking, their girl workers could easily
be trained to the work, and so the toymaking soon expanded.
Before long, it is hoped, the numbers
employed in making toys and other peacetime products will equal the numbers
employed on munitions, and will, in fact,
consist largely of the same people. About
two-thirds of the workers will be women.
TOY MANUFACTURER
REPLIES
Toronto, February 12, 1919
Editor, BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
We notice a letter in the February
edition of your journal,
signed
"To;,

Salesman," in which he suggests that
all steel construction packages should
be in wooden boxes instead of pasteboard.
In Canada we put up Erector, starting
at No. 4 size, in wooden boxes, and we
think we have solved the dealer's problem of keeping the small boxes intact
by putting these out in sealed packages,
making the label attractive as well as
descriptive.
It would be impossible to put the $1.50
or $3.00 set in a wooden box on account
of the present very high cost of wooden
ooxes, but we might say that we are convinced that in two or three years' time
the steel construction toy will receive
such recognition as an educational institution that the preponderance of sales
will be for the higher-priced sets. Indeed, some of our dealers stocked only
No. 4 to No. 8 wooden boxes last year,
and, as far as we can make out, with
great success.
A. C. GILBERT-MENZIES CO., LTD.

How to Display Office Equipment
THE
OBJECT
It must ever be borne in mind that the primary
object of every display is to promote sales of the
Koods. If it doesn't accomplish that object it is
a failure, no matter how the display may measure
up in the artistic sense.

Whether in Window or on Floor of Store, Displays Should Be
Orderly in Arrangement and Should Represent
a Definite Plan

primary object of the display,
THE
is to sell goods — and only in so far
as it accomplishes this result, or
contributes toward it, is it profitable.
It may be attractive — it may be impressive, or it may be artistic — and yet not
be productive in the sense that it induces the resolve to buy or at least to
investigate.
The display is the silent salesman,
t.nd subject to all the so-called laws of
selling. To be effective it must attract
interest, arouse a desire in the mind of
the prospect and lead up to the point
where the salesman, relieved of these
preliminary steps, enters, to "put it
over."
What arrangement of floor display
will best accomplish those results will
slways remain a problem of individual
requirements and facilities, and in the
quite usual case of limited floor space,
inadequate lighting, etc., the problem
presents some interesting aspects.
In its relation to the proper display
of filing equipment, fireproof safes,
bookcases and filing supplies, the
writer offers the following suggestions
in the hope that they may be of help
to others engaged with these problems:
Keeping in mind always that the display is made for the purpose of selling
goods, it should present an orderly arrangement and a definite plan.
Since our appeal, in the sale of filingequipment, is to the business man —
whose demand is efficiency — we made
that appeal strongest when the appearance of the floor display suggests to
him order and planning. We are preaching to him of efficiency in his office —
if hi", first impressions
of our display

bear out this idea, we have accomplished
the first step in the sale — if not, we are
in the same position as the salesman
whose approach is weak.
It is for this reason that a miscellaneous showing of all kinds, styles,
types and colors of files, stacked about
without regard to order or arrangement,
is bad. It distracts and confuses the
prospect — he wanders from one to the
other without »iving the salesman any
clear idea of his requirements, and
H'ten leaves, only to go to competitors
to purchase the very thing which could
lave been sold him had it been presented
properly.
A remedy for this difficulty is found
in the grouping of the different forms
and types of equipment, keeping colors
in each group together. For example, if
the prospect is interested in uprights or
half-width or full-width horizontal units, he frequently approaches that group
and indicates by his remarks and actions
which colors or finish will meet his
needs and thus obviate the many questions which are at times necessary in
order to determine these points.
It has been found that the grouping
of the different forms of files in alcoves
has many distinct advantages. All these
alcoves face so as to present an open
front to the store and still form a sort
of compartment in which the prospect
may be shown the several forms of files
without the disturbing influence of seeing the other types of equipment and
thus becoming confused as to which will
1 est serve him.
Illustrating this point, if we are talking steel horizontal
equipment
the
prospect can be taken to the steel al39

cove or grou(p and the selling talk"
made with a greater degree of attention
en his part than if he sees steel and
wood equipment of all types and styles
about, and thus becomes
confused.
One of the bad results of this indiscriminate placing of wood and steel together and the failure to separate the
various types of files such as horizontals, uprights, half sections, etc., is that
the prospect is very apt to interrupt
the sales talk on one type to ask about
another to which his attention drifts, and
hence the salesman is unable to make a
proper presentation of the goods. This
applies particularly in the case of wood
rnd steel, for in order to answer in a
helpful way the frequent question as to
\\hich is best, it is necessary that the
relative merits of each be made clear to
the prospect, whose attention must be
held, and everything possible must be
done to hold that attention during the
time

required. — Globe-Wernicke

BATTLESHIP

"Do-

BOYS

In the "Battleship Boys" series of the
ings."
house of Henry Altemus has just come
"The Battleship Boys on Sky Patrol,"
by Frank Gee Patchin. Among the exploits of Dan and Sam are included
participation in the storming of the
Mole at Ostend, in the famous raid of
the British Navy in that port. There i3
excitement and adventure a-plenty. This
makes eight volumes in this series, and
booksellers will do well to suggest to
customers the purchase of each title
in turn.

Increased Music Sales by 400 Per Cent.

INITIATIVE
In this story of a young woman's success in building up music sales there is an object lesson
showing the opportunities for business ir: the sale
of sheet music. Why not conduct a musical smallwares department along with the phonograph and
record business ?

TV/Y/
~Y TITH
great came
impetusin toCanada
music
salesthewhich
^ * with the popular demand for
war song-s, in the first years of the war,
sheet music won back its old position in
book and stationery stores as a good selling' line, worthy of close attention and
development. This, together with the
increase in the phonograph and record
business, induced many to add other
lines of musical merchandise, including
the musical smallwares, piano rolls, and
other specialties. Articles have from
time to time appeared in these columns
dealing with instances of big achievement in building up sales of phonographs and records, such as the cases
of Henderson Bros. of Oshawa, and
Chappie's of Gait. Now it is sheet
music that comes in for attention and
the exam Die of success is (riven bv the
G. W. Robinson Co., of Hamilton, where
Ihe music department has increased its
business within one year by over 400
per cent.
No doubt a great deal of the success
of this small department is due to the
initiative of the little lady who reigns
supreme there. She is Miss Viola Bugg,
a very young lady, who came to Hamilton ju=t a little over a year ago, a complete stranger, and without any previous experience of the kind.
"How do I do it?" she repeated, with
a bright smile, when asked the question.
"Whv, I think it is all iust a matter of
'makine ur>' with the customers. There
are other things necessary, too. I suppose. For instance, one has to adopt
methods which will assure the customer.-,
that t^ey can always get the pieces they
want here.
What to Buy
"First of all. there is a certain amount
of music which has a steady sale from
year to year. I always keep on hand
the books of 'old favorites,' which sell
at 15 cents, and the standard folios,
which are now 75 cents. Then there
is the popular music, which comes often,
but does not usually last long. This, in
a 15-cent line, and the best selections
from the musical comedies at 35 cents
are the lines upon which biggest business is done, but the 15-cent line takes
the lead. You have to be very careful
what you select, or else you are going
to have a lot of merchandise to dispose
of at a loss."
Miss Bugg pointed out that the newsize in 15-cent music pays the best of
any, if bought right. The small size
saves a good deal in freight charges
also. In order to keep on hand the
stock which will sell, Miss Bugg keeps
in close touch with the "shows," not
only those which come to Hamilton, but
those which "make a hit" in Toronto;

Record of One Year's Achievement
Store by Young Lad}- in Hamilton
sometimes an especially good number
or two from New York shows are carried, for there are times when a NewYork song hit will reach Hamilton quite
a time before the play comes to Canada
at all. There is a certain amount of
traffic to and from New York, which
carries
with it news of the theatre and
song.
"When I hear of a play or a musical
comedy making a particularly good hit
in Toronto," said Miss Bugg, "I immediately send for a rather big stock of
the leading songs. What counts in
those cases is to have the stock here on
h-and for the people, even after the other
stores are liable to have run out of
them. Especially is this necessary
w hen word comes that a good play or
comedy, by a good company, is booked
for Hamilton (that happens sometimes).
Then comes the 'making up.' To sell
music, you have to be able to talk to
people about the shows; you have to
show interest in the sources of the various selections, and you have to size up
your customer as well, so that you can
make suggestions. Thev must feel at
home to come often, and know that they
can always procure something which is
just what suits them, at any time. Those
who have been away on a trip and
heard something which attracted them,
especially must be assumed that you will

get it for them, at the earliest opportunity, the songs or selections which
they mention.
Music Clientele
"There are different classes of people
to cater to in selling music. For instance, at about 4.30 every day, you have
to be ready to talk to the Colle.
girls. Boys and young men buy a great
deal of music, and you must not be
afraid to talk to them. I have secured
a good deal of patronage from a school
which offers to teach beginners to play
rag-time in 20 lessons. To the teachers
there I sell from $2.00 to $3.00 worth
of that music at. a time. Some numbers,
which prove especially good teaching
numbers, I arrange with the teachers to
keep on hand for the pupils.
"Numbers which get torn in handling
and those which are rather slow to mo«
(there are always a few of these) are
placed on the counter together at 5 for
25 cents. An announcement in the store
advertisement always clears these out

PAPER MAKING

in less than half a day."
Some stores, which have a gramophone department, are able to co-oueraie
with the music department in playing
records from the popular theatrical productions. However, the Robinson store
has no department of that kind and so
the music counter pays on its own account entirely.

IN CANADA

-Great

This Country is Second Greatest Producer in the WorldStrides Forward in High-grade Papers
pulp
larges
secondcount
the cing
ADA
CANand
ry t in the
paper isprodu
world and is rapidly overtaking
the United States, which holds first place.
Paper was first made in Canada at St.
Andrews, P.Q., in 1803. In 1865 the first
large mill was built, with a daily output
of 1% tons. To-day a modern mill produces from 250 to 300 tons of newsprint
in 24 hours.
Canada's pre-eminence as a paperproducing country lies in the possession of
hundreds of thousands of acres of pulpwood forests and to conveniently located
water-powers.
The combined capital of 91 incorporated companies making paper in Canada
is estimated at $200,000,000. The total
annual output of the industry exceeds
$85,000,000. It employs 25,000 individuals and sent over 3,000 men to the war.
As the greater part of the industry is
devoted
to producing
pulp and
pulp
40

papers, it is fairly well known that Canada is taking a leading place in this production, itis not, however, so well known
that Canada is producing high-grade
papers quite equal to those produced anywhere.
A few years ago the percentage of
Canadian-made papers of this class used
in Canada was small. To-day the reverse
is true — and there is also a lively enquiry
for Canada's high-grade product for exThe prosperity of the industry is a
good thing for Canada as a whole, and
a good thing for paper consumers.
port.
Another new edition of Bishop's
"Winged Warfare' was published in
February.
Arnold Bennett's "The Roll Call" wa3
so well received that a second Canadian
edition had to be published within ;•>
month of its first appearance.

M ;III..

SOLDIERS HAVE ACQUIRED
HABIT

An

Invitation

Canada in Boston —
May 1919
New York City, Feb. 25, 1919
The Nineteenth Annual Convention of
the American Booksellers' Association
will be held in Boston, Mass., U.S.A.,
May 13, 14, 15. It will be known as "The
Reconstruct mn Convention." It may bo
judged, therefore, that some earnest work
is intended in the direction of reform ng,
or doing away with certain problems
that have affected the book trade of the
United States these many years. We
certainly hope to accomplish much in tins
direction.
It may be that Canada has by way of
■'Reciprocity" taken ever some of thi.se
problems from us for their very own, and
that our troubles may be mutual, which, if
r.rue, makes it very likely that the work
of the Convention will be of mutuai interest and value.
.Members of the Canadian Book Trade,
both wholesale and retail, are curdiaiiy
invited to attend this Convention in Boston, where they will be more than welcome, and according to the plans of the
Bo-.ton Committee of Entertainment a
good time is promised to all. The American Bo^k Trade extend hsreby greeting
to the Canadian Book Trade, and look
forward to the "May" meeting with pleasurable anticipation.
Come all who can.
American Booksellers' Association,
225 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
Charles E. Butler, President.
H. Gregory MacGill, although the
name does not sound like it, is a woman.
Moreover, she is a judge administrating
the Juvenile Court at Vancouver, B.C.
She is the author of "How to Conduct
Public Meetings in Canada." Mrs. MacGill is a native of Hamilton, and was
one of the first woman graduates of
Trinity University, Toronto.
Margaret Deland is represented in the
season's new books with "Small Things,"
in which she brings home the inner
meaning of war. as well as what the war
has left in its wake.
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READING

This is Bound to Have a Great Effect in Stimulating Book
Sales After the Boys Are Home Again
from
t ONa reques
GER to AND
DIN
RESPON
SELL
STATI
BOOK
ER, for something dealing with
the war from the viewpoint of its influence on books and reading, A. B.
Glen, of William Collins & Sons, publishers, of Glasgow and London, has
written the following:
In reviewing the war from a literary
point of view, the profession of arms
has greatly stimulated and developed
the reading habits of those citizens
who joined "to do their bit" and had
temporarily to abandon their everyday
life and work.
The making of a soldier, and a necessarily highly trained fighting unit, out
of the average man, is not an undertaking which can he carried out without
ion"- and arduous training, with consequent leisure time and the opTO'tunity
of indulging
and developing one's hobbies and inclinations.
Most training camps, usually located some considcrab'e distance from
the nearest town, nresent few opportunities of social intercourse, and one's
leisure means more than often the solace of a food book, something: new, or
rubbing shoulders again with an old
friend.
While this may truly be said of the

BEST SELLING

BOOKS IN CANADA
Fiction
Fotir Horsemen
of the Apocalypse
Ibanez
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Cow Puncher
Stead
Desert of Wheat
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Non-Fiction
That's Me All Over. Mabie
Deep Furrows
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Winged
Warfare
Industry and Humanity
New Revelations
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(From Baker & Taylor's Bulletin)
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Ibanez
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Streeter
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Shavings
Lincoln
Home Fires in France
Canfield
The Magnificent
Ambersons,
Tarkington
The Amazing
Interlude
Rinehart
Treat 'Em Rough
Lardner
The Winds of Chance
Beach
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embryo soldier during the training
stage in Canada or in the many camps
located on the south coast of England,
i. applies equally in France at the rest
camps behind the lines.
There is nothing strange in the desire for reading as an antidote to the
monotony of the daily task and the uncertainty of the future; all part of a
soldier's life.
One of the wonders of the war to
publishers ir. Great Britain has been the
unprecedented demand for books. The
information and figures supplied by
booksellers, whose business it has been
to supply the camps, all tell of the large
and varied demand, fiom the highly
technical books to the che; p editions of
the classics and popular reprints of
novels, while with poetry the works of
Robert W. Service have been largely in
demand. While official figures are not
issued from well-known publishers' sales
it is no exaggeration to sav that millions of books have been sold in Great
Britain solely to the fighting forces, Imperial as well as Dominion. The demand has been quite unprecedented, and
it can truly be said that literature has
been one of the essential industries in
connection \\ ith the war.
One would assume that, out of those
three to four hundred thousand men
who journeyed across the seas, and who
may, ere long, be home again to build
up a still greater Canada, the reading habits they have acquired will remain for all time.
It will soon be apparent, as the year
p;ets older, how much of the above surmise will mature into facts, and a consequent greater demand for books become evident. The present ye"r would
seem to be the opportune time to foster
and encourage the sale of literature, and
incidentally take advantage of what
would be a by-product of the Great
War.

ADDITIONAL
ABOUT
UPON

PARTICULARS

ANY
BOOK MENTIONED IN THESE COLUMNS

REQUEST TO BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER'S
SERVICE DERPARTMENT.

Selling

Points

A TIP
When ;< new novel by a noted author appears,
booksellers should feature the same author's previous books as well. Thus, a window of Sir
Gilbert
now be Parker's
in order. and Ralph Connor's books would

WILD

YOUTH

"Wild Youth and Another" is the title
of Sir Gilbert Parker's new book containing- two stories, of which the better
is "Wild Youth." The other is "Jordan
is a Hard Road."
In "Wild Youth" the story chiefly concerns just three people — one a satyr-like
old man with Mormon propensities; his
immature child-like wife, Louise, and
Orlando Guise, who is the first goodlooking man Louise has ever met.
These two have their romance, and in
spite of the suspicions of the vicious old
man, which suspicions he magnifies in
his own murky mind as certainties, their
idyl is unsullied by the slightest touch
of evil. Nevertheless, the first crossing
of swift, eager glances does awaken
within them the fire of "wild youth'*
below the surface.
As the story unwinds itself, a protec
tor of Louise appears in the person of
Li Choo, who turns out to be a Chinaman
of the Mandarin class, unfortunately so
reduced in circumstances as to become
the "washee-washee" on a Western Canadian farm. The instincts of Li Choo
rebel at the old Caliban's treatment of
his wife, and when he essays to horsewhip her, the Chinaman uses his fingers
on "the hairy old gorilla's" throat to
good purpose.

The story takes a good grip on the
leader, desniro the fact that it is open
to criticise in its construction and
artistry. T'-e touch of the Orient afforded by the part Dlayed by the Chinaman may be suggestive of a movie
drama, but the spectacle of the long, lean
Chinese fingers wreaking their punishment on the vile old man makes an in'elihle and irrimly satisfying impression
upon the reader's mind.
In "Jordan is a Hard Road" a reformed highwayman becomes a model
citizen and "mine host" of a temperance
hotel. His daughter has grown up in
complete ignorance of her relation to
him, and his one lapse back to crime is
justified in his own conscience by his big
hearted purpose to leave her safely provided for against the uncertainties of
the future.
In selling this new Parker volume,
booksellers should put on a selling- campaign covering all of his — Sir Gilbert's
— -books, most of which are available in
uniform reprint editions.
STORY

OF THE

C.A.M.C.

"The Canadian Army Medical Corps,
1014-1915," is the title of a book by
CJoJonel J. G. Adami, M.D., F.A.S.,
A.D.M.S., which will prove a fascinating
story, absorbing to everybody who is interested in the Canadian soldier.
It is

About Timely

Books

A Brief Digest of the Outstanding Features of Many of the
New Books and Some Older Titles
told with such wealth of incident that
there is not one dull page.
There is an introduction by Premier
Borden. This book has been published
for the Canadian War Records Office.
Booksellers will appreciate the fact that
this, being an official story, dealing in
an interesting manner with a subjecL
close to every Canadian family, is a
hook that will carry a strong appeal.
THE CHAOS IN EUROPE
Frederick Moore has written an account of the political destruction that
has taken place in Russia and elsewhere,
and deals with the international policies
of America, in his book, "The Chaos in
Europe." The author has had a rare experience as a correspondent, qualifying
him to a remarkable degree to describe
the present military and political situation. His suggestions referring to the
future foreign policy of the United
States merit the careful attention of
leaders of opinion. The book appears
with Putnam's imprint. Booksellers
may introduce it as a work that provides
food for discussion on a question of future significance in world politics, as
well as of present interest.
BRITISH
STATESMANSHIP
In "Traditions of British Statesmanship," Hon. Arthur D. Elliot has produced a most interesting volume, in
which he comments on the passing
events during the course of the war,
after treating of the general lines of
British foreign policy and the growth
of ill-feeling between Germany and
Britain before the outbreak of war.
The concluding chapter presents a
vision of the new era.
This book has just come from Constable's of London. Canadian bookseller's
might well give it their attention as a
volume that will appeal to the many
readers who follow British events
closely.
IN ORCHARD

GLEN

The fact that Marian Keith's newnovel, "In Orchard Glen," expresses the
spirit of war-time Canada is one that
should be played up by the bookseller in
his exploitation of this new book — a book
which reflects in a vividly dramatic
manner, with good characterization ant
the accompaniment of whimsical humor,
trie morale of the warriors of "the honu
PLEWMAN'S
WAR HISTORY
flank."
W. R. Plewman's "My Diarv of the
Great War," gives a complete history of
the Great War told in simple direct
language. Written by a Canadian, there
is naturally much in this book of special
interest to Canadian readers since it
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concerns the actions of our own Dominion troops. The book has 200 pages and
is illustrated, including maps. This book
is having a popular sale. Bookseller
should keep in mind that its sale wi'l
not affect the demand for the more
ponderous war histories to follow, but
should actually awaken in its readers a
more insistent desire to possess the more
voluminous books.
BLUE

ALOES

Cynthia Ctockley, in "Blue Aloes,"
which has come from Briggs, tells more
stories of a South African Karoo farm.
Few writers can so unfailingly summon
and materialize the spirit of the weird,
mysterious South Africa as can Cynthia
Stockley. She is the favored medium
through whom the great Dark Continent
expresses itself to the rest of the world,
and as such her books have a great
measure of potentialities for the bookseller who keeps on the look-out for
leads to help sales.
HO, FOR TAM!
Tarn of "Tarn o' the Scoots," Edgar
Wallace's book of that title, is an aviator, a canny Scot from the Clyde, and
a refreshing personality. The book has
just been issued by Small, Maynard &
Co., Boston.
Tarn's adventures are the real thing;
every incident has actually happened on
the Western front; Tarn himself is
drawn from life. His unbounded sense
of humor, his dare-devil courage, his
astonishing performances against the
Hun, his meeting with the American girl
who drives an ambulance — a meeting as
dramatic as it is unexpected — and whav
comes of it, all combine to make a story
that is unique.
Mr. Wallace's manv admirers know
what to expect from his gifted men; he
surpasses himself in

"Tarn o' the

Booksellers will find this a good titlQ
to suggest for the customer who wants a
book
with lots of dash to it and plenty
Scoots."
of laughs.
BEST SHORT STORIES OF 1918
The fourth volume in Edward J.
O'Brien's vearly compilation of the best
short stories is out. "The Best Short
Stcries of 1918" is uniform with the
other three volumes. It has just been
published by Small, Maynard & Co.,
Boston. This yearly volume has by common consent come to be a landmark of
the literary year, and the assured place
which it has achieved for itself justifies
booksellers in putting extra effort behind the cultivation of sales, in the
knowledge that in most cases purchasers
of this year's volume will want each successive issue as well.

BOOKSELLER
A New Kipling
This year we are to have a new volume
cf poems by Kipling. The title, prematurely announced as "Gethsemane
Garden," will be "The Years Between."
The volume will include, in addition
to all of Mr. Kipling's war poems, a
"umber of pieces which have never been
published anywhere. Among the poems
included will be "France," which Kipling lovers everywhere have declared to
dc one of the greatest things that the
poet has ever done, standing as one of
the truly great tributes to our great
sister republic in Europe. Mr. Kipling
paid an eloquent tribute to Theodore
Roosevelt after the Colonel's recent
tieath. He said: ' It is as though Bunyan's Greatheart had died in the midst
■of his pilgrimage, for he was the greatest proved American of our generation."
As soon as this book comes in, the
bookseller should make a good display
of all his books; meanwhile if any volumes are out of stock, this lack should
be supplied. Every bookshop worthy of
the name should be complete on Kiplint?.
Simonds' War History
Frank H. Simonds, author of Simonds' History of the World War, the
first three volumes of which have already been published, is in France attending the Peace Conference to gather
material for his newspaper and the two
last volumes of his history. He has
!<een decorated by the French Government with the Cross of Chevalier. The
history has been translated into Turkish and Armenian and published in
I hose languages, and French and German editions are soon to be brought
. out by Payot, the French publisher. Considering the prestige of Simonds' war
wiitings in Canada, as throughout the
world, all booksellers should be able to
do a good business in subscriptions from
customers to take all issues of this history as they appear.
Kathleen Norris
In the recently published book, "The
Women who Make Our Novels," by
Grant M. Overton, the writer concludes
his sketch of Kathleen Norris with this
■comment on her fulfilment and her
promise:
"Mrs. Norris is not as yet at the
height of her powers, as well as can be
judged contemporaneously. It is easy
enough to look on the completed work
of a writer's life-time and say: 'Nero
has reached his apex, here he begins to
decline, here he rose again for an hour.'
But to estimate the present and relate it
tentatively to the future, is very much
harder. 'Mother,' was one 'peak' in the
graph of Mrs. Norris' powers. 'The
Story of Julia Page,' was another and
a higher. 'Josselyn's Wife,' recently
published, is at least as high. There is
■every prospect that, in the active and
happy years we may hope are ahead of
her, Kathleen Norris may excel the
impressive novels she has already given
us."
"Miss Ferber is going forward.
The
evidence of it will be found in the stories
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contained in her latest book, 'Cheerful
by Reauest,' and perhaps particularly in
the story in that volume called 'The
Gay Old Dog.' At thirty-one, she has
her best years — as literary records go —
before her. No painstaking appraisal of
her work would be wise at this time. In
the next two or three years she may
overshadow anything she has done so
far." — From "The Women Who Make
Our Novels," by Grant M. Overton.
Cap'n Jonah's Fortune
James A. Cooper has written another
of his delightful "Cape Cod" stories in
Cap'n
Briggs. Jonah's Fortune," published by
Tired of an adventurous life on the
briny deep, Cap'n Jonah came to the
Shell Road, to make his home with
some relatives he had not seen for
years. His troubles began almost from
the moment of his arrival and he soon
found himself in a swirl of happenings
as unusual as they were exciting. He
took little Pearly under his wing, made
the talkative Cap'n Abe, the storekeeper, his confidant, and concocted a marvelous scheme to outwit those who
were
treating
himself and the girl so
unfairly.
A point for booksellers to play up is
that many of the> quaint characters of
the same author's "Cap'n Abe, Storekeeper," appear in this new tale.
Why Von Kluck Lost
In Sir Frederick Maurice's important
new book, "Forty Days in 1914," the
part played by the British Army in the
first battle of the Marne, which has
never been appreciated either at home
or abroad, is brought to light. Central Maurice, in fact, claims that Sir
John French caused Von Kluck to begin
his retreat several hours before Joffre
struck his famous blow on the Marne.
The book is illustrated by a number of
maps, which show clearly the position
of our own and of the German troops
at all the critical phases of the operations. The author was himself a member of the "Old Contemptibles."
About Carburetors
With the ever increasing interest in cars
number of owners of automobiles and
garage workers, the opportunities widen
l'or booksellers to get increased sales
of automobile books. One of the latest
arrivals is Victor W. Page's "Gasoline
and Kerosene Carburetors," published
by the Norman W. Henley Co., which
comes from their Canadian representatives, McClelland & Stewart. This book
is a simole, comprehensive and authoritative treatise for practical men explaining all basic principles pertaining
to carburetion, and showing how liquid
fuels are vaporized and turned into gas
■•"or operating all types of internal combustion engines intended to operate on
vapors of gasoline, kerosene, benzol and
alcohol. All leading tvpes of carburetors are described in detail, special attention beir.e given to the forms devised to
use the cheaper- fuels such as kerosene.
Carburetion troubles, fuel system troubles, carburetor repairs and installation,
electric primers and
economizers,
hot
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spot manifolds and all modern carburetor developments are considered in a
thorough manner. Methods of adjusting
all typts of carburetors are fully discussed as well as suggestions for securing maximum fuel economy and obtaining highest engine power.
Occultism
Following up what was said last
month about psychical books and the
opportunities afforded booksellers for
making sales by reason of the great
public interest inspired by newspaper
publicity given this subject in the daily
press, it is interesting to record the
arrival of Dean W. R. Harris' "Essayin Occultism. Spiritism and Demonoiogy," which discusses the "Sixth Sense,"
"The Sense of Orientation." "Bilocation," "Spiritism: Ancient and Modern,"
"Evocation of the Dead," "Apparitions,"
etc. These essays represent the result
of wide reading and earnest thought
on the part of the learned author.
Selling Oppenheim
Books
Among the new novels issued this
season is a new Oppenheim, "The Curious Quest." Few authors have a larger
following than E. Philips Oppenheim,
and booksellers will do well to take advantage of this fact not only to sell the
new novel to those who have read some
or all of his previous works but to push
the sale of all Oppenheim's novels, to
which end an Oppenheim window would
Quest,"
Curiouspublished
business. "The
good McClelland
be
which
& Stewart
before
London
of
tale
a
is
last month,
the war It is the story of the amazing
experiences of Mr. Ernest Bliss, a rich
young idler who, when told by his frank
physician, Sir James Aldroyd, M.D., that
be had no moral stamina, wagered the
doctor £25,000 "to a shake of the hand
could
and an honest apology" that he
start out with a five-pound note and live
for a year on what he could earn.
Then follows the unique adventures
temporary imuecunious youngof this
man in his various employments, which
included the task of selling alpha cooking stoves, assistant to a green grocer,
and bus driver. He meets an engaging
but to
typist who engages his affections,
her as well as his older friends whom he
encountered he remained an enigma
until the end of the year. Then— but
the denouement of this original and engrossing story must be left to the interested reader to discover. Told in his
characteristic manner, this captivating
narrative will afford ample entertainment to Mr. Oppenheim's large fol-

lowin -.

come Frank Packard's
will es
In AprilAdventur
Dale."
of Jimmie
"Further
Emerson Hough's new novel entitled
"The Web" is to Come next month.
James Oliver Curwood's "Nomads of
the North" is down for early publication.

summer "Saint's ProIn thegress," early
by John Galsworthy, a novel, is
to be published.

BOOKSELLER
NEW AND
FORTHCOMING
The U. S. publishing rights for "The
Twentieth Plane," by Dr. Watson, have
been sold to George W. Jacobs & Co., of
Philadelphia.
The new Connor book, "A Sky Pilot
in No Man's Land," will be ready by the
time this issue of BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER reaches the trade.
A new Canadian-made dictionary to
retail at 25c comes from McClelland &
Stewart, being especially designed for
school use and as a convenient volume
for the stenographer or the office desk.

THE ODYSSEY
TRAMP

OF A TORPEDOED

"The Odyssey of a Torpedoed Tramp,"
published by Constables, is a bright and
interesting recital of the journeyings
of a tramp steamer during the first two
years of the war. The story appears
to be intended as a scathing comment
upon the laxity of the Government authorities in dealing with the German spy
system, and upon their tardiness in supplying merchant shipping with wireless
and with guns as a protection against
the U-boats. Although the boat is
supposed to be a French one and the
French Government is in all cases reTerred to, the characters are essentially
English and the criticism appears to be
directed in reality at the British authorities. The author evidently would not
be disposed to endorse those laudatory
statements regarding the efficiency of
the British secret service in foiling Hun
activities which have been so prominent
of late in current literature.
WEE BOOKS
Booksellers will welcome a new boolt
for children of from three to five yearn
of age This new issue is "The Little
Wise Chicken that Knew it All." It is
a half-dollar book of remarkably attractive make-up, and has 29 illustrations in
color. This is uniform with the other
Altemus publications in the "Wee Books
for Wee Folks" series.
PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL
A mystery story, a rollicking tale of
adventure, a romantic recital of love's
young dream, a story rich in humorous
situations — "Penny of Top Hill Trail" is
all that. It is by Belle K. Maniates,
author of "Amarilly of Clothes-Line
Ally," and booksellers may safely recommend it to the customer who comes in
seeking "a rattling good story of the
sort that keeps the reader guessing to
the end." It has just been issued by the
Copp, Clark Co.
THE WEB
Frederic Arnold Kummer, the author
of that stirring new book, "The Web,"
was fortunate in being able to obtain information concerning certain work carried out by the secret service authorities of Great Britain, which work resulted in a great naval victory. One
cannot fail to be stirred by the knowledge that the actual combat at sea resulted from the efforts of men and women, enmeshed in a web of romance and
intrigue, many thousands of miles removed from the scene of the battle, un-
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seen figures in a drama so astonishing
in its nature, so brilliant in its results,
that one is again reminded of the old
adage that "truth is stranger than fiction." It is a novel, and as such alone it
is mighty good stuff, which fact, linked
up with its presentation of Britain's
fighting at sea, gives it double selling
force for booksellers.
JOAN AT HALFWAY
Grace McLeod Rogers, a Canadian
author whose home is now in Amherst,
N.S., but who was formerly a missionary
in India, has written a new novel entitled "Joan at Halfway," of which great
things are expected by her publishers.
They acclaim it a book that will carry
a wide appeal of the same nature as did
"Pollyanna." This author achieved ..
reputation for good literary work with
her meritorious book, "Letters From My
Home in India." Booksellers will be able
to so associate these facts as to pave
the way for many sales of "Joan at
Halfway."
ANOTHER SHEAF
John Galsworthy has published another volume of his charming and characteristic essays and stories. Its title
is "Another Sheaf," and it has just been
published by the Copp, Clark Co. It has
a particularly timely interest in that it
is so largely concerned with (|uestionb,
material and artistic, of reconstruction;
and it has a more special interest fo.'
Americans in many of Its studies which
deal with American standards, intellectual and practical. Among the titles
are: "American and Briton," "Th<5
Drama in England and America," "Impressions of France," "Balance Sheet ot
the Soldier-Workman," "The Road," etc
'INGLE PEACE
When one hears about a book of
science and travel there seems to be u
natural impulse to shy away from it,
but it would be a mistake to do so in
the case of "Jungle Peace," published
by the Copp, Clark Co., in which Wil
liam Beebe gives the result of his experiences while in charge of the Tropica1
Research Station of the New York Zoological Society. It will appeal to the
layman as W. K. Hudson or John Burroughs apDeals, and to the scientist for
its sound observation in a new field. On
an earlier trip to South America, Mr.
Beebe dug up a square yard of jungle,
spread it on the deck of a coastwise
steamer, and explored it with a microscope. The results made him wish to
go much further. The war and his experience as an aviator intervened; and
then, disabled for further air service and
longing for the jungle's peace and a
chance to carry on his research he returned to Guiana. He writes of islands
and adventures on the way and of the
mixed human elements of Guiana towns,
but chiefly of the jungle. His style has
a magic which transforms fact; his
record is of a venture in observation new
to the annals of science.
Booksellers will appreciate that here
is a "different" book that will provide a
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welcome change to many habitua.
readers, who always welcome something
new, if it's good.
BLIGHT
A book entitled "Blight," by M. Fulton, purports to treat of the ways and
customs of London "smart" society. It
is typical in its style and matter of that
unwholesome fiction which has had a
certain vogue in England for some
years, and of which it was to have been
hoped that the war, with all the heights
and depths of character and real emotion it has brought forth from the souT
of man, would have rid us forever. Evidently it has not, since here's another.
As a warning of the effect likely to be
produced on the minds of its readers,
"Blight" is an excellent title for the
work. It is true that in several descriptive passages, as in the sharp impressions of London streets or the dreamlike scene in Richmond Park, the authorshows glimpses of an ability to do better
— were he not so anxious to be "smart."
But that covert love of indecency, which
calls itself "modernism," and which isanathema to all lovers of literature,
trails its way over the whole.
It is doubtful whether there exists in
Canada a class of reader likely to take
an interest in this sort of thing, but the
book will probably provide the London
suburban shop-girl with many a thrill
ing moment. The book is published by
Duckworth.
THE TUNNEL
"The Tunnel," by Dorothy G. Richardson (Duckworth) is the fourth volume
in a series — which is apparently to continue indefinitely — describing the mental
development of an English girl named
Miriam Henderson. At this stage of
her existence Miriam takes an atticroom near the Euston Road, London,
and becomes secretary-attendant to a
dentist, for the munificent salary of a
pound
week. reader will have some
The aanxious
difficulty in finding out what it's all
about after that, but we gather that the
time has now come for Miriam to pass
through the "tunnel" of doubt and despair. Perhaps the size of her salary
has something to do with it; in any case
she discovers an astonishing number of
things to be miserable about, that there
cannot possibly be any religion, that
men are base and ineffectual and women only half human, that all Nature
is cruel, while science and art only
serve to accentuate the general wretchedness. After some 300 pages of it,
we leave her, in her boarding-house
sitting room, still sunk in profound deThere is nothing in the nature of a
jection.
"story"; the authoress only concerns
with "moods," "impressions,"
herself
etc.
This jumbled and formless writing
is the parallel, in literature, of that
school of painting, the exponents of
which make a practice of flinging
masses of violent color on to the canvas
to conceal the fact that they do not
know how to draw.
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JOYCE KILMER
A notable issue this season is a twovolume set of the works of Joyce Kilmer, including poems, fiction and essays.
This popular American writer had such
a large following that this appearance
of his complete works affords a good
opportunity to all booksellers to place
many of these sets with their customers.

Z — the methods to use in establishing
the right credit basis and in fortifying
your credit policy. Here, too, are plans
which 137 bankers are using to insure
a profit from handling collections. It
must be obvious to booksellers that there
is a remarkably wide field for them tc
work in introducing this practical volume.

LUXEMBURG

STRINGER'S NEW NOVEL
Arthur Stringer's new novel, his
twentieth, which is about to begin as a
serial in "Hearst's Magazine," will be
called "This Light Must Live." It has a
Canadian for its hero, and a considerable part of the story is laid along the
nearby shores of Lake Erie, though the
greater part of the action takes place in
New York. The novel, in fact, is both a

Ruth Putnam in her book "Luxemburg
and Her Neighbors," published by G. P.
Putnam & Sons, presents a record of the
political fortunes of the present Grand
Duchy from the eve of the French revolution to the great War.
Many small independent states have
continued to survive in Europe under
more or less anomalous conditions in spite
of the growth of the larger nations, but
Luxemburg has been peculiar in its history. It is, in truth, a land without a
country. Its political isolation is a matter of recent date. Through centuries
its fate was decided by reasons alien to
its own interests. The volume presents
the checkered history of this bit of border
territory, marked by so many dramatic
vicissitudes. This history must be taken
into account in connection with the settlement of the future status of Luxemburg.
Like Belgium, a. victim of the German invasion, Luxemburg has voiced its resolution to remain independent. The refrain
of its national song contains the ringing
line, — "Prussians we will never be."
TRADITIONS
OF BRITISH
STATESMANSHIP
This is a volume by the Hon. Arthur
D. Elliott, giving a history of British
relations with Germany since the time
of Waterloo and of the events leading
up to the Great War. It contains
nothing new in the way of information,
hut shows clearly that British statesmen, of no matter what party, have
throughout been actuated by worthy and
disinterested motives, that "the more
thoroughly British foreign policy is examined, the better it comes out," and that,
"if secret diplomacy is to be abolished,
whatever that may mean, our nation
will not come off worst in the new Palace
of Truth, in which some of our advanced
politicians intend to house in the future
the foreign secretaries and ambassadors
of the world."
It is a volume which will particularly
interest the political student and any
who may have aspirations to enter the
political world. Constables are the publishers.
CREDITS
AND COLLECTIONS
In the Shaw Banking series a new
issue is "Credits and Collections," a
volume of over 260 pages. Ask a score
of progressive bank officials the routine
they have established for extending and
handling credit, and in all probability
you will get a score of different replies
Most of these methods will be good, but
which are the most practicable? These
questions are answered in "Credits and
Collections." Here is a volume that
covers this important subject from A to
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tions to the questionable stimuli of that
great metropolis and an exposition of
how he eventually saved himself from
those darker currents of city life which
at one time so nearly enmeshed him in
tragedy. It is not an adventure story,
but one of realism and character-study,
somewhat after the lines of Stringer's
e:\rlier novel of New York life, "The
Silver Poppy." It has a good deal to do
with artists and art-circles in New Yorki
as the hero is a young sculptor and one
of his reasons for going to New York
is to complete a statue of Tecumseh
which was to adorn Tecumseh Park in a
Western Ontario city — and that city
very plainly is Chatham.
BELGIUM
Among the most notable publishing
events of the ensuing season will be the
appearance of Brand Whitlock's "Belgium," to comprise two large volumes,
the set to be published at $7.50.
Brand. Whitlock was so big a figure in
the tragic occurrences in Belgium at the
beginning of the war, and gained such
international fame as a true humanitarian, that his voluminous record dealing
with that little hero-nation more particu
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larly as the storm-centre of the cataclysmic conflict, will be such a contribution to history that it will naturally find
a place in every public library, and
should be added to every other library.
Booksellers will be well advised to give
the coming of this book their earnest
attention.

LABOR'S ASPIRATIONS
Norms n Angell has chosen an apt title
for his new book, "The British Revolution and the American Democra
Americans are paying the penalty cy."
of a
long indifference to foreign affairs and
now that the U. S. is beset by the problems that Europeans have struggled
with there is eagerness to learn the
causes. In this book will be found the
British situation with regard to labor,
its past and present and its aspirations
for the future, focussed intelligently and
presented with that clarity for which Mr.
Angell is famous. Not its least value
is that it will serve as a guide for those
seeking illumination in the darkness of
undoing war legislation; labor unrest; demobilization and suspicious questionings
of the old orcier. The book contains two
important appendices: the British Labor
Party's Programme and one more radical and less known on this side, the socailed Lansbury-Herald Programme.
Booksellers will find that they can
make many sales of this volume by introducing itto the notice of men prominent in labor circles and educationists, as
well as men of affairs who are closely
following this great subject.
SHOPS AND HOUSES
McClelland & Stewart have put out a
new Frank Swinnerton novel entitled
"Shops and Houses," which has as its
theme the indignation of youth against
the instinct of oppression. It is an absorbing story of modern life in an English suburban town, near enough to London to be the home of city men. It is
an exquisitely humorous picture of smalltown snobbishness.
A black sheep of one of the "first
families" has the effrontry to return and
set up as a grocer in Beckwith itself!
The solution here of the exciting tangle
wrought is through love. And even Mr.
Swinnerton has never been happier than
in his portrayal of Louis Vechantors, of
Dorothy and of Veronica — and of the
town gossip, Miss Lampe.
This touches such a human note that
booksellers should sound it and make it
resound to the natural accompaniment of
added sales.
HONESTY

PLUS

Every young salesman should learn
at the outset of his career that honesty
and square dealing are the foundations
of successful business, but a building
which never gets farther than its foundation will not afford much protection or
comfort. Good judgment, properly directed activity, sound business methods,
and the ability to serve pleasingly, must
be coupled with honesty and square
dealing if success is to be attained.

Books Banned by Order-in-Council
There has been previous intimation in BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER of books under
ban in Canada, but the subject is in the public
eye again and this article with list of books
banned will prove a helpful Kuide to the book
trade.

Library Shelves Diligently Searched For Obnoxious Titles
List of Volumes Under the Ban For
Guidance of Booksellers

IT has transpired that in some cases
public libraries have continued to circulate certain books banned by an
order-in-council, which took effect at
Ottawa last May. One of these books,
Myer's "History of Canadian Wealth,"
has been freely read by patrons of the
Toronto Public Library. The explanation
is that no notice was received at the
library that the book had been banned.
Actions have cropped up in the courts
of late, and what with press publicity,
w'th being
lists of
all books
placed under
the
ban
given,
the different
librarians

of property should be suppressed and
those who circulate it punished, but literature that aims at industrial and political reforms and changes by purely
constitutional means should not be in
the same class.

have instituted careful searches, and all
the volumes prohibited by the Government have been withdrawn from circulation.
It seems that the blanket ban on all
the publications of Charles H. Kerr and
Company, of Chicago, was imposed because a postcard named "After War"
was sent out by that firm.
H. H. Lang-ton, M.A., librarian of the
University of Toronto, has made a survey of his shelves and has found about
a dozen works published by Charles H.
Kerr and Co., of Chicago.
"What have you done with them?
Destroyed
interviewer. them?" asked a newspaper
"No, I have just removed them from
the shelves, and I will write to Ottawa,
asking instructions as to their disposal,
for all of them were published before
the war; some as far back as 1895. One
of them is a presentation volume from
the late Prof. Goldwin Smith."
"What are some of the titles of the
dozen?"
"A translation of 'Karl Marx on
Capital,' Elmar on 'History of Monetary
Systems,' Handy's 'Banking System of
the World,' and Engel's 'Landmarks of
Scientific Socialism.' "
Mr. Langton asserted that he had
examined the books and come to the
conclusion that they were not propaganda, but lather a compilation of matter
in regard to subjects treated.
In regard to the point as to the control of the University Library, he said
it was vested in a library committee of
the University senate, and books were
recured on requisition from the committee or members of the faculty.
Prof. Mclver, associate professor of
political economy in the University of
Toronto, takes the view that the orderin-council is too drastic and has the fatal
weakness of failing to grade the Socialistic literature that is harmful and that
which is harmless in separate classes.
For instance, there is no question that
such a leaflet as "The Red Terror in
Russia," advocating as it does revolution
by force of arms and violence and seizure

"There will surely be a protest before
this order-in-council is enforced as it
stands," said Prof. Mclver. "The idea
that you can suppress that kind of literature is a mistaken one. Prosecution
simply gives an added value to the banned works, and makes them more precious in the sight of the followers of
such movements. Prosecution of people
who circulate literature not of the terrorist type is apt to have the opposite
effect to that intended."
He pointed out that at the time the
English trades unions were illegal there
was far more violence and trouble than
when the unions were recognized by
law .
For the guidance of booksellers, so
that they may not unwillingly violate
these orders-in-council, a list of these
banned publications is given herewith:
"The Battle of Armageddon," a book
published by the International Bible
Students' Association.
"Blatter und Bluten," a book published at St. Louis in German.
"Bull,"
an illustrated New York
monthly.
"The Conference of Mennonites," a
booklet containing resolutions passed by
Mennonites in Kansas in 1917 and printed in German.
"Daily Heavenly Manna and Birthday
Record," a tract published by Watch
Tower Bible and Tract Society.
"Defeat? The Truth About the Betrayal of Britain," by Arthur Mee and
J. Stuart Holden, published in Britain.
"The Fiddlers," by Arthur Mee.
"The Freeman's Journal," of NewYork.
"Have we given the people of Germany
a Fair Deal?" a pamphlet by Gustavus
Hillier, published in Indianapolis.
"Hindenburg's Einmarsch in London,"
a book printed in German at Philadel"The Parasite," by Arthur Mee and
phia.
Ben H. Spence.
Pastor Russell's .Sermons.
Pearson's Magazine, New York.
"The Vampire of the Continent," a
book by Count Ernst zu Reventlow, and
published in New York.
"The Vital Issue," a New York weekly.
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"War— What For?" a book by Georg
e
R. Kirkpatrick.
"Why Germany Will Win the War,"
a pamphlet by George Humphrey, printed in En-dish and distributed by the
Solomon News Company of Detroit.
"Zeppelins uber England," a book published in German at New York.
The Additions
Among the additions to the revised
followin
g: after August 9 last, are the
list, issued
"After War," a postcard issued byCharles
and Co., of Chicago. '
"AnarchH.ismKerr
and Communism," a pamphlet published in the Russian language
by parties unknown.
"A Reply to the Press Lies Concerning the Russian Situation," a pamphlet
issued by the Alberta Executive of the
Socialist Party.
"The

Bolshevist Declaration of
Rights," a leaflet published anonvmous- •
Poster
lish
"The
printed
Canton,

bearing the legend in the Englanguage, "Prohibition
Dope."
Democrat," a daily newspaper
in
published
and
in Chinese
China.

Two pamphlets printed in Chinese,
"Labor" and "The Free Record."
"The Working People," a Russian
weeklylv. published at Winnipeg.
Pamphlet by Nicholas Lenine, "Political Parties in Russia," issued by the
Socialist Publication Co. in New York.
"The Western Clarion," published
Party.
weekly in Vancouver by the Socialist
The book entitled "The History of
Canadian Wealth," by Gustavus Myers,
had previously been banned.
Ottawa's action in amending the
orders-in-council re banned publications
and associations by providing that the
Attorney-General must give his consent
and approval to all prosecutions and that
the accused shall have the right to be
tried by a jury if he chooses, by no means
satisfies the Labor forces that have
taken up the cause of Charles Watson
£.nd Harry Cheesman, and others , convicted of political offences.
They

Want

All

Oiders-in-Council

Re-

"It is time for pealed
a return to Parliamentary Government. We cannot continue
to have the knowledge of the Canadian
people on world matters, including Russia, filtered through the chief press
censor at Ottawa," said A. W. Roebuck,
counsel for Watson and Cheesman, as
reported in the "Toronto Star."

Library of Automobile Publications
A

GOOD

SERVICE

PLAN

The

idea of having a library of automobile publications in a' bookstore is a good one. Customers
should be invited to visit it freely. This will
naturally promote sales of books and subscriptions
for periodicals devoted to motor cars, motorcycles.
.'tc. -The Editor.

Live Booksellers Realize the Value of Such a Department in Their
Bookstores as a Means of Promoting Sales

are in Canada over 200,000
THERE
motor cars, and it is, of course, the
total, comprising both imported
and Canadian-made cars, that is of chief
significance in its relationship to the
selling of books dealing with the motor
car, whether in its capacity of a vehicle
of pleasure, business, or the more tech
nical side, as, for instance, books dealing with upkeep and repairs. The following facts, bearing solely upon the
automobile industry in Canada, arc
nevertheless of great importance in this
connection, and it will be good business
for booksellers to post themselves thoroughly on this whole question.

wagons, 1,231; (5) club roadsters, 561;
(6) trucks, 117; and (7) not classified,
556, or a total of 89,676 cars.

A preliminary report of the statistics
relating to the automobile and other allied industries has been compiled by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics which
covers the operations of establishments
engaged in the manufacture of
(1) automobiles,
(2) automobile accessories, and
(3) automobile repairs.
The number of establishments classed
as manufacturers of automobiles in

^^
population
(~)NE
person inowns
everya motor
39 of Canada's
car, and
this representation is fairly well distributed throughout the whole Dominion; consequently the opportunity for
selling of books on automobile subjects is open to the booksellers everywhere throughout Canada, whether in
the small towns or the big cities.
When the bookseller applies the information inthe accompanying article
to his business, and reflects upon the
numerous good books that are available dealing with the different aspects
of automobile and allied interests, he
will appreciate the advisability of developing this end of the book business
in the most aggressive
manner.
Some booksellers have instituted
separate libraries in their stores of
volumes coming under this heading,
and make a point of keeping this
section thoroughly up-to-date, including periodicals as well as books. So
interesting is such a department that
auto owners, or others interested in
the subject, frequently visit this library and thus many sales nr-> do
veloped.

Canada in 1917 was 11, in automobile
cessories 24, and in repair work 497.
The total capital invested in these
dustries was $35,780,677, apportioned
follows: in automobiles $28,192,858,

acinas
in

accessories $3,155,89.°., and in repair
shops $4,431,926.
The number of persons employed on
salaries by sex distribution was 730
males and 174 females in automobile
plants, 106 males and 21 females in accessory plants, 2-">0 males and 48 females
in auto repair shops and garage, and the
total salaries paid were respectively $1.376,692 in automobile plants, $266,147 in
plants making accessories, and $334,780
in repair shops.
The number employed on wages ir.
each class and the amount paid in wages
were as follows: —
Automobile
plants..
Accessory
plants
..
Repair
shops

Number
Males Females Wages
1.852 1G4
$4 862.770
1.405
122
1.198,596
1.508 34
1.200,958

The value of materials used in manufacturing and repair work in each class
was (1) automobiles, $35,585,820; (2) accessories, $3,788,308; and (3) repairs,
$1,961,773.
The total value of production and repair work for all classes was $66,077,207,
of which automobiles amounted to $54,466,273, accessories to $6,519,868, and repairs to $5,091,066.
Classified according to purpose the
numbers of the different classes of cars
recorded in the census returns were (1)
touring cars, 80,544; (2) runabouts, 5,502; (3) closed cars, 1,165; (4) delivery

Many

Tractors Imported

An important contribution to food production was the arrangement made for

Sell More
Auto Books

When the whole gamut of such
volumes, comprising guide-books,
question-and-answer volumes, the
many titles relating to operation, upkeep, repairs, as well as books for
the garage-owner and those dealing
exclusively with motorcycles, trucks,
farm tractors, or other cars of a more
restricted nature than the regulation
touring
car or along
runabout,
taken
into'
consideration,
with isthe
natural
growth that each year has shown
and that each subsequent year will
unfold, the wisdom of booksellers
who have begun to specialize in books
of this class is amply demonstrated.
In passing let it be said that similar
consideration should be given to
books on airplane subjects; the immediate future cannot fail to show
wonderful developments in that field.

the distribution of farm tractors at cost
to farmers, declares the report of Canada Food Board. The allocation of thesp
by provinces was as follows:
British Columbia
21
Alberta
334
Saskatchewan
382
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Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island

149
203
9
5
14
6

In addition, fifteen demonstration
1,123
tractors were distributed to Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.
A satisfactory arrangement was made
with Henry Ford & Son, Inc., Dearborn,
Michigan, for the purchase of 1,000 farm
tractors. The price agreed upon was $750
each, f.o.b. Dearborn. One of the conditions of the contract reads: —
"The entire arrangement is contingent
upon the Government of Canada distributing these tractors direct to farmers in Canada at the price specified plus
freight and with no profit allowed."
Orders were taken from farmers by
provincial Departments of Agriculture
and forwarded by them to Food Board,
thus furnishing to Canadian farmers
tractors at cost. This measure assisted
greatly in the work of greater production during the spring of 1918. Canadian
firms which manufacture tractors were
engaged at high pressure on other
classes of farm machinery, and their output at that time was not expected to exceed 300 tractors a year. The steps
taken, therefore, were necessary to meet
the immediate need. A representative of
the Board was sent to Detroit to expedite shipments. Twenty-five tractors a
day had been arranged for. As Dearborn is a way station, there was a danger
of delay and consequent demurrage
charges, but it is worth noting that the
Board had only to pay $9 car rental on
the entire order. With shipments for
the East much difficulty was experienced, and it was necessary in almost
every instance to trace cars from Dearborn to Detroit through the yards it
Windsor to ensure speedy delivery.
Tractors Duty Free
Farm tractors valued at not more thaw
$1,400 each imported by Canada from
February 7, 1919, can claim remission of
duty, according to an Order in Council
passed in January 30, 1919, as follows:
His Excellency the Governor-General
in Council, on the recommendation of
the Minister of Finance and under the
provisions of Section 92 of the Consolidated Revenue and Audit Act, is pleased,
from the seventh day of February, 1919.
and until otherwise provided for, to
grant and doth hereby grant authority
for remission and refund of the Customs

K 00 K SELLER
duty on gas or gasolene traction engines
for farm purposes valued at not more
rhan fourteen hundred dollars each and
repairs therefor when entered at Customs after the seventh day of February,
1919.
In a later issue further facts will be
given dealing with the importations of
automobiles and motor-cycles, together
with something more about the significance of this information in direct relation to the bookselling business.
CANADIAN
COPYRIGHT
It is in the interests of the publishers
of Canada and, incidentally, the retailers
of books and musical publications, that
Canada should no longer lag behind in
the matter of copyright protection of
Canadian
publications.
The necessity for this is of course
especially vital to the actual creators
of literature and musical compositions.
The newly formed Authors' and Composers' Association of Canada is working
hard to influence the Dominion Government to put through legislation actively co-operatin » with the Imperial
Copyright Act of 1911. The Laurier
Government had such a Canadian copyright act in preparation and almost
ready for adoption just before it went
down to defeat in S^itember. 1911, and
since that time nothing has been done.
The authors and composers deserve the
active assistance of all members of the
trades affected, in influencing the federal authorities toward bringing Canada

JOSEPH
Author

C.

LINCOLN

of "Shavings"

into line with the different European
nations and the other self-governing
Dominions, in the matter of International copyright.
This subject was ably dealt with by
John H. Moss, K.C., in an address before the Authors' and Composers' Associations in Toronto. Among those who
attended were many representatives of
the publishing houses of Canada.
"The Keeper of the Door," by Ethel
M. Dell, has been out of print. A new
edition is nearly ready.

A new volume of poems is "Golden
Stars and Other Verses," by Henry Van
Dyke, and the same author has written
a new volume of prose uniform with
"The Blue Flower." The title is "The
Vallev of Vision."

AND

STATIONER

A Code of Ethics For the Book Trade
Standard of Practice as Association.
Adopted by American Booksellers'
ELLER & STATIONER is
BOOKS
in receipt of "A Code of Ethics for
the Book Trade," being a reprint
in booklet form of a paper read by
Charles E. Butler, president of the American Booksellers' Association, at the
1918 convention. It deals exhaustively
with the standard of trade practice for
the book trade as proposed by the Board
of Trade of the association. This standard of practice is just as applicable to
booksellers in Canada as to the trade in
the U. S.. and it is therefore reprinted
herewith :
Standard of Trade Practice
The following questions have been a
bone of contention in the book-trade for
years, and promise to continue so if we
do not take action and decide the right
course to pursue. The Board of Trade
have considered, at the same time and
with the same care, the following important questions, as to whether discounts should or should not be given,
and what would be the correct course Lo
pursue in certain cases:
Should college students buy at trade
rates and sell other students at a disanimous.) count? They should not. (Vote unShould college students act as agents
for publishers in selling books to students? Yes, if there is no local bookstore. (Vote unanimous.)
Should college bookstores and cooperative stores sell books to student*
at a discount? It should be discontinued; demoralizing and unfair. (Vote
unanimous.)
Should a discount be given to public
libraries?
Yes.
(Vote unanimous.)
What discount shall be given to public
libraries? Committee to be appointed
to
meet Library Association. (Vote unanimous.)
Should philosophical societies, historical societies, and all other societies be
given a discount? Yes, if maintained
for public use; otherwise, no. Same
discount as other libraries. (Vote unanimous.)
Should Sunday School libraries be
given discount? Yes, same discount as
other libraries.
Should naval ship libraries, army post
libraries, state libraries, free libraries,
traveling libraries, Government libraries, college libraries, school district
libraries, literary school libraries, municipal libraries be given a discount?
Yes, if supported by public funds. Same
discount as other libraries. (Vote unanimous.)

Should club libraries, law libraries,
medical libraries, scientific libraries, private libraries, semi-public, as the mercantile and society library, he given a
Yes, if of recognized standdiscount?
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ing. Same discount as other libraries.
(Vote unanimous.)
Should booksellei-s give up selling to
libraries?
No.
(Vote unanimous.)
Should publishers sell to libraries? No.
(Vote unanimous.)
Should jobbers sell to libraries on an
equitable commission arrangement with
mous.)
the bookseller? Yes. (Vote unaniShould the publishers show new books
to libraries and take orders, and give
said orders to local booksellers, giving
commission on the order? Ideal aranimous.)
rangement, ifpossible. Yes. (Vote unShould a discount be given to stationers who do not keep or sell books?
No.
(Vote 7 to 2.)
Should exporters, canvassers, Chambers of Commerce be given discounts?
Yes.
(Vote unanimous.)
Should magazines or newspapers advertising and selling books by mail, bul
carrying no stock, be given a discount?
No.
(Vote unanimous.)
Should newspapers, magazines as
such, or individuals connected therewith
be given a discount? No. (Vote unanimous.)
Should the privilege be given to booksellers to return a certain portion of
their new book purchases to publishers?
Consider return privilege desirable and
just. Yes.
(Vote unanimous.)
Should booksellers charge postage ?
Minimum zone rate. Yes. (Vote unanimous.)
Should publishers advertise postage
extra ? Minimum zone rate. Yes. (Vote
unanimous.)
Should the basic discount to booksellers be 33 1-3 or 40 per cent.? Minimum discount of 33 1-3. (Vote unanimous.)
Should publishers and jobbers solicit
consumer's trade, and supply same by
mail or express prepaid ? Should not be
done.
(Vote unanimous.)
Continuity of net prices, or "once net
always net." Is it desirable and should
it prevail?
Yes.
(Vote unanimous.)
These are likewise vital questions to
every member of the trade, and the
Board of Trade asks the association to
approve as follows:
"The American Booksellers' Association in convention assembled, May 14, 15,
16, 1918, expresses its approval in principle of the standard of trade practice
between the publishing, jobbing, bookselling interests and the libraries, as
proposed by the Board of Trade, and
urge the trade as a whole to endeavor
to bring about these reforms to the end
that fair and equitable methods of merchandising may prevail."
(The adoption of the resolution was
thereupon moved and carried.)

Monthly Record of New
Published
THOMAS ALLEN
Fiction
Dawn, Eleanor H. Porter, $1.50; A
Daughter of Two Worlds, Leroy Scott,
$1.60.; A Man Four-Square, William
MacLeod Raine, $1.50; Cornelia, Lucy
Fitch Perkins, $1.25; The Duchess of
Siona, Ernest Goodwin, $1.60; The Old
Gray Homestead, Frances Parkinson
Keyes, $1.50; Sniper Jackson, Frederick
Sleath. $1.60.
Non-Fiction
Dormitory Days, Arthur Stanwood
Pier, $1.35; My
German Prisons,
Horace Gray Gilliland, $1.50; Prisoners of the U-90, Lieut. Edouard Victor Isaacs, $1.35; War
Finance, Clarence W. Barron, $1.50;
A
Manual of Universal History,
Carl Ploetz, $3.00; Field and Study, John
Burroughs, $1.50; Goat Feathers, Ellis
Parker Butler, 50c; Convention and
Revolution in Poetry, Prof. John Livingston, $1.75; The Student's Book of Inspirations, Edward Dickinson, $1.00;
Letters of Harry James Smith, $2.00;
[van Speaks, Thomas Whittenmore, 75c;
Theodore Roosevelt, The Logic of His
i :ireer. Charles G. Washburn. $1.65.
WILLIAM BRIGGS
Fiction
Dere Bill, Florence Elizabeth Rummers, 75c; The Man from the Clouds,
Storer Clouston, $1.50; The Cabin,
Blasco Ibanez, $1.50; The Crimson Alibi,
Hoy Cohen. $1.50; Room No. 3, Anna
Katherine Green, $1.50.
Non-Fiction
Claude's Book, Mrs. Kelway-Bamber,
■<2.00; Who Giveth Us the Victory,
Arthur Mee, $1.35.
THE

COPP

CLARK CO.. LIMITED
Fiction

Wild Youth ."n-i Another, Sir Gilbert
Parker, cloth, $1.50; Penny of Top Hill
Trail, Belle K. Maniates, cloth, $1.35.
Non-fiction
Jungle Peace. William Beebe, cloth.
$1.75; Another Sheaf, John Galsworthy,
cloth, $1.50.
S. B. GUNDY
Non-fiction
Living Bayonets. Lieut. Coningsby
Dawson, cloth, $1.25; The Women Who
Make Our Novels, Grant M. Overton,
cloth, $1.60; Our Poets of To-day, Howard Willard Cook, cloth, $1.60; The Dead
Have Never Died, Edward C. Randall,
cloth. $1.50.
THOMAS LANGTON
Fiction
The Family, Elinor Glyn, cloth, $1.50;
The Wine of Astonishment, MaryHastings Bradley, cloth. $1.50; Judee of
Rogues Harbor, Grace Miller White,
cloth. $1.50: The Undefeated. J. C.
Snaith, cloth, $1.50; His Wife's Job,
Grace Sartwell Mason, cloth. $1.50;
The Riddle of
the
Purple
Empei-or,

Books

by Firms Established in Canada

Thomas W. Hanshaw, cloth, $1.50; The
See Saw, Sophie Kerr, cloth, $1.50; Boston Blackie, Jack Boyle, cloth, $1.50;
The Shielding Wing, Will Levington
Comfort, cloth, $1.50; The Whirlwind,
Edna Worthley Underwood, $1.50.
THE

M ACM ILL AN CO.
Non-Fiction
English Poets, Vol. 5, T. H. Ward,
cloth, $1.75; Our National Forests, R.
H. D. Boerker, cloth, $1.50; 325 Group
Contests, W. J. Cromie, cloth, $1.25; The
Pilgrims and Their History, R. G.
Usher, $2.00; Highways and By-ways of
Florida, C. Johnson, cloth, $2.00; A History of Spain, C. E. Chapman, cloth,
$2.00; The War and The Bible, H. G.
Enelow, cloth, 60c; The Disabled Soldier, D. C. McMurtie, cloth, $2.00; The
Boys' Own Book of Great Inventions, F.
L. Darrow, cloth, $2.50; Who's Who,
1919, cloth $10.00; The Coming of the
Lord, J. H. Snowden, cloth, $1.75, Viscount Bryce, Essays and Addresses in
War Time, cloth, $2.25.

McCLELLAND

&
STEWART,
Fiction

LTD.

The Sky Pilot in No Man's Land, Ralph
Connor, $1.50; The Secret City, Hugh
Walpole, $1.60; The Avalanche, Gertrude
Atherton, $1.35; The Man NobodyKnew, Holworthy Hall, $1.50; The Web,
Frederick Arnold Kummer, $1.50; Slippy
McGee, Marie Conway Oemler, $1.35.
Non-Fiction
Rules of Order, J. G. Bourinot, $1.00;
The Boy Scout Handbook, Canada, Official and Authorized, limp, 50c, cloth,
75c; Among the Canadian Alps, Lawrence J. Burpee, F.R.G.S., $3.50; Where
the Buffalo Roamed, E. L. Marsh, $1.25;
Eating in Two or Three Languages, Irvin S. Cobb, 60c; This Famishing World,
Arthur W. McCann, $2.00; The Worlds
and I, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, $3.50;
Christ in You, $1.25; With Those Who
Wait, Frances Wilson Huard, $1.50,
Putnam's Automobile Handbook, N.
Clifford Brokaw and Charles A. Starr,

$2.00; Joyce Kilmer's Complete Works,
(wo volumes, $5.00.
Juvenile
For Freedom of the Seas, Ralph
Plenry Barbour, $1.35; The Masters of
the Peaks, Joseph A. Altsheler, $1.35;
The Lost Hunters, Joseph A. Altsheler,
$1.35; The Amateur Mechanic, A. Frederick Collins, $1.10; Running Fox, Elmer Russel Gregor, $1.35.
GEORGE

J.

McLEOD,
Fiction

LIMITED

The Bargain True, Nalbro Bartley,
cloth, $1.50; Number Seventeen, Louis
Tracy, cloth, $1.50; Twenty-six Clues,
Isabel Ostrander, cloth, $1.50; Three
Live Ghosts. Frederic S. Isham, cloth,
$1.50; The Playground of Satan, Bea49
trice Baskerville, cloth,
$1.50.

THOMAS
NELSO
Non-FictionN

&

SONS

A History of English Literature, Arthur Compton Rickett, M.A., LL.D
cloth, $2.75; Modernism: Its Failure
and its Fruits, M. D. Petre, cloth, $1.75;
Biological Chemistry, Professor Schryver, cloth, $1.75; Sculpture and the
Sculptor's Art, H. H. Stansfield,
$1.75: Switzerland. C. F. Cameron, cloth,
cloth,
$1.75; Rome, Elizabeth O'Neill, cloth,
?1.75; Favorite Recitations of Favorite
Actors, edited by Percy Cross Standing,
cloth, $1.75; How Animals Work, F.
Martin Duncan, cloth, $1.75; Water
in Nature. W. Coles Finch and Ellison
Hawks, cloth, $1.75; The Deliverance of
the Captives, Henry Bordeaux, cloth,
$1.25; The Victory of Lorraine, Adrien
Bertrand, cloth, $1.25; The Human
Needs of Labor, B. S. Rowntree, cloth,
$1.25; Scientific Amusements, translated
from the French by "Tom Tit,"
adapte
by Profess
C. Knott,
cloth, d$1.75;
Eve orin ' G.
Khaki,
Edith
M. Barton & Marguerite Codv, cloth,
$1.25; History of the War, Volume 21,
Buchan, cloth, 85c.
Juvenile
Three Jolly Sailors and Me, Will
Owen, cloth, $1.75; Staircase of Stories,
edited by Louey Chisholm and Amy
Steedman, cloth, $2.75.
Fiction

The Desert of Wheat, Zane Grey,
$1.50; The High Flyer, C. B. Kelland,
$1.50; The Private Wire to Washington,
Harold McGrath, $1.35; Gregg, Fleta
Springer, $1.50; Priest and Layman,
Ada Carter, $1.50; The Seamless Robe,
Ada Carter, $1.50; The Fighting Shepherdess, Caroline Lockhart, $1.50; Best
Short Stories of 1918, Edward J.
O'Brien, $1.60; Drifting with Brownie,
Byers Fletcher, $1.50; Too Fat to Fight,
Rex Beach. 75c.
Non-Fiction
Mother Love in Action, Prudence
Bradish, $1.35; Keeping Fit All the Way,
Walter Camp, $1.55; Recipe Cabinet (in
lex), Fannie Merritt Farmer, $2.00;
How to Draw and Paint, $1.00; The
Cradle of New France, A. C. Doughty,
$1.50; The Diary of a Nation (Editorials
from Life), E. S. Martin, $1.50.
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Simple Book-keeping for Merchants
How to Start With Two Books Only—
Perfect Record of Transactions Can
Position Ascertained at Any Time — Profits Easily Calculated Be KeptBy C. J. MORRIS

the part of
failures onutable
many
HOWretail
ers are
attrib
to the
fact that the victims were not
acquainted with the real condition of
their affairs until it was too late to seek
a remedy? In other words they have
failed to keep track of their progress,
or lack of progress, by a proper system
of bookkeeping and in many instances
a business which had in it all the elements of success has thus turned out a
dismal failure.
The man who launches out on his own
account is in many cases an experienced
man in his line; he knows how to buywell and how to show his goods attractively. He treats his customers with
courtesy and gives good service, but if
he knows nothing of bookkeeping nor
makes it his business to find out how
to keep a proper record of his transactions so that he can find out periodically exactly how he stands he risks
losing all the advantages which his experience and capability in other directions of the business should bring him.
Systems Usually too Complicated
It is not that he is unwilling to take
the necessary pains or give the necessary time to it; the trouble usually is
that he has very hazy ideas of how
hooks should be kept, and all the systems which profess to make the way
easy for him are too complicated to be
understood without a personal explanation.
With a view to overcoming this difficulty it is proposed to show in this
series of articles how a small merchant can start bookkeeping with two
books only and how, with these two books,
a perfect record of all his transactions
can be kept. It will, further, be demonstrated how, after taking stock, he can,
with an hour or two's work, or even
less, calculate exactlv what his Dosition
is, how much he owes, how much is owing to him, and what his profits have
been since his last stock-taking period.
The keeping of these two books need
not involve more than half an hour to
an hour's work each day and could probably be carried out at odd moments during the day itself.
Any Queries Will be Answered
It will first be shown how the books
should be started by anyone first commencing business and later on details
will be given as to how the system can
be instituted at any moment by those
already in business who may wish to
adapt it to their own needs. The possibility of expanding the system will
also be dealt with.
As far as possible, technical language
will be avoided and explanations given

in everyday phraseology. Should, however, any point arise which is not perfectly clear to the reader, or should any
problem occur which is not dealt with
herein, any query will be gladly answered.
In order to make the system of entering up various transactions as clear as
possible, a series of typical happenings
in the conduct of a business will be
taken and the way in which they should
be entered will be explained. This series of transactions will, necessarily, cover only a short period of three or four
days and this period will then be dealt
with exactly as if it were for a year
and a profit and loss account and balance sheet drawn up just as would be
the case for the longer period. The
principles of the system can be illustrated equally as well with a few entries
as with those for a whole year.
Books Required
The first of the two books mentioned
is called a Journal or Day-book, in which
every money transaction and every case
of selling or buying of goods is entered at the time it takes place. This
book should be headed and ruled for
single column entry thus:
Date

Page
Ledgerin

St., who gives an order, the details of
which we enter in our order book and for
which we make out Invoice No. 1,
amounting to $5.60.

We now make the first entry in our
Journal
Jan. 1,as follows:

Mrs. Jones, 24 Main St.,
Goods as per Invoice No. 1

The next item which concerns us
is the arrival of some goods from Anderson & Co., value $57.20, on which
there are freight charges to pay of
$2.75. We therefore make the followJan.ing entries
1, in the Journal:

Goods rec. from Anderson & Co. . . 57.20
Freight paid on
"
2.75

The telephone collector calls for $7.50
which we pay, entering same in Journal; and so as each transaction takes
place an entry is made recording same
in the Journal.
At the end of four days our Journal
shows the following record:
JOURNAL

1.

Dat*
Ledger
r, 4.
Page in
Jan. 1- Mr. Jones, 24 Main St..
Goods as per Invoice

*•
2

It is a simple account book which can
be purchased at any bookseller's. The
second book, which is called the Ledger,
will be dealt with in the next article.
In addition to these two books we shall
require two small memo books, one for
entering any orders which may be received (although these can, if necessary, be entered in detail in the daybook) and the other for entering small
items paid out for Petty Cash, which
are not large enough to make it worth
while entering singly in the larger
books.
We shall also require a numbered
invoice pad, with carbon copy, for goods
sent out on credit or taken away and
charged up to the customer. Two files
will also be necessary, one for filing the
carbon copies just referred to and the
other for filing invoices of goods received. Either a cash register or some
other system of recording the amount
of each sale as it is made will also be
required.
Making
a Start
With the outfit now
our store; having the
which to make
any
purchases, enter Mrs.
50

complete we open
day-book handy in
necessary
entries.
Jones, of 24 Main

5.60

•'

ia.

6.
c
..

1 — Anderson
& Co.,
Goods received
101
»v
1—
i Freigh
a a N°^ 'Aon good*
« $§7« ••
t paid
from Anderson's
....
807
2 75
1— Paid Telephone
Account
107
7 59
1--E. W. Smith, 64 High
St.
Goods as per Invoice
1— Mr. Brown, 135 North Are.
, „ Goods
No. 2as per Invoice

g

3 40

■•

1 — Goods
received
from
.. , „ Green
,No- 3ft Son
20
202 2 207 65
8.
1— 3aken
from
Til] for
Petty Cash
807
5 00
sj
1 — Mrs.Goods
Robinson,
as per41 South
InvoiceSt..
No. 4
7
< .12
10.
1— Mrs. Jones, 24 Main St.
Goods as per Invoice
No. 5
5
7S
"•
1— Paid out for Price Cards
307 I 5(1
12. "
1— Amt. of Ca'sh Rales for
day
50 52 90
13. Jan. 2 — Paid into Bank
301 fi2 90
14. "
2— J. W. Robinson,
89
Western Ave., Goods as per
Invoice No. 6

16.

"

16.

"

17.

"

15.

"

19.

"

20.

"

21.

"

22.

"

2— J. W. Robinson, Paid on
Account
2— Returned
from
Mr.
Brown,
125
North,
Ave.. Goods to be Exchanged, Value (Red.)
2 — Goods sent in Exchange
to Mr. Brown, Invoice
No. 7
2— Mrs. Jones. 24 Main St ,
Invoice No. 8
2— Mrs. Green. 87 King St,
Invoice No. 9
2— Mrs. White. 89 Queen St..
Invoice No. 10
2— E. W. Smith, Paid on
Account
2— Mr. Elack. 90 Upper St..
Invoice No. 11
1

6

9 39

6

< M

t

I 40

2

1 79

5

9 35

4

4 30

9

11 15

8

340
S 55

BOOKSELLER
23.

"

2— Holden Bros., Ltd., Good*
Received
208
74 00
24. "
2 — Sent Cheque to Anderson
& Co
201
56 16
Discount
1 74
25. " 2— Paid
for String
and
Paper
307
3 80
26. "
2— Total Cash Sales for Day
50 78 90
27. " 2— Short in Till (P. £ L.)..
302
85
28. Jan. 3— Paid into Bank
301
85 30
29. "
3 — Drew
from
Bank
for
Change
301
50 00
30. "
3 — Drew from Bank for Private Account
301
25 00
31. "
3— E. W. Smith, 54 High St.,
Invoice No. 12
8
3 59
3£.
"
3 — Anderson
& Co., Goods
Received
201
37 10
33. "
3— Mrs. Jones, 24 Ma'in St.,
Paid on Account
5 10 00
34. "
3— Mrs. White, 89 Queen St.
Paid on Account
9 1100
35. "
3— Discount
9
15
36. "
3— H. E. Edwards, 77 Main
St., Invoice No. 13. .
3
7 40
37. "
3 — Universal
Supply Co.,
Goods Received
204
22 30
38. " 3— Total Cash Sales
50 64 79
39. "
3— Over in Till
302
35
40. Jan. 4— Paid into Bank
301 85 79
41. "
4— Mr. Black. 90 Upper St.,
Invoice No. 14
1
8 80
42. "
4— Mr. Black Paid. Cheque. 1 10 00
43. "
4— H. T. Edwards Paid
3
5 00
44. "
4— Mrs. White, 89 Queen St.,
Invoice No. 15
9 17 63
45. "
4 — Mrs. Robinson,
41 South
St., Invoice No. 16
7
9 38
46. "
4- Mrs. Robinson Paid Last
Account
7
8 32
47
"
4^Paid Holden Bros., Cheque
203
50 00
48.
"
4— Cash Sales
50 83 70
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BRIGGS' TRAVELLERS
It has ever been the practice of the
Briggs House to educate its own
travellers, encouraging and promoting
young
men in the establishment
who

among Canadian booksellers, but also among
the publishers of the
United States and
Great Britain.
R. J. Kennedy, who
covers the cities of
Western Canada, has
also come up through
the Briggs school,
coming to the firm
about fifteen years

The vertical lines with which the Journal is ruled are not here shown.
In the next article the method
of
transferring these items from the Journal to the Ledger will be explained.
(To be Continued)
TRAVELLERS' DIRECTORY
Continued from page 32
R. B. Redditt, Western Ontario.
I. N. Berenson, Eastern Ontario.
J. Bidgood, Northern Ontario.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto:
Win. M. Woods, Western Ontario.
Jas. B. Fraser, Eastern Ontario.
F. W. Barnett, Quebec Province.
H. A. Dawson, Northern Ontario.
Edward Hazen, Maritime Provinces.
Wm. Warwick, Middle West.
Richard T. Lewis, Toronto.
C. C. Pearson, Montreal.
H. B. Gardner, Toronto.
H. P. Lee, Toronto.
J. C. Brown, Northern Ontario.
C. J. B. Wood, Toronto.
W. V. Roberts, Toronto.
R. S. Greenwood,
British
Columbia
and
Alberta.
B. Cairns, Rubber Stamps, Toronto:
W. P. Johnson, Toronto.
B. Cairns, Ontario and Quebec.
Moore Push Pin Co., Philadelphia:
R. G. Underwood, Sales Manager;
Carroll
R. Burkhart,
London,
Ont., to Halifax.
N.S.
Howard
Magee, Winnipeg to Vancouver.
J. M. Dent & Son, Publishers, Toronto:
W. A. Gardner, Sales Manager.
Frank Matthews, Far West.
Albert Victor, Middle West.
Duncan
T.
Hargreaves,
Montreal
and
East.
J. G. Gulliford, Ontario.
Geo. J. McLeod, Ltd., Publishers, Toronto:
J. C. Murrie, Western Canada.
H. R. Hambly, Eastern Canada.
W. E. Coutts, Greeting Card Publisher, Toronto:
W. E. Coutts,
Western
Canada.
Wm. D'Eye, Ontario.
Walter Begg, Quebec and Maritimes.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal:
Harry
L. Brooks,
Ontario,
Quebec
and
Manitoba.
George E. Eaton, Ontario.
Henry W. Johnson, Alberta,
British
Columbia and Saskatchewan.
R. H. Pardellian. Ontario and Quebec.
Fred L. \, halen, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia.

one exception all have
been
trained
in the House.
Ernest W. Walker, head of the sales
department, came to the house as a boy
twenty-five years ago. He was at first
employed in the shipping department, but
in a couple of years
iemonstrated his
worth, and was taken
into the sales branch
Fifteen years ago h?
was given charge of
this section of the business, and since then
.has established large
.connections not only

showed special promise. The success of
this method has been attested by the considerable number of travellers formerly
with Canada's pioneer publishing house
holding leading positions with other Canadian houses. Of the five now carrying
Briggs' books throughout Canada, with
Eaton, Crane & Pike Co., Pittsfield, Mass.:
Herbert G. Popham, Whole of Canada.
"Up To Date Advertising Co., Canisteo, N.Y.
(Rulers) :
W. S. Tuttle, Eastern Canada.
Ernest Wallace, Western Canada.
Elbe File & Binder Co., New York:
Mr. Barnett, New York City.
Mr. Voss, Denver to Coast.
Chas. M. Higgins Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.:
A. N. Davidson, Montreal to Vancouver.
A. C. Helfenstein, Texas to Winnipeg.
Pugh Specialty Co., Toronto:
Wm.
Cowan, Toronto
City.
J. North.
G. Jessup, Sarnia to Smith's Falls and
T. E. Young, Windsor to Quebec City.
J. vinces.
Ross, Montreal City and Maritime ProW. A. Crone, Winnipeg
to Victoria.
John Bidgood, Northern Ontario.
T. J. Pugh, Special Trips.
AubreyToronto:
O. Hurst,
Manufacturers'
Agent,
B. G. Whitelaw, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec,
St. John, Halifax, Moncton and Fredericton and Western Canada.
'Calling on jobbers only.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.:
51

ago, and making his
way unward through
the shipping department, and one or two
other positions until
he established himself
successfully in the
sales department.
John Ferris likewise
has been with the firm
about sixteen years.
For a time he served
with the Retail Sales
Department and in
stock-keeping. Some
time later he was given charge of a developing
Library
Department which he
brought forward another stage, and
about a year ago was promoted to
a position on the the travel linj
staff.
W. J. Young, the single exception to
Continued on next page
H. E. Copeland, Eastern territory, includP.

Reitzell,
Alberta
and
ing Quebec. Manitoba,
katchewan.
W. H. Palmer, British
Columbia.
Musson Book Co.. Toronto:
Wm. S. Smart, Western Canada.
I. L. Hobden, Eastern Canada.
L. A. Gemmel, Toronto.
W. M. Currer, Western Ontario.
George Clark, Eastern Ontario.
Weldon
Roberts Rubber Co., Newark,
J. A. Riedell, Eastern
Canada.
Holland Paper Co., Montreal:
R. H. Ecclestone, Sales Manager.
V. T. Haney, Ontario.
Alex Gillies, Coast to Coast.
Valentine
& Sons,
United
Publishing
Toronto:
W. Banks, Ontario.
O. Rittenberg, Ontario.
R. H. Paget, Toronto. .
J. C. Edy, Winnipeg and the West.
J. B. Blizard,
Montreal and the East
Menzies
& Co., Toronto:
E. Howard
Baker, Western
Canada
Robt. Brownlee, Eastern Canada.
F. J. Venator, Ontario.
J. B. Orr, Toronto.
W. C. Hall, Special Representative.

Say

N.J.:

Co-

*

BOOKSELLER
the home-education method, is a graduate
of an English business house, coming to
Canada in 1907, and soon after entering
the Briggs' employ.
James H. V. Portch also entered the
Briggs' establishment as a boy of fourteen, and has made progress through
practically every department in the house,
for a number of years having charge of
the firm's shipping. Within the last few
months he has been given special charge
of library sales.
THIS IS NOT SALESMANSHIP
A woman was heard to remark recently that she had purchased an article
from a store at 25c whereas her own
stationer had been charging her 45c for
the same thing. She immediately
i bought her dealer had been robbing
her. Upon enquiry it was found that
the dealer who was selling this article
M 25c was losing money. It had been
Landed out by a clerk who evidently did
not know the price of the goods. Not
only was he losing money for his employer but his action was placing discredit on a merchant who knew something about his costs and knew what he
should get for every article. Salesmanship is often defined as selling products
;t a profit. It is not salesmanship to
hand out an article at 20c less than its
proper price.
WHY HE WASN'T PROMOTED
He grumbled. He watched the clock.
He was stung by a bad look. He was
always behind-hand. He had no iron in
his blood. He was willing, but unfitted.
He didn't believe in himself. He asked
loo many questions.
His stock excuse

was "I forgot."
the next step. He
in his work. He
his mistakes. He
his position. He
second-rate man.

A
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He wasn't ready for
did not put his heart
learned nothing from
felt that he was above
was content to be a
He ruined his ability

group showing
Jeffery Farnol
game
of croquet at his home

engaged
in a
in England.

by half doing things. He chose his
friends from among his inferiors. He
never dared to act on his own judgment. He did not think it worth while
to learn how. Familiarity with slipshop methods paralyzed his ideal. He
tried to make a bluff take the place of
hard work. He thought it was clever
to use coarse and profane language.
He thought more of amusements than
of getting on in the world.
He didn't

learn that the best
i.ot in his pay.

of

his

salary

OPENING FOR CANADIAN

moaern
MnHprn

f,a«
v>as

H. H. Marshall, bookseller and sta
tioner of Halifax, left for a trip to the
West Indies, the middle of February-

B.s.C.E.
B. RMkun,
Fntrirm
engine
420 PagesBy J. I50
Dr«wing, land illustration,

PARTIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS
How to Install
How to Operate
How
to Make
Repairs
The Carburetor
and Valves
Storage Batteries
The Ignition System
Lubricating
and Oiling
Mechanism and Construction
Foundations.
Piping and Shafting
The Cream
of Daily Experience
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR AUTOMOBILE STUDENTS AND MECHANICS. By Thomas Russell. A.M.
150 pages ....
Price $1.25
AUTOMOBILE IGNITION, TIMING AND VALVE SETTING AND LIGHTING
INCLUDING FORD SYSTEM. By Thomas H. Russell, A.M., M.E.. and John
B. Rathbun, C.E., M.E.
240 pages.
Fully illustrated Price $1.25
MOTOR TROUBLES AND HOW TO REMEDY THEM. By Charles P. Root,
former Editor "Motor Age."
255 pages.
Illustrated Price $1 25
MOTOR TRUCK AND AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM. By Thomas
H. Russell, A.M.. M.E., and extensions by John B. Rathbun, C.E., M.E., Consulting Engineer. 240 pages.
Illustrated Price $1.25
AUTOMOBILE DRIVING SELF-TAUGHT. By Thomas H. Russell. M.E., LL.B..
author of "Ignition Timing a'nd Valve Setting," "Automobile Motors and
Mechanism," "Motor Boats: Construction and Operation." 230 pages. Liberally illustrated --------Price $1.25
A.B.C. OF THE MOTORCYCLE. By W. J. Jackman, M.E., author of "Facts for
Motorists."
222 pages.
Fully illustrated
----Price $1.25
THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF GAS, OIL AND STEAM ENGINES. By
John B. Rathbun, Instructor Chicago Technical College. 370 pages. 150 line
drawings
and illustrations ------Price $1.25
JOHNSTON'S NEW HANDY MANUAL on Plumbing, Heating, Ventilating and
Mechanical Refrigeration.
Revised up-to-date, fully illustrated
- Price $1.00
DUSTMAN'S BOOK OF PLANS AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. By U. M.
Dustman (Licensed Architect). The plans for 150 modern houses, bungalows,
barns, etc.
Price $2.00
RATHBUN'S AEROPLANE ENCYCLOPEDIA, AVIATION ENGINES, AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION, GLOSSARY OF AVIATION
TERMS AND PHRASES. By John B. Rathbun. 429 pages. Cloth. More
than 220 illustrations Price $2.00
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Paper
Motor Car Overhauling...
By V. W. Page$ .58
Motor Car Engines
By V. W. Page
.35
Motor Car Chassis
By V. W. Page
.25
Motor Car Tires
By Wm. W. Scott
.25
Motor Car Magneto
By V. W. Page
.35
Motor Car Carburetors ...By V. W. Page
.35
Motor Car Battery
By V. W. Page
.35
The Motorcycle
Construction,
Operation.
Care and Repair
By C. Shattuck
.35
Motor Car Operation
By V. W. Page
.50
Motor Car Lighting ...By C. P. Shattuck
.50
Motor Truck Construction and Operation,
Maintenance, Repair and Care
1.00
The ABC
of Aerial Navigation
By V. W. Page 1.00
Information.
By Harvey E. Phillips, cloth 2.50
THESE

D. GOODCHILD,

PUBLISHER

TOYS

According to official information there
is an opening for Canadian made toys
in China.
A report says:
"The Chinese children, in common
with those of other races, like toys.
China, being an old country, possesses
toys only of the most ancient type, very
; imple, and without mechanical devices.
Chinese toys are also crudely designed
and made of cheap material, such as
mud, bamboo, wood, and paper; therefore they are offered on the market at
small prices. In the past, toys were
mostly peddled by the poor, and even
made and sold by beggars.
"There are certain seasons when toys
are in greatest demand, this being no
exception to the custom in other countries. The best time for their sale is
the New Year holidays. Appropriate
toys are also sold for other festal times
and seasons.
"German competition has been completely shut out on account of the war,
and the extremely high price at which
American toys must be sold precludes
their purchase by any but the wealthier
classes of people. The Spanish industry
has made great progress, but would not
be able to compete with the industries
of other countries under normal conditions. At present Spanish, British,
and American toys are found on sale."

The Best Automobile
Books
i ne
The

was

BOOKS ARE THE BIGGEST
IN THE
TRADE.

VALUE

266-268 KING ST. WEST,

TORONTO

AND

BOOKSELLER
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ROBERTS

• RUBBER

ERASERS

•

"I have heard nothing but praise for your products, and hence I wish to
feature them in my catalog." — D. E. Hotchkin, The School Supply House,
Marysville, Mo.

WELDON

ROBERTS

RUBBER

for the largely increased sales of
Bradley
Water
Color
Boxes
for
schools. The standard of quality has
been maintained and prompt deliveries are always made.
A few of the leading boxes:
B-l — 8 semi-moist pans, 6 standard colors with sepia and
charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans,
6 standard colors with white
and black.
A-13 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
by blue and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-14 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue, gamboge, black.
A-8 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-9 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
gamboge, black.

SpriiiR

KISMET
Binder
FALINGE
File

Quick

REGENT
File

Lever

Flat

(Packs Flat)
THE "REGENT" LEVER
Packs Flat.

Specially
Designed for
EXHORT

FILE

For sale by the leading jobbers, or
trade orders will be promptly filled

Manufacturedby

W. H. HILTON
VEROTAX

WORKS,

& CO.

ROCHDALE,

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

England

215 Victoria Street,

Catalogues and Samples on application.

The wonderful

Lines

N.J. US. A.

THERE ARE REASONS

The
Four
Leading
Lines in
Letter
Files
Clip
ROTAX

Co. NEWARK,

-

TORONTO

Paper Fasteners
Erasers and
Letter Openers

The constantly increasing demand for these products prompts our suggesting that dealers anticipate their requirements well
in advance.
This will enable you to render the best service to your customers by having, in stock, what they want — always.
Q K
^1
— Write for our Latest Prices and Literature —

THE 0. K. MANUFACTURING
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade

—A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

NEW

GOODS

DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED

WELCOME
An

Adding
Machine Rolls
Die
Wiping
Paper

Manufacturers

interesting new

the words "Welcome
with a laurel spray.

and
ALL CLASSES OF SMALL ROLLS
FOR AUTOMATIC
REGISTERS

Paper

PAPETERIES
offering by

the

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co., is a "Welcome
Home" papeterie containing a quire of
paper and 24 envelopes of olive drab
stock. The box cover has a flag design
in color on olive drab background, with

Manufacturers of

A NEW

Home'* intertwined

CALCULATING

MACHINE

The Controller Company, Inc., a
corporation organized under the laws of
the State of New York, is manufacturing a new calculating machine called

Co.

Philadelphia

HOME

Pugh Specialty Co., Limited

Penna.

"The

Controller." The company's factory is at '!2 Central avenue, Newark.
N.J., and its general offices are temporarily at 32 Broadway, New York, but it
is stated they will soon be moved to
Newark.
The Controller has several interesting
features, a description of which would
require a great deal of space.
The ma

Montreal

►

The Guarantee of Quality"

ULTON
Self-Inking

\ Stamp Pads
■^
Hcmufactured '<//
3
FULTON SPECIALTY
J

Klizabeth,

Line Oaters
Numberers
Sign Markers
Rubber Type
Printing
Outfits

CO.
New Jerxri/

••▼▼▼▼YVTT*YTTVTVTTTYYY<r«5

Toy Books.
Pennants
and
Textile Novelties,
Active Service Banners.
Welcome
Home
Banners
and
Pennants,
Victory
Pennants
and
Celebration lines.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Souvenir Novelties.
If you don't get our catalogue
regularly,
send having.
us your name.
It's well worth

L.E.B. BINDER CLIP
Number 6
READY

FOR

DELIVERY
R emember,
the L.E.B. is
please, that
Binding
the
ONLY
Steel Jaw

& DENISON MFG. CO.

240-242 W. 23rd St., New York

H. A. BEMISTER

••▲▲▲▲AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA9*

French
Ivory Agents.
(Made
in Canada).
Photo
Frames,
Boxes,
Toilet
Articles and Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc., for all
seasons and occasions.

CUSHMAN

Send $5.85 for a Sample Package to-day
Strest

CANADA

Manufacturers and Manufacturers'

Clip which
versing the
repermits
SOLUTELY FLAT against the
arms ABpapers which it contains.
Write for catalog and prices

Retail price per package of 60 boxes tfo.oo
Dealers price #5.85.

10 Victoria

38-42 Clifford Street

TORONTO

A

•THE
New

CONTROLLER"
Calculating
Machine

chine is not bulky, notwithstanding the
fact that it has a capacity of 8x9x16
figures. It is portable and occupies
small space. A view of this machine,
taken from a photograph, is shown herewith.
NEW TIME STAMP
The Ecor.omo Time Stamp is a new
device of its kind designed for stamping
time on mail when received or answered,
to stamp time tickets, or shop tickets
and other transactions where the hour
and date would eliminate
guess
work,
54

Material
s'
Drawing
ArtistMaterial
Mfrs. since 1854 of high
grade and
Artists'
and Colors,
School
Oil
Water
Canvases, Brushes, Wooden ware Outfits, Drawing Tables, Boards,
riling
Cabinet-.
Catalogue
and sample books on request

F. WEBER

& Philadelphia,
CO.
Pa.
Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.

aj* Baltimore, Md.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

Known

and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our Specialty:

STAMPING INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

Pat.

May

13, 1913

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.
ROCKHILL

&

VIETOR

Sole Agents, Dept. F. B, 22 Cliff St., New York
Branch: 180 N. Market St., Chicago

Your

Sales „ Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons
It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy
is
" Quality
First "
and
stationers can therefore rely
on a line of goods of such
standard
quality
and
uniformity as puts them
in a
position to permanently retain the trade of every customer who once
uses
the
goods.
Give Us A Trial.

CARIBONUM COMPANY, LIMITED
54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

promote efficiency and show the time
required on orders as they move from one
department to another. The dial indicator is held in position by a frictionspring, which, when set — stays set.
The rubber die being mounted on a
cushion three-sixteenths of an inch thick
and the flexible cord in handle are assurances of uniform impressions regardless
of rapidity of use.
NEW TALLY CARDS
Eight new designs in tally cards and
as many in dance programmes, all
printed in sepia, are among the month's
new offerings by the Copp, Clark Co.
A NEW DEVICE
A

Niagara Falls man, Customs Inspector Maurice J. MacMahon, has just
received a patent on a remarkably simple but useful device which will prove
a boon to the employees of banks or anv
other institution which has to handle
money or sheets of paper.
The device is the MacMahon finger
band, and is simply a three-quarter circlet of corrugated rubber fitted on a
steel form to fit the end of the thumb
or any finger, and takes the place of
wetting the finger with tongue or
sponge in counting bank notes, sheets
of paper, leafing books, etc. Mr. MacMahon got the idea through his aversion
to using the sponge in his office, and
finally he hit upon the plan of stretching a rubber band around his finger.
This suggested that if a bendable steel
form could be put inside a band, a device to save health and time could be
produced which would be a boon to humanity.
The device
may
be
worn
on
finger without inconvenience when
is writing.
A TOY KNITTER

the
one

A new toy for girls is "Yankee-duzzit," which is a real construction toy.
The ingenious little machine knits a
beautiful cord of varying thickness. The
production of the cord is in itself most
fascinating, but this is only the beginning, for with the cord the child can
make and trim dolls' clothing, picture
frames, pillow cords, handkerchief and
{•love cases, and many other articles both
I'seful and ornamental.
It is the invention of Sergeant E. R.
Madan, who during the war helped de\elop gas masks and gas defense material at the Long Island City gas defense
plant. He is president of the Yankee
Toy Products Corporation, whose office
is at 13-15 East 22nd Street. New York.
55

STAR
MANIFOLD
Dexter's
,LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send

for

samples

and

prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor

Locks,

Connecticut

The Best Automobile and Scientific Books
Motor Car Overhauling by V.W.Page
Motor Car Engines by VictorW. Page
Motor Car Chassis by Victor W. Page
Motor Car Tires
by Wm. W.Scott
Motor Car Magneto
by V.W.Page
Motor Car Carburetors by V.W.Page
Motor Car Battery by Victor W. Page
The Motorcycle Construction, Operation, Care and Repair byC.Shattuck
Motor Car Operation
by V.W.Page
Motor Car Lighting by C.P. Shattuck
Motor Truck Construction and Operation, Maintenance, Repair and Care
GasEngineTroublesbyJ.B. Rathbun
Handbook of Gas, Gasoline and Oil
Engines
by JohnB. Rathbun
Automobile Ignition and Lighting, including Ford System

FREDERICK

D. GOODCHILD,

.50
.35
.25
.25
.35
.3
.35
.35
.50
JO
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.25

- fj^/j

PI.lBI.IMHm

This advertisement appears regularly in MacLean's Magazine, Every woman's World and
Farmers' Magazine, thus creating demands by
the public at the bookstores. You should
have theme boobs in stock to fill orders that
will result.

INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

STYLES

Manufactured

Frank

by

A. Weeks
Mfg. YORK
Co.CITY.

93 John St.. NEW

Canadian Jobbers

N.Y.

handle our lines.
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— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS

NEW

We

offer the trade
new
ideas
i
merchandise
with
guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
gravity
SELF-FILLER
Stylo
PEN
Pen
With
A n
excellent
a new
pen,
splendidly made,
and excluthat retails
9 i v e selfat
$2.50.
filing device.
a 1 lowing
Three styles to
a liberal
retail at $1.50
of
margin
$1.7.", and
$2.50
Prompt
Deliveries
Piofii
Assured.

Farrell & Hosinger

IN MAIL

DISTRIBUTOR

The Currier-McCord Company of
Minneapolis, Minn., is marketing a new
mail distributor in which the trays are
arranged in a group on either side of a
standard, one above the other. The ar; angement is such as to use a minimum
of desk space and easy access to the
contents of each tray is one of its
features. The device is made for light
>\ eight sheet steel and is finished in olive
green enamel. It is provided in four,
six or eight tray sizes.
NEW

DESK

Manufacturers of
FOUNTAIN. STYLOGRAPHIC AND GOLD PEVS
Canadian Representative Wanted
63-65 Irving St., Jersey City. N..I.

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturers'

Agent for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT

PAD

Thereafier
is good
for Dealers'
Get
this money
businessin inthese
your lines
lerritory.

The accompanying illustration shows
the new clip glass desk pad introduced
by L. Sainberg, of West Houston street,
New York.
It is flexible, and covert- 1

Company
LARRY J. FARRELL
GEORGE N. HOSINGER

Made
in
Canada

E. A. CRIPPEN
Successor to.Trie Monarch Paper Co.

79 Spadina

Avenue,

Toronto

"Games that Amuse"

with an extra quality of silk moire. The
glass is held in place by two nickeled
clips. The bottom is lined with canton
flannel. There are no extension edges to
gather dust as glass and pad fit flush.
French plate glass is used.

Wanted a company to take
over the Canadian patents of
the Liberty Games Company
on a royalty basis, or can
buy outright. Products includ—e :
Liberty
Checker Board
Liberty Chess Board
Who?
Tinkles
To those interested address

T. C. Allen & Co., Halifax, are printing
another edition of the Cape Breton Giant,
by J. D. Gillis.

The Liberty Games Co.
2149 N. Vanpelt St.
PHILADELPHIA,

GET THE BEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE

Magnet

FOLLOWING

Columbian
FOR

PAPER

BY

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Arlington
Lenox
Matrix and Filter Papers

SALE

PA., U.S.A.

BY THE

LEADING
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JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after your deliveries.
Selling Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.
24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London E.C. 1., England
Cables :
Telereka, London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central.
2107 City.
2615 D.iUton

SCHOOL

AND OFFICE
REQUISITES

GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House,"
92,
Clerkenwell
Road,
London, E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London County Council, etc.
For Blackboards
Manufacturers to
"Wright's
the Wholesale and
Dustless" Chalk
Export Trade.
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Nature
Study Box,
Wright's
"Blackine,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy : Tourists' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Games, etc.
We are now open again for good travelling
representation
in Canada.

Hold the Line
Here's the line to hold
-^lohn Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it Ion"- because itsells so quickly.
There's
about it.
It quality
writes
smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for
quick sales.
Supplied by all the leading Wholesale Houses in Toronto & Montreal
(Registered)
London (Eng.) Export Agency

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

AFTER THE WAR
I shall welcome orders or enquiries for my British-made
Carded Goods, Writing and
Drawing
dries, etc. Sets, Stationers' SunAt present my output is
absorbed for Government
orders, Orders of National
Importance, and for oldstanding Clients of the
British Wholesale
Trade.

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods
Fancy

Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

Write:

S. P. COOPER

Illustrated list on request

Central Agency

H. A. COOMBS'S CARDED GOODS

36

Camomile

10 Farrintjdon Avenue, London, E.C. 4., Enj.

St.,

London,

E.C. 3.

England

'^mmmimmim'mm'mmmiw'Mi'

The spaces on this
page are toequivalent

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations. We are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants

Double Buyers'
Guide Spaces
THE

RATE

IS

Trade Mark

Registered

£1 Os. 7d. Per Month
•on Yearly Contract
Single Insertion £1 8s lid
A Good Live Page— High
value in publicity at
minimum cost
ft^i^iyWt?Wti^t^f^fi^w<iMwti»rtffgrit^vir?i

W. V. BOWATER

& SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C. 4. Eng.
Cables: " Sparteolu*

London.

BOOKSELLER

A N" D

ART

&
The Davis
Novelty Co. ^
*
Registered
Leather Goods and Novelties
BILLFOLDS A SPECIALTY
212-214

^

Mappin
Building
MONTREAL

Phone

Uptown

398

SUPPLIES.

Artists'
Supply
Co., 77 York
St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay
& Son
Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited.
215 Victoria
Toronto.

Ceo.

A

STATIC

St..

BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
M. Hendry ft Co., 215 Victoria St.. Toronto.

BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorunt & Pease Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Buntin,
Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,

Toronto,

Dominion
Blank
Book
Co., Berthierville.
Que.
National
Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp,
Clark
Co.. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The
Albemarle
Paper Co.. Richmond.
Eaton-Dikeman
Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited.
Toronto.
Richmond
Paper Mfg.
Co.. Richmond.
Standard Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond,

Manufacturers of

DIE-STAMPED

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co.. 88 Nassau
St.,
York.
John W. Hartfield. N.Y.
Produce Exchange.

Crucible Pens
BRJTI3H

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
Limited

TORONTO

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer
Rubber
Brass
Burning

and

Signs,
Brands,

Metal

of
Stamps,

Seals, Stencils,
Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main 3760

TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

168

ENVELOPES.
Brown Bros.. Limited, Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co.. Hamilton.
Copp.
Clark
Co., Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited. Montreal.
ft Co.,
Bros,

Menzies
ft Co.,
St. Mungo
Mfg.
Weldon
Roberts

Motor

Guides,

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

New

BRAND

BEE

NY
MARK

PRIVATE CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS

Menzies
Warwick

Map-Making. Road Maps,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

WATERSTON'S

EYELETTING
MACHINES.
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New York. N.Y.
Menzies
ft Co., Limited.
Toronto.

MONTREAL

We can supply the trade with anything of
the map line as well as undertake any kind in

36 James

Va.
Va.

A Five and Ten Cent Line
AND

West,

MAPS

Va

CRAYONS.
Binney
ft Smith, New York.
A.
R.
MacDougall
ft Co..
Toronto.

329 Craig Street

N E R

King

St.

Toronto.

W.

SEALING

WAX

Factory:
W'arriston Works,

Edinburgh,

Scotland

Win-

Waste Paper Balers

Limited. Toronto.
ft Rutter.
Toronto.
KRA8RR8.
Limited. Toronto.
Co.. Glasgow.
Scotland
Rubber Co., Newark.
N.J.

The Fireproof
"CLIMAX"
Steel
Baler
turns your waste into

FANCY Mfg.
PAPERS.
TI8SUES
AND *BOXES.
Dennison
Co., Boston.
Mpn-'es
ft Co.. Limited. Toronto.
A.
R.
MacDougall
ft Co.,
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen
Co.. New
York.
Mabie. Todd
ft Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A.
R.
MacDougall
ft Co..
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
Paul
E. Wirt
Co.. Brown
Bros..
Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian
Agents.
INKS. MUCILAGE
AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higeins
ft Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal.
Toronto.
Reliance
Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal
Ink
Co.. 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
R. S. Stafford
Co.. Toronto.
"Glucine." Menzies
ft Co.. Limited.
439 King
W.. Toronto.

St

INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's
Ink Co.. Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford
Co.. Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
R.
MacDougall
ft Co.,
468
Toronto.
The Sengbusch
Co., Milwaukee.
A.

King

St.

KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo.Toronto.
M. Hendry
Co.. Limited.
215 Victoria

LEAD AND COPYING

W.

St.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

St .

PENCILS.

American
Pencil Co., New York.
Wm.
Cane ft Sons. Newmarket.
Ont.
A.
R. MacDougall
ft Co..
468
King
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.

Made in 12 sizes.
Send for Catalogue.
profit.

W.,

20c A COPY

BOOKSELLER

School Rulers
NEW
New

LINE NOW
Shapes

and

READY

Right

Prices.

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO, N.Y.

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Cemmercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished s.'atues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED
Otley

Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

YOUR

ADV.

HERE
WILL BE
RECEIVED

STATIONERS
FROM
COAST
COAST

TO

STATIONER

LOOSE
LEAF
BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.
The Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Boorum
& Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal.

AND

Toronto.

The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett
Loose Leaf, Limited,
215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
National Blank Book Co.. Holyoke, Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor, 22 Cliff St., New York City.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Stationers' Loose
and Milwaukee,

LEATHER
Brown

Leaf Co.,
Wis.

203

AND FANCY

Broadway.

N.Y.,

ELBE FILE

& BINDER

97 Reade Street

GOODS.

Ltd., Toronto.
MAPS
AND GLOBES
Rand, McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry Co., 215 Victoria St.. Toronto.
The Scarborough
Co. of Canada.
Hamilton.
Ont
PAPER
BALERS
Climax
Baler Co., Hamilton,
Ont.
PAPER FASTENERS.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Corp., 552 Pearl St., New
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing
Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
& Sons,
Limited,
W.
V., 159 Queen
Victoria
St., London,
E.C.
PAPETERIES
AND WRITING
PAPERS.
The Copp Clark Co., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillie3 & Co.. Hamilton,
Ont.
Clark Bros. & Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto. WinThe Brown Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited, Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. A Rutter. Toronto.
PLAYING CARDS.

CO.

New York

Bros.,

Goodall's
English
Playing Cards.
Front St.
W., Toronto.
U. S. Playing Card Co., Windsor,

A. O.

Hurst.

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers
14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal
TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR PUNCHES
the best made
The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co
HAMILTON.

OHIO. U.S.*.

Desk Pads a^Cloth Covered Cabinets

32

Ont.

POST CARDS. GREETING
CARDS, ETC.
O. Hurst, Canadian
representative.
32 Front
St. W., Toronto.
Menzies & Co., Limited, Toronto.
Philip
Hunt
& Co., 332 Balham
High Rd..
London,G. Eng.
Pugh Specialty Co., 38-42 Clifford St., Toronto.
Valentine & Sons Publishing Co.. Toronto.
RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard Cairns, 77 Queen St. W., Toronto.
Fulton Specialty Co., Elizabeth. N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St.. Toronto
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria St..
Toronto.
A.

AND
OFFICE RULERS.
Co., Canisteo, N.Y.
SHEET MUSIC.
McKinley
Chicago. Music Co., 1601-15 East Fifty-Fifth St..
STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton, Phillips & Co., Montreal.

The

BY

AND

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

L. Hoffman, 45 Lafayette St., N.Y.C.
Sloan-Duployan
is the world's
best and
simplest system of shorthand.
Sloan-Duployan
Shorthand Instructor^ .80
Sloan-Duployan
Reporters'
Rules
1.00
Sloan-Duployan
Learner's
Reading
Book
50
Sloan-Duployan
Reporters'
Reading
Book
50
Sloan-Duployan
Shorthand
Dictionary
.40
Sloan-Duploya'n
Phrase Book
1.25
List of other S-D
Shorthand
Books
on
application.
Over 5,000 students of this system in the
Dominion of Newfoundland and Canada.
Every up-to-date educational book store
should carry a stock of these books. Liberal discount to the trade.
S. E. Garland, Publisher, Garland Building,
117-9 Water St.,
St. John's, Dominion of
Newfoundland.

STATIONERS' SUNDRIES.
Brown Bros., Ltd., Wholesale Stationers, Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp. Clark Co., Wholesale
Stationers, ToClark Bros. & Co.. Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
W.nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto,

Win-

Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John Heath, 8 St. Bride St., E.C, London.
Hinks. Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen Co., Brown
Bros., Ltd.. Toronto,
Canadian Representatives.
TOYS,
PUZZLES
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies & Co., Limited. Toronto.
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BOOKSELLER

BOOK
CODE WILL FORM
Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $1.80 per

dozen.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
517 Wellington

St. West

Toronto

SELF AND SEX SERIES
Keep these books in sight. They are stead)
sellers because 90 out of every 100 who pa.*« your
store are prospective customers.
Four Books to Men: —
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
W'haJt aa Young
Ought Ought
to Know.to Know
What
Young Man
Husband
What a Man of 46 Ought to Know.
Hour Books to Women:—
What a Young Girl Ought to Know.
What a Young Woman Ought to Know.
What a Young Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman of 45 Ought to Know.
$1.00 Each.
WILLIAM

BR1GGS.

Publisher.

Toronto

WILLS

of the
Law of Succession after Death
Written by Walter E. Lear, Barrister-at-Law,
in plain, simple language and intended to be
used by the general public. It contains concise
statement of the Law of Wills in force in all
the Provinces of Canada, and Forms of Wills
and Codicils. Printed in large type. This is
a book that should be read by every person
before making a will. Agents wanted. Price,
$1, in cloth binding. Liberal discount to the
trade. Law Books, Limited. 152 Bay St..
Toronto.

LANGUAGES
yyORLID-KOMrC
SYSTEM.
MASTERKEY
to All Languages.
Six Textbooks,
$1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c ; Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143
West 47th. New York.

OF PUBLISHERS.
FICTION.
Thomas Allen, 215 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont.
William
Briggs, Queen
and John Sts., Toronto,
Ont.
Cassell & Co., 55 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
Copp. Clark Co.. 517 Wellington St. W., Toronto,
Ont.
3. M. Dent & Sons. 27 Melinda St., Toronto. Ont.
S. B. Gundy, 25 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Hodder & Stoughton.
25 Dundas St. E., Toronto
Ont.
Thomas
Langton.
23 Scott St., Toronto, Ont.
Macmillan
Co. of Canada,
70 Bond St., Toronto,
Ont.
McClelland,
Goodchild
& Stewart,
266 King St.
W.. Toronto, Ont.
Geo. J. MeLeod, Ltd., 266 King St. W., Toronto,
Ont

AND

STATIONER

BUYERS' GUIDE
BUSINESS
BOOKS.
Frederick D. Goodchild. 266 King St. W., Toronto.
Musson Book Co., 25 Dundas St. E., Toronto, Ont.
Wycil & Co., 85 Fulton St., New York City.
Law Books, Ltd., 15 Bay St., Toronto.

CODE BOOKS AND CONVERSION

John W. Hartfield, N.Y., Produce Exchange,
York.
PERIODICALS.

New

MacLean's Magazine, 143 University Ave., Toronto
Imperial
News
Co., Ltd., Toronto. Montreal
and
Winnipeg.
Gordon & Gotch, 136 Bay St., Toronto, Ont., and
15 St. Bride St.. London,
E.C.
American News Co., Toronto and Hamilton,
Ont.
American News Co., Montreal, Que.
American News Co., Winnipeg. Man.

Classified Advertising
pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter lisplay stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
A JAX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS— FOR
■^ legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc..
sample with prices on request. Desaulniers.
Moline.
Illinois.
BOOKS WANTED
"Darkness and Dawn," by George Allan England. "This is For You." by W. L. Lord
(Revell) — The Gaetz-Cornett Drug & Book
Co., Ltd., Red Deer, Alta.
ARE

YOU

A SALESMAN?

and

French, Spanish
Italian Grammars

MADE
IN THE U.S.A.
Grammar Separate. $1.00
Grammar with Key

WYCIL

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street, New York City
Liberal Discount* to the Trade

SEXUAL

KNOWLEDGE

Sex Hygiene,
by theHall,
World's
ity— Winfield Scott
M.D.,Highest
Ph.D., Authorassisted
by Jeanette Winter Hall.
RELIABLE — SCIENTIFIC — CORRECT
Sex Knowledge Every Young Man Should
Have — Sex Knowledge Every Young Woman
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Husband
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Wife
Should Have— Sex Knowledge Every Father
Should Have — Sex Knowledge Every Mother
Should Have.
Cloth lllu.trated. $1.25

McClelland, goodchild. & steuart, ltd.
266 Kins Street West

Toronto. Caned*

ing?

Who^Pays for the Advertising?

"VVIlO

pays for the advertis-

The
consumer,
\lr pays for every

of course.
expense of

putting the goods into his hands
— including selling cost. This

\1/E HAVE OUR CANADIAN TERRITORY
" open for a salesman who knows the Stationery. Gift and Art Store. Department Store,
Book Store, etc., trade. We manufacture an
exceptionally high grade line of Engraved
Greeting Card? at popular prices. All correspondence considered confidential. No
objection if carried with a non-conflicting
line. The Boston Line. 178 Congress St.,
Boston, Mass.

and production cost are both so
reduced by .successful adverts
ing thai he pays LESS for the
same goods, just because they
are well advertised.
You ride.

One of these

cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired o private car
— even a cuttle car. And you.

DIRECTORY

IMusson Book Co., 25 Dundas St. E., Toronto, Ont.
Thomas
Nelson
& Sons, 77 Wellington
St. W..
Toronto, Ont.

TABLES

Otto Sauer Series

Buyers' Guide
spaces
costs $3 a
H/2" x 2»on/i"
month
yearly contract.
Highly Effective
Publicity at
Minimum Cost

don't ask "Who pays the. fare?"
— The Optimist

JOLLY
FUN
's
en
ld
Galefor &OFthe Po
Children

BOOKS
All

good

title- and

of colour.

Full list on application.

2 Amen Corner

London, E.C. 4

ENGLAND
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The Big Canadian Story
of the Year
1LHJALMUR

STEFANSSON,

the famous Canadian explorer, who

returned some months ago from a four years' trip through the new
continent that lies north of Canada in the Arctic, has written a complete and graphic story of his experiences. It will appear exclusively
in MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE in Canada, starting in the April issue.
The story, which will be completed in six instalments, will tell all
about this wonderful, unknown land and of the hardships and experiences that Stefansson and his hardy band met with. It is illustrated by
a series of most remarkable photographs.
This Stefansson story will be the biggest magazine feature of the year.

Brimful of Brilliant Features
This April issue of MACLEAN'S is one that will command a ready sale because it
contains a round dozen of other features quite as interesting and up-to-the-minute and
hig as the Stefansson material.
Look over this list:
;

"Opening the New Book," by J. K. Munro.
A striking article on the political situation which has
developed since the death of the Liberal leader.
"Fishmonger — General
Green,"
by Thomas
M.
Fraser.
An article on a young Canadian who
sold five million dollars' worth of Canadian fish
to the British army by Barnum and Bailey publicity methods.

I

"The Troubles of the Turk," by Stephen Leacock.
A
humorous description of a trip to Turkey and of
what Canada's great laugh-maker saw there.
"Bombing the Boche," by Lieut. J. Vernon McKenzie.
An article on the most spectacular phase
of warfare, the bombing of enemy territory.
"Bulldog Carney," by W. A. Fraser.
A remarkable
novelette
of Western
life by this well-known
Canadian author.
"Man and Wife," by C. W. Stephens.
The start of
a charming three-part serial by a new Canadian
writer.
"The

Sun-Gazer,"
by Charles
G. D. Roberts.
short story laid in the Canadian wilds.

Here's Where

YOU

Come

A

In!

The Stefansson story will create a big demand for MACLEAN'S because it is a
matter of intense interest to Canadians. It is in your interest to be prepared to meet
this demand. Order a good supply of the Aoril issue and display it well. It will mean
a permanently quickened sale of this magazine for you.
If your wholesaler cannot supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager, C. W.
Buchanan, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
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Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent

For Early Delivery
Put that trial order through
to-day — plan ahead — be ready
for early supplies.

M.nv Silo m

Window

A Wnndrrlul M o( PnCnl.J Inl, rfl I, .,„« able Window Di>nby FiIllKO
dtrpbyini! Book;. Stjl.oncry. Office Suppliei and Surtdrict. Set will give 10
iri Cood Scrv.ct in cff.eii.e lu.te pulling v.indo* trim,

Prevents pen or pencil loss, sells
well, profitable.
HERBERT

TERRY

M.ide of Ojk. oilier Gold, n. Anfi,,,..If irdwOOd
Itnfied Lid Storjfie Chi
.in. mil 111 UK,
1 here arc ihou'andi D

No. 20
No.2[)',

& SONS, LTD.

Set h.is 89 InlcrchiinCtribIc Younils Kor l.aitu: Store Window.,
Scl has 50 InltrchanjMblc Younitl For Small Slorc Wlndowt,

-Slock carried in Hamilton, On!

The Spring and Presswork Specialists
REDD1TCH. ENG.

Order direct or ifim your f'oorrtr

are

Made from fine steel and made
in one of Birmingham's best
equipped factories, this dandy
writing pen will prove a mighty
fine seller for every live dealer.

noted

color

"GRIP"

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.
WINNIPEG,

MAN.

ALL- PEOPLES

XF
OW
KN

Our new counter display box is now ready. Full
particulars as to prices, assortment and discount
sent upon application.

1N14

METSO
N'
YOU WA
G AND DO
THINNT
TO GET
WHERE

IT— WRITE
TELL YOU.

Let us show you the extra profit you can make by
stocking- Royal Ink Powder.

ST.

for their rich
and easy flow.

RELIANCE

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

II COLBORNE

INKS

The strong fluid paste, which
never dries out, is a profit
maker.
Write for prices.

Be sure to see samples before you order your new stock. You'll
find our prices are right.

ROYAL

»38.50
S23.10

Paltnltd and mode in Canada.

RELIANCE

"ROB ROY"

INK • FOR

Strut /or tataloa.

The Oscar Onken Co. 2650 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.
Fixtures Set Up Without tibe Aid of a Tool.

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

THE

m.d, on ibt S.dcw.lk

Display Fixtures

US— WE'LL

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
Special Service Department

COMPANY

TORONTO.

CANADA

ARTISTS MATERIALS

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
TELLS YOU

HOW.

Subscription — $2.00
per
{Foreign
$3.00)

Send

your
subscription
NOW
and get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings "

year.

the

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials,
Agents for Winsor & Newton, London, Eng.

A.RAMSAY

8 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

EST'D.
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CI CO for Short
CICO
hesion.

is the short word for Ad-

CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.
CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO is the

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada

short cut to sellCatalogues mailed to the trade on request,
Canadian Factory and Office*

ing your trade the
full line of Carter

at

Quality Products.
Toronto

9-11-13 Davenport Road

Made

in Canada

THE
CARTER'S INK
COMPANY
Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.

1878)
(Established

"J

Louis Wolff & Co., Ld.

Fine Art Publishers and Dealers in Oil Paintings and Water-Colour Drawings

245, TOTTENHAM

COURT

ROAD,

• *

-=*©

A FINE COLOUR
REPRODUCTION

dic^Ki'
■ ■#':

Size of work
15%"x22", mounted on India tinted
mount, size 27x33.
Published at

12s/6d each
($3.00)

10s/6d each
($2.62)

W. 1, ENGLAND
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Display Cane's Pencils like this
and they'll sell themselves
The accompanying cut can only give you a
faint idea of the attractive appearance of
this counter display.
The way it shows the pencils will keep them
selling without any effort on your part.
Each stand contains half a gross — tipped
and finished in six different colors, one-half
of which sticks up.
Your wholesaler can send you one. It costs
you $2.40, and the pencils retail at 5c each.
Remember: Cane's Pencils are entirely
Canadian-made and are just as good as
the best imported.

The Wm.

Cane & Sons Company
Newmarket,

Fine Inks and Adhesives
WHO

FOR THOSE

Ontario

Canada in a Nutshell

KNOW

This describes Frank Yeigh's
ation,
Popular and Famous Compil-

5,000 Facts about Canada

Higgins'

Are

I Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

the finest and best Inks and Adhesives
These manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
willing to pay for it. They are worth catering to.

CHAS.

M. HIGGINS

Branches :
Ckic*fa, London

& CO., Mfrs.
271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN. N.Y.

for 1919. Now out and selling
like hot-cross buns at Easter
time.
Revised, improved, enlarged,
with special Chapter of War
Facts.
The live newsdealer keeps
stocked up all through the
season; the dead one kills
business for himself and

The Canadian Facts Pub. Co.
588 Huron Street, Toronto
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The products of this factory have won pre-eminence because of
their reliability, and in business offices all over the land "M & V"
Typewriter Supplies are looked upon as the very acme of
excellence.
Make your store headquarters for "M & V" Products and you'll
win the confidence and' the trade of the business men of your town.
Write for our illustrated catalogue and price list.

Mittag and Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory:
Agencies all over

Park Ridge. N.J,, U.S.A.
the

World

Each Memo on a Perforated Coupon
Tear it out when attended to.
No lost data, no searching through obsolete
notes. Therefore, no excuse for forgetting.
Without doubt the handiest memo-book
made. Everybody needs it. High officials,
superintendents, purchasing agents, department managers — also all other business men
and women, society women, shoppers, clergy,
faculty, students.

Always
—
live notes
for quick
reference.

Easy to Sell — Good Profit

Reminder with extra filler and handy pocket
in cover.
3' 2 x7

SELLING
PRICES
IN U.S.A.
Handsome
Black Leather
Seal Grain Cowhide or India Calf....
Genuine Seal or Morocco
In Imitation Leather
In Cloth (without extra filler)

3 x5
$1.00
1.75
2.25

.50
.25

2.00
$1.50
3.00
.75

Introduce
NOW
EXTRA
Size 3x5

it

FILLERS

(4 coupons to a page)....$ .75 per dozen

Size Zl/z" x 7 (6 coupons to a page). . . . 1.00 per dozen
Ladies' Shopping Reminder, 2^ x3',i,
with pencil and extra filler, $1.00; in
Size 2)4"x3J/i" (3 coupons to a page) .70 per dozen
Name in gold on cover
25c extra
patent leather, $1.25
Dealers
We have a very inviting discount to offer you on the above retail prices.
Write for it.

ROBINSON
ROBINSON

MFG.

REMINDER
CO.,

74

ELM

STREET,

Nationally
Advertised
in Canada
WESTFIELD,

MASS.

Boo

K S !•: J. L E R
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HAMILTON

CANADA

NSJGN

WRITING
TABLETS
i
No single line of stationery offers a better profit or quicker turnover for
the retailer. We believe that our range of papers is unsurpassed in
value, and our assortment of covers extensive and attractive enough to
suit every taste.
Your name on each cover would lend an added value to your sales,
and place a constant reminder in the hands of every buyer.
If you are not already carrying our line, we would appreciate the opportunity ofsending you samples and prices of our stock lines and particulars ofthe special cover proposition.

THE PARKER

SAFETY-SEALED,

SELF-FILLING

PEN

We are now in a position to supply the Parker Pen in all the popular
sizes and styles— Self-fillers from $3.00, and Standard Fillers from
$1.75 up, also reliable pens at $1.00 and $1.50.

HAMILTON

CANADA

35th ANNUAL

AND

SPRING

NUMBER

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four
years the recognized authority for those interests.
VOL. xxxvi.

PUBLICATION

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

APRIL,

1919

Holiday Papeteries
We are told: "Comparisons are odious," but in merchandising they are considered essential to good buying. Compare the
De Luxe line with any other series for quality and value,
novelty and workmanship, and we shall be quite satisfied with
your decision. Dealers who always buy the De Luxe line know
this is not a mere boast, but a simple, straightforward pledge to
you, and worth considering.
"Just dainty boxes filled with good Stationery-"

Warwick

Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Manufacturing Stationers
TORONTO

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
April, 1919.
Volume XXXVI.
Published every month.
Yearly subscription price, $1.00: U.S., $1.50.
Entered as
second-class matter July 1st. 1912. at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March
3rd, 1S79.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post
Office Department,
Ottawa.

No. 4
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When you sell Esterbrook Pens to your customers you have chances for the
sale of everything else they use in writing. Esterbrook Pens give complete
writing comfort and satisfaction. They are displayed to advantage in the
Esterbrook Counter Display Case. The selection is easy for the customer
and he feels good about it. The impression is good and you should get
the benefit of his good feeling.

The Display Case contains a most complete assortment.
It fies up little money.
It keeps the pen department
It helps the customer.

alive.

We have an attractive window display that will catch and hold attention
to your store window if you use it.
We would be gladto have you use it with our suggestions for a
good window show
Write for particulars.

Easterbrook

Pen

Mfg.

18-70 Cooper St.
CAMDEN
N. J.

Co.
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JUST A WORD
Regarding the
SaleaDility of

GOODALI/S
English

PLAYING
CARDS
Card lovers everywhere know Goodall's. They find
Goodall's all that
could possibly be
desired in the matter
of artistic designing
and fine quality
, board.
1 When you're stocked
*i with a representative
showing of Goodall's
jl , you will be outfitted
Hiil-to attract this trade to
• '"your counter.
And remember — the Goodall lines are varied
enough to satisfy every card player. We
illustrate these favorites here, but the complete line includes: —
Imperial Clubs — Whist. Colonials — Gold
Edges, Linettes, both Standard and Whist
sizes. Salons — Society — Sultan and Patriotic
series.

AUBREY

O. HURST

Representative

32 Front St. W.

Toronto
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" ALWAYS

SOMETHING

NEW"

HEADQUARTERS
FOR
SPRING NOVELTIES
BALLOONS We carry a large stock of
Balloons of all sizes and shapes to retail
at from 2c. to 10c.
CHILDREN'S GARDEN SETS, SAND
PAILS, SHOVELS.
TORPEDOES, SPARKLERS, CAP and
REPEATING PISTOLS.
HARD

RUBBER
WHITE

BALLS,
BATS.

GIRLS

LOCAL VIEW POST CARDS, BIRTHDAY and COMIC POSTALS.
BOOKLETS
AND
FOLDERS
EVERY OCCASION.

FOR

r-

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada
Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian Factory and Officas

9-11-13 Davenport Road

RUMSEY & CO., LIMITED
1528 QUEEN

W.

at

Toronto

(&nJte>

TORONTO

-tiinmi.mrmm in mini mi mm minimi rim

CI CO for Short
C1CO
hesion.

is the short word for Ad-

CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.
CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO

is the

short cut to selling your trade the
full line of Carter
Quality Products.
Made

in

Canada

THE
CARTER'S INK
COMPANY
Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC
will always hold first place as an Edition of
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music
as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.
It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent, to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian
copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your
employ.store than any other medium you could

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

McKINLEY

MUSIC

CO.

Sheet Music Htuse"
The Largest " Exclusively
in the World

CHICAGO: 1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
NEW

YORK

CITY:

145 W. 45th STREET
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Q. — What is the Highest Type of
Blotting Paper Made?
A.— "WORLD' Blotting— for more than thirty years
conceded to be the best. Made in a wide variety of colors
and finishes.
Q. — Where is "World" Blotting
made?
A. — In Richmond, Va., by the
Albemarle Paper Mfg. Co.
Q. — Do the Albemarle people
manufacture any other brands of
blotting?
A. — Yes, six others — Hollywood,
Vienna, Moire, Reliance, Eldorado, Albemarle Halftone and
Albemarle Enameled.
Q. — What
these?

about the quality of

A. — They are undoubtedly the
best of their kind. HOLLYWOOD has been a favorite with
the advertising public for years.
It is a dependable paper in every

THE ALBEMARLE
BLOTTERS

respect. RELIANCE is a commercial blotting "unequalled at the
price." Fine for office use.
ELDORADO and ALBEMARLE
HALFTONE are reliable and
growing in favor every day.
ALBEMARLE ENAMELED assures the full perfection of the
printers' art.
Q. — Where are these blottings
obtainable?
A. — Through principal stationery
and paper jobbers everywhere.
Q. — Will the manufacturers send
me prices and samples?
A. — Gladly, and they will also
give you the name of your nearest wholesale dealer carrying
these goods.

PAPER
ONLY

Richmond, Va., U.S.A.

MFG.

CO.
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Hand-writing is often used to delineate character. Writing-paper,
to some extent, might be used for
the same purpose, for it is a perfect index of the personal discrimination of the writer. The
use of

(3ranes

PARAGON

Inkstands
of all styles
MANUFACTURED

Frank

The Correct Writing Paper
at once catalogs one in the ranks
of those who are accustomed to
following the exclusive dictates
of good form and perfect taste.
The very newest ideas in stationery creations for the season are
shown in the large assortment we
are now offering.

BY

A.

Weeks

Mfg. Co.
93 JOHN
STREET
New York City, N.Y.

Eaton, Crane & Pike

Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

Save

Your

Pittsfield, Mass.

Energy

Moore Push-Pins are necessary for Spring
Cleaning. Look up your stock and be
ready to supply the demand created by our
continuous
advertising.

of MOORE

This Style L Cabinet

PUSH-PINS
sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one today from your Jobber or
Direct.
Cost
Sells
Will
more
jrour sales.

$12.50
18.75
than

double

Thumbtacks^ Packed tc/SuitfthefTrade
No.

No.

81

No.

■■<" :.l

No.

52

No.

No.

42

No.

32

No.

t is"

33

53

43

y»"

7/16"

Celluloid
ored)

No.

(Col-

MOORE
113 Berkley

til
84"

No. 62
7 16"

PUSH-PIN

St.

No.

63
U,"

CO.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

y2"
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THOMAS

ALLEN

DA IVN HAS
COME

*£►"• ELEANOR

Put Eleanor H. Porter's new book in your window and
watch the jacket tell its own story of sweetness, sunlight and joy. There are two full-color poster reproductions ofthis picture, one mounted on an easel ; also
a charming portrait poster of the author — link that up
with the publisher's advertising campaign of unusual
scope and continuity.

Do

"DAWN"
You Want These Helps

?

To booksellers who have ordered or will order DAWN' adequately these dealer-helps are free. State your requirements:
copies full-color posters.
copies jacket reproductions
with easel.
copies portrait posters of author.
copies extra jackets.

By ELEANOR

H. PORTER.

Illustrated, $1.50.

H. PORTER

H Item

This Is the Jacket of
the Book of the Year.

BOOKS BY THE SAME
AUTHOR ;
44

44

Price $1.25
David"
Just
Oh, Money I
Price $1.50

Money !"
("books Of > .

J * V

Thomas Allen
PUBLISHER
215-219 VICTORIA
TORONTO,

ST.

ONT.
The jour-color jacket, handsome old rose and gold
binding, and seoen illustrations (one double page)
make "Dawn" the most attractive Porter book. We
have yet issued.
ELEANOR

H. PORTER
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Use an up-to-date N. C. R. System and
match your neighbor's success !

The merchant who combines a cash

cuts down expenses; makes clerks more
efficient; stops errors, losses, and disputes; speeds up the business.
Every merchant needs the help of an
up-to-date N. C. R. System in handling
his money and accounts.
An N. C. R. System is within the reach
of everybody. The payments are easy
and the machine will more than pay for
itself out of what it saves.

register system with progressive merchandising ibound
s
to grow.
The merchant who handles his money
and accounts slowly by hand instead of
quickly by machinery, cannot meet competition.
An up-to-date N. C. R. System protects
hard-earned
profits; increases trade;

An N. C. N. System is a modern business necessity
The National Cash Register Company
Toronto, Ont.

of Canada, Ltd.

Offices in all the principal cities of the world
6
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.NATIONAL

.

THE HIGHEST
niTfllNMENT
IN LOOSE LEHF
CONSTRUCTION
MHDE

'•' '<# '

r

f^-- .

1

-^■■i

». NATIONAL

3

.»

BY

NnTiONHLBLBNK
BOOK COMPANY
HOLYOKE.MHSc

3

W

i
t^totl

A Ledger embodying Perfection in Quality, Appearance,

Ijy
BLANK BOOK

Send for Complete

NATIONAL

HOLYOKE,

Construction and Service.

Information and Prices.

COMPANY

MASSACHUSETTS.

Completeness Characterizes the Dominion Line
HIGH quality, great range of styles, sizes and prices and prompt service are the
reasons why Dominion dealers dominate their local market. Have you a catalog,
full information and prices ?
You get all the dealer's
profit. WVYiever sell to
consumers.

Build a permanent and
profitable trade on the
Dominion Line of Blank
Books.

INDEX
INDEX

_
ii-

DOMINION

B^ANK £0,

pERTHIERVILLE, P.Q.
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Do Your Bit!
D

O not think patriotic
work is a thing of

IP the past.
^^*

The great need

to-day
is to repatriate
the returned soldier, and
to promote Prosperity
so

as

to solve the problem of the War Burden.
The Dominion of Canada
requires

your

help.

You can be a vital factor in the Government's
plan to sell War-Savings
Stamps by getting your
customers to buy Thrift
Stamps.
If they buy the Thrift
Stamps from you, they
will soon be War-Savers,
helping themselves and
the country in the great
work of Reconstruction.
Put up your Thrift signs,
get your stock of stamps,
and push the sale among
your customers.
Every Bank and MoneyOrder Post Office carries
Thrift Stamps.

STATIONER

Eversharp
Is a Big Seller
"Biggest seller we ever
had! In a class by itself.
It's a beauty. Writes
like a wizard." — These
are some of the enthusiastic comments recently made by Eversharp
dealers.
The Canadian success
ofEversharpisnolonger
a prophesy. It's a fact!
A big money-making
fact. Ask any Eversharp dealer.
Always sharp — never
sharpened.
The world's
most economical
pencil.
No wonder Eversharp
is smashing all pencilselling records.

18 Inches of Lead
And every last bit is used
for perfect -pointed writing.
Thirty-five cents replenishes
the supply — enough for
another quarter million
words — sharp, economical
writing always. Eversharp
leads are made specially
for Eversharp Pencils and
have a firmness, fineness and
smoothness all their own.
They are big repeaters.
WAHL

cil andTempoint
Eversharp Pen-

EVERSHWP
The Perfect Pointed Pencil
Alzvays

THE

Sell Thrift Stamps

The symbol of
—perfect
the mark
of
writing

Sharp — Never

Pen.

Sharpened

Made and Guaranteed by

WAHL

COMPANY

1800 Roscoe Street, Chicago, Illinois
Send today for Catalog and Interesting Literature to
nearest Canadian representatives :
The Rowland & Campbell Co., Ltd.. Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Consolidated Optical Co.
Toronto, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec
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ADHESIVES

HIGGINS' INKS

Kg-

THE HIGGINS' INKS AND ADHESIVES, through
honest merit in their originality and quality and
honest American enterprise and push in their exploitation, have penetrated to the most remote points
of civilization, until now they are well known and
largely used in Canada, Central and South America,
Mexico, Great Britain, South Africa, Australia, New
Zealand, Philippines, Japan, China, Norway,
Sweden, etc., etc., as well as ever maintaining their
unique position in their birthplace, the United States
of America. The home trade has always shown its
appreciation of and reliance on these goods, and it
will always be our effort to merit the confidence of
the trade in every respect.

Write for Prices and Discounts
Originators

CHAS. M. HIGGINS

& CO.,

MAIN

OFFICE: 271 Ninth Street)
FACTORY: 240-244 Eighth Street) BROOKLYN,
9

N.Y.,

U.S.A.

Manufacturers

NEW YORK

and

J^g

an(J AdhesiveS

or

CHICAGO LONDON
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Help Yourself
to Better Pencil Sales

• i ■■ \ i i : " r - ' : ' ' ' I • ; ' ; ] i ; ! 5 ; ' j
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Display
nte
THE
n rin this adStand Cou
show
vertisement makes better pencil sales not only possible but
certain.
You know, of course, that Cane's Pencils are Canadian-made.
They are put up in these attractive stands, flying the colors, as
you will notice, and it goes without saying that a stand like that
on your counter, with half of contents sticking up, as shown, is
going to get you quick, profitable pencil sales.
RECONSTRUCTION— Money spent in Canada for Canadian
products will keep Canadians employed.
Ask your wholesaler for a Cane's Counter Display Stand.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Co.

BANK

Newmarket, Ontario

BLOTTING

High in Quality.

Moderate in Price.

Good Absorbent, Very Thick for Weight, Colors Bright and Clear.

Stocked in 19x24 — 60, 80, 100 and 140
in White, Canary, Pink, Granite,
R. E. Blue, Dark Blue .and Buff.
Sold by the leading Paper Dealers.

Made by

Richmond

Paper Mfg. Co.

Richmond, Va., U.S.A.
10
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LEADERS

OF

NOTE

PUBLISHED

Tweedie, the Story of a True Heart
AUTHOR OF
THE POPULAR

By ISLA MAY

BLOSSOM

MULLINS

SHOP

FOUR

SERIES
VOLUMES

In this new volume Mrs. Mullins has given us a highly pleasing romance of the
South. The heroine is a fresh, wholesome, inspiring character — an optimist
thru and thru — and her story will appeal to hosts of readers.
ILLUSTRATED $1.50

Coming

Soon

RECONSTRUCTING
AMERICA:
OUR NEXT BIG JOB

SMILES, A ROSE OF THE
CUMBERLANDS

Edited by Edwin Wildman

By Eliot

The very latest and best book on the vita! subject of the hour
Reconstruction

H. Robinson

Author of "Man

Proposes," Etc.

The contributors include Wilson, Taft, McAdoo, Schwab,
Gompers, Hughes, Kahn, and others of the country's
biggest constructive and industrial giants.

A bewitching heroine a strong plot — with the romantic
Cumberlands as the background all the ingredients of
a best seller, skilfully handled
by a master
novelist.

Illustrated $3.00

Illustrated $1.50

PUBLISHED
BY

THE

PAGE

COMPANY

53 BEACON ST.
BOSTON

"A.A." FOUNTAIN

A source of constant profit.

There's an "A. A." Pen to suit the most fastidious customer.
The ease and convenience with which they can be filled —
the satisfaction which they render — the guarantee under
which they are sold — and the margin of profit to dealers
are some of the reasons why you should carry this

The rapid sales of

STANDARD BRAND
BLOTTINGS

Profitable "A.A." Line.

Write to your local jobber or to us for prices, catalogue
and trade discoun ts on this profitable
line.

MODERN

PEN COMPANY

170 Broadway

is the very best proof of the absolute
reliability of this quality blotting paper.
Particular people show their preference for
Standard Brand Blottings by coming back
for further supplies after a first purchase.
You ought
to feature
this
Other worth-while lines are:

PENS

quick-seller.

"Sterling," "Curi-Curl," "Prismatic," "Royal
Worcester" and "Defender"
(enameled).

Standard Paper Mfg. Co.
Richmond, Va., U.S.A.
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It Binds A Few Leaves Or A Thousand

ADCO
FLEXION EXPANSION

BINDER

The Adco is the Binder of Highest Efficiency. It holds the leaves securely
and in best alignment and requires no sections to increase capacity.
The Adco line represents the very highest achievement of practical efficiency in Loose-Leaf Devices. The Name "Adco" on a binder carries just
the same meaning as the "Sterling" mark on Silver.
We invite you to investigate our claims. We believe you'll be interested
in our dealer co-operation plan by which we help along Adco sales regularly. Apostcard request will bring you all particulars.

THE
ADCO
BINDER
has no leather
back to wear
off or become
loosened.
Stacks
on desk.

level

Savesficeyour
offurniture;
a 1 1 surfaces
are rounded.
Is Economical.
Practical, EffiSaver. cient, aMoney-

in Canada

Manufactured

by

#V?D/w5sdtv
lyllTITE^D

Montreal
I I I I I I 1:1 I I I I I I

I I I.I I I.I I I I.I.I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Toronto
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I II II II I
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POSTCARDS

BRITISH

A unique collection to suit all tastes

Birthdays
Easters
Xmas and New
Lovers
St.

Drawing

Comics
Heather
Relatives
Year
Studies
Greetings
Lucky Black Cats
Patrick's Day

MANUFACTURED

Inks
IN

19

COLORS

Specialty: Local View Printing from
customers' originals.
New Collection of

CHRISTMAS
$1.00

now ready

FOLDING

CARDS

Draughtsmen

to. $7.00 per gross.

^WONDERFUL

Engineers
Architects
Artists

VALUE!!!

Writing Pads Dressed and Undressed Dolls
Condolence Cards
Cahinets
Birthday Folding Cards

Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Works,
Government

Terms:
Goods shipped through London Houses
or cash with order, otherwise write for address
of our nearest Agent.
The

Co
PUBLISHING

Iftyll

"PHILCO"

Naval
and
Military
The

Holborn

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.

London, W.C.I. Eng.

Plaec
Cable

Address:

31 Great Ormond

"Philcoco," London

Makers

LONDON,

W.C.I.

TWO 3± PROFIT!

William Sinclair & Sons
(Stationers)

Street

Limited

of

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books
Writing Pads
School Stationery
This case with THREE GROSS 5c.
CHARACTER CARDS sent carriage
paid for $6.50 cash with order.

Main Office and Factory:

ALBERT
Otley,
LONDON:

WORKS
Yorks,

D. BOYCE

England

Patentee

and

Manufacturer

141 Minories, LONDON,

22, Ivy Lane. Paternoster Rew. E.C. 4
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MORGAN & SCOTT, LTD.
SUNDAY TALKS
AND GIRLS
Forty
M.A.
D.D.
"These
.assistance
World.

WITH

BAGSTER

BOYS

BAGSTER
Daily Light on the
Daily Path.

"This volume is full of helpful Bible teaching. It goes
straight to the point as to the need of conversion, and the
only way of salvation through a crucified and risen Saviour."
— Friends' Witness.
"Parents, preachers and teachers will be particularly glad
to welcome and use this work." — Evangelical Christian
'Toronto).

Large Type, Small and Gem.

OF

BAGSTER

An Exposition. By DAVID BARON, with Foreword by
Prebendary H. E. Fox. Cloth Boards. 10s. 6d. net.
"Itrialisfor most
a quarry
from sermons,
which godlyandministers
dig mateprofitable
yet it iscan
written
with
such transparent clearness and simplicity that any Christian
af ordinary
ind
Truth. intelligence can read it with profit."- Watchword

At all Booksellers.

Lists free by Post.

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row

THE LORD'S PRAYER
An Interpretation
Critical and Expository.
By JAMES
W. THIRTLE,
LL.D.. D.D.
Large 8vo.
Cloth girt. 6s.
net, plus Is. 6d. War Charge.

LONDON,

ENGLAND

Professor
Griffith Thomas,
in the "Sunday
School
(Philadelphia), says: "The best book on the Lord's
is the most recent work on the subject — 'The Lord's
An Interpretation,' by Dr. J. W. Thirtle."

RULING LINES OF
PROGRESSIVE REVELATION

TECHNICAL BOOKS

By REV. W. GRAHAM
SCROGGIE.
Cloth. 3s. 6d. net.
plus Is. War Charge.
The title of this book best indicates its standpoint and
icope. It assumes that the Bible is a Divine Revelation, an
jnveiling of God to man as Creator and Redeemer. Furthermore, that that Revelation is Progressive, that through>ut the ages more light was given as man was able to bear
"it. Yet, further, this book endeavours to show that, whereas
ihe whole of Divine Revelation is progressive, there are certain Ruling Lines of teaching which give tone and colour
to all the rest, and which constitute the substance of Revealed Truth.
The

Bible Students Books

BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.

"This is a splendid book, a magnificent exposition of the
visions and prophecies of Zechariah. It is the very period
when such a volume should have been written, and just the
precise time when it should go forth freely to the people of
God. . . . We never really knew how much there te in
these marvellous visions and prophecies until we followed this
ielightful interpretation
of them."- Springing
Well.

Rev.
Times"
Prayer
Prayer:

BIBLES

BAGSTER
Teacher Bibles
Good Clear Type.

Addresses to Young- Peopie.
By G. E. MORGAN,
With Foreword
Jy Rev. J. Stuart Holden, M.A.,
Cloth, 2s. 6d. net, plus Is. War Charge.
Talks are capital, and should prove of the greatest
to mothers and Sunday-school teachers." — Literary

VISIONS AND PROPHECIES
ZECHARIAH

STATIONER

which please everybody
We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers

two following are new volumes in Morgan A Scott's
Series of " Stories of High Purpose ": —

TERRIE'S
MOORLAND
HOME
A Story for Girls.
By AMY LE FEUVRE,
Author

of
"Dudley
Napier's
Daughters,"
etc.
With
Coloured
Frontispiece
and Jacket.
Cloth boards.
4s. 6d. net,
plus Is. 6d. War Charge.
A new volume by Amy
Le Feuvre is always hailed with
delight.
For brightness, realism, and excellence of tone her
stories are known
and appreciated
the world over.
This
latest work from her pen is in every sense as excellent a6
any that has preceded
it, and will doubtless meet with a
hearty welcome
from those who desire for their daughters
literature of an ennobling and character-building quality.

UNDER
COLIGNY'S BANNER
A Story of Huguenot France. By ALBERT

will like them.'
Canadians in England are buying them.

LEE.
F.R.G.S., Author of "At His Country's Call," "The
Call of the Night Rider," etc. Cloth boards. 4s. 6d.
net, plus Is. 6d. War Charge.
A thrilling historical tale of the days of the Huguenots, full
of moving and exciting incident.

Complete

MORGAN & SGOTT, LTD.

PERCIVAL

list mailed

with pleasure

MARSHALL

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON

12 Paternoster Buildings, London, E.C. 4
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& CO.
ENGLAND
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CollinsClearTVpe Press
* Publications ®
QUICK SELLING LINES

£#

LARGELY

IN DEMAND

COLLINS'
BIB LBS
COLLINS' PRIZE BOOKS
COLLINS BIRTHDAY BOOKS
COLLINS ILLUSTRATED POETS
COLLINS
FICTION
REPRINTS
COLLINS' SHAKESPEARE EDITIONS
COLLINS ILLUSTRATED POCKET CLASSICS
COLLINS' COPYRIGHT GIFT BOOKS
COLLINS PICTURE BOARD BOOKS
ANNUAL
COLLINS CHILDRENS
COLLINS CHRISTMAS BOOKLETS
COLLINS DICTIONARIES
COLLINS CHRISTMAS BOOKS
COLLINS TESTAMENTS

THE ABOVE
CATALOGUES

PRODUCTIONS ARE AGAIN AVAILABLE FOR IMPORT
WITH FULL DETAILS ARE BEING MAILED TO THE TRADE

• W¥ COLLINS

SONS AND C? LT? $

LONDON
15

GLASGOW
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"Jewel" No. lOO
Safety Fountain Pen
Fitted with 14k.
Gold Nib

12\6
Mounted 2 Bands 17/6
Patented

in All Countries

Strength.
Perfect Flow, always ready for use.
Can be carried in any position.
Fitted with GoldacitNiyb. to suit any hand.
Ink Cap
e
(Larg

" Recorder " Best
Stylographic
Workmanship and Finish.
Sole Makers:

JEWEL

PEN COMPANY

^

Pen
f\ /

Can be carried in any position.

LTD., 76 Newgate St., LONDON,
16

E.C.I, England
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Picture Toy Books

les'
i
n
e
v
u
J
Painting Books
Scripture Story Books
DICTIONARIES
and
BLACKIE'S LITTLE ONE'S
ANNUAL
with
BLACKIE'S CHILDREN'S
ANNUAL
will be ready for early shipment
BLACKIE'S

ALWAYS

HAVE

Messrs. BLACKIE

BEEN

BRITISH

& SON

LIMITED

CANADA:

17 Stanhope Street, Glasgow
Mr. Hector Prenter, 33 Richmond St. West,

17
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LEADER ENVELOPE
Folding & Gumming
Machines.
The scarcity of envelopes that has been so pronounced during the
war is bound to give rise now to an enormous demand quite beyond
the capacity of the firms at present engaged in their manufacture.
"Leader" Envelope Machines, of which we are the exclusive
makers, are so simple in operation that they can be handled with
ease, and their capacity is only limited by the operator's dexterity.
Before the war the demand for these machines was increasing,
but, at the behest of the Government, we ceased their manufacture
and turned our energies towards the production of war materials.
Now we are able once again to accept orders for delivery in rotation.
Now, don't wait until some neighboring firm has made a good
start in the envelope trade before writing us for details of what the
"Leader" Machines can do for you in the way of profit-producing.
Write us to-day — now, if possible — full information will reach you
per return

DAVID

CARLAW

%ttt>%S£5S&. Glasgow."

& SONS, Ltd.

31 Finnieston Street, GLASGOW.

London Agents.— JOHN W. BAINBRIDGE,

Ltd., 28 Finsbury Pavement, LONDON, E.C. 2.
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"A Miracle of
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Scholarship and Cheapness' '

Twentieth Century Dictionary
Over 1,200 pages; cloth, 6/-net.
Quarter Bound, 7/6 net; half-mor., 10/6 net.
PRONOUNCING,
EXPLANATORY,
ETYMOLOGICAL,
with ILLUSTRATIONS.
Embodies the Latest Scholarship.
Contains over One Hundred Thousand References, all the most Recent
Words, Technical and Scientific Terms.

CHAMBERS'S

Etymological Dictionary

Enlarged edition; 694 pages, 2/6 net.
Containing Supplement of 85 additional pages embodying all the most recent
words and phrases.

words,

including

compound

CHAMBERS'S

Concise Gazetteer t°hfe World

CHAMBERS'S

Biographical Dictionary

PRONOUNCING,
TOPOGRAPHICAL,
STATISTICAL. HISTORICAL.
Populations according to the latest census.
Authentic official figures in reference to revenue, expenditure,
debt, trade, army and navy, &c, of every country and state.
Cloth, 10 6 net; half-moro., 18 -net.
"One of the very best books of its kind ever published." — Glasgow
Herald.

Thoroughly Revised Edition. Cloth, 10/6 net; half-mor., 18 - net. Dealing with many thousand celebrities
of
all of
Nations,
fromdifficult
the Remotest'
tions
the more
names. Times to the Present Day: with copious Bibliographies and PronouneiaBritish Weekly says: "It is in every respect one of the best executed, most complete, and most satisfactory
works that could possibly be imagined.
There is nothing to compete with it in any way."

A

Little

Ship

The

"Doc"

By "Taffrail."
Author of "Pincher Martin,
O.D."
6, - net.
By
"Aesculapius."
"The sturdy,
men
to
be found
in 'Ta'ffrail's'
are true
human
stuff,
dogged
in doing
their duty,stories
and brave
almost
beyond recklessness ; but they are men all the time, and not solemn
and consecrated angels."— "Punch."
" 'Taffrail' makes
you feel the plunge
and the speed
of his
ship and the sting of the icy spray in the North Sea in winter:
he makes you visualize his slim craft bursting through wild, windwhipped
seas, or racing
gracefully
along
in calm,
throwing

A

young
Navy.

and Some Others
Canadian
5/- net.

surgeon

of

the

Royal

" 'jEsculapius'
now
joins
the
select
literary
company
of
Bartimeus'
and
'Taffrail.'
The
characters
in these
sketches.
with
Staff-Surgeon
O'Brien,
the cheery
and
human
Irishman,
as the central figure, are as fine a company as will be found in
the pages of any contemporary naval chronicler." — "Scotsman."

up those white Prince of Wales' plumes from the water at her
' Among
the literature of the
bows; and when
it comes to describing a 'scrap' he can make
place."
Aberdeen "Journal."
you picture just what did happenno easy matter where a sea"Crisply
told,
full of stir and
fight is concerned. — The
Times.

war

this

hazard."

book

"The

deserves

a high

Times."

"As joyous a book
as his 'Pincher Martin.'
with as fresh a
"At
once
amusing,
exciting,
and
informative."- "Truth. "
breeze of the sea a's much adventure, and perhaps more hilarity. " VEsculapius'
can
put
more
fun
(and
sometimes
pathos)
"MMorning
' " mo'",e„than
th,s : 't Is a P'ece of.
r«»l llfe artoatinto a dozen
lines pervades
of print every
tha'n page.
some scribblers
can get into a
rost
volume.
Humour
Pathos finds
its place." —
It is a feast of good things; all alike will enjoy its rollicking "Northern
Scot"
nautical episodes." — "Court Journal
"The most vivid and accurate description that has yet been
published of the British naval attack on Zeebrugge. The great
pa'rt of his book is a jolly combination of sea-characterization,
merry incident, and little-known features of life in our modern
navy treated imaginatively, and with all the zest of a capstan
g
Jack
Spurr
3 6 n
chanty." — Glasgow "Evening News."
"Every line true to life." — "Northants Telegraph."

"Tich,!

Conscript

Cheerio!

Some Soldier Yarns

By J. Frederick

Tilsley,

R.A.M.C.

8/16

"Adventures,
humorous
and pathetic,
man's path."- "The Outlook."
"The hero
is a delightful
creation."

net.

"Taffrail," the author of "Pincher Martin,"
writes:—
"I have just
I must times.
say I consider
it most
excellent,
and finished
it made 'Cheerio!
me laugh many
I only hope
you

.>The
feree "

ri|rht

sort

of

pa]

to

be

with

crowded
Glasgow

in

a tight

along

the

little

"Citizen."

corner."— "Re-

will publish some more of Mr. Tilsley's sketches and stories, for
" 'Tich' came to see that military
life brings out the best in
his sense of humor is extremely refreshing."
a man." — "Land and Water."
"Hardly one that does not score a good point." — "The Nation."
, ,
,,
.
, .
. ...
,,
.,
Abe>t0ok t0 aCt,Ve fiSht,nS'
T,ch
a dU^. to water'
"Hi Journal.
shoe <leen
and knowsof the Army
hang doesn't
"He has got thethe tunic
yarns themight
of the where
Some
fit.
and
pinches
have been written by O. Henry.
Altogether it is a jolly book."—
"Remarkably well told.
Its interest does not depend altogether
"Everyman."
on the incidents that are related with exceptional vigor and dash.
"Some of the brightest short stories we have seen.
We owe
Dut
a]s0
on
tne
lesson
which
it drives
home." — Glasgow
the a'uthor
gratitude
for a happy
hour
or two."- "Sheffield "Herald."
Telegraph."
.
.
Edin"Increases one's pride in our glorious fighting army.
spirit of our
humorous
the cheery,
has caught
"Mr. Tilsley
brave boys to a tunic button."— "Referee."
burgh "Evening News."

SPECIAL OFFER TO CANADIAN BOOKSELLERS:
TRADE
TERMS:
All orders for above Booths received by August 1st will be Supplied at 33]^% off Selling prices net.

W. & R. CHAMBERS, Ltd., 339 High St., Edinburgh and 38 Soho Sq., London, W. 1
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The "C ARMIC

MADE
99 BRITISH

1. TWO machines in ONE.
2. ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC"
within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
3. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour.
NO chanirt
of box is necessary.
5. All classes of paper can be folded.
6. day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per
Does not require special skill to operate.
Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
Best material and workmanship
throughout.
10.
11. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
Space required for machine
and operator. G
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with all
machines.
9.

All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power
and Hand)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTAALE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

Prices

and

PETER

full particulars

to be obtained

CARMICHAEL

from

the maker*.

& CO., Limited

4 Car Street, Limehouse
LONDON, E. 14
ENGLAND

PIONEER

Attention, Dealers

SERIES

All British Postcards

I Carry Everything in Phonograph Needles
VIOLAPHONE (Gold Point), medium, loud,
and extra loud tones. Each needle will play
10 times without change. 50 needles in a box
retailing for 15 cents. 60 boxes packed in a
counter salesman carton retailing' for $9.00.
Dealer's price, $5.85.
BLACK DIAMOND SEMI-PERMANENT.
soft, medium, and loud tones. Each needle
will play up to 100 times without change.
3 needles in each package retailing for 15
cents. 100 packages containing 40 loyd, 40
medium, and 20 soft tones, in red, white and
blue colors are mounted on a display card
with easel back, retailing for $15.00. Dealer's
price, $10.00.
STEEL NEEDLES. I can sell a first
•juality steel needle for from 75 cents to $1.00
per thousand according to quantity.
SAPPHIRE BALLS AND POINTS for
Edison, Pathe and Brunswick Records. Retail
price, $1.00 each. Dealer's price, 50 cents
each.

EVERY

ONE

A SURE

SELLER

250 different new Birthday Greeting Series
72
"
"
"
Personal Series
36
"
" Greeting Verse Series
72
"
" Christmas Greeting Series
36
"
" New Year Greeting SerieAll beautifully printed in litho., three-color
and sepia tones, with good verges and a;reetings.
From
$12.50
to .$17.50 per 1,000
F.O.B., London.
Special terms to large
buyers, shippers and wholesalers.
Sample
orders direct, or through your usual London
shippers.
Send for a sample collection to any value,
cash with order.

SUMMIT SERIES ALL BRITISH
Christmas and New Year leaflets, Celluloid
jeweled cards a specialty. New sample-.
ready by June.

DIAMOND POINTS for Edison Records.
Retail price, $5.00 each. .Dealer's price, $3.50
each.
I solicit your valued orders, and can assure
you that they will have my prompt and personal attention.

JOHN THRIDG0ULD & CO.
t

H. A. BEMISTER

Fine~Art" Publishers

14 to 22 Sidney"
St., ENGLAND
Commercial
LONDON,

Mappin & Webb Bldg. 10 Victoria St. Montreal, Que.

ESTABLISHED

20
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"I'LL SEE YOU AT 12.13"
A man "made a hit" with us the other day. He made the
above appointment — and KEPT it. He was a stationer, too
— a real, live one. The idea is so good we want to pass it
on, it will help us all. When your customer wants a new
ledger, make an appointment at some exact "odd" minute —
then KEEP it. The time will be so unusual that it will make
an impression, follow it up by being on time to the minute,
show him a STYLE ASL and get the order.

STYLE

ASL

If this doesn't suit him, there are EIGHT other styles, and
if you cannot please him with any of them, then by all means
let us know what he wants (if he knows himself) and we
will try to satisfy him.
You have received our new ledger prices and our assortment offer. It's worth a trial, anyway. You cannot lose
and we are willing to take all chances. So, if you haven't
accepted our offer, do so at once, and be prepared to actually
show your customer any style of a ledger he wants.
We can furnish ledger outfits with sheets and index that
retail from $5.60 to $38.40. MADE IN CANADA and
made RIGHT by a strictly Canadian company.

STERLING
-UNE-

l-l

LUCKETT

LOOSE

LEAF, LIMITED

539-543 King St. West, Toronto, Canada
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THIS SEASON'S « LIST
FRANK

"The Further of

L.

Adventures

•PACKARD

Jimmie

Dale

The

Way

SIR GILBERT

•PARKER
$1.50.

$1.50

THOMAS

Illustrated

ETHEL M.

of the

$1.50

"Small

MARGARET

$1.50

a Man'"

HUGHES

*MEARNS

•DELAND
$1.35

JOHN
ORTHY
•GALSW
$1.60
Also " Another Sheaf"

BELLE

'--

Door"
Day

•BEEBE
$1.75.

Illustrated

DOROTHY
"Penny

The

•CANFIELD

•MANIATESr.pi//w
$1.35
Minniglen

•BELL

"Nomads

$1.50

with Wee

•CASTLE
$1.50

Glory"
Again

$1.50.

of the
'The

Tin

North"

•BAILEY
$1.50.

•VAN
$1.50.

Illustrated

TEMPLE

regor"
VMcG
alley of

HENRY

JAMES OLIVER
•CURWOOD

Jacket by Coles Phillips
Soldier"

"
"KidPe
diac
ese" The

$1.00

J. J

& EUERTON

ST

"Jungle

WILLIAM

$1.50

K.

~m

$1.50

Things"

AGNES

Keep
er r'
Anothe

•DELL

•DIXON

Youth
and

DYKE
Illustrated

{Also "Goldei Stars and Other Verses." 50c.)

All Star Sellers
Visio
n"
of Sterling Merit

BOOKSELLERS:

GET

BUSY!
NOMADS

PROCRESS
SAINT'S
GALSWORTHY

NOFLTH

JOHN

.fames
Oliver
Cur wood

4

THE

COPP,

517 Wellington St., West

CLARK
Publishers

'STAR

CO., LIMITED
of

SELLERS"
22
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School
Opening
1919
New Scribblers
and

Exercise Books
We
have always maintained a high
order of merit in the production of
Artistic Scribbler and Exercise Book
covers.
As usual they are meritorious.
i

Illustrated here are four strikingly artistic
designs, printed by offset Lithography.
We are the only house in Canada
printing their own covers by this
method.
We believe these
covers will win
the children.

The
Copp,LIMITED
Clark Co.
517 Wellington St. West
TORONTO
23
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Paper Fasteners and Punches
We illustrate leading styles, which a're recognized as the most practicable types of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

Will take interchangeable

For binding all

The Ajax
Eyel et Fastener

The new automatic
■yeletting device
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
a thousand timeHkVing uses in office
and factory.
Ajax

Eyelets — Actual

the
eyelet perfectly.

punches and dies
in sizes from
1 16 in. to ' i in.
diameter. Furnished with 3 16

'3

correspondence, legal
do c u m e n ts,
etc. It punches
a clean, accurate hole
and clinches

They save labor and do good work

No. 1 Samson Hand Punch

punch and die
unless otherwise
specified.

Useful

Sizes

in Any

Office

The No. 1 Samson
Ha'nd Punch
is made of
Special Samson
Advantages
drop
forged
steel, attractively
nickel-plated.
The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
SIZES OF HOLES-PUNCH N? 1
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Packed in Boxes of ">00.
Sa'mson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts ami clinches
especially for the Samson eyelet tool
fhe eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
packed oOO to box I ten boxes to carthe three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyeThroat. 1% in. deep. Opening between dies,
ton). Two sizes — long and short. Samhown
without any adjustment.
Vt inch. Will punch sheet iron and soft
son Eyelets, with the Samson Eyelet
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
steel up to 20 gauge, and paper, cardboard,
Tool, assure best results but an>
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
leather, etc., up to xi, inch in thickness
eyelet can be used.
Eyelets.
Write for
Catalogue.
MACHINE APPLIANCE CORPORATION, 351 JAY STREET, BROOKLYN, N.Y.
L

J

Canadian

f

1

_— j

12.

Representatives

: Menzies

& Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada

Classy Birds

Easy Money
Makers

I Every standard
pencil is a bird)
The Quail
Hexagon shape —
with or without
rubber tip. Quality unexcelled,
also
The Wren
The Puffin
The Starling
The Lark
The Ibis
The Chat
The Thrush, etc.
This line of penoils is a veritable
find for the jobber and the office
supply house.
The price attracts — but
the quality is the principal asset.
Write us for samples
and quotations.
Made
by the Standard Pencil
Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Estab. 7 years
DO IT NOW

Original and Patented U.S. and Canada
FULD'S

Ouija Board

15 x 22 (large size only, $18.00 doz.)
CASH IN ON THIS PERSISTENT
CRAZE

Toy Balloons

Airships
Round Air Balloons
— sausage shapes,
Monster Balloons, Punching Bags.
All shapes in Squawker Balloons
Lowest prices! — guaranteed stock!
The big business starts in May and
endures right up to Christmas.
Give us a trial order.

Menzies & Company, Ltd., 439 King St. W., Toronto
Manufacturers' Agents- -Publisher a and Importers of Xmas Cards--Fancy Stat'y--Toys--Blotting Paper, etc
24
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This is the $9.00 outfit in Canada. It makes
about 12 models such as Coaster. Glider,
Go-Cart,
YVTieelbarrow,
Bob Sled, etc., etc.

Gilbert's "New Toy"

Put up just like the bigger sets
of Erector. Knocked down in
wooden case. A boy (or girl)
can make from it a corking good
waggon, a real glider and a
dozen more toys.

They are of stronger
construction than anything
in a
J°
Wheel

tOV

eVd"

pUt

OUt.

GEARED

This is
a real speedster
that works
gears
and
pinions.
Madeoutfit.with
the $15by retail

The sets retail, Canada,
$9.00 and $15.00.
Can be shipped June 1st.
ORDER

NOW

When Ordering the New Wheel Toy
For

the

Gilbert's

Summer

New

include

an

assortment

AIR -KRAFT

Write for particulars of our Special Demonstration

THE

A. C.
Manufacturers

of

TOYS

A101 retails at $2.25, guaranteed to fly.
A102 retails at $4.50, guaranteed to fly.
A103 retails at $7.50, is operated from
ceiling
Battery Motor which is included in the set.

by

P58

of Erector and ait Gilbert Toys for Xmas

GILBERT-MENZIES

439 KING

STREET

-Erector the Famous

WEST,

CO.,

TORONTO

selling

LIMITED

Steel Construction Toy —Gilbert's Toys
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SUNDRIES

AND
DIRECT

FROM

LI ME.S
ARO/^AC

FACTORIES"

TORONTO
u dall
q
%M1acD

ELdSdO
"the m&ster

drawing

pencit"

-1
CASE No
. LL
SE
118
INGDO
ELDORA
greatly assists all dealers.
Attractive store display
coupled with national advertising, sampling and personal calls on consumers by
our salesmen cannot fail to
impress your customer and
pave the way for sales with
the least effort on your part.
Send for colored photogravure of Eldorado Selling
Case No. 1181.

MoisteneR

mjT

InkstanD
Self-Closing

SUNDRIES

& $■ uV'T*

TheSANITARY
IDEALf\

CENGBUSCH
IT

STATIONKI!

JL"

An efficient ami sanitary device for
moistening gummed labels, stamps, envelope (lap-, etc. .Made of "lazed porcelain, with nickel plated hearings, which
arc noiseless and allow free revolution of

Recognized the world over as the standard.
Automatically seals tight yet always ready
for the pen. No spurting or spattering.
Natural dip of the pen gives always just
the right amount of ink. Prevents evaporation and insures fresh ink to last drop.
Economical.
Efficient.

cylinder, thus insuring" plenty of moisture.
Nothing to weai' out. gum up or break.

The "Sengbusch" line is carried by the best
stationers. There is profit in handling it
and sales grow as its merit becomes known.
Use Sengbusch advertising imprinted with
your name.

It's supplied

without

charge.

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd.
Representatives for Canada

and Newfoundland

468 King St. West, Toronto
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Standard Wax Crayons and Chalks
Standard School Chalks have been
adopted by many schools. When tendering on the next school business get our
samples and prices on Standard Brand
White, Standard Brand Enamelled,
Standard No. 3 Colored, Colored Chalk
in packages.
Omega Dustless Chalk Crayons, white
and colored, are economic from every
standpoint. They outwear common chalk
three or four times and cost less to
handle; easy marking, easy to erase, no
grit, minimum dust.

Stationers who have
textile mills in their
city should not overlook their need for
textile mill crayons.

Little (Jem

Seven crayons in a round
wood box; low price and
sells well. We have several
others in varying' prices
packed in round boxes attractively labelled.

A recent experiment
in sampling brought
many orders which
were filled through
local dealers as we
sell only to the
trade.

A COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL CRAYONS AND CHALK OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION; WAX CRAYONS FOR MARKING, CHECKING, LUMBER;
CHALK FOR MILLS, CARPENTERS, RAILROADS, ETC.
Marking Crayons

The Clover

for every purpose, and
all colors; checking
crayons in all colors;
marker for glass, tin
and all smooth surfaces; handy pocket
crayon; lumber crayons
in all colors and several
grades. Samples sup-

The Clover is one of
many tuck box school
packages in prices
ranging from low to
high. tain
Packages
constandard colors
with combinations of
other tints and are designed to satisfy the
needs of advancing
scholars.

Crest Light Crayons

"Hyryfi

Mark freely, are brilliant and do not smear.
Being: hydraulic pressed, they are very durable and the usual rub
and blur of wax crayons is absent. No. 19
Crest Light should be
in
dealer's
as every
the best
crayonhands
for
schools.

plied.
No. 230 — Eureka Chucking Crayon, black and
blue,
V2" xnet
4%", wrapped, one dozen in a $2.00
box.
Per gross,
No. 4 Crayel
Eight colors being six
standard with black and
brown; crayons wrapped, blue package with
white lettering. Colors
are most brilliant and
of exceptionally fine
blending qualities.
Package is very attractive.

No. 333 — Lumber Crayon, yellow and red, %" x
4%", wash
wrapped,
green one
or wet
lumber.
not
off.forPacked
dozen
in a Will
box.
Per gross, net
$5.00
No. 335 — Lumber
Crayon,
black,
Vz" xPacked
4 Ms", one
unwrapped, for coarse
or heavy
work.
dozen in a box.
Per gross, net
$4.00
No. 32 — Handy Pocket Crayon, black and blue,
Mi" x 3%", very handy, convenient and clean in
the pocket, hydraulic pressed and durable.
Packed one dozen in a box. Per gross, net $2.75

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd.
Representatives

for Canada

and Newfoundland

468 King St. West, Toronto
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Highest Award Always
GOLD MEDAL
Dependable
Crayon Line
The best known line in the world.
For every use.
SCHOOL

HOME
WAX

ARTISTS

PRESSED

Of every kind

OFFICE

PASTEL

FACTORY

CHALK

Catalogue and Samples
Sent on Request

BINNEY & SMITH CO.
81-83 Fulton Street

NEW

YORK
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Holland's Standard
Writing Tablets

You Think of Cards
Think of COUTTS

BIRTHDAY
CARDS

These four standard tablets are made
with well-known High Grade watermarked paper.
MADE

STATIONER

IN CANADA

They are well bound with these attractive covers — and are the basis for steady
tablet sales with the right class of customers.

IS your stock up to date? Are
you showing your cards to
your trade in a clean-cut manner? Do your customers from
your displays, get an adequate
idea of what you have in stock?
We can and will help you with
real live sales-getting displays
and our

EVERYDAY

CARDS

are such that to show them means
to sell them. You need not order
heavy, but order often and keep
after the big sellers.

I EMTABLETPI-RE J!
1!

Greeting Cards for all occasions
Acknowledgment Cards
Easter Cards
Birth Announcement Cards
Birth Congratulation Cards
Christmas Cards
Condolence Cards
Dance Programmes
Mother Cards
New Year Cards
Wedding Congratulation Cards
Wedding Announcement Cards

WRITING

BSE; Sk^j

Every stationer knows that Rolland's
Superfine Linen Record is the best
known and most widely used paper in
Canada. But many do not know that it
is put up in tablets, note and letter size,
and is the ideal tablet for the better class
of trade. The Earnscliffe, Empire and
Crown (laid) papers are also wellknown Canadian papers and supply a
range in price.

Please Send for Samples

Ask your wholesaler for quotations. We
will gladly supply samples on request.

WILLIAM E. COUTTS

The Rolland Paper Co., Limited
HIGH GRADE

PAPER MAKERS

MONTREAL,

455 King Street West
TORONTO
:
:
CANADA

P. Q.
29
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TONICS FOR

Four Leaders For April
"The Second Bullet"
By Robert

"Personal
Bus iness 99Efficiency

The very best kind of a detective story, for the interest is centred in the solution of the crime and not in the criminal. In
this story of the young crime expert, Paul Harvey, you are carried alopr, step by step, from the murder without clues in the
first part of the book through a series of surprises to the startling and unexpected solution. "The Second Bullet" will keep
ynu in suspense— and you'll like it.
$1.60 net.

Author of "Efficient Living" and "The Triumph

By Edward

I. Farrington

Jamtfl

now.

Ready

in April.

Cabell's

whimsical

book

of essays

"Beyond Life"

Illustrated.

$1.25

has gone into a second printing in one month after publication.
The reviewers and that portion of the public which delights in
books of real literary merit have united in acclaiming this book
as one of distinct worth and unusual interest. You can eel'
Cabell's books to your "literary" customers.
Are you doing it'.'
$1.60 net.

net.

AUTHORIZED
IBANEZ
E. P. Dutton & Co., for
whom J. M. Dent & Sons,
Ltd., are Canadian representatives, announce that
they have received from
the Spanish novelist, Vicente Blasco Ibanez,
whose "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
has been, perhaps, the
most widely read in both
Europe and America of
all the novels about the
world war, the sole authority to publish his
works in English, and
that hereafter, with the
exception of "The Cabin"
and "Sonnica," theirs will
be the only authorized edition of all his books. The
Dents will have ready
nextt week an American
edition, with an introduction bv Tsaac Goldberg, of
Ibanez's famous novel of
the bull ring, "Blood and
Sand," which many critics
think is his greatest work.

Branch

Poultry Book"

Rabbits good to eat, easy to raise, a'nd above all inexpensive
are becoming more and more popular among people who want
to make their backyards pay dividends. Literature on the subject is scarce. Here's a book that goes thoroughly into the whole
matter of rabbit keeping, tells what breeds to raise, how and
what to feed them, etc.
Order

of the

Who Acts"
In this new book, Mr. Man
Purinton
has applied to business practices the principles of personal efficiency he has been teaching
for over sixteen years. He shows how, in the office, in the
factory, on the road, in every trade and business and profession,
it is the ma*n himself who must make an efficiency system
successful : and in a tone of common-sense, illuminated by a
wide knowledge of his subject, he points out ways of achieving
both business and personal efficiency at the same time.
$1.60 net.

"Practical Rabbit Keeping"
Author of "The Home

in

By Edward Earle
Purinton

Orr Chipperfield

EDITIONS
BOOKS

OF

"THE 86thFOUR
HORSEMEN
edition
$1.90

i

yi

"THE SHADOW OF THE
CATHEDRAL"
».»»
"BLOOD
AND SAND"
Expected shortly
$1.90
"MARE
A NEW

NOSTRUM"
- On the Press

BOOK

***»*»* *•*>

"THE SALOON"
OTHER

BEST

$1.90

SELLERS
"THE

"THE

"OLD
By the
authorDAD**
of Molly
Make-Believe

By W.

H.

$1.60

Have you seen our newspaper

J. M. DENT

RED

COW

AND

CLASH"
Moore,
adian edition7th

Can-

$1.75

advertisements

Fun in Plenty.

HER

By Peter Mc Arthur

FRIENDS'*

author of "In Pastures Green"

re" Everyman's"?
$1.50

&LIMITED
SONS,
25-27 Melinda St.
TORONTO
30
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TRADE

To be Published Early in April
A Startling New Tarzan Story

Jungle Tales
of Tarzan
By Edgar Rice Burroughs

$150

This is not a collection of
short stories, but a long, complete, 320-page novel, overwhelming with breathless
adventures and desperate
encounters which befall
Tarzan in the dark heart of
the Jungle.
Be the first in your town to
feature this quick-selling
"Jungle" story by ordering
now.

KA\\*-<\.Sf sUV

Toronto Retail Trade Order from

ALBERT
263-265

BRITNELL
Yonge Street

Sole Canadian Selling Agents

JM• 1V1.

T 1
nFNil
L/Li

& SONS>
ed
limit
31

25-27 Melinda St.
TORONTO
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Notice
OF

Removal
The growth and expansion of
this business, although so rapid,
has been a logical development
of the
Saleable Merchandise
Good Values
and
Efficient Service

given the Fancy Goods Trade
of Canada.

Our New
under new

Home

management

is

7 Wellington St. East
Where we have greatly increased
facilities for serving the trade.
COME

AND

VISIT

US

AT

OUR

space
NEW

and

better

HOME

Torcan Fancy Goods Co., Limited
7 Wellington Street E.

TORONTO,
32

CANADA
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Steady, Regular Sellers !
There is a rapidly growing demand for information supplied in the books listed here. These are written by
authorities, are free from ob ectionable features, and may
b e recommended
highly
without any qualms.

STALL'S BOOKS
ON AVOIDED

WHAT

What
\ Young

What
What
What
ayouhc*YouhoAIIai«<*

STALL

WtuT

What
What
aYouno AYoonc
__
*>0Mun

«— ,

Maternity Without Suffering

SUBJECTS

**"-'

.«t»n~.„•OM.-Aitn
—

TOKNOV.

_„„_„
KNOW
0llA»e TO ■—.

By Mrs. Emma F. A. Drake, M.D.
Every prospective father and mother
will be interested. Keep the book in
sight. It will make sales for itself.
50c net.
Husband, Wife and Home

By Dr. Charles Frederick Goss.
A book for the young man or woman
entering the marriage relation, or
later. Sane, sensible, inspired treatment of questions which arise in married life. $1.00 net.
Marvels of Our Bodily Dwelling
PRAISED
From

BY THE
a French

CATHOLIC
Catholic

By Mrs. Mary Wood-Allen, M.D.
A remarkable book which should be
in every home where there are children. It imparts facts of physical
make-up and health in an attractive,
romance form that every child will
revel in. And this is done so advisedly that no reasonable parent will
question its wisdom.
$1.00.

CLERGY

Priest.

"As a ratholic priest allow me to congratulate and to encourage
you f"i the inexpressible moral senile which von have tendered
In giving 'What a Young Boy Ought to Know' to the public—
a book full of noble Christianity, and in Irreproachable languagi
about all that which a youth ought to know in Ufa (Tom the
sanctified lips of ins parents.
I have been active in prison and hospital work, and have had
to deal with .hose condemned
to die; I have had S3 years in
the priesthood, and have listened to thousands of ( feseions
I
have always held yonr theoiy to bo the true one — the only true
one, but I have never t>een able to apply it as I wished, and
your excellent book will therefore help me.
I beg you to believe me, your obedient servant in the common
faith of Him Who alone is the Light. Purity and Life, our Lord
Jeans Christ."
L'ABBF.CureVALADIKU.
of Aubervillieis.
schie,
France.

Letters of a Physician to His
Daughters

Natural Questions Answered Right

A splendid presentation in logical,
appealing form of information which every young woman approaching marriageable age should know. The matte r is in the form of letters, supposedly
50 cents.
written by a doctor to his daughters at boarding school.
Keep these Books in a prominent spot- --they will prove
steady self- sellers.

WILLIAM

BRIGGS,
TORONTO
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Put Twenty-five in Your Window

This fine, familiar
face, with the
wonderful, tragic
story involved
w i t h it, should
start immediate
and frequent sales
among
ers.

your better-type custom-

The book and its
author have had
unusual and
striking n e w spaper publicity.
The reviews will
keep up the interest.
How

is your

stock?

WILLIAM
34
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Other Strong Sellers
MOON

OF ISRAEL.

H. Rider Haggard.

THE

All who have read the other Rider Haggard books will want this one, dealing
fascinatingly with life in Ancient Egypt.
Tell your church member and SundaySchool customers it deals with the period
they have been, studying in their Sunday
School lessons.
$1.50 Net.
WHO

GIVETH

THE

VICTORY?

US

CABIN
By author "The Four Horsemen
the Apocalypse."

Critics pronounce this a better literary
work than the former book.
how it sold.

By Lieut. -Col. John McCrae

For various reasons,
thousands of Canadians
are interested in all the
work Arthur Mee has
written, and will be immediately interested in
this. Give a cqpy to
your preacher friend
and suggest that it has
a few sermons in it.
$1.35.

You

know

$1.50.

IN FLANDERS FIELDS

Arthur Mee.

of

We

doubled the usual number of Review copies for this
book because of its unusual
Canadian interest.
Papers and magazines all
over Canada are printing
columns about it and running engravings we are supplying of the photo at page
104.
Are you working to get your
share of the sales?

THE

"CHARMED

AMERICAN"
Georges Lewys.
"The epic of the
Poilu." The title is significant of what the
author was nick-named
among the French
troops. So strong that
it was held by the
American p u b 1 i shers
purposely until after
the close of the war.
$1.50.

CLAUDE'S

BOOK

Mrs. Kelway-Bamber.

BLUE

The newest of psychic revelations.
Spirits and those who dabble in the art are
almost certain customers.
$2.00 Net.
THAT'S

ME ALL OVER,

MABLE

By author of "Dere Mable."
A second "Dere Mable," just as funny
in story and illustrations.
Selling splendidly. 75c.
F. E. Summers.
DERE BILL
Here
is Mable's side of the question,
presented just as characteristically.
75c.
H. C. Witwer.
A SMILE A MINUTE
A sequel to "From Baseball to Boches."
"Nine innings" of fun and frolic.
$1.50.
THE MAN FROM THE CLOUDS

ALOES

Cynthia Stockley.

A characteristic Stockley book with the
scenes laid in colorful South Africa. $1.50.
OUR

ADMIRABLE

BETTY

Jeffrey Farnol

A typical Farnol story with all the usual
charm.
$1.50 Net.
Max Brand
THE UNTAMED
An unusual story of the West, so full of
incident
that it has been filmed.
$1.50
Net.
FIRE OF GREEN

BOUGHS

Mrs. Victor Rickard.
Another splendid novel from the author
of "The Light Above the Cross Roads."
$1.50.
Anna Katherine Green.
ROOM No. 3

Storer Clouston
A detective-type story with an aeroplane
introduction.
$1.50.

Another of the ever-popular
detective
stories from this big-selling author.
$1.50.

PUBLISHER,

TORONTO
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of SPRING FICTION

Wise Booksellers will prepare for a " Rainy Day " — or a
Rainy Evening by carrying a complete line of Popular
Copyrights
especially those on the new April List.

A Good Novel will make Good Weather
on a Bad

Night

Never
did Spring
arrive
offering
a better
promise for a bonanza year of bookselling.
The order of the day is not "slack up and wait
for the wind to change," but "stock up and unload just as fast and just as often as you can."
In other words, full steam ahead. The Bookseller isfacing a demand for books such as has
never existed before.
These titles are included in the April list:
STARR

OF THE

DESERT

By B. M. Bower

JERRY
THOSE

By Jack London
FITZENBERGERS

LADIES
WHEN
WE

MUST

LIVE

BEARCAT

THREE

HIS OWN

By Helen R. Martin
By Alice Duer Miller

WENT

DRY

...

By Charles Neville Buck

..----.-.
HOME

By Gouverneur

TOWN

Morris

By Larry Evans

JAFFERY

By William J. Locke

THE

COURAGE

THE

TRUTH

OF CAPTAIN

ABOUT

PLUM

-

By James Oliver Curwood

TOLNA

By Bertha Runkle

A Million and a Quarter of ZANE GREY POPULAR
RIGHTS will be Sold this Year

COPY-

BOOKS HAVE COME INTO THEIR OWN AT LAST

Grosset & Dunlap, Publishers, New York
GEORGE

J. McLEOD
266

KING

Canadian

STREET

LIMITED
W.

Representatives
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When you think of Writing
Think of Whiting

Wholesale and Export Only
FACTORIES:

LEVER ST., E.C.

ENFIELD, N.

We Specialize
in

Manicure Cases

The Whiting
Holiday Line
is displayed in our salesrooms and is
now being shown by our travelers.
It embodies many elegant and
novel conceptions in gift boxes containing a variety of popular styles in
fine correspondence papers; also the
newest adaptations in paper for
social usage. Many of the leading
Whiting Papers are featured, including Organdie, Angora, Moorish
Linen, Plaited Linen, Dualine, and
Representative Linen.

Fitted Companions

The decorative effects are dainty
and original, and the entire line expresses individuality and distinctiveness.
We will be pleased to submit
photographs of this line for your inspection or answer inquiries advising
when our representative will be in
your vicinity.

and all kinds of

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,

Whiting

Brush Cases, (Lady's and
Gent's), Etc., Etc.
Woolnough,

Paper

Company

Makers of fine writing papers at Holyoke, Massachusetts, for over half a century.

Draper & Co.

Limited

12-13 CHISWELL ST
LONDON, E.C.
Wrile for Samples or Illustrated List.

Offices at 14th Street and 7th Avenue. New York,
and at Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston
37
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Canadian Stationers
Boorum & Pease
Loose Leaf Specialties
Note the two "Standard" linesjllustrated here. They are the kind of
books you ought to be selling — the
kind of Loose Leaf devices that will

kB*P" PRICE
BOOKS
S-W..3V.

00

H4-3V.

We

" l-"^"'' III

1.50

stand the test of critical comparison

_

and satisfy the buyer always.

2:50

positively guaran-

tee all " Standard "
Loose Leaf Specialties
against defects in
mechanism or breakage
due to flaws in metal
parts and will cheerfully replace all such
defective goods.

Vim take no chances in selling these Loose Leaf Bool*.
Why

not let your next order be a "Standard" on-ef

Boorum and Pease Loose Leaf Book Co.
Hudson

Ave. and Front Street

BROOKLYN,

38
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In an Ontario town of less than 10,000 people
where there are two good bookstores, one bookseller sold over 120 copies of Wells' last book,
"Joan and Peter," at $1.75 a copy! The New
Wells' is a still stronger story, and this bookseller
may reasonably expect to exceed the record he
made with "Joan and Peter."

•

Now, in view of the fact that "The Undying
Fire" is to be a $1.50 book, why should not every
bookseller touch high water mark in sales — why
not?

Rudyard Kipling

KIPLING
in every library,
Rudyard
and
a new Kipling's
book of works
his is are
considered a literary
event.
"The Years Between" is his first book
Following
are
of poetry in sixteen years
some of the title-.

"The Undying Fire" typifies God's spirit in
mankind. That is what Job Hess clings to in
adversity, pain and despair. Materialism, fatuous spiritualism, the impossibility of reconciling with a beneficent God, cruelty, suffering

FRANCE
GETHSEMANE
JUSTICE
MARY'S SON
THE IRISH
GUARDS
A PILGRIM'S
WAY
THE
DEAD KING
THE
HOLY
WAR
THE
QUESTION

and the probability of individual extinction — all
this does not matter: man must fight and move
forward because
in his heart that
and agnosticism
And. in the end.

there is some God-given thing
impels him. Unreasoned faith
alike fail to move Job lle^.
like Job of old, he is rewarded

The Undying Fire

$1.50

THINGS
AND
THE
MAN
THE SONS OF MARTHA
A NATIVITY
FOR
ALL
WE
HAVE
AND
ARE
THE SONG OF THE
LATHES
LORD
ROBERTS

"The Female of the Species," for the first
Uniform in
in any of Kipling's books.
binding with his 20 other book-.
Uniform cloth
The Years Between
Pocket cloth .
Red leather .

SINCLAIR

time
each
$2.00
2.00
2.50

MARY OLIVIER.
By May Sinclair, author of "The Tree of Heaven," etc.
No novel of the war period made a more profound impression than did Miss Sinclair's "The
Tree of Heaven." The announcement of a new look by this distinguished author is therefore most, welcome. Mary Olivier is a story in Miss Sinclair'- best manner. Once again she
ha- chosen a theme of vital interest and has treated it with the superb literary skill which
has put her among the really great of contemporary novelists
Mary Olivier
.'
Cloth. 12mo. $1.60
These three books are representatives of the best work of Kipling, Wells and May
Sinclair, and considering their calibre, can they be anything else but best sellers?

THESE

ARE

MACMILLAN
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I

GODCHILD

(Ninth Edition)

$

Net

I

Any one who opens this and reads the
letter of James Prendergast Jackson, Jr.,
to the secretary of the Junior Committee
of the Fatherless Children of France, will
continue, with chuckles. "Deer miss Secretary, The boy you give me is a girl.
What are you going to do about it. Yours
respekfully, James P. Jackson, Jr."
What

the Papers Say:

I

l.00

"They are adorable letters." — Chicago Tribune.
"It is both inspiring and humorous." — Boston Globe.
"The little volume possesses an irresistible appeal to human interest."— Portland Express.
"A lovable book with a worthy mission." — Oakland Tribune.
"The reading of the letters will cheer even the most wearied mortal,
and the word in their praise cannot be too strong. The book should
result in a new interest in the Fatherless Children of France." — Philadelphia Record.

THE THREAT OF BOLSHEVISM !
You have read the cable despatches from Paris by
Frank Simonds about the ominous peril which now
hangs over the world and how it is altering the Peace
Conference proceedings.
People want authoritative information about the
Bolsheviki peril.

sell them VOLLEYS

FROM

"!"
There
~e
Another
War

7

A NON-COMBATANT

Here will be found a discussion of International Relations after the War, a comparison of Napoleon
III. and William II., a statement for the first time of Italy's Great Service in the War. Here, too, is a
searching criticism of the causes which led to the collapse of Russia and to the sudden supremacy of the
Bolsheviki with their "Despotism by the Dregs."
THE FIREBRAND OF BOLSHEVISM
CLEMENCEAU
By Princess Radziwill.
By H. M. Hyndman
German Secret Service in Russia
A Graphic Biography of the Great French
Statesman
$2.00

l

$1.60
PUBLISHER
NTO
266 King St. W., TORONTO

=1
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■

By WILLIAM ROSCOE THAYER
NOW
READY
$2.00

FREDERICK D. GOODCHILD

I

I

I
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IMPROVED SUPERIOR
PAPER FASTENERS
Pat. Feb. 1908
ACTUAL SIZE

Improved,

August,

Every Man and Woman
Who has an Income !

1914

Needs a simple,
yet systematic,
method of keeping account o f
it. Reports must
be made to the
Govern ment,
and the individual to protect
himself s h o uld
keep a record of
his affairs. He
n e e ds convenient and practical forms for
r e c o r ding all
i n v estments —
bonds, stocks, or
real estate ; income from all sources -salary, interest,
dividends, rental, etc. and insurance.
This book makes it easy to keep all this
information without bookkeeping experience, and it is the only complete
book for the purpose.

IMPROVED
SUPERIOR
t PAPER

FASTENERS

Patented
Feb. 1908

SEE THOSE
PRONGS ?

are appropriately named, they are
Superior to all others.
Improved

Superior Paper

Fasteners

have double prongs, two (2) piercing points tend to prevent papers
from twisting.
Improved

Superior Paper Fasteners

have closed prong housings which
protect fingers from being lacerated; this is not so with the open
sleeve kind.
Recent Improvements,

is a new necessity
Total net income, exemptions, and all
sis readily
data required for n
nctaxerelative
aitems
Fi income
available. ^
Scattered
to

viz., deeper

double prongs and prong housings
and the new chamferred edges,
each an added efficiency, have

finance may be entered in places provided for them, and so classified and
indexed as to be instantly located. By
carrying totals to recapitulation sheet
the whole story is seen at a glance.

made the Improved Superior Paper
Fasteners Fit the paper; they are

by far the peer of all others.

Improved

STATIONER

Superior Paper

Covers of "My Finance" are the onepiece Trussell, unlined, flexible, handsomely grained black cowhide. Looseleaf sheets,
6% x 3%
", standard
punching. Red leather
tabs,
13 in all;
title
and index in gold.
Pocket inside cover.
Send for sample and prices. We have
also Trussell leather price books, memos,
and diaries; and imitation leather price
books and memos. In leather these are
the most serviceable books of their kind,
and in imitation leather are the lowest
priced split ring books available.

Fasteners

are made in three sizes, No. 0, No.
1 and No. 2, packed 100 to the
box, 10 boxes to the carton. All
three sizes are also packed in bulk,
1,000 to the pasteboard carton.
Manufactured

by

IDEAL SPECIALTIES MFG. CORP.
552 Pearl St., New York, U.S.A.
Canadian

Representatives:

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd.

A. R. MacDougall Co., Limited

468 King Street W-, Toronto

468 King St. West, Toronto

Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland
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MECHANICAL BOOKS for the
RECONSTRUCTION PERIOD
JUST PUBLISHED
1919 Edition of Page's
Just Published
Standard Automobile Books
Gasoline and Kerosene Caburetors, Con.-,"«■,. gasoline Automo
, .,
The Modern
bile.
Its Design, Construction. Operation
By Victor W. Page, M.S.A.E. Price $3.50
The Model
Ford Car, Its Construction,
Operation, and Repair, Including the
Ford Farm Tractor
By Victor W. Page. This is the most
complete and practical instruction book
ever published on the Ford car. New
edition; 106 illustrations, 310 pages, 2
large folding plates
Price $1.00

struction,
and Adjustment.
By c
t v Installation,
w page
AU leading types
^ carburetors
are described
in detail.
250 pages, 89 illustrations
Price $1.50
Model Making
By Raymond Francis Yates. A newbook for the mechanic and model maker.
This is the first book of its kind to be
published in this country, and all those
interested in model engineering should
have a copy. 400 pages, 301 illustrations,
Price $3.00

Starting, Lighting and Ignition Systems

Steam

A practical treatise
By Victor W. Page.
on modern starting and ignition system
297 engravings.
500 pages,
practice.
Price $2 00
Automobile
Repairing
Made
Easy

Engine Troubles
It is safe to say that
BV ,H- Hamkens.
n? bookL has ever ,been .Published which
«£▼•■ tbe practical engineer such valuon
comprehen
aD'e
steam an"engine
designsiveand informatio
troubles. n 350
pages, 276 illustrations
Price $2.50

By Victor W. Page.
A thoroughly prac- Inventors'
Manual,
How
to Make
a
tical book containing complete directions Patent Pay
for making repairs to all parts of the This is a book designed as a guide to
motor car mechanism.
1,056 pages, 100 inventors in perfecting their inventions,
illustrations
Price $3.50 taking out their patents, and disposing

to
Relating
Answers
and
Questions
DrivConstruction,
Automobile
Modern
ing and Repair
r> Victor
v; <•„ W.
w
r>
t
i*
By
Page.
A self-educator on
automobil ng
without
an
equal.
6o0

Revised

of them-

edition.

120 pages.
Price $1.25

ABC
of Aviation
Bv Capt. V. W. Page.
This book de*ribe th
basic
^ . j
f aviation.
2?5
m illusPtrati(ms with 7 lates
pages, 392 illustrations
Price $2.00
^
„ •
«o 50
How to Run an Automobile
Brazing and Soldering
By Victor W. Page.
This treatise gives By James
F. Hobart.
The only book
concise instructions for starting and run- that shows you just how to handle any
ning all makes of gasoline automobiles, job of brazing or soldering that comes
178 pages, 72 illustrations
Price $1.00
along
Price 35c
NEW

YORK — The NORMAN W. HENLEY Publishing Company, 2 W. 45th St.
FREE — Our Catalogue of Practical Books Sent Free on Request

McClelland

The

Publishing House

of

& stewart,

limited

Motorcycles
Sidecars
iCyclecars
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GOOD STRONG
TITLES FOR SPRING
SELLING
The British Navy in Battle
By ARTHUR

H. POLLEN

England's
greatest success
naval in
expert
tells the
in aenemy
most from
interesting
wayseas.
aboutMr.thePollen
British
and its marvelous
sweeping
the high
has navy
had
access to the official reports filed at the Admiralty of the fighting commanders.
Read this book and you will know why England wants to retain her supremacy of the
seas — it is the work of an authority and will "set you right" on this momentous and
timely problem in which we are all concerned. A book for students as well as laymen
— a source book indispensable in the War Book Library.
Net, $2.50.

Ma Pettengill

The Emblems of Fidelity
A Comedy in Letters

The Mixer

By James
Lane
Allen
A book with a taste and flavor all its own.
written in that splendid style of full, rich,
expression (so rare now-a-days) wherein
the chosen word and phrase seem the only
one suited to the thought.
$1.25.

Anybody who ever read "Ruggles of Red
Gap" will never forget "The Mixer," Ma
Pettengill, the shrewd and kindly petticoat
boss of Arrowhead Ranch. Net Price, $1.50

A New Novel by the Author of "The
Second Blooming"

By the Author of "The Zeppelin's
Passenger" and "The Pawns Count"

By W. L. George
A long novel dealing with social conditions
in England during the war. Four years
of war have wrought a change in the
womanhood of England, and it is this
change that Mr. George mirrors.
$1.75.

The amazing adventures of Mr. Ernest
Bliss, a rich young London idler, who wagers his physician £25,000 that he can
start out with a five-pound note and live
for a year on what he can earn.
$1.50.

Blind Alley

THE

THUNDER

BIRD,

Two New

By

By

Wilson

E.

Phillips

Oppenheim

by B. M. Bower, author of "Sky Rider," $1.50

The Adventures of Bob White
By Thornton
W. Burgess
The adventures of Bob White is the nineteenth volume in the ever-popular Beotim.Story-Books
Series.
50 cents net (April I.

McClelland

Leon

The Curious Quest

Burgess Bedtime

The

Harry

Story Books

THORNTON
Author of '* The

W. BURGESS
Bedtime

Stories.

The Adventures of 01' Mistah Buzzard
By Thornton
W. Burgess
The adventures of Ol' Mistah Buzzard is
the twentieth and last volume in the Bedtime Story-Books Series.
50 cents
net
I April I.

Publishing

House

of

& stew art, limited!

THE ADVENTURES OF
BOBBY COON
THORNTON

WBUROESS

MOTHER
WEST WIND
"HOWSTORIES
THORNTON-W'BURGESS

E. PHILLIPS

THE BEDTIME STORYBOOKS

OPPENHEIM

Author of ** The Curious Quest.*'
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'S
SSONFICTION
MUSPRING

NEW

THE
Put

BEST
SELLING
JUVENILE

in a "Bringing Up Father"
Window
Display
and watch
Your Sales go Up.

THE DESERT OF WHEAT.
Zane Grey
1.75
THE CUP OF FURY.
Rupert Hughes
1.50
HUMORESQUE.
Fannie
Hurst
$1.50
1.50
THE HIGHFLYERS.
Clarence Budington Kelland..
1.75
THE CITY OF COMRADES.
Basil King
THE
PRIVATE
WIRE
TO WASHINGTON.
Harold
1.35
MacGrath
1.50
DWELLERS IN ARCADY.
Albert Biglow Paine....
1.50
THE SOUL SCAR.
Arthur B. Reeve
1.50
THE FIGHTING SHEPHERDESS.
Caroline Lockhart
THE
BEST SHORT
STORIES
OF 1918.
Edited by
1.50,
Edward J. O'Brien
1.50
1.60
DRIFTING WITH BROWNIE.
Byers Fletcher
.75
TOO FAT TO FIGHT.
Rex Beach
HIS FRIEND
MISS
McFARLANE.
Kate Langley
Bosher
1.50
CRATER'S
GOLD.
Philip Curtiss
1.50
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER AT THE PEACE CON1.50
FERENCE. Montague Glass
THE BUILDERS OF THE HOUSE.
Ellen Glasgow. . .

Musson's Business
Books

LINK
UP
WITH
The Desert
Wheat
ZANE ofGREY

$1.50

REPRINTS
sson's
Mu
A Few^Good Titles
from a Great List
FROM THE
HOUSETOPS. George Barr
McCutcheon.
THE BLIND SPOT. Justus Miles Forman.
KATHERINE. Katherine
Cecil Thurston.
MAX. Katherine Cecil
Thurston.
ADVENT U R E S OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES.
A. Conan Doyle.
SPANISH GOLD. Geo.
A. Birmingham.
UNDER THE HERMES.
Richard Dehan.
A
GILDED VANITY.
Richard Dehan.
THE TRIUMPH OF TIM.
Horace A. Vachell.
GUDRID THE
FAIR.
Maurice Hewlett.
DELIVERANCE. Ellen
Glasgow.
WHEELS OF LIFE.
Ellen Glasgow.
BABETTE. Hopkinson
Smith.
ADVENTURES IN CONTENTMENT. David
Grayson.
PECK'S BAD
BOY.
George Peck.
PECK'S BAD BOY AND
THE GROCERY MAN.
George
Peck.

WRITE

FOR

CATALOGUE

The Musson
Book Co., Limited.
Dundas and Victoria Streets, Toronto
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FLEET

1914 - 1916
By Admiral Viscount Jellicoe
Once in a generation a book appears that has
two indelible marks of distinction: First, that
it is the final, unimpeachable account of a great
event. Second, that only one man living could
have revealed it to the world. Such a book

Fossie for Short
HAROLD BRIGHOUSE
Author of 'Hobson's Choice

is "The Grand Fleet."
9 plates, 13 charts and plans — Frontispiece Portrait

ION

NG

FICT

SPRI

*»_

THE TALE OF MR. TUBBS.
J. E. Buckrose.
CIPHER SIX.
William le Queux.
THE LAND GIRL'S LOVE STORY.
Berta Ruck.
THE GREAT HUNGER.
Johan Bojer.

$600

THE HUMAN
TOUCH.
"Sapper."
FLOWER OF THE LILY.
Baroness Orczy.
WHILE
PARIS
LAUGHED.
A New
Novel.

H. & S. REPRINTS
THE OAKLEYITES.
E. F. Benson.
IT IS FOR
ENGLAND!
Laurence
Cowen.
ONCE ON A TIME.
A. A. Milne.
THE LITTLE LADY OF THE SHOTGUN. Leslie
Gordon.
THE SUB; THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF DAVID
MUNRO,
SUB-LIEUTENANT.
Taffrail.
HAIDEE.
F. Horace Rose.
THE AMATEUR DIPLOMAT. Hugh S. Eayrs and T.
B. Costain.
THE CAPTIVE SINGER.
Marie Bjelke Petersen.
FOSSIE FOR
SHORT.
Harold
Brighouse.
THE AZURE HAND.
S. R. Crockett.
WHERE
JASMINES
BLOOM.
Mary Julian.
HER LONELY
SOLDIER.
Dorothy
Black.
THE FIVE BARRED
GATE.
E. Temple Thurston.
THE ISLANDS OF ADVENTURE. Theodore Goodridge Roberts.
THE WASP.
Theodore Goodridge Roberts.
THE HUNTRESS.
Hulbert Footner.
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By Arthur J. Rees.
Cloth, $1.50 net.
Author of "The Hampstead
Mystery."

THE

A

WHITE

B. Harris-Burland.
lovely woman — The

S. BRADLEY
in

SIMULATED

LEATHER

FOR
MOTHERS

Bradley

Quality

Books

$1.35.

Toronto

GUNDY
SIMULATED

GOODS

CLAY

LEATHER

GOODS

& SONS, Ltd.

{Established over $0 Years)
Waldeck Road, Luton,
Beds, England

Suppliers toand
Wholesale
Export Trade Only

"CLAY,"
LUTON
5th EDITION

(Regd.)

Actual Manufacturers of
Dollar

Bill

Cases,

Letter Cases,
Music Carriers,
Combined
Bill and Season
Ticket Cases,
In

Photo Frames

Pocket

Pocket Books,
Stationery
Cases,
Photo Cases,
Blotters,

Playing Card Cases.
Desk Calendars,

simulated

and

School

Satchels,

Shopping

real

Calendars,

Bags,

etc.,

etc.

leather.

Ladies' Dorothy and Vanity Bags in Poplin, Taffeta, etc.
Strikingly
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are supreme. They are finding a place on the counter
of every book store in Canada as our travellers advance.
Good business for everybody, but most of all fine for the
children — they all love the Bradley Story Books. "Tell
me a True Story"- that's it.
From 50c to $1.50

ROOK

Cloth,
Pawn.

§
H
s
=j

the children cry for a story

The

HOUSE

By E. R. Punshon.
Cloth, $1.50.
Not to be read late at night.
J.

m

LEACOCK

he has a theme
which
makes
every
page
a "Sunshine
Sketch."
10,000 READERS
in Canada
will enjoy
this
last book
if you, Mr. Bookseller,
act as the medium,
otherwise
they will miss
it, for we sell only through
the trade.
Cloth, $1.25 net.

CON AN DOYLE

By

!

HOHENZOLLERNS
IN AMERICA

is a doctor and knows what people need and so he wrote
"Sherlock Holmes." The detective or mystery story is
always popular.
Here are a few new good ones.

SOLITARY

STEPHEN

is undoubtedly
the foremost
humorist
of our generation.
All his past novels are in constant demand. When
he writes about the German "Nuts" of the Kaiser class
and depicts the

"A strange, most unusual, beautiful story, exquisitely
told from
beginning to end." — The
Chicago
Tribune.
Folks have a way eventually of sifting the wheat from
book chaff and these fine novels are moving steadily to
the front on their merits only. There is no hurry, good
books will find their way, they gather momentum with
time.
Cloth, $1.50 net.

THE

David Harum

HEAD

SHRIEKING

iniiriiiiin-

GETS"

PROFESSOR

The Three Black Penny s,
Gold and Iron, and the new one

THE
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reading
the novels of
HERGESHEIMER

JAVA

STATION

Factorv

SPECIAL
CAN

BEST

Attractive

EXPERT
CARE

TEST

in

Advertising

ATTENTION
dealing

with

Novelties.

to overseas trade by our EXPORT
customers'

own

specific

requirement?.

our goods by writing for introductory consignment (6 dozen

assorted, 6 designs in Dollar Bill Cases. Tra'm Ticket Cases, Photo Cases ; and one
sample each of 12 other good selling lines). Total invoice value to wholesale about
$35.
Prices F.O.B. English port.
Terms 2%%, 30 days.
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SALE
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OF

SURPLUS MILITARY AND
NAVAL STORES
DRY GOODS,
HARDWARE,

CAMP SUPPLIES, FOOD
SCRAP
METAL, JUNK

(loth, new and second-hand clothing, equipment, hardware, tents, blankets, camp supplies, etc. :: Flour, jam,
canned evaporated milk, tea, coffee, etc. :: Condemned
clothing, junk, old, brass, metals, leather, rubber, etc.

SALES WILL BE MADE

BY SEALED

TENDER

Persons desiring to tender are requested to communicate with THE SECRETARY
OF THE WAR PURCHASING COMMISSION, BOOTH BUILDING, OTTAWA, stating the items in which they are interested, whether new or second-hand or both.
Arrangements will be made to have samples on exhibition at places throughout
Canada; specifications, full details, and tender forms will be mailed when ready to
those who have registered as suggested above.

IF INTERESTED PLEASE APPLY NOW
Institutions

May

Make

Direct

Purchase

Without

Dominion, Provincial and Municipal departments,
charitable, philanthropic, and similar institutions which
ducted for the benefit of the public and not for profit
chase goods without tender at prices established by
Purchasing Commission.

Tender
hospital,
are conmay purthe War

All communications should be addressed to the Secretary, War Purchasing Commission, Booth Building, Ottawa, who will be glad to supply lists and further details
to those interested.
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NUMBER

THIRTY-FOUR years ago this trade paper, then
known as Hooks and Notions, made its initial
appearance and continued under that name until
I lie tarlv nineties, when the present name was
adopted.

Many merchant- do not always appreciate the
mighty power the press is in helping to carry on the
business of the country and in maintaining its

power.
MA
)' //A' BETTER SALESMEN
OOME one has said that the best school of salesIt is the oldest continuously published trade
^ manship is the school of hard knocks and expaper in Canada and this is the 35th Annual Spring
perience. Ttwould appear that this is being proven
Number. This fine issue, with its good represenby
the
fact
that young men who went -overseas and
tation of wholesale concerns most closely connected
return
ed
are
now better at selling than they were
with the rank and file of the legitimate book and
hefore. It is pointed out that two of the disabilities
stationery -tores of Canada, is a most pretentious
common in young salesmen before the war were
number in comparison with the issues that appeared
timidity and fright and lack of force.
In many
over thirty years ago. There are editorial articles in
cases
ti?.ere was added to this inability to underthis numhei which are rich in information and
-t.ind or read human nature.
This last was very
suggestive value for all members of the trade and
often
the result of inexperience, and of not having
the advertisements, in the informative nature which
rubbed sides with the great buying public sufficientlv
they now take, constitute another great evidence ni
io ~ize people up quickly. It is stated that the coni In advancement in efficiency of the trade newsditions the youth* had to face every day from the
paper of to-day in comparison with 1S84.
very start of their training were calculated to overcome these Iroubles
To start with they were up
against an entirely new set of conditions, and almost
SHOR T-SIGHTED POLK '1 '
JT would cost less to keep your store open only
every minute they were meeting new men.
They
had to rely upon themselves very often, and on their
three days a week, hut there is no question whatever that it would not pay <o well.
own judgment depended a lot of their progress.
In
A merchant who thinks only of "the cost" of (he case of young officers, who came in thousands
from the business houses of Canada, it is stated this
advertising often persuades himself that by adverwas especiallv noticoahle.
tising only half as much as usual he is saving oneSome
of them, when
half of the expense of advertising.
they first started and had to give commands, were
almost frightened at the sound of their own voices.
The same logic' would lead him to keep his store
A few weeks though in the army and they developed
open hut half the time — thus cutting running exconfidence.
The same was true of the men.
The
penses in half and "saving'" all of the money!
The plan of adequate advertising service (for hard training, regular hours and the outdoor activity
resulted in physical changes that wrought wonders
your ads do render a most valuable service to your
in giving many of them the force they were lacking
patrons) is as essential to store success as the plan
hefore.
It is said there is no education like travel.
of keeping the store open every shopping day!
This has also been exemplified in the case of the
DO YOUR SHARE
boys who have been "over there."
They have
learned new languages, they have seen how other
THE value of a good local newspaper is much
people do things, they have broadened out and they
greater than many people seem to think. One
way the home merchants can help not only to keep are coming back to their positions with a vigor they
did not have before, and with a confidence and force
it good, hut to make it better, is to patronize it and
that
would have taken years of experience to have
furnish it with ads. A little investigation will conacquired in the ordinary way.
vince anyone that the great majority of people are
They will bring to
just as much interested in reading attractively writ- Canadian trade an added vim that may go a long
fen ads. as they are in following the general news. 49 way in increasing business.

More About Travellers and Their Work
"TREAT
EM RIGHT"
These articles on the place of the travelling salesman in the business world are rich in suggestive
value for all retail merchants. The "Golden rule"
should enter into relationships between merchant
and traveller.

THE

TRAVELLER IS ABROAD
THE LAXD

IX

There are two series of articles that
we would like to have written for our
columns, and which, if done by people
of careful observation, would be found
readable by a large part of the booktrade. The first series would be on
Travelers I Have Known; And Their
Methods, written by book buyers of experience. The other series would be on
Book Buyers I Have Known; And Their
Attitude to the Traveler, written by men
whose experience on the road had been
considerable. It would be far more difficult to get an expression of opinion on
the latter subject, even if anonymous, as
the seller is always much more discreet
than the buyer in expressing his opinions.
At the same time while the traveler
is again starting on his trips, it is worth
while considering this important point of
contact between buyers and sellers. Suppose the traveler were eliminated altonether from the book-trade's method of
doing business. On first thought one
would say that if all publishers agreed
to do this at one time, there might be a
general saving in the expense of distributing books, and therefore a move in
a healthy direction, but it would undoubtedly soon be found, as it has been found
in other trades, that the function of a
traveler is a far more important one than
merely being a lever by which producers
of books can pry loose larger orders from
reluctant retailers. The traveler is an
agency for bringing to the retailer a vivid
impression of what the publisher is planning; he is a means of humanizing the
relations between buyer and seller; he is
the agent to straighten out little difficulties that may have appeared and he
is the invaluable means for carrying from
place to place suggestions for book merchandising.
It is unfortunately true that his entrance into a store is usually a signal
for the buyer to be or. the defensive. Purchases of the past year come to mind,
general difficulties of overstock, aggravation from some home office mistake,
all these things rise in the mind of the
buyer, and too often the result is a difficulty in getting a reasonably efficient
point of contact established.
It is a commonplace to remark that a
bookseller cannot do business without!
buying books, that he cannot gain the confidence with his public without having
prompt information as to the new books.
The best opportunity to get full information is from the traveler. A hospitable reception extended to him is one way
for a bookseller to improve his chances
of a live business. The traveler, too, has
seen other retailers in other cities work-

iow They Can Be of Service to Alert Retailers— Pleas For the
Greatest Measure of Co-operation For
Mutual Benefit
ing on the problems of retail merchandising. He can, in a short time, give to any
retailer suggestions of great value, and
his acquaintance with the salesmen on the
floor is a means of their receiving the
contagious enthusiasm from a man whose
stock of trade is a knowledge of books and
an enthusiasm for selling.
The worst possible start for a helpful
relation between buyer and traveler is
an attitude assumed by some buyers that
the traveler's time is of no value and that
he can be kept waiting, asked to return
a <rain and again, or be kept over to another day for the stock order that is
not checked up. The cost of travelers
is ultimately assessed against the retailer,
and no buyer, with the interest of the
trade at heart, should fail to keep this
in mind. It is quite true that no buyer
is free from the sad memories of books
that he has overbought under the pressure of the traveler's enthusiasm, but it
must not be forgotten that a man with
goods to sell must have enthusiasm or
one would not care for his opinion. It
merely remains for the retailer to be so
well informed, so certain of his community that he can pick accurately and
capably, from the proposals brought
forth, such items and such quantities as
are suited to his community and can be
.successfully exploited by his organization. It is when the retailer lacks full
confidence in his own ability and in his
own knowledge of the possibilities and
limitations of his outlet that he makes
the mistakes that he afterwards lays to
the traveler. To the man who knows his
own business thoroughly, the traveler
brings invaluable aid. — Publishers' Week. THE TRAVELLER WELL
ly
TREAT
A Little Lesson on the Wisdom of Adop♦ing a Right Attitude Toward the
Men on the Road.
in speaking with a Montreal stationer
-ecently, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, listened with much interest to
"he remarks made concerning "the
drummer." "I always listen to the travellers," he said. "They are a fine type
of men, and should be treated with consideration.recall
I
an instance in which
the patience of a good traveller was
sorely tried. Calling periodically upon
a certain storekeeper, this traveller was
treated in a very mean way by the proprietor. When the traveller called — if
not busy, the retailer would feign being
busy and purposely keep the traveller
waiting. Of course, when he did condescend to come out, he was brusque
and very inconsiderate. He was about
as mean as one man could be toward
another.
"At last the travelling mah fully re50

solved to be 'done' with his retail prospect, and made up \iis mind to relieve
himself of some 'pent-up' opinion regarding him. Returning to the store
one day, he finally secured an interview.
Immediately opening up the matter he
recalled the mean, ungentlemanly treatment that had been given him for
months. Then, having rid himself of his
opinion, he simply told this man that
he was through calling upon him and
that he was going to sell his competitor.
This, it afterward transpired, he did.
The inconsiderate retailer now had had
something to think about and think he
did. He had lost the oppor^uni
curing an excellent line of goods, but
he had consented to learn his lesson.
He elected to treat the travelling men
as he would wish to be treated himself,
and they are now welcome.
"Treat the travelling men well," said
the stationer. "They possess a world of
information. They are a very high type
of men — the very best we have calling
upon us. They are worthy of a hearing
and can do the merchant many a good

THE DEALER'S BEST FRIEND
It is not putting it too strongly to say
that
the retail dealer is fortunate who
turn."
has good friends among the traveling
salesmen, says "Picture and Art Trade."
The traveling salesman has the advantage of looking at this business from
different angles. In the first place he
visits many stores, and notes the peculiar situation, and condition, of each
one. He is in a position to take advantage of this experience for the benefit of
all who may seek his advice and aid.
There should exist a helpful relation between traveler and dealer. The attitude
some dealers seem to assume is that the
salesman is a sort of necessary evil, his
time of little value, and so he is too often
put off and kept waiting, and asked to
call again. All this spells expense,
which is charged up by the manufacturer on the cost of production, and the
dealer finally has to pay the bill. Of
course, there are salesmen and salesmen,
but we are referring to the large majority of travelers who -are honest and
willing to be of service if such service is
asked for and appreciated by the dealer.
The dealer who takes the attitude that
all the salesmen care about him or his
business is to "stick him" with as big a
sale as possible, is not likely to make
friends, or find helpers among the travelers who call on him. We have known
cases where the traveling salesman has
discouraged the purchase of as large" a
stock as the dealer contemplated, believing it for the dealer's best interest to so

BOOKSELLER
advise. We have heard of many instances where the advice of salesmen has
resulted in the saving and making of
money for the dealer.
In the directory of Canadian travelers
as published in the March issue should
have been included the name of J. H.
Francis, covering Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta for the Reliance Ink
Co., of Winnipeg.
The sad intelligence has reached
BOOKSELLER *AND STATIONER of
the death, on Tuesday, March 18th, of
Frederick Weber, who had been for over
fifty years connected with the firm of F.
Weber & Co., of Philadelphia.
BACK TO DUTY
Lieutenant John King Reckford, Senior
Grade, U.S.N.R.F., has resumed his
duties as assistant secretary of the
American Lead Pencil Company, of which
his father is president. Lieutenant Reckford sailed on the 25th of March for
an inspection of the American Lead Pencil Company's extensive plants in England, and also the company's branch in
Paris, which is known as the Venus
Crayon Company.
The London factory, besides making

AND

STATIONER

among those who take a rosy outlook of
the prospects for a continuation of good
business this year.
SALES FORCE INCREASED
Some important changes in the sales
staff of Menzies & Co., and the A. C.
Gilbert-Menzies Co., of Toronto, have
just taken place.
A. J. Robertson is now sales manager
for the Ontario division for both the A.
C. Menzies-Gilbert Co., and Menzies &
Co. He is familiarly known as "Archie"
to the trade, and is well known throughout the province through his long connections with Nerlich & Co., and later
as manager of the Torcan Fancy Goods
Co. Mr. Robertson has as his assistant
F. J. Venator, who was associated with
him at the Torcan Fancy Goods Co. before nis enlistment with the C.E.F.
H. Mansell, who will act as special representative for the two companies has
for the last three years been manager for
Canada of Lazarus and Rosenfelt, and
formerly was Western representative for
Cassidy's Limited, Montreal.
Robert Brownlee, who has charge of
the Maritime Province territory, is a
well known fancy goods salesman, having been with
Palmer's,
Limited,
of

Who

LIEUT.
JOHN
KING
RECKFORD
of the president of the American Lead Pencil
back on duty with that concern.

pencils and penholders, also has been
very successful in the manufacture of
the finest quality of wax crayons, sealing wax, chalks, etc.
J. J. Sutherland, of Woodstock,
is

Co.,

Montreal for some years. Previous to
joining the Menzies sales force he was
in business as a manufacturers' agent.
E. Howard Baker remains in charge of
the Western
Canada territory.
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E. HOWARD BAKER
Western
Canada
for Menzies
&
the A. C. Gilbert-Menzies
Co.

Co.:

r

Who

Son

covers
and

covers

JOHN
SCOTT
Western
Canada
for
& Company.

Mabie.

Todd

COLONEL WATTERSON
The vivid picture of courtly southern
plantation life "befo' de Wah" that
Colonel Watterson gives in his autobiography, now being published in magazine form, recalls his famous compilation
of stories and sketches, "Oddities in
Southern Life and Character." This
book, becoming even more valuable with
age, preserves to a nicety the very flavor
of those old southern days. This book
might well be played up by booksellers
now on the strength of the interest
created by this autobiography running
serially and to pave the way for the coming of the autobiography in book form.
THE THUNDER
BIRD
Johnny Jewell, the hero of B. M. Bower's new novel, names his airplane "The
Thunder Bird," and that is the title of
this novel in which Johnny goes skyriding joyously among the clouds to the
envy of his former ranch companions.
This picture with Johnny poverty-stricken and languishing in durance vile, because his .temper ran away with him, are
only suggestive glimpses of the heights
and depths of the Skyrider's vicissitudes, but through them all we get the
Western flavor, the atmosphere of unconventional life— that is, unconventional to the Easterner.
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
Horace M. Kallen, whose "The League
of Nations To-day and To-morrow" was
recently published, is to be a member of
the Faculty of the Labor College to be
established in Boston. Among the members will be also Roscoe Pound, dean of
the Harvard Law School, and Dr. Irving
Fisher of Yale.

NEWS

OF THE TRADE

m
AGAIN HONORED
Major Frederick R. Phelan, D.S.O.,
M.C., son of F. E. Phelan, the well-known
hookseller and stationer of St. Catherine
St., Montreal, has been repeatedly
honored since he went to France and
engaged in the service of humanity
against the unspeakable Hun. Word
reached Mr. Phelan recently that his son
had been awarded the Croix de Guerre,
and this decoration, as many will know.
ig- only given when it has been deservedly earned for bravery in the field. It is
also given the fortunate winner at the
hands of the French President, unique
in itself.
Major Phelan left Montreal in 1915
with the 60th Battalion, having qualified
as lieutenant before leaving. From time
to time he earned various promotions and
has been major for some time. One of
the prized distinctions is that received
from King George in January — the
D.S.O. — and it was after this that the
Croix de Guerre was awarded. Majo"
Phelan is at present attached to the 1st
Canadian Division as Deputy Assistant
Adjutant-General
(Headquarters
Staff).
Having been overseas for four years,
and during the whole of this time on active service, Major Phelan hopes to return to Montreal in April. He will resume his chosen vocation again as manager of F. E. Phelan, Ltd.
Nicholas L. Brown, formerly of 1720
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, has moved
his publishing business to 80 Lexington
Avenue. New York.
riTAFF
READJUSTED
Through a re-arrangement of duties,
W. V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, have
made a number of changes that are expected to work out satisfactorily.
Ernest W. Dawson, secretary-treasurer of the company, continues his duties
as supervisor of the financial and buying
departments; H. G. Dawson, a director,
will supervise the general office and selling staffs, and J. H. Johnston is to have
complete charge of factory and warehouse as superintendent. The various
assignments thus made will tend, Mr.
Ernest Dawson stated, to make a better
and more workable
arrangement.
A CHANGE AT PALMERSTON
From Andrich and Hyndman, Palmerston, Ont., successors to the Henry Wise
Woodenware Co., come copies of th^ir
several price lists covering different
lines of wood products, which include
trunks, children's sleds and croquet sets.

Aubrey O. Hurst leaves this month on
a trip to England in connection with
the Canadian interests of the British
firms he represents.
The Magnet Toy and Novelty Co., of
Bobcaygeon, Ont., are negotiating with
the City of Peterboro, looking for a removal of their plant to that city.
According to the Orillia "Packet," the
wallpaper showrooms of the R. 0.
Smith Co., Limited, Orillia, are the finest
north of Toronto.
George MacLeod of C. & C. MacLeod's
Book Store, Sydney, was in Halifax, curling the first week in February. Under
George's personal management, MacLeod's have built up a very fine book and
stationery business in Sydney, 100 to 200
copies $1.25 popular selling novels is a
small lot for MacLeod's book store to buy.
The most popular selling novel in Halifax for February was Zane Grey's
"Desert of Wheat."

A HOLIDAY

CATALOGUE

was Mr.
of A. H.toEsch
Esch, visitors
Torecent
AMONG rontothe
<fc Co., booksellers, of Edmonton,
Alberta, and in conversation with BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER he took occasion to say some complimentary things
about the enterprise shown in getting
out the effective trade help afforded by
the Holiday Gift catalogue reprinted
from the Holiday Section of the November number. Mr. Esch referred especially to numerous cases which he had observed, in which customers had come into
the store producing copies of the Holiday
Gift Catalogue with books checked which
they were ready to purchase.
This naturally proved a great help, not
only in the actual sales thus created in
advance, but also in the very considerable saving of time that would have been
taken in showing books to these customers and waiting for them to make
selections.
This saving of time, as every bookseller knows, is most valuable in the rush
days
in"the
midst of the Christmas trade
season.
Mr. Esch said these customers had
complimented the firm upon sending out
a holiday catalogue of that nature.
Arthur A. Smart, one of the book
traveliers shown in the grono of travellers reproduced in the Travellers' Number is always on the lookout for
information for the trade paper, and it
is to him that BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER is indebted for sending in
the photograph of the interior of A. H.
Esch & Co.'s fine store as appearing in
this issue.

HE LAN

Do you realize that the store must, at
times, place the almighty dollar secondary in a quest for standing in the community?
CAPr

Is your aim to send every customer
out of your store a friend and a
"booster?"
Are your books in good shape, and do
you know just where you stand ?
Are the sales force, clerks and helpers
of your establishment well placed? Are
there any round pegs in square holes?
Is the matter of exercise, recreation
and amusement receiving your attention ?
You cannot expect the human machine
to go on without attention.
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How do you spend your odd moments ?
Reading, studying or in the pursuit of
non-productive pleasure ?
Do you attend regularlv meetings of
your business association? If not, why
not?
Have you instilled in your helpers the
understanding that they work with you,
not merely for you?
Have you succeeded in building up a
profitable trade, and do the customers
"swear by" your store?
The death occurred on January 2fi
of Mrs. Garland, wife of S. E. Garland;
bookseller, of St. John's, Nfd., following
an operation for a painful disease, from
which she had suffered for a long time
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER ex
tends sympathy to Mr. Garland in his
bereavement.

View of the interior of the fine book and stationery store of A.
by the signs on the rear wall that toys and dolls are prominently

PENCIL MANUFACTURE
IN INDIA
A communication by Consul Lucien
Memminger, Madras, India, printed in
Commerce Reports, indicates that the
Government of Madras has decided that
the experiments which have been made
by the Department of Industries for the
last three years in the manufacture of
pencils have reached a stage at which the
industry should be made over to private
enterprise. Arrangements for the sale
of pencils produced by the factory were
completed in August, 1917, and the
profit-and-loss statement prepared by
the auditors for the period from September 1, 1917, to March 3, 1918, shows that
in these seven months the factory made
a profit of $1,904, which represents a
return of a little over 20 per cent, on an
assumed capital of $16,220. During the
same period the factory produced 7,599
gross of pencils and sold 8,269 gross.
The factory has deliberately been run on
as small a scale as was consistent with
the purpose in view, namely, the demonstration on commercial lines of the prospect of the industry. The factory produces black-lead pencils lacquered in
various colors, copying pencils, carpenters' pencils, and diary pencils. Experiments with red and blue pencils are underlay, while the manufacture of copy
stamp ink and carbon brushes has also
been begun. A Government notice announcing the prospective sale, says:
"It has been demonstrated that in present circumstances pencils can be made
in Madras at a cost which leaves a fair
margin of profit. Whether the industry
will survive when normal conditions are
restored will depend mainly on the enterprise of the proprietors. The Government has done enough to give the industry afair start. The difficulties of
making satisfactory pencil leads have
been solved, labor has been trained, and
the resources of the Presidency in respect of suitable woods have been explored. The Government now believes
that it can safely retire from the field

H. Esch
featured

& Co., Edmonton.
in this store.

ind leave private enterprise to carry on."
—"Office Appliances."
THE 1919 TRADE OUTLOOK
In our February issue, the letters over
the signatures of the Weldon Roberts
Rubber Co. and the Moore Push Pin Co
became transposed so that the opinions
of the one firm were attributed to the
other and vice versa. We reprint below
the letters in full as they should have
appeared: Trade Good in Canada
Newark, N.J., Jan. 11.
Editor, Bookseller & Stationer:
We are glad to have the opportunity
to express ourselves with regard to the
season's trade and the outlook. Ever
since the signing of the armistice we
have been impressed with the ease with
which readjustment from war conditions
was being brought about. Business is
better than ever, and our judgment is
that there is the greatest possible reason
for optimism. Our notable business increase for some time past has been in
the foreign field. This was good during
hostilities, but is now coming stronger
than ever. As to Canada — which we in
the United States now more than ever
do not consider "foreign" — our trade in
every province is increasing by leaps
and bounds. Our Mr. Riedell has just
returned from a Canadian trip which
was by far his most successful, measured
by sales. He is enthusiastic as to the
business outlook there. We wish the
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER and
our many Canadian friends the best of
prosperity in 1919.

WELDON

ROBERTS

RUBBER

CO.

Prices More Likely to Advance
Editor, BOOKSELLER
AND
STATIONER:
Philadelphia, January 20, 1919.
Regarding the outlook for 1919 we do
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expect a considerable
increase in our

Alberta.

It will

be observed

volume of orders for this year, all tendencies pointing that way.
We might state, however, that both
dealers and jobbers are holding off and
are purchasing only for present requirements due to the expected deflation of
prices. Inasmuch as the United States
Government has guaranteed the price of
$2.40 per bushel to our farmers for
wheat, as long as wheat continuees to be
sold at such a figure, there is very little
possibility, to my mind, of any great decrease in the cost of other commodities.
I do not look for any material decrease
in the cost of production during the next
eighteen months.
Labor is rather unsettled — is demanding higher wages and shorter hours —
and industrial conditions for 1919 and
early in 1920 are going to be rather precarious. The fact of the matter is, in
going into the market recently to make
a purchase of raw material, we found
that in most cases the prices have advanced since our last purchase, and if
there is any change to my mind it will
be rather in the nature of an advance
than a decline.
However, we feel that the 1919 business is bound to be good, owine: to the
tremendous demands for both labor and
material for reconstruction work in the
devastated regions of Europe. There are
a great many soldiers returning home
from the campaign who are looking for
jobs, but there are also large numbers
of men going to European countries
seeking opportunities there, and there
are large numbers going to Europe as
laborers for contractors on reconstruction
work in those regions. There will be a
continued shortage of labor for the entire year, and for possibly a year and a
half. In short, we view the 1919 prospects with confidence and are planning
for an increase of business during this
Yours very truly,
year.

MOORE

PUSH-PIN CO.,
P. G. Underwood,
Sales Manager.

Developing a Quality Papeterie Trade
DEBATABLE
POINTS
There are some debatable points brought forward
in this interview but, unfortunately, it was too
late, when this came, to get additional views
regarding these points from other representative
members of the trade. Some of these will follow
in next month's issue.

Better Papeteries Will Sell if Offered — Show the Expensive
Lines First — Display is Very Important — Buying a Vital
Feature — Montreal Store Has Developed Big
Select Trade

past twenty-five years the
FORStatthe
ionery Department of Henry
Birks and Sons, Montreal, has
shown steady growth. This growth is
the pride of the department manager,
E. L. Stilwell, and particularly because
Mr. Stilwell has been its head for practically this whole period. To look back
this length of time, and to have seen a
steady and healthy growth under one's
•direction, is in itself reason for just satisfaction in the methods used and the
policies evolved.
A Quality Trade
In speaking with Mr. Stilwell recently,
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER was
greatly interested in the fact that sales
were largely those of quality papeteries.
In this lies a tale, and it is noteworthy
to say that this story reveals the fact
that the salesman has, within himself,
the capability of creating business for a
class of goods that will be a lasting satisfaction to the customer and a source
of pride to the store itself.

Displays — Publicity
Displays made in the Birks store are
of the first order. Silent salesmen of
mahogany are employed to hold the various papeteries and box goods. The attractivenes isof the most inviting nature and selection is made possible with
the minimum of delay. In these rich
cases the values of various papers are
fully brought out. In addition to this
index of the wide variety carried by the
store, the dust-proof cases retain the
stock in perfect condition. There is no
deterioration to either package or paper.
And the salesman has ready access to
his patterns.
In the matter of publicity, Mr. Stilwell
stated, that the best development of sales
had been attributable to a distinctly high
^rade of service. Their customers wanton the very best the m-.'-kt* afforded
and would pay the price. In fact, price
was a secondary consideration. Therefore, for these many years, extreme care
had been exercised to give every patron
nothing but a quality product and an
unfailing, careful attention to every order.
Neat displays are made in the store
windows from time to time and in addition there is some use made in season,
of the daily papers. This idea is carried out at Easter and from time to time
during the year. In making the displays, within and without, care is still
taken to cultivate the finer taste of the
customer for a quality product.

"We sell the higher grade papeteries
for the most part," said Mr. Stilwell.
"Our trade is very largely a select one,
and in this sense we have a great many
patrons of many years' standing. They
have come to know that they can buy
what they wish from us and invariably
purchase their preferred papers here as
wanted. Just a day or two ago a lady
came in and left her order for more
paper of the kind she has been using
for some time. We asked if she would
not like to see it and she replied that
this was not necessary; she simply left
the number, and was content that we
would fill the order properly."
"Lifting" the Customer
It was clearly pointed out by Mr.
Stilwell that the customer could be lifted
up to appreciate and to purchase the
higher grades of paper. "We have
found it necessary to carry a big range
of high-grade papeteries. In some instances, we will show nine and ten patterns in one grade of paper. The variety of envelopes is large and these artlittle things which make a difference to
the discriminating buyer. Size, shape,
and little features of many kinds have
their own appeal.
"I always make it a principle to show
the better papeteries first," said Mr. Stilwell. "And they usually sell too. One
can readily come down from the paper
selling at $3 to $3.50 to the less costly.
Having shown the better grade and the
higher-priced paper first it is easier to
sell it. Even if the lower-priced item
is finally taken by the buyer, it is taken
more readily. It does surely pay to
show best grades first."

Selling Quantities
One of the features of the Birks trade
is that of selling large quantities of a
single line. "Much of our business is
in "pound" goods and in ream quantities," said Mr. Stilwell. "There has been
a great deal of correspondence during
the war and there still is a great deal.
Many have friends in the Old Country
and are writing them often. And they
write long letters, too — many of them."
Thus, there has been a great deal of
business of the larger sort. "A great
many of our customers desire to have
their own "crest" used on their correspondence paper. This calls for a considerable outlay in itself and when an
order is given for paper it is the rule
to have the larger quantity supplied.
Then, when a woman starts to write,
she will use up ten or twenty pages in
a Altogether,
short while." the development of trade
here has been a steady and a definite
thing. It has been consistent with, and
dependent upon, the cultivation of the
customer, by showing and offering designs that have the little "extra touch."
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Words About Buying
In his duties as buyer, Mr. Stilwell
pointed out that he endeavored to purchase in the home market as extensively
as possible. This had not been possible
in the matter of some lines on which a
big trade has been built up. In some
cases the Canadian maker did not have
the variety, Mr. Stilwell said, and for
this reason he found it advisable to
import certain goods.
With the modern discriminating trade,
it was necessary to afford a wide selection and the very best qualities of papers. While it might have been possible
to work ajong on a few lines of a given
grade a few years ago, the conditions
to-day required one to stock half a dozen, and in some cases, nearly a dozen
patterns. If these were not available in
the home market they would have to be
secured outside, and in many cases this
was the experience of the Birks store.
Another feature was that of price.
Referring to a specific instance, Mr. Stilwell said, "Recently I bought a quantity of paper from an outside firm.
After paying duty and war tax, totalling
45 per cent, my cost was 25 per cent,
less than that for the nearest grade I
could buy in this market. This is a
very considerable difference."
In another respect, some of the home
manufacturers were extremely slow in
the matter of delivery. Some instances
were cited in which the receipt of goods
came in six months after the order was
placed, whereas the average of delivery
from makers in the United States was
around three weeks. This was a big
consideration.
In conclusion, Mr. Stilwell expressed
his wish that all Canadian makers of
papeteries should afford a service and a
price basis which would secure for them
a larger amount of business. He believed that larger plant shoulr! be resigned to this work and that if this
were done the price objection would soon
be overcome. For, with the larger facilities at hand, manufacturing costs
could be materially cut.
Mr. Stilwell did make two exceptions,
giving credit to recent developments by
which Canadian manufacturers showed
themselves as being quite abreast of the
times.
The bookseller, stationer or printer
who lets his stock run down, waiting for
lower prices is making a serious mistake.
There are no signs of paper dropping and
will not be for some time to come. The
trouble in the Lower Provinces is to get
delivery from the mills.

Retailers Favor Trade Organization
CO-OPERATION
In the questions sent out in reference to working
in harmony with similar U.S. trade organizations,
perhaps it would have been better to use the term
"co-operation" rather than "affiliation." The idea
is not to have any organic union with the U.S.
bodies, but to co-operate with them to mutual
advantage.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
has held in abeyance a number of repoits
from representative retailers with specific answers to questions relative to the
subject of a trade organization of the
booksellers and stationers of Canada.
waiting for an opportune time to present
these in the trade paper.
In the last few issues mention has been
made of the prospective steps on the part
of leading Toronto stationers to form an
organization along the lines of the various local associations in the United
States which are in affiliation with the
National Association of Stationers ami
Manufacturers in that country.
These references have served to
awaken interest of the whole Canadian
trade in this subject and now that the
war is over and business men turn full
and free attention to commercial organization, the time seems appropriate for
publishing some of the expressions of
opinion of Canadian retail bookseller.-,
and stationers on this question which so
vitally affects their interests.
A questionnaire was sent out to a selected list of retailers in various sections
of Canada and of the fifty-five who iook
the trouble of filling out replies to the
questions presented, only seven favored,
as an alternative to an independent
organization of Canadian booksellers and
stationers, a reorganization as a section
of the Retail Merchants' Association.
The complete set of questions put forward were as follows:
For a Canadian Organization
1. Would you favor the formation of
an independent association of Canadian
booksellers and stationers?
2. Do you think such an association
could be efficiently managed for practical
service to its members by means of a
general secretary for all of Canada and
associate secretaries for each territorial
division ?
Note. — The territorial division plan
would enable one or more provinces to
form a branch within the Dominion association. All the members of such a
branch, would, of course, be members of
the parent body. Each branch could hold
its own convention, annually or oftener if
desired.
3. If an independent Canadian organization such as suggested were formed,
would you favor an affiliation of some
sort with the American Booksellers' Association and the National Stationers'
Association of the United States with a
view to working in conjunction with,
those bodies on matter of policy affecting
the trade in both countries?
Alternative Proposal
Would you favor reorganization of the
booksellers' and stationers' section of the

Interesting Expressions of Opinion by Representative Canadian
Booksellers and Stationers — Majority Favor
Independent Organization
Retail Merchants' Association, thus benefiting by the general work of retailers
being carried on by that association?
Calgary, Alta. — F. E. Osborne does not
favor organization under the Retail
Manufacturers' Association, his reason^
being that the association consists largely of grocers, hardware men and general
storekeepers and comparatively few
stationers, who would be "lost in the
shuffle." He favored an independent
organization affiliated with the United
States associations mentioned.
Guelph, Ont. — C. Anderson & Co., favored initial organization on provincial
basis and affiliation with the United
States organizations but also with the
Retail Merchants' Association. To make
a convention a success he thought it
should not be held in Toronto or any
other wholesale centre, because
the merchants spent too much of their
time in the wholesale houses to the
neglect of the association's best interests.
Victoria, B.C. — The Victoria Book and
Stationery Co. favored an independent
association which could at the same time
work in affiliation with the R. M. A.
"Our inteiests may sometimes clash with
other businesses such as department
Kitchener, Ont. — J. C. Jaimet & Co.
stores." favor organization of bookstrongly
sellers and stationers of Canada to work
in conjunction with the American Booksellers' Association and the National
Association of Stationers of the United
States, keeping in touch with everything
new that is going on.
Ottawa, Ont. — A. H. Jarvis strongly
favors organization, but independent of
the R. M. A.
Oshawa, Ont. — Henderson Bros, favored an organization that could work in
harmony with the similar organizations
in the United States. They would like
to see something done in regard to the
school text-books. "The profit is small
enough without the large mail-ordei
houses selling at cost."
Seafortli, Ont. — Thompson's Bookstore
favors an independent organization if
majority of booksellers will join and cooperate. Favors affiliation with United
States organizations. "The experience
of the American booksellers should be of
great
benefit."
Re R.
M. A. — "A local association in
each town would have more influence as
the retailers could then get closer in
touch with Parliamentary representatives in regard to changes in legislation."
Tillsonburg, Ont. — E. F. Davis favored
organization but no affiliation with U.S.
organizations. "I am strongly in favor
of a county organization in conjunction
with a Canadian organization; two or
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three counties could be taken in. Members could meet much more frequently
and the interest would be much greater.
Delegates could be appointed at those
meetings to attend the general meetFavors R. M. A.
The Gaetz-Cornett Co., of Red Deer,
Alta., aie among the firms who would
prefer
ings." connection with the Retail Merchants' Association, and give as their
reason for this the failure of previous
attempts to maintain an independent
organization.
Irvin Groh, Strassburg, Sask., also
favors direct connection with the
R. M. A. "This association has many
schemes in hand which will be as much
to the benefit of booksellers as any other
branch of the trade, and with the power
which numbers and unanimity gives,
greater progress can be made in the way
of finding protective legislation, and
watching the trend of other matters."
S. Jessop, Sudbury, Ont., wrote that
he was a member of the Retail Merchants' Association and was anxious to
see it successful.
G. E. Copeland, Windsor, Ont., did not
think there would be sufficient support
for an independent organization that
would have enough weight to make it
worth while.
J. S. Copland, Brockville, Ont., expressed the view that if stationers could
co-operate with the R. M. A. for legislation affecting general retail trade,
while at the same time maintaining a
separate organization, more effective results might be obtained along their own
line, but the organization would have
to be efficient.
Johnston's, of Kenora, believed in
centralization in trade organization.
Thus better salaries could be paid
officials and better men employed to
look after interests which were mutual in
all branches of retail trade. For that
reason they favored the alternative plan
of reorganization as a section of the Retail Merchants' Association.
Further expressions of opinion on this
subject will follow in the next and succeeding issues, and by keeping eternally
at it the desired result of seeing an organization take definite form this year,
should be realized.
Members of the trade who would like
to join in the discussion are cordially invited to send in contributions or make
suggestions, to be followed up by the
editorial staff. Trade organization is a
live topic and is deserving of the best
thought of all the retailers.

Methods Used by Successful Retailers
SUGGESTIONS

WANTED

Contributions in the form of letters for reproduction in BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER or
photographs of good counter, show case or window
displays are always welcome.
The Editor.

PAUL SAKS has found his recent
move from a location on St. Catherine Street, West, Montreal, to
one nearer the centre of the retail section of the same street, very satisfactory. "Business is fully 25 per cent,
better than it was last "year for the first
portion of 1910," said Mr. SAKS to
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER. "And
last Christmas business was fully 50
per cent, better than that for 1917.
Location is really a big factor." Mr.
Saks is a believer in closer co-oper,ation
with his fellow business man. Sometimes we haven't just what our customer wants. We advise, in this case,
our nearest neighbor handling the same
line, and are glad to do this. In like
manner we get customers who have
asked for something there and who have
been sent in to us," said Mr. Saks.
This is surely a modern spirit of sensible co-operation and is to be commended. It ought to be more widespread
than it now is.
Of all the helps the retail dealer can
make use of, Mr. Saks believes that
one's display windows are the best. To
this end he makes the best possible use
of his, and it is profitable. Rents are
high, and one should make the windows
pay a big share of this. If they are
properly used this result will be obtained. To sell the customer, one must
get the customer within the store, and
then real service and quality goods
must be offered him. Mr. Saks stated
that he had many customers of longstanding, and they had been retained
because of the service which had been
given them, and the quality of goods
sold had much also to do with commending the customer to the store.
Mr. Saks has been developing a nice
stationery business. Papeterics are
selling more all the time and we are
selling a better line too. The higherpriced papers are in demand, and tinted
papers are very popular," he stated.
"A line at $1.50 will sell more readily
than a cheaper one."
About fifty per cent, of the business
Mr. Saks does is in picture framing.
"We have many old customers who have
had us to do their work for years. It
is a profitable line and affords a nice
business all round."
As there is plenty of room in the
store, and a little more than is required,
Mr. Saks has a flower department at
the front on one side, and right at the
entrance. This has proven to be a profitable arrangement. In the first place,
the rent of the store is much reduced
through having this department, half of
the outlay being returned by the party
renting the space.
And in addition to

Some

Leaves From the Other Fellow's Book — Ideas
Methods That Are of Suggestive Value to
the Retail Trade

this, many customers coming in for
flowers purchase novelties, writing papers and other lines. "It has been a
very good arrangement," Mr. Saks said.
MAKE
WINDOWS
PAY
THE
RENT
Window dressing is a hobby with F.
E. Phelan, Limited, St. Catherine Street
West, Montreal. Having one of the best
display windows in Canada, and with a
much greater amount of actual display
space than that possessed by the average store. .Mr. Phelin, Jr., take* a
great pride in keeping these windows
tastefully dressed. It is his aim to make
them sell the goods and if windows succeed in this way the rental charge for
the store is very materially taken care
of.
Prior to the 17th of March, St. Patrick's Day, excellent use was made of the
big centre window. A striking display
in genuine "Seventeenth of March"
green color scheme was worked out and
was one of the best windows Mr. Phelan
has dressed. To BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER it appealed as a "selling"
window, and as Mr. Phelan has always
pointed to the advantage of displays and
to the actual results attained there is
little question that this one yielded results.
Green flags were used at the back and
served to lend an effective touch to the
arrangement. In the foreground and on
the floor of the window an "Old Irish
Song Book" was featured.
One of the lines shown which probably
sold well was that of papeteries in green
boxes, and suited to the natal day of
Old Ireland's patron saint. These were
offered at the attractive price of 35c
per box, attention being called to them
by a neat card, with price appearing,
and which was placed prominently at
the back so that it could be read from
across the street.
Altogether, with neatly placed paper
novelties throughout the window, including napkins, etc., the window was
timely and impressive.
THRIFTOGRAMS
"Thriftograms" consisting of quotations from Bolton Hall's unconventional
book, "Thrift." are being used in the
nation-wide campaign of the War Savings Organization in the U.S. Mr. Hall
has the gift of epigram. His book has
a sparkling quality. It amuses the reader while laying down sound philosophy
of the twentieth century Poor Richard
order. It is as timely a book in Canada as in the U.S. in view of the continuation of the thrift campaign on this
side with the urging of the people to
buy thrift stamps.
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GIFT NOVELTIES
One of the best ideas for advertising
and popularizing a gift shop department
was that recently adopted by the Horace
E. Fine Co., Trenton, N.J., says "Picture
and Art Trade." There is usually such
a demand on the window space of
stationery, drug, art or department
stores that it is impossible to give the
gift department the continuous publicity
it should have. It is a department that
appeals largely to the transient and tourist trade, and its existence should be
made known to the public at all times.
The problem was solved by the Fine Co.
by suspending from the ceiling of the
show window a swinging shelf — the supports of brass and the shelf a glass slab
- — draped with a scarf of gold-hued velvet. Displayed on the shelf was an art
card in green and gold: "Watch this
shelf for unusual bargains." A long
narrow card, fastened to the bottom of
the shelf gave the suggestion:
A TIP
Wise ones are taking advantage
of these offerings for future birthday
and other gift occasions — even for
next Christmas.
The gift novelties displayed on this
shelf are changed frequently, and
every article shown bears a small card
giving the price. A recent showing
consisted of candlesticks, holding red,
white or blue candles; several small
framed mottoes; framed nature prints,
and cut glass flower holders. At the
same time the floor and background of
the window were draped with goldenhued plush, upon which were fastened
sprays of yellow flowers and green
foliage. Down in front were shown
Easter cards and novelties of various
kinds.
HOW TO SELL MORE CARDS
The clever salesman to-day is the one
who sells the customer something that
he did not ask for. If you will go over
your stock of greeting cards and select
one dollar's worth at retail, comprising
the following occasions, Birthday, Wedding Anniversaries, Baby Cards, Illness
Cards, and Sympathy Cards, the chances
are that a goodly percentage of your customers would purchase this assortment
in order that they could have a card or
two for each occasion in their house, to
take care of hurried needs for any occasion that arises.
Just think how much you can increase
your business by selling assortments of
this kind, and in many cases your customers will thank you for calling attention to the fact that you have this inexpensive assortment. Of course, Birth-
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days and Illness Cards should form the
majority of the assortment. Try this
out!

The Definite Appeal

Here is a suggestion for a newspaper
advertisement to take the form of a

Good Specialized Advertising
For Book Trade by Litchfield's,
of Victoria

"reading notice."
"Previous to the signing of the armistice great numbers of greeting cards of
all kinds and descriptions were being
bought and sent across the seas to the
boys over there, but the moment the
armistice was signed the people on this
side of the ocean apparently forgot that
the boys over there still need the messages from this side of the water and
it is hoped that this custom will not be
allowed to die out.
"Make it a point to send a card or a
little message of cheerfulness at least
once a week to those friends and relatives who you know are still across. It
will do them a great deal of good, and
the expense and time involved will
mean nothing to you. You can find just
the cards you want to send in the comprehensive stock of greeting cards for
all occasions at Blank's Bookstore."
DIE-WIPING

OUR

I

ELECTRIC

already
planned
for your
requirements for the bright sunny
';.;-.
We shall carry a full line of handbooks
on Gardening,
Flower Culture,
Poultry
Raising,
Outdoor
Pets,
Tennis,
Golf,
Swimming,
Boating,
Sailing, and other
robust outdoor sports.
Get the habit of dropping
in during
spare moments and look over our books.
You will be welcomed.
LITCHFIELD'S
1109 Government
St., Royal Bank
Phone 5736
Opposite

MOTTO:

"SERVICE"

PAPER

TOY MAKERS ORGANIZE
An association to be known as the
American Toy Exhibitors was formed at
a meeting of toy merchants who have
been exhibiting at the Hotel Imperial in
New York.
The association
will work

Has
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A new development in die-wiping paper is the glazed linen product of the
Paper Manufacturers Co., Inc., 526 Cherry St., Philadelphia. Merits claimed for
it are that it will not break while running the tackiest of gloss inks. Its
smooth service enables it to work on
picture and hair-line work of the finest
quality, as well as general script and
block lettering. Being made of a specially prepared pulp, it has a soft texture that will not wear the dies. Rolls
are hard wound and free from lint.
Among the novelties illustrated in the
catalogue sent in by Ferdinand Straus,
Inc., 7 W. 22nd St., N. Y., is a mechanical device called the "Knock-out Prize
Fighters," a clock-work toy operated by
a ring lever which stops or starts the
mechanism at will. There are many
other similar novelties listed and illustrated in this catalogue, including "Tombo," the Alabama Coon Jigger, which
has made quite a reputation for this
house on the score of novelty productions.

The Glorious Spring Will Soon be Here!
YOUR
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bookstore
conducte
Henry 0. Litchfield, who has had
many years' exerience in the book trade,
are doing some good book advertising of
a specialized nature with a definite appeal in each case. Mr. Litchfield says he
is seeking to get in touch with youths,
and to that end advertisements are run
in the Collegiate School Magazine. The
accompanying reset ad. shows the advertisement appearing in the current issue.
This idea should appeal to other booksellers and is worthy of adoption.
In an advertisement in another paper
of more general circulation, the Spring
appeal is made. The wording is as follows :
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bringing about a cordial relationship between buyers and manufacturers in the toy industry. Ninety toy
concerns have joined the association so
far.

SALE

One of the largest manufacturers of
toys said that the toy business in the
United States has been phenomenally
good since the first of the year and all
indications point toward a continuation
of this condition.

Savings and Thrift Stamps

toward

FLASHER

WINDOW

OF WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
SATISFACTORY

IS

Reports from various portions of the
Dominion show that the sale of War
is making

progress in a very satisfactory manner.
Pembroke asked for a $1,000 supply of

BUY

SIGN

I RIOT ONLY CATCH THEIR EYE
BUT THEY ST0P-100K-AHD BUY

This idea for attracting attention is one ihat is to be commended and the practice of using such display features is on
the increase among
progressive
booksellers and stationers.
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Thrift Stamps, which meant 4,000
stamps. Now every merchant in the
town is selling them. The town's first
allotment was less than $400 worth.
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comes they in all probability will change
to a light green, and then from green
to some other noticeable color for the
summer. They change their cards for
the various seasons and they find it puts
a lot of life into their inside advertising.
There are a good many firms who do
not believe in using highly colored cards
for other than sale purposes, but this
firm seemingly has had good results from
this method and we pass it on for what
it is worth to other firms.
Must Watch This
One thing that is most important in
show-carding a store after this system is
to see that only one color card is up at
one time. It has been found that clerksvery often follow the line of least resistance, and if yellow cards are in use
and they have nothing but a green card
in the department to meet the requirement they would use it rather than take
the trouble to get a new one. It should
be instilled into those in charge of the
cards for each department to see that
nothing but the one color card be used
at one time.
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IDEAS

Observations in Montreal Stores — Two
Effective Cards

Examples

Two Good Cards
Your attention is called to the two
card reproductions on this page. The
card referring to "good workmanship"
will apply in the case of a display of
wedding invitation cards, visiting cards,
embossed correspondence papers, etc., a
branch of trade which is not developed
as it should be by some stationers. This
half-tone is reproduced from a card done
with white lettering on a brown mottled
board c^rd.
\

of

By R0BT. T. D. EDWARDS

firms throughout the Dominion have excellent systems for
show-carding- their stores. Some
of these systems are based on one principle and some on another. Some from
an economic point of view, others from a
uniformity standpoint. Others use their
cards as for the decorative effect to their
store. Many have all three principles
embodied in their show-carding- scheme,
but you will find that all systems worked
out are subject to local conditions, both
from the kind of trade catered to and the
various systems necessary to secure
business in the various localities.
These various systems are interesting

MANY

indeed, especially to those who use this
form of advertising.
There is a store in the City of Montreal
where the system for placing show cards
on merchandise is worth while knowing.
It has a somewhat different method to
that usually used by the departmental
store.
The principle of this firm's system is to
change its cards often; to give the public
a complete set of show cards to look at
least every season of the year and to
make the change so striking that it will
be quite noticeable. For instance, they
may use a white card for the winter
months and as soon as the spring season
58

Our Prices
Are As Moderate

As Good Workmanship
Will Permit.

The other card is done on a medium
dark mat board with a broad gold border
design. The lettering is a modern Roman
in black ink.

More About Office Equipment Display
SOME UNITED
STATES
EXAMPLES
This article from the "American Stationer"
supplements the article in the Ma"rch issue of
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER on "How to
Display Office Equipment." It presents plans
worthy of emulation.

volume of office furniture
THE
business that the stationer does
depends on the amount of advertising he devotes to this particular department. Ifthe advertising is considerably less than that devoted to the other
departments the stationer can only expect a correspondingly smaller office furniture turnover. If, on the other hand
he takes advantage of every opportunity
to parade his office furniture department
the latter will pick up accordingly.
Office Reproduced in Window
Clark & Gibby, Inc., New York, recently arranged a window display of the
various pieces of office furniture like a
typical office. The polished hardwood
floor was minus rugs and similar furnishings which sometimes convert the
office into a home. The crowded effect
was avoided by displaying the various
pieces of furniture around the sides of
the window. At the far left corner was
the stenographer's desk, with typewriting table extended and a chair placed
partly underneath.
Upon this desk was a shaded desk
lamp. A foot or so away to the side was
a large~card cabinet, with its drawers
open and the cards inside. In the middle,
at the rear, was the manager's roll-top
desk, open and with a shaded office lamp
on top. A chair was placed in the right
angle for working at the desk. At the
rear right hand side was a business library bookcase with an office lamp on
top. A chair was placed beside the bookcase. In the middle, placed sideways so
that it would balance the furniture displayed on each side, was a large office
table, equipped with a tray, blottingpad, ink wells and pens. A little to one
side reposed the chair.
Display of Filing Cabinets"
Cobb-Macey, Dohne, Inc., of New York,
justified the use of two rugs, one at each
side of the rear of their window trim.
It was obvious that the floor coverings
were there to protect the beautifully
finished hardwood floor from being
scratched by the filing cabinets. The
large filing cabinet in the middle was
open, and the legs rested on the far ends
of each rug.
Two smaller filing cabinets, one at
each side, were placed near the middle
of the rags. Down in front the two sides
were occupied with open card index
boxes, filled with cards. In between was
a file box.
The National Office Furniture Company, New York, have introduced the
special in the office furniture business as
a means of appealing to the business instincts of the business man. Recently
they offered letter and legal size trays
at $1 — the regular price being $1.75.

Some

Effective
Windows
in Representative
American
Stationery Stores— Good Methods to Adopt

Footer & Davis Company, Atlanta, Ga.,
call themselves the "Business Man's Department Store." This novel title is
suggestive of everything in office appliances under the sun — and the concern
in question endeavors to live up to such
an imposing description.
The McAllister Mohler Company,
Columbus, Ohio, compare the office with
the home in pushing high-grade office
furniture:
"A well-furnished office is one of your
greatest assets. You should exercise the
same care in choosing furniture for your
office as you do in your home.
"Your clients are apt to judge your success and prosperity by the quality of
your office fittings.
"A desk of good quality costs more than
one of the same size of cheap, shoddy
construction, and it looks it."
Office Outfits for the Farmer
The Flint Bruce Company, Hartford,
Conn., do not consider that the business
men of their town are the only prospects. Being in an agricultural territory,
where farmers are apt to come to town
frequently, they realize that the modern
farmer buys tractors and other power
farming equipment to operate his farm
in a thoroughly efficient manner. Yet,
on the other hand, his office is equipped
in much the same manner that it was
fifty years ago. This is due partly to
the lack of enterprise on the part of the
office outfitter in considering the farmer
as a prospect. The Flint-Bruce Company took
a farmers'
convention toadvantage
announce inof the
local papers
that:
"No farm to-day is thoroughly efficient without a good, completely-fitted
office. You are under no obligation to
buy.

The

But don't blame us if we sell you

delegate

from

Ireland
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sends

in his card.

something

after you get in here.

Mr.

Agriculturist
is givenentered
the glad
Before the farmer
the hand."
store he
was further convinced by an attractive
farm office window trim.
"Dollars in This Window"
The A. W. Shaw Company, New York,
avoided such trite statements as business
books for sale and giving the prices of
them. A card in the middle explained
that: "There are Dollars in this Window
for You." The books at the rear of the
window were standing in upright positions. In front the books were lying flat
on the floor.
There was never a better time for the.
stationer to push his office furniture department, now that so many concerns are
are about to make extensions to their
businesses after having been restricted
by war conditions.
STATIONERS'
GLASSWARE
Stationers' glassware frequently
proves to be one of the most profitable
items in the stationer's stock, especially
;f prompt deliveries, attractive merchandise and good relations with the manufacturer can be secured. There is no
merchandise that can be shown to better
advantage or that gives more "tone" to
the appearance of the store than glassware, and consequently when a dealer
can procure a line that meets the requirements outlined above he is certain
to have stock on which he can secure
profitable turn-overs.
TIMELY TIPS
Is the advertising of your store as well
written and interesting as it could be?
ise you offer as desirtheas itmerchand
Is able
should be?
Are the assortment, quality and standard of your goods all to be desired?
Is the assortment as complete as that
of rival stores?
Are the windows of your store changed as often as those of other stores in
your vicinity?
Are your lighting, interior decorations
and display as clever and original?
Have you noticed if your signs,
placards, and price tickets describe the
goods fully, and are they bright, clean,
and well made?
Are the glasses in your doors, windows
and casements clean? Women folk have
a habit of noticing such things and shunning the store that is uninviting.
Have you taken advantage of the
modern labor-saving devices now on the
market?

Do you stick to old-fashioned methods
of handling money, wrapping packages
and delivering goods?
Do you realize that the opinion of an
unbiased critic is at times helpful, even
if you do not agree with him ?

Window

Display Suggestion

Leather Goods in Stationery Stores
DISPLAY
IDEAS
The illustration appearing on this page shows
window displays of two lines which are deserving
of the earnest attention of stationers. A good
window card phrase for the leather goods display
would
be "A Trunk
or Grip For Any Trip."

A Profitable Line Which is Receiving More and More Attention
Sporting Goods Another Good Line
For Stationers

THE latest word from New York
states that manufacturers of nana
bags there are all showing a siik
pouch bag for spring. It is made of
black moire and corded silk, about six
inches wide and eight inches deep, finished with a three-inch silk tassel.
Chenille tassels are considered passe
for spring. The frame of these bags
are metal and the handles of silk. Canadian houses are also including a number of the same nature as the above
style in their new ranges.

grained, others ribbed, and some are left

In purses, some exclusive numbers for
spring are noticeably longer than these
which have been in vogue. They are no
deeper; usually the familiar size would
average about 6 in. by 4 in., whereas
the new size is about 8 or 9 ins. lone,
and 4 ins. deep. These are shown in
fine-grained leathers, well made and
finished as a rule, and sell in the shops
at $8 and $10 each. A new feature on
one of these designs shown by a Toronto
manufacturer has the fastening flap
opening downwards instead of upwards.
That is the purse folds down in the usual
way, but instead of fastening directly
on to the under section, there is a tongue
which comes up from the under part
over the flap and snaps on to it. This
method eliminates the tendency towards bending the flap out of shape
when it must be lifted first in opening
the purse. The new idea is shown on a
number of different designs and sizes.
Patent leather and vachette are selling well for spring. Possibly the bulk
of business will be done in these lines
since they are produced in good as well
as medium qualities.
Some
are finely

There are some handles shown with
plain.
ends stitched on to the purse, but favor
is more centred on the handles attached
by ring ends to the top edge of the
purse. This type of handle is much preferred to the strap handles through
which the hand passes flatly.
Some colors are shown in novelty
lines. There is some call for reindeer,
grey, brown, British red and Victory
red, a few blues and tans, but smartly
dressed women, as well as those with
conservative tastes, will carry black in
the majority of cases.

TWO

POPULAR

FRAMES

Above is one of the new "one-piece" celluloid bag
frames
with
self-clasp a'nd rings
for rope
or
ribbon handle.
The lower one shows a new artistic
design in unchangeable metal.
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In the Window Display Suggestion
herewith, sporting goods, including fishine tackle and supplies, lawn tennis goods,
golf supplies, etc., are featured in onehalf of the window. The other side is
devoted to a display of traveling bags,
cases, suit cases, etc. The display is a
most effective one and shows how these
lines may be featured to advantage.
Both these lines are of importance in
many book and stationery stores, and
more and more attention is continually
being devoted to the development of
these branches.
The spring is one of the most active
seasons of the year for sporting goods,
especially fishing tackle, baseball goods
and tennis supplies, so that such i window display in April or early in May will
be most timely.
As to leather goods, most of the items
shown in this display are the larger
items. Heretofore, most stationers have
confined their leather goods stocks pretty largely to flat goods and ladies' hand
bags, but gradually the leather goods departments are being extended to include
traveling bags, suit cases and in some
cases trunks. All these lines, for instance, are carried by Cloke & Son, of
Hamilton, with a goodly stock of each of
the several individual lines that have
been mentioned, this constituting a most
pretentious leather goods department.
There are other stationers who give a
correspondingly large amount of space
and attention to leather goods and with
some of them this branch ranks on almost an even basis with the book and
stationery branches of the business.
In this connection, stationers may well
turn over in their minds the signs of
the times afforded by the establishment

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER
ART

of stores in the larger cities, these
stores being exclusively devoted to leather goods. One of the latest of these is
the London Luggage Shop, recently
opened on Yonge Street, in Toronto.
This should be a sufficient incentive to
convince stationers that the leather
goods business done on a proper scale
affords them a good opening for branching out and increasing their business
with a line that is ever in demand ar.d
which is known to yield good margins
of profit, with a minimum of waste in
the way of dead stock.
NOVELTIES
The newest fancies in jewelry are
quite novel. They include a good deal
of fancy bead work, chiefly in a bright
scarlet shade. Beads in this color in
both wood and composition are made up
into a great variety of novel and irregular styles in necklaces, and also the long
rope effects. The beads are in different
shapes, some being very long and others
smaller and round. These beads are usually separated by dull gold filigree
beads, or else they are strung on a cord
the same color, and the cord is knotted
between the beads. Long pendant effects are made with the odd shape beads
and metal work in front. The wooden
heads are about %-in. in diameter and
are shown in a number of fashionable
colors, such as jay blue, scarlet, bright
green, jade, and any of the other fashionable colors.
Another
important
item in this de-

Income

EASTER

PURSES

Illustrating the smart new lines in designing and
the fashionable types of handles and leathers.
Above is a pin seal purse, next is cachette arid
belo.v one of the dull grained grey leathers with
new flat clasp and in longer size, which is coming
into favor for Spring.

partment just now is the big range of
novelties in celluloid or pyroxylyn or
French ivory, or bakelite, or whichever
other member of the same family one
happens to meet.

Tax

Daye

BASKETS— WILLOW
TURE

FURNI-

ful yas has
an
proventhevery
of basketr
art success
WHILE
occupational training for invalided soldiers, it has had other effects
which require some adjustment. When
it was decided to train teachers to instruct the soldiers in the construction of
the various articles which come under
the head of "bfcsketry," the first big
difficulty which had to be met was the
procuring of willows for the work. Before the war the big proportion of these
came from Germany and some from
England. During the war what could
be brought in at all came from England.
The Government found it necessary,
therefore, to commandeer supplies which
were coming in for furniture manufacturers and use them for the soldier work.
As a result the large retail stores have
been unable to keep up their regular
supplies of this merchandise. They imported some from the United States, of
course, ar.d have been showing as well a
number of new developments in wooden
furniture, such as cribs, chairs, chests,
tsands, etc , made light in weight and attractively enamelled.
Supplies of willows are a little easier
now, however, and manufacturers hope
to get enough from England steadily now
to take care of domestic business. Even
though the occupational work continues
there should be enough willows coming
to cop<_ with urgent needs at least.
WUh th" growing importance of infants' departments and the increasing
numbei of them, there is little doubt that
the manufacturers will be kept busy supplying the goods of all kinds which are
so varied and so necessary in the complete departments.
A FINE EXHIBITION
This year's spring exhibition of holiday goods at the Copp, Clark Co., held
as usual on the fifth floor of their warehouse, is a most comprehensive array of
goods, especially suitable for Christmas
trading in the book and stationery business.
There are shown perhaps a greater
proportion than ever of goods made right
in their own plant, these including a wide
variety of holiday papeteries, various
games, novelties and books.
These, with the imported lines go to
make up a choice of goods sufficient to
provide a holiday stock adequately wide
in variety to meet all save extraordinary
requirements.
Many buyers have already been in and
the selling staff will be kept busy for
another month.
The displays of calendars and books
are particularly fine, the books occupying one whole side and one end of the
big show room. The books run the whole
gamut from the five cent toy book up to
expensive gift books in editions de luxe.

The

retail

merchant

In "The Golf Course Mystery," a detective story, Chester Steel adds to the
laurels he gained with his "Diamond
Cross Mystery."

"Hell — p"
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Paper Prices Advanced — Improvements in More
Effects — Tapestries Strong for Spring.

papers for the Spring are
WALL ing
an advance of 25 to 35
show
per cent, over prices of 1919. This
is due partly to increased prices of paper,
but mainly to labor advances and higher
costs of colorings and other raw materials that form so large a part of the
cost of manufacture. As before, the high
colors, especially the reds and greens
will be very scarce, as well as browns.
These colors cannot yet be secured in
Canada, the States, nor England, al
though marked progress in colorings has
been shown in scores of other shades.
Indeed most of the colorings for wall
paper manufacture, according to one of
the largest firms, now come from Canada. This line of manufacture has been
greatly developed recently among the
paint firms, and the results are reported
as very satisfactory. The heavy colons
it has seemed almost impossible to reproduce; this applies to textile colorings
as well as those used in the making of
wall paper for at base they are practically the same.

Canada Exports Wall Papers
The situation in regard to plain papeis
shows no difference. All of these of
English manufacture are still shut off,
in fact most of the mills there are working on munition orders so that home
supplies are not looked after either. It
would be difficult to start the making
of the oatmeal and other ingrain papeis
in this country as special machinery of
a costly nature is required. This applies
also to tile papers, but apart from this
aspect the Canadian makers are so busy
that they have no heed to branch into
new fields. BOOKSELLER AND STA
TIONER is informed that there has been
a very gratifying development in export
i.rade, especially in the past year or so,
and prospects for the present season are
very bright. All that prevents an enormous development is the lack of shipping, but the facilities from Vancouver
at least have much improved. In one
of the factories BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER was shown large shipments ready for South American centres,
Brazil, Chili, etc. Much of this trade
was held before the war by the Germans,
.-o that the Canadians in getting into the
field are helping in an economic war.
It is hoped to hold a large portion of
this when the war is over.
Trade with Australia and New Zealand has been good for several years, and
had reached a respectable figure even
before the war. This has increased very
considerably since. In addition the West
Indies is proving a good market, so also
is South Africa. It is interesting to notice the labels on the outside of the bales
that are being shipped to some of the
countries of South America.
On one

STATIONER
WALLPAPER

Subdued

there
ing: were three inscriptions as a warnUSE NO HOOKS

NO USE CARBATOS
NO USE GANCHOS
One of these words was said to be
Spanish for hooks, for the other the informant could not vouch, but it was
genuine enough to be understood on the
docks of South American countries.
As

to Patterns

Tapestries will be strong for Spring,
especially for halls.
Cut-out borders are in greater demand
even than during the past season. They
are favored for ceiling finishes as
well.
The all-over flower patterns for bedrooms are shown very extensively. Some
have an overprint treatment, producing
a soft shadowy effect in some new and
pretty designs.
One firm calls special attention to one
of its new lines featuring a silky monotone design with brightly contrasting
border in different tones. They add,
"public taste has been improving for
some time, and by well-directed efforts it
is possible to sell the better grade papers
to emphasize the attractiveness of them
rather than making a special feature of
low prices. In this way business can be
placed on a higher level and made more
profitable for the dealer."
Old tapestry hangings are reproduced
on paper retaining the appearance of
cloth.
Japanese leathers are quite distinctive
in wall hangings. They range from burlap weaves to hand-tooled designs.

BOOMING

One of the leading wall-paper manufacturer states that never before in their
history has business been so good with
them. Orders from all over Canada are
nearly double what they were in past
best years. This means one of two
things, or both, that the manufacturers
are turning out more attractive and more
satisfactory goods, and that somethingis stimulating the people to "paper up."
There is every reason to believe that both
forces are operating. Manufacturers
have been attending to improvements of
design, coloring, display, etc., and endeavoring to satisfy the naturally good
taste of the prosperous Canadian people,
and the joy of the home-coming of the
boys, particularly at the spring of the
year, is stimulating many a householder
to "dress up" the house and make the
veterans feel like making a fresh start
with good cheer. Naturally cheery,
though not "loud" papers are in demand.
Chintz and tapestry effects in nicely
blended tones and with artistic cut borders are favored. Some stripes are selling if they are not too striking or decided.
WAR

PICTURES

"Canada's Answer," by Norman Wilkinson, is the first issue in the series of
Canadian War Memorial Pictures, all
reproduced in color process and suitably
mounted. Others to follow are (2)
"Patrol in the English Channel," by Julius
Olssen, A.R.A.; (3) " Canadian Stationary Hospital," by Gerald Moira; (4)
"Second Battle of Ypres," by Richard
Jack, A.R.A ; (5) "Battle of Yimy
Ridge," by Richard Jack, A.R.A. ; (6)
"Cloth Hail. Ypres," by J. Kerr Lawson;
(7) "Ypres, From Kenimel," by D. V.
Cameron, A.R.A.; (8) Landing of the
First Canadian Division at St. Nazaire.
1915," by Edgar Bundy, A.R.A.; (9>
"War in the Air," by C. R. W. Nevinson;
(10) "The Flag," by Byam Shaw.

THE CANADIANS
AT YPRES.
After W. B. Wollen, R.I.
(The Historic Stand made by Princess Patricia's Rest, is faithfully portrayed.!
This is a picture published at $3, mounted, that should be a bie seller in every Canadian
book and stationery store.
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Anxious to Satisfy Canadian Trade
BRITISH
INDUSTRIES
FAIR
The accompanying report of the great British
Industries Fair in London presents first hand
information from our London branch, telling of
the progress of British manufacturers and their
outlook for export trade.— The Editor.

8, 1919.— This exhibi, Mar.
LONDONtion,
organized by the Board of
Trade, opened on February the 24th
and closed its doors on March the 7th.
exhibitors were confined to actual manufacturing firms in the following trades:
Earthenware, porcelain and china trades,
glass and glassware trades, fancy goods
trade, stationery and printing trades,
paper and toys and games trades.
The intention of the organizers was to
restrict the class of visitors to bona fide
buyers for home and overseas markets.
Certainly the show was well attended, and
generally speaking the number of enquirers and potential buyers appears tc
have been considerable and greater than
previous years. Belgian, Dutch and
Scandinavian buyers were numerous,
South African and Australian fairly so;
but it was too early in the year to expect anything like a record attendance
from Canadians.
In placing orders and discussing prices
there was a tendency to assume too readily that the armistice must of a necessity
be synonymous with an immediate return
to peace conditions. It is by no means
an easy task for the overseas buyer who
has not done business with the home producer since the war, or at any rate since
the war conditions practically paralyzed
the export trade, to realize the many factors which are putting up prices that
should be falling, and playing all kinds
of fantastical tricks with the business
machine.
The resourcefulness of the British
manufacturer is extraordinary, and, if
this particular exhibition has done nothing else, it has served to show that he ha&
been sufficiently wide awake to produce
under extremely difficult conditions lines
of goods which were before the war the
sole monopoly of Germany and Austria
who paid a much smaller pre-war wages
bill and turned out in most cases an inferior article.

To-day British manufacturers are up
against increased wages and labor
trouble, lack of shipping facilities, scarcity of raw materials, limitation of plant
(due to conversion for making munitions), and all the attendant evils of a
devastating war. In spite of this, given
fair opportunities and sympathetic understanding from overseas, the British
manufacturers are thoroughly capable of
holding their own in the world's markets.
They are resolved to stand up to Canadian trade, and although at the present
time firms are, in a great number of
cases, unable to turn out sufficient stuff
to satisfy the home market so large is
the demand, yet there is extreme optimism about increased production in the
near future. It is undoubtedly a most
critical period, and "now or never" must

British Manufacturers of Stationery, Fancy Goods, Toys and
Games Have Adopted the "Now or Never" Policy
be the policy of the British manufacturer.
Bafcs With British Frames
Great progress has been made in this
direction and several new features have
been add;d to the trade. Ladies' bags
and purses are fitted with British frames
at last, and very fine frames too. Hitherto, due principally to the fact that English makers turned their backs on this
class of trade as something beneath them,
the output was divided between Germany
and the States — the war has killed the
former and the lack of available tonnage
has effectively shut off the latter and
secured the Briton a new, and what
seems likely to prove a progressive industry. Prices are, of course, high, but
when steel gets easier and manufactured
brass finds the level of present ingot the
export trade should go ahead by leaps
and bounds.
J. G. Beddoes of Birmingham are an
enterprising firm of exporters who may
well be mentioned in this connection.
All fancy goods requiring leather and
skins are affected by the scarcity of hides.
Calf is very scarce, morocco is easier,
sheep skins are difficult — in fact at the
pi-esent time morocco is cheaper at the
price than skins owing to the high cost
of labor employed in splitting sheep skins
into skiver.
Some of the lines in which a big Canadian trade is expected are very fine indeed. Well-made suit cases, leather
cases in solid and fancy leathers were
wonderfully attractive, and tasteful
ladies' fancy bags in leather and silk,
purses, note cases, and fitted cases of all
descriptions figured preminently.
Firms worthy of mention to Canadian
buyers are: A. Garstin and Co., London;
Ormiston and Glass, Ltd., London;
Thomas French and Son, Ltd., London;
and Harper. Woodhead and Co., London.
Brushes and Combs
The supplies available of brushes and
combs seem to be fairly plentiful. The
quality is good, only the best English
materials being obtainable for manufacture. Quite a number of houses have
good stocks in hand for early export to
Canada, amongst them Neuhafer and
Levi of London.
Printing and Stationery, Calendars, Etc.
Manufacturers of a wide range of goods
from calendars and Xmas cards to pocket
classics and expensive volumes reported
many
enquirers from overseas. The
majority of firms intend making a big
bid for Canadian trade, and many already have good and suitable stocks on
hand. Naturally prices are higher owing
to imported paper shortage, but the
quality is up proportionately in consequence of the finest home-made papers
63 Excellent handonly being obtainable.

made stuff was observed on all sides. In
the opinion of the trade there never was
a more promising opportunity of continuously turning out good stuff.
Firms worth noting were: Millar and
Lang, Ltd., Glasgow; E. T. W. Dennis
and Sons, Ltd., of Scarboro; Hills and
Co., Ltd., London; Lyons, Ltd., Glasgow;
The Philco Publishing Co., London; and
Wm. Ritchie and Sons of Edinburgh.
Picture Post Cards and Photo Cards
Producers of this class contemplate a
brisk trade. This is another line in
which the British manufacturer has
stepped into the shoes of his hitherto
formidable German competitor, who, before the war ,had matters all his own
way. It is thought that Germany will
never again be in the position to command the cheap labor which gave her
the key to low prices. British photographic printing is first class and much
superior to last year on account of better quality board being obtainable.
Prices are steady, and factories are
rapidly expanding to meet big demands.
The Pen and Pencil Situation
Pencil manufacturers have experienced much difficulty in obtaining supplies of cedar wood, and this has been
the chief obstacle to the large output
demanded by the absence of German ami
Austrian competition. It is quite possible that if cedar wood is not forthcoming from America in large quantities
soon some other kinds of wood will have
to be taken into use. A good standard
of quality and excellence is being maintained by Geo. Rowney & Co. of London,
and Arthur Johnson, Ltd., of London.
Pen nibs are inclined to be scarce,
owing to factories having been taken
over for munitions, and fresh production
hindered by the necessity for the remodelling of hand presses before they
can again be worked to full advantage.
The trade being a peculiarly skilled one
and highly specialized, the few firms
engaged are finding it extremely difficult to replace men lost in the war.
Hinks, Wells and Co., of Birmingham,
and Macniven and Cameron, the "Waverley Pen People of Edinburgh," are getting the situation well in hand.
The

Fountain

Pen

Trade

Makers are unable to meet the demands which have increased tremendously during the war. There are plenty
of materials available, but labor 13
scarce. Prices are steady, and in comparison with other articles of the stationery trade, the rise is not so great.
The cost of gold for nibs is 70 per cent,
mora than pre-war figures There is not
so much

variety

of styles, and

'"stylo"

BOOKSELLER
and similar pens are more difficult to
produce, owing to the duplication of
working parts being more numerous
than in the fountain pen.
Drawing

Inks,

Colors

and

Mountants

It seems as though the German trade
in this respect has been captured. British
firms are well able to compete with American, and turn out a better quality
article. To overcome the famine in bottle glass firms are sending their stuff
to Canada in bulk and bottling it there.
English glass makers are full of orders
and cannot produce quick enough.
Diaries, Pocket Books. Etc.
Firms are unable to execute present
orders, and a great number of leading
houses in this line only make up and do
not manufacture materials. The scarcity
in leather, skins and raw pelts, usually
arriving in abundance from Canada and
Australia, creates many difficulties.
Toys and Games
Toys appear to be booming with a
very wide field in front of them opened
up by the exit of the Hun. Any number
of new, thriving firms have sprung up,
who all hope to do big business in Canada. Materials, of course, are both scarce
and expensive, and tend to rise in price.
Some makers who bought their materials
a year ago in a somewhat easier market
are able to give exceptional value for the
money. Dolls are prolific, also games
and mechanical toys. Grotesque, soft,
fluffy, shapeless teddy bear animals and
character puppets wei-e much in evidence. There were some excellent export lines in Dean's rag dolls, indestructible linen books, and mechanical
toys, such as "Meccano."
It was noted that Isaaca and Co., of
Birmingham, had an excellent selection
of novelty toys.
Makers of sports outfits, such as
bowls, croquet, and tennis, are turning
out some high class stuff for the Canadian market. Seasoned woods, box
wood, and lignum suitable for these articles is scarce, owing to shipment restrictions.
It is interesting to note that one firm
remarked upon the large amount of
goods supplied to the Canadian Y.M.C.A.
during the war period. Canadian soldiers
created a great demand for these articles.
"In the Day of Battle," compiled by
Carrie Ellen Holman, presents a collection of war verses. This is evidenced by
the fact that in the 166 poems from 105
poets are included the names of Kipling, Rupert Brooke, W. W. Gibson,
Maurice Hewlett, Richard La Gallienne,
Joyce Kilmer, Robert W. Service, Rabindranath, Tagore, Percy Mackaye, Alfred
Noyes, and others of similar status. The
book now offered is a third, revised and
enlarged edition.
Price $1.35.
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British
Concerns
Reaching
Out
as
Never Before For Trade With the
Dominion.
Many British concerns are now reaching out for Canadian trade more aggressively than they have ever done before and it is a foregone conclusion
that their overtures are going to be enthusiastically met by most of the people
on this side by reason of the closer and
more sympathetic relationships between
the Dominion and the Mother Land,
which has been one of the compensating
results of the catastrophic conflict that
has so shaken the world since Germany's
pounce upon Europe in 1914.
Very few manufacturers in the metal
and engineering trades are as well
known, or serve such a diversified class
of trader as the house of Herbert Terry
& Sons, Ltd., Redditch, England.
From a one man genesis in 1855 the
business has grown, until to-day it employs between 1,200 and 1,400 workpeople, and embraces more than 60 highly organized departments. Both technically and financially the firm has a
high reputation, also being successful in
maintaining cordial relationship between
employer and employee.
The firm is producing every known
kind of metal spring and numerous
other light metal articles. Pen clips
for the stationery trade, spring armlets
for the dry goods and men's furnishing
trades, spring exercisers for the hardware and sporting goods trades, a big
line of goods for motor garages, lock
springs, flexible shafting, etc., are included in the lines which will be shown
by Mr. Ernest Clarke, the commercial
manager of the firm, who is visiting
Canada for the purpose of demonstrating his firm's ability and desire to serve
Canadian
manufacturers
and traders.
During the war the establishment was
state-controlled, and has rendered a
splendid service in the supplying of millions of parts, weekly for munitions of
war.
Mr. Clarke is able to give much valuable advice based on his technical knowledge of the business, while in Canada
he can be addressed at any of the offices of The MacLean Publishing Co.
HELP
Editor,

APPRECIATED
Toronto, March 7, 1919.

Bookseller
& Stationer: —
It is with great pleasure I am able to
notify the Canadian trade, through your
excellent Journal, of the success which
accompanied the efforts of the Toronto
publishers, travellers and booksellers
with regard to subscriptions in behalf
of the wife and child of our late greatly
esteemed and much respected colleague,
A. O. Ives, whose death in England
whilst on active service, created the
most profound feelings of genuine regret and personal loss.
Sincere and affectionate sympathy is
laudable, but when supported
by such
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practical evidence of its existence means
more than it would be possible for an
ordinary human being, much less myself, to express in adequate terms. I am
satisfied that if Mr. Ives, or as he was
more popularly known to us all, "Ollie"
had been given an opportunity to express a last wish, it would have been
that those of us who cared for him, as
all of us did so much, that we could not
more effectually prove it than by the
effort that was so willingly put into the
work of collecting on behalf of his
charming wife and child the substantial
sum of $335.25.
In her behalf, I have the honor to
thank the subscribers most cordially,
and those who so willingly and unselfishly gave up their time at the busiest
season of the year, chief among whom
it is my duty to mention, Messrs. MacLean, Murie, Wilkinson, Smithers.
Smart and Kennedy.
Mrs. Ives, who is far from healthy,
and who is left with no visible means
of subsistence, is greatly touched with
the practical and useful indication of
esteem and affection with which her
husband and our colleague was universally regarded. Yours sincerely,
Henry
Button.
TO AMEND
Canadian

LAW

Copyright
Act to be Revised in Accordance
With International Copyright.

OTTAWA — A new copyright bill is to
be introduced into Parliament this session. The announcement was made today to a deputation by Hon. A. K. MacLean, acting Minister of Trade and Commerce. He said the bill was already
drafted, and was now being printed.
The deputation* represented the Authors' and Composers' Association of
Canada, who described the present act
as antiquated and unfair. Among the
grievances were: (1) Canada is the only
country that does not recognize the
composer's control over the reproduction of his work by phonograph records,
player-piano rolls, etc.; (2) Canadian
writers have no control over the production of their work in moving pictures. It is a current complaint that
there are not enough Canadian films.
There would be more of them if there
were any inducement for Canadians to
write. (3) The writer of a Canadian
book has no control over the translation
into a foreign language; (4) the writer
of Canadian fiction has no control over
its dramatization; (5) the Canadian
dramatist has no control over the rewriting of his play as a novel; (6) the
present method of registration of articles by newspapers is inadequate and
inconvenient; (7) under the British act.
the term of copyright is the life of the
author plus fifty years. In Canada, it
is only 28 plus 14 years.
This means the enactment by Canada
that will link up with International
Copyright.

Retaining a Valuable Clerk by Bonus
BONUSING
accompanying
article with its good suggestion in respect to the bonusing of clerks is a good
follow-up of the letters from different members >
of the trade which appeared
in the January
issue
of "Bookseller and Stationer."
The

A Satisfactory Method is Here Advanced — Something About
the Danger of Partnerships
By

MERCHANT has an exceptionally
valuable, effective clerk. The man
is industrious, earnest, a good
salesman, skilful at display work. The
time comes when such a man gets
beyond the wage line. He cannot be
paid more wages than he is getting because, no matter how it might be kept
"confidential," the fact would become
known and dissatisfaction would .result
with the others. Yet ways must be devised whereby that clerk can progress to
higher earnings or he will be lost to the
store.
The end can be reached either through
giving the man some kind of interest in
the business or paying him a percentage.
Let us work it out both ways.
Time was when the custom of taking
the senior clerk into partnership was
common. In fact, the man began as a
boy with that plan in mind, and everything shaped itself to that end. But
many disasters warned merchants to gc
slow on that experiment. For partnership is like marriage: easy to get into
but hard to get out of — and plain purgatory if not congenial, while the opportunity for legalized robbery is wide open.

A

Dangers of Partnership
The fundamental danger of partnership is that partners are not only equal
owners, but, in the eyes of the law, each
is the sole owner of the business so
far as the outside world is concerned.
Thus, the merchant who takes into partnership afavorite clerk to reward him
and retain his services, may agree with
the clerk that he gives him only a quarter interest in the business; but the
minute the papers are signed, the clerk
may exercise all the functions of sole
owner. He may order goods to the limit
of the responsibility of the business; he
may tap the till, the safe and the bank
account with utter immunity from danger of legal process, because the law
says it is all his. The idea seems to be
that, inasmuch as outsiders cannot tell
anything about the inside agreements
between partners, each partner is vested
with full authority. Thus all who make
contracts with the firm may have ful"
protection and can evoke the law against
all the assets of the firm to protect their
contracts.
Aside from plain dishonesty and fraud,
there is the great element of human
nature. Plenty of men make agreements
in entire good faith who later on come to
misunderstand each other, grow apart,
are estranged, become suspicious of each
other, get to fighting and dissipate all
their substance in quarreling and the
costs thereof. We hear every day of
cases wherein one partner puts it up to
the other to "buy out or sell out — an' I
don't give a continental damn which you

HENRY

JOHNSON,

JR.

do!" Often when the decision finally is
made, there is nothing left either to buy
or sell.
Contrast the Corporation
The corporation is another matter.
There the assets are taken by the courts
and formed into "an artificial person. '
Fred Hanson may be a grocer Hi his own
individual right. He has absolute control over his possessions and can do with
them practically what he likes. But
when he incorporates into Fred Hanson,
a corporation, he can do with his own as
he wills only through sundry well defined courses of action, all sabject to
legal restriction. Moreover, Fred Hanson, a corporation, may consist of any
number of natural persons over two.
If, then, the merchant desires to take
into limited control his favorite clerk
and give him an eighth of the business,
he can accomplish this not only definitely but with comparative safety
through incorporating and allotting an
eighth of the capital stock to his clerk.
Furthermore, since he himself still is sole
owner of seven-eights of the business, he
controls every particle of it as fully and
exclusively after he has incorporated
as while he owned it all; for his is the
majority interest.
The beauty of the corporation is that
it provides for a square deal to all.
Each party in interest gets what is his
— no more, no less — and it is safeguarded to him. Thus the clerk who is given
an interest will have the interest secure
from any "reniging" or change of mind
of the old boss; but he can get no more
than is provided for him through the
action of the boss. There are othei
points, but these are all we need for
our present purpose.
If the Boss Wants No Divided Interest
But let us consider the case of the
man who has this kind of clerk whom he
desires to retain and whom he wishes
to treat equitably, but whom he does not
want to take into the business in any
capacity. Let us suppose that the clerk
manages a department and also sells on
the floor about as much as any one man
can be expected to sell. Let us agree
that he is being paid so liberally that
any further advance in mere wages
would lead to embarrassment with the
rest of the help. How shall he be paid
more without having an interest in the
business ?
Of course, there is always the commission plan. One always can pay a man a
definite percentage for work done. The
difficulty about one who has grown to
importance on a salary basis is that it is
hard to arrive at a basis of percentage
which will satisfy him without entailing
overbalancing difficulties.
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Let us suppose the man is selling $600
a week, running the perishable goods
department and drawing $25 wages.
That may be $10 more than you are
paying the next highest man, yet it is
far within the average allowable wages
expense simply figured on his sales alone.
But again, he has attained to such sales
ratio and been satisfied up to now, while
doing all the rest of the work indicated.
The man is so cheap that you cannot
afford to let him go.
If you took 8% as the basis of wages
expense on sales, you would have to pay
this man $48 per week — and that, obviously would never do.
You might take $600 weekly sales as
your basic figure and pay him as much
as 10% on all sales in excess thereof.
But if you did that you would have him
so eager to makes sales in excess of
$600 that undoubtedly he would neglect
his other work and you would merely
spoil a good clerk.
Really, there seems to be only one way
to meet the difficulty: to give him a definite share in the net earnings of the
business, either in addition to or in
lieu of a salary. Of course, such a matter
must be handled with great care and
foresight. It will have the great advantage that if there are no net earnings, no bonus will be due the clerk,
while every incentive will impel him to
watch and work to the end that the
business be made more profitable.
The Equitable Share

Suppose your records over a series of
show that your average net proyears
fits— I mean absolutely net, with all
e depreshrinkages; losses and —reasonabl
ciation of all kinds out is $2,400 a year.
It might be good to arrange to give the
man Vs or 3-16 of the net profit in addition to his salary as now fixed. This is
safe, for the net profits accrue over and
above your expenses, and those expenses
now include his salary. Yet this would
give him $300 to $450 additional a year.
That figure would be well inside of
the $48 per week to which 8% on sales
would entitle him, while the chances are
that, with such incentive to work, he
would so exert himself, and be so greatly
additionally helpful to you that he would
more than earn his extra pay. Suppose,
for example, that together you could
make $3,000 net and your agreement was
to pay him 3-16 of the net. His extra
would be $462.50, and that deducted from
$3,000 would leave you $2,537.50, or
$137.50 more than your former total.
My excuse for discussing this matter
is that I was asked a time since to write
it in confidence to one who was faced
with the problem. I hope, therefore,
that it may be of some use to others.

PUNI.A.
OR (LG ERK'E5
FIVE

DONTS

FOR

CLERKS

WHAT

By One of Them

To the Clerk

SOMEONE asked me what help or advice I would give a young salesperson behind a counter for the first
time. After thinking it over I decided
that the best advice to give was a few
"don'ts" that experience had taught me.
The rest is comparatively easy — and a
matter of experience. I might say, however, that it would pay many experienced
salespeople to observe some of these
"don'ts" — for they are based on what I
found to be the commonest mistakes of
salespeople:

This department has been started
to tell little incidents that may
prove of real interest to the clerk.
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER, in
inaugurating this department, is
confident that a page devoted entirely to the employees of the store
should be of unusual interest. It
is hoped, too, that clerks in all
parts of the country will consider
this page their own, and will submit ideas that may be of interest
to other clerks, or suggestions that
may be discussed.
How about getting together on
this matter and making this page
a real success?

First — Don't get impatient with a customer. Even if a fussy old lady takes
almost an hour to select a box of hairpins, try to keep your temper and avoid
any hint of impatience in your voice.
This is ofttimes hard, but it pays in the
long run. I once sold a blanket to an
elderly lady who took almost an hour
and a half to select it. It was hard —
but I tried not to look weary. Apparently she appreciated this, for she asked
for my name and came back with her
daughter-in-law the next day and bought
$143 worth of goods.
Second. — Don't give your personal experience in favor of or against any goods
— trying to urge a customer to buy. It
may hurt your pride to realize this truth,
but customers emphatically do not like
to be reminded by a salesperson: "I've
tried it and it wears wonderfully." Customers like to discover things for themselves— even at their own expense,
rather than he guided by sales-people's
experiences. This is invariable. Therefore, even if you feel like giving your
personal experience — don't.
Third. — Don't look off in the distance,
bored, or tap your foot impatiently when
a customer is making up her mind about
buying something. Appear interested
and really help her to decide. After all,
it's a law of human nature that people
like to have their minds made up for
them. While you can't exactly do this,
you can give the good points of a particular article and perhaps help a customer decide. A doubtful customer is, as

a rule, easily swayed, and by good, live
salesmanship at this important time of
deciding, you can do big things. You'll
find that such a customer appreciates
your interest and assurance.
Fourth. — Don't correct a customer's
pronunciation of a style, a fabric, a book
or a brand. If she asks for something
by a wrongly-pronounced name, when
you repeat it, if you have occasion to,
don't use the right pronunciation and
make it apparent that you're correcting
her. Tf necessary, use the wrong name
as she gave it. Don't make her feel
cheap by saying: "Oh, you mean so-andso" — using what you know to be the
correct pronunciation. Besides being
poor salesmanship, this indicates tactlessness and bad manners on your part.
Fifth. — Don't contradict a customer —
even when you're positive you're right.
Let her think she's right. This often
necessitates politeness, patience and selfcontrol on your part, but these are more
desirable than an antagonized customer.
If she is excited, angry and inconsiderate, agree with her, sympathize and let
her think she's right. Then, perhaps,
after she is somewhat placated, in an
even, politely modulated voice give your
side, but don't keep contradicting and
irritating.
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YOUR

CUSTOMERS

SEEK

By L. M. Cross
Every customer that enters a shop is
entitled to service. He wants it and he
appreciates the salesman who gives it
to him. This service may be rendered
in various ways. One service that is
always appreciated by the customer
after he has obtained the book that he
inquires for, is for the salesmen to suggest other books to him in line with his
thought nnd tastes. He becomes exceedingly fond of the salesman who
knows his weakness or fondness for certain kinds of literature and is quick to
direct his attention to anything new that
in stock along the lines of his
may come
desires
or tastes.
You couldn't coax a customer away
from the shop where the salespeople
give him this service. Indeed, he becomes the most effective kind of an advertisement for the book shop and especially for the salesman with the service
habit."— Successful Selling."
FACTORS
OF SUCCESS
One of the most important factors
in connection with any store today is the sales force. The sales
force includes more than clerks and
windows and adsalespeople. Show
vertisements, ifproperly handled, can do
just as much in quickening turnover,
more in many cases than the sales staff
can. Every good window display will
produce direct results and the same can
be said of forceful and timely advertising. An advertisement does not need to
occupy a whole page of space to deliver
its message. The combined efforts of a
well-trained sales force, a well-dressed
window, and a well-worded advertisement
make a combination that cannot fail to
increase business.
These are questions which the junior
members of the sales staff should learn
about right at the outset. Too many
men who have been in business for many
years are too poorly informed regarding
them, or too heedless of their significance.
The junior who will early in his career
become versed on such topics will find
that this knowledge will stand him in
good stead as he proceeds up the ladder
of success in his business career.

SELMA

LAGERLOF

Selma Lagerlof's new novel, which has
just been published in Sweden, is to
be brought out in an American edition.
It is now being translated by Velma
Swanston Howard, the translator of most
of her previous books.
"The Girl From the March Croft," by
Selma Lagerlof, after a successful run
throughout Scandinavia as a film play,
is being brought to America as a special
feature. The dramatization was done by
some of Sweden's best dramatic artists
and makes a full evening's entertainment. This author's books should be
kept well displayed in all book stores.
They are of a quality that results in
the reading of one book bringing calls
for her other books in succession.
A COMEDY IN LETTERS

war. Before the war Mr. George portrayed types of English women with
their unrest and aspirations. Four years
of war have wrought a change In the womanhood of England, and it is this
change which Mr. George mirrors in
this big, fearlessly written novel. The
critics said, "The Second Blooming" gave
Mr. George a place with W. G. Wells,
Galsworthy and Arnold Bennett. "Blind
Alley" is likely to add to his reputation
as a writer of distinction. This is one
of the literary signs of the times, the
significance of which should not be lost,
upon Canadian booksellers.
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Grey 31
Another
Parker 19
Stead 17
Non-Fiction

Revelation

Doyle

James Lane Allen's latest work, "The
Emblems of Fidelity," is a moving picture of the combined tragedy and comedy
of life's little things. It might be called a
comedy in letters. It concerns two au
thors, one American and the other English, who have a misunderstanding over a
trivial matter, which, as it develops and
grows towards its culmination, presents
varying phases of tragedy and comedy
before the tangle of misunderstanding is
finally unsnarled and the two authors are
re-established in each other's good-will
and friendship. This symbol of the
closer and better understanding between
the U. S. and Britain brought about by
the war, should meet with a good reception among Canadian booklovers.
SEE-SAW
Sophie Kerr recently completed a new
book to which she has given the unique
title, "See-Saw." It is a dramatic portrayal of the treacherous cross-currents
of modern married life, tugging ceaselessly at the matrimonial bonds, gradually loosening the ties that bind the
hearts of husband and wife and insidiously undermining the foundations of domestic harmony and happiness.
W. L. GEORGE
A new novel by W. L. George has
long been awaited, but this brilliant English author was so busy serving his country in the ministry of munitions that he
has not until recently been able to devote any considerable time to writing
fiction. "Blind Alley" is a long novel,
containing 150,000 words, and deals with
social conditions in England during the
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Facsimile of an autograph copy of the poem "In Flanders Fields"
This was probably written from memory
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That's Me All Over,
Mable . . . Streeter 43
Dere Bill
Streeter 26
Twentieth
Plane
Watson 23
Flanders'
Fields
McCrae 18
Industry and Humanity
King 18

as "grow" is used in place of "blow"

in the first line

B 0 OKSELLER
FLANDERS'
FIELDS
'•Through all his life and all through
his letters, dogs and children followed
him as shadows follow man. To walk in
the street with him was a slow process.
Every dog and every child he met must
In -'Oken to and each made answer."
This is from Sir Andrew MacPhail's
biography of the life of Col. John McCrae in "In Flanders Fields," just published hy William Briggs and probably
evidences v
strongly where in the secret of the man's strength lay — his
humanism, and his life of love and service. It was from these things that
John McCrae gained the strength of
mind and character which enabled him
to write such things as "In Flanders
Fields," "The Anxious Dead," "The
Warrior," and any one of half a dozen
others from the collection just given to
the public.
Half of the book is given over to
what Sir Andrew Macphail calls "An
Ess i / in Character," from which the
above lines are taken. It tells the story
of John McCrae 's life from his wanderings and service with the Force in South
Africa in L90O, to characteristic bits
covering the experiences in Flanders,
which were productive of the poem
whose stanzas and whose spirit has run
through the English-speaking world.
Canadians have read, sung and revelled
in the greac title poem, and they will
appreciate this remarkable memento of
a really ereat Canadian who has produced something, idealistic though it
may have been, which has made the
world greater and better."
Booksellers would do well to make a
special effort with this book on the
strength of the interest in Col. McRae
created lis famous
poem
and the
prominence being given in the daily
press to the coming of this collection of
his )oc
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THE RED COW
The cow in Peter McArthur's "The Red
Cow and Her Friends," is of the familiar
farmyard red. She performs, too, like
a real cow, and she is associated in the
book with various realistic horses, hens,
turkeys, dogs, cats, and other live equipment of the agricultural homestead.
About ad this stock on the farmer's
hands Mr. Mc Arthur has written little
stories quite probably true. He has
written them without a flourish, but with

French-Canadian Literature
A Most Interesting Lecture by Victor Morin at the St. James
Literary Society — President Chapman's Address
MOST interesting discourse on
the history of our French-Canadian literature was given on February 6by Victor Morin to an English
audience, the St. James Literary Society
of Montreal. Alfred T. Chapman, president of the society, was in the chair. He
introduced the lecturer in eulogistic
terms. First he made allusion to the
two principal elements of this country —
the French and the English. He wished
that the relations between the two might
be more intimate, that there be a better
understanding between the two races,
and above all, that they know each other
better. French literature, he said, offers
more than one attraction. It is rich and
varied, and one cannot help but gain in
knowing those who have it, the descendants of the grand nation which produced
the Molieres, the Hugos and the LarBilingual meetings will also
martines.

A

serve to cement the good understanding
of which so much has been said for years
past. He then presented the lecturer.
Victor Morin chose as his subject,
"French-Canadian Literature of the
Nineteenth Century." Mr. Morin is one
of our French-Canadians who have most
contributed to make our literature
known, and to encourage and develop it.
A devoted librarian, he possesses the
treasures of our French-Canadian literature which he has exhibited to the dazzled eyes of the members of the St.
James Literary Society.
Mr. Morin divided his lecture in two
parts, from 1800-1850, and from 18501900. The first part treats of literary
construction, and the second part to the
development of French-Canadian literature—Translated for BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER from "Le Canada."
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DOG
"BONNEAU"
in Flanders

quiet humor.
It is a tale of the simple
life of Canada.
A NEW

ANIMAL

BOOK

Major Charles G. D. Roberts' new
book, entitled, "Jim, the Story of a Backwoods Police Dog," adds another dog
hero to literature — a dog enlisted in the
service of the backwoods' police. Out
of his experiences, Major Roberts has
made a most entertaining — and frequently thrilling — book. Few writers know
animal nature as does this Canadian
author; still fewer are able to write as
sympathetically and intelligently as he
of the;r ways.
THE SCHOOLBOY
IN THE WAR
This modest little pamphlet, published
by the Musson Book Co., is a tribute to
the memory of a young Canadian officer,
written with a simple and beautiful sincerity by Nellie Spence, who had been
his teacher in the High School. In the
summer of 1915, Alan Barrie Duncan,
then only seventeen, went straight from
the school room into the training camp.
Going overseas the following year thi.->
gallant boy's career in France was distinguished by conspicuous bravery; he
was awarded the Military Cross, and had
attained the rank of captain, when he
was killed at Cambrai in September,
1918. Though the boy Alan is Miss
Spence's chief figure in this little work,
she makes it clear that the story of his
short life but typifies that of many
another brave young Canadian schoolboy,
who counted it as nothing to give up the
flower of his youth in defence of all he
held most dear.
The booklet is interesting and timely
and should find a ready sale.

Some Bookselling Principles
SATISFY
YOUR CUSTOMERS
An important point scored in this a'rticle is the
necessity for satisfying the purchaser to whom
goods are sold. This is applicable to wholesalers
and retailers alike.

IN THE course of an interview whicii
a representative of BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER had with J. J.
Sutherland, the live bookseller of Woodstock, Ontario, who was in Toronto on a
buying trip last month, Mr. Sutherland,
in response to enquiries, had some interesting things to say about some of his
methods of bookselling.
he "Is
wasWoodstock
asked.

a good city for books?''

"It is," he replied, and as an instance
of what he was able to do there with a
good novel, he mentioned one of his
most recent records, that of selling over
a hundred copies of Peter B. Kyne's
book, "The Valley of the Giants."
It so happens that Mr. Sutherland is
a bookselicr of the type who will not exploit book of doubtful moral tone or
merit.
"There was a time when you could
safely judge a new book by a known
author by his previous writings, but that
day is past," said Mr. Sutherland. He
found it necessary to read a book himself and to thus become convinced of its
genuine worth before he could get behind it with his best selling efforts.
This is a good example of the doctrine
that trade papers stand for, that successful merchandising must take into
consideration the cardinal point that the
goods, be they books or any other type
of merchandise, must be really sold to
the dealer to achieve real success and
realize a satisfactory degree of sales.
• The reason for thus emphasizing the
word "sold" is to make it clear beyond
peradventure of doubt that with the
placing of goods in the merchant's store,
faith in the goods themselves must also
be stored in the retailer's mind.
To illustrate this point, the writer is
going to digress a bit, even to the extent
of venturing outside the precincts of the
book and stationery business.
Having occasion, like all other people,
to enter grocery stores from time to
time, he went into one store, and observing a big pile of boxes containing
what was at that time a new breakfast
food, he inquired of the grocer what
it was like. "Oh, that blank stuff,'
and the grocer, proceeding to describe it
in terms that left no doubt in the mind
that the grocer's opinion of it was decidedly poor. He said he was sorry he
had stocked it as he had sold very little
of it, whereas his sales of competitive
breakfast foods, especially one of them,
continued to touch a high mark. In the
window of another grocery store at the
verv next corner the writer observed a
striking display of the same product he
had just heard so roundly berated. His
curiosity
being aroused
to know
what

An Interesting Interview With J. J. Sutherland, of Woodstock
— Bringing Out Points of Importance For Success
in the Retail Book Trade
But to get back to the interview with
Mr Sutherland. It was interesting to

THE LITTLE SCHOOLMASTER SPEAKS
"While we hear so much about
exclusive agencies and customers
visiting several stores in a vain
hope to secure a certain variety of
branded merchandise, it would perhaps be interesting to chart a hundred calls in the average retail
shops to find out how many wouldbe purchasers left with unsatisfied
wants. The results of such tabulation would probably be different
from what one might expect — having in mind one's own critical shopping expeditions.
"A Chicago South -side retail
druggist recently recorded a like
number of calls — but for a somewhat different reason. He was anxious to determine just what the
free accommodation of the public
was costing him. His result indicated that 44.2 per cent, of callers
on whom time was spent brought
sales, while the remaining 55.8 per
cent, bought telephone slugs and
postage stamps, inquired the name
of a doctor or address in the neighhood, etc. But not one was turned
away through failure to supply!
"We don't know whether this
druggist was an adept at substitution or whether he was a supersalesman — which seems to be
pretty much the same thing. The
example does illustrate, however,
the importance of selling the dealer— and all dealers — to get intensive distribution, and the fact that
most people trust the neighborhood retailer and are apt to buy
pretty much what he recommends."
—From "Printers' Ink."

this other dealer thought of the goods,
he went into that store as well; and
what a difference there was in his story!
He was a great enthusiast for that product and had had to re-order repeatedly,
so good were his sales.
Why were the same goods anchored ir.
one store and quick-movers from the
other store ? Because in one case the
product had not really been sold to the
dealer, while in the second case the
dealer had been thoroughly convinced
of the merit of what he was placing
into stock.
There is food for serious thought in
that illustration for every wholesaler
and every traveler or house salesman
representing the wholesalers
or manu69
facturers.

hear his account of the Job's comforters
who were among those who greeted him
upon first opening business in Woodstock.
"You've come to a poor book town," was
the burden of their remarks.
"Well, I'm glad to hear that," would
be Mr. Sutherland's reply, with the explanation that he would for that reason
be able to show what a good book town
Woodstock would become with earnest
efforts in that direction by a bookseller
who proposed to make a success of his
business there.
Mr. Sutherland has achieved a high
degree of success there and a goodly
proportion of it has been with the book
end of his business, which unfortunately
is not universally the case with booksellers and stationers in Canada. He
has always made it a point to know the
books lie recommends to his customers
and in this way he has succeeded in enlisting the confidence of numerous customers who place reliance on his recommendations.

There are occasional differences of
opinion, naturally, as to the degree of
merit of different books, but not on the
important point of moral tone, because,
as has been intimated, Mr. Sutherland
will not recommend any book that is not
worthy of entering any home.

Mr. Sutherland said he found BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER a most
useful help to him, and it may be mentioned here in connection with his
Christmas book trade that he was among
the booksellers who used five hundred
copies of the Holiday Gift catalogue
as reprinted from the November issue
of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.
Testimonials have come from different
booksellers as to the great help given
by that catalogue, distributed among the
best book customers of the community in
the sellmg of books as Christmas gifts.
People would bring in copies of the list
with various books marked for purchase, thus saving a great deal of time
in showing various books in the midst
of the holiday rush, when Christmas
trade is at high tide.
Steps have already been taken, by the
way, to make the 1919 Holiday Gift Book
supplement to BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER an improvement and a better selling help for booksellers than in
any of the Christmas selling- seasons
since this innovation was launched in
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER four
years ago.

Suggestion Important in Making Sales
CHANGES
IN DEMAND
An interesting point brought out in this interview
is the change noticeable in the b ook trade, the
demands of the reading public passing up war
books in favor of light reading for entertainment,
and the demand for vocational books by returned
soldiers.

Average Customer Desires Information — Bookseller Knowing
What to Suggest and How Will Reap Benefit — Present
Prices Not a Barrier to Sales — Public Want Value
Rather Than Appearance — Biographies Popular

THERE is much value in suggestion
when the prospective book customer enters the store. It is the
bookseller's opportunity and that full advantage may be taken of the same, it
is essential that he be well informed and
that he have a wide grasp of the whole
book field. Some know what they want;
many do not, and they appreciate guidance in their selection.
This is the experience of A. T. Chapman, proprietor of Chapman's Bookstore, Peel Street, Montreal. Mr. Chapman takes a great interest in the development of book sales, and as this is
the big and central feature of his selling, he has been able to size a discriminating buying trade up quite thoroughly.
For, to a very great degree, his book
trade is with a discriminating class of
buyers.
No Coercion Us*d

bookseller could use his contact with a
literary organization to his own business
advantage. He had made it very clear
early in the present season that, as far
as he was concerned, there would be no
mention of business. He was a member of the organized literary club with
which he chose to connect himself for
the pure love of being a member, and
of coming into close association with
kindred minds in the consideration of
matters literary. And such contact was
ever an advantage from many viewpoints. In one important respect it gave
the progressive bookseller a perspective
view of the literary mind of his community, and what could be more valuable in the purchasing guidance this afforded ?
A Changed
Demand?
Asked as to the demand for books,
and if there was any considerable
change in recent months, Mr. Chapman
replied that there was. "For a short
while after the signing of the Armistice, and even during December, there
was a continued demand for purely war
stories. Since then it has changed
greatly and we find that the men desire
a different class of reading — very largely detective stories. Of course, there are
others who prefer different works and
biographies — some of them, on military
men of note, have sold well." The difficulty has been that of getting a sufficient supply of some of these books,
while, with a biography of a great figure
who recently passed away in the States
there was a decidedly disappointing sale.
Sometimes it was difficult to understand
the small sale of a work or biography
that one would expect to meet a popular demand.
For the most part, and in the past few
months, Mr. Chapman stated that feminine folk were reading careful books,
many of them by English authors. There
was an apparent desire to lay the war
books aside and this, perhaps, because
so many have come into close contact
with it personally through the loss of
friends. They were content to leave the
past and take up reading of a more contenting or solacing nature.
Then, in speaking of the returned soldier, Mr. Chapman reported the sale of
instructional books. There had been a
decidedly large sale for books on story
writing, etc. The returned man, too, was
a buyer of technical and other informative books. One of the important things
for the bookseller was that of being
well- informed and in the position of suggesting what to read, many not knowing just what was wanted.
"Pretty" Books — Advertising
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"We
find that the demand
for ex-

Mr. Chapman is not inclined, as some
are, ,to the method of being too anxious
when a new book is received. It may
be agreeable to call up certain individuals over the telephone and advise the
receipt of a new book, but there are other
ways of informing bne'is trade when
new copyrights are in stock. It is just
a question, in Mr. Chapman's opinion, as
to whether the bookseller should be over
anxious to submit the new work or
works.
The foregoing does not indicate that
books are not submitted for approval
and selection when desired. Mr. Chapman pointed out that he was glad to do
this and the policy was followed frequently. Care had to be taken that
books be returned promptly and unsoiled
and, if abused in any way, adjustment
was required of the party causing such
injury. With a class of customers that
could be trusted, there was little complaint when books were sent to the home
for selection purposes.
Cultivate Literary Folk
Mr. Chapman takes a keen delight in
matters literary. It is noteworthy that
his interest in the work of the St. James
Literary Society of Montreal, was recognized last fall through his choice as
its president, and it may be said that
Mr. Chapman has, by his own example,
stimulated the membership to be active
in ^interest and faithful in attendance.
"I enjoy being associated with work
such as this," said Mr. Chapman to
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. "It
is very pleasurable and aside from all
other considerations it is a good thing,
I believe, for one to be interested in
such a society."
Mr. Chapman pointed out that there
was a slight feeling evident that the

clusively "pretty" books is largely
gone," said Mr. Chapman. "That is to
say, the book lover wants a real book.
The garb of the book is not as important as it once was. The reader does
not object," Mr. Chapman continued, "to
a certain amount of illustration and good
binding. Fancy and costly covers have
not been in accord with present day
wishes, however, and for the most part
a good book, with a reasonable amount
of rational embellishment, sells much
better than one on which this is overIn the matter of interesting the customer, and of acquainting the public
with new books, Mr. Chapman has, for
done." years, used the "book page" in
many
one
of the Montreal daily papers. Mr.
Chapman considers this medium a
"class" paper, rather than a "quantity"
one, and, while direct results are not always traceable from week to week, it
is considered effective. This plan has
been followed for more than a score of
years and Mr. Chapman has no intention
of discontinuing it. Changes are made
in the copy regularly.
Of course, the store window is a big
factor in developing sales, and, in addition to showing; the new books here,
"specials" are offered from time to time.
Usually a neat price card assists in conveying to the interested prospect the
price of books on sale.
Getting the Price
"Have you found the increased cost
of books to militate against their sale?"
was asked of Mr. Chapman. "Not to
any extent," was his reply. "For the
most part the customer will pay the
price without comment, realizing that
books are higher in price and having
learned this fact long ago. But there
has been a noticeable demand for rebound books to sell at around 75c per
volume," said Mr. Chapman.
A little feature that is always used to
good purpose is that of placing a piece
of advertising in a parcel being delivered, or in a statement sent out. It
is a silent reminder to the customer,
opened up when the impression it is
desired to make strikes home more effectively. It is inexpensive, direct and
definite. If all clerks are instructed to
form this habit there should be no doubt
of the effectiveness of results in the long
run.
One of the big difficulties which confronts the retailer is that of preventing
the accumulation of stock. But by studying closely the literary mind of one's
community there ought to be much real
direction afforded. It surely looks like
the part of wisdom to be so informed
by contact with literary folk.

BOOKSELLER
LOVE

AND

POETRY

"The Mystery of the 13th Floor," by
Lee Thayer, is a double-twisted love and
mystery story, set in New York City.
The Problem is, not only who killed
Lawyer Stone as he sat in his office
-within a few feet of clerks and stenographers, but how could he have beer,
kiled at all under the circumstances?
The mystery challenges the most ingenious and resourceful reader to solve in
advance of the conclusion.
As a book combining a love story with
an exciting mystery to be solved, booksellers will find that it will appeal to a
large class of readers who like this sort
of thing.
A LITTLE CHAFF
Margaret Lavington has written a
number of most readable verses which
have been gathered together in a dollar
volume entitled, "A Little Chaff." She
here turns her witty pen to such aspects
of country life as bees, ducks, turkeys,
geese, and many others, and Miss Helen
Urquhart admirably seconds her with her
decorative and humorous illustrations.
ALGERNON

BLACKWOOD

Of Algernon Blackwood's new book,
"The Garden of Survival," another noteil
author, Margaret Del and has written as
follows:
"As I read it, I kept thinking of
moonlit nights in still gardens — all perfume and silence . . . The loveliness
of the idea is almost -too delicate for the
■words in which it is clothed. Yet its
piercing truthfulness strikes to the very
heart of the Great Fear — and may kill it.
at any rate for some of us; kill it and
leave Life — poor, grieving, frightened
Life! — safe in the untroubled Garden of
Love. It is quite wonderful to me that
a book so exquisite and fragile has such
power. It is almost as if butterflies'
wings lifted an eagle, or one made a
rapier from a dew-hung spider's web."
Blackwood, in "Julius Le Vallon" and
his other books won many • Canadian
readers, and booksellers should find a
ready sale for this creditable new book.
A PRICE REVISION
A price correction reached BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER just too
late to have the necessary revision made
in the March advertisement of Hodder &
Stoughton, Limited, dealing with the new
book which had originally been annaunced for publication at 3s. 6d. in Eng-

AND

land, but which eventually was published
at 2s. 6d. The price of the edition
brought out for the Canadian trade is
75c, not $1 as advertised last month.
PHILIP GIBBS' NOVEL
An important March issue is. a novel
by Philip Gibbs, "The Street of Adventure," which was first brought out in the
United States in 1910. It is a tale of
newspaper
in Fleet
London,Street
the "street"
of
its title life
being
in that
city, and the story is said to be based,
in its portrayal of certain conditions and
happenings in London newspaper offices,
on some of Mr. Gibbs's own experiences.
The wide popularity attained by this
writer's war correspondence assures a
good demand for his novel.
GEORGE GIBBS
"The Black Stone," by George Gibbs,
is an adventure novel, having for its
theme the search for the famous black
stone of Mecca, in which a young American millionaire and a German spy are
engaged.
EXPLAINS
BRITISHERS
Frederick William Wile, a native
American, who had a dozen years' experience in Berlin as correspondent of
the "London Daily Mail," and who has
lived in England throughout the war, lias
chronicled
of England's
activities inhistheimpressions
war in a book
entitled,
"Explaining the Britishers." It is a book
which should have wide circulation for
the good it will do in offsetting some of
the diabolical diatribes against England
which get altogether too much circulation in Canada from certain sources that
need not be named here.
BOLSHEVISM DISCLOSED
Princess Catherine Radziwill presents
the true story of the Bolsheviki and the
forces that directed them in her book,
"The Firebrand of Bolshevism."
This subject holds world-wide attention, and for that reason this book, by
so noted an authority is one of outstanding importance. Princess Radziwill is
"a Russian of the Russians." Her book
is a fascinating and true record of the
greatest game of underground plotting
which was ever attempted. The amount
of money expended, the ramifications of
the conspiracy, the depravity of the
bribed and bribers are beyond belief.
And the author writes with a zest and
unction which makes a gripping, tense
account of world forces.
This is a book which
tailers with a distinct
bookselling on a larger
forded by the average
foreign land.
ANCHORS AWEIGH

Who
given

*°
CONINGSBY
DAWSON
^Gsbv D>
is the author of several books which have
him
a good
following
among
Canadian
book lovers.

STATIONER
HOME

MANAGEMENT

"The Business of Home Management,"
by Mary Pattison, contains the result of
the investigation in domestic economies
that was undertaken several years ago
by a group of American women. The
author is the former President of the
New Jersey State Federation of Women's Clubs. The nature of this book
is such as to indicate the way for many
possible sales in every community of the
country.
OF RURAL INTEREST
"The Farmer and the New Day," by
Kenyon Butterfield, president of the
Massachusetts College of Agriculture, is
an attempt, the author states, to slate
the larger problems which the farmer
must face in the reconstruction period
and his relationships with the rest of
society in the new era. All Canadian
farmers are prospects for the booksellers
of this country in the marketing of this
book.
With the thousands of new homes to
be established by returning Canadian
soldiers bringing English wives, booksellers have a good' opportunity for exploiting such books as "The Manual of
Home Making," in the Rural Manual
Series, edited by L. H. Bailey. A new
book with a larger scope, but of particular interest to people who choose small
towns to become their homes is "The
Little Town: Especially in its Rural Relationships," byHarlan P. Douglas, being the outcome of his interest in rural
progress. He is secretary of the American Missionary Association.
BACK

TO THE

LAND

"Hidden Treasure," by John Thomas
Simpson, is a story of modern farming
which gives in fictional form a presentation of the possibilities of "going back
to the land." The "back to the land" inclination attributed to thousands of
homecoming soldiers suggests many
sales prospects for the booksellers
throughout Canada.
FOR MUSICIANS
"Musings and Memories of a Musician," by Sir George Henschel, is an
autobiography in which reminiscences
are given of such peonle as Burne-Jones,
Brownii.'r. P-^derewski, Patti, Jenny
Lind, Liszt, Whistler and others. All
earnest students of music will be good
prospects for this five dollar volume.

provides the reopportunity for
scale than is afvolume about a

Harriet Welles' book, "Anchors
Aweigh." presents twelve short stories
of the human side of the navy; the men
and their wives for whom life is a series
of all-too-brief honeymoons. One of
these stories Secretary Daniels has called
"a classic," and another, "an epic."
There are so many lovers of sea tales
that this will fit in nicely in the business
of any bookseller. 71
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author has added to her laurels by
her new novel, "Penny of the Top
Half tone presented through courte9y
Clark Co.
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order.
It is a book that deserves every
bookseller's attention.
AFFINITIES

W.

B. MAXWELL

Author of "The Mirror anil the Lamp," which ha*
been received by critics in England and America
with great acclaim.

CLEMENCEAU
There is announced for immediate
publication, "Clemenceau, Writer, Citizen
and Statesman," by Camille Ducray, uniform with Rene Puaux's very successful
biography of Marshal Foch, which is now
in its fourth edition. A large demand
is expected for this personal biography
of the great French Prime Minister.

Mary Roberts Rinehart's new story
"Affinities" presents a series of short
stories dealing with the dramas that are
forever enacting themselves within hospital walls. Due attention is devoted to
the fact that hospitals are not merely
scenes of gruesome operations and sufferings, but places of convalescence
and restoring the well-springs of life.
For these tales Mrs. Rinehart draws freely upon her rich well-springs of humor.
GERMAN
SECRET SERVICE
"The Secret Hand,"
tine, is a new book
terest, being another
man Secret Service,
"The Man With the
new title is likely to
sale in Canada whe

by Douglas Valenof outstanding
instory of the Gerby the author of
Club Foot."
The
meet with a good
re the booksellers

are "on the job."

A POST WAR BOOK
Following on the trail
dinous war books comes
war" book in Norman
British Revolution and

of the multituan "after-theAngell's "The
the American

Democracy." The prevailing unrest cannot be interpreted without an understanding of its universal significance. It
is necessary to get the facts about the
tise of British^ iabor. whose social programme has arrested the world's attention; about railways and other public
utilities whose future control is in dispute; about conscription as a permanent
policy; about the institution of private
property as affected by the war; about
the different definitions of democracy.
Such information and much more, essential to the manifold study of reconstruction, is presented lucidly in this handbook to the new social and industrial

BATTLE OF THE FALKLANDS
The naval battle of the Falkland Islands, in which the British fleet met and
defeated the German fleet, was one of
the crucial incidents of the war. But
the general public, even yet, knows very
little about it, having read only the fragmentary accounts which were all that the
censorship permitted to be printed in
the newspapers at the time. The first
complete and detailed story of the fight.
has now been published for the first
time in "The British Navy in Battle," by
Arthur H. Pollen. The strategy, as well
as the fighting is explained very fully
and cleavly so that the reader sees not
only the results but also the reasons for
them. Booksellers will find that to show
this bock prominently will bring many
dramaticthis ofstory
sales of
naval
battle
the of
war.the most
FIGHTING

SHEPHERDESS

Caroline Lockhart's new novel "The
Fighting Shepherdess" is a story of the
West, but not merely "another Western
story." In the skilful depiction of
small-town rivalry and "society" with
its petty, m^n-minded, unscrupulous
citizens and the broad sweep of the
"Range" we get real life, not the imagined life of a West that never existed.
And in the tireless, remorseless, implacable struggle of Kate, the daughter of
Jezebel of the Sand Coulee Road House,
until she rises supreme over all obstacles
to become the "Sheep Queen." we b"vc
a powerful delineation of a woman which
gives her a distinctive place among personalities of fiction. These are points
to guide the bookseller in introducing
this book.

ON AMERICA

"The New America,'' by an Englishman (Frank Dilnot), published by Macmillan's, presents in a series of short,
vivacious sketches the impressions made
on a trained observer from England of
life in the United States during 1917 and
1918. Manners, outlook and temperament are dealt with appreciatively, and
there is a good-humored analysis of howAmericans eat, drink, dress and amuse
themselves. The chapters include, "The
Women of America," "American Hustle
and Humor," "President Wilson at Close
Quarters." There is an intimate character sketch at first hand of General Rush
C. Hawkins, who raised and commanded
the New York Zouaves in the Civil War,
with a narrative of some of his conversations with Lincoln.

ceedings of the Peace Congress, at -which
Mr. Simonds is one of the American representatives.

THE

WAR'S CHRONOLOGY
From Constable's comes a book of over
200 pages, the title of which is "Chronology of the War," presented in three
parts: (1) Tables of contemporaneous
events; (2) appendices; (3) a voluminous
index. An accompanying volume presents nineteen colored maps.
DILNOT

R

THE WAY
GERTRUDE

ATHERTON

Whose new book, "The Avalanche,"
season's successes.

MA

is one of the

PETTINGILL
Booksellers, who probably without exception, did well with previous Ruggles'
books, have another opportunity for goorl
business with Harry Leon Wilson's new
title "Ma Pettingill," in which, besides
"The Mixer," "Cousin Egbert," and other
familiar characters, serve to add further
merriment for the delectation of an army
of Canadian readers.
The second look-up book is "Carolyn of
the Sunny Hea»"t," by Ruth Belmore
Endicott, in which the scenes are alternately among the crowded apartment
houses of Gotham and the storm-swept
coast of the Atlantic with the quaint
characters living in the communities. It
is a book that breathes the optimistic
jpirit.
SIMONDS* WAR HISTORY
Frank H. Simonds is in France gathering material for the last two volumes of
his "Histo'-y of the World War," the third
volume of which has just been published.
The final volume will include the pro72

OF A MAN

The significance of the title of Dr.
Dixon's new novel "The Way of a Man"
is that it has to do with the way of the
hero toward one Ellen West, whom the
author presents as a type of advanced
modern woman. Ellen West was the
editor of a feminist magazine called "The
New Era," for which she wrote articles
on marriage that were "athrob with passion and revolutionary thought." She
was also President of the New Democracy Club, opened her apartment at
stated times to any one who wanted to
come there, and very much wished "to
destroy the family as the organic group
of human society."
This attitude of hers, the heroine herself considers iconoclastic, but in the
end, through the influence of a man
whom she apparently dominates, she is
brought up with a jerk and made to
realize the unsound foundation upon
which she has based her life. This book
is one that should be placed with discretion by booksellers because if sold
merely as an entertaining novel, it is
likely to be adversely criticized by people
who lemdonovel.
not approve of the frank prob-
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Non-Ficnon

ALLEN

Fiction
Dawn, Eleanor H. Porter, cloth, $1.50;
Man Four Square, Wm. McLeod Raine,
cloth, $1.50; Daughter of Two Worlds,
Leroy Scott, cloth, $1.60; Duchess of
Siona, Earnest Goodwin, cloth, $1.60;
Old Grey Homestead, Frances P. Keyes,
cloth, $1.50.
Non-Fiction
How to Conduct Public Meetings in
Canada, H. G. MacGill, cloth, 75c; War
Finance, Clarence W. Baron, cloth, $1.50;
Industry and Humanity, Hon. W. Mackenzie King, cloth, special, $2.00.
WILLIAM

BRIGGS

Fiction
The Untamed, Max Brand, cloth,
$1.50; Our Admirable Betty, Jeffrey
Fornol, cloth, $1.50; The "Charmed"
American, George Lewys, cloth, $1.50;
The Crimson Alibi, Octavus Ray Cohan,
cloth, $1.50.
Non- Fiction
Abraham Lincoln, Francis Grierson,
cloth, $1.00; Our Winter Birds, Frank
M. Chapman, cloth, $1.00; Hearts Courageous, Oxenham (John), paper, 45c;
In Flanders' Fields, Col. John McCrae,
cloth, $1.50; *Claude's Book, KelwayBamber, cloth, $1.50 (introduction by
Sir Oliver Lodge).
THE

COPP,

CLARK
COMPANY,
Fiction

by Firms Established in Canada

LTD.

The Way of a Man, Thomas Dixon,
cloth, $1.50; Keeper of the Door (new
edition), Ethel M. Dell, cloth, $1.50.
Non- Fiction
The Valley of Vision, Henry Van
Dyke, cloth, $1.50; Golden Stars, and
Other Verses, Henry Van Dyke, cloth,
50c.
HODDER & STOUGHTON, LTD.
Fiction
Actor Manager, Leonard Merrick,
cloth, $1.50; Quaint Companions, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50; Cynthia, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50; One Man's
View, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50;
Human Touch, Sapper, cloth, $1.50; Remembered Kiss, Ruby Ayres, cloth,
$1.35; Invalided Out, Ruby Ayres, cloth,
$1.35; The Land of Big Things, Leslie
Gordon, cloth, $1.35; The Great Hunger,
Johan Boger, cloth, $1.60; While Paris
Laugheed, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50;
Conrad in Quest of His Youth, Leonard
Merrick, cloth, $1.50; Position of Peggy
Harper, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50;
The Man Who Understood Women, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50; When Love
Flies Out the Window, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50; The Wordlings, Leonard Merrick, cloth, $1.50.

Curtain of Steel, Grand Fleet Chaplain, cloth, $1.50; In Northern Mist,
Grand Fleet Chaplan, cloth, $1.50; Grand
Fleet Days, Grand Fleet Chaplain, cloth,
$1.50; Naval Intelligence, Grand Fleet
Chaplain, cloth,$1.50; My Life of Adventure, A. G. Hales, cloth, $1.35; Navy
Eternal, Bartimeus, cloth, $1.50; British
Campaign, Vol. 1, 2, 3, Doyle, cloth,
$2.00 a vol.; Edge of the Quick Sands,
Thos. Curtin, cloth, $1.50; Land of the
Deepening Shadow, Thos. Curtin, cloth,
$1.50; The Crime, 3 vols., cloth, $2.50 a
vol.; 51st in France, R. B. Ross, cloth,
$2.50; Bombing of Bruges, Capt. P. Bewsher, cloth, $1.50; Over the German
Lines, Wings, cloth, $1.50; Canada in
Flanders, Vols. 1, 2, 3, Roberts, cloth,
50c; British Campaign in the Nearer
East, Dane, cloth, $2.50; For Remembrance, Adcock, cloth, $2.00.
Juvenile
Gift Book, Arthur Mees, cloth, $1.50;
Cockyollv Bird, Mabel Dearmer, cloth,
$1.50.
THE
MACMILLAN CO. OF CANADA,
LTD.
Non-Fiction
Mexico, To-day and To-morrow, E. D.
Trowbridge, cloth, $2.00; The Vision for
Which We Fought, A. M. Simons, cloth,
$1.60; Foreign Financial Control in
China, T. W. Overiach, cloth, $2.10; The
New America, Frank Dilnot, cloth, $1.25;
Essays and Addresses in War-Time,
Viscount Bryce, cloth, $2.25; The Food
Crisis and Americanism, W. Stull, cloth,
$1.25; Practical Home Nursing, L. Henderson, cloth, $1.50; Democratic Christianity, F. J. McConnell, cloth, 60c.
McCLELLAND

&• STEWART, LTD.
Fiction
Carolyn of the Sunny Heart, Ruth
Belmore Endicott, cloth, $1.50; The Soul
of Susan Yellam, Horace Annesley Vachell, cloth, $1.50; Beckoning Roads,
Jeanne Judson, cloth, $1.50; Venus in
the East, Wallace Irwin, cloth, $1.50;
Billy McCoy, Christopher Culley, cloth,
$1.50; Countess Glika, Warwick Deeping,
cloth, $1.50; Score by Innings, Charles E.
Van Loan, cloth, $1.35; The Lady from
Long Acre, Victor Bridge, cloth, $1.60;
The Mystery of the 13th Floor, Lee
Thayer, cloth, $1.50; Mockery, Alexander MacFarlan, cloth, $1.60; Why Joan?
Eleanor Marcein Kelly, cloth, $1.50;
Diverging Roads, Rose Wilder Lane,
cloth, $1.50; The Emblems of Fidelity,
James Lane Allen, cloth, $1.25.
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Non-Fiction
Essays in Occultism, Spiritism and
Demonology, Dean W. R. Harris, cloth,
$1.25; Flags, Emblems and Coats of
Arms of Canada, $1.00, on rollers, $1.50;

The Navy in Battle, Arthur Hungerford
Pollen, cloth, $2.50; The Biology of War,
G. F. Nicolai, cloth, $3.50; Ambassador Morgenthau's Story, cloth,
$2.00; Tales from a Dugout, Arthur Guy
Empey, cloth, $1.50; Raemaeker's Cartoon, Louis Raemaker, (History of the
War, Vol. 2), cloth, $1.75; The Burgomaster of Stilemonde, Maurice Maeterlinck, cloth, $1.75.
A Short History of France, Mary Duclaux, cloth, $2.50; The Book of Lincoln,
Mary Wright-Davis, cloth, $2.50; Chess
and Checkers, Edward J. Lasker, cloth,
$1.25; Our Winter Birds, Frank M. Chapman, cloth, $1.00; Nature Stories to Tell
the Children, W. Waddington Seers,
cloth, $1.25; The Fundamental Doctrines
of the Christian Faith, R. A. Torrey,
cloth, $1.40; Economical Cookery, Marion Harris Neil, M.'C.A., cloth, $1.50;
Woodrow Wilson, an Interpretation, A.
Maurice Low, cloth, $2.00; The Long
Road to Baghdad, Edmund Candler, 2
Vols., cloth, $12.00; Ten Years on the
German Frontier, M. F. Egan, cloth,
$3.00.
THE
MUSSON

BOOK
CO.. LIMITED
Fiction
The Desert of Wheat, Zane Grey,
cloth, $1.50; Priest and Layman, Ada
Carter, cloth, $1.50; The Fighting Shepherdess, Caroline Lockhart, cloth, $1.50;
The Best Short Stories of 1918, Edited
by Edward J. O'Brien, cloth, $1.60; The
Schoolboy in the War, Nellie Spence,
paper,. 15c; The Seamless Robe, Ada
Carter, cloth, $1.50; With the Help of

God and
a Few Marines, A. W. C'atlin,
cloth,
$1.50.
Non-Fiction
Experiments
in International
Administration, Francis Bowes
Sayre,
cloth,
$1.50; The War Story of the C.A.M.C,
Col. J. G. Adami, cloth, $1.50.
Juvenile
Bringing Up Father,
Manus, boards, 30c.

George

Mc-

GEORGE

J. McLEOD,
LIMITED
Fiction
The Sagebrusher, Emerson Hough,
cloth, $1.50; The Moonlit Way, Robert
W. Chambers, cloth, $1.60; The Man
Who Could Not Sleep, Arthur Stringer,
cloth, $1.75; Booty, Douglas Grant,
cloth, $1.50; The Evolution of Peter
Moore.
Dale Drummond,
cloth, $1.50.

The
Other
cloth,
Prouty,

S. B. GUNDY
Fiction
Hohenzollerns in American and
Impossibilities, Stephen Leacock,
$1.25; Good Sports, Olive Higgins
cloth, $1.40.
F. D. GOODCHILD
Fiction

Green
cloth,

Valley, Katherine

$1.50;

Beloved

Sinner,

Reynolds,
R.

S. Mc-

BOOKSELLER
Namara, cloth, $1.60; Golf Course Mystery, Chester K. Steele, cloth, $1.50;
Black Opal, Maxwell Gray, cloth, $1.50;
When Life is at Stake (The Peril of the
Marne), Berger, cloth, $1.60; Billy and
the Major, Emma Speed Sampson, cloth,
$1.25.
Non-Fiction
Yashka, Maria Batcharev, cloth,
$2.00; Clemenceau, H. M. Hydman,
cloth, $2.00; Foch, the Man, Clara E.
Laughlin, cloth, $1.00; Thy Son Liveth,
Anonymous, cloth, 75c; Children of
France and the Red Cross, Constance
Lucas, cloth, $1.50.
Juvenile
Grit a Plenty, Dillon Wallace, cloth,
$1.50; Book of Bravery, Sydney Lanier,
cloth, $2.00; Heroes of Aviation, Driggs,
cloth, $1.50.
J. M. DENT & SONS
Fiction
Jungle Tales of Tarzan, Edgar Rice
Burroughs; Old Dad, Eleanor Hallowell
Abbott; The Highwayman, H. C. Bailey;
Nights in Town, Thomas Burke; The
Crescent Moon, Francis Brett Young;
Jacquon, the Rebel, Eugene Le Roy,
translated from the French by Eleanor
Stimson Brooks; Nono, Jaston Roupnel,
translated from the French by Barnet
J. Beyer; The Challenge of Sirins, Sheila
Kaye-Smith; The Song of the Sirens,
Edward Lucas White; Gone to Earth,
Mary Webb; Captain Gault, Wm. Hope
Hodgson; Children of Passage, Frederick
Watson.
Non- Fiction
The Red Cow, Peter Mc Arthur; Women, A Study, by an Anonymous Author;
Pedagomania, A Bachelor of Arts: The
Nelson Touch, Walter Jerrold; The Soul
of Wealth, Rev. Frank Partridge; Warriors and Statesmen, Gleanings from the
Late Earl Brassey; Russian Revolution
Aspects, Robert Crozier Loni>:; Memorials of a Yorkshire Parish, J. S. Fletcher;
The Playground of the Far East, Rev.
Walter Weston, M.A., F.R.G.S.; Economic Statesmanship, J. Ellis Barker;
Life of Sir Wilfrid Laurie". Peter McArthur.
SMALL

THINGS

Margaret Deland's "Small Things" i.s
a series of pictures of war, painted for
the reader in her splendid touching manner— pictures of refugees, of the French
women, the children, and the old men of
Paris. There are stories of the boys
when they came to France and the effect
French ways had upon them. Mrs. Deland shows Paris in war time, when the
•sand bags "were piled high to protect
Napoleon's tomb, and she shows us how
the French felt when they went into
Napoleon's tomb at that time. Germaine,
the pretty little French girl who did her
bit for her country, the milliner's messenger, the Y.M.C.A. girls and men, all
pass before us in a wonderful panorama
of the time.
BLIND BOY HERO
"Dawn," is the new book by Mrs.
Eleanor H. Porter. It is the tale of a
boy who grows blind, later learning to
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novel, "Who Cares." appeared

rise above the tragedy in usefulness;
this
jj|
book comes to the world at a peculiarly
opportune time. Ever since Mrs. Porter's
first appearance in print, her philosophy
of cheer and "compensation" has furnished comfort to her thousands of readers. In spite of the fact that the first
edition of "Dawn" did not appear untii
March 29, a third edition is already being printed, this being necessitated by
the first* two editions being,- exhausted
by advance sales. The Canadian bookseller who did not stock up adequately
for the early marketing of this book will
do well to keep this circumstance in
mind.
WHY i'ROHIBITION?
"Why Prohibition?" by Charles Stelzle,
gives the results of the author's prolonged study of the economic aspects of the
liquor problem. This is such a live question in Canada to-day that this book
should
shops. be given prominence in the bookFOR BANKS
"Bank Window Advertising," by W. R.
Morehouse, is an illustrated handbook
telling how to get the best results from
this kind of advertising. Booksellers
should specially canvass the local banks.
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DR. WILD'S
BOOK
AGAIN
"The Lost Ten Tribes," by the Rev.
Joseph Wild, is a new edition of a book
first published in 1879, which has been in
frequent demand in many Canadian
towns and cities. Dr. Wild was at one
time one of Toronto's most prominent
preachers.
NEW

AND

FORTHCOMING

Among the new books announced for
early publication are "The Living
Corpse" (produced as "Redemption"), by
Leo N. Tolstoi, translated from the
Russian by Anna Monossovitch Evarts;
"Last and First," two unpublished essays by John Addington Symonds;
"James Crowe, Aviator," a series of war
letterskilled
written
by a New
York
man,
in France,
edited
by "Sun"
W. B.
Chase; "Ironica," a volume of new poems
by Donald Evans, and "Numbers," five
one-act piays by Grover Theis.
"Luna Benamore," by Ibanez, shortly
to appear, will include a novel with
scenes laid at Gibraltar and a series of
the Valencian tales representative of the
writings which gained for this author his
popularity in Spain.

Bank Would Assist Merchants
BANKERS BESTIR THEMSELVES
The big banking institutions realize the important
part of their clientele made up by merchants in
the various towns. Readers of "Bookseller and
Stationer" will be interested by this presentation
of a' plan to help retailers to meet mail-order
house competition.

A Scheme Advanced to Enable Retailers to Meet Mail-Order
Competition

bank'
the are
tele
int a part
smalloftown
thes
rtan
impo
AN clien
local merchants. Their business
is good business for these reasons.
Firstly, it is profitable. Secondly, the
local merchant deals with many of the
bank's customers in the big cities —
and profitable banking transactions are
the result. Thirdly, the merchant fills
an unusual position in the small community's life. His business opinions as
a rule carry weight. The fact that he
himself uses a certain bank's services
influences other people to go to the
same bank. It is therefore doubly important that every branch manager
should win the merchant's friendship.
And he can do this most effectively
by helping the merchant solve his merchandising problems.
To-day the biggest problem facing the
small town merchant is the mail order
house. He looks upon it as a giant octopus, which will some day squeeze the
life out of his business. The big, aggressive mail order houses catalogue not only
every farmer but every prospective purchaser. To-day you cannot go into a
single community in Canada where the
services of the mail order concerns are
not available. Indeed, so keen has competition become that for the past few
years the retail merchants have been
crying out and demanding that mail
order houses be legislated out of existence.
Must Give Service

of town." In this way both the jobber
and merchant will be protecting their
business.

Every banker must realize that this
is an impossible, indeed a retrograde
step.
Threebusiness
things to
have
the
mail order
its built'
presentup stay
positive — low prices, variety of goods,
dependable service. Those three factors
are the very breath of competitions in
merchandising. The concern that falls
down in any one of them, whether it is
a retail store or a mail order house, is a
concern that will eventually go to the
wall. It is every banker's duty therefore to impress upon local merchants
that they must answer the competition
of mail order houses with three weapons.
True, the small merchant has not the
same chance of buying at so low a price
:as do the mail order houses. He has to
ideal with a jobber, whereas they deal
direct with the manufacturer and buy
at jobber's prices. But he can show a
great deal more keenness in his buying
rthan he displays to-day. He can point
out to the jobber, for example, that the
mail order houses are invading his territory; that the jobber should give him
advantageous prices from time to time
so that he can "Fut on a Special" which
will convince the local people that there
is nothing to be gained by buying "Out

From

"The TELLER."
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The Merchant's Advantage
On the other hand, the local merchant
has important advantages over the mail
order house. He is immediately at hand.
His goods can be inspected before purchase. He can put a personal touch
into his transaccions. He can show his
customers that his goods, too, come from
the big cities. Pressing these advantages home — at every opportunity, upon
every customer — is a better answer to
mail order competition than holding up
his hands in despair and calling on the
gods to witness his ruin.
Getting Farmer
to Pay Cash
There is another suggestion that the
banker can make to his merchant clients.
The average farmer regards the retailer
in his own town as one upon whom he
can lean when accommodation is required, as one who, for example, can take
butter and eggs off his hands in exchange for goods. This condition exists and has existed for years, and in
addition to this burden the retailer is
expected to carry the farmer from crop
to crop — himself being compelled in
turn to seek accommodation from his
jobber in the way of dating. This is a
ridiculous situation to-day because the
farmer is educated to cash payment — he
actually pays cash in advance to the
mail order houses. Why, therefore,
shouldn't the local merchant begin to
refuse this accommodation? All's fair in
business. "Mr. Farmer," he shall say,
"'I've been on this spot serving you for
years. I've given you many favors. But
you make your most important purchases
by mail — pay cash in advance. Now,
surely, it is only fair that you pay me
cash in advance also for the small purchases you now make here. Every time
I pay cash the jobber gives me a discount of 2 to 5 per cent. Each year he
allows me also 9 per cent, for prepayment of my bills. You pay me cash and
I'll turn this advantage over to you.
Both of us will be better off."
The Community Aspect
The merchant is too important a customer of the bank for any branch manager to overlook the problem of mail
order competition. Then again there is
a community aspect to the question.
Were the retail mail order houses
called upon to support every public enterprise in all the towns in which they
sell goods as all the retailers do, and
are expected to, a considerable hole
would be made in th&ir profits. The
more the farmer and local community
patronize the retail mail order houses
Jo

by the Sterling

Bank

just by that much do they retard the
building up of their home town, and if
the present expansion in this way of
trading is kept up, it is not hard to
vision that this short-sighted policy*
will eventually result in the practical
elimination of the small town.

Banker Should Favor Retail Store
The banker should induce his farmer
customers to see that they are deliberately, for the sake in many instances
of a very small difference in price, and
in a great many cases none whatever
destroying the advance in price of their
greatest asset, namely their farm lands
He should urge them to use the mail
order houses only to procure from them
such commodities, as they cannot get
from their home merchant. With the
increase in the volume of business done
by the country merchant which would
naturally result by this action on the
part of the farming community, the
overhead charges of conducting a store
would be less in proportion and with the
cost of selling goods materially reduced,
a closer pricing of merchandising would
naturally follows.
THE HEART OF PEACE
A creditable new book of verse is
Lawrence Housman's "The Heart of
Peace," published by Small, Maynard &
Co., Boston. Reactions to peace and war
characterize most of the poems, but there
are other miscellaneous lyric poems.
Mr. Housman is well known on both sides
of the Atlantic as a poet, a playwright,
a novelist, and as a writer for children,
and by reason of this booksellers will
find, in introducing this book that the
way has been paved for many sales by
reason of the popularity gained by his
previous works.
THE MAN
FROM THE CLOUDS
William Briggs' spring publications
included a new novel by Storer Clouston,
entitled, "The Man From the Clouds." It
is even better than "The Spy in Black."
The opening is more dramatic, the
psychology shown in the delineation of
the principal characters more subtle.
Nothing: could be better than the way in
which the antecedents and training of
the narrator, ex-diplomatist, ex-actor,
and R.N.V.R. officer, are made to influence his career and achievements as
a spy-hunter. The scene is laid almost
"Windy Isles" off
entirely on one of the familiar
to readers
the north of Scotland
of "The Spy in Black," and Mr. Storer
Clouston's use of local color and atmosphere adds greatly to the impressiveness
of the whole.

Retail

Merchants in Convention

MET THE LAW MAKERS
Representative retailers held conferences with
Senators and Members of Parliament at Ottawa,
discussing vital questions and desired reforms
should ensue.

Many Important Questions Dealt With by R.M.A. Executive,
and Legislation is Urged

Dominion executive of the
THE
Retail Merchants' Association has
been in session at Ottawa recently.
The following were in attendance:
Horace Chevrier, W. G. Devlin, C. W.
Rannard, J. A. Banfield, Winnipeg; J.
G. Watson, A. Daniel, J. S. A. Filion, L.
M. Cornellier, Montreal; W. C. Miller,
D. W. Clark, Toronto; A. A. Mclntyre,
John H. Vaughan, St. John, N.B.; W. J.
Hopgood, J. C. Doyle, Halifax; B. W.
Ziemann, Preston; C. H. Burtt, Fredericton, N.B ; J. J. Poison, Regina; E. J.
Turcotte, East Broughton; Henry Watters, E. M. Trowern, Ottawa.
The delegates were welcomed by E. R.
Fisher, S. McClenaghan and Henry Walters, of the Ottawa branch of the association, the speeches of welcome being
replied to by B. W. Ziemann and J. G.
Watson. The whole day, until 8.30 at
night, was spent in discussion of the matters to be laid before the members of
the Dominion Cabinet and members of
the House of Commons and Senate.
The meeting with the members of the
House and Senate took place at the
Hotel Chateau Laurier, and was
well attended by those representatives
particularly interested in retail trade.
Mr. Horace Chevrier of Winnipeg occupied the chair ar.d presented the whole
programme for the consideration of
those present in a most admirable manner.
He dealt at length with the Bankruptcy
Act. He said the retailers did not think
there was any need for such an Act. It
is
being askedTheforretailers
by the did
Credit
Association.
not Men's
think

credit structure of Canada was placed
in a bad position. There is no evidence
that the credit men and bankers were
any more angelic than they used to be,
and if this proposed Act is not carefully
looked after we may see the same thing
repeated.
"Do you think," interposed Senator
McSweeny, "that we need one at all ?
We should much prefer that there be

an Act could be made that would not
cost more to the commercial and financial interests in Canada than it would
save, in the way of expenses as well as
stability in trade. Owing to the way it
was originally drafted, it was more like
an addition to the criminal code than an
Act to help trade and credit. Even today, after many amendments, it bids
fair to be fruitful of litigation and waste
of estates.
It is necessary for a small proportion
of traders, but the only object of a
Bankruptcy Act is to free of all bonds
the man who has given to his creditors
all he has in the world. Unless there are
important changes in the draft of the
Act from last session, that principle is
lost sight of. If +hose powers which are
asking for the Act are strong enough to
hypnotize Parliament and to obtain the
consecration of the principle of the
Bankruptcy Act in spite of the fact that
it is absolutely unnecessary from our
point of view, then -certain safeguards
would have to be imposed.
He said there had been a Bankruptcy
Act in Canada years ago which worked
hardships to the public, and the whole
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by

Resident

Representative.

no Act passed."
In the matter of the proposed legislation requiring merchants to keep books,
the Association agreed that this was
necessary, but care shoud be taken to
see that it was not made excessive. The
proportion of men in business who go
in with the deliberate intention of
swindling was very small and should not
govern in the matter.
On the False Advertising Act, it was
The officers for the ensuing year
v.- ere as follows:
President, J. A. Banfield, Winnipeg.
First vice-president, J. G. Watson,
Montreal.
Second vice-president, J. L. S. Hutchinson, Saskatoon.
Third vice-president, F. W. Daniel, St.
John, N.B.; fourth vice-president, T. A.
Gaetz, Red Deer, Sask.; fifth vice-president, W. J. Hopgood, Halifax, N.S.;
sixth vice-president, G. A. Howker, Vancouver; treasurer, "Henry Watters, Ottawa; secretary, E. M. Trowern, Ottawa.

pointed out to the meeting that up to
the present the law could not catch the
man who systematically allowed his advertising to be conducted to the detriment of the trade and the public. The
association was asking amendments to
the False Advertising Act to deal with
this. The Act was quite severe on the
merchant who personally advertised
falsely, but did not get at the man who
allowed his agent to do so.
Carrying of Parcels and
Mail

Catalogues by

It was pointed out that only a small
portion of this was borne by the parties
benefiting, the remainder of the cost
had to be borne by the letter service.
This allowed the mail-order houses to
take away a great deal of trade from
those parts of the country where it
should be carried on. The country was
being drained of its small towns and
villages and those centres of society
which were so necessary and which retail trade tended to encourage were suffering. The trade which they should get
was being taken from them by the mailorder houses. He regretted to say that
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many who should have a wider outlook
were among the greatest encouragers of
this business. The clergyman, for example, who should have a wider outlook. The mail-order catalogue was next
to the Bible in many homes, where they
sat down on Sunday and studied the big
catalogues and made out their orders.
The whole thing was largely due to the
fact that the Government was carrying
parcels at less than cost.
Senator Blain asked if it was not a
fact that the country merchants themselves were great sinners in this respect,
and often bought abroad what they could
get at home. He was told that if there
were those who did so, they were not
members of the Retail Merchants' Association. "Anyway," said Mr. Chevrier,
"we ask that you make this impossible
on the part of the merchant or any other
individual." Fire Insurance Act
It was pointed out that it was not the
retail merchant wrho was asking for this
legislation. An attempt was being made
to put through forms of applications
containing innumerable questions and to
make this signed application a part of
the policy. In many cases the questions
were impossible to answer. Exception
was also taken to the fact that the Act
would allowr of too many structural
changes in buildings being required.
The agent of one company would require
one thing and another agent would require something else, so that, if, as very
often happened, a man had ten or a dozen
policies, his building might practically
have to be reconstructed. It looked to
the association like a well-organizgd
system of black-listing. They objected
to the application becoming part of the
policy, but if it is so, then the rates
should be reduced. If the companies are
to take absolutely no risk, they should
share part of the premium with us; or,
we say, once a policy is issued on this
proposed application form it should be
absolutely non-contestable after a certain time.
Weights and Measures
The Retail Merchants' Association
asked that the fees for inspection under
this Act be abolished. If this were done
the merchant would invite inspection.
It was for the public benefit and should
be a public service.
Price Maintenance Legislation
The association was in favor of price
maintenance in order that the manufacturer should be able to maintain the
quality of his goods. It was pointed out
that a catalogue picture could make
anything look good, but that did not
assure quality, as they knew.
Weight of Contents of Cereal Packages
With this matter was also considered
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the weight of the wrapping on hams.
While it has usually been possible for
the merchant to protect himself in this
matter, there is a limit to the distance
he can go. They are many who do
not realize how much this adds to the
cost of the hams. It should be delivered
to the merchant at the net price, regardless of the weight of the wrapper. In
regard to weight of package contents,
this is asked for by the consumer, the
complaint being frequent that packages
are not equally filled.
Adulteration Act
The association thinks the standard
should be set in regard to honey and
maple sugar. As to margarine, there
was a question in the minds of some as
to whether it should be sold at all or not;
it was one of the matters on which
opinion was divided, but in any event
it should be graded. At present it is all
sold the same, though there is a great
difference in the materials composing
the product masquerading under the
name. This may be profitable for the
manufacturers, but it is hurtful to the
country. The consumer should have a
chance to know just what the grade is
of the material Tie is buying.
Inland Trade Commission
"Much of the trouble we are giving
you gentlemen this morning would be
obviated if we had an Inland Trade Commission," observed Mr. Chevrier. "As
regards inland trade, we must say that
the Department of Trade and Commerce
is still only at the beginning. We find
it always in the position of being about
to be made as useful as possible — but
not yet. A commission would stimulate
inland trade; it would simplify matters,
benefit the public and make the life of
those in business better than it has
been."
Government

Employees
and Garnishee
Act
With the possible exception of the
Bankruptcy Act the matter of garnishee
of the wages of Government employees
was laid more stress on than any other
subject that came up. It was pointed
out that with the C. N. R. becoming
part of the Government machinery and
the law preventing garnishee in civil
suits, we had the condition where thousands who were once good pay were now
trying to deadhead under the protection
granted them. Any man who gets his
cheque from the -Canadian National Railways— and they are scattered all over
Canada — cannot be garnisheed. The
laws in the different Provinces vary so
much with regard to debtors that it is
a fact that in certain Provinces you can
not get at a man's goods nor have him
up under judgment summons, so with
the absence of garnishee you have no
recourse at all. We have to recognize
that there is a large class which has become known as civil service deadbeats.
Probably 95 per cent, or more of them
were originally honest, but they are being put in the position of not being
easily trustable, so that there is no disposition on the part of dealers any longer to extend credit to civil servants.
The only reason for garnishee not being-
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allowed is the inconvenience it might
be to the Government, but, as has been
the experience where it has been allowed
in the case of Provincial Governments,
the very fact that the privilege of exemption does not extend to the civil servants has made it very seldom necessary
to invoke the Act.
War Stamps on Patent Medicines
This has worked a hardship to the retailer as the Department has had spotters all over the Dominion looking for
a chance to catch men, and actually laying traps for them by making pretence
of great hurry on the part of the buyer
and of his being unable to wait for the
stamp or even to have his purchase
wrapped up. It has been haste, not dishonesty, which has caused whatever
trouble there has been. It has cost the
Government over 62 per cent, to collect
the revenue. It should be abolished.
War Profit Tax on Luxuries
This also should be abolished. It is
hard to say just what luxuries are nowadays, and when you put jewellery in
that category any man is prepared to
say a watch is a necessity, and the same
is true of cuff-links and other articles.
Automobiles also were necessities in
many cases.
There was such unanimous assent to
the suggestion that the purchaser of
goods on Sunday should be made equally
guilty with the seller that the matter
was
not considered as requiring further
urging.
Daylight Saving
The chairman said he was aware that
there was some difference of opinion in
regard to this. As he went on to discuss it he was interrupted by some of
the legislators present who said the
scheme was practically dead so far as
Parliament was concerned, and it was
unlikely that anything more would be
heard of it.
Cost of Living Statistics
It was pointed out that this was now
in the Department of Labor and had not
been well handled. It was thought it
should go to the Department of Trade
and Commerce, so there might be a
chance of getting dependable figures.
Customs
Confiscating
Automobiles
Numerous cases of this kind had arisen
and worked great hardship. There was
a practice of smuggling or distributing
liquor in cars, and the cars, when caught,
were seized at the border. It was pointed out that in a great many cases the
cars were not the property of the
nominal owner, being paid for in instalments. Unless it was proved that the
real owner had guilty knowledge he
should be protected.
Co-operative Societies
All such socieLies should be carefully
examined as they were guilty of deceptive methods. Active steps should be
taken by the Retail Merchants' Association to see that the public was more
fully informed regarding them. Their
method of showing profits, when they
did show them, were not fair or legitimate. In this eorniection the matter of
the co-o>perative e£ofts of civil servants
was brought up, ftjsi *ne fact that they
were doing their \v_^ : to some extent
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with Government convergences and in
Government time. "You can stop this,"
the legislators present were told. "They
are breaking bulk on their purchases
and dividing stuff up in Government time
and on Government
premises."
The chairman made it plain that the
association was not in favor of asking
for a tariff commission. They thought
the tariff should be changed at once and
not left to the slow operations of a commission, but if a commission should be
established they wanted to be represented thereon.
A more or less general discussion on
the different points brought out then ensued. Senator Blain wished to know
something definite regarding the position of the retailers on the matter of
the accuracy or inaccuracy of the trade
statistics. Secretary -Trowern pointed
out many inaccuracies. At the time of
the postmen's strike last summer statistics were presented stating that there
had been an increase of 64 per cent, in
the cost of living, which the association
claimed was far too high. They asked
to be permitted to put expert men in the
Labor Department who, would conduct
an investigation free of cost, but the permission was not granted. Babsons' reports, which are considered a standard,
show the postmen's figures to be far too
high. Another speaker pointed out that
in Moose Jaw figures had been taken for
eight items and compared with the reports of the Department of Labor, and
the figures of the latter had been shown
far too high.
Senator Blain said it was very important from the standpoint of Canada
as a country seeking immigration and
business, that the figures should be accurate.
Different members and senators spoke
and expressed pleasure with the idea
of bringing them to the meeting. Many
of the arguments presented had impressed them favorably. Garnishee was a
hardship and should be abolished. Speaking on co-operation, one of the visitors
said he was in favor of the old tried
way of selling goods from the manufacturer to the retailer and from him to the
consumer — a way which had stood the
test and could not be beaten.
In a further discussion on the mat'er
of an Inland Trade Commission, it was
pointed out that the object of the association in urging this was to try to control Canadian business for the Canadian
manufacturer. We should find out if
we are losing trade, and to whom. Why
can we not get trade now going to the
United States turned into Canadian
channels? The matter of men's furnishings was instanced, and it was asked
what was the matter with the Canadian
manufacturer when he could not control
this business. If it was a matter of inferior goods, less attractive packages,
or whatever it was, it should be found
out. We want the balance of trade to
remain in Canada. All the retailers
asked was that the Dominion Governthings.ment should help them to find out those

Simple Book-keeping
for
Merchants
How to Start a Ledger — Double Entry System Enables Perfect

IS APPRECIATED
That the expert advice afforded by these articles
by C. J. Morris is appreciated has been demonstrated by the correspondence the first article
has brought from retail booksellers and stationers
seeking light on other points of book-keeping.

to understand the explanaJN order
tion given below of the method of
posting the entries in the Journal to
the Ledger, it will be necessary for the
reader to have before him the Journal
for
the. four days as given in last month's
article
This Journal comprises a record of
every transaction in the store which is
connected with money. It does not matter whether money is paid out or received
at the time or not, the transaction must
be entered in this book.
Now it is clear that should we wish
at any time to find out how much Mrs.
Jones owes us, or how much we owe
Anderson & Co., or how much we have
paid out for general expenses, we could
do so from this book if we took the
trouble to go through it and pick out
every item having to do with Mrs. Jones
or Anderson & Co., but this process
would take up far too much time. We
therefore make use of another book,
called a Ledger, in which we make up, in
alphabetical order, accounts for all the
persons with whom we do business. In
these accormts we enter up each item
from the Journal as we go along, so that
when we wish to know, for instance, how
much Mrs. Jones owes us we simply turn
to the account in the Ledger allotted to
Mrs. Jones and we there find all transactions we have had with her already
entered at the one place, and we can
therefore at once tell how much is due
from her.
Retain Present Account Systems
It is possible that some readers who
may wish to start a system on the lines
here described may already have in use
one of the various account systems by
p-hich customers' accounts are kept. Our
system will in no way interfere with any
of these account systems, which may be
continued simultaneously with, and may
be made part of, the one we are discussing.
Whereas the Journal was ruled with
a single cash column the Ledger must
be ruled with two. In the left hand, or
Debtor column, we enter a record of
everything the person in whose name the
account stands receives from us and is
indebted to us for, and in the right hand.
or Creditor column, we enter a record
of whatever we receive and are indebted
to him for.
For instance, ta?<e Entry No. 1 in the
Journal. Mrs. Jones receives some goods
from us and is indebted to us for these in
the sum of $5.60. We therefore open
an account for Mrs. Jones (see p. 5 in our
Ledger) and enter Mrs. Jones as Dr. to
Goods for that amount. Later on when
she pays us $10 (see entry No. 33) she
is our creditor for that amount, and we
therefore enter on the right hand side of
her account, "Creditor By Cash, $10/'
The tetters Dr. and Cr. are placed over

Check to Be Kept — Explanation of Entries From
Journal Into Ledger
By C. T. MORRIS

Dr.
Jan. 2 To goods
" 4 "
"

MR.

BLACK,
$ 5.55
8.30

90 Upper St.
Jan. 4 By cash
By balance

Page
Ct. 1
$10.0*
3.85

135 North St.
By goods
By balance

$13.85
Or.
$1.40
7.69

$13.85
Page 2
Dr.
Jan. 1 To goods
" 2 "
"

MR. BROWN,
$7.20
1.70

Dr.
Jan. 3

$8.90
H. T. EDWARDS, 77 Main St.
$7.40
Jan. 4 By cash

To goods

By

$7.40
MRS. GREEN,
37 King St.
$4.30
By balanee

To goods

Dr.

MRS. JONES,
$5.60
75
9.35

Jan. 1 To goods
tt

-I

If

«

"

2

"

"

Dr. 6
Page
Jan. 2

balance

2.40
$5.00

Dr. 4
Page
Jan. 2

..

Page 3
Cr.
$8.90

24 Main St.
Jan. 3 By cash on aee.
By balance ....

$15.70
J. W. ROBINSON, 89 Western Ave.
$9.30
Jan. 2 By caah . .
By balance

To Roods

Cr.
$7.40
Page 5
Cr.
$4.30
B.70
$10.00

$15.70
1.30
Cr.
$8.00

Dr.
Jan. 1
a

^

$9.30
MRS. ROBINSON, 41 South St.
$ 8.32
Jan. 4 By caah . .
9.38
By balance

To goods
u

«

Page 7
Cr.
$9.30
9.38
$ 8.32

Dr.
Page 8
Jan. 1
it

Q

Dr.
Jan. 2
u

4

$17.70
E. W. SMITH.
$3.40
3.59

To goods
tt

tt

$6.99
MRS. WHITE,
,
$11.15
17.63

To goods
«

tt

$28.78
DAILY CASH
$ 52.90
73.90
64.79
83.70

Page 50
Dr.
Jan. 1 To goods
" 2 "
"
" 3 "
"
" 4 "
"

54 High St.
Jan. 2 By Cash .
By balance

89 Queen St.
Jan. 3 By Cash
By P. & L. (disct)
By balance

SALES

ACC.
By cash
"
"
"
"
"
"

$17.70
Cr.
3.59
$3.40
Page
Cr. 9
$6.99
17.63
$11.00
.15
$28.78
Cr.
$ 52.90
73.90
64.79
83.70
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$275.29
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Dr.
ANDERSON
& CO.
Jan. 2 To bank
$56.16
Jan. 1 By goods
" P. & L. (disc't) . . . .
1.74
" balance
37.10

Page 201
Cr.
. . $57.90
37.10

$95.00
Page 202
Dr.
To balance
Dr.
Jan. 4

To
To

bank
balance

$95.00

GREEN
$20.65

& SON
Jan. 1 By goods-

Cr.
$20.65
Page Cr.203

HOLDEN BROS., LTD.
$50.00
Jan. 2 By goods
24.00

$74.00

$74.00
Page 204
Dr.
To

UNr

$74.00
, SUPP
Jan 3

balance
$22.30
BANK

Dr.
Jan. 2
"
3
"
4

To halanpp
To cash
n

"

(i
ii

Cr.
By

goods
$22.30
PageCn.301

AC

$200.00
52.90
85.30
85.79

Jan

"

2

—3

.

By Anderson & Co. .
By self drawing ace.
By Holden Bros. . . .
By balance

$ 56.16
50.00
25 00
50.00
242.83

$423.99^
$423.99
Page 302
Dr.
To balance on hand . . .
To
Jan. 1
cash sales . .
" J.daily
Robinson . . .
" E. W.
W. Smith
"
Daily cash sales . .
" Bank
u Mrs. Jones

" Mrs. White
"II

"

4

"

4-

"II

Daily cash sales . .
P.&L. (over in till)
Mrs. Black
H. T. Edwards
. ..
Mrs. Robinson
Daily cash sales . .

CASH
$100.00
52.90
8.00
3.40
73.90
50.00
10.00
11.00
64.79

ACi

Cr.
Jan

1

By
By
By
By

sundry
sundry
petty
sundry

By

balance

trade ex's.
trade ex's.
cash
trade ex's.

" 22
Sundry trade ex's. .
*'
** 3 By P.&L.(short. in till)
" 4

.35
10.00
5.00
8.32
83.70
$481.36

Page 304
Dr.
Jan.
"
"
"
"
"

1
1
2
2
3
3

GOODS

To balance on hand...
$2,000.00
57.90
& Co. . .
To
" Anderson
Green
& Son
. ..
20.65
" Mrs. Brown
1.40
" Holden Bros. Ltd.
74.00
ii
Anderson & Co. . .
37,10
22.30
Universal S'plyCo.

$

2.75
7.50
5.00
1.50
52.90
3.80
.35
85.30
85.79
236 47

$481.36
ACCOU
Jan

i
i
t
t
i
i

<
i

$2,213.35

.

'■"" ' 4
1

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4

By
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

'

~"1

Cr.

T*I*W

Mrs. Jones
... . $ 5.60
E. W. Smith
3.40
Mrs. Brown
7.20
8.32
Mrs. Robinson .
Mrs. Jones
52.90
daily cash sales .
.75
9.30
J. W. Robinson
Mrs. Brown
. ^
1.70
9.35
Mrs. Jones
4.30
Mrs. Green
11.15
Mrs. White
5.55
Mrs.
Black
73.90
daily cash sales .
3.59
E. W. Smith
...
7.40
H. T. Edwards . .
64.79
daily cash sales .
Mrs. Black
Mrs. White
8.30
17.63
9.38
Mrs. Robinson
. .
83.70
daily cash sales . . 1,825
14
balance
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$2,213.35

left

and right hand columns
respectively tosignify Debtor and Creditor.
Double Entry System

This system, as it has been so far explained, would enable us to find out at
any time how we stood with our customers and our creditors, but it would
not enable us to check up our books so
that we could be absolutely certain that
all our entries had been correctly made
and that no omission or mistake had occurred. To enable us so to check up our
accounts a system called Double Entry
has been devised by which every item
is entered twice. If Mrs. Jones receives
goods from us our stock of goods is decreased to an amount equivalent to their
value; if she pays us cash our stock of
cash is increased by the sum she pays.
We therefore open various impersonal
accounts, such as Goods Account, Cash
Account, etc., and when Mrs. Jones receives goods from us we not only debit
her with the goods but we make a corresponding entry on the opposite side in
the Goods Account, and Credit Goods by
Mrs. Jone*3 with the same amount. Similarly when Mrs. Jones pays us money we
not only credit her with the amount but
we debit our Cash Account with a like
sum. It will perhaps be easier to understand this method if we regard Goods
and Cash as actual persons. Mr. Goods
supplies merchandise to Mrs. Jones for
which the latter is a Debtor and Mr.
Goods is a Creditor.. Then Mrs. Jones
hands Mr. Cash some money, in which
case Mrs. Jones is the creditor and Mr.
Cash is indebted to her. Thus every
item in the Journal will be entered
twice — once on the debit side and once
on the credit side. This being the case,
it is clear that when we come to balance
the various accounts the total of the various debit balances must agree with th»
total of the various credit balances. If
these balances do not agree we know
there must be something wrong with our
bookkeeping and that an error has crept
in somewhere, in which case we have to
check over each separate entry until we
find the mistake.
How

to Start

Ledger

We have already dealt fully with*jtem
No. .1 and we now take item No. 2 — Goods
received from Anderson & Co.
Parenthetically it may here be mentioned that as a rule a merchant will prefer to have two Ledgers — one for goods
bought and another for goods sold; for
a business of any size this is preferable.
But on the assumption that ours is only
a small business we are only using one
Ledger, in which pages 1 to 200 are allotted to our customers, pages 201 to
300 to the merchants from whom we
buy, and 301 onwards to the impersonal
accounts above referred to.
We now open an account for Anderson & Co. on page 201 and gredit them
"by Goods" with $57.90, and we turn to
the Goods account, already opened on
page 304, when we were dealing with
Mrs. Jones' item, and enter therein on
the Dr. side, "To Anderson & Co." $57.90.
Item No. 3 is freight paid on Ander-
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.son's jroods. This, strictly speaking, is
part of the cost of the goods and in a
lar^e business would be so treated, but
for convenience and simplicity's sake we
will treat it as a Trade Expense. We
therefore open a Sundry Trade Expenses
account on p. 307 and enter the amount
Dr. to Cash, while we credit the Cash account which we now open on p. 302 with
the equivalent amount.
Item No. 4 for telephone is also a
Sundry Trade Expense and is treated in
precisely the .same manner as item No.
3.
Petty Cash
Nos. .">, G and 7 call for no comment.
No. 8 shows the method of taking out a
lump sum for small expenses which will
be entered in the small memorandum
book for petty cash, instead of making
a separate entry in the Cash account and
Sundry Trade Expenses account for every
lew cents we may be called on to expend. This $5 is treated as a single
Sundry Trade Expense and entered as
were items 3 and 4.
At the end of the day we total up our
cash sales and enter the amount in the
Journal.
Here it must be observed that for
bookkeeping purposes there are two
transactions. First the sale of the
goods and secondly the receipt of cash,
and if we treat each transaction as we
do the sales to credit customers we shall
require two entries for each. We therefore open a Cash Sales account; from
this we have received $52.90 which has
been added to our cash and we therefore debit the Cash account with that
sum, at the same time crediting Mr.
Cash Sales with a like amount. That
settles the cash part of the transaction.
Mow for the Goods part. Mr. Goods has
handed over to Mr. Cash Sales, goods to
the value of $52.90, and he is therefore
credited with their value, while a similar
sum is debited to Mr. Cash Sales. This
item of $52.90 is thus entered four
times.

Pay Daily Receipts into Bank
With reference to item No. 13, too
great emphasis cannot be laid upon the
desirability of paying into the bank each
day the total cash takings of every kind
any deducof the previous day, without necessarily
tion whatever. You need not
pay in the actual cash. If you happen
to have expended part or all of it draw
a cheque for the amount you have spent
and pay that in as cash. If it is not
convenient to make a journey to the bank
every day make out a separate slip for
each day and pay them all in when you
do go. This daily amount must include
not only the amount taken for cash
sales, but also any cheques or cash received from your credit customers.
In this way you will have an incontrovertible record of your takings which
will be invaluable to you if at any time
you should wish to dispose of your business.
We now open a bank account, which
will be a check on our pass book, and
enter therein $52.90 on the Dr. side "To
Cash," at the same time we credit the

Dr.
Jan. 3

L E R

AND

PRIVATE DRAWING ACC.
$25.00
Balance.

To bank

Page 306
Dr.
Jan. 2

S T A T I0 N E R

PROFIT

To cash (short, in till)..
" Mrs. White
" balance

AND

LOSS

ACC.

$ .35
Jan. 2 By Anderson & Co
15
" over in till
1.59

PajreCr.305
. . $25.00

Cr.
$1.74
35

,

$2.09
Jan.Dr 1

To

SUNDRY
freight

cash
for
(Anderson)
cash for telephone.,
cash for petty cash,
cash for price cards
cash for string, etc.

TRADE
2.75
7.50
5.00
1.50
3.80

EXPENSES

Cr.
By

balance

$20.55
Page 308
Dr.

CAPITAL

To balance

$2,800.00
$2,800.00

Cash account with an equivalent amount
taken from it.
Our next customer is J. W. Robinson,
who orders some goods to be sent and
leaves us $8 to be placed to his credit.
We therefore open an account for him
on page 6, debit him with $9.30, value of
goods, and credit him with $8, cash paid.
Remember that each of these items has
to have a corresponding entry elsewhere;
thus we credit Goods account with $9.30
and debit Cash account with $8.
Returned Goods
Entry No. 16 shows that some goods
sent in error to Mrs. Brown have been
returned, and in their place we sent
other goods to the value of $1.70, those
returned being valued at $1.40. We
therefore turn up Mrs. Brown's account
on page 2, credit her with $1.40 for goods
returned and debit her with $1.70, goods
sent. At the same time we debit Goods
account with the $1.40 for goods retaken
into stock and credit it with the $1.70 for
fresh goods supplied.
Discounts
In entry No. 24 we have the item of
discounts. To deal with this and with
sundry unavoidable losses or incidental
gains, we open a Profit and Loss account
We then debit Anderson's
on page 306.
on page 201 with the amount of our
cheque and also make them debtor to
Profit and Loss for the amount of discount; at the same time we credit the
bank account with the amount of the
cheque and Profit and Loss account with
the $1.74.
On balancing up our cash for the day
we find we are 35c short which we canWe therefore credit
not account for.

80

$2.09
Page 307

$20.55

$20.55
ACCOUNT
By fixtures,, etc
" cash on hand
" cash at bank
" stock

$ 500.00
Cr.
100.00
200.00
2,000.00

$2,800.00
Cash with this amount by profit and loss
and debit Profit and Loss with the same
amount.
Entry 28. Here it will be seen we
pay into bank the full amount of cash
takings together with the amounts received from J. W. Robinson and E. W.
Smith.
Entry 29. Requiring more money for
change, we draw $50, crediting Bank account and debiting Cash account.
Entry 30. The correct method here
would be for the proprietor to pay himself a salary, which would be one of the
legitimate expenses of the business.
However, we will for the present open
a Drawing account on page 305 and will
deal with the matter when we come to
make up a Profit and Loss account.
Entry 35. Here it is we who allow
the discount, and the entries in Profit
and Loss and Cash are therefore now on
the contrary sides to those on which they
were entered in dealing with entry 24.
Entry 39. The cause of our deficit of
35c yesterday has been discovered and
entries are made similar to those of yesterday but on opposite sides of the
Ledger accounts. The remaining entries
are similar to those which have already
been dealt with.
In the next article we shall show how
to balance the Ledger and prove that all
entries have been accurately made.
(To be continued.)

Halifax, April 1.— W. B. Putnam,
Halifax city salesman for the Office
Specialty Co., has resigned and is now
in the firm of E. L. Staling, counter
agents.
check book and manufacturing
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ROBERTS

WELDON
• RUBBER

ERASERS

RUBBER

ROBERTS

WELDON

Quick

REGENT
File

Lever

B-l — 8 semi-moist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and
charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans,
6 standard colors with white
and black.
A-13 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
by blue and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-14 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue, gamboge, black.
A-8 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-9 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
gamboge, black.

Flat

(Packs Flat)
FILE

^j&ort"

For sale by the leading jobbers, or
trade orders will be promptly filled

Manufactured by

W. H. HILTON
VEROTAX

WORKS,

& CO.

ROCHDALE,

ARE REASONS

Bradley
Water
Color
Boxes
for
schools.
The standard of quality has
been maintained and prompt deliveries are always made.
A few of the leading boxes :

Specially

THE "REGENT"
LEVER
Packs Flat.

N.J. U.S.A.

for the largely increased sales of

Spring

KISMET
Binder
FALINGE
File

•

Co. NEWARK,
THERE

The
Four
Leading
Lines in
Letter
Files
Clip
ROTAX

S T A T I0 N E R

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

England

TORONTO

215 Victoria Street,

Catalogues and Samples on application.

World
Travel and Commerce
NOW is the time for the BOOKSELLER and STORES to show:
Marlborough
"SELF-TAUGHT"
Series
OF EUROPEAN
& ORIENTAL
LANGUAGES
Containing Classified Vocabularies, Conversational Phrases and Sentences, Travel Talk for Railway, Steamboat, Customs, Hotel, Post Office, Commercial Trading, Legal and Religious Terms, with English Phonetic
Pronouncation. Grammar, in some instances, forms a separate volume. Tables of Money, with illustration
of Coinage and English and American Values, Weights and Measures, &c.
The Series now includes TWENTY-FIVE Languages, also six Volumes on ENGLISH for Foreign Nations,
and THREE Books on ESPERANTO;
Also books in SIX Langauges for COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
All the Books in these Series may be. obtained of WHOLESALE BOOKSELLERS or direct from the PUBLISHERS.
Write for Catalogue, and Prospectus of a Volume of the Series.
Terms will be sent on receipt of trade
card, post free.

LONDON

: E.

MARLBOROUGH

&

CO.,

PUBLISHERS,
81
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DISHONESTY

UNDER the above caption The Financial Post
deal- editorially, in the current issue, with one
oi tli>' grave conditions of modern husiness life, the
failure fco consider a contract landing on both parties if it is lo the disadvantage of one. The editorial
reads as follows :
"The whole fabric of modern husiness and industry isbased on confidence. Anyone, he he retailer, wholesaler, or manufacturer, who breaks faith
with another, takes a slash at husiness in general.
There are those who break their contracts when
prices decline, and feel safe in the knowledge that
it wotdd cost too much to litigate, and the judgment
would not cover all the los< of money, and none of
the lo<s of time. Sometimes, a real business man
does gel disgusted, and in spite of his loss, he gives
the offender a lesson on the ethics of business for
the henefit of the country in general. There are,
however, large numbers of the small calibre business man who manage to stay in business, sit tight
while markets rise, and welsh when prices decline —
usually escaping the penalty, probably because the
game is not worth the ammunition.
"ft ha- been known for a carload of canned fish
from the Pacific Coast, packed and labelled to the
order of an Atlantic house, to he cancelled by wire

jdrgesi Setting
(equality Pencil in

ibe%dd

ENUS
PENCILS
Embody

IN BUSINESS

in their perfection over half a

century's experience
making.in
17 Black Degrees
dud .'} Copying

a few days before date of shipment because the market has declined, and the shipper, with a carload
of canned fish on his hands, was told, 'He could
use his own judgment about shipping, but the stock
would he refused on inspection:' What power.- of
clairvoyance! It has been known that a carload
of Eastern jams has been accepted en route only on
greatly modified terms, by the consignee in the
West, winch simply meant that goods were received
under terms and at prices at which, had the shipper
known, the goods woujd never have been shipped.!
It has feeari known that cars of fresh fruit from the
fertile valley of the Eraser have been refused on
arrival on the Prairie — except they were delivered,
to the 'Buyer' on con.-rgnment'only, and' the wily'
shipper, instead of 'falling,' took the night train,
and reached the Prairie point to find the cars well
iced, and unopened.

The Pre-eminent QUALITY

"There is a serious lack of the fundamental basic
principles of honesty evident among some, engaged
in husiness. and it is the duty of every business man
to stamp out the unprincipled, unethical member
wherever his presence is discovered. Make it un-

of

V E N 1 IS Pencils
recognized
wherever
pencils ' are
used,
make them one of the most

profitable tohe morally as well as legally dishonest.''

staple items in a stationer's
stock.

THE
A

POINT

OF APPEAL

MERCHANT in Renfrew. Out., recently advertised that he would sell the same iron bed
that one of the large mail order houses advertised
in their catalogue, at $6.10, for $6.25, delivered and
set up. The farmer who calls for it, he states, can

American Lead Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Avenue, New York
.1 lso Clapton, London, Eng.
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BOOKSELLER
have it at $6.15, and they get it the same day. No
writing, no postage, no uncertainty, and no delays,
and the purchaser has the privilege of seeing what
he is getting.
There are many merchants who are spending a
lot of time worrying about mail order house competition, but this is the first illustration of such advertising that we have seen, that definitely makes
the great points in favor of the local store. Certainly these advertisers are few and far between.
Why not stop the worry, and get down to business, as this merchant has done? After all, the
mail order house is in greater danger than the
local merchant, given an equal amount of enthusiasm and push in each instance. If the local merchant fails he must shoulder the blame himself, for
that is where the blame should lie.

AND

STATIONER

The Delight of Artists
and Photographers

'Venus

Everpotntedf,

PENCILS
How

do

you

sharpen

lead

REFILL leads (No. 842) of
the famous VENUS qualityare used in these pencils which
makes sharpening unnecessary.

pencils?

A separate marked holder for
each degree.
A seller on sight, especially
when a customer has learned the
degree that suits him.

American Lead Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Ave., N.Y.
y Clapton, London, Eng.

BLACK,

Venus

%

16 Black. Degrees
5B softest to 9H hardest.
MARY
Author of "Affinities,"

ROBERTS
a new book

RINBHART
of hospital

from

love stories
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

NEW
GOODS
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED
THE

PROMPTER

A new device for business men, introduced by the Patent Products Co. of
Manufacturers of

Adding Machine Rolls
Die
Wiping
Paper
and
ALL CLASSES OF SMALL ROLLS
FOR
AUTOMATIC
REGISTERS

Paper

Manufacturers

Co.

Philadelphia

Penna.

Every
Bookshop
Assistant
Should

receive

his or her own

copy of

Bookseller ck Stationer
regularly

$1.00 A YEAR
THE

MACLEAN
PUBLISHING
CO., Limited

1 43 University Ave.

TORON

10

••tiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiA**
■4
•4

"The Guarantee of Quality"

ULTON

▼

Self-Inking

\ Stamp Pads
■^
Vanufaetwed bij
4
FULTON SPECIALTY
J Ei<zubetli,

Line Daters
Numberers
Sign
RubberMarkers
Type
Printing

Chicago, is called "The Prompter." It
ib a booklet designed so as to record the
events of the week, and also as a prompter of things to be done during week.
"The Prompter" consists of 52 separate
booklets, 3 inches wide and 8 inches
long. Each booklet has 8 pages. The
first page consists of the number of the
booklet, being also the number of the
week; it gives the inclusive dates of the
week, including Monday and Saturday;
it also has the things to do which represent the things that you should do
during the week. The second page consists of spaces for names and addresses
and engagements, the third page has
spaces for telephone numbers and letters
to write. On the fourth and fifth pages
are spaces for memos and a scribble
sheet. The sixth and seventh pages are
devoted to cash accounts and also calendars for two years. The eighth or last
page is an emergency list for things that
arise during the week that must be attended to and also includes a scale of
eight inches, carried along edge. The
idea of this system is to carry in the
pocket this prompter for the period of
the week. At the beginning of the new
week a new Prompter is filled out, giving the number and its inclusive dates.
In addition to the 52 booklets there is a
case in which to retain the booklets before using and also to file after using.
NINON

FABRIQUE

"Ninon Fabrique" is the attractive
title of an attractive new line of stationery being introduced by Buntin,
Gillies & Co., Limited, Hamilton. The
range comprises note paper, envelopes,
papeteries, correspondence card cabinets

New Jersey

••TTTTTYVTVVVVTTTTTTTVTV**

TORONTO

CANADA

Manufacturers and Manufacturers'
French
Ivory Agents.
(Made
in Canada1.
Photo
Frames,
Boxes.
Toilet
Articles and Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc.. for all
seasons and occasions.
Toy Books.
Pennants
and
Textile
Novelties,
Active Service Banners.
Welcome
Home
Banners
and
Pennants,
Victory
Pennants
and
Celebration lines.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Souvenir Novelties.
If you don't get our catalogue
regularly, send us your name.
It's well worth having.

CADO LINE DATER
\pplicd for

Compact.
Large,

Attractive

Clear

Metal

Imprint

Thruout

MAY 20 '19

Inks Automatically
After
Each
Impression
POPULAR PRICK
IN

STOCK

CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG. CO.
240-242 W. 23rd St., New

York

Material
'
Drawing
ArtistsMaterial

Mfrs. since

1854 of high

gradeandArtists'
School
Oil
Waterand Colors,

^

FiJMOTIB

Outfits

CO.

Pugh Specialty
Co., Limited
38-42 Clifford Street

and tablets in three sizes. The design
is in two shades of blue, embossed on an
onyx ground, and is particularly striking. The paper is of better grade white
stock, linen finished.

Canvases, Brushes,Woodenware Outfits, Drawing Tables, Boards,
Filing Cabinets.

Catalogue and sample books on request

F. WEBER

& CO.
Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

Known

and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our Specialty:

STAMPING

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

Pat.

May

13, 1913

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.
ROCKHILL

&

VIETOR

Sole Agents, Dept. F. B, 22 Cliff St., New York
Branch: 180 N. Market St., Chicago

Your

Sales

Increase

ARMY TOYS
Airplane toys, and other army toys,
besides wheeled toys of various descriptions and various articles of wood, including miniature furniture, are featured
in an interesting illustrated catalogue
coming from the Rogers Construction
Co., of Gloucester City, N.J. There are
also wall blackboards and various cased
blackboards illustrated and listed, making t>.is an interesting catalogue for the
stationery trade.
LISTS RECEIVED
The latest list of the McFarlane Manufacturing Co. has just come to BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER," and in it
are presented a goodly array of merchandise suitable for sale by dealers in stationery, toys and kindred lines. For
instance, there is a six-page section devoted to children's sleighs of various
sizes and models, shoo-fly rockers and
coaster wagons of the auto-wheel typo
Other lines listed and illustrated art
hammock chairs, lawn settees, baskets,
brushes; and various articles suitable for
departments devoted to household
specialties, not overlooking the homely
toothpick.
Baseball bats, toy merry-go-rounds,
ski-bobs, skiboggans, tennis racket
presses and other sporting goods are described in the catalogue of the Woodstock Manufacturing Co., Woodstock, Vt.
1920 CALENDARS
A 1920 catalogue of calendars conies
from George J. McLeod, Ltd., Canadian
representative of the Frank W. Hall
Publishing Co., of New York. It is a
most interesting catalogue, with many
illustrations, well representing the beautiful calendars in this line. There are
included a number of distinct novelties.

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons
It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy
is
" Quality
First "
and
stationers can therefore rely
on a line of goods of such
standard
quality
and
uniformity as puts them
in a
position
to permanently retain the trade of every customer who once
uses
the
goods.
Gicc Us A Trial.

CARIBONUM COMPANY, LIMITED
54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

STAR
MANIFOLD
Dexter's
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong:, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity. •
Send for samples
and prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks,

Connecticut

The Famous Health and Sex Books
Seiual Knowledge

(or Women

ano i.larriagt
Sloriei of Love »nd Life

-

-

•
•

Uncontrolled
Limital
Prevention or oexuai i^i»«.=«
The Ladies' New Medical Guide by
Dr. S. Paneoast

This advertisement appears regularly in Mac
Lean's Magazine, Everywoman's World and
Farmers' Magazine, thus
creating demands by
~
the public at Never
the bookstores. You should
have
these books in stock to fill orders that
will result.

The spaces on this
page are toequivalent

e Spac
Guidle
rs'
Buyees
Doub
THE

RATE

IS

$5.00 Per Month
on Yearly Contract
Single Insertion
$7
A Good Live Page — High
value in publicity at
minimum cost
This illustration of the Sampson Hand Punch was
to have appeared
with description given in the
New Goods Department in the March
issue.
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FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS

NEWSPAPER

Wo

offer the trade
new
ideas
i
merchandise
with
guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
Gravity
SELF-FILLER
Stylo
Pen
PEN
With
A n
excellent
a new
pen.
splendidly made,
and excluthat retails
s i v e selffiling device.
at
$2.50.
a 1 lowing
Three styles to
retail at $1.50
a liberal
margin
$1.75 and
$2.50
Prompt
Deliveries
of
Assured.

Farreli Company
& Hosinger

TANK PENHOLDER DISPLAY
A tank counter display of penholders
is a product of G. E. Bradley, Brattleboro, Vt. It contains seventy-two pen
holders made in their iron works. As

profit.

LARRY J. FARRELL
GEORGE N. HOSINGER
Manufacturer a of
FOUNTAIN, STYLOGRAPHIC AND GOLD PENS
Canadian Representative Wanted
63-65 Irving St., Jersey City, N.J

HADI
H^HR^Jf*

Wm

w

Mr. Bradley says, people "buy by the
eye" and this display unquestionably is
a great help to the eye, making it an
attractive counter or window piece.

MWME

BBS mMP ■ lWr

FILES

From J. H. Atwater Co., Providence, R.
I., comes a catalogue of newspaper files
and racks in various sizes up to a threestorey file rack with six files on each
side of the first and second storeys, the
third storey constituting an index. These
are items that can be sold to libraries,
clubs, hotels, etc.

™

MMIfEU
Hi ' Mr}*

Ml WW

Made
in
Canada

Adding Machine Rolls
More Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturer m' Agent for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT
There is good money in these lines for Dealers.
Get after this business in your territory.

E. A. CRIPPEN
Successor'to^The Monarch

SfAf IB

Mt

. !HW ^jF ^Sr W^kk

m BROTMIR
■ Oa

Mh

BMtNIC

M^^Kkmm^K HP

mievt

GETTHEBEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

Paper Co.

79 Spadina Avenue, Toronto

bW Hi Wmt «W»

vo

PAPER

BY

THE EATON-DIKEMAN COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
THE FOLLOWING

Magnet

Columbian

WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING
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IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic
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British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after your deliveries.
Selling
Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.

AFTERTHE

I shall welcome orders or enquiries for my British-made
Carded Goods, Writing and
Drawing
dries, etc. Sets, Stationers' SunAt present my output is
absorbed for Government
orders, Orders of National
Importance, and for oldstanding Clients of the
British
Wholesale
Trade.

SCHOOL

AND OFFICE
REQUISITES

GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House,"
92,
Clerkenwell
Road,
London, E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London County Council, etc.
For Blackboards Manufacturers to
the Wholesale and
"Wright's
Duatless" Chalk
Export Trade.
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus. Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy: Tourists' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Games, etc.
We are now open again for good travelling
representation
in Canada.

Hold the Line
Here's the line to hold
—John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because itsells so quickly.
There's
about it.
It quality
writes
smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts' long.
Get connected
with
the Telephone Pen for
quick sales.
Supplied by all the leading Wholesale Houses in Toronto 6* Montreal

(Registered)
London (Eng.) Export Agency

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods
Fancy

H. A. COOMBS'S

CARDED

GOODS

Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

Write:

S. P. COOPER

Illustrated lilt on request

24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London E.C. 1., England
Cables:
Telereka, London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central.
2107 City.
261S Dalston

WAR

Central Agency
36

Camomile

10 Farring-don Avenue, London, E.C. 4., Eng-.

St.,

London,

E.C. 3.

England

FANCY LEATHER GOODS
BRIDLES,
FINEST

&c

QUALITY
WALLETS,
PURSES,

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samplesand quotations. We are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants.

DOLLAR-CASES.
CASES,
TREASURY-NOTECIGAR

AND

CIGARETTE CASES.
TOBACCO POUCHES.
WATCHGUARDS,
BRACES,
BELTS,
DOG COLLARS.
DOG LEADS.

JOHN

W. FARRINGTON

WALSALL
PHONE
TELE GRAMS

ENGLAND

Trade Mark

Registered

W. V.

BOWATER

&

SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Queen Victoria St.. London. E.C. 4, Enf.
Cables: " Sparteolus" London.

302 Walsall
Cecil. Walsall

To the Booksellers and
Stationers of Canada
An Agency for Private
Christmas and New Year
Cards is the most profitable
and easily worked side-lines
you can take up. A request
for full particulars written
on your letter heading will
bring them by return mail.
It will pay you to write at
once for particulars to

The Castle Publishing Co.
Castle Works, Cheapside, Preston,
Lancashire, England
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To Mannf acturers
OF

DOLLS, TOYS and kindred
articles desiring selling
agent in
The United
Kingdom
I have a first-class connection of 20 years' standing
with the large wholesale
buyers.
Full particulars and references on application to

JOSEPH

HOPKINS

93 ALDERSGATE ST.
LONDON, E.C, ENGLAND
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E LLER
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ART

y

The Davis
Novelty Co. ^^
Registered
Leather Goods and Novelties
BILLFOLDS
212-214

A

Building

MONTREAL
Phone
Uptown 398

*v

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
Limited

TORONTO

-

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer
Rubber

of

and Metal Stamps,

Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning Brands, Memorial

Plates.

FLAGS BRIGHTEN

THE

TORONTO
HOME

COMING

Red, White & Blue
18" x 27" Banners.
$4.50 doz.
12" x 16" Banners.
$3.25 doz.
6" x 8" Flags on
stick. $6.67 gross.
A live selling specialty for home
decoration.
Send for Trial Assortment

Toronto Trophy-Craft Co.
1710 Royal Bank Bldg. .Toronto
Dealers

who

are

interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this paper.

ARTISTS

SUPPLY

St..

BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Winnipeg.
Dominion
Blank Book Co., Berthierville, Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke, Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The Albemarle
Paper Co.. Richmond.
Va.
Eaton-Dikeman Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies & Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Richmond
Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond.
Va.
Standard Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.
CODE
BOOKS.
The American
Code Co., 83 Nassau
St.,
York.
John W. Hartfield, N.Y. Produce Exchange.
CRAYONS.
Binney & Smith, New York.
A. R. MaeDougall
& Co.. 468
Toronto.

CO.

77 York Street
TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

King

ENVELOPES.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal.

W.

of Canada,

Limited

36 James St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

BRAND

SEALING
BEE"

WAX

Factory:
Warriston Works, Kdinburgh, Scotland

Win-

Waste Paper Balers

ft Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Bros. ft Rutter. Toronto.

X"
"CLIMABaler
The Fireproof
Steel

FANCY
PAPERS,
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
A. R. MaeDougall
ft Co.. 468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co.. New
York.
Mabie. Todd ft Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MaeDougall
ft Co., 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
INKS, MUCILAGE AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins ft Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
W.
V.
Dawson.
Limited,
Montreal.
Toronto.
Winnipeg.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal Ink Co., 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.
"Glucine." Menzies
ft Co., Limited, 439 King
W., Toronto.
INDELIBLE INK.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
R. MaeDougall
ft Co.. 468
Toronto.
The Sengbusch Co., Milwaukee.

The Scarborough Company,

New

ERASERS.
Menzies
ft Co., Limited. Toronto.
St. Mungo
Mfg. Co.. Glasgow,
Scotland.
Weldon
Roberts Rubber Co.. Newark.
N.J.

A.

We can supply the trade with anything of
the map line as well as undertake any kind in
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

N.Y.

St.

Toronto.

MAPS

WATERSTON'S

EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New York. N.Y.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-O Mfg. Co., Orange. Mass.

Menzies
Warwick

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main 3760

SUPPLIES.

Artists" Supply Co.. 77 York St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal.
Geo.Toronto.
M. Hendry
Co., Limited. 215 Victoria

BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.

A SPECIALTY

Mappin

S T A T 1O N E R

King

St.

St.

W.,

KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria
Toronto.

St.,

LEAD AND COPYING
PENCILS.
American Pencil Co., New York.
Wm. Cane ft Sons, Newmarket. Ont.
A. R. MaeDougall
ft Co., 468 King
St.
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited, Toronto.

W.,

turns your waste into^
Made in 12 sizes.
Send for Catalogue.
profit.

CLIMAX BALER CO
HAMILTON.

ONT.

SELL

MACLEANS
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

BOOK

School Rulers
NEW
New

LINE NOW
Shapes

and

READY

Right

Prices.

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO, N.Y.

W. S TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — every,
thine in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished statues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED

Otley

Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

S E L L E R

LOOSE

LEAF

AND

STATIONS

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.

Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Winnipeg.

AND

Live Canadian Stationers Handle the Elbe Line !

Toronto.

The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett
Loose Leaf, Limited,
215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
National Blank Book Co., Holyoke, Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor, 22 Cliff St., New York City.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
Stationers' Loose Leaf Co., 203 Broadway,
N.Y.,
and Milwaukee,
Wis.
MAPS
AND GLOBES
Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry Co., 215 Victoria St.. Toronto.
The Scarborough
Co. of Canada,
Hamilton.
Ont
PAPER
BALERS
Climax
Baler Co., Hamilton,
Ont.
PAPER FASTENERS.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Corp., 552 Pearl St., New
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing
Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
& Sons,
Limited,
W.
V., 159 Queen
Victoria St., London,
E.C.
PAPETERIES
AND WRITING PAPERS.
The Copp Clark Co., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton,
Ont.
Clark Bros. & Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited. Montreal, Toronto. WinMenzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
PLAYING
CARDS.
Goodall's English Playing Cards, A. O.
Front St. W.. Toronto.
U. S. Playing Card Co., Windsor, Ont.
A.

POST CARDS, GREETING

Hurst.

32

ADV.

HERE
WILL BE
RECEIVED

STATIONERS
FROM
COAST
COAST

TO

in all sizes.
Capacity
of back
rs," to 2".
ELBE FILE & BINDER CO., 97 READE ST.,
New York City

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers
14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal
TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR PUNCHES
the best made

TheHAMILTON.
Fred J. Meyers
Mfg. Co.
OHIO. U.S.*.

Desk Pads S^CIoth Corned Cabinels

CARDS. ETC.

Pugh Specialty Co., 38-42 Clifford St.. Toronto.
Valentine & Sons Publishing Co., Toronto.
(Cutter, Eyelet, Round-Hole, etc.)
Co., Orange. Mass.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Rivet-O Mfg. Co., Orange,
Mass.
RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard Cairns, 77 Queen St. W., Toronto.
Fulton Specialty Co., Elizabeth. N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited. 215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
The

BY

For letters, reports, price sheets and other
data. Excellent as a periodical cover. Made

O. Hurst, Canadian
representative,
32 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies & Co., Limited, Toronto.
Philip
Hunt
& Co., 332 Balham
High Rd..
London,G. Eng.

PUNCHES
Rivet-O Mfg.

YOUR

R

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

McKinley
Chicago. Music

AND OFFICE RULERS.
Co., Canisteo. N.Y.
SHEET MUSIC.
Co., 1501-15 East Fifty-Fifth

St.,

STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton, Phillips & Co., Montreal.
STATIONERS' SUNDRIES.
Brown Bros., Ltd., Wholesale Stationers, Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
The Copp, Clark Co., Wholesale
Stationers, Toronto.
Clark Bros. & Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
W.nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto, WinWarwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John Heath, 8 St. Bride St., E.C, London.
Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Esterbrook Pen Co., Brown Bros., Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian Representatives.
TOYS,
PUZZLES
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
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L. Hoffman, 45 Lafayette St., N.Y.C
Sloan-Duployan
simplest system
Sloan-DuployaTi
Sloan-Duployan
Sloan-Duployan
Book
Sloan-Duployan
Book
Sloan-Duployan
Sloan-Duployari
List of other

is the world's
best and
of shorthand.
Shorthand Instructor.! .80
Reporters'
Rules
1.00
Learner's
Reading
50
Reporters'
Reading
50
Shorthand
Dictionary
.40
Phrase Book
1.25
S-D
Shorthand
Books
on

application.
Over
5.000 students of this system in the
Dominion of Newfoundland and Canada.
Every up-to-date educational book store
should carry a stock of these books. Liberal discount to the trade.
S. E. Garland, Publisher, Garland Building,
117-9 Water St.,
St. John's, Dominion of
Newfoundland.

MENTION
BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER

BOOKSELLER

BOOK
CODE

WILL

FORM

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $1.80 per

dozen.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
517

Wellington

St. West

Toronto

SELF AND SEX SERIES
Keep
these books in sight.
They
are steads
sellers because 90 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective
customers.
Four Books to Men:—
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
Whalt, a Young Man Ought to Know.
What
a Young
Husband
Ought
to Know.
What a Man of 46 Ought
to Know.
Four Books to Women:—
What a Young Girl Ought
to Know.
What a Young Woman
Ought to Know.
What
a Young
Wife Ought
to Know.
What a Woman of 45 Ought to Know.
$1.00 Each.
WILLIAM

BRIGGS.

Publisher.

Toronto

WILLS

AND

Written by Walter E. Lear, Barrister-at-Law,
in plain, simple language and intended to be
used by the general public. It contains concise
statement of the Law of Wills in force in all
the Provinces of Canada, and Forms of Wills
and Codicils. Printed in large type. This is
a book that should be read by every person
before ni:iking a will. Agents wanted. Price,
$1, in cloth bidding. Liberal discount to the
trade. Law Books, Limited. 152 Bay St.,
Toronto.

One of these
Buyers' Guide
spaces
iy2" x$321/4a"
costs
month on

Eli

BUYERS' GUIDE
DIRECTORY
Thomas
William
Ont.

OF

PUBLISHERS.

FICTION.
Allen, 215 Victoria St., Toronto,
Briggs,
Queen
and
John
Sts.,

Ont.
Toronto,

Cassell & Co., 56 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
Copp. Clark Co., 517 Wellington St. W., Toronto,
Ont.
J. M. Dent & Sons. 27 Melinda St., Toronto, Ont.
S. B. Gundy, 25 Richmond
St. W., Toronto,
Ont.
Hodder & Stoughton,
25 Dundas St. E., Toronto,
Ont.
Thomas
Langton.
Macmillan
Co. of
Ont.

23 Scott St., Toronto,
Canada,
70 Bond
St.,

McClelland,
Goodchild
W.. Toronto.
Ont.

&

Stewart.

Geo. J. McLeod.
Ont.

266

King

Musson

Book

Ltd..

Co.. 25 Dundas

Thomas
Nelson
Toronto.
Ont.

&

Sons,

BUSINESS

77

266
St.

W.,

Ont.
Toronto,
King

and

French, Spanish
Italian Grammars

MADE
IN THE
U.S.A.
Grammar Separate, $1.00
Grammar
with Key

WYCIL

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street. New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

Toronto,

St. E.. Toronto, Ont.
Wellington

Otto Sauer Series

St.

St.

W.,

BOOKS.

wEA

KNOWLEDGE

aq1vualr0NLY$1-25
S^

320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Cr.WMFIELD SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noted A uthorily and Lecturer

Frederick D. Goodchild, 266 King St. W.. Toronto.
Musson Book Co., 25 Dundas St. E., Toronto, Ont.
Wycil
& Co., 85 Fulton St., New
York
City.
Law Books, Ltd., 15 Bay St., Toronto.

PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE—
What (very young arm and young
woman, every young « ife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacber and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
*" In plain wrapper for only $1.00;
Bead postage 10 cents extra.

CODE
BOOKS AND CONVERSION
TABLES
John W. Hartfield. N.Y., Produce Exchange, New
York.
PERIODICALS.

of the

Law of Succession after Death

STATION

MacLean's Magazine, 143 University Ave., Toronto
Imperial News
Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Montreal
and
Winnipeg.
Gordon & Gotch.
136 Bay St.. Toronto,
15 St. Bride St., London, E.C.
American
American
American

News
News
News

Co.,
Co.,
Co.,

Ont.. and

Toront.. and Hamilton,
Montreal, Que.
Winnipeg, Man.

pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter lisplay stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.
SUPPLIES

,JAX PATENT
FILE WRAPPERS -FOR
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc.,
samole with prices on request. Desaulniers,
Moline.
Illinois.
BOOKS

WANTED

"Darkness and Dawn," by George Allan England. "This is For You," by W. L. Lord
(RevelD— The Gaetz-Cornett Drug & Book
Co., Ltd., Red Deer. Alta.

yearly contract.
Highly Effective
Publicity at
Minimum Cost

AJ

215 Victoria St., Toronto

Ont.

Classified Advertising

OFFICE

McClelland
& stewart
Limited

Who Pays for the Advertising?
"WHO

ingpays
?
for the advertis-

The

consumer, of course.

He pays for every expense of
putting the goods into his hands
■ — including selling cost. This
and production cost are both so
reduced by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same goods, just because they
are well advertised. You ride
cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired a private car
— even a cattle car. And you
don't ask "Who pays the faref"
— The Optimist
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AND

S T A T TO N E H

THE
STAMP
APPROVAL

Has beep placed 017 products of our manufacture
Tfi e wonderful

Lines

Paper Fasteners
Erasers and
Letter Openers

Send for prices, illustrated and
descriptive literature.

MADE

BY

THE O.K. MANUFACTURING CO.
SYRACUSE,

N.V.,

U.S.A.

By Dealers as well as Users the World Ow&r
91
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Is Sam Hughes Right?
/CANADIAN mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers — all are vitally in^^terested in what Sir Sam Hughes has said about the Canadian army
commanders.
Were our men sacrificed?
Canadians
want that question answered.
The families in your town — customers of yours — will want to read the
article,

"Is Sam By Hughes
Right?"
H. F. GADSBY
in

May MacLean's
tt

Canada's National Magazine

Do not fail to keep MacLean's constantly before your customers. Tell
them about this gripping story in the May issue. It deals with the work
of the ex-Minister of Militia and the part he has played in war matters.

Other Interesting Features
Here are a few of the intensely interesting features to be found in May
MACLEAN'S. The type of reading material which helps to make MACLEAN'S
the dominating magazine in Canada.
"The Canadians in Siberia."
By Captain W. S. Dunham.
A decidedly interesting: article on the work of the

"Bulldog Carney's Alibi."
By W. A. Fraser.
The second novelette of Western life by this famous
Canadian
author.
A "red-blooded" story in every particular.

Canadian forces now 'engaged against the Bolsheviki.
It tells of the insidious methods by which the Bolsheviks
have attempted to shatter the Allied armies.
•"Solving the Problems
StefanSson.
The

second

instalment

of the Arctic."
of

this

"The Arch-Strategist."
By Edith G. Bayne.
This story will win the complete approval
are fond of interesting love stories.

By Vilhjalmur

remarkable

of all who

"Man and Wife."
By C. W. Stephens.
Many of your customers will be keen for the second
instalment of this charming three-part serial.
"The Transformation."
By Frederic S. Isham.
Readers of MacLean's should not miss the third and
concluding instalment of this sparkling serial.

narrative

by Canada's world-famous explorer.
"On the Tariff Rocks."
By J. K. Munro.
A timely, searching and pithy article on the situation
that has developed
at Ottawa over the tariff problem.

For Maclean's

A Big Demand

The features mentioned above will create a big demand for May MACLEAN'S.
Keepshort.
it well displayed. It will be easy to sell. Order a good supply — don't
run
If your wholesaler can't supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager, C. W.
Buchanan, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
92
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Good Issues To Come
13 ETAILERS and wholesalers alike will be interested ingetting this advance information regarding special features of the next few numbers
of
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER :

MAY — School Trade Number
Featuring editorial contents dealing with present selling
and the buying of supplies for September school opening trade and special school trade advertisements.

JUNE — Toy Trade and Juvenile Book Number
Articles on the
books, juvenile
ren as sold by
Advertisements

selling of toys, dolls, children's picture
-books and other merchandise for childbooksellers, stationers and toy dealers.
in keeping.

JULY — Summer Reading Number
Editorial resume of the publishing season, with complete
alphabetically arranged lists of books that have appeared, classified under the headings of Fiction, Poetry,
Juvenile, Business and General — articles indicating how
booksellers may boost sales of books for summer reading. Special summer reading advertisements.

Wholesale Houses should make plans now to be suitably and adequately represented with good strong
advertisements in these interesting numbers.

BOOKSELLER

& STATIONER

143-153 University Ave.
"1919

Toronto, Canada

Canada's Biggest Year"

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Terry
's "A vect pen
rule or pencil a clip
For Early Delivery
Sells on sight — prevents loss of
article as it holds it in pocket
securely.
Well made, high grade finish.

10c.
Line

HERBERT

ci. hr ndr, hundred, of tiandard lixturri can be v
Midi ol O.ili. . Mill GoloW, Antique or Weathered Finiih. S, I I,
a Hardwood Unified 1. id Siurafie Chc,t. • £ood place to keep the
unit* not in lut
I here are [hnmand, ol ten in daily inc.

TERRY & SONS
LTD.

No. 20

No. 20'i

The Spring and Prcssworlt Specialists
REDDITCH. ENG.

Slock carried i

Set hat 89 In!.

Ssl ha. 50 Inn

niJron. Onl.

changeable Yonniu For Lirfje Store Windows.
changeable Yoimiti For Small Slorc Window..

Otdit ditiet at thru »aui inofsr.

Sand lot catalog,

S38.SO
»23.10

Patrnlid and mad. in Canada.

The Oscar Onkcn Co. 2650 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.
Fixtures Set Up Without the Aid of a Tool.

RELIANCE

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

are

noted

"ROB ROY"
Made from fine steel »nd made
in one of Birmingham'* beat
equipped factories, thii dandy
writing pen will prore a might;
fine aeller for erery lire dealer.

-

color

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.

Tou'll

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

WINNIPEG.

MAN.

ARTISTS MATERIALS

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

for their rich
and easy flow.

RELIANCE
"GRIP"
The
strong fluid paste,
which
never dries out, is a profit
maker.
Write for prices.

I^aaa. ,i,; | | - - ■ '

Be sure to see samples before you order your new atock.
find our prices are right

INKS

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
TELLS

YOU

HOW.

Subscription — $2.00
per
{Foreign
$3.00)

Send

your
subscription
NOW
and get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings a
THE

INK

FOR

year.

the

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton, London, Eng.

18 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

A.RAMSAY

& SON

EST'D.

MONTREAL.

18 42.

ALL* PEOPLES

T
N'EG AND DOSOM
XF YOU WA
THINNT
KNOW WHERE TO GET

Our new counter display box isr* now ready. Full
Trio
particulars as to prices, assortment and discount
sent upon application.
Let us show you the extra profit you can make
stocking Royal Ink Powder.

IT— WRITE US— WE'LL
TELL YOU.

by

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Special Service

ROYAL

II COLBORNE

INK
ST.

C°-

COMPANY

TORONTO

CANADA
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De Luxe Multiplex Columnar Outfits
CONSTRUCTIVE

EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL

MERCHANDISE

TOOLS FOR MODERN

ACCOUNTING

OUTFITS CONSIST OF
ONE DURABUL BINDER, BOUND IN BLACK CLOTH
SIDES AND RED IRONCLOTH
(HIGHEST
QUALITY IMITATION LEATHER), BACK AND CORNERS, and
75 sheets (150 pages) De Luxe White Ledger sheets ruled to form as designated.
FOR GENERAL
ECONOMICAL
The initial price no higher
than bound columnar books.
Additional needs cost only
the price of sheets.

ACCOUNTING
LABOR

Wrapped singly.
STATISTICAL AND

SAVING

Column headings may be
printed at slight expense,
sa'ving the necessity of continuously writing them.

LIBERALTRADE

ANALYTICAL

FLEXIBLE

Sizes and forms do away
with the necessity of working across wide pages, insuring accuracy and speed.

Several styles of rulings
may be carried in the same
binder with index leaves inserted where needed.

DISCOUNT

Size 11x17 — 150 pages
Price $4.50

Size 91/4XU 7/8—150 pages
Price $2.75
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit

010- 2
2 Column
with description column.
010- 3
3 Column
with description column.
010- 4
4 Column
with description column.
010- 6
6 Column with description column.
010-10
10 Column
without description column.
010-12
12 Column with desc. column, double page
010-16
16 Column with desc. column, double page
010-20
20 Column
form andwithone description
cut leaf. column, double
Outfit 010-28
28 form
Column
description column, double
and with
cut leaf.

Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit

form.
form
page
page

Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit

10
12
14
24
44

050-10
050-12
050-14
050-24
050-44

64

Outfit 050-64

Price of Sheets, any ruling, $10.50 per M.

Outfit 050- 8D
Outfit 050-20D

8
20

Size 11x14 — 150 pages
Price $3.75

Outfit 050-22D

22

030- 8
030-10
030-12
030-14
030-16
030-18
030-20
030-22

8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

Outfit 030-24
Outfit 030-28
Outfit 030-30
Outfit 030-36
Outfit 030-52
Outfit 030- 6D
Outfit 030-19D
Outfit 030-S1
Outfit 030-S2
Outfit 030-S3

Column with description column.
Column with description column.
Column without description column.
Column with desc. column, double page form.
Column with desc. column, double page form.
Column with desc. column, double pa'ge form.
Column with desc. column, double page form.
Column with description column, double page
form and one cut leaf.
24 Column without desc. col., double page form.
28 Column with description column, double page
form and one cut leaf.
30 Column with description column, double page
form and one cut leaf.
36 Column with description column, double page
form and one cut leaf.
52 Column with description column, double page
form and two cut leaves.
6 Column
divided center description column.
19 Columns divided, double page form, three
columns to left of description column a'nd
sixteen columns to right.
Stock Record double page form, with desc. col.
Stock Record single page form with desc. col.
Stock Record single page form without des. col.

Column
with description column.
Column
with description column.
Column
without description column.
Column with desc. column, double page form.
Column
with description column, double page
form and one cut leaf.
Column with description column, double page
form and two cut leaves.
Column
divided center description column.
Column
divided double page form with two
description columns.
Column
divided, double page form, four
columns to
left ofto description
column a'nd
eighteen
columns
right.

Price of Sheets, any ruling, $24.00 per M.

Size 13%xl2 — 150 pages
Price $4.00
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit

070- 4
070- 6
070- 8
070-12
070-14
070-16
070-20

4
6
8
12
14
16
20

Outfit 070-22

22

Outfit 070-28

28

Outfit 070-30

30

Outfit 070-40

10

Price of Sheets, any ruling, $16.50 per M.

Column
with description column.
Column
with description column.
Column
with description column.
Column with desc. column, double page
Column with desc. column, double page
Column with desc. column, double page
Column with description column, double
form and one cut leaf.
Column with description column, double
form and one cut leaf.
Column with description column, double
form and one cut leaf.
Column with description column, double
form and two cut leaves.
Column with description column, double
form and two cut leaves.

WILSON-JONES

form.
form.
form.
page
page
page
page
page

Price of Sheets, any ruling, $20.00 per M.

Sheets banded in packages of 100.
Five packages (500 sheets) in a box.
Less than box
1000 price plus an additional charge of ten per cent.

CHICAGO

RECORDS

CONVENIENT

LOOSE
95

lots invoiced at

LEAFi COMPAN
Y
NEW YORK

NEW

WORDS,

O
T
E
V
I
R
Office

Such as-

Handy

lorry

Bolsheviki
escadrille
ace
fourth
arm
camouflage
tank
vitamine barrage
and hundreds of others are denned

Taube
Freudian

Boche
and pronounced

in

Punches

Webster's New International

Authority"
DICTIONARY— "The Supreme
400,000
Phrases. 2700

pair of scissors. a
dlencash
ethanPu
Eyelto
EASY
hes ansd fastens
punc
thick bunche of paper,
or only two or three
sheets, with neat, fastcolor maroon, easysqueeze eyelets. ;A
smooth, thin fastening
permanent or can be
removed with
quicekly ch.
sam pun
Cutter Punch pierces
heavy thicknesses of
papers eners
forwith prong
great fastease.

Pages. 6000 Illustrations.
REGULAR
EDITION.
Size, 12% x 9% x 5 inches.
Weight. 14 lbs. Buff Buckram, Indexed, net 12.
Sheep, Indexed, net 16.
INDIA-PAPER EDITION.
Size, 12% x 9% x 2 Vi
inches. Weight, 7% lbs.
Lib. Buckram. Indexed, net
18. Full Seal, Indexed, net
$24. WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY
Third Edition. Largest
Abridgment of the New International. 1248 Pages.
1700 Illustrations. Seven
substantial and attractive
bindings.
WEBSTER'S
NEW
1216
Pages.
Best of

Both punches of pressed steel, deep-throated.
Either retails in factory-sealed carton with
supply
of
fasteners
$2.00 and yields youfora

IDEAL
Its Class.

WEBSTER'S
LITTLE
GEM
The Most Complete of Pocket Manuals.

Order

through

good profit.
Wr'te for Unusual
Dealer Offer

your jobber or of the Publishers

G. & C MERRIAM
SPRINGFIELD,

CO.

Dept. B. Orange, Mass.

Bagster
Baker, Chas. W
B.B.B.
Co
Bemister,
H. A
Binney & Smith Co
Blackie & Son
Boorum
& Pease
Bowater & Co., Ltd
Bradford, John
British Drawing
Ink &
Briggs, Wm
Buntin,
Gillies & Co
Bryce, D

Adhesive

TO

19
883
53
82-83
54

Co

RIVET-0 MFG. Co.

MASS.

INDEX
Artists'
Supply
Co.
Aiken
Book
Co
Albermarle
Paper Mfg.
Co
Allen.
Thos
American Lead Pencil Co
Automatic
Pencil
Sharpener
B

13
87
4
54
28
17
. 38
87
61
Mfg. Co. 14
33-34-35, 90
Back
cover
14
88

Publishing

Co
Inside

Cane
& Sons,
Limited,
Wm
Caribonum
Co., Ltd
Carlaw, D., & Sons
Carmichael
& Co., Ltd., Peter
Castle Pub.
Co
Carter's Ink Co
Chambers, W. R
Climax
Baler Co
Clay & Sons, Chas
Clique, Ltd., The
Copp, Clark Co.. Ltd
Coombs,
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A Carbon That Will
Please Every Typewriter User

rUTYOLi
CARBON/
TYPEWRITERS

The cut to the right shows you a packet
of Mitvol Typewriter Carbon — a first
rate Carbon paper that will give satisfaction to every man or woman using it.

This is one of the famous "M. & V."
Typewriter Supplies. Their reliability is
an accepted fact in every community,
and you will find it worth while, from
the point of view of profit as well as
customer satisfaction, to stock and recommend M. & V. Typewriter Ribbons
and Carbons.

Branches:

Mittag & Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and

Park Ridge, N.J.,

NEW YORK,
N.Y., 261 Broadway.
CHICAGO,
ILL., 205 West Monroe Street.
LONDON, 7 and 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

Factory

U.S.A.

■^//nvz^

Agenda in i ;■ r i part 'it lit- world;
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Each Memo on a Perforated Coupon
Tear it out when

attended

to.

^

-Tl

A,ways

No lost data, no searching through obsolete
W
notes.
Therefore, no excuse for forgetting.
Without
doubt
the handiest
memo-book
la

W^Ff^A&'?s=^\ for* "uS
\\v - Sktr^
■"■ \ reference.
■ Wk
(hrcies01' \

superintendents, purchasing agents, department managers — also all other business men
and women, society women, shoppers, clergy,

■ 1 \jy. 'ffP'rr'Lc, **>«^ JL.
HAv riAlf*^ ^^f
Hi \ ( 1% "^C**»V

Reminder
with Sell
extra —filler
and handy
'Easy to
Good
Profipocket

|B^^fl
JUi-^«iM*""'^'*"i^
Hj
%W
^^
\
3'/2 x7
V
Introduce

t

selling prices in U.S.A.

3 x5

Handsome

$1.00 $1.50
2.00
1.75
2.25 3.00

Black Leather

'
it

NOW
i^iwyv

-^M
»or India Calf...
Seal Grain
Genuine
SealCowhide
or Morocco
EXTRA
FILLERS
In Imitation Leather
. .
50
.75
3„
.
... $ .75 per dozen
In Cloth (without extra filler)
Ztt
„,,.
....
p
.
(
inn...j»,.„
1.00 per dozen
gize 3!4 x 7 (6 coupons to a page). .
Ladies' Shopping Reminder, 2%x3%,
.70 per dozen
page)
(3 coupons to a
Size 2% x3}4
with pencil and extra filler, $1.00; in
25c extra
Name in gold on cover
patent leather, $1.25
prices.
retail
Dealers. — We have a very inviting discount to offer you on the above
Write for it.

NSONMFG.
ROBI
ROBINSON

ER
REMINDSTREET,
CO., 74 ELM

Natio?na,lca*ddTtised
WESTFIELD,

MASS.

[JOO-KSELL

E R

A N D

ST A TIO N I". R

HAMILTON

CANADA

SCRIBBLERS
and

EXERCISE

BOOKS

for School Opening are now being
shown by our Salesmen. The new
designs are timely and attractive, and
the range is complete in every way.
Write for Samples.

fianfin, Gillies 6 C
HAMILTON

LlMITE

D

CANADA

fCHOOL

TRADE

NUMBER

ill Ax i
AND

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four
years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

MAY,

No. 5

1919

V//w;;/ww/w//////////7777/////////;////;/w///w^^

A Handsome
displaying

Show
six

Case

dozen

SWAM

rai

is a distinct help to your salesladies
and impresses your customers with
the selection of pens you carry to
meet their most exacting, requirements.
The case occupies only I '4 square
feet of floor space, has ample room
for reserve stock and boxes, and is
very distinctive.
Swan

Pens are made in all styles.

Standard, Safety, Self-filling
$2.50 up

Full particulars and trade terms on
request.

MABIE, TODD
The

& CO.

Manufacturers

473 College St.
LONDON

PARIS

NEW

YORK

Toronto
CHICAGO

(g&ss&aa^////^^^^^

THE

MACLEAN

PUBLISHING

COMPANY.

LIMITED,

L43-153 UNIVERSITY

AVENUE,

TORONTO

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, May 5th, 1919. Volume XXXV. Published every month. Yearly subscription price, $1.00. Entered as secondclass matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1870. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Ortic Department, Ottawa.
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by an intelligent interest in
their needs. When a pen
customer comes in ask him
to look thru the

Esterbrook Pen

If you like a smooth pen

■

You should use the Esterbrook Oval or Ball
Pointed Pen It glides along with a smoothness
that gives confidence and speed to your writing
hand You can write more quickly over rough
surfaces, smoothly over all surfaces and not be
come tired The chances o( any finger or hand
writing
strain are entirely done away with when you use
an Esterbrook Oval Pointed Pen
The best pen in the world for addressing and free
Sen J 15c lot samp/* dozen

Counter Display Case and
see how easy it is to find
exactly the pen best suited to
his needs.

The 18-70
Esterbrook
Pen Mfg. Co.
Cooper St., C

This quarter-page advertisement will be read by hundreds
of thousands whose interest can be cashed into sales and
profits for you thru your co-operation.

"If I were a retail stationer, I'd send
with samples
of this celebrated Oval Pointed Pen atoclerk
every large office
in town and get orders for boxes." (Ad. man.)
The Esterbrook Counter Display Case
helps the customer—saves time — money
— counter room and makes selling easy.

The Esterbrook Pen Mfg. Co.
Camden, N.J.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto, Canada

H
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GOODALL'S

is varied enough to meet every taste

There's a big variety about the Goodall Playing Cards but the
quality is the same in every case — artistic designing and fine,
easily shuffled boards.
Three of our big sellers are shown here.
Goodall line includes:

The complete

Imperial Clubs — Whist. Colonials — Gold
Edges. Linettes, both Standard and Whist
sizes. Salons — Society — Sultan and
Patriotic series.
Every
should card
stock lover
them.knows Goodall's. Every aggressive dealer

AUBREY

Represen ta tive

O. HURST,

32 Front St. W. TORONTO

of Dawso
ites actur
Requis
School Own
e n's
Manuf
Made in the Dawson plant, famous everywhere in Canada for the quality of its
output, and equally well known to the trade because of the attractive prices of
the goods that are standards of value. If you need any of the following, let us
quote you :
Exercise Books, Scribblers, Practice Books,
Stiff Cover. Quarto Books, American Cloth
Covered Exercise Books and Note Books.
Drawing Paper, Drawing Pads, Foolscap Paper, Examination Paper and Pads.
Stock the Dawson lines for the September school opening business. The users
will be satisfied and you yourself will find an ample profit on every Dawson line
vou sell.

^DxnS§dtv
Montreal

IvJUMITE-D

Toronto

I'. ( ) ( ) K S K LLER

ARO-AVAC

8ELLING

AND

DIRECT

FROM
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AROAYAC

FACTORIES-

SUNDRIES

SUNDRIES

TORONTO

ELSoradO
the master drawing pencil"

The large number of enquiries for samples show that
"Eldorado" advertising is attracting wide attention, and
dealers who handle Eldorado are feeling the benefit of
this interest on the part of consumers.
Every Eldorado pencil gives genuine satisfaction — a
quality that means repeat sales — and so develops volume
and profit.
There is a Dixon-Quality pencil, crayon and eraser for
every purpose. Stock Sovereign Pencils — hexagon, smooth
edge — for Canadian trade. Ask for special prices on penholders.

Most Important
The trade has accepted VUL-COT Baskets and are buying
them in larger quantities every day. Schools, offices and
all services that test the wearing qualities of a waste

GUARANTEED

basket are calling for VUL-COT.
Get yours now.
On the bottom of each VUL-COT
which reads:

Basket is a guarantee

"Guaranteed as to material and workmanship for a period
of five years. . . if, during that time. . . it proves
defective.

.

. a new

one will be supplied."

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd.
468 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO

Representatives for
Canada and Newfoundland
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Establish tb in 1889

ZU Siaattte & OTpcfeoK Jfflanufacturtng Companp
JWafeera of Jftne Stationer?
ftolpokc,

fHase.

Announce tfje appointment of

!3. &♦ JttacBougall & Companp, Himtteb
468 Htng Street E?eat, Toronto
Canabian Celling agents
(CxcluStbe of tfje jfflaritime ^robinces anb &t tofounblanb)
Jftne Stationery for Social Corresfponbenee botf) in #ift anb Staple Poxes

Some

dealers

have

already

started

Needed by
woman who
It contains
for
keeping'
investments,

That dealer who
starts quick has
the advantage

with

every man and
has an income.
practical forms
a bonds,
record stocks,
of all

es

^Financ

real estate, income from all
sources — salary, interest,
dividends, rental and insurance.
Total net income, exemptions and all the data required for income tax report
are readily available.
ing.The only complete book for
the purpose; loose leaf sheets
6% x3% in., standard punchCovers lining;
of "My handsomely
Finances"
are the one-piece Trussell without
grained black cowhide. 13 red leather tabs; title and
index in gold.
Pocket inside cover.
A success from the start.
Duplicating splendidly. Two
qualities of cover.
Send for samples and prices.

A. R. MACDOUGALL

& CO., LIMITED

Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland

468

KING

STREET

WEST,

TORONTO
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To Booksellers
Have you prepared for the
demands for English books
and magazines which will
be made by your troops upon their return home? We
are ready to supply you on
very favorable terms. Write
to our Export Department.
It will pay you to do so.

W. H. Smith & Son
"SPECTRAM
PASTEL

186

CRAYON

LONDON

-

Strand,
-

ENGLAND

XeiGHT COi-ORS

Binney & Smith Co.
LomW

, Nmyt York
- Paris - Hambarf

CICO

for Short

CICO is the short word for Adhesion.
CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.
CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO is the
short cut to selling your trade the
full line of Carter
Quality Products.
Made
Samples Cheerfully Furnished

Binney & Smith Co.
81 Fulton Street

New York

in Canada

THE
CARTER'S INK
COMPANY
Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.
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Mr. Dealer:—
This is a sample of
the kind of magazine

Ask Your Dealer
Mr. Business Man : —

Buy and use a Ries "O.K." Letter Opener.
the work of everybody in your employ can begin much earlier in the Then
day.
An electric Ries
MINUTE.
.SJf/,' Letter °pener wi" °Pen ONE HUNDRED LETTERS IN ONE
olX
1 Y seconds.
CIVTVA
"^ R,es "O.K." Letter Opener will open FORTY

letters

in

Your office boy can do the job.
You CANT CUT IN TWO
lope; you can quickly open all THREE

a check or anything inside the enveSIDES.

The Ries "OK." Letter Opener will last a life-time. We guarantee
it to keep sharp and in perfect working
order for TWO YEARS. The time
you save will soon pay for this wonderful office tool.

PRICES
Model B.
n
n
n
n

n

E.

No. 0. Hand
n |
n
n

?

n

Electric

small size
office " _
bank
large mails

18.00
$15.00
21.00
110.00

If you can t get a Ries O.K." Letter
from your dealer, send us
your order. We will ship one to you ExpressOpener
Prepaid. Use it one month.
It you do not say this is the handiest little labor saver I ever had in my life "
hre it back to us at our expense. If you like it — and you sure will - send us
your check.
How's that ?
Dealers and Business Men:

H OKAT sqp -Otm

Write us for catalogue and prices^ Erasers
thin£for
Just
the

U&Rrncr rassehets
~7heA_ik
Chp Your
with Bulldog
DealerGnp'

The 0. K. Manufacturing Co.,
JAMES
V. WASHBURNE,
PHES.
Syracuse, N. Y., U.S.A.

J!5
dean.
They—rfsk
Erase
Your Dealer

copy we are now using
to help you sell. How
do you like it? IV s good
isn't it? We have twelve
pieces of the same kind,
one for each month in
the year — A Iways with
the request to buy from

you.
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Completeness Characterizes the Dominion Line
HIGH quality, great range of styles, sizes and prices and prompt service are the
reasons why Dominion dealers dominate their local market. Have you a catalog,
full information and prices ?
Build a permanent and
profitable trade on the
Dominion Line of Blank
Books.

You get all the dealer's
profit.
We never sell to
consumers.

INDEX

DOMINION

Blank

Q);,

gERTHIERVILLE,

P.Q.

NATIONAL LOOSE LEAF
COLUMNAR BOOKS
.NATIONAL

FOUR SIZES
FROM 2 TO
52 COLUMNS

1.NATIONAL,

•s L

' 111* '

tEMENT

EMBRi

"The most valuable general purpose book ever made."
May we send you detailed information and prices?

NATIONAL

BLANK
HOLYOKE,

BOOK

MASSACHUSETTS,

U.S.A.

COMPANY
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Millions!!
"Millions" is an ordinary enough word these days.
And yet when applied to Books, it is rather startling.
This year we are going to sell 1,500,000 copies of a single author's
books.
Our list contains over one hunded popular authors, and over four
hundred titles, each one of which wis a BEST SELLER in the original
edition, and for each one of which Mere exists a consistent and insistent
demand right now.
Never has this demand for G. & D. REPRINT FICTION been
stronger than this year.
No book dealer can be fair to his customers or fair to his business
unless he carries this line COMPLETE.
Check up your stock to-day.
The Commencement Season is at hand, and close upon its heels come
the Summer Holidays.
A BOOK IN STOCK IS WORTH A DOZEN EN ROUTE.
Are you prepared for the demand for these books:—
THE MAN THOU GAVEST
CECILIA OF THE PINK ROSES
WEBSTER: MAN'S MAN
MISTRESS ANNE
BURIED ALIVE
THE ROAD TO UNDERSTANDING
APRON STRINGS
WILDFIRE
THE HEART OF RACHAEL
THE LONG LANE'S TURNING
PENROD AND SAM
HIS OWN HOME TOWN
The above two dozen

STARR OF THE DESERT
JAFFERY
WHEN BEARCAT WENT DRY
THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING
THE BROKEN GATE
WOLF BREED
CAROLYN OF THE CORNERS
HOW COULD YOU, JEAN?
LIFE AND GABRIELLA
MARY ROSE OF MIFFLIN
THE YELLOW DOVE
THE SECRET WITNESS

books are BEST SELLERS.

You can't go wrong on any of them.

GROSSET & DUNLAP, publishers, NEW YORK
Write for lists and prices to

GEORGE

J. McLEOD
266

KING

STREET

Canadian

Representatives

LIMITED
WEST
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Standard" the
World Over
Dealers find it pays to handle the
"Standard" line, which embodies
all the latest time-saving ideas and
is a recognized line for high
quality and reliability.

"Standard" andBlank Books
Loose Leaf Devices
are absolutely unbeatable for masterful workmanship.
Build up your reputation on the
"Standard" line which has recognition everywhere.

cJhe largest selling
quality
pencil in
the world

ENUS
PENCILS
There's nothing
else like the
smooth. velvety,

TfBlcbckSDeirees
tosofUsbto9j(kaabsbhard, arid medium, (obymf?

^y4U berjedb

easy-writing and
drawing uniform
lead.- that customers will find in the
matchless VENUS
Pencils.
Professional a lid

Our products are sold through the
medium of dealer only, no consumer isbig enough to buy from
Boorum & Pease Co. Send for

business men the
world over know
that VENUS in
Pencils stands for
Perfection.

the B ' & P catalog. It is a safe
channel to more business.

Order in your
stock early and he

BOORUM

prepared for the
big 1919 demand.

LOOSE
HUDSON

&

LEAF

PEASE
BOOK

AVE. AND

FRONT

BROOKLYN,
Salesrooms

CO.
ST.

N.Y.

American Lead
Pencil
Company
220 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK

:

109-111 Leonard St.
New York

Republic Building
Chicago, 111.

Old South Building
Boston, Mass.

4000 Laclede Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

also Clapton, London, Eng.

BOOKSELLER

TOP
NOTCH
SELLERS
IN A
STRANGE- LAND
DAVID

LYALL

THE

AND

GRAND

STATIONER

FLEET

1914-1916
By Admiral Viscount Jellicoe

Once in a generation a book appears that has
two indelible marks of distinction: First, that
it is the final, unimpeachable account of a
great event. Second, that only one man living could have revealed it to the world. Such
a book is "The Grand Fleet."
9 plates, 13 chartsPortrait.
and plans* — Frontispiece

Fossie for Short
HAROLD BRIGHOUSE
Author of 'Hobson's Choice

$6.00

SPRING
t^_

FICTION

THE TALE OF MR. TUBBS.
J. E. Buckrose.
CIPHER SIX.
William le Queux.
$1.35.

$1.50.

THE LAND GIRL'S LOVE STORY.
Berta Ruck.
THE GREAT HUNGER.
Johan Bojer.
$1.60.

$1.50

THE HUMAN
TOUCH.
"Sapper."
$1.50.
FLOWER OF THE LILY.
Baroness Orczy.
WHILE PARIS LAUGHED.
A New Nove..

H. & S. REPRINTS
1

*JJJI<

>-"/-•

-

W<Jf1
■

1

j
J/iu^'ii S.tViV is T.li.CoslaitifH

^

$1.50.
$1.50.

g

THE
OAKLEYITES.
E. F. Benson.
IT IS FOR ENGLAND!
Laurence Cowen.
ONCE ON A TIME.
A. A. Milne.
THE LITTLE LADY OF THE SHOTGUN. Leslie
Gordon.
THE
SUB;
THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF
DAVID
MUNRO,
SUB-LIEUTENANT.
Taffrail.
HAIDEE.
F. Horace Rose.
THE AMATEUR DIPLOMAT. Hugh S. Eayrs and T.
B. Costain.
THE CAPTIVE SINGER.
Marie Bjelke Petersen.
FOSSIE
FOR
SHORT.
Harold Brighouse.
THE AZURE HAND.
S. R. Crockett.
WHERE JASMINES
BLOOM.
Mary Julian.
HER LONELY SOLDIER.
Dorothy Black.
THE FIVE BARRED GATE.
E. Temple Thurston.
THE ISLANDS OF ADVENTURE. Theodore Goodridge Roberts.
THE WASP.
Theodore Goodridge
Roberts.
THE HUNTRESS.
Hulbert Footner.

\
I

MissHAROUN
ALRASCHID
Jessie Dmgus Kerruish

Hodder
& Stought
on
Limite
d
LONDON
TORONTO
NEW YORK
PUBLISHERS

TORONTO
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More

of

"The Books That Sing"
NEW BUBBLE BOOKS
No. 5 The Pie-Party Bubble Book
NOW

READY

No. 6 The Pet Bubble Book
READY

SHORTLY

By Ralph Mayhew and Burges Johnson

What Are Bubble Books?

TIM", -Third Bubble Hook" rollicks from
beginning to end with songs and games,
for it is a "Singing Game" hook in which
those old favorites, Miss Jennia Jones, The
Farmer in the Dell, and Lazy Mary, come to
join the joyous ones from Mother Goose Land
and play their gay old games the happiest of
ways — just how well, the story and pictures
tell, SO that the children may enjoy the
rhythm as well as the rhymes of these old
game songs.

PtCTURES! Poems! Songs! Gramophone
Records! All comprised in one small
book! These little books with their unique
combination of pictures in full color, stories
in charming verse, and song> that you can
really hear (there are three real Columbia
Gramophone records inclosed between the
pages of each hook), have sung their way
into the hearts of the children.

THE
Bubble
(No. Ele4)
-tarts "Animal
a new -erics.
The Hook"
Little Toy
phanl ha- an adventure of his own when at
the fateful hour of midnight he comes upon
the magic bubble pip'1- What happens then
is a real circus in which The Three Little
Kitten.-. The Three Little Piggies, and The
Three Blind Mice play an amusing part.

THEY are the children's oit>n%booka and
the children have been captivated by the
idea of individual possession. Their pleasure
is complete — for the record- can fit onto any
Gramaphone, big or little. The •"First
Bubble Book" tell- the stories of "Tom, Tom
the Piper's Son," '••Jack and Jill," and •Man
Had a Little Lamb." The records are Columbia Records and have this distinction—
the tiniest tot can hear and understand every
word.

Any
knowwhat "Noah's
mean- oneto who
a child
can imagine
what Ark"
i- in
-tore for the little ones in the "Animal
Bubble Book'" that sinji-.
THE "Pie-Party Bubble Book" (No. 5)
•The Pet Bubble Book" (No. 6). These
two fascinating little volumes will carry on
the pleasant adventures of the playthings

IN the "Second Bubble Hook" there i> a new
story of the magic bubble pipe and the
wonders it work-. As it rolls merrily on it
brings into being the old friends. Simple
Simon. Little Bo-Peep, and Old King Cole,
who have a jolly time singing their songs.
And they sing them so well that the little
tots will he on tip-toe to hear them — and hear
them again and again.

that the
comemagic
to life
for apipe.
"midnight
frolick"
with
bubble
The little
ones
will want to hear again and again the songs
of "I Had a Little Doggie," "I Love little
Pussy," "Cock-a-doodle-doo," and will happily meet their old favorites "Little Jack
Horner," "The Queen of Hearts" and "Good
King Arthur."

Price in Canada, $1.25 per Volume

The Musson Book Company, Limited
Publishers

10

Toronto
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"and, by the way, have you
a good book on — "

Fill in the title of the book for yourself, ped, vein for securing additional busiOut of your own experience you can ness and profits,
perhaps recall more than one sale you
Qujck sa,es y turnovers
might have made if you had a more ~,, ,u ,
, ,
, *\ .
.,
now
who
s
dealer
of
ds
And 0f the h^dre
complete line of business books.
Busiard
Stand
Shaw
resolved never to be carry a stock of
you mentally
^^^
®00*s
"es? the
.
.
that
books
listed belowhave
are learned
unusuagain.
caught unprepared
This is a good time to carry out that ally quick sellers, finding it necessarv
resolution.
For almost every one is to order and re.0rder. Why not put in
reading business books now-a-days - a small stock of these titles?
H,. « f0 write Business Letters, waiter
men already back from service and who
are coming back, young men anxious a££32 « an 'am "io Business'*1'25 n'1
tO

SUCCeeQ

taSter,

already

SUCCeSSIUl

men who realize the value of adding
other men's experience to their own.
•W%
•
Kf1Cf'BflA<S4ft
A9U9JUV09

-wr%
■*
KAAhC
AfWVIVa

Advertising and Selling- Practice. John

ThB; S^
l*,:,- wnter and 200
trand
Thompson
2.00
How^Finf&rTcos^!"!^
'"' 00 '
The
Knack of Selling
(3 vols. I. Herfingwell
Personalis
in Business.
John
North
Willys. Samuel
Miles
Hastines.
etc..
Handling
Men.
Frank
Disston,
Henry

4.00
1 .50

"

Did you patrons
know that
of your business- K^£^wEeSa„\m^s ".,Vor. I'.To ■
reading
97 per
cent, will find
Hundreds of dealers carrying
just what they want in Shaw Standard
Shaw books
Business
Books? ,.,,
It's a fact.
There At
., the
.,
, , ot, progres_., 1.er
, ..,,
present time ,hundreds
are 71 different titles— each title cover- sive dealers in Canada and the States carry
ing some particular business subject — a stock of Shaw Standard Business Books,
all of them covering almost every phase Almost every day some new dealer is added
is already
unless heexisting
And demand
to
and department of business.
of this
the listunusual
for aware
Shaw
That's why dealers all over the country books he is surprised to learn what ready
have stocked Shaw books, many devot- sellers they are. A small window display,
in fact,is
sale,orortable,
aoneplacard
a shelf
ing whole
alone ngot their
sectionannounci
i
i display
u i to i.u their
„nti, cu Windows
TT^l,
For
With Shaw books they have been sumcient to stimulate
a brisk demand,
able to open a new, and almost untap- Send in your order to-day.

The Musson Book Company, Limited
Publishers
Toronto
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NOTE BOOKS
f^

SLUCKETT&

rt
m

H
mm

— «a

■

■
.- —

»—

^^^"

1

mEMH

E_
^

m '

*»-

^^gjgj^

DONT WAIT UNTIL SEPTEMBER
for your Note Book order. Send it in NOW. We
will ship August 1st (or earlier), and you will
have the supplies when school opens.
THREE

STYLES

NR — Ring Construction — Full Black Cloth
OR — Ring Construction — Cloth Back,
Leatherette Sides
PR— Post

Construction— Full

Black

Cloth

FALL PRICES
Send us your list of requirements
sizes and
quantities
and we will quote for Fall delivery.
QUALITY
inHf%
l
ter
S
U
LINE
SLUCKETT

- SERVICE
We have 'em all.

Luckett

-

Loose Leaf, Limited

539-543 King St. West

Toronto, Ontario

12
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SELLERS

See the Reason — Pertinently Pointed in Each Case
The Biggest Seller in Canada this Spring

The Epic of the Poilu

Are you reaping the enormous sales other merchants are getting from "In Flanders Fields"?
Repeat orders come numerously by every mail.
Keep the book to the fore.

A war book, yes, but vastly unusual. The story
of a Franco-American who fought wi^h the Iron
Division of France for thirty-two months.

JOHN

GEORGE

McCRAE'S

"In Flanders Fields

"The 'Charmed
American' "
$1 .50

ii

$1.50

Here is a Modern "Three Musketeers"
Gay and sentimental mixed with the humorous
and tragic, all descriptive of the astounding but
airy adventure of four young aviators.

Recommend This for the Home Library.
Dr. Beland's great story of his German experiences constitutes a Canadian classic which
will be read for years to come. It is a prospective seller to every library-owner.

DR. HENRI

MARCEL

If they have read Ibanez'

"My Three Years In A
German$1.50Prison"
:

"Four Horsemen"

you can sell them this one by the same author.
Artistically, it is a much better book.

V.

BLASCO

IBANEZ'

"The Cabin"

A Story of Victory, Not of War.

$1 .50

Here is a book for the man who wants to read
something which will make him think. The
author, a thinker himself, nas pretty thoroughly
stirred Great Britain with his former bo >ks.

Everybody Likes Detective Stories
Here is the newest, with a jacket that makes
them want to dive into it right away. Besides,
Carolyn Wells' ability at weaying plots is a big
contributory
feature.

MEE'S

"Who Giveth Us the Victory"

ii

CAROLYN

WELLS'

ond Pin"
The Diam
$1 .35

$1.35-

Spiritualism Interests A Good Many.

A Laugh-Producer for the Opening of the Ball Season

Here is the latest, a most interesting little
volume in which a young airman, killed in the
war, relates to his mother, a cultured Englishwoman, the facts of hi3 new life.

MRS.

NADAUD'S

"Birds Of$1 .35
A Feather"

S. BELAND'S

ARTHUR

LEWYS'

Ed. Harmon of "Baseball to Boches" fame writes
another nine innings of breezy, rollicking letters,
full of humor and baseball parlance.

KELWAY-BAMBER'S

H. C. WITWER'S

"A Smile A Minute"

"Claude's Book"

$1 .50

$2.00

WILLIAM

BRIGGS
TORONTO

PUBLISHER

13
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merchant
needs
accurate
records for two purposes

store

1. Every day he needs a complete, accurate record of his store
transactions to successfully control his business.
2. He needs these same figures every time his banker or
wholesaler calls on him for a financial statement.
He also needs them to know how much
money he is making, and what it costs him
to do business.

It will classify, add, and certify. It will
save him work and reduce his expenses.
No merchant should keep records by hand
that can be kept so easily by machinery.

Every merchant can get a record of his
store transactions in two ways — slowly by
hand, "or quickly and accurately by machinery.

A post card will bring full information
about how an up-to-date National will
take the drudgery out of keeping store
records.

A modern National Cash Register will
give him accurate, unchangeable records.

The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited
Toronto, Ont.
Offices in all the principal cities of the world
14
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When

You Think of Cards
Think of COUTTS

BIR THDA Y
CARDS

"Open Warfare," by Phillip
Gibbs $2.50
"A Guest of the Kaiser," by
Sergeant Arthur Gibbons 1.25
(3rd. BATTALION)

"Sir Wilfrid Laurier," by Peter
Mc Arthur
- - - -

IS your stock up to date? Are
you showing your cards to
your trade in a clean-cut manner? Do your customers from
your displays, get an adequate
idea of what you have in stock?
We can and will help you with
real live sales-getting displays
and our

LOO

"Jungle Tales of Tarzan," by
Burroughs
1.50
1TheRed Cow and Her Friends,
by Peter McArthur
-

1.50

"Old Dad," by the auther of
Molly Makebelieve
1.60
Published

EVERYDAY

by

J. M. Dent & Sons, Limited
27 Melinda St.

CARDS

are such that to show them means
to sell them. You need not order
heavy, but order often and keep
after the big sellers.

TORONTO

Greeting Cards for all occasions
Acknowledgment Cards
Birth Announcement Cards
Birth Congratulation Cards
Christmas Cards
Condolence Cards
Dance Programmes
Mother Cards
New Year Cards
Wedding Congratulation Cards
Wedding Announcement Cards

Distinctiveness in design and delicateness of tint and texture are the
essentials that go to make up the
character of fine writing paper.

ranes

(3

Please Send for Samples
The Correct Writing Paper
has always been credited with possessing
these advantages to the highest degi-ee by
those who are most discriminating in judgment of the subtle refinements of fashion
and quality in stationery.
We are showing a number of new and attractive styles in the new Laurel shade
which is so exceedingly popular this season.

WILLIAM E. COUTTS

Eaton, Crane & Pike

455 King Street West
TORONTO
CANADA

Pittsfield, Mass.
t5
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You Can't
Ship to
If You Do Not
DORAN'S
Love

Stories.

NEW

BOOKS

By Mary Roberts Rinehart

Readers of "The Amazing Interlude," "K," and "Bab" need not be told that Mary
Roberts Rinehart, understands the emotions of the human heart.

Miss Maitland, Private Secretary.

By Geraldine Bonner

Here is your chance to spend an hour of thrills with one of the keenest women
characters in fiction, in an attempt to solve a big jewel robbery.

Midas

and Son.

$1.50
$1.50

By Stephen McKenna

Many of the figures that appeared in "Sonia" reappear in this story of a father
and son and gigantic wealth unexpectedly acquired.

Patricia Brent, Spinster.

Anonymous

More than 16,000 copies of this excruciatingly humorous book were sold in England
within a remarkably short time after its appearance.

The

Eyes of the Blind.

By Arthur Somers Roche

$1.50

A story of adventure, mystery and love, as only the author of "RANSOM!"

Flexible Ferdinand.
The

Roll Call.

can do it.

By Julia Lippman

This is by the author of the ever-popular "Martha-by-the-Day"
stories.

and

other "Martha"

By Arnold Bennett

Bennett has never done anything better than
of Paris and just a touch of the war.

The Secret City.

this novel

$1.50

of London with

glimpses

By Hugh Walpole

Petrograd is the scene of this dramatic story and the time is the coming and the
bursting of the Revolution — the weirdest cauldron of history.

$1.50
$1.50
$1.60

$1.60
McClelland
and
stewart,
limited
PUBLISHERS
IN CANADA
FOR
GEORGE
H. DORAN
COMPANY,
NEW YORK
Ma Petting ill
By Harry Leon Wilson
Anybody who$1.50
has ever read
"Ruggles of Red Gap," will never
forget, "7 he Mixer." Other old
acquaintances, including "Cousin
Egbert," are to the fore again.

The

Thunder Bird
By B. M. Bower

$1.50
Further adventures
of "Skyrider," Johnny Jewell. Scenes
Laid in the South-west and
Across the Mexican Border.
16

Blind Alley
. L. George
By W
has
This great novel mirrors the
that
the
war
grea t change $1.75
wrought
in the womanhood
England.

aSfc
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Expect Your
Come In
Send One Out

.*//'

CASSELL'S
Simple Souls.

BOOKS

NEW

By John Hastings Turner

This is a book of irresistible humor and one of the most original and entertaining
of the year. We recommend this delightful book to all readers of William J.
books
Locke.

The Mirror and the Lamp.

By W. B. Maxwell

$1.35

This book is most worthy of this author's high reputation and will be enthusiastically welcomed after the author's four years' silence while literally in "The Devil's
Garden" on the firing line in France.

The League of the Scarlet Pimpernel.

By Baroness Orczy

A further series of the adventures of Sir Percy Blakeney. All the romantic charm
and palpitating excitement is retained.

When

the World

Shook.

By H. Rider Haggard

Here is a book that is characteristic of this popular English author. A strong tale
that is of unflagging interest from first to last.

Instead.

By Olive Wadsley
Of this book "The Ladies' Field" says: "The reader has reached the end of this
book before he has realized that he has only been living vicariously in the enchanted

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

country of youth."

The King's Widow.

By Mrs. Baillee Reynolds

The plot is so original and the construction of this story so deft that the reader's
attention never flags.

The Countess Glika.

By Warwick Deeping

$1.50
$1.50

This volume presents five brilliant "novels in brief," by one of the most popular
authors of the day.

$1.50

McClelland
and stewart, limited
PUBLISHERS IN CANADA FOR THE HOUSE OF CASSELL, LONDON
Nixola

Okewood of the
Secret Service

of Wall Street

By Felix Glen don

By Valentine Williams

$1.50
The heroine of this story is constantly the centre and the cause
of cyclones

A new story of adventure by the
$1.50Man With the
author of "The
Club Foot." Another "Yellow
17

Dove."
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NEXT MONTH

TOY

TRADE
AND

JUVENILE BOOK
NUMBER
Articles on the selling of toys, dolls, children's
picture books, juvenile books and other merchandise for children as sold bv booksellers,
stationers and toy dealers.
Reading pages full of IDEAS.
Advertising pages rich in propositions to help
the retailer get more business and more profit.
Wholesale Houses should make plans now to be
suitably and adequately represented with good,
strong advertisements in these interesting
numbers.

BOOKSELLER

& STATIONER

143-153 University Ave.

Toronto, Canada
>9

"1919

Canada's Biggest Year
18
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Paper Fasteners and Punches
We illustrate leading styles, which are recognized as the most prac ticable types of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

Ey
The Ajax
elet Fastener
The new automatic
eyeletting device
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaVing uses in office
and factory.
Ajax

XL

They save labor and do good work

No. 1 Samson Hand Punch

For binding all

Will take interchangeable

correspondence, legal
do c u ments,
etc. It punches
a clean,curateachole

punches and dies
in sizes from
1/16 in. to Y* in.

and

punch and die
unless otherwise

diameter. Furnished with 3 16

clinches

the
eyelet perfectly.

specified.

Eyelets — Actual

Sizes

M,

*1
"Z
Packed in Boxes of

Special Samson

12.

"3
500.

With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rusUproof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE

1%

Advantages

The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. Thv
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Sarnson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes -long anfl short. Samson Eyelets, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.
Write

APPLIANCE

for

Catalogue.

CORPORATION,

The
drop

Useful

in Any

No. 1 Samson
forged
steel,
up

Office

HaVid Punch
is made of
attractively
nickel-plated.

SIZES OF HOLES-PUNCH

N? 1

dies.
Throat,

in.
20

to %
deep.

soft
Opening
between
sheet iron
and
steel up
gauge. and paper, cardboard.
leather,
Yt inch etc. Will punch inch in thickness.

351 JAY STREET,

to
BROOKLYN,

N.Y.

Canadian Representatives : Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada

LYONS
BANK WAX

Classy Birds
(Every
standard
pencil is a bird)
The Quail
Hexagon shape —
with or without
rubber tip. Quality unexcelled,
also
The Wren
The Puffin
The Starling
The Lark
The Ibis
The Chat
The Thrush, etc.
This line of pencils is a veritable
find for the jobber and the office
supply house.
The price attracts — but
the quality is the principal asset.
Write us for samples
and quotations. Made
by the Standard Pencil
Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The Standard of the World
In Stock for Immediate

Delivery.

GLUCINE
For Delivery
June

1st

Order Now,
Please.
Retails at

5 oz., with cap and
brush, 30c.
10 oz., with cap and
brush, 50c.

Established 7 years
DO IT NOW

Quarts for re-filling
$1.00

Menzies & Company, Ltd., 439 King St. W., Toronto
Manufacturers'

Agents--Publishers

and Importers

of Xmas
19

Cards--Fancy

Stat' y- -Toys- -Blotting Paper, etc
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STATIONER

BAGSTER

l Carry Everything in Phonograph Needles
VIOLAPHONE (Gold Point), medium, loud,
and extra loud tones. Each needle will play
10 times without change. 50 needles in a box
retailing for 15 cents. 60 boxes packed in a
counter salesman carton retailing for $9.00.
Dealer's price, $5.85.
BLACK DIAMOND SEMI-PERMANENT,
soft, medium, and loud tones. Each needle
will play up to 100 times without change.
3 needles in each package retailing for 15
cent" 100 packages containing 40 loud, 40
medium, and 20 soft tones, in red, white and
blue colors are mounted on a display card
with easel back, retailing for $15.00. Dealer's
price, $10.00.
STEEL NEEDLES. I can sell a first
quality steel needle for from 75 cents to $1.00
per thousand according to quantity.
SAPPHIRE BALLS AND POINTS for
Edison, Pathe and Brunswick Records. Retail
price, $1.00 each. Dealer's price, 50 cents
each.

BIBLES

BAGSTER
Teacher Bibles
Good Clear Type.
BAGSTER

Daily Light on the

Daily Path.
Large Type, Small and Gem.
BAGSTER Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.

DIAMOND POINTS for Edison Records.
Retail price, $5.00 each. Dealer's price, $3.50
each.
I solicit your valued orders, and can assure
you that they will have my prompt and personal attention.

At all Booksellers.

Lists free by Post.

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row

H. A. BEMISTER

LONDON,

ENGLAND

Mappin & Webb Bldg. 10 Victoria St. Montreal, Que.

BRITISH

Drawing
MANUFACTURED

Inks
IN

19

COLORS

CAPITAL'S LABOUt
TRADE MARK

FOR

Draughtsmen
Engineers
Architects
Artists
Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,
Naval
and
Military

NSrTSlNGjf

The

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.

20

31 Great Ormond Street

LONDON,

W.C.I.
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The Great British School-Prize House
B. Reed, Mrs.
includingRosaT. N.
l^^c*
Ti-f\
f\{*
1/~\
S^
Carey, Mrs.
Vaizey,
1 lliC
KJ Vj
jV-J
Walton, Amy Le Feuvre, E. Everett Green, Joseph Hocking,
Hesba Stretton, Gordon Stables and many others.
" There is a sermon

THE

in every sketch."

ILLUSTRATED

With 100 Coloured Plates by HAROLD
Being

clear long primer type, with References,
Maps,
Atlas
(Size of page. S% by 5% inches.)
India Paper Editions.
Demy 8vo (8% by 5V4 inches, 2 inches thick).
(Size 8% by 5V,. inches.
1% inches
No. 1 Cloth Gilt, Gilt Edges.
12/6 net.
No. 3a.
Persian
Sheep
Yapp.
Round
No. 2. Superior French Limp, Round Corners.
Gilt Edges.
33 '- net.
No. 4. Rutland
Yapp.
Leather
Lined.
Gilt Edges, with Medallion on Cover. 25 - net.
Corners.
Gilt Edges.
42/- net.
No. 2a. Same style as No. 2 but without MeNo. 5 Best Morocco,
Yapp, Calf Lined,
dallion. 25/- net.
Corners,
Gilt Edges.
55/- net.
No. 3. Persian Grained Yapp. Leather Lined.
No.
6.
Cloth
Gilt,
Gilt
Edges.
Round
15
net.
Round Corner*, Solid Gold Edges.
38/ net.

YOU

WILL

the

Authorized

in
etc.

A BEAUTIFULI

A NEW
LITERARY
VOLUME.
START TO WRITE
THE
DAY YOU

THE LURE

Version

BIBLE

COPPING.

READ

OF THE

PEN

f, ART

IT.

A BOOK FOR WOULD-BE AUTHORS.
By FLORA
KLICKMANN,

A

FULLY

ILLUSTRATED

IN ANDWITH ABOUT
NOTE BOOK

TRAVEL

AND

BOOK

»COLOUR
TRAMPING

BOX

&*£*£

By the Rev. A. FORDER.
With 48 PLATES
consisting of nearly 100 PICTURES.
Coloured
Wrapper. 3s. 6d. net. Crown
8vo. Cloth.

odd

FLORA

snapshots

taken

by

his

camera."

KLICKMANN'S

NEEDLEWORK

"The

WORLD

The«/-Craft of the
The Cult o fthe
Artistic Crochet.
The Littie Girl's
The Little Girl's
Jutt Ready
The Little Girl's

Crochet Hook.
150 Designs.
Needle.
185 Designs.
2/120 Designs.
2/Knitting and Crochet Book.
Sewing
Book.
2/Fancy

THE MODERN
By FLORA

Work.

HOME

VOLUME
Trampi

ng

By C. J. VINE.
Edited by Flora
Klickmann.
With SEVEN
COLOURED PLATES
COLOURED
PICTURE

Medium

SUNDAY
EMPIRE

FAMOUS

"&H*

2 -

Bound.
net.

ANNUALS

AT HOME ANNUAL, 13s. 6d. net
ANNUAL FOR GIRLS, 5- net

EMPIRE ANNUAL
THE STITCHERY

net.

Quarto.

Attractively
10s.
fid.

POPULAR

Scotsman."

BOOKS

THE HOME
ART SERIES, 2/- each
Ju*t Ready
Needlework Economics.
2/- net.
Hardanger
and Cross-Stitch.
2/- net.
Beautiful
Crochet
on Household
Linen,
120 Designs. 2/- net.
The Modern
Knitting Book.
120 Designs.
2 The
Modern
Crochet
Book.
127 Designs.
2 The Home Art Crochet Book.
149 Designs.
2 Home Art Book of Fancy Stitchery.
263 Designs

Round
Corners.

COVER,
and BLACKAND-WHITE
ILLUSTRATIONS.

1■

"These notes of Mr. Forder's travels and observations vividly
portray the scenery, the ruins, and the social life of Palestine,
and this service is still more effectively rend?red by the hundred
and

Round

Bright
Breezy
Chats
with
Amateur
Landscape Painters.

.

PALESTINE
CAMERA.

thick.)
Corners.

with a
Colour Box

WITH

Editor of "The Girl's Own and Woman's
Magazine" ; Author of
"The
Flower-Patch
Among
the Hills."
"Between
the
LarchWoods and the Weir," etc.
Large Crown
8vo.
7s. net.
Cloth.
It is unique in its own line, breezily written, and crammed
full of interest and information for those who read, as well as
for those who want to write. Coming from so experienced an
Rditor it cannot fail to be authoritative.

Indices,

FOR BOYS, 5 .'- net
ANNUAL, 2 - net

POPULAR
ANNUAL
VOLUMES
FOR
CHILDREN

2 -

E; ch Profusely
Illustrated.
Coloured.

2/- net.

SERIES

KLICKMANN.

Picture
Cover.
2 6 net each.

The Mistress of the Little House.
120 pages.
2 net (by post, 2/4).
Etiquette
of To-day.
2/- net (by post 2/4).
Nearly
350.000
of the above
books
have
already
been
issued.

Or

in
net

cloth,
each.

3 6

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT

SOCIETY, Incorporated

4 BOUVERIE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 4, ENGLAND
Please write for Catalogues and Trade Terms.
21
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MADE

The "CARMIC
1.

)) BRITISH
TWO machines in ONE.
ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC"
within the specified range of
4. each machine, which is practically unlimited.
The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
3. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour.
NO change
of box is necessary.
0.
All classes of paper can be folded.
day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per

Does not require special skill to operate.
Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
Best material and workmanship
throughout.
10.
11. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
L2. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with all
machines.
6.
9.

All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power and Hand)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTAALE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

Prices and

PETER

full

particulars

to be obtained

CARMICHAEL

from

the makers.

& CO., Limited

4 Car Street, Limehouse
LONDON, E. 14
ENGLAND

"Jewel" No. lOO
Safety Fountain

Pen

12/6

Fitted with 14k.
Gold Nib

Mounted 2 Bands 17/6
Patented in All Countries
Advantages

Recorder"
PEN COMPANY

I Perfect Flow, always ready for use.
Can be carried in any position.
Fitted with Gold Nib to suit any hand.

Stylographic
Best Workmanship and Finish.
Can be carried in any position.

Sole Makers:

JEWEL

Large Ink Capacity.
Strength.

LTD., 76 Newgate St., LONDON,
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Collins Clear TVpe Press
* Publications ®
QUICK SELLING

LINES

g#

LARGELY

IN DEMAND

BIBLES

COLLINS

COLLINS' PRIZE BOOKS
COLLINS BIRTHDAY BOOKS
COLLINS ILLUSTRATED POETS
COLLINS
FICTION
REPRINTS
COLLINS* SHAKESPEARE EDITIONS
COLLINS ILLUSTRATED POCKET CLASSICS
COLLINS COPYRIGHT GIFT BOOKS
COLLINS PICTURE BOARD BOOKS
COLLINS CHILDRENS
ANNUAL
COLLINS CHRISTMAS BOOKLETS
COLLINS DICTIONARIES
COLLINS CHRISTMAS BOOKS
COLLINS TESTAMENTS

THE ABOVE PRODUCTIONS ARE AGAIN AVAILABLE FOR IMPORT
CATALOGUES WITH FULL DETAILS ARE BEING MAILED TO THE TRADE

• W1* COLLINS

LONDON

SONS AND C? LT? $
^
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HOUSE

FOR

Water In Color
Paints
Tin Boxes

Get Ready
FOR

School

Opening

This is the COMPLETE
A FEW

supply house

OF OUR SCRIBBLERS
EXERCISE BOOKS

AND

Scribblers
No. 68 — 28-page, pen and pencil, plain, assorted, new 3-color covers, $4.80
No. 69 — 28-page,
per gross.pen and pencil, ruled, assorted, new 3-color covers, $4.80

Above are shown some of our new covers for Scribblers and

EXAMINATION

Books

PADS

Peerless, 20 sheets, per 100
Meteor (lighter paper), 20 sheets, per 100
Progress, 25 sheets, per 100
Students',
15 sheets, per 100
Paragon, 40 sheets, ner 100
No. Cover, 10 sheets," per 100

Exercise

$8.00
7.50
9.15
5.60
11.60
3.35

Solid Steel Drawing
1 01—5/16
102—6/16
103—7/16
104—8/16
105—9/16

THE

No. 60X —per
120-page,
gross. pencil, plain, titled: Big
5c, $4.80 per gross.
No. 62X — "Whale" extra large, 72-page,
plain, $4.80 per gross.
No. 63X — "Whale"
extra
large,
64-page,
ruled, $4.80 per gross.
Exercise Books
No. 74 — 20-page, 8 all new covers, assorted,
$4.00 per gross.
No. 77 — 20-page, 4 new 3-color covers, assorted, $4.80 per gross.
No. 78% — 24-page, 4 new 1-color covers,
assorted,
$4.80 per gross.
No. 73 — 12-page, 4 1-color covers, assorted,
$2.75 per gross.
Quantity prices on application.

COPP,
24

in
in
in
in
in

Pens
$1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.25

CLARK

per
per
per
per
per

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

AND

BOOKSELLER

SUPPLIES

SCHOOL

GOODS

YOU

STATIONER

ARE THE BEST

NEED

Following are lines of which there is a great
scarcity and prices advancing.
Set Squares, Nickel, $9.00 a gross.
Protractors, Nickel, 75c a dozen; boxwood,
$4.50 dozen.
Mathematical Sets, $5.40 and $6.00 dozen.
Camel Hair Brushes, sizes 4 to 8, $4.80 to $16.20
gross.
5c and ioc Wax Crayons in large variety.
Plasticine, Gold Medal, 35c lb.
Pencil Boxes, $1.20 dozen to $2.00 dozen.
Erasers in endless varieties.
STUDENTS'
Tarn O'Shanter,
Midget,
Union Jack,
Classic,
Library,
Collegiate,

24
32
24
28
24
48

NOTE
leaves,
leaves,
leaves,
leaves,
leaves,
leaves,

Manufactured of trie finest crucible steel.

V//Y///.k/r'////

BOOKS
per
per
per
per
per
per

gross. $2. 75
gross. 3.25
gross. 2.75
gross. 4.80
gross. 4.80
gross. 9.60

No. 2280--Swansdown

We Specialize in
Drawing Pens, Maps
and Globes.

CO., LIMITED, TORONTO

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

FLAGS !

Union Jack,

1

V/W/////MMW/M*

Dominion,

French, Scotch, U.S. and Belgian Flags
The pent up feelings of our people are finding expression in
a liberal use of flags. The homecoming of the "boys" —
patriotic fetes — national celebrations of every kind furnish
a big demand for just such lines as we offer you here.
We carry these flags in the following sizes: 2 x 3, 4 x 6,
6 x 8, 8 x 12, 9 x 14, 14 x 18, 17 x 24, 18 x 30 and 22 x 36.
Cotton flags all on sticks.
Interesting prices on quantity orders.

E. H. Harcourt Company,

Limited

255 Wellington Street West, Toronto
:y////^////////^/^/^^^^

Get a big share of the School Trade of your town
It is a profitable trade to cater to and
as regards Pencils the Counter display ofillustrated
Cane's will
Canadian-made
cils
turn the trickPenin
your favor.
Cane's Pencils are good, reliable,
easy-writing leads — just the kind of
pencils the youngsters will surely
appreciate.
Ask ycur wholesaler to send y
counter stand of Cane's Pencils.
Then you'll be helping your own
business and helping Reconstruction
by helping Canadian Industry.

Mark how the
Pencils slick up —
sure eye catchers.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Co.
NEWMARKET,
26

CANADA

Bookseller & Stationer
AND

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

Vol. XXXV.

JOURNAL

MAY, 1919

No. 5

IN THIS ISSUE
About Buying School Trade Goods.
More About Projected Trade Organization.
A Defence of High-grade Canadian-made Paper.
Merchandising Plans For Greeting Car Trade.
U.S. Toy Makers on Their Toes to Hold Trade.
Build a Birthday Booth in Your Store.
Simple Bookkeeping For Merchants.
Junior Clerks' Page — "The Job Ahead."
Best Selling Books in Canada.
Selling Point Digest of Some New Books.
How to Build Gardening Book Sales.

THE

MACLEAN

PUBLISHING

COMPANY,

LIMITED

JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN, President
H. T. HUNTER, Vice-President
H. V. TYRRELL, General Manager
T. B. COSTA IN, General Managing Editor.
Publishers
Canadian
Stationer.
Canadian

of Hardware and Metal, The Financial Post, MacLean's Magazine, Farmer's Magazine.
Grocer. Dry Goods Review, Men's Wear Review, Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and
Canadian Machinery and Manufacturing News, The Power House, The Sanitary Engineer.
Foundryman, Marine Engineering of Canada.
Cable Address:
Macpubco.
Toronto;
Atabek. I,ondon. Eng
ESTABLISHED

BOOKSELLER
FINDLAY

1887

AND
I. WEAVER,

CHIEF

STATIONER
Manager

OFFICES:

CANADA
Montreal, Southam
Building, 128 Bleury Street: Telephone Main 1004.
Toronto. 143-153 Universk.,- Ave..
Telephone
Main 7324 : Winnipeg,
1207 Union
Trust Building, Telephone
Main 3449.
^REAT
BRITArN— LONDON.
The MacLean
Company of Great Britain. Limited, 88 Fleet Street. E.C., E. J. Dodi,
Director.
Telephone Central 12960.
Cable Address: Atabek, London. England.
UNITED
STATES— New
York. A. R. Lowe. Room
620, 111 Broadway,
N.Y., Telephone Rector 8971; Boston, C.
L. Morton. Room 733. Old South Building. Telephone Main
1204.
A. H. Byrne, Room
900, Lytton Bldg.. Jl
E. Jackson
Street. Chicago: telephone Harrison
1147.
SUBSCRIPTION
PRICE— Cansda. Great Britain. South Africa and the West Indies, $1.00 a year; United Stat™.
J1.50 a year: other countries. S2.00 a year; Single Copies.
10 cents.
Invariably
in advance.
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PHONOGRAPH

IT MEANS
NEW
FOR
CANADIAN
ON

STATIONER

SUMMER
SALES
STATIONERS

every summer sojourn there will be happiness and music.
And the music of this handy little phonograph
is the music of the
summer days.

Everywhere — in the cottage, for the dance, or the evening's relaxation; in
the canoe, the launch or the sailboat, the

improved-

ONOCRAPH

PH for every occasion.
is the handy, bright entertainer
The Stewart is a real phonograph.
It plays all makes of records with a purity
of tone fully equal to that of the larger and costly cabinet phonographs.
It is the instrument for which thousands have been waiting — (t» i i (\f\
small, light, strong, compact, without horn, and priced, retail, at Jk J
The perfect motor which is made of the best materials that money can buy, is
housed in a strong, pressed steel case.
Ciet particulars of the Stewart proposition. The
Stewart Your
promises
of the
biggest
sellers.
storeto isbetheoneideal
one season's
to represent
it.
But you must hurry. Territories are being taken rapidly.
It means money to you — find out the extra profits and the
additional business that you can turn your way by handling
the Stewart. Be convinced that this is a quality phonograph.
Let us send you complete information. Our new catalog is
out. It will be mailed free to recognized booksellers and
stationers.
o>Hfc

STEWART

May we send you a copy?

PHONOGRAPH

Write to-day!

CORPORATION

384 Pape Avenue, TORONTO,

LIMITED

CANADA

Editorial Chronicle and Comment

COPYRIGHT LEGISLATION COMING
CANADA is soon to have Copyright legislation
that will bring this Dominion in line with the
other British possessions in relation to the Imperial
Copyright Act. The bill for the Canadian Copyright Act was introduced into Parliament last
month. This bill, by reason of the scope of the
Imperial Copyright Act, and action in relation
thereto taken by the U.S. under what is known
as "the Taft Declaration," will provide protection
for Canadian authors and composers, which they
have not had hitherto. In the past many Canadian
productions. were pirated, especially in the U.S., Canadian producers losing heavily thereby, by reason
of the royalties which would otherwise have accrued.
There is an outstanding point of contention in
regard to the "printing" clause of the new Act which
provides that, bo obtain copyright, all books must
be printed in Canada.
The present method in force as regards a great
proportion of the books sold in Canada is for the
Canadian book firms controlling the sale for this
country, to import complete editions bearing the
name of the Canadian distributing firms in question
as publishers. If the Act is passed as it< stands, it
will prohibit this practice. The Publishers' Section
of the Toronto Board of Trade, representing most
of the big book publishing houses of Canada, consider this an injustice to their interests and also to
the authors. Representing this organization, Messrs.
Frank Wise, head of the Macmillan Company of
Canada, and S. B. Gundy, publishers, went to Ottawa
and waited upon the special committee of the Senate
with a view to having this "printing" clause eliminated. Another deputation, which included Charles
A. Port, of the Mussoh Book Co., and a deputation
representing some of the larger printing concerns.
pressed for the retention of this printing clause.
Additional representations have been made to
Ottawa by many Canadian authors to the effect thai
the passing of the Act with the clause in question
would detrimentally affect their interests.
Additional counter-representations are being
made and the outcome is awaited with considerable
trepidation by both sides.
SCHOOL trade receives special attention in this number hecause most of the buying for September school
opening trade will be done in May and June.

READ

HOT II SIDES

TWO excerpts from an editorial appearing in a
recent issue of the Moose Jaw Neics are reproduced herewith. This is of interest to lx)okselleif
by reason of the points brought out which will have
obvious suggestive value for them:
"Are we becoming a city of book lovers? Frono
(he report published in the Newa from Librarian
(iihbard of the Public Library it would certainly
appear as though there was a considerable increase
in readers and students in Moose Jaw.' The fact
that the number of the borrowers of books from
the library is almost equal to half the population
is most creditable, and should prove very gratifying
ro those who take any interest in the work which
is being done at the library, fie states that to-day
there are 13,000 books on the shelves, but in this
matter it is perhaps even more interesting to know
that on an average every book in the library has
been read 36 times, which, as Mr. Gibhard says, i«
a remarkable showing.
''The man who is desirous of obtaining a broadminded view of any subject studies carefully both
arguments. The opinion which he finally reaches
is come to by an intimate knowledge of the contentions of the writers of the two sides and the predominance of the evidence adduced. By enabling
the student to take such courses of reading the
library is of incalculable benefit. Many visitors who
come to this city often attend the library for the
purpose of studying works they are unable to secure
at their own city's institution, and this is a proof
of the fine selection of works that have been secured.
There are many young men and women here who
have been led to study simply because these facilities
have been brought to their door. For this reason
the library should be valued as one of the most important institutions we have in our midst."
TDK enterprise of British and United States toy
makers in producing goods that will relegate the
pre-war class of toys to the background has gone far
toward putting the toy trade on a satisfactory profitmaking basis for year-round trading. A few toymaking concerns have kept up with the procession, but
the Canadian retailers are as yet more dependent on
imported toys than they should be.
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About Buying School Trade Goods
Important
SCHOOL

CONTRACTS

In tendering for school contracts retailers should
not cut profits too fine — Co-operation between
competitive retailers is advisable and this is done
in some cities.

SCHOOL goods will loom up in a big
way in the next month or two in the
aspect of the buying to be done by
the retailers for September school opening trade, and the wise stationer will
without delay begin to look over the market with a view to laying in an attractive
and varied stock of supplies with which
to cater to the wants of the school children. If the travelers are due about this
time be sure to begin when they reach

to Show Newest Goods— Novelties Always Catch the
Children— If Buying is Delayed Too Long,
Novelties Will be Unobtainable

before the clever merchants have gobbled up the sure sellers, leaving only
badly broken lots to their less enterprising fellow stationers.
As the fall season really begins with
the sale of school supplies, stationers
should be in a position to show a line that
will evoke hearty approval from the children of all ages, as they flock in to look
over the new goods. Some specially attractive numbers must be displayed for
the children in the different grades. Without some "leaders" a stationer's case is
hopeless, as the children are quick to spy
cut new goods and being impressionable
they will not tarry long in a store that
has no attractive goods with which tc
hold their trade. Even if the numbers
shown are of good value the children's
natural craving for something new will
impel them to go elsewhere in search of
novelties.
In order to make sure of the novelties,
which are nearly always the good sellers,
the stationer must go to market early or
he will find that the novelties are all gone.
So unless a stationer is in the early bird
class the chances are that he is a "dead
one," being willing to drift along selling
the same old stock all the time. Such men
are satisfied if they make a living and as
long as they pay rent and support their
families they think they are fortunate indeed. Not so with the live stationer — he
is constantly on the lookout for novelties,
knowing that his existence depends on being able to arouse in his customers fresh
interest in regard to his stocks.
This year all the big distributing concerns have a fine line of school supplies
that are well worth the early attention of
the trade. In the asortment are many
beautifully gotten-up numbers and others,
while very cheap in price, yet give good
value for the money.

come to an understanding whereby the
business is handled at a satisfactory net
profit over all costs including cost of
delivery after the goods have reached
Lhe city from the wholesale houses. The
plan in some cases is to then divide this
net profit equally, while in other cases
the different dealers arrange to handle
the contract in turn. Still another plan
is to apportion to each dealer the part
of the goods covered by the contract to

By introducing,
by displays
and otherwise,
pencil
boxes with distinctive features, sales of the higher
priced
items
will be made
to those
who
would
otherwise
buy
only
the cheapest
boxes.

be supplied by each dealer, but in dealing with the school board there is of
course but one account, a circumstance
that the exigency of the case naturally
requires.
In referring to this, the writer is concerned not so much as to the inner workings of such co-operative action but
would emphasize the fact that working
arrangements of this sort are successfully carried out by rival retail stationers in several different Canadian towns
and cities.
The benefit is obvious because by sucn
co-operation a real and worth-while profit is realized by the retailers, whereas
in other towns where the old cut-throat
prire-cutting
rivalry between
dealers

There
is good,
profitable
business
to be done
in selling
Q *U
l f
globes of different sizes.
Even one or two displayed in
school
Contracts
the store will attract
purchasers,
and all schools
should
be canvassed
for such
sales each
school
term.
In conoidoiing the possibilities

town, as they cannot afford the time and
expense of making a return call on the
chance of seeing you the second time. A
good plan would be to write the houses
which are the principal sources of sup. ply and find out just when the travelers
are scheduled to be in your town.
By all means don't miss the chance of
visiting the special displays by travelers
in the nearby big towns that are held for
the special benefit of the small retailer.
Even if it costs a few extra dollars to see
the new goods you will be well repaid,
as you are thereby afforded the opportunity of sharing in the good numbers
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER is indebted to
the Copp, Clark Co., for the use of the illustrations appearing in connection with this article.

of prolit from schooi trade, due consideration
should be given by the stationer to the
prospects of realizing a goodly increas3
in profits by successfully bidding for
school contracts.
This, of course, applies only to those
towns and cities where the school boards
supply part of the school requirements
to be used by the pupils. Dealers in
towns where this is not done are most
fortunate, because to them still go the
more attractive profits realized from
individual sales to the children over the
store counters.
In respect to this question of tendering for school contracts it has come to
the attention of BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER that 20in some cases the
competitive stationers get together and

When

you contemplate the large number
of prospective customers for school bags you will appreciate the importance of carrying a good, big stock
and of giving good attention to this line.

still exists this other regrettable course
is pursued with suicidal results as regards the possibilities of making these
contracts yield a profit.
This naturally suggests the good work
of reform that could be developed by
means of the trade association which is
at present being urged for the stationery
merchants of Canada.

BOO
As a starter, each stationer reading
this article should put forward the suggestion that this year's dealings in regard to school contracts should be based
on some form of mutual understanding
and co-operation between the competitive merchants. The success of such
joint action will naturally encourage
more extended co-operation and will re
.luce unreasoned rivalry and evils such
as the tendency to cut prices to steal J
march on the other fellow. Every time
a retailer reduces prices without just
cause but simply with a view to under
mining a rival merchant he injures hi<own business as much, if not more, thar
he does that of his rival, and the worst
feature of it is that this sort of "knifing" by one dealer naturally influencecompetitors to retaliate in like manne"
as affecting other goods, and the inroads
on legitimate profits are thus liable to
reach disastrous proportions.
STATIONERS CLOSE EARLY
Following the iead of the department
stores the following booksellers and stationers have adopted new closing hours:
Cloke & Son, Robert Duncan & Co., and
A. C. Turnbull.
Starting on Monday these stores wili
close sharp at 5.30 p.m. on week nights,
i.nd at 9 p.m. on Saturdays.
These progressive stores believe that
the change will be beneficial to then
employees, and feel sure that many ox.
the smaller booksellers will soon follow
suit.
There seems to be a growing feeling
that the majority of retail stores will
adopt a 5 o'clock closing hour before
long. — Hamilton Times.
NEW SCRIBBLERS
"Clown" is the title of one of the new

One of the new covers
shown
of school

K S K LLEK

AND

S T A T IONER

sciibblers being shown by Buntin, Gillies
& Co., Ltd., of Hamilton, for September
school opening. This is one of a variety
of timely and appropriate subjects in
this firm's new issues of scribblers.
SELL GOOD

SERVICE WITH
SUPPLIES

SCHOOL

"Sunshine does not always shed its
rays freely in the bokstore around the
school-opening season, but it is a season
of activity and must be provided for in
advance.
"We must give the children as good a
service as possible at this time, and to
this end we provide an extra staff of
help, so that they may be waited on
promptly. It is to their advantage, as
well as to ours, to make sales as quickly
as possible, and to then serve others."
In this manner, R. J. Reid, manager
of the book and stationery department of
Goodwin's, Limited, St. Catherine street,
Montreal, expressed himself relative to
taking care of this trade, prior to the
opening of the schools in September of
each year.
"Shortly before the season opens, our
porters have to come in and remove the
regular lines of books, that we may have
room for these lines," continued Mr.
Reid. "It means a lot of work, and requires a large extra staff to handle the
business of the week or two during
which it lasts."
Sales Increasing
Mr. Reid pointed out that sales of
these goods were growing larger all the
while. The firm handles only the publicschool supplies, and these are sold within a comparatively brief period. It is
necessary to provide for this activity
well in advance, and even though one
does so, it is not the easiest thing in the

in Buntin,
scribblers.

Gillies & Co.'s line
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world to estimate in advance
what will
be required for the season.
This latter consideration is a menacing one, sometimes. For instance, text
books carry a very meagre margin of
profit. Mr. Reid stated that this was
always an annoyance to the bookseller,
and yet he is expected to have the particular books that are required, when
asked for. In order that there may not
be too much capital tied up, estimates
need to be carefully made. "For these
text books are practically worthless,
after the department has decided on new
ones," said Mr. Reid. "There is perhaps no bookseller who has not some
loss from this source, even though care
The Exercise Book
sell the very best exercise book
taken."
be"We
we can buy," said Mr. Reid. "This is a
48-page book in the lined style, and we
sell it for 5 cents. A larger one is sold
these books was produced for
at One
sevenof cents."
the inspection of the representative of
BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER
"This paper will not permit a pen to go
throu-h. and this is an important point,"
said Mr. Reid. The child usuallv writes
heavily while still learning, and to sell
a class of exercise books that will give
real service is a very important point,
Mr. Reid thinks. It has been the. best
of advertising for the department to
select the best exercise books that could
be bought, and to buy these at higher
prices than the average book was obtainable for. "We have been offered
cheaper books, but we will not take a
chance with them," Mr. Reid said.
No Advertising
Used
In was stated in the foregoing that
the business in the sale of text and
school books, and other supplies of this
kind, was increasing. This has not been
developed through actual advertising,
for Mr. Reid stated that little special advertising was done through the regular
newspaper space, which the firm uses so
extensively in selling other lines. The
community has come to know the Goodwin stock as a well-assorted and a complete one. The store is well situated,
and the children come by the hundred
for their needs, after they have secured
their lists of books, etc., after the opening of school. It is then that the work
starts for the store.
When the time of school-opening approaches, the arrangement of the department is changed. Tables are closely
placed together, changing the usual arrangement of the floor, and so that the
salesmen and sales girls can be behind
and serve the juvenile customers
promptly, and with slight loss of time.
This has worked out much better than
the plan of letting the children roam
about at will.
Regarding the help given to dealers
by travelers, a retailer writes:
"Salesmen have been giving me valuable ideas for thirty-seven years, and
are still doing so."
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A PROGRESSIVE

BOOKSTORE

creditable bookareevenmany
THERE stores
in the smaller towns
in the Maritime Provinces, and an
outstanding one among them is E. B.
Cragg's fine store in Bridgewater, N.S.,
which he established in 1911.
The "Busy East," a Sackville, N.B.,
publication, recently devoted one of its
issues to the town of Bridgewater, the
64 page issue being largely devoted to
illustrations and descriptions of the
typical features, public institutions,
factories and other business houses of
this live and growing town with its
population of nearly 4,000.
The following is a reproduction of the
account appearing in this issue of "The
Busy East," dealing with Cragg's Book
Store, together with an interior view
of the store showing the proprietor, E.
B. Cragg, behind the counter.
"If a town is judged by its book store
then indeed Bridgewater must leave ■.
most favorable impression on the minds
of those who visit it. One has to travel
far and sojourn in many towns much
larger than Bridgewater before he will
find a more up-to-date book and stationery store than that conducted by Mr.
Edwin B. Cragg, Bridgewater's leading
bookseller and stationer. A native of
the town, Mr. Cragg was anxious to see
the world and so went to the United
States, where he remained for fourteen
years. Returning for a visit after a
lengthy stay in the New England States,
he was struck with the opportunities
right at home. The glamor which often
enshrouds distant fields, had fallen from
h>s eyes and he saw Bridgewater in its
true light; he saw that the town was a
good place in which to live and do business. Accordingly in 1911 he returned
to Bridgewater and opened a book store,
which is well stocked with school supplies, toys, office and social stationery,
sporting goods, including tennis and baseball supplies, etc. The complete stock,
the modern fittings, the neat arrangement of the contents of the store, all
combine to give a most pleasing effect.
The high ceilings, the well-lighted store,
the silent salesmen, the courteous way
in which Mr. Cragg waits upon his customers, make it a pleasure to visit this
attractive place of business. Visitors to
Bridgewater soon find their way to the
Cragg store, where books, souvenir
cards and everything usually found in
a first-class book store, can be secured
at moderate cost."

IS THIS GENERAL?
A retail bookseller and stationei
makes some allegations that deserve the
attention of the powers that be at the
wholesale book houses. This links up
with a protest from another retailer
who stated that BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER did well to point out the
shortcomings of retail booksellers, at
the same time warning them against
pitfalls that yawned, but that too little
was said about corresponding inefficiency on the part of the wholesalers.
The first of these correspondents
seeks the service of BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER to voice a protest
against a weakness alleged to be common to the book publishing houses in
Toronto. It is that they frequently
disregard specific orders sent by their
travelers. Lax management is charged.
"If the men who sit at their desks from
day to day could get a little life and
vim injected into them it would be a
wonderful help to the retailers throughout the country. A traveler calls and
secures an order and his part is done
after forwarding the same to the house.
Then the customer waits until the people
in the office wake up to the fact thai
an order needs attention, and that fact
often does not dawn on them until after
a letter has been received from the ex
asperated customer. If the retailer
treated his customers with the same lack
of courtesy he receives from the wholesaler he would soon be out of business."
The letter goes on to say that the
wholesale book houses must get away
from the idea that the dealers are obliged to buy from them, and urges that
they should do something to ensure
proper service to the retail trade.
BACK

TO BOOKS

The Religious Tract Society's representative, F. H. Bailey, who will be remembered by many of the trade in the
Dominion, called in at tV>e London office
of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
recently. He has just been demobilized
from the army, after serving two and a
half years. He enlisted in the Royal
Air Force, but subsequently was in the
infantry, and spent two years in
France. He regrets it will not be possible for him to pay his usual visit to
Canada this year. The R. T. S. will
publish a good number, of books this
year well suited to the Canadian market. His many friends in Canada will
be glad to know that Mr. Bailey has
come through the big fight and that he
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is again "carrying on" in the book trade.

PARIS, ONT.— Fisher & Son, oooksellers and stationers, do a fine business
with sporting goods.especially with baseball goods, having the Paris agency for
one of the best known lines.
SASKATOON, SASK.— The Saskatoon Drug and Stationery Co., whicli
bought out Harry Greenaway's business
in 1917, intends to enlarge their store at
the corner of 2nd avenue and 21st street,
street.
and there will be an entrance from 21st
PAISLEY. ONT.— McArthur's boo,;
store has a good, live wallpaper department. The stock is kept bright and
fresh, remainders being sold at bargain
prices, thus helping materially to keep
old stock down to a minimum.
ASHCROFT, B. C— W. M. Huston, in
his book store, has been especially exploiting trade with farmers, making a
strong appeal with "Scott's Simplified
Accounting System for Farmers." This
$10 book provides a system covering five
years' accounting.
Albert Gilbert, who, of recent years,
has been employed at the Old Corner
Bookstore, in Boston, is now with the
Toronto branch of the American News
Co., in charge of the book department.
Mr. Gilbert is well known to the Canadian trade, having for several years
traveled Canada for the old firm of McLeod & Allen. Mr. Gilbert has been accorded a hearty welcome back to Toronto by his hosts of friends in the book
trade.
The new aide-de-camp of the Duke
of Devonshire is Captain Harold Macniillan, son of Mr. Maurice Macmillan
(one of the three brothers of the London house of Macmillan) and a neohew
of Sir Frederick, the head of the House.
He arrived at Ottawa in April to take
up his duties.
AFTER SHELLS, STATIONERY
London, April 4th, 1918. — The
National Shell Factory at Bristol,
has been acquired by a firm of manufacturing stationers for £18,800. The
works are equipped with electric power
and light, and possess a ground space
of 39,252 square feet under cover.
HALIFAX
TRADE NEWS
Alex. Morrison, who has been for
many years with A. & W. McKinlay,
wholesale booksellers and stationers, has
been appointed general manager of their
business.
The retail stationers in Halifax find
business exceptionally good.

Forty Years in Business at Truro, N.S.
THEN

AND

NOW.

Mr. Puiton has given bookseller and sta-

Long and Successful Career of G. 0. Fulton, Veteran

in Book and Stationery Business

TIONER some interesting reminiscences of "The
Seventies," affording striking comparisons with
to-day. There were no telephones, no electriclights.
It was the era of plush fancy goods.

G. 0. Fulton, openApril 1, 1879,
ed the bookstore on Inglis Street,
Truro, N.S., and the same stand is
still occupied by G. 0. Fulton, Ltd. From
a small beginning the concern has developed into a large business, witn three
stores operating under the name of G.
fortieth
Limited. A
Fulton,
0.
anniversary sale has recently been conducted with great success.
G. O. Fulton, managing director of
G. 0. Fulton, Ltd., is a native of Wallace, N.S., where he was born in 1852.
One of his teachers in the public school
later became Governor of Nova Scotia,
the late Governor D. C. Fraser. After
fiv; years clerking in a country store,
young Fulton, in 1874, entered the em
ploy of the Methodist Book Room at
Halifax, remaining there for five years,
making several trips throughout the
Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland.
He was then engaged by A. and W. Mac
kinlay, Ltd., of Halifax, for a short time,
as traveller, being the first they ever
sent out, and probably one of the first
stationery travellers going out of Halifax. Many of the country merchants
at that time could not understand why
a traveller was sent to them for orders.
They always sent in their orders, which
was about twice a year.
In April 1879, Mr. Fulton opened hi 5
business in Truro, in part of the same
building he has occupied ever since. A
few years after that he bought the property and made one store of it, the ground
floor being about 28x65 feet, with three
floors, well stocked, carrying one of the
best assorted stocks in his line in the
Maritime Provinces.
From small beginnings he has built
up one of the finest retail stationery
businesses in the Maritime Provinces
having a branch store at the west end
of the town, and one at Bass River,
thirty miles from Truro. Mr. Fulton can
boast of never having sued a man, and
never being sued.
ON

Interior

G.

O.

FULTON.

He married Miss Nina A. Fellows, of
Bridgetown, N.S., and has three daughters living, and one son. The latter recently safely returned from overseas,
where he spent three years serving his
country and doing his bit.
Mr. Fulton gave BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER some interesting reminiscences of the early days in the book and
stationery trade. This business was
much
to-day.different forty years ago than it is
The popular cheap novels were th'.Ogilvie and Munro libraries, of Nev,
York, tiie latter being published by Geo.
& Norman Munro, both Nova Scotians.
Very few books were punished in Canada. James Campbell & Son, of Toronto, represented some English houses, and
W. C. Bell was one of their first travelers. Books from the United States
were fairly well represented, but very
little fiction. Sets of standard works,
like Dickens, Scott, Thackeray, etc., sold
well, and the better the binding the better they sold, as in those days people

of the

main

stationery

store
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of

G.

O.

Fulton.

Ltd.,

Retailer

built up libraries in their homes and
were well posted in history and literature. Few magazines were sold outside of
Harpei's, Scribner's and the Century.
Oxford Bibles, Prayers and Hymns were
well represented. The principal house
carrying these lines, with stationery and
blank books, etc., was Collins, of Glasgow, Scotland. The stationery business
has made great strides since Mr. Fulton
started in business. There were very
few tablets or papeteries as shown today. English paper was chiefly used.
The popular society envelope was the
small octavo, and No. 5 was the size
many business houses used. Linen note
was not known then. , Vellum parchment, smooth vellum and foreign note
were chiefly used. The manufacture of
paper in Canada was then in its infancy.
Plush fancy goods, such as frames, fancyboxes, and photo albums were in great
demand. Chromos were having their
day, and the country was full of agents
selling showy, cheap pictures. This led
to the framing business. Mr. Fulton
saw the possibilities and added this line
to his business. He has ever since caricid on the framing business, which is
one of the largest in the province. There
were no picture post cards, but Prang's
floral cards were very popular. There
were no telephones, electric lights,
automobiles, or cash registers, typewriters and plate glass wore unknow n in tne country towns.
Velocipedes were the popular mode
of rapid transit, first for nleasure,
then for general use, much to the terror
of the horse. Upper Canada was a long
way off, and British Columbia was at
the end of the world. There were very
few stationery stores outside of the cities at that time.
G. 0. Fulton has ever lived up to the
initials of his name, having lots of "go."
One of his early newspaper advertisements was as follows. *3very word beginning with the letter "F."

Truro,

N.S.

BOOKSELLER
Fulton's Fancy Frames
Few Feet From Fitch's
Fancy Fruit
Friends Finding- Fulton's Find Fortunes
Forget Fulton's Fortunes Flown
Finally G. 0. to Fulton's.
Mr. Fulton is a prominent member of
the Methodist Church, has served in the
Truro council and is a member of the
Methodist Eook Room Committee at
Halifax. He has been a delegate to the
Methodist General Conference four
times — at Toronto, Montreal, Victoria,
B.C. and Ottawa. It is the earnest desire of his friends in the trade that he
may live to celebrate his fiftieth anniversary in business.
BOOKSELLER AND STATION ER
takes pleasure in presenting herewith a picture of Mr. Fulton
and an interior view of the
main store of G. 0. Fulton, Limited.
WHEN
When did you inspect your insurance
policies last?
When did you last inventory?
When did you compare the price you
have goods marked in stock with the
prices of your competitors?
When did you refresh your mind by
comparison of profits made?
When do you make it a point to assemble your clerks and helpers in a
business meeting?
When did you last encourage your
helpers and say, "Well done?"
When did you go carefully through
your duplicate stocks ?
When did you last have show cases
cleaned and polished?
When do you make it a point to file
letters and bills?
When did you last consult your legal
adviser in reference to new business laws
and tax regulations?

AND

STATIONER

When do you clean out the breeding
places of oddments which are to be found
in every store ?
When do you examine the goods on
the top shelf, under the last counter and
in that obscure bin ?
When last did you examine fire
buckets, blankets and fire equipment so
that if fire should break out in your
store you will be prepared to fight it?
When did you last raise the salary of
the deserving clerks?
Remember other merchants have a
place for desirable help at all times, and
the underpaid helper is a drone.
When did you last examine the window
curtains, awnings and signs of your store
so same will not reflect on the neatness
of your establishment?
When do you recall using paint inside
of your store, also cleaning the decorations?
When last did you remove that soiled
drapery in the windows and in the show
case?
When did you last take a personal in\entory, and do you measure up to a full
standard of efficiency?
When did you compare the sales averages of your clerks, and can you tell
which costs 4, 5, or 6 per cent, to sell
your goods?
When did you last examine lighting,
telephone and heating contracts, and are
vou sure you are getting the best price
and rates on all ?
When did you last interview salesmen
for concerns other than your favorites,
and do you know the life of a business
consists in looking at all lines and being
thoroughly posted ?
When did you last read your trade
paper from cover to cover?
When did you last go over your books
personally
and note the "dead" accounts ?
When

do

you

last

recall

asking

a

debtor for money? And why not, since
it is your own money you are asking for?
When did you exercise last? Or do
you expect the human machine to go on
for ever without attention?
When last did you say a cheery word
to the beggar on the corner and drop a
dime in his battered hat?
When, oh when did you forget that
Golden Rule ?

A. J. ROBERTSON
The new <;iles manager of the staff of Menzies &
Co., and the A. C. Gilbert-Menzies
Co.
He is
familiarly known
to the trade as "Archie."

4n
H. MANSELL
Who
has recently joined the traveling staff of
Menzies & Co., and the A. C. Gilbert-Menzies Co.
He
was
formerly
representative
of Cassidy's,
Limited,
Montreal.

Dealers Use Service Department
When you become a subscriber to BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER the Service Department becomes available to you without any cost to you.
Do you want to know "Who makes it?" Do you
want to know where to buy certain products, who
is the agent for particular lines or what jobbers
sell them?
This Department
is at your service.

A correspondent, who wishes his name
withheld, enquires where to buy ribbons,
such as used on papeteries, greeting
cards, etc.
A. — Specialists in this line are Walter
Emmerich & Co., 428 Fourth Ave., N.Y.
Kidgetown, Ont. — J. G. Little enquires
as to Canadian makers of burlap.
Answer. — Woods Mfg. Co., 401 Logan
Avenue, Toronto.
Utica, N.Y.— Utica School of Commerce enquires where to procure crucible
pen points.
Answer. — Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
London, Ont. — Hay Stationery Co. enquire as to Canadian makers of inflated
rubber bulls.
Answer. — Dominion Rubber Systems, 1
Front Street E., Toronto.
Granby, Quebec. — Enquiry
from
Li-

A Few of the Recent Enquiries Dealt With — As Answered
Here Will Help Other Merchants as Well
'lags.
brarie P. A. Pettier as to Canadian-made
Answer. — Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Same firm enquired re Canadian-made
>.e'luloid and ivory toys.
Answer. — Pugh Specialty Co., 38
Clifford Street, Toronto.
Paisley, Ont. — Where can I get supplies for card-writing, etc. ?
Answer. — Artists' Supply Co., 77 York
St., Toronto; The Art Metropole, Ltd.
114 Temperance Street, Toronto; Bert L.
Bailey, Dayton, Ohio.
Orillia, Ont. — Who makes the Clarke
rubber stamp pads ?
Answer.— Clarke Products Ltd., 3178
Dundas Street W., Toronto.
Norton, N.B. — Kindly supply names of
wholesale firms selling frame pictures.
— E. Harmer,
Ltd.
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Answer. — Phillips Manufacturing Co.,
258-326 Carlaw Ave., Toronto; Mathews
Bros., Dundas Street, Toronto; Pugh
Specialty Co., 38 Clifford Street, Toronto;
Davis Novelty Co., 212 Mappin Bldg.,
Montreal.
FABER PLANT SOLD
The A. W. Faber plant at Newark,
N.J., has again been sold, the highest
bidder being Robert Metzler, of Newark.
It was recalled that after the previous
occasion, in which this plant went under
the hammer, the United States Government would not sanction the transfer to
the highest bidder on the ground that
the bid was barely over half the actual
value, consequently the plant has remained in the Government's possession
in the meantime.

Views on Subject of Trade Organization
MAKING

PROGRESS

Great interest is being evoked by this trade discussion and with definite personal canvassing
that is being conducted by members of the trade
who are most actively interested results should
soon materialize.

NG the discussion on the
CONTINUItion
live ques
of trade organization
some further views of representative dealers folio vv, dealing with the
questions set forth in the introduction
lo this discussion as given in the April
issue. The interest this discussion is
raising, together with the definite personal canvassing that is being conducted
by members of the trade who are taking
an active interest in this question, cannot fail to eventually bear fruit in bringing about the organization of a trade association on a good sound basis.
Prince Albert, Sask. — "I think if we
had an association for all Canada with
separate associations for each Province
we might connect more closely the East
and the West and have a clearer and better method of doing business with each
other. I take great interest in the discussions of the American associations as
reported in BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER and receive some help from
them, so think if we were connected we
might get more benefit. — J. R. Merritt."
Guelph, Ont. — C. L. Nelles favored an
independent Association but no affiliation
with U. S. organizations, at least for a
year or two, and not with the R.M.A.
until latter was working properly. His
remarks were as follows:
"In regard to this Association, after
years of experience I am under the impression that it is impossible to get the
smaller dealers to take up the matter as
a business proposition. I think that if
one dealer from towns 5,000 to 10,000
and two from larger places could get together and have a prone;- Association,
their strength would nroclire the desired
result and at the meetings there would
not be the pessimistic feeling that the
number in attendance was not what it
should be. That has been the great trouble
in the past, the smaller dealers not caring
anything about an Association as they
probably have many small outside lines
in their business. I know ten or twelve
of the leading dealers who would be delighted at any chance to get together. I
hope to see the matter come to something."
Montreal, Que. — H. Long favored an
independent Association with a working
arrangement with U. S. trade bodies. In
addition to a general secretary for all
Canada and associate secretaries for
Provinces he thought there should be a
special association representative in each
of the large cities.
As to the alternative proposal he remarked: "If the trade is not important
enough to carry its own organization it
certainly could not do better than follow
the alternative proposal, but surely it. is
and can do so."

Interesting Expressions of Opinion by Representative Canadian
Booksellers and Stationers
Paris, Ont. — C. L. Barker, favoring independent organization, affiliated with
U. S. Associations as against being an
R.M.A. section, remarked: "This being a
special trade it should be discussed only
by those in the business."
Toronto, Ont. — H. F. Warner btvongly
favored an active Association as there
were many trade reforms needed that
could only be realized by adequate trade
organization. "As a rule it is hard work
forming an association and the sooner
the few first members can show results,
the sooner the stage of rapid increase in
membership will be reached."
Saskatoon, Sask. — The Saskatoon News
Agency favored an independent Association to work in harmony with the U. S.
trade organizations. "An exclusive organization can naturally attend better to
the business it is acquainted with."
Ridgetown, Ont. — J. G. Little favored
Provincial as against Dominion organizwieldy. ations as the latter would be too un"As a section of the Retail Merchants'
Association in the past it was not a success. The larger organization, as is
usual in such cases, absorbed the smaller.
I think a greater interest would be taken
and more practical benefit derived from
an independent organization, composed of
those interested in the book and stationery
business only."

Pembroke, Ont. — The Grigg Book and
Stationery Co., favoring organization independent of the R. M. A., said:
"Booksellers and stationers as individuals would be more likely to take an interest in the working of the organization.
The only advantage we see in being connected with the Retail Merchants' Association would be legislation, which after all
is a small matter compared to good live
discussions on topics affecting the trade
and the exchange of ideas."
Regina, Sask. — Saskatchewan Stationers, Ltd., favored independent Association with working arrangement with
U. S. organizations.
Stationers'
sociation inthe U. S."The
has done
a world Asof
Vegreville, Alta. — The Vegreville Drug
and Book Co., expressed the opinion that
a good Book and Stationery Association
would be a good thing for Western men.
Uxbridge, Ont.— R. F. Willis feared
that there were already too many organizations and that they were "a waste of
good."
energy that could be put to better use."
Englehart, Ont. — Fabian Hugh on the
principle that co-operation, like unity,
makes for success favored trade organization, but as to the advisability of affiliation with U. S. trade organizations said:
"No, Canadian we are, Canadians we will
remain, but this would not stop an exchange of ideas."

Defence of Canadian-Made

Papers

High-Grade Writing Papers Made in Canada Rank With the
Best Obtainable Anywhere in the World
the reon ofan-mad
the questi
to values
e
IN regard lative
of Canadi
paper as compared with imported
lines, representations have been made to
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER by
members of jobbing houses and retailers
to the effect that Canada is to-day producing high grade writing papers of a
quality ranking with the best produced
anywhere in the world, and, it is further
maintained, the prices at which these
are obtainable place them on a footing
that gives them a distinct advantage
owing to the duty that must be paid on
lines imported from the United States or
other countries.
It is admitted that when it comes to
the finished products — papeteries, boxed ream goods, envelopes, etc., these are
obtainable in a greater variety of styles
and sizes from firms outside Canada, but
great strides have been made in recent
years in this respect by the manufacturing stationers of Canada. The assertion
was made by one representative of a
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manufacturing stationery house that the
rank and file of Canada's stationers now
find it not only unnecessary to look to
firms outside Canada for these goods
but they are able to give their customers the choice of an infinite variety
of designs — all Canadian-made — at
prices that exceed in value what they
would be able to provide were they to
continue to import these goods.
It is further admitted that it is poss;ble to get certain special designs as
made by firms outside Canada, because
to have goods especially made to order
by a Canadian house to compete with
specific imported stock lines would
naturally entail a higher cost of production. That, it was pointed out, stood to
reason, but it was unreasonable to assume because of such extraordinary
cases that the same principle applied to
all comparisons between the Canadianmade and imported products in manufac ■
Lured stationery.

Possibilities of Greeting Card Business
NOT

A MERE

SIDE

LINE.

The greeting card business should be treated as
an important branch of the bookseller and stationer's business and not merely as a side line.
It is a fact that if properly conducted the profits
from this department alone can be made to pay
the merchant's
yearly rental of his store.

Attractive Method of Displaying Year-Round Cards — Necessity
of Keeping Sufficient Stock — How One Retailer Was
Convinced and Started a Regular Greeting
Card Department

PROBABLY only a small percentage
of booksellers and stationers realize the merchandising- possibilities
of the greeting card game, and that it is
not simply a side line to be thrown on
a showcase and allowed to sell itself.
To those who regard it in this light the
inc will undobtedly live up to their estimation of it, but to those who are willing to put a little "pep" in their methods of pushing- this department of the
business there is no reason why the volume of turnover should not represent 8
considerable proportion of their annual
ousiness. Apart from Christmas, Easter,
and other special occasion cards, there
are birthday cards, sympathy and other
year-round cards which offer an
excellent opportunity for profit making to those who are ready to .seize it.
Fine Method of Display
It will be found that a proper method
of display car^ will be a prominent
factor in determining the volume of
sales. To show a tray or box with a
number of designs heaped in a haphazard way simply means that they avr"pawerl" over a great deal and in time
show more or less soiling, and subsequent customers appreciate the fact thaf
others have "also pawed," which does
not appeal to the customer like receiving
a nice, clean card and envelope. If the
samples are shown pasted in a book or
on a card, these particular samples are
immediately destroyed as to their saleability. When mounted on a card or ir
a book they also become soiled and need
replacing, which in time cuts into the
profit.
One prominent firm of stationers,
after giving the matter a great deal of
thought, lately adopted the swinging
display wing. Wings were used measuring 18 x 36 inches, wood filled,
covered with brown burlap, with
black enamelled steel edges, and
the usual angle iron top and
bottom brackets in which the wings
were pivoted. These were all attached
to the wall, and on these wings, with
wire clips, were attached samples, with
a card and envelope being used. In the
case of a folder with sentiment on the
inside, one of the folders was opened flat
and another closed folder showing the
front was placed over the plain sheet
of the open folder, with the two envelones back of them all attached with the
cliDS. Under such display or number a
dull-finished buff celluloid-covered
thumb tack was used, and on this the
number, price, cost and maker's initials
w-re marked. The stock, of course, was
kept in boxes, on shelves, with the corresponding number on the front of each
Specially designed fenders were
box.

made so that each wing would push
around its neighbor wing, without interfering with the goods, i.e., with any number of wings, the last one can be swun.L,
around by hand with very little effort,
and in its turn will swing its neighbor,
and that one its neighbor, etc., thus
turning the entire lot.
The advantages of this contrivance
were manifold, the chief benefits being:
Customers got fresh, clean, unhandled
stock out of the box, after making their
selection from the wings.
Samples did not collect dust on account of their being in an upright position.
Samples were not handled as much
as they would be if laid out loosely for
customer's selection.
Increased display space was secured.
each wing of the above size, using both
sides, affording nine square feet of display.
And lastly, but not least, the very
samples themselves were saleable by removing tile wire clips.
Among these year round cards may
be included dinner, dance an:l social
evening invitation cards, ana specimen cards for announcements of
various kinds. It will, of course,
be necessary to keep a sufficient stock of each sample shown
Nothing is more detrimental to the interests of a business than for the merchant to have to inform a customer that
he is just out of something the customer
requires.
The question of laying m an ampk
slock of cards to cater to all possible
business is one which applies equally to
special season cards such as those for
Christmas and Valentine's Day. It i«
impossible to do business without propel
stock and the bookseller who neglects to
lay in a sufficient stock for fear he may
not clear it all out has only himself to
uhank if his business in these lines does
not come up to his expectations.
The point was well illustrated the
other day by a travelling salesman, Bill
Smith. That isn't his name, but we'll
call him Lhat for the purpose of this illustration. Bill sells greeting cards and
carries a popular line. He gets the usual
business and gets a lot of trade which is
unusual. Bill is an original cuss. He
is not only a booster for his own line,
but is a booster for greeting cards in
general, no matter who makes them.
To show Bill's slant on things, here is
the line of conversation he exhaled between cigar puffs:
"You see, old man," says Bill. " a lot
of stationery stores on my calling list
have the idea that greeting cards are not
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staples.
A few weeks
back I walked

into a stationer by the name of Jones.
I sold Jones before, and he never was a
big buyer. He handles books, pictures,
has a gift shop corner with the usual
line, you know. He didn't come to the
hotel. Said, as a matter of fact, that he
was going to 'pass me up' until my next
visit. Said he hadn't done well with the
Cnristmas greetings last year.
"It was just before Valentine Day, and
his store was crowded with valentine
shoppers.
" 'Oh, yes,' he said, 'we are doinT well
with valentines, but I believe we will
have some left over.'
"I said: 'Well, I hope not' because if
you do I will have a hard time selling
you next season.' I then asked him how
many cards he had left over since Christmas.
"Over a hundred dollars' worth,' says
Jones.
" 'You did,' says I.
" T sure did,' says he.
"I know about what he buys, so 1
stretched it when I said: 'Oh, well, that's
about a 10 per cent, carry over.'
" 'I should say not,' says Jones, 'it's
more than that. Last year I bought
close to $800 and we've got $135 tied up
right now in Christmas cards to carry
tough,' says I. 'Last year
a "'Pietty
whole year.'
you had about $40 worth left over as I
I remember
it.'
" 'Your memory
is right,' says Jones.
T had a good year last year on Christmas cards; but in 1916 is when I cleaned
" 'Oh, yes! Sure I remember,' says I.
'You came to the hotel and took out of a
side pocket all the cards you had left
and spread 'em on the bed. I remember
— sure. You had a total investment of
83c. laying there on the bed. Am I
" 'You
right,' says Jones. 'Some
right,
Mr. are
Jones?'
"Says I: 'You could clean up right
clean-up.'
along
on birthdays and anniversaries and
special greeting cards for all occasions
if you would
up' carry a stock and a dis' 'It couldn't be done,' says Jones. T
carry a dozen or so birthday cards under
the counter for those who ask for them
and I don't sell one a day. I can sell a
$25 picture while I am fussing with a
ten-cent birthday card.'
Here
play.' Bill flushed up a little when he
remembered the dealer's talk. It was
easy to see that Bill still felt resentment.
"This made me kind of mad," said
Bill, "but I asked him: 'You folks did a
poor business on books and pictures last
year, didn't you?'

I'. OOKSELLER
"
had
"
you

'I should say not,' says Jones. We
a good year.'
'I can't see it,' says I. 'I would say
had a poor year on stationery, books,

prints, etc'
"'What are you trying to do?' says
Jones. 'Kid me?'
" 'Not mc' I replied. 'Do you mean to
say, Mr. Jones, that if I walked into
your store at the end of 1918, I would
have found your walls bare of pictures;
your shelves barren of boks; your cases
empty of old prints; your tables empty,
and not a stick of frame moulding in your
back room?'
" 'I should say not,' shouted Jones.
" 'Well then, if your walls were not
bare and your shelves not empty you had
a rotten year.'
" 'Say,' says Jones, 'I'd have a fine
idea?
Are you crazy?'
" 'Not at all,' says I. 'I'll bet you carried over $2,000 worth of books alone in
January, this year.'
"'Sure I did, but what of it?' asks
Jones.
' 'Well,' says I, 'only this. Whenever
you can come up to the hotel and brum
all your stock of books under one arm
and your stock of pictures under the
other arm, I will say you had a good
year in books and pictures.'
" 'Say,' cays Jones, 'I'd have a fine
book and picture department with all
my stock under both arms.'
" 'Sure, I know,' says I. 'You have a
lot of books, so if a buyer comes in to
look for "The Wind on the Stairs," by
the Chinese Giant, you can lay your
hands on it in a minute.'
" 'That's the idea exactly,' says Jones.
" 'On the other hand,' says I, 'if a customer should ask for a birthday card
for grandma, I suppose you'd say, 'Step
this way, lady, to the greeting card department,' and take her back to the old
coat closet and frisk that coat pocket
of yours for your greeting card stock.'
"Say," continued Bill, "you ought to
have seen Jones. It was a knockout for
him — .but he came right through lovely
and asked me if I was going back to the
hotel.
" 'Sure,' says I.
" 'Wait till I get me hat and coat,'
says Jones, and as he was leaving for
his clothes I couldn't resist the temptation to shout: ' Shake the pockets of that
old coat, Jones. No pocket inventories
from now on. We are going to have a
regular greeting card department in this
store.' "
A NEW RETAILER
Benny Winerip, a former member of
the mechanical staff of the MacLean
Publishing Co., Ltd., publishers of
BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER,
is now a bookseller and stationer,
having a new'y-stocked store on
Yonge Street, Toronto. In conversation with BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER he remarked that he had been
considerably helped by what he had
learned about the book and stationery
business from his perusal of this trade
paper, and this applied to both reading
matter and advertisements.
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to
awaken the people of the Dominion
to the fact that trade cannot revert to
"normal" as understood in 1914. It will
be changed in many particulars.
"We cannot expect," the Trade Commission declares in a statement just
issued, "that trade will go back
to pre-war channels and prices
to pre-war
levels. The
Dominion
will have to jolt itself if it does
not want the jolt to come from outside.
Trade is going to be keener and harder
and sterner and more exacting in its demands. Throughout the world it is going to be as never before — a thing of long
preparatory effort, of unceasing application of co-operation where formerly
there was competition, of standardized
production in field as well as in factory,
of quantity output on a scale hitherto undreamed of, and of the co-ordination of
all means of transport to reduce expenses
to the limit. It is the business of the
Canadian Trade Commission to make
these facts as widely known as possible.
How few people in the Dominion realize
that our total debts now amount to over
$1,500,000,000, or in other words, that
while the per capita debt in 1914 was $46,
it has to-day jumped to $270. It is to
find a partial solution for this condition
of things that the Commission is at work.
"Its work does not cease with acting
as an agency for the Canadian Mission in
London, though that is important. There
is the further obligation to do what can
be done to rouse the whole people to a
realization that we must return to peace
time work, but on war time basis.
Representatives Overseas
"Largely through the invitation of the
Canadian Mission in London there are
now over two hundred representatives of
branches of Canadian trade there. It Is,
however, not enough. A communication
from London to Ottawa on Wednesday
emphasizes the difficulties faced there in
promptly securing business for Dominion firms unless represented on the spot
by practical men acting for groups of industries or otherwise.
"The balance of trade had now swung
so that it is becoming adverse to Canada.
Before the war it was against us by 300
million dollars annually. Owing to war
orders it became a favorable balance by
nearly half a billion dollars. Our war
debt in the Dominion, however, has
mounted up to nearly $1,500,000,000.
Henceforth there must be a largely increased volume of trade to pay our interest charges. This is what exports
will do.
"The work of the commission here in
Canada is to be director mainly along
the lines of working for added export
trade and reduction of imports of those
things which can be made or grown within our own borders."
Hugh S. Eayrs, sales manager of the
Macmillan Co., leaves early in May on
a business trip to Winnipeg.
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BOOSTING BRITISH TRADE
The Canadian Association of Britisli
Manufacturers and their Representatives has been established with branches
at Toronto and Montreal. Similar associations have existed in Australia and
New Zealand for several years. The objects of the association as set forth in
the
constitution,
are of
as British
follows: trade
"To
further
the interests
throughout the Dominion of Canada and
to affiliate with and work in conceit
with kindred associations in other
centres of the Dominion having similar
Those interested m the formation of
the association naturally wish to inobjects."crease Great Britain's share of the import trade of Canada. As Canada is
buying a considerable volume of merchandise abroad each year, it is desired that the United Kingdom shall obtain a substantial share of that business. It is felt that the progress which
Canadian manufacturers have made, especially during the past few years, will
be exceeded by the manufacturing developments inCanada in the future. This is
recognized as a welcome and gratifying
feature, because as each unit of the
Britisn Empire becomes stronger industrially and agriculturally, each developing its re-ources, so will the great
British Empire grow in stability, pros
perity and influence.
A 11
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These are reproductions of panels appearing in a
recent advertisement by Judd, Fraser & Cochrane,
St. Thomas.
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Charles A. Port, who has for about
ten years been associated with the
Musson Book Co., Ltd., Toronto, will
sever his connection with that firm on
or about June 1. Mr. Port came to
Canada from London, England, where he
was with the London branch of the
Musson Book Co., his brother being
manager
there.
Mr. Port has traveled Canada, east
and west, for Musscm's, and is deservedly popular with the trade, being a wellposted bookman. For a year or two he
Restricted his activities in directing the
sales of Hodder & Stoughton, Limited, in
association with Musson's, and when
Frank Appleton went into the army,
Mr. Port assumed the post of sales
manager for the Musson Book Co.
Strickland W. Gilliland has given us
another "fun book" in "A Sample Case
of Humor." Gilliland has aptly been dubbed by the New York "Lookout" as the
"official dispenser of sunshine to the
American

people."

andEquipments

Business Systems
Y has had a larger mean- considered all that are necessary for the
ECONOM
ing during the years of the war,
general run of enclosures.
and a committee that has done
(d) For special purposes — and these
good work in reducing waste in expenpurposes should be mentioned in requisiditures in the Government Stationery
tions— No. 12 envelopes, size 4% x 10%,
and No. 14, size 5 x 11%, will be supDepartment is known as the "Editorial
Committee on Government Publicaplied.
(e) No special-size envelopes will be
tions." Their report shows that since
allowed, unless approved by the EditorOctober 1917, when this committee's
labors began, not less than $500,000 has
ial Committee. The reason for requesbeen saved in Government printing.
ting them must appear upon the requiParticular interest for office supply
sition. Requisitions for cloth-lined envetrade attaches to the instructions by
lopes, except in special and stated cases,
this committee to the employees of the
will not be honored by the King's
Printer.
Public Service of Canada, as contained
in this report
(f) The 9% x 15 envelopes are not to
be printed. Each branch is to provide
These instructions are in part as follows:
itself with a gummed label giving at the
top the name of the branch and having
Blank-Book. — Bindery ijuling and
a place below for the address. When
faint lining will be allowed. The King's
matter has been enclosed seal down the
Printer will determine the quality of the
paper and binding. Expensive binding
flap by means of the addressed label.
is forbidden.
The recipient cuts through the label,
Carbon Copies for Department Files. —
preserves the envelope, and uses it again
by sealing the flap with his own label.
The King's Printer will cause this matter to be investigated in .conference with
In this way an envelope can be used
the stationery clerks of the public deseveral times before, it has to be destroyed.
partments, and a standard paper decided upon for general departmental
(g) The lar&e envelopes, size 9% x
use. The paper should be comparatively
15, will be wrapped in parcels of 250,
cheap and yet should be sufficiently strong
not boxed. This will effect a consideras not to tear off files easily, or disinable saving and, moreover, experience
tegrate with age.
has proven that containers for envelopes
Carbon Papers. — Only British-made
of this size go to pieces easily, causing
typewriting and carbon papers will be
loss by spoilage, and making for inpermitted.
convenience inhandling.
Canvassers for Office Supplies. — Can(h) The use of envelopes in mailing
vassing in the public departments by
small bulletins, etc., should be elimintravellers and agents of stationery and
ated wherever possible, substituting in
other fipms is strictly forbidden. This
lieu thereof franked wrappers or franks
imnrinted on the bulletin.
order will not apply to individuals bearing written credentials from the SuperForms. — (a) :'Copy" of forms should
intendent of Stationery.
be carefully prepared so that corrections
Envt^ones — (a) Use No. 11 manilla,
on the proofs may be kept to a minimum.
size 4x9, for general purposes. Make
as much use as possible of the No. 8Ms
(b) All forms should be confined to
envelope, size 3% x 6%, fof enclosing 8 sizes 8 x 13, 8 x 10, 8 x 6V2, except
x 10 sheets, or smaller.
the few which cannot be confined to
(b) Use a 7y2 x 10 V2 manilla for enparticular limits.
closing a number of sheets together and
(c) Questions of ruling and faint
which are too bulky to be enclosed in a lining, whether by machine or from
No. 11 envelope. Sheets, size 8 x 13, type forms, will be determined by the
folded once in the centre, fit nicely into
King's Printer.
this envelope. For a larger number of
(d) Paper stock for forms will be of
sheets together, too bulky to fit a 7% x No. 3 Bond, except in special cases.
10V2 envelope, use a Kraft envelope,
Letterheads
and Memo
Blanks, — (a)
size 9% x 15.
Letterheads
are to be made
in three
sizes: full size, 8x13: intermediate size,
(c) The four sizes mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section are 8x10; smallest size, 8x6%.
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(b) Use No. 16 substance weight (17
x 22 — 16 pounds to 500 sheets) as the
maximum weight for all correspondence.
At the Government Stationery Office,
No. 2 Ledger is stocked in bulk in the
20-pound weight for folio and 24-pound
for double cap. Folio should be carried
in the 16-pound weight, and double cap in
the 20-pound, when the present stock is
exhausted.
(c) Except for headings for ministers
and deputy ministers the paper stock
for letterheads is to be No. 2 Ledger,,
white.
(d) Die-stamped crested paper, with
matching envelopes, is allowed only to
ministers and deputy ministers. All
other letterheads are to be printed
letter-press from type.
(e) Paper of note size will not be
issued to any official below the rank of
deputy minister.
Loose-Leaf Supplies. — Bindery ruling
and faint lining: Care should be taken
that "copy" furnished plainly shows the
ruling desired. The paper is generally
ruled first before proofs of the type are
sent out, and once done cannot be altered.Mail list. — Where mail lists are in
use they should be revised at least
every six months to take care of changes
and cancellations. It is suggested that
a circular or return notification card be
used, and that in the event of a reply
not being received the name be struck
off the list.
Press copying. — Public departments
are urged to discontinue as soon as possible the system of "press copying," and
substitute a second carbon copy, which
may be typed on colored stock. The
proper clerk can place one carbon copy
on file, while the second carbon copy,
which can be specially punched for the
purpose, may be nlaced in a filing case
for binding into one volume when 1,000
copies have accumulated. These second
carbon copies should be handed over to
the person assigned the duty of numbering them each day with a consecutive
numbering stamp. This system e-ives
the equivalent of a "press copy" withoutin
loss of any time otherwise necessary
copying communications, and with the
additional advantage of absolute clearness.
Quantities. — When storage facilities
permit, order one year's supply of all

BOOKSELLER
standard forms, blank books, loose-leaf
outfits, letter-heads, envelopes, etc. The
unit cost is less for, say, one lot of
100,000 forms than for four, three, or
two lots aggregating 100,000.
Scratch pads. — All obsolete forms
should be returned to the Printing
Bureau to be made into pads.
Typewriting. — (a) In the upper lefthand corner of the sheet upon which
the communication is to be written, or
below the space where the official signature will appear, the name of the
writer should be typed, together with
his official designation. The recipient
will then be absolutely certain as to the
signature.
Use manilla writing paper (similar
to telegraph blanks) for ordinary interdepartmental communications, memos,
etc.
(c) Single space all typewritten lettens (except brief communications),
with double space between
paragraphs.
(d) Number consecutively all paragraphs in business correspondence. This
will secure a very material reduction in
the number of lines required when the
writer has occasion to rtefer to previous
communications. Typists must judge
from the length cf t'se dictation the r*j n.
of th"? she^t which a letter O" cimnmnication is to be written. Spoiled sheets
should not be destroyed, but, when possible, used for communications between
officers of the same department.
STANDARDIZATION OF INVOICE
FORMS
The Standardization Committee of the
National Association or Purchasing
Agents of the U.S., is making a thorough effort to standardize the forms
used for bill heads or invoices. The
members complain very strongly about
te lack of standardization. Invoices
range in size from that of the war stamp
to the large sheet. They desire to have
the date, invoice number and other information in some predetermined spot
on the page, and want the sheets of a
uniform size for convenience in filing
and handling.
The committee considered that no attempt should be made to force anything
through which will serve as a restraint
upon business and, therefore, the form
decided upon should fit the requirements
of the selling as well as the buying end
of business. Large selling organizations
are now using accounting machinery,
such as electrical tabulating equipment
for statistical purposes, and any form
must be large enough to permit ready
use of these accounting machines without interfering with the accuracy of the
work.
From the standpoint of the purchasing agent particularly and the sales department secondly, it is desirable to
have the date, order number, invoice
number, car number and similar data
placed in some definite spot on each
and every invoice, so that there is always one place to look for this information. It may be necessary to provide
more than one length of invoice form,
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but if it is possible to do so that should
be avoided. One standard size wouid
be far preferable from the standpoint
of filing. This also has some advantage
in the use of accounting machinery.
The subject is to be discussed at meetings of the various branch associations
throughout the country, and suggestions
are sought from anyone who is interested in aiding in this work. These
should be forwarded to the chairman of
the committee, W. L. Chandler, Dodge
Sales & Engineering Co., Mishawaka,
Ind.
STEEL OR CONCRETE
FURNITURE
London, England, April 15. — As a result of the war a great shortag* cf furniture of all kind? has been experience!
.n England. Steel furniture as used in
America was becoming quite popular in
"Offieeland," but the famine in steel hao
put a check un the industry. Meanwhile
nventive minds have been busy trying
to find a substitute, and soveral applications for patents have been made connected with concrete furniture. It is
said to be produced from waste materia'
with a large admixture cf sawdust, ami
lesembles in composition something between papier mache and wood. It possesses the qualities of strength, tough
ness and durability, and a nail may be
driven into it without fear of splitting
or cracking.
DECISION FAVORS
MERCHANTS
In the report by the Toronto Police
Commissioners given out on April 8, it
was stated that the commission had been
asked for a ruling to decide whether
'Life," "The Saturday Evening Post,"
and "The Police Gazette" were magazineor newspapers. If they were magazinenewsboys on the street would not be
allowed to sell them. The Retail Stationers' and Newsdealers' Association
was interested in the ruling. It was decided that "Life" and "The Saturday
Evening Post" were magazines, and that
they could not be sold by newsboys.
Here is another evidence of the value
of trade organization. If the local asso( lation in Toronto had not been organiz-

'Rub-a-Dub-Dub,

ed this result would not have been obtained. The selling newspapers on the
streets is a genuine convenience to the
public, but when it comes to magazines
it is a hardship on the tax-paying retailers to cut off this business from their
stores.
When newsboys are given free scope
they increase inches to ells, and the sales
taken away from the legitimate retailers
do not, by reason of this circumstance,
spell their whole loss. The sales of
other goods resulting from customers
y:oing into stores to buy magazines must
also be taken into consideration.
NEW PAPETERIES
In these days when raw materials are
extremely expensive and somewhat difficult to obtain, the dealer in all merchandise finds himself confronted with
the problem of having something to offer that will satisfy the customer who
possesses discrimination in taste, but
cannot afford to meet the advance in
prices that have been made necessary in
producing some of the best articles of
established quality and reputation. In
other words, from certain branches of
the market there is a large demand today for popular-priced merchandise.
That writing paper is no exception is indicated by the addition of popular priced
papeteries to the Eaton, Crane & Pike
Co.'s range of goods, the Montrose,
Gainsborough and Eglington Linen
Papeteries, which are very artistic in
design. The sizes and styles of envelopes show the same distinctiveness
that is characteristic of the designs in
higher-priced stationery. These papeteries come in tints of pink, grey, violet
and blue, in addition to white.
SPECIALTIES
From the Third Hand Patents, Limited, 45 Maddox St., New Bond St., London, W.l, comes a list of specialties,
including "Georgian" sealing sets, ticket
holders, files, eyeshades, spring roller
blotters, wax inlay sets, initial seals,
sealing wax pellets, etc.

a new play toy novelty on the market,

39 of "The American Toy Journal."
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Improved Toy Lines to Hold Trade
ON

THEIR

TOES!

The U.S. toy manufacturers are right on their
toes this year in their plans to hold and strengthen
the position won by them in the war years. German toys? Never
again !

the recent New York Toy Fair
there were many exhibitors,
and the efforts of the toy
manufacturers of the United States
to hold the trade which they have
built up since Central Europe has
been off the trade map were to be
detected in the new and interesting
articles offered. Past "best sellers" were
featured, too, sometimes with a new
name, sometimes with a new improvement, always with some distinctive feature.
Among the interesting numbers to be
noted were the "Duckdoo," a low rocking
duck with a flat back, for the baby. It
AT

is considered quite safe. "Four in One"'
is a child's car, adaptable to the size of
the child. It can be adjusted to ages
from 2 to 8 or 10 years.
Dolls, toys and Christmas goods, all of
paper, were in great variety. Whole
towns of paper houses were ready for
setting up, and some even had paper inhabitants. The war cut-out included
paper airplanes and battleships, to be
cut out and assembled.
The "Sam-E-Kar" is a wooden velocipede, colored in red, white and blue, propelled by arm action and thus providing
healthy exercise; it is also adjustable so
that as the child grows he need not cramp
his body in working the car. There were
several lines of cars built on this plan
of adjustment to ages.
Realistic stuffed animals were, of
course, prominent. Teddy-bears were
in grey and brown, and there were lifelike cats and dogs, elephants, and other
popular beasts. Materials were plush
and felt in attractive colorings. Mechanical dolls, clowns, performing bears,
etc , were numerous also.
One company showed some three hundred numbers in stuffed toys, including
squirrels, rabbits, seals, and others,
which have not been in the child's menagerie many seasons. A Nursery Rhyme
series attracted a good deal of attention.
They showed funny dressed animals:
Miss Pussy, Mr. Bunny, Miss Piggy, Miss
Elephant, Mr. Teddy Bear and Mr. Fox
being new additions. A large dog on
wheels, strong; enough for a child to ride
on; a standing "Teddee" bear, and a
red-white-and-blue bunny were novel.
A toy motion picture machine which
can be ran by electricity, the cord being
attached to any lamp socket, was featured by one firm. Three films go with the
machine, also cord and plug.
Non-breakable Christmas tree ornaments showed varieties of fruits and
vegetables in proper colorings, also fancy
bells, balls, etc.
Amon^- the new games attractively
gotten out were "Grasshopper Tennis,"

Originality, Novelty and Improved Workmanship More Than
Ever Mark Christmas
New Toys Trade
For This Year's
played with miniature racquets and
tiddledywink discs on a padded court;
this followed the same rules as the regulation lawn game, "Basket Ball" and
ing.
"Snappy
Foot Ball" were also interest-

robe of fifteen articles, from hat, coat
and gown to dainty shoes, are properly
placed in a real trousseau trunk of three
compartments. It is of fibre and riveta "grown-up"
trunk, and
has ed,
a resembling
handle for
the little mistress
to

The "Visual Geography" is a cut-up
map, and the "World Flag Builder
Blocks" set was a new item. It consisted of wooden blocks with which flags of
all nations may be constructed.
The tanks, rapid-fire guns, armored
cars, etc., would appeal to the boys who
are fond of "action" toys. These items
are painted grey and supplied with
wooden ammunition and wooden soldiers
as targets. The tank is said to be the
only shooting tank on the toy market.
The "Toddle-Bike" and the "BillieBus" are substantial miniatures.
In dolls the array is large, some have
moving eyes. Cork dolls with cushioncovered joints were new, and there were
several lines showing little ladies in silk
and jersey bathing suits.
The "Horscycle" is a sturdy wooden
horse on wheels and dappled in color. It
is fitted with a saddle and is worked by
treadles which connect with the rear
wheels, while steering is done by means
of a handle on either side of the head,
the entire head and front wheels turning.
The animal has a lively cantering appearance.
A toy phonograph was shown. It is
large enough to play the small records
and is featured in cabinet style.
"O-U-Kids" are dolls with roguish
faces and daintily frocked, some showing sweaters and some dignified veils.
Each is packed in a separate box.
The "Hero Alphabet in Rhyme," is a
new educational item.

carry it conveniently.
"Speed Up," "Spiral Dive," "Bowlinette," and "Up-and-Over" are some of
the
ings. new war games for Winter even-

A "Life-Like" Sub.
A new submarine slowly subsides in
the water, rests on the bottom a few
seconds, then rises again. The periscope
protrudes above the surface of the water,
and upon the approach of a "chaser,"
submerges again. This operation continues with one application of power for
about two hours.
The "Sport Camera," whose funny
films are developed in water, is a novelty
of the season, and so, too, is a calliope,
which plays a complete tune.
The "Rub-a-Dub-Dub" is a novel idea
— a chopping bowl with extension railing. The kiddies sit in it and rock in
any direction with safety.
The "Plunder Box" is white enamelled
— a treasure chest for sewing and cutout work, and is accompanied by a stool.
The "Ski-Skoot" is a flexible combination of ski and sled. It folds flat for
storage in the Summer.
A 15-inch doll and 40her complete ward-

A Metal "Plane" Which Flies High
An aluminum aeroplane is warranted
to fly 300 feet. It is claimed to be the
fly.
first metal toy aeroplane guaranteed to
A doll made entirely of papier-mache
except for its natural curly wig was
featured by one firm. The body is of
natural form and tint, jointed, unbreakable, has sleeping eyes, and may be
washed in hot or cold water. It was
shown in three sizes — 18, 22 and 26
inches.
The "Be Hound Coaster" is a funny
wooden dog made of flat pieces of wood,
painted yellow and red, with beady eyes
and mounted on wheels so that a child
may ride and steer it. Small replicas of
the "animal" are hinged so that head,
ears, tail and lees may be moved independently. Ablack cat and a rabbit
are similarly constructed.
Many numbers made by wounded soldiers were shown; among them were engines run by compressed air, and also a
baby aeroplane which flies for several
hundred feet; it is in several styles, made
entirely of a light weight wood with a
motor of rubber bands.
One of the numerous "cars" shown resembles the familiar all-wood sled on
wooden wheels, worked by arm action.
It is claimed to have no rasping gears
and to be a thoroughly safe coaster for
little children as it has nothing to hurt
them or tear clothing, and will not run
backward down hill.
One firm featured a new comnosition
for representing rocks. mountains,
bridges, and other scenic effects in
realistic manner for display purposes.
A new ferrv boat automatically reversed when it struck an object and the
change in its course was properly announced bv the ringino- of a bell.
Altogether the Toy Fair created a vast
amount of interest and amusement, to
say nothing of the keenness with which
buyers placed orders.
"Strange Tales from the Fleet," by
"Etienne," is a collection of stories of
the life in the Grand Fleet, and the fact
that they have passed the criticism of
the ward room mess goes to prove that
they are of good quality.

Build a Birthday Booth in Your Store
We are indebted to Thomas K. Black in "Playthings" for this Birthday Booth suggestion which
will doubtless find favor with the wideawake
readers of this paper.— THE EDITOR.

A Good Basis For Building Up Year-Round Trade in Birthday
Merchandise, Especially Toys For Children

TOY TRADE SUGGESTION
A book and stationery store that is
working to build up a year round toy department invariably has a neatly lettered show card in the store window, in a
conspicuous place, worded as follows:
OUR TOY DEPARTMENT
IS OPEN
THE
YEAR
ROUND

around the corner of the calendar. Therefore pertinent signs about this giving of
birthday parties above the booth will be
helpful, as will daily notices in the public press featuring the birthday booth
and what it means to the little people.
The Basis of Year Round Selling
The year round toy business must
rest on something more substantial than
the fact that little boys and girls are
given playthings just because they are
good girls and boys, on the various
holidays and on the natural desirability
of the toys, dolls and games themselves
to youngsters and grown-ups alike.
The successful year round selling of
toys must have as its main basis a carefully worked out every-day campaign to
boost birthday business.
The student of business, the real hardheaded business man who adds vision to
his business routine will make big capital of the opportunities offered by the
birthday parties and birthdays of his
little customers.

To supply the
TOY NEEDS OF THE
CHILDREN

of BOOKSELLER AND
READERS NER
will recall the freSTATIO
quent suggestions that have appeared in past issues relative to the advisability of strongly playing up birthday greeting cards., because "Every day
is somebody's birthday." The same idea
might well be extended to all classes of
merchandise suitable for birthday gifts
as said in book, stationery and toy
stores. In this connection the idea suggests itself of building a permanent
birthday booth in the store, as a means
of building up birthday business on a
year round selling basis. That booth
should be built without delay. No store
should carry on without this logical and
practical stepping stone to success. A
year-round birthday booth can and should
be made the basis of successful yearround selling.
Every child enjoys one Christmas a
year — and one birthday. Also every
child is given toys at Christmas — and on
his or her birthday anniversary the total expenditures per child may or may
not be as large as the Christmas expenditures, but it is spread equally
throughout the year and the aggregate
birthday business can be made bigger
than the aggregate Christmas business,
with the helpful assistance of birthday parties.
Therefore the advocation of the birthday booth and the instigation by the
merchant himself of as many birthday
parties as his community can bring
about. For every party means an average of twenty little boys and girls.
Every youngster brings a present — and
receives one — total 40 toys, to say nothing of the favors, games and decorations that can be sold to make each party
a success.
The birthday booth should occupy a
permanent place in store or department,
and should be in charge of a most competent salesman. He must be able to
give accurate information as to how to
give a party, what to buy, etc. Furthermore he should be supplied with printed
pamphlets giving the needed information
and also pictures and prices of birthday
merchandise.
and

Every day is some little tot's birthday,
many
other birthdays are
just

CHECKERS
It seems a minor matter now, but
there was a time when checkers were important. In old times, when the snow

was deep, the papers not what they are
now, and the telephone not known, this
game, so easy and yet so hard, had its
votaries everywhere, says the Manchester, N.H., Union. A board was at
every grocery and in every tavern.
Shrewd, usually rather thoughtful men,
with a mathematical turn of mind, held
the honors in each locality'. Here and
there notable authorities were developed.
Men walked miles to play with each
ocher. The merits of centre and side attack, of conservation or sacrifice, were
widely debated.
There is yet to be written a philosophy
of .games. Recreation is a product of
character, expressing itself freely. What
does the game of checkers mean ? Evidently a contemplative, mildly pugnacious, calculating spirit, delighting to
plan campaigns, carry on defense and offense, and at the end feel that one made
a good contest. That was what the New
Hampshire men of past generations deilghted to do in life. Some are of that
nature still. Some express it with other
games. A faction will forever keep the
checker board in view. Perhaps they are
the kind of men who will remain the
conservatives
in social and political
life.

TOYS FROM THE EAST
Some Japanese Products Surpass German and Please Canadian
Buyers.
IN for
THEthose
substitution
of Japanese
toys
that formerly
came from
Germany, gratifying progress is being made. This has been re'e~r°d to on
several occasions in BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER, and this month an interesting item comes from the Department of
Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, that
throws an insight on the determination
of our Allies in the East so to perfect
their products that they shall be satisfactory to Canadian buyers. This has
been done to a remarkable degree in the
case of crepe de Chine, and to a considerable extent with crepe Georgette. No
doubt the record of eight trials that is
mentioned below in connection with a
certain kind of toy has been more than
duplicated with crepe de Chine and other
fabrics.
ment says:The "Bulletin" of the Depart"On the title page of the "Weekly
Bulletin" this week appears an illustration of toys made in Japan in imitation
ol German toys. These toys were made
particularly for sale in Canada, but they
are likely to compete in all the markets
oi the world. Immediately after the outbreak of the war several of the large department stores of 41
Canada sent buyers

tu Japan with samples of German toys
with a view to getting them imitated by
the Japanese. One wholesale house in
Western Canada made a collection of
over 8,000 German articles. Shortly
after the outbreak of the war the head
of the firm took a trip through Canada
picking up German articles wherever he
could find them in the retail stores. He
afterwards went to Chicago and New
York and bought German articles there.
ITe then shipped the whole collection to
a firm in Yokohama, Japan, asking them
to get Japanese manufacturers to imitate them. In the case of one German
jack knife which he sent over to Japan,
the first Japanese imitation of it was
not satisfactory. The Canadian wholesale merchants sent it back with a
criticism. A second knife was returned
from Japan which was better than the
first but not entirely satisfactory. The
knife went back and forth eight times.
Finally a quantity of jack knives were
shipped to Canada which the Canadian
importer states was superior to the German article and cheaper. The Japanese
were very ready to receive criticisms and
endeavored to satisfy the Canadian im-

porter."
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THE JOB AHEAD
ET ready for the job above
-yours." The young clerk who
will make that his maxim and
earnestly tries to live up to it is as sure
to have a successful business career as
Old Sol is certain duly to appear in the
East right on schedule time, day in and
day out.
It isn't presumption on a young fellow's part to try to fit himself to fill the
job above him, at least as well as he
who is now holding it down. It is good
business and wise preparation for the
future. How do you know that the man
just ahead isn't going to take a step
forward himself? Be ready to follow
him. How do you know that he isn't
£oing to resign his post and start in
business for himself? Be ready to fill
his place — satisfactorily.
Do not form the habit of complaining
i gainst the handicaps you have to face.
Everybody must surmount difficulties.
Why should you expect to tread a path
if roses? Then again, do not prate
about the successful man's luck. In this
connection the following from the "Philadelphia Public Ledger" is most apropos:
"In nearly every instance we find the
root of success lies in the man, not in
the plan; for men can arrange with care
and wisdom, but a slothful person can
mar all well-conceived ideas. On the
other hand, one who is energetic in the
true sense can carry out successively the
most difficult programme.
"How often has one heard the remark:
That man Jones is a lucky fellow!' It
is popular for the other fellow to cail
Jones' success by that short, meaningless
word, 'luck.' It is an assumption that
the successful man 'happened' to become
a factor without forethought or purpose;
that there was no personal cause for his
advance; that it was not the result of
his own wisely directed efforts.
"This notion is absurd. There is no
such thing as luck experienced in business life. It is next to impossible in
this world of certain laws and stated
order of things.
"Is it luck that makes a merchant
keen, alert, polite, truthful and honest ?
"Is it luck that causes him to spend
his evenings cultivating his mind, mak-
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To the Clerk
This department has been started
to tell little incidents that may
prove of real interest to the clerk.
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER, in
inaugurating this department, is
confident that a page devoted entirely to the employees of the store
should be of unusual interest. It
is hoped, too, that clerks in all
parts of the country will consider
this page their own, and will submit ideas that may be of interest
to other clerks, or suggestions that
may be discussed.
How about getting together on
this matter and making this page
a real success?

ing himself a better man and gaining the
respect of his trade?
What is a merchant's 'lucky day?' Is
it the day he rises at 6 o'clock, takes a
walk in the country and refreshes himself before beginning the day's work, or
is it the day he tumbles out of bed with
scarcely time for breakfast and is still
drowsy when his first customer enters?
"Away with the folly of 'lucky days
and 'lucky men!' In their place you will
find 'plucky men and honest men' — men
with backbones, not wishbones. If the
art of storekeeping were not difficult and
the task tedious, there would be no successes. All would be merchants and all
would depend on the luck that follows
the footsteps of the foolish.
" 'Man is the artificer of his own fortune.' 'Luck?' Stuff and nonsense!"
ON TRAINING
All young clerks should keep ever in
mind the necessity for a proper training
in business, and if this is not forthcoming in the way of adequate guidance
by their employers, they should read
available subject-matter on this question, in which connection the trade paper
fills a big place. As a writer in an
American trade paper appropriately
points out:
"The day has gone forever when untrained men and women are employed
in the morning, placed back of the count42
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er ten minutes later and expected to
compete with other sales persons, old
and experienced. The greatest need of
retail establishments is to train their
sales persons. It is not necessary to
have an elaborate system, but a good
talk on plain salesmanship cannot fail to
improve conditions.
You have gone into a store many a
time where clerks acted as if they were
doing you a favor by selling you an article, and you have entered another store
where they were so civil to you that you
fe)t as though you could not go out without buying something; and that makes
the uredifference
and success. between a store's failFinally, think what it is for the merchant when sales persons are taught
always to be courteous. The discourteous one takes as much room ana geis
the same salary as the courteous one,
but what a vast difference it makes in
the sales of the day! This will come
home to you with startling force. It
pays to be a good sales person, the
same as it pays to be a good lawyer,
or a good doctor, or a good mechanic,
and while selling merchandise is not a
learned profession, there are as clever
men and women back of counters selling goods as there are in law offices or
physicians'
The worldoffices.
pays for service rendered,
and the returns are in keeping with the
service given.
It is not the costliest sale which you
make which pays for itself, but it is the
sale you lose that totals on the wrong
side of the ledger."
Remember the little tugboat that
swings the giant liner around to its
berth by a series of slow, steady pulL
on the hawser, while a sudden pull or a
series of tugs would not move the great
ship an inch. So it is with salesmanship;
a long steady pull on the hawser of desire accomplishes the result, while a succession of jerks, tugs and pushes will fail
to gain the desired result.
"The Princess of Mars," by Edgar
Rice Burroughs, is a great piece of imaginative fiction, describing the hero's adventures on Mars, after being transmitted there from the earth.
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gently I open it; my eyes are dim with
excitement as I glance over chapterheadings, and anticipate the treat which
awaits me." — George Gissing.
BELAND'S BOOK
A notable Canadian book new this
season is Henry Beland's "My Three
Years in a German Prison," published
by Briggs.
Dr. Beland is familiar and favorably
known all over Canada as a former Postmaster-General, and is still a member of
the Canadian Parliament. Some little
time previous to the outbreak of the
Great War he had gone to Belgium, and
was living with Mrs. Beland and his
daughter in Capellen. When the German
invasion began, since he was not a combatant, and since he was engaged in
medical service, in aiding wounded Belgian soldiers, Dr. Beland naturally anticipated that he would riot be molested,
and was at first given assurance to this
effect by the German commandant.
Shortly afterward, however, he was
seized and in spite of all protestations,
taken to a German prison in Berlin,
where he spent practically three years.
He was finally released a few months
previous to the signing of the armistice,
in exchange for Von Buelow, secretary
of the Krupps, who had been under surveillance in England up to the sametime. The story of his prison experiences, and of the characteristic German
treatment of civilians, officers and soldiers, written, as it is, from the standpoint of a public man, throws a new
light on these matters, and shows in a
way that cannot be questioned, the inherently brutal and deceptive elements of
the German character.
Booksellers in Canada should feature
this as a book that will be valuable in a
home library.
BOOK COLLECTING
"It is a joy to go through bookseller's
catalogues, picking here and there d
possible purchase. Formerly, when I
could seldom spare money, I kept catalogues as much as possible out of sight;
now I savour them page by page, and
make a pleasant virtue of the discretion
I must needs impose upon myself. But
greater still is the happiness of unpacking volumes which one has bought
without seeing them. I am no hunter
of rarities;. .. .what I buy is literature,
food for the soul of man. The first
glimpse of bindings when the innermost
protective wrapper has been folded back.
The first scent of books! The first
gleam of a gilded title! Here is a work
the name of which has been known to me
for half a lifetime, but which I never
yet saw: I take it reverently in my hand,

BARNEY
OLDFIELD'S
BOOK
Barney Oldfield has written a most
creditable technical book for motorists.
Its title is "Barney Oldfield's Book for
the Motorist." Small, Maynard & Co.
are the publishers.
Of his book, Barney himself says:
"It was my intimate knowledge of
cars, the designing and construction and
general ability to force the last ounce
of power out of them, that enabled me
to pull down so many 'firsts.' Just to
help out a whole lot of good fellows who
have- been too busy with other things to
devote twenty years of their life to
acquiring
this practical
I've
written a book
for you. knowledge
Do not merely
glance my book through, or read it
carelessly, but study it with a view to
understanding it. Keep at this study
until you have thoroughly absorbed the
general advice and suggestions, even if
you fail to grasp the more technical information it contains. No matter what
class or price your car represents, I'll
try to help you reduce the upkeep and
increase its service."
The book is profusely illustrated.
LINCOLN— PRACTICAL

MYSTIC

According to Francis Grierson, Abraham Lincoln was the greatest practical
mystic the world has known for nineteen
hundred years. He has written a book
on the subject and its title is "Abraham
Lincoln, the Practical Mystic," a copy
of which has come for review from the
John Lane Co. Lincoln is depicted as
the one man whose life and example
ought to be clearly set before the English-speaking world at this crucial time
in the history of civilization. Mr. Grierson's study of Lincoln has been a most
t areful one, as his- previous book, "The
Valley of the Shadows," amply proved,
and this is equally apparent in this new
volume, which depicts faithfully the
spiritual atmosphere in which Lincoln
lived and movgd, thought and worked.
This is a valuable book for its beneficial influence in the reconstruction
period which the world has entered upon,
and as such booksellers should play it
up strongly, with the assurance that
many will want it if the book is properly
brought to their attention.
ON RECONSTRUCTION
"Democratic Ideals and Reality," is
the title of a book by H. J. Mackinder,
M.P., published by Constables.
It is a
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study in the politics of reconstruction.
As to its import the author's preface,
as
follows, will serve as a guide to booksellers:
"This book, whatever its value, is the
outcome of more than the merely feverous thought of war time; the ideas upon
which it is based were published in outline a good dozen years ago. In 1904, in
a paper on 'The Geographical Pivot of
History,' read before the Royal Geographical Society, I sketched the WorldIsland and the Heratland; and in 1905 I
wrote in the National Review on the
subject of 'Man-power as a Measure of
National
and I Imperial
Strength,'
an
article which
believe first
gave vogue
to the term man-power. In that term
is implicit not only the idea of fighting
strength but also that of productivity,
rather than wealth, as the focus of economic reasoning. If I now venture to
write on these themes at somewhat
greater length, it is because I feel that
the War has established, and not shaken,
my former points of view."
LORD FRENCH'S BOOK
"1914," by Field Marshal Frtench,
with an introduction by Marshal Foch,
is the first authoritative war volume
to be written by a commanding general
of one of the present Allies. Now that
perspective is lent to events of the war
by the cessation of hostilities, such accounts as this will reveal surprising
aspects of the war situation which could
not before survive the ruthless pen of
the censor. This will prove a companion
volume to Jellicoe's "The Grand Fleet."
"The Years Between," by Rudyard
Kipling, is the first volume of poems
Mr. Kipling has published since 1903,
and will be found to contain many of
his most striking recent poems. This
will be published in ail the uniform editions.

Difficulties Faced by Book Publishers
NOT
"PROFITEERS"
If the public were to study facts in relation to
book publishing costs they would not only realize
that there cannot be any trend toward lower
prices for many months to come, but that still
further increases can scarcely be avoided.

Profit Per Book is Cut so Fine That the "Dead Stock" Represented by Remainders Even in Case of Good Sellers
Cause Heavy Losses

of publishers have selPROBLEMS
dom had the consideration they deserved at the hands of either the
retail book trade or the general public.
The following article is reproduced
from "The Bodleian," of London, Eng
land, because it explains in an interestin," manner an oft-repeated question;
Impressions
"Any schoolboy (whether or no he has
learned with bitter pain that there is
no royal road to Latin) can tell you
that there is a royal road to profiteering. Increase by a hundred per cent,
the price of an article which people will
buy, regardless of cost — the hat of the
moment, or the latest thing in boots —
and the money will be forthcoming. But
add sixpence to the price of a book, and
you will be rewarded by a storm of
'violet-colouied' abuse. All unbeknown
to yourself, in the popular imagination
you will have advanced silently yet invincibly along the exclusive highway
traversed only by the masters of millions. Half angrily, half enviously,
people will hurl at you the mystic word,
'profiteer,' and, somehow or other, from
that day onward your friends will never
quite be able to disassociate your name
from visions of Rolls-Royces and banking accounts of fabulous dimensions. AL
one stroKe you will have achieved substantial notoriety and chimerical millions.

ient issue of the 'Westminster Gazette'
'Some years ago,' he writes, 'before giving evidence in a law suit, I had to make
careful inquiries as to "establishment
charges" among English and American
publishers, and found that in the best
firms they ranged from 16 to 20 pc
cent, on the actual money received by
sales. These charges have now nearly
doubled from causes beyond a publisher'^
control; wages, taxes, freights, postage;etc., and it can be shown that books sold
at 2s. now yield less profit to the publisher than the s*ame books at a shilling
before the war. A publisher is now
paying three or four times what he did
;,o produce books, but he cannot raise
the price to the public to nearly the

"That it is customary in certain quarters to look askance at publishers' prices
when they show the slightest sign of the
abnormal is unfortunately only too true.
Someone buys an eighteennenny reprint,
and suddenly makes the discovery that
the little red-bordered label on the spine
Las been stuck on, not for ornamentation, but to conceal the price printed on
the wrapper — one shilling. An increase
of six whole pence, and how crude the
deception! His (or her) letter .to the
'Times' brings to light the astounding
fact that other people have likewiSe discovered unashamed, nay, blatant and
red-bordered one-and-sixpences covering
modest shillings, and the public lifts its
corporate nose in the air, and scents a
wholesale conspiracy of publishers
against the nation. This sort of thing
goes on until a publisher, or someone
who understands the position of affairs,
points out that although the book, along
with the wrapper, may have been printed before the increase of prices, the
binding of the book has trebled or quadrupled ito original cost, while it woult'
be absurd to 'scrap' the wrappers for
the reason that a reprint would probably work out at about a penny apiece.
"Another aspect of the case is revealed in a letter written by Mr. John
Murray, and quoted by 'Diarist,' in a re-

same extent.'
"This, however is not the whole of
the matter. If a publisher could, as in
most other businesses, calculate his profit on each article (in his case each copy
of a book), multiply it by the numbei
sold, and deduct his overhead charges,
his business wrould be a simple one, but
it is impossible for a publisher to calculate before hand the exact number of
copies he will sell of any particular book.
Moreover, books cannot with advantage
be printed
odd numbers
the printers'
charge
for inmachining
fifty— copies
is the
same for 1,000. Nor can a publisher
prophesy the exact time when a particular book will fall off or stop. Consequently even with the steadiest of
sellers the publisher is constantly faced
with a considerable quantity of dead
stock. In former days when paper was
cheap, this could often be sold off at a
little less than cost price, and the publisher might still be able to avoid loss
on the whole edition, but in these days
the margin of profit per book is cut so
fine that if even a moderate number of
an edition is left unsold the loss must
be considerable.
•This rather takes the gilt off the 'profiteer' theory. But although the situation has been of late several times explained by acknowledged authorities
there are apparently still many who remain unsubduedly sceptical. Imagination is still more potent than logic, and
the glamor of that roseate vision of
"luxurious cars and overflowing coffers
has not yet quite faded. At every whispered rumor it quickens and intensifies,
and just now an idea is struggling into
existence that because paper is getting
a little cheaper the price of books should
go back 'with a bang.' How this
cyclonic kind of rebound to the normal
is going to be made possible is not quite
apparent — at least to publishers. Certainly it will not be possible to reduce
the price of books for quite a considerable time, for many of the books which

are being published at present, and
which are forthcoming, were being prepared at a time when the cost of every
wind of material was at its maximum.
Another point not to be overlooked is
that although one or two materials may
have slightly decreased in cost, the
largely increased wages that are being
paid to printers, bookbinders and others
rather more than restores the balance.
It will thus be seen that in many caser*
books which are at present being issued
have actually cost more to produce than
had they been published, say, six months
ago, because they were probably printed
when paper prices were at the top of
the scale, and are being bound at a time
when binders' charges are still soaring
heavenward. If the public only took tin.
trouble to study these little facts the
poor publisher would not so often be
looked upon as an unclean criminal
while if his war-time difficulties, endeavors and achievements were more
fully realized (we make the suggestion
in all modesty) perhaps the name vouchsafed to him wotild be not Profiteer bur
—Patriot."
LOVER HAS GREAT IDEA
Some humorous letters come in the
day's mail at almost every large publishing house. Here is one that was received by one of these concerns the
other day:
"Would you mind sending me some
six popular novels of the best circumstance: Iam fond of a pretty nurse and
have asked her to be my wife. She does
not say yet whether she will or not. T
am h°r senior bv a rionVe amount of
years. I would like to win her. I want
to lavish attention upon her. Now I
would like to send her weekly some good
novel or journal to win her to me. Come
to
aid."
THEmy BRITISH

NAVY

"The British Navy," bv L. Cope Tornford, is a book intended primarilv for
the reading of younc folks. In an easy
and intimate ptyle the author discuss^*
Navy Officers and Men. The Fitrhtin";
Uses of the Shins. The Practice of Sea
Mastery. The Civil Work of the Navy,
Types of Naval Officers and The Navy
in the Great War.
The supremacy of the seas is a bio:
problem these days and this volume will
serve to introduce it in an attractive
form to the younger generation, providing the facts required for an intelligent
study of many of the issues involved.
"The Man Who Discovered Himself"
is a new novel by William George Emerson, author of "The Treasure of Hidden
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Valley."

Selling-Point Digest of New Books
ABOUT

DISPLAY

No matter what is being shown in the store
windows there should be provision made so that
at least one copy each of new books, as they are
put into stock, may be shown in the windows.
People will then form the habit of watching for
these new books.

Brief Paragraphs Telling the Retail Bookseller About Features
That May be Played Up to Make Sales

CORNELIA
Lucy Fitch Perkins makes a most
creditable contribution to literature in

its great truths alike as guidance for
life
ity. and as a preparation for Christian-

her book, "Cornelia, the Story of a
Benevolent Despot." Booksellers need
not fear to feature it as a successor to
such books as "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm," and "Mary Cary." A lanky,
long-legged, fiery child, full of character
and talk, her activities are frequently
misunderstood for naughtiness by neignbors. Her desires to mould the destinies
of those about her are always to the advantage of the objects of her care and
are usually both worth while and successfully carried out — as in improving the
condition of a neighboring: poor family,
helping the passage of a Child Labor Bill
through the Legislature, etc. In her development in the course of the story she
becomes one of the most appealing and
amusing characters of recent fiction.
It is a book for young and old alike, and
many of the readers of the author's
celebrated series of Twin books will enjoy it no less than their elders.
THE BOUNDER
Arthur Hodges, new novel, "The
Bounder." is a realistic story of New
York life — not a Fifth Avenue-Broadway story, but a tale which draws
its source of life from a free and easy
Bohemian group of characters. The inmates of the "Kilkenny," a mediocre
apartment house, with their freedom of
tastes, amusements, and friendships,
their individualism, are the nuclei of
setting and personalities for the book.
There are clear, fresh ideas in Mr.
Hodges' book; there are vivid, thoroughly human characters, and there is true
human psychology.

WHAT

MISS TARBELL'S
NOVEL
Ida Tarbell, well known for her; various
writings on questions of the day, has
written her first novel, which is called,
"The Rising of the Tide." It is a story
of a mining and manufacturing town
during war time. It is not a war novel
in the commonly accepted meaning of
that term, but rather a story of the
American spirit which contributed to so
large an extent to early victory.
BEAUTY OF THE BIBLE
In the "Humanism of the Bible" series.
James Stalker's "The Beauty of the
Bible" comes from James Clarke & Co.,
London. In this volume Dr. Stalker
brings his well-known gifts of religious
and literary insight to the interpretation
of the poetry of the Bible. After an illuminating introductory discussion of
Hebrew poetry, the various poetical
books are treated in sympathetic chapters, which are calculated both to open
up the Bible as literature, and to exhibit

THE

NAVY

ACHIEVED

It is becoming clearer every day that
by far the greatest force in winning
the world war was the British Navy.
For that reason, R. H. Gibson's book,
"Three Years of Naval Warfare,"
should find a prominent place in the
bookselling trade. The book is intended
for those who wish to understand fully
the part which the Navy has played in
achieving the great victory over Germany. The book, however, is not restricted to the British Navy. Part I is
restricted to the Royal Navy and its
work near the British shores, but Part
II tells of the work of the British and
Allied fleets abroad.
DICTIONARY

OF PHRASES

In considering the good prospects
there are for increasing the sales of
dictionaries of the various types, from the
vest pocket editions up to "Webster's
New International" and the "New
Standard," in editions up to $16 and
$18 each, and such books as the volumes of Synonyms, the coming of "A
Dictionary of 6,000 Phrases" (Putnam's) is of special interest. This has
been compiled by Edwin Hamlin Carr,
and is an aid to ready and effective
conversation and to social letter writing, with over 100 model social letters,
and 6,000 of the world's best English
phnases.
In this book is carried out an original
and useful plan for making the world's
best English instantly available to anyone in social letter writing or in conversation. This phrase book is a classification of phrases of differtent kinds
and for use in a great many different
connections, so that synonymous
phrases may be secured, just as synonymous words are secured in a book of
synonyms.

THE LADY OF THE NIGHT WIND
Another novel of Varich Vanardy,
author of "Alias the Night Wind," has
just come from the Macaulay Company,
of New York. Its title is "The Lady of
the Night Wind," in which "the nest,"
a house of mystery, with detectives,
secret service operatives, thrills aplenty
and an engaging love story, all contribute to the make-up of a story that
holds the reader's close interest from
cover to cover. Booksellers are finding
that good stirring detective tales of the
better class are in great demand at
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present, with returned soldiers prominent among those who are clamoring for
such books.
BUSINESS BOOKS
In the Shaw Banking Series (Musson)
two new titles are "Management and Executive Control," and "Building Equipment and Supplies." In the former the
subjects covered are of interest, not only
to bankers, but to business men generally. Management policies applicable to
almost any business are fully considered
in the light of the most successful executive practise.
The information contained in the 22
chapters is the result, of an investigation of many banks throughout the
U. S., the sources being listed in the forepart of the book.
By actual examples the answer to
"What is good management?" is given
in the first chapter. Other chapters describe the work of the executives and
tellers, showing better methods for
gaining and holding business, the most
approved plans for supervising and
handling internal problems, including
the daily routine, audits, and clearing
house examinations; the hiring and training of employees, in which the subject,
of loyalty is taken up in detail; the use
of women in banking; more effective
methods for handling trust and savings
business; adjusting interest rates for
the greatest and most profitable business; and other interesting topics, such
as getting closer to customers and benefitting: from associations. This book
contains 328 pages, including many
charts, forms, and illustrations.
In the other volume, which is the
sixth and last of the series, emphasis is
laid upon the importance of making the
banking home afford the best service
to customers, and shows how other banks
are doing it successfully.
Banks confronted with the necessity
of rebuilding, remodelling, or building
anew to meet the demands of their business will no doubt find this book of particular value at this time. High prices
of materials and other abnormal building conditions make the information
contained in the book unusually important as a help in meeting construction
problems.
WAR AND SOCIAL REFORM
Basil Worsfold is publishing a book,
through an English publisher, which is of
immediate concern to these days of unrest. It is entitled "The War and Social
Reform," and is a courageous endeavor
to trace the influence of the war as a
reforming agency, with a special reference to matters primarily affecting the
wage-earning classes.

BOOKSELLER
GALSWORTHY

"Saint's Progress" is described by the
publishers as being- beyond question
John Galsworthy's masterpiece, a novel
of the very moment; and though not of
the war — for it is concerned especially
with the careers of two highly-individualized women — it is presented against the
flaming background of the war. An
idea of its nature, though not of its
quality, may be gained by this review
of the two situations developed in its
first page? :
Edward Pierson is the vicar of a
London parish and an ardent music lover.
He is a widower with two daughters —
Gratian, twenty, who has recently married George Laird, an army doctor, and
is herself now a nurse, and Noel (Nollie )
an affectionate, high-spirited, impulsive
girl, nearly eighteen. Pierson and Noel
spend a July holiday at the home of
Robert Pierson (Edward's brother in
Monmouthshire, close to Tintern Abbey.
Here Noel meets Cyril Morland, a youngofficer about to go to the front, and the
young people fall deeply in love. Morland urges an immediate marriage, but
Noel's father objects on the grounds of
youth and short acquaintance. He is
suddenly summoned to London by the
serious illness of Doctor Laird. He arrives just before the crisis is passed, and
is shocked to find that Gratian has become converted to the views of her husband, who is an agnostic, and denies revealed religion. From these related situations a sequence of intensely dramatic
and emotional events rises to a remarkable culmination.
Galsworthy's lecture tour in America
and the newspaper prominence he is receiving adds to the prospects of good
calls for this new book of his.
THE UNTAMED
Booksellers can always place a goodly
quantity of any well-told, virile story of
Western life, and such a book is "The
Untamed," by Max Brand, just published by Putnam's. It is the story of three
strange comrades — Whistling Dan of the
untamed soul, within whose mild eyes
there lurks the baleful yellow glare of
beast anger; of the mighty black stallion,
Satan, King of the Ranges, and the wolf
devil dog, to whom their master's word
is the only law — and of the Girl.
How Jim Silent, the "lone-rider" and
outlaw, declared feud with Dan, how, of
his right-hand men, one strove for the
girl, one for the horse, and one to " 'get'
that black devil of a dog," and their desoerate efforts to achieve their ends, form
but part of their stirring action.
INTERNATIONAL WAR
There is announced for early publication a book entitled "International War:
Its Causes and Its Cure." The author
is Oscar T. Crosby. Mr. Crosby has
been for some time on the Interallied
Committee for War Purchases and Finances. He is at present at the Paris
Peace Conference.
ARTHUR MEE
Arthur Mee believes that God is intervening to deliver Europe.
His 40
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short and moving chapters, carrying us
from the Nebula to the Millennium like
a great adventure, will grip the reader
as his magazine articles have gripped
millions of readers in the English speaking world.
This indicates briefly the theme of his
book "Who Giveth Us the Victory," published by Briggs. Booksellers will be
able to promote extra sales by pointing
out that Arthur Mee is the man who
wrote the famous banned book "The
Parasite," attacking the liquor traffic
in England.
VICTORY

Booksellers are aware of the fine
reputation made by William Stanley
Braithwaite with his "Golden Treasury
of Magazine Verse," and will welcome
his new volume just put out entitled,
"Victory," being a collection of war
verse by thirty-eight American poets.
Theodore Roosevelt contributed what
was probably the last introduction he
wrote for any book.
"The War Debt and How to Meet It,"
by J. E. Allen, proposes a scheme for
meeting the colossal war debt upon a
reformed income tax basis.

"A New Heaven," by the Hon. George
Warren Russell, who is the New Zealand
Minister of Internal Affairs and Public
Health, tells of life after death, and
maintains that it is one of intellectual
activity.
"Midas & Son," by Stephen McKenna, author of "Sonia," is an acute analysis of a father and son trying to fit
in to a society of a higher level than
their own.

"Little Houses," by George Woden,
describes life in a provincial town in the
later days of Queen Victoria, written
with great observation of human passion.
"The Mudlarks Again," is a further
selection
of contributions to "Punch" by
Crosbie Garstin.
"Under Cossack and Bolshevik," by
Rhoda Power, is an account of Russian
life during the recent disturbances, telling how the author lived for six weeks
in a hut on the shores of the White
Sea.
WOMEN AND LABOR
Dr. Marion Phillips is the chief woman
officer of the Labor party, England.
Dr. Marion Phillips has just published
"Women and the Labor Party," in which,
with the co-operation of ten leading
Englishwomen, including Beatrice Webb,
Rebecca West, and Margaret Bondfield,
she outlines the demands of women and
establishes their place in the new social
order. Each of the ten contributors discusses the particular subject — from
foreign affairs to domestic economy —
in which she is expert. The introduction
is by Arthur Henderson. Organized
labor everywhere will be interested in
46
this book. This should
be taken advantage of by booksellers.

NEW

AND

FORTHCOMING

"The Betrothal," by Maurice Maeterlinck, is the eagerly awaited sequel to
the same author's "Blue Bird," and it
will be produced later this year in London.
Dealing with basic principles that must
underly the League of Nations, "The
Covenant of Peace," by H. N. Brailsford,
presents the entire subject in an essay
that received a prize of £100 warded
by a jury that included H. G. Wells, John
Galsworthy and Professor Bury. The
pamphlet is valuable to those who think
they know all about the subject as well
as to those who know they know nothing
about it. An introduction by Herbert
Croly assists in posing the problem for
the reader. It is a 25-cent paper bound
book.
"Everybody's Husband," by Gilbert
Cannan, is an amusing one-act play revealing with cynical humor that, though
women may be different, all men are
alike, and that "in the heart of every
lover lurks the husband." To read it
is better than going to the theatre because one's enjoyment is not disturbed
by bad acting.
WILSON

MACDONALD

Wilson MacDonald's book of "The
Songs of the Prairie Land" has had a
good sale, particularly in the Eastern
Ontario towns where this author's opera,
"In Sunny France" was produced dur
ing- the past season. This was true also
of towns and cities in Western Canada
where this opera was produced.
There has been quite an interesting
d;?cussion recently in Toronto owing to
the divergent estimates of MacDonald's
poems by local press critics.
MacDonald himself replied in verse to
three of these critics. This amusingly
trenchant retort did not fail to score in
the minds of even those whom it hit.
MacDonald is a native-born, whose
Canadianism goes back four generations,
and it is a remarkable fact that, while
his work has had greater praise in England and the United States than by
critics here in Canada, there has been
a greater measure of adverse criticism
by those who have been in Canada but
a comparatively short time than by men
and women of letters who are themselves
native Canadians.
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
queried Mr. MacDonald on this very
point, and his reply was that he could
explain the attitude of these critics only
on the ground that they seem to think
that all poetry, even the work of native
Canadians, should follow the fast rules
that they apply on the basis of the characteristic work of British poets. This
was not logical according to Mr. MacDonald. The true inspiration of Canadian writers naturally springs from a
different source than those of other
lands and new notes were consequently
struck. Failure to discern such departures displayed narrow vision on the
part of critics and the natural result
was that injustice was done to works of
true Canadian
inspiration.
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Suggestion

Build Yourself a
Business Library
AI7ITH a few well-chosen books on subjects of essential importance to your
business you can discover new ways of increasing efficiency, stopping leaks and adding to profits. Make a start as suggested
below :
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lesome Stories of the Land
1 0 Bi£ WhoilL
1 V of Thr r and Adventure
hy Jarae/ Oliver Curwood

sack

A Show Card De Luxe

75^

can be
on whichbooks
suggesti
is a these
HERE
used for
Curwood
or
adapted to any series. The idea is to
use the jackets of books, and if based on
the actual plan of this reproduction, the
size of the card would be- about five feet
deep and slightly under four feet wide.
Through the aperture in which this reading matter appears, the display of the
actual books is to be made.

MERCANTILE
CREDITS
unusually
interesting
book on credit
management.
By Care, Elliott. Klatau and others.
288
pages.
6 x 8%.
Cloth binding only. $2. 00

An

BUSINESS FINANCE
By William H. Lough, President Business
Training Corporation, New York. 3rd
printing, 1918. 631 pages. 6 x 8%. Cloth
binding only
$4.00

This mammoth window card will prove
a great force in attracting attention to the
display. If it is not deemed advisable to
go to the expense of having the decorative
art work done, this could be eliminated by
having jackets appear all around; the effect
would still be good.
The plan could be enlarged by using
more book jackets, so as to form a complete border for the window, being pasted
right on the plate glass.

SELLING SUGGESTIONS
By Frank Farrington.
1913.
274 pages.
2
volumes.
Flexible binding
$2.00

"The Bustling Hours," by W. Peti
Ridge, ingives
account of a young girl's
share
war anwork.
In ordering any of the above remember
that we guarantee satisfaction. Books may
be exchanged, or the choice may be varied
to suit your requirements. Ask for catalogue of business books.

The
Blank Bookstore
BLANKTOWN

Here is a good suggestion that any retail bookseller can profitably use to boost sales of business
books.

"B.E.N.," by Dorothea Cbnyers, is
one oftions ofthis
inimitable descripIrish author's
life.

"The Son of Tarzan," by Edgar Rice
Burroughs. It is a fourth volume of the
Tarzan series, and to those who have
read the former volumes, this is in itself a sufficient recommendation.
"The Beloved Sinner," by R. S. MacNamara, and "When Life's at Stake," by
Marcil Berger, are two novels announced
for early publication, and there is to be
a new edition of George Van Schaick's
"Peace of Roaring River."
NEW AND FORTHCOMING
"Tramping With a Color Box," by C.
J. Vine, edited by Flora Klickman, is a
beautiful art volume that will be well
worth introducing to amateur landscape
painters, and indeed artists generally.
"The Lure of the Pen," is a book for
would-be authors, by Flora Klickman.
There is sure to be a large demand fo*this new work by such a popular author
and editor, as witness "The Flower Patch
Amongedition.
the Hills," 47
which is now in its
14th

"Jean," a novel by Ethel Corkey, is n
love story of modern times, in which the
popular author of "The Way of a Hundred Stars" has given us the benefit of
her deep knowledge of artists and thei.
haunts and ways.
Captain James Norman Hail, autho."
of "High Adventure," — that epic of the
air, — has just returned to America. This
is more than a casual bit of news to the,
readers of Captain Hall's remarkable
account of his "air life," — for many of
them put down his book with dread that
the young avaitor had not survived hit
perilous fall. Captain Hall is now writing a small book which will complex
"High Adventure," bringing the
chronicle of his experiences up to date.

SUDDEN

DEATH

OF MR. VOLLAND

Just as BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER was going to press the sad
news was received of the sudden death
of P. F. Volland, head of the Volland Co.,
of Chicago, the well-known firm of greeting card publishers.

How to Build Up Gardening Book Sales
LIBRARY

CO-OPERATION.

The booksellers in all towns and cities should
u*e their influence to encourage similar action on
the part of local public libraries to that dealt
with in this article.

BOOKSELLERS, by keeping their
eyes open for the trade-bringing
significance of news and special
articles mentioned in the newspapers and
magazines, will frequently be able, by coordinating- their advertising with these
articles, to very materially increase the
sales of the merchandise that is affected.
A case in point is the following news as
given out to the newspapers by the Reference Library of the Toronto Public
Library:
"Have you planned your Victory garden? To those who have not, the 7th annual exhibit of garden books at the Reference Library, College street, has many
valuable suggestions to offer.
"The collection include 46 of the best
books on practical gardening, home vegetables and small fruit, bee-keeping and
poultry breeding. Some 75 catalogues
deal with the question of how, when and
where to plant vegetables and flowers and
with color and design. Another series
tells about seeds, plants, bulbs, shrubs,
garden tools and supplies.
"iVctory gardens mean food delivered
F.O.B. at the kitchen door. Through the
nation-wide campaign for home food production the people of Toronto have learned a wonderful lesson and thrifty gardeners have become a civic as well as community pride. That thrift which added
so much to the strength of France has
become a habit of thousands in this country.
"There is still the vital necessity for
food raising. Under this incentive more
and more permanency should come to the
business of city gardening.
"Setting forward the clock for one hour
during the summer months has given the
average business man an appreciable
time for gardening in the evening. Daylight saving therefore should mean thousands of better, more productive gardens.
The prosperity of any country depends
not alone upon its great manufacturing
plants or extensive farming, but upon the
productiveness of every backyard garden.
"Just because there are many problems
that confront the city gardener, that is no
argument for not having a garden. If
the gardener will only study his given
space, the smallest plot may .furnish not
only exercise out of doors, but a supply of
fresh vegetables for the table.
"No matter what the soil may be, clay,
loam, sand, or muck, you may have a garden and raise some vegetables successfully. One of the most important points to
be considered is drainage. If the soil you
have is heavy clay, add plenty of ashes,
cinders and manure, working all well into
the soil with a rake. If, on the other
hand, it is of light, sandy nature, use
plenty «f lime and coarse manure. When

Value of the Potential Co-operation of Newspaper Articles and
of Public Libraries in Awakening
Public Interest
the garden is larger than 30 x 50 feet, it
saves time to have it plowed. But plowing never does the work as thoroughly as
digging.
"Seeds of hardy vegetables as peas,
radishes, lettuce, etc., may be sown as
soon as the soil can be dug and raked.
Others, such as beans and corn, should
not be sown until the danger of frost
has passed. Cucumbers, melons, squashes,
etc., known as tender vegetables, should
not be sown until the ground is thoroughly warm and cool nights are a memory."
It should be an easy matter for booksellers to interest the newspaper editor
to run special matter of this nature about
gaidening and aids to success in the work,
because of the genuine and timely value
such matter will have for the newspaper
readers. The idea is not to get free advertising ofthe "reader" type per se, having a direct bearing on the retailers'
business, but to get the newspaper, if it
has not already so dealt with this subject, to publish a suitable article that

would in fact promote advertising to be
run by the retail bookseller, linking up
with that article the books on gardening
and similar subjects which he has to sell.
Incidentally a most striking window
display could be arranged and with all
these influences put into operation, backed up by earnest and persistent personal
introduction and salesmanship, a most
satisfactory and profitable turnover in
books of this class will be realized.
GARDEN

BOOK

"The Dorothy Perkins Canadian Garden Book" is a timely and helpful handbook for the amateur gardener, by a
Canadian writer. Her information is
based on our own climatic conditions.
Dorothy Perkins has been a regular
contributor to several periodicals and her
writings invariably have genuine merit.
She is herself a garden enthusiast. This
is the time for booksellers to play up
gardening- books.

Ontario Leads in Public Libraries
Over Four Hundred in This Province
given
G isatthe
ion of
OWIN
of
convent
the list
elected
officers
FOLL
y
o
the Ontari Librar Association,
held April 22.
President, D. M. Grant, B.A., Sarnia:
first vice-president, B. Mabel Dunham,
B.A., Kitchener; second vice-president,
W. J. Sykes, B.A., Ottawa; secretarytreasurer, E. A. Hardy, B.A..D. Paed.,
Toronto; councillors: W. H. March, St.
Thomas; W. Briden, B.A., St. Catharines:
Lillian Smith, B.A., Toronto; Norah
Thompson, B.A., Sault Ste. Marie; C. A.
Byam, New Liskeard, and F. P. Gavin,
B.A., Windsor.
Over fifty representatives of Ontario
public libraries attended this 19th annual convention.
The chief address was that of Dr.
Cody. Ontario Minister of Education. He
ssid that statistics revealed an increase
of 44 per cent, in expenditures on public libraries during the war, and an increase of 53 per cent, in the circulation
of books by them.
A valuable phase of their effort during the period of mobilization had been
the establishment of libraries in the fifteen military camps of the province.
These had consisted of from 500 to
2,500 books each, and had met with a
ready appreciation from the troops. The
pessimist, stated the speaker, would be
reassured at the class of book which
proved to be the most in demand among
the soldiers. It was discovered at an
early stage of the war48 that the literature
which proved most welcome to men in

the army was rjpt light fiction, but educational and technical matter of an instructive variety.
The Khaki College had really been organized with the idea of encouraging
good reading among the troops, and had
met with a pleasing success.
At present there were over four hundred public libraries in the province, and
over five thousand school libraries. These
figures were very creditable, representing, as they probably did, the highest
number of libraries in proportion to population which exists in any state in the
world. Ontario, however, must not rest
on her laurels; it would be necessary to
expand her library system still further.
Dr. Cody explained the chief provisions of the new Public Libraries Act,
which would extend the power of both
urban and rural municipalities to raise
the tax levy for public libraries by a
vote of their municipal councils.
"The public library of to-day," he said
"is no longer regarded as a storehouse
where the enthusiast may get the books
he wants. It is an aggressive missionary
organization which proes out after the
people and uses advertising bulletins
and every other fair means in its power
to induce them to avail themselves of its
In keeping with the fostering; of naresources."
tional sentiment, E. S. Carswell, assistant
librarian of the Toronto Public Library,
made a special appeal for greater prominence for Canadian periodicals on the
tables of the oublic libraries of Ontario.

A Talk on the History of the Union Jack
Definition of a Flag — The Beginning and Development of the
Union Jack — The Cross of St. George — The Cross of St. Andrew
—The Cross of St. Patrick
By "SEA-CAPTAIN."

THE subject of this article will be
the "Union Jack," not flags in
general.
Now, first of all, what is a flag? Let
us say that it is something made to display or fly, so that it can be seen; and
we have flags made of silk and bunting.
For Royalty, silk is used often, and bunting generally. Of course some cheap
flags are made out of linen, and such
like. Bunting is the best as it stands the
strain and is most desirable in many
ways.
Our "Union Jack"
From the earliest records we read of
such national emblems as banners and
ensigns, and all through the Bible we
have an ever-recurring allusion to them.
In the early centuries when the
Church and not the State was supreme,
we find the Cross a prominent figure
and recognized as the highest symbol of
dignity and honor.
The Red Cross of St. George of Cappadocia — the redresser of wrongs,
the protector of women, the model of
Christian chivalry — is still the visible
sign to us all that his glorious name
would suggest wherever floats the
British Flag.
The St. George Flag alone is made up
of only two colors — white and red. Until the year 1606 the Red Cross was the
flag of England, and its subsequent
position on the Union Jack indicates the
predominant share the English nation
bore in creation of the Union, and the
powerful position it now holds in its
Councils.
Some of you have read of the Spanish
Armada, and it was under this flag England defeated Spain, and became proud
mistress of the sea.
Her Union Jack, which now floats
over more than four hundred million
people, comes to us as the record of the
growth of a great Christian nation, and
traces through centuries of adventure
and progress, the gradual development
by the British people of constitutional
government over a world-wide empire.
Three years after the union of the
two Kingdoms, i.e. in 1606, a new ensign was used by order of James I, in
which the Cross of St. George was
blended with the diagonal cross on a
blue ground, of St. Andrew, patron
saint of Scotland.
As first in the Union Jack it occupied
the place of honor in the upper quartering nearest the staff, these two crosses
combined, forming what is known as the
first "Union Jack."
With the Union of Ireland and Great
Britain on January 1st, 1801, came the
final addition to our national flag. This
was accomplished by blending with the
former designs, the red diagonal cross
upon a white ground, generally known
as the cross of St. Patrick, and thus

forming the meteor flag of England.
In its invincible red, white, and blue,
we learn how these sister nations are
united by courage to build their realm
on the sure foundation of purity and
truth.
As Canadians, and citizens of no mean
country, in the Greater Britain, we share
in the glorious achievements of the
Union Jack. We are of a race that never
counted the number of its friends, nor
the number of its foes, when freedom,
loyalty, or God was concerned. This is
our flag, symbolizing the highest
thoughts that have descended from
heaven to earth. Ours, too, is the King
whose virtues transmute the sacred
principles of loyalty into a personal affection. Ours, too, be the daily prayer:
"God bless our Church, Our King and
Empire, and keep us loyal."
Such is a brief history of our Union
Jack. Now let me touch on a few pointers re the combination.
"St. George"
The patron saint of England — St.
George for Merry England. Wherever
ships have sailed, there the Red Cross
of St. George has been carried by the
sailor-nation who chose him as their
hero. This knight was born, the son of
noble Christian parents, in the Kingdom
of Cappadocia, and was beheaded for his
faith, on the 23rd of April A.D. 361.
His memory has always been greatly
revered in the East, particularly by the
Greek Church.
The form of his cross is that known
as the Greek cross, the four arms being
at right angles to each other, in this
case as a red cross on a white ground.
England is, however, the only nation
which has adopted the Red Cross of St.
George as its special national ensign.
St. George, the redresser of wrongs,
the protector of women, the model of
Christian bravery, and a saint of England, was not a sailor, but it was after
and in memory of their siilors' victory
near the scene of his exploits that the
seafaring nation adopted him as their
patron saint. It was under this St.
George's Cross that Richard the LionHearted, after proving their seamanship in victory, showed the mettle of
his English Crusaders in the battles of
the Holy Land, and led them to within
sight of Jerusalem.
Ye mariners of England,
That guard our native seas,
Whose flag has braved a thousand years,
The battle and the breeze.
"St. Andrew"
The patron saint of Scotland. Tradition runs that the saint, considering
himself unworthy to be crucified on a
cross of the same shape as that on
which his Saviour had suffered, had, by
49

his own choice, been crucified with legs
and arms extended upon a cross of X
shape, and therefore it has been accepted as the emblem of his martyrdom.
How St. Andrew came to be adopted as
the patron saint of Scotland there are
varied ideas and opinions. Some say
that in the early centuries some relics
of the apostle St. Andrew were being
brought to Scotland and although the
vessel carrying them was wrecked, the
sacred bones were brought safe to shore
at the port in the County of Fife, still
called St. Andrews. St. Andrew is also
venerated by the Russians as a national
saint, they believing that it was through
the apostle St. Andrew that the gospel
of Christianity had been brought to
their people. Russia's highest order of
Knighthood (created in 1698) was the
Order of St. Andrew, and the national
flag of Russia, borne by all their people,
and on their navy, was the St. Andrew's
cross. It was also displayed in the Russian navy at the mast-head, as indicating the rank of admiral.
"St. Patrick"
The banner of St. Patrick is a white
flag having on it a cross the same shape
as St. Andrew's cross, but red in color.
St. Patrick was the Christian apostle
of the Irish and thus became their traditional patron saint. The history of
his life is that he was born in Scotland, at Kilpatrick,
Dumbarton
the Clyde,
and beingnear
taken
prisoner on
by
pirates when a child, was carried imo
Ireland and sold there as a serf. Having
learned the language, he escaped to the
continent and afterwards became a
Christian, and having been ordained to
service in the Church returned to Ireland for the purpose of converting the
From such in brief have we a lesson
people.
of the crosses placed together in the
one flag of 1801. That it is a beautiful
flag with its three crosses, its white
borders and eight blue triangles, tells a
story of our present Empire, and clearly
does the position of the crosses teach
us the lesson how the three sister nations, supporting each other, are all united in COURAGE to buiH our realm
on the sure foundation of PURITY and
TRUTH. Such a flag becomes an inspiration, not only to our hearts, but to
the mind, and men may well be willing
to risk all even their lives, for its honor.
Such a flag is the Union Jack of our
Canada. And now I cannot end my remarks in better words than those written by my true kind friend, Barlow Cumberland, who wrote a history of our
Union Jack — "What I have said is the
story in a very brief form of the meaning of our UNION JACK"— the emblem
of combined constitutional government,
the proclaimer of British liberty, the
Union sign of British rule.

Simple Book-keeping
for Merchants
How to Start a Ledger — Double Entry System Enables Perfect

18 APPRECIATED
That the expert advice afforded by these articles
by C. J. Morris is appreciated has been demonstrated by the correspondence the first article
has brought from retail booksellers and stationers
seeking light on other points of book-keeping.

Check to Be Kept — Explanation of Entries From
Journal Into Ledger
By C. J. MORRIS
(Third Article)

FOR a proper understanding of the
explanations given in the present
article the reader must have before
him the ledger entries given in our
April issue. Those entries reprasent
a small but complete ledger. The period
covered by it is only four days but the
principle is the same as if it covered a
full year.
The only account not yet explained is
the final one headed Capital Account.
In order to keep our accounts correctly we must know exactly what our
capital is and of what it consists. For
the purposes of the present illustration
we will assume that our total capital
is $2,800, made up as follows: Fixtures,
etc., $500; cash, $300; goods on hand.
$2,000. Our cash is split up into two
portions, $100 being cash in hand and
$200 at the bank. These items we enter
on the credit side of the Capital Account
and corresponding amounts are entered
as the balances on hand with which we
start our business at the top of the
debtor side of the Fixtures, Cash and
Goods
Accounts
respectively. The
Furniture and Fixtures Account was inadvertently omitted from our ledger last
month and we therefore include it at fool
of this column.
At closing time on Januarys 4 our
ledger stood with all the accounts open,
no balances entered, and no totals
shown. As we are now going to check
our books we have closed all the accounts by entering in the various
balances so as to make the totals on
each side correspond, and by showing
these totals.
These balances should at first be written in pencil only in case mistakes are
discovered, which it will then be easy to
rectify. Moreover before we can make
up our final balance sheet we shall have
one or two further entries to make in
some of the accounts at the end of the
ledger. These balances therefore as at
present shown are only interim balances
for the purpose of taking out a tria'
balance which we will now proceed to do.
As explained in the previous article
every transaction we have had has been
entered twice, once on the debit and once
on the credit side. If therefore all our entries have been correctly made the total
of the debit balances wMll agree with the
total of the credit balances. It will be
seen that the page number in the ledger
is given at the top of each account.
It

will, therefore, facilitate matters if we
refer to each account by the page number.
Firstly, we take the debit balances
which are as follows:
Page 201
$37 10
"
202
20 65
"
203
24 00
"
204
22 30
"
306
l 59
"
308
2800 00
Total
On the credit side we have
Page
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
3019
302
304

$2905
$3
7
2
4
5
1
9
3
17
242
236
1825

61
85
40
50
30
70
38
30
59
47

25 63
20 14
500 00
83
Total
$2905 64
55
Here we see that the total balances
on each side agree and we are therefore
satisfied that all our entries have been
correctly made and that any calculation.as to profit, etc., based upon these accounts as they here stand will be correct.
The novice at bookkeeping must not
expect, however, that his totals will always balance like this at the first attempt. On the contrary the probabilities
are that he will have to go over every
entry and tick it off, checking it with
the journal and then with its corresponding entry on the opposite side of the
ledger before his totals will agree. One
frequent source of error is the omission
to make two entries for each transaction.
For instance, goods sold will be debited
to the customer, but the corresponding
entry in the Goods Account is forgotten.
To guard against this as far as possible
it is advisable to rule a column on the
left hand side of each of the two cash
columns in the ledger, and in this column
to enter the page of the corresponding
entry For example: Just to the left
of the $5.55, first entry Dr. side of page
1 we should enter the page No. 304, and

Dr.
FURNITURE AND
FIXTURES
Jan. 1. To fixtures, etc., $500

305
307
309

ACCOUNT PageCr. 309
50
Jan. 4 By balance, $500

by the side of item No. 12 Cr. side of
page 304 we should enter page No. 1.
The entry of these page numbers will
provide a check that corresponding entries have been made. But even then an
error is not impossible. The merchant
knowing the page number of the Goods
or Cash Account enters it up in the Customer's Account and then may be interrupted and the other entry is omitted.
Mistakes of this kind are sure to occur
and it is therefore well worth while, before attempting to draw up a trial balance, to go through the ledger and check
every entry.
Having thus verified our accounts we
will now proceed to find out how much is
owing to us from our various customers
This we do by totalling the various
balances from pages 1 to 200. Should
a debit balance appear on any of these
pages as would be the case if a customer
had paid us a sum of money and had not
yet had the goods to the full amount,
that balance would not be included but
would be deducted from the total of
the credit balances. It will be seen that
the total credit balances of pages
1 to 9 amount to $55.65, and this is
therefore the amount due to us from
our customers. Similarly the total
of the debit balances from pages
201 to 204 is $104.05, which is the
amount due from us to our wholesalers.
To facilitate finding the various accounts it will be necessary to make an
index to the ledger, for which purpose a
few pages at the back of the book may
be used. The probabilities are, however,
that a proper ledger will have such pages
allotted Onfor the index.
A correspondent writes asking how he
should deal with a typewriter he has
purchased also with some weighing
scales. These are not Sundry Trade Expenses but must be regarded as additions
to capital. They would therefore be entered on the left hand side of the Furniture and Fixtures Account and on the
right hand side of the Cash Account.
Another asks where he is to enter some
goods which have become a total loss
through being spoiled. These should be
entered on the right hand side of the
Goods Account as "By Profit and Loss."
and again on the Dr. side of the Profit
and Loss Account as "To Goods (damIn the next article we shall show how
to draw up a Profit and Loss Account
which will tell us exactly what profit we
have
made on the transactions thus far
aged)."
recorded.
(To be continued)
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BOOKSELL

S 'J" ATIONE
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WELDON

R

ROBERTS

• RUBBER

ERASERS

•

If you are not already familiar with the superb quality of WELDON ROBERTS'
RUBBER ERASERS" (88 styles), write us for free samples. Turn these over to customer-user^ ofother makes. Be guided by their reports. Weldon Roberts' Erasers will
be your preference thereafter.
World's quality standard.

WELDON

ROBERTS

RUBBER

Co. NEWARK,

N.J. U.S.A.

THERE ARE REASONS
for the largely increased sales of
Bradley
Water
Color
Boxes
for
schools.
The standard of quality has
been maintained and prompt deliveries are always made.
A few of the leading boxes :
B-l — 8 semi-moist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and
charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans,
6 standard colors with white
and black.
A-13 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
by blue and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-14 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue, gamboge, black.
A-8 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-9 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
gamboge, black.

W.H. HILTON & CO.
/EROTAX"
works,
The
one

DfirUnAIC England
LANC,
KULilUALL,

illustration
of the 80

shown
above
is
SPECIALITIES

made by us for wide-awake
progressive Stationers.

and

For sale by the leading jobbers, or
trade orders will be promptly filled

Ask us to mail you prices of

ROTAX,"
"REGENT"! LETTER
"FALINGE" and "KISMET"/™*

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.
215 Victoria Street,

GETTHEBEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
Columbian

TORONTO

PAPER

BY

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

THE FOLLOWING

Magnet

-

WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING
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JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic
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The Retailer's Field and Its Business
Possibilities
By JOHN

18
SO

C. KIRKWOOD

THE

retailer's local community, as shown by the accompanying diagram, may be confined to the area of the inner circle,
designated "0," or it may overflow into the surrounding
territory designated "1," "2," "3" and so on.
In the diagram, "0" represents a territory two miles in diameter,
containing" 3.14 square miles, or 2,010 acres. A town occupying
this area may have a population of from 3,000 to 5,000, or from
600 to 1,000 families — say, on an average, 750 families.
The belts of territory surrounding "0" have a breadth of one mile. In
the case of cities, their area will take in one or more of these belts.
The acreage area of each belt is indicated in the accompanying table.
Allowing 4 to 5 families per acre, on an average, the approximate
urban population of each belt in the city area can be computed. In
the table following a town of 750 families is assumed, all contained

17
16

n

15

U11
10

within the circle designated "0." The rural territory begins with belt
No. 1, and extends, in the diagram, to a distance of 21 miles out from
the retailer's store.
The retailer's field,
is encountered, will
in a number more.
he can fairly count

before
almost
Each
as his

serious competition from other neighboring towns or cities
certainly take in Belts Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and may take
retailer will know just how many of these mile-wide belts
own field.

The table following will suggest to each retailer the approximate number of families
residing in his field; and suggests the amount of their probable annual consumption
of the particular class or classes of merchandise sold by the retailer. It is for the
retailer himself to ascertain just how many of the families in his field he is serving
regularly, and how close he comes to doing all the business which his field is able to
yield him.
And has a
Having le,
a Dreadth
of one m
conta'ins :
acres
sq. miles

Belt or
area

marked
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0»

Totals

3.14
9.42
15.71
22.00
28.08
34.156
40.83
47.13
53.41
69.69
65.98
72.76
78.54
84.82
91.10
97.38
103.66
109.94
116.22
122.60
128.78
1386.45

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

population, or
rotal No. of
the basis
families
of 1 family to
each 100 acres
in whole
families
territory :
750
60
10O

2,010
6.031
10,052
14,073
18.094
22.115
26,136
30,157
34,178
38.199
42,220
46,241
50.262
54,283
58,304
62,325
66,346
70,367
74,388
78.409
82,430
886,656

140
181
221
261
301
341
382
422
462
502
543
583
623
663
703
744
784
824

810
910
1,050
1,231
1,452
1,713750*
2.014
2,355
2.737
3,115
3.621
4,123
4,666
5,249
5,872
6.535
7,238
7,982
8,766
9,590

Thea'nnus
retailer's annual business with
these families on the basis of
$50 a year

1 sales as under
$100 a year

$ 37,500
40,500
45,500

$ 75.000
81,000
91,000
105,000
123,100
145,200
171,300
201,400
235,500
273,700
311,500
362,100
412.300
466,600
524,900
587.200
653.500
723,800
798.200
876.600
959,000

52.500
61,550
72,600
85.650
100,700
117,750
136,850
155,750
181,050
206.150
233,300
262,450
293,600
326.750
361,900
399.100
438,300
479,500

can be :
$200 a year
$

150,000
162,000
182,000
210.000
246,200
290,400
342,600
402,800
471.000
547,400
623,000
724,200
824,600
933,200
1.049,800
1,174,400
1,307,000
1,447,600
1,596.400
1,753,200
1.918.000

9,590

•Local field, containing, by assumption,

750 families.

Note : The figures indicating the amount of business possible can, and should, be divided by the number
of retailers competing for the business — 2, if there be two retailers in the same general line of business ; 3,
if Hiere be three, aiid so on. The point is that these figures indicate that there is a volume of possible
business for each retailer much larger than he may now be having.
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The significance of this diajrram is interpreted in the reading matter accompanying.
The centre of the inner cirede, marked "O,"
represents the retailer's store, or tte heart
of the local business community. The circular strips or belts, marked 1, 2, 3 and so
on, represent mile-wide areas surrounding
the local business community. The area of
each of these belts, expressed m square
miles and acres, is given in Oie table accompanying, as is also the probable population by families. The amount of business
which the retailer's field should yield Is
likewise indicated.
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

INKSTANDS

OF

ALL

WIRE BASKET
PAPER

STYLES

Manufactured

by

Mfg. Co.
YORK

CITY, N. Y.

Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS
We
UravitJ
Stylo
Pen
With
a new
and exclus i v e selffilling device.
Three styles to
retail at $1.50
$1.75 and
$2.50
Prompt
Deliveries
Assured.

offer

the

trade
new
ideas
in
merchandise
with a guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
SELF-FILLER
PEN
A n
excellent
pen,
splendidly made,
that retails
at
$2.50.
a I lowinu
a liberal
margin
of

Farrell & Hosinger

Company
LARRY J. FARRELL
GEORGE N. HOSINGER

Manufacturer a of
FOUNTAIN, STYLOGRAPHIC AND GOLD PENS
Canadian Representative Wanted
63-65 Irving St., Jersey City, N.J

<

"The Guarantee of Quality"

ULTON
Self-Inking

3 Stamp Pads

\— — — _/

Line Daters
Numberers
Sign Markers
Rubber Type
Printing
Outfits

Manufactured by

FULTON

SPECIALTY

Elizabeth,

CO.
}few Jersey

»YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY«5

BURNING

A

Frank A. Weeks
93 John St., NEW

FOR

►

safe, convenient and durable basket in which to deposit and burn waste
paper and rubbish has been placed on
the market by the Massillon Wire Basket Co., Massillon, Ohio. It is made of
heavy No. 11 galvanized wire, all points
electric-welded, which will not melt
apart or be affected by the heat in any
way. Three or more of the same size
can be nested for shipping, making a
large saving in freight. These baskets
are especially well adapted for use in
parks and cemeteries.
NEW DESK TRAY
Fitting handily into the broad drawer
beneath the bed of the desk, or on top,
is a new steel tray divided in either four
or five compartments. These trays aie
finished in gun metal, adjustable as to
length. The compartments are curved
or scooped, and the uses of this article
will readily suggest themselves. It will
be made and marketed by the Canton
Art Metal Co., Canton, Ohio, and its sale
will be restricted to stationers and office

Pugh Specialty
Co. .Limited
38-42 Clifford Street
TORONTO

Manufacturers and Manufacturers'
French
Ivory Agents.
(Made
in Canada).
Photo
Frames,
Boxes,
Toilet
Articles and Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc., for all
seasons and occasions.
Toy Books.
Pennants
and
Textile Novelties,
Active Service Banners.
Welcome
Home
Banners
and
Pennants,
Victory
Pennants
and
Celebration lines.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Souvenir Novelties.
If you don't get our catalogue
regularly, send us your name.
It's well worth having.

)" LINE DATER
Compact,rAt tractive
Large, Clear Imprint

appliance dealers.
BILL OF FARE RACK
A cafeteria "bill of fare rack" is being marketed by the Tablet & Ticket
Co., sole manufacturers, at 624 West
Adams Street, Chicago. This rack is
made to hang above serving tables of
lunch counters in restaurants, and is six
inches wide by six feet long. The price
of the rack, per running foot, is fifty
cents, and it is finished either in mahogany or oak.
The company also offers a ladder rack
for restaurants, fifteen by forty-two
inches, and containing fifteen spaces
with a heading. Black strips of cardboard are furnished together with an
assortmnt of letters and figures, gummed on the back, in various sizes.
The letters and figures are easily attachable to the cardboard stripes. In
addition to this, the same concern makes
a metal changeable restaurant boird.
of steel finished in white enamel, with a
brass chain for hanging.
NEW APPOINTMENT CLOCK
A new article which is being sold by
H. K. Brewer & Co., is the new Wizard
Appointment Clock, which is proving a
very good seller. The clock can be set
for any number of minutes or hours
ahead, and rings either soft or loud at
the time set, so that the busy office
man is reminded of his important engagement.
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CANADA

Metal

Thruout

MAV 20 '19

Inks Automatically
After
Each
Impression
POPULAR PRICE
IN STOCK
Patented
Sept. 24. 1918.

CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG. CO.
240-242 W. 23rd St., New

York

Material
'
rtistsMaterial
ADrawing
Mfrs. since

1854 of high

grade Artists' and School
Oil and
Water
Colors,
Canvases, Brushes, Woodenware Outfits, Drawing Tables, Boards,
Filing Cabinets.
Catalogue and sample book3 on request

F. WEBER

& CO.

Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
To Manufacturers
OF

DOLLS, TOYS and kindred
articles desiring selling
agent in

The United

Kingdom

I have a first-class connection of 20 years' standing
with the large wholesale
buyers.
Full particulars and references on application to

JOSEPH

HOPKINS

93 ALDERSGATE ST.
LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

READ YOUB TRADE PAPERS

busy to read his trade paper," says
Frank Stockdale in writing on the value
of trade papers in associated advertising. Continuing, he says, "Still, ther<j
are a great many who allow other tningo
to interfere with this reading and the
doing of other things which have a tendency to make them broader as well as
better informed. I have met some merchants who study the advertising and
editorial pages of trade papers for advertising ideas to apply to their own
business. That is one of the great things
that the trade paper does for the man
who knows how to get the most out of

and sold wherever

Rubber

Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our Specialty:

STAMPING

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

Pat.

May

13, 1913

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.
ROCKHILL
& VIETOR
Sole Agents, Dept. F. B, 22 Cliff St., New York
Branch: 180 N. Market St., Chicago

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturer a' Agent for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT
There is tfood money in these lines for Dealers.
( let after this business in your territory.

E. A.

CRIPPEN

Successor to The Monarch Paper Co.

79 Spadina
LISTS

The booklet is divided into four parts:
it."
(1) Methods of vertical filing; (2) guides
for vertical filing; (3) folders for vertical filing, and (4) cabinets for vertical
filing. As each chapter is presented in
concise but complete detail, the subject
of vertical filing methods and equipment is covered very thoroughly.
From the Religious Tract Society
comes an illustrated list of gift books
and prizes, including books by suci
popular juvenile writers as Talbot
Baines Rccd, Mrs. G. de Home Vaizey,
Amy Le Feuvre, Rosa N. Carey, Gordon
Stables, Mrs. 0. F. Walton, Tom Bevan,
E. Everett-Green. Richard Kerr, Hesbu
Stietton.
The

Avenue,

Toronto

RECEIVED

"Vertical Filing Down to Date" is the
title of a new publication just issued by
Yawman & Erbe Manufacturing Co.,
completely revised and presenting the
latest ideas in filing methods.

Known

Made
in
Canada

"I have little patience with the retailer who thinks he is sometimes too

National Blank

Book

Sales

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons
It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy
is " Quality First " and
stationers can therefore rely
on a line of goods of such
standard quality and uniformity as puts them in a
position to permanently retain the trade of every customer who once uses the
goods.

Cite Us A Trial.

CARIBONUM COMPANY, LIMITED
54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

Company,

Holyoke, Mass., have just issued a complete illustrated catalogue of their entire bound blank book line, Catalogue
No. 24. The same concern has also issued a new illustrated retail price list
covering the entire National loose leal
iine. This list contains complete information regarding al' the items as well
as revised prices on most of the lines.
Special effort has been made to make
these lists very helpful to the dealer in
ordering and marking their stock, and
prices are noted as retail prices and are
subject to discount for net prices. The
National line is constantly increasing in
size and scope. Just recently many new
torms have been added to the National
loose leaf columnar book line.
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Your

STAR
MANIFOLD
Dexter's
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well a>s
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send

for samples

and

prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks, Connecticut
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AND

STATIONER

British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after your deliveries.
Selling
Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.
24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London E.C. 1., England
Cables :
Telereka, London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central,
2107 City,
2615 Dalston

School and Office
Requisites
GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92,
Clerkenwell Road,
London, E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London Coun"Wright's
ty Council, etc.
Manufacturers to
Dustless" Chalk
is the Very Best
the Wholesale and
for Blackboards
Export
Trade.
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy: Tourists' Writing
Cases. Penholders,
and Games, etc.

Hold the Line
Here's the line to hold
— John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because it sells so quickly.
There's
about it.
It quality
writes
smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for
quick sales.
Supplied by all the leading Wholesale Houses in Toronto & Montrea
(Registered)
London (Eng.) Export Agency

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

PEACE

STATIONERS'

CARDED GOODS

Conditions Are Slowly Evolving

IN ALL VARIETIES.
For the last four years I have been
obliged to concentrate on Government
and National business.

Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Erasers for pencil, ink or typewriting; Pocket Pencils, Mapping
Pens.

Writing & Drawing Sets
Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Bands,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.

Friends at Home and Overseas have,
therefore, had a restricted ration of my
specialities.
(T\
of the
back — I am
jI Some
ting into
my boys
stride are again.

get

9

wel-

Enquiries
come.

for

Illustrated

Business is still difficult, but I shall be
able to cater for you better than ever

H. A. COOMBS

AFTER

10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, E.C. 4

H. A. COOMBS'S

Illustrated

List on Request.

List are

THE

10 Farringdon Avenue,

CARDED

WAR
GOODS

London, E.C. 4, England

FANCY LEATHER GOODS

BRIDLES,
FINEST

&c.
Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotation s. We are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants.

QUALITY
WALLETS,
PURSES,
DOLLAR-CASES,
TREASURY-NOTECASES.
CIGAR

AND

CIGARETTE CASES.
TOBACCO POUCHES,
WATCHGUARDS,
BRACES,
BELTS,
DOG COLLARS,
DOG LEADS.

JOHN

W. FARRINGTON

WALSALL
TELE PHONE
GRAMS

W. V. BOWATER

Cables: " Sparteolus'* London.

302 Walsall
Cecil, Walsall

An Agency for Private
Christmas and New Year
Cards is the most profitable
and easily worked side-lines
you can take up. A request
for full particulars written
on your letter heading will
bring them by return mail.
It will pay you to write at
once for particulars to

& SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C. 4, Eng.

ENGLAND

To the Booksellers and
Stationers of Canada

Trade Mark

Registered

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods
Fancy

Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

Write:

S. P. COOPER
Central Agency

The Castle Publishing Co.
Castle Works, Cheapside, Preston,
Lancashire, England
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36

Camomile St., London, E.C. 3.
England

BOOKSELLER

Reg

tf
The Davis
Novelty Co. ^
*
Registered
Leather Goods and Novelties
BILLFOLDS A SPECIALTY
212-214 Mappin

Building

/

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list

The Copp, Clark Co.,
TORONTO

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer

of

Rubber and Metal Stamps,
Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning Brands, Memorial

Plates.

TORONTO

Welcome Home Flags and Banners

CODE BOOKS.
Code Co., 83 Nassau

The American
York.
John W. Hartfield.

N.Y.

Produce

St..

New
N.Y.

CRAYONS.
Binney & Smith, New York.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St. W.
Toronto.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co., New York. N.Y.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-O Mfg. Co., Orange. Mass.

Win-

& Co.. Limited, Toronto.
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
St. Mungo
Mfg. Co., Glasgow,
Scotland.
Weldon Roberts Rubber Co., Newark, N.J.

interested

in

Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this paper.

SUPPLY

CO.

77 York Street
TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
36 James St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

"BEE

SEALING
WAX
Factory:
Warriston Works, Edinburgh, Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
"CLIMAX"
The Fireproof
Steel
Baler
turns

INKS, MUCILAGE
AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins
& Co., Brooklyn. N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Reliance Ink Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Royal Ink Co., 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.
"Glucine," Menzies
& Co., Limited. 439 King St.
W.. Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.

are

We can supply the trade with anything of
the map line as well as undertake any kind in
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

BRAND

Exchange.

ENVELOPES.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal. Toronto.

MAPS

WATERSTON'S

Toronto Trophy-Craft Co.

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES

ARTISTS

BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The Albemarle
Paper Co., Richmond, Va.
Eaton-Dikeman Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies & Co., Limited. Toronto.
Richmond
Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.
Standard Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.

FANCY
PAPERS.
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
FILES
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St.. N.Y. City.

1710 Rojal Bank Bldg.. Toronto

who

BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto.
Winnipeg.
Dominion
Blank Book Co.. Berthierville. Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke. Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Prices
to
Clear
6x8
Flags on
Sticks, $4.50 gross
11 x 15 Banners,
$9.60 gross.
12 x 16 Banners,
$14.40 gross.
18 x 27 Banners,
$43.20 gross.
Limited
Quantity
only Prices.
at these

Special

Dealers

ART SUPPLIES.
Artists' Supply Co., 77 York St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
BINDERS
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St.. N.Y. City.

Menzies
Warwick

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main 3760

STATIONER

Geo.

MONTREAL
Phone
Uptown 398

*v

AND

your waste into
Made in 12 sizes.

Send for Catalogue.

profit.

CLIMAX

BALER

HAMILTON,

CO.

ONT.

FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co.. New
York.
Mabie. Todd & Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.

INKSTANDS.
R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St.
Toronto.
The Sengbusch Co., Milwaukee.
KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria
Toronto.
LEAD AND COPYING
PENCILS.
American Pencil Co., New York.
Wm. Cane A Sons. Newmarket. Ont.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St.
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, 56
Toronto.
A.

SELL

MACLEANS
The Magazine for Canadians

W.,

St..

W..

20c A COPY

BOOKSELLER

School Rulers
NEW

LINE NOW

New

Shapes and

READY

Right

Prices.

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO, N.Y.

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH

LOOSE

LEAF

Manufacturer

and Importer

LIMITED
Otley

Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

MAPS

WILL BE
BY

STATIONERS
FROM
COAST
COAST

Do not fail to show them to your school trade.
Toronto.

GLOBES

Baler

Co.,

Ont.

PAPER

Ideal
City.
York Specialties

FASTENERS.
Mfg. Corp.. 652 Pearl

K.

St.. New

N.Y.

Co., Syracuse,
MAKERS
V.,
W.
Limited.
Sons.
&
Bowater
Victoria
St., London,
E.C.

O.

Manufacturing
PAPER

Co.,
Bros,

PLAYING

POST CARDS, GREETING

Mfg.

32

Hurst,

O.

CARDS, ETC.

Toronto.
332 Balham

Front

32

representative.

TO

M.

The

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

McKinley
Chicago. Music

U.S.A.

PADS

Cloth Covered Cabinets
Write for

Catalogue

St.. Toronto.
Toronto.
etc.)

L. Hoffman, 45 Lafayette St., N.Y.C.

RULERS.
N.Y.

SHEET
MUSIC.
Co., 1501-15 East Fifty-Fifth

St.,

STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton, Phillips & Co., Montreal.
STATIONERS' SUNDRIES.
Brown Bros., Ltd., Wholesale Stationers,
Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp,
Clark
Co., Wholesale
Stationers,
ToClark Bros. & Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
W.nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto, WinWarwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John
Heath,
8 St. Bride
St., E.C,
London.
Hinks. Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen
Co., Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto
Canadian Representatives.
TOYS,
PUZZLES
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
£ Co., Limited, Toronto.
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OHIO

Rd.,

High

(Cutter, Eyelet,
Round-Hole,
Co., Orange, Mass.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Co., Orange, Mass.

AND
OFFICE
Co., Canisteo,

HaMILTON.

DESK

Ont.

RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard
Cairns. 77 Queen St. W.. Toronto.
Fulton
Specialty
Co., Elizabeth.
N.J.

Geo.

14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal

The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co.
A.

Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford
Pugh
Valentine
& Sons Publishing Co.,

Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers

and
CONDUCTOR PUNCHES
the best made

CARDS.

Playing Cards.
Goodall's English
Front St. W.. Toronto.
Co.. Windsor,
Card
U. S. Playing

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited

TICKET

Limited. Toronto.
ft Rutter.
Toronto.

Canadian
A. O. Hurst,
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited,
Co..
&
Hunt
Philip
London.G. Eng.

Lectures

Made in all sizes. Capacity of back 5-8" to 2".
ELBE FILE & BINDER CO.,
97 Reade Street
New York City

Queen

159

AND WRITING PAPERS.
PAPETERIES
The
Copp
Clark
Co.. Toronto.
Buntin.
Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Ont.
Clark
Pros.
& Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto, WinW. nipeg.
&

Excellent for holding Essays, Class Notes,
and other data.

BALERS

Hamilton,

SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Hendry & Co.. 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited,
215 Victoria
St.,
Toronto.

HERE

RECEIVED

AND

PAPER
Climax

Rivet-O

ADV.

ELBE BINDERS ARE USED BY UNIVERSITIES
THROUGHOUT AMERICA !

AND

Rand, McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The
Scarborough
Co. of Canada.
Hamilton,
Ont

PUNCHES
Rivet-O Mfg.

YOUR

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.

The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett
Loose
Leaf,
Limited.
215 Victoria
St..
Toronto.
National
Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor, 22 Cliff St., New York City.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St.. N.Y. City.

Menzies
Warwick

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)

STATIONER

Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal,

499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished statues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

AND

10c A LINE
PAYS

FOR

NAME and
ADDRESS
UNDER

Directory Headings
ON

THIS PAGE

BOOKSELLER

BOOK

AND

STATIONER

BUYERS' GUIDE

KNOWLEDGE
Y*1-25
mvual" ONL

WtA

320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Dr.WINFIELD SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noted A ulhority and Lecturer

Classified Advertising

Limited

OFFICE SUPPLIES
A JAX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS-FOR
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc..
sample
with prices on request.
Desaulniers,
Moline.
Illinois.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited

French, Spanish
and
Italian Grammars
Grammar

MADE
IN THE U.S.A.
Separate, $1.00
Grammar with Key

WYCIL

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street, New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade
LANGUAGES
WORLD-ROMIC SYSTEM. MASTERKEY
to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c; Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages. 113 West
17th. New York.

TJSED
RULING
MACHINE.
TWO
SIDES
striker. 36 to 40. State specifications and
price.
Dominion
Blank
Book
Co.,
Ltd.,
Berthierville, Que.

SHORTHAND

BOOKS

Sloan-Duployan
simplest system
Sloan-Duployan
Sloan-Duployan
Sloan-Duployan
Book
Sloan-Duployan
Book

is the world's best and
of shorthand.
Shorthand Instructor. $ .80
Reporters'
Rules
1.00
Learner's
Reading
50
Reporters'
Reading
50

Sloan-Duployan

Business

Letters

Key

The consumer, of course.
He pays for every expense of
putting the goods into his hands
— including selling cost. This
and production cost are both so
reduced by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same goods, just because they
are well advertised. You ride
cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired a private car
— even a cattle car. And you
don't ask "Who pays the fare?"
— The Optimist

and
75

Sloan-Duployan
Speed Book
1.25
List of other S-D Shorthand Books on
application.
Over 5.000 students of this system in the
Dominion of Newfoundland and Canada.
Every up-to-date educational book store
should carry a stock of these books. Liberal discount to the trade.
S. E. GARLAND,
Garland
Bldg.,
St. John's, Nfld.,
Publisher for Dominions
of Newfoundland
.
and Canada.

One of these
Buyers' Guide
spaces
o" X $321/4"
ll/
costs
a

month on

St. West

Toronto

WILLS

"Darkness and Dawn," by George Allan England. "This is For You," by W. L. Lord
(Revell)— The Gaetz-Cornett Drug & Book
Co.. Ltd.. Red Deer. Alte.

Who Pays for the Advertising?
"WHOing?pays for the advertis-

517 Wellington

WANTED

215 Victoria St., Toronto

Otto Sauer Series

FORM

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $1.80 per dozen.

BOOKS

McClelland & stewart

WILL

pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter iisplay stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.

PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE—

What every young min and young ■
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacber and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
In plain vrrapper for only J 1,25
postage 10 cents extra.

CODE

of the

Law of Succession after Death
Written by Walter E. Lear, Barrister-at-Law,
in plain, simple language and intended to be
used by the general public. It contains concise
statement of the Law of Wills in force in all
the Provinces of Canada, and Forms of Wills
and Codicils. Printed in large type. This is
a book that should be read by every person
before making a will. Agents wanted. Price,
$1. in cloth binding. Liberal discount to the
trade. Law Books, Limited, 152 Bay St.,
Toronto.

SELF AND SEX SERIES
Keep these books in sight. They are stead)
sellers beciuse 90 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective customers.
Four
to Men:—
WhatBooks
a Young
Boy Ought to Know.
Whalt a Young Man Ought to Know.
What a Young Husband
Ought to Know.
What a Man of 46 Ought to Know.
Four Books to Women:—
What a Young Girl Ought to Know.
What a Young Woman Ought to Know.
What a Young Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman of 46 Ought to Know.
$1.00 Each.
WILLIAM BRIGGS.
Publisher.
Toronto

Every Bookshop
Assistant
Should

receive

his or her own

copy of

Bookseller & Stationer
regularly

yearly contract.
Highly Effective
Publicity at
Minimum Cost
58

$1.00 A YEAR
THE

MACLEAN
PUBLISHING
CO., Limited
143 University Ave. TORONTO

li O 0 K S E L L E R

AND

STATIONER

What's Wanted
Almost every month you want something
which you could quite easily secure by
consulting with your fellow Booksellers.
Perhaps you need a clerk. The best of
them read Bookseller and Stationer and
watch the ''Wanted'' page for new opportunities.
Most

People Prefer

STANDARD BRAND
BLOTTING

Possibly you want to buy or sell a stationer's business. Bookseller and Stationer's
subscribers are the best prospects in Canada. Talk to them through our columns
with a want ad.

because of its uniformly good quality. Its
smooth, firm finish gives a true indication
of the high grade materials used in manufacture.

Or do you want to sell or exchange some
surplus >t<>ck? Here again the Want
Advertisement can help you.

Dealers will always find Standard Brand
worth shov hig.
Our

other

lines

of blotting

are -

"Sterling," "Curi-Curl," "Prismatic," "Royal
Worcester"
and "Defender"
(enameled).

Cost: '2 cents per word fur first insertion;
1 ecu i per word for subsequent insertions
of the same ad. Box Numher 5 cents extra.

Standard Paper Mfg. Co.
Richmond,

Va., U.S.A.

THE FINANCIAL POST in the House of Commons
IN the House of Commons the other week the attention of the Government was
drawn to the article in THE FINANCIAL POST containing a reference to
the financing of Roumanian orders through an agency established in London
by Sir Clifford Sifton. Sir Thomas White, who is familiar with THE FINANCIAL POST, stated his opinion that the reference was to the private marketing
of bonds.
This is merely a small item from THE POST of April 26th, but it goes to show
that

POST BUSINESS NEWS HAS THE ATTENTION OF MEN WHO COUNT.
THE
FINANCIAL POST is a paper which you can recommend to your customers
enquiring for a good service of Canadian business news.
THE POST is a paper
which you can read yourself, and profit by.
Send for sample copy and see if itwill not pay you to interest alert business men amongst your customers in THE FINANCIAL POST.
A liberal commission is paid on new
subscriptions which you can
quickly secure.
Use this form in ordering samples.
THE

FINANCIAL
POST,
Dept. "S"
143-153 University Ave., Toronto

Kindly send me a couple of sample copies of the current issue of THE FINANCIAL POST, and let me
know your terms
for new
subscriptions
secured,
also for a regular supply of THE POST for counter sale.

Name
Address
59
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Will Bolshevism

AND

STATIONER

Spread to Canada ?

w

ILL the Russian reign of terror spread to Canada?
Bolshevism is the most disturbing element in history and it is
coming westward — will it reach us? Here is an article which
will interest you — and your customers —

"The Menace in the South"
BY AGNES

C. LAUT

IN JUNE

S
'
N
A
E
L
C
MA
iCANADA'S

NATIONAL

MAGAZINE

Bolshevism is rampant in Mexico. The danger is grave that it
will spread north to the United States and Canada. Miss Laut
has just returned from an investigation in Mexico; she writes a
sensational article on the conditions there and the dangers from
our
standpoint
customers
about init.the June MACLEAN'S.
Other

Important

Read it— tell your

Features

Canadians will be glad to know that MACLEAN'S is to publish another series
of Robert W. Service poems. The first instalment will appear in June
MACLEAN'S.
"Victory Stuff"
By Robert W. Service
A powerful poem on the attitude of the returned soldier.
"The Wings of the Morning" ...
By John A. Stuart
A touching war story laid in Scotland.
A wonderful story from
every point of view.
"The Gold Wolf"
By W. A. Fraser
The third in the popular series of Bulldog Carney stories and one
of the strongest pieces of fiction that MacLean's has ever presented.
"Solving the Problem of the Arctic" By Vilhjalmur Stefansson
The third instalment of Mr. Stefansson's remarkable narrative of
his explorations for the Canadian Government.
"The

Undercurrents"
By J. K. Munro
An article on the situation
at Ottawa, containing all the inside
gossip of the capital and a forecast of what is ahead.

June MacLean's — A Big Seller

MACLEAN'S is "going strong." Many prominent Canadians say it is the best
general monthly magazine to be found in Canada to-day. Its circulation is
growing rapidly. Keep it well to the front — it will pay you. Order sufficient
copies to meet the demand.
If your wholesaler can't supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager,
C. W. Buchanan, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
GO

l'.OOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER
A popular
quick selling pen :

Terry's
vecta" clip
pen
rule or "A
pencil

THE

"ROB ROY"

For Early Delivery

Made from flue steel and made

Sells on sight — prevents loss of
article as it holds it in pocket
securely.

in one of Birmingham's best
equipped factories, this dandy
writing pen will prove a mighty
fine seller for every live dealer.

Well made, high grade finish.

10c.
Line

HERBERT

TERRY & SONS
LTD.

Be sure
see are
samples
find
our to
prices
right. before you order your new stock.

Tht Spring and Prcsswork Specialists
REDDITCH. ENG.

You'll

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

ARTISTS MATERIALS
Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
M.n, Salt, are rn.d. on ihr Side. Ik

Window

Display Fixtures

Man olOak. either C.Mcn. Am.auc to Weathered Finiah
in a Hardwood Hinftd Lid Siur.i£T Cheat, i tfioi plj . 10
Younin no) jh u.c.
I here arc ihouaandi ol tela in djil> uac
Set haa 89 Interchangeable
Set hai 50 Interchangeable
StocA earned In Hamilton. Ont.

The

Oscar

Younitl For Large Store Wind.. .v.,
Yinin,i> Foi Small Sic, Window,

OJtt direct or fftro nout jobber

Onken Co.
Fixtures Set

Stnd /or catalog.

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton. London. Eng.

S.

S38.SO
*23.10

Patented and made in Cana<

26S0 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S.
Up Without the Aid of a Tool.

& SON

EST'D.

MONTREAL.

1842.

are

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
G

TELLS YOU

your
subscription
NOW
and
get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings "
THEJN|<

FOR

noted

INKS

for their rich
and easy flow.

color

P"
"GRIwhich
ANCE
RELI
The
strong
fluid paste,
never dries out, is a profit
maker.
Write for prices.

HOW.

Subscription — $2.00
per
{Foreign
$3.00)

Send

C°

RELIANCE

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

A.RAMSAY

year.

the

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.

8 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

WINNIPEG,

Save

ALL PEOPLES

Your

MAN.

Energy

when clerks are scarce and every moment
counts. You should help them to serve your
patrons quickly by placing this Cabinet on
(J
your
counter.
e*.p

oi MOORE (JLI

This Style L Cabinet I

PUSH-PINS

Our new counter display box is now ready. Full
particulars as to prices, assortment and discount
sent upon application.

sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one toDirect.day from your Jobber or

Let us show you the extra profit you can make by
stocking Royal Ink Powder.

ROYAL

INK

II COLBORNE

ST.

Cost
$12.50
Sells
- - - - 18.75
Will
more
than
double
your sales.

COMPANY

TORONTO.

MOORE

CANADA

PUSH

PIN

CO.

113 Berkley St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
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THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC
will always hold first place as an Edition
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.
It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent, to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada

copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your
employ.store than any other medium you could

Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian

Factory and Offices

9-11-13 Davenport Road

of

at

Toronto
Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

McKINLEY

MUSIC CO.

The Largest "Exclusively
Sheet Music House"
in the World

%mn£>

CHICAGO:
NEW

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK

CITY:

145 W. 45th STREET

Fine Inks and Adhesives
FOR THOSE

WHO

KNOW

"A.A." FOUNTAIN
PENS
profit.

A source of constant

There's an "A. A." Pen to suit the most fastidious customer.
The ease and convenience with which they can be filled —
the satisfaction which they render — the guarantee under
which they are sold — and the margin of profit to dealers
are some of the reasons why you should carry this

Profitable "A.A." Line.

Write to your local jobber or to us for price*, catalogue
and trade discounts
on this profitable
line.

MODERN

PEN COMPANY

170 Broadway

New York City

Higgins'

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid
Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

Are the finest and best Inks and Adhesives
These manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
ing to. to pay for it. They are worth caterwilling

CHAS.

M. HIGGINS

Branches :
Chicago.
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London

& CO.,
Mfrs.
271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN.

N.Y.

1J00KSELLER

AND

STATIONER

PIONEER

SERIES

All British Postcards
EVERY

ONE

A SURE

SELLER

250 different new Birthday Greeting Series
72
"
"
"
Personal Series
36
"
" Greeting Verse Series
72
" Christmas Greeting Series
36
" New Year Greeting Series
All beautifully printed in litho., three-color
and sepia tones, with good verses and greetings. From $12.50 to $17.50 per 1,000
F.O.B., London. Special terms to large
buyers, shippers and wholesalers. Sample
orders direct, or through your usual London
shippers.
Send for a sample collection to any value,
cash with order.

SUMMIT

SERIES ALL BRITISH

Christmas and New Year leaflets. Celluloid
jeweled cards a specialty. New samples
ready by June.

JOHN THRIDGOULD
Fine Art

& CO.

Publishers

14 to 22 Sidney St. Commercial
LONDON, ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED

TECHNICAL BOOKS

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books
Writing Pads
School Stationery
Main Office

and Factory:

ALBERT

list mailed with pleasure

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
::

Limited

Makers of

Canadians in England are buying them.
MARSHALL

YEARS

(Stationers)

We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

PERCIVAL

SO

William Sinclair & Sons

which please everybody

Complete

OVER

Road,

Otley,

& CO.

WORKS
Yorks,

England

LONDON:— 22. Ivy Lane. Paternoster Row. E.C. 4

ENGLAND
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GBZEDUNEN

Tr^dz

DieWiping Paper
A New
Development

rA&rk Reg.

HANDY OFFICE PUNCHES
For

Punching

Holes

and

Fastening

Papers

Wiping
In DiePaper

Perfected after fifteen
years' experience in the
manufacture of paper for this particular purpose
ruDDlDg
Combining
Every Requisite
1st Greatest tensile strength.
Will not break while
tbe tackiest of gloss inks.
2nd Its smooth surface enables it to work on picture unci hairline work of the finest quality, as well as general script mid
block lettering.
3rd Being made of a specially prepared pulp, it has a soft texture that positively will not wear the dies.
4lh Rolls are hard wound and absolutely free from lint.
SEND

TRIAL ORDER.
Unprecedented Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Returnable at Our Expense.

Easy to Handle as a Pair of Scissors
Double
Bole Binder Punch is only one rna<lo punching two
laid (^-1G in. and Vi in.) holes for loose leaf hinder sheets.

stun

Eyelet

Punch
punches and Fastens heavj or li^-iit thicknesses
of
with neat, maroon, easy-squeeze eyelets; permanent fastening.
.1 instantly removable with same punch,
("utter Punch
pierces heavy
thicknesses
of paper for Prong
Fas-

Paper Manufacturers Calnc.
PHILADELPHIAPENNA.
526-528STREET CHERRY

Deep
throats,
Factory sealed

FACTORY & RR.SIOING
13™ & NOBIESTS.

CUtter

punches.

1mm handles, easy leverage.
Retail for $2 each is
packages.
Supply
of Fasteners go with eyelet and
Dealers!

Stationery

INDEX
A
Artists'
Supply
American
Lead

Co
Pencil

Co

56
8

B
Bagster
Baker. Chas.
W
B.B.B.
Co
Bemister. H. A
Binney & Smith Co
Boorum
& Pease
Bowater & Co., Ltd
British Drawing
Ink &
Briggs.
Wm
Buntin, Gillies & Co

Adhesive

20
50
20
20
4
8
85
Mfg. Co. 28
13, 58
Back cover

C
Cairns.
Bernard
Cane & Sons, Limited, Wm
Caribonum
Co., Ltd
Carmichael
& Co., Ltd.. Peter
Carter's Ink Co
Castle Pub. Co
Climax
Baler Co
Copp.
Clark
Co., Ltd
Coombs,
R. A
Cooper, S. P
Collins,
Wm
Coutts.
W.
E
Crippen,
E. A
Cushman
& Denison Mfg. Co

56
26
54
22
4
56
56
24,25,58
5i
55
23
16
54
53

D
Davis Novelty Co
Dawson, Ltd., W. V
Dent
& Sons, J. M
Dexter & Sons, Inc., C. H
Dominion
Blank
Book Co

56
1
15
54
6

E
Eaton, Crane & Pike Co
15
Eaton-Dikeman
Co
51
Elbe File & Binder Co
57
Esterbrook Pen Manfg. Co. ..Inside front coveF
Karrell
& Hosinger
Farrington, Jno. W

Co

53
55

Write for Big Offer.

RIVET-0 MFG. CO. - Dept. B - ORANGE, MASS
Specialties Developed

and

TO ADVERTISERS

Financial
Post
of Canada
Fulton
Specialty
Co

53

Musson
Myers,

Book
Co
Fred J., Mfg.

57
58
7

National
National

H
Heath
& Sons, John*
Henry
Co., Ltd.. Geo. M
Higgins
& Co., Chas.
M
Hinks.
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S T ATIONEB

The best typewriter supplies for
every up-to-date office

niTYOL

"M. & V."

TYPEWRITER1

i.CARBON i

Reliable Typewriter Ribbon and Carbon
are as necessary to the efficient office force
as the typewriter itself or the telephone.
"M. & V." Typewriter Supplies are preeminent because of their all-round excellence. Particular people prefer them.

IIOCC.

Our slogan is, "The write from our ribbons
and the copies from our carbons are seen
the world over. We fill every requirement.

«.Jl. U. i~A-

~J>MX2r\ V^^

We meet every condition."
B ranches:

Mittag & Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and

Park

NEW YORK, N.Y., 261 Broadway.
CHICAGO,
ILL., 205 West Monroe Street.
LONDON, 7 and 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

Factory

Ridge, N.J., U.S.A.

Agencies in every part of tin tuorld ; in tvtiy ctt) of prominent

Samples of TERRY
lines to
be seen in Canada.
OUR

TERRY'S
"AVECTA"
(Pat.
and Regd.)
PEN,
RULE, or
PENCIL CLIP
A good selling line. It appeals to every user of pen,
rule, or pencil, as it prevents
loss through falling out of
pocket. Clips edge of pocket,
clasps article securely, yet
lightly, that it may be easily
put in and taken out.
649. 4 /-

per

dozen

650. 8/"
Plated and carded.
Retail

Mr. Ernest Clarke is now on a business trip through the
Dominion, and he plans to visit every city of note.
The
date of his visit will be given and where he may be seen,
through the local press.
Every trader interested in British novelties may see as fine a range — British
to the base — as ever produced, should arrange for an interview. Our range
and workmanship will be convincing proof that we know popular taste — and
how to meet it. Meantime, if you are off the beaten track, we would invite
you to write direct for list and samples.

HERBERT

TERRY

The Spring

REDDITCH,
ENGLAND
Established 1855

F.O.R. Redditch
Flexible STEEL Wristlet Watch Spring
(Registered design
660,205). Easy, neat
and comfortable wearing. Specially designed clips.
Plated

1/- each.

& SONS, LTD.

and Presswork Specialists

"L€V€R

TERRYS

m

«5P-

LETTERGLIP

Holds
Papers
like I
Jor'OjjiCe
or Pocket*
a Bookbinding

808.
The clip has a
strong,
easily operated grip, which
holds
letters and
papers compact and
secure.
For pocket
use, arms lay fiat on =
papers; arm for may office,
lever
be
used

to hang package from a nail.
Small
size, bronzed,

3d.; plated, 5d. each.
Large size, bronzed,
5d.; plated, 7d. each.

Retail

F.O.R.

Redditch

[J 0-0 K S E-L L E H

AND

HAMILTON

S T A TIO

N E R

CANADA

EXAMINATION
SUPPLIES
Foolscap in sheets and tablets, Examination Books, Graphical
Solution Paper, Etc., will be required in large quantities for the
coming School Examinations.
In submitting samples to your
School

Board, see that they comprise the following standard

qualities-

IvorLawrence
y
St.
St. Clair
Rideau
Trent
Samples and prices mailed on request.

How About Picnic Goods
Paprus Plates
Lily Paper Cups
Waxed Paper
Crepe Napkins
Crepe Tablecloths
Lace Paper Doilies

HAMILTON

June Weddings are near
at hand
Look up your needs
in Wedding Cake
Boxes and Wrappers.
Confetti in tubes.

CANADA

Ill v§
AND

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four
years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

One of the many cover designs 1or our
new Scribbling books — your line for school
opening will not be complete without them.

WARWICK

BROS. & RUTTER.
TORONTO

LTD.,

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

JUNE,

1919

No. 6

BOOKSELL

E R

A X I")

S T A T ION E R

-A.
RECORDS
CITY

Hi

¥

fft't^v^- * »
^^

Afosf Large Industrial Establishments, Banks,
Schools,
Etc., Buy
Pens
in Quantity

jFl'r

; :l

ESTERBROOK PENS
are more used than any other writing unit.
Your opportunity for Quick Turnover and good
profits in the sale of pens leads to the cultivation

^

of this large trade. You can order a special assortment for each large user and deliver the goods
without unpacking.
You can guarantee prompt delivery of any style.
You can offer a thoroughly comprehensive assortment— a pen for every purpose — a pen for every
hand.

ESTERBROOK

PENS

for big business — through quick turnover. Write
to-day for catalog and full information.

The

Esterbrook

Pen

Manufacturing

Co.

18-70 Cooper Street, Camden, N.J.
Canadian Agent:

The Brown Brothers Limited
Toronto, Canada
BOOKSELLER AND STATJONEK. June 5th, 1919. Volume XXXV. Published every month. Yearly subscription price. $1.00. Entered as secondclass matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Ruffalo. under the Act of March 3rd, 1879 Entered as second-class matter at the Post Officr Department,
Ottawa.
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They Sell Themselves
Bring Goodall's Playing Cards before
aeasy.
customer's notice and the sale is
Added to the many striking designs in
the series, which attract the attention
of the most casual observer,

GOODALL'S PLAYING CARDS
are finished in a smooth, clean-cut way
that makes shuffling a pleasure.
The wearing qualities of Goodall's is
unsurpassed — one pack will outlast
three of any other make.
"Goodall's" mean
tion.

customer

satisfac-

Representative

AUBREY

O. HURST,

32 Front st w., Toronto

Samples of TERR 1 lines to
be seen in Canada.
TERRY'S
"AVECTA"
(Pat.
and Regd.) PEN, RULE, or
PENCIL CLIP
A good selling line. It appeals to every user of pen,
rule, or pencil, as it prevents
loss through falling out of
pocket. Clips edge of pocket,
clasps article securely, yet
lightly, that it may be easily
put in and taken out.
649. 4/- per dozen
650.
Plated8/-and " carded.

OUR Mr. Ernest Clarke is now on a business trip through the
Dominion, and he plans to visit every city of note.
The
date of his visit will be given and where he may be seen,
through the local press.
Every trader interested in British novelties may see as fine a range — British
to the base — as ever produced, should arrange for an interview Our range
and workmanship will be convincing proof that we know popular taste — and
how to meet it. Meantime, if you are off the beaten track, we would invite
you to write direct for list and samples.

HERBERT
REDDITCH,
ENGLAND
Established 1855

Retail F.O.R. Redditch
Flexible STEEL Wristlet Watch Spring
(Registered design
660,205). Easy, neat
and comfortable wearing. Specially designed clips.
Plated 1/- each.

TERRY

& SONS, LTD.

The Spring and Presswork Special's ts

"L€V€R

TERRYS

CRIP?

LETTERCLIPl
Jor Office
op Pockef
Holds
Papers
like. I
a bookbinding

808. The clip has a
strong, easily operated grip, which
holds
letters and
papers
compact
and
secure.
For pocket_
use, arms lay fiat on=
papers; arm for may office,
lever
be
used to hang package from a nail.
Small size, bronzed,
3d.; plated, 5d. each.
Large size, bronzed,
5d.; plated, 7d. each.
Retail F.O.R. Redditch
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AR Away
Fields Look
Green

Gold Medal Crayons

LlTTLt
fOLKS

Musson's Auto Road Maps
will guide you to those
attractive places without
worry or trouble or loss of
time.

THREE STICKS

CHALK
CRAYON

THREE KINDS:
Western Ontario Road Guide
Eastern Ontario Road Guide
York County Road Guide

"SPECTRA"
PASTEL

CRAYON

Retail Price 25

EIGHT COLORS
MAO*

BV

Binney& Smith

Co.

. NawYork
London - Paris - Hamburg

^y

cen*s

each

Every auto driver is a prospective
buyer — Think of the opportunity for
quick sales!
Place To-day
Your Order

Books on the Automobile
Brookes' Automobile Handbook
By Brookes and Manly
Automobile Starting and Lighting
By Manly
Automobile Ignition
By Manly
The
Ford
Motor
Car and Truck
Attachments
By Manly

Samples

Cheerfully Furnished

Binney & Smith Co.

1

81 Fulton Street

New York

$2.00
$1.50
and

$2.00
Tractor

Cloth, $1.00
Leather
1.50
Automobile Catechism and Repair Manual
By Swingle and Tarantous
$1.25
Homans' Automobile Handbook
By J. E. Homans
$1.25
How to Operate a Motor Car
By A. Hyatt Verrill
$1.00
Storage Batteries, Stationary and Portable
By Niblett
50c

THE MUSSON
PUBLISHERS

BOOK CO., LIMITED

------

TORONTO

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER
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WATERSTON'S
TRAD

BRAND

'BEE"
MARK

SEALING
Paste This in Your
Straw Hat
Established
1752

Our organization is now working very hard on our new line
of Valentines, St. Patrick Day
and Easter Cards.

"Banker's
1

Q

•

19

opecie
is the banker's favorite
quality. It is a thoroughly reliable wax, possessing abrilliancy of colour,
combined with the greatest adhesiveness, and has
the additional advantage of
being sold at a moderate

We know you will expect something extra good and we are out
to more than equal your expectations.
We will be ready in a few weeks
and want to be sure that all
buyers in Canada see what we
have to offer before ordering.
Made in Canada at prices that
save you the duty.

price.

WWmeting;

iISEE IE53
pSMSB
MCjon London -E-c•^j>,RRIST0NEDINBU
R0Ag.

a St^ Bride

StreetLudgate

Circus

■

mm
..-tST-.

xjx

William EXoutts
455 King Street West

Toronto

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

next door neighbor's business had grown 10,000 per cent, in
I F30 your
years, you would think there was some good reason for it, wouldn't
you r

Thirty years ago we had six employees.
To-day we have 600 and a plant 1 )0 times as big.
We think this measures:
Our ability to manufacture fins stationery.
Our ability to give service.
Our ability to make friends.
Try us and see if this is not so.

WHITE
Established

& WYCKOFF

MFG. CO.

Makers of Fine Stationery
1889
Holyoke, Massachusetts,
NEW YORK, 4th Avenue
CHICAGO, Republic BIdg.
Canadian Selling Agents:
(Exclusive of the Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland)

THE A. R. MacDOUGALL
mmmmmmmmmimmmi^mm ^

& CO., LTD., TORONTO,

U.S.A.

CANADA

wmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt^mmmmmtmmmmmmmmmrm

"My Fi
»*

inances

is nee

demand, therefore, exists and you have only to put it in
stock and display it.
It is a valuable book for every man with a reasonable
income; not particularly for the wealth v man. Many
men are careless about keeping a record of their personal
affairs. "My Finances" makes it easy to do so. A few
figures and a few words of explanation in spaces provided
for the purpose — that's all.

dedis an established, steady selling stock
item in most good stationery stores — and profitable to sell.
Made in two sizes. The second one was published to
meet many requests for wider columns and more writing

es

^Financ

space.

Size 6% x 3%— No. 308 J.F
Size &Vz x 5'/2— No. 311 J.F

$2.75
3.50

Covers of "My Finances" are the Trussell one-piece style;
all leather, no lining, Levant grain outside and fine grain
inside.
These covers are handsome and long-lasting.
Send

A.

H.. MacDoUgall

&
468

CyO., Ltd.
King St.

for descriptive

matter

and

dealers'

discounts.

Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland
West, Toronto

BOOKSELLER

Let Eversharp

Boost Your Profits
You can'thelp but make
money— lots of it— with
Eversharp. Always
sharp— never sharpened, beautiful from
crown to point, and
always ready for smooth
easy writing, Eversharp
is the selling sensation
of the pencil world.
Carries 18 inches of lead
up its sleeve— a quarter
million words— enough
for many months of
perfect-pointed writing.

¥

¥

Fine Leads
Eversharp Leads, specially made for Eversharp Pencils, have a
firmness, fineness and
smoothness all their
own. Thirty-five cents
replenishes the supply
—enough for another
quarter million words
— sharp, economical
writing always; and you
make that sale, too.
Eversharp Leads are as
popular as Eversharp
Pencils, and there is a
steady, mandyear-'
for them.round de-

The symbol of
perfect writing
— the mark of
Eversharp
Pencil andTempoint
Pen.

Made and Guaranteed by

THE

WAHL

COMPANY

1800 Roscoe Street, Chicago, Illinois

Send today for Catalog and Interesting Literature to
nearest Canadian representatives :
Rowland & Campbell Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Consolidated Optical Co.
Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario

EVERSHARP

ALWAYS
Right-Hand

SHARP— NEVER

SHARPENED

Mate to the famous Tetnpoint Pen

AND

STATIONER

From MORGAN & SCOTT'S List
ISOBEL'S
WINNOWING.
A new volume
in Morgan
& Scott's

"Stones
of High
Purpose."
By A. D. STEWART, author of "Heather and
Peat," etc. Cloth Boards, 6s. net.
A narrative enforcing many truths of the deepest spiritual
import. Isobel Cunningham was a sorely-afflicted child of
God : but her fortitude in suffering, her practical sympathy
with those in need, her wise counsel to the perplexed, and
her implicit confidence in God, move the reader to admiration
and determination to follow in her steps. Her experiences as
here recorded are well calculated to strengthen one's faith,
and lead one into closer "fellowship with the Father and with
His Son Jesus Christ."
Other stories in the series are as follows:
UNDER COLIGNY'S BANNER.
By ALBERT
LEE, F.R.G.S.
TERRIE'S
6s. net. MOORLAND
DUDLEY
AMY

HOME.

A storv of Huguenot France.
6s. net.
By

NAPIER'S
LE
FEUVRE. DAUGHTERS.
4s. 6d. net.

AMY
A story

LE

FEUVRE.

for girls.

By

AT

HIS COUNTRY'S
CALL.
A Tale of the Great War.
By ALBERT
LEE. F.R.G.S.
6s. net.
DAWN
OF HOPE.
A Tale of the Days of St. Paul.
By MORICE GERARD.
4s. 6d. net.
THE CALL OF THE NIGHT RIDER.
A Story of the Days
of William
Tyndale.
By ALBERT
LEE. F.R.G.S.
4s.
6d. net.

THE

JOHN W. STEVENSON.
One of Christ's Stalwarts.
By MARSHALL
BROOMHALL.
M.A.
With Foreword
by Rev. Nelson
Bitton.
Secretary, London Missionary Society ; also Portraits and
Illustrations.
Cloth Boards, 2s. 6d. net.
" 'John Whiteford Stevenson,' of the China Inland Mission,
was a true Greatheart,
one of God's good men.
His valor
was that of the consecrated soul which dares to put God to
the test, and in unwavering faith 'attempt great things for
Him.'
He was one of the 'pathfinders' of the Kingdom, as
ready for adventure in a holy cause as any of the missionary
pioneers whose record and message awakened the enthusiasm
of his youth.
So long as the records remain of those who
blazed the trail for the Gospel message in China the name of
J. W. Stevenson
will be honored
and will live." — Extract
from "Foreword."

UNFOLDINGS IN ROMANS.

A Simple Exposition of Chapters I. -VIII.
By ROBERT
THOMSON.
With
Introductory
Note
by Pastor
W.
Graham
Scroggie.
Cloth Boards, 3s. net.
"No book in the Bible deserves more careful study than
'Romans' ; and no book will better repay those who will explore it. The contribution
of my friend,
Mr. Thomson,
treats only of the first of the three parts of the Epistle ; but
it presents, as I know, the gleanings of many years of devout study of the Epistle, and I very heartily commend these
pages, especially to young believers.
The word studies are
valuable in themselves,
and also indicate a method
in the
study of the book." — Extract from Introductory Note.

THE BIBLE AND THE KINGDOM.

By C. L. PARKER. M.A. Late Chaplain and Fellow
of University College, Oxford. Cloth Boards, 2s. 6d.
"Few Christians read the Bible habitually ; still fewer
understand it. This book is an endeavor to lead them lo
more constant and intelligent use of the Word of God. The
only question to be asked is whether it is true or not. Is it
taken from the Bible, or only a theory imposed on that
Book ? If it is really in harmony with God's Word, then it
speaks with authority, and should lead us to study that Word
at first hand. The book itself matters nothing ; the Bible
matters everything. . . . The sole merit of the book is
belief that God has spoken. May it lead others to listen
to
His words
with
greater insight and understanding." —
Extract
from
Preface.

SACRED SONGS AND SOLOS.
("SANKEY'S
HYMNS")
The war additions of 50<r on the Words Only Editions and
40' i on the Music Editions have been entirely abolished, thus
effecting a considerable
REDUCTION
IN PRICE.
A free specimen
copy of the Book of Words with list will
be forwarded
on application.

MORGAN
12 PATERNOSTER

& SCOTT

LTD.

BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.C. 4
Agent in Canada :

HECTOR

PRENTER, - 33 Richmond St. W., Toronto
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BOOKS
Already

in Second

OF NOTE
Printing

TWEEDIE, THE STORY OF A TRUE HEART
By I SLA MA Y MULLINS

tahuetpho°prul°afr BLOSSOM

SHOP

FOUR

SERIES
VOLUMES

In this new volume Mrs. Mullins has given us a highly pleasing romance of the
South. The heroine is a fresh, wholesome, inspiring character — an optimist
thru and thru — and her story will appeal to hosts of readers. Illustrated, $1.50.

PUBLISHED

JUST
RECONSTRUCTING AMERICA :
OUR NEXT BIG JOB

SMILES, A ROSE OF THE
CUMBERLANDS

Edited by Edwin Witdman

By Eliot H. Robinson

The very latest and best book on the vital subject of
the hour--Reconst ruct ion

Author of "Man

The contributors include Wilson, Taft,
McAdoo, Schwab, Gompers, Hughes, Kahn,
and others of the country's biggest thinkers
and constructive industrial giants.
Illustrated,
PUBLISHED
BY

$3.00

THE

PAGE

Proposes," Etc.

A bewitching heroine — a strong plot — with
the romantic Cumberlands as the background— all the ingredients of a best seller,
skilfully handled by a master novelist.
Illustrated, $1.50

COMPANY

53 BEACON ST.
BOSTON

Get the September School Opening
Business with the Dawson Lines
Dawson's school requisites are the
well-made, well-wearing kind that
please both the little people and
the parents. The Dawson products

are widely known in Canada for
their reliability and attractive

prices.
Let us quote you on
Exercise
Drawing

Books,

Scribblers, Practice Books, Stiff Covered
Quarto Books, American
Cloth Covered Exercise Books and Note Books
Paper, Drawing
Pads, Foolscap Paper, Examination
Paper and Pads

^DiMEsdtv
Montreal

L/IMI/TBD

Toronto

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Books of the Month
"Blood and Sand" by the

Author of The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse - - $1.90

"Kings
Bo wen

at Arms"

by Marjorie
1.75

"Standard" the
World Over

"The Life of Sir Wilfrid Laurier

Dealers find it pays to handle the

"The Garden of Survival'5

"Standard" line, which embodies
all the latest time-saving ideas and
is a recognized line for high
quality and reliability.

"Standard" Blank Books
and
Loose Leaf Devices
are absolutely unbeatable for masterful workmanship.
Build up your reputation on the
"Standard" line which has recognition everywhere.
Our products are sold through the
medium of dealer only, no consumer isbig enough to buy from
Boorum & Pease Co. Send for
the B & P catalog. It is a safe
channel to more business.

BOORUM
LOOSE
HUDSON

&

LEAF
AVE. AND

PEASE
BOOK
FRONT

BROOKLYN,

CO.
ST.

N.Y.

Salesrooms :
109-111 Leonard St.
New York

Republic Building
Chicago, 111.

Old South Building
Boston, Mass.

4000 Laclede Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

by Peter McArthur

-

-

by Algernon Blackwood -

- 1.00
- 1.25

"Two Banks of the Seine"
by Fernand Vanderem

-

- 1.90

Tarza- n"
s Tales
Judge
by Rice
Burroughs-of 1.50
J. M. Dent & Sons, Limited
25-27 Melinda St.

TORONTO

LETTERING AND.
DRAWING PEN
These pens are better and more rapid
than the brush and overcome many of
the disadvantages of the brush and other
mediums for lettering and drawing.
They produce uniform, sharp, even lines
and carry enough ink to "cover" on long
strokes.
Supplied
one dozen in a box — any
style, or one dozen assorted — $1.00.
There is never any shortage of supply.
A special booklet on the
practical use of these pens will
be mailed to any one upon
request.

THE ESTERBROOK

PEN MANUFACTURING

CO.

18-70 Cooper Street
Canadian Agen ts:Camden, New Jersey

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto, Canada

The#2 disc point
pen is for rounded
terminals of lines^

EshrbrookPens

BOOKSELLER

BAGSTER
BAGSTER

AND

BIBLES

Teacher Bibles

Good Clear Type.
BAGSTER

Daily Light on the

Daily Path.

Large Type, Small and Gem.
BAGSTER Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.
At all Booksellers.

Lists free by Post.

STATIONER

TECHNICAL

which please everybody
We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks • which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.
Canadians in England are buying them.
Complete

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row
LONDON,

PERCIVAL

BRITISH

Drawing

Inks

MARSHALL

IN

19

COLORS

& CO.
ENGLAND

William Sinclair & Sons
Limited

(Stationers)

Made

Makers of

All
in
Sizes

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books

FOR

Draughtsmen
Engineers
Architects
Artists
Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,
Naval and
Military

Writing Pads
School Stationery
Main Office

and Factory:

ALBERT
Otley,

The

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.
31 Great Ormond

list mailed with pleasure

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
::
::

ENGLAND

MANUFACTURED

BOOKS

Street

LONDON,

W.C.I.

WORKS
Yorks,

England

LONDON:— 22, Ivy Lane. Paternotter Row. E.C. 4
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AND
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The "CARMIC

MADE
JJ BRITISH

TWO machines in ONE.
ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC"
within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
4.
The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour.
NO change
of box is necessary.
5. All classes of paper can be folded.
6. day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per
9.
Does not require special skill to operate.
Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
Best material and workmanship
throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with all
machines.
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTAALE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

and particulars of range (largest and ' smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power and Hand)
Prices and

PETER

full particulars to be obtained

CARMICHAEL

from

the makers.

& CO., Limited

4 Car Street, Limehouse
LONDON, E. 14
ENGLAND

3 Popular Selling Pens
They are popular because they represent the standard of
efficiency in writing instruments. They are made throughout
of the finest material, in our own factories, by British labor,
and are the result of over thirty years' experience in pen
manufacture.

'"' THE THING

JEWEL"
No. 100 Safety Fountain Pen
Best quality 14k gold, iridium-tipped nib, can be carried

THE
FINEST

JUST

in any position without leaking.

STYLOGRAPH
OBTAINABLE

All makes

of Fountain12<6
Pens and

FOR RED
Stylographs repaired

THE

THE

INK-STYLOGRAPH

"RECORDER"
Gold and Platinum Point

JEWEL

Gold Spring Needle
Best Quality Chased Holder

10<6
i

PEN CO. LTD.

SOLE MAKERS AND PATENTEES
76 NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.I
Sole Agents for Australasia : Wilkinson, Becle & Tindley Pty. Ltd.,
114-120 Flinders St., Melbourne,
and at Sydney, Adelaide and Auckland.
_

RED GIANT"

Highly Durable
Point and Needle
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PIONEER SERIES

To Booksellers

All British Postcards
EVERY

ONE

A SURE

SELLER

250 different new Birthday Greeting Series
72
"
Personal Series
36
" Greeting Verse Series
72
" Christmas Greeting Series
36
"
" New Year Greeting Series
All beautifully printed in litho., three-color
and sepia tones, with good verses and greetings. From $12.50 to $17.50 per 1,000
F.O.B., London. Special terms to large
buyers, shippers and wholesalers. Sample
orders direct, or through your usual London
shippers.
Send for a sample collection to any value,
cash with order.

Have you prepared for the
demands for English books
and magazines which will
be made by your troops upon their return home? We
are ready to supply you on
very favorable terms. Write
to our Export Department.
It will pay you to do so.

SUMMIT SERIES ALL BRITISH
Christmas and New Year leaflets, Celluloid
jeweled cards a specialty. New samples
ready by June.

W. H. Smith & Son

JOHN THRIDGOULD & CO.

186 Strand,

Fine Art Publishers

14 to 22 Sidney St., Commercial
LONDON, ENGLAND
ESTABLISHED

OVER

SO

Road,

LONDON

Fine Inks and Adhesives
WHO

FOR THOSE

-

-

ENGLAND

YEARS

GAZED LLW

KNOW

DicWipin^ Paper
A New
Development

Wiping:
In DiePaper

Perfected after fifteen years' experience in the
manufacture of paper for this particular purpose

Higgi ns
Are

Combining Every Requisite
1st Greatest tensile strength.
Will not break while running
the tackiest of gloss inks.
2nd Its smooth surface enables it to work on picture :ind Nairline work of the finest quality, as well as general script and
block lettering.
3rd Being made of a specially prepared pulp, it has a soft tenure that positively will not wear the dies.
4th Rolls are bard wound and absolutely free from lint.

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

the finest and best Inks and

SEND TRIAL ORDER.
Unprecedented Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Returnable at Our Expense.

Adhesives

These manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
willing to pay for it. They are worth catering to.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS
Branches :
Chicago. London

Paper Manufacturers GUnc.
PHILADELPHIAPENNA

& CO., Mfrs.
271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN. N.Y.
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SUMMER
BOOK
SALES
YOU can sell more books in July and August if you make up your
mind to do it.
To help you, we offer you our

Summer

Reading Catalogue

The only firm name on this catalogue will be your own, imprinted on
the front cover. All the best books for summer selling will be listed
with alphabetical classifications under different headings. Remember,
this will be your own individual book catalogue. Every live bookseller needs this service. Fill out and mail this order: —
SUMMER

READING

CATALOGUE

Date
Bookseller and Stationer,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.
Enter our order for
copies of the
Summer Reading Catalogue (16 pages or over) as in July, 1919, issue of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, with our imprint on title page and all names of publishers
omitted from the advertisements appearing in the catalogue. Price, $2.50 per 100
copies.
For 50c per
be printed

100 copies extra name and address will
on outside
cover.
If this is desired
put an X in this square.

n

Name
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AN AUTHOR
WHO HAS
ARRIVED

BAR.EE
• SON
OF
ICAZAN

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
Writer of tales that grip and thrill with the power and magic
and savagery of the Canadian Northland.
In James Oliver Curwood the book dealer has an asset which is increasing
in value with every title which his powerful pen adds to the list of his successes.
We have watched the growth of his popularity with interest, until he has arrived
where he ranks as one of the top-notchers of popular fiction, and we are now
ready to recommend him to the trade with the same enthusiasm as we have
recommended Zane Gray, Wm. MacLeod Raine, B. M. Bower, Gene StrattonPorter and Jack London.
His books, clean, powerful, romantic, haunting, filled with the sweep and
breath of the snowy wastes of the North, meet a demand which book readers of
to-day are exhibiting everywhere for books which present human loves and
lives and struggles against the tremendous background of Nature and the Outof-Doors.
And so we issue this invitation to every bookseller — to "climb aboard."
To inaugurate the Curwood campaign and give it impetus we have arranged
with the publication of the new title, BAREE, SON OF KAZAN, in June,
a window display, at once the most unique and the most attractive we have yet
sent out with any book. The artists have caught the spirit and the atmosphere
of the eight big books. This display goes with every order of ioo Curwood titles.

THE CURWOOD

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN
THE COURAGE OF CAPTAIN PLUM
THE HUNTED WOMAN
THE FLOWER OF THE NORTH

"EIGHT"

KAZAN
THE DANGER TRAIL
THE GRIZZLY KING
ISOBEL

GROSSET & DUNLAP, publisher* NEW YORK
Write for lists and prices to

GEORGE

J. McLEOD
266 KING

STREET

WEST

Canadian Representatives
12
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Stores using a complete N. C. R. System
can give the public good service
r

1

Without a cash register
Keeping
store isrecords by hand
as
out of date as traveling by stage or
fighting with bows
and arrows.

With a modern National
The most progressive stores all over
the world are using
and endorsing

a customer goes into a store and sees
WHEN
an up-to-date National Cash Register on
the counter, he knows at once that he is going
to get quick, accurate service.
If the proprietor of that store is asked why he
uses a National Cash Register he will reply that
it is a labor-saving device that helps him just the
same as labor-saving machinery helps the manufacturer, railroad man, farmer, and mechanic.
When a customer makes a purchase in a store
using an up-to-date National, he can not help
but notice how quickly the clerks hand out parcel

National
Registers.

Machine-made records
National Cash Register records are
printedrate.and
accuThey protect
merchant, clerk,
and customer.

to notice the good
able to offer; the acfigures; the freedom
of errors.

o*-uoo
nun ua «w

Harley & McMthoO
Jmu-i*

001i 11
GanaraJ *1n0 iln
Tab) <«-* the** 0» iwl

—-•—■»

fjfl

» * tMM

An up-to-date
N. C. R. System is
a powerful force in
training clerks to
be careful, accurate and quick.

N. C. R. quick service
Cashice is the
register
servfastest
i n th e wor Id. It
makes shopping
quick, pleasant,
and convenient.

A modern N. C. R. System is a business necessity because it
does so much to increase business and reduce expenses
The National Cash Register Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
Offices in all the principal cities of the world
13
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Careful, accurate clerks

and change. He notices how careful they are —
the smart, modern appearance of the store — the
good service and prompt attention that he gets.
Customers are also quick
values that such stores are
curate printed cash register
from disputes; the absence

Cash
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LOOSE-LEAF

COLUMNAR ACCOUNTING FORMS
SHEET SIZE 14 x 13.

2 COLUMNS TO 100 OR MORE
TAKES

CARE

OF ALL COLUMNAR

CALLS.

The binder is neat and attractive with sectional posts. The sheets are on a
high-grade ledger paper, clearly ruled, with every 5th line heavy for guides.
By use of Index Tabs one binder will take care of a number of different subjects.

ONE SIZE ONLY TO STOCK-- 18 RULINGS

With this assortment you can fill practically all columnar calls. The amount
of stock required is small — $100.00 will give you a complete stock of binders
and sheets with a Demonstration Outfit for your counter.

SOME

USES

CASH RECEIVED
CASH PAID
CASH JOURNAL (Synoptic)
GENERAL LEDGER
TRIAL BALANCE

MDSE. DISTRIBUTION
EXPENSE

AND

"
DEPA
SALESRTMENT
ETC., ETC., ETC.

for all General Accounting, Analysis, Recapitulation, Statistical or any other
purpose for which columnar sheets are used.

PRINTED HEADINGS.
By using these forms you can furnish SPECIAL sheets, by simply printing in
the headings, in small quantities at low prices.

SHOW

THIS TO YOUR ACCOUNTANT

NOW

Order a complete outfit at once as this is something you cannot afford to be
without.
Get your stock in. Full details on request.

St^£RnG

Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited

terlinR
LINE

U

Toronto, Ontario

539-543 King Street, West
14

's

Sluckett
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The World's Greatest
Human-Interest Story
-

The complete story

By far the most important book of the
Twentieth Century —
the tragic story of the
Rape of Belgium — the
heart of the war — a
book that will live forever, by a great diplomat and a distinguished author, the United
States Minister to Bel-

by the man whose
testimony is final —
the only American
whom the Germans
permitted to leave
Belgium with the
diaries he had kept
during the invasion
— the most valuable
literary work that has
grown out of the war.

gium.

BRAND

WHITLOCK'S

BELGIUM
die Siory of theHeaH of flieWar
THIS BOOK MULTIPLIES PROFIT
THE bookseller selling a set of this work is multiplying his profits five times as
compared with a single volume sale of a regular $1.50 book,
and this work is as easy to sell as a popular novel because it is the
STORY OF THE HEART OF THE WAR
As such every home is a genuine prospect for a sale.
Three large editions sold out before publication.
2 volumes, with portraits, 8vo. cloth, gilt tops, in a box, nearly 1,500 pages, price $7.50
net per set.

McClelland TORONTO
& Stewart, Limited
15
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Colonel John

Buchan

Col. John Buchan has been acting as Special Correspondent
at the Front, where he has done work of which the entire
Press is proud. His war copy has been free from highly
colored passages, and it was with calmness, dispassion, and
in pellucid English that lie recorded happenings.
His value
as a War Correspondent has been proved heyond question.
Ordinary journalism never claimed him and anonymous
fame had for him no attractions, though for some time he
acted as assistant editor of Tin Spt ctator, doing much brilliant
unsigned work.
Col. John Buchan ha,- had a variegated career — from a
literary point of view. Although little more than forty years
of age he was writing when his contemporaries included
Robert Louis Stevenson, Crockett, and Tan Maclaren. When
an undergraduate of Oxford he produced "Sir Quixote,"
which immediately sprang to success. The son of a minister
col. john buchan.
of the Gospel in Glasgow, and a man for whom his University
friends predicted a great future, he has not failed his prophet-.
Simultaneously with his work in the field, Colonel John Buchan has heen writing "Nelson*History of the War." "Thirty-Nine Step>,"' "Greenmantle," and, his latest hook, "Mr. Standfast"' i- announced for publication by Hodder& Stoughton, Limited, Toronto.
In this enthralling present-day romance. Dick Hannay, the hero of "Greenmantle" and
"The Thirty-Nine Steps," makes a welcome reappearance. The magic names of those brilliant
novels will kindle enthusiasm in all who have read them to renew acquaintance with this
daring adventurer. They will not he disappointed when they do so. The extraordinary,
yet not incredible, enterprises, the breathless escapes and dazzling audacities, through which
Hannay pursues or is pursued by the most dangerous spy in England, the secret working- of
the Hidden Hand in their countless ramifications, are set forth in this splendid story with
all Col. Buchan's masterly art, and are interwoven with a love-romance at once tender and
spirited. Our old friend- Rlenkiron and Peter Pienaar are literally to the front once more.
and the latter is the Mr. Standfast of the title. The hook is one of the strongest, most engrossing interest. No lover of great fiction can afford to miss a page of it. Col. Buchan has
beaten his own record in the thrilling, pulsating pages of "Mr. Standfast."

This Book

is manufactured

entirely in

Canada

Ord er

Mfi STANDFAST
ILLUSTRATED

The

JACKET

Great

IN COLOR

New

— PRICE $1.50

Novel

by

N BUCHAN
JOH
AUTHOR OF GREENMANTLE
now in its 93rd THOUSAND

HODDER

&

STOUGHTON

PUBLISHERS

LIMITED
TORONTO
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GOODS

A Regular Monthly Section
Featuring Toys, Dolls, Games,
Toy Books, Story Books and
Other Lines for the Children's
Trade

fTp HE special manner in which children's trade is being
-*■ featured in this number, to be continued in succeeding
issues, should have the effect of inducing the retailers to
similarly single out for special attention, as a distinct
branch of their business, all classes of children's goods that
fit in harmoniously with the book and stationery business.
This does not necessarily entail the placing of all children's
merchandise in one part of the store, although, of course,
if that could be done it would prove most beneficial to trade.
However, even with the stock arrangement continuing as
at present in these stores, there is no reason why children's
goods should not receive special treatment in the way of
window display and other methods of promoting business
by publicity. Thus, for instance, a very good composite
window might include children's books, toys, dolls, games,
children's sporting goods and children's papeteries along
with other items that will suggest themselves in the individual reader's mind.
This general idea is worthy of thoughtful
should ripen into action.

17
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Trade
Dolls

Specialt
ies
Games

Toy Books
Story Books
Sporting Goods
We make

high-class

"WILLIE

THIS IS A

Canadian Toy Works
LIMITED

Trois-Rivieres, Que.

REGULAR

WINKIE"
Series

WOODEN
TOYS,
DOLLS'
BEDS,
BARROWS,
PRAMS, etc.
Mail your requirements

Edinburgh

Toy

Factory

Limited

121-123 Fountainbridge
EDINBURGH,
SCOTLAND
Cablegram*:

ADVERTISEMENTS
IN SPACES

Toy Factory, Edinburgh

Dolls, Postcards
and Novelties
We

FEATURE.

manufacture

all

classes

of

postcards, dolls, Christmas booklets, etc. Write for samples and
prices.

The International Fine Art Co.,
LIMITED
Notre Dame West

-

Montreal

Children's Skis
Sleighs
Tables and Chairs
Shoo-Flys
Novelties in Wooden Toys a Specialty

2'/4 in. x 3 in.
COST
$5 A MONTH
ON YEARLY
CONTRACT.
SINGLE INSERTION

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
$7
PUBLICITY
AT
MINIMUM
COST
18
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Dolls, Toys, Xmas Novelties and
Whereto Buy Them
Our display includes :
The exquisite Madame Hendron's Dolls
which are a special feature. The remarkable
life-like propensities and artistic daintiness
of their dresses is a revelation.
The popular "Made in Canada" Dolls in new
style dresses of dainty, pleasing patterns
complete our doll display.
Most interesting is our toy display, which
includes popular Educational Toys, Chemcraft, which is most instructive. New and
interesting Games, Picture Books and Novelties are in large numbers.
Wheel Goods and Rocking Horses range in
all sizes.
Toy buyers, come

and see Toyland
in all its glory, in our
beautiful Sample Room.

Xmas catalogue issued Aug. 15th.

Wm.

Croft & Sons, Limited

436-438 Wellington St. West
TORONTO,
ONTARIO
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GILBERT

TOYS

"The Line for 1919 Is Immense"

ERECTOR

No. 1, retail Canada $1.50
No. 4, with motor, - $7.50
No. 7, - - - - $22.50

No. 2, $3.00
No. 5, $11.25
No. 8, $37.50

No. 3, $4.50
No. 6, $15.00

You can buy Toy Motors and Transformers for all s;ts.
THE

OTHER

LINES

ARE

Chemistry Sets
,
Tele Sets
Phono Sets
Wireless Sets
Electrical Sets
Mysto Magic
Puzzle Sets
Bulk Puzzles
Nurses' Outfits Submarines Machine Guns
Tanks
Flying Machines

GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE NEW TOYS

AIRKRAFT SETS
Retail $2.25, $4.50 and

$7.50

CARPENTER'S TOOL SETS
$2.50, $3.50, $5.00, $7.50, $10.00
and upwards

SOLDERING OUTFIT
$1.50 and $3.75

GILBERT'S
NEW WHEEL
See full page advertisement Saturday Evening Post,
Retail $9 and $15.
THIS

Watch

Makes Scooters, Racers, Dog Carts, Etc., Etc.

NEW

WHEEL

TOY

IS SELLING

our

$150,000.00

WRITE US FOR ILLUSTRATED
LIST, OR BETTER STILL SEND

LIKE

WILD-FIRE.

advertising
CATALOGUE AND
US YOUR ORDERS

this year.
PRICE
NOW.

The A. C. Gilbert-Menzies Company,
439

TOY

May 31st

King

Street West, Toronto
20
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IP €1

Balloons
Sell
All

n? si

la e

IPOT1

'Year
Round

o '

ft

M

n
Eagle Brand

Toy Balloons
Bring Repeat Business

I

Send at Once for Samples, Prices and Details
You can do a profitable, all year business in toy balloons and help your other
toy sales besides, if you show a full display of the Eagle line. Every child
wants a balloon; repeat sales come automatically — and there's good profit too.
We make every conceivable shape, kind and design.

taggj

THE

EAGLE

RUBBER

Ashland, Ohio,
la el

GO

U. S. A.

Largest Factory in the U. S. A. Making Toy Balloons Exclusively
05^^ IF

opo^Voo

oo-£3ooo

OO-&OOO

opog^oo
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Flags You Can Sell
Union Jacks,
Canadian,
French, Scotch,
Belgian and U.S.
The tendency to fly flags and still more flags is becoming more apparent every day.
This is but right — we have reason to celebrate. So fly the flag and encourage others
to do so.
Let the public know you can supply their flag requirements. Get our prices on flags in
the following sizes: 2 x 3, 4 x 6, 6 x 8, 8 x 12, 9 x 14, 12 x 16, 14 x 18, 17 x 24, 18 x 30
and 22 x 36. Cotton flags all on sticks.
Ask for our quantity order prices.

E, H. Harcourt Company, Limited
255 Wellington Street West, Toronto

BRADLEY QUALITY BOOKS for CHILDREN
TilS is a truly remarkable collection of "Stories to Tell" and will undoubtedly
remain in constant demand for many years.
The purchase of one book invariably
leads to orders for other volumes.
Each book is complete in itself, so there is no
bother about "broken sets."
These books on your counters mean a quick turnover on your investment with a liberal margin of profit. This is business you cannot afford to miss.
Order a liberal supply of the "BRADLEY QUALITY STORY BOOKS"
your order immediately to avoid the annoyance of delayed deliveries.
Beautifully illustrated wrappers.
TELL ME ANOTHER STORY
Carolyn Sherwin Bailey
$1.50
FOR THE CHILDREN'S
HOUR
Carolyn Sherwin Bailey and C. M. Lewis. . 1.50
STORIES CHILDREN NEED
Carolyn Sherwin Bailey
1.50
WORTH WHILE STORIES FOR EVERY DAY
Lawton B. Evans
1.50
FOR THE STORY TELLER
1.50
FIRELIGHT
STORIES
Carolyn Sherwin Bailey
1.00
ALL ABOUT JOHNNIE JONES
Carolyn Verhoeff
1.00

22

and place

MOTHER STORIES
Maud
Lindsay
MORE MOTHER STORIES
Maud Lindsay
STORIES OF GREAT ADVENTURE
ONCE UPON A TIME ANIMAL STORIES
Carolyn Sherwin Bailey
EVERYDAY STORIES
FABLES AND FOLK STORIES
HERO STORIES
THE MERMAID'S

MESSAGE

$1.00
1.00
1.25
75
75
75
75
75
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This Is Worth Looking Into

BOOKS

FOR

CHILDREN'S

TRADE

The Musson Line is Supreme!
First of all there are The Bubble Books— "The Books
That Sing." Each book contains between its covers
three Columbia Gramophone Records, which repeat over
and over again old nursery rhymes, such as "Tom, Tom
the Piper's Son," "Jack and Jill," and "Mary Had a
Little Lamb."
These little books with their unique combination of pictures in full color, stories in charming verse, and songs
you can really hear, have sung their way into the hearts
of the children.

Bubble Books
No. 1 contains: —
"Tom, Tom the Piper's Son."
"Jack and Jill."
"Mary Had a Little Lamb."
No. 2 contains: —
"Simple Simon."
"Little Bo-Peep."
"Old King Cole."
No. 3 contains: —
"Miss Jennia Jones."
"The Farmer in the Dell."
"Lazy Mary."
No. 4 contains: —
"The Three Little Kittens."
"The Three Little Piggies."
"The Three Blind Mice."
No. 5 contains: —
"Little Jack Horner."
"The Queen of Hearts."
"Good King Arthur."
No. 6 contains: —
"I had a Little Doggie."
"I Love a Little Pussy."
"Cock-a-doodle-doo."
Price, $1.25 per volume
Each volume
contains three
Columbia Gramophone Records.

STANDARD
JUVENILES

SANDMAN
TALES SERIES
By Abbie Phillips Walker

(Cloth Bound)
TOM

SAWYER.

Mark Twain.

HUCKLEBERRY
THE

YOUNG

KEN

WARD

THE

YOUNG

THE YOUNG
JOE'S BOYS.
LITTLE

FINN. Mark Twain.

LION HUNTER.
Zane Grey
IN THE

JUNGLE.
Zane Grey

FORESTER.
Zane Grey
PITCHER.

Zane Grey

Louisa M. Alcott.

WOMEN.

Louisa M. Alcott.

Price 75c. per volume

THE MUSSON

BOOK

The Sandman's Hour.
Sandman's Twilight Stories.
Sandman's Christmas Stories.

PUSS IN BOOTS
SERIES
By David Cory
(4 Titles— Illustrated— Cloth)
Adventures of Puss in Boots, Jr.
Second Adventures of Puss in Boots,
Jr.
Puss in Boots, Jr., in Fairyland.
Travels of Puss in Boots, Jr.

Price 50c. per volume

CO., LIMITED

PUBLISHERS
23

(5 Titles-Illustrated— Cloth)
Told by the Sandman.
Sandman Tales.

TORONTO
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I Games that sell well
OUIJA

We show you here a few of the many
popular games that are having a big
vogue everywhere. No aggressive
dealer should be without a supply
of these easy sellers. There is something here to suit everybody — the

The

Famous

Talking Board

This surpasses mind-reading or clairvoyance in its
marvellous results. Two persons resting their fingers
upon the table cause it to move about the board like
a living thing, giving intelligent answers to any questions asked. It has been thoroughly tested, and the
above facts demonstrated at the United States Patent
Office. The board is made of handsomely polished
wood, packed in cardboard box with lithographed
cover.
Large Ouija, size of board 13% x 22, $18.00 per doz.
Small Ouija, size of board 12
x 18, $10.80 per doz.

NATIONS
No. 2 Lithographed box label, box
4% in. x 3% in., 52 cards, lithographed fancy back. $2 per doz.
No. 1 Lithographed box label, lighter
quality of cards than No. 2. $1.20 per
doz.

CHECKER
No.

0

Leatherette

Folded,

BOARDS
size

10

AND
x

10

CHECKERS.

Per doz.

in

$0 80

No. 20
No. 30
No.
2

"
"
"'

"
"
"

"
"
"

12V4 x 12V2 in
14% x 14% in
12%
x book
12ya millin.,board
best

blank

No

"

"

"

14%

blank

"
"

"
"

"
"

16 x 16 '"■' extra thick board.
16 x 16 in., extra thick board
more elaborately bound . .

3

No.
No.

3'/2
1000/3

Ring
RinK

Checkers,
Checkers,

1%
1%

x book
14V2 mill
in., board
best

1 25
150
1 35
2 00

in. diameter
in. diameter

3 60
4 80
1 25
1 35

CRIBBAGE
BOARDS
No. 50 Flat
Board
(varished
wood)
No. 70 Flat
Board
(varnished
wood)
No. 2 Flat Board
( varnished
wood)
No. 5 Flat Board
(varnished
wood)
No. 110 Flat
Board,
Leatherette
No. 120 Flat
Board,
Leather
No. 130 Folding
Pocket
Board
(rexine)
No. 140 Folding
Pocket Board
( leather)
No. 150 Folding
Pocket
Board
(rexine)
No. 160 Folding Pocket Board
( leather)
No. 170 Cribbage
Box
(rexine).
Will hold pack
cards
No. 180 Cribbage Box
(leather).
Will hold pack cards
No. 190 Leather Pocket Folding Set, including
Pack
Cards
Stamp
Box,
each

Per doz.
$1 20
2 00
3 25
4 00
4 80
8 0©
6 00
8 00
7 25
9 00
10 00
15 00
and
2 25

The Canada Games
Sold by all
24
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throughout the year
r

youngsters as well as the grown-ups.
Show them in your windows and
upon your counter. Everybody in
town is a good prospect. And there's
a good big profit for you on every
sale.

LOST HEIR
x 3"
contai
2 box 32 4" cards
No. ns
fancy
lithographed
|rJv\V
backs.
Lithographed
box label,
$2.00 per
doz.
No. 1 lithographed
box
label,
lighter
quality
card
than
No. 2, $1.20 per doz.

GAME OF PARCHEESI AND LUDO
No. 3 — Size of box 18 in. x 9 in., size of board open
I71/2 x 171/2 in., lithographed board varnished,
in handsomely decorated box, with turned
wooden men, dice cups and dice. Per doz.,
$7.20.
No. 2 — Size of box 14*4 x 71/2 in.; size of board open
1414 x 141/4. $6.00 per doz.
No. 1 — Size of box 13 14 in. x 7 in.; size of board open
123^ in. x 12% in. $3.60 per doz.
Prices subject to change without notice.

AUTHORS
No. 3 — Box 4 in. x 3 in. Contains 54 cards, fancy
lithographed backs, lithographed box label.
$2.00 per doz.
No. 2 — Lithographed box label, lighter quality of
cards than No. 3. $1.20 per doz.

').£. V\

OTHER

GAMES

1 5c Castaway
Games —
Old Maid
Snap No.
Dr. Busby

No.
2
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MANUFACTURE

Per doz.
$6 60
3 60
2 00
2 00
2 00
3 60
3 60
1 50
caLled Snakes and Ladders) 3 60
1
1
1
1

2

House
10cGolden
Games Locks,
—
Killer. Peter Coddles
Old Maid
No. 1

Co., Toronto, Canada
Jobbers

WE

Halma,
No.
2
Halma
No.
1
Old Maid,
No. 3
Peter
Coddles
No.
2
Snap
No.' 3
Donkey
Party
Tiddly
Winks
No. 2
Tiddly
Winks
No.
1
Ups and Downs (sometimes

that Jack
Built,
No. 1, Snap
No.

Jack
the
1, Authors

20
20
20
20

Giant
No. 1,
0 75

15 00 K SELLER

The American
Montreal

AND

STATIONER

News

Company, Limited
St. John
Halifax

Ottawa

Comics Comics Comics
The King of Them
A

All

Laugh for Everybody

Old or Young - Male or Female
Retail 30c.

©ISm^MOT
AH3 TMSm

TICE

Fun

For

fi_k

m.iz ®&rcAii/zT

SIX

Trade 20c.

Youngsters
NUMBERS

Big Sellers at All Times
Retail 35c.
Trade 25 c

Charlie
Chaplin
Comics

FOUR NUMBERS
Who can resist
enjoying Chaplin
Capers ?
Trade 10c.
Retail 15c.

Every Dealer should carry all of these in stock
at all Times.
WE SOLICIT THE

FAVOR
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OF YOUR

ORDERS

Respectfully,
The American News Company
Montreal

Limited
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Hello, Dad!

Plain Crepe Paper
71/2—10 ft.
Assorted colors to the case containing
500 rolls, $10.00 per case.

Decorative Crepe
Paper
$3.00 per case of 100 rolls.

Assorted Fancy Napkins
in seconds. Put up approximately
1000 to the package. $1.00 — packed
ready for shipment, 10 packages to
the bundle. Firsts in this line price
$1.90 per M.

Lunch Rolls
Lunch Rolls, first-class goods, size 10
x 12 — 20 sheets, in 100 rolls per paper
case, $2.75 per case. We also carry a
full line of school stationery and
games.

I'm not a cry baby !
Shake me and all the other babies

Christmas Tree Ornaments

will laugh because I'm one of

We feature Christmas Tree
Ornaments and Accessories,
made in U.S.A. We represent four prominent manufacturers and can offer you
a very comprehensive line,
both in glass and tinsel.

S tee vans' Musical Dolls
I've come to Canada with a heap
of other funny folks, Bowbell Cats,
Chiming Teddies, Musical Dolls
and Toys that walk and dance,
and if you want to see us send to
Mr. A. Standen, 50 St. Paul Street
West, Toronto, or you can get a
catalogue by writing to our home
address:

We employ no salesmen and therefore
are enabled to save you a salesman's
commission. It will pay you to ask us
for our latest price lists.
If you are coming to New York during
August, look for us at the Merchandise Exhibition at the Hotel Commodore, from August 4th to 8th inclusive and write us for complimentary
tickets. We will be in Booth 10, Section F.

L. GOTTLIEB
263 Second St.

The Steevans
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Standard Works

& SONS

Gnosall

New York
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WORKMANSHIP
QUALITY
STYLE
BRITISH MATERIAL
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WORKMANSHIP

THROUGHOUT

••••••?•••••..

\ PERFECTION

"BRIMTOY" /
BRAND

IN

/

TOYS

••••••••••••**

MECHANICAL

TRAINS

ON RAILS AND WITHOUT RAILS.
COMPLETE TRAINS
ENGINES, CARRIAGES, TRUCKS.

PUSH-ALONG

TRAINS

STATIONS, SIGNALS, BRIDGES
ALL KINDS OF RAILWAY

AUTOMOBILES
LANDAULETTES

(Mechanical)

TOURING CARS
COMMERCIAL

KITCHEN

SETS, KITCHEN

ACCESSORIES.

CARS, &c, &c.

STOVES, SANDGAMES.

A WIDE RANGE OF MECHANICAL AND OTHER METAL TOYS.

THE BRITISH METAL & TOY

MANUFACTURERS, LIMITED

Audrey House, Ely Place
LONDON, ENGLAND
Send for Export Catalogue.
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HOOPER,

LTD

MANUFACTURERS
SNAKES & LADDERS
LUDO HALMA
TIDDLEYWINKS
WORDMAKING
STEEPLECHASE

Indoor Games
Picture Cubes
A. B. C. Blocks

MOTOR

Wall Quoits, etc.

RACE, ETC.

PRINTERS
SKIPPING ROPES
DRAWING SLATES
PYRAMIDS
SACK TROLLEYS
JIG SAWS
CLOCK FACES

AND

DRAUGHTS
DOMINOES
DRAUGHTBOARDS
CHESS
CROWN AND ANCHOR
SNAP
HAPPY FAMILIES
ETC., ETC.

PUBLISHERS

Toy Books
Picture Books
Tracing Books
Painting Books
Writing

OF
NEW

AND

STRIKING
NOVELTIES.

OF

TABLE TENNIS
TABLE CROQUET
COMPENDIUM OF
GAMES
BLOW FOOTBALL
HOUSE OR LOTTO
CARD HOUSES
KINDERGARTEN LINES

MANUFACTURERS
A LARGE RANGE

OF

OF
WRITE FOR

Compendiums
Writing Pads with
Assorted Coloured
Pictures

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
TO-DAY.

In Great Variety

WHOLESALE

&

EXPORT

ONLY

54 GT. EASTERN ST., LONDON, EX. 2, England

PHONE:

WALL

2422
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HARBUTT'S

PLASTICINE
MADE

IN TEN COLOURS
The unrivalled modelling material
with 20 years' solid reputation behind it. Always plastic and ready
for use. For Artists, Sculptors
and Designers, and put up in a
great variety of Home Modelling
Outfits for children's use.

HARBUTT'S

PLAY-WAX
f IT SETS HARD
A clean, brilliant, modelling material, made in 28 colours. In its
normal condition it is hard, and it
is necessary to hold it in the warm
hand for a few moments till it becomes sufficiently plastic to model
with. In lbs. and Home Modelling
Outfits.

Plasticine Model— William the Conqueror

HARBUTT'S

NOV-LART
THE ART OF STENCIL ART
This wonderfully interesting pastime enables one to make pictures
wcrth framing without a knowledge
of either drawing or painting.

.4// these lines are attractive, well advertised, and sell on sight. Prompt and
courteous attention to all enquirers

The Geo. Hendry Co.
215 Victoria St., Toronto
The Copp, Clark Co.
517 Wellington St. West, Toronto, or

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD.
Bathampton, Bath, England
LONDON

SHOW ROOMS: VULCAN
|56, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4

HOUSE

Nov-Lart Picture — The Houses of Parliament
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SETS

INFANTRY
CAVALRY

Copyright

Models

by British Craftsmen

Experienced Exporters Since 1908
See you get Reka Brand
<

#

24 Silk Street, London, England

"BROOKLEY"

THE WAGTAIL

PUB

(COPYRIGHT)

NOVELTIES

Steam
Engine Set,

MODEL

AEROPLANES

L9 it - per dozen nett.
Retail atin
21/-Brito
25/- taineach.
F.
O.B.

are recognized throughout Great Britain as the
leading Models.
All Models made on scientific principles and guaranteed tofly.

5Export
- extra. case
400
customers in
three weeks.
Output 7,500
sets by June
30th. and then
1,000 sets per
week. Can
YOU
afford
to neglect 30
big a not
seller?
Why
try
a dozen ?

Send now for complete
catalogue of our specialties. Special terms for
Canadian buyers.

Toy Lists illustrating these and a large selection
of other lines on application.

Simpson Fawcett & Co., Ltd., Hunsiet,

Warmley Aeroplane Co.

and Branch Showrooms at Birming- Leeds, England
ham, London, Manchester, Aberdeen, Cape Town,
Johannesburg,
Bombay,
Calcutta, Buenos Aires.

Brookley Aircraft Works, Warmley
BRISTOL, ENGLAND
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PHONOGRAPH

has features everyone wants
P HE improved Stewart Phonograph weighs less than
10
pounds and costs but $11.00.
It is
every person's key to year 'round
pleasure.
The particulars regarding Stewart
dealer's profit plan will be mighty
interesting to you. Because of its
superior tone quality, its matchless
convenience and low price, you will
easily see how attractive are the selling possibilities.
Send for this information at once.
Let us tell you how perfectly it is
made, the quality of the material
used in it, its pure tonal volume, its
adaptability to play all makes and
sizes of disc records, and other exclusive features. Write to-day.

tion
straED
illu
THE
ROV
showsabo
theveIMP

ST E W A I!T PHONO-

( IRA I'll in it- special carrying case. This case is provided with a pocket for records, enabling you to carry
your STEWART and a supply of your favorite records
all in the one compact, convenient container.

This case is. exceptionally
well made — rigid, leathertipped corners, and attractive
in appearance.
Ask for prices on these cases,
when
enquiring
about the
Stewart itself.

Stewart Phonograph
Limited

384 PAPE AVENUE

-
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TORONTO, CANADA

Better Toys Build Bigger Business
QUALITY.
A good motto for any store is "quality," and this
account of the success of a big store where this
is the watchword, will prove interesting and rich
in suggestion
for all retail merchants.

TAKING the bull by the horns is
a somewhat risky enterprise.
Very often there is no other
course, and particularly if the
"taker" be the dealer, and the big idea
simmering in bis mind the "bull."
Henry Morgan and Company, Montreal, have established an enviable business in many, if not in all the departments of their very extensive retail
business. Their policy and plan has, in
many ways, been most unique, and to
the application of these principles, and
because of close adherence to them they
have followed a course which has apparently made the success attained possible.
The toy department has been no exception to the established custom of
the store that only merchandise of known
merit find its way to their shelves.
Doubtless it took courage to follow this
ideal, particularly with respect to toys,
which, so often, are thought to be of the
less important class not requiring great
care in selection. Not only this, but in
a large metropolitan centre such as
Montreal, there would be a natural
temptation to follow the trend of policy
adopted so often, and by so many, to
buy and sell very cheap and inexpensive
lines of these juvenile delight makers.
What Quality Did
In an interview with the department
manager, Mr. Osgoode, BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER was impressed with
the splendid principles determining the
buying of these goods. A single reference will illustrate the trend of the conversation, and in it, the dominating note
influencing the buyer in his selection of
new lines.
"The
Company are getting out
a very excellent toy of the better sort
that is going to be a big seller, I am
sure," said Mr. Osgoode. "It is very
strongly made, and it carried my own
weight very readily, though it is only
made for young boys or girls."
This was really not a toy in the usual
sense, but one of those instructive small
vehicles which the boy can assemble
himself. The construction of it was
such, however, that every part contributed to strengthening the whole article
when it was assembled, there being no
weak links.
Mr. Osgoode, asked as to the probable
retail price of this new device, said that
it would sell for $10 and $15 according
to the design and size. This goes to
prove, conclusively, what this article set
out to establish, that it is within the
power of the dealer to educate his trade
"up to" the better goods, even in selecting toys.
The same idea governs the purchase
of the thousand and one toys that are

Permanence of Connection
With Best and Biggest Buyers
Depends Upon the Better Toys Sold — Mechanical Toys in
Great Favor With Boys and Their "Dads"
secured for the large trade of this store,
and which is ever increasing. In doing
this it has been necessary to take the
bull by the horns and put in large, wellassorted stocks, calling for big outlay.
But, since it is becoming increasingly
plainer every day that the retail merchant is one of the greatest modelers of
the public's buying, he will doubtless be
doing his friends a lasting kindness by
educating them into the purchase of toys
worth while.
Mechanical Toys
The retail toy trade of this country
was at somewhat of a loss to know how
and when the many lines of mechanical
toys so readily available prior to the
war from Germany would be procurable
elsewhere. There was, it might be said,
a period of considerable uncertainty.
This came from the fact that, in view of
the low production costs in that country,
few here had made serious effort, in a
nation-wide sense, to cultivate a trade
on this continent for the better mechanical toys. 1'his does not deny that effort
was made, and effort which was commendable.
If the war was a blessing therefore to
any industry, it surely brought blessing
and relief to the toy maker who was
making an honest effort to place his industry upon a national basis. It is safe
to safe that he has succeeded, and will
be still more successful.
"The mechanical toys of makers in
this country are quite reliable," said Mr.
Osgoode. "We have had satisfaction
with them, and this will apply as well
to some that come from the United
States. The construction is good, and
the prices are becoming better all the
"The boy usually knows whether he
wants
time." a certain mechanical toy or not,"
continued Mr. Osgoode. "He will not have
some of the toys that his father and
mother select for him. He really is a
discriminating buyer for these things,
and knows what he wants better than
the older folk, who would sometimes like
to buy for Some
him." Big Sellers
One of the biggest sellers from the
Morgan stock is that of electrical trains,
for which there is a better demand
all the time. "We have two customers,"
Mr. Osgoode continued, "who come in
often to add something to electrical train
outfit. One of these men is a mechanical
engineer with one of the bier national
railroads. He bought an outfit for his
boy and has become quite as interested
as his son in studying it. He has this
set up in his cellar, and, with a long
track built around the cellar, it forms
a great deal of interest to both the
father and his lad."
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Another customer was an adult with
a mechanical turn of mind, who was
interested in the new additions from time
to time to this reliable type of mechanical toys. It illustrates the possibilities there are in appealing to the
"old men," and, it is safe to wager that,
if the boy be sufficiently interested he
will bring dad along to see the array.
Mechanical submarines and miniature
tanks have been active sellers. Some of
those made by the manufacturers in
Canada and the United States have stood
up well, Mr. Osgoode stated, and the
manner of placing the winding apparatus
on these in a convenient place, and the
adoption of the automobile cranking idea
in winding, was very- strong argument
in selling to the boy. This, itself, has
made many sales.
Of course the constructive line of toys
is a big seller. The better sets of these
are in real favor, and the cheap sets are
being discontinued.
Selling Through Display
It was pointed out that a considerable
trade was maintained for toys throughout the year. There are the big holiday
seasons of course when there is no
dearth of demand and when the extra
selling staff is required by most stores,
but it is the all-the-year-round trade
that the live retailer so gladly welcomes.
If there is one contributory feature of
a most advantageous nature, and which
makes possible at all times a satisfactory sale of these goods, it is the big
displays of toys, dolls, doll accessories,
etc., made by the Morgan Company.
There are many silent salesmen. In
these are arranged in great profusion
many toys, games, dolls, doll dresses,
etc. They are pretty sure to suggest
sales, arranged as they are, and these
displays are continued the year round.
Can there be anything more sensible if
toys are to be sold right through the
season than that of excellent display?
What a contrast to reboxing the goods
and placing them in the attic, there to
be left until the next selling season, and
eating up profits in the meantime. Even
better to reduce the stock after the holidays are over at a sacrifice than to carry
them over.
Displays are also made in the store
windows. One of these, run last fall,
was very realistic. It was made in two
of the large windows on Union Avenue
and could not fail to arrest attention,
particularly that of the boys and the
men, for it was a moving display evolved
at considerable expense, and one that
took time to produce.
Through an ingenious arrangement, a
scene of the passing of big lake boats
at Sault Ste. Marie was developed. The
Canal locks were painted on a back-

BOOKSELLER
ground of beaver board or light material,
and the artistic picturing of the town
in the background, the elevators of huge
proportions in the foreground, with big
grain boats receiving their cargoes of
golden grain from miniature delivery
spouts, the azure sky, and many other
little effects, made a realistic picture
that compelled one to stop, look, and admire. It was very impressive — and must
have been resultful. It would help to
develop the thought that the Morgan
store could cater to any demand, for incidentally, this moving display was conceived, arranged and evolved in the
Morgan factories, an adjunct of the business.
SHOWING DOLLS
Doll sales are exceedingly large in the
holiday season, but these are naturally
slower sellers in the summer time. The
girlies are then outdoors, and while it is
a timely season for the sale of doll carriages, it usually requires a serious accident to "Her majesty the doll," to induce a new purchase by the parent.
Notwithstanding this off-season, a
most attractive display of the better
dolls is maintained in wall cases. Dolly
clothes are also displayed in another.
This feature alone is a good one for it
is apparent that sales are the more likely when the actual goods are on display
and always attractively shown. It gives
the possible customer an added impetus
to make the purchase.
Mr. Osgoode stated that the quality
of dolls made in Canada was improving
greatly. Not only so, the facial expressions were becoming more natural, and
in the matter of price and considering
the quality there "was little to complain
of. He believed that this industry would
be a successful one in this country.
Jnvenile Books
A remarkably good sale is obtained
for juvenile books. These are for the
most part of the better qualities. The
large bound books selling at around $1
to $1.50 per volume are popular. Animal stories are in specially large demand
now, and the price range of the most
popular sellers is from 25c each to $1.50.
Many of the lines sold are Canadian
made, and these, where possible, are exreal trade.tensively bought for the store's MontIn the book department, which is in
charge of Mr. Millen, extensive display
is again responsible for much of the
selling. Tables and extended shelving
are used, and special racks in the main
part of the store serve to accommodate
a huge stock. A lars-e staff is maintained to serve the trade.
Words on Buying
In their buying policy the Morgan
Company is never scared by the price
of a given line. It must be good or it
will not be stocked, but it must also
possess real value at the price put on it
by the maker. Mr. Osgoode believes
that, in some instances, the manufacturer
takes too much comfort in the fact that
he can get behind the tariff wall and
there be safe to mark his price up to
any figure, so long as this is favorable
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or probably a little more so than that of
a competing line subject to duty. He
believes that it would be quite possible
in many instances for the manufacturer
to sell at a much lower price and still
make money — a real, remunerative profit, but to take refuge behind the tariff
and to make the trade pay through the
nose for his line is something he believes will only serve to act as a boomerang to those who practise it. The
buyer may not always express himself
in so many words, but, when he ascertains that he has been paying too much
for his whistle he will be a hard or
careful buyer next time.
There is food for reflection in this
contention, and it is not the first instance which has been related to BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER of this
nature. It may not be justified in a
majority of cases, but in a wide survey
of general retailing the writer has found
the average retail dealer to be favorably
inclined to goods made at home, price
and quality taken into due consideration.

MORGAN

MAXIMS

Keep toys displayed the year
round.
Be careful of the qualities bought.
Never argue unduly with customer, if at all.
Maintain reputation for best
merchandise and fair treatment.
Guard these jealously.
Pay special attention to the boy.
He is a discriminating buyer.
Make adjustments with buyer
readily. It always pays in the long
run.

NOVEL NEW TOYS
Among the novelties in recent toy
production a notable one is "Jip the
Jumper," a bulldog with plenty of action
and surprise to make it a ready seller.
This "purp" is made on wood and metal
and is attached to a hollow box. There
is a coin slot, and by dropping in a coin
on pushing a lever the dog jumps forward in the air and barks. The box
acts as a sounding horn, making the
bark loud and realistic.
An amusing novelty for talking machines is Ragtime Rastus, the Boxing
Darkies and similar dancing figures that
dance when the talking machine is running. The dancing begins immediately
the disc records are put into motion, and
this affords great amusement for chilmost effective window attraction.
A toy aeroplane that will fly a mile
is something out of the ordinary, yet
this is said to have been accomplished
with some of the models made by the
Lawrence Airplane Model and Supply
Company, of Chicago. Such long flights
are not guaranteed, but the Lawrence
Company do guarantee for several of
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the types flights of 500 and 1,000 feet,
and one type is absolutely guaranteed
to fly 2,000 feet. These planes are remarkably like the large machines whose
appearance has become familiar to all
of us through views of our air service
abroad. The sizes range from twelve
inches to six feet in length, and they
are priced from 50 cents up.
CHRISTMAS TREE GOODS
In this toy trade number due attention
must be paid to essentially Christmas
lines because of the fact that the vast
proportion of goods sold at Christmas
time are bought months before the holiday trading season actually sets in. One
line that is too often neglected by the
retailer comprises such items as Christmas tree ornaments, tinsel garlands,
candle-holders, artificial snow, and many
other associated lines that go to make
the Christmas-tide more enjoyable for
the kiddies.
There are several big concerns in
Britain and the U. S. that are largely,
and a few of them exclusively, devoted
to the production of such goods. In
Canada, as yet, this industry has not
got a foothold, so far as manufacturing
is concerned. This fact should be sufficient to impress upon retailers the fact
the there is far more business to be done
in selling these goods if they will but
give the line the attention it deserves.
The wav to start rierht is to give adequate attention to the buying of spe-is
cialties. If the proper choice of lines
made and they are stocked in sufficient
quantitv to enable the dealer to make a
genuinely influential display that will
dulv impress the public, making people
realize that if a particular store specializes in these goods, the business is bound
to come. The people want these goods
at Christmas time and many of them,
if they cannot get them in their own
home town, will send to one of the mail
order houses in the big cities for them.
The local merchant should not play into
the hands of the mail-order competitor
by being short on stock that really
should have a eood prominent place in
his stock in bidding for Christmas business.
A JACK BOARD
For playing an interesting game of
jacks a jack-board is now available. It
the Wilder Manufacturis the product ofLouis.
It is a 12 in. by
ing Co., of St.
12 in. board and the game is played by
the use of jack-stones and a rubber
ball.
A VICTORY GAME
A new board game called Victory, in
old
suggests
somewhat
on the
appearancechecker
but th->
board,
familiar
board itself as well as on the men are designs representative of the different
allied nations, chiefly flags. In addition
to the "Victory" game itself there is a
Victory Junior board and also distinctive
types of regulation chess and checker
boards, all the introduction of David M.
Miller, New York.

Plans for Every Month Toy Trade
A

FINE

MONTREAL

STORE

The accompanying description of the toy department of G. A. Holland & Sons Co. is full of information of suggestive value, not only for those
who are contemplating an extension of their
business to take in additional lines of toys, but
also for those already dealing in all these goods.

"Mi

AKE the doll and toy section
an attractive one." This is the
policy of the G. A. Holland &
Son Co., St. Catherine Street West,
Montreal, for it is attractive, and the
plans that have found development here
are doubtless responsible for a steady
growth that is expected to secure an allthe-year-round toy business of considerable proportions.
Miss Clarke, under whose care the toy
department is conducted, is naturally
interested in the wee tots, and it is with
a view to meeting their juvenile tastes
and ideas that her plans are made. One
might say that the discussion of this
splendid toy section became an animated
one, so interested in the development of
her own business world is Miss Clarke,
and when the Montreal editor of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER called a
few days ago, evidences were many that
some one individual had been developing
plans.
At the present time, plans are in
course of being carried out, which will
result in greater interest being taken by
the residents of Montreal in a really
high-class toy store. It has been felt
that there is room for such a store, and
among the several departments conducted under this one roof, none promises to
become of greater interest than that of
the toy section.
This Idea Should Win

"We are about to extend interest in
our doll section and the little girls' section by putting in a line of clothing for
these little folk," said Miss Clarke.
"This will appeal to the mothers, we believe, and they can come here knowing
that we have some of the best garments
for their little ones that can be bought.
We expect it will be of interest to them
and of benefit to this depai'tment of the
business."
The toy department occupies the
second floor of the store, and there is
a large space devoted to all lines. The
space immediately toward the front, and
where the light is best, is devoted to
dolls of the better class, dollies' clothes,
and to juvenile wear just referred to.
For this purpose, neat, silent salesmen
have been arranged, and in these the
high-priced dolls, clothing, etc., are arranged. Some of the dolls are dressed in
specially-designed clothing, made at the
store for the particular doll fortunate
enough to merit this special distinction.
"We sold one doll at $35 a few days
ago," said Miss Clarke, "and I expect
that there will be a good demand for
dolls such as these."
Using Some Helps
Miss Clarke has studied to make the
department as inviting as possible. This
is considered wise, and even necessary.

How G. A. Holland & Son Co., of Montreal, Aim to Develop
This Department — Interest Mothers by Stocking Wee
Tot Clothing — Arranging Big Toy Section
— Windows Play Important Role
To the end that the surroundings may
be attractive to the child, and therefore
to her parent, various little figures have
been painted on the walls and on the
large supporting beams of the ceiling.
They are tinted nicely, and surely are
one of the first things to greet the juvenile eye, trained, it may be, in the art
of close observation.
In addition to this, figures have been
sketched out and tinted. For this purpose, beaver board has been employed.
It has the advantage of affording a big,
unbroken surface, of being light, and of
lending itself to delicate or high-colored
tinting.
"I am very proud of my bunny rabbits," said Miss Clarke, pointing to an
array of these above a ledge to the left.
"The clriuion sie greatly tickled with
these, tco, wnd it is nice to aork out the
designs. I make them myself, usually
in the evening, snd there is always some
new idea to develop. This little shopper," (pointing to a most excellent figure
made as above, and showing a wee girlia
carrying a special shopping bag over her
arm) "made a winning idea for one of
our displays."
Altogether the decorations in this department make a setting ideal and effective for the toys and dolls that make
this their temporary abode. They are
right to the point. The figures referred
to are generally life size.
Constant Displays
Seldom does one pass the Holland
store when there is not an array of the
better toys in one of the display windows. These are splendidly-appointed
windows and are tastefully arranged at
frequent intervals. Considering the fact
that a location in this part of a large
city like Montreal commands either high
rental or excessive investment, it is
worthy of note that toys are given so
much prominence. Usually, one might
say, these toys are of the better class
and therefore different. And this is
what makes the difference, for there is
a high-class section of the city adjacent
to this part cf St. Catherine Street, and
its people are able and willing to pay
for the better toys so long as they are
assured of getting them. "It is the better trade thai we aim to cultivate," said
Miss Clarke, "and people are coming to
know we carry a high-grade line of toys.
It is our intention to cater to this trade
more than ever.
Of course, what applies to the windows
applies as well to the interior arrangements, and where displays are made very
attractive. It is a principle which is
ever kept before the management, and it
is a policy which also pays in dollars
and cents.

Expansion to be Made
One of the foremost ideas is that of
making the department an active one at
all seasons of the year. There are times,
of course, when dolls are not in big demand, but these are. sold extensively at
birthday time. Mothers come to the
store and bring the girlies in some cases,
and at other times they come alone. That
they may become purchasers, the best
stock is carried, and sales are generally
made without trouble when assortments
afford wide selection broad enough to
meet diverse tastes.
Expansion is now planned in that a
large section of the second floor is being
re-arranged to accommodate the larger
toys. This will serve to prevent crowding in the departments.
Mechanical toys have been in big demand and are meeting with ready sales.
This is particularly so with regard to
boys' constructive sets. Beginning with
one of the less expensive units the boy
will come again later to make a purchase
of another unit. Gradually he will have
the complete larger set, these being
available as he wants them in sections
as described," related Miss Clarke. These
toys are big sellers and are serving an
excellent purpose in making the boys
proficient in the matter of evolving constructive ideas of their own. One of the
greatest educational features of the age,
they are doing an important work that
muist make the coming generation a
more mechanical one as far as the boys
and young men are concerned. For
there is instruction for the young men
even as well as for the boy.
Through display, both in the store and
in its windows, and also through the aid
of newspaper publicity, the Holland
Company is building upon a foundation
that will doubtless mean success.
Among other active sellers are
juvenile books, lithographed and illustrated bound books. The Mother Goose
stories are very popular, and with the
war over it is expected that assortments
can be maintained from now forward
without many shortages existing.
The "British Times," the organ of the
British prisoners of war at Schneidemuhl camp in North Germany, published the following item:
A Scotsman had his leg shattered. The
doctors were not sure if he would have
to have it off when he was taken to the
hospital, so did not tell him. When he
came round they told him they had been
obliged to take it off.
"You've taken my leg off! Where is
it? Oh, where is it? For Heaven's
sake someone find that leg; it's got 7s.
6d. in the stocking."

BOOKSELLER
THIS is the season when novelties
are coming out a-plenty for next
Fall's retailing-. A great many newtoys which appeared at the exhibitions
were described in last month's issue of
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER, and
many of these are already on the sample
shelves of wholesalers. Lines are now
pretty complete for taking orders for
Christmas goods and there is quite a
lively interest shown in what is offered.
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few months. It is used frequently for
special window and interior displays in
stores, as well as for ornamental purposes in homes. In one of the big Toronto stores there was a May-day display
in a case inside the circle counter showing kewpies ranged around a Maypole,
each with a colored ribbon. They were
standing on sand which was a suitable
ground for the "Splash me" dolls to sit
These
the fun.
upon while watching

BEAUTIFUL
DOLLS!
A "dressed-up" doll
and aeach
"play-time"
doll,
wearing
a happy countenance which wili be
reflected in the
face of some little
girls about Christmas time this year.
The flaxen hair
and
"unbreakable"
bodies
make
a
strong
appeal.

In addition to the regular lines of toys
there are many lines of fancy articles of
kindred nature, such as Christmas tree
decorations, party favors, souvenirs, notions and gift articles for grown-ups.
The lines of dolls shown at Toronto
wholesalers are large and attractive.
Each year sees a material improvement
in finish, expression, construction, and
even in cloth'ng. The hair and eyes are
markedly in advance of those rather
primitive ones of about 1915, and wholesalers have no hesitancy in saying that
some of the dolls to be had this year are
decidedly preferable to those which used
to come from Germany. There are lines,
too, offered at prices almost as low as
those of the German goods before the
war.
An All-wood Doll
One line of dolls manufactured in
Philadelphia is made entirely of wood,
even the head. They are made with steel
springs in the joints, eliminating the use
of elastic and cord which, as a rule, wear
out very soon. The parts are painted so
that they can be washed. Some of the
heads show the regular "doll face" and
others have character faces of both boys
and girls. Various coiffures of fine
mohair are to be had in blonde and
brown.
There is good demand for the life-size
"baby" dolls which became so wellknown last year.
"Splash me" is a doll of a specialized
nature which has become familiar to
many of the larger stores during the past

dolls may be had with "real" hair, or
with bathing caps, as illustrated. Akin
to these novelties is a still younger one
called "Tiss me," with auburn hair, also
illustrated; and most timely of all is the
sad-eyed "Bone-dry" pup. These are all
made in plaster suitably painted and
clothed. Kewpies are still popular and
are now made to retail at 15c.
Drop-leaf Table
In wooden toys there is a very attractive new "dining table" for the tiny little
lady. It has drop leaves and may be
folded away; it is also nicely varnished
and finished. A handsome "baby grand"
piano in Louis design is one of the highclass new offerings.
There are a great many lines of tin
toys being made in the United States
which were never attempted there before.
They include tin stoves, stores, drums,
dishes, trays, and a big variety of tiny
toys such as whistles and squeaky toys
similar to the characteristic little things
with which Japan has familiarized us.
There are very creditable miniature
kitchen utensils including wash boilers
and flour sifters.
Noisy toys for celebrations are numerous and have been proving quite
popular. No doubt they will as long as
there is any feeling of victory, triumph
and peace in the air. Anniversaries will
be multiplied because of the war and
celebrations will go on for many a day.
Construction
toys in both steel and
wood are evidently here to stay and are
winning more and more approval from
parents and children each year.
The
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English "knock-down" toys are ready
sellers. A chair or table or dining set
or other furniture is readily knocked
down and put together again, and the
price is only nominal. A chair, for instance, sells for 20 cents and it stands
about 10 niches high.
Tin engines, weight scales, ships on
wheels, guns, shooting galleries, rubber
articles (a new one is a "Zeppelin") are
all among the moderately^priced toys
which lose none of their attractions from
year to year, and gradually the prices
are becoming easier.
THE
ARK
ON
WHEELS
Noah's Arks are among the oldest if
not the most ancient of toys, but even
these old stand-bys of the toy trade
have been introduced in models introducing new ideas of striking originality,
and this serves to illustrate the greater
amount of initiative that characterizes
the toy makers on this side of the ocean
as against the eternal sameness that
marked the output of the Germans upon
whom Canada used to depend to such a
large extent for toys before the war.
These new Arks are of more substantial
construction than their Hun forerunners,
and to show a contempt for tradition
and the fact that the original Ark was
built for the water, these new 1919 Arks
are mounted on wheels so as to be more
mobile than the sort which have been
familiar to children through so many
many generations. The same originality
is carried out in the construction of the
denizens of the Ark and so pleasing are
they that even the venerable Noah himself would place his seal of approval
upon them were he able to revisit the
earth to inspect them. The architect of
this new Ark is Frank Malton, who
turns them out in various sizes and who
produces also dolls' houses faithfully
modelled upon human habitations.
CUT-OUT TOYS
A new idea in toys is provided by the
Educatoy Co., of New York, in their
series of cut-out toys made of heavy
board mounted on an easel, reproducing
"garden beauties," "birds we love,"
"iungle zoo," etc." These toys are designed to entertain and educate children. On the back of each there is a description of the subject, and the introduction of a unique lighting effect gives
a lifelike appearance to the eight different subjects that comprise the set.
VICTORY
HELMETS
The National Mfg. Co., Tippicanoe
of celeCity, O., has put out ofseries
heavy cardbration helmets made
board with rubber band chin straps, and
with various slogans on red and white
blue stripes. A popular one in the U. S.
Did It."
has the wording: "The inYanks
Canada there
But do you know, here
is an impression abroad, especially
among a couple of hundred Canadian
fighters just back from over there, that
the French, the British, the Belgians
and some others also had a share in
"doing it."

BOOKSELLER
TOY
BALLOONS
MAKERS

GREAT

MONEY-

Toy balloons are among the fastest
selling lines of the day. Dealers can
make a mighty good thing out of these
specialties if they will but go about it
the right way. To be satisfied with
stocking simply a gross or two of penny
balloons is not the right way. These
balloons come in an infinite variety 01"
shapes and sizes and at various prices.
It is a line that lends itself readily to
effective display of the unusual sort.
Toy balloons bring repeat business and
they are not restricted to any season
but are in demand day by day, week
after week, month in and month out, the
whole year round. The making of toy
balloons has come to be an important
branch of the rubber business. In the
U.S. there are factories where nothing
eise but toy balloons are made, and there
are firms in Canada as well making
these goods.
The retailer who has not begun to put
real "pep" behind his efforts in pushing
the sale of toy balloons and who is not
prepared to get a good big share of repeat sales by carrying an adequate stock
and giving due attention to the wisdom
of always displaying a big variety of
shapes and sizes, is missing a real opportunity for very materially increasing
his business with a line that carries a
greater measure of profit than most of
the staple goods that go to make up his
stock-in-trade.
To such dealers the writer would say:
"Jump right into this toy balloon business to-day. Lose no time in ordering
a good, well-assorted stock. Inflate a
lot of them and show them in the store
window. This can be done without marring the display of regular lines in the
main portion of the window. The very
nature of the balloons will attract great
attention and you will find that the
kiddies will simply stream into your
*tore with the ready money in their little
fists for the purchase of balloons, and
"specially will this be true of unusual
shapes and colors. If you want to "start
something:," play the loud pedal on toy
balloons."
A BEACH
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Toy Trade is an Important Branch
Buckley, of Niagara Falls, is a Toy Trade Enthusiast — Carries
Big and Comprehensive Stock and Sells
Toys the Year Round
ley Toof
Buckto
H.tors
was e W.visi
May trad
AMONG ronto inthe
ara Falls, Ont., where' Mr.
Niag
in the book and stahas been
Buckley
tionery business for over thirty years.
tion
ersa
with BOOKSELLER
In conv
AND STATIONER he approved of the
idea of more strongly playing up the toy
department. As a matter of fact, Mr.
Buckley can almost be said to have a toy
store in addition to his book and stationery store, so extensive is his toy
department, and it goes without saying
that he sells toys the year round.
Mr. Buckley is, of course, like all other
dealers, obliged to buy quite a large
proportion of toys that are not made in
Canada for the very good reason that
many toy lines are not made in Canada
at all. He does, however, sell a lot of
Canadian-made toys and was especially
complimentary as to the quality of dolls
made in Canada. For a while the Japs
had been able to offer better values in
dolls, but they had not always delivered
goods true to sample, while the Canadian products steadily showed improvement in all respects.

ing when the toy trade "opportunists,"
those who restrict their efforts in selling toy lines to the Christmas season,
will realize that it is good business to
get into this line in a big way and to
conduct it on a scale in keeping with the
manner in which they carry on the book
and stationery business proper. The
time is past when a little collection of
cheap toys shown in the holiday trading
season entitled a retailer to have his
store classed as a toy store. To-day the
average toy stock comprises a big array
of substantial goods, many of the items
running into prices that show a better
average than either books or stationery.
The book and stationery dealer must
bring himself to fully appreciate this
evolution in the toy trade which has resulted in putting it on a basis so far
ahead of what it used to be a decade ago.
In some localities these merchants have
allowed the hardware men and the dry
goods merchants to usurp the toy trade
to a large extent. The longer the delay
in getting right into the toy business
with both feet, the greater will be these
encroachments bv other trades on a field

FLIRT

"She's a riot" is the way they're talking about a new doll called the "Beach
Flirt." She has the eyes 'n everything.
There are models with bathing cap and
with coiffured wigs.
WALKABLE DOLL
A doll so constructed that it can be led
by the hand, actually walking like a real
little tot, is the novelty in dolldom that
Schoenhut's of Philadelphia have just
introduced. This doll is made entirely
from wood. It is jointed at the shoulders so the arms can move, and at the hips
so that it can sit.

TOY "75"
Among the interesting novelties findin a: favor with the trade is a toy cannon
that shoots rubber bands with accuracy
and speed.
It is called the "75."

Beads are again in high favor.
Here are some new and attractive
necklaces
as shown
by one of the Toronto
wholesalers.

Mr. Buckley is a toy trade enthusiast
and does a profitable business with this
line, also carrying the closely associated
line — sporting goods.
The day is com37

that, by its very nature, should be developed as a component part of the business of the merchants who are engaged
in the stationery and associated trades.

BOOKSELLER
HAMMOCKS
In canvassing a list of representative
booksellers and stationers relative to
trade in hammocks, lawn swings, etc.,
it was revealed that just one half of
these merchants included hammocks in
their stock-in-trade, but the percentage
of those selling lawn swings was considerably lower.
In this connection it is interesting to
refer to a Brown's Bookstore advertisement in the Collingwood "Enterprise" of
May 22, in which hammocks and hammock couches were featured together
with veranda screens, these latter retailing at $4 to $14 each. These prices
show that individual sales of such item's
are distinctly worth while, and in stores
having sufficient room these and other
associated lines would undoubtedly prove
a good help for Summer trade.
HAMMOCK

TRADE

Henry Morgan & Co. Ltd., Montreal,
set out to sell hammocks, and they do
sell them. These are carried in the
sporting goods and toy section of the
store, and are displayed well. Not only
so; a big range is carried.
"We sell these up to $110 each and
even more," said Mr. Osgoocle to BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. "They are
of the best quality and we sell quite a
number of the more expensive ones."
Of course this referred to the couch
hammocks with canopies. These are in
demand once the cold weather has ceased and the warm winds blow and hot
sun rays call folk ii>to the open and
away to the shade. "Just so soon as the
warm days begin we get enquiries for
hammocks," continued Mr. Osgoode,
"and they start to seli."
An excellent range of patterns is carried of the verandah or ordinary style
of hammock. About fifty patterns are
on display, and display plays an important role in the outturn of the line by this
firm. The better qualities are featured,
for the Morgan Company prides itself in
serving and catering to a high-class
trade.
Another item worthy of mention is
their porch shades. These are advertised
when the hot days threaten. As with the
hammock stock, mention is made of them
in the store advertising. Green and
brown shades are carried, and in ten
sizes, from $5 to $19. Special sizes are
also supplied on brief notice. All of
these are profitable lines, and there is
a good volume of business to be secured
where the trade is vigorously sought.
TOY THEATRE
A model theatre with six different
stage characters, including, of course,
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Charlie Chaplin, is a toy that is meeting
with high favor on the part of buyers.
The "show" is easy to manipulate.

SALES "ARGUMENT"
When the customer has examined the
merchandise and is apparently satisfied
with the style and quality, but believes
REVIVAL IN HAIR GOODS
that something at a lower price will
Fancy Combs and Pins Will Again Be
answer his purpose, there is usually a
in Big Demand in the
Autumn
way to convince him that your goods
will be the cheapest in the end.
Mos.t book and stationery stores in
Here is an argument for quality blank
Canada sell such notions as ladies' side
combs, back combs, hair pins, etc., and
books, even though the price is higher
than the customer intended to pay:
they will be interested to learn that a
revival of trade in hair ornaments is "When they are new and bright, account
distinctly in sight.
books made of cheap material look very
These goods have passed through a
much like books of the best paper and
long period of quietude and now there
bindings. It is only when you begin to
is a distinct note of awakening. Faint
use them that you discover the difference.
it may be just now, but there is without
doubt a period of hair-ornament fashions
"We could buy biank books for about
on the way and it will no doubt manifest
what we pay for these, and if you
half
itself next fall when the social season
wanted to use them only for a day or
is in full swing. Spanish combs, Greek
two, they might answer your purpose.
bandeaux and French pearls are all
mentioned, and indeed, shown now in
But we care more for a customer's good
will than we do for the profit on the
both medium and exclusive grades.
Fancy combs and pins of various sizes
sale, and unless we can sell something
are used for tucking in the coiffure in we know will prove satisfactory, we
would rather not make a sale.
new, cosy styles and catching up the
"When you buy a pocket knife, you
"bangs" and "bobs" which many maidens
have acquired during the past winter.
want one with blades that will 'take an
Wire hairpins, over which there was
edge' and will stay sharp. You know
so much distress and speculation as to
that the handsome handle is often fitted
effects expressed a year ago when we
blade.
with a poorly tempered, worthless books.
were informed that the hairpin was
It is the same way with blank
about to make its exit from the market,
These books which I am showing you
are fairly plentiful again. They come in
will give you real service and will keep
a number of different sized boxes of aton giving you service long after the
tractive appearance and are in the usual
cheaper blank books would be unfit for
four sizes, including the "invisibles."
use." — "The National."
IMAGINATION

iv SHOW
WRITING

CARD

A good show card writer cannot avoid
giving his signs a touch of originality,
because he gives his subject a touch of
naturalness, which a^ne makes it different from other advertisements.
Give imagination full swing. That is
what counts. A vivid imagination sees
many ways of stating facts, yet always
adhering to the truth. This, combined
with a wide vocabulary, can astonish the
people who look upon the window, at
the many different ways of expressing
the same idea.
Force in writing, as in speaking, is
always essential. Therefore, give force
to your expressions. However, try to
be graceful at the same time.
Did you ever stop to consider how
closely allied are the salesmen and the
window display signs? One is the salesman in person; the other the salesman
in color and cardboard.

TRADE

PROSPERS

London, England, May 1. — Every
ted
gramophone trade interest has benefiwar
from the peculiar conditions of the
—of that there can be no doubt. Thousands of pounds' worth of gramophone
goods were supplied to H.M. forces
alone. The industry has become exceedingly prosperous during the war,
notwithstanding the early fears to the
surest
contrary. That prosperity is thefor
the
indication of the bright future
trade.

VIEWS WERE SUMMED UP BRiEFLY
"A receptive attitude toward such
ideas and suggestions, I find, keeps me
alert and sensitive to ever-changing conditions, and minimizes the danger of
a rut and fossilizing.
into
getting
"There is such danger, and we as
dealers are wise if we avoid it by every

ONE
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means at our disposal."

Merchants
KeepingShowingfor
BookSimple
Exact Profit Made - Balance
to Draw Up Profit and Loss Statement
How

Sheet Also Dealt With, Demonstrating How Assets Are Made UpQuestion of Depreciation
By

will now draw up a Profit and
Loss Statement from which we
shall he able to ascertain exactly
how much profit we have made in the
period under review. In order to follow
these instructions the reader must have
before him the last two articles appearin? in the issues of BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER for April and May.
First of all we have to take stock
valuing everything at cost price. We
will suppose for the purpose of making
up the accounts that the present value
of the stock works out at $1,928.95.
One other item with which we have to
deal is the amount of $25 drawn out from
bank and entered in the Private Drawing Account. As we have to allot certain sums for fixed charges such as
rent, salaries, light, heating, etc., we
-will assume that this $25 covers these
amounts for the four days we have been
working and we will, therefore, for the
purpose of making up our Profit an 1
Loss Statement, consider this as the
Fixed Charges Account.
On the Dr. side we enter the value of
slock on hand when we started, then the
amount of goods we have purchased
since. This we take from the Dr. side of
the Goods account. On the right hand
or Cr. side we enter the value of the
stock as shown
by our inventory
at

WE

PROFIT

Dr.
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

AND
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Fourth Article

us and we therefore enter the value of
these, $1.40, also on the Dr. side.
As stated above the difference between the totals of the two sides now
shows our gross profit, but we cannot
consider we have made any profit until
we have paid all charges and expenses
i/f every kind incurred in connection with
the business. We therefore enter on the
Assets
Furniture,
fixtures,
etc
Cash
on hand
Cash at bank
Stock
(present value)
Accounts
receivable
(sundry

BALANCE

Dr. side our Fixed Charges $25, which
$2.963.90
we have agreed is to represent salaries,
rent, heat, lighting and all fixed charges
of any kind whatsoever for the foui
days' period with which we are dealing,
and we also enter the total of our Sundry
Trade Expenses account in the same
column. Items short or over in our
cash must also be entered by us in the
Profit and Loss Ledger account and
the difference between the totals of the
two columns will then represent our
absolute net profit after expenses of
all kinds have been covered. The final
Profit and Loss Statement now appears
as follows:

stock on hand Ja'n.
total sales
discounts
taken
. .
cash (over in till)

4

$1,928.95
388.21
1.74

20.55
59.85
.35
$2,319.25

stocktaking and also the total of our
sales which we take from the Cr. side
of the Goods account. The difference
between these two (sMes would now
represent our gross profit, but we have
one or two other items to consider which
we shall find in the Profit and Loss
account in the Ledger. The total of
eui purchases is reduced by the amount
of any discounts we have taken and we
therefore enter these on the opposite
side of the account, which is the same as
deducting them from the purchases
total; similarly our sales are reduced by
any discounts we have allowed and
these we also enter on the opposite side
to that on which our sales appear. Thus
the discount we took, $1.74, is entered
on the Cr. side and the discount we
allowed, 15c, on the Dr. side of the
statement. Our sales are .also reduced
by any goods we have had returned to

SHEET

500.00
payable
236.47 Accounts
242.93
1.928.95
debtors).. 55.65
of assets
5 Excess

LOSSSTATEMENT

$2,000.00By
211.95By
1.40By
.15By
25.00

capital.
Our balance sheet will thus appear
r>j follows: —

$

Cr.
stock on hand Jan.
1
purchases
returns
discounts allowed
. .
fixed charges
S. T. E
cash (short in till)
balance (net profit)

'land is now $236.47 and at bank $242.83.
Our stock is worth $1,928.95 and customers owe us $55.65, a total of $2,963.90
On the other hand we owe our creditors $104.05, which deducted from this
total leaves us $2,859.85, our present

$2,319.25

Thus our net profit for the four days
works out at $59.85. One item we have
not allowed for is depreciation in value
of our stock and furniture for four
days. This would be too small to consider,
but for the year it is customary to
allow something like ten per cent, on
the fixtures, furniture, etc., and as regards stock, a fair allowance should
be made according to circumstances.
Whatever amount is decided upon would
have to be entered on the Cr. side of
the Statement and would reduce the
profit bv that amount.
The Balance Sheet now claims our
attention. We started with a capital
of $2,800, which has now been increased
by $59.85 and the Balance Sheet will show
us how this amount of $2,859.85 is made
up.
Under the head of Assets we still have
our fixtures valued at $500.
Cash on

Liabilities
creditors) . .
(sundry

over

liabilities

$

104.05

2,859.85

$2,963.90

Had we allowed anything for depreciation of furniture, it would have been
entered on the right hand side of the
Furniture and Fixtures account and on
the left hand side of the Profit and Loss
account and in the Balance Sheet the
r mount against Furniture and Fixtures
would have been reduced by that amount,
as likewise would the Excess of Assets
over Liabilities item.
It now only remains for us to close
our balour books and bring forward deal
next
ances. With this we will
month.
(To be concluded)
IN BUSINESS 42 YEARS
In a letter dated May 22, addressed to
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton, W. J.
Henry, Kincardine, Ont., wrote as follows:
"I expect that by the end of the month
I will be a 'free nigger.' My first order
for goods was given to Buntin, Gillies &
Co. 42 years ago last month. A little
odd, is it not, that my first and last orders in business should be given to the
same firm with a little over 42 years between? Well, so long."— W. J. Henry.
This circumstance is one that carries
a good measure of satisfaction for Buntin, Gillies & Co., who, by the way, have
been regular advertisers in BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER since the
establishment of this trade newspaper
nearly 35 years ago. Mr. Henry, of Kincardine, has been a regular reader of
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER for
many years, and readers will recall some
"good stuff" from Mr. Henry that has
appeared in previous issues of this
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Spurring on British Industries Fair

LANS.
1920 PLANS
British Trade Press are
of British Industries Fa..
publicity so as to assureirrtongemprosy
a^gres^e
greater success.
1920
plans include increase in scope, taking in additional trades.

NOTWITHSTANDING
the vast
content of the British Industries
Fair at London, it was greatly
eclipsed by the big fair at Lyons, France,
where the number of exhibitors reached
a total of 4,700, as against 570 at London, but the Lyons Fair represented
fifty-three trade sections as against but
half a dozen trade sections at the London Fair. Some of the British trade
papers have not been backward in criticizing the London Fair on this, and a
few other cases, but that this has been
constructive criticism is revealed in that
announcements regarding the 1920 Fair
at London show that more aggressive
efforts are to be made to increase the
scope of the Fair, so that it may reasonably be expected to eventually eclipse
the great Leipsig Fair of pre-war days.
The Lyons Fair has already reached
proportions that approach the records
set by Leipsig. The "Toy and Fancy
Goods Trade" in its last issue scored
those in charge of the Department of
Overseas Trade as follows:

"Both Leipzig and Lyons are organized and run by local bodies drawn from
the Municipal Councils, Chambers of
Commerce, etc. The British Industries
Fair is the only trade fair that is run
by a Government department. London
is the commercial capital of the world;
the British Government has a world
prestige which stands higher than any
other, and a British Industries Fair conceived and carried out on the lines indicated in our earlier paragraph would
draw the world's buyers to London as a
needle is drawn to the magnet. If such
a development is ever likely to be contemplated, the promoters will have to
revolutionize many of their methods, and
not the least in the matter of publicity.
For several months before the Leipzig
Fairs, these were advertised in public,
commercial and trade publications all
over the world; the Lyons Fair is similarly advertised, but the promoters of the
British Industries Fair — possibly because Governments do not advertise
merely drop a hint to our consuls abroad,
those amiable gentlemen whose services
in the past have been so utterly futile,
that the British Industries Fair will be
held, etc., etc. This method of disseminating information is supplemented by
the despatch of so many thousands of
invitations, which in the past have been
sent out about November, when they
would reach a buyer in Australia about
the beginning of January, informing him
the Fair was in February. We do not
wish to labor this point, but we sincerely hope that those who are responsible for the control of the Department of

Lyons Fair Far Ahead of the London in Approaching
Proportions
Overseas Trade and the British Industries Fair in particular will give the
question of future fairs their immediate
consideration. There is room for a man
or men of imagination at the head of
this department, men who realize that
in the British Industries Fair they have
a means of re-establishing British commercial supremacy and of making Great
Britain, in a bigger, fuller and wider
sense than ever before, the market of
theTheworld."
British Industries Fair, 1920, will
be very considerably extended in its
scope. The arrangements so far make
it probable that there will be sufficient
space for the manufactures of suitable
Dominion firms to be included. The
Fair is confined to British manufacturing firms, and the definition of a British
firm, in this instance, is a firm whose
principal works and head offices are situated within the British Empire and
which is not controlled by foreign interests. Canadian manufacturers, therefore, coming within that definition, will
be eligible as exhibitors.
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is :ntroduced
a "bicycle

The schedule of trades of the British
Industries Fair at London is as follows:
Cutlery.
Silver and
Jewellery,
Imitation
haberdashery
Glassware
China and

electro-plate.
watches and clocks.
jewellery, including hard
articles.
of all descriptions.
earthenware.

Paper, stationery and stationers' sundries.
Printing.
Fancy goods, including traveling requisites and tobacconists' sundries.
Leather for the fancy goods, bookbinding and upholstery trades.
Brushes.
Toys and sports goods.
Scientific instruments.
Optical goods and spectacle ware.
ites.Photographic appliances and requisDrugs
druggists' sundries.
Musical andinstruments.
Furniture (knock down for export).
Art needlework requisites.

HIBERNOCYCLE

runners."
byon Beauchamp

Leipzig

is one of the new
& It Co.,
of Montreal.

items

Editorial Chronicle and Comment

TOY

TRADE

OUTLOOK

IT is stated on the strength of information obtained from authoritative sources that the production of toys made in Canada last year was over
$800,000 and that this represented about one-third
of the total value of tbe toys sold in this country
last year. In the same year the value of toys imported from the United States was well over the
million-dollar mark, the rest coming chiefly from
Britain and Japan.
All things considered, the showing made InCanadian toy-making concerns may l>e said to be
a most satisfactory one, indicating, in spite of the
many "false alarms" among the numerous toy "factories" that sprung into being as the result of the
roseate picture of prospective fortunes to be made
in the manufacture of toys as painted in the course
of the toy propaganda of the Department of Trade
and Commerce, that a considerable number of manufacturers went about producing toys on a sound
business basis. Toys made of wood are anion," those
wbicd) have been marketed with outstanding success
by Canadian makers and this is true also of one or
two manufacturers of dolls. These are also being
successfully produced for trade in other lands, and
representatives of Canadian concerns are at presenl
in England arranging connections for export trade.
Now that the war is over a big handicap has
been removed from the path of British toy-making
concerns and the natural result will be a considerably
increased total of imports of toys from Britain over
last year with the prospect of still larger importations
next year in view of the fact that the handicap under
which the Old Country concerns have been operating still exists to a considerable degree. That some
of them have got into shape to fill orders from tbe
Canadian trade is indicated by the good representation of British firms among the toy advertisers
in this toy trade number.

ery and kindred lines who had come almost to the
point of dropping toys altogether, are now playing
up the department so energetically that it hid- fair
to rank in turnover with other chief lines of merchandise making up their stock in trade. This trend
is bound to continue and all members of this trade
should look to it that no further progress is made
by hardware dealers, dry goods store- and others in
making inroads on this legitimate field of the merchant- served by this trade newspaper.
CHILDREN'S GOODS
BUT of a hundred cards sent out to a selected
list of retail book and stationery stores, presenting a questionnaire relative to the toy trade, with
Special reference to the advisability of devoting more
attention in BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
to the toy trade and kindred goods, thirty -one replies
had been received up to the time of going to press
and it is a significant fact that of these, only live
replied in the negative, the other twenty-six favoring this idea.. However, we have since hit upon a
plan that will, we are sure, find favor with even the
small minority, this being our "•Children's Oood?
Section" presented for the first time in this issue.
All the retailers, even those who restrict their
business to books and stationery proper, sell children's goods as included in book and stationery stocks
and this department will consequently be of vital
interest to them.
SPORTING

GOODS

ALTHOUGH sporting goods are distinct from
toys, there is a close association between these
lines in the trade for the reason that, to a large extent, the wholesale houses selling toys also sell sporting goods.
The extent of sporting goods is such as to make it
a separate department and, as there are different
An especially satisfactory development in the sports for different seasons, it is naturally a departwar years has been the establishment in Canada of
ment for year-round trading. As such, it is all the
more effective as a help in maintaining toy trade
special factories for the manufacture of high-grade
activity throughout the year, a development that is
toy lines that had previously been largely imported
from tbe U.S. factories.
much to be desired. This latter remark is superfluous in the case of a growing number of retailers
All this activity has been a blessing for the trade
so far as the retailers are concerned, and it is a who do feature toys every season of the year.
most significant fact many retailers in book, station- 41
Sporting goods include items running well up

BOOKSELLER

AND

are carrying on business establishments of their own
are the very ones who should lend their services in

the price scale and for that reason they give a better
balance to the whole business of the merchant engaged in these associated trades of books, stationery,
toys and kindred goods.
This whole question is deserving of serious
thought on the part of all members of the trade
This of course is not so necessary on the part of
well established, flourishing bookstores in the cities,
but in the smaller towns it is almost universally a
fact that these retailers must branch out beyond books
and stationery proper in order to reach a volume of
trade that will guarantee a turnover assuring a satisfactory income.
THE

SCHOOL

BOOK

managing the town's affairs, for they are qualified
better than any of the other citizens to know where
expenditures are useless, and where they can be
made to the town's advantage.
Business men are naturally interested in seeing
their town go ahead. Their own prosperity depends
upon that of the town, consequently they will always
be found supporting measures which stand for progress. On the other hand, owing to the taxes which
they have to pay, they will be cautious about saddling the town with heavy expenses in order to gain
a superficial prosperity.
Booksellers and stationers should be prominent in
boards of trade and town councils, for their very

QUESTION

IN his recent important speech in the Ontario Legislature, Hon. Dr. Cody, in dealing with the school
book question, after having referred to the expiration
of many of the contracts for supplying school text
books, said that the necessity for the revision of
many of the books was at the present time being
actively taken into consideration. He then turned
his attention to some of the criticism voiced recently
of the high cost of text-books. Dr. Cody declared that
in the high schools and collegiates in 1898 there
were 22 books, the total cost of which was $1-1.60.
In 1918 the number of books was 24 and the total
cost $11.48. In the public schools in 1898 13 books
were used at a cost of $3.37, and in 1918 15 books
were used at a cost of $2.77. However, in view of
the higher cost of production he would not promise
the prices would not be higher in future. The
reason for the discrepancies in figures which he
presented and those presented by critics was that he
dealt only with the authorized books, and not with
those recommended for school libraries or for use
by the teachers.
Referring to the subject of industrial and technical education, the Minister said that plans must
be made for specialized secondary and agricultural
schools and specialized commercial and technical
schools. Several cities had built schools after conferring with the department. The latter did not
regulate these schools at all. In future it would be
the Dominion, Provincial and Municipal Governments that would assist financially in the building
of such institutions. The matter of the school age

business depends, to a large extent, upon the town's
going ahead. The dealer does not wish to see his
turnover practically at a standstill year after year,
while his expenses are probably increasing. Yet
there are many towns where the amount of business
obtainable i- practically a fixed quantity.
Canada is bound to prosper for many years to
come, and every part of the country should share
in that prosperity. How many towns there are,
where the addition of a single growing industry
would start every retail merchant in the place on
•the way to a larger business.
Let every retailer join the forces of progress in
Ins town, and cheerfully lend his assistance wherever
it is most needed.
LITERARY
THE

AN INTEREST

IN THE

CLUB

OFFERING

PRIZES

St. James Lucerary Society brought its season to a close last month and elected officers for

the coming year. A. T. Chapman, of Chapman's
Bookstore, president for the past season, was chosen
as a member of the Executive.
As a force in cultivating and moulding the literary tastes of the community, such a society as the
St. James Literary is of real interest to the book
trade. Interest is being manifested very decidedly
in Montreal in the work of library societies and their
cultivation cannot be over-emphasized.
At this last meeting, it was decided that two prizes
of $2o each should be offered for competition in
English literature. These will be available by the
literary departments of both McGill and Laval Universities and will be offered for proficiency in English literature. It is probable that preference will
be given some subject particularly Canadian in character. There is a probability of the prizes being
offered annually. To signalize the twenty-first birthday of the Society's activities, this decision of offering a prize was made.

was also bound up with that subject."
Retail booksellers will look in vain for any indication that their wrongs in the matter of the trade
situation as regards school books are to be righted,
but perhaps Hon. Dr. Cody has something in reserve that may be given out later.
TAKE

STATIONER

TOWN

IT is a bad thing for any town when the business
men of the place insist upon side-stepping municipal politics, as so many of them do. Those who

THE

discussion of the question of a trade organization should be entered into by all the booksellersand stationers of Canada.
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NEWS
A YUKON VISITOR
Among the recent buyers in Toronto
visiting the wholesale houses was H. G.
Macpherson, bookseller and stationer, of
White Horse, Yukon Territory. Mr.
Macpherson has been in business in that
far northern town since 1909.
He is a

This store was described

OF THE

TRADE

istic frame of mind as to the business
prospects and the business done thus far
this year was good all along the line.
One of the greatest sources of satisfaction were the almost uniformly enthusiastic reports indicating the very
best prospects as to the 1919 crops.

Model School, Toronto'.
He joined the
W. J. Gage Co. in 1881.
He was a prominent member of the
Metropolitan Church, chairman of the
executive of the National Sanitarium Association and president of the National
Club, Toronto.

INTERIOR
OF E. B. CRAGG'S BOOKSTORE,
BRIDGEWATER. N.S.
in the May issue, but unfortunately
this half-tone did not arrive in time
in that number.

great admirer of BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER, and said that he found
many useful suggestions in it that he
was able to apply to his own business.
He found the reports of new books of
great value to him as a guide in ordering.
An indication of how the price of sealing wax has gone up since the beginning of the war is indicated by the remark of a salesman in the warehouse
of Menzies & Co. the other day in talking to a customer. He took up a stick
of wax now priced at 35c, wholesale, remarking that the identical size and
quality in 1914 was lie.
M. J. McLean has returned from a
successful trip through the West to the
Pacific Coast in the interests of Thomas
Allen, the Toronto publisher. He was
accompanied on this trip by Mrs. McLean. Mr. McLean found the booksellers throughout the West in an optim-

DEATH OF W. P. GUNDY
The members of the trade throughout
Canada regret the passing of one of
the leading wholesale stationers in the
person of the late W. P. Gundy..
His death occurred at Ottawa on May
23, due to heart failure, following a
seizure while dining the evening before.
Following the formation of the Union
Government the late Mr. Gundy was appointed a member of the War Purchasing Board, and since then up to the time
of his death he spent most of his time at
Ottawa.
He was president and general manager
of the W. J. Gage Co., vice-president and
managing director of Kinleith Paper Co.,
at St. Catharines; vice-president Educational Book Co., of Toronto, and was
president of the Toronto Board of Trade
in 1914.
The deceased was
43 born in St. Catharines in 1858, and was educated at the

to

be

included

NEW FACTORY
Hamilton, May 28.— F. W. Warren,
architect, is preparing plans for a modern factory building for the National
Paper Goods, Ltd. It will be 285
feet by 75 feet, of two-story and basement construction and thoroughly modern, containing rest rooms for the employees.
Picton, Ont. — Enquiry from W. Alexander Wright as to where to buy duplicating machines to make copies of writA. —ing, etc.
Heklograph & Duplicating Co., 42
Murray St., N.Y.; National Typewriter
Co., Victoria St., Toronto (Ellam
Duplicator); Daus Duplicator Co., Ill
John St., N.Y.
There are no goods so well "introduced" that those who supply them can
afford to stop creating a demand for
them.

Selling-Talks for the Sales Force

ARE
YOU
WITH
US?
This department is an outgrowth of the Junior
Clerk's Page, which has been a feature of recent
issues. It was felt that the idea of that department was good enough to apply to all members
of the sales force from the youngest "apprentice"
to the Dean of the Staff, but due attention will
continue to be paid to the interests of the juniors.

IN the average Canadian bookstore
the proprietor himself is usually one
of the most active members of the
sales force; consequently the contents of
this page will prove of particular interest to him as a salesman and will be
well worth his careful perusal each
month, because of the points that will be
brought out that will be helpful to him
in his relation, as an employer, to the
salespersons, new and experienced, which
this department will ever seek to serve
in the way of providing information and
suggestions of practical value.
It will be recalled that recently the
question of bonuses for clerks was dealt
with in succeeding issues of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. Pursuing
this subject a little further, it is a
strange thing how many good merchants there are who are in the habit
of judging their business primarily by
the annual turnover. Hence, they are
also prone to judge the value of their
clerks by the gross volume of their sales.
That this is a fallacious principle, will
be readily recognized, if a little thought
be given to the subject. It is not the
business with a large turnover, but the
one with a profitable turnover, which
should give the merchant cause for congratulation. Many a business operating
on microscopic profits has a large turnover, and, on the other hand, not a few
stores with a comparatively small total
of sales, are netting their owners handsome profits.
Of course, the making of profits depends very largely upon economical
management, but the importance of
training clerks to sell for profit must
not be overlooked. Without this training, a clerk will naturally follow the line
of least resistance, and sell those goods
which are easiest to sell.
Some merchants have already adopted
methods by which their clerks know the
net profit on their sales and are encouraged to sell the most profitable lines.
This eventually results in giving the
store a reputation for high-class goods,
which usually carry the best profits, and
in developing superior selling ability in
the staff.
A Montreal firm shares profits with
the clerks, whose income in therefore dependent upon their making profitable
sales. The total cost of each line in the
store is accurately figured out, and the
profits are shared, according to a
fixed schedule, on every sale made. A
peculiar feature of this system is that
the clerks are obliged to share losses as
well as profits. Of course, a necessary
part of this idea is that the correct proportion of the overhead expense should

A Page of Suggestion and Inspiration for Those Who Sell Goods
in the Store or on the Road
be charged to each line carried, and this
requires a carefully worked out system
of accounting.
The general idea of interesting clerks
in the store's profits is a good one, and
is worth all the thought and ingenuity
that the dealer can employ in working
out a system that will suit his own needs.
ON

TOPPING

THE

LIST

When a subscription list or a popular
movement list is about to be launched
upon its journey of presentations, it is
considered to be a very wise move to get
some influential man's name to head the
list.
But why be concerned about who
"heads the list"?
Because of prestige — for the influence
of suggestion — to hold out, as it were,
through suggestion, an opportunity to
men of leaser personal magnitude, to
associate with and share membership in
some institution with a man of maximum
personal magnitude, states a writer in
"Piccolo."
The top of a list is the first spot that
arrests the eye. and the eye in turn
flashes to the mind that here is matter
for consideration.
When your employer reviews his business, in reflective moments, his mind
unconsciously assembles his thoughtdata into lists — his wares and their appeal to the nublic; his trade territory
and its possibilities for expansion or
more intensive development; his own
hunger for achievement; his love for the
game which drives him on and on to
greater achievements and greater victories— and at this point in his mental
review he comes face to face with the
question that looms high and wide
above all other cmestions — employees.
Who tops the list in your concern?
For, inexorably, some one leads, and
be assured your emnlover knows the
leader. Leadership and its rewards come
only through work — hard work — study
— concentration, consecration — development of one Durpose.
Merely wishing to top the list will
never advance you one step.
But there is a wav — it will carry you
through every obstacle and land you
surely and securely at the top of the
list — yea, you may even outgrow your
pr°sent concern.
Here is the wav:
Go to your work everv morning as
though it were your business — serve
everv customer as though it were your
business — do everything you do as well
as you would want it done if it were
your business, and you will surely wake
up some morning and find that you are
44

a leader — topping the list in your concern or chosen sphere of activities.
You Know This — But
A well-trained clerk sells more goods,
satisfies more customers, makes fewer
mistakes, and has a greater capacity
for helping to increase trade and pro
fits. A few essentials in which clerks
should be trained are:
Appearance — The value of personal
cleanliness, rather than of fine clothes.
Carefulness — Not to handle stock
carelessly, but to treat every article as
though it were a precious possession, for
nothing imparts an idea of value more
subtly and quickly than the clerk's silent
but apparent personal estimate of it.
Caution — To be careful in facts and
figures; to wrap all parcels with care,
remembering how the customer feels
when he discovers the dirty thumb
marks of a careless clerk on* a new blank
book .
Salesmanship — The value of suggesting goods to customers, goods that you
desire most to sell, making the suggestion in a manner not to give offense.
Quick Service. — The impcrtance of
serving
of
hurry.quickly without an appearance
Manners — The value of politeness.
Courteous, polite clerks attract trade, accommodating clerks hold it; inattentive,
grouchy, know-it-all clerks drive it away.
Conduct — The effect of becoming conduct on the part of the clerks, both inside and outside of the store as well.
Personal Responsibility — The result of
careful accounting, personal record and
check on every sal-1 —"The National."
Cheap frames and cheap pictures have
as much a place in the market as fine
pictures and fine frames. There is a
demand for both. Those who buy the
cheaper grade do so usually because if
they didn't they could not buy any pictures or frames at all.
WATER BABIES
This heading does not refer to the
well-known juvenile book of that title
but is the name of a new series of dolls
put out by a New York firm. They are
made of light soft cloth known as Kopac
r>r Terry cloth. They are sanitary, and
the makers claim for them that they are
indestructible, all of which is calculated
to make them popular with mothers.
BARNEY
"Barney" is the name of a toy tank
nut out by the Liverpool toy concern of
Whitely, Tansley & Co. Like the real
tanks that struck such terror into the
hearts of the Huns when they first went
into action, Barney is a real climber.

Canadian Papers Are in High Favor
The reports from London and Ottawa which are
reproduced here have significance for the Canadian stationery trade as indicated, the favorable
situation of Canadian paper makers for increasing
their output thus enabling them to give lower
prices to manufacturing stationers.

How the British Preference Benefits Canadian Paper Trade by
Admitting Free of License All Paper Made
Within the Empire

London, May 1. — The following comment upon the Canadian paper situation
appears in the "Newspaper World" of
London: Whatever may be done in the
way of protecting British paper-makers
against the competition of Continental
makers, Canadian mills evidently expect
that they will receive some measure of
preferential treatment, if not actually
free export to this country. It is to this
source that we shall have to look for the
keenest competition in the cheaper
grades of white printings and such
papers as are used by the publishers for
books and magazines. These are the
papers in the making of which our mills
in times past have excelled and which
have formed the bulk of the tonnage
turned out from the mills of this country. These are also the papers which
the Canadian mills are specially equipped to turn out in huge quantities. Their
mills are right against the source of
supply of their raw material, thus eliminating transit charges between the pulp
and paper mills; they have mostly an
abundance of water-power to reduce
their making costs, and the same rivers
which drive their machinery are at their
doors ready to carry away the manufactured produce to the ports for shipment
across the seas. In addition to these
items in their favor the Canadian mills
have for many years made a much
harder printing paper than that made
in this country, which is capable of taking a very high permanent finish and
which some of our big printers are now
beginning to appreciate. This latter feature of Canadian publication papers is

largely the cause of the smarter and
brighter appearance of so many of their
trade journals. For many years British
printers were very averse to using these
hard, bright papers because of the difficulty thev found in getting the ink to
dry sufficiently quickly to prevent offset. The use cf printing machines with
better rolling power and of ink better
suited to the paper has done away with
this objection, although most of the
paper-makers of this country still say
that the soft, easy-drying sheet is most
in favor. If Canadian papers are
smarter and give better results, they
will have a ready sale in this country.
Ottawa, May 8. — Further proof of the
benefit to Canadian trade of the new
British policy of preference to goods
from within the Empire is supplied by
a cablegram received by the Canadian
Trade Commission from the Canadian
Mission in London in reply to an inquiry
concerning the pulp and paper trade
position. The cable states that a general effect of the new regulations is to
limit considerably the importation of
writing and printing paper, newsprint,
cardboard and stationery from foreign
countries, and adds textually:
"Newspaper regulations do not affect

BUSINESS BOOKS
An advertisement reproduced in last
month's issue of BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER by its series of illustrations suggested the gradual growth, book
by book, of a useful business library. It
was not stated in connection with the reproduction that the firm for whom this
advertisement was devised was McAinsh
& Company, Limited, of Toronto. The
advertisement retirements one field of
business which Mr. McAinsh cultivates
assiduously and with vigor, viz., the field
of business in reference books.

With this ideal in view, this firm is
bending energy and expert knowledge
towards achievement. Not only does Mr.
McAinsh display in a special window the
latest business books, but by a campaign
of well-considered advertising in the
daily papers and in the specialized business papers such
as the valuable
"Financialbusiness
Post,"
the newest
and most
reference books are brought directly to
the attention of the principals and executives of enterprising concerns.
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT
"The Re-Creation of Brian Kent," is
the title of the new Harold Bell Wright
novel to appear in August.
EMPIRE DAY BOOK
In connection with the Empire Day
celebration this year in the schools of
the province, the Department of Education issued a little book of considerable
value to the students. It is a handbook
of Canada's share in the war. There are

"Every Office Its Library"
"Every business office should have an
up-to-date business library," says Mr.
McAinsh, "in saving of time, in securing
accuracy, in saving wasted effort, and
adding to office efficiency the right books
of reference are invaluable, and the time
is comine when every up-to-date business
office will be equipped with a compact
business library."

The British Board of Trade (DepartCanada."
ment of Commerce) announces that the
importation of paper and manufactures
of paper from non-British countries shall
continue to be prohibited except under
special license, but that the importation
of paper manufactured within the British Empire is free of license.
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In addition, it is stated that the Board
of Trade will only grant licenses to import such qualities and descriptions of
paper as cannot be obtained in sufficient
quantities within the Empire, or when
prices for these classes advance so as
to be unreasonable. The regulations on
imports from foreign countries are based
upon percentages of the tonnage of
paper imported after April 30. Printed
matter, included forms, writing paper,
calendar and show cards, Christmas
cards, and other such printing, including toy books, which were formerlv so
largely imported from Germany, will be
almost totally prohibited in Great
Britain if coming from foreign countries. The regulation protecting the
buyer from unreasonable prices through
the power to increase the licenses is a
novel feature of the new British policy
of restriction.
The book paper manufacturers of the
United States and Canada, who last year
strengthened their position very materially by coming to a closer understanding and adopting similar terms and
prices, are now considering similar relations with the paper manufacturers of
Great Britain. The ultimate object is
the division of territory, standard terms,
and finally the elimination of competition, which was quite keen at times during the war and for many years before.
Should the scheme be carried out, as it
is likely to be, it will ensure not only
sure, but very generous dividends. —
"Financial Post."

a dozen chapters, which tell of the schools
and the war, the campaign of 1918, the
decorations, the story of the Princess
Pats, and details of the various sections
in which the Canadian Corps had a part.
NEW

PAPERS

A number of new lines have been added
to the range of "Acme" typewriter
papers, manufactured and distributed by
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
and they are now able to say that there
is an "Acme" paper for every office and
commercial use.
TOY RAILWAY SYSTEMS
Among the new productions of the
British Metal and Toy Manufacturers,
Limited, of London, are railway accessories, to make complete models of existing railways as well as various models
of motor cars such as open touring cars,
landaulettes, and other automobile*.,
operated by clockwork.

About Bookstore Advertising
PUBLICITY
Newspaper advertising has helped to build many a
retail business bigger. Booksellers and stationers
can use it to relatively as much advantage as other
merchants, but on the average their showing is
not up to what it ought to be -in this respect in
Canada.

BOOKSELLERS and stationers in
the towns especially should be
regular newspaper advertisers. It
is a fact that with few exceptions the
advertising rates of the newspapers in
the towns and smaller cities are relatively low as compared with the rates
for advertising in the metropolitan
newspapers. But when advertising is
done, the retailer should see to it that
proper display is given. There is too
much slipshod work on the part of compositors in setting up the advertisements
appearing in many of the weekly newspapers in the smaller towns, and this is
true also of some daily papers. The
average bookseller and stationer should
be sufficiently posted to be able to himself indicate just what sort of display
his advertisement should have, and in
order to get full value for the money
he invests in these advertisements, he
should take due care that the work is
properly done. He insists on the best
obtainable value in buying merchandise
and the same principle should apply
when he buys advertising space. If he
will adopt this policy, a corresponding
improvement in the appearance of his
advertisements will result.
"Printer & Publisher," the trade paper
for printers in Canada, publishes each
month a series of criticisms of advertisements, showing the original and also
revised copy as it should appear. One
of these in a recent issue was a bookstore advertisement as reproduced herewith:
Reference to this advertisement was
made as follows:
"This is representative of a peculiar
class of ads. that many compositors find
difficulty in setting neatly and effectively. The items fail to lend themselves
to good balance in this case. Yet there
is no occasion for the poor sample of
typography seen here. There was no
necessity for crowding the matter
against the border, and lighter type
would have been better for the names
of the six Torchy books. The cut-off
border toward the bottom is in poor
taste, likewise the signature beneath it.
From the second line of type downward
the ad. appears confusing, and then, as
a finishing touch, the border and signature are inharmonious. Some care has
been used in placing white space between the various lines and groups. The
same attention to white space between
the side border and type would have
made th» set-up more presentable.
In setting bookstore ads. it is well to
remember that buyers of books are. as
a rule, cultured persons and the principle of appropriate display should be adhered to."

Some

Suggestions of Value With Specimens
Showing
Original and a Reset Advertisement
since,

the

For application of these criticisms see
the reset advertisement also reproduced
herewith.

few customers
says.
"DRY" CARDS

SETTING THE RIGHT EXAMPLE
"Generally the attitude of the proprietor of any store is reflected by his
salespeople," says tne credit man for a
wholesale house. "If he is willing and
eager to please, his men will act likewise; if he is unfriendly, they are unfriendly." He cites an instance to prove
his point.
A customer said to a merchant: "I
am going to quit trading with you.
Watch your salesman while I make this
purchase and perhaps you will under-

Prohibition is helping the greeting
card trade in a sense altogether apart
from the physical benefit that abstinence
assures. The coming of the U. S. "bone
dry era," commencing July 1, has already produced a appropriate
crop of "dry"
cards
with humorously
greetings,
such as this one:

When(hic)
we day,
come to the end of our perfThe end of the rickey and high,
And we say good bye to the cool frappe
And the rollicking rock and rye,
We will have to revel in buttermilk
And sarsaparilla gay,
And oh, the pain of drinking rain
At the end of a perf(hic) day.
WOOD-FIBRE DOLLS
A series of dolls made of wood-fibre,
put out by the Progressive Toy Co., are
among the season's successes; These
dolls are dressed in pure silk fabrics and
in dainty fashion. They have movable
eyes, are jointed, and certainly do look
attractive.

The merchant pondered over the incident. Then he realized that he was
like his salesman — unfriendly and lacking in graciousness.
He cultivated a courteous, accommodating manner and his salesman followed his example.
The store has lost
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man

Greetings to
You forDay
the End of a
Perf(hic)

why."
The stand
merchant
saw his salesman act
as if it were a task to wait on the customer; he did not smile or bow; he
shoved the purchase across the counter;
and he turned away as soon as he got
the money without a polite or friendly
word.

£
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Good Methods Effectually

The neighbor said he had no time
That he could fool away.
It took it all to get enough
His rent and bills to pay.
He said he'd never spent a cent
On this trade journal trash;
He wouldn't take one as a gift,
Give him the ready cash!
No editor could tell him how
His business should be run.
He

guessed he'd stick to doing things
The way he'd always done.
Now, what the dickens is the use
Of a man who feels that way
Believing he can run a store
In this enlightened day!
That fellow busted in a year,
The sheriff sold him out.
And he, no doubt, is wondering yet
Just how it came about.
Goods

and

Some novel papers for the nursery
walls were also shown recently. These
Um-

were in dainty small "old calico" effects,
at a distance, but upon closer view revealed little girls in sunbonnet and apron

BOOK STORE
Latest Copyright
Books
TORCHY

SERIES

DEVIL'S CRADLE

By Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick
A novel of German Arrogance, Culture and Conceit

CITY OF MASKS
By. Geo. Barr McCutcheon

W. R. TURNER
STATIONERY

Reset
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Actual

feeding her ducks while sitting out in her
garden. The design was in the pink
and blue calico colorings. Another
nursery paper was in Dutch blue and
another in tiny calico rosebuds, etc. The
nursery was the chief attraction at
Eaton's during the month of May, the
children's month. Playlets and tableaux
were given in the furniture building
twice daily and window displays showed
toys and furniture for tots of all ages
with special emphasis on summer requirements.
One of the interesting pieces of bedroom furniture was a child's reclining
chair of wicker, painted ivory to match
the other furniture and fitted with a
chintz-covered cushion. There were writing desks, cabinets, hat and coat posts,
and most of the other articles in miniature, which one sees- in the well-appointed adults' rooms.
A Novel Advertisement
In calling attention to their special
lines of 25-cent chintz bedroom paper
the same store sent out samples of it
in one of the morning dailies, the sample
forming a sheet the size of the newspaper. On the plain side of the wallpaper was the store's advertisement, a
feature of which was a "Room Measurement Chart," showing how many single
rolls of ordinary 18 in. wide paper would
be required for side walls and ceilings,
two single rolls to be deducted for every
four ordinary-size openings.
WALLPAPER

By Sezvell Ford
i. Torchy
4. Torchy, Private Sec.
2. Trying Out Torchy
5. Wilt Thou Torchy
3. On With Torchy
6. House of Torchy

THE

Used by One of the Big Toronto
Stores

of the big Toronto stores had
ONE
a window recently featuring "imported" wallpapers with chintzes
to match. The paper showed patterns
in delicate subdued stripes in neutral
colorings with cut-out borders in rather
pronounced tones. These were taken up
in the chintzes which were shown with
them, and it is easily imagined how well
such an idea would take. One could
easily effect a valance all round the
room with a paper border matching the
window chintz. One design showed the
wallpaper in light grey and silver with
only a trace of color, but the border,
about 10 inches deep, was in orange with
touches of black and grey; the chintz
was also
in orange, black and grey
.
chiefly

The

THE

STATIONER

Wallpaper Display and Advertising

A merchant who was old and wise
And had his pile all made,
Advised a neighbor to subscribe
To journals of his trade.

— "Trunks,
Leather
brellas."

AND

JEWELRY

WEEK

The St. Thomas "Times-Journal"
adopted a good advertising scheme which
was supported by the different wallpaper dealers in that city. A "wallpaper week" was organized and a whole
page was devoted each day to the wall,
advantage's
good McLachlin
space toents.
used advertisem
Bookstore paper
featuring "Art wallpapers," as well as
tapestries, grass cloths, velours and
oatmeals.
Follow It Up
In order to derive the greatest benefit from Wall Paper Week, says "Gilt
and Glimmer," it must be followed up
by attractive windows, interesting store
displays, catchy advertising, and a
general air around the store that something special is stirring in home decoration, so that the enthusiasm of the
people will not be allowed to wane.
There is an abundance of repapering
needed in every community. Now is the
time to start a renovating crusade for
the good of the householder, the occuself.
pants, and incidentally for the trade it-

size of original.
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CHARLEY ROYAL'S POEMS
Billy Brady must be credited with one
of the finds of the year in Charley
Royal, of Vancouver, whose poems will
be published in the autumn. Charley
Royal is the business manager of a
most successful stock company that has
for many months been playing to packed
houses in their own theatre in Vancouver. He is himself an actor and has
written many successful plays. The
number of poems he has written runs
up into the hundreds. He has an extraordinary faculty for producing verse
that touches responsive chords in human hearts and is equally successful
with humorous poems.
The collection is bound to be a success in book form. Here are two little
poems that will be in the volume:
Real

COL. JOHN BUCHAN
Col. John Buchan has been acting as
special correspondent at the front, where
he has done work of which the entire
press is proud. His war copy has been
free from highly-colored passages, and
it was with calmness, dispassion, and in
pellucid English that he recorded happenings. Simultaneously with his work
in the field, Colonel John Buchan has
been writing "Nelson's History of the
War," "Thirty-Nine Steps," "Greenmantle," and this month his latest book,
"Mr. Standfast," is announced for publication by Hodder and Stoughton Ltd.,
Toronto.
In this enthralling present-day romance, Dick Hannay, the hero of "Greenmantle" and "The Thirty-nine Steps,"
makes a welcome re-appearance. This
group of Buchan's books might well be
featured together in the way of display
and newspaper advertising by booksellers.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

IN CANADA

Points
Sky Pilot
of No Man's Land, Connor
144
Dawn.
Porter
62
Jungle Tales of Tarzan.
Burroughs 52
Four Horsemen.
Ibanez
48
Midas & Son.
McKenna
Desert of Wheat.
Grey
17
Non-Fiction
Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
McArthur. . 49
In Flanders' Fields.
McCrae
45
Dere Clash.
Bill.
Summers
2-9
The
Moore
26
Twentieth Plane.
Watson
16
That's Me All Over. Mable.
Streeter
13

ENGLISH BOOK TRADE NOTES
"The Book of Ethel," a new novel by
Coralie Stanton and Heath Hosken.
These popular collaborators break fresh
ground. A woman unhappily married
and self-freed, tells in her own words
the tragedy of her life, and how she ultimately realizes her destiny.
H.R.H. Princess Mary has added to
her library a copy of R. H. Lindo's popular and amusing book, "With Love From
"The Twin Soul of OTake San," by
the
Baroness Albert D'Anethan; "AdDaddy."
venturous Anne," by E. Everett Green;
"The Death Gamble," by Geo. R. Sims;
"Brother Rogue and Brother Saint," by
Tom Gallon, are now available in 2s. 6d.
reprints.
A new edition of "The Kreutzer Sonshortly.ata," by Leo Tolstoy, will be ready

Philosophy

The cheapest thing in all this world is
just a little smile;
A gentle word don't cost a cent, but, my,
it's worth the while;
A friendly deed to one in need ofttimes
will change careers;
The kindness
of "one
minute's time"
will live for many years.

CANADIAN COPYRIGHT
The new Canadian copyright legislation is in abeyance awaiting a settlement
of the differences between the rival positions taken by representatives of the
Canadian publishing interests in regard
to the manufacturing clause, frequently

If

every
cent
you've
ever
"spent"
brought interest while you live,
It couldn't bring you half the joy of one
lone dime you "give";
So open up that old grouch bag, help
others while you can,
And every minute of your life you'll feel
you've been a man.
"The Wash Out"
By Chas. E. Royal
An old maid's lonely night gown
Hung upon the back yard gate,
It flirted with the breezes,
Trying hard to win a mate.
But one dark night a gust of wind
Sent by the hand of fate
Blew a bachelor's silk pyjamas
On that same old back-yard gate.
The combination on the gate
Was gone next day at dawn,
And the shirts began to carry "tails"
Of an elopement on the lawn.
Now, time works many changes,
So all the gossips state,
For now you'll find
"Small dollie clothes"
On that same old back-yard gate.

BEST SELLING Fiction
BOOKS

COL.

JOHN

BUCHAN.

AIR MEN O'WAR
Boyd Cable's new book is "Air Men
O'War," which is of extra importance by
reason of the fact that it is by one who
has constantly seen the war as an active
participant.
IMPERFECTLY PROPER
"P. 0. D.," the humorist whose weekly
effusions in Toronto "Saturday Night"
delight so many readers, is giving us a
collection of these humorous articles in
book form. The volume will appear in
the autumn under the title of "ImperfectMcClelland
ly Proper." & Stewart have taken over
for Canada the Ralph48 Waldo Trine books.

referred to as the "printing clause," requiring complete manufacture in Canada
to obtain copyright.
In this connection it was stated in the
last issue of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER that this clause, if adopted in
the Act, would prohibit the importation
of small editions into Canada, but this
is not the case, the provision of the proposed Act being that in order to obtain
Canadian coypright a book must be
manufactured in Canada, and in the case
of copyright being granted, this of
course would preclude the importation
of such books into Canada from other
countries. But in the case of there being no Canadian copyright applied for,
as in the case of quantities too small
to warrant such action, the trade will
be able to import as at present without
any restriction.

This Industry's Growth Aids Trade

"AUTOMOTIVE"
LIBRARY
Busines books are to the fore in the book
business the3e days and in this connection due
attention should be given by all bookellers to
the unusual opportunity for increased book sales
that is afforded by continual expansion of the
trade in all types of motor vehicles, for pleasure,
for commercial purposes and for agricultural use.

THE

automobile industry, its present extent and its prospective development, carries significance for
the bookselling trade that is coming to
be appreciated more and more by the
far-seeing among the booksellers of this
and other lands, and the proof of this
postulation is afforded by the rapidlymounting sales of books on automotive
subjects. It is good business, therefore,
for the members of the book trade to
check up with the forthcoming season's
prospects for the automobile industry
itself, chances for still further increases
in the selling of such publications.
Automobile dealers everywhere regard the summer of 1919 as a season
of great sales promise, and there are
good and logical reasons for their
optimism. The pendulum of business is
fast swinging back to normal, weighted
as it is by an unparalleled national prosperity and a general tendency to keep
money in circulation. The automobile
dealer is justified in believing that he is
to have his rightful share, especially
after a period of curtailed production and
the resultant decrease in car purchases.
In fact, a most casual analysis of general business conditions reveals a most
remarkable opportunity for the automobile dealer. Any one of four well-defined
influences, which now are bringing about
a genuine revival of automobile buying
on the part of present and prospective
car owners, would have caused a decidedly upward bend to the sales curve.
The first of these influences is the
unusually open winter with which we
have been favored. According to the
weather man we have had 38 per cent,
the best of the winter averages Any
.time that you beat the weather average
to such an extent there's reason for rejoicing. Recall, if you can, any winter
in which cars have been so generously
used. And the more cars are used the
more sales. In other words, if the year
consisted alone of Aprils and Mays there
would be no dull months in the automobile business. It is cold weather and
snowblocked roads that cause a drop in
motor car sales.
Secondly, the readjustment period,
which was approached with more or less
anxiety, has not proven such a nightmare as many pessimists predicted.
There have been no business interruptions. On the contrary reliable mercantile reports show that a large percentage of established businesses enjoyed a decided increase during the first
four months of 1919. Automobile sales
have been encouragingly accelerated by
general business conditions.
Thirdly, the days of patriotic selfdenial are past. Many buyers, who
would have purchased automobiles dur-

Bright Outlook For Still Greater Sales of Books Relating to the
Automobile Industry.
ing 1918, did not do so because of the
wp.r and the demands made by war upon
their pockctbooks. While we were engaged in smashing the Kaiser there were
several Government edicts such as the
establishment of gasless Sundays, which
thousands of prospective automobile purchasers interpreted to mean: "Don't buy
during war times." This and other restrictions were removed when the armisLice was signed, but the ban was lifted
on the approach of cold weather, and it
took an open winter and the advent of
spring to get pocketbook action from
buyers.
The last of the four influences now
at work is the normal and natural inrease ;n ii.-. buying power of the country. Thcrp is i hat constant desire on
the part of the people to progress, to
ride better and farther each year, and
never did the average person have more
money with which to satisfy such a desire than now. The demand for better
and more recreation is surpassed only
by his obsession for greater business
efficiency. Both of which mean more
and better automobiles. Present conditions, in fact, are made to the order of
the automobile dealer. If any there are
who are faint-hearted, the success of
the automobile shows of 1919 should renew his faith in the motor car. These
shows established new records for business. They are the barometers for automobile sales.
Already deliveries, not sales, are the
worry of the dealer. On the limitations
imposed on car output, consequent on
reconstruction, will prevent the year
shattering all records.
As to Tractors
According to figures compiled by Dominion authorities, more than 8,000 tractors were shipped into Canada by United
States manufacturers during December
and January. During the year 1918,
21,691 American-built tractors were exported to Canada; 12,805 in 1917, and
only 3,693 in 1916. Canadian tractor
makers, however, are insisting on the
replacement of the import duty, as but
a few hundred tractors were made in
Canada during 1918, chiefly because of
American competition.
Window Display Idea
Every bookstore worthy of the name
carries a stock of automobile. books that
will enable the bookseller to devise a
goodly window display solely devoted to
books and periodicals dealing with the
different phases of this subject. To
make the display of the books themselves
more striking, thus attracting greater
attention with consequently enhanced
prospects for fostering sales, some plan
might be worked out by means of the
49

use of toy autos and character dolls to
show a replica of an automobile race or
an ordinary road scene introducing an
element of humor such as a break-down
or a "spotter" apprehending a speeder.
The exercise of a little ingenuity is all
that is necessary, and it should be a
comparatively easy matter to devise
something that will carry a particular
local significance, thus still further enhancing the effect.
An important expansion of Canadian
industry as the result of the extension
of the British preference on Canada's
manufactured products is a rapidly approaching reality. According to the
"American Metal Market" a large number of American manufacturers are preparing to build factories in the Dominion. It is estimated that from $12,000,000 to $15,000,000 will be expended by
Detroit automobile manufacturers alone
at
Windsor, Ont., and in the surrounding
territory.
The General Motors Corporation is
preparing to invest $6,000,000 at Walkerville, Ont. The Maxwell Motors Company, recently merged with the Chalmers Motor Company, is arranging to
spend $1,000,000 for an extension to its
Canadian plant. The Champion Spark
Plug Company, Toledo, O., is now building a factory at Windsor, Ont., which
will cost $300,000, and the Republic
Motor Truck Company of Michigan has
decided to locate a plant at London,
Ont., building to begin at once. The
Auto Specialty Company of St. Joseph,
Mich., is about to invest $250,000 in Canada, while the Kelsey Wheel Company,
Detroit, is making extensions to its
Canadian plants which will double capacity. The Motor Protectors Corp., of
Detroit, has also decided to build a plant
in Canada. The Columbia Motor Company, Dodge Brothers, and the Hudson
Motor Car Company are canvassing the
situation with a view to locating plants
in the Dominion.
All this increased activity spells still
greater circulation of books and periodicals relating to motor topics.
AUTOMOBILE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
This year's issue, the ninth edition of
Dyke's Automobile Encyclopaedia is
ready, and is, if anything, even more
than usually replete with information
about electric repair and ignition subjects. Airplanes and the new Liberty
motor also come in for attention. The
"pilot tube" or "plain tube" system in
carburetion is clearly explained, as is,
also "hot-spur" carburetion, kerosene as
fuel, and other vital questions of interest to all owners of motor cars or
men connected with the trade.

Selling Points About Timely
IDEAS
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A Brief Digest of the Outstanding Features of Many of the

:d"erus1^\oXyinp^r.o^rn^ypabpeerred for
HOW

AND

WHAT

TO READ

The title of this book sounds like a
large order for a small volume, but it
is a case of multum in parvo. It is an
issue of Williams & Norgate of London.
The book, which has 176 pages, is designed as a guide for those forming a
library or seeking help on some special
subject.
General information is given in 12
readable chapters, specific guidance in
bibliographical lists, carefully selected
and systematized.
Ancient and modern literature, works of
reference, history, the sciences and religion have their places; fiction and recreative reading take their place in the
plan, while considerable attention is
given to citizenship and reconstruction.
The author, Reginald Buckley, who was
for five years assistant-editor of a wellknown literary weekly, is both by sympathy and training well fitted for his
task.
A SHORT STORY TEXT-BOOK
The vogue of the short story gains
favor steadily and now we have books
that are primarily intended as studies
of the business of writing short stories.
The annual volume, "The Best Short
Stories," compiled by Edward J. O'Brien,
now has a companion text-book of over
200 pages, in which Blanche Colton
Williams, Ph.D., analyzes each one of
the twenty stories in Mr. O'Brien's collections, showing the problem that the
author set for himself, and wherein he
has failed or succeeded. For booksellers
this is a book that requires specialization, but every dealer should be able to
place a goodly number of copies of
"How to Study the Best Short Stories."
It is published by Small, Maynard &
Co., Boston.
NEW

ENGLISH

THE ARROW

New Books and Some Older Titles

Spain. The scene of the romance is
mainly Marseilles and the Spanish
Coast. In the character of the heroine,
Dona Rita, Mr. Conrad has conceived a
singularly fascinating figure and never,
not even in "Victory," has he written a
story so direct and so moving. Given
the theme, the characters, the romantic
setting and Mr. Conrad's wonderful
handling of all, this story will probably
come to be regarded as a definite landmark in the work of one of the greatest
living masters of English prose.
THE

SOUL

OF WEALTH

There has been much talk especially
by those who are rather less than more
informed upon the subject, about the
Church, its failure, opportunities and
so forth. The war undoubtedly brought
to light defects in the organization of
the Church, but has shown how great
was the need of its soul and efforts in
the true development of our natipnal
life. There is to be published a shilling
edition of Canon Partridge's effective little book, "The Soul of Wealth," which
points a particular opportunity of the
Anglican Church in these re-constructive days.
BERESFORD'S NEW BOOK
Now that the war is over, a great
many people are asking for something
light and entertaining to read — something that has nothing whatever to do
with the war. As if in answer to this
demand there was published tast week J.
D. Beresford's "The Jervaise Comedy,"
a charmingly written bit of humov,
which is calculated to put anyone into
the best of spirits; a book which is exactly what its title implies, a comedy
abounding in amusing situations and introducing a number of delightful people,
ity.
absolute accuracy and interchangeabil-

WEEKLY

Jack O' London's Weekly is a new periodical established in London, England,
by George Newnes, Ltd. It is edited by
Wilfrid Whitten, formerly with "T. P.'s
Weekly." Among the contributors to
the first issue are H. G. Wells, Arthur
Machen and Spencer Leigh Hunt.
OF GOLD

Joseph Conrad's new book "The Arrow of Gold" is a powerful romance
concerned mainly with the love story of
a young sea captain and a beautiful
Spanish girl, Dona Rita, heiress to the
fortunes of Henry Allegre, a strong
supporter of Don Carlos de Bourbon,
when, in the 'seventies Don Carlos made
his historic attempt for the throne of

Books

DOUGHBOYS

IN ENGLAND

"The Last Million," by Major Ian Hay
Beith, tells of the discovery of that remote island, England, by the untraveled
doughboy from America. The strangeness of it all in England — the new customs, the change of food, the different
temperaments — and the stranger
strangeness of it all in France is a
strong part of Major Beith's theme. No
man is better qualified to handle t he
subject of the interchange of impressions and influence between the Yank
and his brother-fighters, Monsieur Poilu
and Mr. Thomas Atkins. Since the beginning of the war Major Beith has been
one of the surest interpreters of Europe
to America and of America to Europe.
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STUDY OF FRENCH
"French and English Commercial Correspondence," published by E. Barlborough & Co., London, is a little book,
which has succeeded in condensing into
a handy compass what many more pretentious volumes have attempted on a
larger scale. Though its authors are
modest in not claiming to provide a letter covering every business contingency,
yet a wide range of everyday commercial
letters, written in correct style, and divided into appropriate sections, is to be
found within its pages. In addition ia
an alphabetical list of commercial abbreviations, and the tables of money,
weights and measures, etc., it will make
a useful companion to the business man's
desk, and fully merits the success every
valuable addition to an up-to-date commercial library deserves.

"French by Home Study," by J. Lafitte, B-es-L, comprises three compan
ion volumes consisting of "French Selftaught," "French Grammar," and the
Key. The sequence of three books provides an easy road to acquiring a practical knowledge of the French tongue,
an asset which is likely to be of tremedous value to the younger commercial
generation. In "French Self-Taught,"
is a comprehensive selection of words,
phrases and sentences, questions and answers required in ordinary life, in the
home, in business, travelling, sight seeing, recreation, etc., classified according
to subject. "French Grammar SelfTaught," describes the grammar of the
language in a clear and easily understood manner, and the lessons have been
arranged progressively. The author has
been wise in providing a tabular arrangement of the irregular verbs whicn
greatly enhances the utility of the volume. The Key to the exercises is both
necessary and useful for the self-taught
student, and is equally handy for the
teacher. The author has the benefit of
many years' successful teaching experierce. This is another publication of
E. Marlborough & Co.
CLEMENCEAU'S

IDEALS

Jos. M. Cabe, in his new book"Georges
Clemenceau," tells the story of the life
and of the ideals of the Tiger of France,
who in this strenuous age of young men,
is, despite his 77 years, represented as
being the strongest man in Europe in
will and intellect. Incidentally, the
book plays up prominently the "rationalism" of Clemenceau, which is significant in that this book is an issue of the
Rationalist Press of Watts & Co., of
London.

Monthly Record of New Books
Published by Firms Established in Canada
THE

COPP, CLARK
CO.
Fiction
The Further Adventures of Jimmie
Dale, Frank L. Packard, cloth, $1.50;
The Vinegar Saint, Hughes Mearns,
cloth, $1.50; The Day of Glory, Dorothy
Canfield, cloth, $1.00; Nomads of the
North, James Oliver Curwood, cloth,
$1.50; Alice Sit-by-the-Fire, J. M. Barrie,
cloth, $1.00; The Harbor Road, Sara
Ware Bassett, cloth, $1.50.
Non- Fiction
Holland of To-day, George Wharton
Edwards, cloth, $7.50; The Book of Chicago, Robert Shackleton, cloth, $3.00;
Robert Shackleton, leather de luxe,
$7.50; The Book of Boston, Robert
Shackleton, leather de luxe, $7.50; The
Book of Philadelphia, Robert Shackleton,
leather de luxe, $7.50; The Book of New
York, Robert Shackleton, leather de luxe,
$7.50.
Juvenile
Babs at Birchwood, Alice Ross Colver,
cloth, $1.35; The Little Lead Soldier, A.
Franchi, cloth, $1.50; Captain Lucy in
France, Alice Havard, cloth, $1.50; Beth
Anne Goes to School, Pemberton Ginther, cloth, $1.35; Margery Morris, Mascot, Violet Gordon Gray, oloth, $1.35;
Kent of Malvern, T. Truxton Hare, cloth,
$1.50; Fighting With the U.S. army,
Capt. C. A. Botsford, C.E.F., cloth, $1.50;
Little Maid of Old Philadelphia, Alice
Turner Curtis, cloth, $1.25; Trudy and
Timothy Out of Doors, Bertha Currie
Porter, cloth, $1.25; The Story of
Porcelain, Sara Ware Bassett, cloth, $1.
S. B. GUNDY
Fiction
Diamond Pin, Carolyn
Wells,
cloth,
$1.50;
Birds of a Feather,
Marcel
Nadaud, cloth, $1.35; Charmed
American, George Lewys, oloth, $1.50.
Non-Fiction
The Resurrected Nations, Isaac Don
Levine, cloth, $1.60; Abraham Lincoln
and The Practical Mystic. Francis Grierson, cloth, $1; Hearts Courageous, J.
Oxenham, paper, 50 cents.
Juvenile
Tales and Tags, Rhymes by A. J. L.,
cloth, $1.
HODDER

AND

STOUGHTON,
LTD.
Fiction
The Girl Next Door, Ruby M. Ayres,
$1.35; A Servant of Reality, Phyllis Bottome, $1.35; Tale of Mr. Tubbs, J. E.
Buckrose, $1.50; The Red Hawk, A. G.
Hales, $1.35; The Imp, Wilson MacNair,
$1.35; Land Girl's Love Story, Berta
Ruck. $1.50: Master of Moose Horn,
Theodore Goodridge Roberts, $1.35;
Shadow of the Past, F. E. Mills Young,
$1.35; Where Angels Fear to Tread, A.
G. Hales, $1.35; Flower of the Lily,
Baroness Orzcy, $1.50.

Non-Fiction
Grand Fleet, Admiral Jellicoe, $6; British Campaign, Vol. 4, Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, $2.
Juvenile
The Innocents, Alfred Hachard, $2.50;
Cockyolly Bird, Mable Deremer, $1.50.
THE MACMILLAN
CO.
Fiction
The Hills of Desire, R. A. Maher,
cloth, $1.50; The Jervaise Comedy, J. D.
Beresford, cloth, $1.50; The Rising of
the Tide, Ida M. Tarbell, cloth, $1.50;
The Story of a Backwoods Police Dog,
C. G. D. Roberts, cloth, $1.50; Mildred
Carver, U.S.A., Martha B. Bruere, cloth,
$1.50.
Non-Fiction
Some Suggestions in Ethics, B. Bosanquet, cloth, $2; International War, O. T.
Crosby, cloth,
$4; The
Teaching
of
Science, J. F. Woodhull,
cloth,
$1.35;
English
Literature
During
the
Last
Half Century, J. W. Cunliffe, cloth, $2;
Human
Conduct, C. C. Peters,
cloth,
$1.30; An Introduction to the Study of
Science, Smith & Jewett, cloth, $1.60;
The Song of Three
Friends,
J. G.
Neihardt, cloth, $1.25;
The
Book
of
Cheese, C. Tjom and W. W. Fisk, cloth,
$2; A Manual of Home-Making, M. Van
Rensselaer, oloth, $2.60;
Principles of
Accounting, Paton and Stevenson, cloth,
$3.50; Our Immortality, D. P. Rhodes,
cloth, $2.15;
Conscience,
Creeds
and
Criticism, C. W.
Emmet,
cloth,
$1;
Liberal Judaism
and Hellenism, C. G.
Montefiore, cloth, $2; The Gospel of the
Cross, J. R. Coates and Ors, cloth, $1.50;
Christian Liberty, H. H. Henson, cloth,
$2; Wake Up, Canada! C. W. Peterson,
cloth, $2; Karma, A Reincarnation Play,
Blackwood and Pearn, cloth, $2; Faith
and Freedom, C. H. S. Mathews and Ors,
cloth, $2; A Study of Calvin, A. Menzies,
oloth, $3.50; Essays in Romantic Literature, Wyndham, oloth, $4; A Commentary to Kant's Critique of Pure Reason,
N. W. Smith, cloth, $7.50; The Candle of
Vision, "A. E.," cloth, $2; The Whole
Truth About Alcohol, G. E. Flint, cloth,
$1.60; Airy Nothings, G. Gordon, cloth,
; Social Welfare in New Zealand,
H. H. Lusk, cloth, $1.90; Constructive
Rural Sociology, J. M. Gillette, cloth, $2;
The Psychology of Management, L. M.
Gilbreth, cloth, $2.25; The Wild Swans
at Coole, W. B. Yeats, cloth, $1.25; Village Improvements, P. T. Farwell, cloth,
$1.50; On the Face of the Waters, Steele,
c'oth. $1.60;
Preparing
the Way,
F.
Streatfield, '-loth, $1.65; Fighting
for
Sea Power, H. W. Household, cloth. 60c;
A Remembrance, H. B. Swete, cloth, $2;
A Snorting and Dramatic Career, A. E
T. Watson.
c>oth.
$4; Princioles
of
Chemistry, J. H. Hildebrand, cloth, $1.75;
On Societv, Frederic Harrison, cloth. $4;
Literary Recreations, A. K. Cook, oloth,
$2.50; Educition
by Violence, H.
S.
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Canby, cloth, $1.60; War and Revolution
in Russia, B. Gourki, cloth, $4; Escape
and Fantasy, G. Rostrevor, cloth, $1;
Prophecy and Authority, K. Fullerton,
cloth, $1.60; The New Opportunity of
the Church, R. E. Speer, cloth, 60c.
McCLELLAND & STEWART LTD.
Fiction
The Soul of Susan Yellam,
Horace
Annesley Vachell, $1.50; Simple Souls,
John Hastings
Turner,
$1.35;
White
Horse and the Red-Haired Girl, Kenyon
Gambier, $1.50; The Honor of the Clintons, Archibald Marshall, $1.75; Spears
of Destiny, Arthur D. Howden
Smith,
$1.50; Claire,
Leslie
Burton
Blades,
$1.50; Big Flat, Henry Oyen, $1.50; The
Wicked Marquis, E. Phillips Oppenheim,
$1.50; The Fire Flingers, William
J.
Neidig,
$1.50;
Love
Stories,
Mary
Roberts Rinehart, $1.50; Flexible Ferdinand. Julie M. Lippmann,
$1.50; The
Strange Case of Cavendish, Randall Parrish, $1.50; Wooden Spoil, Victor Rousseau, $1.50; Patricia
Brent, Spinster,
Anonymous,
$1.50; The Eyes of The
Blind, Arthur Somers Roche, $1.50; Oakwood of the Secret Service, Valentine
Williams, $1.50; The Thunder Bird, B.
M. Bower, $1.50; Miss Maitland, Private
Secretary, Geraldine Bonner, $1.50; The
Secret City, Hugh Walpole, $1.50; Beckoning Roads, Jeanne Judson, $1.50; Diverging Roads, Rose Wilder Lane, $1.50;
Blind Alley, W. L. George, $1.75; Midas
and Son, Stephen McKenna, $1.50; The
Emblems
of Fidelity, James Lane Allen, $1.25; Why Joan?, Eleanor Mercein
Kelly, $1.50; The American, Mary Dillon, $1.50; Nixola of Wall Street, Felix
Grendon, $1.50; Civilization, Tales of the
Orient. Ellen N. LaMotte, $1.50; Mockery, Alexander MacFarlan,
$1.60; Ma
Pettengill, Harry Leon Wilson, $1.50;
Candles That Burn, Aline Kilmer, $1.25;
The Rocking Horse, Christopher Moreland. $1.25; The Redemption of the Disabled, Garrard Harris, $2; The American
Hunting Dog, Lieut. Warren H. Miller,
$2; In Tune with the Infinite, Ralph
Waldo Trine, $1.50; The New Alignment
of Life, R. W. Trine, $1.50; This Mystical
Life of Ours, R. W. Trine, $1.50: The
Higher Powers of Mind and Soirit. R. W.
Trine, $1.50; The Land of Living Men, R.
W. Trine, $1.50; What's all the World Aseeking, R. W. Trine, $1.50; In the Hollow of His Hand, R. W. Trine, $1.50;
The British Revolution and the American Democracy, Norman Angell, $1.50;
Lilies White and Red, Frances Wilson
Huard, $1.50; Building the North. J. B.
MacDousrall,
$2;
Fighters for Peace,
Mary R. Parkman, $1.50: Ten Years Near
the German
Frontier, Maurice
Francis
Egan, $3.
Juvenile
Bob White
(Bedtime
Story
Books),
Thornton W. Burgess, 50c: 01' Mistah
Buzzard, T. W. Burgess, 50c.

BOOKSELLER
Fiction
Tam
$1.50;
cloth,
$1.50;

o' the Scoots, Edgar Wallace, cloth,
Pearl Island, Henry C. Rowland,
$1.50; Booty, Douglas Grant, cloth,
A Pagan of the Hills, Charles Neville Buck, cloth, $1.50; Shadow Mountain, Dane Coolidge, cloth, $1.50; The
Moonlit Way, Robt. W. Chambers, cloth,
$1.50.
The Musson Book Co., Ltd.
Fiction
The Cup of Fury, Rupert Hughes,
cloth, $1.75; Red of Surley, Ted Robbins,
cloth, $1.50; Christopher and Columbus,
cloth, $1.50; Twelve Men, Theodore Dreiser, cloth, $1.75; The Paliser Case, Edgar Saltus, cloth, $1.60; The Cricket,
Marjory Benton Cook, cloth, $1.50; Travelling Companions, Henry James, cloth,
$1.75.
Non-Fiction
Mother's Love in Action, Prudence
Bradish, cloth, $.35; What We Eat, Philip B. Hawk, cloth, $1.35; Bolshevism vs.
Democracy, John Spargo, cloth, $1.50;
Opportunities in -Farming, Edward Owen
Dean, cloth, 75c; Opportunities in Chemistry, Edward Owen Dean, cloth, 75c;
How to Study the Best Short Stories,
Blanche Colton Williams, cloth, $1.50;
The Erotic Motif in Literature, Albert
Mordell, cloth, $1.60; The Knack of Managing, 3vols., cloth, $2.00 net.
Juvenile
The Pie Partv Bubble Book No. 5,
Ralph Mayhew, $1.25.
PERSONAL

AND
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It is of course a book that is of especial interest for U.S. boys.
A "WINNER"
W. J. Avery, sales manager of the
standard books and reports department
of the A. W. Shaw Co., Chicago, writes
as follows, acknowledging receipt of a
copy of the annual spring number of
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.
" 'The Bookseller and Stationer and Office Equipment Journal' looks very good
I think. I feel that you have a winner
in this publication, and shall be very
glad
to see other copies of it."
BELGIUM
One of the year's outstanding works is
the two-volume "Belgium" by Brand
Whitlock. This is a human document
dealing with the very heart of the war,
and as such has a value even beyond the
known prestige of Whitlock as a publicist
and author, and because its appeal is an
international one affecting all the world.

her
"Martha"appeal.
books, but with the same
irresistible
Henry Oyen, in "Big Flat," tells a
story of the great open spaces, the
tamarack, the roaring river, with all the
appeal of the great primeval.
"Spears of Destiny," by A. D. H.
Smith, is a story of adventures in the
East at the time of the first capture
of Constantinople in the fourth century.
"Wooden Spoil," by Victor Rousseau,
is a ber
good,
country.clean tale of the Quebec lumEllen N. La Motte's book, "Civilization:
Tales of the Orient," is a brilliant performance in creative writing.
Robert Cortes Holliday's "Walking
Stick Papers" is a book of such merit
that it is being used as a text-book in
an Indian college.
"Love Stories" and Midas & Son,"
have both gone into second Canadian editions.

HYGIENE

Personal hygiene is a subject that deserves the practical attention of the
bookseller to the extent of keeping posted and properly stocked up with books
coming under this heading, and they
should be exploited by effective advertising, including window displays and
show cards, directing attention to such
books.
In this connection it is interesting to
chronicle these new issues.
"The Woman of Forty," by Dr. E. B.
I.cwery.
"The Health of the Teacher," by Dr.
W. E. Chancellor.
LONG

YEARS

AGO

STORIES

' An addition to the worthy series of
Henry Altemus Co., known as "Wee
Books for Wee Folks," comes "The Long
Ago Years Stories."
This a is a series of books for children, especially adapted for Christmas
or birthday gifts. They are beautifully
and profusely illustrated in colors,
pointed from large, clear type on fine
paper, and daintily, yet durably, bound.
"Uncle Sam's Boys With Pershing's
Troops at the Front," just published, is
the seventh volume in "Altemus* Boys of
the Army Series." The many readers
of the previous issues in this series will
grieet the publication of this new volume
with enthusiasm. In this book, as in its
predecessors, a romantic atmosphere is
thrown around the boys of the army
with the thrilling plots that boys love.

Display of books on a book rack that displays 1,000 books with four hundred
and reserve stock space for 2,000 to 3,000 titles.

"The Mystery of Ah Jim," by Captain
Charles Gilson, is a new book. Boys and
old boys simply revel in such tales as
this exciting story of the Chinese underworld and piracy and adventure in
Eastern Seas. It introduces Mr. Wang,
Chinese detective.
Announced for May publication is a
new book by H. C. Vitwer under the
title of "A Smile a Minute." This new
book of humor relate ; the story of Ed.
Harmon, the hero of "From Baseball to
Boches," one of the best sellers of 1918,
now that he is "baJ: home."
A new volume in the woodcraft series
is "Woodcraft Boys at Sunset Island,"
which ably depicts the pleasures of a
summer in the woods.
"Flexible Ferdinand," by Julie Lippmann, is a book entirely different from
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in plain

view

"Patricia Brent, Spinster," the anonymous novel of war-time London, has been
translated into Swedish and Danish-Norwegian. Negotiations are pending for
Dutch and French translations. It is
also being filmed. The persistently
mysterious author will have a new book
r^ady in September.
HORSES
"Modern Horse Management," by
Major R. S. Timmins, D.S.O., of the
Royal Canadian Dragoons, is a most
valuable contribution to equine literature.
SIMPLE SOULS
John Hastings Turner has produced a
remarkable novel in "Simple Souls,"
which is a gripping tale, having the
additional merit of presenting a fund of
irresistible humor. It is full of constant
surprises and comedy situations.

Canada's Large
Per Capita Fire Loss
Dominion Fire Chief Says Fire Chiefs Are Remiss in Enforcing

FIRE!
If Canada' has the greatest fire loss in the world
in proportion to population, something should
assuredly be done in the way of reform and this
question is to be taken up by the Canadian Credit
Men's Association.

SOME rather serious allegations were
made by J. Grove Smith, of Ottawa,
Dominion Fire Commissioner, at a
meeting of the members of the Canadian
Credit Men's Association.
In pointing out that seventy-five per
cent, of the fire loss is caused by five
per cent, of the fires, he made the statement that his department can, if given
a free hand, reduce the huge fire wastage
in Canada by fifty per cent, in three
years.
"The million dollar fires are in million dollar buildings every time," he said.
"Our campaign must be directed against
the business men. It is no use teaching
women and children to guard against
fire. The woman who upsets a lamp in
a cottage is not the party responsible
for our huge losses. The great losses
come in our business buildings, and they
come because we are not concentrating
our legislation. There are too many
statutes and the result is a scattering
of effort.
No one is responsible.
Use Their Influence
"There are too many influential citizens among the business men who use
their influence. Talk about a fire chief
attempting to enforce fire laws. It is
absurd when you stop to consider that
so many of these appointments are made
the way they are through political "pull,"
and that fifty -per cent, of the officials
who are supposed to enforce the laws
are unable to do so because of influences
that can bear upon them through lodges
or politics. Permissive legislation has
proven itself useless in dealing with this
big matter. Investigating fires after
they have occurred is useless. The thing
to do is to prevent them. We must revise our methods and concentrate on this
work. Ninety-nine per cent, of the cause
of fires is fully realized by nine-tenths
of the people. In several of the provinces the work to further fire prevention
has not progressed because there have
not been sufficient funds."
All Are Affected
Mr. Smith pointed out that every fire
loss that occurs in Canada affects every
individual from Halifax to Vancouver.
"Because it puts an indirect tax upon
us all so that many do not realize, we
bear it willingly," he said. "But the tax
is there none the less. It is part and
parcel of every commodity. Every loaf
of bread for intsance is insured from
the time the wheat is gathered on the
prairie or field until it arrives on the
consumer's table. Insurance is merely
an indemnity. We should keep that in
mind. It does not restore loss once it has
occurred. Insurance cannot bring back
the huilding or the stock that has vanished in smoke.
Education in regard to

Fire Laws — Remedial Measures Proposed

fire prevention has been left too much
to generalities. There have been a few
items sent to the newspapers urging women and children to be careful with
matches or telling men not to throw
cigar stubs away carelessly, and all that
sort of stuff. It is all right as far as
it goes, but we are not getting anywhere
by this work. We must get a bigger
conception of the work. Since Confederation, no less than $350,000,000
worth of Canadian property has fallen a
prey to the flames. When you add to
this our expense for insurance, the cost
of water supply systems, and the maintenance of fire departments, it means
that it has cost us in the neighborhood
of $900,000,000. The unfortunate thine;
about it all is that our losses are steadily
increasing.
Huge Canadian Loss
"Canada, with a population of only
eight and a half million people, has the
highest per capita fire ioss in the world;
that is $4.25. We have been and are
still careless of our wealth. We are
squandering without any regard for the
people of the future and their needs.
Our enormous forest fire losses should
teach us this lesson alone. The time
has come when we must conserve. It is
of vital importance to every one of us to
stop these losses. The future of Canada
depends to a large extent upon our industrial efforts. We are not by any
means finished yet with commercial
rivalry from Germany and Austria.
There are other nations to consider also.
Our manufacturers will have to compete
against keen competition, and one of the
drags upon their progress is this indirect tax on everything due to fire
losses. It is our duty to-day to conserve
and protect to the fullest extent the
magnificent heritage Canada has. We
have been doing just the opposite.
Applying Palliatives
"Instead of going directly to the root
of the trouble we have been applying
palliatives. We must go to the source
of the trouble as quickly as possible.
Teaching children in schools is good
work; telling the women to be careful
with matches is good work, but the big
losses are in our business districts. From
a community point of view, if a man's
premises are a fire hazard the community should have sufficient interest in the
matter to make him remove the menace
by making improvements. We have
legislation. There is Dominion law and
Provincial law, and municipal statutes.
No one is responsible, and we are getting
nowhere. There is too much division of
authority and the laws are not being
enforced. In a broad sense all fires are
local. They come right down to us as
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individuals every time. We have, I suppose, about 4,000 fire halls and departments in Canada. What we want is that
these men should be sent out to prevent
fires before they start. Splendid work
can be done in this direction. These firemen should inspect and advise property
owners and reduce to a minimum the
possibilities of fires starting. It takes
trained men to get the best results in
this work, and the men who do it should
be efficient." Hits the Agents
Mr. Smith stated that there are between 20,000 and 30,000 fire insurance
agents in Canada. He declared that they
were not as a whole giving the public the
service which was to be expected from
the premiums paid.
"There are too many of them have side
lines," he said, "or insurance is a side
line with them. Street car conductors
sell insurance, and any number of other
individuals. Agents should be licensed
on the basis of their qualifications.
"Canada has the heaviest per capita
fire loss in the world and Ontario has
the heaviest loss in Canada. We must
do something. As matters stand now it
is not sufficiently centralized to secure
efficiency, and the local enforcement is
affected by political or other influence.
If given proper support our department
can reduce Canada's fire losses in three
years by fifty per cent. We must have
some way of overcoming political or
other influence. One way perhaps is to
amend the criminal code so as to make
it possible for any one who causes fires
by negligence to be prosecuted in the
proper courts. I do not think if we had
this law that we would need to invoke it,
but it would be there in case it were
Mr. Arthur Hewitt, of the Ontario
Fire
Prevention Leauge, spoke of the
needed."
fire waste in Ontario and also mentioned
the Arson Trust in the United States,
an organization which, it is stated, defrauds the insurance companies out of
$8,000,000 yearly by deliberately-planned
fires.
The insurance committee of the Credit
Men's Association will discuss the fire
prevention question shortly and recommendations will probably be made in line
with some of Mr. Smith's suggestions.
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THE WEST

the present time the eyes of the Retail Merchants of
Canada are turned toward the West. Out in that country
west of the Great Lakes the organized retail merchants are
becoming a strong factor. The convention that has recently
closed at Regina, at which were represented the merchants from
all parts of Saskatchewan and outside points as well, is but an
indication of what may be expected at the Manitoba Convention to be held in Brandon within less than a month's time. The
merchants of all those provinces, clear through to the Pacific,
are exerting themselves to become better merchants, to keep
pace in every way with the marvelous developments of that great
country.
AT

At the present time the West is faced with serious problems.
There are strikes and rumors of strikes in the air. Serious as
these conditions may be, they are still indicative of real growth,
a growth into a larger viewpoint that must ultimately come to
Capital and Labor alike.
But these are only passing phases that will be forgotten before
long. All the time the country is prospering.
Her fabulous wealth, as represented by her endless wheat fields,
not only means money for the conduct of industry, but means
food for a hungry world. Her mines and forests and fisheries
are hardly surpassed throughout the world. It is a big country
with big ideas and ideals, and its merchants are measuring up
to their opportunities. Their activities are well worth watching.

Will Appoint Western Board
Saskatchewan Convention Accepts New Basis of Constitution — Four Provinces Represented
by Western Board — Ottawa Office Unsatisfactory — Favor Half Holiday —
Oppose Bank Mergers.
of the most
REGINA,ant Sask.— One
resolutions adopted in
import
the early sessions of the sixth
annual convention of the Saskatchewan
Ketail Merchants' Association, was that
providing for the acceptance of the basis
of the constitution as it now exists, it
having been altered by the Dominion
Executive at Ottawa to provide for the
compulsory appointment of a Western
board representative of the four Western provinces, and the optional appointment of an Eastern board comprising
the Eastern provinces. Settlement will
be made by the new executive for the
per capita tax which the association has
been holding back for the past year,
pending a settlement of this difficulty.
A Dominion Secretary will be elected by
the Western board and will have no
vote.
The passing of this resolution followed an exhaustive report by J. J. Poison,
on the recent Dominion convention. The
change in the constitution further provides that the Western board will be responsible for half the expenses of the
Ottawa office and that Western members

will pay their fees to the Western
board, but until this board is formed
fees will be paid to Ottawa.
While in Ottawa, Mr. Poison informed the Dominion board that there was a
strong feeling that the Dominion office
NEXT

CONVENTION AT MOOSE
JAW IN JUNE, 1920
A motion was adopted by the
convention establishing June as the
month for the next convention, instead of in May. It was decided
to accept the invitation of the City
of Moose Jaw to hold the next annual convention in that city.

had been very unsatisfactory for some
time and that if the trouble could not
be traced to situations in the East which
hindered the secretary, then that official should resign his office. Mr. Poison
pointed out that the East had fought the
change because the West would have
charge of its own affairs, and because
they did not want a board representa-
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tive of all the Eastern provinces owing
to the likelihood of encouraging friction.
In the discussion following this report
it was contended that as Saskatchewan
was one of the strongest supporters of
the Dominion organization, that it
should therefore receive good service
from Ottawa. Mr. Poison stated that
the feeling between the East and West
was becoming more harmonious and
that representatives of the West can get
from the Dominion executive anything
vhich is reasonable.
"Eastern merchants are reasonable,
and we have a chance to cement the retail trade of the whole country in a live,
harmonious
The Ottawaorganization."
office had promised this
year to hold the annual meeting in Vancouver, to assist the growing organization in that district. As it was impossible to arrange this matter at the
last minute an alternative has been suggested, namely, to run a retail merchants' fair, from Halifax to Vancouver
for a three-day conference. This is.
planned for August of this year.
J. A. Banfield of Winnipeg, president

HOOK SELLER
of the Dominion Retail Merchants' Association, confirmed the fact that Eastern Canada is now desiring to work in
closer co-operation with the West.
"As a unit we will do something, but
disintegration will get us nowhere," added Mr. Banfield.
W. C. Paynter, Tantallon, supported
the motion, stating that unity of action
cannot be secured unless the West is
joined with the Dominion organization.
Favor Half Holiday
A great deal of discussion centered
around a resolution empowering the new
executive to secure legislation for a universal Wednesday half holiday throughout the year. The convention was in
favor of this legislation and action will
be taken to have Wednesday afternoon
observed where it is the practice to observe a half holiday. The general acceptance of a half holiday is, however,
optional. Moose Jaw delegates favored
a half holiday throughout the year.
H. E. Sample, Kerrobert, suggested
that the Government be asked to name
a day to be universally observed in Saskatchewan. Another delegate thought
it would be difficult to establish a certain day in a small town where the farmers have the habit of coming in whenever they take the notion. Other country mercbants thought the matter
should be left to the municipalities to
set a day for the holiday.
G. W. Stockton, Carlyle, stated that
in tbe country no one observes a holiday
as is done in the city. He contended
that the country customers must be accommodated and offered the suggestion
of alternating the clerks on duty in the
store in order to give them needed recreation. He added that the Grain
Growers has passed a resolution asking
country dealers to remain open to accommodate the farmer owing to a scarcity of farm belp.
Price Hughes, Regina, pointed out
that unless the association took action,
a similar situation will arise here as in
England, wbere inspectors have to be
employed at big expense, to enforce the
law.
W. C. Paynter amended the resolution,
making the observance of the half holiday optional, but declaring Wednesday
to be the day for the half holiday where
a holiday is allowed by the Village Act.
S. McMicken, Moose Jaw, thought the
association should not seek Government
action, intimating that this mi°-ht cause
trouble between the East and the West.
A straw vote of delegates present indicated that a compulsory half holiday
in the summer was favored.
The association went on record as
protesting against further bank mergers being permitted. It was pointed out
that bank mergers were fairly numerous recently, resulting in credit passing
into the hands of a few. A clause providing for the appointment of a special
commission to investigate the whole
financial situation of Canada was voted
down. J. J. Poison was emphatically
against the appointment of commissions
to investigate anything under the blue
sky.
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Mr. Banfield followed in an address
dealing with the problems affecting retail merchants. A vigorous attack was
made upon the operations of the Canada
Food Board, figures being quoted to
show the enormous expense and burden
that the board had been to the country
and to the merchants, inasmuch as the
license fees paid by the merchants
financed the board. Mr. Banfield quoted the following figures from the report
of the board: Total revenue in fees
amounted to about $491,000. Of this
amount $202,847 was spent in salaries,
$52,000 in travelling expenses, $90,833

in printed matter and advertising, and
$29,790 for office expenses.
Mr. Banfield declared that it took
much of the time of the staff of the association at Ottawa to watch Director
Thomson of the Canada Food Board,
and his staff.
"A list of fifty-seven subjects is now
before the Government for action," stated Mr. Banfield, adding that one of the
important ones provided that the Garnishee Act. should apply to civil employees in future. This action was thought
necessary to protect retailers, especially in view of the taking over by the
Government of additional railway lines.

One Insurance Policy — One Business
Executive of R.M. Mutual Fire Ins. Co. Will Settle This Problem
— Membership Necessary for Each Store to Get Protection at Present — No Increase in Risk Allowed
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the Retail Merchants' Mutual Fire
Insurance Company, reports being given
and officers elected. The financial statement showed the net insurance carried
by the company to be $882,200; expenditure, $17,850.87; assets, $48,064.13;
liabilities, $48,064.13. The total amount
of insurance written during 1918 was
$991,900,00 and policies in force, December 31, 1917, $554,935,70.
The election of directors resulted in
J. C. Nichol, Radisson; and E. Wright,
Kerrobert, being elected for a three year
term and W. P. Ball of Assiniboia for a
one year term.
A. E. Fisher, superintendent
of inOFFICERS
FOR
1919
Following
officers were elected
for the following year: —
Honorary
President — H. D. MacPherson,
(men's
furnishings),
Regina.
President — S. McMicken, (grocer),
Moose Jaw.
1st Vice-president — W.
P. Ball,
(general), Assiniboia.
2nd Vice-president — J. C. Nichol,
(general), Radisson.
Treasurer — S. E. Fawcett, (hardware), Saskatoon.
Hon. Secretary — J. W. Creswell,
(men's furnishings), Regina.
Constitution provides the Acting
Secretary will be appointed by the
Executive Committee.
J. J. Poison, 1st Vice-president
of the Association last year, declined the office of President this
year owing to the fact that his
business is developing a wholesale
department and he did not feel
justified in standing for the office
in a retail organization.
W. P. Ball was elected to represent the Saskatchewan Association
on the Western Board, with the remainder of the Executive as substitutes.
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surance for Saskatchewan, gave a brief
address on fire insurance, congratulating the R. M. Company on the low expense ratio and the low loss ratio shown.
He emphasized the need of every merchant scrutinizing his policy carefully
to eliminate any difficulty in making
settlement. He stated that during the
past year there had been a fire loss of
$2,250,000 this being a per capita loss
of over $3.
The question of whether merchants
should be given protection on more than
one store in return for the payment of
insurance fees on a single membership
in the association was discussed. At the
present time a merchant must have a
membership for each store in order to
have each store covered by -insurance
in the Mutual company.
S. McMicken, Moose Jaw, opined: that
the R. M. A. was not so much for
the individual but to help the store situation. He favored one policy — one
business.
On the motion of S. T. Brown, Simpson, the matter was left with the executive committee to deal with.
NEW
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Private Jack O'Brien, of the Canadian
Expeditionary Forces, has written, "Into
the Jaws of Death," telling of his experiences in a German prison camp. It
is so good that a special edition is being
issued, to be distributed at the expense
of the city of Winnipeg.
C. Fox Smith, in "Sailor Town," a book
of verse, presents vivid pictures of the
dancing colors and fresh scents of the
harbor, the rush of sea and wind, the
cheery pathos of "outward bound," and
of sailor's "homesickness." The same
author's "Small Craft" is another equally
appealing volume of sea ballads.
"Lilies, White and Red," Frances Wilson Huard's new book, presents tender
and moving stories of an aged Frenchwoman and a little boy, who passed their
days in the shadow of the alien despoiler.

Sask. R.M.A. Convention Great Success
Enthusiastic Gathering Starts Convention Off With Enthusiasm — Very Satisfactory Conditions Represented by Financial Statement — Money and Membership Both
Increasing — Some Interesting and Important Discussions.
By Special Representative

Tuesday morning of convention week the delegates to the Saskatchewan convention of the Retail
Merchants' Association began to arrive,
and the convention hall presented a busy
scene, marked by enthusiasm and high
spirits, that promised well for the success of the gathering.
Early in the session some interesting
questions were considered, and a brisk
discussion, tinged with flashes of humor,
was the order of the day.
Among the points discussed was the
suggestion to hold the next convention
at the Coast, a suggestion that was received with a good deal of favor on the
part of many of the delegates, though
the final decision was left to a lates
session of the convention.
The prevalence of guessing contests in
the West in connection with the retail
store aroused a good deal of interest,
and the methods of a firm located in
Regdna, which stages a gigantic guessing contest, was gone into in detail. It
was shown that for the sum of
$50 the merchant would be supplied with guessing coupons on a bowl
of beans, either in Saskatchewan or
Regina, depending on whether he was
in the northern or southern portion
of Saskatchewan. Although one large
firm in Regina received their contract gratis in order to act as a bait
to the rest, it is estimated that at least
500 dealers fell for the scheme to the
tune of $50 apiece. If this estimate
were correct it would appear that with
the $25,000 realized Chevrolet cars
could very well have been afforded,
one for the south and one for
the north. The infinitesimal chance
of any one of the customers of drawing
that car may be imagined. The convention recommended most strongly that
the Government take whatever means
necessary to make any kind of a straight
guessing or gambling scheme in connection with business illegal.
The mail order houses were touched on
when deprecating the fact that some
manufacturers, though they depend on

of

Bookseller arid Stationer.
simply be playing into the hands of the
mail order houses. This was specially
true as regards rural communities, in
that farmers especially would find it
very inconvenient to pay for each item as
they received it; in fact, if they were required to do so, they would be more likely to use the catalog.
Loss on Gasoline

EARLY

MAYOR
of

Regina,

who
on

BLACK

welcomed
the visiting
behalf of the city.

delegates

the /legitimate retail trade for the major
portion of their distribution, will still
put the mail order houses on their jobbers' list, and thus assist in unfair competition with them.
Favor Credit Business Rather Than Cash
Considerable discussion was given to
the problem of conducting retail business
on a stiictly cash basis. It seemed to be
the consensus of opinion that this was
strictly
matter for
merchant's
individuala decision.
Oneeach
speaker
stated
that while indiscriminate credit was, of
course, absolutely ruinous, that a legitimate credit business can be done by
those who keep closely in touch with all
accounts, and that a pointblank refusal
on the part of retailers generally to extend this accommodation to those of their
customers
who were good risks would

The hardware merchants and those of
the grocers who operate gasoline stations complain that they have had great
difficulty and considerable loss owing to
the present system by which they buy
their gasoline by weight and dispense it
by the gallon. One retailer stated that
the last filling of his five barrel tank,
even though sold carefully, for checking
purposes, showed him a loss of 15 gallons. One of the gasoline companies
explained that the average merchant did
not realize what a volatile substance petroleum product was. A change of 20
degrees F. in temperature resulted in a
1 ' , diference in volume above or below
60 degrees F., at which temperature presumably the barrels were filled. The association would recommend as a remedy
to this that the gasoline be sold by gallons, as the specific gravity explanations seemed to always break the wrong
way for the retailer.
The members of the association apparently view with concern the number of
bank mergers which have been effected
in recent months, and seriously deprecate
the concentration of capital and credit
in the hands of a few.
To Make Weekly Half Holiday Provincial Enactment
It was also decided that the Government be approached with a view to
making the weekly half holiday a Provincial enactment instead of, as at present, a local matter, the decision as to
the most suitable day on which to close
being, of course, left for settlement by
local option.

Group of Delegates to the Saskatchewan Retail Merchants' Association, held \< Regina, Sask., on May 13, 14 and 15.
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our ideas of what we should pay for it,
is your very difficult problem. I am
sure that these and many more problems will be nearer solution when this
body have subjected them to their discussion."

The President's Address

Mcpherson
Retiring
President
of the Saskatchewan
Retail
Merchants'
Association,
who presided at the
Convention in session at Regina last week.

The Address of Welcome
His Worship Mayor Black, in welcoming the delegates, stated that it had
been his pleasure to welcome the citizens
of the other prairie cities and municipalities on many previous occasions, and
under the auspices of many different
organisations1. These "get together"
movements, which had become so popular with all different trades and associations, were having no small effect in
cementing all communities into a fellowship of good will and mutual understanding.
He stated that he felt sure that though
the general public were greatly exercised
concerning the high cost of living, and
would eliminate all other persons except the consumer and the manufacturer,
whom they generalized under the allembracing title of "the middlemen," this
convention, among other results, would
tend to educate the public as to the
valuable and very necessary service
which the retailer, in every line of merchandising, gave for value received.
That day has passed in which anvone
with the necessary capital can launch out
into the retail business, be it procer,
hardware, dry goods, men's wear o»- nnv
other line, and conduct it profitably
and satisfactorily without practical ex-j
perience. Each retail trade 'has become a science, and the successful merchant has learned that conventions such
as this, and his trade papers, are the
secrets of keeping up with the march of
progress.
"You have much, gentlemen.to discuss.
I am sure that we consumers demand
much more service than we understand.
We demand elaborate deliveries. We
demand plate glass windows and expensive fittinors. We demand our food
put up in very artistic and very expensive manners. To give us what we want,
and at the same time attempt to reach

H. D. McPherson, the president, in hw
opening remarks, expressed regret that the
illness of A. A. Evans, honorary president,
had made it necessary for him to discontinue his former business activities, and to
seek a less rigorous climate.
After touching on the progress made in
membership, Mr. McPhersor. continued:
"One pleasing feature in this connection
is the increased interest taken in our work
by our members in general. They are
more and more coming to look upon the
association as a clearing house for all their
troubles, as is evidenced by the ever-increasing amount of correspondence covering a great variety of subjects, some of
which tax the ability of those of us expected to deal with them, to the limit.
In order to meet this situation it has been
necessary to increase the staff in the provincial office from time to time, until now
eleven people, including the secretary, are
employed and their time is fully taken up
day in and day out. We also found it
necessary last fall to engage the services
of another organizer, whose full time is devoted to the Province of Alberta, thus giving our two men in Saskatchewan more
time to talk over matters in general with
our members in this Province. This makes
a total of fourteen persons in the employ
of the association, which fact in itself is
some indication of the growth of the organization since the start of our work in
1913, at which time the secretary, with one
stenographer, and an organizer, constituted
the entire staff. In spite of these increases in staff and also slight increases in
salaries, and although our membership fee
has remained the same since 1915, when it
was raised from ten to twelve dollars, we
are still able to show a balance on the
right side of the ledger.
"At our last convention the formation of
District Advisory Committees was suggested, it being left with your executive to put
the arrangement into effect, which was done.
The Province was divided into four districts, and a chairman appointed in each
district, with whom it was left to select
his own committee, with the exception that
a retail implement dealer was named in
each case to act on the committee at the
request of the executive of the Implement
Dealers' Trade Section.
Better Organization Needed
"We feel, however," he continued, '"that
the time has come for a more complete system of organization, which involves the
formation of district branches with a permanent paid secretary in charge of each
branch, who will give his entire time and
attention to the work of the association in
his particular district. While this may
mean an increase in the provincial membership fee, your executive is of the opinion
that the returns from the improved service
that will be available to the me/chants
individually and collectively, will tar moie
than offset any additional cash outlay that
may be necessary. An additional advantage
will be that we will be able to get a better
expression of opinion on any matter of importance with which we have to deal. The
full details of this plan will be placed before you for your consideration during the
course of this convention.
"At a meeting closely following our last
convention, James Clinkskill and George
Hazen, of Saskatoon, and R. A. Magee, of
Wolseley, were named to act with your
executive in making representations to the
University of Saskatchewan regarding the
establishment of a course in Commercial
Education. At a meeting held in August,
between
this committee
and Dr. Murray,
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president of the university, the matter was
thoroughly discussed with the result that
Dr. Murray agreed to recommend to the
University Senate that the course be established, and we are, during this convention, to be favored with a series of lectures by Mr. Frank Stockdale, retail commercialist of Chicago, who has been engaged by the university for the purpose. It
is the intention of the university to inregular course in Commercial Edustal a cation
as soon as a suitable man can be
found to conduct it. In the meantime an
effort will be made to secure the services
of some person qualified to fill the position,
to travel through the Province on behalf
of the university, for the purpose of addressing the merchants locally and giving
what asistance may be possible in the interests of better business. Our thanks are
due to the university authorities for their
action in this respect and it is to be hoped
the business interests generally will cooperate with them in making the undertaking a success. In this connection I
would like to mention that I think we
should have a committee on Commercial
Education representing all branches of
commercial undertaking instead of the committee being confined to retail merchants
alone. This, it seems to me, will have the
effect of making the courses more farin their effect, to the ultimate adreaching vantage
of all concerned.
"In December last a general meeting of
dealers of the Prothe retail implement
vince was held at Regina, at which many
of the grievances peculiar to that business
were thoroughly discussed and ways and
means devised by which they might be
overcome. Part of the day was devoted
representative wholeto a meeting with
sale implement dealers from Regina and
inSaskatoon, before whom many of the
justices with which the retailer has to
figures
and
contend were placed. Facts
showing an intolerable state of affairs as
regards the margin of profit allowed on
the sale of agricultural implements and
and were placed
repairs had been prepared,
before the meeting at this time. lhe
wholesalers admitted the unfairness of
prepared
existing conditions, but were not
to offer any solution. They asked for a
been
had
copy of the resolutions that
suggested
the meeting and after
placed before meeting
they
be called
that another
to consider them.
had been given a chance
In the meantime, and up to the present,
our provincial office has been giving a
great deal of attention to this matter with

J. L. S. HUTCHISON.

Who presented the very satisfactory Treasurer's
Retail Merchants'
Saskatchewan
report of the
this week.
at Regina
in Convention
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a view to meeting
the wholesalers
again
at an early date.
"Our success in bringing this or any other
matter affecting any other line of trade,
to a successful conclusion, lies to a very
large extent in point of numbers. If we
have the merchants back of any such undertaking, not only as members of the
association, but with their moral support
as well, we can accomplish almost anything we set out to do. This is a fact that
does not seem to be appreciated as much
as it should be, and merchants generally
are too often satisfied to "let th-e other
fellow" fight their battles, when as a matter of good business, they should look upon
any effort to improve conditions as a personal affair, requiring personal attention,
— which means that if a general meeting
of the merchants engaged in any particular
line of business is called, each one should
make a point of attending even at soms
sacrifice if necessary, so that those with
whom we have to deal may see that we
mean business.
"Just previous to the last session of the
Provincial Legislature your executive met
the Government ministers and laid before
them our requests for legislation we were
anxious to have passed at the forthcoming
session of the House.
"These included an amendment to the
Village Act regarding assessments. Previous to the second session of 1917 it was
left optional with a village council as to
what form of taxation they adopted, that
is, whether a single or a general lax, but
at the session it was made compulsory
for them to adopt a general tax on lands,
(100 per cent.), buildings and improvements,
(60 per cent.), personal property (100
per cent.), and income. According to
information received by the association
this worked an undue hardship or. many
merchants, increasing the amount ol their
taxes by several hundred per cent. We
requested that the amendment be repealed
and it again left optional with the village
as to what they do in this respect. We
were not successful in having the amendment repealed, but an additional amendment was passed exempting personal property including stock in trade, and fixtures
in connection with the business in cases
where a merchant is paying a license fee
in respect to his business. This is of no
advantage, however, as the Village Act
does not contain authority for the council
to license retail businesses. This l.^atter
will receive further attention.
To Regulate Hours of Trading
"We also requested that the Village Act
be amended, giving the council authority to
pass a by-law regulating the iiours of trading including provision for a weekly half
holiday. We are pleased to say that this
amendment was passed, and the village
council may now put such a by-law into
force upon receipt of a petition signed by
75 per cent, in number of the occupiers
of shops in the village.
"One other item of legislation in which
a great many of you will doubtless be interested," Mr. McPherson continued, "and
one which has receivedj a considerable
amount of our attention during tue past
three years, is that of an amendment to
the Chattel Mortgage Act regarding the
status of chattel mortgage on the growing
crop, or a crop to be grown, covering the
purchase price, meat, groceries, flour,
clothing and binder twine. We understood at the time this legislation was passed in 1916 that this mortgage would take
precedence over any other claim, except
seed grain liens, and were so sure of our
greund that we entered an appeal against
a decision that was given in one of our
district courts contrary to our understanding of this matter. We lost out in our appeal and consequently approached the Government again requesting that a crop mortgage be made a prior claim, second only
to seed grain liens, and you will be pleased
to know that this is now the case — that
is to say, one of these mortgages now takes
preference over ar>v other claim except
seed grain liens and seed grain advances
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under the seed grain advances passed at
the last session, whereby any mortgagee
of land in Saskatchewan may make advances to the owner of the mortgaged land
to enable him to purchase seed grain for
use in sowing the land for the crop of
1919, — the advance is not to exceed $250
on any one quarter section, and where the
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Increases in Money and
Membership
J. L. S. Hutchison, in presenting the
financial report of the association, stated that the association had ground for
satisfaction in the very satisfactory
showing that it had been possible to
make during the past year. So satisfactory had conditions been that the financial year closing December 31, 1918,
showed a surplus of $3,211.63. Not only
had the association prospered in a monetary sense, but it had also shown a very
encouraging growth in membership, and
in the interest taken in its various activities. At the end of 1917 the total
enrollment showed a membership of
1,590, while the present membership was
well over 2,100, a significant indication
of the way the association was finding
favor with the retailer. The comparative statement of the past two years also indicated a very satisfactory growth.
December 31, 1917 —
Assets
Liabilities
Balance

$4,615.84
1,190.79

December 31, 1918—
Assets
Liabilities
Balance

$8,328 . 74
1,692.06

$3,425 . 05

$6,636 . 68

RAYMOND,

The
energetic
Secretary
of the Saskatchewan
Association,
who
has
been
largely
responsible
for making
the Convention
such an unqualified
success.

mortgagee makes such an advance he may
add the amount to the mortgage. In view
of the extensive use being made of these
crop mortgages we are sure that the fact
that they now rank as a preferential claim
will be appreciated.
"During the past number of years, since
the beginning of our work as an association,
we have been holding annual general conventions which have been appreciated more
or less by those who have attended them,
but at the same time at a convention of
this nature there are bound to be subjects
up for discussion, which while they may
be vital to the interests of some one or
perhaps two sections of trade, are of no
interest whatever to the others, — consequently they do not become interested or
do not feel that they have any part in the
discussion. In order to overcome this and
to make our conventions more interesting,
it has been proposed that we hold trade
section conventions, — for instance a convention of hardware dealers; a convention
of jewelers, etc., etc., at different intervals
throughout the year, which perhaps need
not take up more than a day or two days
at the outside. It is felt that this method
will not only prove more interesting but
that it will be much more beneficial to all
concerned. I am merely mentioning this
now. You will see by your programme
that this matter and that of the formation
of district branches will be up for discussion on Wednesday morning."
In conclusion, Mr. McPherson said: "I
just wish to say that while we consider
that we have made fairly satisfactory progress during the past year, we believe that
the programme we have mapped out for the
future will, if adopted, be the means of
not only creating greater interest in our
work, but it will enable the association to
render a more efficient service in every
way to its members, and not only this, but
we feel that our service will then be
such that no retail merchant would thin.:
of remaining on the outside.
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The Financial Statement
The current financial statement which
was then presented more than anything
else went to show the very substantial
position which
the Saskatoon
branch
of the association now enjoyed.
The report is as follows:
INCOME
Dues,

Saskatchewan
Alberta

$20,624.75
$25,210.75
4.586.00

Commissions
on
collections
Commission
on freight
claims
Convention advertisements
. . $ 792.50
L*ss convention expenses . .
641.00
Sundry
receipts
"Retailer."
advertising
Subscriptions

151.50
54.78

933.76

$27,418.30

EXPENDITURE
Office salaries

$ 7,599.78

Organizers'
salaries and exSaskatchewan
$ 6,149.93
Alberta
1,645.68
penses
Executive
meeting
expenses
Dominion association for dues
Stationery, fice printing
and
supplies
Traveling expenses
Office rent
Legal expenses
Interest and exchange
Alberta R.M.A. accounts
Grant to Edmonton local

7,795.61
273.16
2,090.00

of-

1,633.80
587.90
685.09
177.00
34.81

$ 1,152.69
225.00

to katoon
Regina
and Saslocals
Sundry expenses
Depreciation
ture and written
fixtures off furni- $
Automobiles

1,377.69

Grants

income

211.00

$ 2,936.28
652.50
$ 3,588.78
2.655.02

Balance,

856.51

exceeds
penditures by

ex-

583.50
1,011.03
173.09
184.30

357.39

$24,206.67
3,211.63
$27,418.30
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R.M.A. Fire Insurance
Report
Mr. Hutchison, of Saskatoon, gave
the financial statement of the Retail
Merchants' Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
A few of the outstanding features of this
report follow:
Net Ins. carried
Net Ins. carried

to Dec. 31, 1918
to Dec. 31, 1917

$882,200
554,935

Showing
an increase of
Assets to end of Dec. 31, 1917
Liabilities to end of Dec. 1, 1917

$327,265
$ 30.637
19,737

Balance,

1917

Assets to >nd of Dec. 31, 1918
Liabilities to end of Dec. 31, 1918

$10,900
$ 48,064
29,032

Balance, 1918
$ 19,031
A substantial
increase.
Also another interesting analysis was submitted:
Savings
25.00%
Expense
(a low expense)
23.15%
Losses
22 . 25%
Surplus
29.60%
100.00%

In any other company than a co-operative, only this 25 per cent, savings
ion president, there were a few points which
would be included as surplus. This arrangement shows that the company is
operating on a 75 per cent, basis altogether. In concluding the report of
the fours years' operations, Mr. Hutchison expressed confidence in the comin?
year even exceeding the past records,
which had been good.

The Secretary's Report

One of the matters that F. E. Raymond, the secretary, brought up for discussion, at the convention, concerned
the joint liability of the husband and
wife for bills contracted for the necessities of life. It has occasionally happened that the husband has contracted
bills for food, hardware, clothing, etc.,
even to the extent of several hundred
or a thousand dollars, and when approached for payment has frankly stater that he has no money, and. upon investigation it has been disclosed that
everything had been made over in his
wife's name. The Government will
probably be asked for legislation making this particular class of evasion impossible by making both parties individually responsible for such accounts.
Another matter that the secretary
brought up for discussion was in connection with the Small Debts Act, the fact
of the matter beinsr this, the reading of
the Act, "The summons shall be returned not less than six days, nor more than
twenty days from date of issue," which
simply means that at present a debtor,
after being handed the summons, if he
is so disposed, can continue to sell his
available assets and probably have them
all sold before his time limit for making
aippearance before the J. P. The Legislature will be asked to make some provision, so that in a matter of this kind,
pending appearance after tbe issue of a
subpoena, any sales that will affect the
collectibility of an account will be illegal.
"Another matter," he continued,
"which received our attention was rela-
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tive to the village assessments. Previous to the second session in 1917, it
was optional to each village council which
method they employed in collecting their
taxes; whether on the single tax basis
or on a general taxing scheme. Now,
however, it has been rendered compulsory for them to tax lands, improvements, personal property and incomes.
The effect, as found among the retail
trade, has been this, in the few cases
mentioned:
1917 tax, $96, same property 1918, $278;
1917 tax, $76, same property 1918, $279;
1917 tax, $27, same property 1918, $503;
1917 tax, $71, same property 1918, $408;
but possibly the most notable one to show
the difference when the rates of taxation on a man's personal property or
stock-in-trade was assessed was this: in
1917 $24, 1918 $688. Of the assessed
amount $300 was the value put on his lot,
$6,000 on his building and fixtures, and
$25,000 on that retailing stock.
"Recommendations were made, when
the effect of this action became evident,
that the Government revert to status
quo in this matter. However, the Government could not see their way clear
to do this, and asked your association
to consider the matter further and submit further schemes. The association
at that time asked them then to eliminate stock in trade, which the Governn,ent
did in this matter.
"An Act to Amend the Village Act:
"14. (s) subsection (3) of the said
section 198 is amended by adding thereto the words 'and no person who pays a
license fee in respect of a business shall
be assessed upon the stock in trade or
personal property used in the business."
"They also raised the permissible rate
of taxation to 15 mills on the dollar,
whereas it had been ten. It will readily
be seen that this amendment was a joker, from the fact that the Government
does not permit villages to levy a business license. Therefore at present none
of the sufferers received that exemption of taxation on their stock in trade.
Your association will, however, endeavor
to have the Legislature grant the villages this authority when this amendment will become effective. And furthermore, inmany cases, the villages realized less than in previous years because the assessed value of unimproved
lots was decreased too much."
Mr. Raymond continued: "Another
very important matter that is receiving
considerable attention is the establishment of regular courses in retail merchandising in the Universities of Saskatchewan and Alberta. The scheme
which Manitoba adopted, and which is in
its second year, is not considered by
the members as suitable for these provinces at present, as it is felt that it
would be almost impossible for the various merchants in the outlying communities to spend an entire week away from
their businesses. As for a permanent
course being established in these Universities, itis considered impossible at
present,
to the faculty
not being1"
procurableowing
to conduct
sueh courses.
In
three or four years there will be graduated from Harvard exoerts along each line
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of merchandising, as the result of the
courses being conducted there, and the
University authorities hope to be able
to procure the necessary teachers from
that class. In the meantime, it is recommended that the lectures which will
be conducted by Frank Stockdale, of Chicago, in the various centres of Alberta
and Saskatchewan, following this convention, be well attended by the merchants in those districts as they will
be the nearest approach to the short
course in up-to-the-minute merchandising that will be available to them at
present.
"Your association has a tariff department at your disposal, where your
freight bills, etc., are carefully checked,
overcharges located, and damage claims,
etc., carried through to completion.
"Your insurance department also is
ready at all times to check your policies, and to make sure for you that
wordings mean what you understand
them to mean.
"Your mutual fire insurance company
has made great progress in the last
three years, and has given you good protection at 25 per cent, less than board
rate.
"We are in hopes at an early date of
having this entire territory sub-divided
into units of 250 to 300 members, with
a paid secretary in charge of your interests in each one. He will, of course, be
in intimate touch with all matters pertaining to your business, will have the
accurate credit reading reports of all
your customers, and this service will
untimately almost dispense with the need
of a collection system. Our collection
system has collected many thousands of
dollars for you simply with our first
letters to delinquents, which are supplied
by the association at a free service to
members. Failing any results from this
source, the accounts are handed to the
association collection department, to be
followed up on a commission basis, and even those accounts, which
have been considered hopeless, have been
made to yield you over $6,000 in the
past year.
"We propose also to hold separate
trade conventions at different times of
the year, at which we propose to have,
for instance, hardware exoerts for the
hardware man, matters of concern to
jewelers for jewelers' conventions, etc.,
considering that each trade c^n go into
their various problems more thoroughly
when they feel that they are not borino- fellow members, who have absolutely
different interests.
"I am also of the opinion." said Mr.
Raymond, "that merchants in all lines of
business do well to read their respective
trade papers. The very latest thoughts
of the best experts are to be found
there.

J. J. Poison Tells of
Dominion Convention
J. J. Poison of Regina, the delegate to
the Dominion convention, said that while
leaving a general survey of the convention
to J.would
A. Banfield,
he
take up.of Winnipeg, the Domin-
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Favor Trade Sections in Convention
First Two Days of Future Conventions Devoted to Trades —
Third Day for General Convention — Will Try Out
Division of Province Into Sections With
Paid Secretary
proposed holding of trade
THE
section conventions, and the division of the province into district
branches, were important matters which
brought forth much discussion in the
Wednesday morning session. After
consideration
it was decided that the

Moose

Jaw,

S. D. McMICKEN,
Sask., elected President
Saskatchewan
R.M.A.

of

the

first two days of future conventions will
be set aside to the trade sections, the
general convention being held on the
third day. An amendment to exempt
trades not included in general stores
and hold their conventions at some other
time of year was voted down.
W. L. McQuarrie, Saskatoon, supported this division into trade sections, stating that during the first two days the
sections could decide on important matters to be considered and there would
then be something to work on in the
general convention.
S. McMicken saw difficulties ahead,
and issued a grave warning. "We have
got the Retail Merchants' Association
into one association. We hav e been
fighting for twenty years to keep away
from individual associations of the various trades. This convention is held for
the good of all. There should not be
sectional meetings. Do not get the
conventions separated, for as soon as
you do you are going to have fifty-five
conventions held separately and the Retail Merchants' Association will go out
of business."
In speaking to the amendment another

delegate contended that the general
merchants would thereby be given preference in being allowed to attend the
general as well as the sessional convention, whereas trades not represented
in the general store would be restricted.
A motion to direct the executive to
pick out a certain district in the Province of Saskatchewan in which to try
out for the period of one year the plan
of appointing a local paid secretary responsible to the provincial association,
was adopted. In this connection it was
decided to give returned soldiers preference in appointments to the position
of secretary in such districts. The secretary will make a report at the next
convention on his work in the trial district, which will include 200 to 300 members of the R.M.A. The work of the
secretary of the proposed sections was
outlined by F. E. Raymond as follows:
Insofar as a credit rating system is
concerned, it will be possible for such
secretary to make a credit report on
everyone in the district. A credit rating card will be provided for each merchant and a complete summarv covering the district supplied to all members of the provincial association. This
system is designed to prevent dealers
who have exhausted credit in one district to move on to another and secure
credit facilities. An interchange of
summaries will cover the entire province.
In regard to collections, the credit
'system would lessen the need for collecting:. The secretarv could give personal solicitation and the fact of his being a member of the R.M.A. would
carry weight in such matters. The
usual rates for collections would be
charged, so that the svstom would not be
taken advantage of and the secretarv
deluged with unnecessary work.
Another nhase of work for a secretarv would be the encouragement of the
community idea. It is felt that a man
in such a position could do much to
better the feeling between towns and
cities.
The district secretaries would be emploved by the provincial association,
care being exercised to choose men who
can win and hold confidence.
The plan will necessarilv involve increased expenditure and it was suggested that a fee of $25 to $30 per year
might be necessary. It is planned to
have men selected for these positions
spend a month in the Saskatoon office
to 2-et in closer touch with the work
of the association.
Delegate Moulton, Kelliher, suggested
that the nrovince be divided as the Grain
Growers'
Association
into
thirty-six
sections,
allowing
each
section
to
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pick their own secretary and pay him
according to the amount of work involved.
G. W. Stockton, Carlyle, stated that
the plan would involve a great expense.
"I believe it is necessary to do something along this line, but it is questionable if we should stand the expense of
a secretary paid by the association in
each district at the outset."
C. Williams, Moose Jaw, suggested
that the sum of $50 be paid to some responsible merchant in each district to
handle the secretary's work.
Another delegate stated that the work
done by the provincial association is not
sufficiently close to the country merchant. The city dealers had their own
secretary giving personal attention, and
the country dealers would appreciate the
association more if they had an equal
service.
J. J. Poison stated that in the Regina
R.M.A. there was no organization under
the plan where the secretary devoted
only a part of his time,. and that it was
necessary to open an office and devote
a man's whole time to secure any beneficial results.
Suggestions by other delegates were
that the plan was all right for large
cities, but that country merchants could
figure up their customers themselves.
In another large district there were very
few members of the R.M.A., and a secretary's traveling expenses would be
heavy in proportion to the amount, of
work which could be done.
H. D. MacPherson, Regina, stated
that the association had come to the
limit of what it could do under prevailing circumstances. It was in response
to his request for a trial in one district
that the motion was adopted. The provincial association will bear the expense
of the trial in one district, and it will
be necessary to use some of the funds
at present on hand for this purpose.

J.
Radisson,

c. NICOL

Sask.. aopointed
Second Vice-President
of the Saskatchewan
R.M.A.

The New Bankruptcy Act
HOW
ADMINISTERED
The new Act will be entrusted to the Superior
Courts of the different provinces, and trustees in
bankruptcy to be appointed by Governor-General
in Council.

Legislation

Bill in respect to bankruptcy
THE
which the Government has introduced will supply something which
has been lacking in the commercial laws
of Canada, although opinions regarding
it are divided. The Act seeks to establish a uniform system of law and procedure throughout Canada in respect to
matters of bankruptcy and insolvency.
A bill was introduced last year, which
was prepared by seven lawyers from
different parts of Canada. The main
change in this year's bill is that it applies to all incorporated companies except railroads, banks, trust companies,
and insurance companies. The provisions
of this year's bill applies to all persons, firms and corporations. This is
a change from last year's bill, which
provided that corporations could go into bankruptcy voluntarily.

minion Parliament several of the provinces passed acts in respect to preferences and assignments, and for the
winding up of the estates of debtors in
various ways.

Clauses Will Apply
The provisions of the present windingup acts in regard to corporations have
been incorporated in this measure. The
language has been made, as far as possible, to conform with the phraseology
of the English Act, so that judicial decisions which have been made on the
various clauses of the English Act will
apply, as far as possible, to the sections
of the Canadian Bill.
Various proposals have been made
with regard to the administration of
the Act. In committee last year the retail merchants proposed that it should
be left to the judge to discharge bankrupts. The Canadian Manufacturers'
Association wanted bankruptcy judges
in the different provinces to administer
the Act. The idea of the Bill now before the House is to allow the present
courts to do this. The Act will supersede all provincial laws. It will likely
be amended in different respects as it
goes through the House.
A Strong Demand
It may be pointed out that there was
a strong demand from English exporting houses to have this Act passed, as
they complain that they never know
where they are at in handling Canadian
credits.
By Section 91 of the B.N.A. Act jurisdiction is conferred upon the Parliament of Canada to pass laws in respect
to bankruptcy and insolvency. In the
year 1875 the Dominion Parliament did
pass an Insolvency Act, which
after several amendments was finally
repealed in 1880. The Act of 1875 was
for several reasons deemed unsatisfactory. The machinery provided under the
Act was cumbersome, tedious, and expensive. After its repeal by the Do

Introduced to Establish a Uniform
System
Law and Procedure Throughout Canada

Upholds
Authority
ft was at one time contended that
provincial enactments of this class were
beyond the jurisdiction of the various
provincial legislatures in Canada, but
in 1894 the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council gave judgment upholding
the authority of the Ontario Act respecting assignments and preferences
by insolvent persons, chiefly upon the
ground that in the absence of any Dominion enactments upon the subject the
various provinces of Canada could pass
legislation which would have force and
effect within the provincial boundaries
until superseded by a law of the Parliament of Canada.
Favor

General

Law

The Government has considered that
it would be in the general interest of
trade and commerce in Canada that a
general law on the subject of bankruptcy to apply to the whole of Canada
should be passed, and with that object
in view has introduced a bill at the
present session. In the session of 1918
S. W. Jacobs, M.P., of Montreal, introduced a bill on the same subject. That
bill was referred to a special committee
of the House which went into the question exhaustively. The present bill embraces the conclusions reached by this
special committee during the session of
1918, although some important features
have been added.
Seeks Uniformity
Briefly, the present bill seeks to establish uniformity of law and practice upon
the subject of bankruptcy throughout all
the provinces of Canada. The provisions
of the bill, as mentioned above, apply to
all persons, firms and corporations doing business in Canada except farmers.
Farmers can, if they so desire, take advantage of the provisions of the Bill,
but they cannot be compulsorily forced
into bankruptcy. The Bill settles all
questions of priority among creditors,
abolishes all preference as between
creditors heretofore recognized in any
of the provinces of Canada and seeks
to establish a speedy and inexpensive
method of winding up the estates of
debtors.
Important Provision
One very important provision of the
bill is that the honest debtor who has
not been guilty of any fraud or trickery
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in the management of his business, and
who has handed over all his assets to
the trustee in bankruptcy shall be entitled, under certain conditions, to a discharge from further liability.
In general, the Bill follows the procedure laid down in the English Bankruptcy Act, although a great many variations have been introduced to meet
conditions arising in the various provinces of Canada.
The administration of the law will be
entrusted to the superior courts of the
various provinces and trustees in bankruptcy, sufficient in number to meet the
requirements will be appointed by the
Governor-General in Council. These
trustees will be specially selected and
will be required to furnish ample security for the proper management and
distribution of the assets of the insolvent estate.
Owing to the strike in the Printing
Bureau, the Bill has not yet been
printed, but will be in French and English as soon as possible, and will be given
its second reading and be fully discussed
in Committee of the Whole.
ADVICE TO MISSIONARIES
"Letters to a Missionary," by R. F.
Johnston (Watts & Co., London), contains revelations concerning the doctrines propagated by certain Christian
missions in China. It endeavors to
prove that the old-fashioned belief in
damnation ' of "the
the everlasting
heathen,"
of which the author assumes
the great majority of Christians are
now thoroughly ashamed, still occupies
doca most prominent place among the
trines actively insisted upon by the
largest and most influential proselytizing mission now working amoner the
Chinese people. The author is a British
official who has resided nearly twenty
years in China, and is familiar with the
country and its people; and he makes
a vigorous appeal to American and Eng-a
lish Christians "not only to undertake
critical examination of the teachings
and methods of the missionaries whom
they employ to carry Western religion
to Asia, but also to scrutinize with equal
care the foundations of their own contruth." d from the
of religious
books receive
new
Other ceptions
same publishers include "The Follies
and Frauds of Spiritualism." by Walter
the Peoole," anMann; "The Church and
other attack on the Christian churches

by Joseph McCabe; "Common-sense
by FredThoughts on the Life Beyond,"alism
and
erick J. Gould, and "Ration
HarriE.
Jane
by
,"
Reaction
s
Religiou
son.
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WELDON

ROBERTS

• RUBBER

ERASERS

•

You secure the confidence and goodwill of a customer by furnishing him only
the
ness. best obtainable quality. You thus "anchor" his trade and build up your busiTo act on this principle is to succeed. Apply it to rubber erasers and WELDON
ROBERTS' products will be your logical choice.
WORLD'S QUALITY STANDARD
88 STYLES

WELDON

ROBERTS

RUBBER

Co. NEWARK,

N.J. U.S. A.

THERE ARE REASONS
for the largely increased sales of
Bradley Water Color Boxes for
schools. The standard of quality has
been maintained and prompt deliveries are always made.
A few of the leading boxes:
B-l — 8 semi-moist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and
charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans,
6 standard colors with white
and black.
A-13 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
by blue and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-14 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue, gamboge, black.
A-8 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-9 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
gamboge, black.

W.H. HILTON & CO.
"VEROTAX"
works,
The
one

DnrUHAIC
uULnlJALL,

illustration
of the 80

LANC,
England

shown
above
is
SPECIALITIES

made by us for wide-awake
progressive Stationers.

and

For sale by the leading jobbers, or
trade orders will be promptly filled

Ask us to mail you prices of

"ROTAX,"
"REGENT"! LETTER
"FALINGE" and "KISMET"! FILES

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.
215 Victoria Street,

GET THE BEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE FOLLOWING

Magnet

Columbian

WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

~~~^^~

Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING
"^~~
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PAPER

BY

COMPANY,

-

JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic
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TO PROTECT

ADVERTISING

THE Associated Advertising Clubs of the World
are taking a new step in the campaign they have
been waging to ban misleading publicity.
A fund
of approximately half a million dollars, to which
some of the biggest advertisers in the country are
contributors, is being raised to enforce the stand that
public confidence in business claims must not be
shaken by untrue statements.
In connection with
the work to be done there is to be established a special corps of investigators working out of the head
office of the Association.
Intensive work for the
establishment of additional local vigilance committees is being undertaken.
A third and most important step is the establishment of a bureau to do
in foreign markets what has been done for the protection ofthe trade at home.
A fourth step planned
i- oo-operation with various trade associations, representing; various important lines of business.
Tin
aim here will be to establish on a still broader basis
i be "Standards of Practice" referred to in a recent
issue of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.
It is a
noteworthy
fact that among the subscribers to the
new fund, and pledged to large yearly subscriptions,
are a dozen of the largesl rubber and rubber tire firms
in the country.
Perhaps in no branch of industry,
it is stated, have there been more doubtful claims
made regarding goods than by some of the firms
handling these lines.
If the plans for the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World are carried out
as planned those making doubtful claims will either
have to make good or cease advertising. When it is
realized what an enormous expenditure there is annually in goods of this kind some idea may be gained
of the huge losses that may occur if the goods fail
to do the work expected or claimed for them.
It is
not only in rubber goods, but in all lines that the
clubs claim to protect both business and the public.

The Delight of Artists
and Photographers

"VBverpotnted
enus

PENCIL 849
REFILL leads (No. 842) of
the famous VENUS quality
are used in these pencils which
makes sharpening unnecessary.
A separate marked holder for
each degree.
A seller on sight, especially
when a customer has learned the
degree that suits him.

EXCHANGE

RATE

CANADIAN merchants buying goods for import
from the U.S. should always take into consideration the rate on Canadian exchange which putmoney at a discount of practically 3 per cent, at
present, with opinion in financial circles pretty well
unanimous that thi« rate will go still higher.
The rate has been influenced to some extent by
the rate on sterling, and the recent increase seemed
to follow the increased discount on sterling, though
at some distance behind. As has often been pointed
out. an elementary cause for the high premium
on New York funds is the adverse balance of trade.
by which Canada is buying more from the United
States than it is selling to the United States, coupled
with which is the fact that Canada's main export
trade is done with Europe on credit, while her main
import trade is done with the United States for cash.
This prevents buyers of Canadian products in Europe
making credits to Canada
in the United States.

No. 842— Refill Leads
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There is talk in New York of some sort of international credit arrangement, hacked by the allied
nations, with the intention of ending a situation
under which one country'- money i.s discounted in
another.

\Jke Latgest Selling

A- a remedy the floating of another Canadian
loan in the U.S. is being advocated and one prominent New York banker has suggested that the situation might be met by the Canadian Government
shipping a quantity of gold to New York which
would have an effect far beyond the intrinsic value
of Canadian
money.
Here in Canada, a greater consumption of goods
of our own production, is the logical method of reducing the adverse balance of trade between the two
countries and to that end Canadian manufacturers
must do their utmost to market their goods in attractive form and at prices that will make it advantageous for retailers and their customers to give
preference to Canadian-made lines. This ideal i>
realized in the case of many lines of merchandise
made in Canada, but with too large a proportion, the
prices at which the Canadian productions arc marketed are too obviously shaded just within the mark
at which competitive lines from the U.S. can be laid
down in Canada.

Quality ^Pencil in iheWovlcL

enus
VVpencils
set tfie standard 6y,
W fuck aR pencils
are judxjed
Architects, artists, engineers,
professional and business men
everywhere know that
the unexcelled quality
of a VENUS Pencil always can be depended
on.

IT'S THE NET THAT COUNTS
Mr. Dooley was one of the leading restaurant
keepers in a small town. Recently he purchased
a cash register. The documents of the first trade to
be recorded were a 27-cent check and a five dollar
bill, the proud proprietor rang up $5.00 and paid
out $4.73 in change. When the next customer presented his check it was for 35 cents and a $10 bill
was passed over the counter. Dooley operated on
the $10 key. Thus things progressed throughout
the day. That night, upon checking up, he discovered according to the machine that he ought to
have $250.00 on hand, although a careful inventory
revealed only $17.30.
"Terrance," said Dooley to his assistant, "have
yez taken anything out in the new cash machine
to-day?"
"Shure," said Terrance, "I took me carfare
home."
"And where d'yez live," inquired Deoley "Australia?"
Like Mr. Dooley, many a man in charge of a
business is ringing up gross profits without the
faintest idea of what his net profits really are. And
like Mr. Dooley, if he keeps on hammering the
gross receipt button, he is "going to have a disappointment inhis life," as the fortune tellers say,
for after all it's getting the net that counts.

17

b 1 a ck

and
3degrees
copying,

fect.
always per-

More people are learning every day that the use
of VENUS Pencils means pencil luxury and pencil
economy combined. Keep your VENUS line complete.
Americ

an Lead Pencil Company

IT IS no use advertising unless you have the goods,
and no use having the goods unless you advertise.

220 Fifth Avenue, New York, and Clapton, London, Eng.
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Handy

Punches

.
pair of scissors
dlencash a
ethanPu
Eyelto
EASY
punches and fastens
thick bunches of paper,
or only two or three
sheets, with neat, fastcolor maroon, easysqueeze eyelets. ;A
smooth, thin fastening
permanent or can be
quickly removed with
same punch.

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada
Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian

Factory and Office*

9-11-13 Davenport Road

Cutter Punch pierces heavy
thicknesses of papers for
prong fasteners with great
ease. Both
punches
of
pressed steel, deep-throated.
Either retails in factorysealed carton, with supply
of fasteners for $2.00 and
yields you a good profit.
Write for Offer.
Unusual
Dealer

at

Toronto

Stationery

<2rw(y>

specialties perfected and marketed.

RIVET-0 MFG.
Dept. B. Orange, Mass.

Canadian rights for tale

417 Live Dealers
from HALIFAX to VANCOUVER
are now successfully marketing:

Medium,

Loud

and

Extra

Loud

Tones

60 boxes packed in a counter salesman carton
which retails for $9.00. Dealer's price, $5.85
F.O.B. Montreal, 30 days, 2<7<- discount for cash
with order. Just order a counter salesman carton of each tone to-day, place them on display
and watch them sell themselves.
A mighty profitable addition to your line.

H. A. Bemister
"The Mail

Mappin
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& Webb

Order Man"

Bldg.,

Montreal, Que.
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
BUTTONS
AND

BADGES
Celluloid, Metal
and Ribbon
For Societies, Classes, Picnics,
Tag-Days, Excursions, Pilgrimages
Special

Discount to Stationers
Manufacturer
Badges, Buttons, Tag-Day Supplies.
Telephones: Up 3886, 4283,3345

NEW

FOUNTAIN

The Copp, Clark Co. has just introduced a new line of self-filling fountain
pens in several different finishes, and
also a fountain pen known as a "receder"
— a receding pen, not a self-filler.
TEXT BOOKS
From the Copp, Clark Co. comes a new
list of standard text books, being the
Pitman-Whittaker series, which the
Copp, Clark Co. are marketing in Canada. There are listed titles dealing with
aeronautics, electrical science, electrical
engineering, marine engineering, mechanics, mechanical engineering, telegraphy and telephony, besides other miscellaneous books.
A BOOK

186-188 Peel St., Montreal

R YCO

TAPE
MOISTENER

Retail price,
$5.00 each.
Wholesale pr.,
$2.50 each.
F.O.B. Bellows
Falls, Vt.
Made of pressed steel, takes
any standard
width roll, and
talks,
is so simple sales
demonstrations or "approval"
sales are unnecessary. Users
like them because in speeding
wrapping and packing they
moisten tape perfectly. Put
in a stock now and lose no
sales when customers call.
Orders shipped day received.

Adds
to
Profits

WRITE FOR PRICES
J. F. Ryan & Co.
AND SAMPLES OF
52 Vanderbilt Ave.
SEALING TAPES
NEW YORK

PEN

FOR

MERCHANTS

"Merchandising," by A. W. Douglas,
is a dollar volume that will appeal to
all men engaged in the retail trade. Its
scope is indicated by the following list
of contents: The Nature and Function
of Merchandising; Buying; Turnover of
Stock; The Care of Stock; Ordering —
Regular Goods; Ordering — Regular or
Staple Goods; Ordering — Seasonable
Goods; Holidav Goods; Selling: Fillinsr
Orders and Other Related Factors; Financial Factors — Credit, Collecting, Accounting; Distribution; Advertising;
The Human Equation.
MARCEL BERGER
In "A Life at Stake." Marcel Berger,
the French author tells another big
story of the war, and he gives vivid
authority to ,his descriptions, for he
himself fought in the trenches when
the Boche was forced back across the
Marne, and Paris was saved. This book
hasLate
just advice
been issued
Putnam's.
reachingby BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER is to the effect that
H. H. Love has been appointed president
of W. J. Gage & Co., Ltd., succeeding
the late W. P. Gundy, while W. H. B.
Kent becomes vice-president.
BIOGRAPHY
No romance appeals to the British
public more effectively than the story
of the achievements of certain men
whose discoveries and inventions have
added to the practical wealth of the
community. The Westinghouse brake is
such a fact that gives a centre to the
interesting biography of its inventor,
George Westinghouse, which Mr. E. F.
Leupp has written and which has just
been published in England.
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GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLES
Buyers

should
write
at once
for samples and

THE

APEX

prices of

TT0ENNE NEEDLES

each playing 10
records.
Also
ordinary
NEEDLES
and SPEAR POINTS.

DELIVERIES of any quantities can
be despatched in\n~\ediatety .

BROADWAY

SMALLWARES

Limited

Astwood

REDDITCH,

CO.

Bank

ENGLAND

Easy To Sell

Roovers Hand and
Desk Press Embossers
for Embossing Names and
Addresses, Seals, Monograms,
Initials, etc.

World-wide reputation for
excellence.
Write for particulars and
embossed circulars showing styles, with prices.

ROOVERS

BROTHERS

100 Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
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INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

STYLES

Manufactured

by

Frank A. Weeks
YORK

CITY, N. Y.

Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS
offer the trade
new
eas
in
merchandise
with a guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
SELF-FILLER
PEN
A n
excellent
pen,
splendidly made,
that retails
at
$2.50.
a 1 lowing
a liberal
margin
of

Gravity
Stylo
Pen
With
a new
and exclu9 i v e selffilling device.
Three styles to
retail
at $1.50
$1.75 and
$2.50
Prompt
Deliveries
Assured.

Farrell & Hosinger

profit

Company
LARRY J. FARRELL
^GEORGE N. HOSINGER
Manufacturer a of
FOUNTAIN, STYLOGRAPHIC AND GOLD PENS
Canadian Representative Wanted
63-65 Irving St., Jersey City, N.J.

Hlili.UliliAllAUi.lllM

■4
■4

'The Guarantee of Quality"

ULTON
Self-Inking

5 Stamp Pads
•4

Manufactured by

FULTON
^

Elizabeth,

SPECIALTY

ADVERTISING

Ed. A. Simmons, Trenton, Ont., uses
a two column space, four inches deep,
and divides this space, devoting half to
each of two departments. Thus, for instance, a recent advertisement played
up wallpaper in one-half of the space
and notable new books in the other half.
The idea of putting trade "'bulletins"
before the people of the community
through the medium of the local newspaper is one that should be more universally advocated by 'booksellers and
stationers.
Among

Mfg. Co.
93 John St., NEW

GOOD

Line Daters
Numberers
Sign
RubberMarkers
Type
Printing
Outfits

CO.
New Jersey

••▼TTTTVTTTTVVTTVTTTTTTT»«

the booksellers taking advantage of the great interest in automobile subjects is the firm of T. J.
Moore & Co., Quebec, Que., who have
used goodly space in the newspapers of
that city this season, advertising automobile books.
Torry's Bookstore, New Glasgow,
N.S., conducted a successful wallpaper
sale in May. It was well advertised
and created quite a stir.

Pugh Specialty
Co., Limited
38-42 Clifford Street
TORONTO

CANADA

Manufacturers and Manufacturers'
French
Ivory Agents.
(Made
in Canada).
Photo
Frames,
Boxes,
Toilet
Articles and Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc., for all
seasons and occasions.
Toy Books.
Pennants
and
Textile Novelties,
Active Service Banners.
Welcome
Home
Banners
and
Pennants,
Victory
Pennants
and
Celebration lines.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Souvenir Novelties.
If you don't get our catalogue
regularly, send us your name.
It's well worth having.

THE "ADAIRACK"
itowwuiiiitn

BEGBIE'S NEW BOOK
Harold Begbie has written a new novel
entitled "Mr. Sterling Sticks It Out,"
just published in England. The story
portrays how the tragedy of the war
affected different temperaments and
philosophies. The valour of the soldier
who dies for his country is matched
with the valour of the Quaker who dies
for the love of humanity.
SANISPOON
A new line introduced to the Canadian
trade is the sanispoon, an individual
spoon for use in serving ice cream.
These spoons are made in two sizes and
are sold to the trade bulk, each spoon
packed in an individual cassine envelope. The packages are in attractive
counter cartons for retail sales. This is
a good addition to picnic goods and the
aim of the makers is to have them become an essential and necessary part of
individual soda fountain service. This
line has been taken up enthusiastically
by druggists in the U.S., and is a line
that can as readily be successfully
handled by stationers.
WAKE

UP.. CANADA!

C. W. Peterson, Canada's Deputy Fuel
Commissioner, has written a book entitled, "Wake Up, Canada!" In its 350
pages is given experience of the best part
of a lifetime of philosophic thought and
observation, derived from every kind of
68

Pen

Rack

and Paper Weight
Combined
Most Practical Penrack Ever
Invented
Cut Class
- Pressed Glass
Weight \\ lbs.
CUSHMAN & DENISON MFG. CO.
240-242 West 23rd St., New York City

Material
Drawing
s'
ArtistMaterial

Mfrs. since

1854 of high

gradeandArtists'
School
Oil
Waterand Colors,
Canvases, Brushes, Woodenware Outfits, Drawing Tables, Boards,
Filing Cabinets.
Catalogue
and sample boiki on reques t

F. WEBER

& Philadelphia.
CO.
Pa.

Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore.Md.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
^
—A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
To Manufacturers
OF
DOLLS, TOYS and kindred
articles desiring selling
agent in

The United

Kingdom

I have a first-class connection of 20 years' standing
with the large wholesale
buyers.
Full particulars and references on application to

JOSEPH

HOPKINS

93 ALDERSGATE ST.
LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

association with his fellow-men.
book is a Macmillan
issue.

Mr. Peterson's appeal might well be
called an "Open Letter" to Canadians,
calling a halt and consultation in view
of political and social ambush and pitfalls ahead. His mission is well and
timely conceived. Never was there a
period when the coming of such a book
was more appropriate, more needed as
a guide to thought and action, more
adapted to fill the want of the people,
as crowds drift hither and thither, rudderless, thoughtless, self-centred, imhued
with one idea.
It may not have been intentional, but
the author has evolved these strenuous
chapters not only abreast of the time,
embodying and illustrating all he has to
say, but also, perhaps, in time for the
good of the people they concern.
LISTS

Known

and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic,

Made
in

The

RECEIVED

A new catalogue covering the loose
leaf lines manufactured by C. R. & W.
N. Nelson, 180 North State Street, Chicago, has come to hand and is comoiled
and illustrated with as little detail as
possible but with prices clearly outlined.
Their line has now been broadened and
completed so that to-day they can offer
the dealer a complete line of loose leaf
devices from ledgers to ring books. The
company are making a special endeavor
to establish a permanent and prompt
shipping schedule on special items.

N.J., U.S.A.

Canada

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturers'

There is pood money in these lines for Dealers.
Get afier this business in your territory.

E. A. CRIPPEN
Successor to The Monarch

79 Spadina

Your

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

Pat.

May

13, 1913

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
#2.io per dozen.
Send for particulars.

F-B MANUFACTURING

CO.

1228 Intervale Avenue, New York

Fire broke out in Merritt's Bookstore,
Prince Albert, Sask., on May 16. Good
work by the fire department kept the
flames from doing very much damage.

SHORTAGE

Avenue,

Sales
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Toronto

Increase

Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons
It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy
is
" Quality
First "
stationers can therefore
on a line of goods of
standard
quality
and
formity as puts them
position
to permanently
tain the
tomertrade
who onceof every
uses
goods.

and
rely
such
uniin a
recusthe

Give Us A Trial.

CARIBONUM
54 Wellington

COMPANY, LIMITED
Street

East, Toronto

STAR
MANIFOLD
Dexter's
LINEN

OF
HOTEL
ACCOMMODATION IN OLD LONDON

LONDON, ENGLAND— In connection
with the hotel accommodation shortage
in London, and the expected influx of
visitors from overseas, the proprietors
of many large caravansaries are now
taking steps to provide more rooms.
For the future it has been decided to
take no more permanent residents, and
those already in occupation are being
given notice to quit. It is realized that
the inability to obtain hotel accommodation in London has had the effect of
frightening a good number of people
away altogether.

Paper Co.

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on

Our Specialty:

STAMPING

Agent for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT

With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send

for samples

and

prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks, Connecticut
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AND
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British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after your deliveries.
Selling Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.
24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London E.C. 1., England
Cablet :
Telereka, London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central.
2107 City.
2615 D.iliton

School and Office
Requisites
GEO. WRIGHT ft
CO.. Headquarters
1 for S t a t i o ner»'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92.
Clerkenwell Road,
London. E. C 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London Coun"Wright's
ty Council, etc.
Manufacturers to
Dustless" Chalk
is the Very Best
the Wholesale and
for Blackboards —
Export Trade.
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's '"Blackine." Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes.
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy: Tourists' Writing
Cases. Penholders,
and Games,
etc.

Hold the Line
Here's the line to hold
—John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because it sells so quickly. There's quality
about it. It writes
smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for
quick sales.
Supplied by all the leading Wholesale Houses in Toronto & Montreal
(Registered)
London (Eng.) Export Agency

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

STATIONERS'

CARDED GOODS
IN ALL

Conditions Are Slowly Evolving

VARIETIES.

For the last four years I have been
obliged to concentrate on Government
ind National business.

Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Erasers for pencil, ink or typewriting; Pocket Pencils, Mapping
Pens.

Friends at Home and Overseas have,
therefore, had a restricted ration of my
specialities.

Writing & Drawing Sets

Some of the boys are back — I am getting into my stride again.

Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Band3,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.

Enquiries
for Illustrated List are welcome.
Business is still difficult, but I shall be
able to cater for you better than ever

H. A. COOMBS

AFTER

THE

WAR

10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, E.C. 4
Illustrated List on Request.

H. A. COOMBS'S

CARDED

10 Farringdon Avenue,

London, E.C. 4, England

GOODS

FANCY LEATHER GOODS
BRIDLES, &c
FINEST

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations . We are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants.

QUALITY
WALLETS,
PURSES,
DOLLAR-CASES.
TREASURY-NOTECASES,
CIGAR AND
CIGARETTE
CASES.
TOBACCO
POUCHES.
WATCHGUARDS.
BRACES,
BELTS,
DOG
DOG

Trade Mark

Regittered

COLLARS,
LEADS.

W. V.

JOHN W. FARRINGTON

BOWATER

& SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Queen Victoria St.. London. E.C. 4. Ens.

WALSALL

ENGLAND

TELE PHONE
GRAMS

Cable*: " Sparteolum" London.

302 Walsall
Cecil, Walsall

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods

To the Booksellers and
Stationers of Canada
An Agency for Private
Christmas and New Year
Cards is the most profitable
and easily worked side-line
you can take up. A request
for full particulars written
on your letter heading will
bring them by return mail.
It will pay you to write at
once for particulars to

Fancy

Write:

S. P. COOPER

The Castle Publishing Co.
Castle Works,
Cheapside,
Lancashire, Eng.

Send orders to London Representatives : —
THE MACLEAN
COMPANY
OF GREAT

BRITAIN,

Central Agency

36 Camomile

Preston

LTD.,

Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

St., London, E.C. 3
England

88,

FLEET

ST.,

LONDON,

E.C.

ROOK

W

r

The Davis Novelty Co. ^C
Registered

Uptown

/

398

BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
Limited

-

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer
Rubber
Brass
Burning

and

Signs,
Brands,

Metal

of
Stamps,

Seals, Stencils,
Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main

3760

TORONTO

Welcome Home Flags and Banners
Special

Prices
to
Clear
6x8
Flags
on
Sticks. $4.50 gross
11 x 15 Banners,
$9.60 gross.
12 x 16 Banners,
$14.40
gross.
18 x 27 Banners,
$43.20
gross.
Limited
Quantity
only
at these
Prices.

Toronto Trophy-Craft Co.
1710 Royal Bank Bldg., Toronto
Dealers

who

are

interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this
paper.

ARTISTS

SUPPLY

ART

SUPPLIES.
St..

CO.

77 York Street
TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St.. N.Y.
City.
BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum
& Pease Co.. Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Buntin.
Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal,
Toronto.
Winnipeg.

Dominion
Blank
Book
Co.. Berthierville.
Que.
National
Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The Albemarle
Paper Co.. Richmond.
Va.
Eaton-Dikeman
Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
Richmond
Paper Mfg.
Co., Richmond,
Va.
Standard Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond,
Va.
CASH
REGISTER
ROLLS.
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc.. 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co.,
83
Nassau
St..
New
York.
John VI. Hartfield. N.Y.
Produce Exchange,
N.Y.
CRAYONS.
Binney
& Smith,
New York.
A.
R.
MaoDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
W.,
Toronto.
DIE
WIPING
PAPER
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc.,
526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co., New York.
N.Y.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-O Mfg.
Co., Orange.
Mass.
ENVELOPES.
Buntin,
Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Copp.
Clark Co., Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto.
WinMenzies
Warwick

&

Limited, Toronto.
& Rutter.
Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies
& Co., Limited,
Toronto.
St. Mungo
Mfg.
Co.. Glasgow,
Scotland
Weldon
Roberts
Rubber Co.. Newark.
N.J
FANCY
PAPERS.
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.
Menzies
& Co., Limited, Toronto.
A.
R.
MacDougall
& Co..
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
FILES
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St.. N.Y.
City
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen
Co., New
York.
Mabie. Todd
& Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
INKS. MUCILAGE
AND
GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins
& Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal,
Toronto.
Winnipeg.

Co.,
Bros.

Reliance
Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal
Ink Co., 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
S. S. Stafford
Co., Toronto.
"Glucine." Menzies
& Co., Limited.
439 King
W.. Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's
Ink Co.. Montreal.
Payson's
Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford
Co.. Toronto
INKSTANDS.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
Toronto.
The
Geo.

MAPS

St..

Elbe

Crucible Pens

TORONTO

STATIONER

Artists"
Supply
Co., 77 York
St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay
& Son Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited,
215 Victoria
Toronto.
■
BINDERS

Mappin
Building
MONTREAL

Phone

AND

ADDING
MACHINE
ROLLS
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
Philadelphia.

^

Leather Goods and Novelties
BILLFOLDS A SPECIALTY
212-214

SELLER

Sengbuseh
Co.. Milwaukee
KINDERGARTEN
MATERIA! 8.
M. Hendry
Co.,
Limited,
215 Victoria

Toronto.
LEAD
AND
COPYING
PENCILS.
American
Pencil Co.. New York.
Wm.
Cane & Sons. Newmarket
Ont
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
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St

We can supply the trade with anything of
the map line as well as undertake any kind in
Map-Making. Road Maps,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

Motor

Guides,

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
3 3 James

St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

WATERSTON'S
BRAND

"BEE"
MARK

SEALING

WAX

factory:
Warriston

Works,

Edinburgh,

Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
X"
"CLIMABaler
The Fireproof
Steel
turns your waste into
Made
Send

profit.

in 12 sizes.

for Catalogue.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

W..

St .

W..

20c A COPY
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"1

School Rulers
NEW

LINE NOW

New

Shapes

and

READY

Right

Send for samples

Prices.

and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO,

N.Y.

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished s'atues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED

Otley

Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

LOOSE

LEAF

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.

Boorum
& Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,

AND

ELBE BINDERS ARE USED BY UNIVERSITIES
THROUGHOUT AMERICA !
.VII

Do not fail to show them to your school trade.

Toronto.
. ,""'|SJ

The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited, 539 King St. West,
Toronto.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke, Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor. 22 Cliff St.. New York City.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
MAPS
AND
GLOBES
Rand, McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The Scarborough
Co. of Canada,
Hamilton,
Ont
PAPER
BALERS
Climax
Baler Co., Hamilton,
Ont.
PAPER
FASTENERS.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Corp., 552 Pearl St., New
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing
Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
& Sons.
Limited.
W.
V., 159 Queen
Victoria
St., London,
E.C.
PAPETERIES
AND WRITING
PAPERS.
The Copp Clark Co.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Ont.
Clark Bros. & Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal, Toronto. WinMenzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
PLAYING
CARDS.
Goodall's English Playing Cards. A. O.
Front St. W.. Toronto.
U. S. Playing Card Co., Windsor, Ont.
A.

POST CARDS. GREETING

Hurst.

32

CARDS, ETC.

O. Hurst. Canadian
representative,
32 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies & Co.. Limited, Toronto.
Philip G. Hunt
& Co., 332 Balham
High Rd..
London.
Eng.
Pueh Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford St.. Toronto.
Valentine
& Sons Publishing Co.. Toronto.

1

I

Si

>v>d
: hii?™'!?!!!!

Excellent for holding Essays, Class Notes, Lectures
and other data.
Made in all sizes. Capacity of back 5-8" to 2".
ELBE FILE & BINDER
New YorkCO.,
City 97 Reade Street

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers
14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal
TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR
PUNCHES
the best
made
The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co.
HAMILTON.

OHIO

U.S.A.

DESK

PADS

Cloth Covered Cabinets
Write for

Catalogue

PUNCHES
Rivet-O Mfg.

YOUR

ADV.

HERE
WILL BE
RECEIVED

The

BY

STATIONERS
FROM
COAST
COAST

(Cutter, Eyelet, Round-Hole, etc.)
Co., Orange. Mass.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co., Orange, Mass.
RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard
Cairns. 77 Queen St. W.. Toronto.
Fulton Specialty Co., Elizabeth. N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo. M. Hendry & Co.. 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
Gen. M. Hendry
Co., Limited. 215 Victoria St..
Toronto.

<*

TO

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

AND
OFFICE RULERS.
Co., Canisteo. N.Y.
SHEFT
MUSIC
Co., 1501-15 East Fifty-Fifth

McKinley Music
St..
Chicago.
STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton, Phillips & Co.. Montreal.
STATIONERS'
SUNDRIES.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Wholesale Stationers. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
The Copp. Clark Co., Wholesale
Stationers, Toronto.
Clark Bros. & Co.. Ltd.. Winnipeg. Man.
W.nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto, WinWarwick

Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John Heath. 8 St. Bride St.. E.C. London.
Hinks. Wells & Co.. Birmingham. Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen Co.. Brown
Bros.. Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Representatives.
TOYS,
PUZZLES
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
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L. Hoffman, 45 Lafayette St., N.Y.C.

10c A LINE
PAYS

FOR

NAME and
ADDRESS
UNDER

Directory Headings
ON

THIS

PAGE
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BOOK

AND

STATIONER

BUYERS' GUIDE

1-25
LY^DGE
wEA
rONWLE
ccYUAKNO

320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Or.WINFIELO SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noted A ulhorily and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE —
What every young ruin and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacher and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
Id plain wrapper for only $1.25
postage 10 cents extra.

Classified Advertising
pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter iisplay stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.
OFFICE

SUPPLIES

AJAX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS— FOR
■^
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc..
samole
with
prices
on request.
Desaulniers.
Moline.
Illinois.
BOOKS

McClelland & stewart
Limited

WANTED

"Darkness and Dawn," by George Allan England. "This is For You." by W. L. Lord
IRevell)— The Gaetz-Cornett Drug & Book
Co., Ltd., Red Deer, Alta.

215 Victoria St., Toronto
"Scientific Salesmanship

Otto Sauer Series
French, Spanish
and Italian Grammars
MADE
Grammar

IN

THE

50% discount. Prepaid. "Health- Wealth"
Pub.
House,
Lawrence.
Massachusetts.

with Key

FORM

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $1.80 per dozen.
The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
517

Wellington

St. West

SELF AND

-

Toronto

SEX SERIES

Keep
these books in sight.
They
are stead>
sellers because 90 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective
customers.
Four Books to Men:—
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
Whalt a Young Man Ought .to Know.
What
a Young
Husband
Ought
to Know.
What a Man of 46 Ought
to Know.
Four Books to Women: —
What
a Young Girl Ought
to Know.
What a Young Woman Ought to Know.
What
a Young
Wife Ought
to Know.
What a Woman
of 46 Ought to Know.
$1.00
BRIGGS.

WILLIAM

Each.
Publisher.

Toronto

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton
Street, New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

One of these

LANGUAGES
\I/ORLD-ROMIC SYSTEM. MASTERKEY
" to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c ; Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143 West
47th, New York.

Buyers' Guide
spaces

Every Bookshop
Assistant
Should

WHO pays for the advertising?

The consumer, of course.
He pays for every expense of
putting the goods into his hands
— including selling cost. This
and production cost are both so
reduced by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same goods, just because they
are well advertised. You ride
cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired a private car
— even a cattle car. Ayid you

receive

his or her own

copy of

Who Pays for the Advertising?
It

WILL

U.S.A.

Separate, $1.00
Grammar

WYCIL

Course," 20 booklets,

20 lessons, $2 ; "Mail-Method Merchandising,"
24 lessons, $2 ; "Health- Wealth" Method, great
27-lesson health culture course, 25c; "Cure of
Consumption," 10c; "Sexual Philosophy,"
world's greatest sex manual, 12c. Booksellers.

CODE

costs
iy2" x$32*4a "

Bookseller & Stationer
regularly

month on
yearly contract.
Highly Effective

$1.00 A YEAR

Publicity at
Minimum Cost

don't ask "Who pays the fare?"
— The Optimist

THE

MACLEAN

CO., Limited
143 University Ave.
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PUBLISHING
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THE DOMINION

COLUMNAR

BOOK

"1X7ITH a ruling for every practical purpose, Dominion Columnar
* * Books are in great demand. Handsomely and durably bound*
substantially made throughout. This is only one example of the
splendid range of commercial blank books, bound and loose leaf, offered by the Dominion Blank Book Company.
Permit us to quote you on your blank book requirements.

Dominion Blank Book Company
Limited

BERTHIERVILLE,

AF
DERS

POST 111

NATIONAL,

P.Q.

NATIONAL

" ''!i^ '

FOR

TEMPORARY

OR
0C

tNOi-

FOUNDATION

PERMANENT

FOR

BINDING

EXPANSION

In the "National" line you are offered a great range of sizes, bindings and
prices. Sold only through dealers.
Send jor complete information and prices.

NATIONAL
HOLYOKE

BLANK

BOOK

-
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A careful merchant selects
his stock to meet the demands
of his customers

CICO for Short
CICO is the short word for Adhesion.

ranes

CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.
CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO is the
short cut to selling your trade the
full line of Carter
Quality Products.
Made

GL

(The Correct Writing Paper)
will meet the demands of all your customers
because the variety of tints and many -izes
and .styles in which it is made offer a selection that will engage any fancy.

in Canada

The Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.

THE

Pittsfield, Mass.

CARTER'S INK
COMPANY

New York
225 Fifth Avenue
Chicago
100-108 So. Michigan
Avenue
Philadelphia
- 1024 Filbert Street
Boston
53 Franklin Street
San Francisco 770 Mission Street

Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.

Paper Fasteners and Punches
We

illustrate leading styles, which

are recognized as the most practicable types

of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

No. 1 Samson Hand

AJAX

XL

EYELETS-Actual

jiL

Punch

c o r r e sp ondence, legal
d oo u m e nts,
etc. It punches
a clean, accurate hole
and clinches

diameter. Furnished with 3 16
punch and die
unless otherwise

the eyelet perfectly.

specified.

*z

The new automatic
eyeletting de v i c e
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses in office
and factory.

wore.

Will take interchangeable
punches and dies
i n sizes from
1 16 in. to V» in.

For binding all

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener

They save labor and do good

■a ■
Sizes

.a

Packed in Boxes of 500.
With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE

Canadian Representatives:

Useful

Special Samson Advantages
The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool —
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes — long and short. Samson Eyelet, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.
Write

APPLIANCE

for Catalogue.

CORPORATION,

351

JAY

STREET,

The
drop

No. 1 Samson
forged
steel,

in Any

Hand
Punch
is made
of
attractively
nickel-plated.

SIZES OF HOLES-PUNCH

Throat, 1% in.
Yi inch. Will
steel up to 20
leather, etc., up
BROOKLYN,

Office

N9 1

deep. Opening between dies,
punch sheet iron and soft
gauge, and paper, cardboard,
to % inch in thickness.
N.Y.

Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada
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July MacLeans
Especially interesting to the people of the Maritimes
—•and to all other Canadians
July MACLEAN'S will grip the attention of Canadians from coast to coast.
It will be brimful of decidedly interesting reading — thoroughly Canadian in
tone- — wielding a powerful nationalizing influence. Read this partial list of
contents — then send in an order for a generous supply.
MARITIME

ARTICLES
"Keeping
From of Our
Coast."
An
article onthethe Hun
methods
defence
and naval
patrol along the Atlantic seaboard during
the war.

"The Spirit of the Maritimes." An article on
the attitude of the people down east toward
national problems, together with something
on the progress and achievements of the
Maritime Provinces.

"Bonar Law, Imperial Leader." By Maurice
Woods. A sketch of this outstanding
Canadian who has seconded Lloyd George
throughout the war.

"The Land of National Leaders." An article
on Maritime part and influence in Dominion
politics.

OTHER

ARTICLES
"On the Lecture Platform in Canada."
By
Stephen Leacock. A humorous article on
his experience before audiences from one
end of Canada to the other.

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic." By Vilhjalmur Stefansson. The fourth instalment
of this remarkable narrative of Government explorations in the Arctic.

FICTION
"Bunkered." By Allen C. Shore. Illustrated
by R. M. Brinkerhoff. A story combining
three
love. points of interest — golf, business and

'His Majesty's Well Beloved." By Baroness
Orczy. Illustrated by C. F. Peters. Baroness Orczy is famous for her historical
romances beginning with that tremendous
best seller, "The Scarlet Pimpernel." The
story to appear in MACLEAN'S dates back
to the time of Charles 2nd, and is a delightful story of adventure and romance. It
will not appear in book form until Christmas and in the meantime will appear serially in no other magazine but MACLEAN'S. Itpromises to be fully as important and popular a serial as "The Pawns
Count."
'Owners Up." By W. A. Fraser. Illustrated
by Charles L. Wrenn. Another "Bulldog"
Carney story — the best horse racing story
that Mr. Fraser or any other author has
ever written.

"Lenix Gets His Reward." By Archie P. McKishnie. Illustrated by E. J. Dinsmore.
The best of this series of inimitable darky
stories.
"Another Service Poem." The new series of
war poems by Robert W. Service will be
continued by a stirring and dramatic poem
entitled :
"The
Three Tommies." Illustrated by C. W.
Jefferys.
There will be in addition all the regular
features — the month's Vital Question —
The Review of Reviews — The Business Outlook— The Investment Situation— Women
and Their Work.

Make a window display of MACLEAxN'S—
It will be a big seller.

If your wholesaler can't supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager C. W.
Buchanan, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto.
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INKS

for their rich color
and easy flow.

RELIANCE

"GRIP"

The strong fluid paste, which
never dries out,
is a profit
maker.
Write for prices.

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.
WINNIPEG,

MAN.

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

"ROB
ROY"
Made from fine steel and made
in one of Birmingham's best
equipped factories, this dandy
writing pen will prove a might?
fine seller for every live dealer.

your new stock. You'll
samples
see are
Be sure
find
our to
prices
right. before you order

Hinks. Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC

&^(J&K/ MM^s^*^

will always hold first place as an Edition
Standard. Classic and Teaching Music

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.
It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent, to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian

"A.A." FOUNTAINprofit. PENS

A source of constant

There's an "A. A." Pen to suit the most fastidious customer.
The ease and convenience with which they can be filled —
the satisfaction which they render — the guarantee under
which they are sold — and the margin of profit to dealers
are some of the reasons why you should carry this

Profitable "A.A." Line.

Write to your local jobber or to us for prices, catalogue
and trade discounts on this profitable
line.

MODERN

copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

PEN COMPANY

170 Broadway

of

New York City

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

McKINLEY

MUSIC

CO.

The Largest "Exclusively
Sheet Music House"
in the World

CHICAGO:
NEW
77

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK CITY: 145 W. 45th STREET
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Push-Pins
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Terry's "Avecta pen

50 MILLION PEOPLE
will see Moore
Push-Pin Advertising during 1919.
Look up your Stock today.

rule

of MOORE

sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one today from your
Jobber

Will
more
your sales.

MOORE

clip

Sells on sight — prevents loss of
article as it holds it in pocket
securely.

PUSH-PINS
-

pencil

For Early Delivery

This Style L Cabinet

Cost
Sells

or

Well made, high grade finish.

$12.50
$18.75
than

HERBERT

10c.
Line

double

PUSH-PIN

CO.

TERRY & SONS
LTD.

The Spring and Pressworlr Specialists
REDD1TCH. ENG.

Berkley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAKE
And

YOUR
INK

OWN

Save

Express or Freight
On Water
We Will Show You How.
1 dozen Quarts ROYAL INK shipped anywhere in
Canada for 12c by Mail.
1 dozen Quarts Liquid Ink by Express Costs 40c
to $5.60 according to Distance.
ROYAL INK— A SUPERIOR FOUNTAIN PEN
INK.
Is Made in Sizes for Home and Office Use.

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
M.nv

INK COMPANY,

nTcoTo°NToSt

are made on the Sidrwnlk

Display Fixtures

A Wonderful ici of Patented Intrrehanjablf Window, Dhptay ■tatare.
lor di.pl.yint Book.. Stationery. Office Suppl.e. jnd Sundries
Set will live 10
d Service in effective trade pulling window trim,

idi <>! I) A Hi<icnl
. ithei Golden,
Ar>i.q„e
or aWeathered
Sel the
,« roiearn
op
■M Hardwood
lid Stonee
Cheat,
food piner"im,ri
to keep
Younil. not in u><
I Ik ,< air lllOUUfldl ol tell in duly uve
No. 20

Set ha. 89 Interchangeable

Youn.l. For Urge

No.20',

Set ha. SO Interchangeable

Younit. For Small Store Window.,

Sloe* earned in Hamilton, On!

ROYAL

Mai

Window

The

Oscar

Onken
Fixtures

Order direct 01 thru your joboer

Co.
Set

Store Window..

Srnd lor talolog

»38

SO

S23.10

Palmira" and mode in Canoda.

2650 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.
Up Without the Aid of a Tool.

ARTISTS MATERIALS

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
B

Send

your

TELLS YOU HOW.
Subscription — $2.00
per
(Foreign
$3.00)

subscription

NOW

and

get

year.

the

"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings "

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor a Newton, London, Eng

A.RAMSAY
ESTD. 18 42.

8 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

STATIONERS'

& SON

C°

MONTREAL.

SUNDRIES

LETTER FILES & PERFORATORS, INK BOTTLES & STANDS
COPYING
PRESSES,
RULERS,
INDIA
RUBBER
ERASERS,
PAPER FASTENERS & CLIPS & ALL KINDS OF STATIONERS' SUNDRIES

SCHOOL MATERIALS
KING BROTHERS
AND

Telegraphic and Cable Address:
"KINATE, LONDON"
| A. B.C. (Sth
Codes

:-

Edition)

15, Bury Street, St. Mary Axe, LONDON,

E.C. 3, England

LlEBER'S
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MACNIVEN
& CAMERON, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF STATIONERY, STEEL PENS,
STATIONERS' SUNDRIES AND
FOUNTAIN
WAVERLEY HOUSE, 30 SHOE LANE, LONDON,
WAVERLEY

STATIONERY
{BLANK
BOOKS)
EDINBURGH

WORKS

Some

Specimens

COMBINING

WRITING

of

IS Ma

I ~L

AND

CAMERON
HOUSE
(fountain pens)
LONDON,
E.C.
4

the Mark of Quality

PORTELETTRES

PAPER

PENS
E.C. 4

WAVERLEY
PEN
WORKS
STEEl.
PENS 4 SUNDRIES)
BIRMINGHAM

BOWERSBURN
WORKS
(NOTEPAPER £ ENVELOPES)
LEITH

I

ENVELOPES

OF

HIGHEST

GRADE

June
rosfs
A Floral revel
ly II. Davit Richtcr, R O.I.
by II. Davis KicAter, R.O.I.
Robert

burns

Sir Walter

t'y Nasiiiytk

STEEL
THE

FAMOUS

WAVERLEY

Scott, Bart.

PENS
SERIES

AND

OTHERS

by Hael'um

PICKWICK

BIRMINGHAM

BIG

A

WAVERLEY

HINDOO

NO.

1

HINDOO

NO.

2

" They come as a boon and a blessing to men.
The Pickwick, the Owl, and the Waver ley Pen."

Safety
Self Fillers
THE
FOUNTAIN
PENS
WITH

DISTINCTIVE

NIBS

Combining the action of the Renowned Steel Nibs, with that continuous smoothness in writing which only a gold nib can give

— FILLING
i

,

AND

SAFE,

with

waverley,

Hindoo,
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WILL
SHORTLY
VISIT
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LIMITED

V;/»«»-Pr»ciH*>nt

H. T. HUNTER, Vice-President
T. B. COSTAIN, General Managing Editor.

Magazine.
Publishers of Hardware and Metal. The Financial Post, MacLean's Magazine. Farmer's
Publisher, Bookseller and
Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods Review. Men's Wear Review. Printer andHouse
Engineer,
Sanitary
,
Power
News,
Stationer Canadian Machinery and Manufacturing
Engineering of Canada, Canadian Motor, Tractor and Implement
Marine
Foundryman,
'
Canadian
Trade Journal.
Cable

Address : Macpubco,
Toronto ; Atabek,
ESTABLISHED
1887

AND

BOOKSELLER
FINDLAY
CANADA— Montreal,
Main
Telephone
Avenue,
West.

128 Bleury
Building,
Southam
Union
1103
Winnipeg,
7324.

Ens:.

STATIONER

I. WEAVER,

CHIEF

London,

Manager

OFFICES:

Toronto. 143-153 Universh./ Ave..
Street: Telephone Main 1004.
39 10th
Vancouver.
3449.
Main
Telephone
Trust Building,

of Great Britain. Limited. 88 Fleet Street. E.C.. E. J. Dodi.
Company
The MacLean
BRITAIN— LONDON,
vJREAT
London, England.
Cable Address: Atabek.
Telephone Central 12960.
Direetor.
Boston, C.
Telephone Rector 8971;
N.Y..
620. Ill Broadway.
Room
R. Lowe.
A
York
STATES— New
UNITED
14*1, Lytton Bldg., 14
A. H. Byrne. RoRom
1204.
734, Old South Building, Telephone Main
RoRom
L. Morton,
E. ackson Street, Chicago; Telephone Harrison 9133.
SUBSCRIPTION
PRICE — Canada. Great Britain. South Africa
and
the West
Indies,
$1.00 a year:
United
States,
in advance.
Invariably
10 cents.
Single Copies,
$2.00 a year;
countries,
other
$1.60 a year:
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Reliable - Permanent - Economical

M. & V.

fflroxiww
Park f

Mirr* ,lVoi^
The Acme
regulation

of Perfection in
weight carbons

Typewriter Ribbons & Carbons
The purchaser of typewriter
supplies must needs look to the
quality of the goods which is of
paramount importance.

The quality of M & V Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons is
beyond question. Modern
methods of manufacture combined with the scientific use of
the best ingredients have made M & V Products reliable,
permanent and economical.
Recommend the M & V lines to every customer.
Results
will count in your favor.

Mittag & Volger, Inc.
5

Principal Office and

Park

Factory

Ridge, N.J., U.S.A.

Branches:
NEW YORK, N.Y., 261 Broadway.
CHICAGO,
ILL., 205 West Monroe Street.
LONDON, 7 and 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.
Agehctei in every part of tin world ; in every city of prominence.
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Get a big share of the School Trade of your town
It is a profitable trade to cater to and
as regards Pencils the Counter display ofillustrated
Cane's will
Canadian-made
cils
turn the trickPen-in

Mark how the
Pencils stick up —
sure eye catchers.

your favor.
Cane's Pencils are good, reliable,
easy-writing leads — just the kind of
pencils the. youngsters will surely
appreciate.
Ask ycur wholesaler to send yc
counter stand of Cane's Pencils.
Then you'll be helping your own
business and helping Reconstruction
by helping Canadian Industry.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Co.
NEWMARKET,

CANADA

B < ) < ) K S E L J. E I!

PICNIC TIME

AND

S T A T I0 N K B

IS AT HAND

Do your customers appreciate the labor-saving and economic
possibilities of paper products?
A timely display and a little educational work just now will
greatly increase the demand for these articles among Housekeepers, Campers, Teachers, Students, etc.
Paprus Moulded

Pulp Plates

In sanitary, dust-proof packages and in bulk. Three sizes: 5 in., 8 in., 9 in.
The cleanest, strongest and cheapest plates to be had.
Lily Paper Cups

Sanitary, inexpensive, easy to carry. Made of waxed paper throughout. Sold
in original packages of five, and in tubes of 100 cups, two sizes.
Lace Paper Doilies

Absolutely sanitary, save laundry bills, add to the appearance of a well-set
table. In bulk and in handy 10c packages.
Tissue Tablecloths

Pure white crepe tissue, size 42 x 56 inches.
Tissue Napkins

A very large range of dainty designs, in fast colors, strong crepe tissue.
Handy Picnic Packages

Consisting of one white crepe tablecloth and twelve napkins, in transparent
envelope.
Dust-proof and sanitary. Retail for ten cents.
Waxed

Paper

Indispensible for wrapping lunches, lining baking tins and a hundred and one
other household purposes. Five, ten and twenty-five cent sizes.
Samples of any of the above lines, with prices and particulars, will be mailed on
request.

HAMILTON

CANADA

SUMMER

READING

NUMBER

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

HIV
AND

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

JULY,

1919

No. 7

VALENTINE AND EASTER CARDS
Samples
for

1920
Valentines for 1920 include comprehensive assortments oflace novelties, mechanicals, folding cards, flat
cards, plain and emhossed die-cut hearts, postcards.

THE

The Easter booklets and postcards are characterized not
only by wide variety, but you will be impressed by the
beauty and delicacy of the conceptions, both as regards
letterpress and quality of the sentiments expressed, harmonizing sobeautifully with the Easter idea.
Also St. Patrick's Day Cards and Novelties
in most attractive designs

Valentine & Sons United Publishing Co., Ltd.
TORONTO

WINNIPEG
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BEST BOOKS

by Eleanor H. Porter, $1.50

Good fiction has come into its own again with the dawn of
peace, and among the new novels there is none finer than
Mrs. Porter's new novel which has all the elements that
made "Just David" such a favorite with so many thousands of readers.
This is a great hook for summer reading.

"1914

THE

>?

by

Field-Marshal
French.

Industry and Humanity
Viscount

by Hon. W.JL. McKenzie

King

Special Edition

This book is the centre of
a storm of discussion in England. It is a book of major
importance and the first one
by a commander-in-chief of
any of the Allied armies.

"Viscount French's book
simply bristles with challenges to controversy. Right
or wrong, it must unquestionably become one of the basic
books of the war." — New
York Times.

SOCIAL WORK
$1.50

This is an indispensable textbook for every social worker, by
one qualified to speak authoritatively on the subject.

The Education of Henry Adams
An introduction by

mr

J. Henry

}>«)."U

Cabot Lodge

BRANDING IRON
by

Katherine

flfi

This is one of the most important books of biography and history issued in many a year. One
of the most original, amusing
and piquant books ever written.

Burt,

This is a big novel of love,
$1.50
hate, wrong, and atonement; a story of the cosmopolitan world and the Far
West. From a secluded Wyoming cabin to the stage of
a great New York theatre,
the story passes through a
succession of tense and brilliantly colored scenes to a
final happy ending. We believe this is one of the greatest first novels of years.
One word more about
"Branding Iron." There is
no doubt but what this book
will be one of the most talked of Fall Novels. Houghton
Mifflin expect the sale of this
book will exceed anything
they have brought out in
some years.
Exceptionally

SIX OTHER

Newlin

▼"

This touches the crux of the
present widespread unrest in
Canada. It is vitally interesting
to every Canadian.

by Dr. Richard Cabot

Our entire edition of this
book has been sold out before date of publication.

$6.00

<j|0

LEADING

Sensational.

BOOKS

A Man Four Square
Cornelia
By William McLeod Raine
$1.50 By Lucy Fitch Perkins
$1.25
A Daughter of Two Worlds
The Bounder
By LeRoy Scott
$1.60 By Arthur Hodges
$1.60
Oranges and Lemons
Looking Backward
By Mary C. E. Wemyss
$1.50 By Edward Bellamy (new edition) . $1.50

{books ofmert

THOMAS
PUBLISHER

ALLEN
--
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Of Most Vital Interest
and Timeliness are the new books here listed.
Bookseller will be glad to have you
run over them in his shop.
a
BY

1914

FIELD-MARSHAL

9>

VISCOUNT

FRENCH

We have here for the first time an
authoritative story of those fearful and
wonderful days on the Western Front in
1914, when the little army of "Contemptibles," driven back step by step by the
Hunnish hordes, were face to face with critical conditions we did not dream of, and
when, as has been said, "The war was truly
won." The material of the book has
aroused a wonderful interest in serial publication in the London Times, and will be
a similar source of interest to Canadians.
Cloth, illustrated, with maps and diagrams,
$6.00.

POLITICS and THE CANADIAN
ARMY MEDICAL CORPS
BY HERBERT

GRACE

A remarkable story of heroism and selfsacrifice telling of the lassies who did and
dared for the sake of the boys at the Front
and the cause they loved, and the heroic
executive officers who carried their work
forward over almost insurmountable difficulties. The illustrations, one of which pictures the lassie who cooked the first
"Army" doughnut in France, are novel and
striking.
Cloth, $1.60.

A. BRUCE,

M.D., F.R.C.S. (ENG.)

A story of political intrigue containing
many facts omitted from the official reports
and showing how efforts of rehabilitation
were balked. A feature is the reproduction
of correspondence between the author, Sir
George Perlcy, Sir Robert Borden, and
others, showing both sides of the controversy. The book also makes public for the
first time, Dr. Bruce's reply to the findings
of the Babtie Commission, which for a year
or more has been suppressed by the Government. Cloth, $2.00.

IN FLANDERS FIELDS

THE WAR ROMANCE OF
THE SALVATION
ARMY
BY EVANGELINE
BOOTH AND
LIVINGSTON
HILL

Your

BY COLONEL

JOHN

McCRAE

It is only natural that this volume has enjoyed the largest sale of any book in Canada this year. With its heretofore almost
altogether unknown poems of the now universally-famous John McCrae, and with its
intimate and comprehensive story of the
author's life and character by Sir Andrew
Macphail, it is a book which should find a
place for the present and the future, in
every Canadian home. John McCrae is
worth knowing. You should be familiar
with the big things of his life and character.
Cloth, $1.50.

For your Summer Reading ask your Bookseller about
our REPRINT NOVELS— Standard books by popular
authors at 75c.

The Ryerson Press
(Formerly WILLIAM

PUBLISHERS

TORONTO

BRIGGS)
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STEWART & KIDD
^ Jfrom the
ROOKJIV
DIA
Ust of
COMPANY

IY
TIMF
IliTILH

Read over this list of seasonable sellers.
They are timely to a degree.
Interesting and instructive.
Sport, Travel, Fishing, Agriculture and Nature Books.

*5f
STREAM

FISHING TACKLE
AND KITS — ~
CARROtt

-rJgS?* ,.,

DIXIE

STEWART
£ KIDD CO.

CRAFT

An Angling
Manual
DR.
GEORGE
PARKER
HOLDEN.
Dedioated to Harvey Van Dyke.
A volume which will be of great interest to
those of the angling fraternity. It deals with
the selection, care and rigging of the rod,
the art of casting trout habits, lures and
their use, including some stream ethnology,
the angler flies and how to tie them, including a description of the most successful trout and bass flies. No other volume
on American angling is so anthorative and
comprehensive. Handsomely and elaborately illustrated. Eight full page colored illustrations and numerous black and whites.
The book is in size handy for the pocket
12mo.
Cloth
Net. $2.00
X Turkey Morocco
Net. $7.M
By

By DIXIE

and other Game

CARROLL.

Author of "Lake and Stream Game Fishes."
How, when and where to fish and the right
kind of tackle for all angles of fishing for
the fresh water game fish. Habits and peculiarities of fish. Fishing facts that will make
the tyro an expert angler and the expert
more finished in the art. Practical information that will make fishing dreams come
true.
Many illustrations from photographs. Colored
cover jacket.
Large
12mo.
Cloth
Net $3.00
X Turkey
Morocco
Net $7.50

LAKE AND STREAM
FISHING

LAKE*HpSTREAM
E FISHIrtG
GAM
I

BASS, PIKE, PERCH

FISHING TACKLE AND KITS

A practical
(lame
Kish,

GAME

BOOK 2£ THE
BLACK BASS

book on popular
Fresh
Water
the Tackle necessary
an. I How
to Use 1 L

By
DIXIE
CARROLL.
A book of fish ami fishing, modern methods
and tackles, written in a "pal" style from
actual fishing experiences, in tin- vemacu
tar of this disciple of the rod and reel.
When, how, and where they feed; baits and
lures that attract game fish and how to
use them. Simple and expert methods <>f
bait and fly casting. With an introduction
by James Keeley, editor of Chicago
"Herald," and a foreword by Jack Lait.
Verses by Albert Jay Cook.
Many
illustrations
from photographs.
Colored cover jacket
Net $2.00
% Green Turkey Morocco
Net $7.50

HENSHALL

STEWART
aKIDOCO.
INDIVIDUAL
RIFLE

INSTRUCTION
PRACTICE.

fUBUS«£0 I

IN

With a Chapter on Revolver Shooting —
Unabridged
Edition.
By COL. A. J. MACNAB, JR.
"Outdoor Life" calls this book of Col.
MacNab's l,one of the most practical,
clean and concise books on rifle and
revolver
shooting
ever
published.

THE

THE

GARDENETTE

THE

or City Back Yard Gardening by
Sandwich System.
By BENJAMIN F. ALBAUGH.

the

Says the New York "Sun" : "This
will rouse the ambition of the
Agriculturist. Much more effective
practical than "Baok-to-the-Farm

book
City
and
Ser-

32

full

page
somely bound

RYERSON
mons."

(FORMERLY
Canadian

STEWART

Fisheries of America

By JAMES A. HENSHALL. M.D.
Author of the book etc
of the "Black
Bass."
The most comprehensive book on American
Game Fishes published. It describes in
detail ninety species and varieties of the
game fishes inhabiting fresh water lakes
and streams east of the Rocky Mountains
and the marine and brackish waters of the
Atlantic and Gull coasts.
Many illustrations, frontispiece and cover
jacket in full color.
12mo Cloth
Net $2.00
X Turkey
Morocco
Net $7.50

& KIDD

A book
feature
Large
Cover

Y
KJDD COMPAN
STEWART &
BUSINESS CINCINOF
FARMING
NATI

that deals with every phase and
of the farm.
12mo.
with
38 illustrations.
jacket

illustrations,
handNet $1.25

in

two

colors
Net

$2.0'0
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The Value of a Window
"It is in the summer time that we appreciate the real value of windows. They let in the cooling breezes which make it possible for us to
live within four walls, they allow us to look out upon the green and blue
beauty of the summer world.
But to the BOOKSELLER the window is of incalculable value, for the
summer vacation season presents an opportunity for selling books of fiction second only to that of Christmas time.
In Vacation Time there is inherent in every man and woman a willingness to spend money.
Just before they start out for their summer trips
or camps or seashore cottages you will find them peering into shop windows
at sport suits, golf clubs, bathing suits, and anything which chimes in
with their vacation thoughts.
THE BOOKSELLER who recognizes this fact and fits up a cooling, intriguing, ref reshing-to-the-eye window of summer books with their gay,
enchanting jackets, and a touch of the wind and the waves and the woods
about it, will find that people will not only look but will BUY. ' '
There are dozens of beautiful and appealing displays
arrange for your windows and your tables which will make
resistible, both for the customers who go away for their
for the customers who remain quietly in their own porch
Here is the July list of Popular

Copyright

which you can
summer books irsummer rest, and
hammocks.

Fiction:

The Indian Drum, by William MacHarg and Edwin Balmer.
The Joyous Trouble Maker, by Jackson Gregory.
The Yukon Trail, by Wm. MacLeod Raine.
The Blue Streak, by Jack Hines.
Ranny, by Howard Brubaker.
The Trif Iers, by Frederick Orin Bartlett.
Carmen's Messenger, by Harold Bindloss.
The Turmoil, by Booth Tarkington.
Monsieur Beaucaire, by Booth Tarkington.
Audrey, by Mary Johnston.
The Best Man, by Grace L. H. Lutz.

GROSSET & DUNLAP, publishers, NEW YORK

GEORGE
266

J. McLEOD
KING

STREET
Canadian
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It is a pleasure to recommend the following
books. We offer them to you without adjectives or comparisons, convinced that when
you have read them your endorsement will
win the praise they deserve.
Boston Blackie
Jack Boyle

$1.50

The LandA. M.ofChiStrong Men
Illustrated

by

Frank

Honor among thieves ? Could you
crack a safe and meet your wife,
waiting for you 'round the corner
in your modest little roadster and
go dashing off for home, worried
only about who the Cubs were goin:j
to pitch to-morrow ?

Northwest, by the author of "Precious Waters" and "The Boss of

Do you think you could do this for
a lifetime and be happy, knowing
not What moment the big. red hand
of the law was going to reach down
and grab you?

By Sophie Kerr, Author of "The
Golden
Block."
"The
Blue
Envelope," etc. Cloth.
Illustrated.
$1.50.
An
intensely
dramatic
novel
of
married life.
It is the story of Harleth Crossey
as a
shooting
star ("as
and ass«lf-willed
uncomfortable

Wind River."

The

Elinor Glyn
Author of "The Career of Katherine Bush, etc., etc. $1.50 net.
Illustrations by James Montgomery' Flagg.
Mrs. Glyn has conceived a most unusual and clever plot in ''Family."
Each character in the story is most
entertainingly drawn, from the sweet
and lovely Amaryllis to Verisschenzko
the Russian involved in international
affairs. Mrs. Glynn has never written a more absorbing* novel.

Judy
of Rogues' Harbor
By Grace Miller White, author of "Tess,"

"The Secret of the
Chandler
Christy
Wrappei.
Storm
Country."
Howar '
Cloth.
$1.50.
Thousands have laughed and
cried over her "Tess of the Storn'
Country." and ''From the Valley
of the Missing."
Thereheris stories,
a convincing realism about
a knowledge of her people and the
power
acters. to make you love her char-

His Wife's Job
By Grace Sartwell Mason, author
of "The Golden Hope," etc. With
illustrations by A. I. Keller. Cloth.
$1.50.
A striking story of the effect of the
war upon a parasite wife. When war
between Germany and the United
States is declared, Roger Henderson,
discontented with his business and
personal life, and feeling that he and
his wife Anne are drifting apart, decides to cut the Gordian knot of his
difficulties by going to Plattsburg and
trying for a commission. He succeeds there and sails for France, leaving Anne in the care of her older
sister, Emma.

-Tr TF.svjftsmw rt

"Tess of the Storm Country,"
every page throbbing with life,
won Grace Miller White an international audience, and showed
her able to portray the wild,
gypsy life of the squatters and
at the same time pierce the nice
veneer of their lives, that is the
barrier beyond which few ever get.
Mrs. White has found ronxance
there, too. Swift-moving, riotous and tragic.

The Undefeated
J. C. Snaith
Author of "The Sailor," "The Time
Spirit," etc., etc.
Cloth,
$1.50.
"An absorbingly interesting book.
It
is one which bears re-reading.
It is distinctly a big novel — a book of vision
and of understanding.
Mr. Snaith has
written some worth while novels, but

The Riddle of the Purple Emperor
By Thomas W. and Mary E. Henshaw. Illustrated. Cloth. $1.50.
This is the story of the most remarkable jewel case of Cleek's
whole career. The theft of the Cheyne jewels, including that
famous diamond, the "Purple Emperor," does not make the
only problem to be solved, however. True to its tradition, bloodshed follows the ill-fated stone once it comes into the possession
of the young heiress, Lady Margaret Oheyne, and there is a
double murder mystery to be unravelled.

THOMAS LANGT0N

See-Saw

about the house") and his wife, Marcia, of demoted
character,
who has
made ail the concessions, all the adjustments and all the compromises.
But when
Harleth's
self-willed love
of pleasure leads him into a conspicuous flirtation with
Leila
Templeton,
rebels.one of Marcia's friends, his wife

The Family

r^

sholm
Tenney
Johnson
$1.50 net
A story' of romance and adventure
in the cattle country of the far

never one to equal
Undefeated'." — New
view of Books.

publisher

this
York

ta)le of "The
"Times" Re-
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Season's Leading Novels
Daifilg@ir©IUl§ DajSo,

by Mary Roberts Rinehart.

This is a brilliant, penetrating study of married life — vivid in its portrayal of modern
society— wholesome and sound in its point of view.
Mrs. Rinehart at the top (PI CA
of her art I
t
•"V/

L@Wg

Sit@ri©§o by Mary Roberts Rinehart.
This book of love stories is precisely what its title indicates : a collection of love affairs
young and old, all sparkling and fresh with humor, tenderness and sweetness. The
seven stories which go to the making of this charming volume: Twenty-two, Jane, The
Miracle, In the Pavilion, God's Fool, Are We
Game

Iffil SoOTSttj,

Downhearted?

No I and The

<P"| (TA
"
'

by Robert W. Chambers.

This tale is a blending of forest adventure, marked by unusually beautiful descriptions,
with mystery and romance, for which the author is famous. A new kind of <P"| CA
Chambers novel of remarkable imaginative power and love under the stars. ...
t •*-'v

Tin® Life off th® Psurtjo by irvin s. Cobb.
You all know him, the merry soul who is "the life of the party" — 'he is humorous in
himself, but under the magic touch of Irvin S. Cobb he is the super-humorous man.
The adventures of Algernon Leary, dignified lawyer, as he returns from a costume /? A
ball in Green wich Village are thrilling'ly ludicrous

Whelm

th® World

SIW@lkj,

by H. Rider Haggard.

A thrilling story of shipwreck on an uncharted island in the Pacific, whereon wonderful
things happen. In mystery, in imaginativeness, in absorbing interest, this tale
is fully equal to any of Sir Rider Haggard's previous successes

<P"| ETA
*r • W

Tfei® Wiimimiimg Quae, by James Hay, jr.
Who killed Enid Withers? George Withers, her husband: Henry Merely, his sister's
fiance; Enid
PerryWithers?
Carpenter,Jaded
her negro
the mysterious
a beard?"
Who
killed
readersservant:
of mystery
stories will"man
revelwith
in this
book, clever
readers wno think they can "spot" the criminal will have their mettle tested <P1 (TA
in this bewilderihgly ingenious novel
*r • v

Th®

W@@(dfeini

Sp©nlo

by Victor Rosseau.

Clean, stirring adventure in the Eastern Canadian lumber country — a fight for the big
trees, and a girl. The type of story that calls to the fighting spirit of all <P1 EA
red-blooded readers
*r

Mxdla

©if Wall Sftreeft, by Felix Grendon.

Beautiful, aggressive! A stenographer to a Wall Street millionaire. A cyclonic <P1 Crt
heroine indeed, to a gay romance of the business world
™

BSg

Flails, by Henry Oyen.

A tale of the great open spaces, of life and accomplishment, of victory snatched <?1 pT/\
from defeat and of love
^

Blune Grass amid Braadwajc,
by Maria Thompson Daviess
This is a gay story of a small-town Kentucky girl plunged in the midst of
New York's theatrical world
.•

Alfisit@kia9

<P1 PTA
"

by A. Washington Pezet.

An uproarious satirical farce dealing with that strip of country set aside by a benevolent
proletarian world about 2000 A.D. to be the home of oppressed aristocrats. <P"J fCA
Side-splitting pictures by Tony Sarg
™

Flexible FeirdiimainKdlo, by juiie m. LiPPmann.
A gay, charming, delightfully witty story of a little boy who grows to manhood under
our eyes, a glimpse of that prism-like thing called youth, happy and mirthful, foolish
and wise — a-tways endearing. A company of real people throng Miss Lipp- (PI CA
mann's pages.
By the author of Martha
By-the-Day

McClelland & Stewart, Limited
215-219 VICTORIA

ST.
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BEST PRACTICAL
The

Modern
Gasoline
Automobile,
Its Design,
Construction,
Operation.
By Victor W. Page, M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical
and up-to-date treatise on gasoliue automobiles and their componeni
parts ever published. In the new revised and enlarged 1919 edition,
all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance
are fully and completely described and. in language an j one can
understand.
1,000 pages.
1,000 illustrations. Price, $3.50
The Model T Ford Car, Its Construction,
Operation and Repair, Including .he Ford
Farm Tractor.

ANDlbBDfWHWClWj

.©^®

By Victor W. Page. This is -the most complete and practical instruction boOK «_ver published on the Ford car. A high-grade, cloth
bound book, printed on the best paper, illustrated by specially made drawings and photographs. All parts of the hoid Model T Car
are described and illustrated in a comprehensive manner — nothing is left for the reader to
guess at. The construction is fully treated and
operating principle made clear to everyone.
310 pages.
106 illustrations. Price, $1.00

Automobile Repairing Made Easy.
By Victor W. Page. A thoroughly practical book containing complete directions for making repairs to all parts of the motor car
mechanism. Written in a thorough but non-technical manner.
This book also contains Special Instructions on Electric Starting.
Lighting and Ignition Systems, Tire Repairing and Rebuilding,
Autogenous Welding. Brazing and Soldering, Heat Treatment of
Steel, Latest Timing Practice, Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors.
etc., etc. You will never "Get Stuck" on a job if you own this
book. 1,000 specially made engravings on 500 plates. 1,056 pages
(5V2 x 8).
11 folding plates
Price,

$3.50

Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame.
By M. Keith Dunham. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to
be used, its care, and how to construct necessary shop equipment.
Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile parts, in a
manner understandable by everyone.
167 pages, fully illustrated.
Price. $1.25
Dies;

Their Construction
and Use for the Modern
Working
of
Sheet Metals.
By J. V. Woodworth. A new book by a practical man, for those
who wish to know the latest practice in the working of sheet metals.
It shows how dies are designed, made and used, and those who are
engaged in this line of work can secure many valuable suggestions.
Sixth revised edition.
525 illustrations, 394 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.50
How to Run an Automobile.
By Victor W. Page. This treatise gives concise
instructions for starting and running all makes of
gasoline automobiles, how to care for them, and
gives distinctive features of control. Describes
every step for shifting gears, controlling engines.
178 pages.
72 illustrations.
Price, $1.00
Machine Shop Arithmetic.
By Colvin-Cheney. Most popular book for shop
men. Shows how all shop problems are worked
out and "why." Includes change gears for cutting
any threads ; drills, taps, shrink and force fits ;
metric system of measurements and threads. Used
Dy all classes of mechanics and for instruction in
Y.M.C.A. and other schools. Seventh edition. 131
pages.
Aviation

Price,

Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price.

THE

NORMAN

W. HENLEY

McClelland
PUBLISHERS

Dcpt. BS.

American
Stationary
Engineering.
By W. E. Crane. A new book by a well-known author. Begins at
the boiler room and takes in the whole power plant. Contains the
result of years of practical experience in all sorts of engine rooms
and
exact
elsewhere.
plain gives
enough
for information
practical menthat
and cannot
yet of be
valuefound
to those
high in It's
the
profession. Has a complete examination for a license. Third edition
revised and enlarged.
345 pages.
131 illustrations.
Cloth.
Price, $2.50
A B C of Aviation.
By Major V. W. Page. This book describes
the basic principles of aviation, tells how a
balloon or dirigible is made and why it floats
in the air. Describes how an airplane flies. It
sftiows in detail the different parts of an airplane, what they are and what they do. Describes all types of airplanes and how they
differ in construction ; as well as detailing the
advantages and disadvantages of different types
of aircraft. It includes a complete dictionary
of aviation terms and clear drawings of leading airplanes.
275 pages.
130 illustrations.
Price, $2.50
House
Wiring.
By Thomas W. Poppe. Describing and illustrating up-to-date methods of installing electric light wiring. Intended for the electrician,
helper and apprentice. Contains just the information needed for
successful wiring of a building. 125 pages, fully illustrated, flexible
cloth.
Price, 60c
Electric Wiring. Diagrams
and Switchboards.
By Newton Harrison, with additions by Thomas Poppe. This is
the only complete work issued showing and telling you what you
should know about direct and alternating current wiring. It is a
ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and
mathematics, arithmetic being used throughout. It is in every respect a handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on
wiring for the wire-man, foreman, contractor or electrician. Second
revised edition.
303 pages, 130 illustrations.
Cloth.
Price. $2.00
High

Frequency
Apparatus,
Its Construction
and
Practical
Application.
By Thomas Stanley Curtis. The most comprehensive and thorough work on this interesting subject ever produced. The book is
essentially practical in its treatment and it constitutes an accurate
record of the researches of its author over a period of several years,
during which time dozens of coils were built and experimented witn.
248 pages.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $2.50
The

Lathe — Its Design, Construction and Operation, With Practical
Examples of Lathe Work.
By Oscar E. Perrtgo. A new revised edition, and the only complete
American work on the subject, written by a man who knows not only
how work ought to be done, but who also knows how to do it, and
how to convey this knowledge to others. It is strictly up-to-date in
its descriptions and illustrations. A number of difficult machining
operations are described at length and illustrated. The new edition
has nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations.
Price, $3.00
Henley's
Twentieth
Processes.

60c

Engines — Design; Construction:
Repair.
3y Major Victor W. Page, American Air
Service. This treatise, written by a recognized
authority on all of the practical aspects of internal combustion engine construction, maintenance and repair, fills the need as no other
book does. The matter is logically arranged ;
all descriptive matter is simply expressed and
copiously illustrated, so that anyone can understand airplane engine operation and repair even
if without previous mechanical training. This
work is invaluable for anyone desiring to become an aviator or aviation mechanician. Practical, easily understood work of reference for
all interested in aeronautical science. 576
pages, 253 illustrations. Price, net, $3.00

Century

Book

of

Recipes,

Formulas

and

Edited by Gardner D. Hiscox. The most valuable teohno-chemicai
formulae book published, including over 10.000 selected scientific,
chemical, technological and practical recipes and processes. This
book of 800 pages is the most complete book of recipes ever published, giving thousands of recipes for the manufacture of valuable
articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, practical ideas and secret
processes are revealed within its pages. It covers every branch of
the useful arts in every respect. Contains an immense number of
formulas that every one ought to have that are not found in any
other work. New edition. Cloth binding. $3.00. Half Morocc >
binding,
Price, $4.00
Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Systems.
By Victor W. Page. A practical treatise on
modern starting and ignition system practice.
This practical volume has been written with
special reference to the requirements of the
n on -technical reader desiring easily understood
explanatory matter relating to all types of
automobile ignition, starting and lighting systems. It can be understood by anyone even
without electrical knowledge. Nearly 500
pages. 297 specially made engravings. New
edition.
Price, $2.00

FREE — Our

PUBLISHING

BOOKS

new Catalog

of Practical

CO., 2 West 45th Street,

Books

sent free on

request.

New York, U.S.A.

&215 Victoria
stewStreet
art, limited
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READ

Here Are Books That Will Make The
Summer Holidays More Enjoyable
THE

DESERT

MR. STANDFAST

OF WHEAT

By Zane Grey, $1.50

By Col. John Buchan, $1.50

A thrilling tale woven round the heart of
the wheat country — a story of grit and
cowardice, of patriotism and treacheryfilled with the spirit that makes Zane Grey
the well-loved writer he is.
THE CUP OF FURY
By Rupert Hughes, $1.75

Another big novel from the pen of
Rupert Hughes, whose last was acknowledged as one of the biggest written. It is
the story of an American girl caught in a
mesh of political schemes and plots in a
country to which she is a stranger. It
searches even deeper into human emotions

In this enthralling present-day romance,
Dick Hannay, the hero of "Greenmantle"
and "The Thirty-Nine Steps," makes a
welcome reappearance. The maeic names
of those brilliant novels will kindle enthusiasm in all who have read them to
renew acquaintance with this daring
adventurer.
FLOWER

By

CHRISTOPHER

AND

COLUMBUS

By the author of "Elizabeth and Her
German Garden," $1.60

They called themselves Christopher and
Columbus, these irrepressible 17-year-old
twins, Anna Rose and Anna Felicitas, because that is how they felt when they set
out to discover the New World for themselves. Imagine the situation, with their
English a's and their German r's rolling
horribly and their naive European naturalness in an America just entering the Great
War.

Musson

Book
LIMITED

TORONTO

Co.

$1.50

A tale of the sword and the strong right
arm of a gallant, brave-hearted gentleman
— one who served his King and his lady
with a wit as keen as his blade.

and actions than "The Unpardonable Sin,"
which won the outspoken praise of such
men as Theodore Roosevelt.
THE CRICKET
By Marjorie Benton Cooke, $1.50
She makes erratic leaps, until, preparing
to follow her to the moon, finds her comfortably settled on Larry O'Leary's hearth.

O' THE LILY

Baroness Orczy,

A LAND

GIRL'S LOVE

STORY

By Berta Ruck, $1.50

A
for
one
has

"land-girl" is simply another name
a "farmerette." Berta Ruck, who is
of the very few English authors who
been able to write in any way humorously about the war, tells one of her characteristically lively stories about two English girls who become "land girls."

THE GRAND FLEET, 1914-1916
By Admiral Viscount Jellicoe, $6.00
Once in a generation a book appears that
has two indelible marks of distinction:
First, that it is the final, unimpeachable
account of a great event. Second, that
only one man living could have revealed
it to the world. Such a book is "The
Grand
Fleet."
9 plates,
13 charts and plans — Frontispiece portrait.

Hodder & Stoughton
LIMITED

TORONTO
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The Best

J. M. DENT & SONS

Marine EngineeringText Books

LIMITED

Published by James Munro & Co., Limited

25-27 Melinda St.
TORONTO
Our business has increased fourfold during the past six months
over the same period of 1918.
This clearly shows we publish
books that are "big sellers." Every
bookseller should get in touch
with us, and write for lists. They
will be gladly sent.

"The Four Horsemen of the
By Apocalypse"
Ibanez - $1.90

The "Clash"

By W. H. Moore - $1.75

"Jungle Tales of Tarzan"
$1.50
have sold by thousands and now
we are just publishing

The "Birthright"

By Arthur Hawkes - $3.00
that we predict will be the biggest seller for the next few
months.
Prospectus mailed free.

J. M. DENT & SONS
LIMITED

25-27 Melinda St.
TORONTO

GLASGOW,

SCOTLAND

Munro's Marine Engineers'
Annual,
Pocket
Log and Diary.
With which is incorporated Donaldson '8 Engineers' Annual
Including Formulae, Rules, Miscellaneous Tables, and othei
valuable matter of information. The best Annual ever placed
at the service of sea-going Engineers. Revised and brought
up-to-date every year. Annually in .Scptomlier. Price, 2s. 6d.
net; by post, 3s.
Marine Engineers' Pocket Book.— By W. C. M'Gibbon, M.I.
M.E. Contains useful information in condensed form, arranged
alphabetically. Should be in the pocket ,,f every Marine Engineer. Now ready.
Price. 12s. net: b> poet, 12e. 6d.
Indicator Diagrams for Marine Engineers. —By W. C. M'Gibbon, M.I. M.E.
Fully book
illustrated
explained
with ne'arh 300
diagrams.
The best
on this and
subject
ui published
Prici
lis. 6d. net; by post. 13s.
Questions with Answers.— By Tod & M'Gibbon. For Marine
Engineers' Board of Trade Examinations. Containing
ne«
aaesHone on Oil Motors and Ash Ejectors, etc. New the
edition
(.reatly enlarged.
Trier. Ba net; by post, 8s. 6.1.
Drawing
Book
for Marine Engineers.
By W. C. M'Gibbon.
M.I.M.E
has been thoi
ghlj going
revised and brought'
up-to-date, This
and book
is indispensable
to those
class certificate.
Price, 7s. Gd. net; by Cost, 8s.up for the firs!
Marine Engineers' Drawings for Second-Class Candidates.Work.
1919 M'<;">,>""'
Price. 6s. net;
by post,11. 6s.T. fid.
Exams. New exam
Ml MK.
£Li,W'n£'
Slide Valves and Valve Gearing. By Peter Youngson, B.Sc.
Engr., London, Extra-Chief Engineer. This work illustrates
the working and
of man.
gear in as simp'.e
and complete a management
maim.-, as possible, valve
Enlarged new edition
Price, las. net; by )>ost, 16.-. gd.
Board of Trade Examination Calculations for Second-Class
Engineers.— By Peter Youngson, B.Sc. Engr., London.
EQrtra-Chfel Engineer, and .1 n. Bhaw, Extra chief Engineer
Most complete and up-to-dati New edition.
Entirely re
Price, 7s. fid. net; bj post, 8s.
written.
Board
of Trade
Examination
Calculations
for First-Class
Engineers.— By
Peter
Youngson,
B.Sc.
Engr.,
London,
Extra-Ohiel
Engineer, and .r. 71. Bhaw,
Extra-Chief Bngineei
Most
complete
and
up-to-date.
New
Edition.
Entirely
rewritten.
Price 7s. fid. net; b.\ jH*.t. 8s.
The two volumes
of above, by post. 15s (VI.
"Verbal Notes" and Sketches for Marine Engineers. — By
.1. \V. M. Bothern, M.I.E.S. A Manual ,.f Marine Engineering
Practice. Tenth Edition. Re-written, re-illustrated, and en
iargcd.
I'rice, 30s. net; by post. 30s. 91.
""he Marine Steam Turbine. A Practical Illustrated Description of the Parsons and Curtis Marine Steam Turbines
etc., ai presently constructed, fitted and run. including Turin.
Generators. A Manual of Marine St, am Turbine Practice in
tended for the use of Naval and Mercantile Mann, Bngineei
Officers, etc., by J. \V. M. Bothern, .lust Published. Fifth
Edition. Re-written, up-to-dati and great!) enlarged. Price.
Marine Engine
Cards. Containing an exhaustive
: Indicator
e. ft-.
course of Indicator Diagrams special]) arranged for Board ol
Trade Examination candidates and also intended foi the use ol
Engineer Officers of all grades, by J. \v. M. Sothern, M.l.E.s
nd
edition,
n -written
up-to-date,
and
grestlt
en)
tloyal 8vo. 230 pp.. with over 200 Illustrations
Price, Ms. 6d
nel ; Problems
bs post. lis.in Marine Engineering Design, including
Simple
Algebra, for Board of Trade Examinations. — By R. M.
Sotliein. M.l.E.s. Bach section contains roles and formula.
require! in engine and boiler design with worked oul examnlefl
oi eaeb, together with a set of problems
for practice.
Thi>
pockel book has i
specially compiled t.. supply mar
gineera with a handy,
practical and simple work on gei
design calculations,
particularly
suited t-. the requirements
of
chief engineers of steamers,
Price, 7a 6d. ; by post. As,
Handbook to B.O.T. Examinations for Extra First-Class Engineers.— By A. N. Romerscales. M.I.M.E. Price, 18s.
net; bj poet
18s. 81.
Mechanics
for Marine
Engineers
and
Engineering
Students.
Bj a. v Both
e . ■ ii.I. ii E. A book written to meet the
new spirit of the I', aid ol Trade Examinations for fiist and
Becond-class
Engineers.
Jusl published.
Price, 3s. Gd. net; b.\
post. to 4s.Engineers for B.O.T. Exams. By W. D. Martin,
Hints
M.l.E.s. Fully illustrated wtih diagrams. Price, 3s, 6d. net:
bv post. t.s.
Marine Oil Engines.— By W. D. Martin. M.I.E.S. Fully Illustrated. Specially written for Marine Engineers and others
who are unfamiliar with the working of Oil Engines. >..-..
enlarged edition.
Price. 5s. net: by p.,^t. 5s. 6d.
Practical Mathematics for Engineers. — By F. Hovenden.
M.I..M.E. All apprentices Intending to become Marine Engineers should procure a copy of the book, as it is special!]
arranged
to suit them,
Price, 3>, fid. net; by post, 4s.
Formulae, Rules and Questions in Steam, including Turbines.
— By A. X. Someracales, M.I.M.E New- edition Re-written
and greatly enlarged
Price, 3s. fid. net; by post, 3s. I'M.
Marine Engineers' Engine-Room Reference Book. — A Handy
Pocket Book for keeping a reference of particulars of your
engines and spare g> >r Price, Is. net; by post. Is. '2d.
Marine Engineering Estimates and Costs. — By G. R. Bruc
M.I.-N.A. This bonk states in a simple manner the general
principles underlying the making up of estimates for new
■work and the costing of machinery passing through the shops.
New and enlarged edition. 6s. net. by jx>si, 6s. 6tl.
Lockie's Improved Drawing Scales. — By John Lockie, C.E.,
Whitworth Scholar. (Including Indicator Diagram Scales.]
Price. Is. 6d. net; by past, Is. 8d.
Furnace Deformation Chart. In Case. Containing Charts
for 3 boilers.
Price. Is. met; by i>..--t Is. 6d.
Drawing Block for Marine Engineers. — Size 13 x 10 inches.
Thirty-eight sheets of good drawing paper. Very handy for
Engineerss' use at sea.
Price. 2s. 6d. net; by post, 3s.
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A message to wholesalers:

HOW TO HELP
YOUR TRAVELERS
AUGUST is the month when your travelers get
into shape for the Fall Campaign.
They will be starting their trips immediately
after the school opening days in the first week of
September, if not earlier.
Consequently the AUGUST NUMBER of
BOOKSELLER
AND
STATIONER
is the
proper one for announcements that will effectively co-operate with your travelers, blazing
the trail and making it easier for them to interest
the retail trade in the partictilar goods which
you want them to push in their Autumn selling.
Do this thing up right by having a good strong
announcement in the August issue.
Forms Close July 25.

BOOKSELLER

& STATIONER
Toronto, Canada

143-153 University Ave.,
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Important Books from The Four Seas
A NOVEL FOR
TASTE
A Spinner of Webs

By Catherine Plumer

EVERY

VITAL BOOKS OF ABSORBING INTEREST
The New Science of Analyzing
Character

Bement

If you had a message in the middle of the night from a
beautiful, mysterious lady who asked you to marry her, what
would you do? This is only one of the exciting situations in
a story interesting from start to finish — a really wormwhile novel.
Frontispiece.
Jacket in colors
Net $1.50

By Harry H. Balkin
Character Analyst and Employer's Adviser

"The proper study of mankind is man." Character
analysis . . . the basis of understanding between man
and his fellowmen ; between husband and wife ; between the
parents and their children ; between the employer and the
employee; between the salesman and his customers; the
doctor and his patients, etc. A book no one dare be without. Fully illustrated
Net $2.50

That Affair at Portstead Manor
By

Gladys

Edson

Locke

A rattling good detective story. A diamond necklace, a
woman detective of unusual abilities, and a mystery elusive
and exciting, go to make up a novel tltot holds attention
from the first page to the last. "It stands head and shoulders
above
Boston
"Post."Net
Jacketits inrecent
colors contemporaries."$ 1 .50

The Essential Mysticism
By Stanwood Cobb

By mysticism the author means religion shorn of its dogma.
spiritual truths reduced to essentia's which are as applicable
for the American as for the Oriental, for the business man
as for the student of religions. It is a mysticism which
will make life more efficient. A practical and Eminently
readable book
Net $1.25

Modern Lovers
By Viola Meynell
(Author
of "Second
Marriage")
finely wrought study
by an English
novelist

A
whose work
is justly ranked with that of ThomPs *T«frdy. "A marvelous
transcript from life." — "The Bookman."
Cloth.
314 pages
Net $1.5'.

Exercise and Set- Up
By

By Etta Florence Stock

This is frankly a New Thought novel, and while it is
interesting as a story, it will particularly appeal to readers
who want more than a mere 9tory in a book of fiction. It is
the story of a modern business man whose work and play
alike were half-hearted and who found life empty until he
discovered the right thought for happiness and success.
Frontispiece.
Illustrated jacket
Net $1.25

By

Macleod

By

Roland

D.

Sawyer

A popular introduction to the poet, his aims and philosophy
Net 75c.

The Mountainy Singer
By Seosamh
MacCathmhaoil
(Joseph Campbell)
A pedlar's pack of rhymes by the Irish poet and dramatist.
This book has been out of print for several years and meanwhile has been mucin sought for by lovers of Irish poetry
both here and abroad. 1.000 copies only from hand-set
type
Net $1.50

Three Plays
By Leon Gordon
"The Gentleman Ranker," "As a Pal," "Leave the
Woman Out." Three delightful plays by the English actor
andFrontispiece
playright, by
now Nicholas
starring Joyin "The Better 'Ole." Net $1.50

Images

By Richard Aldington.
Already Mr. Adlington's work is in all the important
anthologies, and this little volume has become one of the
landmarks of the "New Poetry." A new volume by Mr.
Aldington, entitled "War and Love," has just been issued
and contains all his works since "Images." It was written
as a result of his experiences as Lieutenant in the British
Army.
(Contemporary Series.)
Net 75c.

The Fairy
Spinning Wheel
and the Tales It Spun
By Catulle Mendes
"Les Contes du Rouet," done into English by Thomas J.
Vivian, with fourteen full-page illustrations by Marion L.
Peabody. Bound in blue and gold, gilt tops, end-leaves in
colors
Net $1.50

Seven Arts Series
This series of volumes is to consist of essays on each of
the seven arts, made familiar in Arthur Symons' phrase,
and two titles are now ready.
500 copies only.... Net 75c.

My Rose

NOWADAYS

By

Poems
Other Macleod
And
Euphemia

Apart from the lyric beauty and artistry of these poems,
this book by a Canadian woman will especially appeal to
lovers of dumb animals, in whose behalf many of the
poems are written. Miss Macleod is Master of Arts of McGill University.
Montreal
Net
$1.25

DUNSANY

PAINTING
An

Euphemia

Walt Whitman

By Conrad Aiken
The latest and best book of verse by the author of "The
Jig of Forslin." "The finest book of poetry written in
1918."— Chicago
"Tribune."
Net $1.25

An

Delano

Many of us have wondered during the course of the Great
War what Carlyle would have thought of the tremendous
upheaval of the day. In this book the ghost of Carlyle dictates his opinions of various txypics of the day, with the
same vigorous energy and sharp satire which were characteristic of the great essayist. There are some brilliant
paragraphs in this little book, paragraphs which the master
himself, we do not hesitate to say, might really have
written
Net $1.25

The Charnel Rose

LORD

Samuel

Seances with Carlyle

Three books selected by Miss Amy
Lowell for the Doubleday - Page
Bookshops' Shelf of Modern Poetry

By
essay on poetry.

Dr.

How do YOU take exercise? Have you ever asked yourself
the question — what is exercise? For real exercise one must
join hands with nature and physiology, and in this book a
physician of long experience tells how and when to exercise.
With a complete scheme of movements for exercise and
set-up.
Directions and 36 full-pcge illustrations
Net $2.00

The Redemption of Charley Phillips

By W. A. SINCLAIR.
essay on the art by the Irish essayist and critic.

THE FOUR SEAS COMPANY
11

Publishers
Copley Theatre Bldg.
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Underwood's Writing Inks
'LAST AS LONG
Everlasting

AS THE

Bank

"Blue

PAPER"

Black'

Red Steel Pen Ink
Blue Steel Pen Ink
Violet Steel Pen Ink
Green Steel Pen Ink
For Ruling
and Checking

"GoldUnderwood's
Medal" Brand
llllllll

Typewriter
Carbons
and Ribbons

llllllll

llllllll

Combined
Ink
Writing and
Copying
Extra Copying

iimin

Used

Where

Ink

Quality

and Record

b
Work

Mucilage

are

Important

Quarts, Pints, Half Pints

JOHN
New York

UNDERWOOD

& COMPANY

73

Canadian Factory, 90 Richmond

London, Eng.

Street East, Toronto

Paper Fasteners and Punches
We

illustrate

leading styles,

which

are recognized as the most practicable

types

of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

AJAX

EYELETS

JA
*1
Packed

and

ac-

Actual

Sizes

M*

£3*Z
'3
in Boxes of 50-0.

Special Samson

Representatives:

for

Punch

specified.

Useful

in Any

1

Samson

Hand

forged

steel,

Advantages

The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool —
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes — long and short. Samson Eyelet, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.
Write

work.

punch and die
unless otherwise

curate ho 1 «_•
clinches

the
eyelet perfectly.

With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE
APPLIANCE

Canadian

clean,

Hand

good

1/16 in. to '■, in.
diameter. Furnished with 3/16

etc. It punches
a

labor and do

Will take interrhangeable
punches and dies
i n sizes from

c o r r e sp ondence. legal
d o c u m e nts,

The
new
automatic
eyeletting de v i c e
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses in office
and factory.

save

No. 1 Samson

Kor binding ail

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener

They

Catalogue.

CORPORATION,

351

JAY

STREET,

The
drop

No.

Office
Punch

attractively

SIZES OF HOLES-PUNCH

Throat,
1%
in. deep.
V4
inch.
Will
punch
steel up to 20 gauge,
leather, etc., up to %
BROOKLYN,

is

made

of

nickel-plated.
N9 1

Opening
between
dies.
sheet
iron
and
soft
and
paper,
cardboard
inch in thickness.

N.Y.

Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada
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National Kaf RecipeBook
NATIONAL,

PreserVeslotir Pet Recipes
Index -Tables -Wash Cover
.NATIONAL

W '

NOW that preserving time is with us again, how about a "Buy It For Her!" display of
National Loose Leaf Recipe Books? Convenient, sanitary, attractive, this recipe book is
a household necessity that will appeal to any woman.
May we quote you?

NATIONAL
HOLYOKE

BLANK

BOOK

-

-

COMPANY
MASSACHUSETTS

EVERY customer you have is a possible user of Dominion Loose Leaf Books.
Their convenience is endless, their uses unlimited. Service, durability, perfect
mechanism and a satisfactory range of prices characterize the entire Dominion
Line of Loose Leaf and Bound Books.
Consuli^with

us before ordering

out new

supplies.

Dominion Blank Book Company
Limited
BERTHIERVILLE,
13

P.Q.
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CHILDREN'S GOODS
A REGULAR MONTHLY SECTION FEATURING
TOYS, DOLLS, GAMES, TOY BOOKS, STORY BOOKS
FOR CHILDREN'S TRADE.
LINES
OTHER
AND

"RIBBON
TINSEL"

Dolls, Postcards
and Novelties

The beautiful, brilliant
decoration for the

CHRISTMAS

TREE

A sparkling
shower
which
will not burn
WRITE

FOR

of
or

TO

manufacture all classes of

postcards, dolls, Christmas booklets, etc. Write for samples and
prices.

SAMPLES

VALLEY PRODUCTS
720 N. 15th St.,

ribbons
tarnish.

Send for our
We

CORP.

St. Louis, Mo.

The International Fine Art Co.,
LIMITED
Notre Dame West

-

Montreal

1919-1920 Catalogue
of

Toys, Games and
Novelties
Sent for the Asking
SELCHOW & RIGHTER CO,
620 BROADWAY.N.

RETAILERS:
We want good photographs of displays of toys, picture
books and other children's goods in Canadian stores, for
reproduction in the August Number and succeeding
issues.

TO

WHOLESALERS:
Your travellers will soon be setting out on their Fall
trips. Help them by having a good strong advertisement in the August Number.
Forms close July 25.

Bookseller and Stationer "^SSSaSUT
14
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The Croft Toyland
Represents,

of Perfection,

The

Pinnacle Supreme

Madame
Hendren's
Dolls
Made in Canada Dolls
Imported Baby Ella Dolls
Celluloid and Bisque Dolls
Rubber and Stuffed Body Dolls
Mechanical Toys and Trains
Automatic Sand and Marble Toys
Educational and Building Toys
Wheel Goods, False Faces
Shoo-Fly Rockers
Iron and Tin Toys
Picture and Story Books
Stuffed Animals
Xmas Decoration Tags and Seals
Games, Pop Guns
Target Toys, Dominoes
Checkers and Checker Boards
Boys', Girls' and Baby Sleds
SHREWD

BUYERS WILL LOOK OVER
INTERESTING DISPLAY

OUR

If you have not our Spring and Summer Catalogue, write for one.
Fall and Winter Catalogue issue August 15th.

Wm. Croft & Sons Ltd.
436-438 Wellington Street West
TORONTO
15
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"Brookley Model Aeroplanes

are the talk of the British Toy Market. Are you going to miss this splendid selling line?
Send 50/- for a sample case on which you can realize 50$ profit. Thousands sold to
all the largest wholesale houses throughout the world.

Sells On Sight

t

Big Profits

Illustration of Brookley No. 1 modei which retails at 3 -.- Send for our catalogue of our
lines and order at once for the coming season.

Warmley

Aeroplane

Co.,

Brookley Aircraft

Works

Warmley, Bristol, England

CHRISTMAS TREE
ORNAMENTS

Advertising

250300 —
350 —
400

Advertising is the education of the public as to who
you are, where you are, and
what you have to offer in the

2"
in diameter, 2
3"
in diameter, 1
8%" in diameter, 1
4"
in diameter. 1

dozen
dozen
dozen
dozen

in
in
in
in

a
a
a
a

box
box
box
box

at $3.00 per grow
at
4.50 per gross
at
6.00 per gross
at
7.50 per gross

In assorted colors — half silver and half other colors.
We also carry a complete line
of assorted glass tree ornaments in various shapes, with
and without reflectors. And
a full assortment of tinsel
Christmas tree ornaments,
combined with glass and tinsel, tinsel and paper garlands, glass beads and artificial fruits, paper bells and
other Christmas tree accessories. Ask for our complete
price list before ordering
elsewhere.

way of skill, talent or commodity. The only man who
should not advertise is the
man who has nothing to
offer the world in the way of
commodity or service." —
Elbert Hubbard.

Our lines will be on display
from
July 28 to August
9
at the National
Merchandise
Exhibit, Hotel
Imperial,
Broadway
and
32nd
Street,
New
York
City
—
section
3,
Aero
Room.

Christmas
Specialty
Co.
NEW YORK
STREET

263 SECOND
16
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WEWANTU

UNEEDUS

For 52 years
the name of
Selchow and
Righter has
been a household one in
the
United
States. A 1 1
these years
have been devoted to the
one end, namely, entertaining andstructing
in-the
boys and girls
with wholesome amusements.
W e want to
enjoy a like
reputation in
Canada, and
through the
B. & S. seek
the same.

Our line comprises 4000
parateseand
distinct items.
We
carry
stock of every
article we
vertise, or,adin
other Words,
we are a stock
house with the
stock. Our ilcatalogue sentlustrated1
free
for the askintr
answers a s
ordering.
your guide in
Kindly give us
an

opportunity to serve

you.

We call your attention to our popular game of Parchesi.
For fifty years we have manufactured and sold this game
in the United States, and each year the game becomes more
popular.
No imitations can equal it.

MAKATOY

wHp»*

Is just what the name implies.
Hundreds of articles can be constructed with the 40 rods of various lengths
and the 12 metal discs contained in a pasteboard tube.
Retailed in the United States for 25 cents.

For 40 years the Universal Spelling Board
has been the leading toy in this line. The
Board is made of hardwood 13% in. long by
9% in. wide and 56 lettered blocks which
rotate freely in the grooves. Each in a
neat paper box.

This Emerson Phonograph made to sell for
$6 in the U.S. We bought the lot and sell
them for $2.50 each. Hardwood cabinet
9>% in. x 9Y2 in. x 5% in. Has a good,
strong motor and plays any size record.

The Cardinal Number Board is the same
size as the Spelling Board, but has instead
of letters, numerals and signs of addition,
subtraction,
multiplication
and division.

Our 1919-1920 Catalogue Now Ready
JOHN

I. ANDERSON,

President.

H.T RIGHTER.

Vice Pres.

PRANK

W. STONE. Treasurer-.

Selchow & Righter Co.
ESTABLISHED

I8B7.

Importers, Manufacturers, Publishers and Dealers in

Games, Home Amusements/Toys ^ Novelties.
TRADE

MARK

PARCHEESI

oadway
Br
620NEW
YORK
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Rolland's Standard
Writing Tablets
These four standard tablets are made
with well-known High Grade watermarked paper.

MADE

They are well bound with these attractive covers — and are the basis for steady
tablet sales with the right class of customers.

For
Canada's Greatest
Flag Year
We've got them all —
Canadian, British, French,
Scotch, Belgian and U.S.
Flags !
Every red-blooded Canadian should have a flag or
two to display in these history-making days. For
Civic Holiday, at the Picnic,
for the Governor-General's
visit, for the Prince of Wales
coming — tell your customers
to fly the flag !
Lay in your stock now. There
is sure to be a lively demand
and immediate ordering will
ensure prompt delivery.
Get our prices on flags in the
following sizes: 2 x 3, 4 x 6,
6x8,8x12,9x14,12x16,
14 x 18, 17 x 24, 18 x 30 and
22 x 36. Cotton flags all on
sticks.

(pSJ^S

Every stationer
Rolland's
Superfine
Linen knows
Recordthat
is the
best
known and most widely used paper in
Canada. But many do not know that it
is put up in tablets, note and letter size,
and is the ideal tablet for the better class
of trade. The Earnscliffe, Empire and
Crown (laid) papers are also wellknown Canadian papers and supply a
range in price.

SPECIAL
PRICES ON
LARGE
QUANTITIES

Ask your wholesaler for quotations. We
will gladly supply samples on request.

The Rolland Paper Co., Limited

E. H. HARCOURT CO., LTD.
255 WELLINGTON

ST„ W.

IN CANADA

HIGH GRADE PAPER MAKERS
MONTREAL, P.Q.

TORONTO
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To the customers who wish to include

How Do You Sell Pens?

a box of stationery with their equipment for the vacation trip, suggest

Does selling pens mean
showing
an occasional
customer
a
few styles contained
in boxes on your shelves ?
Or, are you creating an active pen trade by suitably displaying an adequate
assortment?
There is a big difference between the
two
— a difference in dollars and cents
to you.

(Branes

(The Correct Writing

Esterbrook's Counter Display Cases

Paper)

Sincere gratitude will be the reward of your
suggestion, for nowhere can there be found such
smart styles and pleasing tints as are shown in
this exceptional writing paper.

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
Pittsfield, Mass.

The

Brown

There are ten styles of Esterbrook
Counter Display Cases. The larger
sizes contain assortments that meet
every pen requirement.
By concentrating on the Esterbrook
line, and displaying Esterbrook pens in
one of these cases, you achieve five
important
results :
1. You tie up less money in stock.
2. You save counter space.
3. You get a maximum
display.
4. You offer the most complete
assortment.
5. You make
it easier for the customer to buy.
An Esterbrook
sign in your store also
means
pen prestige.
Esterbrooks
are
known everywhere, through advertising
and reputation.
This stimulates sales.
I If you are not giving your customers
• Esierbrook
Service,"
start
to-day.
You
can
do a bigger
pen
business.
Your pen
customers
frequently
make
other purchases.
Write us for suggestion as to how you can
make your pen department a big asset.
THE ESTERBROOK PEN MFG. CO.
18-70 Cooper St., Camden, New Jersey,
U.S.A.
Bros., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., Agents for Canada

New York
225 Fifth Avenue
Chicago 100-108 So. Michigan
Avenue
Philadelphia
1024 Filbert Street
Boston
...
53 Franklin Street
San Francisco
770 Mission Street

r~^

"A.A." FOUNTAIN

A source of constant

profit.

PENS

There's an "A. A." Pen to suit the most fastidious customer.
The ease and convenience with which they can be filled —
the satisfaction which they render — the guarantee under
which they are sold — and the margin of profit to dealers
are some of the reasons why you should carry this

Profitable "A.A." Line.

Write to your local jobber or to us for prices, catalogue
and trade discounts on this profitable
line,

MODERN

PEN COMPANY

170 Broadway

New York City

A. R. MaeDougall & Co., Ltd.
Canadian Representatives
468 King St. W., Toronto, Ont.

D'S
DERWOO
"GoldUNMedal9
Carbon
s and
Ribbons are sold on their
merits.
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ENUS
PENCILS

Jke Lavgest selling
quality pencil
in the wovld

If your customers demanded only quality
goods, you could make more money with less
expense on a smaller turnover. Every time you
make a VENUS Pencil purchaser out of a customer you educate him in the fact that Quality
and Economy usually go hand in hand.
Our leading dealers find that IT
PAYS to sell a new customer a
VENUS Pencil. Some one of the
famous 17 black degrees and 3
copying will exactly fit him. And
please him so much that he'll keep
on buying them of you.

American Lead Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Ave., New York,
and Clapton, London,

Eng.

The Binder That Holds
One or One Thousand
Leaves
A marvel in mechanical
this

FLEXION

efficiency is

Flexion Adco Expansion Binder
With every objectionable feature of
the old-time
binder
eliminated
the
Adco (illustrated here) is the
one best binder for every office
everywhere.
All the parts of the mechanism
are within the two small steel
tubes, with no parts whatever
in the covers; and as the binder
holds one leaf, a few leaves or
one thousand leaves with 600
pounds pressure, the leaves
are, therefore, held in alignment.

MONTREAL

EXPANSION

BINDER

In a word, the Adco is a Practical, Efficient, Economical
Binder. Every dealer should
handle it. Its superiority is so
apparent that it sells easily and
we help you sell it. Let us tell

«Dxm3S*:
XylTTI'TE.D
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SCHOOL
S^dJL

— BOUND AND LOOSE LEAF
/Cru/u

In a Wide Variety of Styles and Sizes
The wide variety of styl es and sizes comprising our lines of boun d and Loose Leaf
Note Books cover every known need and
possible requirement of the little ones in
the primary grade to th e most advanced
and exacting student-co lieges, Technical
Schools, etc.
BOUND

^suyidu rvua^L

GOODS

BOOKS

otudajlT -4-0*U ./CjoJCMade in a large variety
of sizes and
styles, comprising the following items:
Rolpooks
Scratch Pads
us

Composition], Books

I

Student's Note Books
University Note Books
Bookkeeping Blanks

For description, sizes, etc., see catalog
No. 45.
LOOSE

LEAF

NOTE

BOOKS

Binney & Smith Co.
81-83 Fulton St.
New York

Comprising the following well-known
lines now in universal use :

«ill§

"BANNER" "HUDSON" "COLUMBIA"
"PRINCE" "PRINCETON"
"VARSITY"
The fillers for all these books are interchangeable as standard gauges and
punching are used throughout the line.
For description, sizes, etc., see price list
No. L-10. Do not delay placing your
order.
Be prepared for the school rush.

BOORUM

&

PEASE

COMPANY

Salesrooms:

"^^°1t

109-11 Leonard St.,
Republic Building
Old So. Building
New York City
Chicago, 111.
Boston, Mass.
Factories:
Brooklyn, N.Y.
St. Louis, Mo.

J

HOME OFFICE:
Hudson Avenue and Front St.

Brooklyn,

N.Y.

BOOKSELLER

AND
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Drawing
MANUFACTURED

TECHNICAL BOOKS

Inks
IN
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which please everybody

COLORS

We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

Draughtsmen
Engineers
Architects
Artists
Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,

Canadians in England are buying them.

Naval and
Military

Complete

The

PERCIVAL

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.
31 Great Ormond

Street

LONDON,

W.C.I.

Have you prepared for the
demands for English books
and magazines which will
be made by your troops upon their return home? We
are ready to supply you on
very favorable terms. Write
to our Export Department.
It will pay you to do so.

Writing Pads
School Stationery

Otley,

and Factory:

W. H. Smith & Son

WORKS
Yorks,

ENGLAND

To Booksellers

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books

ALBERT

& CO.

Limited

Makers of

Main Office

MARSHALL

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
::

William Sinclair & Sons
(Stationers)

list mailed with pleasure

186 Strand,

England

LONDON:— 22. Ivy Lane. Paternoster Row. E.C. 4

LONDON
22
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Wholesale and Export Only
FACTORIES:

LEVER

ST., E.C.

ENFIELD, N.

We Specialize
in

M anicure

STATIONER

c ases
We have moved

into our

new premises,
145-149 Adelaide St. West.
We have here one of the finest!
equipped plants on the continent
for making high class engraved
greeting cards.
The first very modest line of
Coutts' Greeting Cards was introduced in1 91 6, and in expressing our very deep appreciation to
the Canadian trade for making
possible the rapid and substantial
growth of this business, we wish
to say to our friends in Canada
that with greatly increased facilities of every kind, we are going to
do things on a scale which we feel
sure will mean even greater
growth in the immediate future.

Fitted Companions

and all kinds of

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,

William E. Coutts

Brush Cases, (Lady's and
Gent's) , Etc., Etc.

145-149 Adelaide Street West
Toronto
Made in Canada

Woolnough, Draper & Co.
Limited

at prices that
save the duty.

12-13 CHISWELL ST.
LONDON, E.C
Write for Samples or Illustrated List.
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BAGSTER

Terry
pen
rule orVAvecta"
pencil
clip
For Early Delivery

BIBLES

BAGSTER
Teacher Bibles
Good Clear Type.

Sells on sight prevents loss of
article as it holds it in pocket
securely.
Well made, high grade finish.
—
HERBERT
IOC.
Ljfie

BAGSTER

TERRY & SONS
LTD

Daily Light on the

Daily Path.

Tl" Spring and Praswork SptcialtsU
REDDITCH. ENG.

Large Type, Small and Gem.
A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

BAGSTER Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.

"RO
B ROY"
Made from fine steel

and made
in one of Birmingham'* best
eq mpped factories, this dandy
writing pen will prove a
fine seller for every live mighty
dealer.

At all Booksellers.

Lists free by Post.

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row

Be su re to see samples before you order your new stock. You'll
iir prices are rifht
find our
rlfht

LONDON, ENGLAND

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

STATIONERS'
THE

COLONIES

SUNDRIES

LETTER FILES & PERFORATORS, INK BOTTLES & STANDS
COPYING
PRESSES,
RULERS,
INDIA
RUBBER
ERASERS,
PAPER FASTENERS & CLIPS & ALL KINDS OF STATIONERS' SUNDRIES
AND

TelegTaphic and Cable Address:
"K1NATE. LONDON"
Codes : | A. B.C. (Sth Edition)

SCHOOL MATERIALS
KING BROTHERS
15, Bury Street, St. Mary Axe, LONDON,

E.C. 3, England

| L|EBER"S

Advertising makes for better merchandise —
Not only does advertising create a good impression regarding the merchandise advertised but it MAKES FOR
BETTER MERCHANDISE. There are added responsibility and written-printed claims to substantiate.
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The "CARMIC

y%

BRITISH
MADE

1. TWO
machines in ONE.
2. ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMAC" within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
3. The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
4. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
5. All classes of paper can be folded.
day.
6. Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per
7. Does not require special skill to operate.
8. Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
9. Best material and workmanship throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with
all machines.
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power and Hand)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

Prices and full particulars to be obtained from the makers

PETER
LONDON,

CARMICHAEL
& CO., Limited
4 Carr Street. Limehouse
E. 14

ENGLAND

3 Popular Selling Pens
They are popular because they represent the standard of
efficiency in writing instruments. They are made throughout
of the finest material, in our own factories, by British labor,
and are the. result of over thirty years' experience in pen
manufacture
\

JEWEL"

No. 100 Safety Fountain Pen

Best quality 14k gold, iridium-tipped nib, can be carried
in any position without leaking.

THE
FINEST
STYLOGRAPH
OBTAINABLE

12'6

All makes of Fountain Pens and Stylographs repaired

THE
INK-

THE

STYLOGRAPH

"RECORDER"
Gold and Platinum Point
Gold Spring Needle
Best Quality Chased Holder

10*6

JUST
THE THING
FOR RED

JEWEL

PEN CO. LTD.

SOLE MAKERS AND PATENTEES
76 NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.I
Sole Agentp
for& Australasia
kinson, Becle
Tindley Pty.: WilLtd.,
114-120
Flinders
St., Melbourne.,
and at Sydney, Adelaide and Auck- land, m
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RED GIANT"

HighlyandDurable
Point
Needle
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LUCKETT'S
LINE

RL

COLUMNAR
LOOSE

BOOKS

LEAF
—OF COURSE
Sheet Size 14 i 13

Only 18 Forms to Carry in Stock

ANY

NUMBER

OF COLUMNS
TO

FROM

1000
OR MORE
These forms will put the bound columnar books on the same back shelf
with the almost obselete bound ledger.
SEND

FOR

YOUR

DEMONSTRATION

OUTFIT

NOW
TO

The only strictly Canadian Loose Leaf Manufacturers
selling to the Trade exclusively.

Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited
TORONTO
26
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AND

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

Vol. XXXV.

JOURNAL

JULY, 1919

No. 7

A Vacation Necessity — Books.
Canadian Stationers Should Organize.
Merchandising Methods.
Farmers Using Loose Leaf Systems.
New Toys Described and Illustrated.
News About New Books.
Reports of Best Selling Books.
The Penny Dreadful as an Educator.
Alberta R.M.A. Convention.
Classified Lists of Year's New Books.

THE

MACLEAN

PUBLISHING

COMPANY,

LIMITED

JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN, President
H. T. HUNTER, Vice-President
H. V. TYRRELL, General Manager
T. B. COSTAIN, General Managing Editor.
Publishers of Hardware and Metal, The Financial Post, MacLean's Magazine, Farmers' Magazine,
Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods Review. Men's Wear Review. Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and
Stationer, Canadian Machinery and Manufacturing News, Power House , Sanitary Engineer,
Canadian Foundryman, Marine Engineering of Canada, Canadian Motor, Tractor -and Implement
Trade Journal.
Cable Address : Macpubco.
Toronto ; Atabek, London,
Eng.
ESTABLISHED
18S7

BOOKSELLER
FINDLAY

AND
I. WEAVER,

CHIEF

STATIONER
Manager

OFFICES:

CANADA — Montreal, Southam Building, 128 Bleury Street. Telephone Main 1004. Toronto, 143-153 University Ave.,
Telephone Main 7324. Winnipeg, 1103 Union Trust Building, Telephone Main 3449. Vancouver, 69 10th
Avenue,
West.
GREAT BRITAIN— LONDON, The MacLean Company of Great Britain, Limited, 88 Fleet Street, E.C., E. J. Dod-5.
Director.
Telephone Central 12960.
Cable Address : Atabek, London, England.
UNITED STATES— New York. A. R. Lowe, Room 620, 111 Broadway, N.Y.. Telephone Rector 8971; Boston, C.
L. Morton, Room 734, Old South Building, Telephone Main 1204. A. H. Byrne, Room 1401, Lytton BIdg., 14 E.
Jackson
Street, Chicago, Telephone
Harrison
9133.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE— Canada. Great Britain. South Africa and the West Indies, $1.00 a year; United States,
in advance.
Invariably
10 cents.
$1.50 a year : other countries. $2.00 a year : Single Copies,
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Editorial

A VACATION

Chronicle and Comment

NECESSITY— BOOKS

spring turns to summer, the hills, the trees,
the mountains, the sea, the river, the green
fields and the thick woods begin to occupy a larger
share of our thoughts and with the arrival of vacation
nine become pari of our actual surroundings. Camping outfits, fishing tackle, canoes, and lunch-baskets
monopolize our attention to the exclusion of all
thoughts of crowded care and hot city streets.
In the rush of packing our trunks for the journey country wards, however, one item runs a grave
danger of heing forgotten. Books are an indispensable feature of a holiday of any kind, they are as
essential to the success of a holiday as food and
sleep. What would the rainy day of a vacation be

AS

without a l^ok'.' Perhaps you have never experienced it. [f you have it is quite certain you
will never run the risk of repeating the experiment.
You wander disconsolately about Becking for lending matter of any kind. You pick up a copy of
the day-before-yesterday's newspaper which you have
already read, next you come across a copy of a
magazine three months old or perhaps one of last
year's. This lasts you about three minutes and
you then approach your fishing companion of yesterday who is comfortably installed in an arm chair

reading.

After two or three inane remarks about the
weather you succeed in getting only a grunt from
him; he is absorbed in his hook, and finally you
give it up in despair and sit and watch the rain.
It is as foolish to stay in out of the rain without a
l>ook as it is to go out in the rain without a raincoat.
\n open log fire and a good story are the camper's
only defense against nature's vagaries in the matter
of weather.
See to it, then, that books are not forgot leu.
They must he planned in advance. You may not
know what you are going to have for dinner — you
may catch or shoot it, you can make up a bed oul
of houghs or anything else, but you cannot make
up a book out of whatever happens to he handy.
You must choose your mental pabulum beforehand.
that is, if it is to be satisfying. Let the bookseller
t<ake this to heart and let him not fail to push his
wares with those who are setting out on their vaca-

tion. Everyone who is taking a holiday (and who
is not?) should he a prospective customer.
Let him preach books as the panacea for every
ill. For the long winter evenings, for springtime
discontent and for summer
books — books — bookKEEP

WELL

campers' ennui suggest

POSTED

man can know too much about the business in
which he is engaged, The greatest prizes in
t lie commercial world to-day are going to the men
who know. These men. because they have the
energy necessary to become posted on all sorts of
details which the average man passes up as unimportant, get a wider vision which gives them a tremendous advantage. They study most carefully the
needs of the buying public which they serve and not
only supply them but by judicious management
create new needs. They are posted thoroughly on
time-saving and labor-saving methods because these
things under present day conditions mean either a
big saving or a big loss. By using the general
knowledge which they are constantly seeking they
develop the faculty of being able to think and what
is equally important to act quickly. This naturally
develops in the man aggressiveness in business that
can be obtained in no other way. It makes them
keen merchants and keen doe- not in any way mean
that they are ready to stoop to methods of unfair
dealing, but that they are (puck to see the chances
for trade and quick to take advantage of them.
Most persons who have come in contact with the outstanding figures in the retail trade to-day are astonished at the wide knowledge they have. These men
would be expected to know all about their own stores,
but they frequently surprise people by the grasp
they have of numerous details, most of which when
analyzed will be found to have a bearing of some kind
on the business in wbich they are engaged. There
is nothing superficial about this knowledge. It is

NO

based on actual facts, because accuracy is a vital element in successful business building. Small mistakes will often wreck a business quicker than anything else and no one knows this better than the keen
28 retailer.

Stationers Should Organize
By D. C. McRAE

there should be an Association of the Stationers of Canada
seems so obvious that the wonder
is that such an association was not
formed long since. Throughout the
civilized world nearly every trade, profession and industry is organized. Did
such organizations not justify their existence their decline would he inevitable.
That the number is ever on the increase
shows that they serve a useful and proper function. The individual working
single handed cannot get very far. Invariably the class that is not organized
gets the worst of it. "In union there is
strength."
The pulp and paper dealers of Canada
have their association, and I observed
that at their convention in January last,
they, as individuals, subscribed $4,247
for the benefit of the Khaki League.
This is an indication of financial
strength. Then our friends the wholesale and manufacturing- stationers — well
their prices are wondei-fully uniform,
and we sometimes suspect that competition with them is not as keen as it was
THAT

in former days. "Competition is the life
of trade," but that competition that
places all the emphasis on price is neither satisfactory or profitable to either
wholesaler or retailer. If they have had
the wisdom to get together I do not see
that the retailer has any just complaint
to offer. It would seem that the stationers were about the last to get into line.
I believe that the stationers should
have associations in all of the larger
cities of Canada, and that there should
be a Dominion Association which would
serve as a clearing house for the local
associations and individual stationers
throughout Canada.
Our neighbors to the South have their
National Association of Stationers and
Manufacturers," organized in 1914. It
has experienced a steady and healthy
growth from the beginning. Their little
book, "Who's Who in the Stationery
World" shows that in their membership
are twelve Canadian firms. The time
has arrived when Canada should have its
own stationers association, and I am sure
that each of these twelve dealers may
be figured on for such an association.
In 1917, with a membership of over
twelve hundred, the receipts of the
National Association were $15,023. In
1916 the National Association engaged
a permanent secretary, and in addition,
in 1916 engaged a secretary of the bureau of information. This department
Publishes the "National Association
News," which is the medium of communication between the officers and
members. Among its many functions is
to announce resale prices as recommended by the National Catalogue Commission. Manufacturers are invited to keep
the "News" informed whenever new
goods are ready for market, also to an-

(of McRae Bros.,

Prince

Rupert)

nounce discontinued lines. Dealers have
the privilege of listing overstock goods
and also of inserting notices for any
special goods they may wish to purchase.
Resale prices as recommended by the
National Catalogue Commission are issued after careful consideration by competent men. Taking the expense of a
fairly-conducted business into consideration they give a reasonable profit —
fair to dealers and customer. The prices
are simply recommended, and their
adoption is not compulsory.
The San Francisco stationers were
organized six years ago by Henry P.
Diamond, a professional organizer, a
man knowing how, and who is now in
the service of the National Association.
Previous to organization a bad state of
business existed. Everyone was striving
for business, and assignments were of
considerable frequency. It was a survival of the fittest. They went into
bankruptcy, not for want of business
but because the business produced losses
instead of profits. In 1915, when attending the National Convention at San
Francisco I met these men and visited
their stores. More progressive, successful and enthusiastic association boosters
you would not wish to meet. They issue
their own resale loose leaf price book
and place it on sale for all comers, customers included.
During the past four years as prices
advanced new lists were issued. They
got the benefit of the advances, as they
should, since they must take the losses
when prices commence to tumble. It is
the fairest way of doing' business and
it lessens expenses and reduces other
complications. When the customer
learns that the prices are fair, that he
does not pay more than others, he is
satisfied.
What stationer in Canada but would
gladly have paid a handsome sum for
these resale prices, especially when he
knew that his competitors at the same
time were using the same retail prices.
A Dominion association should consist of manufacturers, booksellers, stationers and jobbers. An association embracing all these divisions, I believe,
would make greater progress than would
be otherwise possible. The work of the
dealer and jobber begins where the work
of the manufacturer ends. Instead of
there being any antagonism between the
selling and manufacturing branches of
the business, a Dominion association
would develop a sympathetic co-ordination of energies. This has been the experience of the National Association, and
there is every reason to believe that it
would be our experience.
A knowledge of merchandise, methods
of doing business, and a proper system of
accounting are matters in which a Dominion association would render valua-

ble assistance to its members. The annual convention would be the melting
pot for the ideas and activities of the
members for the year.
The Hon. Edward N. Hurley, chairman of the U. S. Federal Trade Commission, in addressing the National Association at their 1916 convention, said:
"In studying the figures of business corporations, operating under the conditions
existing in this country to-day, it is
rather startling to find that only 10 per
cent, of the merchants and manufacturers know what their goods cost to manufacture and sell." I wonder how many
stationers in Canada have an intelligent,
practical cost-finding system? The man
who does not know his costs is the man
who prices his goods foolishly. Prices
based on guess work are a menace to
safe
and sound
business',
man
who knows
his costs
will winandout the
against
the man who does not. I therefore believe it should be one of the first duties
of a Dominion association to develop a
standard system of accounting that will
meet the particular requirements of the
stationery business.
Having such a system, every member
would be started on the right road. He
would get the benefit of the knowledge
and experience of every other member
and obtain data with which he could
compare
his own methods of doing business.
I am sure most stationers realize the
advantages of a Stationers' Association.
It is only a case of starting the ball. In
launching such an association there is
everything in getting the right start,
and I believe that would be highly advisable to secure the services of Henry
P. Diamond, who was previously mentioned. Fletcher B. Gibbs of Chicago is
another man whose experience and
talents especially qualify him to act in
this capacity. With such an association
properly launched, general conditions in
the trade would be greatly improved,
and many bad practices and petty jealousies would be abolished. Then what
a privilege it will be to meet in counsel
annually with those engaged in the same
work for our mutual edification and
enlightenment, to review the past and
plan for the future and endeavor to solve
the many problems that confront us
every day in the year. It can be done,
and I believe it will be done.
Toronto is the centre for the stationery trade in Canada and I would respectfully suggest that Toronto get together
in a good strong local association, join
forces with the wholesalers, invite applications for membership, prepare a
programme, and extend a call to all
wholesale and retail booksellers and
stationers in Canada for a Dominion
convention to meet in Toronto at the
time of the Toronto Fall Fair, 1919.
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Arthur B. Dewberry, who has returned
recently after four years service overseas, has joined the staff of Thomas Allen. He will travel in Ontario.
A new firm of stationers in Toronto is
that of Stanton, Downey & Evis, who
have opened business in the store directly south of the Toronto Stock Exchange,
on Bay Street.
The Stibbard Drug Co., of Weyburn.
Sask., have a store that might as well
be called a stationery store as a drug
store. They do a good business in selling magazines as well
An interesting change in the stationery trade taking effect July 1, was the
withdrawal of James Cook and his son,
J. P. Cook, from Brown Bros., Ltd., to
engage in the commercial stationery
business, having purchased the long-established business of Brown & Stanton,
on Bay Street, Toronto.
Canadian members of the trade who
met Desmond Tuck, of Raphael Tuck &
Sons, London, will be glad to know that
he has recovered nicely from his smash
while flying when in the service. He
had a narrow escape but is now in harness again at Raphael House, and makes
lierht of an accident that nearly cost him
his life.
G. N. Bolton, who has been overseas
with the Canadian forces since 1915,
is hack again with the Robt. Simpson
Co., and has been put in charge of the
book section of the book and stationery
department, of which W. F. Mallagh
is manager. Mr. Lomas continues to
look after the stationery and koc^ak section of the department.
From the P. F. Volland Co., of Chicago, comes a very neat announcement
of the election of new officers, following
the death of Paul Frederick Volland,
the founder of the company. These officers are as follows:
F. J. Clampitt, president and treasurer.
W. R. Anderson viec president .,
H. S. Adams, secretary.
E. J. Clampitt, assistant treasurer.
The first three named, together with
James R. Offield, and Maurice Berkson,
constitute the board of directors.
In the April issue in a review,
reference was made to different
manufacturers of fountain pens, but
the name
of one prominent firm, the
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Jewel Pen Co., was omitted. This
concern manufactures an extensive line
of fountain pens and stylographic pens,
and in this connection it is interesting
to chronicle the fact that there has this
year been quite a pick-up in the public's
demands
for stylographic
pen9.
B. A. Clarke, who for many years has
been Canadian representative of the
house of Ward, Lock & Co., of London,
publishers, and woh has during these
years made Toronto his headquarters,
with an office at 27 Richmond Street,
West, is leaving Canada and the Canadian branch office has been closed. In
future Mr. Clark will continue to look
after the Canadian terrtiory for his
house, making one or two visits each
year. Mr. Clarke has made hosts of
friends in the years he has been so closely associated with the Canadian book
trade, and they will join BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER in regretting that
he is no longer to spend his whole time
in Canada, but they will be pleased to
know that he is to be a regular visitor
to this trade.
FIRE IN PENCIL FACTORY
A serious fire occurred on June 12 in
the factory of William Cane & Sons,
wooden ware and lead pencil manufacturers, Newmarket, Ont. The fire was
caused by an explosion of. a boilefl.
Thirteen people were badly burned and
damage was done to the extent of $20,000.
The explosion occurred in the centre
of the building, and in a short time that
section of the premises/ was entirely
.gutted. It was only after a strenuous
battle, lasting over three hours, that
the fire was finally got under control,
and the firemen succeeded in saving
the extreme wings of the building.
A number of people injured and burned in the explosion were taken to the Toternoon.ronto General Hospital early in the afCharles Eade and Nellie McGhee, who
were among the victims, died at the Toronto Hospital the following day.
GREETING CARD ASSOCIATION
At the annual meeting of the Greeting: Card Association of the U.S., held in
Philadelphia on May 20, during the card,
calendar and gift novelty exposition in
that city provisions were made whereby
ts association will spend approximately
$50,000 in an advertising: campaign to
be inaugurated immediately and extend
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throughout the fiscal year. Last year
the association spent $30,000 on advertising. Of the $30,000 to be expended
this year, seven-tenths of this sum will
be used for national advertising.
It was decided that retailers be admitted to the association as associate
members. This class of membership is
to be $10 per year.
Amongst the speakers was Robert L.
Barrows, of Barrows & Richardson, advertising specialists, of Philadelphia.
Mr. Barrows remarked that the objects of the association's advertising
were two-fold. First, to imbue in the
mind of the retailer that the greeting
card business, which fell off in 1917,
could be made to come back; second, to
remove prejudice such as existed in 1917.
Mr. Barrows predicted that the biggest
business ever would be recorded in the
course of the next four or five years.
NEW

BRITISH

INDUSTRY

Mouth organs are now being made in
England by a firm known as the First
British Mouth Organ Co., Ltd., in London. This is next best news to being
able to record that these popular selling
instruments are made in Canada.
BACK

TO BOOKS

Wilfred Ford, who enlisted four years
ago, and has, almost ever since, been on
active service in France and Flanders,
returned to Toronto last month. When
he enlisted he was associated with Geo.
Stewart, then at the Oxford University
Press, and is with him again, having
joined the travelling staff of McClelland
& Stewart. Ltd. Like George Stewart
himself, Wilfred Ford is exceedingly well
posted in the bible trade.
SMITHERS

STEPS UP

The trade across Canada, and particularly in the West, will be glad to hear
that George Smithers has been promoted
to the position of assistant sales manager for the Macmillan Co. This will
mean that his will be largely inside work
although he will still handle Montreal,
Toronto and Ottawa. The West will be
covered by the establishment of a Macmillan depository in Winnipeg, which
will take care of all school book and general business.
This western depository will be under
Cant. Malcolm Macvicar and A. D. Newbv, under the firm name of Macvicar,
Newby Agencies, Ltd., Winnipeg.
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MERCHANDISING

METHODS

uy*s
GOOD

ADVERTISING

May E. Russell, Parry Sound, Ont.,
used display newspaper space recently
to advertise her circulating library,
which was about to open on Seguin St.
The effective heading of the advertisement was:
"Is reading your recreation?"
FEATURES

WALLPAPER

McKay's bookstore in Neepawa, Man.,
is handling an extensive line of wall
paper in such a manner as to be one of
the most profitable departments of the
store. This wallpaper is displayed in the
most approved fashion in the rear end
of the store, which is elevated about
two feet above the main floor. The proprietor, who by the way is the Mayor of
Neepawa. also hindles a line of <rramophones, as well as crockery and fancy
goods. He has been in business at the
same stand for many years. He states
that he gets the trade by buying close
and selling at a small margin of profit.
"I am constantlv told that the values I
offer are better than can be procured in
nearby towns," he said.
KODAKS

AND

CAMERA

store as being wide awake and progressive.
SPECIALTIES
Among the specialties for profitable
selling by stationers are such lines as
gold paint, gold enamel and cement.
Gold paint is used for all kinds of gilding. In introducing it, sales persons
should point out that it dries hard in
a few minutes, presenting a surface
as of rich hammered gold. As to gold
enamel used for all kinds of gilding
and decorating, this produces the same
elegant effect as gold leaf, can be
washed when soiled and restored to its
original brilliancy.
Cement for mending glass, china,
wood, metals, crockery, etc., is another
article for ready sale. In this case a
selling point is that it resists both hot
and co'd water.
It is not enough to carry these
goods in stock. They must be displayed
and introduced. If this course is adopted, sales may easily be multiplied ten
times, as compared with the inactive
policy of merely waiting for calls for
such items.

Often times the most valuable publicity
which any line of merchandise can obtain comes to it indirectly because it has
news value. Vogue for many a product
has sprung up naturally in this way
when probably no amount of direct advertising could have stimulated it.
THE ARROW

OF GOLD

Joseph Conrad, whose recently published novel, "The Arrow of Gold," is
now being read and discussed almost the
world over, wrote his publishers just
before the appearance of his book to this
effect :
"It will need all you efforts, because I
have an idea that there will be a good
many critics out for my scalp on account
of those pages which can be so easily
misunderstood. I have tried to avoid all
rhetoric, all subtleties and all declamation in this piece of work, round which
my thoughts have been working for
many years before I mustered courage
enough to put pen to paper. But nit a
line has been faked in deference to prejudice or from personal fear of conseouence. Still, one cannot help thinking
c1" one's readers — the old and new friends

SUPPLIES

Kodaks and camera supplies are plaved up prominent'v these days in the
newspaper publicity of the Goetz-Corn»+t Dru? & Book Co., of Red Deer,
Alta.

We have some fine

New Books to

A "STRIKE" IDEA
In Toronto there was a few weeks
ago. a real danger that the barbers
would fro on strike, but, fortunately the
easily available safety razors discounted any likelihood of any large proportion of the male population taking on
the facial appearance of the bearded
Bolsheviks of Russia. J. H. Wilkinson,
a live retail stationer, whose store is on
College Street, Toronto, hit upon the
timely plan of putting in a window of
safety razors and blades, featuring the
general advantages of their use and
linking the display up with the barbers'
strike that was then imminent. This is
beins: chronicled here because it is of
suggestive value to other stationers, not
only on the score of the suitability of
this line for selling in stationery stores,
but to emphasize the fact that events of
the day frequently offer merchants
timely window displays that are bound
to create sales adding prestige to a
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SEALING

for effective

WAX

In the women's sections of many newspapers in the U. S. and Canada, there
have, of late, appeared illustrated articles
on the return to popular favor of use
of sealing wax.
As an aid to selling it would be a good
idea, whenever an article of this sort is
noticed, telling about a product sold in
stationery stores, to cut it out, mount it
and display it on the counter with the
goods for a short time. In this way the
store will bring about a direct tie-up between the best kind of publicity and the
31
product.

window

display

cards.

of my writing life. I feel a little as if I
were givink myself away, for, indeed,
psychologically it is quite a disclosure
of an unusual temperament."
H. O. Langford, of Wolseley,Sask.,does
a good business in selling pennants
and automobile banners as well as
such articles as cushion tops with
patriotic
designs. Mr.
Langford
is among the stationers who believes
in newspaper
advertising.
Among the stores featuring office
supplies in recent newspaper advertising is Wood's bookstore, Ingersoll, Ont.

BOOKSELLER
LOOKING

TO CANADA

IN the June issue of the "Stationery
World," England, appears the following article, under the heading of "Opportunities for British pencil manufacturers— a rich field in Canada."
In a country where there is at present
only one manufacturer engaged in the
pencil-making industry, and that country, too, a not inconsiderable part of
the Empire, there would prima facie
seem open to the British manufacturer
a wonderful field for the expansion of
his trade. A correspondent pointed out
in the Times, recently, that Canada, the
land of opportunity referred to, is practically dependent upon outside sources
for its supply of pencils. It is the opinion among Canadian importers that
British manufacturers of lead pencils
ought to be able to increase their export
trade with Canada now that the war is
over and trade conditions are resuming
their normal state. Although the pencils of the only Canadian manufacturer
in this industry appear to be of good
quality, they are not yet much in evidence on the market, as he only embarked upon the enterprise a year ago.
Except for the years 1915 and 1916,
Canada's import trade in pencils has
steadily increased. During 1918 the import value of $415,293 was the largest
in the country's history. In 1917 it was
$397,416, while in 1913 the total was
$380,358. The imnorts for the off years
of 1915 and 1916 were $261,548 and
$265,603 respectively.
At the request of the Imoerial authorities, details as to the countries of
origin have not yet been furnished by
the Canadian Government for 1918. They
can. however, be furnished for the preceding five j ears. As was to be expected, in view of the conditions create'!
bv the war. Canada's import trade with
Great Britain in pencils, as in nearly all
lines of merchandise, has steadily declined durin°- the five-year period ending with 1917. It never was, even in
pre-war days, very prominent, cominp;
next to Germany, which, in turn, was a
bad second to the United States. With
the German nroduet no longer in evidence, the British-made pencil comes
second in their imnort trade. But it is
an insignificant second at that.
In 1913 Canada imported pencils from
Great Britain to the value of £64.398,
but it had sunk to £15382 in 1917. Du-iner the same period the imnorts from the
United States increased from $229,507
to $379,150. This was a decrease of 76
per cent, in the imports from Gre^t Biitain, and an increase of 65 per cent, in
the value of the imnorts from the United
States. While the imnorts from Germany are now nil. in 1913 thev were valued at $74,747 and in 1914 at $78,922.
Importers are of the opinion, says the
Times correspondent, that if manufacturers of pencils in Great Britain are to
secure a larger portion of Canada's
import trade in pencils they should
make a study of climatic conditions
there. Canada possessing a much drier
climate than Great Britain, importers
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have found that in certain instances
pencils brought from there have had a
tendency to buckle and crack. Germany,
on the other hand, made a close study of
the climatic conditions obtaining, and as
a result was up to the time of the outbreak of the war gradually increasing
her trade with this country. Shortly
after the outbreak of the war pencil
manufacturers in the United States
developed an increasing interest in the
Canadian market, and while after they
became belligerents their efforts were
less aggressive their trade with the Dominion is still growing.
Under the preferential tariff pencils
coming into Canada from Great Britain
have advantage of 12% per cent, in the
duty levied, the rate being 15 per cent,
compared with 27% per cent, on the
American product.
EMBOSSED

BRICKS

A. J. H dladay & Co., Ltd., of London,
. Eng., are now manufacturing embossed
brieks. These are being made in plain
and fancy colors, and are beautifully
fininshed. An advantage over the ordinary bricks is that they are unbreakable, and another good point is that they
are absolutely harmless to the youngest
of children.
WON

$1,000 PRIZE

Columbia University last week awarded the Joseph Pulitzer prize of $1,000
"for the American novel published dur-

ing the year which shall best present
the wholesome atmosphere of American
life and the highest standard of American manners and manhood" to Booth
Tarkington's "The Magnificent Ambersons." The committee of award consisted of Robert Grant, chairman; William
Morton Payne and William Lyon Phelps.
KERENSKY'S
BOOK
"The Prelude to Bolshevism," by A.
F. Kerensky, tells very graphically and
very completely the first chapter in the
drama of Bolshevism. Few understand
how this doctrine, which was at first
kept in check, suddenly spread like wildfire through the Russian nation. One
of the few men who really knows the
inner secrets of the rise to power of
the Bolsheviks is Kerensky, who was the
greatest power in Russian during the
period between the abdication of the
Trotsky.
Czar and the triumph of Lenine and
IS NOW MRS. ELIOT
The wedding took place recently of
Mrs. Gertrude Atherton, the noted
American author, to Capt. Arthur Eliot,
co-author with Capt. Bairnsfather, of
"The Better 'Ole."
"Billy Boy" is the name of the new
novel by Archie P. McKishnie, to be published in the forthcoming season. It is
a story of the early Canadian gold fields.

Loose-Leaf For Farmers
Stationers Should Cultivate This Trade and Not Leave it For
the Itinerant Salesman to Gobble Up.
Farmers are more progressive than
they ever were before, and this is especially true of the farmers of Canada.
They are becoming better business men
and consequently are buying, and will
buy still more business requisites. There
is a harvest here for the alert stationer.
In Canada the proportion of rural to
urban population is even greater than in
the U. S., where one-third of the population is engaged in agriculture.
The correspondence alone of the
average farmer would surprise you. He
is continually writing for prices and description of machinery, fertilizer, nursery stock, poultry, livestock, etc. He
has extensive correspondence with the
state agricultural college. He is a subscriber to one of more farm papers, and
if he had the facilities he would clip and
file many of the articles he is interested
in. The Government agricultural bulletins are read by thousands of farmers.
These contain information of the greatest value to him and should be filed for
future reference.
The following extract of a letter from
a Western farmer shows that agricultural men are ready and waiting for
system:
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"You will grin when you see the rustic
simplicity of my office shown in the
photograph I am sending you. You see,
while I've been testing the value of having an office, I've been using some homemade equipment. I guess I'm about
due for some up-to-date office equipment
just about now.
"Simple and crude as it is, my office
is invaluable to me. I can place my hand
instantly on any letter, catalogue, bulletin, or paper that I may need. It beats
filing my letters in their original envelopes behind the clock on the kitchen
mantel. It gives me a place to talk
business and to plan my work undisturbFarmers are fast becoming recognized
as prospects for record filing equipment,
and the time is coming when they will
be solicited as closely for this business
as they are now for pianos, stoves, victrolas, etc Salesmen of these articles
are reaping fat harvests in agricultural
communities.
There is no reason why desks and filing cabinets
should not find an outlet
ed." direction.
in the same

B 0 0 K S E L L E R
MAKING

BETTER

S T A TIONER

DOLLS

The toy trade is promising this season,
says the Edinburgh "Scotsman," though
the revival of buying may not be so
marked here as in other' directions. Even
under the cloud of war there was everywhere a commendable effort to see that
the younger generation were not robbed
of the special joys which the season of
goodwill means to them. On this occasion the dolls which will catch the tiny
maiden's eager eye have a national as
well as purely domestic interest. This
important branch of the trade shows
clearly that the British manufacturer
has been making a strong effort in
somewhat handicapped conditions to
make up for lost time. Doll manufacture at home has this year, it is said,
made up a considerable part of the leeway in a trade which was a pre-war
German specialty. Our dolls are taking
on an individuality which before they did
not possess. Better work is being done
in the potteries in the making of heads
and the delineation of features, which
are the pride of the small tenants of
many a nursery. Whole enemy communities specialized in doll making, and
with long experience they were about
first in the market in this department
of the trade, but dealers are sanguine
now that, given the machinery, material,
and labor, the British manufacturer will,
in this line as well as in the making of
mechanical toys, another German specialty, challenge and check the penetration of the German toy maker. A distinctive place is still held in this market
by the little French dolls, whose daintiness is in quite a class by itself. Wooden
toys made in Scotland, some by wounded
men in the Lord Roberts Workshops,
and in the Edinburgh Toy Factory, and
others in Aberdeen, are specimens of
good workmanship, while animal toys of
felt, made at the factory at Tynecastle,
in Edinburgh, are said to have no superiors for shapeliness and finish. For
the war toy, a creation reflecting the
period out of which we are passing, a
limited future is predicted, though there
will be a martial element in the voun°'
idea for which the manufacturer has to
cater. But a reductim of armaments
in the toy bazaars is certainly anticipated.
UNCLE

AN D

WIGGILY

The new Uncle Wiggily game, just introduced by the Milton Bradley Co., is
played on a large folding board and is
based on the adventures of the bunny
rabbit hero of the Garis bedtime stories,
prominent in comic supplements of various newspapers and also published in
book form. This combinati >n of interest
between books and games is one that
should be played up by the dealer.

ANIMAL NOVELTIES
Illustrated here are
the Nobbytoy Co.'s line
suitable, not only for
favors, souvenirs, card

two novelties in
of toys that are
children, but as
prizes, etc.

Interesting Novel t/es
Four of the newest ideas in "specialized" dolls. "Splash Me" bathing girls at the
left and beside the dog are two being used in various ways to make interesting
store displays as well as to sell for prizes and souvenirs. The "Splash Me" at
the left and "Tiss Me" beside her, both have beautiful coiffures of real hair preserved in hair nets. "Tiss Me" has the ever alluring auburn shade. Of sadder
political significance, is that of the "Bone Dry" pup, in his shaggy brown coat.

The cat is black, the dog a rich yellow,
and both have red collars, all parts are
movable and they can be instantly adjusted into many weird and unusual positions.
The dog is 5 inches high and the cat
8 inches to top of back.

THE FUNNY FACES
The Funny-Face Family of the toy
tribe, for which the N. D. Cass Co.
stand sponsors, are great mirth provokers. The scene depicted here is typical of the p>ssibilities of these toys for
reproducing scenes from life, by reason
of the movable legs, arms, heads, etc.,
which stay "set" when the desired attitudes are achieved by the manipulator.

GILBERTS

The F. Ad. Richter & Co.'s plant at
Boston, which, previous to the war manufactured building blocks, is now the property of the A. C. Gilbert Company, with
which the A. C. Gilbert-Menzies Co., of
Toronto, is associated. The Richter
Company was seized during the war by
the Alien Property custodian and later
disposed of to George U. Tomper, vicepresident of the Tower Manufacturing
Company, of New York. The latter deal,
by which the Gilbert Company becomes
owner of property, patent rights and
goxl will of the toy manufacturing
branch of the Richter Company, is considered important and significant as it
greatly enlarges the scope of the Gilbert
operations and demonstrates that this
company has no idea of confining itself
to any particular line of toy.
MELODY
Among

Irate

Father hastens to administer
reproof.

This is one of the numbers in "The Funny
Face Family," a popular line of toy novelties.
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EXTEND

BLOCKS
the newest of the educational

toys are the "Melody Blocks." The
blocks are of great aid in teaching music
to children. There are thirty-six blocks
to the set, eight of which contain the clef
and metre signs, key signatures and
bars. Each of the remaining twentyeight blocks is capable of expressing
from four to eight staff names, according to the clef sign used, turning the
stem up or down, and using the reverse
side of the block.

BOO

In the Toy

K s E L L E R

A N D

Department of the store of G. H. Holland

A GOOD COMBINATION
A good point was brought out in the
course of an interview with the toy buyer
of a large U. S. retail house, as published in "Playthings." This buyer had
just had his responsibility as head of the
toy department increased by being given
charge of the sporting goods department
as well.
"And when you come to think of it
they fit in very nicely together," he
said. In fact he cited a number of instances where the same combination was
being worked out.
"For one thing," he said in talking
about the alliance between toys and
sporting goods, "Sporting goods are active in the Summer when toys are quiet,
whila around Christmas time a man can
give practically all his time to the toy
department and feel that the other will
not suffer.
"At least that is the theory; but it is
no longer as true as it used to be, when
the toy department practically went out
of business between the holiday seasons.
We don't do that any more. The educational value of the toy has been so developed that it is no longer merely a
thing to be given a child as a holiday
present, to amuse it with its bright colors for a few hours and then be thrown
away. The t >y makers have never done
anything so advantageous, both to their

& Sons,

S T A TIONER

Montreal.

Described

own interests and to the advantage of
the growing generation, as their introduction of the educational element into
the toy world. That moment it ceased to
be a mere 'pacifier' and became an important element to influence the life of
the
GOODchild."
SELLING HELP
Marshall, Field & Co., Chicago, encourage employees in their store to make
suggestions for the betterment of its
merchandising policies and methods, as
a result of which several features have
been introduced which have proven to be
money makers. For instance one girl
suggested the possibility of putting on
different selections of goods in handsome boxes, to be given as presents to
boys and girls. Each box carries a card
on the outside telling the contents, so
that the purchaser can decide as to the
suitability for the particular child; but
after the box is purchased the card is
removed and the recipient thus has the
delightful sensation of opening up a
"prize package." This feature has proven very beneficial in stimulating sales by
offering a ready solution of the old complaint, "I don't kn >w what to get," and
usually makes a larger and quicker sale
than would otherwise be the case. These
boxes are put up by the girls in their
spare time, and are sold at the combined
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in last month's

issue.

price of the articles plus the price «f the
box. Sand outfits, which are now selling
rapidly for the Summer season, are also put up in the same way, thanks to the
suggestion of another girl on the sales
force. — "Playthings."
A SMILE A MINUTE
"Well, Joe," says Ed. Harmon, the
famous Southpaw, in H. C. Witwer's "A
Smile a Minute," "you are prob'ly
thinkin' the country has gone to the dogs
you are so sere now on account of them
deletin' your nightly beer that a temperance lecture would only make you
foam at the mouth, so I'll lay off. But,
Joe, I must say it will be comical next
summer to walk in a drug store and split
a bottle of Smith's Soothing Syrup or
get reelin' around the place aver a
coupla
hey?"
This nut
is a sundaes,
typical paragraph
from the
rich fund of good stuff in this second
offering of "Nine Innings," featuring Ed.
Harmon. It is every bit as good as, if
not better than, the "First Game." It
was published in May by Small, Maynard & Co., Boston.
Selchow and Righter Co., 620 Broadway, New York, have just introduced a
hardwood cabinet phonograph, 9% by
9% inches, that can be profitably retailed
at $5 in Canada.

BEST

SELLING

BOOKS

(From
Baker & Taylor's Bulletin, June.)
1. The Arrow of Gold.
By Joseph Conrad.
2. The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse.
By V. B. Ibanez.
3. The Wieked
Marquis.
By Phillips Oppenheim.
4. Dawn.
By Eleanor H. Porter.
5. Christopher and Columbus.
By Countess
Von Arnim.
6. The Moonlit Way.
By Robert W. Chambers.
7. The Cup of Fury.
By Rupert Hughes.
8. Jungle Tales of Tarzan.
By Edgar R.
Burroughs.
9. The Shrieking Pit. By A. J. Rees.
10. The Desert of Wheat.
By Zane Grey.
The number
of reports
received
from
Canadian booksellers was not sufficiently
representative so the Canadian summary
is omitted this month.

BEST

SELLER

REPORTS

Booksellers who send in reports of
best selling books are reminded that
these reports should reach BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER not later than
the twenty-fifth of each month. Every
month we receive some reports too late
to he used and this is sometimes true of
booksellers right here in Toronto. Booksellers in the far West should mail reports about the twenty-second, and those
in the Maritime Provinces about the
twenty-fifth. As has repeatedly been
pointed out, it is in the interest of all,
that these reports should be as representative as possible of the whole country, so every bookseller in the habit of
sending reports should make it a point
never to miss doing so, and those who
have not begun are invited to form this
habit.
To any who will write the editor expressing; a willingness to< adopt this
course, blank report cards will be mailed
every month.
PARLIAMENTARY

GUIDE

After reading- "The Canadian Parliamentary Guide," by "M.P." any person
can at once get a clear, bird's-eye view
of a meeting, and, if a more clearly cut
definition on some point is needed, he
can then refer to the more abstruse
books and get his information understanding^.
This new guide is a Macmillnn issue.
WINS PULITZER PRIZE
One of the events of the year in the
literary world is the award of the Pu-

litzer prizes and letters for the
best books published in the
different departments of literature
each year. This year the prize of
$1,000 for the best biography has been
awarded to "The Education of Henry
Adams." This is the highest recognition of literary merit attainable, and is
quite in acordanee with the remarkable
reception that this unique autobiography
has met with on every side. It has sold
like a popu'ar novel, and still leads the
list of best sellers of non-fiction books
in the Bookman, a position it has occupied constantly since January.
THE

GAY-DOMBEYS

In dealing with the new novel, "The
Gay-Dombeys" by Sir Harry Johnston,
published by Macmillans, booksellers in
introducing the book can scarcely do
better than point out to prospective customers what H. G. Wells says of this
book.
Mr. Wells says:
"Sir Harry has to tell of very curious
and intricate realities; !he knows as
thoroughly as any living man can know
the intimacies of that queer system in
which court, foreign office, colonial office, familv influence, financial powers,
shipping firms, casual adventurers, inspired journalists, and the encounters
of the London dinner tables and English week-end parties, played their parts
in the expansion and administration of
the Empire of Oueen Victoria. Sir Harry
has lived the life, and so far from his
laxities impairing his final effect, the
easv carelessness of his nretf?ntation
adds enormously to our final conviction
of the truths in his picturp. There is
sheer fun for its own sake in this book,
there are viewy passages and startling
allusions to real people. It grows together because it is a real story built un
of real exoeriences, and warm (and
sometimes hot) with passionate feeHng."
SIR ERNEST

WILLIAMS

John Ernest Hodder Williams, head of
the firm of Hodder & Stoughton, has
been knighted. Sir Ernest is the eldest
son of John and Mary Williams. His
mother is the only child of the late M.
H. Hodder, and his father is a nephew of
the late Sir George Williams, f )under of
the Y.M.C.A., with whom he was connected in business for over forty years.
Sir Ernest has crossed the Atlantic
many times, and before the war a trip
to the States and Canada, where he has
many friends, was a regular event of
the Summer. When the war broke out,
Mr. and Mrs. Hodder Williams threw
their whole strength into national ser35

vice, but Mrs. Hodder Williams has not
lived to share her husband's honors.
COL. BRUCE'S WORK
One of the sensations of the month in
the book world was the appearance of
Col. Herbert Bruce's book, "Politics and
the Canadian Medical Corps, "which deals
with a subject which has been the cause
of unending dispute involving accusations and counter accusations on the part
of prominent soldiers returned from the
front, members of the Government and
the Opposition.
This book, which was put out by the
Ryerson Press, (formerly Wm. Briggs),
went through from M.S.S. to completion
in two weeks.
WAR

ROMANCE

OF THE

S. A.

A remarkable story, rich in human
interest that will go straight home to
the heart of every reader. The doughboys who met the Salvation Army lassies
on the firing line are giving their wholehearted approval to "The War Romance
of the Salvation Army," published by the
Ryerson Press, Toronto. The authors
are Commander Evangeline Booth and
Grace Livingstone Hill. It is the true
story, including hundreds of humorous,
thrilling and pathetic anecdotes of how
the Salvation Army lassies went into
the hell of the battlefields with the boys,
and under shellfire, by day and night,
ministered to them. There was hot food
and drink, and those famous doughnuts
and pies. A smile, a word of cheer, a
helping
hand to the wounded, a tear for
the dying.
FARMERS

AS BOOK

BUYERS

"Farm and Fireside," one of the U.S.
agricultural papers, in an advertisement
in "Printers' Ink," compares the advertising of different lines of goods to
farmers in 1909 as compared with 1919.
Here is what the advertisement said
about '"ij.iks :
In 1909 catalogues featured books such
as Adam Bede, Robinson Crusoe, and
works by Mary J. Holmes and E. P. Roe.
In lftlfl war books are featured and
novels by Chambers, Wells, and Arnold
Bennett.

The general argument of the advertisement was that farmers as buyers
were calling for the same thoroughly
up-to-date goods as people in the towns
and cities.
Booksellers who have been harboring
the delusion that farmers are poor prospects for new books should revise their
outlook and extend their promotional
work beyond the confines of the town in
which they are doing business

BOOKS
NEW

AND

FORTHCOMING

Constable's, of London, have issued a
small volume entitled "Call of the Nation and Other Essays and Letters," by
Arthur Hooton Hudson, K.C., late attorney-general ofthe Gold Coast, being
letters reprinted from the "Times," and
other newspapers in the early years of
the war. Among these letters are two
in which the attitude of President Wilson, before the U.S. came into the war,
are severely scored, and the author in
his preface says that after due consideration he included these letters in this
volume because "on the facts generally
known they were not unfair at the time
they were written."
DICTIONARY

E L L E II

AND

STATIONER

SOLDIER-POETS
Referring to the accompanying- illustration of twenty British soldier-poets
who fell in the great war, their names
reading from left to right, beginning at
the top, are:
(1) Capt. Colwyn Erasmus Arnold
Phillips, (2) Lt. J. B. Masefield, (3)

11

1

LIST

From Musson's comes their new dictionary list, of English and foreign dictionaries, foreign language series, reference books and such specialties as vest
pocket dictionaries, including besides the
English dictionary duplex language distionaries, including Dano-Norwegian,
Dutch, French, German, Italian, Latin,
Russian, Spanish and Swedish.
Specially featured is the school dictionary, uniform in size with regulation school text books, which has been
brought up to date and specially adapted for use in the Canadian schools.

THE

UNDYING

FIRE

H. G. Wells, in his new book, "The
Undying Fire," (Macmillan) has taken
a great spiritual conflict as the theme.
This he has made vivid and compelling,
through characters drawn with his usual penetration and insight and through
incidents of a highly dramatic nature.
Job Huss is as commanding a figure as
has appeared in any of the author's
books. Unreasoned faith and agnosticism alike fail to move him; and in the
end, like Job of eld, he is rewarded.
Man must fight and move forward
because there is some God-given thing
in his heart that impels him — this is
Mr. Wells' message back of his story.

CANADA'S SONS IN THE WAR
Announced for early publication is
"Canada's Sons and Great Britain in
the World War," by Col. George G. Nasmith, C.M.G., M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc., who
served with the Canadian Expeditionary
forces in France and Belgium, with an
introduction by General Sir Arthur Currie, commander in chief of the Canadian
corps. A great portion of the book is
compiled from notes made on the battlefield by Col. Nasmith, and the description of the various engagements, written
by an eye-witness, have an intimate appeal that no amount of long-distance reporting could convey.
THE BIRTHRIGHT
A

book which has immediately assumed a big place in the public eye is
Arthur Hawkes' "The Birthright," which
is one which may be depended upon to
raise a storm of discussion. It is a
"Canada first" book, which is a direct
variance with the views and aims of the
Imperialists whose aim is centralization
of government at London as against the
plan of absolutely self-government Dominions acting together in the best interests of the Empire.

BIRDS OF CANADA
A new Canadian bird book, and one of
great merit is E. L. Marsh's "Birds of
Peasemarsh," published by Mussons.
The author, who is a Canadian, wellknown to bird lovers, has written a nnost
entertaining book. The publishers have
printed and bound this book in Canada,
on paper made in Canada, from type set
in Canada, presenting to the public an
"all-Canadian production."
One interesting feature of the book is
tihat, so far as location goes, it is breaking new ground. Peasemarsh is on the
Georgian Bay. No book that we know
of has been written on birds in that part
of the Great Lake region, though it is
not confined to the birds nesting there.
As it treats of both migrant and resident
birds it is a fairly comprehensive work
and should have a very wide appeal
both to the student of bird life and to
the general reader.

others; and the reader is also "pleased
to meet de 'quaintan.ee" of new ones
equally interesting.
This is a Putnam publication.

Bryan Brooke, (4) Lt. Francis St. Vincent Morris, (5) Capt. Eric Fitzwater
Wilkinson, (6) Francis Ledwige, (7) Rurooke, (8) Lt. R. E. Vernede, (9)
Lt. Hugh Reginald Freston, (10) Capt.
Chas. Hamilton Sorley, (11) Lt. T. M.
Kettle, (12) Ewart Alan Mackintosh,
M.C., (13) Lt. W. N. Hodgson, M.C.,
(14) Leslie Coulson, (15) Edward Thomas, (16) Capt. Julian Grenfell, D.S.O.,
(17) John William Streets, (18) Lt. E.
Wyndham Tennant, (18) Alex. Robertson and Capt. Richard Dennys.
These twenty illustrations are reproductions of photogravures appearing in
A. St. John Adcock's fine volume, "For
remembrance soldier-poets who have
fallen in the war," in which biographical
information, together with extracts
from the poetical works of forty-four of
these soldier-poets who fell in the war
are presented, making uo a volume of
extraordinary interest which Hcdder &
Stoughton have recently issued.
MORE

E. K. MEANS

Instead of a regulation title the second volume of Dr. Means' inimitable
stories comes out as "More E. K. Means"
presenting additional stories of that
strange blending of humor and pathos
which foes to make up the Louisiana
negro. All the old friends are here —
the "Revun," Vinegar Atts, Figger Bush,
Hitch Diamond, Skeeter Butts, Col. Tom
Gaitsgill, Sheriff Flournoy, and many
36

QUEBEC LITTLE COUSIN
Quebec is now honored with being included in Little Cousin series, published
by the Page Co. The volume is by
Mary S. Saxe, and is dedicated "to Dr.
Geo. H. Locke, a long-legged Ontario
cousin, who insisted that it came within
my The
province
writea this
littleof book."
volumeto has
series
illustrations typifying the French-Canadian
province, and the text presents most interesting pen pictures of the quaint and
historical spots of Montreal and the ancient capital, as well as of parts of rural
Quebec and the habitant home. This
Canadian juvenile is bound to make a
wide appeal to people in all parts of
Canada, and it affords a real opportunity to live booksellers.
PROBLEMS

OF PEACE

An important new book just put out
bv Putnam's is Guglihelmo Ferrerto's
"Problems of Peace."
This message from a distinguished
European traces Europe's peace problems from the time of the Holy Alliance
to the League of Nations. The chapter
headings are as follows: "To the American Peonle." "Thn French Revolution
and the Austrian Empire," "The League
and the Peace of the Dynasties, 18151848," "The Revolution of 1848." "The
Great Surnrise." "The Germanic Triumph H848-1870L" "The German
Peace." "From the Holy Alliance to the
League
of Nations."
The author
recalls to his readers that
he has "had the good fortune to mature

BOOKSELLER
his mind in America for the understanding of these historical events"; and it
is on this ground that he is interested
in recalling for Americans the stirring
history which has now reached its
climax, from the beginnings in the
French Revolution into the immeasurable maelstrom of the present crisis.
THE AMBASSADOR'S TRUNK
Booksellers will recall the success
George Barton scored with "The Mystery
of the Red Flame," and will be able, on
the strength of it, to get behind this
author's new book, "The Ambassador's
Trunk," which Page's have just put
out. It is a good, stirring story and the
appearance of the book itself, with its
attractive colored jacket is such as to
strengthen the effect it will make to
prospective purchasers. The story is
full of life and movement, and presents
a variety of interesting characters.
ROLLO

AGAIN

Richard D. Ware gives us another of
his famous Rollo books. Its title is
"Rollo's Journey to Washington." It is
about the great war and the author's
only desire has been to replace tears
with mirth. The boy of yesterday, the
man of to-morrow, is familiar with the
method by which the mind of the young
Master Mollycoddle was improved under the guidance of his father and uncle
George. Those who survived such a
course of purification will enjoy this
story of Rollo's journev to the American capital. A notable feature of the
book is a series of wood cut illustrations
by Robt. Seaver. It is a publication of
the Page Co.
A MOUNTAIN

TALE

From the Pa<re Co., comes "Smiles, a
Rose of the Cumberlands," by Eliot H.
Robinson, author of "Man Proposes."
Smiles is a girl that is sure to make
friends. Her real name is Rose, but the
rough folk of the Cumberlands preferred
their own way of addressing her, for her
smile was so bright and winning that no
other name suited her so well.
Smiles was not a native of the Cumberlands, and her parentage is one of
the interesting mysteries of the story.
Young Dr. McDonald and his warm
friend. Dr. Bentley, both fall in love
with her, and this situation affords a
great deal of interest to the reader.
THE LURE

OF THE PEN

Booksellers have a good opportunity
for selling many copies of a new book
which will appeal to the numerous
would-be authors that abound in every
community. This new volume is Flora
Klickmann's "The Lure of the Pen," editor of the Girls' Own and Women's Magazine. Here are points covered by this
book:
1. The Mss. that fail and why.
2. On keeping your eyes open.
3. The help that books can give.
4. Points a writer oueht to know.
5. Author, publisher and public.

AND

STATIONER

RECONSTRUCTION
Edwin Wildman is the editor of an
important new book put out by the Page
Co., entitled "Reconstructing America
cur next big job." It presents views on
reconstruction and readjustment by such
constructive and industrial geniuses as
the following:
President Woodrow Wilson, Hon. W. H.
Taft, Hon. Wm. G. McAdoo, Hon. Chas.
E. Hughes, Hon. Josephus Daniels, Hon.
E. N. Hurley, Hon. H. C. Hoover, Hon.
Wm. C. Redfield, Hon. Anthony Caminetti, Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Hon. A.
S. Burleson, Hon. W. J. Bryan, Hon. D.
F. Houston, Hon. W. B. Wilson, Sen. J.
W. Weeks, Sen. G. E. Chamberlain, Chas.
M. Schwab, Elbert H. Gary, Frank A.
Vanderlip, Paul M. Warburg, Samuel
Gompers, John D. Rockfeller, jr., Otto
H. Kahn, James Speyer, Henry Bruere,
Clarence H. Mackay, W. P. G. Harding,
Thomas W. Lamont, John N. Willys,
Charles W. Eliot, Nicholas M. Butler,
Henry Watterson.
It is a volume of over 400 pages, and
as conditions in a large sense are the
same in both the U.S. and Canada, this
book is one that booksellers in Canada
can sell readily.
BLIND

ALLEY

"Blind Alley," W. L. George's new
novel published, is the story of the
relations of a girl and a man considerably her senior. These relations are
eventful and complicated, and form,
perhaps, the most powerful love story
that Mr. George has yet attempted. The
period is that of the war up to the time
of the last British general election, and
the war is . dealt with in quite a new
manner, that is to say, as it was seen at
home throughout its different phases by
people of practically all classes and
ranks. It is shown how it affected
smart society women, to whom it meant
merely a matter of smart uniforms, futile activities and chatter; how it looked
to a young, serious, well-born "munition" girl, whose life had hitherto been
the idle one of her class; how a wealthy
man, head of this munition factory, regards it; how it was looked at by west
end clubmen (mainly profiteers); how it
seemed to farmers and laborers, to men
in bars, and mainly to Lady Oakley,
whose views are those of the Lady of
the Hall, who dominates the neighboring
village, wants all of the men who can
walk to be packed off immediately to
the front, and who represents the average ultra-patriotic stupidity of many
ladies of her world.
These points, if brought to the attention of thinking people by booksellers, will account for many sales of this
m?ritorious novel.
IBANEZ

AGAIN

V. Blasco Ibanez's novel, "La
Bodega," translated by Isaac Goldberg,
who has Englished this into an explanatory sub-title, "The Fruit of the Vine,"
deals with the effects of wine upon the
masses in Spain and with the vice of
drunkenness
amon" 37 them.

LOOKING BACKWARD
In 1887 there was published a story
that had a wider sale and deeper influence than any other American book
since "Uncle Tom's Cabin." The title
Backward,"
"LookingBellamy,
of this
and
the story
author,is Edward
was
the son of a New England clergyman.

Purporting to be an account of condi"Looking Back2000,other
yearfrom
in thediffered
tionsward"
conceptions
of inscheme
definite
its
in
of Utopia
dustrial organization upon a national
basis, with an equal share allotted to all
persons in the products of industry. A
profound believer in human liberty and
human equality, Bellamy conceived a
social order in which liberty and equalitytualwerefacts.no longer mere phrases, but acTo-day, with a new world growing up
about us, a world that has in some respects come amazingly close to the
Backward," and
of "Lookingfarther
rropheciesturned
away, the
even
in some,
interest in this remarkable book is once
again revived, and to meet this reawakhas been isenedthisdemand,
year. a new edition
sued
This book has been a staple for years
but has not been readily available in
good binding. Booksellers will conselearn of the new
quently be glad
edition about
to to
appear.
CANADA

AT WAR

Those who have been looking forward
to reading in comprehensive form the
full story of the thrilling part portrayed
by Canada in the war will welcome the
a at War, 1914publication of "CanadHopkin
s, a record
1918," by J. Castell
accomplishand
m
herois
of magnificent
ment. From the day when that first
deadly, treacherous cloud of gas broke
a cross the Ypres salient till the day they
threw a victorious girdle around Mons,
the Canadians have thrilled the world
with their deeds. It is a story that no
American has yet understood in all its
which no Canatremendous import, and
dian can come to without a thrill of
pride. Premier Borden commends J.
Castell Hopkins, the author, as the one
story.
Canadian best fitted to write such a
OPPENHEIM

In "The Wicked Marquis," E. Phillips
Opr.enheim has written an engrossing
story of a long-planned revenge that was
thwarted. The central character is a
financially embarrassed nobleman,
Reginald Phillip Graham Thursford,
Baron Travers and Marquis of Mandeleys, an English autocrat of the old
school and a most engaging sinner. Opposed to the marquis is Richard Vont,
former gamekeeper of Mandeleys. living
within the shadow of the ancestral hall,
plotting his vengeance against the Marquis for persuadine his daughter to accompany him to London. Mr. Oppenheim is at his best in portraying his
wicked Marquis in the complicated and
exciting experiences which follow.

IJO-OKSELLER
LAND

OF STRONG

MEN

"They were a peculiar people — standoffish, proud; the men hard drinkers,
violent haters, fast and loose with cards
. . . and now the law was on them.
"Outside the
waited saddled
and armed. Theyothers
had robbed , and
killed .. . they were outlaws now with
the wild unbroken hills of the Far North
their only hope.
"Here is adven
romance; rugged
men in a rugged ture,
land. Their
fists are
hard and their language often profane
— but they play the game."
This gives an idea of what sort of a
book A. M. Chisholme has written in
"The Land of Strong Men," which is a
tale of the cattle country in the Far
North-west. This is a new Canadian
author and he has produced something
distinctly worth while in this stirring
tale.
NEW

AND

FORTHCOMING

For a whimsicality which pricks one's
flabby wits into action, for sheer charming sentiment, unadulterated by sloppy
sentimentality, for wholly alluring
characters, for a completely delightful,
rollicking book, "Christopher and Columbus," by the author of "Elizabeth and
Her Garden," may be considered one of
the genuine successes of the season.
The anonymous novel of wartime life in
London, "Patricia Brent, spinster," the
identity of whose authorship has never
been revealed, has been translated into
Swedish and Danish-Norwegian, and is
undergoing translation for early publication in Holland and Fiance, and is also
being filmed for moving-picture presentation.
Lieut.-Col. Frederick Palmer is at
work upon a book to be devoted to the
closing phases of the military effort of
the U. S. in the world war which will
supplement and complete his former,
work, "America in France."
John Stuart Thompson, author of
"China Revolutionized and "The
Chinese," has just been made chairman
and associate editor of "Gateway," the
magazine, one of whose aims is the combating of socialism, I.W.W.ism, and
Bolshevism. It is published in Detr >it,
but Mr. Thompson will cover the eastern
field, and his headquarters will be in
Jersey City.
MISS MACLEOD'S POEMS
Euphemia MacLeod, a member of the
faculty of McGill University, is represented in this year's new poetical volumes, entitled "My Rose and Other Poems." It carries a special appeal for
lovers of dumb animals and is commendable for the lyric beauty and artistry of
the poems.
Thomas Hardy, the novelist, celebrated his seventy-ninth birthday on Monday, June 2.
A new book by Zane Grey, to be caMed "Tales of Fishes," is in train for
early publication.

BOOK

BY

AND
DR.

STATIONER

PRINGLE

Rev. Dr. Pringle, the new moderator
of the Presbyterion Church, has had
thirty-seven years of life in the Canadian West, of which ten years was spent
in the Yukon, eight years under canvas.
He was the first Presbyterian missionary
to go out to the West. These facts lend
significance to the announcement that
a book setting forth the experiences of
his life in the West is to appear in the
coming season.
THE

HILLS OF DESIRE

Behind their old horse Donahue, Jimmie and Augusta go a-riding in search
of health, in R. A. Maher's new novel,
"The Hills of Desire," Macmillan. Jimmie is ambitious to be an author but his
lungs are not very strong, and so he decides to keep out of doors and seek inspiration and strength in the hills. His
wife, who is as thoroughly an enjoyable
a person as Jimmie himself, accompanies
him. And as for Donahue — well, perhaps he is the most important "character" of all. The people Jimmie and Augusta meet on their travels and the experiences they have are charmingly described.
OUR

HOUSE

the ordinary man, what he is capable of
becoming.
Edwin Markham, speaking at the
Walt Whitman centenary exercise, said:
"Walt Whitman was the Niagara of
American letters. He was the only great
literary figure of his generation who
was not college bred and library fed."
He went on to say that his concept was
the huge one "to express American democracy." He regarded himself as a typical embodiment of our democracy.
Hence, in expressing himself he expressed American democracy. Like the forces
of nature themselves he was neither modest nor immodest.
Louis Untermeyer, who called Whitman the great liberator of American
literature from its old world aristocratic
shackles of tradition; Thomas B. Harned,
who as intimate friend and literary executor, from personal knowledge refuted
the slanders which have ever pursued
Whitman as they have all great innovators; Prof. William Lyon Phelps, of Yale,
who explained why it had taken Whitman so long to win the recognition
which his genius merited; and Arthur
M. Howe, editor of the The Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, a post held by Whitman in
1846editor.
and '47, who spoke on Whitman as
an
FROM

CZAR

TO LENINE

In Henry Seidel Canby's novel "Our
Iloiise" (Macmillan's) is told the story
of a youth who wants his family, love,
a good time, and his career all at once.
He wonders how, not being made for
business, he can do what he wants to
do in business America. It is his
struggle to stay honest, to touch reality,
and finally to break loose from circumstance, that makes the book. Life is
seen reflectively, sometimes humorously,
and there is also a bit of tragedy. Roberts does the meditating; the humorous,
tragic Johnnv Bolt and Cousin Jenny,
the wise old Quaker god-mother, contribute philosophizing of a more pungent
sort.

"Revolutionary Days," by Princess
Cantacuzene, Countess Speransky, nee
Grant, is a first-hand narrative of Russia in the last days of autocracy through
the revolution to the Bolshevik regime,
comparable to the best of the famous
memoirs of the French Revolution. In
fact, the book might well be entitled,
"Memoirs of a Twentieth Century
Emigree," for it is primarily the record
of the adventures of this American
princess and her husband, Prince Cantacuzene, a major-general commanding a
brigade of the Imperial Guard in Russia.
It is an issue by Small, Maynard & Co.,
Boston.

WHITMAN'S

BEGBIF'S NEW BOOK
Harold Begbie has written a new novel
entitled "Mr. Sterling Sticks It Out,"
just published in England. The story
portrays how the tragedy of the war
affected different temperaments and
philosophies. The valour of the soldier
who dies for his country is matched
with the valour of the Quaker who dies
for the love of humanity.

CENTENARY

The celebration of the centenary of
Whitman, May 9, and the consequent
intensification of interest in his works
should be made use of by booksellers in
every community to give special attention this year to the selling of the works
of this great American poet.
Dr. Samuel McChord Crothers, the essayist, made the chief address at the
Whitman centenary exercises held under
the auspices of the Brooklyn Institute of
Arts and Sciences at the Academy of
Music on Friday afternoon, May 9. He
said that Whitman had revived the best
spirit of the old Hebrew prophets, that
his " Song of the Universe" was his confession of faith; that, like John Ruskin,
he protested against soulless materialism, but, unlike Ruskin, he put his idealism into the world as he found it instead
of harking back to an unrecoverable
past. He has been accused of glorifying
the ordinary man. This he did not do,
but he did glorify the potentialities of
38

MacLean's Magazine, in recent issues,
ran a series of articles dealing with
early days in the Yukon, following the
gold rush and one interesting story told
about the redoubtable "Swift Water
Bill," whose real name was Bill Gates.
He gained notoriety by reason of his
matrimonial record, marrying in succession four sisters and finally the
mother. An interesting coincidence is
that in Charley Royal's book the same
subject is featured in "The Ballad of
Swift Water Bill."

BOOKSELLER
SUMMER

READING

the subject of Summer Reading,
ON
Which is the special theme of this
number, the New York "Times,"
in its book supplement had an editorial
in a recent issue which brought out, in
an effective manner, the point that, while
there is always a demand for light fiction, many people want something more
substantial even in the hot season, and
that many books, the reverse of the silly
novels, are yet ideal books for summer
reading.
"If a publisher or a bookseller is asked for a list of the best books for summer reading," says the "Times," "the
chances are that he will reply with a
'complete guide' to the lig'ht literature —
preferably the light fiction — that has
been published during the season. Custom is a thing of bolts and shackles at
best, and custom has decreed that summer is the 'silly season' in which, if books
everything else, be 'silly.' If silly
is to be entertaining, the custom
of prescribing the lightest, the most
inane kind of fiction for summer reading would seem to be a highly reasonable
one. Summer holidays are of little value
if they fail to bring recreation as well
as a temporary release from one's ordinary labors — and if the lightest of
novels is also the most entertaining, it
must be, incontestably, the typical 'best
book' for summer reading. Hence, the
customary recommendation of the bookseller to the man or woman planning his
or her vacation seems sensible enough.
The trouble is, however, the 'lierht' novel
does not give the maximum of intellectual recreation. The work of imagination
that takes the reader's mind out of its
customary groove is, because it does this,
the work that shows the highest recreative power. But this is just what
the tvpical lierht novel fails to do. One
is able to take up such a novel or lay
it aside without experiencing a thrill
either of anticipation or disappointment.
We can do perfectly well without it, or
we can while away an hour or so over
its pages and still fail to be affected,
either pleasantly or otherwise, bv anything that we find in it. After all, reading is an intellectual diversion, whether
in summer or winter, and the book that
has no intellectual appeal is of all books
the most wearying.
"Here again we are faced with the
question: What is 'light' fiction? We
are apt to think of it as found in the
novel — or short story — without a purpose except to entertain its readers. But
that is a hopelessly faulty definition.
'Alice in Wonderland' is a story 'without
a purpose except to entertain' — and yet,
who would think of calling it 'light fiction,' bearing in mind all the implications carried by that designation! The
same can he said of Tarkington's 'Seventeen,' or Well's 'Bealby,' or Arnold
Bennett's 'Buried Alive.' These are all,
from one point of view, extravagant and
humorous enough to be set down by
some people as 'light literature.' But,
of course, they are not light literature
in the accepted sense of the term, and
they do not fall into this category simply
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because they succeed so amazingly well
in providing us intellectual diversion, the
ideal requisite for all summer reading.
But here again we are in danger of
limiting the class of books that are capable of creating this kind of result. A
book need not be humorous — like 'Seventeen' for instance — in order to produce
the 'intellectual diversion' we are seeking. A work of fiction that ends tragically, that is the exact reverse of 'light,'
may be the very book that comes nearest
to taking 'the reader's mind out of its
customary groove,' and is, for that
reason, an ideal book for summer reading— for some people. There is no 'work'
involved in reading a so-called serious
book, be it fiction or otherwise, so long
as the theme and the treatment are of
the kind and quality that win our interest and admiration. It is always good
to laugh with an author who can really

CHARLEY
Whose
This

collected

verse

will

be

photograph shows him
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make one laugh. On the other hand, it
is equally good to have our sympathies
enlisted by the misfortunes and losses
of imaginary characters. Pathos or
humor, tragedy or comedy, when rightly
productive of 'inare equally
portrayed, tellectual
diversion.' In other words, it
is the masterly, the most interestingkind of book in its field— not the 'lightest,' the most ephemeral — that furnishes
the best summer reading."
MARCEL BERGER
In "A Life at St ike," Marcel Berger,
the French author tells another big
story of the war, and he gives vivid
authority to his i iescriptions, for he
himself fought in the trenches when
the Boche was for eed back across the
Marne, and Paris w as saved. This book
has just been issue
d by Putnam's.

ROYAL

published

in

book

form

in

the

Autumn.

in the character of "Jules the Trapper."

The Penny Dreadful as an Educator
Nova Scotia Bookseller Pushes Sale of the ''Thriller" Type of Book — Gives Young
Readers What They Want and They Then Acquire Reading Habit — Taste For
Better Literature Follows.
Mr. MacLeod claims that he can show
4f"T)ENNY dreadfuls" of the Dead- from actual experience that, not only are
J-^vood
Dickas and
Nick regarded
Carter type
no evil effects noticeable among his cusare not,
a rule,
as
tomers, but that, on the contrary, in
the choicest samples of mental food for
numerous cases he can trace the evoluthose who are just beginning to read.
tion of many, who but for his activities
On the contrary, if we are to believe the
in this direction would have become conassertions of many professed students
of human nature and the psychology of
firmed non-readers, into readers who
have developed a liking for good books
the youthful mind, it is to the pernicious
and literature. They start in reading
effect which the reading of this particuNick Carter, he says, then their tastes
lar species of literature has upon the unchange. They have acquired the readformed character of the young that we
ing habit and they now want something
must attribute the precocious tendenbetter. In time they acquire a taste
cies of a criminal nature which all too
for fairly good stuff and become purfrequently bring apparently respectable
chasers of the better reprints, and even
young people within the toils of the
law.
new books, not to mention magazines.
Many of these same students of psyTo deny these people the class of reading that first arouses their interest, Mr.
chology never tire of preaching the docMacLeod argues, would be simply to
trine that those who are the medium of
make them permanent illiterates, as a
distributing books of this class among
taste for reading, if it is to be acquired
the upgrowing generation should themat all, must be acquired when young.
selves be placed on the list of wrongFor a long time past the amount of
doers, and on the same principle as that
which inculcates that the receiver is
"trashy" literature disposed of by Mr.
MacLeod has been what our morality
worse than the thief, should be held responsible for the misdemeanors or ofcensors would regard as "shocking," but
fences the perpetration of which is atMr. MacLeod has a perfectly clear conscience in the matter. He has watched
tributed to the reading of the type of
the development in individual cases
book in question.
It came, therefore, as no little surfrom the "shocker" enthusiast into the
intelligent reader of good literature and
prise to BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER to learn from a correspondent that
he has yet to find a case in which criminal instincts have been developed as a
Chas. E. MacLeod, bookseller and staresult of reading any of the books which
tioner, of Glace Bay, N.S., not only does
he has sold.
quite a considerable business in this direction, but that he makes a point of
Mr. MacLeod's argument of the result
of actual experience is, of course, a
cultivating the business). He claims,
moreover, that in so doing he is propowerful one. At the same time BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER would hesmoting the interests of literature and
cultivating among his customers who
itate to advocate unreservedly the boosting of the penny dreadful as an agent in
buy these books from him, a taste for
the cultivation of a taste for literary
reading which they probably would never
pursuits. Possibly the circumstances in
acquire otherwise, and that he is thus
rendering a service both to them and to
which Mr. MacLeod's readers are situated is a factor in the situation which may
the bookselling community of his
country.
tend to mitigate the harmful effects
which it is usually considered are liable
As justifying himself in pushing the
sale of this class of book, Mr. MacLeod
to
result from the reading of "trashy"
books.
points to the fact that Glace Bay is a
It is upon the immature schoolboy
mining town, and that many of the boys
mind that this type of literature is rethere go to the mines before they are
garded as having its most injurious efold enough to have received a proper
fect. But the young people to whom
education, certainly before they are old
Mr. MacLeod sells have apparently alenough to have acquired anything which
ready taken the place in the world of
can be designated as a literary taste. A
workers. They have already been
considerable proportion, perhaps the major portion, of the population of the
brought face to face with the stern realities of life, and the perusal of the
town and surrounding country consists
blood and thunder novel would therefore
of people of this class whose education
naturally have less effect upon them
has done little more for them than just
than upon the irresponsible schoolboy.
enable them to read. To young people
The
one is practically an adult, the other
of this kind "high-brow" stuff is not only
a child.
over their heads but entirely beyond
their realm of thought, and their readBe that as it may Mr. MacLeod's arguments and experiences cannot fail to
ing capacity. They can only take simple
interest his fellow booksellers all over
plain literary fare, and Mr. MacLeod,
Canada.
Some there will undoubtedly be
therefore, gives them what they want.
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who will not agree with him; possibly
there may be some who have had actual
experiences which conflict with his, and
which would be of unusual interest were
we enabled to relate them. In any case
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER here
presents the facts of Mr. MacLeod's
plan, together with his arguments in its
favor and leaves it to each reader to
draw his own moral.
SOLDIER

MEMORIALS

Quite a number of dealers have had
good success in taking orders for memorial shields for churches and other institutions commemorating the passing
of members who fell in the war. For
instance, in the window of the bookstore
of the Upper Canada Bible Society,
Richmond Street W., Toronto, is shown
a shield with this wording:
"In memory of the men from this
church who died for their country.
A card appears
with this shield with
1914-1918."
the statement:
"Orders taken here — bronze or copBesides churches there are
organizations who would be
member their fallen in some
ner. Prominent among these
clubs and schools.
NEW

WAR

many other
glad to resuch manare lodges,

MEDAL

A new war medal suitable for emper."
ployers
to give to their employees who
have fought in the Great War is being
put on the market by the Geo. F. Hemsley Co., Ltd., of Montreal.
The obverse of the medal contains the
Dominion of Canada coat of arms surmounted by a crown and enclosed by
a wreath.
On the reverse side is the
inscription:
"Presented
to
, who
fought in the Great War for world freedom, 1914 — 1918. This side also con-,
tains a beautiful wreath.
The medal is being made up in gold,
silver and bronze, and is suitable for
wearing either as a fob or a ribbon.
NEW MOISTEN ER
The Keane Moistener is a new product
of the Defiance Mfg. Co., of N.Y. This
moistener is made of glass with an
aluminum top. On the top is a piece of
felt which is always damp and therefore
ready for use at any time. The
moistener is specially adaptable for a
lady's desk, for the rapid and sanitary
sealing of envelopes and moistening of
stamps.

Here are Books for Summer Reading
Alphabetically Classified Under Headings of Fiction, Poetry, Juvenile and General
Fiction

F

Far Away

A
Apartment Next Door, W. Johnston (A)
Adventures of Bindle, Jenkins (GG)
Anthony Trent, Martyn
(Ox)
Avalanche, Atherton (McC & S)
Alice Sit-by-the-Fire, Barrie (C)
American, The, Dillon (McC & S)
Across the Stream, Benson (C)
Aristokia, Pezet (McC & S)
Any moon, Bleakley (D)
All the Brothers Were Valiant, Williams (Mac)
Actor Manager, Merrick (H & S)

$1.50
1.50
1.50
1.35
1.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1 .75
1.50
1.50

Flexible
Fire
Flingers,
Neidig Lipmann
(McC & (McC
S)
Ferdinand,

Cap'n Jonah's Fortune, Cooper (B)
$1.50
Captain Maraday's Marriage, Cobb (D)
2.00
Choices of An Etonian, Buckley (D)
2.00
Chance to Live, Beckley (Mac)
1.60
Curious Quest, Oppenheim
(McC & S)
1.50
Cornelia, Perkins (A)
1.25
Cabin. The, Ibanez (B)
1.50
Crimson Alibi, Cohen (B)
1.50
Charmed American, Lewys (B)
1.50
Crescent Moon, Young
(D)
1.75
Challenge of Sirens, Kaye-Smith (D)
1.90
Captain Gault, Hodgson (D)
1.50
Children of Passage, Watson (D)
1.50
Claire, L. B. Blades (McC & S)
1.50
Civilization
(Tales
of the Orient),
LaMotte
(McC
& S)
1.50
Candles That Burn, Kilmer (McC & S)
1.25
Canaan, Grace Aranha (F. S)
1.50
Cristopher
Columbus
(M)
1.50
Cap of Fury, R. Hughes (M)
1.75
Call of the Soil, Bertrand (Ox)
1.50
Crater's Gold, Ph. Curtis (M)
1.50
Cynthia, Merrick (H & S)
1.50
Conrad in Quest of His Youth, Merrick (H & S) ... 1.50
Chair on the Boulevard, Merrick (H & S)
1.50

$1 40

(G)

Girl Nexteys,
Door,Johnston
Ayres (H(Mac)
& S)
Gay-Domb
Golden Rope, Innes (D)
Great Hunger, Boger (H & S)

. ''
. ... .
\\[
................

Leacock

j'so
150
150

. .

(D)

(Ox)

1135
75
2 00
{.Go

$2 00

........ ' "

1jjjQ
25

Highwayman, H. C. Bailey (D)
\
Harbor Road, Bassett (C)
Hills of Desire, Maher (Mac)
Honor
the Clintons,
Marshall
House of
(McC (McL
Around
& S)
the Corner,
G. Holmes
)

i"go
1*59
1 50
175
150

His
Friend Kelland
Highfliers,
(M) e,
. . : Bosher (M)
Miss McFarlan
Humoresque, Fanny
Hurst
(M)
Holiday Husband, Wyllarde (D)

j1 gjj
50
150
1 50

Home and the World, Tagore (Mac)
"
Human
Touch, Sapper Oxenham
Hearts
Courageous,
(Ox)
... '.
(H & S)
Hidden Valley, M. Hine (Ox)

175
50
150
L75

I
In Orchard Glen, Keith (McC & S)

.

Imp. W. McNair (H & S) . . . .
I Choose, G. C. Whitney (F. S)
...'.
In Secret,
R. W.
Chambers
Invalide
d Out,
Ayers
(H & S)(McC & S)

«i ™
"joe
50
i'"jo
^35

J
Java Head, Hergesheimer
(Ox)
si ->0
Judy of Rogue's Harbor, White (L)
. ...
1 50
Jungle Tales of Tarzan, Burroughs (D)
.
100
Jacquo the Rebel, LeRoy (D)
Jervaise Comedy,
Beresford
(Mac)
. 1 50
Judith of Blue Lake Ranch, Jackson Gregory (McL)
150
Jim. C. G. D. Roberts (Mac)
159
K

Kiddies, J. J. Bell (C)
Keeper of the Door, Dell

D

«, 5fl
150

(C)

L
Land Girl's Love Story, B. Ruck (H & S)
Love Stories, Rinehart (McC & S)

$1.50
1.50
1.60
1.60
75
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.50

$1 50
i\n

Labrado
Days,A,Grenfell
Life
at rStake,
Berger (A)
(G)
. .
j\'Vk
59
Little Grey Home in France, Heien Gibbons (McC & S) 1*50
La Bodega, Ibanez
(D) . .
I'qn
i

(McL)

..'.'. L50

Green Valley, Reynolds (G)
Golf Course
Mystery,
Gone
K. Steele
to Earth,
Mary C.
Webb
(D)

Hohenzol
lernsJob,inMason
His Wife's
(L)
America,

C

E
Esmerelda, E. W. Putnam (McC & S)
Evolution of Peter Moore, Dale Drummond
Eyes of the Blind, Roche (McC & S)
Emblems of Fidelity, Allen (McC & S)
Edge of the World, Blinn (McL)

. . . .'.'.
. .{50
1.50

S)

H
His Grace of Grubb Street, McFadden

1.50
1.50

Dr. Paul, Ethel P. Hope (McC & S)
Dawn,
Porter
(A)
Daughter of Two Worlds, Scott (A)
Duchess of Siona, Goodwin (A)
Dere
Bill, Summers
(B)
Desert of Wheat, Grey
(M)
Day of Glory, Canfield (C)
Diamond Pin, The, Carolyn Wells (Ox)
Diverging Roads, Lane
(McC & S)

&

From Sunup to Sundown, Harris and Leach (M)
G
Good Sports, Olive H. Prouty (Ox)

$1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.60
1.50
1.60
1.50
1.25
1.35
1.50
1.50
1.75

Bounder,
(A) Davies (McC & S) "
Blue GrassThe,
and Hodges
Broadway,

SI 50

Four
Horsemen
Fast as
the Wind,
Nat Apocalypse
Gould (B), Ibanez (D)
' ' 1L50
of the
90
Family,
Elinor Glyn
(L)
1.50
Fighting
Shepherdess,
Lockhart
(M)
1^50
Further Adventures of Jimmie Dale, Packard (C)
1 50
Flower of the Lily, Orczy (H & S)
l 50

B
Blue Aloes, Stockley (B)
Buccaneer Farmer, Bindloss (McL)
Boston Blackie, Boyle (L)
Bargain True, Bartley (McL)
Best Short Stories, 1918, O'Brien (M)
Booty. Douglas Grant (McL)
Beloved Sinner, McNamara (G)
Black Opal, Maxwell Gray (G)
Billy and the Major, Sampson (G)
Birds of a Feather, Nadano, (B)
Biu Flat, Oyen (McC & S)
Beckoning Roads, Judson (McC & S)
Blind Alley, W. L. George (McC & S)

Stories, Locke (Ox)

Lucky Mill, Slavica (D)
!!'."..'"!
Love Time in Picardy, Lathrop (McL)
Land of Strong Men, Chisholm (L)
Land of Big Things, Gordon (H & S)

j'35
i'!;o
i'r0
i'qs
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 1 75

$1.00
1.50
Lad, a Dog, Terhune (D)
M
1.50
Man Who Understood Women, Merrick (H & S)
1.25
$1 SO
1.50 41 Moon of Israel, Rider
Haggard (B) . .
. \ [ [ {'jjj

BOOKSELLER

Minniglen, A. & E. Castle (C)
Man Nobody Knew, Hall (McC & S)
Man Four Square, Raine (A) . .
Man From the Clouds, Clouston (B)
......
Moonlit Way, Chambers (McL)
Man Who Could Not Sleep, Stringer (McL)
Master of Moose Horn, T. G. Roberts (H & S)
.
Mildred Carver, Bruere (Mac) .. . . S)
Miss Maitland, G. Bonner (McC &
Midas & Son, Swinnerton (McC & S)
Mockerv, McFarlane (McC & S)
Ma Pettingill, Wilson (McC & S)
Mr. Standfast, Buchan (H & S)
Mary Oliver, May Sinclair (Mac) ■•••••••
Mirror and the Lamp, Maxwell (McC & S)
Magdalene, S. S. Stevens (McC & S)
Mothers of Men, Warner and Kaplan (D)
Mystery Keepers, Marion Fox (D)
Modern Lovers, Maynell (F. S.)
Mare Nostrum, Ibanez (D)
N

AND

}-j>J
j^«
'■»«

j-£«
j™
1.75
l.jj&
j-»«
!•»«
J-»"
{-°"
\™
{•»»
i°"
|'»
}•&«
l.w
^""
j™
LJfV

$}-j>0
j-»»
*•*"
J»"
1.5U
i-5"

Number Seventeen, Tracey (McL)
(D)
Nights in Town, Burke
(D)
Roupel
Nono, Jaston
Nomads of the North, Curwood (C)
Nixola of Wall Street, Grendon (McC & S)
Nurse Benson, McCarthy (Ox)
O

$1-50
Old Gray Homestead, Keyes (A)
1-50
Our Admirable Betty, Farnol (B)
• • • • J50
Old Dad, E. H. Abbott (D)
Okewood of the Secret Service, V. Williams (McC & S. 1.50
1-60
Our House, H. S. Canby (Mac)
1.5U
Oranges and Lemons, Mary Wemyss (A)
l«w»
One Man's View, Merrick (H & S)
P
Penny of Top Hill Trail, Maniates (C)
Playground of Satan, Baskerville (McL)
Priest and Layman, Ada Carter (M)
(McC &
Patricia Brents-Spinster, Anon
Paliser Case, E. Saltus (M)
Peace of Roaring River, Van Schaick (G)
Pearl Island, H. C. Rowland (McL)
Pagan of the Hills, Buck (McL)
Phoebe, Gates (Mac)
Position of Peggy, Merrick (H & S)
Q
Quaint Companions,

S)

Merrick (H & S)
R

$1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
L60
1.50
150
1.50
1-50
150
$1.50

$1.50
Roll Call, Bennett (McC & S)
1.50
Room No. 3, A. K. Green (B)
1.50
Riddle of the Purple Emperor, Henshaw (L)
1.35
Red Hawk, A. G. Hales (H & S)
1.50
Rising of the Tide, Tarbell (Mac)
125
Rocking Horse, Moreland (McC & S)
Redemption of Charley Phillips, E. F. Stock (F S) . . 1.25
Recreation of Brian Kent, Harold Bell Wright (A N) 1.50
1.50
Reddv Surley, T. Robins (M)
1.35
Red Signal, Lutz (McC & S)
Rosy, Louis Dodge (G)
L60
Remembered Kiss, Ayers (H & S)
1.35

Soul of Susan Yellam, Vachell (McC & S)
Simple Souls, Turner (McC & S)
Spears of Destiny, Howden Smith (McC & S)
Strange Case of Cavendish, Parish (McC & S)
Spinner of Webs, C. P. Bement (F S)
Snatches From a Diary, Mary Murtagh (F S)
Shadow Mountain, Coolidge (McL)
Soul of Ann Rutledge, Babcock (McC & S)
Saints' Progress, Galsworthy (C)
Safetv Curtain, E. M. Dell (C)
Smile a Minute, Witwer (B)
Shrieking Pit, Rees (Ox)

1.50
1.35
1.50
1.50
1.50
60
1.50
1.50
1.60
75
1.50
1.50

T
That's Me All Over, Mable, Streeter (B)
$ .75
Texan, The. Hendryx (B)
1.50
Tin Soldier, Bailey (C)
1.50
Three-Cornered Hat, Fassett
(Ox)
1.25
Twenty-six Clues, Ostrander (McL)
1.5©
Three Living Ghosts, Isham (McL)
1.50
Tale of Mr. Tubbs, Buckrose (H & S)
1.50
Thunder Bird, Bower (McC & S)
1.5t
To Every Man His Work, E. F. Stock (F S)
1.25
True Philosopher and Other Cat Tales, Peggy Bacon
(F S)
1.25
Tarn o' the Scoots, E. Wallace (McL)
1.50
Travelling Companions, H. James (M)
1.75
Twelve Men, Dreiser (M)
1.75
Time Spirit, Snaith (L)
1.50
Thunderball, The, Colmore (D)
2.00
Toys of Peace. Munro
(D)
2.00
That Affair at Portstead Manor, G. E. Locke (F. S.) 1.50
Two Banks of the Seine, Vanderem
(D)
1.90
U
Undefeated, The, Snaith
(L)
Untamed, The, Brand
(B)
Undying Fire, Wells (Mac)

$1.50
1.50
1.5#

V
Vinegar Saint, Means
(C)
$1.50
Valley of Vision, Comstock (M)
1.50
Victorious, Kaufman
(McL)
1.5#
Vickey Van, Carolyn Wells (L)
1.5«
W
When Love Flies Out of the Window, Merrick (H&S).$1.50
While Paris Laughed, Merrick (H & S)
1.50
Winning Clue, John Hay, Jr. (McC & S)
1.5,0
Who Cares? Cosmo Hamilton (A)
1.50
White Rook, Harris-Burland (Ox)
1.25
White Men, Chamberlain (McL)
1.75
Wild Youth and Another, Parker (C)
1.50
Wine of Astonishment, Bradley (L)
1.50
Whirlwind, The, Underwood
(L)
1.50
Web, The, Kummer
(McC & S)
1.50
Way of a Man, Dixon
(C)
1.50
With the Help of God and a Few Marines, Catlin
(M)
1.50
When a Life is at Stake, Berger (G)
1.50
Where Angels Fear to Tread, Hales (H & S)
1.35
White
House
and
the Red-haired
Girl, Gambier
(McC & S)
1.50
Wicked Marquis, Oppenheim (McC & S)
1.50
Wooden Spoil, V. Rosseau (McC & S)
1.50
Why Joan? Kelly (McC & S)
1.50
White Riders, Montmorency
1.50
When the World Shook, Haggard (McC & S)
1.50
Web, The, Emerson Hough (C)
2.00
Worldlings, Merrick (H &Poetry
S)
1.50

$1.25
1.90
1.50
A
1.50
1.50
Anthology of Peculiar Verse (F. S.)
$1.00
1.50
C
1.60
Canadian Poems of the Great War, Garvin (McC & S).$1.50
1.50
Convention and Resolution in Poetry, Livingstone (A) 1.75
1.50
1.35
D
1.50
Driftwood, McLane (F. S.)
$1.25
1.50
E
1.90
English Poets, The, Vol. 5, Thos. Humphrey Ward
1.25
(Mac)
$1.50
1.35
1.50
1.75 42 Escape and Fantasy. Rostrevor (Mac)
. . 1.50 English Poets, Vol. 5, Ward (Mac)
1.75
S'

Sir Isumbras at the Ford, Broster
(B)
Shadow of the Cathedral, Ibanez (D)
Solitary
House, Punshon
(Ox)
Sky Pilot in No Man's Land, Connor (McC & S)
Shops and Houses, Swinnerton (McC & S)
Secret City, Walpole (McC & S)
Sniper Jackson, Sleath (A)
See Saw, S. Kerr (L)
Shielding Wing, Comfort (L)
Slippy McGee, Oemler (McC & S)
Seamless Robe, Ada Carter (M)
Sagebrusher, E. Hough (McL)
Song of the Sirens, E. L. White (D)
Servant of Reality, Phyllis Bottome (H & S)
Shadow of the Past, Young (H & S)
Son of Pio, Carlsen (D)
Story of a Backwoods Police Dog, Roberts (Mac)

STATIONER

BOOKSELLER
F
For Remembrance, Adcock (H & S)
Favorite Recitations of Favorite Actors (H)
G
Ghost-town Lundy, Lundy (F. S.)
Golden Stars, Van Dyke (C)
I
In Flanders Fields, John McCrae (B)
J

AND
$2.00
1.75
$1.25
50
$1.50

Joyce Kilmer's Complete Works, 2 vols. (McC & S).$5.00
M
My Rose and Other Poems, Macleod (F. S.)
$1.25
Mountainy Singer, MacCarthmhavil (F. S.)
150
N
New Study of English Poetry, Newbolt (D)
$3.00
O
Our Poets of To-day, Cook (Ox)
$1.60
P
Poems, Curran
(F. S.)
$1.00
Poems of New England and Old Spain, Pierce (F. S).$1.25
Poems and Plays, J. Masefield (Mac)
5.00
R
Rainbows on War Clouds, Hughes (Ox)
$1.00
S
Sons of Maine, Murray (F. S.)
$1.25
Stuff (Anthology of Peculiar Verse) (F. S.)
1.00
Songs of Three Friends, Neihardt (Mac)
1.25
W
War Verse, an Anthology, edited by Frank Foxcroft
(G)
$2.00
War and Love, Aldington (F. S.)
1.25
Whisper
of Fire,TheRyan
(F. S.)
Walt Whitman:
Prophet
Poet, Sawyer (F. S.)'..... . 1.25
.75
Wild Swans at Coole. Yeats (Mac)
1.25
Who Can Be Happy and Free in Russia? Nekrassov
(Ox)
50
Y
Years Between, The, Kipling (Mac)
$2.00 and $2.50
General
A
Another Sheaf, Galsworthy (C)
$1.50
Abraham Lincoln as a Man of Letters, Robinson (C) 1.50
Age of Reason, Paine (G)
1.00
Abraham Lincoln, the Practical Mystic, Grierson (B) 1.00
Among the Canadian Alps, Burpee (McC & S) .... 3.50
All the World, Charles M. Sheldon (McC & S)
1.50
American Hunting Dog, Miller (McC & S)
2.50
Anglophobia, Cook (F. S.)
1.25
A Sporting and Dramatic Career, Watson (Mac) . . . 1.00
Abolition of Inheritance, Read (Mac)
1.50
America and Britain, Powers (Mac)
40
Ambassador Morgenthau's Story (McC & S)
2.00
Anna Karenina, Tolstoy, 2 vols. (Ox), each
50
B
Birthright, The, Arthur Hawkes (D)
3.00
Book of Lincoln, Wright-Davis (McC & S)
$2.50
Battle of the Nations, Kummer (McC & S)
2.00
Harnev Oldfield's Book for the Motorist, B. Oldfield
(G)
1.50
Boys' Own Book of Great Inventions, Darrow (Mac) 2.50
Book of Chicago, Shackleton (C)
$3.00 and 7.50
Book of Boston, Shackleton
(C)
7.50
Book of Philadelphia, Shackleton (C)
7.50
Book of New York, Shackleton (C)
7.50
Burgomaster of Stillemonde, Maeterlinck (McC & S) 1.75
British Campaign— IV., Doyle (H & S)
2.00
Book of Cheese, Tjom and Fisk (Mac)
2.00
Boundaries in Europe and Near East, Holdich (Mac) 1.50
British Campaign in the Nearer East, Dane (H & S) 2.50
Biology of War, Nicolai (McC & S)
3.50
Biological Chemistry, Schrymer (N)
1.75
British Colonial Policy, 2 vols., Keith (Ox), each..
.50
C
Canada in Flanders, Vols. 1, 2 and 3
$ .50
Canadian Parliamentary Guide, "M.P." (Mac)
75
Children of France and the Red Cross, Lucas (G) . . 1.50
Convictions of Christopher Stirling, Begbie (D) .... 1.50
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Claude's Book, Mrs. Kelway-Bamber
(B)
2.00
Christianity in the New Age, Herman (McC & S) . . 2.50
Christianity's Unifying Fundamental, Waring
(McC
& S)
1.25
Crv Out in the Dark, Stevens, Drama (F. S.)
1.25
Christ and You (McC & S)
1.25
Conscience, Creeds and Criticism, Emmet (Mac) . . . 1.00
Cradle of New France, Doughty (M)
1.50
Christian Liberty, Henson
(Mac)
2.00
Charles A. Booth, a Memoir, Hepher (Mac)
1.65
Coming of the Lord, Snowden (Mac)
1.75
China and the World War, Wheeler (Mac)
1.75
Christian Internationalism, Merrill (Mac)
1.60
Curtain of Steel, Grand Fleet Chaplain (H & S)
1.50
Clemenceau, Hyndman (G)
2.00
D
Diet and Health, Peters (C)
$1.00
Democracy and the Crossways, Hearnshaw (Mac) . . 5.00
Doctor in War, Hutchinson
(A)
2.50
Democratic Christianity, McConnell
(Mac)
60
Dormitory
Days, Pier (A)
1.35
Dead Never Die, The, Randall (Ox)
1.50
Disabled Soldier, McMurtie (Mac)
200
Diary of a Nation, Editorials From "Life" (N) .... 1.50
Deliverance of Captives, Bordeaux (N)
1.25
Diary of a German Soldier, Feldwebel (Ox)
1.50
E
Economic Foundations of Peace, Garvin (Mac) ....$4.00
English Literature During Last Half Century, Cunliffe (Mac)
2.00
Essays in Romantic Literature, Wyndham (Mac) . . 4.00
English Village, J. Patton (Mac)
1.60
Essays in Occultism, Harris (McC & S)
1.25
Echoes of the War, Barrie (C)
1.50
Edge of the Sands, Curtin (H & S)
1.50
Essays and Addresses in War Time, Viscount Bryce,
(H & S)
2.25
Eating in Two or Three Languages, Cobb (McC & S) .60
Eve in Khaki, Barton and Cody (N)
1.25
F
Farmer of the New Day, Butterfield (Mac)
$2.25
Fighting the Flying Circus, Rickenbacker
(D) . . . 1.50
Folk Lore in the Old Testament,
Sir Jas. George
Frazer, 3 vols. (Mac)
12.50
Faith and Freedom, Mathews and Ors (Mac)
2.00
Fighting for Sea Power, Household (Mac)
60
Far Away and Long Ago, Hudson (D)
2.50
Foch the Man, Laughlin (G)
1.00
Field and Study, John Burroughs (A)
1.50
G
Goat Feathers, Butler (A)
$ .50
Gas, Gasoline and Other Engines, Collins (G)
1.25
Grand Fleet, Jellicoe (H & S)
6.00
Gospel of the Cross, Coates and Ors (Mac)
1.50
Good Men and the Good. Calkins (Mac)
1.40
Great Peace, The, Powers
(Mac)
2.25
Grand Fleet Days, Grand Fleet Chaplain (H & S) ... 1.50
H
Holland To-da \ Edwards
(C)
$7.50
Human Conduct, Peters (Mac)
1.30
History of Religions, Hopkins (Mac)
3.10
How to Conduct Public Meetings, MacGill (A)
75
How to Draw and Paint (M)
1.00
How Animals Work, Duncan (N)
1.75
History of English Literature, Rickett (N)
2.75
Human Needs of Labour, Rowntree (N)
1.25
I
Industry and Humanity, King (A)
$2.00
Ibsen in England, Franc (F. S.)
2.00
International War, Crosby (Mac)
4.00
Introduction to Study of Science, Smith and Jowett
(Mac)
1.60
In Northern Mists, Grand Fleet Chaplain (H & S) . . 1.50
Ivan Speaks, Whittemoore (A)
75
J
Jungle Peace, Beebe (C)
$1.75
K
Karma
(Play), Blackwood and Pearn (Mac)
$2.00
Keeping Fit All the Way, Camp (M)
1.50
L
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Land of Deepening Shadow, Curtain (H & S)
$1.50
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Louisburg From Its Foundations, McLennan (Mac) . . 8.50
Life of Walter L. Campbell, Mary Campbell (F. S.) 1.75
Liberal Judaism and Hellenism, Montefiore (Mac) . . 2.00
Literary Recreations, Cook (Mac)
2.50
Leaves of the Wind, "Alpha of the Plough" (D)
2.00
Long Road to Baghdad, Candler, 2 vols. (McC & S) 10.00
Letters of Harry James Smith (A)
2.00
Living Bayonets, Dawson (Ox)
1.25
M
$1.35
Mother Love in Action, Bredish (M)
Man and Democracy, McKeever
(McC & S)
3.00
Management of Men, Bloomfield (McC & S)
3.50
60
Marsh Maiden and Other Plays, Gould (F. S.)
Manual of Home-making, Van Renssaeler (Mac) . . 2.60
Musings and Memories of a Musician, Henschel (Mac) 4.25
125
My Life of Adventure, Hales (H & S)
Mv German Prisons, Gilliland (A)
1.50
Modernism: Its Failures and Its Fruits, Petre (M).. 1.75
1.60
Men Who Make Our Novels, Gordon (Ox)
N
$1.50
(H & S)
Eternal, Bartimeus
Navy
Naval Intelligence, Grand Fleet Chaplain (H & S) . . 1.50
75
Nowadavs (Essay), Dunsany (F. S.)
60
New Opportunity of the Church, Speer (Mac)
Newer Knowledge of Nutrition, McCollum (Mac) .... 1.60
2.50
Navv in Battle, Pollen (McC & S)

KEY

TO PUBLISHERS OF BOOKS LISTED
SUMMER
READING
NUMBER

IN

A — Thomas Allen.
B — Briggs (now The Ryerson Press).
C— Copp, Clark Co.
D— J. M. Dent & Sons.
G — F. D. Goodchild.
G G— Gordon & Gotch.
H — Hodder & Stoughton, Limited.
L — Thomas Langton.
Mac — Macmillan's.
McL — George J. McLeod, Ltd.
M — Musson Book Co.
N — Thomas Nelson & Sons.
Ox — Oxford University Press (S. B. Gundy).
F.S. — Four Seas Co., Boston.

V
Valley of Vision, Van Dyke (C)
Visions for Which We Fought, Simons (Mac)
Victory of Lorraine, Bertrand (N)
W
Water in Nature, Finch and Hawks (N)
Wake Up Canada, Peterson (Mac)
With Those Who Wait, Huard
(McC & S)
Way of Honour, H. C. de Weart (D)
Whole Truth About Alcohol, Flint (Mac)
War and Revolution in Russia, Gourki (Mac)
Why God Loves the Irish, Desmond (Ox)
War and Finance, Baron (A)
War Story of the C. A. M. C, Adami (M)
Who Giveth Us the Victory? Mee (B)
Women Who Make Our Novels, Overton (Ox)
The War and the Bible, Enelow (Mac)
Who's Who, 1919
(Mac)
Where the Buffalo Roamed, Marsh (McC & S)
Worlds and I. The, Wilcox (McC & S)

New" America, Dilnot (Mac)
1-25
Nelson's History of the War, Vols. 21, 22, Buchan (N)
.85
O
$3.00
Official Auto Road Guide of Canada (G)
3.50
On the Edge of the World, Candler (McC & S)
60
Omar and the Rabbi (Drama), Sargent F. S.)
1.00
Our First Ten Thousand, Jenks (F. S.)
2.15
(Mac)
Rhodes
Our Immortality,
1.60
On the Face of the Waters, Steele (Mac)
4.00
On Society, Harrison (Mac)
1.00
Our Winter Birds, Chapman (B)
1.50
Over the German Lines, Wings (H & S)
Our Poets of To-day, Cook (Ox)
1.60
P
Politics
and the Canadian
Army
Medical
Corps,
Bruce
(B)
2.00
$1.25
Principles of Citizenship, Jones (Mac)
Peking Dust, La Motte (McC & S)
1.50
75
Painting (Essay), Sinclair (F. S.)
Principles of Accounting, Paton and Stevenson (Mac) 3.50
1.65
Preparing the Way, Streetfield (Mac)
Practical Home Nursing, Henderson (Mac)
1.50
Prisoners of the U90, Isaacs (A)
1.35
Putnam's Automobile Handbook, Brokam and Starr
(McC & S)
2.00
Production and Taxation, W. C. Good (D)
1.00
S
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Peter McArthur
(D)
$1.00
Soul of the Suffering, Carroll
(Mac)
2.00
Student's Book of Inspirations, Dickenson (A) .... 1.00
Secret Channel, Westerman
(Mac)
1.50
Suffering, Punishment and Atonement, Johnson (Mac) 1.65
Symbolical Movement in Literature, Segmore (D) . . . 3.00
Story of Versailles, Payne (D)
1.50
Seafarers, Corbett-Smith (McC & S)
1.50
Save it For the Winter, Rockwell (G)
1.00
Soothsayer,
Knudsen,
drama
(F.S.)
1.00
Seances With Carlyle, MacLeod
(F.S.)
1.25
Some Suggestions in Ethics, Bosanquet (Mac)
2.00
Study of Calvin, Menzies
(Mac)
3.50
Social Welfare in New Zealand, Lusk (Mac)
1.90
Standard Canadian Reciter, French (McC & S)
1.50
Shipbuilding and Industry, Kelly and Allen (A)
3.00
Short History of France, Duclaux
(McC & S)
2.50
Sculpture and the Sculptor's Art, Stansfield (N) ... 1.75
Switzerland, Cameron
(N)
1.75
'. 1.75
Scientific Amusements, (from the French) (N)
T
Thinning of the Veil, Wallace (McC & S)
$1.25
Three Plays, Gordon, drama (F.S.)
1.50
Teaching of Science, Woodhull (Mac)
1.35
Twentieth Plane, Dr. Watson (McC & S)
2.00
Tales From a Dugout, Empey (McC & S)
1.50
75
(G)
Thy Son Liveth, Anor
Theodore Roosevelt: The Logic of His Career, Washburn (A)
1-65
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$1.5t
1.6*
1.25
$1.75
2.0t
1.5t
1*75
l.fft
i.Ot
1.25
1.5t
1.5*
1.35
1.6t
.6t
10.0t
1.5t
3.5*

Juvenile
A
Adventures of Peck's Bad Boy, Peck (G)
$ .5t
Adventures of Two Ants, Hammarstoon
(D)
1.0#
A Little Lost Boy, Hudson (D)
1.5t
Amateur Mechanic, Collins (McC & S)
Lit
B
Boy Scouts Handbook of Canada
(McC & S) . . .50 and .75
Boys' Book of Indian Warriors, E. L. Sabin (B)
1.5t
Busy Billies, H. M. Olcott (B)
1.5t
Bunneys at Home, Jewett
(D)
5t
Bunneys' Circus, Jewett (D)
5t
Billy 'Possum, Beard (D)
l.Ot
Billy and the Major, by Emma Speed Sampson (G) . . l.Ot
Bed-Time Story Books, by Thornton W. Burgess — Two
new volumes, "The Adventures of 01' Mistah Buzzard," and "The Adventure of Bob White." (McC
& S)
5t
Babs at Birchwood, Colver (McC & S)
1.35
Beth Anne Goes to School, Ginther (McC & S)
1.35
Bringing Up Father, McManus
(A.N.Co.)
30
Book of Bravery, Lanier (G)
2.0t
C
Cockyolly Bird, Deremer (H. & S.)
$1.5t
Captain Lucy in France, Harvard (McC & S)
1.50
Children's Homer, Colum
(Mac)
2.00
Children in the Wood (Ox)
1.25
D
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Deer Godchild, by Marguerite Bernard and Edith Serrell (G)
Dream Life for Children, Foster (F.S.)
E
Everyday Stones (Ox)
F
Fairy Spinning Wheel, Mendes,
(F.S.)
Fighting With the U.S. Army, Botsford (McC & S)
Fairy Tales of Weir, Sholl (D)
For Freedom of the Seas, Barbour (McC & S)
For the Story Teller (Ox)
Fables and Folk Stories (Ox)

$1.0t
1.25
$ . .75
$1.50
1.50
2.00
1.35
1.00
75
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G
Gift Book, Arthur Mee (H. & S.)
$1.50
Grit a-Plenty, Dillon Wallace (G)
1.50
H
Heroes of Aviation, Driggs
(G)
$1.50
Hero Stories (Ox)
75
1
Innocents. The, Hachard
(H. & S.)
$2.50
J
K
Kent of Malvern, Hare (McC & S)
$1.50
L
Little Lead Soldier, Frenchie (McC & S)
$1.50
Little Maid of Old Philadelphia, Curtis (McC & S) . . 1.25
Lost Hunters, Altsheler (McC*&
S)
1.35
M
Marjorie Morris; Mascot, Gray (McC
Mothers' Nursery Tales, Pyle (D)
Masters of the Peaks, Altsheler (McC
Mermaids' Message (Ox)
N
Nature Stories to Tell Children, Seers
O
Our Little Quebec Cousin, bv Mary S.

& S)

$1.35
2.50
& S)
1.35
75
(McC & S) ... .$1.25
Saxe (G)

$
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P
Peck's Bad Boy and His Chum, Peck (G)
$ .50
Peck's Bad Boy and His Country Cousin, Peck (G) . . .50
R
Running Eagle, the Warrior Girl, by James Willard
Schultz (A)
$1.35
Running Fox, Gregor (McC & S)
1.35
S
Short Little Tale From-Brumtown, Ver Beck (D) . .$ .50
Storied Game, by Winifred F. E. C. Isaac
$
Stories of Great Adventures,
by Carolyn Sherwin
Bailey (Ox)
1.25
Story of Porcelain, Bassett (McC & S)
1.00
Staircase of Stories, Chisholm and Steadman (N) ... 2.75
Stories From Wakeland to Dreamland (Ox)
75
Stories and Rhymes For Children (Ox)
1.00
T
Timothv Turtle's Great Day, Ver Beck (D)
$ 50
Tales and Tags, A. J. L. (Ox)
1.00
Trudy and Timothy Out of Doors, Porter (McC & S)
Three Jolly Sailors and Me, Owen (N
Twinkley Eyes, Chaffee (Ox)
W
Woodcraft for Boys at Sunset Island, Roy (McC & S)

NOW THE RYERSON PRESS
S. W. Fallis Succeeds Dr. Briggs as Head of Methodist Publishing H3u.se
A rather interesting change in trade
name took place last month with the retiring of the venerable Rev. Dr. Wm.

of years of his administration at least,
the name "William Briggs" has been
used as an imprint on the house publi-

1.25
1.75
1 00
$1.50

memorating the name of the founder of
the institution.

Dr. Briggs' friends' will be glad to
know that
he is not by any means withdrawing his interests from the institution, but, as Bojk Steward Emeritus, to
which position he was elected by the
general conference of the church last
daily.
October, continues to be in his office
The new name, "The Ryerson Press,"
will be used in future on all the publications of the firm to be handled
through the book trade.
BOOKS "IN CONVENTION"
Among the speakers at the banquet
which closed the Booksellers' convention
in Boston was Dr. Samuel McChord
Crothers, the well known essayist, who
quoted from notes made at an imaginary
convention of a similar nature, at which,
however, it was the books who met in
convention to discuss the booksellers. The
ambition of all b )oks to be sold (the most
beautiful as well as the most recondite)
was dwelt upon. The new books were
surprisingly optimistic, the old ones evidently well satisfied, the chief complaint
of neglect coming from the middle aged
books. "What to do with shopworn
booksellers," was feelingly discussed at
the convention of books, and Dr. Crothers'
original remarks were thoroughly enjoyed. Miss Amy Lowell, the imagist
poet, spoke on p oetry of to-day, and read
one of her own poems on the surrender
of the German fleet, and the flight of
the Kaiser. Major Carroll Swan, author of "My company," spoke
of
his experiences overseas, andbriefly
related
some of the thrilling adventures of the
gallant 26th division.
COPYRIGHT

Who

succeeds

Rev.

S. W. FALLIS,
Dr. Briggs as Book Steward
"The Ryerson
Press."

Briggs from the position he has held
for two-score years as book steward of
the Methodist Book and Publishing
House, Toronto.
During the last score

of

what

is now

cations. With the assumption of the
book steward's office by Rev. S. W.
Fallis, the trade 45
name becomes "The
Ryerson Press," thus very fittingly com-

BILL WITHDRAWN

The copyright bill which was introduced in the Dominion Parliament this year
has been withdrawn, and negotiations
are to be opened with a view to bringing about a mutually satisfactory copyStates. right arrangement with the United

Alberta R.M.A. Convention a Success
Retailers in Session at Medicine Hat Hold Lively Sessions— President Outlines Legislation—Resolutions Adopted Are Numerous and Entail Wide biscussion — Stockdale Was There

RETAILERS in Alberta got together at Medicine Hat for the
annual meeting of the Retail Merchants' Association last week.
A series of lively meetings was held and the discussion generally
was very animated. This is one point wherein the sessions proved
valuable — that is, in the discussion. It is this "open forum" idea
which, when taken advantage of, proves of real value to those in
attendance. Getting away from being just a listener can be a good
thing. It opens up avenues from which knowledge is disseminated
and absorbed. One comes away from such a gathering where ideas
arc exchanged feeling better — whether it is from helping the other
fellow or being given a lift. The reports would indicate that the
discussions proved a big feature of the Alberta gathering. — Editor's
Note.

President's Address

sixth annual convention of the
THE
Alberta branch of the Retail Merchants' Association of Canada was
opened at Medicine Hat, on June 3, with
an address of welcome by Acting Mayor
Huckvale, on behalf of the city.
President I. G. Gaetz addressed the
delegates at the opening session of the
convention as follows:
Another year has passed since our contention last July in the City of Edmonton.
We had thought that conditions prevailing
last year commercially were very extreme,
but as time progressed we come up against
problems we never dreamt of.
The great conflict which has been going
on for the last very near five years has
been terminated, the armies of the allied
powers have been successful, and right, not
might, has prevailed. We do not wish to
think of any particular part of the allied
armies being instrumental in winning the
war. They all did their duty, and have
suffered very heavily since the conflict started
in August, 1914. We do, however, look with
pride on the accomplishment of our own
civilian Canadian Army. They have covered
themselves with glory and placed the name
Canada among the nations of the world.
Our men are now returning to take up
their life amongst us again. This will be
no easy matter for them. The strain of the
great war has, in lots of cases, unsettled
our boys, making it hard for them to adapt
themselves to the conditions prevailing here,
which are so different to what they have
been accustomed to for the last four years.
It behooves us, as a body of organized retail merchants, to do oui part in assisting
these men in every fair and legal way to
become again a part of our national and
commercial life. Some of these boys went
away while so young in years that it is going
to be difficult to re-establish them, unless
something is done to help them along. I
believe the Government is now planning arrangements to meet all cases possible. It
is our duty to aid the Government and see
that these plans are carried out successfully.
We, as retail merchants, have a great duty
during the reconstruction period. It is our
duty to employ all returned men possible.
Many of our former clerks formed part of
our Canadian Army, and all who have been
spared, and returned to us, that wish to take
up their former vocations in life, it is up
to us to see that their positions are available.
The Great War Veterans' Association
in

the different provinces of the Dominion are
certainly taking a magnificent part in the
reconstruction work, showing themselves in
their actions to be very fair-minded and democratic intheir principles. They will be a
strong force in our national life, and it is
up to us to give them our undivided support
in every fair demand they make
our
different governmental bodies, to aid to
in the
re-establishment of their members in their
different vocations, always remembering
that had it not been for our volunteer a; my
together with our allies, that conditions might
not be as favorable for us as they are today.
We are passing through a period of unrest
in our Dominion to-day which most of us
have never seen before, or
thought
could occur. This is caused never
by conditions
arising out of the past war and is supplemented by the high cost of living, the profiteering that has been carried on by the big
interests, and other causes which I had hoped
our Federal Government would have taken
extreme measures to combat.
The strikes that have occurred in Western
Canada during the past month have been
very detrimental to our association. We in
the small cities and towns, have not been'affected as in larger centres. I think it is verv

citizens in Western Canada should be made
to sutler inconveniences when concerted action of our Government could no doubt brine
this situation to a satisfactory
Our Provincial Association to-dayend is in
better condition than it has been in for somea
time; our membership is larger to-day than
it has been for some years.
conditions
prevailing have impressed the The
retail men of
the Province that organization is the only
way to accomplish ends. We will in the next
year or so find greater need of stronger organization, and it behooves every retail man
to give his earnest effort to the success of
this association.
It appears to me in order to success
carry out our work in Alberta that we fully
should
have a Provincial Secretary in the Provinc
e.
This secretary should be, I think, in the
capital city of Edmonton. My reasons for
this are, that he could keep in touch with
of the Bills before the Legislature that we
* *t/0B-nC,aI
secure the copies
wish
to secure 9overnment.
to better our
conditions.
have felt this need very much durine theI
present year.
I would also like to make some arrangements with the Retail Merchants' Association
of Saskatchewan to remain affilia
ted with
them, so as to derive the benefits of their
very complete organization, in their different
branches they have initiated for their members making our Provincial office, as it were
a sub-office of theirs. I advocate this
because I feel it would very materially step
reduce our cost
Provincial
office. of expense in running our

I can never forget the great work the
Saskatchewan Retail Merchants'
Association
has done in Western Canada in aiding
the
retail trade, especially their help in Alberta
,
as I know personally that we would not be
in existence to-day if it had not been
their efforts. They have a very strong for
organization, the strongest in the Dominion.
The reason for this is in the service
have given their members. They have they
instituted so many different branches,
collection of old accounts, collecting namely
of excess charges on freight bills, fire insurance,
checking fire insurance policie
s, and a number of other items. They have an expert
in every department.
These are some of the
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merits could be made with the Saskatchewan
executive along these lines.
Legislation
We met the Alberta Provincial Government
and placed before them requests for the following legislation:
An amendment to the Hawkers' and Pedlars' Act, raising the Provincial fee from
$25.00 to $100.00 per year on foreign companies operating in the Province and making
it necessary to take out a Provincial license
before a local license is granted; also that
that section of the Foreign Companies Act
prohibiting municipal councils from assessing
a license be repealed.
Small Debts Act be amended as follows: 1,
That the amount that can be sued under the
act be raised to $100. 2, The right of action
in this district where the debt was contracted.
3, Providing for a garnishee summons. 4,
Providing for a distress warrant.
An amendment to the Chattel Mortgage
Act providing for preferential security on
growing crops or crops to be grown covering
the purchase price of such necessities of
life as clothing, groceries, flour, meats,
binder twine, etc. Such security to take
second place only to seed grain liens.
The Factories Act was also discussed at
some length.
Your executive were the means of having
a course of commercial lectures given in
the city of Edmonton during the last week in
May; also in the city of Medicine Hat during
the present month. This work has been carried on by the University of Alberta, and
we hope is only the beginning of this good
work.
In conclusion I wish to appeal to every
retail man in the Province to assist this
Association in their efforts to better the conditions of the retail trade. We wish you all
to join with us, becoming members of the
Association, boost for the Association
whenever possible and help us to make this
year the banner year for the Retail Merchants' Association in Alberta.
The epidemic of influenza which raged
through this Western country last fall seriously affected our work of organization,
throwing us behind some six weeks of two
months, so that a large portion of Southern Alberta is behind, but two organizers
are now busily engaged in bringing this up
to date, and they are meeting with good success, increasing the membership to the Association at most of the points visited.
Moved by Mr. Beart, of Edmonton, seconded by A. F. LePage, Medicine Hat, that
the President's address be adopted. — Carried.

N. J. McDermid, treasurer of the Alberta branch of the R.M.A., made his report to the convention at the Thursday
morning session. The report contained
the following statement of finances:

Balance

$4,586

3,180
1,635

The Alberta branch is not responsible
for any part of the expenses of the Saskatchewan office from which the operations
of the R.M.A. in Alberta are directed. A
credit of $500 advanced within the past
few weeks from Secretary F. E. Raymond
wipes out all liabilities of the Alberta
branch.
The question of what Alberta members
should pay for the services rendered by
the Saskatchewan office was brought up.
As outlined, Alberta has paid all its expenses with the exception of a pro ratio
payment of office expenses.

STATIONER
President Gaetz gave his opinion that a
paid secretary should be appointed in the
Province of Alberta, with office preferably
at Edmonton, where legislation passing
through the Provincial Government could
be watched. He was of the opinion that
the provincial membership could be greatly
increased and better service given to Alberta retailers.

General

merchant
President

T. A. GAETZ.
of Red Deer,
for the coming

Alta..
year.

elected

President Gaetz explained to the 1918
convention Alberta was to pay 25 per cent.
of the running expenses of the office at
Saskatoon, though he added that this was
not a hard and fast bargain.
W. J. Illsey, Calgary, thought 25 per
cent, was too much for the service being
rendered by the Saskatoon office to Alberta retailers. This proportion had been
arrived at merely on the basis of comparative membership in the two associations.
The suggestion of a settlement with the
Saskatchewan office was not favored by
che delegates. On the other hand it was
proposed to have the executive committees
of the two associations meet and arrive
at some working basis whereby Alberta
might in future conduct its own affairs
and handle its own finances.
A delegate from Edmonton suggested that
the organization at Saskatoon give more
service to Alberta retailers than had been
done. He thought it unnecessary to talk
settlement when Saskatchewan was handling the finances.

OFFICERS

Treasurer's Report

Receipts to Dec. 31, 1918, including
fees
Disbursements
$1,152
Organizers' expenses
1,645
Due
Dom.
Association
per
capita tax
382

AND

FOR

1919

President, T. A. Gaetz, Red
Deer, General Merchant.
1st vice-president, A. F. LePage,
Medicine Hat, Department.
2nd vice-president, Geo. F. Beart,
Edmonton, Men's Wear.
Hon. secretary, J. W. Bawden,
Lethbridge, Furniture.
Treasurer, N. J. McDermid, Calgary, Druggist.
Secretary, F. E. Raymond, Saskatoon.
The position of honorary secretary was the only one to change at
the election of officers at the sixth
annual convention.
Nominating committee consisted
of following delegates: J. G. Robinson, Foremost; H. Hill, Taber;
E. F. Purcell, Brooks; J. W. Bawden, Lethbridge; J. Kellas, Medicine Hat.
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Secretary
F. E.asked
Raymond
the Saskatoon office was
for a ofstatement
of
the probable cost of maintaining an independent office in Alberta, and also for an
expression of opinion as to the advisability
of separating the provinces.
"I suggested that Alberta should take
over its own affairs in 1917," said Mr.
Raymond, going on to explain that when
Saskatchewan retained the direction of affairs in Alberta at first one-half of
the fees of Alberta retailers was kept in
Saskatoon, whereas later $7 was turned
back out of the $12 fee.
"We in Saskatoon merely wanted to put
Alberta on its feet,'' continued Mr. Raymond, pointing to the fact that when the
affairs of the province were taken over
there was a deficit of some $2,500 to be
•net. This deficit has been paid off now.
In regard to giving greater service, Mr.
Raymond pointed out that all the services
of the Saskatoon office are at the disposal of Alberta
members.
"During the year 1918. we received $4,586
from Alberta," said Mr. Raymond, "but we
lost half this amount by neglecting our
work in Saskatchewan. We had two men
with automobiles out as organizers, and
before the cars worked in our province at
all they had spent several months in Alberta in the interests of organization."
Mr. Raymond explained that northern
Alberta had been well worked by the organizers and that in places visited the old
membership had been retained and in some
places increased 100 per cent. Interest in
the organization was increasing as was
evident from the larger attendance at the
present convention. No charge had been
made by the Saskatoon office to Alberta
for postage, stationery, staff expenses, depreciation on motor cars, etc.
At this point Mr. Raymond outlined the
expenses of the Saskatoon office for one
year which totalled approximately $1,000
is willing to settle on the
per"Saskatchewan
month.
basis of the actual expense of carrying on
the work in Alberta," added Mr. Raymond,
who favored the idea of taking the responsibility for handling Alberta affairs out
of his jurisdiction.
"A good secretary and a good organizer
in the field could carry the work on sucessfully
if weRaymond,
did not pointing
pay you to
fivethecents,"
said Mr.
fact
that „he Saskatchewan organization started
m 1913 in debt, while it now had $6,000 to
:ts credit.
A resolution to leave the settlement of
'he matter to the executive committees of
>,he two provinces as soon as a joint meeting could be arranged was moved by W. J.
Illsey, seconded by H. S. Ireland, Medicine
Hat, and carried by the convention.
At this point President Gaetz addressed
the delegates further on this subject, having in mind his long experience with the association.
"We should have a paid secretary in
Edmonton," said Mr. Gaetz. "More attention should be paid to the Alberta branch
of the R.M.A. Up until last February
matters were very quiet regarding retail
matters in the province. This is because
we could
anything
else. Saskatchewan did not
the do
work.
Conditions
have now
changed. Every day there are questions
coming up in the province due to the reconstruction period being here. It is up
to the retailers to be awake. Legislation
affecting the retail merchants is coming
up every day. The time has come when
we should take some steps to combat certain legislation. We should have someone
to look after our interests in the province
and see that nothing
more
is put over

HOOK
as has been done in previous years. I do
not favor eliminating ourselves altogether
from the Saskatoon office. They have put
our association on the footing it has to-day.
I have no doubt that a settlement will be
arrived at between the two executives.
"I suggest that there be a good capable
man secured for the position of secretary.
It is better to have a man who does not
need to devote all his time to the work.
I suggest we open an office in Edmonton
and have the secretary attend to all correspondence with retailers, etc. Freight
claims should be sent for adjustment to
the Saskatoon office. Some services it
would not pay us to duplicate in this province."

Half Holiday and
Early Closing
The question of setting aside a certain
day for the half holiday each week and
of securing legislation in regard to a
stated hour of closing was proposed,
though opposition was taken by several
delegates to the discussion of this question which has so often been left with
no solution.
Replying to Delegate H. Hill, Taber, President Gaetz stated that he had hoped to
some data from the retailers before
next session of the legislature. A Bill
been brought in at the last session
had been laid over. He had been informed it would come up before the next
session.
"Premier Stewart told me the Retail
Merchants' Association would be given
notice before any Bills were put through
affecting merchants of this province," said
Mr. Gaetz, expressing his opinion that the
only satisfactory way to settle the matter
was to have a compulsory holiday declared
on a specific day.
A. F. Le Page stated that the Government
and Trades and Labor Council were appointing a commission to recommend which
day was preferred for the holiday by the
various municipalities. Merchants of
Medicine
Hat preferred
Wednesday.
"The Government appointed a commission to sit in Calgary, Medicine Hat, and
Edmonton," explained Mr. Gaetz.
"We
want something that will apply to
get
the
had
but
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all the people all the time," said Mr. H. S.
Ireland. "This legislation will be framed
on about 25 per cent, of the merchants
and will not take into consideration the
smaller towns where the merchants work
much
harder than we do."
Mr. Le Page thought it was the intention
of the Government to consider the rural
districts in the matter.
R. H. Anderson, Taber, thought the closing hour was a more important matter than
that of a half holiday. "The retailer
should not work 12 to 14 hours when other
trades are working only 8 hours," said Mr.
Anderson.
One delegate quoted Mr. Pingle, M.P., as
stating that a Shops Act will be framed
affecting every constituency, and that the
Retail Merchants' Association should draft
legislation providing for the taking of
shops out of the Factories Act.
When meeting Premier Stewart, Mr.
Gaetz stated that he did not know whether
to ask for an amendment to the Factories
Act or ask for shops to be taken out of
that Act.
On the motion of Mr. H. S. Ireland a
resolution making one of the first duties
of the new executive the drafting of a Shops
Act that would bring forth wise legislation
for the whole province was put. The
resolution further provided for the submission of such legislation to expert
counsel so that no mistake will be made
in placing the matter before the Government. The motion was carried unanimously.
The matter' of early closing and the
question of a half holiday are matters to
be included in the resolution, taking into
consideration the report of the commission.
Wednesday afternoon closing with a closing hour of 6 p.m. on week days, and 9.30
p m. on Saturdays was favored by the
majority of delegates present, though it
was conceded that in many cases this plan
would not work out to advantage.

Insurance Writing
The question of extending the services
of the Retajl Merchants' Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Saskatchewan to
members in the Province of Alberta was
a live topic at the convention, and action
along this line was looked upon as one

of the important steps taken by the delePresident Gaetz brought the matter to
the attention of the convention, expressing
gates.
his opinion that he thought it advisable
to have the insurance operative in Alberta.
"This is one of the services it would
not pay us to duplicate" said Mr. Gaetz.
"In order to operate here we must deposit
with the Provincial Government a guarantee fund of $10,000. A resolution was
passed by the officials of the company in
Saskatchewan that when 500 members
could be secured in Alberta, each paying
an application fee of $5, that the company
v/ould deposit the $10,000 and commence
operations in Alberta. It was impossible
at that time to do anything as 500 members
were not in sight," added Mr. Gaetz.
At this point Secretary Raymond took
the floor to explain the matter in detail,
pointing out that with the deposit of $5
each by even 300 members he thought the
matter could be arranged satisfactorily.
Explaining the benefits of the organization
Mr. Raymond explained that over $1,000,000 of business is in force to-day with
$60,000 of a surplus.
As to premium payments Mr. Raymond
pointed out that where the board rate is,
say, $40, this amount is deposited to the
credit of the policyholder as a guarantee
premium deposit. The assessment of the
R. M. company has so far been equivalent
to only 75 per cent, of the board rate. The
guarantee premium deposit is merely a
guarantee that the policyholder will pay
his assessment.
The saving on a $1,000 policy would be
equal to the membership fee in the association, and this could be used as an argument for increasing the membership of the
R.M.A. Last year the risk had been increased to $2,000 in country places and to
$4000 in cities. The doubling of the risk
taken naturally doubles the saving to
policyholders.
Mr. Raymond stated that the company
could afford to assess at 50 per cent, of the
board rate but that the assessment of 75
per cent, was made to help in building up
a surplus so that the amount of risk can
be increased.
The $5 application fee is a guarantee of
good faith desired by the directors of the
company.
The money is held in trust and
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returned if no business is written. This
is not an annual fee and it furthermore
covers any number of business places
owned
by an individual
merchant.
Board adjusters are employed, and the
expenses of adjusting distributed pro rata.
Losses of the Saskatchewan company in
1918 were about $5,000. Only members of
the association
are insured.
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J. B. Gillies, Edmonton, thought this
matter was sociation
onehad done
of the and;
"big stated
things" that
the ashe
could speak for Edmonton merchants in
saying they would be willing to avail
themselves of the opportunity.
On the suggestion of President Gaetz,
that each member work up his own territory, offers were forthcoming from E. F.

Purcell, Brooks; J. B. Gillies, J. W. Bawden,
Lothbridge,
and others.
A resolution proposed by J. B. Gillies
requesting the new executive to take active steps to have the R. M. Mutual Fire
Insurance Company's advantages placed before the retail merchants of Alberta Province as soon as possible, was seconded by
J. W. Bawden,
and carried.

Resolutions Cause Wide Discussion
Wholesalers Aid
Chinese Merchants
RESOLUTION which brought
forth much discussion during the
Wednesday morning session of
the convention was that dealing with
Chinese engaging in the grocery, restaurant and confectionery business. Mr.
Watson, Grassy Lake, called the attention of the retailers to the dire need of
action, particularly in the smaller centres.
"In Grassy Lake we have four Chinese
joints and a fifth one is soon coming. This
class of competition is unfair, " said Mr. Watson. "The Chinaman lives on very little, and
unfortunately seems to have the sympathy
of a large number of our white townspeople.
The Chinaman never takes a holiday and in
our case the Chinese stores were open even
on Sundays up until a short time ago. Many
farmers find it more convenient to come to
town on Sunday than any other day and
they buy from the Chinese and pay cash for
their purchases, whereas, they expect and
get credit from the white merchant. In our
case sanitary inspectors advised the local
health board to close the Chinese places of
business, so unsanitary was their way of
living and in close proximity to the foodstuffs being sold in the store.

A

Club

Together

"The Chinese club together and are able to
undersell us," continued Mr. Watson, "and
when I brought the matter to the attention
of the wholesale grocers they sav. "If they
don't sell to the Chinaman then someone else
A resolution empowering the executive to
will'."
use its influence to bring about similar legislation in Alberta to that adopted by the Province of Manitoba in regard to the Chinese
question was proposed by Mr. Watson and
seconded by Mr. J. H. Anderson, Taber.
"The yellow race is coming in as a thief
in the night," said Mr. Anderson. "You in
the larger centres do not see it as vividly
as we, but we see that these peoole are taking away our very birthright. There is one
feature of the Chinese labor question with
which we cannot cope, and that is their apprenticeship system of securing labor. The
Chinese merchant who has been in business
here returns to the Old Country and bring-1-;
out ten boys, paying the head tax in each
case. These boys return in labor the eciuivalent of the tax, while the merchant has to
pay the union wages. This is one reason why
the Chinese merchant can undersell us. The
yellow race can never assimilate with the
white and the sooner we realize this the
better."
A Serious Matter
H. S. Ireland stated that the growth of
Orientalism in Canada was a very serious
matter and one to which the Retail Merchants' Association could well devote much
attention.
"I charge it to the wholesale grocer that
the Chinaman has the support of the wholesaler," said Mr. Robinson, amid an outburst
of applause, "and I could name the wholesaler," he added, speaking of his own district.

NEXT

CONVENTION

The next convention is very
likely to be held in the city of Calgary. The matter was left to the
Executive for decision, but president Goetz expressed himself in
favor of Calgary, thinking a meeting in that city would do most good
for
a local organization of retailers.
Calgary delegates presented a
strong case for taking the next
convenient to that city.

"The Chinese are winning because they
know how to work together, and when merchants come to this point the Chinese question will vanish. If it requires to wipe two
hundred retailers out of business to accomplish this end it will be well worth while.
One merchant cannot stand alone against
the Chinese combined. As regards the wholesaler you will find the reason he likes the
Chinese business is because when he sells one
he sells the whole group, because the Chinese
stick together in their buying. A programme
of education among retail merchants is very
much needed, and we can well start with the
solution of the Chinese problem in our own
cases
in our
own towns."
Other
resolutions
adopted at this session
were as follows: —

Grants to Soldiers

Continuing, Mr. Robinson stated that in his
town no white merchant was handling confectionery because there were five Chinese
"dumps" selling ice cream and candy.
"The membership of the Retail Merchants'
Association will be increased and its members will become more active if they know
the Association is working along this line
in their interests."
Mr. Fraser, Pincher Creek — "The solution
of this problem is in our hands and we can
lay down an ultimatum to those on whom
we depend for our supplies as to whether
they are going to supply the Chinaman or the
white man. If we keep a stiff upper lip in
our dealings with the wholesalers we will
solve this difficulty."
Local Conditions
Mr. Hill, Bow Island — "Local conditions
affect us first. In our town there are three
Chinese employers and twenty-two Chinese
employees. They are not spending a cent in
the town. They buy their foodstuffs from
the wholesaler and clothing from the larger
centres. The Chinaman has no honor. They
give their word of honor to close at a certain hour and then deliberately remain open
.is long as they please. Much of the sympathy with the Chinaman is because he
gives a service by keeping open at all hours
which no other class of merchant
will do.
"We may have to resort to violent means
if our legislators do not take action."
Mr. Hill stated that in a Montana town a
Chinaman is so disliked that if one is seen
on the street he is promptly knocked down
and when taken in hand by the police is
fined for disturbing the peace.
"If I am appointed Justice of the Peace in
Bow Island, I will get white men to knock
down all the Chinamen and we will fine the
Chinks $10 and give $5 to the white man
who started the trouble," said Mr. Hill in
conclusion.
A delegate from Lethbridge stated that
the Great War Veterans' Associations were
in accord with this movement, but they were
delaying action until the R.M.A. stated their
position.

Urges Co-operation

Frank Stockdale made a passing reference
to the Chinese problem before opening his
address on "Opportunities in Retail Adver"While you do not want to mix your civilitising." zation with the Chinese, you want to learn
one thing from them," said Mr. Stockdale
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Moved by G. F. Beart, Edmonton; seconded
by J. M.
Medicine
Hat. to"The
cutiveCooper,
should forthwith
proceed
giveexeits
support to the granting of a bonus to all
returned soldiers of the Great War, varying
from $1,000 to $2,000 each, having regard to
the details of their service. That this resolution be forwarded to the Dominion Secretary to be presented to the authorities conMr. Beart, who moved the resolution said
he had talked with many returned men and
acquired their viewpoint. One old soldier
who
had served in this war and had also sent
cerned."
his two sons, had told him of the Rhyl riots
which he had said was the "first evidence of
theFewstupidity
of the of
menthein Canadian
big centresGovernment."
had homes
and thousands of them were without work
or homes. The street corners every night
were occupied by soldiers openly preaching
disloyalty and Bolshevism. The authorities
left them alone because if they were roughly
handled they would grow and spread into
thousands.
It must be recognized that Canada only
gives a summer's work and but seldom gives
a working man a full year's work and this
year when everyone is highly strung, hysterical and ready to fly off the handle it is
well to remember that when fall comes we
will have spent our money.
Land
Settlements
Regarding the land settlement scheme, Mr.
Beart said the terms offered to the soldier
by the Government were almost as good as
the C.P.R. offered to anybody and the size
of the staff needed to administer the scheme
was so large that they were wondering how
they could pay them, creating a big overhead to be charged up to the taxpayer.
To
the amount
for $830,000,000,
the soldiers'
bonusmeet
scheme
would needed
require
about one-third more than the last war loan.
Based on a very conservative estimate of
four million people in Canada and disregarding the natural increase in population
2V& cents a day paid for twenty-five years
would wipe off this amount.
For that, sum we could provide a standing
army to stand between us and evil for the
next two years. It would take that time for
the hysteria bred of the past four years
to pass away; for everyone to become mentally normal again.
After alluding to the broken and disabled
soldiers, he said: "Nothing we can do will
repay them.
We must get into the frame of

BOOKSELLER
mind to do the just thing because it is the
just thing or we are not decent citizens. We
can't expect the Government to take a step
like this unless the people are behind it.
So that if a soldier is short of money in the
fall he'll wait, because he will know the
-ight thing will be done.
"If we don't try and help the soldier and
he falls into the hands of the Red element
you have no idea what it will mean."
The resolution was seconded by Mr. J.
Cooper and was passed unanimously with a
standing vote.

Foreign Companies Act
Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton; seconded
by Mr. Scott, Edmonton:
"The Dominion Executive Council and the
Provincial Executive for Alberta shall take
up with the Dominion and Provincial Governments the question of legislation demanding that the Foreign Companies Act be
amended, making it necessary for such companies operating in the various provinces
throughout Canada and selling to any person
in Canada in the wholesale or retail trade,
be assessed in the Provincial and Municipal
license fee."

Small Debts Act
Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton; seconded
by Mr. Kellas, Medicine Hat:
"Whereas, the Association has been informed that several of its members have tried
to put the Small Debts Act into operation
and have failed to get the police magistrate
or justices of peace to act, on the plea that
there is no remuneration to them provided in
the Act, therefore, be it resolved that a
schedule of fees be published by the Government immediately and that a copy of such
schedule be forwarded immediately upon publication to the secretary of each provincial
branch of the R.M.A."

Endorse Coast to Coast Trip
Moved by H. S. Ireland, seconded by Mr.
Black, Medicine Hat:
"That this convention endorse the proposed coast to coast excursion to be held
during the coming summer."
Mr. T. A. Gaetz, past president, explained
that it was planned to have the excursion
follow a route from Halifax to Vancouver
through Regina, Moose Jaw and Calgary, returning to Calgary and proceeding north to
Edmonton, thence to Saskatoon, Winnipeg
and returning east.
In reply to a request from Mr. Illsey, for
information re the programme cost to merchants, etc., Mr. Gaetz explained that an
expression of opinion regarding the principle
of the matter was all that was required.
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throughout the Province and to hold a more
intensive course in commercial education than
has been done in the past. A lecture would
be held one evening with a conference in
the morning and afternoon of the following
day. There would be two courses, one in
the spring and one in the fall. The cost
would be $160 per course, or a total of $320
for the year. Twenty districts would cost
$6,400. There would be an allowance of
$200 made for advertising. Mr. Raymond
stated that the university would be willing
to set aside $3,000 for this purpose, leaving
the cost to the merchants $3,200. A guarantee of $4 from forty merchants would be
necessary in each district. It was explained
that should greater revenue be secured from
districts containing a large number of merchants, this money would be used for assisting the smaller districts.
Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton, and seconded by Mr. J. Kellas, Medicine Hat, the
resolution was adopted.
"Resolved, that this convention request the
incoming executive to continue the efforts
towards obtaining legislation requiring produce dealers and collection agencies to enter
into a bond with the Government as a condition before entering business."
The above resolution was adopted on motion of Mr. Illsey, Calgary, and Mr. Gillies,
Edmonton.
Mr. Raymond explained that the object was
to prevent produce dealers and collection
agencies starting up in business and after
obtaining large quantities of produce and
money from collections to decamp. This had
happened on numerous occasions in the past
and a bond with the Government would put
a stop to this practice.
"Resolved, that this convention is strongly
of opinion that all premium contests are
absolutely against the principles of the Retail Merchants' Association and good merchandising, and should be strictly avoided
by all retail merchants.
Further, that the

VERTICAL

DESK

Dominion executive should be urged to continue their efforts in favoring tlie passing
of legislation making such contests a conOn motion
of Mr. A. F. LePage,
tinual offense."
Hat, and Mr. Illsey, Calgary, the
solution was adopted after several
had been related of how merchants
victimized in these contests.

Medicine
above reincidents
had been

Convention Briefs
There was no question of the Wednesday afternoon session of the convention
starting on time. A great deal of interest was taken by the delegates in the
various industries visited in Medicine Hat
and Redcliffe, on the motor tour in
charge of H. S. Ireland on that afternoon.
The Chinese merchants came in for a
lot of hard knocks, but Mr. Stockdale
saw one redeeming feature and one
which white merchants can leant from
the yellow race, and that is co-operation. Even though Mr. Stockdale emphasized that the best advertising possible was the knocks from competitors,
several merchants continued to hammer
the Chinaman. It is significant that a
number of such delegates told of eating
in Chinese restaurants.
Custom and advertising are poor ways
to combat such a retail problem as the
Chinese merchant offers.
The

Resolutions Committee

included

the following delegates: Hill, Taber; Illsey, Calgary; Scott, Edmonton; J. Kellas,
Medicine Hat: and Gillies, Edmonton.

FILE

The vertical desk file, as illustrated
herewith, introduced by the American
Manufacturing concern of Falconer,
N.Y., affords the filing space of four
ordinary wire baskets or trays, yet only
takes up the space of one. Each section
can be marked for a specific use on both
sides. It eliminates the use of paper
weights; prevents scrutiny of letters by
persons who should not see them; keeps
the desk clean; sections can be used for
price lists and catalogues as well as
correspondence. When through with the
day's business the file can be locked in

Commercial Education
Moved by Mr. Gillies, Edmonton; seconded
Mr. Illsey:
"The executive shall be empowered to
select a committee representing the commercial interest to work in co-operation with the
authorities of the University of Manitoba in
connection with the courses in commercial
education."
Speaking to the motion Mr. Gaetz stated
that the universities wanted to take action
along this line. They were paying Mr
Stockdale's expenses and were agreeable to
continuing the lectures each year. The committee to be appointed was to see that this
work was carried on.
Mr. Illsey asked that a tax be made on
business men to defray the cost of the course
as the university could not easily spare the
money.
Secretary F. E. Raymond outlined the plan
for commercial education during the next
year.
The idea was to select twenty centres

by
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the desk drawer, and in the morning
everything will be as left. The file is
handy
for magazines and newspapers in
the home.
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ERASERS

•

The typist's "best buy" in an eraser is 399 TRI-PLY. This is an ideal red
circular eraser for every purpose. Center edge for ink and typewriting; side edges
for pencil and carbon copies.
"It works like a charm."
A free sample to any stationer on request.

WELDON

ROBERTS

RUBBER

THERE ARE REASONS

Co. NEWARK,

Fine Inks and Adhesives

for the largely increased sales of
Bradley
Water
Color
Boxes
for
schools. The standard of quality has
been maintained and prompt deliveries are always made.
A few of the leading boxes:

FOR THOSE

B-l — 8 semi-moist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and
charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans,
6 standard colors with
white and black.
A-13 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-14 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue, gamboge, black.
A-8 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-9 — 4 dry cake, carmine, blue,
gamboge, black.

Are

the finest and best Inks and

CHAS. M. HIGGINS
Branches :
Chicago.
London

MANUFACTURED

Magnet

Columbian

Adhesives

& CO.,
Mfrs.
271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN,

GETTHEBEST! BLOTTING
THE FOLLOWING

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid
Paste
Office Paste

TheBe manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
willing to pay for it. They are worth catering to.

TORONTO

THE EATON-DIKEMAN

KNOW

Vegetable Glue, etc.

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.
-

WHO

Higgi ns

For
by sale by the leading jobbers, or
trade orders wlil be promptly filled

215 Victoria Street,

N.J. U.S.A.

N.Y.

PAPER

BY

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING
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JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to SellingDealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
IX.

X

C-^ C-J
ADDS

MOISTENER

TO PROFITS

Retail price,
%n each.
Wholesale
rrice,
$2.50 each.
F.O.B. Bellows
Falls, Vt.
Made of pressed steel, tane^
any standard
width roll, and
is so simp'."
sales talks, demonstrations
or "approval"
sales are unnecessary.
Users
lik>'
them
because
in speeding
wrapping and packing they moisten tap*
perfectly.
Put in a stock now anJJ
lose no sales when customers
Orders shinned day received.
WRITE FOR PRICES
J. F. Ryan & Co.
AND SAMPLES OF
52 Vanderbilt
Atc.
SEALING TAPES
NEW
YORK

GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLES
Buyers

should write
at once
for samples and
prices of
THE APEX
TToENNE NEEDLES
each playing 10
records.
Also
ordinary NEEDLES
and SPEAR POINTS.
DELIVERIES of any quantities can
be despatched immediately.

BROADWAY

SMALLWARES

Limited

Astwood
REDDITCH,

CO.

Bank
ENGLAND

xter's
DeSTAR

MANIFOLD
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong:, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send for samples
and prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

NEW

GOODS

DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED

TOY

RAILWAY

SYSTEMS

Among the new productions of the
British Metal and Toy Manufacturers,
, Limited, of London, are railway acces' sories, to make complete models of existing railways as well as various models
of motor cars such as open touring cars,
lsndaulettes, and other automobile'.,
operated by clockwork.
WATER

BABIES

This heading does not refer to the
well-known juvenile book of that title
but is the name of a new series of dolls
put out by a New York firm. They are
made of light soft cloth known as Kopac
or Terry cloth. They are sanitary, and
the maker? c'aim for them that they are
indestructible, all of which is calculated
to make them popular with mothers.

Easy To Sell

Roovers Hand and
Desk Press Embossers
for Embossing
Names
and
Addresses, Seals, Monograms,
Initials, etc.
World-wide reexcellence. putation for
Write for par-and
embossed ticulars
cir*-*r*^-~**F :ulars showing
r*~^(~~~Y

ROOVERS

styles, with
prices.

BROTHERS

100 Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Something New
in

Fountain Pens
SELF FILLING, GLASS POINTED

BARNEY
"Barney" is the name of a toy tank
put out by the Liverpool toy concern of
Whitely, Tansley & Co. Like the real
tanks that struck such terror into the
hearts of the Huns when they first went
into action, Barney is a real climber.
NEW

TELEPHONE

BRACKET

A new telephone bracket has just been
perfected and placed on the market by
the Eureka Blotter Back Co., of Chicago.
It is built on a new principle — that of
two sliding plates, one against the other.
It is simple in operation and the parts
are made of heavy steel so that it will
not wear out.
The bracket will extend full 28 inches,
will move in a circle on the desk, and
can be raised up or down at the will
of the user. It will stay in any position
placed, and has the advantage of any of
the old-fashioned gate type brackets.
On account of its design, papers on
the desk will not be scattered around.
The sliding brackets take up but little
room, and the 'phone can be pushed
back out of the way, hut still be handy
for the 'phene call that is coming.
Whether standing or sitting, it is not
necessary to stoop to the 'phone; the
'phone can be brought to any position.
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Suitable
for manifold
book entries.
Does
not leak, never
fails to work
and is
easily refilled.
Be the first to introduce
these to your business
clients.
FULL PARTICULARS

W. J. STOREY

184 Park Ave.

MONTREAL

Y o li r Advertisement in this space
will give you a high
degree of publicity
value at $5 a month
on yearlv contract.
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AND
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines

INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

THE

STYLES

OLD

OFFICE
From

FILE

Pugh Specialty Co., Limited
38-42 Clifford Street

the National

I love it, I love it, and why should you
smile
At my
so fondly that old office
file loving
?
1 canbright,
see its

Manufactured

by

Mfg. Co.
93 John St./' NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Canadian Jabbers handle our Him.

pen,
splendidly made,
that retails
at
$2.50,
a 1 lowing
a liberal
margin
of

profit

Company
LARRY J. FARRELL
GEORGE N. HOSINGER
Manufacturers of
FOUNTAIN, STYLOGRAPHIC AND GOLD PENS
Canadian Representative Wanted
63 65 Irving St., Jersey City, N.J

••▲▲▲AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA9*

i,

"The Guarantee of Quality"

HF

XSSsrssfT

ULTON
Self-Inking

5 Stamp Pads
■^
Manufactured bij
\
FULTON SPECIALTY
J Elizabeth,

and

kept fussing

Now turned
he is gray,
long gone, and

my

our

letters

hair has
the

very

Tho' Strain's send along their most expert young man,
Who thinks we should file .on the vertical plan,

offer the trade
new
ideas
in
merchandise
with a guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
SELF-FILLER
PEN
A n
excellent

Farrell & Hosinger

M

shining

Wihile the boss in a hurry
around!

And same
we still
way, file

FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS

Gravity
Stylo
Pen
With
a new
and exclus i v e selffilling device.
Three styles to
retail at $1.50
$1.75 and
$2.50
Prompt
Deliveries
Assured.

all

As I stabbed on each letter with boyish
delight.
Ther. found,
the jolly old hunt till the letter was

Frank A. Weeks

We

arrival,

t
►

Line Daters
Numberers
Sign
RubberMarkers
Type
Printing
Outfits

CO.
New Jersey

•*»TYYTYTTTYTYTYYTVTTTTTY»5

And

CANADA

Manufacturers and Manufacturers'
French
Ivory Agents.
(Made
in Canada).
Photo
Frames,
Boxes,
Toilet
Articles and Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc., for all
seasons and occasions.
Toy Books.
Pennants
and
Textile Novelties,
Active Service Banners.
Welcome
jHome
Banners
and
Pennants,
and
Celebration Victory
lines. ' Pennants
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Souvenir Novelties.
If you don't get pur catalogue
It's well worth
regularly,
send having.
us yo'ur name.

THE "ADAIRACK"

whips out his booklet to show the
whole range,

But change,
I'm not
So

TORONTO

the

sort

I bid him good
with a smile

To Liaze on my relic —
THE OLD

who

is given

morning,

and

OFFICE

to
turn

FILE.

IF I SOLI) TOYS

Pen

Rack

and Paper Weight
Combined
Most Practical Penrack Ever
Invented
Cut Class

I would build, in front of my window,
a "kiddies' boardwalk," about six or eight
inches above the ground, and about two
feet wide. Shop windows are often too
high for children, and during the holiday season especially the adults generally crowd around the windows. The
youngster has a slim chance to gaze on
his conception of Paradise.
A railing on the outside would prevent
the children from falling off. With my
board walk the parents could stand outside of the railing and see the display bylooking over the heads of the youngsters.
I would have the "entrance" to the
board walk at one end and the exit at
the other end of the walk, built to run
int othe shop. Thus the parent, following the child, would be impelled to enter the store because the railing would
prevent "jumpoffs." This no doubt
would suggest a "look-around" in tha
toy department and consequent purchases.— "System."
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Weight
CUSHMAN

Pressed
U

Glass

lbs.

& DENISON

MFG. CO.

240-242 West 23rd St., New York City

Material
DrawingstMaterial
Arti s'

Mfrs

since

1854 of high

grade andArtists'
School
Oil
Waterand Colors,
Canvases,Outfits,
Brushes,
Wood- Tables, Boards,
enware
Drawing
Filing Cabinets.
Catalogue
and sample boaks on request

F. WEBER

& CO.

Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
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Good Selling Specialties for the Stationery Trade
v
— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
Dealers : Keep Your Eye on This Department for New Lines
A GOOD

<M\\V«\SX\.X\.
IMPROVED
BOX
BOX

L!D CANNOT

CRUSH

DOWN

Known and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our Specialty:

STAMPING

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

Pat.

May

13, 1913

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2. io per dozen.
Send for particulars.

F-B MANUFACTURING
1228

Intervale Avenue,

New

CO.
York

SELLING

A western dealer grew tired of "Anything else to-day?" or the "Will that be
all?" of his clerks. So he determined to
find a specific remedy, says the National.
Now, the first thing in the morning,
all the clerks in the store gather at a
little meeting which decides what article is to be pushed during the day. As
a general rule it is some office or desk
accessory, not very expensive, but usually in considerable demand. One day it
will be inkwells, on another loose leaf
memos or envelopes will be the item selected, while a special lot of paper will
be chosen for another day's business.
Under this plan, when a customer has
purchased or looked at the article he had
in mind upon entering the store, the
clerk does not have to ask a general
question, but says, "May I show you
these self-closing inkwells? I think you
would
like them."
A record
is kept of the different
things pushed during the week, and of
the total number of sales and sales of the
selected goods. The clerk who sells the
largest number of the "special items"
during any one week receives a small
cash prize, and the proprietor is authority for the statement that this plan
has resulted in an extremely large percentage of "suggestion sales."
"In fact," says the dealer, "it has
worked so well in my store that I don't
see why it couldn't be tried in every retail establishment-drug store, grocery
or hardware store. The very fact that
the clerks themselves select the items to
be pushed each day gives them an interest in the plan, and the stimulus of
competition is afforded by their eagerto capture
the force
prize micht
each week."
No nessdoubt
further
be given
to the nlan by a prominent front of the.
store display of the specials, backed by
show cards and price tags.
THE

HEN

AT WORK

Ernest Cobb, author of "Garden
Steps," has written "The Hen at Work,"
published by Putnam's, a book of over
230 pages. It is a practical handbook
for the owner of a small place who
wishes to raise poultry in a small way
with success and profit. A collection
of valuable suggestions on the selection
of breeds, the care and feeding of poultry, the building of economical houses,
coops, runs, etc. The volume contains
also many practical illustrations.
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Made

HINT

in
Canada

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturer*'

Agent

for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT
There is j?ond money in these tines for Dealers.
Get after this business in your territory-

E. A. CRIPPEN
Successor

to The Monarch

79 Spadina

Your

Avenue,

Sales

Paper Co.

Toronto

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising

for more business on
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons

It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum

Policy

is
" Quality
First "
stationers can therefore
on a line of goods of
standard
quality
and
formity as puts them
position to permanently
tain the trade of every
tomer who once uses
goods.

CARIBONUM

and
rely
such
uniin a
recusthe

Giet Us A Trial.

COMPANY, LIMITED

54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

British Goods Are Standards of Value
Mezzotint Engravings
and

Proof Etchings
Printed in Colors
For Particulars or Agencies
for the above —
Write to

VIRTUE
(Founded

& CO.
Road,

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods
Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

Write:

BRITISH

Castle Works, Cheapside,
Lancashire, Eng.

Preston

MADE

including Goods
Fancy Leather
Bank Note Cases
Music Cases
Wallets
Ladies*
Purses Bags
Mirror and Comb
CaLendars
Cases
Photo Frames
Fitted Pencil Cases
Pocket Books
and many
other lines are made by

HARPER

& CO., Ltd.

258-262 Holloway Road,
London, N. 7, Eng.,
and 56 Cheapside, London, E.C., Eng.
Write for list
N.B. — We have facilities for acting as Buying agents for Canadian firms.

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations. We are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants.

MENTION
BOOKSELLER

AND

Registered

Trade Mark

STATIONER

S. P. COOPER

W. V.

Central Agency

36 Camomile

tvJiELI- Sf.

The Castle Publishing Co.

Garden
Row,
City
LONDON,
N. 1

Fancy

An Agency for Private
Christmas and New Year
Cards is the most profitable
and easily worked side-line
you can take up. A request
for full particulars written
on your letter heading will
bring them by return mail.
It will pay you to write at
once for particulars to

1819)

Fine Art Publishers
7 City

To the Booksellers and
Stationers of Canada

BOWATER

& SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Queen Victoria St.. London, E.C. 4, Eng.

St., London, E.C. 3
Cables: " Sparteolus" London.

England

TO
In developing
paper for the
is thoroughly
Trade Paper,

BRITISH

FIRMS

your Canadian trade keep in mind that this business newsmerchants selling books, stationery, toys and kindred goods
representative of Canada — East and West. It is a National
and that is how it is regarded by the Canadian trade.

A space 2.x/\ x 3 on this page costs £ 1-0-7 on yearly contract. Send orders
to The MacLean Company of Great Britain, Limited, 88, Fleet St.,
London, E.C.
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AND
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British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after your deliveries.
Selling Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.
24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London E.C. 1., England
Cables :
Telereka, London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central.
2107 City.
2615 Dalston

School and Office
Requisites
GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92,
Clerkenwell Road,
London, E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London Counr.
i r'8,V^f
.,
tv
Council,
pustless
Chalk
Manufactur
ers etc.
to
is the Very Best
the Whoie3aie and
for Blackboards Export
T ra d e
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus. Inkstands, Stationery Cases. Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy: Tourists' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Games, etc.

35

STATIONERS'

CARDED GOODS
IN ALL VARIETIES.
Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Erasers for pencil, ink or typewriting; Pocket Pencils, Mapping
Pens.

Writing & Drawing Sets
Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Bands,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.

PEACE
Conditions Are Slowly Evolving
For the last four years I have been
obliged to concentrate on Government
and National business.
Friends at Home and Overseas have,
therefore, had a restricted ration of my
specialities.
Some of the boys are back — I am getting into my stride again.
Enquiries for Illustrated List are welcome.
Business is still difficult, but I shall be
able to cater for you better than ever

H. A. COOMBS

AFTER

10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, E.C. 4
Illustrated List on Request.

H. A. COOMBS'S

The spaces on this
page are equivalent
to
Double
Buyers'
Guide Spaces
RATE

IS

$5.00 Per Month

GOODS

London, E.C. 4, England

Hold the Line
Here's the line to hold
— John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because itsells so quickly. There's quality
about it. It writes
smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for
quick

on Yearly Contract
Single insertion, $7.00
A Good Live Page — High
value in publicity at
minimum cost

WAR

CARDED

10 Farringdon Avenue,

^l^t^l^l^l^I^l^'I^IX^l^l^^W?/.

THE

THE

sales.

Supplied
by in
all Toronto
the leading
Wholesale Houses
& Montreal
(Registered)
London (Eng.) Export Agency

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

th AUTUMN ANNUAL NUMBER OF
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER
will be issued in OCTOBER

BE REPRESENTED

IN IT

Full page, £9-5-3 Half Page, £5-2-1 1 Quarter Page, £3-1-9
(Better rates on 3, 6, or 12 months contracts)
Last Date for Receiving Copy at London Office, SEPT.

THE MACLEAN COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, LTD.,
56

15
88

FLEET
ST.,
LONDON, E. C.

BOOKSELLER

THE DAVIS NOVELTY
COMPANY, Regd.
A large assortment of Billfolds and Ladies' Purses in
stock.
Also Men's Leather Belts,
Boy Scout Belts, Photo and
Certificate Cases, etc.
MAPPIN BUILDING, MONTREAL
TEL. UPTOWN

398

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
I. i mi tod

TORONTO

-

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer
Rubber

and Metal

of
Stamps,

Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning

Brands,

Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main 3760
Dealers

who

are

TORONTO
interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this paper.

ARTISTS

SUPPLY

CO.

77 York Street
TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

AND

STATIONER

ADDING
MACHINE
ROLLS
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St..
Philadelphia.
ART SUPPLIES.
Artists' Supply Co., 77 York St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
BINDERS
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co.. 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum
& Pease Co., Brooklyn.
N.Y.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Dominion
Blank Book Co., Berthierville, Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The Albemarle
Paper Co.. Richmond,
Va.
Eaton-Dikeman Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies & Co., Limited. Toronto.
Richmond
Paper Mfg. Co.. Richmond,
Va.
Standard Paper Mfg. Co., Richmond. Va.
CASH
REGISTER
ROLLS.
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co., 83 Nassau
St.. New
York.
John W. Hartfield. N.Y. Produce Exchange, N.Y.
CRAYONS.
Binney & Smith, New York.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
DIE WIPING
PAPER
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co., New York. N.Y.
Menzies & Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-O Mfg. Co., Orange. Mass.
ENVELOPES.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited. Montreal, Toronto, WinMenzies & Co.. Limited, Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies & Co., Limited, Toronto.
St. Mungo
Mfg. Co.. Glasgow.
Scotland.
Weldon
Roberts Rubber Co.. Newark.
N.J.
FANCY
PAPERS.
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co.. Boston.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
FILES
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co.. New
York.
Mabie. Todd & Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
INKS, MUCILAGE
AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins & Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Winnipeg.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal Ink Co.. 53 Yonge
St.. Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.
"Glucine." Menzies
& Co.. Limited, 439 King St.
W.. Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
The Sengbusch
Co.. Milwaukee.
KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited. 215 Victoria St.,
Toronto
LEAD
AND COPYING
PENCILS.
American Pencil Co.. New York.
Wm.
Cane & Sons. Newmarket.
Ont.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St.
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
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W.,

MAPS
We can supply the trade with anything of
the map line as well as undertake any kindin
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
35 James

St. N.. Hamilton,

Ont.

WATERSTON'S
bee" ylfs
SEALING

WAX

factory:
Warriston Works, Edinburgh, Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
X"
"CLIMABaler
The Fireproof
Steel
turns your waste into
Made in 12 sizes.
profit.
Send for Catalogue.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

BOOKSKLLER

AND

LOOSE

School Rulers
NEW

LINE NOW

New

Shapes

and

READY

Right

Prices.

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO, N.Y.

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything in Picture Framing: outfits. $151). on
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished statues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

The Copp.

Clark

Luckett
Loose
Toronto.
National
Rockhill
Warwick
Elbe

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED

Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

File

&

ADV.

Climax

Baler

BE

O.

K.

STATIONERS
FROM
COAST
COAST

TO

Toronto,

King-

97

AND

Reade

Hamilton,

Mfg.

Manufacturing
PAPER

St.

West,

Mass.
York City.
St..

N.Y.

City.

GLOBES
Excellent for holding Essays,
and other data.

Corp..

Pearl

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited

Co., Syracuse,
MAKERS

St..

New

N.Y.

V.,

159

Queen

PAPETERIES
AND
WRITING
PAPERS.
The
Copp
Clark
Co., Toronto.
Buntin.
Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Ont.
Clark
Bros.
& Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Win&

Co.,
Bros.

CARDS.

Goodall's English
Playing Cards,
A. O.
Front St. W.. Toronto.
U. S. Playing Card Co., Windsor, Ont.

POST CARDS. GREETING

Hurst,

O. Hurst.
Canadian
representative,
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, Toronto.
Philip
G. Hunt
&
Co.. 332 Balham
London,
Eng.

Pugh
Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford
Valentine
& Sons
Publishing Co.,

32

32
High

Rd..

St., Toronto.
Toronto.

(Cutter, Eye!et,
Round-Hole,
Co., Orange.
Mass.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Co., Orange, Mass.

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

McKinley
Music
Chicago.

SUPPLIES.
Limited.
215

Victoria

AND
OFFICE
RULERS.
Co.. Canisteo.
N.Y.
SHEET
MUSIC.
Co., 1501-15
East Fifty-Fifth

HAMILTON.

OHIO

U.S.*.

St.,

UNDER

Directory Headings

Win-

Ick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John
Heath,
8 St. Bride
St., E.C., London.
Hinks.
Wells & Co., Birmingham,
Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen
Co.. Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian
Representatives.
TOYS,
PUZZLES
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited.
Toronto.

ON

Warw
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FOR

NAME and
ADDRESS

St.,

STATIONERS'
SUNDRIES.
Brown Bros., Ltd., Wholesale Stationers,
Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp,
Clark
Co., Wholesale
Stationers,
ToWinnipeg, Man.
Montreal, Toronto,

10c A LINE
PAYS

STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton, Phillips & Co.. Montreal.

Clark Bros. & Co.. Ltd..
W.nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited,

The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co.

etc.)

SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL
Hendry
Co..

14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal

Front

RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard
Cairns.
77 Queen
St. W., Toronto.
Fulton
Specialty
Co., Elizabeth,
N.J.
M.

Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers

CARDS, ETC.

A.

Mfg.

Street

TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR PUNCHES
Ihf best made

Limited. Toronto.
& Rutter,
Toronto.
PLAYING

Lectures

Made in all sizes. Capacity of back 5-8" to 2".
ELBE FILE & BINDER
New YorkCO.,
City 97 Reade

Ont.
552

Class Notes,

St., Toronto.
Hamilton.
Ont

FASTENERS.

Bowater
&
Sons,
Limited,
W.
Victoria
St.,
London,
EC.

The

BY

Co.,

Ideal Specialties
York
City.

Geo. M.
Toronto.

RECEIVED

Co.,

PAPER

Geo.

HERE

539

Rand.
McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp. Clark
Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., 215 Victoria
The
Scarborough
Co. of Canada,
PAPER
BALERS

Rivet-O

WILL

Limited,

Binder

Do not fail to show them to your school trade.

Toronto.

Leaf,

Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke,
& Vietor. 22 Cliff St., New
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

PUNCHES
Rivet-O Mfg.

YOUR

Co..

ELBE BINDERS ARE USED BY UNIVERSITIES
THROUGHOUT AMERICA !

AND

Booruni & Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal.

Menzies
Warwick

Otley

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.

MAPS

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial
Ruler Department

Manufacturer

LEAF

STATIONER

THIS

PAGE

BOOKSELLER

l'ONLY*1-25
cYuaKNOWLEDGE

320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Dr.WINFIELD SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noted Author iiy and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE—
What every young min and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacher and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
In plain wrapper for only $1,25
postage 10 cents extra.

McClelland & stewart
Limited

215 Victoria St., Toronto

Otto Sauer Series
French, Spanish
and Italian Grammars
MADE
Grammar

IN

THE

U.S.A.

Separate, $1.00
Grammar

WYCIL

with Key

STATIONER

BUYERS' GUIDE

BOOK
c

AND

$1.25

Classified Advertising CODE
pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter display stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.

One of these
Buyers' Guide

FORM

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $1.80 per

dozen.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
OFFICE

SUPPLIES

A JAX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS— FOR
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc.,
sample
with
prices
on request.
Desaulniers,
Moline.
Illinois.

"Scientific Salesmanship Course," 20 booklets,
20 lessons, $2 ; "Mail-Method Merchandising,"
24 lessons, $2 : "Health- Wealth" Method, great
27-Iesson health culture course, 25c ; "Cure of
Consumption." 10c : "Sexual Philosophy,"
world's greatest sex manual, 12c. Booksellers,
50%
discount.
Prepaid.
"Health- Wealth"
Pub.
House.
Lawrence.
Massachusetts.

517

Wellington

Every vvc Bookshop
Assistant
receive

Toronto

SEX SERIES

Keep
these books in sight.
They
are stead>
sellers because 90 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective
customers.
Four
to Men:—
WhatBooks
a Young
Boy Ought to Know.
WhaJt a Young Man Ought to Know.
What
a Young
Husband
Ought
to Know.
What a Man of 46 Ought
to Know.
Four Books to Women:—
What a Young Girl Ought
to Know.
What a Young Woman
Ought to Know.
What
a Young
Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman
of 45 Ought
to Know.
$1.00
BRIGGS.

WILLIAM

Each.
Publisher.

Toronto

Clean second-hand (surplus
library) BOOKS and others
offered in good condition at
low prices.
Sale Lists — Post Free

DAY'S(THE LIBRARY,
LIMITED
BRITISH LIBRARY. 1740)
96 Mount

Should

St. West

SELF AND

LANGUAGES
70RLD-ROMIC
SYSTEM. MASTERKEY
to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart. 37c : Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary. $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143 West
47th, New York.

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street. New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

WILL

St., LONDON

W.I., England

his or her own
Who Pays for the Advertising?

copy of

spaces

li/2" x 2lA"
costs $3 a

ing?
"WHO pays for the advertis-

Bookseller & Stationer
regularly

month on

$1.00 A YEAR

yearly contract.
Highly Effective
Publicity at
Minimum

Cost

THE

MACLEAN

PUBLISHING

CO., Limited
1 43 University Ave.
59

TORONTO

The consumer, of course.
He pays for every expense of
putting the goods into his hands
— including selling cost. This
and production cost are both so
reduced by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same goods, just because they
are well advertised. You ride
cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired a private car
— even a cattle car. And you
don't ask "Who pays the fare?"
— The Optimist
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AND
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We make over 275 National Cash
Registers every day
The National Cash Register is It saves time and money because it does 15 things in 3
a modern, labor-saving machine
that helps merchants, clerks, seconds.
and their customers.
It enables the merchant to give
It protects profits by stopping
leaks and losses, temptation,
and mistakes.

quick, accurate service.

It adds, records and classifies
many kinds of transactions.

It helps merchants make more
money, with less expense.

It more than pays for itself out
of what it saves.

This big plant makes nothing but National Cash Registers
The National Cash Register Co. of Canada, Limited
Toronto, Ontario
Offices in all the principal cities of the world
60
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THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC

50 MILLION PEOPLE
will see Moore
Push-Pin Advertising during 1919.
Look up your Stock today.

oi MOORE

This Style L Cabinet

will always hold first place as an Edition
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music

PUSH-PINS

of

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.

sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one today from your Jobber
Cost
$12.50
Sells
$18.75
Will more
than double
your sales.
MOORE
PUSH-PIN
CO.

It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent, to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian

Berkley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your
employ.store than any other medium you could

RELIANCE
INK

Write »/« for samples and particulars to-day.

"THE

McKINLEY

INK YOU CAN RELY ON"

The I.argtst "Exclusively
Sheet Music House"
in the World

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.
WINNIPEG,

MUSIC CO.

CHICAGO:

MAN.

NLW

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK

CITY: 145 W. 45th STREET

ARTISTS MATERIALS
Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
lino S»le. an m.d. on Um Sidewalk

Window

Display Fixtures

A Wonderful Ml of Patented Interchangeable Window
lnni,.nl,,i,i£ Boom, Si
ncrv. Ofhce Supphcv and Sundrie.
Yean Good Service in effective trade pullinfi imiln* irimi

Ditoloy Fiilurei
Set mil fiivc 10

The Flviutci you *ee above arc only a very lew of llie dcviCm thai • -in be
let up Willi Hie lull hi, bciidev hundred* ol ilandard hxturet can be vei up
Mule ol Oak. eilher Gulden. Antique or Weaihered F.ni.h Sel li pot up
in a Hardwood line..! lid Slurafie Chert, a fined place to keep [111 citra
Youniiv not in me
I lure are ihouiandv ol tell in daily un

No. 20
No. 20»i

Set has 89 Interchangeable Younili For Large Store Window!,
Set has SO Interchangeable Younils For Small Store Windows.

Sloe* earned in Hamilton, Onl.

Order direct or ifina your jobber.

Srnd lot catalog.

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton, London, ling.

S38.50
S23.10

Pattnttd and mode in Conodo.

The Oscar Onken Co. 2650 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.
Fixtures Set Up Without the Aid of a Tool.

A.RAMSAY

& SON

EST'D.

MONTREAL:

1842.

C°

THE • INK • FOR -ALL- PEOPLES
If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

MORE
t^-Tu;

PLAYTHINGS
B

! end

TEIXS YOU HOW.
Subscription — $2.00
per
(Foreign
$3.00)

your
subscription
NOW
and
get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings 1

4-OZ. ROYAL
INK.
Best for Fountain Pens.
RETAILS at 10c.

year.

the

Sample and Trade Discount
SENT UPON APPLICATION.

18 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

ROYAL

II OOLBORNE

61

INK
ST.

COMPANY

TORONTO

CANADA
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AUGUST

MACLEAN'S
WILL

BE A BIG SELLER

No wonder Canadians are "strong" for MacLean's. Every issue
is brimful of sane, substantial, and intensely interesting reading
material. Even New York publishers say that MacLean's stands
on a level with the finest U.S. general monthly magazines.
Look over this list of contents of August MacLean's — then tell
your customers about it.
CONTENTS

AUGUST

"Canada's Great Asset." By D. B. Hanna,
Chairman of Board of Directors of Canadian National Railways. It is replete
with experiences and stories from his long
career as a railroad man in Canada.

"The Lecturer at Large." By Stephen Leacock. Made up of what he terms "a
few painful reminiscences of the platform" in the course of his lecturing up and
down Canada. It is one of the best humorous sketches that he has written.

FIVE

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic." By Vilhjalmur Stefansson. The fifth instalment
of his story of the five years' explorations
that he conducted for the Dominion of
Canada.

SPLENDID

STORIES:
"His Majesty's Well-Beloved." By Baroness
Orczy. The second instalment of this
splendid romantic novel of the colorful era
of Charles II.
"On Leave." By Harry Bailey. A story
that deals with the love affairs of an offcer,
but has a background of golfing interest.

'Petite Simunde." By Arthur Beverly Baxter. A charming romance of the war. The
author will be remembered favorably for
his "Mr. Craighouse of New

MACLEAN'S:

"Over the First Jump." By J. K. Munro.
An article on the political situation, giving a great deal of inside information with
reference to recent developments at Ottawa.

York, Sati-

rist."
'The Seven Blue Doves." By W. A. Fraser.
The fifth of the Bulldog Carney series and
in some respects the best. It is a mystery
story.

"Lenix Gets His Reward." By Archie P. McKishnie. A Lenix Ballister story, very
laughable and pleasing; in fact, the best
of this series to date.

POETRY

The Regular Departments

'Teddy Bear." By Robert W. Service. The
latest
poem by Canada's famous rhymester.

There will be the usual departments and an
especially large Review of Reviews.

Merchants having big sales of MacLean's are making big displays ofthe magazine. Order generously and display prominently. Itwill pay you.
If your wholesaler cannot supply you write direct to circulation
manager C. W. Buchanan, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario.
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8 CENTS PER PACKAGE
I have a small stock of phonograph
needles on hand and while they last will
fill orders for

8 cents per package
of 100 needles retailing for 15 cents per
package.

This is a 47% Discount
These needles are made from the finest
steel and are loud tone.

DEALER'S
ORDER
COUPON
H. A. Be mister,
10 Victoria Street,
Montreal.
Please ship to my address. .. .packages
of steel phonograph needles at 8 cents
per package, on 30-day terms, with a
2% discount for cash herewith with
order.
Name . .
Address

RIVET-0

CICO for Short

Tr a. d-e Hark Red.

HANDY
For Punching

OFFICE

CICO is the short word for Adhesion.

PUNCH

Holes and Fastening

Papers

CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.
CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO is the
short cut to selling your trade the
full line of Carter
Easy to Handle as a Pair of Scissors
Double Hole Binder Punch is only one made punching two standard (3-16 in. and % in,) holes for loose
leaf binder sheets.
Eyelet Punch punches and fastens heavy or light
thicknesses of paper with neat, maroon, easy-squeeze
eyelets; permanent fastening, or instantly removable
with same punch.

Quality Products.
Made

THE
CARTER'S INK
COMPANY

Cutter Punch pierces heavy thicknesses of paper for Prong Fasteners.
Deep throats, long handles, easy leverage. Retail for $2 each in
factory-sealed
Cutter Punches.packages. Supply of fasteners goes with Eyelet and

Dealer*!

in Canada

Write for Big Offer.

Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.

RIVET-0 MFG. CO. - Dept. B - OARNGE, MASS.
Stationery Specialties Developed and Marketed
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GAZED LINEN
DieWiping Paper
A New
Development
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Wiping
In DiePaper

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada

Perfected after fifteen years' experience in the
manufacture of paper for this particular purpose
Combining Every Requisite
Createst tensile strength.
Will not break while running
the tackiest of gloss inks.
Its smooth surface enables it to work on picture nod hairline work of the finest quality, as well as general script and
block lettering.
Being made of a specially prepared pulp, it has a soft texture that positively will not wear the dies.
Rolls are hard wound and absolutely free from lint

SEND

Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.

TRIAL ORDER.
Unprecedented Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Returnable at Our Expense.

Canadian Factory and Oflicoi

at

9-11-13 Davenport Road

Toronto

Paper Manufacturers GoJnc.
PHILADELPHIAPENNA.
5 26-528
CHERRY STREET

FACTORY & RR.SIOINC
13™ & NOBIESTS.

INDEX

TO ADVERTISERS

Elbe File &
Artists*
Supp'ly
American
Lead
Allen,
Thos

Co
Pencil

67
20
1

Co
B

Bagster
Baker,
Ohas.
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B.B.B.
Co
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Drawing
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61
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Back
cover
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Inside back cover
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One of the "M.&V." Sellers

MITVOL

DURA-MUITIPIEX

niTYOL

TYPEWRITER! CARBON

'TYPEWRITER1

\ CARBON i

A reliable Carbon Paper that gives satisfaction to every typewriter user. A Carbon
Paper you can hand to any customer and be
confident that its qualities will please, in
big measure.
You can satisfy customers and get sizeable
profits, too, by stocking and pushing M.&V.
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons.

~3yjr T- %^£2jz.

Mittag & Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and

Park Ridge,
Agencies

in every

Factory

N.J., U.S.A.

part of the world:

in every city of prominence.

One of these
on your counter
keeps the register ringing
A good pencil is an everyday necessity
to everybody. A stock of good pencils
— Cane's Canadian-made Pencils for
instance — well displayed will bring the
dealer good profitable sales.
Cane's Pencils come to you in a good looking Counter Display Carton
like the one illustrated. Note how the pencils stick up — grabbing attention quickly and making the sale extra easy.
Your wholesaler can supply you.
Write
to-day
and
ask
him.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Co., Newmarket, Ont

B O O K 8 E L L E R

A XI)

SCRIBBLERS

^31

-

EXERCISE
BOOKS

jf&Q&uj,

k^^
^s~*ifw

BR T^

\!^Cn

S T A T I () X E U

These are two of our new
covers. You will find the
range complete in every way
all grades of paper stock,
with attractive covers in a

4
t
Homeward

large assortment.

Bound

School Supplies
Do not wait till the last minute. Order now, while the
lines are still unbroken.

HAMILTON

AND

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

$

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four
years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

m

?JU£

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

AUGUST,

1919

No. 8

-MM
INK

»WA

■c.u. Kt-ujEI

MADE
STANDARD

^8

h

IN

SAFETY-SELF-FILLING

STYLES

rijf?=

TRADE

DISCOUNTS

ON REQUEST

M ABIE, TODD & COMPANY
473 College Street, TORONTO
LONDON

ZZJX
BOOKSELLER

AND

partment,
class matter.Ottawa.
July

STATIONER,
1st,

1912,

at

August
the Post

PARIS

i\v:
5, 1919.
Office

at

Volume
Buffalo,

XXXV.
under

the

Published
every month.
Act of March
3rd, 1879.

NEW

YORK

..._./^3

Yearly subscription
price
$1 00
Entered
a
A
Entered as second-class
matter at the Post Otfic^n"
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MACNIVEN
& CAMERON, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF STATIONERY, STEEL PENS,
STATIONERS' SUNDRIES AND
FOUNTAIN
WAVERLEY HOUSE, 30 SHOE LANE, LONDON,
WAVERLEY

STATIONERY
(BLANK

WORKS

BOWERSBURN

BOOKS)

WORKS

(NOTEPAPER

EDINBURGH

<t ENVELOPES)

WAVERLEY

PEN

(STEEL

* SUNDRIES)

PENS

Specimens

of

i£ Jfl

I si

the

CAMERON
HOUSE
(fountain pens)
LONDON,
E.C.
4

WORKS

BIRMINGHAM

LEITH

Some

PENS
E.C. 4

Mark

of

Quality

PORTELETTRES
COMBINING

WRITING

June
Robert

m

Burns

PAPER

AND

ENVELOPES

Roses

OP

a Floral

by II. Davis Richttr, R O.I.

HIGHEST

GRADE

Rfvel

by II. Davis Richttr, R.O.I.
Sir Walter

by Naswyt/i

STEEL
THE

DIG

FAMOUS

WAVERLEY

WAVERLEY

" They

conic

as

The Pickwick,

SERIES

HINDOO-

a
the

Scott,

Bart.

PENS

boon
Owl,

AND

No.

OTHERS

HINDOO

1

and

a

and

the

by Kaeburn

blessing

No.

2

to men,

Waverley

Pen."

Safety
Self Fillers
THE
FOUNTAIN
PENS
WITH

DISTINCTIVE

NIBS

Combining the action of the Renowned

Steel Nibs, with that continuous smoothness

SELF-FILLING

with

AND

SAFE,

waverley,

Hindoo.

"J,"

in writing which

bankers

1:1

:

ARCHIE

GIBB

WHO
THE

OUR

and
iiiii

normal

ii

14

.

carat

nibs

:

.

WILL
SHORTLY
VISIT
PRINCIPAL
CITIES
OF

CANADA

REPRESENTATIVE

1

only a gold nib can give
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i
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HERE THEY ARE!
These Authors Sell Themselves
You won't have to talk an hour to make a sale
BOOTH

TARKINGTON

$1.50 net

RAMSEY MILHOLLAND. Another "Seventeen" story.
Do you remember how "Seventeen" sold?
KATHLEEN NORRIS
$1.50 net
SISTERS. Mrs. Norris has done many striking characters,
but none so interesting as these sisters.
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
$1.60 net
THE LONE WOLFS DAUGHTER. A romance and
the struggle between two forces, Scotland Yard and Limehouse — the Lone Wolf and Prince Victor, half Russian,
half Chinese, ftnd all devil.
PETER B. KYNE
$1.50>et
THE GREExN-PEA PIRATES. From beginning to end
the book is a delight. Even "Cappy Ricks" is no better —
may be not so good.
GRACE S. RICHMOND
$1.50 net
RED

AND BLACK. "Red Pepper Burns" again. Another opportunity to follow the further experiences of Red
of the Flaming Hair.
WM. J. LOCKE
$1.50 net
FAR-AWAY STORIES. Perfume of old lavender,
tragedy, whimsicality, woven together with the usual
Lockian touch.

MURIEL HINE
$1.75>et
THE HIDDEN VALLEY. The story of a woman who
made two tragic mistakes in her life. But who eventually
found happiness and contentment.

S. B. GUNDY, Toronto
Publisher in Canada to Humphrey

Milford
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M. & S. TRAVELLERS
Will soon leave on their Fall trips armed with
the best books ever offered the Canadian trade

TO

convince you that this house is again in the van for the coming
season we will greet the booksellers with the most complete and allround satisfactory list of books that has ever been brought together in this
trade.
Just think of the Selling Possibilities of New
Books by Authors such as these :
MWy

Rolbxeiffei Kimdhi&irt

Author <>f "The Amazing

Interlude"

Sft®jplhi@im MfcKemiinia

Author of the famous "Anne" books

bab©J Ecclfe§{t@im© Maekay
Author of "Up the Hill and Over"

Author of "Sonia"

Eo PHnalKpi Oppaimlnieainni

MairdWM
•

Author of "The Wicked Marquis"

"The Dop J >octar"

R®Ib@ifi£ Wo

Saimini(dbir§

Author of "Beautiful Joe"

Grace McLeod E©g©r§

Blndhi&irdl Ddhmira
Author of

l©iraltg©inni@iry

LQ

CSn&mlb@]r§

Author of ''The Common

Law," etc.

Mr§0 Humphry Ward

"Joan at Halfway" i- a hook to bracket
your sales with the "Anne" books

P. O. D.

of "Toronto Saturday Night'!; Canada's
Leading Humorist

Ao Firaioir

Author of "Elizabeth's Campaign'"

Firaimk Swnimim@5rtafii

Author

of

"The

Three

Sapphire.-"

i£^aim Mcirk@waim

Author of ''Nocturne"

Hnnglhi Walp®l©

Her

Author of "The Secret City." etc.

Bo Mo Ewer

Author of "The Thunder Bird"

in

book,

"Janet of the Kootenay,"
prove a big success.

will

H. A. Cody

Author of "The Unknown

Wrestler"

Siw Jlolm Wnllnsomi

MSI Jivii(Si_
13 remarkable novels

Political Reminiscences

E®Ib©irit W&tam
Author of "My Brave
man and

Author of "The Dark Tower"

Ralplrn WaM®

Trie©

Author of "In Tune With the Infinite"

Rolbeirt Hiidhieims
Author of "Garden

of Allah."

etc.

Gallant

Gentle

IRwo Difo JoJnira Primigl®
"Yukon Sketches,'' by the Moderator of the
General Assembly

Bairfiififii@MS

The Publishing House

of

McClelland & Stewart, LimiTORONTO
ted

215 Victoria Street

ROOK

S E L L E R

A N I)

S T A T I0 N E R

FOR HAPPY CHILDREN -BOYS AND GIRLS
Stories You Can
Read to the
Children

The

Famous

BEDTIME STORIES
By Thornton

W. Burgess

The best-written and finest-illustrated Animal
Stories for Little Human Animals, 4-12 years.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The Adventures of Reddy Fox.
The Adventures of Johnny Chuck.
The Adventures of Peter Cottontail.
The Adventures of Unc' Billy Possum.
The Adventures of Mr. Mocker.
The Adventures of Jerry Muskrat.
The Adventures of Danny Meadow Mouse.
The Adventures of Grandfather Frog.
The Adventures of Chatterer the Red
Squirrel.
The Adventures of Sammy Jay.
The Adventures of Buster Bear.
The Adventures of Old Mr. Toad.
The Adventures of Prickly Porky.
The Adventures of Old Man Coyote.
The Adventures of Paddy the
Beaver.
The Adventures of Poor Mrs.
Quack.
The Adventures of Bobby
Coon.
The Adventures of Jimmy
Skunk.
The Adventures of Bob
White.
The Adventures of
OF Mr. Buzzard.

Illustrated,
Each, 60 cents.

Old Mother West Wind.
Mother West Wind's
Children.
Mother Friends.
West Wind's
Animal
Mother West Wind's
Neighbors.
Mother West Wind "Why"
Stories.
Mother West Wind "How"
Stories.
Mother West Wind "When" Stories.
Mother West Wind "Where" Stories.
Illustrated, Each, $1.00.

GREEN

MEADOW

SERIES

Happy Jack: The Adventures of Happy Jack
Squirrel.
Mrs. Peter Rabbit : Peter brings a wife to the
Old Briar Patch.
Illustrated, Each, $1.35.
The Burgess Bird Book.
illustrations, $2.50.

48 full-page colored

Father (to the seven-year-old) :
Stories the
"What are you reading?"
The Boy: "Bob White."
Children Can Read
Father: "Why, I thought you
for Themselves
read that the other day."
The Boy: "I did, but I'm reading it again."
Published in Canada by

McClellanTORONTO
d & stewart
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UP-TO-DATE PRACTICAL BOOKS
The Modern
Gasoline Automobile,
Its Design, Construction,
Operation.
By Victor W. Page. M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical
and up-to-date treatise on gasoline automobiles and their component
parts ever published. In the new revised and enlarged 1914 edition,
all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance
are fully and completely described and in language anyone can
understand.
1,000 page*.
1.000 illustrations. Price, $3.50
The Model T Ford Car, Its Construction,
Operation and Repair, Including the Ford
Farm
Tractor.
By Victor W. Page. Thi.-. is the most complete
and practical instruction book ever published
Oil the Ford oar, A high-grade, cloth bound
book, printed on the best paper, illustrated by
specially made drawings and photographs.
All parts of the Ford Model T Oar are described and illustrated in a comprehensive
manner nothing is left for the reader to
guess at. The construction is fully treated and
operating principle made clear to everyone.
.110 pages.
106 illustrations. Price $1.00
Automobile
Repairing
Made
Easy.
By Victor W. Page. A thoroughly practical book containing complete directions for making repairs to all parts of the motor car
mechanism. Written in a thorough but non-technical manner.
This book also contains Special Instructions on Electric Starting.
Lighting and Ignition Systems, Tire Repairing and Rebuilding.
Autogenous Welding, Brazing and Soldering, Heat Treatment of
Steel, Latest Timing Practice. Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors,
etc., etc. You will never "Get Stuck" on a job if you own this
book. 1,000 specially made engravings on 500 plates. 1,0»6 pages
(&% x 8).
11 folding plates.
Price, $3.50
Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame.
By M. Keith Dunham.
Explains
in a simple manner apparatus
to
be used, its care, and how to construct necessary shop equipment,
Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile
parts, in a
manner understandable by everyone.
167 pages, fully illustrated.
Price. $1.25
Dies;

Their
Construction
and
Use
for the Modern
Working
of
Sheet Metals.
By J. V. Woodworth. A new book by a practical man, for those
who wish to know the latest practice in the working of sheet metals.
It shows how dies are designed, made and used, and those who are
engaged in this line of work can secure many valuable suggestions.
Sixth revised edition.
525 illustrations, 301 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $3.50
How
to Run an Automobile.
By Victor W. Page. This treatise gives eoDoi e
instructions for starting and running all makes
of gasoline automobiles, how to care for them,
and gives distinctive features of control. Describes every step for shifting gears, controlling engines. 178 pages.
72 illustrations.
Price, $1.00
Machine
Shop Arithmetic.
By Colvin-Cheney. Most popular book for shop
men. Shows how all shop problems are worked
out and "why." Includes change gears for
cutting any threads ; drills, taps, shrink and
force fits ; metric system of measurements and
threads. Used by all classes of mechanics and
for instruction in Y.M.C.A. and other schools.
Seventh edition.
131 pages.
Price, 60c
Aviation

fcssss

Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price.
NORMAN

W.

HENLEY

McClelland

PUBLISHERS
Dept. B.S.

A B C of Aviation.
By Major V. W. Page. This book describes
the basic principles of aviation, tells how a
ballon or dirigible is made and why it floats
in the air. Describes how an airplane flies. It
shows in detail the different parts of an airplane, what they are and what they do. Describes all types of airplanes and how they
differ in construction : as well as detailing the
advantages and disadvantages of different types
of aircraft. It includes a complete dictionary
of aviation terms and clear drawings of leading airplanes.
275 pages.
130 illustrations
Price. $2 50
House Wiring.
By Thomas W. Poppe. Describing and illustrating up-to-date
methods of installing electric light wiring. Intended for the electrician, helper and apprentice. Contains just the information needed
for successful wiring of a building. 125 pages, fully illustrated,
flexible cloth.
Price, 60c.
Electric Wiring, Diagram
and Switchboards.
By Newton Harrison, with additions by Thomas Poppe. This is
the only complete work issued showing and telling you what yom
should know about direct and alternating current Wiring. It is a
ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and
mathematics, arithmetic being used throughout- It is in every
respect a handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on
wiring for the wire-man, foreman, contractor or electrician. Second
revised edition.
303 pages.
130 illustrations.
Cloth.
Price, $2.0*
High

Frequency
Apparatus,
Its Construction
and Practical
Application.
By Thomas Stanley Curtis. The most comprehensive and thorough work on this interesting subject ever produced. The book is
essentially practical in its treatment and it constitutes an accurate
record of the researches of its author over a period of several years,
during which time dozens of coils were built and experimented with.
24* pages.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $2.50
The

Lathe — Its Design, Construction
and Operation, With Practical
Examples of Lathe Work.
By Oscar E. Perrigo. A new revised edition, and the only complete
American
written
by a 'man
how
work work
oughtontothebe subject,
done, but
who also
knows who
howknows
to do not
it. only
and
how to convey this knowledge to others. It is strictly up-to-date in
its descriptions and illustrations. A number of difficult machining
operations are described at length and illustrated. The new edition
has nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations.
Price, $3.00
Henley's
Twentieth
Processes.

Engines- -Dtsign : Construction : Repair.
By Major Victor W. Page, American Air
Service. This treatise, written by a recognized
authority on all of the practical aspects of internal combustion engine construction, maintenance and repair, fills the need as no other
book does. The matter is logically arranged ;
all descriptive matter is sinnply expressed and
copiously illustrated, so that anyone can understand airplane <ngine operation and repair even
if without previous mechanical training. This
work is invaluable for anyone desiring to become an aviator or aviation mechanician. Practical, easily understood work of reference for
all interested in aeronautical science. 576
pages, 253 illustrations. Price, net, $3.00

THE

American
Stationary
Engineering.
By W. E. Crane. A new book "by a well-known author. Begins at
the boiler room and takes in the whole power plant. Contains the
result of years of practical experience in all sorts of engine rooms,
and gives exact information that cannot be found elsewhere. It's
plain enough for practical men and yet of value to tfiose high in the
profession. Has a complete examination for a license. Third edition
i-e\ isced and enlarged.
345 pages.
131 illustrations.
Cloth. $2.50
Price,

FREE

PUBLISHING

Century

Book

of

Recipes,

Formulas

and

Edited by Gardner D. Hiscox. The most valuable teehnc-ohemical
formulae book published, including over 10,000 selected scientific,
chemical, technological and practical recipes and processes. This
book of 800 pages is the most complete book of recipes ever published, giving thousands of recipes for the manufacture of valuable
articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, practical ideas and secret
processes are revealed1 within its pages. It covers every branch of
the useful arts in every respect. Contains an immense number ot
formulas that every one ought to have that are not found in any
other work. New edition. Cloth binding, $2.00. Half Morocco
binding,
Price, $4.00
Starting, Lighting and Ignition Systems.
By Victor W. Page. A practical treatise on
modern starting and ignition system practice.
This practical volume has been written with
special reference to the requirements of the
non-technical reader desiring easily understood
explanatory matter relating to all types of
automobile ignition, starting and lighting systems. It can be understood by anyone even
without electrical knowledge. Nearly 500
pages. 297 specially made engravings. New
edition.
Price, $2.00

,-r'';

'I

MODERN

KNtTlONSeWS

grtb»g
i§ St«t«<g.u

-Our new Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request.
CO., 2 West

45th Street, New

York, U.S.A.

& stew art, limited
TORONTO

215 Victoria Street
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One Look at the Authors' Names
will show you in a moment what splendid and unusual opportunities for big selling are offered in our Fall list.
These listed here are only a selection, others just as good, if not
quite so widely known, will be shown you as well by our travellers.
ANTHONY

CONINGSBY

HOPE

Back again with another splendid
seller
— The Secret of the Tower.

GEORGE

BARR

McCUTCHEON

with
a typical "McCutcheon"
—
Sherry.

JEROME

BRUCE BAIRNSFATHER
Clever text, abundantly illustrated
— From Mud to Mufti.

hook

K. JEROME

STANLEY

FRANCES

. All the old Zangwill style and interest
— Jinny the Carrier.

LUCAS MALET
One of her strongest novels
— Deadham Hard.

RIDGWELL

J. WEYMAN

Author of "Under
etc.
— The Greathouse.

Who won't buy it? A new theme
— All Roads Lead to Calvary.

ISRAEL ZANGWILL

CULLUM

E. STERRETT

E. STREETER
Of 'Dere Mable' fame
— Same Old Bill, eh, Mable!

MRS. VICTOR
Author

RICKARD

"Light Above

the

Cross-

— The House of Courage.

BERTRAND

W. SINCLAIR

roads"
Author
"North
— Burnedof Bridges.

A thrilling story of India
— The Lamp in the Desert.

MRS. W. K. CLIFFORD

the Red Robe,"

Exciting and interesting people in
— Rebecca's Promise.

Another dramatic Western story
— The Law of the Gun.

ETHEL M. DELL

DAWSON

In an entirely new type of novel
— The Test of Scarlet.

of Fifty-Three"

KATE JORDAN

"The best work of her career"
— Miss Fingal.

Author
of "The
Creeping
— Against the Winds.

Tides"

With a list like this — and these are only part of them — you will appreciate
the opportunities.
Our travellers will be calling on you shortly.

THE

It will be in your interests to study this list.

RYERSON
(Formerly Wm.

Toronto

PRESS
Briggs)
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_ READY

AUGUST

$1.65
We
to tell
you has
what
romance and its probare facts.
heregreat
But this
for us.about
donewe it think
Beach
success.need Rex
ible don't

Three months before publication, the dramatic and motion picture rights were
sold, after lively competition, to the biggest interests in the country. The foreign
rights were also sold and bidding had already started for the second serial rights.
If America's biggest experts on public appeal knew instantly (although it was a
"first"
that The
a sure
to ordernovel)
in quantity
and Branding
join with Iron
us in was
a real
push.success, it's a safe book for you

THOMAS
Publisher

ALLEN
Toronto
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The Best

NEW

Marine Engineering Text Books

AND

IMPORTANT BOOKS

Published by James Munro & Co., Limited
GLASGOW,

SCOTLAND

Munro's Marine
Engineers'
Annual.
Pocket
Log and Diary.
With which is incorporatfa 1 I>on,ildson's Engineer' Annual.
Including Formulae, Rules, Miscellaneous Tabhw. and other
valuable matter of information. The best Annual ever placed
at the service of sea-going Engineers. Revised and brought
up-to-date every year. Annually in September. Trice, is. 6d.
net; by post, &.
Marine
Engineers'
Pocket
Book.
Bv W. C. M'Gibbon.
M.L
M. E. Contains useful information in condensed form, ua-raufied
■llphalK tieally.
Should
be in the jrocket of every Marin.
I",,
Sfineer.
Now ready.
Price, r.'s. net; by post. 12s. fid.
Indicator Diagrams for Marine Engineers — Bv W. C. M'Gbbon. Xf.I.M.E.
I'ullv [Uuobrared and explained
with nearly 30<t
diagrams.
The Ix-st. 1 I. on this subject yet published.
Price.
12s. Gd. net; by j>ost. lis.
Questions with Answers. By Tod & M'Gibbon. For Marine
Kngiimis'
oi TradeandE vaniin.iti.ais.
new
questions onBoard
Oil Motois
Ash Kjectors. Oontadn&Dg
etc. .New tile
edition.
Grvally enlarged.
Price. 8s. net: by post, 8s. fid.
Drawing
Book
for Marine
Engineers.By W. C. M'Gibbon.
AI.l.M.M This bOOk has U.-ll i.iea r.u^lLl\ r.\i..,l an. I brOUffhi
U'lHto-date, anil i- im 1 1 jpi n .idle to those going Up f'.r the
certificate
P
i net : by post, 8».
Marine
Engineers'
Drawings
for Secondi-C'ass
Candidates —
Bv \V. ('. M'Gibbon,
M.I.M.E.
It. T. Exams.
New
Work, 1919. Price, 6s. net; by post, 6s. fid.
Slide Valves and Vn've Gearing.
By Peter Ycun-rson.
B.Se..
Engr.,
London.
the working
and

lOxtra-Chi, f Kii^in, it.
man:,.
IE
>n,ni

Tin\w.ik
\.iU,
ge&l
in

illust rat.s
a- Simple

-ami complete
a manner
a- possible.
Enlarged
new
edition.
Price, 15s. net; by poet, l.V. Gd.
Board
of Trade
Examination
Ca'culations
for Second-Glass
Fngineers
Ry
Peter
Youn-rson.
B.Sc,
En-rr..
Lomlon.
KxtraCliut

Kimin, el . aiel

.1.

S.

Shaw.

Extra Thief

BSUKluVBT.

Most, complete
an I iip-to-dau
Mew
edition.
Entire!
written.
Price, "s. 8rJ.; bj poet, 8s.
Beard
of Tiade
Examination
Calcu'ations
for
First-Class
Fnginef's
By
Peter
Your"son.
B.Sc.
Ep"i\
I indon
Extra-' 'h-icf Engineer,
and .1. il. Shaw,
Kxtra Chi I I
Most, complete
and
UJhtO-date.
New
edition.
Entiix-ly
rewritten. Price, "s. 8d, net* bj post, 8s.
The t\\" eiiniiu'- of above, by post. IV. fid.
"Verba' No'cs" and Sketches for Marine Fngineers. — By
J. VY. M. Solium. M.I.E.S. A manual of Marine Engineering
Practice. Tenth Edition. Re-wrrtten, re-illustrated, and enlarged. Price. 30s. net ; bj post, 30b. 91.
The Marine Steam Turbin" A Pract:c<l I'lustrated Description of the Parsons and Curtis Marine Steam Turbines,
etc., as presently constructed, tilted and run. inelieliuK TultoOGeneratons. A manual cA Maiiue .Steam Turbine Praotil
tended for the use oi Naval and Mercantile Marine Engineer
Officers, etc., by .1. W. M. Sothem. Just Published. Fifth
Edition. Re-written, op-to-<Ta1ie and great!; enlarged Price,
30s. net: postage. 9d.
Vlarine Engine Indicator Cards -CcntPrnin"? in exhaustive
course of indicator Diagrams njecialls arranged f<*r Board of
-Trade Examination candidates, and also intended for the use of
Engiih.i utile,), of all grades, by J. W. M. Sothem, M.I.E.s.
Second edition, re-written up-to-date, and greati?
Royal 8vo. 230 pp.. With ovei -'"> illustrations. Price. IDs 6d.
net; ii\ post, lis.
■Simple Prob ems in Marine Engineering Dcs'gn including
AVebra, for Hoard of T-;'de Fvpm'nati-ns. P.y R. M.
SotEhern, M.I.E.s. Etacn wetion contains rules and formulae
required in engine and boiler design with worked out examtples
of each, togethei with a set of problems for practice. This
pocket book has been special!) compiled to supjdj marine en
giineors with a handy, practical and simple work on general
design calculations, particularly suited te» the lanuiivnnuts of
chief enginieeis of steamers.
Price, 7s. fid.; by posit, 8n.
Handbook to B.O.T. Examinations for Extra Firs'-C'ass Engineers.— By A. N. Somcrscales, M.I.M.E. Pr:c_\ 18s.
net ; by post, 18s. fid.
Vlechpnics frr Marine Fnr»:n «-s and Engineering Students.
— By A. N. Skjmerecales, M.I.M.E. A book written bo meet the
new spirit of the Board i .f Trade Examinations for first and
second-class Engineers. .Inst published. Price, 3s. 6d. net: bQ
post. 4s.
Hin's to Fng:p-ers fo' BOT
Evams. — By W. D. Martin,
M.I.E.s. Fully illustrated with diagrams. Price, ",, 6d. net;
by post. 4s.
Marine
Oil Engines.
Bv W. I). Marin,
M.I E S.
Fully illustrated. Specialty written
for Marine
Engineers
and o
who
are unfamiliar
with
tin working
of Oil Engines.
New
enlarged edition.
Price, 5-, nel : bj post, 5s. 6d.
PiacMcal
Mathematics
for
Engineers — Bv
F.
Hovend^n,
M.I.AI.E.
All appi*entices
intending
to beci>me
Marine
Engineers should procun
S ooi»y of the Iwok. a-s it is spe,
arranged t" suit them,
Price, 3s. 9d. net: by post, 4s.
Formulae. Ru'es and Ou-stiens in Steam, inc'uding Turbines.
—By A. N. S.inu i-,al, s. M.I.M.i;. New edition. Re-written
and greatly enilarg< 1 Price, 3s. Sd. net; by post, 3s. lOd.
Marine Engineers' Fngine-Room Reference Book A Handy
Pocket Brwik for kirpinu a ffl ference of particiilars of youa*
engines and spare gear,
Price. Is. net; by post, Is. 2d*
Marine Engin- ring Estimates and Costs. — Bv G. R. Bruce
M.LN.A. This book states in a siimple manner the general
principles underlying the making up of estimates for new
work and the costing of machinery passing through the shops.
Mew
and enlarged
edition, Gs. net. by post, 6s. 6,1.
Lockie's Imprcvc-I Drawing Scales — By John Locikie. C.E..
Wihi'tworth Scholar. (Including Indicator Diagram Scales.)
Price, Is. fid. net; by post, 1-. 8,1.
Furnace Deformation Chart.— In case. Containing Charts
for 3 boilers.
Price, 1~. net; by post, 1»- 6d.
Drawing Block for Marine Engineers. — Size 13 x lf> inches.
'Thirty -eight sheets of good drawing paper. Very handy for
Engineers' use at 9ea.
Price. 2s. Gd. net; by post, 3s.

GOD'S HIGH WAY
By Rev. W. V. Fullerton,
Author of "Life's Dusty Way."
Cloth, 3s. 6d. net.
A new series of inspiring addresses.
"God's high way is among the hills and above the
clouds.
. . God's high way is easy to find;
easiest when earliest sought.
This little book
tells about it." — Preface.

FAILURE AND RECOVERY
By

Rev. Harrington
C. Lees, M.A., author of
"The Eyes of His Glory." Cloth, 2s. 6d. net.
A recent series of "Stuart Memorial" lectures.
"There is no man who has not tasted the bitter
waters of failure. . . There is no Christian who
may not drink freely of the brimming wine cup
of recovery." — Preface.

HUDSON TAYLOR AND THE CHINA
INLAND MISSION
The Growth of a Work of God, by Dr. and Mrs.
Howard Taylor
With portrait and map.
"Hudson Taylor is an
missionary history of
trolling spirit whose
—powerfully
The Guardian.
affected the

Cloth, gilt, 9s. net.

outstanding figure in the
the last century, a conviews and methods have
policy of other agencies."

A STANDARD BEARER OF FAITH
AND HOLINESS
A

memoir,

with

portrait,

REV. EVAN

and

reminiscences

of

H. HOPKINS

By Dr. Eugene Stock, Rev. W. Y. Fullerton,
Dr. Alex. Smellie. and others
In tasteful art covers. Is. 3d. net.

THE SECRET OF UNITED PRAYER
By Rev. Andrew Murray, D.D.
A new volume in "The Pocket Companion" series.
Uniform with —

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

SECRET
SECRET
SECRET
SECRET
SECRET

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

INTERCESSION
ADORATION
THE FAITH LIFE
INSPIRATION
THE ABIDING PRESENCE

Paper Covers is. net. Limp Cloth is. .id. net per volume.

MORGANLIMITED
& SCOTT
12, Paternoster BIdgs , E.C. 4

HECTORPRENTOR
33 Richmond

St. W.,

-

Toronto
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BRITISH
MADE

The "CARMIC"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TWO
machines in ONE.
ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMAC" within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
All classes of paper can be folded.
day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per

7. Does not require special skill to operate.
8. Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
9. Best material and workmanship throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines
supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with
all machines.
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power and Hand)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

Prices and full particulars to be obtained from

PETER
LONDON,

CARMICHAEL

the makers

& CO., Limited

4 Carr Street. Limehouse

E. 14

ENGLAND

3 Popular Selling Pens
They are popular because they represent the standard of
efficiency in writing instruments. They are made throughout
of the finest material, in our own factories, by British labor,
and are the result of over thirty years' experience in pen
manufacture.

THE
FINEST
STYLOGRAPH
OBTAINABLE

"JEWEL"

No. 100 Safety Fountain Pen

Best quality 14k gold, iridium-tipped nib, can be carried
in any position without leaking.

12'6

All makes of Fountain Pens and Stylographs repaired

THE
INK--

THE

STYLOGRAPH

RECORDER"
Gold and Platinum Point
Gold Spring Needle
Best Quality Chased Holder

JUST
HiE THING
FOR RED

JEWEL

PEN CO. LTD.

SOLE MAKERS AND PATENTEES
76 NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.I
Wilkinson, Becle & Tindley Pty.
Ltd., 1U4-120 Flinders St., Melbourne, and at Sydney, Adelaide
and' Auckland.
_

8

RED GIANT"

Highly Durable
Point and Needle

BOOKSELLER

BAGSTER
BAGSTER

BIBLES

STATIONER

To Booksellers

Teacher Bibles

Good Clear Type.
BAGSTER

AND

Daily Light on the

Daily Path.
Large Type, Small and Gem.
BAGSTER Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.
At all Booksellers.

Lists free by Post.

Have you prepared for the
demands for English books
and magazines which will
be made by your troops upon their return home? We
are ready to supply you on
very favorable terms. Write
to our Export Department.
It will pay you to do so.

W. H. Smith & Son
186 Strand,

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row
LONDON, ENGLAND

LONDON

-

-

ENGLAND

B 0 O K S E L L E I{
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BRITISH

rawing
MANUFACTURED

TECHNICAL

Inks
IN

19

S T A T T0 N E K

which please everybody

COLORS

We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

Made

Draughtsmen
Engineers
Architects
Artists
Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,

Canadians in England are buying them.

Naval and
Military

Complete

The

PERCIVAL

British Drawing Ink & Adhesive Mfg. Co.
31 Great Ormond

BOOKS

Street

LONDON,

Makers

MARSHALL

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON

W.C.I.

& CO.
ENGLAND

Terry's
pen
rule or "Avecta"
pencil
clip

William Sinclair & Sons
(Stationers)

list mailed with pleasure

For Early Delivery

Limited

Sells on sight — prevents loss of
article as it holds it in pocket
securely.

of

Well made, high grade finish.

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books

HERBERT

10c.
Line

Writing Pads
School Stationery
Main Office

Otley,
LONDON:

"ROB ROY"

Made from fine steel and made
in one offactories,
Birmingham's
best
equipped
this dandy
writing pen will prove a mighty
fine seller for everv live dealer.

WORKS
Yorks,

LTD.
The Spring and Presswork. Specialists
REDDITCH. ENG.

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

and Factory:

ALBERT

TERRY & SONS

England
before you order your new stock
samples
see are
Be sure
right.
prices
our to
find

22. Ivy Lane. Paternoster Raw. E.C. 4

Yuu 11

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.
10

BOOKS

E L L E K

AND

STATIONERS'
THE

COLONIES

S T A T IO N E R

SUNDRIES

LETTER FILES & PERFORATORS, INK BOTTLES & STANDS
COPYING
PRESSES,
RULERS,
INDIA
RUBBER
ERASERS,
PAPER FASTENERS & CLIPS & ALL KINDS OF STATIONERS' SUNDRIES
AND

Telegraph'0 and Cable Address:
"K.INATE, LONDON"

SCHOOL MATERIALS
KING BROTHERS

Code

[li^er^ Edition>

15, Bury Street, St. Mary, Axe, LONDON,

E.C. 3, England

To meet the demands of your most exacting customers who require a paper which
will impart a subtle dignity to their personal correspondence, you will find

J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.
27 Melinda St.
TORONTO

<Branes

JUST READY

The Birthright
By Arthur Hawkes. A search for the
Canadian Canadian and the larger
loyalty.
Cloth, $3.00

(The Correct Writing Paper)
to be without equal.

La Bodega

The variety and smartness which characterize the assortment now showr
render this stationery the universal favorite of the most discriminating people.

(The Fruit of the Vine)
By the author of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
$1.90

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.

Rabbit Keeping

Pitt8field, Mass.
New York
225 Fifth Avenue
Chicago
100-108 So. Michigan
Avenue
Philadelphia
- 1024 Filbert Street
Boston
53 Franklin Street
San Francisco 770 Mission Street

By E. L. Farrington
Cloth, Illustrated, $1.25

The wonder fu/

lines

Paper Fasteners
Erasers and
Letter Openers

The constantly increasing demand for these products prompts our suggesting that dealers anticipate their requirements well
in advance.
This will enable you to render the best service to your customers by having, in stock, what they want — always.
0 kT^I
— Write for our Latest Prices and Literature —
THE 0. K. MANUFACTURING CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y., U.S.A.
li

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

T)R(JMPT service from the factory means real money to a stationer
J. in these busy days — and the Dominion Blank Book Company makes
a special feature of such service. The Dominion line of Bound and
Loose Leaf Blank Books is complete and up-to-date in every particular.
This is a line every dealer needs; it is profitable,
comprehensive and absolutely reliable.
May ire give you quotations on your present requirementet
Tin Beaver Trode-mark is your guarantee to your customer
of qiidliti/ and satisfaction.

Dominion Blank

Book Company

Limited

BERTHIERVILLE,

NATIONAL

P.Q.

.
.NATIONAL.!

' <p -

Every customer of yours has a use for a National Flat Back Scrap Book, with
unbreakable back, manila paper and canvas binding. A profitable item to feature.

NATIONAL
HOLYOKE

BLANK

BOOK

-

12

COMPANY
MASSACHUSETTS

BOOKSELLER

AN I)

STATIONER

This Attractive Panel
Esterbrook
Pens
Este
Perbnsrook

This Attractive Panel— $1.00.
Your Window to Make Trade For

You.

Esterbrook Pens in Esterbrook Counter Display Cases bring many people into a store whose needs for many
other things than pens can be supplied by you.
The Esterbrook Counter Display Cases enable the pen purchaser to make an easy and quick selection.
We have a limited supply of these attractive Window Display Panels and will send one for. $1.00 to a dealer
whose window space is sufficient to make a proper display. If the dealer will use the panels for a week and then fold
and store, he can use the same panel every couple of months for a long time.
If you for
use a Esterbrook's
you for
attract
attention towindow
your store.
Write
photo of oneWindow
of our Display,
suggestions
an attractive
trim. It will be a profitable week for
whenever you use the Esterbrook
Window
Display.
The Esterbrook Counter Display Cases tie up less money in stock, offer a complete line, save counter and shelf
Space.
Make it easy to sell.
Write to-day for further particulars.
Tell us the size of your window.

you

Esterbrook Pen Mfg. Co., 18-70 Cooper St., Camden, N.J.
Canadian

Agents:

Brown

Bros., Limited,

13

Toronto,

Canada
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CI CO for Short

Engineers
Architects
Draftsmen
Artists

CICO is the short word for Adhesion.
Strong

CICO is the short way to do pasting that is to last long.

Smooth
Long
-Wearing
Leads

CICO in short is short paste stocks
and long paste profits.
CICO is the
short cut to selling your trade the
full line of Carter

1

Quality Products.
Made

in

PIXON'S

'the master drawing pencil

Canada

THE

Doubles Profit
and Doubles Sales

CARTER'S INK
COMPANY
Mt. Royal Avenue and Drolet
Street, Montreal, Que.

Constant users of Pencils know real
pencil worth. They have learned that a
good pencil is worth more in their work,
and they do not hesitate at the small difference iu price.

Mr. Dealer:
(Jet one of these display cartons of Phonograph needles in your store at once, h will
prove a money maker.

Suggest the Eldorado to your trade.
Let him try their favorite degrees — and
the smooth, rapid, gliding, and responsive
lead- will sell the Eldorado,
Every degree give^ genuine economy
and satisfaction — a quality that means
repeat sales.
Let us send colored illustration ofNo. 1181 Counter Selling case mnl prices.
Each box contains 50 needles retailing for
15 cents. Sixty boxes to each ''counter
salesman carton" retails for $9.00. My
price to you is $5.85 f.o.k Montreal. Terms
30 days, 2 per cent, discount for cash with
order.

A.R.MacDougall&Co.
LIMITED
Representatives for Canada
and Newfoundland

H. A. Beinister

468 King St. West

"The Mail Order Man"

Mappin & Webb BIdg.

Montreal, Que.
.
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Distinctive Stationery

Holiday and Staple Papeteries
Your Every Want Can Be Supplied
In The White & Wyckoff Line
BACKED BY
30 YEARS OF
MANUFACTURING
EXPERIENCE

QUALITY
GOODS
RIGHT
PRICES

So comprehensive is the assortment and so attractive are the values in the
W. & W. line of fine stationery that the initial showing of these samples
by our Canadian Representatives, whose salesmen leave shortly on their
first trips for the Fall Trading Season, will prove to be one of the most
interesting developments of the year.
The stock itself is so high in quality and the novel and attractive ideas i •>
color effects and packaging so pleasing that SALE ABILITY is the immediate impression which the line conveys. This line will give Tone to
your whole stock and will engender such genuine enthusiasm in your sales
force as to imbue them with selling incentive that will materially increase
your turnover this Autumn.

WHITE & WYCKOFF
Factory and

MFG. COMPANY

Executive Offices

HOLYOKE

MASS., U.S.A.

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd.

Canadian Distributors exclusive of the Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland

468 KING STREET

WEST
15

TORONTO,

CANADA

— 3Q

«
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SHOWING
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nder of
Bi
he
"T
Highest hihciency

WRITING

SURFACES-HOLDS

ONE

SHEET

OR A THOUSAND

A marvel in mechanical efficiency is this Adco Flex ion Expansion Binder. With every objectionable
feature of the old-time binder eliminated, the Adc o (illustrated here) is the one best binder for every
office everywhere.
All the parts of the mechanism are within the two small steel tubes, with no parts whatever in the
covers; and as the binder holds one leaf, a few leaves or one thousand leaves with 600 pounds pressure,
the leaves are, therefore, held in alignment.
OUR

OWN

MANUFACTURE

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE

1\^DxM^tV

AND

FULL

DATA.

MONTREAL
TORONTO

l/IKITBD

B. & P. Standard
Flexible Desk Pads
The pads shown here are in a class all by
themselves for looks and wear, and are entirely different from anything on the market.
The leathers used are of the newest and latest
designs, in fact, all the materials used in the
manufacture of these pads were carefully
selected with a view to harmony and beauty.
It is a line that will catch the eye of the fair
sex
on account of the handsome color combinations.
,

The pads are furnished in several colors and two
grades, two sizes in each grade.
For detailed description, see page No. 133, catalogue No. 45.
For price, consult price list No. 7, dated Nov. 1,
1918.

BOORUM
109-11 Leonard St.
New York City

Factorie
Hudson
16

Avenue

&

PEASE
Salesrooms:
Republic Building
Chicago,
111.

COMPANY
Old So. Building
Boston. Mass.

Brooklyn,
N.Y.
St. Louis, Mo.
HOME
OFFICE
and Front Street
Brooklyn, N.Y.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Eversharp Sales
Smash All Records

/CTLLTU

Never before has there
been such an instantaneous success in pencil selling — a success
which is steadily growing the country over.
Why? — Because Eversharp is more than a
pencil. It is the perfect
writing tool — beautiful
— always ready for instant writing — and
guaranteed for life-long
service.

■PP~_..

lady's
bag. Priced to appeal
to all classes.

^J^U

WAHL

/aJLorv

Binney

.

'4-0

_"_•..

/Cj /u^oJ^JUj,

fOuy~u<Xj J^>&srryJfdL3-&j .

& Smith C:

New York City

The symbol of
perfect
writing
— the mark
of
Eversharp
Pencil andTempoint
Pen.

COMPANY

Send today for Catalog and Interesting Literature to
nearest Canadian representatives :
Rowland & Campbell, Ltd., Winnipeg, Manitoba
Western Representatives
The Consolidated Optical Co.
Toronto, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec
Eastern Representatives

EVERSHARP
SHARP— NEVER

o.

Jru^ruUsX

81 Fulton St.

1800 Roscoe Street, Chicago, Illinois

ALWAYS

~

UJb JcKsu JlcmAjO? SjIruLmJ
AjlttuSu tv^joWXj nruou-T -4-0*0 jQxxXj-

Made and Guaranteed by

THE

l

\J\jckj\ju crvL^/

Carries eighteen inches of
lead and a perfect point for
every word — a quarter
million of 'em. Eversharp
Leads have a firmness, fineness and smoothness all
their own. When supply is
exhausted thirty-five cents
replenishes it — enough for
another quarter million perfect-pointed words — sharp,
economical writing always.
Eversharp owners will not
accept any "just as good"
leads. Eversharp Leads are
made for Eversharp Pencils,
and you make these lead
repeat-sales also.
Eversharp is filled in a jiffy.
Has an out-of-sight eraser
and a built-in pocket clip.
Made for pocket, chain, and

S o5JL

SHARPENED

Right-Hand Mate to the famous Tempoint Pen

15 0 0 K S E L L E K
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OCTOBER
35TH ANNUAL AUTUMN NUMBER
Publishers, Manufacturers, and Wholesalers should
prepared well ahead of time to be represented
with good strong advertising in this
Big Issue.

Forms close September 25th
BOOKSELLER

& STATIONER

143 University Ave., Toronto, Ontario
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T—ER
U
LINE
T'S

SLUCKET

TOP BUTTON

^^

LOCK BINDERS

STYLE AB — Bound Red Cowhide Back and Corners, Imported
Grey English Corduroy Sides, Metal Hinges.
STYLE FB — Bound Red Sterluck (best quality imitation leather)
Back and Corners, Dark Green Buckram Sides, Metal Hinges.
STYLE CB — Bound Full Slate Blue Canvas, Red Sterluck Corners, Metal Hinges, Heavy Boards.
STYLE DB— Bound Full Slate Blue Canvas, Red Sterluck Corners, Canvas Hinges.

STOCK SIZES

We
carry astandards.
large range of stock s'zes in both of the Canadian and
American

SPECIAL SIZES
By furnished with only slight
Specials with standard centres ca ^ be
delay. Special centres take a little longer.

BUY GOODS THAT ARE
MADE IN CANADA and made RIGHT
A strictly Canadian Company

Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited
539-543 King Street West, TORONTO,
19

CANADA
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AND
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CHILDREN'S GOODS
A REGULAR MONTHLY SECTION FEATURING
TOYS, DOLLS, GAMES, TOY BOOKS, STORY BOOKS
AND
OTHER
LINES
FOR CHILDREN'S TRADE.

"RIBBON

Dolls, Postcards
and Novelties

TINSEL"

The beautiful, brilliant
decoration for the

CHRISTMAS

TREE

We manufacture all classes of
postcards, dolls, Christmas booklets, etc. Write for samples and
prices.

The International Fine Art Co.,
36 Notre Dame

LIMITED
West

Montreal

FOR

SAMPLES

VALLEY PRODUCTS
720 N. 15th St.

TOY

READY

The Original Penny Edition
ALSO
Old Moore's Almanacks
"The Ariel" Penny Series
of Dream Books, Fortune
Telling Books, Riddles and
Jokes, Fortune in a Tea
Cup dles,
Books,
etc., etc. Picture RidWrite for catalogue and
price list, direct to the
publishers.

A sparkling
shower
of ribbons
which
will not burn or tarnish.
WRITE

NOW

GOODE

CORP.

BROS., I LTD.

88 and 90 CLERKENWELL
KS" 1
LONDON,
L WORE.C.
ARIE

St. Louis, Mo.

WHOLESALERS
Read the reports elsewhere
in this issue showing the
attitude to the Toy Trade
of representative Retail
Booksellers and Stationers.

Give them information about your line in the shape of good, strong
advertising in the children's trade section of the September issue. Forms
close August 2$.

Bookseller and Stationer
143-153 University Avenue,
Toronto, Canada

20
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The House with the largest range of Celluloid
Toys in Canada — at Popular Prices
If our representative does not call on you, don't hesitate to write or wire at our
expense for Sample Parcel which will have our prompt attention.
Our Sample Parcels of Celluloid Toys are priced at $20.00, $30.00, $40.00 and
$50.00. Be sure you state the value of Sample Parcel required. Our expert in
this department will please you.
Additional lines we handle:
Picture Books
Chess and Checkers
Stationery
Checker Boards
Toy and Building Blocks
Dominoes
Dolls
Playing Cards
Games
Men's Belts
Tinsel Decorations for Xmas
Boston Garters
Fancy Goods
Boston Arm Bands
Leather Bill Folds
Toilet Articles
Boys' and G'rls' Leather School Bags

El^l
A \ 7 f O
•
J.-'-f-WlO

GREET

Manicure
In RollsSets

JP i~* f*\
GC
\^KJm9
PROMT DELIVERIES

Drummond
Building
MONTREAL,
P. Q.

THE PRINCE OF WALES

THE
PRINCE
OF
WALES
ARRIVES
IN CANADA
THIS
MONTH

THAT

IS

DECORATE
YOUR OWN STORE
AND ENCOURAGE
OTHER STORES,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND HOMES
TO DO
LIKEWISE

HOW
2x3,

TO
4x6,

CREATE
6x8,

8x12,

COTTON
THE

THE

E. H.

WITH

FLAG

HARCOURT

NEW
9x14,

BUSINESS

12x16,

FLAGS
PLACE

14x18,

17x24,

IN SELLING
18x30,

FLAGS

22x36

ALL ON STICKS

TO BUY

HOUSE

CO.,
21

THEM

OF

ltd

IS

CANADA
255 WELLINGTON STREET
TORONTO, CANADA

W.
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Christmas Tree
Ornaments?
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Fine Inks and Adhesives
FOR THOSE

WHO

KNOW

Why,Yes - Here They Are At Prices That Mean
Good Profits For You
GLASS

TREE ORNAMENTS
Made

in

U.

S.

A.

.
•
No. Z50— 2
in diameter,
assorted
to the dozen,
3
red, 3 Ki-een, 3 gold and 3 silver
If wanted in red and Kreen only, price is
No. 80* — 2%"
in diameter,
same
assortment
Red
and Kreen
No. 350-3"
m
diameter,
same
assortment
Re<l an<l grreen
"Assorted
silver.
colors"
includes
red,
green,
blue,
gold

Gross.
$4.50
$4.7s>
$6.00
$6.25
$7^50
$7.75

Higg
ins

arid
No. 4150 — Oval shaped, 2" high, with fancy design on
it. Assorted colors to the dozen
$4.50
No. 5300- Two colored frosted glass balls, as red and
silver, 3". These colors are put on so that they
blend
and
also show
up many
designs.
Assorted
colors
$9.00
R. W. & B. silver colored ball with a V2" red
band around the centre.
Above and below this band

is a blue band
Vt" in width
$9.00
XMAS — This ball is similar to "R. W. & B." This
one has a White band around the centre with "Merry
Christmas" printed on it. Above and below is a red
band
%" in width
., . $9.50

FANCY GLASS ORNAMENTS
WITH REFLECTORS

$9.00

SPECIAL GLASS ORNAMENTS
from

last year's stock

are not as nice as this year's goods,
as
faded, but we are making
a special
price
have a spec'al bargain.
dozen
colors in a box, V4 dozen silver. »j $4.50
NOTE -This size ball in this year's stock cost $7.50.
No. 3i50 — SV2" in diameter, same assortment as 3O0 $6.00
No. 400-4", same assortment as 300
$7 . 50
Please note that these numbers differ from this year's
numbers, whereas the No. 600 of this year's number
is only 2X-/' in diameter last year's No. is ."i" or is
equivalent to the No. 350 this year's numbers.

SILVER, AND GOLD
Gr. yds.

12,12 -1
1612-1

2 Gross
4 Gross.

BX,
%"
i&" wide

wide

$1.50
$2 40

2418—1/6
Gross, %" wide
28rl8— 1/6 Gross, %" wide
4820—1/112 Gross.
l%"
wide

. . '. $3.60
$4.50
$8.00

ORNAMENTS

440 — 1 Gross, assortment

of Colored

trimmed,
about 5" long
H:
1 Gross, Tins*]
Cr.n;

?,v. •

Pictures, Tinsel
'
\cne

90,.
9C_.

443
1 Gross,
Tinsel
Oval, 2" diameter
!!!"! '. 90c
1 II — 1 Gross. Tinsel Spiral, 5" long
.'.!!! 90c
488—
12
Gross,
assorted
shapes
Tinsel
Ornament,
W Glass Bead in centre,
average size about 2".... $1.30
486
1 4 Gross Circle W Bead and Spiral. 3%"
$2^25
5-0i9
1 6 Gross Letter S W Bead on each and 6" long $3.60
511 — 1 6 Ring
W Butterfly
and
Spiral,
6" long.. $3.60
514 — 1/6
Gross
Oval
W Santa
Claus
Figure,
4"
diiameter
$4_00
555—1/6
Gross Fancy Star W/2 Beads, 5" diameter $4.50
55i6 — 1/6 Gross
Cross
W/4 Beads,
5" diameter
$4 50
600 — 1/12 Gross Star Tree Top, 6i„" high..
..
$750
603—1/12 Gross Fleur de Lis W Ball, 7" long..
$7.50
621—1/12
Gross
Heavy
Oval
W 4" Santa
Claus
in
centre,
51/-;" diameter
$9.00
646—1/12
Gross
Heavy
Sunburst
W 6 Beads,
6"
diameter
$900
642— 1 12
long

Gross

8O1I — 1/6 Gross
»*>— 1 12 Gross
6V,"
diameter
845—1/12 Gross
61 — Tinsel
in

Garlands

W/3

Bead

Pendants.

36"

Christmas Specialty Co.
ST., NEW

YORK

best Inks and

Adhesives

Tbeae manufacture! have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
for It. Tbey

CHAS. M. HIGGINS
Chicago,

London

are worth

cater-

& CO.,
Mfrs.
271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN.

N.Y.

GAZED LINE*
DieWiping Paper
A New

Wiping

Develop-

In Die-

Perfected after fifteen
years' experience in the
manufacture of paper for this particular purpose
Combining
Every Requisite
1st Greatest tensile strength.
Will not break while running
the tackiest of gloss inks.
2nd Its smooth surface enables it to work on picture unci bairline work of the finest quality, as well as general script mid
block lettering.
3rd Being made of a specially prepared pulp, it has a soft texture that positively will not wear the dies.
4th Rolls are hard wound and absolutely free from lint.

SEN0

TRIAL ORDER.
Unprecedented Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Returnable at Our Expense.

$9.00

Tinsel Cross W Poinsetta, 5" diameter $4.50
Tinsel Star W7 Poinsetta, 8" diameter $9.00
$7.50
Tinsel Tar W/Poinsetta, 8" diameter $9.00
Bags,
gross
$1.20

263-265 SECOND

Are the finest and

Branches :

These goods
the codors are
so that you can
— 3", 1
No. 300assorted
dozen

TINSEL GARLANDS,

V Vegetable Glue, etc.

willing
ing to. to pay

No. P3N — Glass ball with 2 reflectors, 3" in diameter, assorted colors to the dozen

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
i Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid
Paste
Office Paste

PaperPHILADELPHIAPENNA.
Manufacturers 'Cq .Inc.
526-528
~ FACTORY &R R.SID ING
CHERRY STREET
13™ & NOBLE STS.

B 0 0 K S E L L E R
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WhenYouThink of Cards
Think of Coutts
^ h^ largest selling
aualiiy pencil in,
the woxlcL,

Cards for Christmas *^A
* tMr ® and Valentine's Day

ENUS

Greetings for Birthdays

*4!$8§fe§j8fc from May until May

PENCILS
There's nothing
else like the
smooth, velvety,
easy-writing and
drawing uniform
leads that customers will find in the
matchless VENUS
Pencils.

'0$^

Easter and New Year's

JB0f}

and All Hallowe'en
^^^
Cay Illustrations —
"5^fei£*
IJTilacJo'Degrees
6~B softest io 9 W haaLesir
hard, arid medium. (obvind

Orders

^Allberfecb

the brightest you've seen
for any day

■^^yTj filled with great speed.
So look through your stock and
.
s
just see what you need.
s
EvW n
X|M
A
GREETIMeta*OSi
N
V
E

Professional a n d
business men the

Find out your wants,
then write us a«|bletter.
I*1*.

World VENUS
over know-in
that
Pencils stands for
Perfection.

And our advice is
The sooner the better.

Order in your
fall supply now.

WILLIAM

American Lead
Pencil Company

E. COUTTS

145-149 Adelaide Street West

TORONTO

220 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK

"Made in Canada at prices

also Clapton, London, Eng.

that save the duty."
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BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Why Worry about the Exchange Rate?
Give Your Customers

WRITING

CANADIAN

PAPER

Not only is Rolland Parchment made
in Canada, but it is the highest grade
paper for discriminating users.
Put up in 14 ream boxes with envelopes
to match and in papeteries.
Several styles of boxes — attractive embossed tops.
Let us send you samples.

THE ROLLAND
Makers

PAPER CO., LIMITED
of High

Grade Papers

MONTREAL

Mills at St. Jerome, P. Q., and Mont

Rolland, P. Q.

FOR SALE
An

Old

Established
Book
Stationery
Store

and

Doing Al business and making splendid profits. Stock
in first-class shape, turning from 2j/2 to 3 times a year.
Very finest location, premises in good repair and lease
to run for several years at moderate rental. The net
profits from this business will return capital invested in
two years.

Reply Box 214, Bookseller and Stationer

Editorial Chronicle and Comment

THE

ONE BEST SELER
I:S the Bible read to a less extent than in former
years? Editorial writers in newspapers are telling us so, and that this is true seems to he pretty
well established — in spite of the fact that the Bible
i- -til! the one hest selling book. Anything that
the booksellers can do to help keep up the circulation of the Bible will be good business, not to mention the spiritual betterment of the world that they
will thus be promoting.
In William Lyon Phelps' new hook, "Reading
the Bible," he records the surprising discovery by
Professor Lownsbury, of an Arts student who had
never heard of Pontius Pilate! Professor Phelps
divides his book into three parts under the respective headings of "Reading the Bible," "St. Paul as a.
Letter Writer" and "The Short Stories of the Bible."
The whole hook is a treatment of the Bible as one
would deal with any other great masterpiece of
literature. lie allows no doctrinal or religious prepos es ions to reveal themselves in this work, which
is a most' brilliant study id' the literary side of the
Scriptures.
Wide circulation of such hooks as this will give
■still further impetus to the sale of copies of the Bible
itself. The idea suggests itself here that booksellers
might well give window space from time to time to
displays of Bibles and books dealing with the Scriptures.
EXPORT TRADE
CCOWEDISII stationers have formed at Stockholm
.Ua remarkable union, styled the Swedish
Stationers' Trading Co. (Svenska Pappershandlares
Handelsaktiebolag) . British manufacturers should
note that h desires to establish connections with
wholesale dealers in and manufacturers of stationery
and will sell all kinds of writing materials, office
outfitting apparatus, typewriters, etc.," says The
Stationeri/ World. "Enterprising British manufacturers will here note the opportunity of securing a
market of importance, as the company is jelling
all articles to he found in a well-furnished stationer's
shop."
Why should not Canadian manufacturers of
paper and these other lines be able to get a goodly
share of such export business as this, in Sweden 25
•and in other countries as well?

A BIG PROBLEM
IS view of the demands that are being made all
over the country by employees, many merchants
and manufacturers are giving more attention than
ever before to profits. In many cases, not only shorter hours are being demanded, but a share in the profits. Just how far they can go in meeting demands
of this kind without vitally affecting their business
is what business men are trying to discover. Any
husiness starved of profits will soon eat up its own
capital. Big assets are of little good unless they are
of such a character as to bring increased earnings.
Big earnings which are merely the result of accidentally favorable conditions are usually only temporary. A good many firms who were engaged in
war work of one kind or another have found this
out in the last six months. But growing earnings
which are based upon a constant increase in the productive assets are of great importance. Any firm
which is constantly plowing back into its assets a
considerable part of its earnings each year is in a
position to build for the future. Many business men
hi .Id that in order to make the best of the opportunities offered for expansion a business must absorb a
good share of its own profits. That, they say, is
the only sound way to finance for expansion. Many
of the largest firms in the country have built on this
foundation. If a firm earns, say an average of 15
per cent, annually for five years, it might pay a 12
per cent, yearly dividend and retain 3 per cent, in
the business or it could pay 5 per cent, and retain
10 per cent, for expansion. In this case its capacity
would in five years increase fifty per cent. This
plowing in process would give it splendid stability. .
But if the firm endeavored to pay, say six per cent.
on its invested capital and then distribute the balance
to workers it would soon cease growing and starve.
This question of how much profits can go to the
workers, especially when they are lessening production by asking shorter hours, is a big one and upon
its successful solution depends the future of a great
manv
firms.

SUCCESSFUL merchants are honest not from policy,
hut from principle. They would consider success,
as failure in disguise, unless they could feel that they
had won it fairlv.

NEWS

OF THE TRADE

m
DOUBLE PRESENTATION
On severing his connection with
Brown Brothers, Limited, wholesale and
manufacturing stationers, the employees
gave a tangible expression of their personal regard to Mr. J. A. Cook, who had
been with the firm for over forty years.
Mr. Cook recently left the firm, having,
with his son, purchased the commercial
stationery business of Brown & Stainton,
Ltd., Bay St., Toionto. The factory
staff presented him with a handsome
cabinet of silver, and the warehouse
staff a beautiful easy chair. James P.
Cook, who has been with the firm for
about twenty years, and who is joining
his father in business, was also a participant in the occasion, being presented
with a silver service.
R. G. Mclntyre succeeds J. E. Causgrove in the book and stationery business in Chatham, Ont. 'Mr. Causgrove
will conduct the Windsor Business College.

Rejoined 26th Battalion as second in
command, April, 1919.
Returned to St. John with 26th Battalion, May 17th, 1919.
Struck off strength Canadian Expeditionary Force, May 19th. 1919.
D.S.O. and Mons Ribbon.
Engagements participated in:
Ypres Salient, April, May and June,
1916; Vimy Ridge, April, 1917; Hill 70,
August, 1917; Passchendaele, November,
1917; Amiens, August, 1918; Arras,
August, 1918. And subsequent operations until cessation of hostilities.
Saskatoon has been decided upon as
the location of a branch of the great
Norwegian-American publishing houses,
Augsburg Publishing House of Minneapolis, Minn., and the Lutheran Publishing House of Becorah, Iowa.

-^Ljsm>

Burglars broke into Turnbull's bookstore, Hamilton, Ont., Sunday night,
July 13, by means of the skylight, filed
off the lock of the safe and got away
with $200 in cash.
A FINE

RECORD

Following is a record of which any
man would be proud. It is that of Mr.
Alexander MacMillan, of Messrs. J. & A.
MacMillan, stationers, St. John, N.B.
Mr. MacMillan is back to civil life and
taking active interest in his business
again.
Joined 26th Canadian Infantry Battalion with rank of Lieutenant, November, 1914.
Sailed for England with 26th Battalion on H. M. transport "Caledonia,"
June 13, 1915.
Arrived in France with 26th Battalion
September 15th, 1915.
Wounded — shrapnel bullet in small of
back June 17th, 1916, in front of Observatory Ridge, Ypres salient.
Evacuated to England June 23rd,
1916.
On expiration of sick leave, posted to
40th Reserve Battalion, September,
1916.
Proceeded to France and rejoined 26th
Battalion, November, 1916.
Promoted acting Major, October, 1917.
Awarded D.S.O. May, 1917, following
attack on Vimy Ridge.
Promoted Major, October, 1917.
Posted to 2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade as Staff Learner, April 16, 1918.
Transferred to H.Q. Canadian Corps
"A" branch, September, 1918.

w,
.
WILFRED FORD
Who has joined the travelling force of McClelland
& Stewart,
after four years' absence
overseas.

jj^^S

IMPORTANT

DEAL EFFECTED

A deal of importance in the book trade
was put through last month whereby S.
B. Gundy was given the Canadian sales
representation for the big U. S. publishing house of Doubleday, Page & Co.,
Garden City, N.Y., for the bulk of their
publications, the exceptions being a few
lines which have been sold in Canada for
years by two or three other Canadian
publishing houses. This will add a most
important list of new books, as well as
standard publications to the lines sold by
the Oxford University Press.
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CONFIDENCE IN CANADA
An instance of the faith in Canada
exhibited by big U. S. concerns is the
policy of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
of Jersey City, N.J., whose pencil line
is carried by the A. R. MacDougall Co.,
for provincial and municipal bond issues.
Canada, the Canadian Asbestos Co., of
M.ntreal, representing them for the
sales in Canada of grease, lubricants and
paints, of investing all cash returns from
sales of their products in Canada, i n
Canadian Government, provincial and
municipal bond issues.
The confidence in Canada manifested
by financiers and industrial leaders in
the States by their investments in Canadian Government war securities is a
chapter in the commercial relations of
the two countries, which, to treat adequately, might well be the subject of an
extended review.
SERVICE THAT HELPS SALES
A new device affording service to the
retailer's customers has been introduced
by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of
Jersey City. It is along the lines of
th" familiar telephone pad, with a pencil attached.
The device itself consists of a metal
upright representing a pencil and lithographed in true col >rs, with metal base
and pads and an HB pencil attached.
Its service to the dealer is at once apparent when it is considered how many
more sales of a desirable item would
be made if the customer only had some
handy way of trying it without asking
the dealer specially to show the article.
It is a silent dalesman, occupying
small space on the counter, and making
it easy for the customer to introduce the
subject of pencils to the dealer, instead
of the other way about. To the dealer
in stationery or art supplies with a
heavy list of individual items this idea
of helping him out on the introductory
end is sure to meet with a sincere welcome.
The upright is 10% inches high, handsomely colored in a rich hue, with gold
lettering and the pencil point in black.
The base measures 5% x 4% incbes,
with a groove at the end in whicb is
laid a full length pencil, attached by a
long fine chain.
Among the novels just published is
"Ramsey Milholland," by Booth-Tarkington.
Among the July issues was a new
novel by Grace S. Richmond, the title of
which is "Red and Black."

Responsibility of the Retailer
Upon Him Depends to a Large Extent the Success or Failure of National Advertising
—How the Alert Merchant May Profit
advertising is a great
NATIONAL
stimulator of local business, but
retail business must do its own
part, to focus interest upon such goods
so introduced, and to make plain to the
public where these may be obtained at
all times.
This specialized advertising costs the
manufacturer large sums of money, and
while it is intended to boom his own
business and increase his profits, it helps
the retailer in proportionate measure. A
wide-awake, live-wire business man will
ask especially for free advertising helps
when purchasing invoices of new lines,
or when giving repeat orders for goods
already in stock.
Many times the free advertising furnished the retailer, in the way of booklets, folders, circulars, etc., etc., finds
itj way into the trash barrel, and is
never used at all. The business which
has a section of shelving, a cabinet,
bookcase or small room, divided to the
care and systematic arrangement of advertising material is an exception, and
yet, all this stuff costs money, and
should be used to bring in money.
Letter enclosures, assorted packages
of advertising wrapped up and enclosed
with out-going goods, packages put into
waiting vehicles, and the wise use of the
advertising material costs nothing but
the effort to place a where it will be
most likely to be read.
The second class of free advertising is
frequently overlooked entirely. It has
to do with co-operation with business
promotion schemes on the part of the
community organizations, such as the
Board of Trade, Chamber of Commerce,
«tc.
For example, in a recent Dress Up
Week, in a progressive city, only part
of the merchants took pains to brighten
up their establishments, and to put in
handsome windows displays. First,
second, and third prizes were awarded to
each class of stores, and honorable mention to others of superior excellence.
There was a committee of formal
award, and newspaper announcements
concerning the prize winners. In addition to this, window displays were described in detail in the reading columns,
and in some cases were accompanied by
photographic reproductions. This publicity was free, and really well worth
whole, as it reached the class of people
likely to be drawn into these places of
business.
There is an advertisement with which
we are all more or less familiar. It
portrays several beautiful infants, and
underneath is the remark, "We are advertised by our loving friends." This
"brings us to the third class of free pubfrom the personal
licity, which comes

recommendation of those people who
have been pleased with our goods and
service, and who in turn, mention us to
others. With sufficient enthusiasm
they likewise become customers.
One business man traced over seventy
of his. best patrons to a modest little
man whom he had taken pains to please,
regardless of the small profit involved.
At the time he had no idea he was making so firm and so profitable a friend.
The fourth class of free publicity ha>
to do with contributions and subscriptions given to worthy causes.
It is customary to list such donors in
the newspapers, and while it may be
considered that the mere mention of a
gift to an orphan asylum, or an old
home week committee, or a soldier celebration fund, amounts to little, it is undeniably true that good will is created
by true public spiritedness, which cannot be measured in dollars and cents.
A gift of this kind should never be given
in a grudging spirit, but rather offered
cordially and heartily.
One business man looks upon his local
citizenship in the light of a responsibility, and when he can conscientiously do
so, endorses worthy public movements.
Sometimes he does this by a line of approval or suggestion in his newspaper
advertising, or his window displays.
Atrain he takes occasion to write a letter
of cheery optimism to the
daily paper

Summer

over his name. Occasionally he offers
a corner of his store as a downtown
headquarters for benevolent or philanthropic workers.
He finds that by placing an attractive
little booth in the rear of his establishment, he can bring many people past attractive displays of his own. In a Y.M.
C.A. drive for a new building, he decorated the front of the store with red
triangles, and the little booth inside
the store was presided over by prominent women who came in pairs and served in relays during business hours. He
won many new customers through his
own courteous co-operation in this work.
In the same way he was in the forefront in patriotic movements, and many
people came to know him, his goods, and
his service, who had never taken them
into consideration before.
By carefully studying the newspapers
for suggestions, many opportunities for
free advertising will crop up unexpectedly. It is a good plan to read the daily
newspaper with a little note-book and
pencil in pocket, that timely ideas may
be jotted down before they are forgotten.
Ideas are strangely illusive, and yet one
idea put to work is worth a shipload left
floating around untouched. In fact,
ideas are not much use until they are
harnessed up to the energetics of the
human mind when appropriate. — "Picture and Art Trade Journal."

Book Displays

Pheian's Bookstore, St. Catherine St.,
Montreal, has had summer books on display in a way that must have secured
results. The centre window, a very
large one, has been given over on different occasions to summer reading material exclusively.
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
thought the last window well worthy of
mention in particular. The foreground
was arranged suitably with a wide assortment of fiction reprints and the display extended well back. A pyramidic
effect was arranged at the back of the
window and this was terraced slightly,
about the width of a book. This gave
just the right height for reprints when
placed upright, slanted enough of course
to retain them in position, or when the
book was slightly opened it was stood
upright.
The impression to be gained through
this window was improved by the simplicity of the arrangement. It was further a good selling window because
there was nothing to
27 detract. The single
card, placed in the immediate centre at

the top of the pyramid staging at the
back, read as follows:

Summer ReadingReprints From

All

The World's Best
Fiction

75 Cents
Here was a direct bit of news that
told the story in a nutshell. It was inviting and effective. Nothing to detract,
the passerby was bound to stop and look
in. The price was also an added advantage. Doubtless many sales were
traceable directly to this display.
The F. E. Phelan Co., Ltd., uses its
windows consistently and have found
them an excellent medium in promoting
sales. The store which is not using its
windows to aood purpose is surely losine: a valuable help in securing increased turnover.

Do Your Window Displays Get Results?
If Not, the Hints and Criticisms inYour
This Methods
Article May Indicate What's Wrong With
show windows to have b;T
YOUR
sales possibilities must always be
alive to the situation. They are
really better than a clever talking salesperson, because when the sales-person
talks to a prospective customer, what he
says often goes \n one ear anfj out the
other.
But what a person sees she remembers, because the sensibility of the eye
is by far stronger than that of the
ear, says R. B. Twyman in the Variety
Stcre Magazine. You should always put
your best selling arguments into your
windows. Bring out the strong features of the merchandise you are seeking to exploit and you will at once create
a desire for it.
By combining an attractive window
setting with good seasonable merchandise displayed to its best advantage,
even to the extent of a practical demonstration in the window, you will be abl?
to materially increase your business.
Plan ahead a special display for every week. This will enable you to have
plenty of time for attention to the details of the display as well as your interior displays of the same merchandise
that is featured in the windows. Working your interiors in conjunction with
your displays in your windows is to be
considered a very important feature, if
you wish to benefit thereby.
Many a merchant is doing business
tc-dav with his nose to the grindstone.
Day in and day out it's the same old
story, with no relief in sight from the
steady, constant grind.
What is needed is new life and added
"pep," and this may be had in the form
of attractive window displays.
By "pep" I don't mean that your show
window settings should be costly. No!
What is meant is a "hypo" of life, en
thusiasm. preparation, belief and confidence in your windows and the merchandise you wish to exploit.
When a merchant's windows do not
add prestige to his establishment, or
when they fail to brin'i in new customers or when they even ston attracting
pedestrians, they are considered worthless. Your whole establishment feels
the strain, because of the failure of its
one weak link.
That's why it doesn't pay to concentrate on either quality merchandise,
service or expensive features at the expense of your display windows.
Prestige in the community is the quality with which every merchant desires
to endow his establishment.
An attractive window display says to
the public: "Here is an establishment
where only the most desirable merchandise is sold, and our service is far above
the average, which makes it the place
for you to make your purchases."
Display windows, when given the op
portunity to so speak, form the basis

of the prestige that your store enjoys in
your city.
The idea back of better display windows can be best described as an outgrowth of the methods used by the
pack-man of bygone days — the first recognized merchants. If they were not
allowed entrance to the home where
their wares coiild be opened and displayed their appeal was without result.
Consequently, the modern display
windows come into their own because of
their vital importance in the merchandising of your goods.
Thank goodness for the change that
has come. Smart, magnetic, sales-producing display windows supplant most
all of these antiquated shop windows. In
fact, most everywhere merchants have
found what produces business and are
trimming their windows in the way that
they deserve.
Now business is booming everywhere,
in the cities and in the smaller towns,
and the merchants are going to reap a
harvest during this era of prosperity.
Go in strong and get your share. Go
in with a good strong weapon — an attractive window.
If you will follow the
your disp'ays above the
find thiat they will not
tention but will catch
dollar that would have
pered away.
GOODS

policy of havin"average you will
only attract atmany a nimble
otherwise scam-

IN THE WINDOW

Why do you place goods in the windows? To sell them, of course, says a
writer in the Philadelphia "Public Ledger." Yet to see the attention and slipshod method used by some storekeepers
this seems to be the last thought in
mind.
Many times the merchandise is simplv
"tossed" in the windows -in a disordered
heap without any attempt to decorate,
attract or compel attention and when
people do not come into the store and
ask for proods so displayed the merchant
says: "Oh, I do not think window displayHow me."
can a man expect a jumbled ashelps
sortment of goods to attract attention
and selland how in the world can one
expect articles, shopworn and damped.
to cause people to buy? Many storekeepers make the fatal mistake of thinking by turning the damaged side from
view, the article is eood enough for display in windows. Others go by luck and
still others feel that so long as the goods
are in the window at all that is enough.
To compel attention, to attr-vct huvers and to sell merchandise displayed,
each article should be carafullv selected.
the goods should be bri 'M. f-^sh and
clean, and the displav made with all the
28

care possible to uestow. To think any
sort of display will sell goods is a serious error and to depend on having
people guess at the price is another error.
Many stores still cling to the idea
as goods are shown, that they will sell
and the price is a secondary matter.
Many a time has the writer stood outside windows and heard people exclaim,
"I like that shirt, but I don't know what
it costs. To-morrow if I am in the vicinity Iwill drop in and ask the price,"
but to-morrow never comes and %he
buyer makes his purchase at a store
whose owner has been careful to price
the goods displayed.
Backgrounds, fittings and display
fixtures all out of line with the goods is
another error made by many storekeepers, and many a good article has lost
its power to attract by being placed on a
broken or rusty fixture. For example,
a store in the central part of the city
placed a display of auto grease in the
window the other day. The same was
arranged on a glass shelf and was subject to the direct rays of the sun. Before
long the heat of the sun on the glass
shelf melted the grease and it ran down
and along the bottom of the window.
A careful observer can still note in
some windows holiday cards of Christmas goods and signs wishing patrons a
Happy New Year.
The goods in a window are the voice
of the store, and the cards its eyes, and
for that reason a passer is attracted or
repelled by the display. This alone
should make the merchant careful.
THE

HABIT

OF READING

In spite of our thousands of newspapers, our hundreds of magazines and
our libraries, the habit of reading in
this country is, unfortunately, less widespread than it ought to be. Perhaps
newspapers are one of the causes (just
by way of taking the blame off the two
usual villains — the automobile and the
movies).
But for some unknown reason, reading and the habit of book buying
has had a great revival in the past few
months. There was a time about a year
ago when we were facing some very
grim possibilities in the way of results
of the war, when the book-buying public
had heart for nothing but the war news,
and in those days book sales dropped to
an unprecedented figure.
At the present time nearly all publishers and booksellers are enjoying a
remarkably fine strong season with the
outlook for the best fall season they
have known in years.
Books, it appears, have come back
and come back strong. -
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Post Yourself on Printing
Stationers Should Have Good Knowledge on This Subject,
Because They Are Sellers as Well as Users of
Printed Matter
and
EVERY retailer buys sprinting their
some retail stationer have
own printing plants, while many
others take orders for printing. Ihen
again nearly all stationers are booksellers as well. For these several reasons
special interest for the trade attaches to
a new book entitled, "Printing for Business," which has just been published.
It is the work of Joseph Thorp, who is
printing consultant with the great firm
of VV. H. Smith & Sons, operating chain
stores in Great Britain. Mr. Thorp regarding his book says he wanted to
write it because he found that the users
of printing in general knew little or nothing about the processes involved, and
that there was no book which provided
the necessary information. He frankly
admits that the chief justification for
writing it lies in the fact that he does
not know too much about it, and is,
therefore, able to write from the nontechnical standpoint, while at the same

time he has had practical experience
in every side of the craft. He has, therefore, tried to give the reader an elementary knowledge of printing, of the working arrangements of a printing office,
of paper and type and engraving processes, which will enable mere knowledge
to be readily acquired. He rightly promises that the buyer of printing who possesses the knowledge here afforded wiil
be better served by his printer than before, and that he hopes one result of his
book will be that business men will get
more business.
"For those of our readers who take
orders for printing, but have no printing
offices of their own," says the "Bookseller," England, "many of Mr. Thorp's
suggestions will prove most valuable,
and the clear way in which he sets out
his information makes his book particularly helpful. For the private person
who occasionally needs printing it will
be equally welcome.

Taking Orders For Engraving

A Profitable Side-line for the Stationer — Some Hints on How
to Display Samples.
keeping in touch with an engraving plant in the nearest large
centre, the dealer in even the
smallest town will have no difficulty in
obtaining attractive samples of engraving, together with quotations which will
enable him to help his customer plan
the work he wishes to have done and
tell him what it will cost him, says "Full
er." connectioii it might be well
Togeth
In this
BY

WE TAKE

to the subtle niceties of fashion or artistic taste. Therefore, to give one's
customer every advantage which he
rightfully should have, the dealer should
have the assurance that his w^rk is being done by people who are in a position
to keep abreast of the new ideas in this
connection, and the place for this is unquestionably the large city.
The dealer will also find that it will
materially add to the prestige of his

ORDERS

FOR

ENGRAVING
(All

Kinds)

BEST
RIGHT
Come

In And

Suggestion

WORK
PRICES
Inspect Our Samples

for

to call attention t J the fact that engraving plants in the largest cities are ordinarily preferable to smaller plants located in the less progressive centres. Engraving, as a rule, is strictly a luxury,
and the person who is having engraving done is permitting himself
to cater

Window

Card.

work if the name of a large city is connected with it, since shoppers in the
smaller towns invariably lo )k to the
large city for authority in all details connected with fashion of social usage.
Once having procured
samples, the
most advantageous
way of displaying
29

them must be decided upon. Of course,
if it is thought desirable to be provided
with a very large assortment of samples, a g ,od-sized portfolio may be used
in which the various samples are mounted so a3 to show to advantage. Constant handling, however, soon mars the
appearance of samples displayed in
this way, and they do not come to the
attention of the customer unless through
a request jr a volunteer demonstration
on the part of the salesperson.
A more effective way, and one which
will undoubtedly make many sales out
of opportunities which might never come
to the shop-keeper s attention, is to arrange a carefully selected assortment of
samples showing the most cjmmonly
u:ed types of engraving, spread out upon a sheet of blotting paper of such a tint
as to present an attractive background
for the samples. This display may be
arranged on top of the show case under a large square of plate glass. This
keeps the samples free from the dust
and in a position that will invite the attenti ;n of the shopper.
At the first glance, the customer is apprised of the fact that you handle engraving orders and sees examples of the
workmanship you can offer him. It takes
up practically no room and is constantly on the job, fulfilling its mission of
salesmanship. If desired, the assortment
shown may be supplemented by samples
mounted in a portfolio, which can be
brought into use if necessary.
When the dealer has worked up a sufficient trade to feel justified in so doing,
a small stamping press may be installed
for a comparatively small amount, with
which, after a very little practice, one
of his clerks can undoubtedly handle all
of the dye-stamping work that he will
have. A good press of this sort may
be bought second-hand for thirty or forty
dollars, and in stores throughout the
country there are any number of salesgirls who have, without difficulty,
broken into the work of dye stamping
and thus turned r>pare moments into
good account.
This is only an outline of the opening
possibilities. The future will be as
good as the opportunities of the locality
and the enterprise of the dealer himself present.
DO YOU

KNOW

BROWN?

"Brown
has been in my employ for
six mmths," writes a retailer. "He has
always been willing to accept full wages
He has never failed to be at the desk to
receive his wages. He has invariably
arrived at the storj before lunch hour.
He has never failed to sell goods to a
customer who insisted upon having
them and who stooJ nobly by his guns
until the purchase was wrapped. He
has never broken anything — not even a
record. He is not destructive. He never Marathons through the store. He
wears well — the only thing he has worn
out while in our employ was the seat
of his trousers." — "American Stationer."

British Stationers' Association

Some Extracts From Annual Report Revealing Benefits of Trade Organization and
Serving to Forward the Movement for Organization
of Canadian Stationers
Stationers' Ascouncilsociation of
THE
of tnetheUnited Kingdom,
chosen at the annual meeting in
June, subsequently elected these officers:
Percy Barringer (John Walker & Co.,
Ltd.), President of the Association; T.
W. Thornton (Beckenham), Chairman
of Council; Clifton Tollit (Tollit &
Harvey), Deputy Chairman of Council;
Sydney C. Simmons (J. Simm >ns & Co.,
Ltd.), Honorary Treasurer; W. B. Warren (Burge, Warren & Ridgley, Ltd.),
Chairman of Membership Committee; F.
P. Dorizzi (George Rown -y & Co.),
Chairman
of Advisory
Committee.
Fifty-one new members were passed
for the membership roll.
The following extracts from the annual report of the president will be read
with interest by Canadian stationers,
more especially so, because of the movement rapidly gaining ground looking toward the formation of an association of
stationers in this country:
The difficulties connected with various Government restrictions in our
trade; with shop hours, shop lighting,
wages, and the complex problems concerning reconstruction, have had unceasing and vigilant attention. The
president has been in constant attendance and devoted much valuable time on
committees of varying descriptions connected with these matters. It is naturally impossible tj publish details of
these conferences, as they are mostly of
a confidential and intricate nature, but

it will suffice to say that The Stationers'
Association is recognized as the leading
representative organization of the trade
and that now the general body of stationers through the Kingdom has adequate and direct representation, which
it is believed will result in lasting good
to all sections.
Our president was appointed a member of the Interim Reconstruction Council, and has attended the meetings of
that representative body, and has also
been called in consultation by various
committees of the London Chamber of
Commerce. He has devoted an immense
amount of time to the economic aspects
of the trade and to furthering its prosperity and well being.
Much of the Council's attention has
been given to working in conjunction
with other trade organizations upon
makers affecting oar own and general
industry, the importance and necessity
of co-operative effort being now fully
realized. Such work, while yielding no
exclusive credit to this association, has
been of direct value in harmonizing various sections for the betterment of the
trade.

orously denounced in a letter by the
president. Recently advertisements
seriously affecting the fountain pen
trade have been modified through the
council's action.
Once again the Stationery trade occupied by far the largest section of the
Board of Trade Exhibition at the London Docks. The attendance was very
large and the fair as a whole was a
great success, while for extent it was the
biggest thing of its kind ever held in
this country.

The mischievjus effect of the proposed
• Luxury Tax was at once seen and strong
action taken against it, in conjunction
with other associations, with the result
that the proposed tax was dropped.
The council gratefully acknowledge
the splendid response to the appeal of
our president in this matter. The grand
sum of £6,600 was contributed by our
members to the fund.
The campaign of the Decimal Association was heartily supported by the
council, and the association's representatives attended the conference which was
convened on this question. Lord Southwards Decimal Coinage Bill, which was
being considered by a Royal Commission,
was also endorsed and supported by a
special resolution.
Mischievous mattei in the public press
has not been overlooked and immediate
correction has been made. The mislead-

In conclusion, it is only fitting to record that the work of the president ana
council has been freely and generously
acknowledged by the members generally, and that the good fellowship already
created in trade circles and throughout
the Association, has been augmented
ai.d consolidated in a markedly satisfactory manner. It remains for us,
therefore, to continue our efforts, encouiaged by the support and enthusiasm
of our fellow traders.

ing statement as to stationers' profiteering which was complained of by members in all parts of the country was vig-
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GIFT PARCHMENT

New

TRAYS

A new idea in gift n )velties has been
introduced by the Buzza Co., of Minneapolis, in their line of gift parchment
trays of hand illuminated engrossed
parchment artistically framed and boxed. The series includes guest room and
smokers' trays.
On one of the guest room trays the
wording is as follows:
Guests there are who come to us
Out of memories' halls.
Other guests there are who come
When our fancy calls.
Our guest you are in memory,
In fancy often, too,
But best of all you are our guest
When we can talk to you.
30

Idea

in

Trays.

The smoker's tray is an ideal man's
gift. There are thirty-seven different
designs in the line.
PROFITS ABSORBED
In connection with the increase of the
rate of Canadian exchange in the U. S.
to 4M> per cent, it is interesting to record
the attitude of one • Toronto wholesale
firm who have written a number of U.S.
houses, stating that they were compelled
to cancel all orders that had been placed
with them, unless these U. S. concerns
were prepared to accept payment at par
value in Toronto.
The reason given was that the high
rate of exchange absorbed all profits,
and, consequently, there was no alternative but to adopt this course.

m

DM

MERCHANDISING

METHODS

$u
DOLLAR

DAY

Ridgetjwn merchants have every reason to be satisfied with the result of
their first experiment in holding a special "Dollar Day." The most sceptical
among them have freely acknowledged
that their pessimism as to the outcome
was not justified. From early in the
morning to late at night the streets and
stores were scenes of activity and great
rivalry developed in the course of the
day in efforts to render service to customers on the part of the merchants and
in the effort to secure their share of the
good things offered, on the part of the
customers. Throughout the day there
ran an undercurrent of excitement caused by the business of searching for the
"Mysterious Miss Dollar."
STAND BY TOWN PAPERS
Mr. E. Trowern, the Dominion Secretary of the Retail Merchants' Association, in speaking at Carleton Place the
other evening said: — "It is the small
town newspaper thas is going to save this
country," noting that the large city
dailies were so tied up to the departmental stores and the big interests that only
through the town newspapers could people look for fair treatment. "Get behind them," he said, "and don't be afraid
to advertise. They depend on you almost wholly for their support."
TOY ADVERTISING
The G. W. Robinson Co., Hamilton,
Ont., in advertising a "Special Sale of
Summer Toys," began by featuring kindergarten sets at $6, consisting of round
table and four strong cbairs, finished in
fumed oak, made in a nice useful size.
Other paragraphs were as follows:
For

the Little Girl

Sand Sets 25c to 59c. — Just what the
children need for the beach. Sets comprise sand sieve, shovel and moulds.
Sand Mills 35c and 50c. — These toys
are very popular with the children. By
simply turning a handle one can raise
and dump the sand.
Buy the Boy a Bail-Bearing Skudder Car
Any child can $9.50
operate it from 10 to
12 miles an hour. Tilting board operates
car by merely shifting weight from one
foot to the other. Great outdoor fun for
the kiddies. Makes stronger, happier
children.
McDougalPs Fair, Macnab Street,
Hamilton, in a recent newspaper advertisement appealing for
children's

trade, featured a collapsible child's
swing which the advertisement described as follows: Slatted seat and back rest
made cf hardwood and varnished in natural color. Hangers made of strong cotton rope. Affords the child utmost comfort and pleasure on the verandah; special price, $1.50.
MUSIC
Robertson's bookstore not only includes
sheet music in stock but features this
line in its newspaper advertising in
prominent display space.
GOOD ADVERTISING
The Twentieth Bookstore, of Lethbridge, Alta., features as a suitable gift
for the bride the autographic loose leaf
receipt book, indexed under 22 titles,
clean, washable inside and out. This
makes an ideal gift for the bride. Indispensable inthe kitchen.
WALL-PAPER ENVELOPES
During the war many strange coverings were used for letters, etc., in order
to economize paper; but we had not
hitherto seen an envelope made out of
wall-paper! The one before us is evidently machine made, but being colored
black and blue on a blue-tinted ground
requires a white label for the address.
What an opportunity for wall paper
makers to advertise their latest patterns!— "Publishers' Circular."
PRICE CARD PSYCHOLOGY
To the merchant, the question of price
presents many unusual angles and the
sale of an article often depends on the
price being high enough rather than low
enough. Customers often enter a store
and after they have been shown a bit
of merchandise which apparently pleases
them, they ask the price, and upon finding that it is surprisingly low, they
seem to lose interest in the article in
question, and request to be shown something a little more expensive.
It is not an exaggeration to say that
a great number of people estimate many
of the articles they buy by the price
they are obliged to pay for them. Not
long ago, the proprietor of a book and
stationery store in a small town In New
York State decided to have a sale of
a number of miscellaneous books, including some of last year's best sellers
and also a few collections of poems and
short works by the standard authors.
This assortment was displayed in a
conspicuous place at the front of the
store, and display cards informed customers that any book might be had for
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thirty-five cents a copy. To the disappointment of the dealer, hardly a
book was sold, and after a time he discontinued the sale. A little later on,
purely by way of experiment, he put the
same assortment in the same place, and
announced a specia; sale at sixty-nine
cents for any book. The response was
immediate and the books went with almost lightning rapidity.
It is a question whether this one case
is an absolute proof that a book sale
of sixty-nine cents would always attract more attention than one where the
price was just about one-half the
amount, but it is an excellent illustration of what gratifying results are often obtained by experiment and demonstrates that there are often surprising
possibilities in the most apparent impos ibilities.— "Pull Together."
FUNCTION OF WINDOW DISPLAY
The function of your show window is
to sell goods. The amount of goods
sold by your window is in exact proportion to the number of people who
stop in front of your window and look.
Success or failure to make the public
stop and look hangs on the skill with
which you may flag their attention. To
reach this fruition, to really boost sales,
the trim of your show windows must be
put upon a regular schedule — work
should be planned far ahead and not at
the last moment, and always the window
itself should be trimmed so that the
passing public may notice that you are
now trimming it regularly and such trims
should always be seasonable and timely.
Keep always in mind that your window does not, cannot, reach its maximum productivity unless its attention
value is sustained. Your trims should
take advantage of seasons and events.
So treated they will not only sell goods,
but will secure for your store the kindly
feeling of the public, which is always
interested in some way and degree in
these events, and create comment. The
public notices and watches such windows, wondering what you do next.
Jones tells Smith, Smith tells Brown and
Brown tells his friends and family. —
"Toy and Fancy Goods Trader."
A new Peter B. Kyne novel, entitled
"The Green Pea Pirates," is among the
new books for the coming season.
A new novel by Louis Joseph Vance
is "The Lone Wolf's Daughter."
"Sisters" is the title of a new novel
by Kathleen Norris.

Develop Toy & Sporting Goods Trade
General Endorsement by Representative Retail Booksellers and Stationers of Plan to
Push These Departments
of a hundred fornjs sent out
OUT
to representative booksellers and
stationers in various sections of
Canada, over half were returned with
replies to the various questi ;ns, and it
is significant that of these all but four
or five approved BOOKSELLER
& STATIONER'S plan of devoting more attention in its reading pages to toys and sporting
goods. Of the latter, all but one do
business in cities, and it must be remembered that it is far easier f >r a merchant to do a satisfactory business restricted to the book and stationery lines
proper in cities than in towns, especially
the smaller towns, and as one smalltown bookseller points out, it is virtually a necessity for these merchants in
smaller towns to suoplement books and
stationery by stocking other lines thai
fit in well with this business.
BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER'S
plan is, h nvever, not to increase
its attention to toys and sporting goods at the expense of
boks and stationery, but rather in addition to the editorial work; not only
that, but to increase the attention to
books and stationery and methods of
merchandising these basic lines of the
business of merchants served by this
trade newspaper.
Following are some interest!'!; L'acts
gleaned fr >m the many reports sent in
on the questionnaire blanks:
Granby, Quebec. — Librairie Peltier decidedly approves the plan to develop the
toy and sporting goods departments.
General toy lines and sporting goods arcsold the year round here, and Canadian
goods are augmented by certain l.nei
imported direct from U.S. makers
Montreal, Quebec. — Chapman's bookstore sells no toys, sporting goods nor
games, but, of course, includes toy books
with the general stock of b^oks. Mr.
Chapman considers toys and fancy goods
a field apart from the book and stationery business.
Moncton, N.B.— R. R. Colpitts & Son
sell general toy lines, finding the larger
constructional toys most profitable to
handle. Year-round trade is helped by
selling express wagons, velocipedes, and
doll carriages in the spring and summer months. Baseball, football, tennis,
croquet and golfl goods provide good
sportings foods trade, helped out by
hammocks. They found trade increasing
in these lines, and welcomed all suggestions from BOOKSELLER & STATIONER to help these departments
along.
Truro, N.S.— G. 0. Fulton, Ltd., finds
trade growing rapidly in general toy
lines and sporting goods, but in tovs
they have been cutting out the cheap
expensive,
of the more
toys in favor

strongiy-made toys as being more profitable to handle. The sporting goods
department here is augmented by selling hammocks, lawn swings and tents.
St. John, N.B.— E. G. Nelson & Co.,
one of the leading book and stationery
retail concerns jf the Maritime Provinces, sell no toys or dolls, but find
games and toy books to be ready sellers.
They are, nevertheless, favorable to the
idea of BOOKSELLER & STATIONER
paying more attention to toy and sporting goods lines.
Yarmouth,
N.S.— R. H. Davis & Co.,
Ltd., are extensive dealers in toy lines,
ing as well as retailing, but they do
not sell cporting goods.
Prince Ru;:ert, B.C. — McRae Bros, sell
general toy lines, including children's
wheel goods. They sell also general
snorting goods lines, and some lines are
imported direct from British and U. S.
manufacturers.
Summerland, B.C. — The Summerland
Drug Co.'s store is as much a book and
stationery store, and also sells general
toy lines, especially featuring wheel
goods, while in sporting goods fishing
tackle is sold most extensively. Mr.
Hogg deprecated the fact that the Canadian toy manufacturers do not advertise their lines more extensively to the
retail trade.
Neepawa. Manitoba. — J. L. McKay
welcomes the idea of more aggressive
development of the toy and sporting
go )ds departments. The stock here includes general toy goods with constructional toys the mov: profitable to handle. A good trade is done in sporting
'.no Is lines as well.
Red Peer, Alta.— The Gaetz-Cornett
Drug and Book Co., sell sporting goods,
but in toys restrict their attention largely to builder toys and similar lines of the
practical type. They would extend their
toy stock but have not the space to do
so.
Y'estlock, Alberta. — Lennox Tice finds
toys and sporting goods good stock,
complementing the book and stationery
lines, featuring mechanical and buildfeatured. Although sold the year-round,
bv far the greatest volume is done in
Christmas selling season.
Regina, Sask. — The Canada Drug &
Book Co. sell toys and games, toy books
and a general line of sporting goods, including children's wheel goods, sleds,
and also hammocks. In toys the goods
most in demand are constructional and
educational toys.
Strasburg, Sask. — Irwin Groh in selling general tov lines finds a year-round
demand for celluloid goods such as children's rattles, etc. Construction toys are
especially good sellers here.
Duncan, B.C. — H. F. Prevost sells toy
lines, featuring mechanical
and mild32

er toys, wheel goods, and finds the toy
department one of the most profitable
branches of the business. Sporting gjods
are sold extensively, especially fishing
tackle, golf and tennis goods.
Calgary, Alta.— F. E. Osborne, one of
this city's leading booksellers and stationers, sells general toy trade lines, including wheel goods, but no sporting
goods are stocked.
Edmonton, Alta. — Diller Book Co. sell
only book and stationery lines, including toy books, of course, but no games,
toys or sporting goods.
Nelson, B.C.— The Canada Drug &
Book Co. wrote as f >llows: "The magazine as a whole is 'dandy.' " They favor
the development of the toy and sporting
goods departments, and in this branch
of their business they stock a general
line of toys, including wheel goods and
find sporting go ,ds generally a good profitable branch of trade. They push both
lines the year round.
Fort William, Ont.— J. Edgar Rutledge, while selling the smaller lines of
toys, games, as well as hobby-horses,
etc., avoid mechanical toys on account of
causing too much trouble. He sells
sp >rting goods, hammocks and lawn
swings, and commended BOOKSELLER
& STATIONER'S move to pay more attention to all these lines.
Fort William, Ont.— Hill & Co. sell
toys, dolls, games, etc. Builder toys
most satisfactory line. General sporting goods stock carried. No goods imported direct from Britain or U. S.
Woodstock, Ont. — M. E. Gamlin sells
toys, dolls, games, toy books, etc., and
in sporting goods sells baseball goods
and fishing tackle quite extensively.
Ridgetown, Ont. — J. G. Little sells
general toy trade lines, including the
larger constructional toys, both wood
and steel. Useful toys of a practical
nature, and engines of all descriptions go
well here, and these goods are sold the
year round. Sporting goods is a most
valuable side line with baseball, tennis,
football g )ods much in evidence. Hammocks were also good sellers. Mr. Little favored more attention to sporting
goods in the trade paper.
St. Mary's, Ont. — A. Willard, besides
general toy lines, sporting goods, hammocks, etc., electrical goods are sold in
this store. "In a small town of this
size (4,000) you have to," said Mr. Willard.
Niagara Falls, Ont.— W. H. Buckley
& Co. gave steam engines, constructors
and friction toys as being the most profitable to handle. This firm, besides selling Canadian-made lines, imoorts other
lines from both British and U.S. houses.
With a general stock of sporting goods,
such lines as express wagons, sleighs,
doll carriages
hammocks,
etc., are in-

BOOKSELLER
eluded. They welcomed the proposal to
pay more attention in the trade paper to
these goods because they found that
they fitted in so nicely with the book anil
stationery business.
Oshawa, Cnt. — Henderson Bros, expressed themselves as particularly
anxious to see more advertising in
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER from
toy and sporting goods manufacturers
because of the great help this would be
to retailers, and they were very much in
favor of more extended attention to these
lines in the reading matter pages of the
trade paper. Unlike many other bookstores, they did not find constructional
toys to be very great sellers. He found
doll carriages for girls, trains on tracks
for boys, were especially good sellers.
Brockville, Ont.— J. S. Copland supplement Canadian-made lines by others
imported direct from British and U.S.
houses. General toy lines are sold here
with constructional toys a strong feature. In sporting goods, baseball, tennis and hockey goods were the best sellers, and more attentim would be devoted to toys and sportings goods if
enough space were available.
Pembroke, Ont. — The Grigg Book &
Stationery Co. sell general toy lines and
sporting goods, including children's
wheel goods, sleds, etc In sporting
goods their best success is with baseball and tennis goods.
Stratford, Ont. — Lightfoot's Bookstore
includes stocks of smaller toy lines and
sporting goods, with baseball items most
in evidence. Mr. Lightfo >t welcomes the
plan to pay more attention, editorially, to
these departments in BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER.
Kitchener, Ont. — J. C. Jaimet & Co.
find construction toys, electrical sets,
electrical toys, wireless sets to be the
most profitable items in their extensive
range of toy goods. Mr. Jaimet buys
Canadian-made goods most extensively,
but finds it necessary to import certain
lines direct from the U.S. In sporting
goods the stock includes baseball, football, golf, tennis goods and lawn bowls.
"More power to you" with the toy and
sporting goods departments in BOOKSELLER & STATIONER, commented
Mr. Jaimet.
Picton, Ont. — W. A. Wright sells very
little in the way of goods not directly
coming under the heading of books and
stationery.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.— The Sault Stationers, Ltd., sell no toys or sporting
goods, but within the book department
they include a goodly stock of toy books.
Hamilton, Ont. — Walton's Bookstore,
151 East King street, carry games and
toy books, but no other toys, nor do
they sell sporting goods. Thev are of
the opinim that the wholesale houses
are too prone to encourage druggists to
encroach on the legitimate field of the
straight book and stationery trade.
Ottawa, Ont.— A. H. Jarvis, "The
Bookstore," Bank Street, questioned the
advisability of mixing up toys with
books.
Games and toys are largely sold
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here as part of the legitimate book and
stationery business.
Windsor, Ont. — G. E. Copeland is
against including toy and sporting goods
with the book and stationery trade, to
which his business is exclusively devoted.
Wingham, Ont. — H. H. Elliott restricts
his attention to the book and stationery
business.
Hamilton, Ont. — Cloke & Son feel that
there is too great a tendency on the
part of booksellers to add new lines to
cover losses in books. They say "Make
books pay their jv.n way or cut them
Welland, Ont.— A. A. Perry & Co. had
this to say: "When we discontinued
toys, etc., and gave our space and time
to out."
better display of regular book and
stationery stock, we increased our busiToronto, Ont. — W. R. Adams sells a
general
Mr. Adams' comness." line of toys.

ment was: "You have a fine paper, but
devote part of it to 5c, 10c, 15c goods
and higher priced novelties, and its appeal will be strengthened."
Sarnia, Ont. — Manley's Limited, consider their store too small, but where
space is available they consider toys and
sporting goods, good profitable side
lines for book and stationery business.
They do, however, sell games and toy
books the year round.
Mount Forest, Ont. — Scales & Co.,
while favoring attention to toys, sporting, goods, etc., did not think this
should be done at the expense of leas
attenti m to the cardinal branches of
the book and stationery business. In
this store are sold general toy lines,
including builder toys, mechanical and
electrical toys and the larger wooden
toys such as kiddie cars, etc.; with general sporting goods is included a stock of
hammocks, express wagons and velocipedes.

What the Customer Thinks of the Store Service
Guelph Board of Trade Sets About Finding What is Needed to
Improve the Service of the City's Stores — Citizens
Asked for Suggestions, and Many Are Received
Ont., Board of Trade.
THE
the idea of getting some inwith Guelph,
formation tha^ will be of use in
bettering the service of the city's stores,
and consequently of service in building
up the city, recently sent out a circular
to every home in the city, asking for a
frank comment on the service rendered
bv the stores. The circular read as follows:
The Enquiry Sent Out
"The retail merchants of Guelph want
ti improve their store service. They
want to make trading in Guelph the best
within fifty miles. They want every
buyer in Guelph always to be sure of
unequalled store opportunities.
"They want their customers to suggest
how this may be done.
"Please help the Guelph merchants to
trive you better service by filling out
the lines below and returning to Retail
Merchants' Division. Chamber of Commerce, 30 Douglas street, Guelph, Ont."
Here followed a blank for the receiver's comment.
The replies, while not always particularly novel in viewpoint, did present
some suggestions that indicated that the
customers of stores are aware of some
of their sh irtcomings, and are alive to
the possibility of improvement. Some
of the suggestions for improvement were
as follows:
Sundry Suggestions
"Have prices just and reasonable,
combined with prompt service."
"Have clerk telephone or call customer for their order on stated days each

More "Pep" Needed
"Have clerk show 'pep' in attending
to customers. Thin applies to 95 per
cent, of all stores in Guelph."
"Grocers and confectioners ought to
make war on the fly. (Woefully required in some stores. V
" 'Dress up' wimvjws more frequent"Make a 'gift dav' once a month.
Give about a $10 article, to be drawn by
"Have a record of sales made daily,
number."
and give a bonus to the clerk making the
largest monthly sales. (Try this out and
get a surprise.)"
More Advertising

"By exhibiting more enterprise in adly."
vertising and demonstrating their wares.
Consider the working classes and keep
prices on a level with other places."
"By a little faster movement on the
part
clerks." willingness to show
"Byof atheperfect
merchandise, whether you buy or not."
"To smile and say 'Good morning' or
'Good afternoon' to customers, as the
case
may uniform
be."
"Have
set of prices."
"In some instance.? prices are much too
high in comparison with other cities."
"Why not try a Friday bargain day
once in a while, and also have more competition. It's competition that will de"Putvelopontrade."a sale once in a while. Advertise itwell and you'll get a pleasant
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week."

Advised

surprise."
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Pin Seal Scarce

think could be the scope for patterns or
novelty touches on a half-inch or oneinch strip of leather.

Fall Bags, Cases and Purses in High Grades Chiefly — Little
Pin Seal to Be Had — Half-Inch Leather Belts in
Vogue — White Patent Belts For Summer
INTEREST in leather bags and purses
is centering more on the high grade
type of merchandise than on novelties. Repeat orders are coming in still
for the various styles of canteen bag,
and there is a big variety of them. Scarlet leather is made up into various catchy
shapes and there are some inverted
pyramid styles finished with a tassel at
the bottom.
One of the large Toronto buyers suggests that the oval canteens in suitable
colors will be adaptable for theatre bags
in the fall, but otherwise will be unimportant. The sizes, too, are numerous.
Some developments of the miser bag
are shown in the shops, too. These are
mostly in tan, grey and black suede, and
in three sizes, retailing at $2.50 to $5;
the two bag ends are caught together
by a snap fastener, which, when opened,
reveals a mirror. This place is much
more convenient, of course, than when
pocketed inside.
There are some small miser bags of
blue and red sateen for children, so that
may have "the latest" in
they, too,These
purses.
sell at $1.
Notwithstanding the popularity of the
novelties of the season, flat styles, that
is the Avenue bags, are the goods that
bang the volume of business.
There is steady sale recorded by the
stores in French hand-beaded bags for
fashionable people. These retail as high
as $20.
No Cheap Goods This Year

faille, lined with gold. There are prettylooking puffed moire bags for matrons,
and slim willowy ones for the younger
set; roomy, wide-mouthed ones for small
parcels or knitting; these have metal or
leather-covered frames.
Narrow Belts Selling
Patent leather belts are in good demand. Just at present white ones have
come noticeably to the fore. These belts
are asked for in \xh to 3 inch widths.
Extremely narrow leather belts, too, are
fashionable. They are not more than
% of an inch wide, some only V2 an inch.
Satin gowns, taffeta dresses, dainty
smocks, loose coats, sweater coats, jersey dresses, all provide suitable habitation for this new style item. Fall fashions call very distinctly for these narrow leather belts. New York is showing
them with touches of color, and in a big
range of designs, small as one would

A NOVELTY IN HANDBAGS
A novelty in the way of handbags has
recently been put upon the market by
John Elton and Co., Ltd., 9 Mincing
Lane, London, E.C.3. This is termed
the "Doribag," and is a patented article.
It really comprises three bags in one.
The "Doribag" combines a Dorothy,
hand, and shopping bag, and by a simple
manipulation, either of the three designs
can be obtained.
BEADED BAGS
Some gorgeous colorings and designs
are shown in the new beaded bags just
arriving from Paris. They are in many
shapes and show originality in frames,
handles, etc. One number which has a
lovely floral design is rendered very effective by the lower outline of the bag,
following the edge of the petals and
foliage. Another is oblong and deep in
accord with the conventional design,
which is chiefly in deep blue and yellow
shades.

Patent leather is the cheapest leather
on the market and therefore continues
to be featured for quantity business. It
will, no doubt, maintain its place for
fall. There is almost no pin seal on
the market, and while the trend of demand for fall is towards high-class goods
the scarcity is such that one large firm
is considering giving up leather bags
entirely until the supply eases up. Labor
is so high, too, that "cheap" bags are a
poor prospect. In whatever is shown,
quality is pretty much a feature, prices
as high as last year and tending firmly
upwards. "The trade might just as well
forget all about cheap bags for the present," said one manufacturer, the bulk
of whose business is with the Western
Provinces.
In travelling cases there are some interesting ideas offered. Each season
sees them more completely fitted out
and more conveniently and compactly
shaped. Linings in higher-priced lines
are for the most part in plain colors, or
brocades. One firm is using a shot silk
poplin, which is very effective, especially
with the soft, velvet-finished calf
leathers which show changing lights.
Silk bags with dull silver and shell
handles are also featured for fall. One
dainty little English bag is of pearl grey

FALL

LEATHER

GOODS.

The upper of the two bags at the left is a new design made without seams. The leather ifl
very soft and folds in neatly to the dull silver frame. The lining is of figured satin. The lower
bag, made of black moire, has two demure puffs ; at the bottom is a circular stiffened piece which
keeps the bag nicely rounded.
The frame has an interesting Dutch design.
The purse at
ten compartments
black morocco in
secured with snap

the right is a soft, velvety grey calf one in smart outlines, with no less than
inside. It is lined with snot silk poplin. The travelling case below is of soft
the new flat style, which is popular, the lower wing folding up to th« sides and
fasteners.
The lining is sky blue striped moire.
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BOOKSELLER
JAPS AJvfD TOY TRADE
While in the Province of Ontario American-made toys arc preferred to those
of European or \As.iatic manufacture.
U. S. Consul Felix S. S. Johnson, who is
stationed at Kingston, reports that no
department of Oriental industry has
made such progress in developing a
Canadian market as has the Japanese
toy trade. In citing this fact he quotes
at length from a Japanese magazine,
which endeavors to show how the war
has transferred the toy market of the
world from Europe to the Far East, or
more particularly fr >m Germany to Japan.
After outlining the kinds of Japanes?
toys that were exported four years ago,
and showing the increase in value of
these exports in 1918 over those of 1917
to be about" $SOO,000. the quoted article
says in part:
"One might have supposed that owing
to the cheapness of lab >r in Japan, it
long ago would have become the largest
source of supply for the toy trade; but
until the shutting off of the German
supply the toymakers of Nippon never
attempted seriously to enter the foreign
markets. Present increase in exportati)n is due wholly to efforts of Government authorities to find markets for
Japanese
toys in foreign markets.
"Officials in the Department of
Foreign Trade saw the great possibilities that lay in the toy business, and
stimulated the manufacturers in every
possible manner. They supplied samples from all parts of the toymaking
world, most of which have been successfully imitated.
SOLDIER-MADE TOYS
Toys made by Canadian war veterans
are increasing in number and also in
variety and quality. Almy's, the big
Montreal department store, have recently been advertising a stout toy
train made by returned soldiers, and
characterized as "the strongest knockabout toy we have ever inspected. All
the wheels are bolted; in fact, the construction is so solid that it will stand
the roughest usage."
The Glido-Plane is another new toy
made by returned soldiers, being constructed somewhat on the kiddie car
plan, but having wings in front that
revolve with every breeze. Gaily painted, it is a most attractive toy.
NEW KIDDIE CAR
The Kiddie Kar is now available in
a new model with automobile steering
gear and pedals, designed to strengthen
its appeal for the small "sport."
John L. Coles, of Merritt, B.C., is a
bookseller who conducts a successful
wallpaper department and who believes
in advertising it, as indicated by liberal
used in the Merritt "Herald."
space
Ingrain burlaps are also featured in his
advertising.
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Western
Firm's Live Methods
Phonographs and Records
cidentally other customers are not disturbed, nor their attention taken away
from the business of making purchases.
To this music parlor come those who
wish to purchase new records. These
are displayed in an open rack on the
wall, and customers may try them out
on the machine and make a selection. In
another rack is a stock of records that
may be exchanged for ten cents each.
The firm is selling many machines and
many records. Incidentally considerable
trade is brought to the book and stationery counters.
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tionery store in the town of Gull
Lake, Sask., which makes a specialty
cf handling phonographs and phonograph
records with marked success. It is
operated by Morrison, Nightingale and
Teetzel. Observe the sign pointing to
"'Our Music Demonstration Parlor."
Here is a brand new feature in a store
of this kind, a quiet, secluded room where
a phonograph may be demonstrated
without the distracting influences which
Inare presented in the store proper.

A corner in the store of Morrison.

TIMELY

NiKhtinpale & Teetzeh,

ADVERTISING

Brown's Bookstore, of Collingwood,
carried some good newspaper advertising early in July, featuring flags, fancylanterns, picnic sets and sporting goods.
Brown's are believers in newspaper publicity. Their advertisements are always
timely and they set an example that
might well be followed by many other
booksellers and stationers who are not
sufficiently alive to the efficacy of
printers' ink as a means of drumming up
trade.
Following are a few suggestions for
publicity as suggested to retailers by
one of the manufacturers of paper specialties. These may be utilized as window cards or introduced into newspaper
advertisements constituting good, timely
publicity. Not only in August, but late
into the Fall people will be going away
on camping trips, yachting cruises, automobile tours, and picnic parties.
Such merchandise as will appeal to
this a-reat group of outdoor enthusiasts
should be assembled in your window for
a few weeks at least and there is no
better time for the display than at the
height of the season.
White Paper Napkins
Always Clean
For Parties, Picnics and
Camping
No Laundry Throw
— Use Once
Away and
Paper Towels
Take a Box with You on Your
35

Guli Lake,

Sask.

Motor Trip

Soft — Safe — .Sanitary
One Dries Both Hands
Lunch Set-3
Complete Set for Picnics or Parties
Table Cover, Napkins, Doilies
and Plates
Very Convenient — Inexpensive
Baggage Tags
Don't Lose You
Trunk, Time or
Temper
Tag With a Dennison Tag
For

Crep>3 Paper Table Covers
Picnic or Any Outdoor
Function
Save Linen and Laundry

Paper Plates
No Dishes to Wash!
Dennison's Plates Will Save Your
Time at Camp
Throw Away With the Crumbs
ACID-PROOF INK
A new company in Toronto is the
Acid Proof Ink Co., who are introducing their acid proof ink, wh:,:h cannot
be eradicated as can other inks by the
use of acid eradicators. Further merits
which the makers claim for this ink are
thit it is absolutely waterproof, frost
proof, will not rust, does not clog fountain pens, retains its co'or, affords an
absolute protection against cheque-raising, and despite all these qualities of
permanency on paper, it washes freely
from the hands or from fabrics of all
kinds as well as carpets.

NOVEL BY W. H. MOORE
Polly Massen is the name of a novel

JOHN FOX, JR., DEAD
John Fox, Jr., noted author, died of
pneumonia at Nort n, Va., on July 8.
The funeral was held at his late home,
Big- Stone Gap, Va. He was 56 years
old.
John Fox, Jr , was one of the most
widely read novelists of the present day,
his books having won great popularity
0:1 both sides of the Atlantic. He was
born in B jnsbon County, Kentucky, in
186:?, and received his preparatory education at Transylvania University, in
his native state. He then proceeded to
Harvard University, where he graduated
as a Bachelor of Arts, in 1883. After
that he followed the course of the Columbia Law School.
His first book, "A Mountain Europe,"
was published in 1894. This is followed
by "A Cumberland Vendetta," in 1895;
"HelT-fjr-Sairtain," 1896; "The Kentuckians," in 1897; "Crittenden," in 1903;
"l.luegrass and Rhododendron," in 1901;
"The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,"
--his best known book — in 1903; "Christmas Eve in Lonesome," in 1904; "Following the Sun Flag," in 1905; "Knight
of the Cumberland," in 1906; "Trail of
the Lonesome Pine," in 1908; and "The
Heart of the Hills," in 1913.
I-WONDER-WHY
STORIES
Written for children, a collection of
stories published under the title of
"I-Wonder-Why Stories," by Rev. George
Adam, of Montreal, are of such interest
as to appeal strongly to adults as well.
Events of the Great War feature most
of the stories, but their greatest merit
is their character-building influence to
establish ideals of right living.
DEVOTIONAL BOOKS
S. D. Gordon, author of the famous
"Quiet Talks" series, is engaged to
speak daily during August in a Boardwalk Theatre, Atlantic City, New Jersey. His new book, announced some little while ago. but unavoidably delayed,
is now ready. It is entitled "Quiet
Talks on the Deeper Meaning of the
War," viewed in its special relation to
Our Lord's Return. Mr. Gordon's lar"<>
constituency will welcome this his latest book, which together with Chaplain
Tiplady's latest volume, "Social Christianity in the New Era," is beine published simultaneously in Great Britain
and America.

by William H. Mcore, authjr of "The
Clash." This is his first novel. It is to
appear this month. Advance information about it is to the effect that it will
be iteresting not only as a rattling good
tale, but especially on account of the big
issues at present to the fore in Canada,
which the novel takes up. An indication
of the big expectati >ns of the publishers
is their announcement that the first
edition will be one of 10,000 copies. The
tenor of the book is in favor of tariff
reduction, against prohibition, against
the principle of collective bargaining
by organized labor with employers, and
is strongly pro-Canadian. This is sufficicient to indicate that this book is going
to rub a lot of people the wrong way,
while strongly appealing to as many
others. Being
so closely
identified with big political questions of
Canada it would be a good plan
for booksellers to adopt the policy of booking sales, urging people to
place their orders in advance, so as to
be sure of getting zhc book directly upon
the appearance of the first edition.
MISS DELL'S NEW NOVEL
"The Lamp in the Desert" is the title
of Ethel M. Dell's new novel, which is
just due for publication in England. It
is a novel of India.
REVIEWS BRITAIN'S RECORD
In "Fields of Victory," Mrs. HumphryWard's new book, she surveys the British
armies in the field and gives an inspiring picture of British achievement from
personal contact with leading figures
in the great drama of 1914-1918.
HAWKER'S 'U)OK
For early publication is announced
"Out Atlantic Flight," by H. C. Hawker
and Lt. -Commander McKenzie Grieve,
R.N., a book which will give a full account of their Atlantic experiences. Dealing with all the difficulties of this tremendous flight, and also the whole question of long-distance flight, it will of
compelling interest, but it will be in no
sense technical, and will be easily understood by everyone.
"A woman who flanks with doubts the
man she marries, and limits him with
the tyranny of her affections, can do
more toward depriving him of his freedom than an invading army. — "Sunup to
Sundown" by Corra Harris and Faith
Harris Leech.
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THROTTLED
The story of the throttling of German
bomb plotters in the U.S. is told in Inspector Th imas J. Tunney's book
"Throttled," just published by Small
Maynard & Co., Boston. The author has
been one of the three or four principal
figures in the detection and rounding up
of the many German plotters who outraged peace and neutrality in the U.S.
from August, 1914, and who continued
their efforts against life and pr jperty
after April, 1917. Among the crimes in
which Inspector Tunney and his bomb
squad were the investigators and in
which they successfully brought to justice the German agents were the anarchist plot to blow up St. Patrick's Cathedral, the Hindoo plots, Robert Fay's
ship bomb plots, the blowing up of the
Senate wing, and the assault on J. P.
Morgan. All these true detective st ries
and many others are told here by a
man who has had thirty years' experience
as a detective and knows crime and criminals.
BEHIND

RED CURTAINS

Mansfield Scott's new detective novel,
"Behind Red Curtains," just issued by
Small Maynard & Co., Boston. Can a
man under hypnotic influence commit a
crime? If one goes through every step
in a murder and awakes to find himself in bed — and the next morning finds
marks of the crime on his hands, was he
the murderer or not? These were the
questions which bothered the members
of the Copeland party, but not Inspector Steele. He knew! Not only does
"Behind Red Curtains" introduce a newcharacter to fiction, but it marks the
first effort of an author with the ability
to write an absorbing, suspense-creatintale.

BOOKSELL
CURSED
George Allen Ergland's new novel
"Cursed," which has just come from
•Small' Maynard & Co., Boston, is a book
which enlarges on the profound belief
that exists among more primitive and
unenlightened people in the efficacy of
the curse.
'
On this belief George Allan England
has based this new story. "If you will
board with him the staunch clipper ship
Silver Fleece, at Batu Kawan, on the
Motomolo Strait, where old Dengan
Jouga, the Malayan witch-woman, laid
the curse on Captain Alpheus Briggs, and
:sail the 'voyage out with that huge,
black-bearded red-blooded bucko, you'll
live a tale throbbing with life, mystery,
vitality," is a good way to introduce this
book to a prospective customer.
EXPLAINING

THE BRITISHER

Frederic William Wile, who was for
ten years preceding the war the Berlin correspondent of the New York
Times, has returned to this country to
spend the summer on the Chautauqua
platform, devoting himself to the task
of "Explaining the Britishers" which he
has already begun in a book of that
title. Since 1914 he has been a member
of Lord Northcliffe's editorial staff, and
contributed tj the London Daily Mail a
regular feature entitled "Germany Day
by Day."
GHORT HISTORY OF THE WAR
From H. F. W. Deane & Sons, of London, comes a Short History of the Great
Worldi War, by F. Maynard Bridge.
This new short history of the Great
War does not profess to be anything
more than a mere compilati >n from the
despatches of the commanders and from
the ordinary accounts usually available.
It provides, however, a clear and continuous record, and, as the writer hopes,
it may well be found useful either as a
class book or to help teachers in their
own teaching. The author is a master at
St. George's School, Windsor, and may
be congratulated on the success with
which he has accomplished this task. Mr.
H. J. Ford contributes a characteristic
allegorical frontispiece.
A NEW

MAGAZINE

Hutchinson's Story Magazine, a new
periodical, provides an excellent budget
of sensational and romantic fiction in
its initial issue. Sir Rider Haggard
commences a new characteristic story,
Rudyard Kipling contributes a new poem
specially written for the number, and
among the popular writers whose help
has been enlisted -re such well-known
favorites as Gertrude Page, the Baroness
Orczy, H. de Vere Stacpoole, Mabel
Barnes Grundy. Berta Ruck, Charles
Garvic- The illustrations are numerous and well selected, and this new magazine c;mmences with excellent hopes for
permanent success. BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER acknowledges receipt of
No! 1 of this new magazine, kindly forwarded by Gordon & Gotch, of Toronto.
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TOE PEOPLE'S BOOKS
When first issued before the war, "The
People's Books" proved very successful,
but paper shortage and other difficulties
prevented the publishers from issuing
many of the volumes which had been
arranged. As these conditions are imprjving they have been able to publish
the six volumes which have now been
issued: "Christianity and Christian
Science," by M. Carta Sturge; "A History of Greece," by E. Fearnside, M.A.;
"Industrial Chemistry," by Clarke Ranken, D.Sc; "Charles Dickens," by Sidney Dark; "Emanuel Swedenborg," by
L. B. de Beaumont, D.Sc; "Vegetable
Gardening," by J. S. Chisholm. Each
volume runs to about 120 pages, and in
each case the writer has made the best
use of the limited space allowed for the
important subject with which the book
has to deal.
NEW

AND

FORTHCOMING

A new bojk entitled "The Steeple
Chaser," by Nat Gould, is to appear
shortly.
There has just appeared in England a
new volume of poems by John Oxeuham,
entitled "All Clear." It is uniform
with "Bees in Amber," and the other
books of this well-known author's poems.
From the Norman W. Hensley Co., of
New York, comes "Location of Starting
and Lighting System Faults," which is
the most complete chart yet devised,
showing all parts of the modern automobile starting, lignting and ignition systems, giving instructions for systematic location of all faults in wiring,
lamps, motor or generator, switches and
all other units. Invaluable to motorists, chauffeurs and repairmen. Its size
is 24 x 38 inches. The chart is published
at 50c.
Sidney McCall, author of "Truth Daxfcer." will be represented in early autumn
fiction with "Christopher Laird."
Olaf Baker has written "Shasta of the
Wolves," a novel wnich is to be issued in
September.
George Weston, who wrote, "Oh, Mary,
be Careful," has chosen another unique
tUle, "You Never Saw Such a Girl,"
for his new novel in characteristic vein,
which is shortly to appear.
"Little Miss-by-the-Day" is the name
of Lucile Van Styke's book, which is to
be brought out next month.
Brand Whitlock's "Belgium" has gone
into five editions in the United States
and it is having a good run in Canada
as well. Increased Jemand for it is anticipated for the fail season.
' "Our Greatest Battle," by Frederick
Pahner, the A.merican war correspondent, is to appear shortly.
A NEW CLIP
A handy new artie'e recently placed
on the market is chat known as the
Paragon Clip. This little clip is mounted on well-finished wood, with an eyelet at the top for banging purposes.
The slip is brass, nickel plated and
cannot rust. The spring is an unusually
sturdy one for a s-naller sized cHp and
is easily operated.
The pin renders ar37

tides and papers on the clip almost impossible to lose. The clip is manufactured by Frank" A. Weeks Mfg. Company.
LE QUEUX
A new novel by William Le Queux,
just out in England, is "The ^King's Incognito," said to rank with the best
work he has yet done.
THE MAN
SELF

WHO

DISCOVERED

HIM-

Willis George Emerson's new novel,
"The Man Who Discovered Himself,"
(Forbes, Chicago) is a vigorous, human
interest story that any man or woman
would enjoy. The love romance and the
progress of the hero from poverty an 1
ill-health to the heights of success, hold
the rapt attention of the reader as the
story climbs from episode to episode to
a climax of intense dramatic power. The
reader's interest is held not alone by th-strunge events in the hero's life but also
by the charming love story that threads
trough the book from beginning to end.
It is woven with deft skill, full of happy
surprises for the lovers themselves and
for the reader as well.
..ON THE WATER WAGON
"On Uncle Sam's Water Wagon," by
Helen Watkeys Moore, is a book of five
hundred recipes for drinks which can be
in the home. It shows how to
make at home practically any drink or
mixture which you might buy at soda
fountains. The scope of the book is indicated by. the following table of contents: Fruit punches, sundaes, lemon and
lime, orange and pineapple, strawberry
and raspberry, grape juice egg drinks,
ginger and ginger ale, milk and malted
milk, tea, coffee, cocoa, chocolate, invalid drinks, ,. o creair. aaJ phosphate
drinks.
SONIA

MARRIED

A sequel to "Sonia," by Stephen McKenna is in train for early publication.
Its title will be "Sonia Married."
ENGLAND
AND AMERICA
Hugh Walpole takes "Christopher
and Columbus," the recently published
novel by 'Elizabeth" as the subject of
one of his recent London Letters to the
New Y )rk Evening Sun. In it he thus
comments on Mr. Twist, the protector
of the seventeen-year-old twin heroines, and incidentally on what the British see, or rather don't see, in America,
" ... one of the finest gentlemen
in modern fiction and the most admirable
tribute to the American nation in any
book ever written oy an English man
or woman. I have always wondered
why it was that even the cleverest English writers seemed to observe only
three things when they visited America,
nanmry. gigantic buildings, Pullman
cars and spittoons. There must be other
things worthy of notice in America.
There is, I know, from 'The American
Scene' of Henry James, and 'Ethan
Frome' of Mrs. Wharton the stories of
James Lane Allen, to give only a few
smrces, a marvellous and many-colored
beauty."

BOOKSELLER
BY

CANADIAN
AUTHORS
Among the novels by Canadian authors announced f jr the autumn publishing season are, "Bulldog Carney," a
Western tale by W. A. Fraser; "Mist of
the Morning," by Isabelle Ecclestone
Mackay; "The Touch of Abner," by
H. A. Cody; "Joan at Halfway," hailed as
a Canadian Pollyanna, by Grace McLeod
Rogers; "The Girl of O.K. Valley," by
Robert Watsjn, and a volume of
"Sketches and Reminiscences," by Rev.
John Pringle, D.D., Moderator of the
Presbyterian Genernl Assembly. This
book is most enthusiastically spoken of
by the publishers, and they believe its
reception will be such as to make it the
forerunner of other books by the same
author, and have the effect of putting
him in the Ralph Connjr class in popularity with Canadian readers.
Marshall Saunders, author of- "Beautiful Joe," has written a new book entitled "The Golden Dicky," which is to
appear very shortly.
This month, L. M. Montgomery's new
novel, "Rainbow Valley," is to appear,
and bis things are expected of it.
It is interesting to record that ten
titles of Ralph Connor's books are now
available in popular reprint editions,
as also four of H. A. Cody's novels and
Miss Montgomery's "Anne's House of
Dreams."
GIFT VOLUMES
"Mr. Punch's History of the War,"
for which Charles Graves is responsible,
is a pretentious illustrated volume tj
be ready in the autumn. A $3.50 book
of handsome binding and beautiful illustrations, which should prove a popular
gift volume for Christmas trade.
A fine large volume with numerous
colored illustrations is to be brought out
in the autumn under the title of "My
Book of Stories From the Poets," to be
published in a $2.50 edition.
An interesting announcement is a
volume of the collected poems of Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, to appear in cloth at
$2.50, and also in leather bound editions.
"Mountain Paths," by Maurice Maeterlinck, is to be published in the autumn.
"Through the Sunlit Years," is a new
Ralph Waldo Trine book, announced for
autumn publication.
Two new books by Henri Faber to appear in the coming season are, "The
Glowworm and Other Beetles," and
"Field, Forest and Stream." There will
also be an illustrated edition of "The
Life of the Spider."
Joyce Kilmer, who is known in the
trade as "The Catholic Poet," is gaining
in popularity in Canada. His complete
works in two volumes are to appear in
the autumn.
NEW

BURGESS

BOOKS

~A new series of books by Thornton W.
Burgess is being started, the first two
titles being "Happy Jack" and "Mrs.a
Peter Rabbit." There is also to be
page
Burgess "Bird Book" with 48 full book,
illustrations. This will be a $2.50
suitable for Christmas gift trade.
Ba"The Water
Charles Kingsley's
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STATIONER

bies," in a $1.25 edition, with illustrations
in color by Jessie Wilcox Smith, is to
be brought out for the cjming season.
"The Boy Scout's Book of Stories,"
edited by F. K. Matthews, is an interesting announcement, and will prove a
most suitable gift book for boys, especially Boy Scouts.
"When Beatty Kept the Seas," by
Capt. Shaw, and "With Haig on the
Somme," by D. H. Parry, are two new
titles in Cassell's Empire Library.

"Air King's Treasure," by Claude
Grahame-White and Harry Harper, is
another interesting announcement.
A new volume just ready in Altemus'
Dave Darrin series is, "Dave Darrin on
Mediterranean Service," by H. Irving
Hancock. It is a stirring tale for boys,
dealing with exploits in the U. S. naval
service. "Uncle Sam's Boys Smash the
Germans" is another new juvenile by the
same author, being the eighth volume in
his Boys of the Army series.

Importation of French Books
Report of the Special Representative of the Associated French
Book Publishers
the following translaGH
ALTHOUtion
of Marguerite Clement's report to the Associated French
book publishers, reprinted from "Publisher's Weekly," deals with the U. S.
trade, it is of perhaps equal interest to
the Canadian book trade:
The Societe d'Exportation des Editions
Francaises has recently published the report of its representative, Marguerite
Clement, on the sale of the French book
in the United States. While the report
was prepared for the French publisher
and dealer, it is not without interest for
the American trade.
Mile. Clement spent seven months
here in the Winter and Spring of 1917-18
studying the market and the possibilities
of expanding it, during which time she
viiited book stores, public libraries, public schools and colleges. She sums up the
result of her investigations under the
headings: demand, publicity, sale and
supply.
The demand for the French book in
America comes, she says, from the general public, the public library, the university, and the secondary, normal, private and technical school. There is a
great demand for French books from the
wealthy and cultivated, who before the
war visited France yearly, and now buy

liberally the current books. There is
also a considerable demand, which could
easily be increased, from the graduates
of women's colleges. Well-illustrated
children's books, Mile. Clement believes,
are especially successful in America,
provided care is taken in their selection.
She thinks there is a future also for the
child's book containing gramophone records of French tales and songs.
She believes that on the whole the
public libraries will prove the heaviest
buyers of French books, particularly of
popular technical books, books on France,
a few classics and works of modern literature. The demand, however, needs to
be stimulated, in many cases created,
by methods which she discusses in detail under publicity. She emphasizes
here the need of good standard catalogues for the buyers, the preparation
of special catalogues of the French
books in the library for the use of patrons.
The universities and colleges use a
considerable number of text-books published abroad, such as the Hachette editions of the classics, etc. For their libraries they buy little except for the
French department, usually kept well
stocked.

Tennis Racquet Selling Points
Good

— One Store's Big
Montreal
From Drives
Suggestion
and $4 Racquets
on $3Stores
Success ins Special

with the possibilities
IN
in sporting goods some
tradection
of conne
striking facts were gleaned in recent
investigations made in Montreal stores,
showing sporting goods as a whole to
b^ a moit profitable line, big in vo'ume
of trade and most satisfactory as to
margin of profits.
In one store the manager told of hh
success in selling tennis goods. Thev
specialized in one well-known brand of
tennis racquets and sold them in a bi?
range, up to racquets selling at $18
each.
They were able to guarantee these
goods to customers because these makers always put out racquets that were
The a:ut used in their
up to standard.

racquets was superior in quality. Of
one special type of racauet, this firm,
a departmental store, had sold over
1,000 in one week at $4 each, and at
the time the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER representative was there
another sale had just been started, with
still another special racquet retailing at
another store, the manager told
$3 Ateach.
of his great ruccess in selling a most
satisfactory made-in-Canada line of tennis racquets. A championship of major
importance had recently been won by a
player using one of these racquets, and
this was already showing good results
in increased sales of these racquets.

BOOKSELLER
MISS MACLEOD'S
BOOKS
Much interest is evinced in intellectual
circles by the announcement of the
simultaneous publication of "Seances
With Carlyle," a book of essays, and
"My Rose and Other Poems," by Miss
Euphemia Macleod, M.A., of MoGill
University, author of "A Popular Exposition of Evolution." With regard to
the essays, the publishers claim for Miss
Macleod the same vigorous energy and
sharp satire which were characteristic
of the great essayist, and that there are
paragraphs so brilliant in the book that
the master himself might really have
written them.
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makes selection difficult, but the following lines bespeak her artistry:

Miss Macleod's wide range

The setting sun is glowing through the
trees
And running harmonies of liquid green
About their bending boughs; his mellow
touch
Turns yonder beech to trembling russet
gold;
Like Horeb's holy bush it stands, aflame
Yet voice
unconsumed, and from its depths a
Commands
the
the ways.

Soul

to tread

barefoot

TROLLOPE'S SUCCESSOR
Archibald Marshall is an English
author who is rapidly coming to the
fore, and he is hailed as "the re-incarnation of Anthony Trollope." Like Trollope, he depicts the life of the English
countryside and cathedral towns.

Some of the poems included in "My
Rose" have appeared in various publications, some are published for the first
time. Many were written on behalf of
dumb animals, and to quote the publishers, "It must be a source of rejoicing indeed, that these defenceless ones
have found such a voice to plead for
them."
The authentic lyric gift is manifest in
these poems.

Evening

ARCHIBALD

MARSHALL.

Notable among his books are "The
Squire's Daughter," "The Honor of the
Clintons," "The Old Order Changeth,"
"The Eldest Son," "Exton Manor," "The
Greatest of These," "The House of Merrilees," "Watermeads," "Upsidonia," and
"Abington Abbey."

Monthly Record of New Books
Published by Firms Established in Canada
THE COPP-CLARK CO., LIMITED
Fiction
Small Things, Margaret Deland, cloth,
$1.35; The Web, Emerson Hough, cloth,
$2.00; The Safety Curtain, Ethel M. Dell,
cloth, 75c; Across the Stream, E. F. Benson, cloth, $1.50.
Non- Fiction
Another Sheaf, John Galsworthy,
cloth, $1.50.
Juvenile
The Magic of Oz, Frank L. Baum,
cloth, $1.50; Babs at Birchwood, Alice
Ross Colver, cloth, $1.50.
J. M. DENT & SON, LTD.
Fiction
La Bodega (The Fruit of the Vine),
Vincente Blase j Ibanez, cloth, $1.90;
The Man With the Black Cord, Augusta
Grover, cloth, $1.50; Sea King of Barnegat, Russell D. Smith, cloth, $1.75.
Non-Fiction
Practical Rabbit-Keeping, E. J. Farrington, cloth, $1.25; The Birthright,
Arthur Hawkes, cloth, $3.00; Stories of
the Ships, Lewis R. Freeman, cloth, $1.75;
The Story of Versailles, F. L. Payne,
cloth, $1.50.
S. B. GUNDY
Fiction
The Hidden Valley, Muriel Hine, cloth,
$1.75 net; Far-Away Stories, William J.
Locke, cloth, $1.50 net; The Shrieking
Pit, Arthur J. Rees, cloth, $1.50 net; The
Green Pea Pirates, Peter B. Kyne, cloth,
$1.50 net; Sisters, Kathleen Norris, cloth,
$1.50 net; Red and Black. Grace
S. Richmond, cloth, $1.50 net;
Ramsey Milholland, Booth Tarkington,
cloth, $1.50 net; The Lone Wolf's
Daughter, Louis Joseph Vance, cloth,
$1.60 net.

Non- Fiction
The Men Who Make Our Novels,
George Gordon, cloth, $1.60 net; The
White Riders, J. E. G. De Montmorency,
cloth, $1.25 net.
Juvenile
Holiday Plays for Home, Schjol and
Settlement, Virginia Olcott, cloth, $1.25
net; Tuck-Me-In . Stories, Enos B. Cornstock, cloth, $1.25 net; Tuck-Me-In
Rhymes, Enos B. Comstock, cloth, $1.25
net; For the Story Teller, Carolyn Sherwin Bailey, cloth, $1.50 net; Stories of
Great Adventure, Carolyn Sherwin
Bailey, cloth, $1.25 net; The Children in
the Wood Stories, Jeanette Marks, cloth,
$1.25 net; The Adventures of Twinkly
Eyes, Allen Chaffee, cloth, $1.00 net;
Stories and Rhymes for a Child, Carolyn
Sherwin Bailey, cloth, $1.00 net; The
Mermaid's Message (And Other Stories),
cloth, 75c net; Stories of Wakeland and
Dreamland, Anne Elizabeth Allen, cloth,
75c net; Everyday Stories, Carolyn Sherwin Bailey, cloth, 7oc net; Hero Stories,
Carolyn Sherwin Bailey, cloth, 75c net;
Folk Stories and Fables, Carolyn Sherwin Bailey, cloth, 75c net.
THE MA CM! LL AN CO.
Fiction
The Gay-Dombeys, Sir Harry Johnston, cloth, $1.75; The Undying Fire, H.
G. Wells, cloth, $1.50.
Non -Fiction
The Iron Hunter, C. S. Osborn, cloth,
$2.10; The Cjnsuming Fire, Harris Kirk,
cloth, $1.50; The Little Town, H. P.
Douglas, cloth. $1.60; The Study of English, D. G. Crawford, cloth, $1.30; The
Book of the Cave, Sir Anands Acharya,
cloth, $1.65; Vocational Civics, Giles,
cloth, $1.40; Story-Telling in School and
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Home, E. N. Partridge, cloth, $1.40; New
Voices, Marguerite Wilkinson, cloth,
$2.00.

McClelland & stewart,
LIMITED
Fiction

Janet of Kootenay, McKowan; Dangerous Days, Rinehart; King's Widow,
Reynolds; Magdalene, Stevens; When the
World Shook, Haggard; The Winning
Clue, Hay; Life of the Party, Cobb; Blue
Grass and Broadway, Da vies; Patricia
Brent, Anonymous; In Secret, Chambers;
White Horse and Red-Haired Girl, Gambier; There Never Was Such a Girl,
Weston; League of the Scarlet Pimpernel, Orczy; Forest Fires, Thurston.
Non- Fiction
Sea Fights of the Great War, Wyllie
and Wren; Belgium, Brand Whitlock;
Christianity in the New Age, Herman;
Christopher, Sir Oliver Lodge; Forty
Days in 1914, Maurice; The Man of
Kerioth, Norwood; Inventions of the
Great War, Bond; Mason Wasps, Fable;
Private Dowling.
Juvenile
Bob White, Burgess; 01' Mistah Buzzard, Burgess; Mother Goose, Lee.
RYERSON PRESS
Fiction
A Mile a Minute, H. <C. Witwer, cloth,
$1.50; Out O' Luck, J. Thom Smith, Jr.,
cloth, 75c.
Non- Fiction
Politics and the C.A.M.C., Col. H. A.
Bruce, cloth, $2.00; 1914, Viscount
French, $6.00; W7ar Romance of Salvation Army, Booth & Hill, cloth, $1.60;
Fragments From France, Vol. 7, Bairnsfather, paper, 45c.

Mr. Parsons' Misstatements
By Col. J. B. Maclean in "The Financial Post."

PARSONS was president of
SR.
the CM. A. in 1917-18. He liked
•the honor so much, he put his
whole thought into it. He enjoyed it;
it became
so much
of his life, he
forgo*, in 1918-1!)
that
he was no
longer president.
In fact he complained several times recently to his
friends that he was so busy with association affairs he had no time for
the B. A. Oil Co., where he is employed. He was always on the spot
with a speech or a letter to defend
capital, or to attack any who might
not agree with what he — always with
the best of motives — thought inimical to the CM. A. It became a habit
with him.
There was, too, perhaps,
a touch of vanity, which warped
his
good judgment and he began to speak
unwisely and to make foolish suggestions. This rather displeased some of
the industrial leaders for whom
he
assumed to speak.
He threatened the
Methodist Church
with
the disapproval of the millionaires just when
men of this type are trying to keep
under cover.
His last break was a
letter to the Press, suggesting
that
the place to look for profiteering and
high prices was the wholesale and retail trade. Experienced manufacturers agree with Lloyd Harris that the
biggest problem before us is not the
making, but the selling of Made-inCanada goods, that the friendship and
co-operation, particularly of the retail
merchant,
is absolutely'
essential.
Their opposition would kill the Madein-Canada movement;
and
for the
self-assumed
mouthpiece
of
the
CM. A. to rush into print over .his
own signature in so uncalled for a
way was quickly recognized as damaging. But Mr. Parsons now explains
he was
merely
emphasizing something the Minister of Labor said —
but, which it happens, he did not say.
This makes it worse, and it is also
an example of the little vanity habit
referred to above, that, of course, the
public would not approve of the idea
until it had Mr. Parsons' endorsement for the CM. A., even though the
Hon. Mr. Robertson
is one of the
most highly regarded
members
of
the Cabinet, in fact, has shown himself an unusually
broad
type of
Minister.
Anyway it was the last straw, and
mutterings from a certain influential
ANNUAL OUTING
The Moore Push-Pin Company, of
Philadelphia, in accordance with the custom established for several years past,
held its annual outing on July 12 on the
beautiful Neshaminy Creek. It is surprising the amount of good-fellowship
engendered among the employees by af-

In this article Col. Maclean
contends that certain of the
statements publicly made by S. R.
Parsons, late president of the
Canadian Manufacturers' Association, were lacking both in wisdom and correctness.
Especially does he challenge
the statement made by Mr. Parsons that the place to look for
profiteering was among the
wholesale and retail trade.
In the present position of Canada the interests of the manufacturer are the interests of everyone, and therefore this article,
which aims to improve conditions
that have militated against the
best interests of the manufacturing fraternity, should be of interest to everyone.
quarter developed into a suggestion
that THE FINANCIAL POST tell its
readers that Mr. Parsons had now no
official position in the association, and
that his prolific utterances misrepresented the great mass of manufacturers, and never more so than when
he, as a manufacturer, went out of
his way to suggest an investigation
of merchants' books for the real cause
of the higher living costs. As requested, FINANCIAL POST pointed
this out, and as many of our readers
know Mr. Parsons did not take the
hint. Instead, he occupied much time
at the annual meeting in an attack
on me and my motives. Chiefly, he
said the article was due to his refusal
to take up a grievance with Mr. Murray, their secretary. This was a
serious charge and he clearly misled
the meeting.
The facts are these: Business newspaper publishers, in common with the
paper makers, Western Canada manufacturers, and other members, had
complained of the way Mr. Murray
was dealing with their interests. A
Made-in-Canada campaign was in progress and the association offices were
all the time actually using foreign, instead of Canadian-made paper. Because of dissatisfaction, the Western
manufacturers decided to withdraw,
and had actually formed new associafairs of this kind as interdepartmental
contests add a tremendous amount of
interest and develop a wonderful gettogether spirit that cannot be fostered
in any other way.
The shining lights in the personnel
of the management of this outing were
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W. P. Mills, president
of the company;

tions. These things had all been
righted more than a year ago by the
retirement of Mr. Murray and could
not have had the remotest connection
with the article in THE FINANCIAL
POST saying that Mr. Parsons no
longer spoke for the C. M. A.
Mr. Parsons further said I had
come to him soon after he was elected
president and denounced Mr. Murray.
I said this was untrue, that I thought
I had Mr. Parsons' own letters to
prove it, and that I would answer for
the benefit of the members generally
in THE FINANCIAL POST. I am
able to do so. The letters show that
it was Mr. Murray who went to Mr.
Parsons, and Mr. Parsons had come
to me just as Lloyd Harris, T. A. Russell, Mr. Sherrard, and others had
come to me on the same errand. I
said I could not take the matter up
until a libel action I had brought was
disposed of. The file shows that Mr.
Parsons made his first approach to
me on Mr. Murray's behalf through
the editor of THE FINANCIAL
POST, October 24, 1917. Next he
writes, November 2, saying that Mr.
Murray had spoken to him and says
he wants to bring us together. On
December 31 he writes respecting this
and saying that Mr. Murray was
anxious to meet me, and so he goes on.
This evidence is surely sufficient.
Mr. Parsons' own letters, signed by
himself, prove that he stated what
was untrue to the annual meeting.
These are only part of his misstatements. More exposure of Mr. Parsons and the Sam Harris clique and
their petty politics are to follow,
which I hope will speed up the reorganization of the C M. A., overcome the mistrust and antagonism
that is hampering all Canadian progress. One has only to read the newspapers right across Canada to fully
understand the very unfair attitude,
due to an entire misunderstanding of
manufacturing and business problems.
I cannot do better than quote from a
letter received from a well-known financier "The
:
explaining Mr. P. in F.P.
of 21/6/19. Firs* Class! Inflated heads
and pneumatic tongues are doing the
country more harm than inflated
The man
prices!
Keep toit keep
up!" it up is a good
general manager or salaried president.
We will help him with constructive
publicity among those interested in
manufacturing problems.
Miss Marie Grebe, office manager and
treasurer of the entire outing fund, and
Ellis Thompson, chairman of the outing
committee. The committee made great
plans for exceptional little side features
such as the serving of lolly-pops,
whistles, and horns, and other noiseproducing apparatus.

The Necessity and Importance of the Retail
Distributor and his Relationship to
all Other Industries
An Address Delivered by E. M. Trowern, Secretary of the Dominion Board of The
Retail Merchants' Association of Canada, Before the Royal Commission on Industrial
Relations, Appointed by the Dominion Government to Enquire Into Industrial Conditions, Which Met at Ottawa in June, 1919
the question of the
ALTHOUGH
increased cost of merchandise and
the cost of distribution at retail
may not be considered by your committee to properly come under the public
enquiry that has been allotted to you to
report upon, yet we feel that it is so
closely related to the subject you have
under consideration that we are taking
the liberty of presenting to you a few
facts on the subject of retail distribution as we see them, standing, as we do,
between the producer, the manufacturer
and the workman on the one hand, and
the consumer on the other. So much
has been said about the conditions of
the producer and the manufacturer, and
what is termed, for the sake of a better
classification, the "working classes,"
and so little has been said about what
is known as the distributing classes, that
the whole subject has become confused
and misunderstood.
Millions

Invested

It is not generally known that there are
many more millions of dollars invested in
distribution than there are in either manufacture or production. It could not but be
otherwise; merchandise must always be
manufactured ahead of the immediate demand. Goods produced or manufactured
in Vancouver are of no value to people residing in Halifax unless they are transported to the latter point. To do this, it requiries negotiation, purchase, transportation, warehouse facilities, retail facilities,
etc., and final delivery to the ultimate purchaser in single items. A host of transactions take place before the goods are
finally delivered. All these separate transactions cost money, and take time and intelligence, in addition to "capital," which
cannot be regarded in any other light than
"accumulated
industry."
Present System Natural Development
We are quite aware that arguments have
been put forth for centuries striving to discover some plan whereby goods produced or
manufactured can be handed direct to the
consumer, and to have the middleman —
which means either the wholesaler or the
retailer — removed. All efforts in this direction have been failures, and they always
will be failures, because the present system has been a natural development that
has grown out of actual necessity.
Prunes or raisins grown in South America
or in Egypt are of no value to consumers in
Ottawa unless they are brought directly to
their tables here. No consumer would think
of ordering such things direct, or having
them shipped in small quantities; they
must come in bulk. When they arrive they
must be cared for, protected against weather
and
other conditions,
sold to the retail

trade, and distributed by them to their customers.
Property Value High
The value of the land and buildings upon
which retail stores are situated, together
with the value of the wholesale properties,
exceeds in value and is more highly assessed than any other property in any
municipality. Add the value of all the retail property in Canada together, couple
with it the value of the stocks which are
held waiting, ready and near at hand for
the convenience of those who want the
goods, and then add the value of all the
wholesale property and merchandise to the
retail property, and you have a volume of
wealth that far exceeds the value of all our
farming and manufacturing industries. This
costly and expensive system exists because
it is required and because there is no
other legitimate system that can take the
place of it. It has been found to be the
most economic, convenient and elastic system that can be provided, and it has developed through necessity and experience.
There is no practical proposal or scheme in
sight that can take the place of our present
system of distribution. It requires adjusting here and trimming there, but the underlying principles cannot be abolished. We
are anxious to go on and develop it and
make it more complete and convenient. This

Retailers perhaps take their position in the economic scheme of
things too much for granted. The
campaign instituted by some of the
daily newspapers to discredit their
standing in the community is one
which should awaken in the mind
of the retailers a realization of their
importance in the successful merchandising ofgoods. It is high time
the retailers were organized into a
body bj/ which recognition of their
just claims could be secured and opposition to any proposed legislation
which woxdd. hamper their successful
functioning be systematically opposed: Co-operation is seen in labor
circles, in farmers' clubs, but the retailers sit calmly by and have to
stand abuse at the hands of those
who know not whereof they speak.
The retailers cannot be successfully
displaced, but their operations can
be curtailed to a point where they
cannot operate successfully . It is to
fight against any such legislation that
the retailers should be organized —
the organization should be effected
now. — Edit or's Note.
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can only be attempted by those who practically understand the principles which
guide and direct it. No improvement can
come from any other source.
The Co-operative
Society
All attempts that have been made by those
who operate "Co-operative Societies" in any
part of the world have proved to be nothirg
more than the old scheme of one mercha it
endeavoring to outwit his competitor by
trying to tell the public that his goods and
his system are far superior to those of his
neighbor, whereas the so-called Co-operative Society system is clumsy in its »perations, inferior in its service, and its methods
of handing back so-called dividends or
bribes to its customers have all the deceptive elements of the trading stamp scheme.
To those who are not acquainted with the
problem of retail merchandising, and from
the manner in which some of these cooperative societies advertise themselves,
and their supposed superior methods, it is
not surprising that those who are unfamiliar with the "tricks of trade" see some
virtue in their proposals, but those who are
thoroughly familiar with trade, and who are
anxious to have all trade transactions based
upon a sound, healthy, moral basis know
full well that any system of merchandising
that is based upon the placing of a higher
price on any article to a customer, and then
handing the increased price back as a bonus
or a dividend or a bribe to secure and hold
the trade, by or through any pretext whatsoever, is wrong in principle and commercially unsound, and it is for this reason that
reputable and honorable retail merchants
will have nothing to do with business
methods of that character.
Not on Sound
Basis
If the claims put forth by these so-called
Co-operative Societies were true, and the
principles upon which they are founded
were correct, everyone conducting a retail
store would adopt the same system, but the
co-operative system is not adopted because
the principles upon which they are founded
are commercially unsound, and their
methods can never appeal to those retail
merchants who want to see the retail trade
of Canada placed upon a higher plane.
An Important
Duty
Believing, therefore, that we, as retail
distributors, are an absolute necessity, and
that our services cannot be dispensed with,
w feel that we have an important duty to
perform in everv community throughout
Canada, and we further believe that owiv
to our financial position, our absolute
necessity, and our numerical strength in
every city, town and village throughout
Canada, that no question affecting what is
termed the "working classes" or the "manufacturers" or "producers" can be intelligently considered without taking the great
problem of distribution into consideration
as well.
Circle is Complete
Retail merchants stand in a very unique
position in every community. They reach
out and take the goods from the producer
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and manufacturer and hand them to the
consumer. Every increase that is made to
any article, whether it is through increased
wages, the increased cost of raw materials,
increased transportation, increased rent or
the increased overhead expenses of every
class through whose hands any product
passes, is collected again by the retail merchant from, the consumer." The higher
wages go the higher will go the prices of
the articles created by the wage earners.
The circle is complete and no system of reasoning can alter this truth. The law of
supply and demand is the basic law upon
which everything is founded. The dearer
goods are the less profit the retail merchant
makes, as the demand is lessened, and his
business turnover is, therefore, less.
High Wages — High Merchandise
In order that workmen can be able to
purchase all those things that are necessary
for their actual comfort, they must receive
a salary more than equal to the value of the
actual things required so as to enable them
to lay aside sufficient for old age, etc. If
wages keep climbing up, merchandise will
go on climbing up, and there is no scheme
that can be proposed that will prevent it.
If wages climb higher on one class of goods
than they do on others, the workmen will
be limited to fewer classes of goods and
their comfort will be affected thereby. If.
for instance, a working man received
twenty-five dollars a week, and with that
sum he could pay his rent, buy groceries,
meat, fuel, light, clothing, boots and other
actual necessities, and his rent was doubled,
he would be compelled to forego purchasing
some of the other articles of necessity,
and, having to do without these necessities,
he would immediately become discontented.
On the other hand, whatever necessities he
economized on it would injure the retail
merchant who handed those lines, and he in
turn would have to undergo the same weeding out process as that undertaken by the
wage earner.
Community Affairs Inter-Related
These simple illustrations are made for
the purpose of showing how closely the
affairs of every community are interrelated, and whenever one class is affected
all classes are affected.
Our purpi = ~ in submitting these brief
views on th" nroblem of retail distribution,
which is one of the most difficult problems
for those who have had no practical experience in it to understand, is to point out
that there is more capital invested, and
more people employed in distribution than
there is in production and manufacture
combined, and that, in our opinion, no plan,
no scheme and no device that can be suggested can ever alter it unless we turn
our plan of civilization backward and all
begin again to be tillers of the soil and
makers of the things we use and require.
No one would be satisfied to go back again
to the simple life of making our own
candles, and using flint instead of matches,
and using a spinning wheel to make clothing out of sheep's wool. We have experienced life's comforts and we want them, and
if we want them and must have them, we
must pay for them. A meal provided in a
million dollar hotel will always cost more
than a meal provided in a tent. There is a
price ticket on everything. The best things
cost the most, and if we desire them we
must be prepared to pay for them or go
without them.
An Advanced Age
To properly consider the subject we have
before us we must take conditions as we
find them to-day, and not as they were a
century or two ago. To-day we have public
school systems all over the world. Boys
and girls, and men and women, have been
educated to try and think. In every sphere
of activity we see development. We find
improved machinery in all lines of manufacture and production. We have laborsaving devices and we have transportation
facilities that are unequalled in any age
of the world.
We have new devices for
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transportation, such as automobiles, automobile trucks, aeroplanes, bicycles, etc. In
electric power and electrical devices we are
in advance of anything in the history of the
world. In telephones, telegraphs and cables,
our advances are phenomenal, and all this
with the many other new inventions such
is gramophones, etc., which can produce
the human voice, all these things have been
brought about by those who have been educated to think, to diagnose, to investigate
and to study.
While the thousands who have been giving their attention to the above commercial
improvements have succeeded, another class
has been thinking along other lines, but
their thinking has produced different results.
What Lack of Commercial Training Reveals
It is said that a little learning is a dangerous thing. In many cases this has
proven to be true. Not having had practical experience and an opportunity of giving any study to the great problem of distribution, the rock upon which thousands
upon thousands of persons engaged in
other walks of life become shipwrecked is
where they venture out upon its dangerous
surface. These persons who have not had
a proper commercial training advocate
among other things the following:
1. The abolition of the middleman.
2. Direct purchase and sale between producers and consumers.
3. Municipal trading in coal, wood, milk
and other articles of common use.
4. Public retail markets to enter into
competition with tax-paying retail merchants who carry vegetables all the
year round, whereas consumers cannot
buy vegetables in the market when the
temperature is below freezing point.
5. Without knowing the unsound, commercial basis upon which so-called "Cooperative Societies" are established,
they advocate their adoption.
Wrong Thinking at Root of Trouble
In our opinion, it is wrong thinking of
this character that lies at the root of our
present troubles and unrest to-day- The
remedy for this false thinking lies at the
door of the retail merchants themselves.
Believing, as we do, that no intelligent system on earth can be devised to abolish the
retail merchant, or whereby all means of
retail distribution can be operated entirely
by the State, and that all men must have
the right to develop their own lives as they
deem best for themselves, without injury or
interference with the rights of others, it is
our duty to make our claims known.
Retailers Here to Stay
We wish, therefore, to repeat again that
the most difficult problem of all problems
for the average student of political economy
to understand is that of the distribution of
merchandise at retail. It has puzzled wise
men before corn was sold in Egypt, and it
will puzzle wise men and social economists
until the crack of doom. Retail merchants
have been on earth for centuries, and they
will be here for all time. You can devise no
plan that will abolish them because they are
an important and essential part of every
community. They comprise the active, independent and free men of every municipality. Their chief desire is to be allowad to
do their business on a sound, business basis
^nd their chief enemy is municipal and legislative restrictions that are proposed to be
placed upon them by those who do not
understand the simplest principles of buying
and selling.
Few Labor Troubles
As to the labor troubles of retail merchants, they have very few. Most of their
clerks are their friends. A young man who
enters behind the counter of the average
retail merchant's store must take an interest in the business. He must be pleasant
and agreeable with the customers of the
store. The proprietor
42 knows his habits,
knows
his Christian
name;
he calls him
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Bill or Bob and he interests himself in his
work, and encourages him to develop his
character. It has often been said, and we
have never heard it disputed, that the best
business college in the world for a young
man to enter is behind the counter of an
honest retail merchant.
Influence for Good
A retail merchant who places his name
over his door and who is always before
the public, has a stake in the community,
and his influence is for good and not for
evil. Strikes, lock-outs and hold-ups are
never heard of in ninety-seven per cent,
of the retail stores in Canada, nor will they
ever be heard of, because each store has
its own plan of paying wages or giving
commissions on profits, or giving bonuses
or increasing salaries according to the
ability of the clerk to earn. No system
of paying all clerks the same salary, even
in the same class of trade, could ever be
adopted, because the clerks themselves
would object to it. The principle that
exists, and which always will exist, is to
pay clerks according to their worth to the
firm. This is the only fair system and the
only one that will give them an incentive
and an ambition to some day become their
own masters. In Canada to-day every young
man who is ambitious and who is willing
to devote his time and thought to Ihe business of his employer in the retail trade can
find an opportunity of advancing to the
highest position in the store, or becoming
a partner, or eventually entering into business for himself. The first thing, however,
that must be done, and for this reason,
chiefly, we are submitting this article, is
to impress upon the public mind that the
man behind the counter is performing
equally as useful and important work in the
community as the man behind the lathe
or the man behind the plough.
Occupy Most Important Position
As retail merchants, in the past we have
been too docile and too unconscious of our
own importance in the community, and we
have allowed all sorts of reports to be
circulated by those who know nothing about
the problem of distribution, being of the
opinion that the public would not believe
the statements made. In the future we
hope to remedy this condition by taking
our proper place in the community and
insisting upon equal recognition with all
other kinds of useful employment. As
stated before, we occupy the most importan-.
position in the life of every well ordered
community. We are here because we are
required, and we will be here for all time,
and there is no other system of distribution that can supplant us.
For this reason, if for none other, the
Dominion Government must recognize that
it is essential that no unfair or discriminatory legislation should be passed that will
hamper our progress or interfere with our
rights as free citizens. At the present
time we welcome the opportunity to be able
to lay before the special committee of the
House of Commons, which has been appointed to investigate the cost of living, all the
facts concerning the retail trade that we
have in our possession, as we f*el that
the more we make our condition public the
more the public will respect and appreciate
us.
IVORY
Some interesting new developments
are out in ivory giods. There is promised for the trade a line of ciuite new and
distinctive patterns in time for exhibition
at
ust.the big "Canadian

National" in Aug-

Samples which have arrived just lately
feature some handsome carved effects,
and others with a fine colored inset line.
The color may be pastel or imitation
shell, making

ming."

quite a dignified "trim-
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World's Quality Standard. To know them is to demand them always.
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THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC

for the largely increased sales of
Bradley
Water
Color
Boxes
for
schools. The standard of quality has
been maintained and prompt deliveries are always made.
A few of the leading boxes:
B-l — 8 semi-moist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and
charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans,
6 standard
colors with
white and black.
A-13 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-14 — 4 semi-moist pans, carmine,
blue, gamboge, black.
A-8 — 4 dry cakes, carmine, blue,
and 2 pans of gamboge.
A-9 — 4 dry cake, carmine, blue,
gamboge, black.

will always hold first place as an Edition
Standard. Classic and Teaching Music

of

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.
It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent- to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian
copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

MUSIC

McKINLEY

For
by sale by the leading jobbers, or
trade orders wlil be promptly filled

CO.

Sheet Music House"
The Largest "Exclusive
in the lyWorld

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.
215 Victoria Street,

-

CHICAGO:

TORONTO

NEW

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK

CITY-.

GET THE BEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE

Magnet

FOLLOWING

Columbian
FOR

„

— ™" ~~ ~ ~ "
"

PAPER

BY

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Arlington
Lenox
Matrix and Filter Papers

SALE

145 W. 45th STREET

BY THE

LEADING
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JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic

How to Build Up the Home Town
By E. M. TROWERN,

Secretary, Dominion Board, the Retail

people conplace where most
THE
gregate in a village is the country
store. It is usually a Post Office,
the place where the farmers exchange
their eggs and butter, the committee room
for the politician, the headquarters for
countryside gossip, a meeting place for
friends, and the place where the merchant is supposed to keep everything
from a needle to an anchor. It is from
these centres that the villages develop
into towns, and the towns into cities. The
more the merchant prospers, the better
the village prospers, and so it is with
towns and cities.
Goods in the retail stores in New York
are of little value to the people of Canada. They want to be able to go into the
shops in the place in which they live and
examine the goods, price them, order
them, and either take them home or have
them delivered. They want to know also
that the goods they select personally are
the goods they get, and this is where the
local merchant will always have the advantage over the mail order house system, which means that when you buy
goods you must rely almost entirely upon the selection by other people, and not
upon your own judgment. Perhaps the
best illustration that can be given of the
advantages of buying in the home town
will be understood by those who are
familiar with the question of selling
boots and shoes at retail, and the correct
fitting of the same.
Goods Not Satisfactory
Not long ago, the writer's attention
was called to a rather singular circumstance. Visiting a small town in the cool
of the evening, when the ladies of the
towrn were visiting the Post Office for the
evening mail, a merchant, well posted
in the Boot and Shoe business, called
attention to the fact that ten ladies out of
twelve who passed were wearing mail
order shoes. He discerned them by the
way in which they fitted the feet. Some
were too high in the heel, others too low;
some too broad and others too narrow.
They were not only uncomfortable but
they interfered with the poise and carriage of the wearer. Had these shoes
been purchased in the home town, these
faults could have been avoided, much
to the comfort and well-being of the
wearer, and at perhaps less cost in the
end. This illustration might also apply
to a large number of other articles.
Merchant
Should Emphasize
the Point
The retail merchants themselves are
not entirely blameless for this condition
of affairs. Every merchant in business
knows that the best way to shop is the
legitimate way of shopping, and that is
for the purchaser to see the goods, examine the quality, ascertain the price,
and find out if they suit before the money
is paid. The reason why these facts are
not pointed out more prominently by the

Merchants'

Association

retail merchant is that they know so well
that the above is the proper plan of buying that they believe the public generally
should have the same information, whereas perhaps there is more ignorance existing among the general public with regard
to the quality of merchandise than there
is in connection with almost any other
subject. Every merchant will bear testimony to the fact that there are many
customers who have an idea that they
know all about the quality of goods,
whereas, as a matter of fact, they know
very little, and it would pay them far
better to explain their requirements to an

The great city is merely a
development of the small
town. Every town is potentially a city, and has nothing to
fear from the competition of
the larger centre, providing
that this competition is wisely
met, and that the merchant of
the smaller place makes the
most of the really overwhelming arguments in his favor.
The satisfaction, the convenience, and the promptitude of
the service that the small store
can offer are conditions that
cannot be equalled by the
strongest outside selling interest. But the people must be
made to see and understand
and this is the work of the merchant, and thus will he build
up his town.
honest merchant who knows his business,
and secure his assistance in selecting the
goods, and in this way they would secure
better value, as well as the styles that
would best suit them.
The citizens of every city, town or village should take a pride in their retail
stores in their community. The better
the stocks the merchants carry, the better the selection the citizens have, and
the greater the number of people who
purchase in the home town the better
the opportunity the merchants have for
increasing their stocks and carrying the
latest styles. All citizens who send their
money out of the town are injuring the
business of the town to that extent, and
they are doing an injury to those citizens
who patronize the local retail merchants.
The Personal Element
Retail merchants 44select goods for the

of

Canada,

Incorporated.

convenience of their customers. They
study their requirements; they understand the extent of their purse, and the
goods are always on hand, ready to be
delivered at a moment's notice. Merchandise in Europe is of a very little use
to the citizens of any city, town or village
in Canada. The goods must be here,
ready and waiting, and our system of
distribution is so arranged that if trade
is developed along natural lines, and
those who receive their money from the
town patronize the town, they are
not only making it convenient for
themselves but also for every other
resident of that town. If the retail stores were taken out of the cities,
towns and villages of Canada, it would
be equivalent to destroying the commercial life of Canada.
Appearance A Large Factor
Although not generally mentioned,
when the development of a city is questioned, the first thing that strikes a
stranger when he enters any city or town
is the character of the shops in that city
or town. If they are poorly kept and
poorly stocked, with unpainted fronts,
the town can be considered to be on the
decline. If the store fronts are well
painted, and the stocks well kept, and
the retail merchants alert to their business, the town is always prosperous, and
it becomes an attractive place for the
farmers and mechanics to congregate.
It generally develops into a community
hub, and the effect is reflected in the
homes and in the surrounding farms.
The nearer a good farm is to a thriving
city, town or village, the more valuable
the farm becomes, and the more valuable
that farms become, the better will be the
business done in the city, town or village.
In this way the whole community thrives.
Buying in the home town, therefore,
means very much more than appears on
the surface. It benefits both the buyer
and the merchant. It helps to improve
the streets, to reduce taxation, to add
to the enjoyment of life, to bring the
goods that are made at a distance to a
common centre where they are needed.
It circulates money, giving all an equal
chance to secure some of it, and in this
way buying in the home town helps the
merchants, lowers the price of goods to
the consumer, aids the financial institutions, gives more money in taxes for
better roads, better police and fire protection, helps the newspapers, enables
the municipality to pay better wages to
school teachers, assists in the erection of
better churches and public institutions,
and, finally, establishes better residential
districts, and in this way prosperous
cities and towns are built up. The object,
therefore, of all loyal citizens should be to
buy the things they require in the place
in which they live.
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Now For Big Returns
On September MacLean's

E^ VERY day sees its big quota of generous praise for MACLEAN'S — Canada's
National Magazine — from readers a nd from dealers. August went big — its
' striking cover made a compelling disp lay. And September will be an outstanding
feature of magazine displays — the cover w ill be one of the best yet, and the contents —
well, here are a few of the September features. They are sure to interest men and
women in your town. Be ready for the demand:

ABOUT

THE

PROVINCE

The September issue will feature
extent of two articles:

the interests of

"Quebec on the Upgrade." An article showing the wonderful progress that Quebec
has been making of recent years in agriculture and industry.

OTHER

OF QUEBEC
Quebec

Province to the

'Meet Mr. Habitant." An article on the need
for a wider understanding between the
English-speaking and French-speaking
Canadians with an interesting description
of the life and habits of the habitant.

INTERESTING

FEATURES

"Klondyke Boyle." By Arthur Beverley
Baxter. An article on the spectacular
work of a Canadian who saved Roumania
and played a big part in Russia during the
early days of the Bolshevik movement.

"Canada's Great National Asset."
By D. B.
Hanna. The president and managing
director of the Canadian National Railways tells of the big things that can be
done to unify the Dominion and create a
broader growth.

"Making New Canadians." By Nellie L. McClung. Mrs. McClung tells most interestingly of work that is being done in the
West to educate the foreign people who
are settling there in such numbers.

"Girding for the Fray." By J. K. Munro.
Illustrated by Wm. Casey. An article on
the political situation dealing largely with
the results of the August Convention of
the Liberal party.

SPLENDID
"On Leave." By Harry Bailey. Illustrated
by W. Van Werveke. A short story combining war, love and golf.
"Evil Spirits." By
by Charles L.
Carney story,
others, but one

W. A. Fraser. Illustrated
Wrenn. Another Bulldog
quite different from the
of the best.

"Ebb and Flow." By C. W. Stephens. Illustrated by W. Goode. The second instalment of this three-part serial story.

DISPLAY

FICTION
"His Majesty's Well-Beloved." By Baroness
Orczy. Illustrated by C. F. Peters. Third
instalment of this romantic serial story of
the period of Charles II.

POETRY
"Teddy Bear."

By Robert W. Service.

All the regular departments will be well represented in this issue.

IT WELL

Get in touch with your wholesaler now and arrange for a generous supply of September
MACLEAN'S. Then, on the first day of September, make a big display of the magazine. You will be well repaid. If your wholesaler cannot supply you, write to circulation manager, C. W. Buchanan, 143-15S University Ave., Toronto, Ontario.
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X

C^ C-J
ADDS

MOISTENER

TO PROFITS

Retail price,
$5 each.
Wholesale
price,
$2.50 each.
F.O.B. Bellows
Falls. Vt.
Made of pressed steel, tai\e.i
any standard
width roll, arm
is so »imp>
sales talks, demonstrations
or ''approval"
sales are unnecessary. Users like
them because in speeding wrapping and packing they moisten tape
perfectly. Put in a stock now and
lose no sales when customers call.
Orders shipped day received.
WRITE FOR PRICES
J. F. Ryan & Co.
AND SAMPLES OF
52 Vinderbilt Are.
SEALING TAPES
NEW
YORK

GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLES
Buyers

should write
at once
for samples and
prices of

THE APEX

/o^e

NEEDLES

each playing 10
records.
Also
ordinary NEEDLES
and SPEAR POINTS.
DELIVERIES of any quantities can
be despatched immediately.

BROADWAY

SMALLWARES

Limited
Astwood Bank

REDDITCH,

CO.

ENGLAND

xter's
DeSTAR

Mlp

MANIFOLD
LINEN

With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send for samples
and prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

NEW

GOODS

DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED

A NEW

CLIP

A handy new article recently placed
on the market is that known as the
Paraxon Clip. This little clip is mounted on well-finished wood, with an eyelet at the top for handing purposes.
The clip is brass, nickel-plated,
and

Easy To Sell

Roovers Hand and
Desk Press Embossers
for Embossing
Names
and
Addresses, Seals, Monograms,
Initials, etc.
World-wide reexcellence. putation for
Write for ticulars
par-and
embossed
cir:ulars showing
styles, with
prices.

ROOVERS

BROTHERS

100 Schermerhorn St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
A

New

Clip.

cannot rust. The spring is an unusually
sturdy one for a smaller-sized clip and
is easily operated. The pin renders articles and papers on the clip almost imposisble to lose. The clip is manufactured by Frank A. Weeks Mfg. Company.
EFFICIENT

PRICE

CARDS

What is styled the "only" price card
by the makers, Weaver & Beach, of Rochester, is a new line of interest. These
cards are made in different sizes, 4^ in.
x 9 in., 4% in. x 14 in., 2% in. x 6 in.,
2% in. x 8 in., and 2% in. x 10 in.
They are made of best lithographer's
stock, suitably ruled and printed on both
sides, and are finished with metal fasteners that will not pull out like a
punched eyelet. One of the main features is the fact that the stock will
stand a number of writings and erasures, without blurring, and a handy hanger is another convenience, thus the
price card may always be kept prominently before the stock-keeper or salesman. A number of them may be grouped together on a split ring.
A similar card for use as a telephone
list has also been put out by the same
people.
JUMBO

SCRAP

BOOKS

One of the big blank-book manufacturing houses is contemplating the addition
of a huge scrap book to its line. This
"Jumbo" scrap book is to take an entire
newspaper page.
It is easy to see how large advertisers,
46

Something New
in

Fountain Pens
SELF FILLING, GLASS POINTED
Suitable
for manifold
book entries.
Does
not leak, never
fails to work
and is
easily refilled.
Be the first to introduce
these to your business
clients.
FULL PARTICULARS

W. J. STOREY
184 Park Ave.

MONTREAL

Why is the Peerless
the Best Moistener?

$1.00

Ask any of the thousands of users
and they will tell you it is the best
on the market.
Simple — Useful — Economical
We also make a large moistener
for large offices and shipping rooms
at $2.75 each.
Samples sent on ap-

PEERLESS
MOISTENER
proval.
826 S. Claremont

Ave.

CO.

CHICAGO

BOOKSELLER
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— A Guide for Buying and an Aid to Selling —
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INKSTANDS

OF

ALL

advertising agencies and newspaper publishers could use such a scrap book to
advantage. To be obliged to cut up or
fold in a nice full-page newspaper splash
in order to get it inside permanent covers
is certainly awkward, to say the least.
This firm is asking for advice from retailers as to whether the demand is
strong enough to put out such a scrap
bock, and the outcome will be awaited
with interest by the trade. The suggestion offered is that it be a flatbacked,
canvas-bound book of fifty
leaves.

STYLES

Manufactured

by

Frank A. Weeks
Mfg. Co.
93 John St., NEW

YORK

CITY, N. Y.

Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

FOUNTAIN
PENS
GRAVITY STYLOS
INK PENCILS
We

Gravity
Stylo
Pen
With
a new
and exclus i v e selffilling device.
Three styles to
retail at $1.50
$1.75 and
$2.50
Prompt
Deliveries
Assured.

offer the trade
new
ideas
in
merchandise
with a guarantee
that
our goods are right.
PARAMOUNT
SELF-FILLER
PEN
A n
excellent
pen, did .y splenmade,
that rrtails
at
$2.50,
a 1 lowinpr
a liberal
margin
of

Farrell & Hosin?er
Company

profit

U1RY J. FURi'-l
GEORGE N. H0S1N3ER
Manufacturers of
FOUNTAIN, STYLOGRAPHIC AND GOLD PENS
Canadian Representative Wanted
S3-65 Irving St.. Jersey City, N..1.

••▲▲▲▲▲▲AAAAAAAAAAAA4AAA**
■4

"The Guarantee of Quality"

I J-ULTON

<

Self-Inking

5 Stamp Pads

Line Daters

Numberers ►
Sign Markers ^
Rubber Type ►

Outfits
Printing

Manufactured by

<

CO.
FULTON SPECIALTY CO.

9 Elizabeth.,

+■

New Jersey

£
►

►
►
J

NEW NUMBERING
MACHINE
A new visible numbering machine has
just been put on the market by the American Numbering Machine Co., of
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Visible numbering is a new feature
in hand automatic numbering machines
and affords many advantages. The indicator located in the front of the machine
at a convenient pjint shows the number at which the machine is set and
changes of numbers as they are being
made. In old-style blind machines the
printing number is usually obtained by
taking an impression on a piece of paper other than that on which the machine is to be used, or by turning the
machine upside down so as to bring the
printing figures into view. Both
methods are troublesome. If the machine is set at consecutive an impression will advance the No. 1 unit, and
turning the machine upside down brings
about the same result, very frequently
making it necessary to reset the machine.
The verification of the printing number is of great importance in many offices, particularly where numerical systems are used for ledger accounts, filing
systems, etc. With the indicator, the
operator is assured at a glance as to the
correctness of the machine, and that no
change of numbers has been made during his absence, if called away.
One model is fitted with three movements, and may be set so that it will
number either consecutively or in duplicate, or repeat. Changes from one movement to any other movement are quickly made by throwing the lever at the
side of the front plate to the desired
requirement. When set at consecutive,
the machine will advance one unit at
each impression. The duplicate movement furnishes two impressions of each
number.
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Pugh Specialty Co.
LIMITED

38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto,

Canada

Manufacturers and Manufacturers' Agents
We own or control 5 Factories
French

Ivory.

Our Lines

Pennants,
Cushions
and Textile
Novelties.
Supplies
for Celebrations,
Old
Boys' Re-Unions, etc.
Tag Day Supplies.
Advertising Signs
and Banners.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Powder Puffs.
Souvenir Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc.
Toy Books.
If you can't get our Catalogue resend us your name. It's
well worthgularly,having.

THE GEM

LINE

Pat. Nov. 5, 1912

Heavy

No. 50
Always popular.
Flanged Cover a Distinctive
Feature
Attractive Design.
Best Quality Class.
Ready for Delivery.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co.
240-242 West

23rd St., New

York

Materials
Drawing
s'
ArtistMaterials

Mfrs

since

1854 of high

gradeand
Artists'
School
Oil
Waterand Colors,
Canvases, Brushes, Woodenware Outfits, Drawing Tables, Boards,
Filing Cabinets.
Catalogue
arid sample books on request

F. WEBER

& CO.

Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
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MOISTENS

The Ryco moistener, marketed by the
Standard Paper Company, 52 Vanderbilt
Avenue, New York, is a substantial newdevice, and readily operated. Moistening
of the gummed surface of the tape is
accomplished by a series of small rollers

Known

and

sold wherever Rubber

over which the tape passes. It is c'.aimed
that this device regulates the water feed
to insure rapid and fixed sealing. Tape
for the machine is stocked on both
manila and kraft stock.

Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our Specialty:

STAMPING

AIRCRAFT

Made
in
Canada

TAPE

PICTURES

The

David Davidson Studios, Providence, R. I., are putting jut a set of six
new subjects, two of which are illustrat-

INKS OF ALL KINDS

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturers*

for

There is good money in these lines for Dealers.
Get after this business in your territory.

E. A.
Successor

CRIPPEN
to The Monarch

79 Spadina

Your

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

Agent

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT

Avenue,

Sales

Paper Co.

Toronto

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons
It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy

Pat.

May

(c)

13, 1913

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.

F-B MANUFACTURING
1228 Intervale Avenue,

New

CO.

David

Victory.
Davidson.

ed herewith. These are 11 x 14, in black
and white, and are selling at sight in
Boston, where they have just been put
on sale. With the recent international
air navigation
rivalry and Britain now

York

is
" Quality
First "
stationers can therefore
on a line of goods of
standard
quality
and
formity as puts them
position
to permanently
tain the trade of every
tomer who once
uses
goods.

Glee Us A Trial.

CARIBONUM
54 Wellington

Your

and
rely
such
uniin a
recusthe

COMPANY, LIMITED
Street East. Toronto

Advertisement in this space

will give you a high
David

Davidson.
Stern
Chase.

well in the van since the non-stop Atlantic airplane flight and the double
crossing of the Atlantic by the big British dirigible winning in the air, this
set will be very popular.
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degree of publicity
value at $5 a month
on yearly contract.
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British Goods Are Standards of Value
Charles W. Baker
Buying Agent
General Merchandise and
Products of Great Britain.
M a n u facturers' invoices
forwarded to_Buyers.
A live buying agent on the
spot will save you money
and look after your deliveries.
Selling
Commissions
undertaken.
References on application.
24 Silk Street & 42-46 Whitecross St.,
London

EX. 1., England

Cables :
Telereka. London.
Code: A. B.C. 5th
Phones :
693 Central.
2107 City.
2615 D.ilston

School and Office
Requisites
GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners

STATIONERS'

CARDED GOODS
IN ALL VARIETIES.
Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Erasers for pencil, ink or typewriting; Pocket Pencils, Mapping
Pens.

Writing & Drawing Sets
Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Bands,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.

H. A. COOMBS
10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, E.C. 4
Illustrated List on Request.

For All British
Fancy Leather
Goods
Fancy

Jewellery,
Photo
Frames, Etc.

Write:

S. P. COOPER
Central Agency

36 Camomile St., London, E.C. 3
England

Hold the Line
Here's the line to hold
— John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because it sells so quickly. There's quality
about it. It writes
smoothly,
corrodes, and never
lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations. VVc are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants.

Sundries. The "Re
quisite
House,"Road
92
Clerkenwell
London. E. C. 1
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London Coun"Wright's
ty Council, etc.
Dustless" Chalk
Manufacturers to
is the Very Best
the Wholesale and
for Blackboards Export Trade.
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy : Tourists' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Games,
etc.

Mezzotint Engravings

Trade Mark

Regittered

quick sales.
Supplied
by in
all Toronto
the leading
Wholesale Houses
& Montreal

W. V. BOWATER

& SONS, LIMITED

(Registered)

159 Queen Victoria St., London. E.C. 4,Eng.

London (Eng.) Export Agency

Cablet: " Sparteolut" London.

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

To the Booksellers and
Stationers of Canada

and

Proof Etchings
Printed in Colors
For Particulars or Agencies
for the above —
Write to

VIRTUE

& CO.

(Founded 1819)

Fine Art Publishers
7

City

Garden
Row,
City
LONDON,
N. 1

Road,

An Agency for Private
Christmas and New Year
Cards is the most profitable
and easily worked
side-line
you can take up. A request
for full particulars written
on your letter heading will
bring them by return mail.
It will pay you to write at
once for particulars to

The Castle Publishing Co.
Castle Works,
Cheapside,
Lancashire, Eng.
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Preston

BRITISH

MADE

including Goods
Fancy Leather
*tr- tb>°*

Bank Note Cases
Wallet*
Mirror and Comb

Calendars
Fitted Pencil Cases

CasesFrames
Photo
Pocket Books
and

many

Music Cases
Purses
Ladies* Bags

other lines are made by

HARPER

& CO., Ltd.

258-262 Holloway Road,
London, N. 7, Eng.,

and 56 Cheapside, London, E.C, Eng.
Write for list
i
N.B. — We have facilities for acting as Buying agents for Canadian firms.

BOOKSELLER

THE DAVIS NOVELTY
COMPANY, Regd.
A large assortment of Billfolds and Ladies' Purses in
stock.
Also Men's Leather Belts,
Boy Scout Belts, Photo and
Certificate Cases, etc.
MAPPIN BUILDING, MONTRZ\L
TEL.

UPTOWN

398

Crucible Pens
•RITlStl

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
CANADA

TORONTO

Manufacturer
Rubber

and Metal

of
Stamps,

Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning

Brands,

Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main 3760
Dealers

who

are

TORONTO
interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this
paper.

ARTISTS'
SUPPLY CO.
77 York Street
TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

S T A T I0 N K R

ADDING
MACHINE
ROLLS
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
Philadelphia.
ART

SUPPLIES.

Dominion
Blank
Book
Co.. Berthierville.
Que.
National
Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke.
Mass.
The Copp,
Clark
Co., Toronto.
W; rwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
The
Albemarle
Paper Co.. Richmond,
Va.
Eaton-Dikeman
Co.. Lee, Mass.
M»"7ies
& Co.. Limited.
Toronto.
Richmond
Paper Mfg.
Co., Richmond.
Va.
Standard
Paper Mfg.
Co.. Richmond.
Va
CASH
REGISTER
ROLLS.
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
Philadelphia.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co., 83 Nassau
St..
York
W.

&

File

Motor

Guides,

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
36 James

St. N., Hamilton,

l^f

St.,
New

Win-

Co.,
Bros.

Limited, Toronto.
& Rutter. Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
St. Mungo
Mfg.
Co., Glasgow,
Scotland.
Weldon
Roberts
Rubber
Co.. Newark.
N.J.
FANCY
PAPERS.
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison
Mfg.
Co., Boston.
M
tea * Co., Limited,
Toronto.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co.,
468
King
St.
W.,
FILES
Toronto.
Elbe

Map-Making. Road Maps,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

"BEE"

Hartfleld.

ENVELOPES.
Buntin,
Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Copp.
Clark
Co., Toronto.
\V. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal, Toronto,

We can supply the trade with anything in
the map line as well as undertake any kind of

Ont.

WATERSTON'S

N.Y.
Produce Exchange, N.Y.
CRAYONS.
Ilinncy
& Smith, New York.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co.,
468
King
St.
W„
Toronto.
DIE
WIPING
PAPER
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co., New York.
N.Y.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, Toronto.
R:\et-0 Mfg.
Co., Orange. Mass.

Menzies
Warwick

MAPS

St..

Artists'
Supply
Co., 77 York
St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay
& Son Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited.
215 Victoria
St..
Toronto.
BINDERS
Elbe File & Binder
Co.. 87 Reade
St., N.Y.
City.
BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry
& Co.. 215 Victoria St.. Toronto.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum
& Pease Co.. Brooklyn.
N.Y.
Buntit., Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal,
Toronto,

John

B. CAIRNS

A X I>

Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y.
City
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen
Co., New
York.
& Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
Mabie. Todd
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
W.,
Toronto.
INKS. MUCILAGE
AND
GUMS.
Chas.
M. Higgins
& Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Toronto.
Montreal,
Limited,
Dawson,
V.
W. Winnipeg.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg. Man.
Royal
Ink
Co., 53 Yonge
St.. Toronto.
S. S. Stafford
Co., Toronto.
"Glueine." Menzies
& Co., Limited.
439 King
St.
W., Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's
Ink Co.. Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford
Co.. Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
The Senpbusch
Co., Milwaukee.
KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.,
Limited.
215 Victoria
St,

BRAND

MARK

SEALING

WAX

factory:
WarrisW

n W< rks, Edinburgh,

Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
The Fireproof
"CLIMAX"
Steel
Baler
turns your waste into
Made in 12 sizes.
Send

profit.

for Catalogue.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

&

LEAD
AND
COPYING
PENCILS.
Toronto
American
Pencil Co.. New York.
Wm.
Cane
* Sons. Newmarket.
Ont.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, Toronto.

50

W.,

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

BOOKSELLER

School Rulers
NEW
New

LINE NOW
Shapes

and

READY

Right

Prices.

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO, N.Y.

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished s.'atues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

LOOSE

LIMITED
Otley

Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

Climax

WILL

Baler

PAPER

O.

RECEIVED

STATIONERS
FROM
COAST
COAST

TO

Toronto

FASTENERS.
Corp.,

552

Pearl

Manufacturing
Co., Syracuse,
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
&
Sons,
Limited.
W.
V.,
Victoria
St.,
London,
E.C.
PAPETERIES

AND

WRITING

St.,

New-

N.Y.
159

Queer

PAPERS.

The
Copp
Clark
Co.. Toronto.
Buntin,
Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Ont.
Clark
Bros.
& Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal, Toronto,
&

PLAYING

Class Notes,

Lectures

Made in all sizes. Capacity of back 5-8" to 2".
ELBE FILE & BINDER
New York CO.,
City 97 Reade

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers

TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR PUNCHES
the best made

The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co.
A.

O.

Hurst.

3'J

HAMILTON,

OHIO. U.S.*.

Ont.

CARDS, ETC.

A.

O. Hurst,
Canadian
representative.
32 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited.
Toronto.
Philip
G. Hunt
&
Co., 332 Balham
High
Rrl.
London.
Eng.
Pugh
Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford
St.. Toronto.
Valentine
& Sons
Publishing Co., Toronto.

Mfg.

(Cutter. Eye!e\
Round-Hole,
Co., Oranere. Mass.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Co., Orange,
Mass.

PAYS FOR

SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria
St.. Toronto
SCHOOL
Hendry
Co.,

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

SUPPI.IFS.
Limited,
215

Victoria

St..

AND
OFFICE
RULERS.
Co., Canisteo.
N.Y.
SHEET
MUSIC.
Co., 1501-15
East Fifty-Fifth

McKinley Music
St..
Chicago.
STANDARD
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICATIONS.
Morton.
Phillips & Co., Montreal.
STATIONERS' SUNDRIES.
Brown
Bros., Ltd., Wholesale Stationers,
Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
The
Copp,
Clark
Co., Wholesale
Stationers,
Toronto.
Clark Bros. & Co.. Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited. Montreal, Toronto, WinWarvi ick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John
Heath,
8 St. Bride
St.. E.C.
London.
Hinks.
Wells & Co., Birmingham,
Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen
Co., Brown
Bros.. Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian
Representatives.
TOYS,
PUZZLES
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, Toronto.

51

10c A LINE

etc.)

RUBBER
STAMPS.
STENCILS.
ETC.
Bernard
Cairns.
77 Queen
St. W.. Toronto.
Fulton
Specialty
Co., Elizabeth,
N.J.
M.

Street

14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal

CARDS.

POST CARDS. GREETING

Excellent for holding Essays.
and other data.

Win-

Co., Limited, Toronto.
Toronto.
Bros. & Rutter.

GoodalTs English
Playing Cards,
Front St. W., Toronto.
U. S. Playing Card Co., Windsor,

The

BY

Mfg.

K.

Geo. M.
Toronto.

BE

Do not fail to show them to your school trade.

PAPER
BALERS
Co., Hamilton.
Ont.

Ideal
York Specialties
City.

Geo.

HERE

ELBE BINDERS ARE USED BY UNIVERSITIES
THROUGHOUT AMERICA !

AND

MAPS
AND
GLOBES
Rand.
McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp. Clark
Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The
Scarborough
Co. of Canada,
Hamilton.
Ont

Rivet-0

ADV.

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.

The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited,
539 King St. West.
Toronto.
National
Blank
Book
Co.. Holyoke,
Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor. 22 Cliff St.. New York City.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St.. N.Y.
City

PUNCHES
Rivet-0
Mfg.

YOUR

LEAF

STATION 1C H

Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal,

Menzies
Warwick

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)

AND

NAME and
ADDRESS
UNDER

Directory Headings
ON

THIS PAGE
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*1-25
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Classified Advertising

OLA

320 Pages

ILLUSTRATED

By Dr.WINFIELD SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noted A ulhorily and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE —
What every young man and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacher and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
In plain wrapper for only $1,25
postage 10 cents extra.

McClelland & stewart
Limited

215 Victoria St., Toronto

pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter lisplay stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.
OFFICE

Otto Sauer Series
French, Spanish
and Italian Grammars
MADE

IN

THE

"Scientific Salesmanship Course," 20 booklets,
20 lessons, $2 ; "Mail-Method Merchandising,"
24 lessons, $2 : "Health-Wealth" Method, great
27-lesson health culture course, 25c ; "Cure of
Consumption," 10c ; "Sexual Philosophy,"
world's greatest sex manual, 12c. Booksellers,
5095 House,
discount.
Prepaid.
"Health-Wealth"
Pub.
Lawrence.
Massachusetts.

WYCIL

\yORLD-ROMIC
SYSTEM.
MASTERKEY
to All Languages.
Six Textbooks,
$1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c ; Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143 West
47th, New York.

with Key

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street. New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

One of these

I AM open to contract for well-advertised
lines for the General Store trade in north
half or whole of Saskatchewan ; well connected
with General Stores, own auto and have warehouse and showroooms : will furnish bonds
or references.
BOX
513. SASKATOON.
SASK.

Every Bookshop
Assistant

Buyers' Guide
spaces

li/2" x 2V4"
costs $3 a

Should

Highly Effective

receive

his or her own

copy of

Bookseller & Stationer
regularly

month on
yearly contract.

$1.00 A YEAR

Publicity at
THE

Minimum Cost

WILL

FORM

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $2.00 per dozen.
517

Wellington

St. West

-

Toronto

SELF AND SEX SERIES
Keep
these books In sight.
They
are stead)
sellers because 90 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective
customers.
Four Books to Men:—
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
Whalt a Young Man Ought to Know.
Whst
• Young
Husband
Ought
to Know.
What a Man of 46 Ought
to Know.
Four Books to Women:—
What a Young
Girl Ought
to Know.
What a Young Woman
Ought to Know.
What a Young
Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman
of 46 Ought to Know.
$1.00
WILLIAM

BRIGGS.

Each.
Publisher.

Toronto

WANTED

U.S.A.

Separate, $1.00
Grammar

CODE

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited

SUPPLIES

A J AX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS— FOR
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc..
sample with prices on request. Desaulniers,
Moline.
Illinois.

LANGUAGES

Grammar

E R

MACLEAN
CO.,

PUBLISHING
Limited

1 43 University Ave.
52

TORONTO

SHORTHAND
Sloan-Duployan
simplest
system
Sloan-Duployan
Sli.an-Duployan
Sloan-Duployan
Book
Sloan-Duployan
Book
Sloan-Duployan

Key

Sloan-Duployan
List of other

BOOKS

is the
world's
best
and
of shorthand.
Shorthand Instructor. $ .80
Reporters' Rules
.... 1.00
Learners'
Reading
50
Reporters'
Business

Reading
Letters

Speed Book
S-D Shorthand

50

and

™

Books

1 25
on

application.
Over
5,000 students of this system in the
Dominions of Newfoundland and Canada.
Every up-to-date educational book store
should carry a stock of these books. Liberal discount to the trade.
S. E. GARLAND,
Garland
Publisher for

Bldg., St. John's,
Nfld.,
of Newfoundland
Dominions
and
Canada.

Who Pays for the Advertising?

ing?
"VUHO pays for the advertisThe consumer, of course.
He pays for every expense of
his hands
putting the goods into
— including selling cost. This
and production cost are both so
reduced by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same g^ods, just because they
arc well advertised. You ride
chea,per on an excursion train
hired a private car
evenif ayoucattle car. And you
—than
fare?"
don't ask "Who— pays
ist
Optim
The the

B 0 0 K S E L LER

AND

STATIONER

RIVET-0
TV cvcLe fA&rk Reg.

/

HANDY

OFFICE PUNCH \

[ For Punching Holes and Fastening Papers

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada
Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian Factory and Office*

at

Easy to Handle as a Pair of Scissors
Double Hole Binder Punch is only one made punching two standard (3-16 in. and xk in,) holes for loose
leaf binder sheets.
Eyelet Punch punches and fastens heavy or light
thicknesses of paper with neat, maroon, easy-squeeze
eyelets; permanent fastening, or instantly removable
with same punch.
Cutter 1'iinch pierces heavy thicknesses erf paper for Prong Fasteners.
D , throats, long
My leverage.
Retail for $2 each in
factory-sealed packages. Supply of fasteners goes with Eyelet and
Cutter PuiiDealer t! Write for Big Offer.

Toronto

9-11-13 Davenport Road

(2fwte>

"A.A." FOUNTAIN

A source of constant profit.

RIVET-0 MFG. CO. - Dept. B - ORANGE, MASS.
Stationery Specialties Developed and Marketed

PENS

There's an "A. A." Pen to suit the most fastidious customer.
The ease and convenience with which they can be filled —
the satisfaction which they render — the guarantee under
which they are sold — and the margin of profit to dealers
are some of the reasons why you should carry this

Profitable "A.A." Line.

Writ* to your local jobber or to us for prices, catalogue
and trade discounts on this profitable
line.

MODERN

PEN COMPANY

170 Broadway

New York City
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IIOOKSELLEI!

AND

ARTISTS MATERIALS

RELIANCE
INK
"THE

STATIONER

INK YOU CAN RELY ON"
We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agems for Winsor & Newton. London, ling

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.
WINNIPEG,

A.RAMSAY

MAN.

ESTD.

& SON

1842.

C9

MONTREAL.

THE- INK -FOR

ALL- PEOPLES

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
M ,„. 5.1c. are made on the Sidewalk

Window

4-OZ.
ROYAL
INK.
Best for Fountain Pens.
RETAILS at 10c.
Sample and Trade Discount
SENT UPON APPLICATION

Display Fixtures

A Wonderful H) of Patented Inlerclnnaearile Window Dupby Fiaturet
(or duplayina Book*. Stationery, Office Supphct and Sunilriet. Set will five 10
Yean Cond Service in cff«Hi*l trade pullin. window trim.
The Plllurrl ,
re i^r are Owl. 3 very lew of ihe de..|n, lli.il RM
tel up with tlie lull lei. betide, hundred, of itandard Imurei can he eel up

be

Made ol Oak. eulier Gnl.lrn. Antique or Weathered Finnh Sri i f» ..p
m a Hardwood limned Lid SlorofC Cheat a food place In keep llic c.Ira
*Younili not in PM.
I lure are thnu.andt of aeli ill daily trie.

No. 20
No.20!>

Stl has 89 IntcrchanCuhle Younil. For l.ar£<- Store Window.,
S.I Itai 50 Inicrchartjearile Youniu For Small Store Window.,

Stock curried In Homilron. Onl

The Oscar Onken
Fixtures

Order direef or thro i/our /other

Sond lot catalog

S38.SO
J23.IO

PaUnltd ond mode in Canada.

Co. 2650 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, LI. S. A.
Set Up Without the Aid of a Tool.

CANADA

Push-Pins
This Style L Cabinet

HOW.

PUSH-PINS

year.

sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one today from your Jobber

the
your
subscription
NOW
and get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings

COMPANY

TORONTO.

of MOORE

MORE

Subscription — $2.00
per
{Foreign
$3.00)

' end

ST.

50 MILLION PEOPLE
will see Moore
Push-Pin Advertising during 1919.
Look up your Stock today.

PLAYTHINGS
TELLS YOU

INK.

II COLBORNE

Moore

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

ROYAL

Cost
Sells

Will

118 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

more

your sales.

MOORE

$12.50
than$18.75
double

PUSH-PIN

CO.

Berkley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE mission of this trade newspaper is
to work for greater efficiency in the retail stores and for the increased sale of books,
stationery and the associated lines in these
stores.
54
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The Edmonton store of The Hudson's Bay Co. One of fourteen
stores operated in Canada by this
company.

L. Gheeseman
& Son, Burin North,
Newfoundland,
l"0j^
miles from railroad. j^i?

National Cash Registers are used in the largest
and the smallest stores in Canada
see the advantages of National Cash
Register speed, accuracy, protection,
and economy.

'THIE way Canadian retail merchants
A have turned to labor-saving machinery during the past two years is very
significant.

Month by month, and town by town,
National Cash Registers have earned
their way into the daily business life of
Canada.

The movement began when the war's
great dragnet started taking the young
men and women "over there."
Retail merchants, forced to adopt
labor-saving machinery, were quick to

A store system that helps

Every city and hamlet is using them
and calling for more.

these stores will also help yours

The National Cash Registe
Company of Canada,
Factory: Toronto, Ontario

Limited

Branch Offices:
CALGARY
EDMONTON
HALT FAX
HAMILTON
LONDON
MONTREAL
OTTAWA

QUEBEC
REGTNA
SASKATOON
ST. JOHN
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

74 Second Street, W.
5 McLeod Bldg.
63 Granville Street
14 Main Street, E.
350 Dundas Street
122 St. Catherine Street. W.
306 Rank Street
55

133 St. Paul Street
1820 Cornwall Street
265 Third Avenue, S.
50 St. Germain Street
40 Adelaide Street
524 Pender Street. W,
213 McDermot Avenue

BOOKS

E L L E R

AND

STATIONER

Paper Fasteners and Punches
We

illustrate

leading styles,

which

are recognized as

the most practicable

types

of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

The new
automatic
eyeletting de v i c e
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses In office
and factory.
AJAX

EYELETS

JlL

Actual

J2*

Sizes

c o r r e sp ondence, legal
d a c u m e nts,

Will
take interchangeable
punches and dies
i n sizes from
1/16 in. to Y* in.

etc. It punches

diameter. Furnished with 3/16

a

clean, accurate hole
and
clinches

punch and die
unless otherwise

fectly.
the
eyelet per-

specified.

Special

.&

Write

APPLIANCE

Canadian Representatives:

Co
Pencil

Co

50
23
6

B
Bagster
Baker,
B.B.B.
Bemister,
Binney
Boorum
Bowater
British
Briggs,
Buntin,
Broadway

9
Chas.
W.
Co
H.
A.
& Smith
Co
& Pease
& Co.. Ltd
Drawing
Ink &
Wm
Gillies & Co
Small wares

Adhesive

53
49
14
17
1,6
49
Mfg.
Co.
10
5. 52
Back cover
46

Cairns.
Bernard
Cane & Sons, Ltd., Wm
Caribonum
Co.. Ltd
Carmichael
& Co., Ltd.,
Carter's
Ink Co
Castle Pub. Oo
Christmas
Goods Co
Climax
Baler
Co
Copp,
Clark
Co., Ltd
Coombs,
H. A.
Cooper,
S. P
Coutts,
W.
E
C'rippen,
Cushman

E.
&

A
Denison

50
Inside back cover
J*
Peter
8
14
49
22
50
50, 52
49
48
47
49
23
Mfg. Co.

Davis,
S
Davis
Novelty
Co
Dawson. Ltd., W. V
Dent & Sons, J. M
Dexter & Sons,
Inc., C. H
Dominion
Blank
Book
Co

1
50
16
11
46
12

Eaton, Crane & Pike
Eaton-Dikeman
Co
F.hrbi'ook
Pen
Manfg.
Elbe File & Binder Co

11
4(5
13
61

Co

for

Catalogue.

CORPORATION,
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JAY

work.

The
drop

No. 1
forged

Samson
steel,

in Any

Office

Hand
Punch
is made
of
attractively
nickel-plated.

SIZES OF MOLES-PUNCH

Throat,

1%

in.

deep.

Opening

Vi
inch.
Will
punch
steel up to 20 gauge,
leather, etc., up to %

STREET,

BROOKLYN,

N9 1

between
dies,
sheet
iron
and
soft
and
paper,
cardboard,
inch in thickness.

N.Y.

Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada

INDEX
Artists'
Supply
American
Lead
Allen,
Thos

Useful

Advantages

The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool —
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes — long and short. Samson Eyelet, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.

Packed in Boxes of 500.
With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.

MACHINE

Samson

good

No. 1 Samson Hand Punch

For binding ail

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener

They save labor and do

TO

ADVERTISERS

Farrell & Hosinger
F. B. Mfg.
Co
Fulton
Special
Co

Co

47
48
47

Garland
Bookstore
Gundy, S. B
Goode
Bros

52
1
20
H

Harper & Co., D
Heath
& Sons,
John
Hendry
Co., Ltd.. Geo. M
Higgins
& Co.. Chas.
M
Hinks,
Wells & Co
Harcourt Co., E. H
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Are you stocked with

"M. & v."

tarasisitii*

RIBBONS
TYPEWRITER
and CARBONS?
Are you selling these permanent, reliable, and
economical typewriter supplies?

The Acme

of Perfection in

regulation

weight carbons

There is no question as to their quality.
Good
profits and satisfied customers can always be
looked for when you sell M. & V. products.
Try them.

Mittag and Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory: Park Ridge, N.J. , U.S.A.
Agencies all over the

World

A Pencil
for everybody in
Counter
Cane's Assortment
The Pencils
can always
be seen
which makes it easier to sell them.

Have your wholesaler send you a
counter stand of Cane's Canadian-made
pencils similar to the one here illustrated. Put it on your counter where
every customer will notice it. Then
watch results.
Cane's Pencils are good easy-writing
leads. Help your own sales and help
Canadian Enterprise and Industry by
pushing Cane's Canadian-made pencils.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Co.
NEWMARKET,

CANADA

BOO

K S E L L E R

AND

SCHOOL

STATIONER

SUPPLIES

Perhaps you have overlooked some lines when
placing your school order. Don't make this discovery on Opening Day after the children have
taken possession. Look over your stock now,
and mail us a list of your wants. Letter, Telegram and Telephone Orders will be promptlv
filled.
Scribblers and Exercise Books
New range of covers

School Bags —
Canvas and Leatherette

Foolscap and Exam Cap
In all qualities
Blackboard Brushes
Also Pointers, Slated Cloth
and Liquid Slating

Watercolors —
Tin and cardboard boxes

Drawing Materials
Paper, Books, Pads and Pins
Pencil Sharpeners
Retailing from 10c up
Crayons — Chalk and Wax

Hamilton

Compasses and Set Squares
Erasers
Pencils
Penholders
Rulers
Slates and Slate Pencils
Note Books
Inks and Mucilage

Canada

AND

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

Swan"

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

SEPTEMBER,

Fountain

1919

No. 9

Pens

Discounts on

Made in
all sizes.

request.

Mabie, Todd & Co.
473 College St.,
LONDON

- Toronto

PARIS

NEW

YORK

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. September 5, IE 19. Volume XXXV. Published every month. Yearly subscription price. $1.00. Entered as secondclass matter. July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Aclt of March 3rd, 187. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department, Ottawa.

BOOKS

E L L E R
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s T A T I <) N E U

" J he largest selling quality
pencil in the world

Leading stationers in every part of the country
are finding this handsome, striking counter
stand an efficient salesman of their VENUS
Line. An exact reproduction in shape and
color of the famous pencil itself, holding 18
dozen pencils. Write for information regarding it.

'Venus

No. 3864 VENUS
Revolving Stand

Evevpointed

17 Black Degrees
and 3 Copying

PENCIL -"*

Never requires sharpening

The superb VENUS drawing leads in a form
that appeals instantly to artists, photographers and everybody who hates the bother of
pointing a pencil. 15 degrees, from 5B to
9H, with a correspondingly marked holder
for each degree. Refill leads, No. 842, six
to a box.

You'll find the Everpointed pays
WRITE

FOR PRICES, ETC.

American Lead Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Avenue, New

York

and Clapton, London, Eng.

AND

B 0 OKSELLER

Even

STATIONER

Casual Observers

Notice

GOODALL'S PLAYING CARDS
Goodall designs are so eye-catching that
favorable attention is secured quickly
and easily.
And Goodall quality is so apparent in
the smooth, clean-cut boards!
Goodall assortments are varied. Designs
to suit every taste and wearing quality
to satisfy.
Are you a Goodall dealer?

SERIES

SERIES

^&,

Salons
Societys

Imperial Clubs
Linettes

Sultans
Patriotic

Patience
Represen ta five

AUBREY

O. HURST

32 Front St. W.

TORONTO

Comparison
The Peer"Ad
ofco"
All
Proves
Loose Leaf
Devices
All the objectionable
features of the old time
loose leaf systems have
been entirely eliminated
" Adco
from the in
their"
Marvellous
mechanical efficiency
they are giving absolute
satisfaction in offices
everywhere.

We want every dealer to investigate the selling merits of the "Adco" line — to see
their many superiority points that make " Adco" sales quick, easy and profitable.
Send a postcard for full information.
MANUFACTURED
IN CANADA

BY

MONTREAL

L/lMITfcD
TORONTO

WINNIPEG

1! 0 0 K S E L L E K

AND

STATIONER

Paper Fasteners and Punches
We

illustrate leading styles, which

are recogrnized as the most practicable types

of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

Will take interchangaable
punches and dies
i n sizes from
1/16 in. to % in.

c o r r e sp ondence, legal
d oo u m e nts,
etc. It punches
a clean, accurate hole
and clinches

The new automatic
eyeletting de v i c e
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses in office
and factory.
AJAX

EYELETS

diameter. Furnished with 3/16
punch and die
unless otherwise
specified.

the
eyelet perfectly.

Actual Sizes

Useful

Special Samson Advantages
The
drop

The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool —
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes — long and short. Samson Eyelet, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.

Packed in Boxes of 500.
With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE
APPLIANCE

Canadian Representatives:

Write

for Catalogue.

CORPORATION,

CREPE

AND

COLONEL

PRICE

& COMPANY,
Xmas

ERASERS

LYONS' BANK WAX— LYONS' INK

STANDARD
THUMB

AGENTS,

Cards, Calendars,

PENCILS
TACKS

in bulk and display

TELEPHONE HANDY PADS
TOY
BALLOONS

We are the Canadian Agents

Also Publishers,

TISSUE

SECCOTINE
GLUCINE

COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS

LINES

(Made in Scotland)
Our Soft Pencil Eraser and Typewriter Erasers are
superior to all

RICHMOND

MENZIES

deep. Opening between dies,
punch sheet iron and soft
gauge, and paper, cardooard,
to % inch in thickness.
N.Y.

in rolls, folds, Plain Decorated Napkins
ENGLISH TOY BOOKS, PAINTING BOOKS AND
PAINTING SETS

by the

PAPER

Throat, 1% in.
Vi inch. Will
steel up to 20
leather, etc., up
STREET, BROOKLYN,

MODDELLIT

Plain and Colors

VIRGINIA

SIZES OF HOLES- PUNCH N9 \

(Modelling Clay Made in England) in lb. bricks and
Fancy Sets

One Grade Only.
A Low Price.
But a High Quality.

Made

Office

Hand
Punch
is made
of
attractively
nickel-plated.

FOR FOLLOWING

ALL PURE COTTON STOCK
NO CLAYNO WOOD

SAMPLE

JAY

in Any

We Can Now Book Orders

Blotting Paper

FOR

351

No. 1 Samson
forged steel,

Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada

A New

WRITE

work.

No. 1 Samson Hand Punch

For binding all

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener

They save labor and do good

LTD., 439 King st.,w. TORONTO
IMPORTERS,
Birthday

AND

MANUFACTURERS

Cards, Easter and Valentine

Cards, Etc.
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What About Your Stock
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of Everyday Cards ?

jdkjb Aerobe ? <3>ULmJ
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New Editions now ready for immediate shipment include:

BIRTHDAY CARDS
DANCE PROGRAMMES
INVITATION CARDS
CONGRATULATIONS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
CONDOLENCE AND SYMPATHY
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNIVERSARIES, etc., etc., etc.
Binney & Smith Co.

NOTHING

BUT GOOD

SELLERS.

81 Fulton St.

HONEST

VALUES.

PROMPT

New York City

SERVICE.

MADE

IN

CANADA.

Brighten up your stock right now
Write Now

WILLIAM

E. COUTTS

145 Adelaide Street West

TORONTO

Member of the Greeting Card Association

fc111"1'1"""""'"
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"Eldor Pencil
rs for Drawing
OrdeMaster
the
are coming fast for several reasons.
The critical pencil users — architects,
draftsmen, artists, etc. — have endorsed it; all this year a strong advertising campaign has been running in
some 34 magazines with international
circulation (see Saturday Evening
Post, Aug. 23) ; we supply dealers'
helps in the form of imprinted blotters, display cards, imprinted "stuffers," cuts for insertion in local news"Eldorado"
always and
and satisfies
papers, etc.,
is perfect
and
brings
back your customer.
No. 1 181 Selling Case is popular.

We will be glad to send colored photogravure with prices.

Also Dixon's full range of pencils, erasers, penholders, crayons.
We recommend Sovereign Pencils for Canadian commercial trade.

These Sengbusch Numbers Sell

No. 320.
No. 55. 3" Plain
dia. Glass,

With two inkstands in
pressed glass base.
List Price, $6.50.

No. 51.

3" dia.
Plain Glass,

List Price, $2.50
Make a mental list of your customers
who will buy Sengbusch Self-Closing
Inkstands for any of these nine reasons
— (1) No evaporation; (2) Supply clear, fresh ink always; (3)
Requires small amount of ink; (4) Ink cannot spurt out; (5) Uniform
dip of pen; (6) Require filling rarely; (7) Require cleaning yearly
only; (8) Prevent evaporation of red ink; (9) Great time and trouble
savers.

List Price $2.50

Ideal Sanitary Moistener.
List Price, $2.00

Here's your reasons — they sell at a good price and allow a good
profit.
Send for new Canadian price list.

A. R. MACDOUGALL

& CO., LTD.

Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland

468 King Street West

TORONTO

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER
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Every Office Executive Needs a

B.&P. Standard Transparent Desk Pad
Each pad has a celluloid top with black leather corners. Bottom
of green felt. Lies flat on desk or table. In each pad is a sheet-19of1
artillery grey blotting paper upon which important notes and
memos are placed (under the transparent top) where they are
sure to be seen and cannot be brushed off or blown away.
Made in two sizes: No. 1644— 12y2 x 19*4 and No. 1644x 241/4. Former retails at $3.50, the latter at $5.75.

Boorum & Pease Company
Manufacturers
THE

Home

of "Standard"

Blank Books

LINE OF 10,001 NUMBERS

Offices: Front St. and Hudson Ave., Brooklyn,
Factories: Brooklyn, N.Y.; St. Louis, Mo.

New

York

SALESROOMS:
109-111 Leonard St., New York
Old South BIdg., Boston, Mass.

Republic BIdg., Chicago, 111
4000 Laclede Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

lffwsraraiiraiffwwwww^

This is the factory where

White & Wyckoff s Distinctive Stationery
is Made
Established as Manufacturers 1889

WHITE
4th Ave.

Building

& WYCKOFF
HOLYOKE,

MFG. CO.

MASSACHUSETTS

Republic

Building

A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd., 468 King St. West, Toronto
Canadian Distributors (Exclusive of the Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland.)
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CHANGES

From now until January 1st is the time when business firms plan
changes in their accounting systems; plan new ledgers or add to
their present ledger equipment. This year will mean more changes
than ever before. Business conditions are such that every business,
large and small, MUST know just where they stand.
Our Ledger Assortment is the most complete one in Canada — we
have -NINE styles, ranging from the low-price outfit for the individual and for small firms, up to the very best for larger firms.
Style ASL, as shown above, is the best style. It, as are all of our
products, is fully guaranteed.
Get your supply in early as materials are getting harder to secure
and deliveries later on may be si ow.

USE A PRODUCT
MADE

A STRICTLY

OF CANADA
BY

CANADIAN

COMPANY

Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited
539 King Street, W.

Toronto, Ontario
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CHILDREN'S GOODS
A Regular Monthly Section Featuring Toys,
Dolls, Games, Toy Books, Story Books and
Other
THE MACLEAN

Lines

PUBLISHING

for

COMPANY,

the
LIMITED,

Children's

Trade

143-153 UNIVERSITY

AVENUE,

TORONTO

•■BooLUeire'rTsntVt?oner" Publication Office, Toronto, September, 19 19

An Important Department
/^i HILDREN'S trade is of such importance and is capable of
^-^ such expansion in the stores served by this trade newspaper that
this special section has been inaugurated. In the pages immediately following will be found advertisements featuring toys, dolls and
other lines of children's goods, together with closely associated merchandise, while reading matter dealing with these goods will be
found on page 31 and following pages.
Children's goods should be made a distinct branch of merchandising by every retailer. Stock arrangement need not necessarily be
altered but there should be special displays and advertisements of
children's goods, such as toys, dolls, games, children's books, children's sporting goods, etc. Try this method of promoting children's
trade, and if in doubt about anvthin? in connection, remember
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER'S Service Department.
It's free — use it.

v°ktT
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AND
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CHILDREN'S TRADE SPECIALTIES

Toys
Dolls
Games
Toy Books
Story Books
Sporting Goods

"RIBBON

KEEP

Wholesalers anxious for new business
can secure live information through a
regular service of

TINSEL"

PRESS
CLIPPINGS

The beautiful, brilliant
decoration for the

CHRISTMAS

TREE

A sparkling shower of ribbons
which will not burn or tarnish.
WRITE

FOR

SAMPLES

VALLEY PRODUCTS
720 N. 15th St.,

GAMES

POSTED

CORP.

St. Louis, Mo.

TO

These include the whole of Canada and
cover new book stores, novelty stores,
drug
stores, children's
goods
stores,
any branches
or extensions
of the
same.or
Write for full information to

CANADIAN
PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE
143-153

THE

NEW

CATALOGUE

TOY

OCTOBER-Your

GOODEARIEL

OWORKS,
(1913) JL. 1 Urn
88-90 CLERKENWELL ROAD

LONDON,

E.C. 1.

ENGLAND

TRADE

Opportunity

The October issue is to be the ANNUAL AUTUMN
NUMBER of BOOKSELLER & STATIONER and the

CHILDREN'S

GOODS

SECTION

will be one of its chief features. The retailers served by
this trade newspaper are evincing greater interest in toys,
dolls, games, picture books and other children's goods as
the result of the special way we are playing it up — see page
31 and following pages in this issue.
Come in with a good strong display advertisement in the
Big Number.
Forms close Sept. 25.

Bookseller and Stationer
143-153 University Avenue

READY

TOY BOOKS
DREAM BOOKS
EXERCISE BOOKS
DRAWING BOOKS
RIDDLE AND JOKE BOOKS,
TABLE BOOKS
READY RECKONERS
MEMO BOOKS
FORTUNE TELLING BOOKS
ETC., ETC.

University Ave., Toronto

WHOLESALE

NOW

ALSO

Toronto, Canada

BOOKSELLER
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Mme. Hendren's Lifelike Dolls
A Notable Feature
Dolls shown by

of the

Large

Display

of

Wm. Croft & Sons, Limited
*1

FJ

•
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The most humanlike Babies you have ever seen
that do not really live and breathe.
Illustrations show two of our Talking Dolls.
They say Ma Ma quite distinctly.
Mother will succumb completely to their Baby
Charms and buy one for her Dimpled Darling.
Prices range from $7.20 doz. to $20.00 each.
Our Xmas

Wm.

Catalogue is now being mailed

Croft & Sons, Limited

Sole Distributors of Mme. Hendren 's Dolls

Toronto

436-438 Wellington St. West

Canada
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The House with the largest range of Celluloid
Toys in Canada — at Popular Prices
If our representative does not call' on you, don't hesitate to write or wire at our
expense for Sample Parcel which will have our prompt attention.
Our Sample Parcels of Celluloid Toys are priced at $20.00, $30.00, $40.00 and
$50.00. Be sure you state the value of Sample Parcel required. Our expert in
this department will please you.
Additional lines we handle:

E.

Picture Books
Stationery
Toy and Building Blocks
Dolls
Games
Tinsel Decorations for Xmas
Fancy Goods
Leather Bill Folds

Chess and Checkers
Checker Boards
Dominoes
Playing Cards
Men's Belts
Boston Garters
Boston Arm Bands
Toilet Articles

Boys' and Girls' Leather School Bags

Manicure
In RollsSets

DAVIS

&

PROMPT

CO.,

Drummond
Building
MONTREAL,
P. Q.

DELIVERIES

for
Fall Fairs
Fall time is Fair time
and Fairs mean Flags
for homes, stores and
public buildings.
Let the people of your town know that you can supply their flag
requirements. You can supply them satisfactorily with a stock of
the Flags we offer. All sizes— 2 x 3, 4 x 6, 6 x 8, 8 x 12, 9 x 14,
12 x 16, 14 x 18, 17 x 24, 18 x 30, 22 x 36.
COTTON

THE

FLAG

RT
i\i
COU
n,.
HAR\^w^
H n/*i
F n.

FLAGS

HOUSE

ALL ON STICKS

OF

CANADA

street w
ngton
255 Welli
ltd
CO
v^v^.,
L1LF
o. Canada
Toront
10
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GAMES THAT SELL WELL
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
No Aggressive Dealer Should be Without
a Supply of These Easy Sellers
Y^^&^^y-^^

THE FAMOUS
Large
Small

Size,
Size,

13% x 22
12 x 18

TALKING

BOARD

A game that is always popular with young and
old. One of the very best sellers. You can make
no mistake in stocking up on Parchesi.

$18.00 per doz.
10.80

MANUFACTURERS

OF

Checker Boards and Checkers
Cribbage Boards
Parcheesi, Ludo
Halma
Ups(Sometimes
and Downs
called Snakes

Authors, Nations
Old Maid
Lost
Snap Heir
Peter Coddles

and Ladders)

Tiddley Winks
Donkey Party
Dr. Busby, Golden Locks
Castaway
House that Jack Built, Etc.

Sold by all
Jobbers
Send For Price
List

The Canada Games Company
TORONTO,

ONTARIO
11

BOOKSELLER

THE GERMANS
THEY

MUST

HAVE

This is a facsimile of a
handbill dropped from
a German aeroplane on
the battlefield of Chateau Thierry, in July,
1917. Picked up by
David Hutton, one of
our own boys, a member of the 12th Regimen Artillery, Regu1 a r s. This regiment
was among the first to
reach France after declaration of Avar by the
United States against
Germany , an d amon g
the last to return to the
United States.

AND

STATIONER

THOUGHT
ALSO THOUGHT

WE COULDNT
OUR

FIGHT

BOYS A LOT OF COWARDS
For many months these

Life, Liberty and Happiness
So long as the Administration is determined
to keep the war going there is only one way for
you to get out of this miserable fix and that is
for you to stop fighting. You can do this konorably. As a free born American citizen you
have the right to
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness
The American
constitution guarantees
to you
these rights.
Exercise them!
Get out and dash to safety! If you don't, you
stand a very slim chance of ever seeing Broadway or the old home again.
The Wall Street millionaires may like this
war, because they are becoming billionaires. But
you will have to pay for it all, my boy,
pay for it with your blood and taxes
and the tears of your loved ones at home.
If you were fighting on your own soil against
a foreign foe it would be another matter, but
what are you doing in Europe? France is not
your country, neither is Belgium nor Alsace Lorraine. Are you satisfied that you are in the full
enjoyment of your "inalienable rights to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness" as promised
to you by the
American Bill of Rights?
The years will be lean and weary and the work
will be hard and long for you and the longer
the War lasts the longer will be the debt which
you will have to pay to the money magnates of
Wall Street for the munitions you are shooting
away.

boys have been stationed in Germany, returning to New York,
August 6. The majority
of the boys in this regiment are of Irish parentage, and in France
were ■ known as t h e
American Blue Devils.
The Germans stood a
mighty slim chance of
getting recruits from
that bunch of Irish
"Ileinie"

chaser-.

Don't give up your life till you have to and
don't give any more labor for the benefit of the
money trust!
Quit it!
SELRIGHT

No. 1 PARCHEESI
is made of highest grade bookbinders' board, covered with durable
and handsome black paper with
blue labels printed in best gold
bronze. Bone dice, brass bound
counters and four paper^covered
dice cups.
Per dozen, $8.50.

TELEPHONE

PLANCHETTE

This is the

No other game has the marvelous and mysterious
fascination equally with Planchette. All other
"Talking Boards" now made have been patterned
after PLANCHETTE. It originated in France
years ago and during all these years
manyconsulted
many,been
has
as the revealer of past and
future events.
Per dozen, $4.00.

most attractive
offeredtoyto-day.
Its dimensions: height
9% inches,
width 4%
in., depth 3^4
inches.
Finished in gloss
black, nickel
bell. Can also
be used as a
bank.ed Openwith a
key. Price,
by the dozen,
$2.25. Gross
lots from
factory,
$24.00.

NOT

A TOY,

BUT

A PRACTICAL

V^
THE

GAME

Size of table game, 3%x5 ft. Complete set pool balls,
numbered; triangular frame; four hardwood cues, 36 in.
long; one pool table bridge. Complete outfit packed in
heavy strawboard box with handsomely colored label.
To convince you of saleability of this article, we are
willing to ship you a single sample at the very lowest
price, namely, $10.75 each.

UNIVERSAL

SPELLING

BOARD

Has 56 lettered blocks made of hard wood and beautifully enameled. These letters rotate freely in the
grooves of the board. The board itself is 9% inches
wide and 13% inches long, made of hard wood and highly
enameled and ornamented. Each board is packed in a
neat, durable pasteboard box. A trial order of these
boards always convinces the dealer of their ready sale.
Packed one dozen to the case.
Per dozen, $8.50.

SELCH0W & RIGHTER CO.,620 Broadway, New York City
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Christmas Tree
Ornaments ?

HESITATE W

Why.Yes - Here They Are At Prices That Mean
Good Profits For You
GLASS

TREE
Made

and we

You know the Gilbert line.

ORNAMENTS

in

U.

S.

A.

If you don't every boy and
girl in Canada does.

GroM.

No.
— 2" in3 gold
diameter,
to the dozen, 3
red, 250
3 green,
and 3 assorted
silver
If wanted in red and green only, price is
No. 300 — 2V2" in diameter, same assortment
Red and green
No. 360 — 3" in diameter, same assortment
Red and green
"Assorted1 colors'' includes red, green, blue, gold
silver.

$4.50
$4.75
$6.00
$6.25
$7.50
$7.75
and

Send TO-DAY
for our
Catalogue and Price List.
Then make up your order.

No. 4150 — Oval shaped. 2" hign. with fancy design on
it. Assorted colors to the dozen
$4.50
No. 5300 — Two colored frosted glass balls, as red and
silver, 3". These colors are put on so that they
blend and also show up many
designs.
Assorted
colors
$9.00
R. W.around
& B.thesilver
M;"band
red
band
centre.colored
Aboveball
and with
below a this

forOCTOBER DELIVERY
Please

is a blue band %" in width
$9.00
XMAS— This ball is similar to "R. W. & B." This
one has a white band around1 the centre with "Merry
Christmas" printed on it. Above and below is a red
band %" in widlth
$9.50

DO IT NOW !

FANCY GLASS ORNAMENTS
WITH REFLECTORS

The A. C. Gilbert-Menzies Co., Ltd.
439 King St., W., Toronto

No. P3N — Glass ball with 2 reflectors, 3" in diameter, assorted colors to the dozen
$9.00

SPECIAL

lose your business.

GLASS

ORNAMENTS

Makers

of Gilbert's Toys in Canada

from last year's stock
These goods are not as nice as this year's goods, as
the colors are faded, but we are making a special price
so that you can have a special bargain.
No. 300 — 3", 1 dozen in a box, \'< dozen silver, Vi
dozen assorted colors
$4.50
NOTE — This size ball in this year's stock cost $7.50'.
No. 350 — 3%" in diameter, same assortment as 300 $6.00
No. 400 — 4", same assortment as 300
$7 . 50
Please note that these numbers differ from this year's
numbers, whereas the No. 300 of this year's number
is only 2%" in diameter last year's No. is IS" or is
equivalent to the No. 350 this year's numbers.

TINSEL

GARLANDS,

SILVER,

AND

3 fOXmttrm
15*
BemisTERs
cnmur tno
UMUUm
sauna,
- PERMANENT
•0H0ESFVL SEMI
limine
«<u«ir mcesmm.
<^^"< — >

Gross,
Gross,
Gross,
Gross,
Gross,

Box, %" wide
XU" wide
%" wide
%" wide
1V2" wide

1/12

Gross

ORNAMENTS

1/6 Gross
1/12 Gross
diameter
1/18 Gross
Tinsel in

Garlands

W/3

Bead

MEDIUM

Pendants.

90c
90c
90c
90c

Plays All Records on All
Phonographs — RIGHT

$1.30
$2.25
$3.60
$3.60

100
1 00

$4.00
$4.50
$4.50
$7.50
$7.50

Your

ST., NEW

profit

retail
costs

for
you

$15.00
9.00

is

$6.00
carton

in

red

and

gold

is free

$9.00

MY

$9.00

36"

GUARANTEE

If my styli are not satisfactory and as represented,
can be returned to me with no expenses to you.
GOOD

PROFIT— GOOD
Terms:

Specialty Co.

263-265 SECOND

packager
packages

The Permanent
Display
with your first order.

$9.00
Tinsel Cross W'Poinsetta, 3" diameter $4.50
Tinsel Star W/Poinsetta, 8" diameter $9.00
$7.50
Tinsel Tar W/Poinsetta, 8" diameter $9.00
Bags, gross
$1.20

Christmas

I

$1.50
$2.40
$3.60
$4.50
$8.00

440 — 1 Gross, assortment of Colored Pictures, Tinsel
trimmed, about 5" long
442- — 1 Gross, Tinsel Gone, 2V2" long
443 — 1 Gross, Tinsel Oval, 2" diameter
111 — 1 Gross, Tinsel Spiral. 5" long
463 — 1/2 Gross, assorted shapes Tinsel Ornament.
W Glass Bead in centre, average size about 2"....
486—1/4 Gross Circle W/Bead and Spiral. 394"
50(9 — 1/6 Gross Letter S W/Bead on each and 6" long
541—1/6 Ring W/Butterfly and Spiral, 6" long..
514—1/6
Gross Oval W/Santa
Claus
Figure,
4"
diameter
555 — 1/6 Gross Fancy Star W/2 Beads, 5" diameter
55* — 1/6 Gross Cross W/4 Beads, 5" diameter
600 — 1 12 Gross Star Tree Top. 6%" high
603—1 '12 Gross Fleur de Lis W'Ball, 7" long
621—1/12
Gross Heavy Oval W'4"
Santa Claus in
centre, 5Vj" diameter
649 — 1/12 Gross Heavy
Sunburst
W '6 Beads. 6"
diameter
642 —
long
801 —
845 —
6%"
845 —
61 —

_.
»EE»i£ KIC0ROS

GOLD
Gr. yds.

1212—1/2
1*12—1/4
2418—1/6
2818—1/6
4820—1/12

will»m«»TBM/mB.
my mm, Times

STYLu*
3«»15'
nsts mll
no tirmme

30 days — 2%

REPEAT— GUARANTEED
discount for cash

with

they
SALE.

order.

H. A. BEMISTER

YORK

10 VICTORIA
13

ST.

MONTREAL,

QUE.

BO 0 K S E L L E R

A N D

S T ATIONER

The "C ARMIC

JJ

MADE
BRITISH

1.

TWO
machines
in ONE.
ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC" within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
3. The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
4. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
5. day.
All classes of paper can be folded.
6. Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per
2

7. Does not require special skill to operate.
8. Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
9. Best material and workmanship throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines
supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with
all machines.
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power and Hand)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

Prices and full particulars to be obtained from

PETER

CARMICHAEL

the makers

& CO., Limited

303 Southampton Street, Camberwell
LONDON, S.E. 5
ENGLAND

3 Popular Selling Pens
They are popular because they represent the standard of
efficiency in writing instruments. They are made throughout
of the finest material, in our own factories, by British labor,
and are the result of over thirty years' experience in pen
manufacture.

THE
FINEST
STYLOGRAPH
OBTAINABLE

JEWEL"
No. 100 Safety Fountain Pen
Best quality 14k gold, iridium-tipped nib, can be carried
in any position without leaking.

12'6

All makes of Fountain Pens and Stylographs repaired

THE

THE

INK-STYLOGRAPH

RECORDER"
Gold and Platinum Point
Gold Spring Needle
Best Quality Chased Holder

JUST
rHE THING
FOR RED

JEWEL

PEN CO. LTD.

SOLE MAKERS AND PATENTEES
76 NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.I
Wilkinson,
Becle & Tindley
Pty.
Ltd.,
114-120
Flinders
St., Melbourne, and at Sydney,
Adelaide
and
Auckland.
«
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RED GIANT"

Highly Durable
Point and Needle
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This

To Booksellers

illustrates
our new

'^§>

"ROTAX"
LOOSE- BACK

fcjgt ■'■ - — ^r—

BINDER
Have you prepared for the
demands for English books
and magazines which will

■ :!■

which makes Filing without
Perforation an easy
matter.
Loot bxh

KOTAX/

W. H. HILTON

be made by your troops upon their return home? We
are ready to supply you on
very favorable terms. Write
to our Export Department.
It will pay you to do so.

<

- '
Na

rVrfor*Uon

j

«■<,...".<

& CO.

"wS£r"
EnglanOFd
MAKERS ROCHD
OF OVER 80 ALE,
DIFFERENT PATTERNS
LETTER

FILES

for progressive
and up-to-date
Stationers
who
should carry a stock of these Ready-Selling and
Money-Making Lines.
This illustrates our

"REGENT"
LEVER ARCH FILE

W. H. Smith & Son

which packs flat for export

186 Strand,

We shall be pleased to
mail you prices and

LONDON

-

BAGSTER
BAGSTER

-

purposes

ENGLAND

particulars.

BIBLES

William Sinclair & Sons
(Stationers)

Teacher Bibles

Good Clear Type.
BAGSTER

Makers of

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books

Daily Light on the

Daily Path.
Large Type, Small and Gem.

Writing Pads
School Stationery

BAGSTER Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.

Main Office

At all Booksellers.

Lists free by Post.

and Factory:

ALBERT

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row
LONDON,

Limited

Otley,

ENGLAND

LONDON:

15

WORKS
Yorks,

England

22. Ivy Lane. Paternoster Row. E.C. 4
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STATIONERS'
THE

SUNDRIES

LETTER FILES & PERFORATORS, INK BOTTLES & STANDS
COPYING
PRESSES,
RULERS,
INDIA
RUBBER
ERASERS,
PAPER FASTENERS & CLIPS & ALL KINDS OF STATIONERS* SUNDRIES

COLONIES

AND

Telegraphic and Cable Address:
"KINATE, LONDON"

Cod"s-|uMER?h Edt'on)

SCHOOL MATERIALS
KING BROTHERS
15, Bury Street, St. Mary

Axe, LONDON,

E.C. 3, England

BRITISH

TECHNICAL BOOKS

Drawing

which please everybody

MANUFACTURED

We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

PERCIVAL

TRADE

MARSHALL

COLORS

in
All
Sizes

MARK

FOR

Draughtsmen
Engineers
Architects
Artists
Schools
etc., etc.
Used in all
Government
Works,
Naval and
Military

list mailed with pleasure

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
:-.
::
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Made

Canadians in England are buying them.
Complete

Inks
IN

& CO.

f^TlSH* DRAWING IW®

The

British
Drawing'Ink & Adhesive
Co.
LONDON, Mfg.
W.C.I.
31 Great Ormond Street

ENGLAND

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE
a

"A
veRR
cta"Y'cli
Sp
TE

ROB ROY"

For Early Delivery

Made from fine steel and made
in one of Birmingham's best
equipped factories, this dandy
writing pen will prove a mighty
fine seller for every live dealer.

Put that trial order through
to-day — plan ahead — be ready
for early supplies.
Prevents pen or pencil loss, sells
well, profitable.

Be sure to see samples before you order your new stock.
find our prices are right.

Yuull

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

HERBERT
16

TERRY

& SONS, LTD.

The Spring and Presswor\ Specialists
REDDITCH. ENG.

B 0 OK SELLER

Wholesale and Export Only
FACTORIES:

LEVER ST.. E.C. .

ENFIELD, N.

AND

STATIONER

The Best
Marine Engineering Text Books
Published by James Munro & Co., Limited
GLASGOW,

We Specialize
in

Mani
anicure

c ases

SCOTLAND

Munro's
Marine
Engineers'
Annual,
Pocket
Log and Diary.
With
which
is incorporated
Donaldson's Engineers'
Including
Formulae,
Rules, [Miscellaneous
Tables, andAnnual.
other
valuable matter of information. The best Annual ever placed
at the service of sea-going Engineers. Revised and brought
up-to-date every 5"ear. Annually in September. Price, 2s. 6d.
net; by post, 3s.
Marine Engineers' Pocket Book. — By W. C. M'Gibbon, M.I.
M.E. Contains useful information in condensed form, arranged
alphabetically. Should be in the pocket of every Marine Engineer. Now ready.
Price, 12s, net; by post, 12s. 6dIndicator Diagrams for Marine Engineers. — By W. C. M'Gibbon, M.I. M.E. Fully illustrated and explained with nearly 300
diagrams. The best book on this subject yet published. Price,
12s. 6d. net; by post, 13s.
Questions with Answers. — By Tod & M'GfoHon. For Marine
Engineers' Board of Trade Examinations. Containing the new
questions on Oil Motors and Ash Ejectors, etc. New edition.
Greatly enlarged.
Price, 8s. net; by post, 8s. 6d.
Drawing Book for Marine Engineers. By W. C. M'Gibbon,
M.I. M.E. This book has been thoroughly revised and brought
up-to-date, and is indispensable to those going up for the firstclass certificate.
Price, 7s. 6d. net; by post, 8s.

Fitted Companions

and all kinds of

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,
Brush Cases, (Lady's and
Gent's) , Etc., Etc.
Woolnough, Draper & Co.
Limited

12-13 CHISWELL

ST

LONDON,

Write, for Samples or Illustrated List.

E.C

Marine Engineers' Drawings for Second>-C ass Candidates —
By W. C M'Gibbon, M.I.M.E. B. T. Exams. New exam.
Work, 1919. Trice, 6s. net; by post, 6s. 6d.
Slide Valves and Va've Gearing. By Peter Youn«son. B.Sc.
Engr.. London, Extra-Chief Engineer. This work illustrates
the working and management ot main valve gear in as simple
and complete a manner afl possible. Enlarged new edition.
Price, 15s. net; by post, 15s. 6d.
Board of Trade Examination Calculations for Second-Class
Fngineers. By Peter Youneson. B.Sc, Ensrr.. London,
Extra-Chief Engineer, and J. H. Shaw, Extra-Chief Engineer.
Most complete and up-to-date. New edition. Entirely rewritt.-n.
Price, 7s. Exl. ; by post, 8s.
Board of Trade Examination Calculations for First-Class
Fngineers. By Peter Younison. B.Sc, Ensrr.. London,
Extra-Ohief Engineer, and .1. 11. Shaw, Extra Chief Engineer.
Most complete and up-to-date. New edition. Entirely rewritten. Price. 7s. 6d. net; by post, 8s.
The two volumes of above, by post, 15s. 6d.
"Verbal NoUs" and Sketches for Marine Engineers. — By
J. VV. M. Sothern, M.I.E.S. A manual of Marine Engineering
Practice. TYiiih Edition. Re-written, re-illustrated, and enlarged. Price, 30s. net; by post, 30s. 9d.
The Marine Steam Turbine. A Pract:cal Illustrated Description of the Parsons and Curtis Marine Steam Turbines.
etc. , as presently constructed, fitted and run, including TurboGeneratore. A manual of Marine Steam Turbine Practice intended for the use of Naval and .Mercantile Marine Engineer
OfficeiN, etc., by .1. W. M. Sothern. Just Published. Fifth
Edition. Ue-writtcn. up-to-date and greatly enlarged. Price,
30s. net; postage, 9d.
Vlarine Engine Indicator Cards. — Containing an exhaustive
eouise ..f Indicator
1>
,
cially arranged
for Board
of
Trade Examination candidates, and also intended for the use of
i
officers of ail grades, by J. W. M. Sothern.
M.I.E.S.
Second edition, re-written up-to-daite, and greatly enlarged.
Royal ftvo. 230 pp., with over 200 illustrations. Price, 10s fid.
net; by post, Its.
simple Prob.ems in Marine Engineering Design, including
Algebra, for Board of Trade Examinations.— By R. M.
Sothern, M.I.E.S. Bach section contains rules and formulae
required in engine and boiler design with worked out. examples
of each, together with a set of problems for practice. This
pocket book has been specially compiled to supply marine engineers with a handy, practical1 and simple work on general
design calculations, particularly suited to the requirements of
chief engineers of steamers.
Price, 7s. 6d- ; by post, 8s.
Handbook to B.O.T. Examinations for Extra First-Class Engineers. By A. N. Somerscales, M.I.M.E. Price, 18s.
net ; by post, IBs. 6d.
Mechanics for Marine Eng:n-e-s and Engineering Students.
—By A. N. Somerscales, M.I.M.E. A book written to meet the
new spirit of the Board of Trade Examinations for first and
second-class Engineers. Just published. Price, 3s. 6d. net; by
]wst,to4s.Engineers for B.O.T. Exams. — By W. D. Martin,
Hints
M.I.E.S. Fully illustrated with diagrams. Price, 3s. 6d. net;
by post,
Marine
Oil 4s.
Engines,— By W. D. Martin. M.I.E.S. Fully illustrated. Specially written for Marine Engineers and others
who are unfamiliar with the working of Oil Engines, New
enlarged edition.
Price, 5s. net; by post, 5s. 6d.
Practical Mathematics for Engineers. By F. Hovend?n,
M.I.M.E. AH apprentices intending to become Marine Engineers should procure a copy of the book, as it is specially
arranged to suit them.
Price, 3s. 6d. net; by post, 4s.
Formulae, Rules and Questions in Steam, including Turbines.
— By A, N. Somerscales, M.I.M.E. New edition. Re-written
and greatly enlarged.
Price, 3s. 6d- net; by post, 3s. lDd.
Marine Engineers' Engine-Room Reference Book. A Handy
Pocket Book for keeping a reference of particulars of your
engines and spare gear.
Price, Is. net; by post, Is. 2d.
Marine Engineering Estimates and Costs. — By G. R. Bruc^
M.I.N.A. -This book states in a simple manner the general
principles underlying the making up of estimates for new
work and the costing of machinery passing through the shops.
New and enlarged edition, 6s. net, by post, 6s. 6d.
Lockie's Improved Drawing Scales. — By John Lodkie, C.E..
Wbitworth Scholar. (Including Indicator Diagram Scales.)
Price, Is. 6d. net; by post, Is. 8d.
Furnace Deformation Chart. — In case. Containing Charts
for 3 boilers.
Price, Is. net; by post, Is. 6d.
Drawing Block for Marine Engineers. — Size 13 x 101 inches.
Thirty-eight sheets of good drawing paper. Very handy for
Engineers' use at sea.
Price, 2s. 6d- net; by post, 3s.
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The Man Who
Discovered
Himself
By

Willis George Emerson
Author of
"Buell Hampton"
and "The Treasure of
Hidden Valley"

THIS unique, human
interest novel has all the
strong, distinctive qualities that made Emer-

THE

the progress of the hero
to the heights of success
hold the rapt attention
of the reader as the story
climbs to a climax of

G&eMANWHO
lI&ISCOVERED
lillill .HIMSELF
iLLIS
EORGE
EMERSON

son's former books big
sellers. Every man and
woman would enjoy this
remarkable storv.

love romance and

splendid dramatic power.

NOW
READY
Illustrations by A, Hut chins
ATTRACTIVE
PICTURE JACKET
Price $1.65 Net

THOMAS

ALLEN,
215-219 VICTORIA
18
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W STANDFAST
BUCofHAN
JOHN^/Juthor
GREENMANTLE

^THIRTY-NINE STEPS'

Mystery?
Yes.
Adventure?
Yes.
Humor
and romance?
Yes.
But MR. STANDFAST is
something more than these.
The story Is the
work of one of Britain's ablest novelists. A large
number of Canadian readers know this already.
The publication
a short time ago of John
Buchan's
GREENMANTLE,
that gay, whimsical and breathless exploit of Dick Hannay,
put John Buchan
very much
on the map.
GREENMANTLE was a popular success.
Men
and women of particular taste, who do not
ordinarily enjoy adventure yarns, read Buchan
with delight.
(His name, by the way, is pronounced "Buckan"). The distinction of MR.
STANDFAST
is that it blends excitement,
mystery and laughter with the charm 0f a
delightful style. Beginning his career
in the heyday
of Stevenson
and
Crockett, Buchan has
perfected the art of
the
adventure
romance. MR. STANDFAST is full of good
fun, a thrilling and
ingenious
tale.
As
one critic has said :
"Buchan reduces the cost of living by increasing the joy of life."

Other September Books
THE LAST MILLION, By Ian Hay
Cloth $1.50
THE DISTURBING CHARM,
By Berta Ruck
Cloth $1.50
MUFTI, By "Sapper"
Cloth $1.50
FLOWER O' THE LILY, By Baroness Orczy, Cloth $150
THE YEARS FOR RACHEL, By Berta Ruck. Cloth $150
THE LAND GIRL'S LOVE STORY,
By Berta Ruck
Cloth $1.50
THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS,
By John Buchan
Cloth $1.50
GREENMANTLE, By John Buchan
Cloth $1.50

HODDER &LIMITED
STOUGHTON
LONDON

Publishers

MADE

TORONTO

IN

CANADA
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HENLEY'S

PRACTICAL

BOOKS

Abrasives and Abrasive Wheels

1919 EDITION-JUST

By FRED B. JACOBS. A book for everyone interested in abrasives or grinding. A
careful reading of the book will not only maike mechanics better able to use abrasives
intelligently, but it will also tell the shop superintendent of many short cuts and
efficiency-increasing kinks. The economic advantages in using large grinding wheels
are fully explained, together with many other things that will tend to give the
superintendent or workman a keen insight into abrasive engineering. 34* pages, 200
illustrations.
Price. $3.50

Model Making
By RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES. A new book for the mechanic and model maker.
This is the first book of its kind to be published in this country and all those
interested in model engineering should have a copy. The first eight chapters are
devoted to such subjects as Silver Soldering, Heat Treatment of Steel, Lathe Work,
Pattern Making, Grinding, etc. The remaining twenty-four chapters describe the
construction of various models such as rapid fire naval guns, speed boats, model
steam engines, turbines, etc. This book must not be confused with those describing
the construction of toys. It is a practical treatise on model engineering and construction. 400 pages, 301 illustrations.
Price, $3.50
Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Systems
By VICTOR W. PAGE. A practical treatise on modern starting and ignition system
practice. This practical volume has been written with special reference to the
requirements of the non-technical reader desiring easily understood explanatory
matter relating to all types of automobile ignition, starting and lighting systems.
It can be understood by anyone even without electrical knowledge. Nearly 500 pages.
297 specially made engravings.
New edition.
Price, $2.25

The Modern

Gasoline Automobile, its Design, Construction, Operation

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M.S.A.E. This is -the most complete, practical and up-to-date
treatise on gasoline automobiles and their component parts ever published. In the
new revised and enlarged WW edition, all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance are fully and completely described and in language anyone can
understand.
1000 pages.
1000 illustrations.
Price, $4.00
The

Model

T Ford Car,

and Repair, Including

Its Construction,
the Ford Farm

Operation
Tractor.

By VICTOR W. PAGE. This is the most complete and practical instruction book ever published on the Ford car. A high
grade, cloth bound book, printed on the best paper, illustrated
by specially made drawings and photographs. All parts of the
Ford Model T Car are described and illustrated in a comprehensive manner — nothing is left for the reader to guess at. The
construction is fully treated and operating principle made clear
to everyone.
310 pages, 106 illustrations. Price, $1.10
How to Run an Automobile
By VICTOR W. PAGE. This treatise gives concise instructions for starting and
running all makes of gasoline automobiles, how to care for them, and give distinctive features of control. Describes every step for shifting gears, controlling engines.
178 pages.
72 illustrations.
Price, $1.10

Automobile

THE GREATEST BOOK
EVER OFFERED TO THE
PUBLIC

Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene

Flame

By M. KEITH DUNHAM. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to be used, its
care, and how to construct necessary shop equipment. Proceeds then to the actual
welding of all automobile parts, in a manner understandable by everyone. 167
pages, fully illustrated.
Price, $1.35
Automobile Repairing Made Easy
By VICTOR W. PAGE. A thoroughly practical book containing complete directions
for making repairs to all parts of the motor car mechanism. Written in a thorough
but non-technical manner. This book also contains Special Instructions on Electric
Starting, Lighting and Ignition Systems, Tire Repairing and Rebuilding, Autogenous
Welding, Brazing and Soldering, Heat Treatment of Steel, Latest Timing Practice,
Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors, etc., etc. You will never "Get Stuck" on a job
if you own this book. 1000 specially made engravings on 500 plates. 10156 pages
(5V2 x 8).
11 folding plates.
Price, $4.00

A B C of Aviation

READY

Henley 'sTwentieth Century
Book of

Recipes, Formulas
and Processes
TRADE

10,000

SECkETS

CHEMICAL PROCESSES
SCIENTIFIC FORMULAS

HOWTO

MAKE EVERYTHING

FOR

HOME, THE FACTORY
THE WORKSHOP

THE
AND

Antiseptics, Waterproofing, Lubricants,
Rust Preventatives, Dyes, Filters, Cleaning
Preparations, Enameling, Beverages, Inks,
Adhesives, Polishes, Disinfectants, FlavorZ.
ings, Cosmetics, Ceramics, etc., etc. ; how
to make fly paper ; to color flowers artificial y ;to estimate weight of ice by measurement; to make materials fireproof; to
work with metals —aluminum, brass, etc. :
to make anything and everything from A to

THIS IS THE BOOK
every one who seeks PRACTICAL, ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE and guidance in his
everyday work MUST HAVE at
his command.
It is a money-maker and a money-saver :
it appeals to the young as well as to the
old. Great business enterprises owe their
success to the manufacture or sale of
simple inventions or compounds, usually
the result of an experiment at home One
woman writes: "I am supporting myself
and two small childen from the sale of
toilet articles I put up oy following directions in your book."
Profit by the knowledge that has made
others
DAY. successful. GET THIS BOOK TO-

By MAJOR V. W. PAGE. This book describes the basic principles of aviation, tells
how a balloon or dirigible is made and why it floats in the air. Describes how an
airplane flies. It shows in detail the different parts of an airplane, what they are
and what they do. Describes all types of airplanes and how they differ in construction ; as well as detailing the advantages and disadvantages of different types of
aircraft. It includes a complete dictionary of aviation terms and clear drawings
of leading airplanes.
275 pages.
130 illustrations.
Price, $2.75

Delivered to any address

Dies; Their Construction and Use for the Modern
Working of Sheet Metals

Send for our catalogue of practical books,
including a description of above book.

By J. V. WOODWORTH. A new book by a practical man, for those who wish
to know the latest practice in the working of sheet metals. It shows how dies are
designed, made and used, and those who are engaged in this line of work can
secure many valuable suggestions. Sixth revised edition. 525 illustrations, 394 pages.
Cloth.
Price, $4.00

THE NORMAN
PUBLISHING

Send for new 1919 Catalogue of other Practical Books
CANADIAN

AGENTS:

McClelland
& stewart, ltd.
215-219 Victoria St. - - TORONTO
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Price $3.50
W. HENLEY
COMPANY

2 West 45th St.
Canadian

NEW

YORK

Agents:

McClelland &
stewart, limited
215-219 Victoria St.
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GET THE BEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE

Magnet

FOLLOWING

Columbian
FOR

JiioJ

Ready

A New

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

BY THE

LEADING

Novel by

JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Housatonic

Wavelet

IN PAPER

This is the Mark of
Real Canadian Writing Paper

William Henry Moore

As far as vvc know this is the First Canadian
Political Novel

POLLY

CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

SALE

PAPER

BY

MASSON

j
U£

It has remained for a Canadian to weave the great
public issues of the day into a story of fascinating
interest. It may be a Committee representing the
demands of the 0. B. U., the dignified Prime Minister,
Sir Henry Batenvan, discussing Imperial Federation,
the cynical Lady Castleman relating a bit of scandal
from the Capital, or the Hon. William Larned warding off the <left and sometimes vigorous thrusts of
Polly Masson ; but always are they REAL people who
LIVE book.
through the pages of William Henry Moore's
new
Cloth Gilt

340 Pages

Price $1.75

THE

CLASH

A Study in Nationalities
By

WILLIAM

HENRY

MOORE,

The Critics of London, Paris and New York have
placed this Canadian book by a Canadian, among the
world's Great Studies of Nationality.
360 Pages
Cloth
Price $1.75
Write

for

Dent's

new

Fiction

List.

—

s

A high graJe paper in quarter ream boxes with
envelopes to match. Also in papeteries boxes
with attractive embossed tops. The quality of
Rolland Parchment is second to none and being
made
in Canada can be sold more reasonably
than
imported lines.

The

J. M. DENT & SONS, LIMITED

=

j=
^

I

Rolland Paper Co.,\Ltd.

25 and 27 Melinda Street

MONTREAL

TORONTO
E

Mills at St. Jerome,

P. Q., and

Mont

Rolland,

P.~Q.

|
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The woncferfu/

Lines

Paper
~ Fasteners
and :
Letter Openers

The constantly increasing demand for these products prompts our suggesting that dealers anticipate their requirements well
i advance.
This will enable you to render the best service to your customers by having, in stock, what they want — always.
0 XT!
— Write for our Latest Prices and Literature —
THE 0. K. MANUFACTURING CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y., U.S.A.
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These Authors' Names
Mean Big Business
for you, Mr. Bookseller.
It's worth your while to
study them
ANTHONY HOPE
of ''The Prisoner of Zenda" fame in
The Secret of the Tower

STANLEY

ISRAEL

JEROME

Author of "Under the Red Robe," in
The Great House

ZANGWILL

K. JEROME

Back again with another besl sellerJinny the Carrier
CONINGSBY

in a new

DAWSON

JOSEPH CONRAD
in another strong, typically Conrad story
Arrow of Gold

GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
A mystery story with all the interest of
"Graustark"
Sherry

ETHEL M. DELL
This time a thrilling story of India
The Lamp in the Desert
RIDGWELL CULLUM
Another powerful Western story
The Law of the Gun

MALET

Author of "'Sir Richard Calmady"
Deadham Hard

MRS. W. K. CLIFFORD
This will he much

type of novel

All Roads Lead to Calvary

in a characteristic, heart-probing novel
The Test of Scarlet

LUCAS

J. WEYMAN

DAISY ASHFORD

talked albout.
Miss Fingal

The wonderful nine-year-old £>irl novelist
The Young Visiters

These are a few of the outstanding books in the biggest "list" of good sellers
we've offered for years.
And to add a final touch there is—

ANOTHER

"Same

"DERE

BOOK

Old Bill, eh Mable!"

THE

RYERSON
(Formerly

Canada's

MABLE"

PRESS

William Briggs)

Oldest Publishers
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THE FIRST OF THE FALL BOOKS
Here are several new books of very wide interest that we have for early publication:
Art and War, the famous Canadian War Memorial Paintings in book form will appeal to
every Canadian and is sure of being the big art book of this year. Early in September we
will publish "Bob and Bill See Canada," an all-Canadian juvenile, that will impress on
youthful minds the wonders of our own country and its industries. Now that the better
classes of schools encourage Nature study, the Birds of Peasemarsh will fill a long-felt want
for an all-Canadian book on the subject. That Ludendorff's book is eagerly awaited is
vouched for by the fact that press despatches regarding its publication have already appeared in a large number of American and Canadian journals.
A complete descriptive list of Fall books will be found in our big new Fall catalogue.

Do Animals Talk ?

A New Canadian Juvenile

Doctor Wm. J. Long says they do, and his assertion is
based on long and scientific observation. How do birds
find their mates that have been captured and carried far
from their haunts? What makes an animal detect the
presence of a stranger, even before he can be seen or
questioned? How is it that some people can quiet ungovernable animals, while others are perfectly incapable
of doing so ?
To these and many other questions Doctor Long gives
us answers, proving that there is an unknown side of
animal life that can be made clear to the every-day child
or man without the necessity of consulting scientific
books and thesis.

Two intelligent and exceedingly human rabbits, named
Bob and Bill, growing tired of the monotonous life they
have been living among their native haunts in a Nova
Scotia forest, decide to tour Canada from Coast to Coast.
Bob, who is white, is of a thoughtful turn of mind, while
Bill, his black companion, sees the humorous side of
life. They tour each Province in turn, seeing the sights
of greatest interest and take special pleasure in acquainting themselves with Canada's leading industries.
This book is really their diary, written in exceedingly
clever style in rhyme. Those who read it will have a
greater conception of Canada and things Canadian.

BOB AND BILL SEE CANADA

HOW ANIMALS TALK
By William J. Long. Illustrated, $3.00 net

By Alfred E. Uren. Illustrated Cloth $1.25

Compton Mackenzie's Brilliant New Novel

Sylvia Scarlett, already known to Mr. Mackenzie's readers (and if they don't know her she is worth meeting),
turns up in Russia a vagabond cabaret singer, having left behind her the safety and success she had found in England. Through Russia, Rumania and Serbia, Sylvia makes her way, having one adventure after another and learning
much about life as she faces it under the heightened stress of way. In the debacle of Serbia, she and Michael Fane
are thrown together, and caught up and hurled into the thick of great events. In the end they find love and peace,
and a Greek Island in the Aegean. An unusual romance, with its outstanding characters, its train of strange events
and the magic of Mr. Mackenzie's style to heighten the reader's enjoyment.

SYLVIA

AND

MICHAEL.

By Compton Mackenzie.

Margaret Deland

Canadian War Paintings Make. Sensation

$1.75

net

Creates Another Old Chester

West Meadows, quaint and charming, which clings to
the slope of one of Vermont's green mountains, is pictured with the same skill, the same mingling of reality
and romance that has made Old Chester and its people
live in the minds and hearts of countless readers. And
against the background of the village and its life Mrs.
Deland sets the drama of Alice, and her struggle to
harmonize love, duty and a New England conscience.
The book is called,

No matter what the future may bring forth, Canada
at the present time possesses the greatest collection of
War Paintings in the world. The collection created a
sensation in London and more recently in New York,
where they were enthusiastically received by the public
and critics alike. The pictures make a poignant appeal
of realistic documentation, recording practically every
phase of Canadian operations. The collection is at
present being exhibited at the Canadian National Exhibition. A collection of reproductions of the best of
the paintings, with an introduction by P. G. Konody, is
now available in a book form, under the title of

ART AND WAR

Cloth

THE PROMISES OF ALICE
By Margaret Deland. Cloth

$1.50 net
Canadian Birds and Their Ways

$7.50 NET

This book, the first official statement from a member
of the German Great General Staff, is rich in disclosures
that will produce wide discussion. It is easily the publishing event of the year. It will be issued in two large
volumes, with many illustrations.

The steadily increasing interest in the lives and habits
of our native birds is one of the most encouraging in^
dications of our gradually widening education. An entirely Canadian work just published gives a well written
and well illustrated description of the surprisingly
interesting
variety of the Birds of Peacemarsh, a Canadian bird sanctuary.

LUDENDORFF'S
OWN STORY
Probable price $7.50 per set

By E. L. Marsh.

Ludendorff's Own Story

will Startle the World*

BIRDS OF PEASEMARSH
Illustrated.
$1.50

THE

MUSSON

BOOK

CO., LIMITED,
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Editorial Chronicle and Comment
purchasing must eventually he made one, from the
bargain hunting lady of the house to the head of
the department.
"We cannot afford to make the salesman irresistible and leave the buyer without any adequate defence. If we equip the salesman with psychology,
manuals of alius and tactics, we should instruct the
buyer in fortifications and the tactics of defence.

/^UR readers, and particularly those personally
acquainted with Col. J. B. Maclean, President
of the Maclean Publishing Co., will learn with deep
regret and heartfelt sympathy of the sudden death
on August 17, of his son and only child Hector, aged
sixteen years.
Hector was on a camping trip
ada College boys and was taken
acute indL~est:on. He was rushed
ing, where medical attention was
were unable to save his life.

SCIENTIFIC

with Upper Cansuddenly ill with
in to Tenrskamsecured, but they

After all there are more buyers than seller-."

ENOUGH ink for a "mod-sized river has been
spilled in dilating upon the merits of scientific
salesmanship, and to good purpose too, but what
about the development of similar tactics as applied
to the buying of goods? Some sound advice along
this line was given in a recent issue of the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer, from which the following quotations are made:

HAVE

enough

you

insurance

on

your store?
AND

, th s

question is prompted by what those in touch witli
many retail merchants tell us about the small policies
held by many firms. Many serious losses are constantly occurring because merchants do not adequately protect themselves. You have a good store and a
good stock and a business that has taken time to
establish. You probably reckoned the replacement
cost when you put on the insurance and acted accordingly. But have you ever stopped to think what your
replacement cost would be now? The buying price of
many lines of supplies has greatly increased. Thus
your insurance kept pace? You may say you are
willing to take a chance and be covered on your
initial investment. Well that is your own affair,
hut there is a real situation here that cannot be overlooked. Astock that has been in only a short time
could not be replaced now for a good deal more than
it cost. Many lines are still advancing. You can
figure out everything for yourself and it may surprise
you to find out how much the difference is. The
point is. if a fire should wipe out your store to-night,
would your insurance policies protect you? This is
a point tihat should not be overlooked.

"This general recognition of the fact that the selling cost of an article is as much a matter of round
hard dollars as the manufacturing cost, and that it

"Salesmanship, however, is only one side of the
transaction. It takes two to make a bargain. There
must be a buyer as well as a seller, and it would seem
that the seller is getting all the benefits of this commercial education. It really should be co-educational. As it now stands the buyer is at a disadvantage, and must do the best he can without any
scientific aids other than those he secures at the
costly school of experience. The buyer should not
be left dependent upon his empirical resources. lie,
too, should be taught something of the tricks of
the trade. Otherwise business is certain to become
lopsided.
If salesmanship is to be made a science,

INSUE. I Nl K

This does not mean that BOOKSELLER
STATIONER
is trying to sell in-.,
i

BUYING

is subject to the same economies and the same approaches to efficiency, is wise and timely. Every
s'hort cut toward economy that can be made is to
the advantage of humanity. It is not so very long
ago that salesmanship was a matter of taking a prospective purchaser around the various saloons and
cabarets until he was pop-eyed and groggy, and then
he was turned over to some cool-headed individual
to sign him up. Showing the customer a good time
was a rather expensive way of doing business; it
had its own development until the entertainers ceased
to even remotely resemble salesman. Rut the system
was self-destructive, because it was uneconomical,
costly alike to buyer and seller. The successful
salesman of to-day is a business man, pure and
simple, with a working knowledge of practical psychology and a thorough understanding of every
phase of business he represents.

( ONI 'ERNING

TOY

TRADE

OUTLOOK

IT is stated on the strength of information obtained from authoritative sources that the production of toys made in Canada last year was over
$800,000 and that this represented about one-third
of the total value of the toys sold in this country
last year. In the same year the value of toys imported from the United States was well over the
million-dollar mark, the rest coming chiefly from
Britain and Japan.
All things considered, the showing made by
Canadian toy-making concerns may be said to be
a most satisfactory one, indicating, in spite of the
many "false alarms" among the numerous toy "factories" that sprung into being as the result of the
roseate picture of prospective fortunes to be made
in the manufacture of toys as painted in the course
25
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of the toy propaganda of the Department of Trade
and Commerce, that a considerable number of manufacturers went about producing toys on a sound
business basis. Toys made of wood are among those
which have been marketed with outstanding success
by Canadian makers and this is true also of one or
two manufacturers of dolls. These are also being
successfully produced for trade in other lands, and
representatives of Canadian concerns are at present
in England arranging connections for export trade.
Now that the war is over a big handicap has
been removed from the path of British toy-making
concerns and the natural result will be a considerably
increased total of imports of toys from Britain over
last year with the prospect of still larger importations
next year in view of the fact that the handicap under
which the Old Country concerns have been operating still exists to a considerable degree. That some
•of them have got into shape to fill orders from the
Canadian trade is indicated by the good representation of British firms among the toy advertisers
in this toy trade number.
An especially satisfactory development in the
war years has been the establishment in Canada of
special factories for the manufacture of high-grade
toy lines that had previously been largely imported
from the U.S. factories.
All this activity has been a blessing for the trade
so far as the retailers are concerned, and it is a
significant fact that many retailers in book, stationery and kindred lines who had come almost to the
point of dropping toy- altogether, are now playing
up the department so energetically that it bids fair
to rank in turnover with other chief lines of merchandise making up their stock in trade. This trend
is bound to continue and all members of this trade
should look to it that no further progress is made
by hardware dealers, dry goods stores and others in
making inroads on this legitimate field of the merchants served by this trade newspaper.
CHILDREN'S
GOODS
OUT of a hundred cards sent out to a selected
list of retail book and stationery stores, presenting a questionnaire relative to the toy trade, with
special reference to the advisability of devoting more
attention in BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
to the toy trade and kindred goods, thirty-one replies
had been received up to the time of going to press
and it is a significant fact that of these, only five
replied in the negative, the other twenty-six favoring this idea.. However, we have since hit upon a
plan that will, we are sure, find favor with even the
small minority, this being our "Children's Goods
Section" presented for the first time in this issue.
All the retailers, even those who restrict their
business to books and stationery proper, sell children's goods as included in book and stationery stocks

A N D

STATIO

N E R

and this department will consequently be of vital
interest to them.
THE COPYRIGHT INEQUALITY
CJ. DENNTS, an Australian writer, in a letter
• to the Sydney Herald, protests against the
difference in copyright regulations between United
States and Australia. An American writer in order
to secure protection in Australia., has only to -ell
one copy of lii- book in London, while an Australian writer, wishing to protect his material from
(be United States pirate, lias a long row ahead of
him. He lias to have bis work set up, printed, and
published in United States, and it has to be done
within a certain tame limit, which places a very
serious handicap on his original publishers.
This condition of affairs was brought about in
the first place because the labor unions wanted bo
protect their trade in United States. They figured
that by keeping out printed bonks in this way it
would make more work for their trade. No doubt it
lias worked out in this way, but it is working out
in another way. and one that is very unfair to the
author who depends on protection From piracy in
order to make a living. Some < 'Id Country bou-es
work through branches they have established in
America to overcome this handicap.
The Sydney (Australia,) Herald, commenting;
on tbe inequality in regard to the matter, says in
part: But these (American brandies ) are in a
minority, and the fact remains that the British
author is sadly handicapped by comparison with
the American. The Australian author suffers a
greater disability than any. As long as there was
no Australian literature which bad a great appeal
outside Australia and the mother country, this did
not matter. But now America has "discovered"
Australia, and has found that both have much m
common. The race that has produced the An/acis a good field to exploit; but the Australian author
and tbe Australian publisher cannot hope to get in
the American market except under conditions involving great and very unfair expense. Copyright
i> an international affair, and perhaps the League
of Nations may put it on a different basis. But
along whatever path the remedy is found, we hope
that there will be some consistency between the
policy of the nations. The Australian author has a
bard enough time as it is, without losing the fruits
of his toil through such flagrant anomalies as those
mentioned by Mr. Dennis.

ADVERTISING of the right kind shortens tbe
distance between human minds just as surely as
the railroad shortens the distance between places.
It is still possible to walk from Toronto to Montreal,
and it is still possible for a business to get along
without advertising. But — why not use modern
26
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How Trade Association Helps Retailers
Some Pointed Remarks by the President of the National Association of Stationers of the United States
the subject of the value of an
association to the men in the trade,
the following article by President
W. H. Brooks, of the National Association of Stationers of the U.S., will be
read with interest in Canada, where
trade organization i? at present a live
issue. Mr. Brooks is a member of the
retail firm of William F. Murphy &
Sons, of Philadelphia. The article is reprinted from the National Association
"News":
ON

"There is heard from time to time the
question, "What is the benefit of the
National Association to me and what is
it doing?" To answer this question in
detail would take a great amount of
space and a considerable amount of time,
but a few answers to this question may
be of interest to those who have any
doubts about the value of this organization.
First — It has focussed the thoughts of
a great many people on one idea — cooperation, and made concerted action
possible; it has made a better understanding and knowledge of each other
between the retailer, jobber and manufacturer, by the personal contact and social intercourse at the conventions and
elsewhere; it has remedied many trade
abuses and customs, and has eliminated
many other faults which an individual
could not do; it has accomplished the
standardization of many lines of goods
as to size, etc.; it has eliminated unnecessary sizes, numbers, and colorings of
goods, for which there was little call or
where they were duplicates of other
goods; and in this alone, saved the
manufacturers and dealers an unnecessary investment, and at the same time,
gave our customers just as good service.
It has improved the packing of goods
by the suggestions made by your different committees.
It has educated the stationer in the
cost of doing business, and the catalogue
commission has given the members an
intelligently worked-out recommended
resale price list, based on the cost of doing business, "The Morale of the Stationer." Business has been wonderfully
improved and many Who were indifferent to their business are now taking a
renewed interest and pride in the success
of their undertaking.
There are many more things that the
association has done, too numerous to
take up in this short article; but there
is one more thing that should be mentioned, as it is a great convenience, and
is of considerable value to all of us, and
that is the "Who's Who" directory of the
association members, which is indispensable.
The increasing membership shows the
appreciation of the trade in the value of
the association.
Won't you make an ef-

fort to do some stationer who is not a
member a good turn by getting him to
join, so that he may enjoy the benefits you are getting?
Supplementing this it is interesting to
refer to a remark of a man who is third
owner of a large retail stationery house
on the Pacific Coast in the States. He
made the statement that up until the
time that the association was organized,
that their firm and several others were
just about holding their own, but since
then their business and their profits have
increased year by year until it is a most
satisfactory business at the present
time.
N. Y. BUREAU
FOR CANADA
Lieut. -Col. John A. Cooper, a past
president of the Canadian Press Association, aformer editor of the Canadian
Magazine and founder of the Canadian
Courier, has been made a special representative of the Canadian Government. He has established a bureau of
information in New York, which will be
available
to American writers and publishers.
MAC BUYS A HAT
M. G. MacLean set out for the West
and A. B. Dewberry for the East with
the Allen line of books, leaving Toronto
on August 18th full of confidence that
big autumn business would accrue on the
strength of the many goods things included in Thomas Allen's autumn list.
Mac, by the way, had to buy his chief a
new hat because he proved to be a
poorer prophet than T. A. as to the
prospects of the author of "Industry
and Humanity" being elected leader of
the Liberal party at the recent convention at Ottawa.
The merchant may be a good advertiser, a good buyer; his store may be
located on the best corner in town, but
he can never afford to overlook the fact
that after all his business is judged
largely by his employees, his salespeo
pie, who serve the public directly and
personally.
Be careful never to promise what you
cannot fulfill, and if urged to make a
special effort to accommodate a customer when you are doubtful as to your
ability to control circumstances, tell him
the truth.
W. B. Wilkins. formerly manager of
the Musson Book Co., Toronto, participated in an interesting event when he
and Mrs. Wilkins were present at the
golden wedding of the latter's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Reid, in London, England, in July. Mr. Reid founded, and has
for thirty years edited "The Meat
Trades Journal," of London. Mr. Wilkins was among those
27 who responded to
the toast of "The Children and Grandchildren."

BACK TO BOOKS
Victor Trowles is back at his old post
with George J. McLeod, Ltd., after having been overseas with the 4th Battalion
since August, 1914. He was a signaller.
A remarkable circumstance is that he
was not one day, in over four years,
away from his battalion, and as the 4th
Battalion was part of the famous shock
troops it will be appreciated that he was
mixed up in many of the most furiously
contested battles of the war.
Retails stationers who are holding off
in their buying would do well not to
bank entirely on a future reduction in
staple stationery and office supplies. It
is well understood that considerable stationery isbeing exported and the manufacturer who now has added to his domestic selling, foreign business as well,
has no trouble in selling his merchandise
at current figures.
Buyers from Buenos Ayres are in the
market for paper and office equipment.
Rio de Janeiro needs books, stationery
and office equipment. Sao Paulo, Brazil,
bocks and stationery; Iquique, Chili,
books and stationery; Havana, stationery, toys, drawing materials, etc.
The White & Wyckoff Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass., manufacturers of fine stationery, are cramped for room and in
order to make room for the increased
business the company has started work
on a two-storey addition to one of their
factories, which will give them additional space of 40,000 square feet. Each
floor will be 100 by 200 feet. With this
addition the floor space of the company
will be 250,000 square feet. This is
the sixth time that the capacity has been
increased and is particularly interesting in view of the fact that next month
this company will celebrate its thirtieth
anniversary.
Demand for social stationery is invariable for the best quality and with no
hesitancy over prices. Despite the
heavy advance consequent on increase in
cost of raw material, and particularly
of labor, the consumer is quite ready to
meet the financial requirements for
superior productions. Without exception the high-class social stationers reduce. port orders taxing their ability to proAnother new commercial stationery
house has just commenced business in
Toronto, under the name of J. H. Damp
& Co., having taken premises at 104
Richmond Street West. Mr. Damp was
for fifteen years in charge of the supply department of the United Typewriter
Co., Toronto. The new firm sells office
supplies, specializing in carbon papers,
typewriter ribbons and duplicator supThe Directory of booksellers of the
United
plies. States as newly prepared in the
Book-Trade Manual for 1919 contains
3,700 names, this total including every
type of store that handles books — new,
second-hand, religious, law, educational,
etc.

New
"Stunts" for Boosting Work, ness
Hints for Dealers and Their Assistants — Suggestions for PromotionalBusi
Newspaper Advertising and for Window Display
SELLING AUTO MAPS
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
has from time to lime pointed out the
advisability of pushing sales of automobile maps and other pocket maps, and
in this connection it is interesting to refer to the success in this line that has
been scored by Horder's, one of the
leading- firms of retail stationers in
Chicago. It shows a new way of advertising automobile maps. A large detailed map of the territory within a couple of hundred miles of Chicago is
spread on the rear of the window, and
then strands of narrow ribbon, leading
from certain points on the map to the
front pane, connect there with neat little
pasters on the window, telling the name
and nature of the points. Thus the eye
is saved the tedious trouble of seeking
out the points of interest on the map.
Half the work of looking over the map
is done in advance for the window
gazer. Interest thus developed promotes many sales.
HELPS BOOK SALES
Booksellers should take advantage of
the press discussions regarding such
books as "The Birthright," 'The Clash,"
"Politics and the C.A.M.C.," and other
books dealing with questions regarding
which there are marked differences
.-among Canadians, by pushing their sale.
The hotter such discussions become, the
stronger will be the demand for the
books. It wjuld be good business, therefore, for booksellers to clip articles from
newspapers, paste them on a bulletin
hoard at the front of the store and direct
attention to the books which should be
prominently displayed in one of the shrw
windows.
MAKES AUTHORS HELP
To introduce his biok department, the
owner of a New York drug shop performed a rather daring stunt by writing to a dozen popular authors asking
how they came to write their first novel.
Authors dislike publicity about as much
as a small boy dislikes strawberry jam,
so out of a dozen he received seven replies. These were mounted on cards and
conspicuously placed in his window, together with some unusual arrangement
of the six best sellers.
SELF SERVE IDEA
The Pringle Drug and Book Store, of
Medicine Hat, displays magazines in a
revolving metal rack in the centre of
their broad entrance, close to the street
line. The rack holds a great many magazines and takes up li'tle space. Customers help themselves and come into
the store to make payment. The store
is in a prominent location and many
sales are made.

ON

APPOINTMENTS
Keep all appointments you make with
the traveling men. Remember their
time as well as yours is valuable. Show
them the same consideration that you
show to those to wh>m you sell goods.
You do consider your customers, do you
not? Why? The reason is obvious.
Well, then, why not apply the golden
rule in your relations with the men who
cjme to your town to sell you goods to
help you to make more money. On this
subject of appointments the Philadelphia
"Public Ledger" publishes the following:
Day by day we are coming to realize
our dependence upon each other. The
great problem is to so direct that dependence that our efforts may not be wasted.
We are brought each day face to face
with the fact that it is the economies
of business that make the profits.
We must recognize the growing necessity for energy, the value of efficiency
and the wisdom of concentration which
in itself embraces all the elements of
success in business life.
Everybody is in business one way or
another, and whether it be much business or little, it involves keeping appointments. An appointment is a promise or an agreement to be in a certain
place at a certain time and obviously for
a certain purpose.
It involves two people; sometimes
more than two.
Is a promise that involves all this
worth keeping exactly as agreed upon
or not?
The whole structure of business is
more or less like the running of a machine; and a complicated one at that. In
order that it may run smoothly, every
one concerned must be dependable. Dependability rests on each one doing what
he promises to perform and on the dot.
Otherwise the business machine halts,
jerks, gets out of the smooth running
that produces its best results.
And the friction causes loss. Hence
the common expression: If everyone
would do as he says he will do, life
would be easier and results better.
Promptness in keeping appointments
may be put down as the first necessity
of all business relations. Young men and
women just entering commercial life
should regard this as the one great habit
to cultivate. Every employer prizes it.
Every employer will forgive and forget
what is incorrectly done because of
ignorance, want of regard for what one
promises to do — that he will not overlook.
What a person does not know is no
disgrace. He can go to work and learn
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it. But what a person does not do, having promised to do it, finds no excuse.
It is a defect in character.
Again, defective character means defective conduct, and that ruins business.
GOOD

DISPLAY

IDEA

Four different booksellers in various
par.s of Saskatchewan and Alberta who
were interviewed recently, made the
statement that reprint volumes were in
far greater demand than the first issues.
C. D. Emmon, stationer at Wetaskiwin,
stated that he sold three times as many
reprints as originals, and S. R. Trout, of
Gull Lake, professes to have had the
same experience. The latter is in the
habit of cleaning out his old stock at half
price when the latest supplies or reprints
arrive.
The Pringle Drug and Book Store at
Medicine Hat has adopted a unique
method of displaying its reprints by filling a plate glass window full of books
laid flat against the glass. This is accomplished by a series of plate glass or
wooden shelves each supported on
vases.
GOOD SIDE LINES
C. D. Emmon, stationer at Wetaskiwin,
Alta., stocks wall paper, using a separate room at the rear of his store for display purposes. He finds that it is a big
seller in the Spring and early Summer.
He also stocks phonographs, and does
an extensive business in the Autumn
months of the year, particularly in the
sale of records. In dressing his windows
this merchant has one chief thought, to
arrange a color scheme that will caxch
the eye. On the occasion of the peace
celebration this summer, and the opening of the annual fair he arranged a
flag window with excellent results.
FEATURES SPORT GOODS
S. R. Trout, a dealer in Gull Lake,
Sask., complains of the difficulty of securing sufficient baseball goods, and
baseball and football shoes to supply the
demand. He has developed the sale of
sporting goods to the point where he
controls the bulk of the trade in this
town. Mr. Trout has won leadership in
this regard by taking a special interest
in sport, and by striving to meet the
needs of every class in the district. The
close of the war, he says, has brought a
great revival in outdoor games of all
kinds.
SNAP-SHOT ALBUMS
0. G. Gill, Ingersoll, appreciating the
demand for photo albums that is concurrent with, or, at least, follows close upon
"snap-shotting," has been featuring this
line in recent advertisements in the
Woodstock

"Sentinel-Review."
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Live Methods of a Western Firm
Red Deer Firm Does Good Business in School Supplies and in
Books — Reprints Are Especially Good Sellers Here
Goetz Cornett drug and book
THE
sore at Red Deer, Alta., is doing
a very handsome business every
fall in the sale of school hooks and supplies to all the school districts in that
section of the country. Early in the
month of August each year printed circulars are prepared and sent to the secretary of each district. Many orders
are secured in this way that might otherwise he sent to the larger centres.

This firm, like many other drug and
stationery concerns in Western Canada,
is doing an excellent business in the
sale of Victrolas and phonograph records. In this connection, too, circulars
are sent out during the fall of the year,
calling attention to the excellence of
this machine, and listing the great number of new records on hand.

The same method of going after business is employed in the book department,
monthly hooklets containing a list of the
latest volumes in stock being mailed
out to all the English speaking people
in the district and to some foreign residents.
The stationery end of this business has
been handled for the past eight years by
W. J. Stephenson. He is a man who
personally takes the keenest interest in
books, and he has greatly increased the
sale of popular novels and other volumes by his aggressive methods. When
he first took over the stock there was a
very small stock of books on the shelves.
To-day they occuuy all the space on several tables and counters, for this salesman believes in getting them out in the
open where they can be picked up and
examined by the visitor to the store.
He believes that by specializing in
books, keeping a large stock and making
an exceptional display he has educated
the buying public in his district to the
delights of establishing and building up
a library. Het has been surprised at
the unlikely book prospects who have
turned out to be the heaviest purchasers.
A lending library has been established
with a rate of 2c a day.

Prince of Wales' Visit Occasions Unprecedented Demand — Bunting Flags at a
Premium

Reprints have proven tha best sellers
in this store, and over 1,000 of them are
constantly on display on the tables.
There has also been a heavy sale of
Looks for juveniles. The store has earned the reputation of giving prompt service, and Mr. S ephenson says that orders come in to him from virtually all
parts of Alberta. He carries the United
States book catalogue put out by H. H.
"Wilson & Co., of New York. A supplementary service is furnished monthly by
this firm, and Mr. Stephenson has found
this work to be of the utmost value to
him. No master what book is called for
he can ascertain in a moment its cost
and where to place his order.
The sale of sheet music is one of the
strongest features of this store, and this
department has also been built up by
long continued aggressiveness. The music is suspended from wires strung across
the store over the counters and show
cases, as well as on tables. Magazines
are on sale rack immediately to the left
of the entrance as customers go out. In
this manner many sales are made to
those who visit the drug department.

BIG BUSINESS

IN FLAGS

the Prince of Wales
visit aof has
THEto Canad
brought an unprecedented demand for flags, and
as to bunting the supply has been far too
short.
The general public has done its share
of flag buying as well as waving since
the armistice in November last, as evidenced by the huge orders that have been
filled by the Canadian manufacturers of
flags. It is estimated that about 2,500,000 of lithographed cotton flags have
been supplied to Canadian buyers by the
manufacturers in Toronto and Hamilton. The flags these firms make vary
in size from 2 inches by 3 inches to 22
inches by 36 inches, and they are sold
by the retailers from 2 cents each to 50
cents, according- to the size.
The great demand has occasioned
great advances in the ordinary cotton
from which flags are made.
There was some call for the "Prince of
Wales Standard," but according to the
manager of John Leckie, Ltd., the large
manufacturers of bunting flags, there
are no such flags to be had in the country. He explained that it was only on the
occasion of a visit frcm the Prince of
Wales that his standard was wanted, and
there was no supply of them kept, such
visits being so rare. There was a good
demand for flags made of bunting. The
sewn-wool bunting flags of the best British grade material, and of the largest
size, measuring 36 feet by 18 feet, cost
over $100 each.
Prices Have Soared
During January and February of this
year there were over 300,000 cotton
flags sold to the merchants of the city
of Toronto by one manufacturer alone,
who during that period had all his production bought by the local retailers.
Adding to this figure the sales made by
the other manufacturers to the Toronto
trade the output of cotton flags alone
has amounted to well over half a million
for the citizens of Toronto since the first
of this year. Thousands of more expensive bunting flags have also been sold
locally.
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Talking
Machines ^—^
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SHEET

MUSIC

PRICES

"Although the subject of prices and profits is fundamental," said Thos. F. Delaney, president of the National Association of Sheet Music Dealers, at the
New York Convention, "because they
must be right, in order that a business
may live and prosper, there is still hesitation on the part of some of the publishers to raise the selling price of their
publications — particularly books — proportionately to the increase of the price
of materials that go into their making,
and the cost of doing business — which includes, of course, salaries for those engaged in the sheet music business, that
are commensurate with their duties, and
the considerable demands made upon
them in many ways.
"It looks as if this matter would have
to be faced and settled definitely very
soon, because it seems to be generally
accepted that prices will never again be
on as low a level as they were before the
war — at least not for many years, and
consequently in order to meet the conditions, many selling prices or discounts
must be changed. There should be no
hesitation or question about doing this,
because it is necessary and entirely fair.
People are now paying more for everything they buy, and expect to, because
they are receiving more money than
formerly." — "Canadian Music Trades
AT BOOSEY'S
CHANGES
Journal."
M. A. Murray, who has been in charge
of the Boosey & Co. branch in Toronto,
has severed his connection with that
house and returned to Schirmer's in New
York, with which firm he was for fourteen years before coming to Canada.
Mr. Saunders, who was in charge of the
Boosev Toronto branch before enlisting
in the Flying Corps, is back at his old

Japan, during the year 1918, exported
musical instruments to the value ot
post.
1 079,711 Yen. This was a great increase
over that of 1917 and 1916, when instruments to the value of 621,218 and 37,587 Yen respectively were exported.
These figures are supplied by Trade
Commissioner A. E. Bryanp . A Yen cormoney.
responds to about 50 cents "in Canadian
Reed & Robinson, music dealers, t,aWilliammonton, have removed to rtheAve.
East.
son Building at 9815 Jaspe
A new volume entitled "Senior Practi-from the Univer
cal Chemistry," comesLondo
n. It is the
sity Tutorial Press,
work of H. W. Bansor, M. A.
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Early Closing Difficulties
Book and Stationery Merchants Handicapped by Stationery
Business Diverted at Night to Drug Stores Allowed
to Remain Open
IN Calgary there is a friction between
stationers and druggists over the
local early-closing by-law following
a letter of complaint to the city council
from the following stationers: Willson
Stationery Co., Ltd., Linton Bros., D. J.
Young & Co., Ltd., and F. E. Osborne.
Alderman Osborne at the city council
meeting
said:
"The way the by-law has been carried
out is a joke. It has tied the merchants
up tight, and we have had to hustle our
clerks out of the store before we could
draw a half-dozen breaths. We appreciate that, but it's too much of a joke
the way the by-law has been fractured
into a thousand pieces. We went to five
places after 7 p.m. and this is what we
were able to purchase." Aid. Osborne
then opened his desk and produced a
number of parcels, including a small
Kewpie doll, and many articles of stationery. He said that they had all been
purchased after the legal closing hour.
Some did not want to sell, and others
refused, but there is no doubt that the
majority will sell anything they have in
their stores.
One man refused to sell

them a kodak, and told them to come
around in the morning.
Mr. Osborne, continuing, said:
"They sell anything and everything,
and there is nothing the druggists do not
carry. They do not all want to sell, and
some are very conscientious in the matter and desire tc observe, but what can
the druggist in that position do?"
This question has more than local
Calgary interest. It affects other towns
and cities in all parts of Canada where
early closing by-laws are in force.
In the course of an interview with Aid.
Osborne, printed in the Calgary
"Albertan," he gave it as his opinion that
many druggists had quadrupled their
business in stationery since the earlyclosing by-law had come into effect. They
had built up a monopoly in many other
classes of goods which they were able to
sell after 6 p.m. He claimed that no
doubt the reason for the big opposition
against the drug store early-closing bylaw came from those who did the big
business in articles other than drugs and
surgical instruments. He did not think
they were so solicitous as they made out
in regard to selling drugs to the public.

n

VENUS

UNDER

FIRE

During last year's "unpleasantness,"
when Zeppelins were almost a "habit"
with London dwellers and business men,
a bomb dropped from one of them struck
the building from which Venus pencils
are distributed to our English cousins —
at the factory and offices of the American Lead Pencil Company in London.
A souvenir in possession of the firm is
BEADS
Speaking of beads, Mahons, Ltd,,
Halifax, N.iS., used the whole of
their 3-column by 8-inch advertisement on July 29 to talk about the
new neck beads. This is what they say,
in part (observe the attention given to
avoiding misleading terms — "the ivory is
imitation, of course") :

a fragment of shrapnel to which a tag
has been attached worded as follows:
"Picked up on the roof of the American
Lead Pencil Co.'s, London (Eng.) factory
after raid of Sunday night, May 9, 1918."
In spite of explosions and aeroplanes
and Zeppelin raids, the firm continued
the un-even tenor of its way, and continued the manufacture and sale of lead
pencils.
"Wear beads. You don't have to wait
till you're all dressed up, as you did at
one time. These long neck chains are
meant to be worn with the simplest
Summer frock, whether it be of gingham
or crepe de chine. And some are so dressy that they may be worn on real 'party'
occasions.
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"You may wear beads if you're very

young or very old, or at any one of the
important ages in between. There are
frivolous beads for gay, irresponsible
young persons, bright or subdued tones
for those who prefer them, and demure,
perfectly proper beads in dull or cut jet
for those who will have nothing but
black.
"Then there are the link beads, liks the
links of the dandelion chains we used
to weave in dandelion days. These chains
come in all-black, strung on silver gilt
chains, in black with jade or black with
rose in amber and other tones.
"Very effective are the tiny cut jet
beads with a small cameo (black) pendant; and the twisted ceils like braid, with
long, black bead tassels, all made of the
tiny, dull black seed beads. And others,
much heavier, round as marbles. These
in black, white and colors — the white is
an imitation ivory.
"There are combination necklaces, in
slender links and big ball beads. The
part that circles the neck consists of the
slender links. One such in mulberry
tone has, at the lower end, round, smooth
beads much like the mulberries, punctuated at every octave by a small jade bead
flanking a big round marble in cut ivory
(imitation
round
drop. ivory, of course). This has a
"Beads of all colors and in a variety
of pretty styles to add a touch of color
and distinction to your simple little Summer frock.
"As low in price as 75 cents; as high
SOUVENIR TRADE
There isn't a town in Canada where a
good
business in souvenirs cannot be
as $6."
done. Smith's bo kshop, of Orillia,
is one store that features this line
successfully. This Summer they have
been doing particularly well with souvenirs of Orillia in carved wood, glass
and opal ware. They also sell quite extensively various Indian souvenirs, comprising grass, bark, quill goods and all
sizes of read Indian mocassins.
FROM OUR OWN NORTHWEST
Many an author looks longingly at the
stored-up romance of our great Canadian
West, wishing that time and opportunity
would allow him to collect the incidents
and local color necessary to a new novel.
Just this has been done by Bertrand W.
Sinclair in "Burned Bridges," who puts
an inexperienced missionary in a sparsely-settled district and has him travel
through a considerable section of the
West. The difficulties of a love affair
with the inevitable crooked happenings,
but a happy ending, and the picturing
of real men and women with strength,
both of fists and character, give assurance that the book should be, to a considerable extent at least, popular. This
was an August issue by the Ryerson
Press.
Intense interest and history value attach to a new book just published entitled "The League of Nations," by
Viscount Grey and others.

Build Up Trade Through the Child
Little Folks Should Have Close Attention — Outremont Store Pushes Sale of Juvenile
Goods All Through the Year — Manufacturer Should Tell Dealer His Story
hop, 1017
books
'S W.,
ORD
MOUNTF
r Ave.
Outremont, a
Laurie
prosperous city immediately adjoining Montreal, and a part of Greater
Montreal, makes its "Department for
Children" one of the all-the-year-around
features of its retailing plans. This is
one of the first and most outstanding
features which the Montreal editor of
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER observed when in the store recently, when
Mr. Mountford accorded him an interesting interview.
"There are few who make this department a permanent one, it seems," said
Mr. Mountford. "Many pack the toys and
other lines up or have sales and clear
them out after the holidays, but we keep
them on sale all through the year, and

Effective display

has

had

may be. She looks at the books first.
That may do for her little girl. Then
she will want something for the boy.
He doesn't want a book, perhaps, so having the toy department she will look for
something here and will find a suitable
article. But nearly always a start is
made with the choice of a book."
Such a description by Mr. Mountford
carries a most important suggestion. It
shows the way to the creation of a trade
that may be developed, and which, if
given the proper attention and nursing
will frequently show remarkable growth.
Why should any department of the bookseller's or stationer's business not be
made an all-the-year-around one ? Very
frequently money is tied up for many
months, only to eat up profits ir. interest

a lot to do with

it is one of our important departments."
The displays made continuously are
such as to court favor of the children and
also of their mothers. So well displayed
are the toys, dolls, picture books, etc.,
that the customer, once within the store,
is impressed favorably with the choice
offered, and sales are readily made.
Has Built on Books
An important fact was mentioned in
connection with the building of a permanent trade for children's goods. "The
toy books have been that on which we
have built our trade, and this has been
very important. For instance, a mother
comes in to buy something for one of
the children or for several of them, it

the building

up of the good
Queoec.

business done at Mountford's

charges. The Mountford business, realizing that its location was centred in a
growing district where there are many
children and where the juvenile population will continue to grow, has not permitted this fact to go unregarded. In the
development of the idea as above stated
in making the toy and juvenile section a
permanent one, success has been attained.
A Wide Choice
Considerable space has been given over
to toys, mechanical contrivances, kiddie
cars, etc. Neat fixtures have been arranged to carry the stock both in the
centre of the floor and along the walls.
These fixtures have not meant a big outlay, for Mr. Mountford turned his own
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handiness to good account in providing
the required tables, benches, etc. There
is no good reason why a lot of capital
should be tied up in unnecessary fixtures,
and a little planning will be worth while
in the arrangements necessary for the
average bookstore in town or city.
In addition to a good selection embracing the lines already mentioned, various
toy carts and wagons and doll carriages,
etc., are stocked. Mr. Mountford referred to a recently-introduced interchangeable toy and this had already
proved to be a good seller, even thour^
the price was rather greater than that
for toys of a similar kind, or somewhat
similar sold before. This gave an indication of the trend toward the purchase
of toys which are built to stand
the

Bookshop,

of Outremont,

racket. The buying public is beginning
to appreciate the value of better goods,
and this stands out in bold contrast with
the old policy of buying anything which
ability. like a toy, regardless of its durlooked
Don't Ignore the Child
It is a cardinal principle of the Mountford Bookshop that the children shall
be treated with the greatest courtesy
and consideration. This applies with the
smallest child as well as with the 'teen
age section. Mr. Mountford perceives
that it is from these little buyers that
trade comes, directly to a certain extent,
but rather indirectly through the influence they exert at home. It is a wise
policy for the very simple reason that

BOOKSELLER
the child leads the parent in the matter
of such purchases as will be bought in
the juvenile store. Enthusiastic regarding what they have already seen in a
certain store they will draw the parent
thither and in the meanwhile they have
continually advertised the store as a
suitable place to buy toy the constant references made to the store in question.
One of the important points noted
while the writer was in the store was
that of the very prompt attention given
the customer. This was not lacking in
a single instance. Immediately a customer entered, either Mr. Mountford or
Mrs. Mountford came forward to afford
quick service and courteous attention.
It must surely be a worthwhile policy
and help greatly in extending a service
which is appreciated.
A Word for Manufacturers
Mr. Mountford believes that many
manufacturers fail to measure the importance of the small storekeeper as a
source of his revenue. In many instances
— and this has been an actual experience
— the toig order seems to be desired toy
the manufacturer and considered as far
more important than the moderate order
from the small dealer. Mr. Mountford
believes that this is where many a manufacturer fools himself. In his opinion it
is the small orders which keep the manufacturers' machines turning. They are
(these smaller orders)the very bread and
butter of the manufacturer if he would
but realize and confess it. Withou'; these
orders he would soon find his machines
idle and his operators without steady
employment. For the big order, once
secured, can be proceeded with and made
up quickly. In contrast with this the order from the retailer situated in a
thousand towns and cities, multiplied as
it is a thousandfold, is the source from
which manufacturing industry draws its
real life.
Here is an exceedingly important observation. Itcarries a message for the
manufacturer to ponder and pondei well.
The small dealer is a mighty toig buying
factor and cannot be ignored. The manufacturer, ifhe toe so minded, may ignore him to-day, but he cannot do so tomorrow, and this he will readily learn.
Tell Your Story
Another otoservation which hinges
closely upon the foregoing is that made
toy Mr. Mountford regarding the calls
of travellers, and the imparting of sales
informa'ion to the retailer which the
manufacturer has and which the bookseller and stationer will be most pleased
to have.
Many of the larger manufacturers
have special travellers covering the
ground and these men touch only the
bigger centres. Even while there the
time at their disposal is limi'ed. In
such an instance the smaller retailer
does not see the sample line carried and
in many instances does not know that
the representative is in town. Mr.
Mountford believes that, in such a case
as this, the trade paper could be used
to carry information atoout the goods
available,
which
would
make
buying
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easier. This was illustrated by reference to a line of novelty dolls recently
popularized at some of the bathing
spots with a national reputation. These
dolls would probably take weHl anywhere
and yet there has been no information
available through the trade paper regarding these, and Mr. Mountford keeps
posted too on the news in his trade paper, advertising as well as reading matter. He welcomes the descriptive message of the manufacturer, and believes
that this ought to toe clear and to the
point. "I like to know what the other
fellows are doing," was his remark.
Loyalty — Advertising
A firm believer in his own business,
Mr. Mountford has great faith regarding
the big city of Montreal, and speaks of
it as the "Birmingham of Canada." He
feels that there is opportunity unmeasurable almost, in this, his adopted city.
Possessing a natural harbor of great extent, it is possible to greatly enlarge this
and the possibilities will toe improved
with expansion in this respect.
With reference to the class of immigrants coming to Canada, Mr. Mountford is of the opinion that too many
skilled mechanics are permitted to pass
on and into the United States. Many of
these men have been apprenticed to their
chosen trades for long years in Great
Britain and can command high wages.
They are of a superior type, very often,
and this is the class of newcomer which
we can afford to welcome. But in a
great many instances they find their
way into the United States and are there
emploved at good wages, better than
' hey have been offered here. This reveals the important consideration that
the American manufacturer sees possibilities through the employment of this
help, an<^ can also use it to enlarge his
own profits.
In the matter of advertising, Mr.
Mountford,
in commonhighly.
wi'h many
others,
values
his windows
He believes
that they are his best advertising medium, next to a well-pleased customer.
Thus, on Friday evenings of the week
in midsummer, the windows are considered a good medium through which weekend holidayers are interested in somethins: for over Sundav. The Friday
nie-ht trade has developed very nicely
and many varied articles are bought
freely, stationery among Ahem.
Nail On to the Kiddies' Trade
A look at this splendid store through
the photograph shown herewith imparts
the manner in which Mountford's Book
Shop places the juvenile goods before
the buyer. Since suggestion is a powerful sales help, Mr. Mountford has hooked
on to it by placing these "kiddie goods"
where they will interest the child and
the parent too. Here is a good suggestion for continuous display of goods that
are sometimes considered sellers only
around the Christmas season. Make
your own juvenile
32 department a live
t^ing as has this store; it will pay

CHILDREN'S TRADE NOVELTIES
"Cockie Lockie" and "Luckie Po'llie"
are two hand-made birds by an English
woman. These birds sit one at either
end of a cross-bar and are creating a
•jood deal of interest among English
kiddies. They are made up in white or
red and appear to be crocheted. They
have wings, eyes, beaks, tails, and top
knots, all of which finishing touches
render them very lifelike.
There have been all sorts of "cut-outs"
for the little ones to puzzle with, but
perhaps the newest outfit shows bugs.
These bug cut-outs can be hitched to a
cut-out car and made to go. These
outfits are selling on the New York market for $1.50 a box, retail. They include
butterfl'ies, swans, birdsi, moons), fish
and bugs in general.
There are some new little battleships
to be had, made of celluloid; little Japanese barques, Dutch skiffs and so on.
These, of course, are very small, but very
attractive to youngsters.
Another little novelty which is liable
to meet with some success for milady is
a small suede leather case, measuring
sometimes 2 inches long and sometimes
3 or 4 inches, and enclosing a little perfume brick. It may conveniently be carried in one's silk or beaded hand-bag.
These outfits are being sold in the
jewelry stores, as well as at the novelty
counters in department stores.
WALKING

DOLLS

FEATURED

Almy's, Montreal, made a special feature on July 28 of their walking dolls. A
special 3-column advertisement, 7 inches
deep, made the following announcement
— with a neat little "kiddie cut" at the
upper left and lower right corners:
Dolly Can Go For a Walk, Take Her
Hand and Start Right Off!
Have to wind her up? No, indeed, she
just walks and does it very naturally too.
Come in to-day and make the acquaintance of our family of walking dolls; they
will go around for a promenade with you
around the department, just to show you
how easily they can do it.
Two are 30 inches tall, $10.98 and
One will not only walk but will also go
$13.98.
to sleep whenever you want her to.
$13.98.
Two other sizes, $7.98 and $9.98.
You won't be able to find these anywhere else in Montreal.
A Sunday-school teacher in a Washington church tells the following story:
"I had just finished reading to the class
about Isaac, Jacob and Esau. 'Now,
Johnnie,' I asked, 'who was Jacob?'
'Jacob was the younger son of Isaac
and Rebekah and the favorite of his
mother.' 'Correct. Now, Bennie,' I said
to a boy on the back seat who had not
been paying the slightest attention to
me, 'who was Esau?' After thinking
a moment Bennie replied: 'Why, he was
the man who wrote "Esop's Fables," and
sold his copyright for a bottle of po-

you.
tasto.' "

Suggestions for Advertising Toys
Practical Ideas for Newspaper Advertisements That May Be Readily Revised to Suit
Particular Toys Which the Dealer Prefers to Feature

T

HIS article is designed to give
retailers a few pointers on how to
go about building up year-round toy
trade instead of depending upon the
Christmas season as the only worthwhile one for yielding business in the
toy field. The first thing to do, after
having an adequate stock of goods, of
course, is to let people know that you are
in the toy business in earnest, for immediate selling, and that your toy department will be doing business continuously, week in and week out, every
month of the year. The public will thus
soon become convinced that your toy department isa reality, not a camouflage.
The newspapers should be used for
advertising to hammer home this news
about your business, and with it should
be linked up that other advertising ace,
window display. The illustrations which
appear herewith add effect to toe points
about advertising which it ir scu^ht to
bring home to the retailer Tt mj^t be
understood, however, that • '' r lo.rarks
do not apply exclusively to trz paiti^ular
goods illustrated, but m- .• be vaiioj^y
interpreted to apply to o.her icy items

follow , but the one layout will be suffic:ent to indicate the size and typographical appearance of the newspaper advertisement.
A Musical Doll
This doll, when shaken, produces musical chimes as do other toys we are
showing, including toys that walk and
dance. 4mong them are funny cats
dogs and chiming Teddy bears.

Toy Airplanes That Will Fly
Made in different sizes, scientifically
constructed. Retail at from $1.25 each
up.
No better toy for the boy!

which the dealer may have '■■:■ stock, or
which he may deem it pd visible to purchase for his trade.
As regards newspaper advertising a
regular space should be contracted for in
keeping with the size of the business to
be advertised. Some merchants appropriate 2per cent, of their business, some
5 per cent, and many even more than
that for publicity purposes. A definite
plan of this sort, when adopted, will determine the newspaper space which the
retailer may reasonably use. For example, let us say that this space is to be
two columns wide and four inches deep.
Here, then, is a specimen advertisement
which will serve as a model:
Other
suggestions
with illustrations,

Steam

Engine Set

These are made in England and that is
a guarantee of good construction. Boys,
come and see this wonderful engine in
operation! You surely will want one

t

and if you bring your Dad with you he'll
buy it. He won't be able to resist!

TOYS THAT
EDUCATE

The Wagtail Pup
Here's a novelty that costs little but
is a never-ending source of amusement
to the kiddies.

Parents will find in our stock of toys
many articles that will not only delight
the;** boys and girls but will at the same
time
act as mind-builders,
awakening
constructiveness and initiative.
To buy such toys as these is to invest
in child improvement and at the same
time afford a world of amusement.
We have a big variety of other toys and
games of equal merit.
Come and see
them.

JONES & BROWN
BOOKS, STATIONERY, TOYS

MODELTOWN
CARPENTERS

TOOL

SETS

THE WACTAILPUP
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BOOKS E LLER
In succeeding issues I will present
further suggestions and next month propose to have something to say about
window display in particular.
The advisability of making the appeal
an immediate one and to carry out a
•continuous campaign, building up everyday sales, is a most important circumstance. This will not only result in
building up a big volume of regular business that will be most profitable but the
merchant will find that with this foundation to work upon his Christmas toy
trade will be far and away greater in
volume than can possibly be realized by
making this a mere season branch of
the business, restricted to the last few
weeks before Christmas.
CANADA EXPORTS TOYS
Not only is Canada producing a greater proportion than ever of the toys and
dolls required for domestic trade, but the
Dominion is beginning to take an important position as a toy exporting
country. Britain and other countries
are taking large shipments of constructional toys and dolls of Canadian manufacture. An instance of this is the interesting fact gleaned from the 0. C.
Gilbert-Mienges Co., that their orders
for constructional toys to Britain has
run to about $250,000 this year. The
Dominion Toy Mfg. Co. are exporting
great quantities of dolls to Britain this
year, a great impetus in this trade ensuing upon the trip to the Old Country
in the spring by Roy Clarke, the sales
manager.
NEW
PLAYING
CARDS
Among the new backs in Goodall's
playing cards are "Dilly," "Dally," and
"Poy," the popular English comicalities.
Another new item is the Peace Victorious Card (from a drawing by the
well-kr.own "Punch" artist, Bernard Partridge).

This
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Some Aspects of the Doll Trade
Canadian-Made Dolls Strongly Entrenched in Trade — U.S.
Makers Do Big Business in Canada by Reason of Novel and
Meritorious Ideas Worked Into Their Dolls
ion of
the
DEALIN
higher Ggradewith
dolls,
it isquest
interesting
to refer to a recent visit made by
the writer to the sample room of Wm.
Croft & Sons. The dolls shown there
this year naturally comprise the cheaper
grades to be found everywhere in the
trade, but the proportion of high grade
dolls expensively costumed and introducing novel features that distinguish

hold in the doil trade, however, is not as
strong here as it was a year or two ago.
As regards Britain's exports to Canada, ordinary dolls do not figure very
largely. The British makers, however,
are especially strong in stuffed dolls of
cloth, plush, and other materials and
stuffed animals of British manufacture
have the call in the Canadian trade, with
prospects of enormously increased ship-

The Wedding of the Dol'.s.

them in a most emphatic manner from
the general run of dolls as known to
the doll trade in pre-war days.
From observations of the various dolls
and information gleaned regarding them,
it was evident that Canadian doll makers are becoming stronger and stronger
in the home market, and that U. S. doll
manufacturers are occupying an especially strong position because of the original and highly meritorious features
embodied in the many distinctive lines
of dolls made
on that side.
Japan's

ments as trade conditions in Britain readjust themselves.
Acknowledgment is due "Plaything"
for the reproduction herewith of the
unique display idea "The Wedding of
the Dolls," a suggestion which may be
readily worked out by any retailer.
It goes without saying that such a
window feature will prove a great drawing card, and it affords an opportunity
for featuring dolls of the better class,
which bring goodly prices, and consequently, enhanced margins of profit.

is a reproduction
of a window display especially devised for the Burgess Bedtime
bouks.
A co-operative
rangement is being made whereby different booksellers in turn will have the use of this unique display.
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New Type of the Variety Store
Series of Them Have Recently Sprung Into Prominence in Western Provinces — They
Show Remarkable Growth
VARIETY stores are old as the hills,
but the familiar old type was a
spineless, characterless place that
consequently filled but an infinitesimal
spot on the horizon, and it got its quietus with the arrival of the full-fledged
5-10-15 cent store, notwithstanding the
fact that there was no price-limit to the
merchandise in the old-type variety
store.
In its new type the variety store has
come to stay in Western Canada. It
has become firmily entrenched in the
towns of Western Alberta, and is gradually working eastward. It is made up
of an odd conglomeration of stock from
every other line of retail trade. The
people appear to like it, and the proprietors of the several stores at present
in operation are making good.
The story will be told presently of one
young merchant in Wetaskiwin who
opened his variety store in that place
with an initial stock costing him $86,
and who has made so good in three years
that he is going to open up another store
in Leduc, Alta.
This type of store is simply a replica
of the Woolworth stores on a small
scale, with the exception that there is no
limit to the amount which can be obtained for any one article. Last Fall
a variety store in the town of Camrose,
A'lta., sold sets of dishes that ran as
high as $250. This store also handles
cabinet phonographs.
The first of these stores visited by a
representative of BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER was the Brazier store at
Red Deer. Here it was observed that this
establishment, like all others of its kind,
emulated the city five and ten cent,
stores by painting the front of its premises abrilliant red. The proprietor stated that he had been in business for seven
years, with his business gradually increasing each year, until his turnover
for 1918 amounted to $20,000. This year
he expects it to reach $25,000. It would
take a very considerable space to enumerate the miscellaneous articles carried
in this store. They include ribbons,
handkerchiefs, pennants, parasols, lace
goods of all descriptions, articles of
feminine wear, including! those worn
from (babyhood to mature womanhood,
toys, shelf hardware of all kinds, crockery, chinaware, baskets, music, leather
goods, hair goods, stationery, jewelry,
toilet requisites, post cards, games, novelties, etc., etc.
In this store a specialty was made of
5, 10 and 15 cent taWes, these tables
being built in tiers or decks, and loaded
to capacity with goods.
A store of this kind seems to have a
peculiar fascination for country women,
and especially for foreigners, both male
and female. They come in presumably

to buy a package of pins, but continue to
"browse around" at their own sweet will,
picking up articles that run in value
from $2 to $4. The writer happened to
be in the Brazier store while the annual
midsummer fair was being held in the
town, and observed the constant stream
of customers who came in "just to look
around." They were not molested by the
proprietor or by his one clerk. They had
learned from long experience not to interfere. The wealth of goods so attractively displayed did not need a
salesman to urge them on the customer,
and apart from that, the buyer likes to
feel free to rove around and inspect the
stock at his or her leisure.
Mr. Brazier stated that at Christmas
time he needed the service of half a
dozen clerks to wait on the people. The
variety store is a regular bonanza at
Christmas time with its great selection
of cheap goods.
As an example of what can be done in
the way of seeking independence through
the medium of a store of this kind, the
story of the Smith variety store at
Wetaskiwin is intensely interesting. It
reads like the romance of the Woolworth
start in the early eighties.
Mr. Harry G. Smith, who operates this
store, te'lls the following story of his
early exneriences and the methods t^at
brought him success:
"I had formerly lived at Red Deer. Alta.,
with my parents," he said, "but at the
beginning of the war enlisted onlv to be
turned down as medically unfit. In the
meantime I had lost my job and I then
moved to Chicago. Mv people were very
anxious to <*et ^e back, and one day,
when my father was in Wetaskiwin, he
noticed this centrally-located small store
to rent. Without consul+ino- m<\ or
without ativ definite idea of what business Icou'd entra^e in, he proceeded to
take a lease of it, and wrote me to come
on. That was in August, 1916. I had
about $200 cash at the time, and it was
force of circumstances that led me to
decide on the variety store. I proceeded
to write to well-known jobbers in novelties and fancy goods in the United States
and Canada, and finally sent in my orders for goods. It was three months before these were delivered. In the meantime I opened my store with $86 worth
of goods which I procured from a variety
store in a nearby town, practically paying retail prices for them. athou°-h in
mv ignorance I was not aware of this
at the time.
Built Shelves in Absence of Counters
"I did not have enough monev to
purchase counters or show cases for the
store but managed to secure a $22 bill
of lumber on credit, with which I proceeded tobuild shelves completely around
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the interior. On these shelves I placed
colored tissue paper, and spread out my
little stock as best I could. I did not
do much business at the start. One day
my total sales amounted to 25 cents.
Fortunately I was not married, and I
managed to scrimp along, adding to my
little stock when travellers visited me.
I remember in those days when I sold
a cup and saucer I had such difficulty in
covering the vacant space that I had to
rearrange my whole stock. The month
of November rolled around and I could
not rake up $15 to buy a stove, let alone
fuel. It was tough on the customers
but I kept plugging along. I had had no
previous experience, having been employed with the Goss Printing Company
in Chicago, and when it came to marking up stock I simply chalked up what I
thought I could get for the goods and
paid no attention to systems of figuring
profits.
Pays Cash and Saves Discounts
"One thing I did at the start, and I
have maintained the system ever since,
was to pay cash for my stock and take
all the discounts. I have never yet missed a discount, and they just about pay
the rent of the store. I claim that there
is only one man in town who has better
credit with the wholesalers than I have.
"My fiist big stock arrived in time for
the Christmas business, and when the
rush started I sent an S.O.S. for my
father and mother and sister to come
and lend a hand. With the assistance
of one other clerk we managed to pull
through, although the store was so
crowded all the time that there was
scarcely standing room.
"Since that time we have gradually
expanded until to-day after less than
three years of business we have a $2,000
stock all paid for, and sufficient capital
to start another store in Leduc. My
brother, who has come up from Chicago,
will continue to run this store and I will
open the new one and put it on its feet."
U. S. Jobbing Houses Help
In building up his little business, Mr.
Smith has used some live methods. Every
Fall he has got out big posters advertising Christmas gifts, which have been
mailed to hundreds of people in the district. These posters were elaborately
illustrated with cuts, and in connection
with this printed literature Mr. Smith
has some important information for the
wholesale trade of Canada. The posters,
he says, were furnished to him bearing
his own name and advertising at the rate
of $9.50 per thousand, bv a large jobbing
house in the United States. This service
was furnished in consideration of his
purchasing $150 worth of goods a month.
It is just an instance of how seme Yankee

BOOKSELLER
firms are getting away with Canadian
business by co-operating with the merchant and helping him to dispose of his
goods. As a result of this co-operation
this firm, and other proprietors of variety stores, are placing their largest orders acress the line, even at the cost of
paying heavy freight and duty on the
goods.
Not only does this United States firm
print posters at a low rate, but they also
supply cuts of their extensive line of
goods for newspaper advertising at 15
cents apiece, and these cuts Mr. Smith
has been constantly using to advertise
his wares with good effect in the two
local weeklies. As an instance of what
can be accomplished by the use of these
cuts Mr. Smith states that one 3-inch
single column advertisement with an attractive cut of a box of fancy writing
paper at the top cleared" out his entire
stock of paper at Christmas time. The
advertisement read: "Young man! Give
vour mother, sister or 'her' one of these
fine boxes of writing paper this Christ-
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mas. It makes a fine gift and costs you
very little." The prices were quoted.
In connection with his regular advering in the newspapers Mr. Smith takes
little space, but standardizes his advertising by consistently running it under the heading, "Store news," and at
the same position in the paper. He
changes his advertising every week.
The front of this store is painted red,
against which the sign, "Smith's Variety
Store," stands out prominently. It is
now equipped with four large show
cases and some fine counters and shelving. It is a small store but the goods
are so arranged in every inch of space
as to invite trade and bring sales. Saturday is always the big selling day of the
week, when the farmers roll into town in
their automobiles, and in purchasing
stock this extensive custom is kept in
view. A very considerable stock of
men's wear, dry goods and ladies' wear
is maintained.

Progress at Camrose Also
Mr. A. C. Killam, who operates one
of the best of the variety stores at Camrose, Sask., states that, in addition to
the stores of this kind at the four points
already mentioned, there are similar
places at Stettler, Seabrook, Edmonton
and two at Calgary. He states that he
has often had the idea of trying to amalgamate these various stores for the purpose of giving them greater buying
power, and believes that such a scheme
is feasible. In addition to the lines of
goods stocked by other merchants, Mr.
Killam makes a specialty of candy, and
has the local agency for one of the lead
He does a very exing phonographs.
tensive business in the sale of records.
His annual turnover is about $15,000 a
year, and he employed eight clerks at
the Christmas season last year. He has
been in business five years, and lays
particular stress on the fact that the
variety stores business is all cash. A
photograph of the interior of his store
appears with this article.

How to Get More Loose-Leaf Business
Good Practical Methods That May be Adopted to Develop This Branch of the Business
— Loose-Leaf is Capable of Great Expansion and Yields Good Profit
DIAN stationers may well
CANA
take a leaf from the reference
book of the average U.S. commercial stationer in the matter of developing
the loose-leaf branch of the stationery
business. That applies to the average
Canadian stationer, but in justice to the
considerable number of alert Canadian
stationers who are wide-awake in this
respect it should be said that there are
some of them who take second place to
no U. S. stationer or dealer in any other
country for that matter. On the whole,
however, this country lags behind in the
development of loose-leaf business. As
a help to those who feel that they need
more light bearing upon looseJleaf trade
the following article by T. H. Horrocks
is reprinted from the current "American
Stationer":
"A catalogue and a price list are generally the stock in trade of an outside
salesman selling loose leaf. These are
certainly useful and essential. In conjunction, it would also be found advantageous to carry a binder containing
a complete line of stock ledger, journal
and columnar sheets along with local
special ruled forms. Such a binder in
the hands of a tactful salesman will
greatly help to keep the attention of an
auditor or bookkeeper as it generally
arouses curiosity to see what the other
fe^ow uses.
"While it is chiefly tips for the outside
salesman this story deals with, the inside salesman could collect special ruled
forms supplied by his firm and other
firms which place in a vertical file.
Make neat memorandums as to their
use, and approximate prices of various
quantities.
Classify by subjects, also

keep a cross index to enable you to locate
a sheet that you may desire to show or
explain.
In the course of a year or two money
could not buy your file; you may be called a crank; it's enthusiasts or cranks
that revolutionize most of the commercial machinery of to-day.
Accountants as Prospects
The salesman should make it his duty
to become acquainted with chartered
accountants and auditors installing bookkeeping systems in his district. There
are two specific reasons why this acquaintance should be cultivated; one, the
association is sure to supply a volume
of useful acocuntancy helps to the good
listener; the other, it is seldom if ever
a large corporation adopts a system
without first consulting a certified man
who is almost certain to suggest some
make of binders and forms. Why not
yours! A service that has been proven
most profitable is to supply these gentlemen with samples of stock forms in a
binder with their names lettered on
cover, also that of your firm.
The installation of posting machines
by so many of the larger merchandise
houses has opened an unlimited field for
the progressive loose-leaf man, especially if he co-operates with the local bookkeeping machine agent. A deal of this
nature would be better cemented by the
offer to supply the machine salesman
with your binder and forms to demonstrate with, free of cost, conditionally
that you recommend his machine ex86 strike a' possible
clusively. When you
prospect it would be well to remember
the machine has to be ^old first before

your supplies are needed, so immediately
notify the machine salesman who you
will find can generally get it under way
much more quickly than you yourself.
The mutual benefit obtained from this
class
of teamwork
in twelve months'
time will
astonish you.
Office-to-Office

Canvas

"With all this ammunition at command
the salesman should make a door-to-door
canvass. I do not refer to the literal or
door-knob pulling style, like a woman
would sell household soap. Instead the
salesman should classify his prospects
according to lines of business. The man
who will concentrate along these lines
soon becomes able to talk intelligently in
the prospect's terms. After a salesman
has called upon five or six in the same
line of business it would be foolish to
imagine he had not eained a multitude
of information he did not know when
half way through his calls. Experience
teaches a salesman the more he knows
about his prospect's business the more
apt he is to make a sale.
"It is not what we ourselves know but
what we learn from consumers that produce sales. Why not make every prospect a stepping-stone to sell more looseBLUEBONNET
leaf"Bue
'
Bonnet

AGAIN

of the Seven Stars" is
the latest issue in this series, and
Leona Horn Richards, the author, tells
as interesting a story as ever. It deals
with the heroine's war activities. The
book is an issue of The Page Co.

Display Plus Enthusiasm Will Sell Wall Papers

o

Small Stores Can Sell Wall Papers as Well as the Larger — Must Have Artistic Tastes And
Lead Customer to Choice Best Suited to Surroundings — Seller Must be "Sold" First.

N'E should lead the customer
along and sell the paper that is
best suited to the surroundings
in the room. This must be done carefully, without g'iving any offence, but it
may be accomplished."
This is the dominating thought of
Madam L. Roy, 350 Mount Royal Avenue
East, Montreal, proprietress of L. Roy,
P.eg'd. To BOOKSELLER & STATIONER Madam Roy pointed out hownecessary it is to discuss with the customer the style of the room, a nd particularly of the furniture. By doing
this it is possible to make syuggestions
which will give the room, when papered, the most pleasing effect. It will always pay to give much care to this and
help the customer make the right decesion.
Madam Roy believes that the person
selling wallpapers must have an artistic
eye. It is something like selling millinery, for the successful selling of wall
hangings rests, in large measure, upon
an understanding of proper combinations
and color effects. And, as there are
many wallpaper buyers who do not know
what they require, the salesman, if he
b.' a success, ought to be ready at once
to take the customer in hand and deftly,
but surely, point out the paper best
suited to his needs.
Showing the Range
Madam Roy carries a stock which
might be looked for in a much larger
store. It comprises about 350 patterns.
All are sellers, though all do not sell
extensively. This may be noted, however, and that is the importance of affording the buyer a big range from
which to select. Without this the trade
of some prospects may be lost, and every
lost customer may carry another one
somewhere else, then or later.
Three of the larg? sample books are
used, while over a dozen of the smaller
sample paper cata'ogues are always
available. One must have papers to
suit the taste and the purse of all, and
this is one important reason why it is
deemed essential to carry a big stock.
When a customer comes into the store,
Madam Roy believes that real interest
should be shown by the salesman. This
will be appreciated, and business will
come as a result. One must be able, as
above stated, to outline what will best
suit a certain type of furniture.
In the matter of borders, there are
many combinations. While most buyers
will select borders, those who do not
should be sold them just the same. This,
it was pointed out, is where the profit
lies. And, while Madam Roy carries a
big stock of other goods, she places a
high value on the wallpaper department. It is, and has been for years, one
of the important and paying features of

this business, established over 16 years
ago and conducted since the death of
Mr. Roy, some four years ago, by the
present owner.
Check Stock Carefully
"It is very easy to keep a record of
stock," said Madam Rjy. "We enter
the number of the paper, according to
the company we buy from, using their
number. Then we enter our own number. This prevents any trouble and we
also state the amount bought, what
price, and the date. It gives us a splendid record and is valuable to refer to."
There are several sections in the
store where papers are carried. These
are designated as A, B, C, D, E and F.
This is noted in a small indexed book —
the one mentioned above — and by neatly
entering the purchases when made, there
is no confusion. A big lot of information is contained in this small book.
Once it is started, there is little trouble
in keeping the record complete.
Usually 50 rolls of each design are
bought. The big sel/ers soon are known
and the slow ones, too. One can soon
govern the kind of patterns which are
best sellers. On the average, these
days, papers at 20c to 25c per roll are
bought. The manufacturers, it was
stated, turn out a good variety of
papers, and they are mostly reliable.
Little Loss — Publicity
In the wallpaper business, as far as
retailing goes, rather large losses are
sometimes incurred. This comes from
the accumulation of remnants of patterns which cannot be replaced. Someline. times the dealer is discontinuing the
"We have no trouble in this respect.
When a line is nearly sold out we make
it up into a bundle and add the right
amount of border suitable. This is put
on the remnant table and sold. The
customer must take it just as It is,
border and all, and there is no loss of
any account entailed," was the statement made to BOOKSELLER & STATIONER.
The season, Madam Roy stated, was a
short one and a lot of business has to
bo done in a few weeks. The Spring
is the selling time for the most part,
and one must watch patterns and stock
c'osely. If this is done there will be
little loss sustained, and a good profit
should be secured.
While the business has been located
here for many years, publicity is still
maintained through placing a small
hand-bill or announcement in each package going into the customer's hands.
This is printed on both sides — in French
on one side, and in English on the other.
Years of good 37
service, during which

the trade has been carefully nursed and
cultivated is, however, the best means
here adopted to maintain trade. It has
been constantly the aim of the management to give customers a superior
service, and this means close attention
to every little need.
Make Sales

This Way

"If you are advocating sales methods,
suggest that the dealer sell borders with
his paper. Here is where the profits
rest, and the border can be as readily
sold as the paper and with no, or little
extra effort." This is the suggestion of
J. L. Hollenbeck, manager of the wallpaper department of Almy's, "Montreal's Largest Store," as it is usually
advertised.
Continuing, Mr. Hollenbeck said:
"Supposing that one sells ten rolls of
paper at 21c per roll. That is $2.10
for the whole amount. Now, would you
not like some border for that? Here is
a suitable one at 10c per yard.
"How much will it take for my
room?" asks the customer.
"Twenty yards will be sufficient and
this will cost you only $2.00."
In this way the sale is usually made,
and this is one of the big points to be
considered in making sales. Here was
a sale totalling $4.10, or about twice the
amount of the paper alone, and it does
not take long, after the paper is sold,
to sell the necessary border."
Get Your Profits
Mr. Hollenbeck stated that there is
much time lost, frequently, in persuading customers, or in showing them wall
hangings. This is why one should get
a good margin of profit.
Mrs. Jones and her friend come in to
look at papers, for instance. They have
little pre-conceived idea as to what they
want or what will be suitable for a
given room. Mr. Hollenbeck stated this
to be one of the biggest difficulties with
which he has to contend, for the average customer does not know what she
wants. And so Mrs. Jones is shown
design after design and may still be as
far away from making a decision as
when she entered. Finally, she will,
perhaps, say: "Well, if we move into
the house we have in mind we shall
want some paper, but cannot decide toAnd so, all through your trying experience, the salesman must look pleasant and be pleasant. But it is a costly
proposition, and when oft repeated it
justifies
day." the wallpaper dealer in adding
a very substantial margin to cover his
selling cost.
Another thing. There will invariably
be remnants in the most carefully check-
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ed stock. These just cannot be kept from
accumulating, and they have to he tied
in bundles and almost given away.
Placed on the bargain counter, they will
probably find an odd buyer. There is
an element of loss here which must be
anticipated when prices are fixed, and
then it is up to the salesman to keep
patterns closely cleared up, as his best
judgment will dictate.
Display Arrangement Good
The methods of display used at
Almy's are really different and appealed
strongly to the Montreal editor of
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER when
he called. There is no crowding, and
prospective customers have little difficulty in sitting down with a confidence
that, "Here is the place I have been looking for; I shall surely find what I want
here."
There are no high and unsightly
racks — the sections are kept low —
about 5% to 6 feet. This does not debar
the light as with the sections running
ail the way to the ceiling. Patterns
are readily reached by the salesman, and
this saves time. There are some sections running parallel with the length
of the department, and some at right
angles to these again. Altogether there
is a splendidly large space accorded for
the display of papers, and one, in passing, even if there was no intention of
selecting papers, would be inclined to
pause and take a look. Doubtless this
would be the beginning of many a subsequent sale.
Want to "Feel" Papers
"It is a fact that women like to know
what papers "feel" like. This is why
we have adopted this method of displaying," said Mr. Hollenbeck, as the
writer asked wherein the method of
showing proved a good one.
Some of the Methods
This first idea was in the nature of
a huge " "sandwich board." That is to
say, these boards are constructed in the
shape of a huge "A." In this shape,
both sides may be used. The dimensions are about four by five feet, and
they are placed right on the floor. This
enables the display man to place four
or five distinct patterns on each side
of the board, and at the top the desired
border is attached. The customer may
see the paper at c'.ose range and may
als) feel it— something, as stated, which
many wish to do.
Then there are large pillars in the
store, used as supports for the floors
above. Splendid use has been made of
these to display various patterns on
panels which have been arranged. It
gives a good hexagonal or octagonal effect, and improves the appearance of
the department, generally. The panels
are built right around these pillars.
Using Pillars, Beams, Etc.
Above, there is a beamed ceiling, the
beams running crosswise. These beams
are also used to good purpose.
Small
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THE WINDOW SOLD THE
GOODS
Window dressing is a lost art in
many Canadian towns. Even in
the heat of fierce competition, when
every method shjuld be brought
to bear to influence trade, there
are comparatively few merchants
who take advantage of the opportunities offered to create the buying impulse by this cheap method
of advertising.
In the town of Red Deer, Alberta, a merchant who had been
led to take an interest in window
dressing and who made a cursory
study of the subject, scored a bull's
eye with his first attempt at pulling business by this method.
"We had a fair window for display," he said, "but we neglectel
it, believing that in a country town
the results would not be worth the
effort. Of course, we dressed the
window in a sort of way perhaps
twice a month, but we could never
trace any sales to our windows.
Finally, when the season was on,
we tried a new scheme with wall
paper. In the centre of the window we placed a sample of pretty
wall paper with a border and put
a neat, yet conspicuous, sign on it.
"To-day Only. 10 Rolls of This
Paper and 18 Yards of Border
for $1.39."
In the background we arranged
some of our best and most attractive papers without the price on
them.
The very first dav we sold 10
rooms of that particular lot, besides selling other papers to people
who came to see what e^e we
might have. We did not keep the
same pap«r in the window more
than one day, and did not run one
every day. We had people come
in almost a month later wanting
to know if we still had anv more
of a certain lot that had been in
the window.
The result immediately opened
our eyes to the possibility of using
our windows. A great many
people passed eur store, and we
found that whereas they had
scarcely ever looked into our windows before, they were now interested in every new idea brought
out.
We found that by using catchy
little display cards of various descriptions, by quoting special
values in one line, and by making
an attractive display, we drew the
people into our store and made a
good many dollars through them,
besides getting rid of a lot of old
stock. It is such a simple idea,
but in our case it certainly worked
greatly

to our advantage."
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pieces of various wallpapers are cut
from the roll and pasted on the beams.
These are just the width of the various
papers. Perhaps a dozen may be shown
on each cross beam. There are several
of these beams, about 10, and the same
shade of paper is arranged to run
through, symmetrically, one on each
section or beam, from one end of the
department to the other. Then, accompanying each is a different border, but
all suited to the papers with which thev
are shown. In this way a multitude of
papers are shown and the prospective
purchaser has a good grasp of what the
walls will liok like when treated in any
of the designs shown.
The whole effect is excellent and
makes a more inviting department than
is usually found. There is ample room
and the low cases for carrying the stock
are considered a big improvement over
the high and top-heavy ones, which, it
is felt, usually detract from the appearance, besides being difficult of access.
An

Interesting

Point

Mr. Hollenbeck stated that, in a city
like Montreal, where there is a general
moving day, and this around the first of
May, the bulk of papering was done in
the Spring of the year. It was, he
thought, a plan more or less peculiar
to Montreal. There was little chance
to develop Summer papering, although
some might be done in the Fall of the
As a rule, the tenant will not paper
the
year. landlord's premises, even though
paper may be much desired. And, with
building operations curtailed, there was
little inclination on the part of some
landlords to make much outlay. Notwithstanding this, of course, there was
a very heavy sale of papers in the
Spring months. It was essential to
"make hay" then.
With Almy's, of course, a great deal
of newspaper advertising is done m season. Special sales are run often. The
plan of contracting to hang paper for
customers has been carefully steered
away from. It is looked upon as a losing proposition to engage in this.
WINDOW SHADES
Price is Down 75c a Dozen
WINDOW SHADES.— Prices are reduced on window shades 75c per dozen.
Some of the new prices are as follows:
Plain, 3 ft. by 6 ft., Dominion, $8.60 ;
Regal, $10.95; dado, 3 ft. by 6 ft., $9.75;
Dominion, $12.10; Regal, No. 55, fringed
$9.75; Dominion. The following relative prices are quoted for 3 ft. by 6 ft.,
Dominion and Regal respectively: No.
856 fringed, $11.20 to $13.50; No. 17
fringed and insertion, $14.05 to $16.40;
lace, $11.20 to $13.50; insertion, $11.45
to $13.80; lace and insertion. $14.06 to
$10.40; No. 550, scalloped lace, $14.35 to.
$16.70.

Quiet Colorings Are to Dominate
Prices Five Per Cent. Higher — Tendency is Toward Narrower Borders — Tapestries
Will be Popular
ghout Canada
TRADES-MEN throu
will have no complaint in choosing
their stocks of wall hangings for
the season of 1920. For the choice afforded by the manufacturer will enable
him to select those patterns which the
needs of his trade will have suggested.
Tt is taken for granted that the good
merchant will select for his trade that
which they will most probably appreciate
when the paper is applied to wall, for,
as was pointed out to BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER by a Montreal manufacturer, the matter of following the customer's likes and dislikes is the surest
index to successful wallpaper selling.
Therefore, as stated, there will be no
dearth of patterns to meet the requirements. Whether the papers are sold in
the metropolitan city, in the large or
small town or the rural community, patterns suited to every taste will be procurable, and at a wide variety of prices.
The Moderate Lines
Manufacturers have provided a splendid range in what may be called lowpriced and the medium-priced grades to
satisfy the popular demand. Striped patterns are very popular and will be freely
sold in 1920. The "all-over" effects are
very pretty and will be procurable in
rose patterns.
Prominent are the pink roses and
flowers. These are made the more pleasing and effective through the employment of either white or grey grounds.
In the lower-prided papers this idea
strongly dominates the range and those
selling these extensively will be pleased
to learn that the available patterns afford wide selection.
An inexpensive tile design is offered
which will find admirers because of "different" effects which may be secured
through their application. These will
for kitchens, "tiles" being
be popular
used
more extensively each year in this
part of the house, permitting of the
varnished papers being washed with advantage.
Light striped papers will be available
in pale white grounds..
In blues
and ■
pinks, with cut-out borders, the effects
which one may
secure
will make
a
strong appeal.
For halls and living rojms, in the moderate-priced papers, there is an inclination to slight designing with a. quietness
in effect, while some of the hangings
tend strongly to plain effects all through.
There is a greater tendency constantly
to eliminate strong, outstanding designing.
Then, by way of affording still wider
selection, a range is shown having a
slight touch of gold in the pattern. When
this is completed, with cut-out border to

match, the effect is good and will be
much approved.
Tapestries Big Line
Coming to the hangings for those whs
want something better and different,
tapestries will be even more popular than
ever before. Halls and dining rooms
have been singled out in the manufac-
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turers' plans as commanding a first
place in his productions, and there will
be no lack of variety when one's stock
is being chosen.
Then enter the Japanese grass cloths.
The appeal they will make to the taste
of many communities will favor their
selling, and is expected to extend to all

1920 PATTERNS

This is a design printed by The Watson-Foster Co., Ltd., Montreal. Photographed from original painting and revealing a wholesome and homey effect
to the Living-Room. It will be noted that this has a cut-out floral border
The striped papers continue to be very popular and will meet with a wide
approval during the coming season.
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parts of the country. They may be had
with or without motif effects and cutout borders are also suited well to the
patterns. One manufacturer stated,
however, that tapestries were decidedly
popular, and that, in some instances, the
grass cloths were giving way to the
former.
For bedrooms, soft greys and creams
will lend attraction and afford that cosy
atmosphere so much to be desired, and
particularly in the rigorous Canadian
winter. This is one of the strong talking features which will commend itself
at once to the dealer when asked to suggest patterns.
Other features of the tapestries are
those of big leaf effects, a variety of
pretty birds, and which, with many, are
always a first choice. Cross-color, in
some of the tapestries, are improved
through the development again of depth,
and which imparts real richness.
Shadow
Cloths — Old Colonials
There will be shadow cloth effects for
those who want them, and these will find
their way into many retailers' stock
racks. Among these will be "all-over"
designs, and others will come with and
without birds in the designing. The use
of white lines will lend splendid effect
to these shadow cloth patterns, white
cut-out borders will again accompany
the various patterns extensively.
To see the old colonials is to appreciate the fact that many tastes have been
weighed again by the maker and he has
afforded another good range. Here will
b3 found both delicate and strong combinations and the '"all-over" range is
quite extensive.
A line which will appeal to many may
be styled an all-over "glory" effect. This
will impart a look of uniformity to the
room to which it is applied. An added
advantage is that of a moderate cost
for really superior paper. For halls or
living rjoms these will meet with favor.
Those wanting moderate-priced papers
will buy them in fawns, browns and tans.
The method of manufacture is such as
to impart a good effect from all positions, no matter where one is sitting in
the room.
Ceilings and Borders
For the same reason cited above, ceiling papers, while dispensed with in some
parts of Canada, give a warmth to the
bedroom which is lacking on a plain
white surface of piaster. A range of
delicate patterns is shown and the figuring may be selected in small or large
patterns. The larger, BOOKSELLER &
STATIONER was informed, are considered the better, and quite superior in
many cases to the small figuring. Oatmeals, too, will find favor as ceiling
papers.
Provision has beer made for those who
will carry a line of bathroom and kitchen hangings. Varnished papers still arp
popular and the utility of these will always be recognized. Blues and greens
foi bathrooms and brown tones for kitch-
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ens, and both with narrow borders, will
be procurable in suitable range.
For the most part, borders will be narrow— nine inches in many cases. There
are two reasons for this. In the first
place the high cost of erecting houses
to-day has suggested lower ceilings.
Enter the narrow border, for, of course,
the wide will never answer in the room
with ceilings lower than are generally
adopted in the modern house. And so,
nine inch borders, if you please, will be
big sellers in 1920.
The second reason assigned is that of
the present plan of placing picture
mouldings above the border. It would
never do to use a wide border where this
plan is followed nothing but a narrow
border being permissible.
"Cut-out" borders, as will have been
noticed throughout, are decidedly popular. This does not mean that they always are most effective. ^Sometimes,
as the manufacturer uses it, the regular
border, uncut, is best and imparts a better effect with the paper for which it is
procured.
A Small Advance of Price
Merchants who sell papers will be
very glad to learn that the average price
will probably not exceed five per cent,
more than the quotations of 1919. In
view of the fact that most commodities
have continued to advance materially,
this should be considered no barrier to
a speeding up of sales plans for the coming fall and for next spring. In fact
there ought to be a greater opportunity
than ever for the aggressive dealer who
wishes to turn his stock several times,
it will be none too early to make plans.
The five per cent, increase is assigned
to an increased cost of paper rather than
to increased costs for labor. All grades
of paper have been very firm in price
and advances have, from time to time,
taken place. The coming season ought,
assuredly, to be an active one fjr the
sale of wall papers.
BURLAP PRICES WITHDRAWN
Due to the unusual situation in the
primary markets, sellers of burlap
in New York largely withdrew prices
on July 28. Eight-ounce "40s" were
nominally quoted at 15 to 14J/4 cents,
with 10% ounce goods of the same
width held at 16 cents. The excitement
seems to be due in good part to the high
cost of jute, which is quoted in London
at the record level of 63 pounds sterling per ton. The Calcutta market was
described
as having
crazy,"
the same was
true of"gone
Dundee.
At and
the
latter price the present price of heavy
wide goods is only one-half penny under the maximum war-time level established by the British (government.
That price was 9% pence per yard for
10% -ounce, forty-inch goods, while the
current figure is 8% pence. The lowest
price touched by these goods following
the signing of the armistice was 6%
40
pence.

ANXIETY

OF JAPS

Ana Conscious of Superiority in Many
Respects of British and Other EuroTariffs
pean-Made Goods — Fear Preferential

Suppeme
Trade
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has something to say in a
recent issue of that journal regarding the anxiety of Japanese
merchants. Some anxiety, he says, is
being felt by British merchants and
manufacturers with regard to future
competition in goods which the Japanese have been able to establish in certain
markets in place of British manufactures. Yet equal, if not greater, anxiety appears to iprevail among the Japanese as to their position and future
prospects in competitive trade.
In Japan it is not regarded as possible
for the foreign trade which has sprung
up during the war to continue in its
present flourishing state when European industries resume their normal c mdition. On the contrary a much reduced
demand abroad is anticipated. The Japanese are also conscious of the superiority in many respects of European
e'oods to some of their own productions.
They realize that if unrestricted trade
between the Allies and Germany is resumed the oversea trade which Japan
has established in toys and eeneral merchandise will be seriously affected.
If the Allies adont a policy of control
of raw materials for a period, such control will be felt by Jaoan in her dependence on the British Empire and the Allied countries for such products as cotton, wool, iron and rubber. A definite
change of fiscal policy for the United
Kingdom, tendin? towards the protection of our industries, is regarded in

A

Japan as possible, and if this is realized,
it is thought that the Japanese export
trade in such goods as hosiery, buttons,
and stationery will suffer a heavy blow,
for these articles havie been shipped
abroad in large quantities during the
war. If preferential tariffs with the
Dominions and Colonies are to become
the settled policy of the United Kingdom the Japanese consider that they will
be placed under a great disadvantage
in their commercial relations with India, Malaya, South Africa, Australia
and Canada, with the United States as a
favored competitor.
They also realize that restrictions of
imports may have to be continued in the
United Kingdom and Allied countries
until the foreign exchanges are more
nearly adjusted. However, Japanese
manufacturers who are optimistic regard
Siberia and China as markets of great
potential value, and they quite expect to
balance their loss in other quarters by
increased trade with those countries, in
regard to which they are so favorably
situated for trading.
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COVERS

A correspondent in a Toronto newspaper makes some most interesting
points in favor of putting out new books
in paper bindings, beginning with a complaint about the unwieldy, unyielding
and uncomfortable characteristics of the
average British-made book as brought
home to him when recently obliged tospend a fortnight on his back in a hospital. He goes on to say:
"There seems to be an uncontrollable
mania for binding the commonest, most
worthless productions in cloth. I have
seen some horrible examples lately sent
out for the use of the troops.
"Surely the main reason for a cloth
cover is to preserve what it encloses,
but the meretricious trash vilely printed
on the coarsest repulped paper could
never, by any stretch of imagination, be
worth a better fate than the rubbish
heap, and that at the earliest possible
moment.
"I never could understand why the majority of new books published do not appear in paper bindings.
"The French, the Spanish and the Italians never dream of launching new, untried works in elaborately decorated or
gilded heavy cloth covers, nor do they
seek to give undue bulk to such volumes.
"It is quite time enough for special
bindings when a work has become an established favorite — if not possible 'classic'
"A publisher once told me that at least
half the outlay on producing a new novel
was in the cloth cover.
"Is it needed? Without it new books
should reach the public at half their
present price.
"Besides being cheaper, they would
be more pleasant to handle and read.
"Then that comparatively rare thing
— the book that one feels could be read
. again with pleasure, that one would like
to live with as a companion, can easily
be bound in whatever style, cloth, vellum,
morocco or what not — just as one thinks
appropriate.
"It can be bound uniformly with other
treasured hooks in one's library, and inside one may paste with pride one's own
particukr bookplate." — C. P. Sisley.
NEW AND FORTHCOMING
"Mr. Dooley, on Making a Will and
Other Necessary Evils." is t > appear
shortly. The other necessary evils include Going to See the Doctor, Old Age,
Past Glories, Criminal Trials — all spoken

the
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to his

old
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Even the most veteran and hardened
readers of mystery stories will thrill at
the development of Edgar Wallace's new
tale, "The Secret House."
Social history in America from Victorian dajs is told in Nabbro Bartley's latest book, "A Woman's Woman." It is
a book that will carry a wide appeal.
"Square Peggy" is the title of a volume of ten short stories by Josephine
Dascom Bacon.
Talbot Mundy's new book, "The Ivory
Trail," is a thrilling tale of Zanzibar.
The development of a crushed and
broken man into one of purpose, hope
and love is presented in Samuel Merwin's
new novel, "The Passionate Pilgrim."
Six characters, three men and three
women, are delineated in Juliet Wilbur
Tompkins' new novel, "The Starling,"
which is the tale of the conflict between
a selfish man and his wife and daughter,
developed to an unexpectedly cheerful
ending.
Louis Tracy is on hand with a new
detective story, which is hailed as being
better than his "Number Seventeen."
The new title is "The Bartlett Mystery."
Shorty McCabe is as funny as ever in
Sewell lord's latest story of this irrepressible character. The new title is
"Shorty McCabe
Gets the Hail."
Francis Lynde tells the tale of a man
with a double conscience in "David Vallory." The heroine is a remarkably fine
character who is instrumental in bringing about Vallory's reformation.
A Mexican tale by Jackson Gregory is
"The Bells of San Juan," which is rich in
color and in adventure.

BEST

1.
2.
3.
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SELLING
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Fiction
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CANADA:

Sky Pilot in No Man's Land.
Connor
Dangerous
Days.
Rine'hart
Mr. Standfast.
Buchan
Patricia
Brent. Spinster.
Anon..
Dawn.
Porter
In Secret.
Chambers
Non-Fiction.
Hohenzollerns
in America.
Leacock
Industry and Humanity.
King ...
"1H14."
Lord French
New
Revelations.
Doyle
Grand
Fleet.
Jellicoe
Grand Adventure.
Law

ixx
138
70
66
52
14

54
52
36
32
30
20

Harold Bindloss has a new novel for
the coming season entitled, "Partners of
another story of the CanTrail,"
the Outadian
Northwest.
Dane Coohdge has written another
good story of Western mining camp life
in ""Silver and Gold."
"The Moon and Sixpence" is a story
of an artist and his aspirations, by
Somerset Maugham.
A most delightful story of Victorian
England is Israel Zangwill's new novel,
"Jinny
the Carrier."
first novel
in twenty This
years. is Zangwill's
Achmed Abdullah has wr;tten some
clever short stories, and his novel, "The
Trail of the Beast," is likewise ably done,
story.
an
ingenious, swift-moving detective
The title of Daniel Carson Goodman's
new novel, "The Taker," is in keeping
with the propensities of its leading
character, who is of the type which takes
bvt never gives.

Prospective Canadian Premier is an Author
Interesting Book-World Aspect of Choice of Mackenzie King
as Successor to Sir Wilfrid Laurier
aspect
ie
Mackenz
of Hon. rld
selectio
tingn book-wo
interes
AN"of the
King as leader of the Liberal
partv in succession to the late Sir Wilfrid Laurier, is the fact that an author
i^ now a prospective premier of Canada.
He has, of course, devoted but a comparatively small share of his time to
writing bo >ks, and there has been a
long interval of years between his "The
Secret of Heroism" and "Industry and
Humanity," but both
■11 of these, representing widely differing fields of literature,
are indicative of the good work he is
capable of producing, and each of them
has a distinct n'che in the library of
Canadian literature.

"Industry and Humanity," which has,
since its first appearance, consistently
kept a place among the best sellers of
non-fieti.m, has, on the strength of the
author being chosen Liberal leader, met
with a renewed impetus in sales, occasioning the printing of the fourth edition. The new demand, by the way, is
especially strong from Western Canada.
The suggestion has been made that
the speech in which Mr. King scored so
notably in the second day of the Liberal
convention should be published in book
form. It would, beyond question, meet
with a wide demand and consequently
be we'eomed by booksellers
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Some Questions of Copyright
Important Points Raised in a Letter From T. Fisher Unwin, the
London Publisher — British Publishers Handicapped
Editor, Bookseller & Stationer:
Dear Sir:
"You are, of course, sound in your contention that, politically-speaking, the Dominion of Canada is part, (and as history has shown, a very loyal part), of the
great British Commonwealth. Commercially, however, the Dominion is becoming more and more a connection of the
United States, and I do not see how this
tendency is to be withstood. During the
past four years the communication between London and Toronto has been slow
and often interrupted for months together, and Toronto has naturally looked to New York for supplies of books
which could be secured in the American
issues, and for which their customers
made immediate requirement."
The above is a quotation recently received from an old and respected friend,
an American publisher, and was a rejoinder to some questions I raised and it
seems to me that it represents American
opinion and practice. It suggests several "rocks ahead" and deserves the serious consideration of publishers and authors who it seems are faced with a
serious menace.
During the war America was quick to
sieze the opportunity to extend her already growing trade with the Dominion
and the exportation of English authors'
books, copyright and non-copyright, from
the U.S.A. to Canada increased rapidly.
If to Canada why not to Australasia
and other British Dominions?
The Canadian Copyright Bill* now before the Parliament seems, at first
sight, helpful in the interests of British
publishers and authors, hut it must be
closely watched.
It is to be regretted that authors are
not more alive to national interests when
they permit their agents to sell the
rights of their books to an American
publisher and at the same time throw
in, by way of a makeweight, the Canadian market. Canada should be permitted to import sheets or bound books
from the British publisher, thereby proprinters' and binders'
viding for British
is at present deliberately
work which
America by the British auplacedthor or in
his agent.
Another point to which I should like
to call attention is the publication of
English books by English authors in the
States prior to and sometimes considerably in advance of publication in Great
Britain and the British Dominions. This
is a very serious matter, and indeed
amounts to an attack on our Canadian
and other markets.
Only recently I have seen quotations in
the English Press from American reviews of new novels by English authors,
which are not yet published in London.
Thus the American publisher is (permitted to get first into the field, and at
once the trade in Canada (and possibly
in Australasia) is lost to Great Britain.

English publishers must insist on simultaneous publication on both sides of
the Atlantic, and even then they are geographically handicapped as far as the
Canadian market is concerned.
Yours faithfully,
T. Fisher Unwin.
* Recently withdrawn.
A

NINE-YEAR-OLD
AUTHORESS
Unusual interest and curiosity has
been stirred up in London, and, indeed,
rather widely in England, in a new novel,
'The Young Visiter?," by Daisy Ashford, a little London girl of nine years,
who must certainly have been brought
up in a literary atmosphere. The extra >rdinary feature of this book is that
it deals in rather a wholesale way with
murders and other similarly exciting experiences, and the young authoress is
apparently sophisticated enough, even at
her early age, to know a good deal about
domestic difficulties as they exist in the

English "provinces." Some little time
ago, the child's work, written purely for
the love of the thing, was submitted to
Sir James Barrie, who was interested
enough to write an introduction and
recommend it to a publisher. Sir James
had evidently told some of his friends
about it, for when the book was issued
in London some littlo time agj, one bookseller took 1,500 copies, and the whole
edition prepared for the world's metropolis was sold out before noon on the
day of issue. Here is a little sample
from the book itself, to be published, by
the way, in Canada this fall, which will
be an evidence of its type:
"Enter servant, who announces with as
much composure as if relating account
of a broken basin, that a murder has
been committed upstairs.
"Lady" (who likes to be
her own house, and objects
or other similar incidents
without her knowledge and
will come and see.

mistress in
to murders
perpetrated
consent) : I

"Servant" (who evidently knows her
place): Oh, no, ma'am, it's no sight for
you. We'll bring the body down."

Daisy Ashford, the nine-year-old author of "The Young Visiters," a book which, sponsored by
Sir James Barrie, is creating a great deal of interest in England.
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Selling Points About Timely Books
A Brief Digest of the Outstanding Features of Many of the New Books and Some
•Older Titles — Tabloid Information to Help Booksellers and Their Assistants
THE LABRADOR
DOCTOR
One of the most picturesque figures
in the literary world is Dr. Grenfell, of
Labrador fame, whose au.obiography is
shortly to appear under the title of '"The
Labrador Doctor."
The wonderful work that Dr. Wilfred
T. Grenfell has accomplished among the
fisher folk of the Labrador and Newfoundland coasts has made him an international figure. These poor people, exposed to great hardships and dangers
in wresting a bare living from the sea,
were without comforts of any sort when
he first came among them, literally like
a ministering angel.
Dr. Grenfell has written several books
describing the little-known and adventurous lives of his hardy and primitive
people and some of his own thrilling experiences while serving as a minister,
doc. or, and general benefactor to them.
Among these are "Tales of Labrador,"
"The Adventure of Life," and "Adrift on
an Ice-Pan." His story of his own life,
besides the accoun. of his work
in Labrador, tells of his early
life in England, his education at
Oxford, (where he played on the
Rugby football team), his picturesque
career in the hospitals and slums of
London, and his work among the North
Sea fishermen, leading up to his life
work.
LADIES-IN-WAITING
Kate Douglas Wiggin's new book,
"Ladies-in-Waiting," will be ready in
October.
All of the heroines of these characteristic and enjoyable stories by Mrs.
Wiggin, whether they dwell in town or
country, have a common bond of sympathy in the waiting which fell to their
lot. The titles are suggestive: Miss
Thomasina Tucker — The Turning-Point
— Huldah the Prophetess — Two on a
Tour — Philippa's Nervous Prostration.
They "have all the author's fascinating
art, bright natural conversations and
■entertaining humor, and will receive a
hearty welcome from Mrs. Wiggin's very
large and appreciative public.
ELEANOR PORTER'S STORIES
Among the most popular works of
fiction of late years have been the novels
of Eleanor H. Porter, and the many
Canadian admirers of her stories will be
interested in the coming of three volumes
of her short stories being issued this
autumn as a set. The titles are: "The
Tie That Binds"; "Tales of Love and
Marriage"; "The Tangled Threads";
"Just Tales Across the Years"; "Tales
of Age."
FRENCH
GRAMMAR
Philippe de la Rochelle, of the faculty
of Columbia University, has comoiled
"A Modern French Grammar," publish-

ed by Putnams. It is for the use of
classes in colleges and in higher grade
schools. The attention given to grammatical nomenclature, drill in oral and
reading exercises, topics of composition,
etc., will make unusually clear to the
student the nature of the French language and the relations borne by it to
the English language.
DEATH OF NAT GOULD
London, July 26. — Nathaniel Gould,
novelist, died to-day at Newhaven, Bedfont, Middlesex.
"Nat" Gould was born in Manchester
in 1857 and became a journalist and
traveller. He was the most prolific
writer of England of sporting novels, no
less than one hundred and thirty beingpublished from his pen. His style was
racy and revealed an intimate knowledge
of both the best and the seamy side of
the English turf. He enjoyed a remarkable popularity among the men in the
street, and his "Double Event," "Jockey
Jack," "A Gentleman Rider," and a few
score others, were best sellers of their
kind for over a generation.
NAVAL WAR
HISTORY
In early autumn there will appear
Vol. 1 of the "Official Naval History of
the War," by Sir Julian Corbett. Five
maps and eight diagrams will be included in the volume of letterpress, which
will contain about 450 pages, and, in addition, there will be a separate case containing eighteen larger maps. The book
will be published at 17s. 6d. net. This
volume will end with the Battle of the
Falklands. Vol. 2 will be ready for
publication in the spring of 1920 and the
work completed in four or five volumes.
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Fifteen prominent biologists contribute
to "Life and its Maintenance": a Symposium on Biological Problems of the
Day, which is based on lectures delivered
by them at University College, London.
The war has given rise to certain investigations and discoveries which must
be followed up — the relative values of
foods, the strategy and tactics of agricultuie, the anaerobic treatment of
wounds, substitutes for raw materials.
On these and many kindred subjects the
•^ithors explain our present state of
knowledge, and indicate the lines of future enquiry.
THE

HAUNTED

BOOKSHOP

A new Christopher Morley novel, "The
Haunted Bookshop," was issued recently.
The tale is done in the same whimsical
tone which won Mr. Morley so many
friends with his two earlier books,
"Shandygaff" and "Parnassus on
Wheels." Side by side with this whimsicality, though, it is packed tight with
mystery and rapid-fire action.
4S

A dashing girl, sent to work in the
"haunted" shop by her millionaire
father; her faithful cavalier, who is an
advertising man by day; a sinister background of secret agents, and delightful,
inimitable Roger Mifflin — these are the
principal figures in this unique story.
SUBMARINE LIFE

"Under the Periscope," by Mark
Bcnnet, presents a series of stories, all
founded on fact descriptive of submarine life in war time. Like Marryat,
the author is a professional sailor, and
he has much of Marryat's picturesqueness and realism in his description of
life at sea.
CLEM ENCEAU— NOVELIST
This year we are to have an English
transla ion of Georges Clemenceau's
novel, "The Strongest."
The theme of the book is the proposition that "might makes right" in the
affairs both of men and nations. Clemenceau shows that this cynical belief is
almost true but not qui.e — in the end the
spiritual qualities always rise superior
to the threats of brutal might.
NEW GEOGRAPHY
After next year there will be a new
Ontario Public School geography.
The educational authorities at the Parliament Buildings are thinking of the
changed conditions of affairs already,
and fortunately the old contract of the
geography runs out next year.
An official of the department said recently that the contrac; for the present
geography expires in 1920. The Minister is now considering what book will
replace it. The war has made so many
changes in political and map geography
that the book is in those respects almost
out of date. No time will be lost in
getting a new book. The present book
will be used for another year.
A GOOD "FIRST" NOVEL
"The Branding Iron," by Katharine
Burt is reg-arded as the most promising
"first" novel in years. It is a romance
of the East and West that will appeal
equally to lovers of the best in fiction
and to those who crave the thrill of the
untamed wilderness. The characters of
Joan Landis, the passionate and primitive woman of the mountains, and of
the two men who mold her destiny, one
her cowboy husband, the other the overcivilized man of the city; the brilliantlycolored scenes ranging from the
Wyoming wilderness to the stage of a
great New York theatre; the thrilling
plot of love, hate, wrong, and atonement;
and the curiously vivid style that makes
you read on and on regardless of time;
all combine to make a story that is indelibly impressed on the reader's mind.

*^'

BOOTH

TARKINGTON

"Ramsay Mulholland," the new BoothTarkington novel, has just ibeen published. It might be briefly described as
a story of Penrod coming to manhood.
It has all the charm of "Penrod" and of
"Seventeen."
KNIBBS' NEW NOVEL
A Canadian author who continues to
gain ground is Henry Herbert Knibbs,
whose new novel to appear October 1
is entitled "The Ridin' Kid From Roaring
River."
This is a virile cow-boy yarn with all
the zest and swiftness of the usual story
of vhe West, but differing in its crisp
style. "Pete," the hero, is not the
stereotyped cowboy of fiction, but a decidedly individual character, whose
courage, honesty, and shrewdness give
him a very real personality, and bis experiences in store-keeping, sheep-tending, rough-riding and gun-play hold the
attention and win the sympathy of the
reader throughout. Mr. Knibb's "Overland Red" and "Sundown Slim" have
been among the most successful and
popular Western stories of recent years,
and have won their author a high reputation for faithful and vivid portrayal
of Western life.
A MAN OF THE AGES
A big, full-length novel, dealing with
Abraham Lincoln, is the latest achievement of Irving Bacbeller. The title is
from the famous phrase uttered by Secretary Seward when he stood at the
martyred President's bedside. "He is a
man of the ages," said the great Secretary.
FROM

FATHER

TO SON

Mary S. Watts' new novel just published by Macmillan's, is entitled "From
Father to Son," and presents a young
man of wealthy family, who, upon entering his father's office after leaving
college, finds that the huge fortune
founded by his grandfather was mainly
made by profiteering during the Civil
War. The question is: What is he to do?
High minded and sensitive, the problem is a very real and difficult one and
out of it comes the story. It is as fascinating in every way as anything Mrs.
Watts has ever written, and involves a
moving crowd of characters drawn with
her customary skill and insight into human motive.
NEW
AND FORTHCOMING
From the University Tutorial Press
comes Shakespeare's "Cymbeline" in
tutorial Shakespeares, this issue being
edited by A. R. Weekes, M.A., who contributes an introduction of some thirty
pages.
It is published at 2s. 3d.
A recent series of "S.uiart Memorial"
lectures delivered at St. Mary-le-bow,
Cheapside, London, Eng., by Rev. Harrington C. Lees, M.A., is announced under the title "Failure and Recovery."
Another new book of inspiring addresses
is "God's High Way" by Rev. W. Y.
Fullertan.
Another new volume by Rev. Andrew
Murray, D.D., will shortly appear in the
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well-known "The Pocket Companion"
series entitled, "The Secret of United
Prayer." There is also announced "A
Standard Bearer of Faith and Holiness,"
being some personal reminiscences of
the late Rev. Evan H. Hopkins.
Honore Willsie, of "Still Jim" fame,
has written "The Forbidden Trail," to
be published in Canada this month.
"Sir Harry," by Archibald Marshall,
the English novelist, who is so rapidly
coming to the fore, is to be published
in this country next month.
George Madden Marten's new novel,
"March On," is to come this month.
THINGS HIDDEN BY THE CENSOR
Coming out of the rift of the war
these days are some astounding stories,
articles, and novels, which could not have
been published previously by reason of
the censor's prohibitions. One presumes
that the next two or three years will see
a somewhat continuous crop of surprising things like these revealing happenings and conditions concerning which we
did not dream during the last five years.
Some of these are told in Lord French's
"1914," which has stirred up a very
great amount of interest in England, and
is likely to do the same in Canada. Another book containing the same sort of
material, though in novel form, is Cjningsby Dawson's "The Test of Scarlet,"
which is written around the actions of
"The Sacrifice Battery" in the last days
of the war. telling stories of the doings
of our men such as would hardly be believed could they not be verified by those
who to )k part in them.
BYRON STAUFFER
A man named Byron Stauffer, who
says and writes pertinent and stickingto-the-memory things, is pretty well and
favorably known all through Canada, but
particularly in Toronto, where for years
he held a church full every Sunday night
in one of the down-town churches, and
in Winnipeg, where he is doing somewhat similar work now. No one would
take Stauffer for a preacher, either, if
one met him on the street or on first
looking at his literary material, but
after one talked with him, or after one
read his matter for ten minutes, the
punch toward something of a better life
comes and leaves its impression. Some
of Mr. Stauffer's writings for the last
year or so have been put in book form
and are being published this fall under
the title, "The Battle Nobody Saw."
Chapter Eight, headed, "Who Cut That
Man's Hair?" is somewhat indicative of
Mr. Stauffer's methods, this one dealing,
by the way, along lines one certainly ha*
seldom seen, with Samson and his life
tragedy.
JEROME K. JEROME
Literary people who knew Jerome K.
Jerome through his "Three Men in a
Boat," and one or two other similar
b )oks, were rather astounded when "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back," with
its distinctly religious flavor was issued
from his pen. There is a whisper among

Jerome's - friends that something happened in his life to turn his ideas, and
consequently his literary type to more
serious themes. In any event, strength
is given to this theory in a new book to
be published this fall titled, "All Roads
Lead to Calvary." Peculiarly enough, a
title like this covers the story of a brilliant and beautiful girl, who attempts to
lift the world and gain fame by entering journalism.
LITERATURE
AND RELIGION
Rev. Dr. Trevor Davies, who came to
the Metropolitan Church, Toronto, a
couple -of years ago, after some considerable pastoral experience in England,
adopted a somewhat novel plan to meet
the needs of the cosmopolitan congregation in his downtown church, for the
Sunday evening services last year. He
hit on the scheme, for instance, of picking on some of the masterpieces in literature, most of which are certainly noi
well known to the man on the street in
Canada, of telling the story involved,
and of drawing a religious or moral
truth from these. These addresses made
up in this way have been put in bo>k
form, and, as it may be of interest to
note, are being brought out simultaneously also in Great Britain and the
United States. In these addresses, Dr.
Davies touches, for instance, on the
fundamental truths contained in such
literary gems as Ibsen's "Peer Gynt,"
Francis Thompson's "Hound of Heaven,"
Morley's "Life of Gladstone," Browning's
"Pippa Passes," and others. They give
unusual encouragement in the facing of
life's battles.
ANTHONY HOPE
Of course, a tower, a castle, and a
mystery have to be included in any of
Anthony Hope's stories, a " la "The
Prisoner of Zenda." Hope has not produced a book for a little time, but his
new novel, "The Secret of the Tower," to
be published this fall, has all the earlier
characteristics, including, of course, the
tower and the mystery. This one, in a
most timely fashion, also includes a returned soldier and a female doctor, the
latter of whom is used in a remarkable
way in the solution of the mystery.
TONAL M ACTON 4L
From Alex. Gardner, publisher, Paisley, Scotland, comes M. E. M. Donaldson's refreshing book, '"Tonal MacTonal," which will find a warm place in the
hearts of all Hieland folk and the many
other people who are interested in stordes of the Scottish 'Hlghlandis. The
characters in this book are true to type,
and it may be added that one of the author's objects in publishing these prewar sketches is to correct widespread
misapprehension regarding Highlands,
spread by the habit of some English
novelists of draw-in? upon uninstructed
imagination, and consequently presenting as "Highlanders," characters which,
as this author says in his preface,
"might as fittingly claim to be Hottentots, so grotesque is the caricature."

Monthly Record of New

Books

Published by Firms Established in Canada
THOMAS ALLEN
Fiction
Branding Iron, Katharine Newlin Burt,
cloth, $1.65; Madam Constantia, Jefferson Carter, cloth, $1.50; Joan & Co., Frederick Orin Bartlet, cloth, $1.65; Dormitory Days, Arthur Standwood Pier, cloth,
$1.35.
Non-Fiction
Humor in Tragedy, Constance Bruce,
board, $1; Sample Case of Humor,
Strickland Gillilan, cloth, $1.25; "1914,"
Field Marshal French, cloth, $6; Treasury of War Poetry, 1st and 2nd series,
George Herbert Clark, cloth, $1.50;
leather, $2.50; Types of Pan, Keith
Preston, cloth, $1.25; Students' Book
of Inspiration, Edward Dickinson,
cloth, $1; Social Work, Dr. R. C.
Cabot, cloth, $1.50; Democracy in
Reconstruction, Schafer and Cleveland,
cloth, $1.50; Preparing for Womanhood,
Dr. E. B. Lowery, cloth, $1; Education
in Sexual Physiology and Hygiene,
Philip Zenner, M.D., cloth, $1; Sex Problems of Man in Health and Disease,
Moses Scholtz, cloth, $1; Vitality Supreme, Bernard MacFadden, cloth, $1.
Juvenile
Aesop for Children, Milo Winter, cloth,
$2.

J. M. DENT & SON,
Fiction

LTD.

Polly Masson, William Henry Moore,
cloth, $1.75; The White Cypher, Henry
Leverage, cloth, $1.50; The Uprootersl
J. A. T. Lloyd, cloth, $1.50; The Thunderbolt, George Colmore, cloth, $1.90;
Our Wonderful Selves, Roland Pertwee,
boards, $1.75.
Non-Fiction
Before the Bar, J. A. Stevenson, cloth,
$1.35: Bridging the Chasm, Percival F.
Morley, cloth, $1.35; How to Speak With
the Dead, Seiens, cloth, $1.50; Personal
Efficiency in Business, Edward Earle
Purington, cloth, $1.60; The Place of
Agriculture in Reconstruction, James B.
Morman, A.M., cloth, $2.
S. B. GUNDY
Fiction
A London
$1.50.

Lot, A. Neil Lyons, cloth,

Non-Fiction
Our First Airways, Claude GrahameWhite. cloth, $1.75; England and the
War, Walter Raleigh, cloth, $1.25; The
Men Who Made Our Novels. George
Gordon, cloth, $1.60; Zeebruege and Ostend, C. Sandford Terry, cloth, $2.25;
Indian Constitutional Reform, Vincent A.
Smith, cloth, $1; The League of Nations,
Viscount Grey and Others, cloth, $1;
pn°ms of GeraH Manlev Honkins. Robert Bridges, cloth, $4; India, V. A. Smith,
c'oth, $4; Napoleon, Herbert Trench,
cloth. $3.50; The Light of Men. M. Reynes
Monlaur, cloth, $1.50.

Juvenile
The Little Home Makers (Cooking),
Constance Johnston, $1; The Good Wolf,
Frances
Hodgson Burnett, $1.50.
Adventures of Blackberry Bear, Margaret Frances Fox, cloth, $1.25; Imagina,
Julia Ellsworth Ford, cloth, $1.50.
THE

MACMILLANLTD.CO. OF

CANADA,

Fiction
From Father to Son, Mary Watts,
cloth, $1.75.
Non-Fiction
The Shop Committee, W. L. Stoddard,
cloth, $1.40; Studies in Mark's Gospel,
W. T. Robertson, cloth, $1.40; An American Labor Policy, J. H. Cohen, cloth,
$1.10; Albania, Past and Present, C. A.
Chekrezi, cloth, $2.50; The Room Without a Door, E. H. Allen, cloth, $1.50;
What Happened to Europe, F. A. Vanderlip, cloth, $1.40; The Origin of Consciousness, C.A. Strong, cloth, $4; Home
and Food Preservation, W. V., cloth,
$1.65; Reconstruction and National Life,
C. F. La veil, cloth, $1.75; India's Silent
Revolution, Fred B. Fisher, cloth, $1.66;
The State in Peace and War, John Watson, cloth, $3; The Nature of the Atonement, J. M. Campbell, cloth, $2; Manual
of American Grape Growing, U. P. Hedrick, cloth, $2.75.

McClelland

& stewart

Fiction
Bulldog Carney, W. A. Fraser, cloth,
$1.50; The Trail of the Beast, Achmed
Abdullah, cloth, $1.60; The Moon and
Sixpence, W. Somerset Maugham, cloth,
$1.50; A Sailor's Home, Richard Dehan,
cloth, $1.75; Janet of Kootenay, Evah
McKowan, cloth, $1.50; Rainbow Valley,
L. M. Montgomery, cloth, $1.60; You
Never Saw Such a Girl, George Weston,
cloth, $1.35; Joan at Halfway, Grace
McLeod Rogers, cloth, $1.60; The Woman
of Babylon, Joseph Hocking, cloth, $1.50;
The League of the Scarlet Pimpernel,
Baroness Orcry, cloth, $1.50; The Forest
Fire, E. Temple Thurston, cloth, $1.50;
Instead, Olive Wadsley, cloth, $1.50; Our
Casualty. George Birmingham, cloth,
$1.50.
Non-Fiction
Inventions of the Great War. A. Russell Bond, cloth, $1.75; All the World.
C. M. Sheldon, cloth, $1.25: Small Craft,
C. Fox Smith, cloth, $1.25; Sailortown,
C. Fox Smith, cloth, $1.25; New Rivers
of the North, Hulbert Footner, cloth,
Juvenile
The Battle of the Nations, Frederick
Arnold Kummer, cloth. $2: Stories for
$3.
the Bible Hour, R. Brimley Johnson,
cloth, $1.50; I Wonder Why Stories,
$1.25; Boy Scout's
Georgeof Adam,
Book
Stories,cloth,
F. K. Mathiews, cloth,
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$2.

GEO.

J. McLEOD,
Fiction

LTD.

A Woman's Woman, Nalbro Bartley,
cloth, $1.75; Cursed, Geo. Allan England, cloth, $1.50; The Ivory Trail, Talbot Mundy, cloth, $1.75; The Secret
House, Edgar Wallace, cloth, $1.50; The
Passionate Pilgrim, Samuel Merwin,
cloth, $1.75; The Starling, Juliet W.
Tompkins, cloth, $1.50.
Fiction
THOMAS NELSON
& SONS, LTD.
Hunting Camps in Wood and Wilderness, H. H. Prichard, cloth, 75 cents;
With Poor Emigrants to America,
Stephen Graham, cloth, 75 cents.
Non-Fiction

Nelson's History of the War, Volume
XXIII, John Buchan, red cloth, 75 cents;
Dickens (People's Books), Sydney
Dark, cloth, 35 cents; The Nations' Histories; Rome, Elizabeth O'Neill, cloth,
$1.50; Poems, Scots and English, John
Buchan, oloth, $1; Abraham Lincoln,
Brand Whitlock, cloth, 75 cents.
Fiction PRESS
THE RYERSON
Burned Bridges, B. W. Sinclair, cloth.
$1.60. Against the Winds, Kate Jordan,
Young Visitors, Daisy Ash$1.50; $1.
cloth,
ford, cloth,
Non-Fiction
War Romance of Salvation Army,
Booth and Lutz. cloth, $1.60; On Uncle
Sam's Water Wagon, H. W. Moore, cloth,
$1.50; Same Old Bill, Eh Mable, Streeter,
cloth, 75 cents; Out o' Luck, J. T. Smith,
cloth, 75 cents; The Battle Nobody Saw,
Byron Stauffer, cloth, $1.50.
RADICAL

READING

Booksellers and publishers are reporting that the public's demands are tending more and more into radical fields
and that books in the fields of government, sociology, and general literature
which get the quickest attention are
those that have a decidedly radical
viewpoint and push out boldly into new
fields, says the Publishers' Weekly.
Many look on this as a temporary condition and perhaps one to be discouraged; others find that they are bein-r
called on to select and recommend books
in fields in which they have done little
personal reading, a condition in contemporary bookselling that was pointed out
in the address of Prof. Harold J. Laski
at the Booksellers' Convention.
E. M. Delafield's new novel, "The Pelicans." is almost ready for publication.
Julian Street's new book, "After
Thirty,"
its unusual
iect. has by
beenreason
awaitedof with
interest.su1^It
has just appeared.
Those who so enioyed "Slippy McGee," will welcome Marie Oemlers' "A
Woman Named Smith," soon to be issued.

Here's
a Store That Has the Goods
Carries Diversified Line of Goods Which Are Well Displayed; Consequently Good,
Profitable Business is Done, Although Town is Small
choice candy in boxes. On top of this is
a tempting display of chocolate in bulk,
in an all glass show case of small dimensions, with a series of upright glass partitions. The drug counters and show
cases are further back, with the dispensing room in the rear, divided from
the main store by a handsome oak cabinet, adorned with mirrors, and supporting on twin pillars bus.s of two famous
composers.
Above the show cases and tables on
the left, a slender iron rod suspended
from the ceiling for the full length of
the store, is loaded with a miscellaneous
collection of hanging articles. Pennants
suspended from wires stretched across
the store at intervals, give an attractive
appearance, and the general decorative
scheme is helped out by artificial flow-

standpoint of having an
FROMnsivthe
e stock, exceptionally well
exte
displayed, there are few drug and
stationery stores in the West, apart from
those in the larger centres, that can
touch the Cabri, Sask., drug store, of
which Robt. A. Porter is the proprietor.
It is stocked to the limit of its capacity
with well selected, saleable goods. On
the left as one enters the store is a fine
display of pipes in a .show case, with
shaving supplies displayed on top. Back
of this is a cabinet of the latest works
of fiction, with a display of fountain
pens at its base. Beyond the pipe case
are two demonstration phonographs,
ready to play, then a long t^xble of toys,
leather goods and novelties. A cabinet
for Kodak films is in the rear of these,
■with a show case adjoining for the dis-

Remarkable

play of a large assortment of kodaks.
There is another cabinet further back,
filled with brushes and fancy goods, and,
standing out prominently, near the rear
of the store, a tall revolving rack for
the display of sheet music. On an adjoining table is letter paper in boxes,
wire paper baskets, toys and colored
balls.
Down the centre of the store is a line
of tables, the foremost one bearing a
collection of all the latest magazines.
Just behind this is a table full of sporting goods, with baseball and tennis supplies in large quantities. There follows
a rack for magazines and small framed
pictures, and another for song folios.
On the right, near the entrance, is a
display of cigars in a silent salesman
showcase, with more shaving supplies
on top, and immediately adjoining it a
similar show case filled to capacity with

well

stocked

store

in small

Western

Town—

Porter's,

ers, palms and pictures along the top of
the wall cabinets.
There is no soda fountain in the Cabri
store for the reason that Mr. Por:er
does not think it pays for a period of
only three months in the year. He states
that from his experience the fountain
is a nuisance for three-quarters of the
year.
THE HAPPY

ENDING

In "The Re-creation of Brian Kent,"
Harold Bell Wright gives further evidence of his bid for consideration as the
patron saint of all those in favor of a
happy ending to novels.
ROBERTS' NEW BOOK
"In the Morning of Time," Chas. G.
D. Roberts' latest novel, is a tale of prehistoric man, that
uncharted
sea of
46 man dodged about
literature when early

among the early monsters who "tore
each other in their slime." A point
brought out in the rise of the hero
Grom, essays to show that the genus
homo never was so bestial as some
writers of violent imagination have deNEW

picted him.
AND FORTHCOMING

The author of "Patricia Brent" is responsible for a new novel entitled "The
Rain Girl," coming this month.
Jeremy Lane's "Yellow Men Sleep," is
among the new books to appear this
month.
In October will come Warwick Deeping's new novel "Second Youth."
"The Six Best Cellars" is the apt title
of Holworthy Hall's new book, in which
he champions the cau^e of prohibition.

of Cabri,

Sask.

"The Exploits of Bilge and Ma," is the
title of Peter Clark Macfarlane's new
novel.
"Taking the Count," is another story
of sports by Charles Van Loan, author
of "Score by Innings." It will be ready
this month.
Samuel Blyth, American humorist,
has written "Hunkins," which is to be
^published shortly.
"Singing Mountains," by Albert Benjamin Cunningham, is a novel in train
for early publication.
Mina Wilcox Putnam's new book, almost ready, is entitled "Believe You
Wallace Irwin has chosen "The Blooming Angel," as the title of his new
book to appear this season.
Melville Post is represented in new
autumn fiction with "The Mystery at
Blue Villa," to appear this month.
Me!"

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Typists the world over find a splendid new tool in 399 TRI-PLY
red circular eraser. Center edge for ink and typewriting; side edges
for pencil and carbon copies. A revelation.
Samples to dealers.

Nationally Advertised

Esterbrook
Jatkson Stub Ao. 442

Half a Million Sold !

Each
Memo
11
Separate

The Reputation of
Ester brook Pens is
based on Excellence
of Performance
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Live Notes
m

When you, Mr. Dealer, show
a customer a comprehensive
assortment of Esterbrook
Pens, in one of the Esterbrook
Counter Display Cases, he is
sure to be satisfied with the

Ice

Only

ROBINSON REMINDER

service. And, he's sure to be
satisfied with the pen he selects. A satisfied customer
is a strong asset for you.

Tear Out When Attended to
When a memo is taken cane of, it is bona out. The book 'is ainVays
"live" and clean. No data lost among erosfwd-out notes; no excuse
for foifjetting. Used by half a million people and the business is
rust getting under way! Advertised in over a doeen big magaaSnga.
Good profits, easy sales, plenty of store adrertisiiig. Wiite for
special d<ealer offer!
Reminder with extra filler and bandy poefcet m cover:
Retail Price List3" x 5"
3V x 7"
Handsome Black Leather
$1.03 $1.50
Cowhide or India Call'
1.76 2.00
Genuine Seal or Morocco
2.25 3.(10
In Imitation
Leather
50
.75
In Ch>lh (without
extra filler)
26
.60
Ladies' Shopping Reminder, 2% x 3\, with pencil and extra filler,
$1.00; in patent leather. $1.25.
EXTRA
FILLERS
Size 3
in. x 5
in. (4 couixms to a page)
$0.76 per dozen
Size 3% in. x 7
in. (6 coupons to a page)
LOO per dozen
Size 2% in. 3% in. (3 coupons
to a page)
70 per dozen
Name in Gold on ("over, 26c extra.

Write us about the new counter disTHE

play cases and signs — Esterbrook Pens.
ESTERBROOK PEN MFG. CO.
18-70 COOPER
STREET
CAMDEN, N. J.

Usterfijroolc
"Easiest to sell
Canadian Agents : Brown

Robinson Mfg. Co., 74 Elm St., Westfield, Mass.

THERE

Bros., Lid., Toronto, Canada

!

ARE REASONS

for the largely increased sales of Bradley Water
Color Boxes for schools. The standard of quality
has been maintained and prompt deliveries are
always made.
For sale by the leading jobbers, or trade orders
will be promptly filled by

The Geo. M. Hendry & Co., Ltd.

Leading boxes:
B-l — 8 semi-moist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and charcoal gray.
B-.1 — .Special — 8 semi-moist pans, 6 standard colors with white
and black.
A variety of other assortments
kept in stock.

Toronto

215 Victoria Street,
Sole
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Canadian

Agents
for Milton
and Kindergarten

Bradley's
Materials.

Art,

Primary

NEW CARDS AND CALENDARS
Among the new issues of calendars
beinc introduced by Hector Prenter, of
Toronto, for Morgan & Scott, Ltd., of
London, are two missionary calendars,
"Heralds of Peace," with quotations
from St. Paul and from missionaries of
our own time. The Christian series of
Christmas greeting cards have carefullychosen texts and verses. There are also
new almanacs. "The Christian" almanac
specially prepared for localizing, shows
the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers at
New Plymouth in 1620. The Church almanac presents views of Westminster
Abbey, York, and Canterbury cathedrals.
The Sacred Art calendar has a beautifrl art picture, "The Good Shepherd."
THEO-PYSCHO-IDEO-GRAI'H
Psychical research entertainment embodied in such productions as the wellknown Ouija board now has a new medium of express-ion in the Theo-PsychoIdeo-Graph, which has mysterious, Occult symbols. It is the invention of a
prominent psychic who places it on the
market and claims to have made
thorough tests. The talking table is
lithographed in three colors on heavy
composition board, insuring smooth, easy
movements for the beautifully designed
table that indicates the answers to questions and decides problems. The TheoPsyrho-Ideo-Graph shows besides numerals and the alphabet all the zodiacal
signs and Occult symbols; designed to
facilitate a most complete reading by
one or two movements of the PsychoGuide indicating table.
J A DA DOLLS
Among new dolls is one called the
Ja Da girl, which is furnished with real
human hair and is most strikingly gowned, making it a good window display attraction.
POSTCARD

THEATRE

Sorting Devices That Are Efficient Time-savers
in Office Work
and Good Items for the Stationer's Office Supply Stock.

Canada in his first novel, "The Heart
of Cherry
this
month. McBain," which will be ready

A new product is the "Postcard
Theatre," which is a pretty and effective toy. It is a theatre in miniature,
with drop curtain complete. Postcards
or any other pictures of suitable size
can be inserted. The curtain is raised
and some pleasing effects obtained.
NEW HOOKS

A fine new novel just out is "A London Lot," by Neil Lyons.
"The Men Who Make Novels," by
George Gordon, is a new book that
should be read by every bookseller for
the things worth knowing about authors
that the book imparts.

Compton Mackenzie's new book,
"Sylvia and Michael," carries on the
story of Sylvia Scarlet.
A new book by Henri Barbusse, author
of "Under Fire," is announced for early
Its title will be "Light."
publication.
General Ludendorff's book viewing the
war from the German side is being
brou-rht out in an English translation.
What Rex Beach has done for the romance of Western American railway
building, Douglas Durkin, whose volume
of poems published a year ago was so
well
received,
does
for
Western

NEW CANADIAN BOOKS
Major Douglas Hallam, D.S.O., son of
John Hallam one of the prominent men in
commercial life in Toronto, has written
"The Spider's Web." It tells of the famous Zeebrugge raid in which Major Hallam participated.
A new Canadian story for girls is
"The Girl of the New Day," by Ellen
M. Knox, a Toronto writer.
An interesting item of Canadiana,
coming this season, is "Canadian Singers
48

and Their Songs," by E. S. Caswell, assistant Chief Librarian of the Toronto
Public Libraries.
"Building of the North," by James B.
Macdougall, is a Canadian book coming
shortly, which should be well received.
Charles E. Royal has chosen as the
title of his volume of verse to come in
early October, "Sourdough Ike and Other
"Carmichael," a popular Canadian
novel out of print for years, but conPoems." stantly in demand, is being brought out
in a new edition this season.
"Bob and Bill See Canada," is a new,
strictly Canadian juvenile book by Alfred
E. Uren, with pictures by W. Goode.
Bob and Bill are bunnies, and their travels take them into all parts of the wide
Dominion, scouting out all the points of
interest. It is a book for children that
is not only intensely interesting for
children, but most educative.

BOOKS
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This
popular willCanadian
has never
anything
"Rainbow
and
booksellers
find thatauthor
the book
will bedone
in such
demandbetterthis than
season
and forValley"
Christmas
trade as to eclipse the great record made by the best of the "Anne" books.
First edition 50''
larger than the first edition of "Anne's House of Dreams."

JOAN

VALLEY

THEM

By L. M. Montgomery

AT HALFWAY

-

$1.60
SS
SS
—
~

By Grace McLeod Rogers

What "PoLlyanna" accomplished across the line "Joan at Halfway" bids fair to achieve
$1.50in
Canada. This romance of a Canadian sunshine girl down by the sounding sea, introduces
a strange old house, locked doors of secrecy, buried hurt and the anger of old family feuds;
the hereditary gypsy curse of the Thirst that was to fall upon every male of the Wisdom
family. How Joan lifted the curse of Romany is the climax. Everybody who read the "Pollyanna" and "Anne" stories will want this book, which is bound to be a best seller this season.

JANET

Bv Evah M. McKowan

OF KOOTENAY

$1.50
"Janet of Kootenay" is, as its name implies, a tale of British Columbia. Western Canadian
stories that are well told were never in greater demand and this popularity is not confined to
the West, but is true of readers throughout Eastern Canada as well— a fact which reveals the
healthy Canadianism extant throughout the Dominion. This book is already looming up as
one of the season's leaders.
BULLDOG

CARNEY

By W. A. Eraser

For sheer adventure and frontier setting W. A. Fraser is peerless. A vivid' picture $1.50
of the
border land with its mounted police, its Indians and half-breeds. Aptly described as an excellent guide for an exciting West for anyone who wants to slip away for a while to a land
of daring and romance. There is adventure a-plenty in "Bulldog Carney." A man's book
par excellence.

MOON

AND

SIXPENCE

By W. Somerset Maugham

$1.50

The latest book by this talented English novelist tells the story of a London stock-broker who
after twenty years of married life leaves his family for a career in painting. The possibilities for an interesting story are developed with all the consummate art of Somerset
Maugham.

IN SECRET

Bv Robert W.

Chambers

This book would sell tremendously even were its author unknown, and the fact that it presents
$1.50
Robert W. Chambers in a new phase accounts for the place it has won among this season's
six best sellers. It is shortly to appear in "the movies" with Pearl W'hite as heroine. That
will still further heighten its demand, a fact which must be taken into account by booksellers.

DANGEROUS

DAYS

By Mary Roberts

Rinehart

$1.60
Far and away the best novel ever written by Mary Roberts Rinehart, "Dangerous Days,"
another of the six best selling novels in Canada to-day, is bound to sell still bigger this autumn
and booksellers will be wise to see that they have an adequate supply.

The Sky Pilot in No Man's Land

By Ralph Connor

$1.50

"The best selling novel in Canada and still going strong," that is the trade definition of
"A Sky Pilot in No Man's Land." What more need be said about it to the bookseller alive
to his opportunity?

The Publishing House of

McClelland & Stewart, Limited
=

215 VICTORIA

ST.

TORONTO
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I

C-* C-J
ADDS

MOISTENER

TO PROFITS

R<"tail price,
$5 each.
Wholesale
price,
$2.50 each.
F.O.B. Bellows
Falls, Vt.
Made of pressed steel, taneo
any standard
widtih roll, aim

LIGHT

is sotalks,
simp'."
sales
demonstrations
or ''approval"
sales are unnecessary. Users liko
them because in speeding wrapping and packing they moisten tape
perfectly. Put in a stock now and
lose no sales when customers call.
Orders shipped day received.
WRITE FOR PRICES
J. F. Ryan & Co.
AND SAMPLES OF
52 Vinderbilt A»e.
SEALING TAPES
NEW
YORK

GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLES
Buyers

should write
at once
for samples and
prices of
THE APEX
t^e
NEEDLES
each playing 10
records.
Also
ordinary NEEDLES
and SPEAR POINTS.
DELIVERIES of any quantities can
be despatched immediately.

BROADWAY

NEW
GOODS
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED

SMALLWARES

Limited
MANUFACTURERS

CO.

Astwood Bank
REDDITCH, ENGLAND

xter's
DeSTAR
MANIFOLD
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send for samples and price*.

C. H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

SYSTEMS

"Light Systems for Live Matter" is the
general term that is applied by the Kohlhaas Co., of Chicago, to their extensive
line of office specialties, which include
the check sorter and letter sorter, illustrated in this issue. They have a number of other new items of interest to the
stationery trade including special files
for doctors and dentists, desk reminders,
follow-up files. Another novelty of practical value is a pen extractor, made of
metal, made for attaching to a desk. By
its use a pen nib may be readily extracted, saving time and preventing soiled
fingers.
NEW 'PHONE INDEX
A New York firm of manufacturing
stationers have recently patented and are
now puttinsr on the market the "HW"
Telephone Index. These are made in
two styles, one for advertising purposes,
as shown in the accompanying illustration and the other, more elaborate, to be
sold at retail. The index is artistic,
durable and practical, and they are not
only desirable to stock but here is an
opportunity for stationers to sell them
in quantities for advertisement purposes.
TRANSPARENT

DESK

PAD

The newly introduced standard transparent desk pad is a very useful article
for anyone who uses a desk. It has a
celluloid transparent top which covers
a handsome sheet of gray artillery blotting. Important notes and memorandums are placed on this blotting paper
under the transparent top, where they
are sure to be seen, and yet cannot be
brushed off or blown away. The corners
are of bla<:k leather, which improve its
anpearance and insure its lying perfectlv
flat on the desk. This pad, which i =
manufactured by Boorum & Pease, of
109-111 Leonard Street. New York Citv,
is madp in two sizes. 12% x 19% inches,
and 19% x 24% inches.
HAIR

GOODS

Hair nets are very scarce, and buvers
from the States have been scouring Canada in an effort to get what supplies
they could buy here. Deliveries have
'been very poor. The silk nets are more
easily procured.
Hair ornaments are in strong demand
and prices remain strong.
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Something New
in

Fountain Pens
SELF FILLING, GLASS POINTED
Suitable
for manifold
book entries.
Does
not leak, never
fails to work
and is
easily refilled.
Be the first to introduce
these to your business
clients.
FULL PARTICULARS

W. J. STOREY
184 Park Ave.

MONTREAL

Why is the Peerless
the Best Moistener?

$1.00

Ask any of the thousands of users
and they will tell you it is the best
on the market.
Simple — Useful — Economical
We also make a large moistener
for large offices and shipping rooms
at $2.75 each.
Samples sent on ap-

PEERLESS
proval.

MOISTENER

826 S. Claremont

Ave.

CO.

CHICAGO

▼i
ttlAAAAiAAAAAAlilAliilAAM
'The Guarantee of Quality"

ULTON
Self-Inking

5 Stamp Pads
Manufactured by

FULTON

Line Daters *■
Sign Markers £
Numberers
Rubber
Type ►
Outfits
£

►

Jertevng £*
SPECIALTY Ntw
CO.nti
Pri

^••▼TTTTTVTTVTTTTTTTTTTTT**
muabeth.
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INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

STYLES

Manufactured by

Frank A. Weeks
Mfg. Co.

93 John St., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

Weber
Artists'
Materials
Tempera Colors
Tempera Canvases and
Academy Boards
Students' Tempera Colors
Artists'
Finely
Oil andPrepared
Water Colors
Pastels and Pastel Painting Materials
Fine Quality Brushes
Catalogue on Request

F. WEBER

& CO.

Manufacturing

Artists Colormen since
1854.
Factories and Main House:
Philadelphia. Pa.
Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.. Baltimore. Md.

Who Pays for the Advertising?

"WHO

pays for the advertising f
The consumer, of course.
He pays for every expense of
putting the goods into his hands
—including selling cost. This
and production cost are both so
reduced by successful advertising that he pays LESS for the
same g^ods, just because they
are well advertised. You ride
cheaper on an excursion train
than if you hired a private car
— even a cattle car. And you
don't ask "Who— pays
fare?"
The the
Optimist

IVORY
Among the new ivory ranges on the
market are some attractive designs in
jewel boxes. There seems to be more
emphasis placed on the medium sizes of
these than on the very large ones, which
is good evidence of the better selling of
the medium sizes. One of the new designs shows the lid and bottom extending well beyond the three sides, where
there are no hinges; in front these extensions go farther, each coming in a
graceful curve to a point in the centre.
Ring iboxes are gaining in favor with
the revival of engagements and marriages this year.
There are some novel octagonal, bellshaped powder boxes and hair receivers.
KNITTING BAGS
Real knitting bags are still needed,
too, for in spite of the lack of war knitting and the scarcity of sweaters women
still knit. One of the pretty knitting
bags is made of soft cream linen, of
heavy quality. On it is embroidered a
seated lady knitting, and the ball of wool
in her lap is a real little ball of wool.
Also the diminutive servant who stands
before her has real worsted, in little
balls, in his basket.
NEW IDEAS IN CALENDARS
Some notable new novelty calendars
are included in the new samples being
shown by the representatives of the
Alphalsa Publishing Co., of London, including over fifty designs in wood-carved
figures, hand-painted butterflies, lucky
black cats, etc. This company is nowputting out the "Versailles" series of
hand-printed designs on hand-made
paper as produced by Leon Verdier,
Ltd.
LOCAL STATIONERY
A new introduction in England by E.
Marlborough & Co., of London, is a new
series of "Local Stationery," comprising 100 single sheets printed, boxed
loose. Attractive boxes are used, and
are sold at 7s. 6d., lis. 6d., and 13s. per
dozen. A novel idea is the printing of
private addresses on notepaper put up in
the form of writing-pads with or without envelopes and iblotters. The printing of private addresses of three lines
costs 6d. per box extra, including postage, and can be sent direct to the shopkeeper or to his customer. Among others, local school or college addresses can
be printed.
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Pugh Specialty Co.

LIMITED
38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto, Canada
Manufacturers and Manufacturers' Agents
We own or control 5 Factories
Our Line.
French Ivory.
Pennants,
Cushions and Textile
Novelties.
Supplies for Celebrations, Old
Boys' Re-Unions, etc.
Tag Day Supplies.
Advertising Signs and Banners.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Powder Puffs.
Souvenir Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc.
If youBook's.
don't get our Catalogue reToy
well worthgularly,having.
send us your name. It's

THE

GEM

LINE

Pat. Nov. 5, 1912

No. SO
Always popular.
Heavy Flanged Cover a Distinctive
Feature
Attractive Design.
Best Quality Class.
Ready for Delivery.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co.
240-242 West 23rd St., New York

Advertisement in this space
will give you a high
degree of publicity
value at $5 a month

Your

on yearly contract.
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NEW

IDEA

IN CALENDARS

"At-a-glance" calendars, a new line
just put out by a London, England,
firm are being: well received by the English trade. The large post 8vo. New
Tablet Diary for 1920, sheets perforated

Known

and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.

ADDITION

Our Specialty:

STAMPING

to tear off, presents one week's space on
each leaf with ample room for notes and
month's calendar on same page. The
"At-a-Glance" patented device marks
off each day, the indicator being moved
daily, and the bar adjusted weekly. This
calendar idea is worked out in different
grades of paiper, leatherette and solid
leather.

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

Pat.

May

13, 1913

F-B MANUFACTURING
1228 Intervale Avenue,

New

CO.
York

FAMILY

"Ripple Finish" is the name of a new
paper in the Dimity family of Buntin,
Gillies & Co., Ltd., Hamilton. "Dimity
Ripple Finish," as its name suggests,
has a rippled surface, which is striking
and very pleasing. It comes only in
medium-priced papeteries in mauve,
pink and white, in two of the newest
shapes. The box carries the familiar
Dimity design, embossed in green on the
same stock as the paper itself, and
makes a very strong and attractive display.
NEW

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.

TO

F4STENER

A new stationery specialty is Cushman and Dennison's "Duo Fastener" for
binding papers. It has a wire guard,
the distinct advantage of which is that
it does not cover any of the printed matter which may be on the top sheet, and
this guard has a round surface, over
which the prongs may be bent. There
arc two sizes, both of them 2% in.
punching centre to centre. No. 1 has
prongs 1% in. long, and No. 2 has pronsrs
2% in. long. With these two sizes a
volume of any thickness desired may be
made by merely building them up one
on top of tbe other.
TOY

BAGPIPES

Some novelties in toys are put out by
the Letondu concern of Tottenham,
London, JEngP.and^ comprising various
sizes of bagpipes, squeakers and balloons. The bagpipes retail at from a
shilling upwards. They have sixty-six
numbers of this particular line to offer
the trade. The better class goods are
miniatures of the real thing. This is a
novelty that should appeal to Canadian
trade in view of the big proportion of
people of Scotch descent in this country.

Made
in
Canada

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturer s* Agent for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT
There is good money in these lines for Jj)©ale*s.
Get after this business in your territory.

E. A. CRIPPEN
Successor to The Monarch Paper Co.

79 Spadina

Your

Avenue,

Sales

Toronto

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on
Typewriter Ribbont and Carbons
It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy
is
" Quality
First "
stationers can therefore
on a line of goods of
standard
quality
and
formity as puts them
position
to permanently
tain the trade of every
tomer who once
uses

and
rely
such
uniin a
recusthe

Glut U> A Trial.

goods.

CARIBONUM

COMPANY, LIMITED

54 Wellington Street East, Toronto
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British Goods Are Standards of Value
Mezzotint Engravings
and

"RITISH MADE

Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Era»ers for pencil, ink or typewriting; Pocket Pencils, Mapping
Pens.

For Particulars or Agencies
for the above —
Write to

& CO.

(Founded 1819)

Fine Art Publishers
7 City

CARDED GOODS
IN ALL VARIETIES.

Proof Etchings
Printed in Colors

VIRTUE

STATIONERS'

Garden
Row, City
LONDON, N. 1

Road,

including Goods
Fancy Leather
Bank Note Cases
Music Cases
Wallet*
Ladies' Bags
Mirror
and Comb
Purses
Cases
Calendars
Photo Frames
Fitted Pencil Cases
Pocket Books
and many
other lines are made by

Writing & Drawing Sets
Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Bands,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.

D. HARPER

H. A. COOMBS

and 56 Cheapside,
London,
Write for
list E.C., Eng-.
N.B. — We have facilities for acting as Buying agents for Canadian firms.

10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, EX. 4
Illustrated List on Request.

School and Office
Requisites
GEO. WRIGHT ft
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92,
Clerkenwell Road,
London, E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London Coun"Wright'.
ty Council, etc.
Dustiest' Chalk
Manufacturers to
is the Very Best
the Wholesale and
for Blackboards—
Export Trade.
Scholastic
Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy : Tourists' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Games,
etc.

& CO., Ltd.

258-262 Holloway Road,
London, N. 7, Eng.,

Hold the Line
Here's the line to hold
Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations. We are pa per makers
and wholesale and eiport paper merchants.

—John

Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because itsells so quickly.
There's
about it.
It quality
writes

smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for

Trad* Mark

RoSflmrtd

quick sales.
SupplitJ *y all tht ItaJlni Whole
talt llouiti in Toronto & Monlrto'.

W. V. BOWATER

(Registered)

& SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Que.n Victoria St.. London, E.C. 4. Eng.

Lendon (En|.) Eip.ri Afsnc;

Cablmi: "Spartooluo" London.

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

To the Booksellers and
Stationers of Canada
An Agency for Private
Christmas and New Year
Cards is the most profitable
and easily worked side-line
you can take up. A request
for full particulars written
on your letter heading will
bring them by return mail.
It will pay you to write at
once for particulars to

AlEMAf-ATr
DoVelbV - ITamoap
in

Calendars^brislsmasCards
"Pos&capds
The

"Alphalsa"
Publishing: Co., Ltd.
2-4, Scmtton St.. Finsbury, London,
E.C. 2.
England.

The Castle Publishing Co.
Castle Works, Cheapside,
Lancashire, Eng.

Preston
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JALgHAl

!', ()() K SELLER

The Davis Novelty Company
(Reg'd)
A lar>'c assortment of Billfolds and
Ladies' Purses in stock.
Also Men's Leather Belts, Boy Scout
Belts, School Bags for boys and girls,
Photo and Certificate Cases, Cigarette Cases, ete.

Mappin

Building,
Telephone

Montreal

Uptown

398

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
TORONTO

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer
Rubber

and Metal

of
Stamps,

Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning

Brands,

Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main 3760
Dealers

who

are

TORONTO
interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this paper.

ARTISTS'
SUPPLY
77 York Street

CO.

TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

AND

STATIONER

ADDING
MACHINE
ROLLS
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St..
Philadelphia.
ART SUPPLIES.
Artists' Supply Co., 77 York St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal.
Geo.Toronto.
M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria St..
BINDERS
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Winnipeg.
Dominion
Blank Book Co., Berthierville, Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
Eaton-Dikeman Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies & Co.. Limited. Toronto.
CASH
REGISTER
ROLLS.
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
CELLULOID
GOODS
E. Davis & Co.. Drummond
Bid);.. Montreal.
Puzh Specialty Co.. 38 Clifford St., Toronto.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co., 83 Nassau
St., New
York.
CRAYONS.
Binney & Smith, New York.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
DIE WIPING
PAPER
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New York. N.Y.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co., Orange. Mass.
ENVELOPES.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto. WinMenzies & Co., Limited, Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited, Toronto.
Weldon
Roberts Rubber Co.. Newark.
N.J.
FANCY
PAPERS,
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.
Menzies
& Co., Limited, Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
FILE3
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co., New
York.
Mabie. Todd & Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co., 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
INKS, MUCILAGE
AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins
& Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal Ink Co., 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.
"Glucine," Menzies
& Co., Limited, 439 King St.
W., Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited, 215 Victoria St..
Toronto.
LEAD AND COPYING
PENCILS.
American
Pencil Co.. New York.
Wm.
Cane & Sons. Newmarket.
Ont.
A. R. MacDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
LEATHER
GOODS
E. Davis & Co., Drummond
Bldlg., Montreal.
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MAPS
We can supply the trade with anything in
the map line as well as undertake any kind of
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
36 James

St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

WATERSTON'S
BRAND

"BEE"

SEALING

WAX

factory:
Warriston Works, Edinburgh, Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
"CLIMAX"
The Fireproof
Steel
Baler
turns your waste into
Made in 12 sizes.
Send for Catalogue.
profit.
CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

BOOKSELLER

School Rulers
NEW
New

LINE NOW

READY

Shapes and

Prices.

Right

Send for samples and quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO, N.Y.

LOOSE

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — every.
thine in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished statues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

ADV.

The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett
Loose Leaf, Limited,
539
Toronto.

WILL BE

Do not fail to show them to your school trade.
Toronto.

King

AND

St.

West,

GLOBES

Rand,
McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., 215 Victoria
The
Scarborough
Co. of Canada.
Climax

Excellent for holding Essays,
and other data.

Baler

PAPER
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PAPETERIES
The
Copp
Clark
Buntin,
Gillies
Clark
Bros.
&
W. V. Dawson,
nipeg.
Menzies
£ Co.,
Warwick
Bros.

AND

WRITING

Lectures

Pearl

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited

Co., Syracuse.
MAKERS

Bowater
ft Sons.
Limited.
W.
Victoria
St., London,
E.C.

Notes,

Made in all sizes. Capacity of back 5-8" to 2".
ELBE FILE & BINDER
New YorkCO.,
City 97 Reade

FASTENERS.
Corp.,

Class

St., Toronto.
Hamilton,
Ont

PAPER
BALERS
Co., Hamilton,
Ont.

Ideal Specialties Mfg.
York'City.
O. K. Manufacturing
PAPER

St.,

New

N.Y.

V.,

169

Queen

PAPERS.

Co.. Toronto.
& Co.. Hamilton.
Ont.
Co.. Winnipeg,
Man.
Limited, Montreal, Toronto,

Win-

32

POST
CARDS.
GREETING
CARDS.
ETC.
O. Hurst.
Canadian
representative,
82 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies
st Co., Limited. Toronto.
Pugh
Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford St.. Toronto.
Valentine
4 Sons
Publishing
Co.. Toronto.
PUNCHES
Rivet-0 Mfg.
Mfg.

(Cutter, Eyelet.
Round-Hole,
Co., Orange,
Mass.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Co., Orange,
Mass.

BY

14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal

TheHiMllTrN.
Fred J Meyers
Mfg. Co.
OHIO. U.S.*.

Geo.

M.

SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

McKinley Music
Chicago.

SUPPLIES.
Limited.
215

NAME and
ADDRESS

Victoria

St.,

AND
OFFICE
RULERS.
Co., Canisteo,
N.Y.
SHEET
MUSIC.
Co., 1501-15 East Fifty-Fifth

St.,

UNDER

To-

Directory Headings

STATIONERS' SUNDRIES.
Buntin, Gillies A Co., Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp,
Clark
Co., Wholesale
Stationers.

Warwlek
E. Davis

TO

10c A LINE
PAYS FOR

RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard
Cairns.
77 Queen
St. W.. Toronto.
Fulton
Specialty
Co., Elizabeth.
N.J.

Clark Bros. eV Co.. Ltd.. Winnipeg. Man.
W.nipeg.
T. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal. Toronto,

FROM

etc.)

Win-

Bros. A Rutter. Toronto.
& Co., Drummond
Bldgr., Montreal.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John
Heath,
t St. Bride St.. E.C.
London.
Hinks, Wells A Co.. Birmingham, Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen Co., Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian
Representatives.
TOILET
GOODS
E. Davis
& Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.
TOYS, DOLLS, PUZZLES, ETC.
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
A Co., Limited, Toronto.
E. Davis & Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.
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Street

Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers

TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR
PUNCHES
the best made

Limited. Toronto.
A Rutter. Toronto.
PLAYING
CARDS.

Goodall's English
Playing Cards.
A. O. Hurst,
Front St. W.. Toronto.
U. S. Playing Card Co., Windsor. Ont.
E. Davis
& Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.

The

STATIONERS

COAST

ELBE BINDERS ARE USED BY UNIVERSITIES
THROUGHOUT AMERICA !

AND

National
Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor. 22 Cliff St.. New York City.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.

SCHOOL
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.,
Toronto.

HERE

COAST

BOOKS,
BINDERS
HOLDERS.

Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Winnipeg.

Rivet-0

RECEIVED

STATIONER

A.

LIMITED
Otkr
Yorks

YOUR

LEAF

MAPS

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

Manufacturer

AND

ON

THIS PAGE
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BUYERS' GUIDE

BOOK
A $2.00 BOOK FOR nW! Y

AND

1.25

muDGE
CCVUALKNOWLE
OKil
320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Dr.WINFIELD SCOTT HALL, PhO.
Noted Authority and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE —
What every young min and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacher and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
In plain wrapper for only $1,25
postage 10 cents extra.

McClellandLimited& stewart
215 Victoria St., Toronto

Classified Advertising
pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty yeurs. Ask for counter display stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.
OFFICE

SUPPLIES

AJAX
PATENT
FILE
WRAPPERS— FOR
legal papers, specifications, contracts, etc..
sample
with
prices
on request.
Desaulniers.
Moline.
Illinois.
"Scientific Salesmanship Course," 20 booklets.
20 lessons, $2 ; "Mail-Method Merchandising,"
24 lessons. $2 : "Health- Wealth" Method, great
27-lesson health culture course, 25c : "Cure of
Consumption." 10c: "Sexual Philosophy,"
world's greatest sex manual, 12c. Booksellers,
50%
discount.
Prepaid.
"Health-Wealth"
Pub.
House,
Lawrence.
Massachusetts.
LANGUAGES

Otto Sauer Series
French, Spanish
Italian Grammars

and

MADE
Grammar

IN

THE

WYCIL

with Key

SI .25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton Street. New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

One of these

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
517

Wellington

St. West

SELF AND

Toronto

SEX SERIES

Keep
these books In sight.
They
are stead)
sellers because 90 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective
customers.
Four Books to Men:—
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
WhaJ' a Young Man Ought to Know.
What
• Young
Husband
Ought
to Know.
What a Man of 46 Ought
to Know.
Four Books to Women:—
What a Young Girl Ought
to Know.
What » Young Woman
Ought to Know.
What
a Young
Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman
of 45 Ought to Know.
$1 00 Each.

BRIGGS.

Publisher.

Toronto

pOR SALE A SET OF ENCYCLOPEDIA
Britannica, 11th edition, Cambridge edition,
India paper, cloth binding, in new condition,
$125. Six volumes Cumulative Book Endex,
Years 1!>12 to 1917 inclusive. listing all books
published in Canada and U.S.A. the set for
$10. Gaetz Cornett Drug & Book Co.. Ltd.,
Red Deer. Alta.

pLERK
RETAIL
BOOK
STAtionery FOR
department
of high
classAND
bookstore.
Capable of taking charge: must be good salesman and stock keeper. To right man would
give an interest in a growing business. State
?ge, experience and salary wanted. The R.
O. Smith
Co.. Orillia.

Every Bookshop
Assistant
Should

Buyers' Guide

receive

his or her own

copy of

spaces

Bookseller h. Stationer
regularly

li/2" x 21/4"
costs $3 a

month on

$1.00 A YEAR

yearly contract.
Highly Effective

THE

Publicity at
Minimum

FORM

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $2.00 per dozen.

WILLIAM

U.S.A.

Separate. $1.00
Grammar

yjl/ORLD-ROMIC SYSTEM. MASTERKEY
VV to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart. 37c; Spanish. 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143 West
47th, New York.

CODE WILL

MACLEAN
CO.,

1 43 University Ave.

Cost
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PUBLISHING
Limited
TORONTO

BOOK1
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' >!•$ •

The first requirement of every modern office.
Send for prices and information

NATIONAL BLANK BOOK COMPANY
Massachusetts

Holyoke

STOCK THIS USEFUL RING BOOK AND SECURE SATISFACTION

The covers of this book are made especially for the purpose and are extra heavy. Countersinking in the
covers allows for the ring space and reduces the bulk considerably. The binding is of fine red texhide
and black pebbled cloth with gold side stamp. We make the best and most complete line of Account Books
and Loose Leaf Books in Canada, for the office stationery trade.
WE POSITIVELY DO NOT SELL TO THE CONSUMER

DOMINION

gLANK

£0,

fiERTHIERVILLE, P.Q.

]\ O O K S ELLER

AND

THE HOME

S T A T I0 N E R

STRETCH!

The Annual Autumn Number
of Bookseller and Stationer
Appears Next Month
This year has been one of unprecedentedly good business.
Now for the busy Autumn and the Christmas trade
season to follow. Properly prepared plans will assure
completing this big year, 1919, with a whirlwind finish.

Give the Trade Good Informative News
About the Goods You Have that They
Can Merchandise Profitably
They are in the habit of looking for such special announcements each year in the Annual Autumn Number. It is
your opportunity.
Send copy early and get best available position.
No Increase Over Regular Rates:
Full page
Half page

$45.00
25.00

Quarter page
Special page space, 21/* x 3
Better rates for 3, 6 or 12 months' series

15.00
7.00

LAST DATE FOR ACCEPTING COPY— SEPT. 28
Book Your Order Now

Clip this coupon, sign and return it now while the question is up and let us
know when copy for your advertisement will follow.
Bookseller and Stationer,
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada
Reserve....
Full, half,

AND

page space in the Annual

quarter or specialty

STATIONER"

Rates: Full page, $45.

for $:

Half page, $25.

Autumn

1919
Number

of

"BOOKSELLER

Copy will follow to reach you by
.

Name

Quarter page, $15.
Better Rates for 3, 6 or 12 month series.

AddreSS

AUTUMN

1919

BREAK ALL PREVIOUS SALES RECORDS!
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RIVET-0
TV 2l cLe rt&rk Red-

/

HANDY

OFFICE PUNCH \

I For Punching Holes and Fastening Papers

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada
Catalogue* mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian Factory and Offices

at

Easy to Handle as a Pair of Scissors
Double Hole Binder Punch is only one made punching two standard (3-16 in. and M in,) holes for loose
leaf binder sheets.
Eyelet Punch punches and fastens heavy or light
thicknesses of paper with neat, maroon, easy-squeeze
eyelets; permanent fastening, or instantly removable
with same punch.

Toronto

9-11-13 Davenport Road

Cutler Punch pierces heavy thicknesses of paper for Prong Fasteners.
Deep throats, long handles, easy leverage. Retail for $2 each in
factory-sealed
Cutter
Punches.packages. Supply of fasteners goes with Eyelet and

($/&&£

THE

SUPERIORITY

Dealer m! Write for Big Offer.
RIVET-0 MFG. CO. - Dept. B - ORANGE, MASS.
Stationery Specialties Developed and Marketed

OF

THE "A.A." FOUNTAIN PEN
so universally conceded, has created
such a tremendous demand that, notwithstanding our increased production facilities, orders can now be accepted only for future deliveries.
Prices, export discounts and information
on special assortments upon request.

MODERN

PEN COMPANY

170 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

CITY, U.S.A.
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COOKS

E L L E R

A N I)

ARTISTS MATERIALS

RELIANCE
INK
"THE

INK YOU

CAN

RELY

ON"

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton, London. Lng

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.
WINNIPEG.

S T A T I0 N E R

A.RAMSAY

MAN.

ESTD.

THE

& SON
"

INK

C°

55*
MONTREAL.

1842.

FOR

ALL

PEOPLES

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
M.n,

5.1,.

Window

...

m.d.

on iht Ml 111!

4-OZ.
ROYAL
INK.
Best for Fountain Pens.
RETAILS at 10c.
Sample and Trade Discount
SENT UPON APPLICATION

Display Fixtures

A Wnnd..liil id i.f Patented Inlfithmsr jhle Window t)i.pl.i
,11 fii.r 10
loi ittplljttll Boekl Stationary. Office Suppl.ei and Sundn.t Sri *
Year.Goi.d Service m rnWlire trade pull.n| w.ndo* Ir.m.

M.ide ol O.iV. rutin Goldrn, Antique of Weathered FitiBnf. S.I .. put up
HardwoOd Hmtfil l.id fhlllHl Cheat, ■ e>od place Ira Irecp Hi- ratfn
ml. not in uir
I line are ihoinandt ol l*le in duly ia.e.

No. 20
No. 20'a

Set ha. 89 Intcrchain-eiiNc YoutuH For I.erje Srore Windom.
»38.50
Set ha. 50 InKrcbuiJnMe Yoiinila For Small Store Windooi.ond mod.
»23. in 1Canada.
O

Slock .oin.d in Hamilton. Ont.

The Oscar Onken
Fixtures

Order dir,

r thru t/*o. looker

Send to. tmlateg

Pal

ROYAL

Co. 2650 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.
Set Up Without the Aid of a. Tool.

II COL BORNE

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
TELLS YOU

end

your
subscription
NOW
and
get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings

COMPANY

TORONTO

CANADA

Back Numbers of Children's Story of the War.
Mostly parts Nos. I, 2, 8 and 20. Ship any
of these you may have and we will credit
at invoice price.

HOW.

Subscription — $2.00
per
(Foreign
$3.00)

ST.

WANTED

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

INK

year.

the

Thos. Nelson & Sons, Limited
77 Wellington St. W.
TORONTO

118 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

THE mission of this trade newspaper is
to work for greater efficiency in the retail stores and for the increased sale of books,
stationery and the associated lines in thes
stores.
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The world's bookkeeper
atODERN National Cash Registers are
* *■ recognized throughout the world as
labor-saving machines.
They are used wherever money is handled
and accounts kept — in every line of business, in all parts of the world.

National Cash Registers are the result of
35 years of study and invention.
To make them requires 7,100 people, 21
buildings, 40 acres of floor space, and 2,475
patents covering 35,000 claims.

Considering workmanship, materials, and what it does, the National
Cash Register is the lowest priced piece of machinery in the world.
The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited
Factory.
Toronto, Ontario
BRANCH
Calgary
Edmonton
Halifax
Hamilton
London
Montreal
Ottawa

OFFICES:

714 Second Street, W.
5 McLeod Bldg.
63 Granville Street
14 Main Street, E.
350 Dundas Street
122 St. Catherine Street, W.
306 Bank Street

Quebec
Regina
Saskatoon
St. John
Toronto
Vancouver
Winnipeg
61

133 St. Paul Street
1820 Cornwall Street
265 Third Avenue, S.
50 St. Germain Street
40 Adelaide Street
524 Pender Street, W.
213 McDermot Avenue
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Every Canadian Should Read

MACLEAN'S

OCTOBER

The contents of MACLEAN'S for October will grip the interest of Canadians. There
will be a big demand for the October issue. It will be a trumpet blast for a national
awakening. It will mirror Canada's great West — politically, socially, industrially.
There will be action in every section — plenty of it. It will be a red-blooded issue in
every respect. Read this list of contents — then send in an order for a generous supply
of October MACLEAN'S.
Western dealers should order an extra supply.

"WANTED—
A WHITE
By T. B. COSTAIN

WEST"

An article on the determination that has gripped the Western Provinces that no more
aliens are to be allowed in that part of the Dominion. It includes the first complete
story of the sensational labor developments in the Drumheller coal mines.
CONTENTS
OF MACLEAN'S
"We Must Start Afresh,"
By Ralph Connor.
An article on the need for Canadians to pain a new
viewpoint on things political, social and religious
as a result of the war.

OCTOBER,
1919, ISSUE
"Fifty Years in the West,"
By Professor W. T. Allison.
A story of the remarkable business career of J. H.
Ashdown, of Winnipeg, one of the earliest pioneers
of the prairies.

"Those Pesky Farmers Out West,"
By Hopkins Moorhouse.
An article on the grain growing movement and the
way in which it is upsetting all political calculations.

"Solving the Problem of the Arctic,"
By Vilhjalmur Stefansson .
The last instalment of this remarkable
exclusive
narrative of his five years of exploration in the north.

"Grappling For New Holds"
By J. K. Munro.
The usual monthly review of political developments,
giving inside information on the new line-up of the

FICTION

parties.

"The Airy Prince,"
By Arthur Beverley Baxter,
Illustrated by E. J. Dinsmore.
A novelette, complete in this issue, by the author
of "Mr. Craighouse of New York, Satirist," and
"Klondyke Boyle," — a delightful and witty story.
"Spanish Doubloons,"
By Camilla Kenyon,
Illustrated by Louis Royal.
The start of a new serial by a new writer, but one
who promises to rival Mary Roberts Rinehart. It
is a story of a treasure hunt written in rather high
vein and with an engaging love story. It will wile
away many pleasant hours for the reader.

MAKE

"Ebb and Flow,'
By C. W. Stephens,
Illustrated by W. Goode.
The third and last instalment of this intensely interesting business story.
"His Majesty'sBv Well-Beloved,"
Baroness Orczy,
Illustrated by C. F. Peters.
The fourth instalment of this historical novel.
"The Banshee Bell,"
By Edith G. Bayne.
Illustrated by D. G. Summers.
A bright love story.

A BIG WINDOW

DISPLAY

The dealers throughout Canada who are making a big success of MACLEAN'S are displaying
the magazine prominently — talking about it and pushing it. They are taking advantage of
the natural demand — using it as a foundation fur profitable business. Make a display of
October MACLEAN'S.

Over 70,000 Canadian

Families Buy

MACLEAN'S
"CANADA'S

NATIONAL

MAGAZINE"

If your wholesaler cannot supply you write direct to Circulation Manager C. W. Buchanan,
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Canada.
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BOOKSELLER

AND

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC

Are You Selling

Qranes
(The Correct Writing

STATIONER

will always hold first place as an Edition of
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music
as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.
It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian

Paper)

?
Its good style and fine quality
are the result of a century's experience inpaper making.

copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

You will find it the choice of customers with discriminating taste.

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

<

Manufactured

McKINLEY

The Largest "Exclusively Sheet Mustc Hiuie"
in the World

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
New

York

MUSIC CO.

by

CHICAGO: 1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.

Pittsfield, Mass.

NEW

YORK CITY.

145 W. 45th STREET

Fine Inks and Adhesives

GBZEDLLNEN

FOR THOSE

WHO

KNOW

DicWiping Paper
A New
Development
1st
2nd
3rd
4lh

Wiping:
In DiePaper

Perfected after fifteen
experience in the
manufacture of paper foryears'
this particular purpose
Combining Every Requisite
Cre»»«t tensile strength.
Will not break while running'
the tackiest of gloss in
ks.
lis smooth surface enables it to work on picture md hair
line work of the finest quality, as well as general script ami
block lettering.
^
Being made of a specially prepared pulp, it has a soft texture that rositively will not wear the dies
Rolls ore bard wound and absolutely free from lint.

SEND TRIAL ORDER.
Unprecedented Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Returnable at Our Expense.

Higgins'

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

Are the finest and best Inks and Adhesives
These manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
willing to pay /or It. They are worth catering to.

Paper Manufacturers Co.,In<
PHILADELPHIAPENNA.
CHER
26528STREET■-■*5 RY

FACTORY &R R.SID ING
13™ d NOBLESTS.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS

Branches :
Chie»to, London
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& CO.,
Mfrs.
271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN.

N.Y.

BOO K S E LLEB

A N D

8 T A T ION E R

" Bolshevism or Trades
Unionism — Which ? "

By Gus Francq, delegate in February
last to International Socialist and Labor
Conferences at Berne, Switzerland, is
the title of a little booklet that will interest both employee and employer.
It deals with the Red Scourge of Europe,
and should be read by EVERY THINKING MAN.

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS
CARBON PAPERS
two lines offer the stationer a splendid opportunity,
if he can be absolutely certain that
the merchandise is of the highest
quality, and if he can counTTipon
the widest co-operation and protection from the manufacturer.
The Carter Guarantee covers
every Carter Ribbon and every
sheet of Carter Carbon Paper. It
protects both the stationer and
the consumer. The Carter Cooperative Policy offers many advantages. We shall be glad to
furnish full details.
THESE

WE WANT YOUR CO-OPERATION.
YOU WILL FIND IT A GREAT SELLER
— French and English editions. Get
some copies at once and put them in your
windows. Write to-day for particulars
to the publishers.

"LABOR
WORLD"
2 St. Paul Street, E.
MONTREAL,

Que.

Book, received extensive press notices all over
Canada.

ASK YOUR STATIONER
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Where Quality
Is Essential

'£SMM

In the matter of Typewriter supplies Quality is all
important. Permanency and Reliability are
indispensable in Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons.

&

If you are selling the

"M.& V." TYPEWRITER
SUPPLIES

£"

&V0L6

you can guarantee their dependability.
They'll satisfy every time.
And you make a good profit on every
sale.

Mittag and Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory : Park Ridge, N. J., U.S.A.
Agencies all over the

World

They sell as easily
as they write
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CANES
CANADIAN-MADE
PENCILS

ut

Note the way they are put up — in an
attractively colored counter carton
that gets attention; while the way the pencils stick up assures them being
seen and makes selling easier.
There's a pencil for every purpose in these Cane counter assortments. The
fact that they are an All-Canadian product is an additional point in their
favor.
Have your wholesaler send you a Cane
Counter Carton.

The^jWm. Cane & Sons Company
NEWMARKET,

ONTARIO

HOOK

S E L L E R

AND
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A Line Which Draws Trade
You have, any number of attractive staples and specialties
to sell your customers after you get them into your store.
What you need is something to bring them in.

Dimity will do it
Dimity has an established reputation with letter-writers who
demand style and quality.
We will supply ribbon-tied rolls and showcards if you ask us.

Have you seen the new "Dimity, Ripple
nish"? and is selling wherever
This is the new fifty-centFi
papeterie,
shown. Supplied in Mauve, Pink and White, and in two
shapes. Your trade will like it.

ANNUAL

AND

AUTUMN

NUMBER

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four
years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

WHERE

OFFICE:

DO

TORONTO,

YOUR

OCTOBER,

1919

PROFITS

No. 10

LIE?

Is it not true that your greatest volume of business is done with medium priced goods ? Your selection of goods coming within that scope should be made with the utmost discretion. When it comes
to writing paper, Swansdown is pre-eminently the best choice you can make.
:
:
:

A TRADE

WINNER

AND

Swansdown

A

PROFIT

MAKER

Stationery

Swansdown is a high-class linen fabric finish paper of medium weight and good writing surface that has a record
of many years' successful selling and has proved its worth as a profitable line. Made in 8vo. -quarto Salisbury (flyleaf) and Letterette tablets. Note paper and envelopes. Papeteries — Salisbury and Dover shape.
Correspondence Cards — Salisbury and Regina, plain and gilt edge. Black Border Papeteries in Italian
narrow, middle and broad borders.
Black Border Note Paper and Envelopes, boxed in./4 reams and 1 10
thousands. . „.^ ..„

LET

US

SEND

Handsome

YOU

OUR

Display Card

$35.00 ASSORTMENT

given

with Assortments

CMtiMlK
TORONTO

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, October 5, l&ie. Volume XXXV. Published every month. Yearly subscription price, $1.00. Entered as secondclass matter, July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 187S. Entered as second-class matter at; the Post Office Department, Ottawa.
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The New Waterman

Catalogue Is Out

It lists and describes every pen we make — every ink-container — every
accessory. Contains 80 pages — life-sized, colored illustrations depicting
the pens exactly as they are.

It is a guide book, too

buntainPen

Waterman

There are Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens of every kind and for every
purpose — plain and elaborate, moderate and expensive — for correspondence and general use — bookkeeping — shorthand— even music writing.
Several pages are devoted to helpful sales suggestions for dealers.
With a well-assorted stock and our new catalogue you will never miss a
sale. Write for it to-day.

Christmas Service

to Waterman

Dealers

Gift Folders, attractively lithographed, will be supplied gratis, with your name
prominently imprinted on the cover.
Christmas Easel Cards — a striking Christmas design that will compel attention
and make your window unusually attractive. Let us know if you want one.

L. E. Waterman
179 St. James
NEW

YORK

PARIS

Co., Limited
St., Montreal
LONDON

SAN FRANCISCO
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Let's Get Acquainted
Mail me your name and address. You will then be placed on my monthly mailing list. This will pay us both.
Kempton Specialties are known from coast to coast. I carry the biggest stock
in Canada at the lowest prices.
Here are illustrations of a few of my specialties.
I handle everything for the phonograph : Phonographs, Records, Record Albums,
Electric Motors, Record Cleaners, Record Envelopes and all kinds of Needles.

CJOnotOTlG,
MADE SUPREME B
THE MAGIC TOUCH
OF A FAIRY'S WAND

of

RECORD
Highest
Grade

CLEANERS
with Leather

Velvet

Kempton
"Patented" Rotometer
A device for testing the speed of your turn-table

Backs

is as indispensable
speedometer

on your phonograph
on your automobile

as the

Best Advertising Medium for your Trade.
Your
Name
is always before your Customers.
In Lots of 150 Brushes or more
No extra

is charged

for embossing
in Gold

your Name
2/3 of actual

DEALERS' PRICE, 25c each
Samples Cheerfully Submitted

ARTHUR

K.

The Phonograph

205 Drummond

size

DON'T
GUESS
how
fast
your
turn-table is
travelling.
Use theKNOW
Kempton Rotometer and

KEMPTON
Specialty Specialist

Bldg.

Montreal, Canada
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The House with the largest range of Celluloid
Toys in Canada — at Popular Prices
If our representative does not call on you, don't hesitate to write or wire at our
expense for Sample Parcel which will have our prompt attention.
Our Sample Parcels of Celluloid Toys are priced at $20.00, $30.00, $40.00 and
$50.00. Be sure you state the value of Sample Parcel required. Our expert in
this department will please you.
Additional lines we handle:
Picture Books
Chess and Checkers
Stationery
Checker Boards
Toy and Building Blocks
Dominoes
Dolls
Playing Cards
Games
Men's Belts
Tinsel Decorations for Xmas
Boston Garters
Fancy Goods
Boston Arm Bands
Leather Bill Folds
Toilet Articles
Boys' and Girls' Leather School Bags

E.

DAVIS

&

PROMPT

Manicure
In RollsSets

CO.,

Drummond
Building
MONTREAL,
P. Q.

DELIVERIES

Never has* there been such
a record year for flags.
of redThe patriotism
blooded
Canadians has
demonstrated itself in
more flag waving and flag
display than ever before.
you realize that
When
anniyet many
there are versary
celebrations to
come this year you will decide that selling flags will mean bigger profits.
Send for our prices on flags in the following sizes: 2 x 3, 4 x 6, 6 x 8,
3 x 12, 12 x 16, 14 x 18, 17 x 24, 18 x30, 22 x 36.

Cotton Flags all on Sticks
from

THE

FLAG

E. H. HARCOURT

HOUSE

CO., ltd.

OF CANADA
255 WELLINGTON STREET
TORONTO, CANADA

W.,

BOOKS
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FOOTBALL

Retails for $1.00 — Sells At Sight
Play Standard Football indoors all winter. Boys are calling
for this game every day.
We are ready to fill orders at once for a limited number.
Order now; don't delay; direct or through your jobber.

Unique Game & Toy Service
New York

1328 Broadway

City

Sole Distributors

PLAIN

CREPE

PAPER

ft. 500 rolls, $10.00 per case.
Assorted colors to the case 71/2-10
containing

Decorative Crepe Paper
$3.00 per case of 100 rolls.

Assorted Fancy Napkins
in seconds. Put up approximately 1000 to the package. $1.00 — packed
ready for shipment, 10 packages to the bundle. Firsts in this line price
$2.25 per M.

Lunch Rolls

Lunch Rolls, first-class goods, size 10 x 12 — 20 sheets, in 100 rolls per paper case,
$2.75 per case.
We also carry a full line of school stationery and games.

Christmas Tree Ornaments
We feature Christmas Tree Ornaments and Accessories, made in U.S.A.
We represent four prominent manufacturers and can offer you a very
comprehensive line, both in glass and tinsel.
We employ no salesmen and therefore are enabled to save you a salesman's commission. Itwill pay you to ask us for our latest price lists.

Christmas

Specialty Co. 263 second St., New York
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AND
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REX AND IMPERIAL
RECORDS

HIGH-GRADE
DOLLS

10-inch double face, Hillendale
record. Put up in cases of 50,
each containing a selection of 25
different subjects, covering
Song, Dance, Band, Opera and
Banjo selections.
Per case
$12.50
Columbia Records,
10-inch, double face,
assortment of 25
Each .45

Bisque head, hair wig in three
colors: Blonde, Brunette and
Tosca; eyelashes, shoes, stockings and slip. Full jointed,
wood body, moving eyes. Ready
for immediate shipment.
1013/1—12 inches, each
<<
1013/2—14
<<
1013/3 — 16
<<
1013/4—18
1013/5—21
n
1013/6—23
1013/7—25
ti

ii

2.25
$1.50
2.75
3.25
4.00
4.75
5.00

Emerson Records,
7-inch, asst. of 50
Wonder Records,
6-inch, asst. of 100

Orders of $250.00 or more subject to a special discount of 10
per cent.

Each .18

Each .06

BATTLEDORE AND
SHUTTLECOCK

UNIVERSAL SPELLING
BOARD

No. 100. Two good-sized
gut strung Battledores;
two Shuttlecocks and two
fancy colored Celluloid
Balls. Size of box, 16 x 7
inches. Price, per dozen,
$14.00.

Interesting and instructive. Board is 31/j ins.
long by 91/2 ins. wide.
Packed one dozen in a
case.
Price, per dozen. .. $8.50

EMERSON PHONOGRAPHS
Hardwood cabinet, OMiX&VkxS^
inches. Has a good strong
motor and plays any size
records. Each packed in a good
strong carton. Price, each, $2.75

TA-BEL POOL
Not a toy, but a
practical game. Size
of table game 3!/2 x
5 feet. Complete set
of pool balls. Triangular frame.
Four hardwood cues
36 inches long. One
pool table bridge.

SELCHOW

TA-BEL- POOL
THE

HOME

& RIGHTER

£^MAKING,

m

CO., NEW

TA-BEL POOL
Complete outfit
packed in a heavy
straw board box
with handsomely
colored label. Any
ordinary diningroom table can be
used for the game.
Each
$10.75

YORK

CITY
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TOM

SLADE

Br PERCY ItFITZHUGH

Between the Lines

FRANCE

BOYS' STORY OF
THE GREAT WAR
FRANKLIN T.AMES

LAST CALL for JUVENILES
New Titles have been Added to all of these Famous Series
for Boys and Girls This Year
EVERY BOY'S LIBRARY.
The Boy Scouts' Official Library. 46 titles.
THE ROVER BOYS' SERIES, by Arthur M. Winfield.
For boys 10-16 years old.
AMY BELL MARLOWE'S BOOKS FOR GIRLS.
THE TOM SLADE BOOKS, by Percy K. Fitzhugh.
Beautifully illustrated.
THE TOM SWIFT SERIES, by Victor Appleton.
THE NEW BETWEEN-THE-LINES SERIES, by Franklin T. Ames.
Between the Lines in Belgium. Between the Lines in France.
THE MARJORIE BOOKS, by Carolyn Wells.
A new series. Happy Books for Happy Girls. Just published. Six volumes.
THE BOYS OF COLUMBIA HIGH SERIES, by Graham B. Forbes.
THE GIRLS OF CENTRAL HIGH SERIES, by Gertrude W. Morrison.
THE OUTDOOR GIRLS SERIES, by Laura Lee Hope.
THE BOBBSEY TWINS BOOKS, by Laura Lee Hope.
SIX LITTLE BUNKERS SERIES, by Laura Lee Hope.
THE BUNNY BROWN SERIES, by Laura Lee Hope.
SLEEPY TIME TALES, by Arthur Scott Bailey.
TUCK-ME-IN TALES, by Arthur Scott Bailey.

Note: Have you seen the wonderful Animal Cut-outs which go with the Sleepy
Time and Tuck-Me-In Tales?

GROSSET

& DUNLAP,

Publishers, NEW

YORK

GEORGE266 KING
J. STREET
McLEOD,
LIMITED
WEST. TORONTO
»<«,

Canadian Representatives

■"■■.«

8

■SKa sr^^i
Hope
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OUTDOOR GIRLS
in ARMY SERVICE

THE

TALE

ARTHUR

SCOTT

OF

MAJ8RM6NKEY

8 A I LEY

StEf PY Tiiv.£ TALC
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LAUGHS! LAUGHS! LAUGHS!
Two Record-Breaking Best Sellers
BringingUp
Father

Nearly a Million Sold and
Still Going Strong
These two new collections of the latest sidesplitting cartoons of George McManus
have a laugh on every page. No wonder
they sell so easily.
Price 30 cents net
Liberal discount to the trade

Rollicking Side-Splitting Fun
These books will keep your customers
happy. The whole world laughs over the
works of Geo. McManus. His comedy is
irresistible.
Price 30 cents
Liberal discount to the trade

The American News Company, Limited
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AND STILL MORE LAUGHS!
Here is a volume of some of the biggest laughs of the season. A
selection of the Latest and Best of the "Mutt and Jeff" Comics by
Bud Fisher in Book Form.

MUTTxJEfF

First
Printing

CARTOONS

600,000
copies.
Nearly all
sold before
publication.

Price 30 cts.
Net.

1

Liberal Discount to the
Trade.
Old or
young,
male
o r female,
eve r y body
enjoys a
laugh over

Hurry!
Hurry!

o f Comic's
B u d
the
Fisher. This
book will
sell as fast
as you can
send in
orders.

The new
edit ion is
selling fast.
Order early
and be sure
of stock.

Fill out your order immediately, but, before mailing, double the quantity, to
take care of the rush.

THE AMERICAN

NEWS

COMPANY,

LIMITED

Please send via
Copies "BRINGING UP FATHER" First Series.
"
"BRINGING
UP FATHER" Second Series.
"
"MUTT AND JEFF" Book No. 6.
Name
City
State
Date
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1919 The BURGESS Year 1920
The Burgess Bird Book for Children
This is a fine, new story book with 57 illustrations in color that will be read by boys and
girls, with just as much enjoyment as the Bedtime story-books. But it is more than a
story-book, because it is
AN AUTHORITATIVE BIRD BOOK
so written as to arouse the interest of even the tiniest tots in their feathered neighbors
and enable them to recognize them. The illustrations are reproduced from paintings by
Louis Agassiz Fuertes, whose pictures of birds are famous among all bird-lovers.

THE GREEN MEADOW

SERIES

MRS. PETER RABBIT — Mr. Burgess tells how Mrs. Peter Rabbit sets up housekeeping
and how she made Peter Rabbit's friends her friends; how she helped and advised him
and how they brought up their family of four cunning, furry little baby rabbits.
$1.50.
HAPPY JACK — The first issue in this new series. $1.50.

THE BEDTIME
1. The Adventures of Ready Fox.
2. The Adventures of Johnny Chuck.
3. The Adventures of Peter Cottontail.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Adventures
Adventures
Adventures
Adventures
Adventures
Adventures
Adventures

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Unc' Billy Possum.
Mr. Mocker.
Jerry Muskrat.
Danny Meadow
Mouse.
Grandfather Frog.
Chatterer the Red Squirrel.
Sammy
Jay.
Illustrated,

OLD MOTHER
1.
2.
3.
4.

STORY
11. The Adventures
12. The Adventures
13. The Adventures
14. The Adventures
15. The Adventures
16. The Adventures
17. The Adventures
18. The Adventures
19. The Adventures
20. The Adventures
Each 60c
H

of Buster Bear.
of Old Mr. Toad.
of Prickly Porky.
Old Man Coyote.
of
of Paddy the Beaver.
of Poor Mrs. Quack.
of Bobby Coon.
of Jimmy Skunk.
Bob White.
of 01'
Mr. Buzzard.
of

WESTWIND

Old Mother West Wind.
5.
6.
Mother West Wind's Children.
7.
Mother West Wind's Animal Friends.
8.
Mother West Wind's Neighbors.
Illustrated, Each,

OPPENHEIM

BOOKS

Mother West Wind "Why" Stories.
Mother West Wind "How" Stories.
Mother Wrest Wind "When" Stories.
Mother West Wind "Where" Stories.
$1.00

BOWER

"The Box With the Broken
Seals." a thrilling narrative of
international intrigue. Equal

"Run O' the World" is the
most engrossing story of ranch
life in the West that this popular author has written.

to "The Kingdom of the Blind,"
and "The Pawns Count."

SERIES

McFARLANE
Peter Clark McFarlane, author
of "Held to Answer." gives us
one of the humorous successes
of
the year
"Bilge
"Bilge"
and in"Ma"
are and
an Ma."
irrepressible pair, one a machinist's
mate
the other crew.
the bos'n's mate
of a destroyer

The Publishing House of

McClelland
215 Victoria St.

& Stewart, Limited
10
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BOOKS

This is the most unique war history of all. It has
170 cartoons and illustrations. A wonderful history
of the war told in very simple form — not formal, not
scientific, not "comic" history, but a reflex of British
character in those days of doubt and hours of hope ;
a book for everybody ; ideal as a holiday gift book.

Mr. Punch's
History of
The War

$3.50.
SONIA

MARRIED— By Reg-inald

McKenna. . .$1.75

OUR

A SAILOR'S HOME— By Richard Dehan

$1.75

Who will not wecome a new book by the author of "The
Dop Doctor?" This is a title which should tret the special
attention of every bookseller because it presents exceptionally
fine work by one of the foremost
novelists in the world.

THE

TOUCH

OF

GOLDEN

THE

CHRISTOPHER

LAIRD— By Sydney McCall. .$1.60

In this book the author of "Truth Dexter" tells the story of
a child of nature, a unique character, lovable to a degree,
lazy, perhaps, but full of enthusiasm. He never loses his
boyishness and is unspoiled as the years pass.

THE LEAGUE
By

Baroness

OF THE SCARLET

PIMPERNEL—

Orczy

$1.60

These spirited episodes of love and adventure wJIl be welcomed by all who are already acquainted with Baroness
Orczy's most famous character, and to those who are not
familiar with "the elusive Pimpernel" he will be a delightful creation of old-time
romance.

THE

PELICANS— *By E. M. Delafield

$1.75

THIRTY— By Julian

Street

$1.60

$1.75

SNAKE

YOU ME— By Nina Wilcox Putnam. $1.50

This is diverting and galloping fun. With a background of
reail people and a very s'hrewd observation of the world we
live in, Mrs. Putnam has put between covers the most hilarious yarn going.

THE

BORN

FOOL— By J. Walter Byrd

$1.50

Youth's struggle to meet the insistent demands of honor and
love. Of this book Sir A. Conan Doyle says: "The best
book I have read this year."

BEST

CELLARS

— By

Holworthy

Hall

BITE— By

Robert

$1.00
$1.50

Hichens

A new novel by the author of "The Gaden of AJlah" need
only be announced to bring immediate calls for it. Bookdisplays. sellers should give this book prominence in their window

JEREMY— By

Hugh

Walpole

$1.75

Hugh Walpole's popularity is ever increasing and his
new novel "Jeremy" may be depended upon to take a place
among the season's best selling novels. It is the story of
one year in a little boy's life.

YOU. NEVER
Weston

SAW

SUCH

A

GIRL— By

George
$1.35

She had n'o money ; the "Ark." her odd motor equipage, was
gasping for lack of gasoline; and it was "raining cats and
dogs." So, she committed the heinous crime of housebreaking and from then on events crowded one on another
in sequence fast and furious.

THE

QUERRILS— By Stacy Aumonier

$1.60

This is an admirably well written and ably constructed novel
of English life presenting the reactions of an English
family to the war.

SINGING

The interest in this book centres around a returned Army
captain — bis vision broadened by service, who. supported by
the soldiier constituency, won the fight for Mayor in hi*
home town against organized
machine politics.

BELIEVE

SIX

With the vote on Prohibition coming on in Ontario this is
a most timely book. It is a most humorous treatment of
the "booze"
question.

This is a most original type of Hove story — about a man over
thirty who longs for new heart adventures, of his philandering and of bis true love.

HUNKINS— By Samuel Blyth

Saunders. .. .$1.50

GIRL OF O.K. VALLEY— By Robert Watson

THE

Booksellers may confidently assume that this writer will
become one of the foremost English novelists. "The
Pelicans" is 'having a most enthusiastic reception in England and deservedly so.

AFTER

Marshall

Here is Simon-Pure romance full of charm of atmosphere
and vigor of action by an author whose stories of Canadian
life are distinguished by refinement of style and sentiment
$1.50
and touched1 with warm
humanity.

MIST OF MORNING— By Isabel Ecclestone Mackay
A romance by Isabel Ecclestone MacKay, says one critic, is
$1.50
a "decoy." You find you have been tricked into sitting
up
all nigtit with a book so arresting that it brooks no laying
down until it is finished.
Such a book is "Mist of Morning."

DICKY— By

Who that has read "Beautiful Joe" land who hasn't?) will
not warmly welcome this new book by the same author? It
carries a similar appeal to young
readers.

ABNER— By H. A. Cody.. $1.50

This is the story of a David Ha rum sort of rural dictator.
From the dramatic moment when Abner subscribes $1,000
to the orphanage fund and explodes a financial bomb in
the close-fisted meeting of the citizens of Glucom. a
sprightly tafe of much
amusement
is unfolded.

CASUALTY— By George Birmingham. . .$1.50

The author of "Spanish Gold" tells with gentle and delicious humor of the left-at-homes in war time ; of the
coast guard patrol ; of the patient erroneously declared dead
and who had to be buried to satisfy official conscience — and
other laughable
yarns.

The safes of this book will equal if not eclipse "Sonia" and
incidentally revive the demand for the first volume.

MOUNTAINS— By Albert B. Cunningham

This is a most readable and most refreshing tale in which the
principal and1 highly picturesque character is a backwoods
preacher.
$1.50

A

WOMAN
Oemler

NAMED

SMITH— By

Marie

Conway
$1.60

As in the same author's "Slippy McGee" this story is set in
the South. It is a two-handled love story told with all the
whimsical
charm
of "Slippy McGee."

TRANSPLANTED— By Gertrude Atherton. . . .$1.75

This is the story of the experiences of and the problems that
confronted the American wife of a member of the English
nobility, told with all the consummate skill of this leading
American novelist.

McClelland & stewart, Toronto
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Every Bookseller to Carry in
Stock
Henley's
Practical
Books.
They are unexcelled

^^B

YWT\.

for Home Study.
Allowed.
Sellers.
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AUTOMOBILE

BOOKS

The Modern
Gasoline
Automobile — Page
Questions and Answers on the Automobile

A N D ST A T I0 N E R

AND

All Good

Liberal

Discounts

1919 EDITION-JUST

CHARTS

Page

How
to Run an Automobile — Pace
Automobilist's
Pocket
Companion — Page
Gasoline and Kerosene Carburetors — Page
Starting, Lighting and Ignition
Systems — Page
Automobile
Automobile

Welding — Dunham
Repairing
Made Easy — Page

..

The Model
T Sidecars
Ford
Car—
..!!.'!!!.'!!!!!!!.'!!
Motorcycles.
and Page
Cyclecars — Page
t Esnhne
Engine
Trouble
Chart
by Pag;

Carburetor System
Trouble Trouble
Chart
Ignition

by Pageby
Chart

Motorcycle

Trouble

Chart

by Page
AVIATION

Wheels

AND

$3 . 50
FOR

MACHINISTS
3 ,-,n
5.60
.60
4 r,o
tJBO
3 -,0
j on

,
,

BOOKS FOR MODEL

MAKERS

Yatej

3.50
RECIPE

Henley's

2.7.5
g|gfl
B0
110

BOOKS

Lathe, Its Design and Construction — Perrigo
Modern
Machine Shop
Construction
Perrigo
Machine
Shop
Arithmetic — Colvin-Oheney
American
Tool
Making — Woodworth
Mechanical Movements — Hiscox
Mechanical Appliances
Hiscox
Machine
Shop
Tools
Vandervoort
Making

35
35
a*
50
•'.:,

CHARTS

Jacobs
BOOKS

Model

Recipes, Formulas
and Processes

1 10
2 25
jjt

35
35

\[
ABRASIVE

Abrasive

j'gg
/«

...........!.."! !".!"!

A, B. C of Aviation — Page
Aviation
Engines — Page
Aviation
Chart
Page
Glossary of Aviation
Terms — Page

Abrasives and

Henley'sTwentieth Century
Book of

.'.'
BOOKS

20th
Century
Recipe
taining over 10,000 Selected

AND

STEAM

HEATING

and

Processes

con-

STEAM

GAS

BOOKS
2.75
2.75
4.00
.75

BOOKS
1.10
75
2.25
.75
3.00
2.25
1.35
1.35

Cushing
ENGINE

3 .50

4. 00
2.25
5.50
4.00
2.25

ENGINEERING

Dynamo
Building
for AmateursWeed
Electric
Bel'ls — Sleeper
Electric
Wiring — Harrison
Home
Wiring — Poppe
High
Frequency Apparatus - Curtis
Switchboards — Baxter
Telephone Construction — Radcliffe and
Wireless Telegraphy — Morgan

FOR

THE
AND

HOME, THE FACTORY
THE WORKSHOP

Antiseptics, Waterproofing, Lubricants.
Rust Preventatives, Dyes, Filters, Cleaning
Preparations, Enameling, Beverages, Inks,
Adhesives, Polishes, Disinfectants, Flavorings, Cosmetics, Ceramics, etc., etc. ; how
to make fly paper ; to color flowers artificially ;to estimate weight of ice by measurement; to make materials fireproof; to
Z.
work with metals — aluminum, brass, etc. ;
to make anything and everything from A to

THIS IS THE BOOK
every one who seeks PRACTICAL, ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE and guidance in his
everyday work MUST HAVE at
his command.
It is a money-maker and a money-saver ;
it appeals to the young as well as to the
old. Great business enterprises owe their
success to the manufacture or sale of
simple inventions or compounds, usually
the result of an experiment

at home.

One

woman writes: "I am supporting myself
and two small childen from tJhe sale of
toilet articles I put up oy following direc-

BOOKS

Gas, Gasoline and Oil Engines — Page-Hisoox
Gasoline Engines' — Verrill
Gas Engine Construction — Parsell and Weed
Modern Gas Engines and Producer Gas Plants — Mathot
Gasoline Engine on the Farm — Putnam

3.50
2.25
3.50
3.50
3.00

and other Books on more than 50 different subjects

The Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.

tions in your book."
Profit by the knowledge that has made
others successful. GET THIS BOOK TODAY.

Price $3.50
Delivered to any address
Send for our catalogue of practical books,
including
a description of above book.

THE NORMAN
PUBLISHING

2 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK
Canadian Agents:

W. HENLEY
COMPANY

2 West 45th St.

McClelland & Stewart, Ltd.
215-219 Victoria St.,

HOWTO MAKE EVERYTHING

BOOKS

Standard
Practical
Plumbing - Starbuek
Mechanical Drawing
for Plumbers - Starbuek
Modern
Plumbing Illustrated- Starbuek
Practical Steam and Hot Water Heating
King
Questions and Answers
on Heating — King
Steam Engine Troubles
Hamkens
American
Stationary Engineering
Crane
Modern
Steam
Engineering — Hi? cox
Steam
Engineer's
Arithmetic- Colvin-Cheney
ELECTRICAL

10,000

TRADE SECRETS
CHEMICAL PROCESSES
SCIENTIFIC FORMULAS

BOOK

Book
of Recipes.
Formulas
Recipes and Processes

PLUMBING

READY

$4 00
a 25
j '[n
1 00
i'«r
•> V"!

......!.!..!!!!..!.!!

Page

Engine Cooling and Lubrication Chart by Page
Ford
Engine of Trouble
Chart Car by Chassis
Page
Lubrication
the Motor
by Page
Starting and Lighting System Chart by Page

THE GREATEST BOOK
EVER OFFERED TO THE
PUBLIC

TORONTO
12

Canadian

NEW

Agen t s:

YORK

McClelland &
stewart, limited
TORONTO

215-219 Victoria St.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

THE NEW REVISED (1919)
Edition of the

Canadian Prayer-Book
Ready in October in the following styles:
R.C. 631
— Cloth, boards, burnished red edges
$1.00
R.C. 632 A — French Morocco, limp, round corners, gilt edges. . 2.00
R.C. 632GX — French Morocco, limp, round corners, red under
gilt edges, gold roll
2.50
R.C. 634R
— Rutland Morocco, limp, round corners, red under
gilt edges, gold roll
2.75
R.C. 636GX — Morocco, limp, round corners, red under gilt edges,
gold roll
3.50
R.C. 636X
— Small-grained
Morocco,
smooth
leather
lined,
round corners, red under gilt edges, gold line
inside cover
4.50
Trade terms:

Cloth edition, discount 25%.
Leather edition, discount 33 1-3%.

CAMBRIDGE
BIBLES AND
PRAYER-BOOKS
CAMBRIDGE

UNIVERSITY PRESS

LONDON

v

CANADIAN

ENGLAND

AGENTS

McClelland & stewart, limited
PUBLISHERS

215 Victoria Street
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SIM

THE GREAT

HOUSE

HOUSE

By Stanley J. Weyman
The author of "Under the Red
Robe," etc., comes back with a
striking story of a critical period of
English history. $1.75 net.
THE LAMP IN THE DESERT
By Ethel M. Dell
This is one of the outstanding fall
novels, bound to be a big seller. A
thrilling story of India. $1.75.
THE TEST OF SCARLET
By Coningsby Dawson
The fact that the author will spend
a number of weeks in a lecture tour
of Canada this fall will boom the
sales of this book, a novel probing
deep into the hearts of men. $1.50
net.

THE

K

Big-Selling
Fiction
For Fall

■ray

OUR

T A TIONE

JINNY THE CARRIER
By Israel Zangwill
An Essex tale of Victorian days,
such as only Zangwill can write.
$1.75 net.
ALL ROADS LEAD TO
CALVARY
By Jerome K. Jerome
An unusual girl story from the
author of "The Passing of the
Third Floor Back." $1.75 net.
BURNED BRIDGES
By Bertrand W. Sinclair
A story of the Canadian West,
highly spoken of by newspaper
critics. $1.60 net.
THE YOUNG VISITERS
By Daisy Ashford
A curiosity — a novel by a child of
nine — so good that Sir James
Barrie has written the introduction.
This is making a record Canadian
sale.
Is your stock adequate?
$1.00 net.

RYERSON
(FORMERLY
Canada's

TORONTO

-

WILLIAM

PRESS
BRIGGS)

Oldest Publishers

-
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Big-Selling
Opportunities
in General
Books
THE BATTLE NOBODY SAW
By Byron H. Stauffer
Something unusual in the book line.
Characteristic essays and addresses,
full of witty turn and epigrammatic
phrase for which Byron Stauffer's
writing, talking and story-telling
are noted. He presents things in a
new way and makes you see life
differently.
$1.50.
SPIRITUAL VOICES IN MODERN
LITERATURE
By Dr. Trevor H. Davies
This is delightful literary material
which your better class of customers will be strongly interested in — a
aresentation of the religious truths
manifested in such literary gems as
Francis Thompson's "Hound of
Heaven," "Ibsen's "Peer Gynt,"
Browning's "Pippa Passes" and
others. Published also in the
United States and England. $1.50
net.
THE STORIES OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE
By Agnes Maule Machar
We are now able to offer this remarkable book at a remarkable
price. It presents exceeding value
with its 700 pages of letterpress

THE

1
*
OUR

and engravings and should be a
splendid seller for the boys' and
girls' Christmas.
$1.00.
LORD FRENCH'S 1914
By Field-Marshal Viscount French
The biggest thing in publication
annals this year. Caused a furore
on serial publication in England.
Stories from behind the censor only
now possible to tell. $6.00 net.
IN FLANDERS FIELDS
By the late Colonel John McCrae
You can make splendid sales with
this book this fall. The interest is
still strong. Play up the biographical feature of the book as telling the
story of the author. People are
buying it on the strength of this
feature alone.
$1.50.

RYERSON
(FORMERLY

TORONTO

ttlif'C

Canada's

TRAVELLERS

WILLIAM

PRESS
BRIGGS)

Oldest Publishers
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H. & S. FALL

V

LEADERS

A well-known bookseller, who has just seen an advance copy of our Fall catalogue, says: "It is the greatest list of new books by big international authors that
I have ever seen issued by any Canadian house." Our list contains 488 books
with full descriptions. The following titles are some of the outstanding books
that are among our Fall leaders:
TALE OF MR. TUBBS
MUFTI

[*S*

By Sapper

Mufii

SAPPER

MR. STANDFAST

[Cyril M N*ll«l

$1.50

THE LAST MILLION

THE WORLD OF WONDERFUL REALITY

$1.50

$1-50

By Ian Hay

WELL

HIS MAJESTY'S
BELOVED

By Baroness Orczy

THE EVERLASTING

By E. Temple Thurston

ON THE SWAN
THE GRAVEN

ARMS

$1.35

By Frederick Niven

$1.50

By Margaret Pedler

$1.50

THE LADY OF THE
CROSSING

$1.50

RIVER

By Hulbert Footner

$1.50

By Jos. Hocking

$1.50

IMAGE

By David Lyall

BRITISH CAMPAIGN
THE NEARER EAST
By Edmund

OF DREAMS

$1.35

IN

Dane

BRITISH CAMPAIGN

$2.50

IN

AFRICA AND PACIFIC

THE OLD CONTEMPTIBLES

By Edmund
■

By Boyd Cable

OF A LIE

THE POWER

$1.50

THE RED HAWK

$1.00

By A. G. Hales

$1.35

By Berta Ruck

$1.50

By M. T. Hain

$1.50

By M. T. Hain

$1.50

THE DISTURBING
THE CURTAIN

CHARM

OF STEEL

IN PERIL ON THE SEA
WHILE

YOU

\

"

Publishers

$2.50

/

$2.00

THROUGH THE HINDENBURG LINE
By F. A. McKenzie

$2.00

By Conan Doyle

$1.25

By Conan Doyle

$1.00

By Geo. Birmingham

$1.50

THE VITAL MESSAGE
THE NEW
A PADRE

REVELATION

IN FRANCE

THE BRITISH GRAND
FLEET
By Admiral Jellicoe

By J. E. Buckrose

HODDER

By Conan Doyle
1

By Johan Bojer

Dane

BRITISH CAMPAIGN IN
FRANCE AND FLANDERS

US
A.-'..

MARRIAGE
WAIT

$1.50
$1.50

By W. YV. Jacobs

By John Buchan

THE HOUSE
COME TRUE

By J. E. Buckrose

DEEP WATERS

$1.50

& STOUGHTON,

LIMITED
TORONTO

$6.00

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Three Real
Business -Getters

Important
Leaders
For Fall Sales
GOING

BIG!

Fifth Edition Being Rushed!

it

SMILES,"
WHAT

SOME

OF

THE

By

LEADING

A Rose of the Cumberlands

ELIOT

H.

AMERICAN

ROBINSON,
TRADE

Author

SAY

OF

of "MAN

THE

PROPOSES"

BOOK:

"You have a second POLLYANNA.
Congratulations." — Mr. Mattison, of Straw-bridge & Clothier, Philadelphia.
"A reading of the advance copies by several of our department force convinces us that we will have a successful sade of this
book."— John
W. Graham
& Co., Spokane, Wash.
"One of the cleanest, most wholesome stories I have read, The best selling book of fiction we have." — Miss Clark, of the
R. H. White
Company,
Boston,
Mass.
ILLUSTRATED
$1.50

JUST

PUBLISHED

ONLY HENRIETTA

THE BUSINESS CAREER OF
PETER FLINT
College
Its
An

of

By
Author

By PROF. HAROLD WHITEHEAD.
Business
Administration,
Boston
University.

recent
successful
nation-wide
ated an insistent demand for book

serial publication
publication.

has

cre-

interesting and absorbing story of business life, educational in business methods, and replete with suggestions applicable to every kind of business.
ILLUSTRATED,
$1.50

PUBLISHED
BY

THE

PAGE

LELA

HORN

of the Successful

RICHARDS,
"Blue

Bonnet"

Series

A delitrhtful romance furnishing a diverting picture of the
unfolding of life for the charming heroine, told with a delicate
sympathy and understanding. Written in the characteristic
happy vein that has secured for the author a host of friends
and adimirers.
ILLUSTRATED,
$1.50

COMPANY

53 BEACON ST.
BOSTON

SELECT NOTES
PELOUBET'S

By REV. F. N. PELOUBET, D.D., and AMOS R. WELLS, Litt.D., LL.D.

CONDENSED

SCHOLARLY
A storehouse of biblical information
gathered from the greatest libraries
of the world.

The truths to be taught are condensed into the most simple forms
for immediate use.

COMPREHENSIVE
Covers every phase of the lesson
from a scholarly analysis of the text
to suggested references for more
extended study.

PRACTICAL
Full of suggestions for personal
application. For the busy teacher
— the main thought in a nutshell.

The World's Greatest Sunday- School Commentary

Volume for 1920 Now Ready
Price, $1.50 Net

W. A. WILDE
120 BOYLSTON

STREET,

BOSTON,

MASS.

$1.60 Delivered

COMPANY
CHICAGO,

For Sale at All Bookstores

RAND-McNALLY

BUILDING

BOOK S E L L E R

A N D

Everyone should read this Master of Fiction:
VINCENT
The Greatest Novel of the Century.

8 T A TIONER

BLASCO

1BANEZ

"THE
FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE"
marvellous Sale of this Remarkable Book (now in its 120th Edition)

The

A NEW

"THE

(OUR
SEA)
A WONDERFUL
STORY
OF
9UBMARINE
ACTIVITIES.

A GREAT
NEW

<<

"BLOOD

$1.90

OF

THE

VINE)
$1.90

"THE

BIRTHRIGHT"

By Arthur Ilawkes
Search for the Canadian
Canadian and the Larger Loyalty
WHO
ARE
ENTITLED
TO
THE
CANADIAN
BIRTHRIGHT?
It is a Democratic
Book
for Democracy all the Way
and all the
Time.
$3.00
Cloth
$3.00

THE BAR"

By J. A. Stevenson
(A CanadianAbility)
Writer of Great

This Book contains an up-to-date
independent and impartial view of
the liquor problem in Canada. It
teems with fact, figures, argument
and ideas ; it is constructive as well
as critical and will help its readers
to reach a decision on the prohibition question.
$1.35
Cloth
$1.35

"The War
By Edgar

$1.90

SHORTLY

A Story of man's struggles against
the phantoms of the past, against
the force of tradition and the subconscious influence of the dead over
the living.
$1.75
$1.75

SIR WILFRID LAURIER
By

Peter

McArthur.

Author
"Red

of "In
Pastures
Green,"
Cow
and Her Friends,"
"Prodigal
Son,"
etc.
Popular
Short
Life Sketches,
and
Anecdotes.
$1.00

Cloth

"BRIDGING

$1.00

THE CHASM"

By Percival F. Morley
The reasoned and convincing appeal
of an English-Canadian to EnglishCanadians, urging them to forget
their race prejudices, observe more
fully the spirit of fair play, and
meet their French-spe iking countrymen at least half way in an
effort to establish a real and abiding concord on the basis of a larger
Canadianism.
Cloth
$1.35
$1.35

"MOTHERS

Lord of Mars"
Rice Burroughs.

OF MEN"

$1.50
"Jungle Tales of Tarzan"
By the same Author.

A Fine Novel with a Great Message.
To be shown
at the Movies.
By William Henry Warner and
De Witte Kaplan

$1.50
Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar
By the same
Author.
$1.50

A story of a gallant noble young
$1.60
man and a beautiful
girl of different nationalities, who loved each
other before the war, and whose
love conquered
despite the war.

"LAD:
Tales

of

"OUR WONDERFUL

A DOG"
a

Real

By Albert Payson
Already
in Second

Collie

Doe.

Terhune
Edition

most
charming
book
kind yet published.

of

,its

SELVES"

By Rolland Pertwee
A highly
entertaining
book.
A good
old fashioned
story
but
told in a new way.
There is something irrepressibly
gayis about
writing.
It
neither Mr.
cheapPertwee's
nor vulgar.
Not
a problem novel, it offers enchantment pure and simple — but a most
unusual and excellent quality.

$2.00

$1.75

DENT

25-27 MELINDA

STREET

& SONS

"POLLY
MASS0N"
$1.75.
340 Pages.
Cloth.

Vast

Output

Noted
in
Economics

Works

on

I Special

Correspondence to the Cana"The Sun. "J
Montrealdian
. Section
Sept.of 15.
— There have
been more books by Canadians, telling their fellow-Canadians, how to
solve the problems of this problematical age. published in the last
twelve months than there were in
the twelve years preceding them. In
spite of the constantly rising cost of
paper and printers' wages, everybody who wants to be accounted anybody has been getting out a book on
one or all of Canada's problems.
Business men write a tome on
economics to-day just as readily as
they used to promote a merger in
1013. Amid this mass of literature,
most of which recalls in its unreadability the volumes of sermons
which every respectable cleric u ed
to turn out twenty years ago. there
has been only one conspicuous popular success, namely, "The Clash "
by W. H. Moore.
Up to the present time there his
been no effort by any Canadian
writer to bring his teachings down
o the common level by casting them
in the form of a novel, as every
teacher of new doctrines has long
been doing in England and the
United States. It takes more time,
more art, and probably more brains,
to write a novel than to write a disquisition on economics. But at last
the ecomonic and social problem
novel is about to arrive in Canada,
and the author is the same W. H.
Moore
"The Cla into
h."
and
who,who
priorproduced
to his adventures
literature, was that universally known
and universally welcome personage,
"Billy" Moore. A few advance copies
of "Polly Masson," the new novel,
have got abroad and one of them
has reached "The Sun" correspondent. It deals, oflikeFrench
"The Clash."
withh
the relations
and Engli
in Canada. Its heroine is a lovely
and patriotic daughter of one of the
oldest French families, and its hero
an English-speaking politician who is
brought by Polly to see the light
and to abandon the practice of winning elections in English-speaking
Canada by denouncing the French.
He loses the Premiership thereby,
but wins his lady love, and we are
left in the conclusion to wonder
whether Canada will ever grow up to
the new ideals of racial sympathy
and understanding which are typified by the union of these two lovers.
AT ALL
BOOKSELERS

J.M.DENT & SONS, LTD.

for Special Lists
of Fiction,
Children's Picture
Everyman's and Wayfarer's Library.

J. M.

By the Author>f
"THE CLASH"
Just Issued

The New York "Sun"
of September
l€«h
has
this to say
of William
Henry
Moore and his work :
CANADIAN
BOOKS
SETTLE
PROBLEMS

"THE DEAD COMMAND"

The

"BEFORE

In the Last 20 Years

AND SAND"

$1.90

EXPECTED

LA BODEGA »»
FRUIT

NOVEL

THE

RING." PEN
A MAGIC

READY

(THE
$1.90

OF

A vivid Story of that "Cherished
Atrocity"
of Spain. "THE
BULL

ARTIST

rRANSLATION
JUST

SHADOW

The manner CATHEDRAL"
in which a great pile
of stone
dominates
the story
is
marvellous.

NOSTRUM"

$1.90

The Greatest Canadian

TRANSLATIONS

BOOK.

"MARE

Send

25-27 Melinda Street, Toronto

has been far in excess of any Fiction of late years.

AUTHORIZED

The

J. M. DENT & SONS LTD.

LTD.

TORONTO
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Books,

Publishers

London

Toronto
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A Limited List of Quality Calibre
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THE WORLD OF WONDERFUL REALITY— By E. Temple Thurston, author of "The City of
Beautiful Nonsense," etc. Cloth, $1.75.
"The World of Wonderful Reality" is the successor to Temple Thurston's "The City of
Beautiful
Nonsense," his tremendous
success, which has sold over three hundred
thousand copies.
THE RIVER'S END— By James Oliver Curwood.
$1.50.
The unforgettable story of John Keith will seem like something you yourself are living
and make you think of your own life as though it were a fiction. First U.S. edition was
50,000 copies.
THE PATH TO HOME— By Edgar A. Guest.
$1.25.
The love-light of the home life and the joy of just being in it and of it, shine through the
pages of this latest book by "Eddie" Guest. There's fun aplenty here, too; little boy
poems by one whose heart still is boyish; little girl poems by one who knows and loves
little girls.
THE NIGHT OPERATOR— By Frank L. Packard.
$1.50.
Frank Packard was fairly compelled to drop Civil Engineering and give all his time to
writing at the insistent demand of the public for more stories such as "The Wire Devils."
In "The Night Operator" you will follow with spellbound interest a panorama of rushing
mountain rivers and dangerous curves, of brave men responsible for the safety of others,
who meet their obligation with high hearts and abounding courage.
FREE AIR— By Sinclair Lewis, author of "The Job."
Illustrated', $1.60.
Mr. Lewis has put into this love story the glorious vagabond joy of a trip into free air,
the glory of a morning's start, the uncertainty of each day's journey, and the courage to
get on to the journey's end.
ACROSS THE STREAM— By E. F. Benson, author of "Dodo," "The Sheaves," etc. $1.50.
In "David Blaize" Mr. Benson proves the depth of his insight into the heart of a boy.
"Across the Stream" is a story of psychic influences from first baby impressions through
youth and manhood.
THE HARBOR ROAD— By Sara Ware Bassett, author of "The Taming of Zenas Henry, etc.
$150.
In the little Cape Cod village of Wilton lives Nate Harlow with his sister Deborah, and
their lovely niece, Tressie. When the family exchequer runs low, Deborah decides to take
soime summer boarders, and the complications resulting from the venture make it a tale in
which there is a glimpse of old Boston, and its traditions, and a broader glimpse of the
sea with its white ships and bordering dunes.
HULDY'S WHISTLE— By Anne Archbold Miller.
$1.35.
A delightful story of the heart and home. This is the glad story of "Wihistle" — a redblooded, two-fisted little boy who was a trial to his folks but who was "made over" by
Huldy's joyous philosophy of living — puttin' glory into good.
THE MAGIC OF OZ— By Frank L. Baum.
$1.50.
The fame of the Oz Books has gone around the world. Year after year they have continued to delight tens of thousands of little readers. Rarely is a single voluime to be
found in a home. One title soon sells another. Each year the demand grows greater.
Every addition to the series outsells the volume which preceded it. The Oz Books are the
most popular, the widest-known, the best-selling and tlie most profitable line of juveniles.
GO!— By George Harrison Phelps.
$1.00.
Fifty real stories of success. Each has a kernel of inspiration for a business goal. They
are not preachy; but they have got punch.
"Go" is a book for winners.
THE LAST
OF THE MOHICANS— By J. Fenimore
Cooper.
Illustrated in color by N. C.
Wyeth.
$3.00.
Eaic'h year brings a new Wyeth volume in this handsomely illustrated and bound shelf of
books for younger readers.
Collectively they form a rarely stimulating introduction for
any child to some of our most prized classics.
This year's addition to the growing list
is "The Last of the Mohicans" — a favorite with five generations of boys.
How is your stock of "Saint's Progress," by Galsworthy, and "The Valley of Vision," by
Van Dyke?
If you haven't a copy of our autumn list advise us and we will send you a copy
by return mail.

THE

COPP,

CLARK

CO., LIMITED

PUBLISHERS
THE LAST OF
THE MOHICANS

TORONTO
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Here Are Super-Seller
THESE WAR

BOOKS

"THE FIRST AND THE LAST"

WILL LIVE

"THE BEGINNING AND THE END"

"CANADA'S HUNDRED DAYS"
By Fred B. Livesay, the well-known newspaper man
November.
"CANADA'S

SONS AND GREAT

$5.00

BRITAIN IN THE WORLD

By Col. Geo. G. Nasmith, C.M.G
November 1.
WAR"

$3.50

"1914"
By Field-Marshal Viscount French

$6.00

"OVER THE CANADIAN BATTLEFIELDS"
By J. W. Dafoe, editorNovember
of the Winnipeg
"Free Press". .$1.00
1.
"WHEN I COME BACK"
By Henry Sydnor Harrison,
author
November
1. of "Queed"

$1.00

"FROM ST. DUNSTAN'S TO THE LIGHT"
By James Rawlinson (Sightless Soldier)
November 1.

$1.00

"THE TREASURY OF WAR POETRY"
By Prof. George Herbert Clarke.
First Series, Cloth
Second Series, Cloth
Also in leather at $2.50 per vol.

$1.50
$1.50
Ready now.

These books will be among the Readiest Sellers as Holiday Gifts.
See that you have an adequate stock for this sure business.

Thomas Allen, Publisher

[Books of merit*

215-219 Victoria Street

Toronto
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Book Trade

FALL LEADERS

SAFE TO STOCK
SAFE TO RECOMMEND

R

TOP-NOTCHERS
IN
THE ALLEN LINE

At a gallop
from the sumet landT
of romance corner
$

DED'R)
RIDIN'
E OM
POWKI
THFR
RIVER^HHKnibbs^
sAuthorof "Overland Ifed!'
^&uick on the tri£&er,|
.Sure m the saddle,
>■• alwayj read/ for a
*.f i£ht or a fro] ic ,
h'\5 exploits in lovej
and jtrife make
THE novel for
ever/ one who fee]^
=^ the
lure of the.
untamed

West.

IT NOW

OH.DEH

Watch your mail for the announcement of an advertising
campaign "all tied up in a

He's coming this month with
poster, postcard and jacket in
full color.
Price
$1.75 net
GAINING

MOMENTUM

THE BRANDING

IRON

circle."

By Katherine Newlin Burt
THE MOST VITAL CANADIAN
BOOK

INDUSTRY

AND HUMANITY

By Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King
4th Large Canadian Edition now printing.
Special Edition.

$2.50.

The choice of the author as leader of the Liberal party
has occasioned' greatly enhanced demands for his great
work from all parts of Canada.
BOOKSELLERS— BE

ALIVE

TO

YOUR

Thomas

OPPORTUNITY.

HOW

IS YOUR

STOCK

OF THIS BOOK?

Allen, Publisher
Toronto

215-219 Victoria Street
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ENTITLED

The TRAGEDY of the EMPTY BOOK SHELF
EVERYBODY has heard of the tragedy of Mother
Hubbard and the cupboard which was bare.
Since that famous event, there have been many
CAPPYHCKS
times when the tragedy of the empty shelf has visited
ft
MATT
the bookseller.
Last year in the very midst of the greatest holiday
book season this country has ever known, many a
bookseller discovered that he had "nothing left but
the
fixtures,"
hundreds
unfilled.
HIS and
SHELVES
WEREof demands
EMPTY! had to go
It is only a matter of weeks now before you will be in
the midst of another great holiday book rush. Prepare for it now. Order enough books! Don't depend upon eleventh hour reorders.
By
Manufacturing and shipping conditions may not be as good two months from now
as
they are to-day.
Remember that a book sale lost because of "out of stock" is an injustice to yourself and
to your customer.
OR THE SUBJUGATION

OF

Send in your order to-day. Don't stop at what you have considered
"The Limit" before. We are in a new book era. GIVE A THOUGHT
TO BOOKS!

Here Is the October List

The Amazing Interlude

THE GODS OF MARS,

Amazing/
interlude

Edgar Rice Burroughs
THE

THE

OF

VIRGINIA
THE

WOLF

ELK

DOODLES
ELIZABETH'S

DIANA

MR.

THOSE
LOST

CAMPAIGN
Mrs.

OF THE

JUSTICE

WHO
FARM

GOLD
Birmingham

Oliver

Curwood

Emma

C. Dowd

Humphry

MOORLAND,

RAFFLES,

TALK
CAMP,

Ward

Louis

W.

E.

know

quite as well as do the publishers the difficulties of manufacturing books now, owing to
the shortage of materials and labor. It is quite
possible that this first printing is the only one
that can be made this year. It, therefore, behooves every dealer to ord«r to the limit of his

Tracy

Hornung

IN DARKNESS
Perley Poo re Sheehan
Harry Herbert Knibbs

GROSSET

GEORGE

capacity on a title that is sure to be the "biggest
reprint seller of the Fall of 1919.

Publishers, NEW

& DUNLAP,

J. McLEOD

266 KING

WEST,

STREET
Canadian

INTER-

e pubol
l g of
the wh
ve
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continued
in 8 great
Wish
season
of 191
and
lar
popuand
the big
popularity
since;
was ever
E
D
U
L
M
the publishers of the reprint edition are singularly fortunate to be able
to offer a reprint edition
>:■• sell at the popular price of 75 cents, coincito
dent with the time of Mrs. Rinehart's greatest
popularity and coincident with the distribution of
her new novel, DANGEROUS DAYS, which is undoubtedly destined to be either the biggest or
the second biggest book of the Fall. The publishers have arranged to print and bind an edition
of 200,000 copies of THE AMAZING INTERLUDE
for the Fall trade. Dealers all over the country

CREEK VALLEY
Mary Ellen Chase

HUNTERS
James

AMAZING
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?»
\WK
5vH3
H
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YEAR, William J. Locke

WONDERFUL
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Grace L. H. Lutz
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R
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JOHN LONG LTD., Publishers, LONDON
The
Sales of NAT GOULD'S Novels
now exceed the colossal figure of TWENTY MILLION copies
No Bookseller or Newsagent who would turn over his capital rapidly should ever be without a supply of the Novels of NAT GOULD, published by the house of JOHN LONG LTD.
They are far and away the quickest Sellers on the market.
The Times, July 26th, 1917, says: "Of
Mr. Nat Gould's novels more than Ten
Million Copies have been sold; and when
this can be said of an author there must
be qualities in his work which appeal to
human nature — qualities, therefore, which
even the most superior person would
do well to recognize. 'A Northern Crack'
is one of those tales which set you down
in an arm-chair and keep you there till
it is pleased to stop."

NAT GOULD

Athenaeum, June 10th, 1911, says: "All
living writers are headed by Mr. Nat
Gould, and, of the great of the past,
Dumas

only surpasses his popularity."

Truth, Jan. 22nd, 1913, says: "Who is
the most popular of living novelists? Mr.
Nat Gould easily and indisputably takes
the first place."

PROGRAMME

FOR

1919

Messrs. JOHN LONG Ltd. particularly notify the trade that they are continually
reprinting huge
editions of all
Mr. NAT GOULD'S Novels in the Is. net form, and, to cope with the output, they are employing
the largest rotary
machines in England.
Messrs. JOHN LONG Ltd. request the booksellers to hand Orders to their travellers, wholesale agents, or direct to them.
The terms are exceptionally good.

7

S

Crown

net
'

Also in John Long's Colonial Library in
Wrapper in Three Colours.
Cloth.
8vo, 320 pages.
two Editions:— Cloth, Wrapper in Three Colours; Paper, Stiff Cover in Three Colours.

THE WIZARD OF THE TURF
NEVER IN DOUBT
LOST AND WON
BREAKING THE RECORD
WON ON THE POST
FAST AS THE WIND

NEW

VOLUMES

THE STEEPLECHASER (JUNE)
A RACE FOR A WIFE (AUGUST)
THE SWEEP WINNER (WINTER)
AT STARTING PRICE (WINTER)

1 s. 6d. net.

F'cap 8vo. 256 pages.
Attractively bound.
Wrapper in Three Colours.
LEFT IN THE LURCH
RACING RIVALS*
THE SILVER STAR*
A CHESTNUT CHAMPION*
ODDS ON*
* A full-length Novel now for the first time published in volume form.

1 s. net

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Medium 8vo.

ONE OF A MOB
THE
SELLING
PLATER
A BIT OF A ROGUE
THE LADY TRAINER
A STRAIGHT
GOER
A HUNDRED
TO
ONE
CHANCE
A SPORTING SQUATTER
THE PET OF THE PUBLIC
CHARGER AND
CHASER
THE LOTTERY
COLT
A STROKE
OF LUCK
THE
TOP
WEIGHT
THE
DAPPLE
GREY
WHIRLWIND'S
YEAR
THE LITTLE WONDER
A BIRD IN HAND
THE BUCKJUMPER

18 ins.
SV2 by 5%
20
19
22
21
23
24
25
27
26
28
29

30
31
32
33

128 pages.

Thread sewn.

THE JOCKEY'S
REVENGE
THE
PICK OF THE STABLE
THE STOLEN
RACER
A RECKLESS
OWNER
THE
ROARER
THE
LUCKY
SHOE
THE
QUEEN
OF THE
TURF
A GREAT COUP*
THE
KING'S
FAVOURITE
A CAST-OFF
GOOD AT THE GAME
THE
CHANCE
OF
A LIFETIME* t
A MEMBER OF TATT'S
THE
TRAINER'S
TREASURE
THE PHANTOM
HORSE
THE HEAD LAD
THE
BEST
OF THE SEASON

Paper cover in Three

Colours.

35 THE FLYER
36 THE WHITE ARAB
37 A FORTUNE AT STAKE*
38 A GAMBLE FOR LOVE*
39 THE WIZARD OF THE TURF
40 NEVER IN DOUBT
41 LEFT
IN THE LURCH
42 LOST AND WON
43 A TURF CONSPIRACY*

NEW

44
45
46
47
48

VOLUMES

BREAKING THE RECORD
THE
SMASHER
A NORTHERN
CRACK
THE RIDER IN KHAKI
WON ON THE POST
*FilTned. tDramatised.

34
IMPORTANT NOTICE.— The Trade and the Public are earnestly requested to note that
Messrs. JOHN LONG Ltd., are the Sole Publishers of all Mr. NAT GOULD'S New Novels,
and have been for the last fifteen years. They have, however, granted licenses for a
period for publication at Is. 6tL net by another firm of two of their published Novels.

JOHN

LONG

Telephone: Regent 6313.

LTD.,

12, 13, 14 NORRIS

STREET, HAYMARKET,

Telegrams and Cables: "Longing, London."

LONDON

Code: A. B.C., 5th Edition
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BLACKIE & SON'S BOOKS
Ot« GLORIOUS EMPIRE
Messrs. Blackie & Son consider it opportune to announce
a new story of the Empire, which has been specially written
for them by Donald A. Mackenzie.
It will tell of the far away sons and daughters who came to
defend the Homeland — their life pleasures and business.
The numerous coloured illustrations will include the famous
cities of the Empire.
To be issued in five volumes. Price 2s. 6d. net, each.
SONS
SONS
SONS
SONS
SONS

and
and
and
and
and

DAUGHTERS
DAUGHTERS
DAUGHTERS
DAUGHTERS
DAUGHTERS

of
of
of
of
of

the MOTHERLAND
CANADA
AUSTRALASIA
INDIA (shortly)
AFRICA (shortly)

BLACKIE' S ANNUALS
BLACKIE'S
CHILDREN'S
ANNUAL

BLACKIE'S
LI
OKLE ONES'
BOTT

6s net

BLACKIE'S
DIARY
EN'S
CHILDR
is 6d net

3s 6d net

BLACKIE' S JUVENILES
BLACKIE'S

BOOKS

for BOYS
BLACKIE'S

New Lines at 6d, is, is 6d, 2s 6d, 3s, 4s, 5s and 6s.

BOOKS

for GIRLS

Attractive new 3-color wrappers.

BLACKIE'S
PICTURE BOOKS
Splendid new lines from 6d to 6s.
BRITISH

—

ALWAYS

BRITISH

LISTS AND TERMS FROM
MR. HECTOR PRENTER
33 RICHMOND ST. WEST,
TORONTO.

BLACKIE & SON, LIMITED
17 Stanhope Street, GLASGOW

London and Bombay
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MOTHERLAND
By

W. & R. CHAMBERS,
THE

BLOWER
ART

NET/-

6

HUR

Limited 339SHth^°EdLnbuTgh

OF

BEV

BUBBLES
BAX

ERL

NET

TER

E

This book affords all enterprising booksellers ofY Canada an opportunity to introduce to
their clients a young Canadian writer who unquestionably has a great literary future
before him if he but maintains his present high level.
The "Chesterfield" of Canada in writing to the author says: "The Blower of Bubbles has
awakened in me a tempest of applause. If I may judge from this one article with -its
6/ of
liveliness of thought, its flashes of humor, its graceful diction, its vivid portrayals
places and persons and crowned with a tender, a beautiful and wholesome ending then
I can easily imagine your future to be a most excellent and enviable one."

THE

FORESTER'S

GREY

FISH.

6/- net.

By W. VICTOR
COOK.
A series of stirring Submarine Stories.

6/- net.

LUCK-PENNY.

SOME

OTHERS.

& Co."
in the

1/6 net.

By "STAFF NURSE."
While "Scottie" has pride of place in "Staff Nurse's"
reminiscences, her gallery of heroes includes representatives of many nationalities, and their characteristics
are hit off with kindly humor and rare appreciation.

JOHN

BROWN: Confessions of a
New Army Cadet.

6/- net.

By

R. W. CAMPBELL, author of "Snooker Tarn of the
Oathcart
Railway,"
"Private
Spud Tamson,"
"Dorothy,
V.A.D.,"
etc.
This stirring story of a Cadet School at work and
play is full of the budding philosophy, the racy criticism, and the exuberant humor of the Subaltern in the
making.

WITH THE INCOMPARABLE 29th.
Illustrated.
5/- net.
By Major A. H. MURE.
In the vivid and stirring words of a participant, Major
Mure tells the story of the 29th Division's share in the
"Great Adventure" (Gallipoli). With the typical humor
and introspective faculty of the Scot the writer now
relieves, now intensifies, the grim, gloTious narrative of
the heroic deeds and amazing endurance and selfsacrifice of young and untried troops — Britain's sons
of the Homeland and from Overseas — in the face of
well-nigh
incredible difficulties and dangers.

CHAMBERS'S TWENTIETH CENTURY
DICTIONARY.
1224 pages.
6/- net.
Illustrated,

Pronouncing,
Explanatory,
Over 100,000 References.

CHAMBERS'S ETYMOLOGICAL
DICTIONARY.
694 pages.

LYNN, author of "Knights of the Air," etc.

TOMMY

OF THE

By ESCOTT

LYNN, author of "Knights of the Air," etc.

AND

TANKS.

PAW.

SNAPSHOTS

OF THE

6/- net.
6- net.

Etymological

2/6 net.

Greatly enlarged edition, containing supplement of
85 additional pages embodying all the most recent words,
including compound words and phrases.

WILD.

5 - net.

By F. ST. MARS.

THE

SHAPING

OF JEPHSON'S.

5 - net.

SCHOOLGIRL.

5/- net.

By KENT

3/6 net.

By OSWALD
WILDRIDGE, author of "Captains
An absorbing romance of modern bucaneering
Southern Seas.

AND

By ESCOTT

By F. ST. MARS.

By ALBERT
G. MACKINNON.
These sketches
reveal in an intimate and humorous
manner the lovable qualities which have endeared our
inimitable "Jocks" to every true-hearted Briton.

"SCOTTIE"

and GIRLS

FOR NAME AND NATION.
A story of the
Days of Marlborough.
6/- net.

PINION

HOSPITAL JOCK.
Tales of the
Malta Hospitals.

THE

For BOYS

6/- net.

GIRL.

By Mrs. W. F. IRVINE BELL, author of "John Pardon's
Choice," etc.
In this story the author describes with all the fidelity
and sympathy of an old resident, the glorious scenery,
the fascinating fur and feather friends, and the interesting men and women of the lone backwood'S of the great
American Continent.

A GO-AHEAD

By ELSIE

JEAN

AND

THE
By

PERIWINKLE'S

By

CARR.

OXENHAM.

BOYS.
MAY

ISLAND.

EDITH

5/- net.

BALDWIN
ELIAS.

6/- net.

Eight Illustrations in Color and 12 Pen-and-ink
Sketches, by Molly Benatar.
This is a fairy story of quite exceptional charm on
the lines of "Alice in Wonderland," without being in any
degree an imitation or copy.
The artist, Miss Benatar, has truly entered into the
spirit of this enchanting tale. Her drawings are brilliant examples of the finest imaginative work, and will
delight and entrance readers old and young.

A

COLORED

NEW

"PARKER"

THE HOLE AND CORNER

PICTURE

BOOK

BOOK. 7/6 net.

Verses by B. PARKER, Pictures by N. PARKER.
pictures and verses of merriment,
The captivating
which abound
in this volume, will appeal irresistibly
to all denizens of the nursery.
A NEW

THE

EDITION

BROWNS:

A Book of Bears. 3/6 net.

By B. and N. PARKER.
The New
Edition of this delightful volume
will be
welcome to all who know the work of these clever ladies.

TO

CANADIAN

BOOKSELLERS

Messrs. Chambers will be pleased to forward a sample order at a discount of
33 1/3% net. Cash or trade references
should accompany orders. (For address
see above)
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-1 The"CARMIC

^r

■ ™
^

I1

1

i

. *■>'-■

1 1 irn

MADE
BRITISH

1. TWO
machines in ONE.
2. ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC" within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
3. The change from one size to another being carried out in about one hour.
4. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
5. All classes of paper can be folded.
day.
6. Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per

1

'

7?

'-

**

J

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

7. Does not require special skill to operate. ■
8. Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
9. Best material and workmanship throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing and adjusting sent with
all machines.
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power and Hand)
Prices and full particulars to be obtained from the makers

PETER

CARMICHAEL

& CO., Limited

303 Southampton Street, Camberwell
LONDON, S.E. 5
ENGLAND

3 Popular Selling Pens
They are popular because they represent the standard of
efficiency in writing instruments. They are made throughout
of the finest material, in our own factories, by British labor,
and are the result of over thirty years' experience in pen
manufacture.

"JEWEL"
THE
FINEST
STYLOGRAPH
OBTAINABLE

No. 100 Safety Fountain Pen

Best quality 14k gold, iridium-tipped nib, can be carried
in any position without leaking.

12<6

THE
INK-

RECORDER
Gold Spring Needle
Best Quality Chased Holder

FOR RED

All makes of Fountain Pens and Stylographs repaired

THE
Gold and Platinum Point

JUST
THE THING

STYLOGRAPH

JEWEL

PEN CO. LTD.

SOLE MAKERS AND PATENTEES
76 NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.I
Wilkinson,
Becle & Tindley
Pty.
26
Ltd.,
M 4-120
Flinders
St., Melbourne, and at Sydney,
Adelaide
, and Auckland.
mm,

RED GIANT"

Highly Durable
Point and Needle
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MOfflERLAN
Wholesale and Export Only

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

FACTORIES:

LEVER

ST., E.C.

ENFIELD, N.

THE MAN WHO

WENT

By

HAROLD
SPENDER.
Cloth, 6s. Cd. net.
A powerful
story of a discharged
citizen soldier
looking
for that
"newer
and
better
world"
h«f was
promised.

We Specialize
in

M anicure

c ases

MRS. DESMOND'S

DAUGHTER

By E. EVERETT-GREEN.
Cloth,
This popular
and attractive writer
never written a more effective book.

THE GIRLS OF CLARE

6s. net.
for girls

has

HALL

By ESTER E. ENOCH.
Cloth, 4s. 6d. net.
Every girl will enjoy the difference which love and
discipline had on the wayward
girls.

THE COMING

OF GWEN

By EMILY BAKER.
Cloth, 4s. 6d. net.
The adventures
of a charming
American
girl
London : will make friends everywhere.

FOR ByENGLAND'S
ALBERT LEE.

in

HONOUR

Illustrated, 7s. 6d. net.
Full of thrilling incidents of a young hero at the
war.
A fine example of devotion to duty.

AT HISBy ALBERT
COUNTRY'S
CALL
LEE.
Illustrated, 6s. net.

Fitted Companions

A thoroughly healthy, inspiring and thrilling story of
a worthy
British lad at the Great War.

UNDER

COLIGNY'S

BANNER

By ALBERT
LEE.
Cloth, 6s. net.
An exciting and instructive tale of the days of the
Huguenots of France and their sufferings.

THE CALL OF THE NIGHT RIDER
One

A

of

By ALBERT
LEE.
historical tale of the
the finest of modern

TERRIES

Cloth, 4s. 6d. net.
days of William
Tyndale.
romances.

MOORLAND

HOME

By

AMY LE FEUVRE.
Cloth, 4s. 6d. net.
An attractive and wholesome story for girls ; entertaining throughout.

DUDLEY
NAPIER'S
DAUGHTERS
By AMY
LE FEUVRE.
Cloth, 4s. 6d. net.

and all kinds of

This ideal book for girls has had a tremendous reception in the press, which always welcomes this attractive author.

Fancy Leather Goods
Bags, Purses, Pocket Books,
Brush Cases, (Lady's and
Gent's) , Etc., Etc.
Woolnough,

Draper & Co.
Limited

12-13 CHISWELL

ST

LONDON,

Write for Samples or Illustrated List.

E.C.

THE DAWN

OF HOPE

By

MORICE
GERARD.
Cloth, 4s. 6d. net.
An interesting story of the days of St. Paul. The
scene is llaid in Italy and Great Britain.

ISSOBEL'S
WINNOWING
By A. D. STEWART.
Cloth,

6s. net.
A fine example of how fiction can be used to good
purpose.
A well written romance.

MORGAN & SCOTT, Ltd.
12 PATERNOSTER BLDGS.,
LONDON, E.C, 4
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Bolingbroke and Walpole. By the Rt. Hon J M 12 6
ROBERTSON, Author of "Shakespeare and Chapman," "The NET
Economics of Progress," etc., etc. Demy 8vo, cloth.
Many years ago, in his "Introduction to English
Politics" (recast as "The Evolution of States"), Mr.
Robertson proposed to continue that survey in a series
of studies of the leading English politicians, from Bolingbroke to Gladstone. Taking up the long suspended
plan, he has now produced a volume on the two leading
statesmen of an important period, approaching its problems through their respective actions. The aim is to
present political history at once in its national and its
personal aspects, treating the personalities of politicians
as important forces, but studying at the same time the
whole intellectual environment. A special feature of
the volume intended to be developed in those which
may follow is a long chapter in "The Social Evolution,"
setting forth the nation's progress, from generation to
generation, in commerce, industry, morals, education,
literature, art, science, and well-being.
Drake, Nelson and Napoleon: Studies.
By Sir 12 6
WALTER RUNCIMAN,
Helena," etc. Illustrated.

Bart., Author of "The Tragedy of St.
Demy 8vo, cloth.

NET

In this work Sir Walter Runciman deals first with
Drake and what he calls the Fleet Tradition, of which
he regards Drake, the greatest Elizabethan sailor, as
the indubitable founder; next the author deals at considerable length with Nelson, his relations with Lady
Hamilton,
and the various heroic achievements
wliich

and HISTORY
have imimortalized his name. From Nelson the author
passes on to Napoleon, and shows how his career and
policy have had a vital relation to the World War. A<s
himself a sailor of the old wooden-ships period, Sir
Walter is able to handle with special knowledge and
intimacy the technique of the seafaring exploits of
Nelson; and Sir Walter's analysis of the character of
Nelson, a combination of vanity, childishness, statesmanlike ability, and incomparable seamanship and courage, is singularly well conceived. As an expert on the
subject of Napoleon, to whose career he has given an
almost life-long study, the considerations Sir Walter
sets forth in this work deserve ample attention. The
work contains several illustrations.
Life of Liza Lehmann.
By Herself. With a Coloured
Frontispiece and 16 pp. Illustrations.
Large Crown 8vo, cloth

10 6
NET

Shortly before her death, Madame Liza Lehrnann
completed a volume of Reminiscences. A charming
and gifted woman her life was spent in artistic and
literary surroundings. She was the daughter of an
aitist, Rudolf Lehmann, the wife of another, Herbert
Bedford, one of her sisters being Mrs. Barry Pain,
and her cousins including Muriel Menie Bowie ("The
Girl in the Carpathians") and Mr. R. C. Lehmann, of
"Punch." Her memories include a dinner with Verdi,
conversations with Jenny Lind, anecdotes of Edward
VII., Brahms, Mme. Clara Butt, and other celebrities.
~As the composer of "A Persian Garden," she herself
became world-renowned, and her self-revelation is not
less interesting than her tit-bits about other artists.

/of: Canada.- W. C.All orders
BELL,
Richmond
to come 27
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To Booksellers
Have you prepared for the
demands for English books
and magazines which will
be made by your troops upon their return home? We
are ready to supply you on
very favorable terms. Write
to our Export Department.
It will pay you to do so.

Gale & of
Polden, Ltd.
2 Amen Corner
London, E.C., Eng.

Printers and Publishers
High-Class

Children's Picture Story Books,
Calendars, Etc.

W. H. Smith & Son
Our Titles for 1920 are all

186 Strand,
LONDON

ENGLAND

good sellers.
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STANLEY PAUL'S
yy

H TATlUJNiilT

HARBUTT'S

PLASTICINE

5e// Af Sigfo
Novels

Each volume, in
F'cap. 8vo., printed from clean type
on good paper. Designed title page,
cloth bound. With
three coloured
Wrappers by distinguished Artists.

FIRST SIX VOLUMESREADY IMMEDIATELY

HARBUTT'S

The Justice of
the Duke
RAFAEL

Youth will be
Served
DOLF

WYLLARDE

The Mistress
of the Farm
EFFIE

HAS TWENTY YEARS'
SOLID COMMERCIAL REPUTATION BEHIND IT.

Henry of
Navarre

SABATINI

MAY

WYNNE

WE SERVE THE BIGGEST
FIRMS IN THE TRADE,
WITH SATISFACTION.

Jill-all-Alone
"RITA"

The Career of
Beauty
Darling

A. ROWLANDS

DOLF

WE CAN

PAUL

YOU

!

The Geo. Hendry Co.,
215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The Copp, Clark Co.,
517 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

List

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE, LTD.

LONDON:

STANLEY

SERVE

All particulars from

WYLLARDE

.*. Autumn Announcement
free on application.

PLASTICINE

Bathampton,

& CO.,

London

31, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.2
29

Bath, England

Show Rooms, Vulcan House,
56 Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4

BOO K S ELL E R A N D 8 T A T I 0 X E R

ACTUAL

MANUFACTURERS

DECORATIVE
ARTICLES

Owing to the successful development of our factory during
the war and to the fact that we just have laid down still
further machinery —

CANDLE SHADES
LAMP
SHADES
ELECTRIC
SHADES
FESTOONS
GARLANDS
PAPER FOLDING
ARTICLES
STREAMERS
XMAS CRACKERS
CONFETTI
ETC., ETC.

We are in a position to hold our own against any competition.
More especially is this the case with
Folding Paper Goods, for which we have just put down extensive new plant.
As the actual manufacturers, we are able to give the very best
value.

WHOLESALE

HENRY
Proprietor:

WOLFF

Richmond Street, E.C. 1

ONLY

& CO.

Henry Wolff - (British) Origin, U.S. A

13 BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C. 1
Factory:

& EXPORT

A. B.C. Code
5th Edition.

Cable Address
TADELLOS FINSQUARE
LONDON

By

WOMAN
Illustrated

STARR

WOOD

1 6 Net.
A book of absorbing interest, picturing all
phases of the most interesting creation on
earth.
Containing 30 full-page drawings and upwards
of 50 smaller illustrations.
By

THE JACKDAWS
JAMES

BLYTH

Mr. James Blyth, that past master in the
delineation of female character, has, in "THE
JACKDAWS" given us as fine a piece of work
as he has yet achieved. Human nature is
ever an absorbing study, and in this alive and
vivid romance of everyday persons the author
holds us engrossed in the sparkling dialogue
and arresting personality of his characters.
Crown, 8vo. 2/- Net.
Post Free 216 From

ANGOLD'S

LTD.

10, Bolt Court, London, E.C. 4.
Can be obtained from the Canadian wholesale
houses

From All Wholesale Booksellers
And Stationers
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Mr. 7". Fisher Unwin's
Autumn Announcements
BIOGRAPHY
All and Sundry:
By E. T.
Demy
8vo,RAYMOND,
cloth.

Being more Uncensored Celebrities:
Author of "Uncensored Celebrities."

and HISTORY

10 6
NET

"Portraits of the 'Seventies," by the Rt. Hon. G. W. E.
Russell. Many of the originals of the former portraits

Few books this year have attracted more attention
or been more widely read than Mr. E. T. Raymond's "Uncensored Celebrities," a work as caustic as it was impartial. In his new work Mr. Raymond does not limit
himself to political personalities .only, bi.it ir eludes
figures in the Church, such as the Bishop of London
and Dean Inge; in literature, Mr. G. K. Chesterton, Mr.
Hilaire Belloc, and Mr. Rudyard Kipling; in journalism,
Mr. Harold Begbie, Mr. T. P. O'Connor, and Mr. Leo
Maxse; in art and music, Mr. Frank Brankwyn and Sir
Thomas Beecham. Mr. Raymond includes also character
sketches of President Wilson, M. Georges Clemenceau,
the Duke of Somerset, Viscount Chaplin, Viscount Esher,
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Lord Ernie, Mr. Speaker, and
many other prominent people. Wider in range than
"Uncensored Celebrities" and equally brilliant, this work
may be expected to appeal to even a larger public About
than
its remarkable
predecessor.
15 0

were still playing their active part in the 'Eighties also,
and to treat of them again at full length would be mere
vain repetition. At the same time it was hardly possible to pass them by without any notice whatever,
especially in view of the different scenes in which they

Portraits of the "Eighties." By HORATIO
GORDON HUTCHINSON, Author of "Ljfe of Sir Henry Lubbock," "Lord Avebury. ' " From Doubt to Faith," etc. Demy
8vo, cloth.
The

present volume
traits of the 'Sixties,"

Agent
for Canada:

NET

is, in effect, a sequel to "Porby Mr. Justin
McCarthy,
and

W. C. BELL,

figured
later
sketches during
vie in the
interest
and his presentments of
the affairs and general
torian 'Eighties provide
entertainment.

period.
Mr. ofHutchinson's
vivid
with those
his predecessors
some of the principal actors in
life of this country in the Vicinforming as well as excellent

About
18 0
Great Servants of the State:
Reminiscences. By
NET
the RIGHT HON. SIR ALGERNON WEST, Author of "Recollections," "One City and Many Men."
Sir Algernon West, at one time secretary to Mr.
Gladstone when Prime Minister, and who has filled a
number of important offcial positions, is well qualified
by his personal experience and the number of his acquaintances in the upper regions of the official world to
write this book, which includes reminiscences of Sir
Louis Mallet, Lord Blackford, Lord Sanford, Sir E. May,
Lord Welby, Matthew Arnold, Sir E. Bradford, and many
others. Sir Algernon West, as his previous work shows,
is a delightful raconteur, and the present is one of the
most informing and charming he has written.

27 Richmond St. West, Toronto

All orders to come by mail or express from London

IN
THE
PRESS:
LATE CECIL CHESTERTON.
A Memoir.
By Louis J. McQuilland
and J. K. Prothero (Mrs.
Cecil Chesterton).
6/- anet.private.
An intimate personal
study of "C. C." from his childhood
as
NOW
READY:
THE
MEANING
OF
THE
WORLD
REVOLUTION.

THE

Illustrated.
until he died

Cr. 8vo.
Cloth.
About
in hospital at Boulogne

By H. Hamilton Fyfe.
Cr. 8vo Boards
3'6 r°t.
A critical study
of the widespread
social unrest
that
has followed in the wake of the war.
The underlying
causes
of the "present
discontent"
are analyzed
and a sane and penetrating policy of reconstruction
is indicated.
DRESSING
GOWNS AND
GLUE.
A Unique Book of Humour.
By Capt. L. deG. Sieveking, D.S.C., R.A.F., with illustrations
by John
Nash,
an
Introduction
about
the
verses
by G. K. Chesterton,
and
an Introduction
about
the drawings
by Max
Beerbohm.
The
whole
under the general
editorship of Paul Nash.
Boards.
Cr. 4to.
2/6 net.
FIFTY POINTS ABOUT
CAPITALISM.
By
6d. Sir
net. Leo Chiozza Money.

A cover cartoon by Will

Dyson, of the "Daily Herald."

WHAT'S
WRONG
WITH
THE
MIDDLE
CLASS.
By R. Dimsdale Stocker (author of "From Warfare
to Welfare,"
affords the Middle Class an insight into its own history.
THE
NAVAL
SIDE.

etc.).

Stiff

A book for propaganda.

cover.

Demy
8vo.
By Edward Noble (author of "The Grain Carriers," etc.).
Illustrated.
which shows the work of the Navy during the war.
AIR PIE.
The Royal Air Force Annual.
Edited by W. K. Seymour and Cecil Palmer.
5/- net.
This work
expresses
some
enthusiasm and gratitude evoked by the gallantry of the R.A.F. and is a remarkable
and artistic work.
IN
THE
PRESS:
SHAKESPEARE IDENTIFIED.
By J. Thomas
Looney.
Demy
8vo.
15/ net.
The

1/-

net.

7/6 net.

This

book

The

book

part of the national
collection
of literary

problem of the authorship of the plays and poems
hitherto known as Shakespeare's has of late been forcing itself to the front, and the author of this work has been led to the selection of one of the best of
our Elizabethan poets as the probable author of our great
national
dramas.
The
evidence
immediately
forthcoming leaves no doubt that the problem
has at last been
solved.
Complete new catalogue on application.

OAKLEY

HOUSE, 14-18 BLOOMSBURY
ji

STREET, LONDON, W.C.I
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| Real Photo Postcards |
EVERY
Should

STATIONER

possess one of these Sample

Books

:—

WATERSTON'S
" RFP

BRAND

»»
MARK

SEALING
=

Send us your Trade Card and we will forward you one post free.

-

PHILIP THE G.POSTCARD
HUNTHOUSE & CO.,
m

332 Balham High Road, London, S.W. 17, England
Telegrams: Autobrom. Bal.

Telephone:

Established
1752

1203 Battersea.
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William Sinclair & Sons
Limited

(Stationers)
Makers

* "Banker's

of

Account and
Memorandum

is theoritebanker's
fav-a
quality. It is
thorou g h 1 y reliable
wax, possessing a brilliancy of colour, combined with the greatest
adhesiveness, and has the
additional advantage
of
being sold at a moderate

Books

Pocket Books

Specie"

Writing Pads
School Stationery

price.
Main

ALBERT
Otley,
LONDON:

Office

and Factory:

Yorks,

WORKS
England

— 22, Ivy Lane. Paternoster Row. E.C. 4

[I

X^RRISTONROAD

b St. Bride Street- Ludgate Circus •

oo LONDON

i*fir«

-EX- 1itfk

BOOKSELLER

MOTHER

AND

STATIONER

^t\%!^l& sMil

SCOPES & CO., Ltd.
Fine Art Publishers and Manufacturing Stationers
PRINCES STREET, IPSWICH
ENGLAND

and LONDON,

E.C.,

In consequence of the great success of our Alliance Souvenirs, "He
Served His Country" and "Faithful to the Empire," we have just publow. lished athird design, "Honour, Justice and Liberty," as illustration be-

"ALLIANCE"

RELI
DESIGN EF
(No

NEW

9)

SOUVENIR

SELLS READILY
AMONG

300,000

Stationers,
Picture
Framers,

of the

Bas-Relief
Souvenirs

Photographers,
Fancy
Dealers

have been
sold in
Gt. Britain

All those who have
responded to the
nation's call
should have their
Own Photograph

If unable to obtain
of your wholesaler,
can be sent direct.

mounted in one of
these specially

PRICE:

$18.00 per 100
post free.

designed souvenirs

This souvenir is artistically printed in Sepia Photogravure, with
printed oak border, size n% x 14^, opening for photo 3^4 X5. It is
embossed in High Relief, and is certain to command a large sale,
almost every home being interested.
ENTIRELY BRITISH MANUFACTURE
33
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THE MAKING
A Book

OF AMERICA
for Britons

By F, a
Do 8U.MH3HRAST,
Associate
Professor
Emeritus,
Harvard Ondveretity.
Orown 8ra
Cloth, as. net
Postage, *1.
i ii iX'PKNT.s . -lint.v. - 1 1 ict i. in. Chapter I.— Do
I
]! Tlir EngMsl] Colonies, III.— L/ife in the Now World. IV.— The
lull. in Terror. V.— The Fflericb in America. VI.— The Prelude to
the Itcvolirtion. VII. —The (nici;nl Potot VIII.— The Men of the
Iievultibion. IX.— Tlie Revolution. X.— Tin- War of Independence
XI. Tlir Rreaikdown of OortfedOTaftion. XII. — The OotnstfiltuifcLan.
XIII.— Political I'jiiie; XIV.— hi.iii-i.iii a ■ War of 1H12. XV. Tlir
siavi-rv Question.
XVI.— Tlie Crisis.
XVII.
The Cttvfl War.
XVIII.-Afler the War.
XIX. -The
H.m.ln.l
reara' Peace,
XX
TradMoss and Ideals.

The Future of the Kanaka
By

EDWARD
JlA'CIOMB,
A.utihor of "Prance and Engtand
tn
Nem 1 1 . i . 1 1 :].—.. ' cn.uii Sro.
Offcttb. 8b. net
Postage, 4d.

The Music of Life

Education

for Leisure

and Culture

roOrod 1 1'. Eoqperi
By CHARLES T. SMITH.
Willi curraioula
Postage, tot
inmL in ,in EJienieffiitaTj ScbdoL
I Mm Bro
Is not

The New

Needlecraft

By Mrs. L. (I'lvAKIBR
FOOTER
Preface by MARiGATKET
Mc.MILLAN.
I.' I
Cioti 6to.
2s. net
With
Coloured
Plates aod otlhei
D
Postage, 2rl.
Times
Education ail Supplement :—"Th«
book opens
with profits
specimens of freehhamd needle-desisnliiiff.
They are not dom
tfreat ari&st
¥©u earn do oftihers just bub good, or betfber,
Bo can
any piTl in the elementary BohooL
Tins is, fad!
vailui
little book; it shows how evens anil anybody can do b
an 1 original work anil use their new powers in making
Wlear i<wn
In i people's
clotlnn-. "

AND

STATIONER

This

illustrates
our new

"ROTAX"
LOOSE- BACK

BINDER
which

makes

Fil-

ing without
Perforation an easy
matter.

W. H. HILTON

"$S£,"
EnglanOFd
MAKERS ROCHD
OF OVER 80 ALE,
DIFFERENT PATTERNS
LETTER
FILES
for progressive
and
up-to-date
Stationers
who
should carry a stock of these Ready-Selling and
Money-Making Lines.
This illustrates our

"REGENT"
LEVER ARCH FILE

Inflation of the Currency

which

By .T. SMIICI.D
\H'|il>l,SHN. AI.A., Sell.. TrnfefHor of PoMltJ
oaJ Economy in the rni\er.si't,v of Edinburgh.
Author <vf "War
finance," &c, &o.
Orovm 8vo. 3& fid. int.
Postage, 3d!.
CONTENTS:— Chapter I.- The Ahaielinini. m o* the Odd Stan.laid during the War. II.— "Die (.V>liisc. i n mil. Intla.ti..n. III.— The
Burden of High Prices. IV.— Tlie Burden of Public IM»t ami of
Taxatinii Hoi Interest— |The Return to the Sold stamda.nL

P. S. KING

& SON,

2 & 4 Great

Street, Westminster,

Smith

BAGSTER
BAGSTER

Good Clear Type.
BAGSTER

Daily Light on the

Daily Path.
Large Type, Small and Gem.
BAGSTER Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.
At all Booksellers.

purposes

particulars.

England

Teacher Bibles

Lists free by Post.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
which please everybody
We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.
Canadians in England are buying them.
Complete

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row
LONDON,

ENGLAND

packs flat for export

We shall be pleased to
mail you prices and

LIMITED

BIBLES

& CO.

PERCIVAL

list mailed

with pleasure

MARSHALL

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
::
::

& CO.
ENGLAND

H O 0 K S E L L E R

AND

ST A T I0 N E R

MDTEA

STATIONERS'

SUNDRIES

LETTER FILES & PERFORATORS, INK BOTTLES & STANDS
COPYING
PRESSES,
RULERS,
INDIA
RUBBER
ERASERS,
PAPER FASTENERS & CLIPS & ALL KINDS OF STATIONERS' SUNDRIES
AND

Telegraphic and Cable Address:
"KINATE, LONDON"
I A. B.C. (5th
Edition)
Codes :
LIEBER'S

SCHOOL MATERIALS
KING BROTHERS
15, Bury Street, St. Mary Axe, LONDON,

In consequence of the great demand for our
WOOD-CARVED TOY CALENDARS
last season we are issuing for next season
over 20 designs, to retail from 1/- to 2/eaeh, including Penracks and Pincushions;
also a variety of Lucky Black Oat Calendlars,
to retail frota <>d. to 1/6 each. Overseas enquiries specially solicited,

No Complaints
(but

"Alphalsa" Publishing Co. Ltd. [alpha,

2-4 Scrutton St., Finsbury, London, E.C. 2 ■**=*•<

we

guarantee

money

are ever heard

back

in

people

full

if they

were)

when

use

JOHN BOND'S
"CRYSTAL
PALACE"
MARKING INK
It

The

E.C. 3, England

pays

you

a good

profit,

and

REQUIRES

NO

will

bring

you

no

trouble.

HEATING

In IIS and &0 cent bottles ; and also by the oz., pint, or quart.

The Ink recommended
The Copp Clark Co.,

Limited,

by
-

Toronto

It pays to push this ink.

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

"ROB ROY"
Made from fine steel and made
in one of Birmingham'! beat
equipped factories, thil dandy
writing pen will prore a might;
fine seller for eyery lira dealer.

Be aura to see samples before you order your new atock.
find our prices are right

You'll

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Charles Worcester & Co.
Kingsdown, Bristol, England
The Publishers of "MADDOTYPES"
Manufacturers of High Class Christmas
Cards, Calendars, and CalendarBlotters.
Entirely British.
Wholesale agents required.

Terry's
pen
rule or "Avecta
pencil
clip
For Early Delivery
Sells on sight — prevents loss of
article as it holds it in pocket
securely.
Well made, high grade finish.
10c.
Line

HERBERT TERRY & SONS
LTD
The Spring and Presswori^ Specialists
REDDITCH. ENG.

SOMENT
YOU WA
XF
G AND DON'T
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ER
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WH
KN
IT— WRITE
TELL YOU.

US— WE'LL

BOOKSELLER

AND STATIONER

Special Service

Department

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

British Goods Are Standards of Value
STATIONERS'

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations. We are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants.

CARDED GOODS
IN ALL VARIETIES.

nmriSH made

Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Erasers for pencil, ink or typewriting; Pocket Pencils, Mapping
Pens.
Trade Mark

Registered

W. V.

BOWATER

& SONS, LIMITED

1 59 Queen Victoria St.. London, E.C. 4,Enf.
Cablet: " Sparteoluo" London.

Writing & Drawing Sets
Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Bands,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.

H. A. COOMBS
10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, E.C 4
Illustrated List on Request.

School and Office
Requisites
GEO. WRIGHT &
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92,
Clerkenwell Road,
London. E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Government*,
the London Coun"Wright's
ty Council, etc.
Manufacturers to
Duatless" Chalk
is the Very Best
the Wholesale and
for Blackboards—
Export Trade.
Scholastic : . Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box.
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy : Tourist*' Writing
Cases, Penholders,
and Games,
etc.

Ladies'
Purses Bags
Calendars
Fitted Pencil Cases

and

many

other lines are made by

D. HARPER

& CO., Ltd.

258-262 Holloway Road,
London, N. 7, Eng.,
and 56 Cheapside, London, E.C, Eng.
Write for list
N.B. — We have facilities for acting as Buying agents for Canadian firms.

-^John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because it sells so quickly. There's quality
about it. It writes
smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for

IS READ BY THE
TRADE
FROM
COAST TO COAST

quick sales.
talt
Houseshy In
& Montreal
Supplied
all Toronto
the W/nf
Whole(Registered)
Undon (En|.) Eiport A|*ncj

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

PER MONTH

Stationers'and Hardware
Sundries

J. T. DARLINGTON

For Wholesale
and Export
Trade

Music Cases

BOOKSELLER
& STATIONER

of all Nations

Flags, Flags on Sticks
and Streamers

Bank Note Cases
Wallets
Mirror
and Comb
Cases
Photo
Frames
Pocket Books

Here's the line to hold

£ 14s. 2d.

of

including Goods
Fancy Leather

Hold the Line

FLAGS, FLAGS
Manufacturer

„jNj4tLL s^.

WILL BRING YOUR
GOODS
TO THEIR
ATTENTION
EACH
MONTH.

BluH
ynn'M.U

Setter! & Dur ward
Livery Street
BIRMINGHAM
35 Farm St.
LONDON, E. C.

Letter Files, Cash Books
BEVINGTON
ROAD,
ASTON,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
36

Clips, Pen Holders, Paper Fasteners
Drawing Pins,
School Rules
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MUSIC Z COMING

TERM

Joseph^Villiarns Limited
invite all professors and teachers of music on the "look-out" for good
material of educational value to WRITE AND INQUIRE OF

OUR

SCHOOL

DEPARTMENT

Stating Their Needs
TEACHERS AND SCHOOLS should also write for our Descriptive
Catalogues and Lists, also our BOOKLET of THEMATIC EXTRACTS from over 400 PIECES ( 56 pages ), post free 6d., and for full
information regarding our "ON APPROVAL"
Dept. "BS."

SYSTEM.

LONDON:

Joseph Williams Limited

TO

PARCEL

-:-

32, Great Portland Street, W.l.

BRITISH

FIRMS

Announcement
The success of the Motherland Trade Section in this
issue and the interest it creates is so great that it is deemed
advisable to include this feature regularly and British
houses will be well advised to use this means of promoting trade with the jobbers and retailers of Canada selling
books, stationery, toys and kindred lines.
ADVERTISING
SPACE

One page, 10x6% in
Quarter page, 2x6% in.; 5x3% in. . .
Half page, 5x6% in.; 10x3% in
Specialty pages, space 2%x3 in
Buyers' Guide pages, space 1^x2% in.

RATES

1 Ins

5 3
1 9

£9
£3
£5 2 11
£1 8 11
£0 17 6

3 Insertions

6 Insertions

£8 4 8
£2 11 7
£4 10 8
£1 6 8
£0 16 8

£7 4
£2 5
£4 2
£14
£0 14

1
4
4
2
5

12 Insertions

£6 3
£2 1
£3 14
£10
£0 12

6
2
3
7
6

Send orders to The MacLean Company of Great Britain, Ltd., 88, Fleet St., London, E.C.
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"Our Growth
in
Thirty Years

Distinctive Stationery for
All Occasions

YOUR EVERY WANT SUPPLIED
IN THE WHITE-WYCKOFF LINE

Papeteries
Gift Boxes of Stationery
Writing Tablets
Composition Books
Note Books
Pads
Pound Papers
Envelopes
All backed by 30 years of experience
and by service that really helps.

Holiday and Staple

Are You Selling
Autocrat ?

The Canadian representatives, whose
travellers are now on the road, are
showing comprehensive assortments
of the W. & W. line of fine stationery,
and so comprehensive is this range
and so attractive are the values, that
this promises to be one of the notable trade developments of the year
in Canada.
Saleability is immediately conveyed
by sight of these goods, by reason of
the high quality of the stock itself,
together with novel and attractive
ideas in color effects and packaging.
THIS LINE WILL TONE UP YOUR
WHOLE STOCK AND YOUR
SALES OF PAPETERIES WILL GO
BOUNDING UPWARD.

There's a constantly increasing demand for our assortments of Autocrat
Stationery.

WHITE

QUALITY

& WYCKOFF

MFG.

Factory and Executive Offices

HOLYOKE

A. R. MacDOUGALL

Canadian

468 KING

Distributors exclusive of the Maritime

STREET

WEST
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GOODS
RIGHT PRICES

COMPANY
MASS.,

& CO., LTD.

U.S.A.

Provinces and Newfoundland

TORONTO,

CANADA
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TORONTO

Finding YOUR Pencil
Your customers are our
customers removed by one
degree.
Your success with them is
our success.

ing with the consumer and
the retailer.

Their satisfaction is your
profit and ours.

book, just off the press,
with which you and every
one of your selling force,
inside and out, should be
familiar,

And the most recent bit
of evidence in this direction is the unusual little

This is the attitude of the
manufacturers and ourselves, and this attitude explains the success of The
Dixon Line and its stand-

"Finding Your Pencil"

STANDARD

CRAYONS

School crayons for all
grades. No. 57 Falcon
is a low-priced package
containg seven crayons
wrapped; No. 4 Crayel
contains eight crayons

Commercial crayons for
checking, marking, leaers. ther and wet skin markChina marker for glass,
tin
faces.and all smooth sur-

wrapped; No. 19 Crestlight has been recently
recommended by many
art teachers for its brilliant colors and nonsmearing qualities.
Pastels for fine blending
and water color work.

Lumber crayons in all
colors and at low prices.
"Creta Levis" solid
crayon,
dia., 5" long,
has large 1sale.
School chalk, omega
dustless, standard white
and enamelled, colored
chalk, crayons.

Let us send you samples and prices
AD

f*

lil

Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland

11
1"\
1DI
. ft. lYIaCDOUgall
&0 10., LtCl. 468 King Street West
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NOW

= you arrive at a page that spells unusual opportunity for
1S
every Canadian bookseller and stationer.

|
31

I HOLIDAY

I

1

BOOK

CATALOGUE

Ej
==
£

A Complete Christmas Book List, alphabetically classified, comprising all the books suitable as Christmas gifts published this
season.

==

It would cost you ten times the price we quote to get out a Christmas announcement

of

like

size

independent of this club offer.

If your order is not already in, book it without fail.
H
==

I

It will

greatly help Christmas Book sales in your store.
t^ K(\
<pO.OV

PFP
lEiIY

100
1UU

50c* per hundred extra with your
name
and address on title page

POPIFQ
lUllCd

SE
W^ \7" HF n
At
A similar section, entitled Holiday Gift Catalogue,
=
*
featuring Children's Goods, Art Publications, ChristH mas Papeteries, Leather Goods, Fancy Goods, Toys, Games, Dolls, etc.
A
supply of these (same quantity) will be included with orders for the Holiday
S
Book Catalogue without extra charge.
(CUT OUT AND

MAIL THIS COUPON

TO- DAY)

Date
Bookseller and Stationer,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.
Enter our order for
copies of the Holiday Book Catalogue
(20 pages or
over) as in November, 1919, issue of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, with our imprint on title page and all names of wholesalers omitted from the advertisements
appearing in the catalogue.
Price, $3.50 per 100 copies.
For 50c per 100 copies extra name and address will
be printed
on outside cover. If this is desired
put an X in this square.

NflTTlG

□
40
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Mr. OKAY says WASH

Clip

BURNER

ok:

with
Grip

Paper
asteners

Bull do£

ell Sanitary'

Erastheers-Riestheyrerase
O.K. Sell
er
UK. Letter Open
ric

„
«►

ii&

Hand and Elect

cut enclosure;
Saves time,
order.
out ofcan't
never
i&\

O.K.

O

•m

O PC h-G « Co

H9CG

«&J

THE O.K.ManIMCTUIIING CO SyMCUJENYuS A.

3 Sizes -3 Models
"O.K." PRODUCTS

GIVE SATISFACTION

When a business man once puts "O.K." Products in his office he is satisfied with them because they are all
"time savers." When he wants more he expects you to have them for him. Are you prepared ? Have you
a sufficient stock of our products on hand NOW?
We are big advertisers and always with request to "buy from YOU." We are drumming up trade for YOU
and all we ask is that you keep up your stock and be able to handle the orders when received.
"O.K." products are all we say they are — and more. We have put our money, our brains and energy
'nto making the best office time savers ever devised, and we are advertising and telling the people about them.
Check them up NOW :
. . . . Washburne's "O.K." Paper Fasteners - 3 Sizes - Brass and Nickel Finish.
.... Sanitary "O.K." Erasers, Typewriter - Ink - Pencil.
.... Ries' "O.K." Letter Opener, Hand and Electric; 3 Sizes - 3 Models.
These three Graces will knock out three disgraces; pins, dirty erasers and knives which mutilate your mail.

Write for illustrated and descriptive literature with prices.

®

MADE

BY

THE O.K. MANUFACTURING CO.
SYRACUSE,

N.Y.,
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ENUS
1 VENUS
DRAWING
PENCILS

PENCILS
Quality counts; brings business;
adds to prestige. VENUS Pencils
are called for by customers who
want the BEST. Their name, their
trademark, their QUALITY, is
known in every civilized country of
the world.
Users of VENUS Pencils know that
Quality in pencils means quicker,
easier and better work.

"\7enus

V ERASERS

A delight to the user because their "bite" cleans off
pencil marks instead of
rubbing them in. Soft, pliable, uniform ; with no coloring matter to smear a
sketch or ledger page.
Made in 12 sizes: smallest
100 to a box; largest, 4 to
a box.
Send for information
on our line of pencils,
penholders, erasers and
other stationer's goods.

American Lead
PencilLONDON,
Co., 2ZInl^
And CLAPTON,
ENGLAND New York
TTBlack/Defrees
63 softest to9ji kaaUstr
hard, arid meduun.(obyiru}
/^ALL berfedr
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<Jhe largest selling
quality
pencil in,
the wovld,
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Our Advertising
isllbur Opportunity
Millions of readers
will see this advertisement in their
favorite magazine.
All of these millions use pens.

Esterbrook
Pens
are the standard for excel
lence of pen
performance.
Uniformity
of easy writing qualities.
Study the Esterbrook Pen Catalog. Special pens
for special purposes. Know what the pens do
best and show them to your customers.
The Esterbrook Counter Display Case contains a
complete assortment in handy, attractive container.
Write for catalog and full information.
THE

CANADIAN

ESTERBROOK
18-70 COOPER
CAMDEN,
AGENTS:

" Easiest to show !"

BROWN

PEN MFG.
STREET
N. J.

CO.

BROS., LTD., TORONTO,

. Easiest to sell !

CANADA
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separate"10 Tear Out When
Biggest Seller of its Kind in Years

Attended To

__ — — 1 Ai„.y,~

No lost data, no searching
through
obsolete
notes. vM
Therefore, no excuse
for forgetting.
Without
doubt \m
the handiest
memo-book
mad".
Everybody
needs
it.
High officials, superintendents,
purchasing agents, department managers — also all other business men and
women, society women, shoppers, clergy, faculty, stu\«

^^\\\'^^JL' //*-&?' \ for
1uick
■ \v\ Jfo7^^..4 reference.
H I \V
'(£yrottfeL/"
\\
B %\\ ^Z^^rt^y^A
^*"&te*<*
I <■ I V: «3a^>~"^J^WJ
I
H lUa - ^5 Qnfav^^K
^'▼NiJ

Easy to Sell— Good Profit
■^B^r^
lk\\ ^^fc j
with extra filler and handy pocket in cover.
*HMl ^S
/V/Jos /-*"^

Reminder
Handsome

Black

Leathei

Morocco

$1.00

$1.50

2.25

3.00

Ladies' Shopping Reminder, 2% x 3%, with pencil and extra
filler, $1.00; in patent leather, $1.25.
EXTRA
FILLERS

(4 coupons
in. ;„
5
in. x _
3
„.Size 3Vz
„,,
.
^ to a
Size
in. x 7
in. (6 coupons to a
Size 2% in. x 3% in. (3 coupons to a
Name in Gold on Cover,
Dealers. — We have a

NSONMFG.
ROBI
ROBINSON

H^^flj

KUi^g^i^**^^

^^^^*^I
**
More

/

IntrodufP

tj_ a Half
u it Million
hm-iiThan

i

it-

• Use
rr
in

just touted
» ™.J1,ion.-in »•">
*? morne
dozen ,nYes'Spot^.
page),( $ i .75
nnper ""««-"
Oui near!y
advertising
the theU.S.market
and only
( nnndia
<n the
page),
1.00 per dozen national magazine is getting in its work.
Stock up now and
page),
.70 per dozen secure your share of this business.
We furnish colored signs
for your window and other good advertising helps.
25c extra
very inviting discount to offer you on the above retail prices.
Write for it.

NDER
RE74MI
ELM STREET,

CO.,

drti8ed
Natio?na"Lna
MASS.

WESTFIELD,
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Every Office Executive Needs a

B.&P. Standard Transparent Desk Pad
Each pad has a celluloid top with black leather corners. Bottom
of green felt. Lies flat on desk or table. In each pad is a sheet of
artillery grey blotting paper upon which important notes and
memos are placed (under the transparent top) where they are
sure to be seen and cannot be brushed off or blown away.
Made in two sizes: No. 1644— 12y2 x 19% and No. 1644—1914
x 241/4. Former retails at $3.50, the latter at $5.75.

Boorum & Pease Company
Manufacturers
THE

Home

of "Standard"

Blank Books

LINE OF 10,001 NUMBERS

Offices: Front St. and Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, New
Factories: Brooklyn, N.Y.; St. Louis, Mo.
SALESROOMS:

109-m Leonard St., New York

Republic Bldg., Chicago, 111

York
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Here at last is the real thing
in a Western Romance
Douglas Durkin has written one of the greatest romances that
has ever come out of the Canadian West, not the west of the
mines or the ranches or the big timbers, but of the nation's frontiers where men and women meet and work and nurse new hopes
in virgin valleys and fertile plains. It is a tale of a new settlement and the coming of the railway — one of Canada's great
transcontinental highways.
King Howden is a young settler bent on making a new beginning in a life that thus far had been a failure. He finds his place
in a little northern valley, more than a hundred miles from the
nearest town. For one season he carries the government's mail
back and forth over the hills — and then, one day, a new trail is
made to the end-of-the-steel and King's trips bring him to Keith
McBain's camp of the right of way. Here he meets Big Bill
McCartney who has held McBain's life in his hands for two years.
Here also he meets Cherry McBain, the daughter of the old
contractor — "Old Silent," the men call him.
The plot begins with the first chapter and the trouble, started
by a mongrel dog, ends with a climax in which the fate of the
whole town hangs upon the outcome of the events of a single night.
It is a story of big men and big emotions and the big out-ofdoors— with scarcely a half hour under cover. — One of the best
Western Stories in recent years.
READY

OCTOBER

20 th

THE HEART OF CHERRY MCBAIN
A Novel by DOUGLAS

Cover Design in Three Colours

ALL CANADIAN PRODUCTION

DURKIN

Cloth, $1.50 Net

JVU ALL CANADIAN PRODUCTION

yygaxs
THE MUSSON

BOOK

Publishers, TORONTO
CO., LIMITED,
46
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Editorial Chronicle and Comment

BOOKSELLERS,

MAKE

UP!

NOT merely doubled sales, but present sables of
books multiplied by ten is an objective for
booksellers in Canada that is not only advisable but
imperative, having in mind the continued existence
of the bookstores as such. No bookseller can be
blind to the encroachments of dealers in other
branches of trade upon the preserves if the legitimate
retail book trade, but what are we booksellers doing

ments of fifty or 1<><) proved titles carried by the
druggist
What and
are stationer."
the booksellers of Canada going to do
about it? Isn't it high time to awake from deadly
somnolence and organize to protect this trade — now
so vitally threatened7
We earnestly hope that the retailers who are
properly classed as real booksellers will give their
attention and lend their active support to this movement to provide, an organization for the stationery
trade so that it may include the book trade interests
as well.

to offset this tendency? There isn't even a trade organization of retail booksellers in Canada! The
proposed organization that is -being pushed by some
of the livest members of the trade is designed chiefly
THE TOY INDUSTRY
to promote the Interests of the stationers. Some of
these workers are stationers pure and simple, not A> a sidelight in the development of the boy industry in Canada it is interesting to reproduce
dealing in books at all. This is mentioned here
the following editorial from the Victoria Times of
simply to impress upon the retail booksellers that
Aug. 27. on the subject of "British Columbia Toys":
they must do something to better their condition
and give the publishers an outlet in retail sales
"Manufacturing toys is not often placed in the realm
approaching more closely what it really ought to be. of industrial expansion by those who are striving to increase the commercial prosperity of British Columbia.
James H. Collin.-, a well-known exponent of
Launching a new industry is usually associated with the
merchandising principles and practices, writing re- outlay of a large amount of capital. Many enterprises,
cently in Saturday Evening Post on the subject of of course, demand it. Nevertheless there should be a
"When Merchandise Sells It-elf." had this to say
about the marketing of books:
"Book publishing is one industry that suffers for
lack of retail outlets. Even the popular novel sellin numbers far below the real buying power of this
nation of readers, because perhaps 25 per cent, of
the public can examine it and buy it at the city
book stores, while it ig never seen by the rest of the
public.
"For lack of quantity production based on wide
retail distribution the novel sells for a dollar and
a half.
"But for a dollar you can buy a satisfactory
watch.
"That is made possible by quantity production.
Quantity production of dollar watches is based on
their sale in 50,000 miscellaneous shops, through
the standard '.stock and the teaching of modern
mercantile methods. Book publishers have made
experiments with the dollar novel, but it sold just
about the same number of copies as the $1.50 novel,
because only about so many fiction buyers were
reached through the bookstores. Now the standard
stock idea is being applied to books, with assort-

great future for the toy-making industry in this Province.
The Murrayville Toy Company is a concern of two employees— both of them returned soldiers — and its first
year's output was marketed for $3,000. To extend its
facilities so that the plant may meet its increasing business
the Provincial Department of Industries has applied the
Industrial Aid Act by loaning the company $4,000. This
assistance should be a good investment for the Province.
"It is common knowledge that Bavarian Germany —
and largely one city — supplied most of the world's toys
before the war. Visitors to Nuremberg in those days
were able to realize how a community of 300,000 people
owed its industrial pre-eminence over all other Bavarian
cities to the manufacture of toys — universally known as
Nuremberg wares. But the war altered conditions considerably and Japan very quickly saw a vast field for her
native enterprise. During the last two years the Japanese
toy has travelled to the four corners of the world. There
is, however, room for the Canadian-made article. Canada's annual toy importation hovers between six and
nine million dollars. For that reason the practical application of the new statute by the Department of Industries
should have the support of the public of the Province in
a demand for the

British

Columbia-made

toy."

The Times is in error, however, in its reference
to the volume of Canada'* toy imports, the total
imports from the three leading sources for the last

BOOKSELLER
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fiscal vear, ending March 31, 1919, being as follows:
$ 28.208
Great Britain
United States
j

708,489
228 741

STATIONER

ground, on the orfchance of picking up some material good, and so miss the larger things of life.
Our thoughts are on dross, when they might as-

Pire t0 the skies""
. .
^ n''e addressed fco librarians, this inspirational
advice is equally applicable to booksellers as largo
distributors of books to the public.

The present year will see a decided jump in toy
importations
from
Britain, but the Old Country
h ^ryQ< {{) llHn„. home ag^n tho ^
calliu4,
is not yet in shape, to assume its rightful position ^ w]ii(.h booksellerg a,,, engaged.
Taking a pride
in supplying toys fior this market and a still greater ^ on(^ pi,lf(,SH ,n k good for th(1 M,ul allll it is
increase will unquestionably he witnessed next year. also good fm. busimjgs
Let th(> i)(,,]-M.ilers, therefore,
Of the total value of toys sold in Canada last ,|hv;ixs k(,ep t]u.n. m[wU
^eat along this line, giving
year, about $800,000 worth were made in Canada. hged [Q a„ a(.tivities ()f librarv aI1(1
educational bodn
ies and adapting to themselves the teaching that
meetings
other
and
conventions
from
emanates
STATIONERS' EXHIBITS AT C.N.E.
It is quite evident
that the already
extensive marking the activities of these organizations.
grounds
and buildings
of the Canadian
National
Exhibition will of necessity have to be greatly en-

PROMOTE

NATIVE

INDUSTRY

larged in order to provide for future requirements, j N ,]u. Uni.ted S):ltr. lllr , lV manufacturing ,,„,The Exhibition is truly national in its scope, and 1 (.(.rns haV(l .,„ a,s()(.iatiolK all(1 chief alll(in„
its
those who attended this year are almosl a unit in activities is the promotion of patriotic preference
predicting tremendous growth in both features and (1„ the I)iirt (lf the people nf the rnited Stateg f{11.

attendance at Canada'- National during succeeding
years. As the scope of the Exhibition widens it may
h.' assumed that more and more concerns identified
with the hook, stationery and toy trades will he represented among the firms having exhibits at this fair
and it is hoped that there will be more representatives
of these trades in the Process Building next year.

,,,v> of American manufacture.
Advertisements are
nm in various newspapers and magazines' of general
circulation.
In the currenl issues of the tirade papers
appear two-page spread advertisements drawing the
attention of the retailers to this general advertising
campaign of the association, appealing for their full
co-operation toward making the campaign successful
Many manufacturers of stationery and toy trade ,0 the highest
possible degree.
lines were exhibitors and displayed their ware- to
Tn tlie advertisements for general circulation a
the many thousands of visitor.- from all parts of i>ecial design adopted by the association
shows
Canada, and from other countries.
Chief among the r,lr1'' Sam wit!l llis face wreathed in -miles holding
lines exhibited were office furniture, writing paper :l llt,!e °oy iXU<^ a little girl in his arms.
The boy
and envelopes, crepe paper and other paper special- nas a toy horse and the girl holds a doll.
With
ties, fountain pens, phonographs toy hooks, toys and this design the following lines are printed under
Toys"":
"American
the heading
dolls.
A

TONIC

Tiii^nr

HERE

FOR
•

BOOKSELLERS

IS a good

l

1

lead

l

p

lor

1

1

11

booksellers,

t

for

l\

the

prosecution
of their
trade,
in the remarks
Of
Hon. Dr. Cody. Ontario Minister of Education, in

'j<he pennies spent on little toys
For Uncle Sam's own sirls and boys
In turn, of course, go back again
To our own

loyal

working

men.

American-the Workman's Hand.
American— 'twas Built and Planned.
£^£^^toTOU.

the course nf an address at the recent sessions in ToTbege arivertisements are being given widespread
ronto, of the school for the professional training of t.imi]ation> and in view of the large circulation of
is
this publicity
j,0 vi f >'l i< ;il -s in this country
rs
^ ^
librarians.
Dr. Cody said in part:
extended to Canada to a considerable extent, serving
tf) emphasize all the more the advisability of some
"The autumn is here, and winter will soon be
upon us. Let the resolution be formed to carry
similar course of action on the part of Canadian
i ,i „ _,_, -i i^
,
a
, .
out a systematic course of serious reading and
a sure cure will be found for the hurly-burly toy-making concerns to offset not only tne pOSSl'Die
toys and dolls into the Canof German
re-entrv
One can
and distractions of modern existences.
'• , _. .\.a ,.„1.,„ in Plono^a
, . , , ,
,.
retire from the discordant atmosphere of everyday
adran market but to point out the value to ( anada
The
life, to a world of one's own choosing.
toys
by buying
industry
Canadian
of supporting
mind is its own place, and can make a hell of
heaven or a heaven of hell'
Study
the
stars
and
}
■
this
country.
It
is
up
toy
,
.
. Canadian
.' .to. the
■
the immensity of space, and laugh at the presumpto take the initiative in adopting
manufacturers
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Montreal Bookseller Makes His Opportuniti
— The Personal Touch Brings Its Own Business Reward

of the University BookTHE story
store, 43 McGill College Avenue,
Montreal, is a story of success,
and this success, in the one word of its
proprietor, Colin L. Holborn, is built
upon "thoroughness." A long word but
a short motto — it is the one thing upon
which Mr. Holborn claims to have started his business — only fifteen months
ago. This short period has registered
history for the enthusiastic proprietor,
and he is to-day looking forward to bigger and hetter things. He is confident
that a big future is in store for his enterprise and is determined to carve that
future out for himself. In brief, according to Mr. Holborn's own statement,
he is not an opportunist, but an opportunity maker, believing, as he says, that
opportunities do not come but are made.
Mr. Holborn came from England. The
experience he gained in the employ of a
successful firm there he values highly,
for it was the groundwork which he considers indispensable for the bookseller
who wou'd enter a commercial business.
"It did not matter what the task was,"
said he to BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, "we had to wash windows,
sweep floors, open, check and mark
goods, and we had to work early and
late. It meant hard work, but we learned how to do things."
Be a Mixer
Mr. Holborn has secured much business by sroing after it hard and by making his business known to his acquaintances. "Work and talk," are two other
indispensables in the business policy of
the University Bookstore. The first of
these needs no comment. But customers
wish to know things — above all, they
want to know — customers who regularly
visit a bookstore — what is new and what
'« coming along. It is quite essential,
therefore, that the bookseller talk and
tVk much. It is one of the few occasions when much speaking availeth mirh.
The reserved, the non-communicative,
have no place in bookselling — or have an
unimportant place at best.
In furthering this policy of mixing
with those whom he would cultivate as
future patrons, Mr. Ho'born realizes
that he must get out of his store and
make new acquaintances There is that
in the average human which appreciates
an advance from another if it be done
in the right proportion of diplomacy.
This old world would look different to
many of us if we mixed a great deal
more — if we sought to know the other
fellow's viewpoint. And so Mr. Holborn
gets outside his store, meets people and
cultivates friendship. Much business
comes from this contact as a natural
thing.
Two Concrete Cases
Tri inp instance, recentlv. the proprietor learned of a new block being com-

good buyers. They need things other
pleted and believed that there would be
than
books. and
Perhaps
theyknow
"nosejust
around"
some offices there. Naturally, the occusometimes,
do not
what
pants would want stationery. By direct
they
want
—
maybe
not
want
anything
at
solicitation he secured an order for this
class of goods which amounted to $125. • a particular time, but they will sooner
or later. And college lads in particular.
It was profitable business, and indicated
Mr. Holborn pays close attention to enthat the business might often he had for
larging his acquaintance among these
the asking. The size of one's store
chaps, and goes out of his way as to
really cuts no figure in securing busithe progress they are making with their
ness of this kind. It is simply a matstudies.
ter of knowing, costs and knowing staHere's a Good Point
tionery. This knowledge possessed, the
"A
customer
comes in sometimes and
statior-er need hava no fear of the reasks for something which one may not
sult. He will get at least a share of the
have. May I get that for you, I ask, and
business that just awaits his solicitation.
usually
this is satisfactory to the party.
In a'iot1'. er instance the securing of an
account which has grown materially
Often the remark is added — 'You don't
since the first order was taken, well il- need to hurry, I do not need it right
lustrates the value of attention to little
away.' But I always make it a point to
things.
get the order off right away, for when a
customer wants a thing he is in the
"One day a woman dropped into mj
store and mentioned the fact that she
mood to buy, and that's the time to se1
could not get a certain book anywhere.
This is a cardinal point with Mr. Hol'Many others have tried to get it for me,
but the answer is always disappointing
born, and hefinds
has that
found
a customer
you i't
arepays.
prompt "If
in
and I have not been able to get it.' I matters of this kind he is likely to think
suggested that I be permitted to get it
and this suggestion was agreed to. Two
you
are prompt in other ways, too," he
said.
him."And if customers find a merchant
weeks later the party called up and I had
to
be prompt, those customers will carry
the book. She was much surprised, and
while.
away the impression that is worth
greatly v leasee. Since then she has
purchased at least $40 worth of special
books and will buy more. I was agreethe aselling
of books
are period,
like''17
to Inhave
big sale
for athat
brief
ably pleased to learn that she was a
such as obtains with school text books,
millionaire. I had to do some scouting
the bookseller must exercise great care
for that book to get it, but I succeeded."
not to overstock. Mr. Holborn has found
Unrn are twr> in~tances that may be
it a paying plan to keep posted on
unusual, but they illustrate what departure from the path already beaten
supply, so that one may rush in an extra stock to meet the "immediate" deby merchants who do not use their initiamand. In this way, during the present
tive, will do for the aggress ve fellow7. To
fall selling season 150 volumes of a cerbeat one's own path develops self-retain text book were disposed of within
liance and usually pays good dividends.
two days, 100 the first day and 50
Gets Magazine Business
the next. This meant quick turnover,
pleased customers, and a clearing up of
While developing many phases of the
a stock that would, had it been retained
trade, Mr. Holborn has been vigorously
too long, have stuck on the shelves for
getting after magazine subscriptions. He
many months perhaps.
makes it a point to say a word to customers calling for other lines. Often
The child is attended to at the University Bookstore with as much care as is
they have a particular magazine coming
a grown-up. The reason for this is obto them by mail through a placed subvious. The child will, sooner or later,
scription. Where possible, he secures
be the real worth-while customer for
the date of expiry, makes a note of this
and then looks forward, when the time
text-books and other school supplies, and
eventually for university requirements.
arrives, to getting the renewal. This
plan has worked out well and many new
It may be but a five-cent purchase tocustomers are thus secured.
day, but if the right attention is paid on
every opportunity to these juvenile paRecently a new boy's magazine appeared. Mr. Holborn sensed an opportrons, there is a good opportunity of setunity, which, if improved, might land
curing the bigger order just before
some orders. By fretting after the boys
school next opens. A child may wander
into a store to buy a five-cent exercise
be finally obtained over forty subscripbook — the only item in the list which
tions. It mie-ht be mentioned that every
extra subscription taken was likelv to was not to be had at the store which
secured the bulk of the order, but prompt
lead to another, for boys have friends
and the most natural thincr for bovs to
serving of that child may mean a new
account
within the year, nerhaos sooner.
do while boys, is to talk. "Where'd you
"Then, too, the extra five cents mav
p-et yours?" they're likelv to sav. Then
the rush starts — or soon thereafter. And
swell the day's sales to three figures,"
d9
concluded Mr. Holborn.
the boys, it ouebt to be remembered, are
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BOOKSTORES NEXT
A project which the stationery and
book selling trade will watch with considerable interest was made public this
week when announcement was issued of
the incorporation of The United Book
Stores in New York, with an authorized
capitalization of $3,000,000.
It is the purpose of this concern to
own and operate a chain of retail book
and stationery stores throughout the
United Stales and Canada. In the larger cities the plan includes the opening
of several stores, with one or more according to the sales possibilities in other
smaller cities.
These stores will be standardized
somewhat along the lines of the United
Cigar Stores, with standard shop fronts
and uniform management originating
from the source of headquarters.

Zurich, Ont., have been selling gramaphones and records, but will hereafter
restfict their business to books and
stationery.
LINES TO A PENCIL
I know not where thou art.
I only know
That thou wert on my desk,
Peaceful
and contented,
A moment back,
And as I turned my head
T) light a pill,
Some
heartless wretch
Went
south with thee.
I know not who he was,
Nor shall I investigate.
Perchance
It may have been
The guy I stole thee from.
Selected.

FULL

THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY
An interesting issue of the White and
Wyckoff "Viewpoint" is that marking
this firm's 30th anniversary. The cover
design is one introducing the acorn and
oak idea, the acorn showing a picture
of the little one-room building with six
employees, where the White & Wyckoff
Mfg. Co. began business in Holyoke in
1899. wnile the branches of the big oak
of 1919 merged into a view of the modern
six-storey building now occupied, in addition to warehouses in which more than
600 skilled operatives are kept busy. Numerous illustrations of different departments are shown, together with descriptions of the various processes of manufacture in addition to some suggestions
of practical value to retail dealers for
the selling of goods.

OF GOOD

THINGS

In supplementing the firm's subscription for BOOKSELLER and STATIONER by an additional copy for one of the
assistants, R. O. Smith & Co. took occasion to refer to the August issue as
being "full of good things for live stationers."
SALESMAN AS EDUCATOR
A salesman in a book shop may become an educator or a preacher of righteousness if he himself is of the right
mental and moral type. It is all right
to suggest the new novels to the lovers
of fiction or the new book of humor to
the one fond of jokes and funny things,
but if the salesman will tactfully suggest
works of a more serious and informing
character he will be performing a service and will place himseif on the level
of an educator.
The writer will always treasure the
memory of a librarian in Baltimore who,
when lie was a lad of fifteen years of
ige, noting that he had a keen mental
appetite for weird, wild, sensational and
lurid fiction, that so appeals to boys of
that age, kindly asked him to read "Self
Help," by Samuel Smiles. He did so, and
i-ead all the other books written by that
same inspiring author. That librarian
created a new mental appetite for him
for he lost all taste for the sensational
and breezy and racy abnormal type of
books and read principally afterwards the
works worth while.
Whatever modest literary taste he has
is in a larger measure due to that librarian who suggested a better type of
hooks for an ambitious boy to read. —
"Successful Selling."
Besides seeing school supplies stationery, etc., the
Zurich Book
Room,

SHAW COMPANY EXPANDS
CHICAGO.— A. W. Shaw Company,
publishers of System, Factory, and Business bocks, have purchased an east frontage on Cass Street, extending from Erie
to Huron Streets, 218 by 120 feet, for
the reported consideration of $117,720.
It is announced that the company will,
in the immediate future, begin work on
construction of a new buildine- at an estimated cost of $200,000. The new structure will consist of two stories and basement, which, in addition to a modern
working department, will contain a restaurant for employees, recreation room,
gymnasium, roof garden for summer
rest room, and offices for the company's
physician, who will be constantly in attendance. This is the second purchase
of the Shaw Company in this district,
as t" o vears ago thev acquired the
north-east corner of North Mi<*hisran
Avenue nnd Sunerior Street, 109 by 150
feet, for $218,000.

sw
MERGER
IS MOOTED
Kitchener, September 17. — A big merger of gramophone manufacturing companies in Canada is reported, which is
said to include the A. B. Pollock Manufacturing Company, of this city. It i3
said that the headquarters of the new
organization would be in this city. The
Pollock Company, however, deny the report about the merger, but state they
will build an addition to their plant. It
is known that at least a big expansion in
this city is coming, regardless of whether
there will be a merger or not. The manufacture of records in this city is also said
to be contemplated.
NOW THE SANFORD PEN CO.. INC.
An announcement of interest to the
stationery trade is that of the reorganization of the Sanford-Bennett Company,
makers of fountain and stylographie
The new concern will be known as The
Sanford Pen Co., Inc. The interests of
pens.
the late Frederick D. Bennett have been
purchased by substantial business men
of the U. S. and Canada. A]\ obligations
of the former company have been assumed by the new organization, of which
William W. Sanford has been elected
president.
The Sanford Pen Co., Inc., has been
fortunate in securing the services of
Harold F. Ritchie & Co., of Toronto, as
its selling agents. The Ritchie organization is well known for its progressive
methods in increasing sales and for its
efforts in co-operating with the retailers.
The new company begins its career
with increased capital and every prospect
of success. It is fully equipped to fill
all orders promptly and arrangements
are now being made to increase pr<
tion which will soon be necessary because
of the added impetus which will be
ment.
given to sales under the new manageFINE NEW
STORE FRONT
R. Uglow & Co., of Kingston, Ont,,
one of the be&t known of Canadian
bookstores, recently installed a new and
thoroughly modern store" front.
One steps from the street into a red
quarry-tiled vestibule [before entering
and cannot miss the display of goods on
either hand, well arranged aeramst a
background of mahogany and leaded
The bases of the windows are marble,
glass.all outside frames of cooper in
and
statuary bronze finish. The floors of
the show windows are of oak. with walnut ^fin borders. The ceilings and
panelling are of birch, mahogany finish.
The artistic combination
of copper,

BOOKS
marble and fine woodwork is a credit
to Canadian workmanship.
For the week of September 15 the
new windows displayed talking dolls and
new children's toy books. They were a
great source of attraction to all mothers
and little people.
Vancouver, B.C., Sept. 18.— The death
occurred at the Vancouver General Hospital of William Le Page, aged 70. He
was a native of Oharlottetown, P.E.I.,
but had been a resident of Vancouver
for many years. Some years ago he invented a liquid glue which proved a
great practical success, and although the
control of this passed out of his hands,
it is still being manufactured in the
East in large quantities.
The Regina Bookstore is now under
the management of C. F. Herbert and H.
F. Noble, succeeding R. Dixon.
J. Doherty, after nearly four years in
France, is back on duty in the book department of the Canada Drug and Book
Co.. Regina.
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"Satisfaction for September" was the
headline of a recent newspaper advertisement by G. O. Fulton, Ltd., of Truro,
N.S.
"The brightest little advertisement we
have seen for a long time" reads as follows: "To demobilized men — a suggestion: Buy vour late sergeant-major
a
nice
Pen — then keep it yourself." —
"The Veteran."
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DEATH OF HENRY BROPHY
Henry Brophy died suddenly in New
York on September 25.
Mr. Brophy was vice-president of the
American News Company, Ltd., which,
a couple of years ago, succeeded The
Toronto News Company, Ltd., and the
other separate news companies of Canada— Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver,
etc. He came here from Montreal, where
he had managed the News Co. there,
and succeeded the late Mr. Irving in
Toronto.
Mr. Brophy was, until a few years ago,
an ardent sportsman, being well known
on the golf links and, in his younger
days, a successful lacrosse player. He
also was a church organist when a young
man. He was a.n outstanding personality
in more ways than one, standing well
over six feet in height and proportionately well built, and there was probably no
more popular man in his club and amon";
his business associates.
Mr. Brophy had exceptional ability in

Gaetz-Cornett

POPHAM A BENEDICT
The wedding took place in London,
Ont., on July 22, of Miss Charlotte M.
Crouch to Herbert George Popham, Canadian representative of the Eaton, Crane
-& Pike Co. For their honeymoon they
took a trip down the Saguenay River.
"Pop'1 has been learning more about
shaking hands since he started out on
his first trip for the present season.
The news that he had joined the Benedicts had leaked out and he was greeted
with congratulations all along the line.
Mr. and Mrs. Popham have taken up
their residence at 142 Spadina Road, Toronto.
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The majority of the old staff of employees were retained by the new organization, with needed additions for improvement. The firm intend carrying
on the business of commercial stationers,
also handling some specialties. Thomas
V. Bell, the president of the new company, has the unique distinction of having begun his acquaintance with the
stationery trade as office boy in the old
firm twenty years ago, and has, during
his long experience, become master of
the various departments of the business.
The staff, at present, comprises: Thos.
V. Bell, president and general manager;
'am»s K. Thompson, vice-president and
assistant general manager; J. T. Wait,
secretary; Clement F. McGrath, treasurer and accountant; J. R. Beauchamp,

especially

.several lines of his work, notably in the
knowledge and interpretation of postal
laws as affecting not only Canada but
United States and Great Britain, and
also an excellent knowledge of copyright
matters, which, as the public may guess
from the discussion on the recent proposed Bill, is a matter capable of great
controversial difference of opinion.
Fcr some years he was chairman of
the Publishers' Section of the Board of
Trade, being re-elected several times by
acclamation. He was also president of
"The World of Books, Limited," a new1
literary publication.
The funeral was held in Montreal, September 29, at which many of his friends
in the trade from Toronto and elsewhere
were present.
Of his immediate family, the following
survive: Mrs. Lane, of Toronto, his sister,
and his brother, Thomas' \Brophy, of
Montreal.
Wood's
Bookstore,
Ingersoll,
picture-framing department.

CHANGE IN MONTREAL
A change of interest to the stationery
trade took place recently in Montreal
when the old established firm of Morton,
Phillips
Co was taken over by Thomas
V.
Bell, &Ltd.
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superintendent; John Brebnet, assistant'
superintendent, and C. A. Caron, store
manager.
According to the officials of public
libraries, war books, facts, figures and
fiction are enjoying an unprecedented
popularity, which shows no sign of being
on the wane.
Besides books and stationery, the
Free Press Bookstore, Wetaskiwin,
Sask., carries in stock toys, musical
goods, wall paper, sporting goods and
fancy goods.
Lewis R: Freeman's book, "To Kiel in
the Hercules," shows many aspects of
the great work done in the war by the
British navy, of which Mr. Freeman was
a close observer.
Peter B. Kyne's new story, "Kindred
of the Dust," began in the October "CosC. W. Kyte, of Cornwall, Ont., carries
amopolitan."
big stock of wallpapers. Another good
sideline here comprises phonographs and
records, as well as latest songs and:
standard sheet music.
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Principals and Salesmen Listened to Excellent Addresses in
Which Some Most Valuable Points on Salesmanship Were Brought Out
event of an unusual nature took
place at the King Edward Hotel,
Toronto, Sept. 12, when A. R. MacDougall & Co., entertained the executives and salesmen of the stationery
houses in Toronto, in addition, representatives of firms in London, Hamilton
and Brantford. A similar event took
place in Montreal on Sept. 11.
Herman Price, manager of the Pencil
Department of the Joseph DixOn
Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., and
A. Pfaff, special representative of the
Pencil department, were present and delivered addresses which were exceedingly instructive and helpful.
Mr. Price dealt 'briefly with the manufacture of pencils, tracing the process
from preparing the graphite, the wood,
the erasers and the brass parts, to the
finished products.
Dealing with general conditions, he
expressed the opinion that at no far distant date conditions would arise in which
salesmen would Ibe cal'led upon to save
business. "There must be a re-action
some time, and salesmen will do well to
prepare." In Mr. Price's opinion a salesman should equip himself as does an
engineer, and he scorned the theory that
salesmen are "born." By properly studying his own business any salesman could
understand his customer as well as any
professional man understood his vocation, and with such knowledge the salesman could deal with customers in a humanly, scientific way that could not fail.
The question of price was also mentioned, and in the speaker's opinion, the
trade should expect a rise before a decline on account of labor and other prospective conditions.
Mr. Pfaff, who, as special representative, has had a wide experience, gave a
talk on salesmanship that was probably
the strongest ever listened to by the
majority of those present.
First be advocated good hard work.
He showed the necessity for strong cooperation between outside departments
and outside men; loyalty was virtually
necessary, because without it the confidence in one's house, his line and himself
was impossible; quality goods were the
only kind, (because service was impossible without quality; (business at a
"price" was not worth the effort to get
it; a salesman must have patience, courage and poise to get hard business and
to decline undesirable business; he must
know his merchandise and be able to
quote prices readily without referring to
lists; he must be enthusiastic; a good
salesman starts out at the top and comes
down, thereby, flattering his customer.
Mr. Pfaff illustrated his point by recalling how he used to be so pleased
when shown neckties that were too expensive for his pocket; 'buyers should be
assisted to standardize their buying at
AN

the proper level of quality, and a good
salesman always studied to do this. Then
again, the salesman should be a good actor, able to submerge his personal feelings, and he should be a good listener,
because often by letting his customer
talk, the very information or key to a
situation was imparted unconsciously. Another essential was to keep in
mind the future and build good will and
strength that would bring its reward at
a later date.
Mr. Pfaff convinced his hearers that
he could practise his ideas hy the answer
he gave in the question period that followed.
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ii> Toronto
Stationers.

Before the close of the evening it was
suggested that the Toronto stationers
should form an association for mutual
benefit. This suggestion was the outcome of the movement toward organization, which has been repeatedly referred
to in recent issues of BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER, and the very nature
of this gathering of stationers was eloquently suggestive of the great benefit
that would accrue by reason of the formation of a trade association.

Method of displaying reprints against tfhe window pane in the Pringile store at Medicine Hat.
Many sales of magazines are made by displaying them in the metal rack in the centre of tihe
broad doorway.

IN NEW

HOME

sample room
near future.

W. E. Coutts, greeting card manufacturer, has removed to 145 Adelaide
Street West, Toronto, where he occupies
the top floor of the fine new building of
The Carswell Co. The floor occupies
5,000 feet of space, and is particularly
well lighted. The machines are placed
along the windows at the back, while the
engraving is done at the front with the
advantage of the excellent north light.
In the stock room some three hundred
trunks have Ibeen installed, and this,
with the accommodation for folding,
boxing and other work, together with
packing and shippinsr, enables the staff
to carry out the whole work to much
better advantage than heretofore. A fine
52

is to be fitted up in the

Henry Wolff & Co., 13 Bunhill Row,
London, E.C., have just recently celebrated their twenty-fifth anniversary.
The firm started in business as manufacturers' agents, but began manufacturing about ten years ago, and are now
extensive manufacturers of lamp and
candle shades, crackers, garlands and
festoons, flags, confetti, etc. Christmas
crackers have come to be quite a big
selling line, and when the troops were
still at the front, thousands of these
Christmas crackers were purchased by
the British Government and sent over
to the fighting boys.
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ever thought of sendHAVE ing toyou
a selected list of residents
in you town or district a nicely
wordied typewritten letter, 'calling attention to and enclosing a prospectus of
some special book?
Now, as to how you should go about
getting up and sending out such a letter.
Firstly, prepare your list of names and
addresses and see how many ladies and
how many gentlemen are comprised in
the total. Then select your book; write
your letter, quoting a few salient features from a recent review, and end up
by stating that prospectus has order
form at back or that separate order
form is enclosed, as the case may be.
Then write to us for the requisite
number of prospectuses; send your letter to the printers, telling them to print
in imitation typewritten characters in
violet ink, and that so many are to be
addressed as "Dear Madam" and so
many as "Dear Sir." With regard to
date, fix this for a few days after delivery of the letters is promised, and
in the meantime get your envelopes addressed.
When all is ready, fold letters and
prospectuses carefully, making sure that
the recipient cannot take one of the
contents of the envelope out without
bringing the other; next stamp the envelopes with stamps — do not have letters
franked, because some people are in
the halbit of never opening franked letters— and post at such a time in the
evening as to ensure their delivery first
post the morning following the date on
the letter.
To those readers who would like to
try such a scheme we make the following offer. If you will supply headings
we will write you a special letter, print
same for you — state how many you
want "Dear Madam" and how many
"Dear Sir" — and supply you with whatever number of prospectuses you are requiring. When contemplating sending
such letters it would be advisable to
make a special window display of the
bcok mentioned in the letter. For this
purpose we should, of course, be pleased
to supply streamers, window cards, window tickets, and any other form of
publicity which we may have produced
for the book in question.— "Book Talk."

Among the lines carried in the tvvp
book and stationery stores of G. 0. Fulton, Ltd., Truro, N.S., are trunks, suit
cases, club bags, kodaks and photo
supplies, wallpaper, pictures and picture
frames.
WINDOW DISPLAY POINTERS
The window display is an ideal method
of advertising anything sold in a retail
store to the public, says "The Viewpoint." After the desire to purchase an
article has been created by advertising,
the sooner the prospective buyer has the
opportunity of purchasing, the more
likely is that person to make the investment.
It should be borne in mind, however,
that a successful window must be a selling window, and something more than
mere attractiveness is necessary. It
would be a comparatively easy matter
to build up a fanciful and eye-catching
design, so novel in fact as to detract
from the goods shown, thereby failing
in its mission of creating sales. The
window must be attractive, but to be
a "business" window it must "attract
to the goods" which are shown.
Don't forget, too, in trimming a window, that there are two sets of people
to whom the display must appeal. The
passers-by, who are within a few feet
of the window and who can take in the
details of the display, and those who can
see the window from the distance, from
across the street. To the latter class,
the upper half of the window only is
noticeable, thus making it almost as
valuable as the lower part.
Remember, too, some displays suitable
for the day-time are hardly practical
for evening.
Not the quantity of stationery used,
but rather the arrangement, effect, etc.,
is what tells in making a strong and
striking window. Make simplicity and
strength the key-note of your displays
— be as original as possible — it's originality that counts.
SOME
TIPS
ON ORDERING
GOODS
1. Study the literature of each house
you buy from.
2. Use catalogue numbers when same
are shown.
3. Date and sign each order.
4. Keep copy of each order.
5. Confirm in writing all telephone
orders, telegraph and verbal orders.
6. Specify when the goods are wanted.
7. Tel! how you want them shipped.
8. Give the exact address.

READ

PERSONAL

PI

ITEMS

Every stationer should make a practice of scanning the papers every morning. Prospects are hidden in printer's
ink, says "The Viewpoint."
Has there been an engagement, a
wedding, a birth, a death — each one of
these events offers possibilities of increased sales. Each event can be the
means of not only selling writing papers
but other lines as well.
WORTH
ADOPTING
An English book publishing house, on
the assumption that, as a general rule,
showcards are usually too large and out
of place in windows as trimmed by average booksellers, issued a aeries of window cards about the size of an ordinary postcard, each card giving salient
features of a book, the price, and a few
words summing up the book as a whole.
They are printed in type sufficiently
large fir all to read easily.
Prices and capitals are in red as a
rule, remaining matter in black on nice
colored cards. This firm is making one
for every volume published, and supplies
may be had on receipt of postcard.
Describing their use this firm says:
"There are one or two different ways
of using them that it would be perhaps
as well to mention: Firstly, they can
be placed on the shelves containing the
books; they can be put into small
frames for counter use; they can be
held on the tilt by the usual wire stands
made for holding such tickets; and,
lastly, by gumming a piece of thin card
or. the back to project below, the ticket
cnn be held in the pages of the book,
and when books are displayed sides to
the front they are very effective when
sc used. When used on shelves any
difficulty in getting them to stand up
can be overcome by gumming a thin
piece of cardboard bent at right angles
to the back of the ticket."
Being English cards and with prices
in Sterling currency, these cards would
not serve in Canada, but the idea is
one that can readily be adopted to advantage by booksellers in this country.
SOUVENIR TRADE
Specializing in souvenir trade, J. H.
Clements, Kamloops, B.C., features in
his advertising photo books of Kamloops,
Vancouver and Victoria, as well as locai
view postcards. These goods are also
featured in window displays.

The Selling Aid Factor of Price Cards
Some Points Brought Out to Show How Shoppers Are Affected by These Little
i
Silent Salesmen
Look over your stock; count the price
They take
valuable advice has been cut selling efforts in two.
MUCH
tickets.
the place of an extra clerk.
given by BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER as to the value
Every unticketed counter is a wallPlain prices build confidence in your
flower that must forfeit the attention
of price cards as aids to the selling of
customers. A clearly stated price is
goods, and it may be taken for granted
lavished on its plainly-marked comlogically an honest one. Concealed costs
that these articles have pretty well
suggest distrust of values.
demonstrated to the stationers of Canpanions.
Every unticketed item has its brakes
Price tickets relieve trade congestion.
ada that increase in the number of price
set. Itdray.
moves as slowly as a wheellocked
They
answer
questions
for
busy
clerks.
tickets usually swells the number of
Plain price tickets talk values as glibly
sales.
All unticketed goods conceal a hole
as the smcothest-tongued salesman, but
The keen observer can measure a
where profits trickle away.
draw no salary for services performed.
store's pulse without seeing more than
Many a good window, filled with deYou sigh for greater sales and forget
the number of price tickets, and often
sirable merchandise, is passed up bethat they are at your elbow.
the difference between mediocrity and
cause of poor decorations on show cards
success is a mere matter of plainlyYou wish for cheaper and more effiand displays. Show cards attract or depriced lines.
cient help and overlook an employee who
tract, create or repel business, according
To quote one authority on this topic,
will outwork, outlast, and outsell all
to their use and quality. They should
others, and demand no wages for the serrepeat the character of your store and
customers "believe in signs," meaning
that plainly-marked price labels on
goods displayed.
vice,
says
"Playthings."
articles are in high favor with the
public. There is a difference between
having only some prices marked and
having each and every one marked. It
is this: There can never be, at all times,
a salesperson for each customer, and
Smaller Stores Should Advertise to Meet the Competition of
especially at times when the merchant's
line is at the height of its season. When
Department Stores
there are more customers than there are
clerks to wait on them, goods properly
According to Bruce Welling, writinc:
marked ^\ ill need little salesmanship,
the larger
ers in competi
THE
tion
citiesretail
are station
up against
in
"Geyer's Stationer," papeteries and
less energy to sell, less embarrassment
from department stores that is fountain pens are the "big two" of the
to patrons and less floor force.
holiday trade of stationers, and any
keener than the dealers in smaller cities
There are tags made especially for every
avid
towns
have
to
contend
with
in
meettime,
effort or money spent in the inconceivable article of merchandise on the
terests of these two lines will be well
ing the competition of the catalogue
houses.
market to-day. Why not have the right
kind on the right article? If the article
As soon as the average person thinks
There is every indication that this
spent.
is part of a set, why not have a complete
of
buying a gift they also immediately
will be a big holiday season. You can
composition of such a set on the tag so
think of a department store, and chase
n ake it one of the biggest you have exthat on busy days customers, while
perienced if you will give your store
off to the "big" store, where probably
waiting, can sell themselves the goods,
or at least be thinking the matter over
they stroll into a restricted "stationery
some real publicity by means of newsdepai-tment" and p'ck up half a dozen
from the information given by the
paper advertising.
items that they decide are just wonderlabels ? This allows the sales person
In the case of the dealer situated in
ful, and congratulate themselves on
greater producing power, as he does not
tl:e suburbs of a large city, if there is
their ability to seek out useful and athave to waste time on undecided buyers.
no community newspaper, the problem
tractive gifts. All the time these same
If there is a group of some one article
can be met by some other means of
items, in probably a large selection, are
or some one line on display, why not
using printers' ink to promote business.
at the stationery store, but because the
If there is no local newspaper, why not
say, "Writing Paper Cabinets 69c," or
average person doesn't link up the sta"Fine Stationery $2 to ?3," as the case
issue a store newspaper from time tb
tionery
store
with
gifts
the
dealer
loses
may be? Then if a patron is looking
a
lot
of
business
he
ought
to
have.
for higher-priced goods she will see at
time?
Let make
peoplethem
know appreciate
you're in busi-'
ness and
that
It would seem to be, therefore, an
a glance she is looking at the wron?
counter.
j
ours
is
a
live
store.
absolute necessity for the smaller stores
to do some aggressive advertising in
Price tickets encourage the timid shopNEXT TO FICTION IN SALES
per. The fear of the shopper is real;
their particular communities to acquaint
it is a factor in merchandising. Scores of
people with the good values, service,
Writing observations
home to "The
Sphere"
his
American
on the
book of
trade,
and well-assorted stocks which they
prospective customers shun unmarked
Mr.
Clement
K.
Shorter
says:
lines because they dread to turn down
carry, and to convince people that they
an expensive item after they have
will get complete satisfaction by .buying
"In one corner of every bockshop in
troubled the clerk with a question.
in these stores.
the United States and Canada — and it is
Price tickets solve this problem by
A writer in a U. S. trade paper tells
now a very substantial corner — you will
their inability to display either scorn or
find a great variety of books which go
of
the good results obtained by smallannoyance.
town stationers in adopting advertising
under the general heading of the 'Spook
Tickets oil the bearings of your merdepartment.' The passion in the United
suggestions from the big full-page adStates and Canada for all that Sir Oliver
chandise machine, making sales easy and
vertisements of departmental stores.
profits large.
Lodge and Sir Axlhur Conan Doyle stand
Tnese advertisements are written by exThe use of price tickets whittles down
perts, and it will pay any retailer to for is enormous. There seem to be scores
follow them closely, .studying them for
expense. Plain prices dispense with
of books dealing with psychical research,
needless bickering and inquiries.
They
ideas that they may themselves adopt.
Planchette nonsense, and kindred topics."
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Retailers'
Advertisements Reviewed
Good Ideas Gleaned From Recent Advertisements of Booksellers and Stationers in
All Parts of Canada

Hamilton, Ont. — Robert Duncan & Co.
use only a small space for their newspaper advertisements, but they use it
effectively and change the copy regularly. The accompanying ad. is a representative one, and this particular subject of motor car books is one that other
booksellers might well exhibit in a similar manner in view of the present big
army of Canadian people who have
motor cars or motorcycles. In considering the fact that there are well over
200,000 cars in use in Canada to-dayj
it must be remembered that most of
these cars are "family institutions," so
that an average of several people are to
be considered as prospects for these
books, based on each car.
New Westminster, B.C. — Six 5c scribblers for 25c was the feature line of one
of Morey's school opening trade newspaper advertisements.
Fredericton, N.B. — McMurray's continue to aggressively advertise the Burgess Bedtime Series in liberal newspaper
space which accounts to a considerable
extent for the big sale of these books
right along in this store.
Halifax, N.S.— T. C. Allen & Co. list
a few of the best selling novels in small
space in Halifax newspapers and add
the line, "Postage 10c," thus suggesting
mail orders.
Ainhcrstburg, Ont. — J. J. Sinclair used
newspaper space effectively for school
trade advertising, but like nearly all
other stationery store advertisements
there was too much following of the
beaten path in this firm's advertising.
There should be more effort for originality and new angles of appeal to get
better attention from newspaper readers.
St. Thomas, Ont. — Curran's bookstore
recently conducted a book sale, advertising libx-ary books and slightly soiled
books worth up to $1.50 each, which were
put on sale at 39c a copy.
London, Ont. — Wendell Holmes, Ltd.,
used a four-column space twelve inches
deep for a particularly effective advertisement in the September 4th issue of
the London "Echo." Precedence was
given to "School Books," with the following paragraph in good iblack type under
that heading:
We Have the Largest Supply in
Western Ontario of Text Books,
Scribblers, Exercise and Note
Books, Pens, Pencils, Erasers,
Inks, etc.
Everything for School Opening.
In this advertisement among the lines
featured were the 'Lending Library,
hooks on "motoring," the latest fiction,
children's toy and picture books, snap
shot albums, bibles and hymn
books,

printing and engraving orders, notepaner and envelopes, writing tablets, fountain pens, patterns and leather goods.
Across the bottom in good bold type appeared this effective line:
THE FINEST EQUIPPED BOOK
AND STATIONERY STORE IN WESTERN ONTARIO.

Books on the
Motor Car
We have an excellent stock
of books on the operation,
maintenance and repairs of
automobiles. Some special
volumes on the Ford car,
tire repairs, etc.
Ignition and lighting systems, carburetor troubles.
You are welcome to look
over these books at any
time.

Robt. Duncan & Co.
STATIONERS

James Street and Market Square

Reproduction
is exact
size of a recent
newspaper advertisement by this live Hamilton firm of
booksellers
and
stationers.

New Glasgow, N.S. — White's Popular
Store, in featuring school opening supplies, advised early buying to take advantage of the wide choice afforded by
the school supply stock in its entirety,
and itemized some of the most important lines.
Torry's Bookshop, another New Glasgow store, is one of the all-too-few bookstores in Canada that uses the newspapers for advertising. An effective advertisement they ran in the Sept. 5 issue
of the "Evening News" of that city was
set in a space two columns wide and
five inches deep, with a margin of whitespace an inch wide all around the advertisement, which featured four new
novels under a heading in good bold type
arranged as follows:
4— BEST SELLERS— 4
The figures were about' 5twice
the size
5
of the letters in the words: "Best SellEdmonton, Alta. — The Esdale Press,
printers and stationers, now in their new
store
10349 Jasper Ave., use an aters." at tractive
decorative border for their
newsoaper
advertising for the double

column space, four inches deep, which
they use regularly. A recent advertisement of theirs, headed "Exclusive Stationery," was worded as follows:
"Nothing gives such pleasure and
delight as exclusive stationery,
either plain or embossed with crest,
initials or address.
"We purpose carrying, and now
have in stock, just such pleasuregiving papeteries at our new store."
Barrie, Ont.— "Your Reading Needs
Are Well Supplied at Scott's Bookstore."
That brief advert
isement set in a onecolumn newspaper space, two inches,
deep and with a single rule border,
stands out effectively among the other
advertisements, and consequently gets
good attention. For small space terse
advertisements like that are advisable
because the white space thus created not
only airests but rests the reader's eye,
thus getting better attention. This is,
of course, assuming that it appears on a
newspaper page that may be described
as a "regular run," that is. with reading
matter and the average advertisements
with type matter covering the page in a
pretty thorough manner.
Brantford, Ont. — "Our $1.00 Fountain
Ten is fully guaranteed and equal to any
$2.50 pen made," says an advertisement
of James J. Sutherland; this advertisement occupying a space two columns
wide by three inches deep.
Sarnia, Ont. — Mills Bros, in their
newspaper advertisement of dolls, occupying almost a quarter of a page in
the "Canadian Observer" of Sept. 16, referred to their window display of
"Walking Dolls" and the advertisement
dealt with these dolls as follows, together with an illustration of one of these
dolls in Red Cross nurse costume:
The Sensation of Fifth Avenue
The retail stores in which this doll
has been demonstrated have been
doing a phenomenal business during
the entire spring and summer
months.
The doll is 28 inches tall, made
of wood and unbreakable composition and walks with a long, swingin? stride when led by the hand,
without the aid of clockwork or
other mechanism.
The retail selling price for the doll,
beautifully dressed, as pictured, or
as soldier, sailor or boy, without
wig, is
$10.00
For the same doll, with wig
and long curls
$12.00
Dressed
in
exquisite
silk
gown, in last Parisian style $15.00
St. Thomas, Ont.^udd, Fraser &
Cochrane bad one of the very best school
trade advertisements appearing- in Can-

BOOKSELLER
adian newspapers. A space 11 inches
wide and 13 inches deep was used with
a decorative border and top piece introducing a picture of a little girl reading an A. B.C. book. The advertisement
was well laid out, with special divisions
for school text books, scribblers and exercise books, books for supplementary
reading, school bags, water colors and
crayons, ink, fountain pens, erasers, rulers and pencils and special offers of free
book covers and free blotters. Special
panels were introduced referring to the
store's lending library and picture framing department. It was "Dollar Day" in
St. Thomas at the time, and in one corner under that heading, this paragraph
appeared:
"Wt are unable to specially list
our Dollar Day bargains, because it
is necessary to use all our space in
telling you about our school supplies.
"But we will have many remarkable values to offer
to-morrow,
which will well repay a visit to our
big, busy, value-giving
book and
drug store.
Some of these are on
display in our west window,
but
most of them are inside the store.
Come in and have a look, anyway."
Vernon, B.C.— The
O.K.
Stationery
headed an advertisement of good typographical appearance in the
Vernon
"News"
with: "Special! Special!" an.l
then told of the complete stock of school
supplies, with an invitation to briny; the
children before school
opening
day.
Then followed this line:
"Wc Are Ready to Meet You Half
The question arises as to the signifiWay."
cance of that last line. Just what was
meant by it and did it really accomplish anything in its appeal to readers
of the advertising? Would it not have
been better to have said something more
specific?
Berry's, of Vernon, B.C., in their advertising of High School and Public
School Books, offered "Special Prices
to Schools."
Wapella, Sask. — Thompson's Pharmacy, which is also a book and stationery store, had a school opening advertisement in liberal space in the Wapella
"Tost" of Aug. 21, but like many other
school trade advertisements, it lacked
snap, bein'j- simply a statement that a
complete stock at popular prices was
carried, a few items being specially designated.
Brockville, Ont. — The Robert Wright
Co. urged people to buy school books in
advance to avoid the big rush on school
opening day, with the avurance that
they had in stock a complete stock of
text books and supplies for pupils at
public and separate schools and the Collegiate Institute.
Hartney, Man. — E. W. Bailey listed
various high school text books in his
advertisements, and instead of giving
an adores?, save the number of the business and house telenhones, thus encouraging telephone orders.
Kamloops, B.C.— A. C. Taylor & Co.,
of "The Big Bookstore," in advertising

AND
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schojl supplies, began with this statement: "In buying from us you are assured of getting the best article for the
least money."
Emphasis was placed on "big value in
scribblers and exercise books."
Esquimau, B.C. — William Angus, department store, in advertising school
supplies, offered free rulers and blotters
with all purchases of 25c or over.
Truro, N.S. — Crowe Bros, operate a
combination drug and stationery store
carrying- books and periodicals as well.
They use newspaper advertising space
but should impress upon the Truro
"News" the necessity for a decided improvement in the manner in which their
advertisements are set up. G. 0. Fulton,
Ltd., have an advertisement in the same
issue of the Truro "News," and theirs
presents a much better appearance typographically. This advertisement of Fulton's, by the way, is a most interesting
and effective appeal for the school opening trade of boys and girls. Here are two
of the paragraphs: "Our long experience
in buying enables us to buy to the very
best advantage, and all at the very lowest prices.
"Remember the Busy, Busy Stores,
Inglis and Prince Streets."
Paisley, Ont. — Among the principal
sidelines sold in the store of P. B. Moore
are wallpaper and kodaks, both of which
have been advertised effectively in recent issues of the Paisley "Advocate."
Gait, Ont. — Meikleham's used a big
and attractive picture of a smiling boy
with a billboard, drawing attention to
the "Exhibition of Quality School Supplies at Meikleham's." A prominent iine
after
was: icferences to various school goods
"No disappointments. All New Goods."
This advertisement occupied a space
four columns wide and eight inches deep
in the Gait "Reporter."
Welland, Ont. — Wolfe's was represented in newspaper advertising as, "A City
Store With City Service, City Methods.
City Goods, and City Prices," had a good
school trade advertising under the heading of "School News." Such items as
these v ere introduced:
"Our exercise books are good smooth
ink paper. Our 5c exercise book has 40
pages, and our 10c book has 84 pages.
Compare these with any that you can
get elsewhere.
"In pencils, pencil boxes, slates and
slate pencils, compasses, microscopes and
all school sundries, we are well stocked
at practically before-the-war prices."
Brandon, Man. — The Willson Stationery Co., successors to Christie & Co., had
a good strong newspaper advertisement
in three-column space, eight inches deep,
under the heading of "Celebrate Peace
Day, September 1st." The items featured were:
FLAGS
ALL SIZES
MASKS
ALL COLORS
HOOTERS
ALL TYPES
CONFETTI
.... ANY QUANTITY
STREAMERS
.... ALT; COLORS
FIREWORKS
Purchase now while they last.
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Orillia, Ont. — Smith's bookshop adopt-

ed a novel idea for school tuade advertising. The advertisement
was set in
good bold type,
occupying
a single
column
space twelve inches deep arranged as follows:
Smith's Bookshop
as usual
is ready with
a most of up-to-date
stock
School Books
and Stationery
as used in
the Public,
Model and
Collegiate
Institute
of Orillia.
You will save
time and money
by coming direct
to the old reliable
store,
for
Sciibblers,
Exercise Books,
Rubbers,
Pencils,
Ink,
and all other
School Requisites
you need, at
Vancouver, B.C. — David Spencer, Ltd.,
had one of the best school opening trade
advertisements appearing in the newspapers throughout Canada. This is a case
where the ad. writer put something of
genuine informative interest in the announcement, with due attention exerted
to have a good strong display opening
to catch the eye. The advertisement was
comprehensive in its treatment of High
School requirements, and as this adver- .
tisement appeared in the Vancouver
"Sun" of September 1, it was doubtless
the opening of the collegiate institutes
that the writer had particularly in mind.
The space used was three columns wide
by eleven inches deep..
Truro, N.S.— T. S. Pattillo & Co. used
newspaper space to advertise one particular scribbler cover. Its title is,
"Beatin"- the Hun," and that was the
display line for the advertisement which
featured this as 'The most popular
scribbler cover of the season." Further
description was given as follows:
Comes in 84 -page pencil — 28-page Exercise, and 40-page Pen and
Pencil Books. Retail 5c Each
"The cover pictures a good Canadian
drummer boy, with a big bass drum, on
which is a caricature of the Kaiser, and
this drummer is in position to do what
every red-blooded Canadian boy would
like to do in reality. The <-ovcr also has
conspicuous on it the place that our
Canadian boys made historical by the
licking they gave the Huns."
St. John's, Nfd— G. Knovvling, Ltd.,
had a school supply advertisement in
space occupying nearly a quarter page,
and its arrangement, comprehensive
treatment and the quotation of pries,
constituted elements thai made this advertisement one that compared favorably
with any
of
adian dealers.the advertisements of Can-
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How to Choose Toys for a Child
Some Interesting Data of Practical Suggestive Value to All Retailers in Developing
Toy Business
PLAY is the business of a child; it
is nature's way of training the
body, mind and soul.
Toys are merely the implements of
play; we can often help and direct the
training by giving the child the right
thing to play with at the right age.
In these pages we classify toys and
playthings as nature would classify them
for children.
The common idea about toys and playthings is that they are simply to amuse
children; and we are very apt to buy
toys with that idea only
But when we stop to think about it,
we can easily see that toys may just as
well be a help in training the child as
in amusing him.
Scientific educators, like Froebel and
others, have studied children at play and
have found that play can be guided and
directed to become an educational force
as well as an entertainment.
This idea has become a recognized
feature in education. Manual training,
mechanical and applied arts are now
continued through the high schools; and
colleges and universities allow students
more and more to choose their own
studies.
It is merely a recognition of the fact
that all persons, children and grown-ups,
grow by self-expression in doing things
they like to do. This is expressed well
ir. the old adage, "Make play of your
work."
Periods of Childhood
If you study your child — any child —
at play, you will find that he really
selects his own toys; that is, his play
shows what toys he ought to have. You
can choose for him with the education
idea in mind; and make toys and playthings a help to growth as well as an
amusement.
There are six natural periods in the
developments of a child:
Babyhood — from birth to l1^ years.
Later infancy — from IV2 to 4 years.
The Kindergarten Age — from 4 to 7
years.
The Individualistic Age — from 7 to 10
years.
The Age of Cliques, Clubs, etc. — from
10 to IS years.
The Age of Hero Worship — from 13
to 15 years.
Scientific educators, who have studied
the subject thoroughly, have made these
general groups; each group has play
characteristics peculiar to itself; and
tliero are toys and playthings, especially
fitted for each group.
Babyhood, from One and One-half Years
In choosing toys for a baby, remember
that the five senses are just developing
Editor's Note. — This article is reproduced from a booklet distributed by Marshall Field & Co., of Chicago.

— seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting, smelling. The baby likes things that appeal
to the senses. The muscles of the body
must also be trained and strengthened;
the baby must kick and grasp and make
a noise.
Here are the chief interests of a baby:
Signt — bright colors.
Hearing — noises.
Feeling — objec'ts that are soft, hard,
warm, cold, smooth, rough, light, heavy.
Taste — sucking.
Muscular Activity — reaching, pulling,
grasping, kicking.
Here are the toys that correspond to
these interests:
Suspended bright objects to attract
sight and to induce kicking, reaching,
etc., celluloid and large rubber balls,
rubber animals, boxes, blocks, balls,
rocking horses, unbreakable small dolls,
rattle boxes, horns to b'ow, objects to
pound and make a noise with, etc.
Later Infancy. One and One-half to Four
Years
The child at this stage is still interested in the newly-awakened senses, but
imitative play begins, such as doll play.
Here are the interests of the child at
this stage:
Running, climbing, swinging, rocking,
pushing, dragging, pulling, simple constructive play with blocks, digging in
sand and mud play, imitative plays— doll
play, rhythmic
movements,
etc.
Here are the toys for this period:
Harmonicas, trumpets, balls, whistles,
bells, hobbyhorses, linen picture books,
paper and crayons, slides to climb and
slide down, sand boxes, iron spoons,
shovels, sand forms, carts, little wagons,
boxes and tin cans, small durable dolls,
small doll carriages, toy furniture, tin
dishes, toy animals, building blocks, etc.
The Kindergarten Age, Four to Seven
Years
This is a period of great physical activity. The child plays for the sake of
play, not for the result. There is more
imitation of older people, the play is less
social and more individual.
Here are the interests of this period:
Imitative plays, construction, guessing,
curiosity, collecting and hoarding small
objects, pencil and crayon drawing, story
interest.
Here are the toys for these interests:
Indoor and outdoor sand piles, shovels,
sand forms, cans, blocks, boxes, reins,
whips, slides, swings, see saws, doll
houses, dolls, doll carriages, go carts,
strong and durable toy furniture, chairs,
tables, beds, hammocks, bureaus, tubs,
washboards, brooms, etc., toy animals,
toy circus, harmonicas, trumpets, drums,
flags, toy swords, balls, bean bags, windmills, engines, trains) of cars, wheelbarrows, rakes, hoes,
57 watering pots,
building blocks, scissors, paste, sewing

cards, crude sewing material, beads, clay
for modeling, pencils and paper, crayon
and paints, picture books, hose carts,
tricycles, velocipedes, materials for imitative plays, as house, store, policeman,
horse, Indian, fireman, school, circus,
soldiers, dens, trains.
The Individualistic Years
Age, Seven to Ten
This is a transition period; play centres more upon control of objects and
results than before. Muscular skill and
individual competitions appear more
commonly; team work even is for intered.
dividual honor; interests are self cenDoi!s ind similar plays are of less importance; stories with dramatic action
are sought; the separate interests of
beys and girls become more distinct
Here are the general interests of this
Pleasure in control of objects, arrangperiod:
ing cbjects to some plan, crude construction, individual competition, interest in
collection, play imitative of adult activities, story interest, nature interest.
Toys for this period may be divided
into three groups: Toys for boys, toys
for girls, toys for both boys and girls.
Toys for boys: Express carts, wagons,
wheelbarrows, bow and arrows, reins,
whips, kites, drums, rifles, swords,
wooden guns, fire engines, hose carts,
trains that run, airships, sailboats, magic
lanterns, stone construction blocks, carpenter tools, materials for playing Indian, cowboy, expressman, soldiers, etc.;
materials for building dens, wigwam
tents, digging cave, simple bench work,
material for whittling and making sleds,
traps, snares, quill popguns, windmills,
etc.
Toys for girls: Large dolls, doll houses,
play houses large enough to play real
house, doll paraphernalia of all kinds,
millinery outfits, bead looms, furniture
and dishes, materials for playing school
house, traveling, calling, parties, etc.
Toys for both boys and girls: Tops,
marbles, garden tools, hoes, rakes, watering cans, balls, bean bags, ring toss, tenpins, jumping ropes, insect nets, building blocks and construction materials,
free hand cutting, games where individuals compete for individual honor, scrapbook materials, clay modeling, rattan
and raffia weaving, knitting, swimming,
paraphernalia, etc.
The Age of Cliques and Clubs, Ten to
Thirteen Years
At this stage both boys and girls form
into clubs and cliques, often of a secret
kind. Games and play are still quite
individualistic, with a growing interest
in skill, especially physical skill. Tricks,
puzzles, sleight-of-hand are more interesting and more attention is given to
constructive
activities.
Pride in good
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shows; hunting and camping
interests are strong.
The interests of this period are sufficiently indicated above.
For boys choose: Athletic and gymnastic apparatus, tumbling mats, baseball goods, footballs, ring toss, hockey
sticks, air guns, handballs, catcher's
mitts, basketball, bench and tools, kites,
sailboats, bows and arrows and target,
menagerie, double runner, toboggan,
skates, bicycles, circus plays, Indians on
a larger scale than before, electrical railways.
For .uirls choose: Girls' athletic goods,
jackstones, beadwork, insect nets, sewing
machines, sewing, embroidery, fancy
needlework, doll millinery, paper dolls,
and doll dresses, knitting, crocheting,
weaving, cooking, archery.
The

Age

of Hero- Worship — Thirteen
Fifteen Years

to

This is the time of rapid bodily growth
and consequent awkwardness.
Team games are perfected; heroworship and admiration of physical
prowess are marked. The Boy Scout
movement is a good clue to the interests
of this period. Larger organizations
form; historical reading becomes more
of an interest; dramatic interest is
awakened, especially of the vaudeville
type.
The interests of beys and girls become
more widely separated.
For boys choose: Athletic goods, jumping, standards, eight-pound shot, baseball, skates, fishing tackle, mechanical
and electrical toys, puppet theatre, den
or clubhouse materials, menagerie, parlor
games and cards where teamwork or
partners come in, books of nature, especially training of animals, hero books,
history, boxing gloves, carving tools, box
kites, arithmetical puzzles, work bench
tools, steam toys, wireless outfits, bicycles.
For girls choose: Tennis, croquet,
painting, modeling, carving, beadwork,
embroidery, sewing, fancy work, passepartout, cooking, parlor games, basketball,
skates,
girls' books, historic, heroic,
etc.
Parents, generally, we believe, will
recognize these periods, and interests in
their own children.
Our purpose has not been to exhaust
the list of toys we have in our toy secWe have mentioned only a few toys
tio"
under each period in order to illustrate
how playthings may be chosen to corresnona to tne play interests.
We have ready everything needed to
assist you in the best development of
children through play interests.
GERMANY'S LOST TOY TRADE
Before the war Germany exported
over $8,000,000 worth of toys, and her
exports of toys to Britain and France
represented another $8,000,000. The total
trade in toys, lost to Germany by reason of the war, was $25,000,000 annually.
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Children's Book Week
Good Plan For Boosting Sales of Books as Holiday Gifts For
Children — Co-operation With Public Libraries
IN Toronto each autumn the Central
Public Library holds an exhibition
of children's books as a help to
parents toward making the most suitable
selections of books as Christmas gifts
to children. No orders are taken, people
being left to purchase the books from
their regular bookseller. The co-operative value of this plan is obvious, and it
it one that should be encouraged by
booksellers for public libraries everywhere.
In the United States this idea has developed to the extent that a children's
book week is observed each November.
This year it will be November 10 to 15.
Why should not this plan be adopted
throughout
Canada as well?
The booksellers in the towns and smaller cities should not leave it to the department stores in the metropolitan
centres to initiate this plan for Canada.
In the U.S. the department stores have
have been among the most prompt to
recognize the value of a Children's Book
Week as a feature with strong appeal
to their constituency, says "Publishers'
Weekly,'' and the national emphasis on
this topic is giving many book department managers an oppertunity to arrange for much better consideration as
to space and display. Reports to this
effect have been coming in from many
directions to headquarters.
Mr. Pitman of Jordan, Marsh & Co.,
Boston, who has always had a famous
outlet for children's books, is planning
for extra space on the ground floor for
his purposes. Mrs. Nudd, whose department at Filene's has made a most favorable start, is 'aying plans for special
publicity and display. The management
of Best's, New York, whose book department is quite new, is preparing to give
it special window space. Miss Henry, of
A. Herz, Terre Haute, has been in New
York recently and has promised special
features in her department, and Miss
Cummings, of Rike-Kumlers', Dayton,
has gone back home full of faith in the
possibilities.
Desmond Fitzgerald, New York's best
known pilgrim to the Pacific Coast, sent
to the chairman of the committee a copy
of a store memorandum that was written
out by the merchandise manager of the
Bon Marche of Seattle It may be taken
as typical of what the best retail merchants see in the plan of laying emphasis
on children's reading. It was this store
that last Christmas worked co-operativeselling.
ly with the library in children's book"Children's Book Week from November
10 to 15 is going to be observed in
a nation-wide manner this year. It is
going to accord us an excellent opportunity to put our children's books over
in a big way; it should prove a valuable
forerunner for our December sale. I
want to urge that 58
the location of the
Book Department for the holidays be de-

cided as soon as possible, so that we can
be ready with a well-arranged department by the time Children's Week comes ■
JAP TOY TRADE
The Japs are well satisfied with themselves as toy makers
to the world in
place of Germany.
This is the way
an article in a Japanese magazine
scribes the situation:
"Four years ago the export of .) apanese toys was limited to a few varieties,
such off."
as dolls, bamboo models, and the
like. A great change, however, has taken p^ce. In the year 1917, the total
value of toys exported from Japan
amounted to $4,200,000, and in 1918 exceeded $5,000,000. Thus the 'land of
dol's and flowers,' as Japan has been
so charmingly called, has been transformed into a country creating playthings of every description for the
children of foreign lands as well as for
its own. One might have supposed that,
owing to the cheapness of labor in Japan, it long ago would have become the
largest source of supply for the toy
trade; but until the shutting off of the
German supply the toy-makers of Nippon never attempted seriously to enter
the foreign markets. Present increase
in exportation is due wholly to efforts of
Government authorities to find markets
for Japanese toys in foreign lands. And
only a beginning has been made."
DRIED APPLE DOLLS
"Dried Apple" dolls are among the
newest novelties that have caught on in
a big way across the international line.
They were originated by Miss Million,
of Knoxville, Tenn. She had been experimenting with modelling clay to reproduce types of the mountaineers who
interested her greatly. One winter evening she was preparing apples for drying
and suddenly noticed in a partially dried
and withered apple a striking resemblance to one of the country women. She
gave the apple a cut here and there to
complete the features and lo! sh» saw
the head of a character doll. The problem was then to find how to preserve
them from decay. This she in time succeeded in doing by a special coating
which did not change the color, but effectively preserved the apple in the
exact state of "wrinkleness ' that it
needed to simulate the weathered c >untenances of the mountaineers.
TO MAKE

TOPS
C. Webb, Prescott, Ont., has taken a
lp.rge contract with Tobin & Sons, Ottawa, for making tops, says a newspaper despatch sent out from that town.
EMBARGO
REFUSED
London, Sept. 5.— Sir Auckland
Geddes, Minister of National Service
and Reconstruction, informed a deputa-
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tion of toymakers to-day that the Government declined to adopt the policy of
a three-years' embargo on any imported
goods.
The Government information was, he
said, that Germany had only a small
accumulation of manufactured goods
ready for export. Moreover, the cost of
manufacture in Germany was rising
enormously, and Germany was pitifully
short of raw material and coal.
The Minister believed that there was
nothing to fear from German competition. Germany was trembling on the
verge of collapse, and unless she could
get her trade under way she must sink.
British industry, Sir Auckland declared, would be helped rather than injured by trade with Germany.
British toy makers are naturally opposed to the action of the Government
in now permitting German goods to enter free. They argue that such discrimination isunfair, after they had been induced to enter the toy business, laying
down costly plant and incurring other
heavy expense, then not being allowed
time to establish it on a firm foundation. With a view to combatting this
handicap, and holding the Canadian
trade, a combined branch establishment
is to be located in Canada. Patriotism
should prompt liberal patronage for the
endeavor, though it will prove a pronounced reversal of human nature with
many, if people refrain from buying in
the cheapest market — if the German article should furnish this incentive.
GERMANY'S
MORAL
DOWNFALL
From the "Abingdon Press" of New
York comes Alexander W. Crawf>rd's
book, "Germany's Moral Downfall." The
author is professor of English in the
University of Manitoba. These premises
are advanced:
"Many of the world's achievements
have already been sacrificed to the
Moloch of Kultur and its perfidious offspring, and the end is not yet.
"The military victory of the Allies has
ended one phase of the World War, but
the complete intellectual and moral victory is yet to be won.
"The menace of materialism, with its
denial of morality and its worship of
brute force, still hangs over the world
and threatens its higher life.
"The task of the next generation is
to uproot this cult of materialism that
has insinuated itself into so many channels of national activity."
Cornwall, Ont. — Weber & Co., in their
advertising appeal for mail orders and
in reference to books not in stock, offer
to procure them on short notice at
publishers' prices.
Brockville, Ont. — Fullerton's used
newspaper space to advertise a new
shipment of boxed stationery and writting tablets of several different styles
and finishes. The advertisement was
well displayed, and its wording was such
as to make people want to see the goods.
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McKenna

Keen on Display

His Windows Featuring a Single Magazine Are Winners — Sales
of One Magazine Increased 225% by One Display
corner store winshione
THE old-fa
withd dusty magazines,
dows, filled
old games and yellow newspapers,
are passing into oblivion with the growing appreciation of the "dollars and
cents" value of window displays.
When window dressing has developed
into a science, to be practised by highly-
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sold 40 copies more than he did during
the whole of the previous month.
And in four days his sales had been increased by 225 per cent. He could have
sold more — only he couldn't get them.
"Display 'em and you'll sell 'em" may
be an old adage, but it was never so
true as it is to-day.
Your windows are
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paid experts; when stores are valued in
proportion to their window space; it is
time for every bookseller and stationer
to give the matter serious thought.
Are your windows earning what they
should? Look at this picture of J. P.
McKenna's window. You probably know
the store — -on Yonge Street, between
Queen and Richmond, opposite Simpson's, a few yards from Eaton's — one
of the highest-priced locations in Toronto. Property in this neighborhood is
assessed around $6,500 a foot!
It is probably the most valuable bookstore window in Canada. Yet it pays
for itself over and over again.
Mr. McKenna believes in "featurewindows" — and his belief is justified by
results. For instance, he takes a magazine just when it comes in and fills his
window with a tastefully-arranged display of just that one number. He leaves
it in for three or four days — then out it
comes and another magazine appears.
Does it pay?
Just listen to this!
A certain magazine has an especially
warm spot in Mr. McKenna's heart —
and with thousands of other good Canadian newsdealers as well. He recently
gave it a bio: display.
On the first dav of the display he
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the biggest business getter you possess
— they are faithful servants.
Go out and look at your own windows
H
now. Do 90 per cent, of the ^passers-by
take a second look, and do 50 per cent.
of them stop? If they don't, there's
something wrong. Swing into line with
McKenna and other live-wire newsdealers in Canada!
DISPLAY!
A

NEW
ORGANIZATION
A new industrial organization to be
known as the Canadian Phonograph
Manufacturers' Association came into
being on Sept. 27, when representatives
of twenty manufacturers met in Toronto
and elected officers and committees.
The officers elected are: President,
W. D. Stevenson of the Starr Company,
London; Vice-president, O. C. Dorian of
Pathe Freres, Toronto; Treasurer, S. L.
Cooke of the McLagan Furniture Company of Stratford, and J. A. Fullerton of
Toronto, Secretary. One of the most important committees appointed was that
which will deal with exports. A wide
field, it is felt, is open to Canadian manufacturers within the Empire, and efforts
will be made to secure more advantageous freight rates than those now in
force.

Overseas Trade Expansion Will Come
Senior British Trade Commission in Canada Outlines Important Views on Future Trade
Developments as Between Great Britain and the Dominions — Education
and Publicity Are Essential
exthere will be a great
pansion in trade relations as between Great Britain and Canada
is the opinion of G. T. Milne, senior
Trade Commissioner of His Majesty's
Government in Canada. In an interview
with BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
this week Mr. Milne pointed out that,
while there has not been expansion as
yet which is so much to be desired, this
will come in due course. There have been
conditions in the Motherland to cope
with which have made it essential to
deal with these problems, some of
which are still unsolved, but there will
be a solution of difficulties in due course
and with inter-Empire preferential trade
arrangements already assured, actual
trade expansion wTith the Empire will
come. There is abundant reason to hope
for greater strides being made than ever
before, and many considerations must
be weighed and plans more fully developed.
Details to be Announced
There has been considerable anxiety
in some quarters with regard to definite
commitments by the British Government as to just what the preferential
arrangements for the development of
overseas trade will be, Mr. Milne pointed out. In view of the far-reaching effects, it has probably been considered
essential to make no mention of a definite character regarding the details of
trade development. The reasons for
this are obvious. Some countries are in
a position to reach out at this time for
greater trade, and it would appear that
they are in some instances getting a
firm hold on new trade in various parts
of the world. In the meantime, some
writers have asserted that Great Britain
was losing ground and that her trade
would be measurably lost if she did not
aggressively pursue a foreign trade
policy.
Just at the present time there are
many problems at home, but, aside from
these the assurance of ratification of the
great peace treaty by the signatory
powers, and particularly the Great
Powers, is of great moment. Great Britain, always aware of the necessity of
knowing her ground well, is taking no
chances. She will make sure that the
treaty is accepted and approved by the
various Governments. So soon as this
is accomplished she can, and Mr. Milne
thinks she then will, make due and definite announcement as to the details of
her trade policy. It may be a little while
in coming, but the announcements anticipated when the above agreements are
effected will be important. Something
definite, as bearing on this point, will be
forthcoming before very long, it is expected.
THAT

Great Scope Possible
Asked as to the possibilities for increased trade, and as to whether the development possible would be in agricultural or in manufactured goods, Mr.
Milne expressed his conviction that
there would be opportunities for manufacturers. "Already," he said, "there
is a great deal of movement in manufactured goods going from Canada, and
this will increase. There are many goods
made in Canada which will find a ready
market in the Old Country."
It is largely up to the manufacturers
themselves, and Mr. Milne is an advocate of "sales organization." In this
connection the Senior Trade Commissioner has been advising his home Government of possibilities of trade with
Canada. He has »nade a study of the
trend of buying here and of the probable requirements of Canadians in the
matter of manufactured products. It
will therefore be quite in order to quote
from a recent commitment by Mr.
Milne, in which some interesting
observations are set forth.
Demands to be Large
"The extent to which future demand
for imported goods seems likely to be
reduced," said Mr. Milne, "owing to increased prices, or to the substitution of
goods of local manufacture, is a matter
difficult to determine owing to conditions
varying in different trades, but it may
be safely said that while in Canada, as
in the United Kingdom, some lines of
manufacture have been expanded and
others entirely new started during the
war period, there will still be a large
volume of commodities of various kinds
imported into the Dominion, and that,
in particular, goods of British manufacture will be in considerable demand.
"The place of sentiment in international commercial relations is, under
normal conditions, regarded as being unimportant. The importer buys where he
can do so to the most advantage, price
being the determining factor. Too often
quality considerations are subordinated
to those of price, but the world situation
created by the war has, to some extent,
modified this attitude, and there is in
evidence in Canada to-day a strong desire on the part of traders and consumers alike to knit more closely the
commercial relations existent between
the Dominion and the Mother Country.
"The Canadian public recognizes that
the educative influence of the war on
British industrial production has been
considerable. The productive capacity
of the mills and factories of the United
Kingdom having been increased, it is
urged that the best means for strensrth60

ening the commercial relations of the
United Kingdom and Canada is for the
British manufacturer to adopt more aggressive and intensive methods in selling: bis products.
The Geographical Factor
"The assumption appears to be dominant in certain quarters in the United
Kingdom that the handicap which Britain suffers in competition with the
United States, owing to the proximity of
the latter to Canada, is so great that, it
cannot be overcome, and that efforts to
increase the volume of British exports
to Canada are largely wasted. This assumption is not considered by persons
well versed in Canadian trade matters to
be well founded.
Organization of Sales
"The somewhat passive attitude of
British industrial producers in regard to
the marketing of their commodities
should, it is considered, give place to the
adoption by them of an active constructive policy. An ordered systematic study
of the absorption capacity of the market
should be made before deciding the form
of selling organization. This preliminary step having been taken, the best
method of organizing sales will naturally suggest itself. For large and important lines of trade, nothing short of
ri branch establishment carrying ample
stocks and engaged solely in their distribution Aall meet the case. In the case
of smaller and less important lines of
trade, some form of co-operation between
firms engaged in the manufacture of
commodities, which are in some degrees
allied to but which do not clash with
other lines, suggests itself as an effective method of dealing with this market.
In this case also, however, thorough investigation of the possibilities of the
market by someone with, if possible,
some previous experience of Canadian
conditions should be regarded as an indispensable precedent to further action.
"The experiences of British firms shipping stocks on consignment 'have in some
instances been unfortunate in the past.
This has been due in some degree to
carelessness on the part of the consignor
firm. Trust has been misplaced with
resultant loss. If the consignor principal firm is satisfied that the consignee
agent has the requisite knowledge and
experience in a given lme of trade, but
it is doubtful of his financial stability,
the most satisfactory method of overcoming this difficulty is to arrange for
the consignee firm to give a guarantee
bond, as is done in the case of employees
of corporations. This, it is stated, is
done to some extent between Consignor
(Continued
on page 72.)
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principals and consignee agents in Canada.
"One notable feature among the many
changes which have affected British industrial production during the war period
has been the organization in many
United Kingdom industries of associations, representative of the interests of
an industry as a whole, as distinguished
from the individual interests of the component members. In relation to the export trade of the United Kingdom these
associations seemed to be called upon to
play an important role, and it is submitted that they can more conveniently
and more adequately than any other
organization, official or otherwise, undertake the investigations to which reference has been made in the preceding
paragraph. It is not suggested that an
investigation undertaken by these associations will of itself suffice; among the
more important industries it is considered that the trade association should have
a permanent overseas organization to
assist its members in organizing their
selling campaigns and to keep the local
market informed on matters of interest
to the local importer and consumer.
"If these suggestions or some modification of them were adopted, it is felt
that the products of British industry
would be assured of a wider measure of
support than they have had in the past
owing to inattention to local requirements or to defective distributing
methods.
"In order that the prevalent sentiment in favor of British goods may be
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taken advantage of to the fullest extent, it behooves British manufacturers
to organize their selling campaigns
without delay. Well considered policies,
the execution of which is entrusted to
experienced men familiar with local conditions, will merit and receive support,
while those characterized by hesitancy,
due to ignorance of local requirements
and by a degree of parsimony that makes
failure sure, will meet with a chilly reception. Policies of the latter character
react not only on their imitators but inon Britishat trade
as a whole."Mr.
As setdirectlyforth
the beginning,
Milne believes that there must be an
increased interest manifest in the development of trade relations. To this
end the public and those interested in
matters of trade should avail themselves
of the advantages afforded by the established offices of overseas trade. Much
valuable information is to be had for the
asking, and the Senior Trade Commissioner or any of his associates will always be glad to extend every information possible to those interested. It is
but natural that a full appreciation of
the possibilities of trade can be grasped
only when facts are secured and plans
mapped out accordingly. Education ?.nd
increased publicity will go far toward a
real solution of what has been a curtailed trade programme heretofore.
— ♦
ARE YOU DOING YOUR SHARE?
The manufacturer, facing even
greater prohlems than the dealer, and
with more orders on file than he can

possibly handle, continues to spend his
money to help you move his product
from your shelves. Are you, Mr. Dealer,
doing your ishare by using this valuable
and expensive advertising matter to
the best advantage? Under present
costs every piece of this represents a
great deal of money, and it is a crime
to toss an attractive poster sign or cutout under the counter without affording
it a legitimate display which can stimulate business for y m.
There are some who, in displaying a
sign or cutout for a few days feel that
its effectiveness has been exhausted and
consign the publicity to the scrap heap.
This is shortsighted economy. A lithographed window cutout, after doing service in the show window, should be
carefully wrapped up. Attenti m should
bo paid to the wrapping, so that no
crevices exist for the accumulation of
dust. The cutout or window sign should
then be filed in a dry place, and when
another display of the particular goods
is scheduled for the window they should
bo again utilized.
There is quite a difference in intelligently employing display material >f
this kind judiciously and in thrusting
everything of this nature in the window
indiscriminately. To actually assist
sales, material of an advertising nature
should be attractively displayed and
carefully displayed. Because it is supo'ied gratis is but another reason for
its conscientious handling and prominent display. — "Geyer's Stationer."

How About Phonographs and Records?
What Are You Doing to Get a Share of This Business? — Great Chance For Specialization
IN towns of less than 10,000 population there are booksellers and stationers whe sell from $2,000 to $3,000 worth of phonographs in the Christmas season each year. In one town of
that size one of these merchants carries a $5,000 stock of phonographs and
recordis. These merchants feature
higher-priced instruments and they are
in this business in a big way. If they
can accomplish such good results why
should other stationery stores not do the
same?
Practically every retailer running a
book and stationery store sells talking
machine records of some type or other,
even though they may be only those
little records retailing at 15c each.
Phonoeraphs that reproduce music extraordinarily well are now being sold at
remarkably low prices, and there are
even "toy phonographs" of which
this may be said. With the great scope
of the phonograph range, from these toy
instruments up to those costing hundreds of dollars, there is surely sufficient incentive for every merchant in the
trade served by BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER to actively endeavor to
capture at least part of this business.

Most of the phonographs in use require needles, and phonograph needles
consequently being sold by the millions
monthly throughout the country, alone
constitute a line with which stationers
may do a regular business at good profit. There are brands of phonograph
needles of special merit, and it would
seem advisable . for a dealer to select
such a brand and then push their sale so
aggressively as to attract patronage
even from phonograph owners accustomed to buying their records elsewhere.
As a demonstrator to help sales of
records one of the popular-priced small
phonograiphs now so prominent in the
trade will serve most effectively in
stores not carrying a stock of higherpriced phonographs.
Even in stores where stock is restricted to these small phonographs there
should be a distinct department in the
store for this line, and if possible, at
least one closed-in demonstration booth
where records may be played. The possibilities for building up regular sales
are such as to make it most advisable
and. in fact, necessarv to havp a young
lady permanently in charge. She could,
of course, sell sheet music and other
61

musical merchandise sundries as well.
The help of the phonograph in selling
sheet music is also a most important
consideration.
In Kingston the College Bookstore is
an example of how a music department
may be most successfully conducted. The
Saturday night sales of sheet music,
phonograph records^ needles, etc., are
specially large, this being largely accounted for by the drawing attraction
of a seven-piece orchestra which holds
forth there each Saturday night.
The windows should be used for frennent displays of new records and new
sheet music. Window cards reminding
people to take home a new supply of
needles will attract people inside trf
store to buy a package or more, and
when they are in, there is but a step
more to the purchase of the latest hit
in either sheet music or record form,
providing that whoever waits upon the
customer is properly alive to such opening for extra sales.
Watch future issues of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER for further tips
on building up this branch of trade.

This photo •/ the main entrance of the Canadian National Exhibition gives some idea of the croivds that thronged the
grounds for the whole two iveeks.

CANADIAN

NATIONAL

EXHIBITION

rr\ HE Canadian National Exhibition closed this

GOES

OVER

MILLION

everywhere* and visualized to those visiting the Fair
more than anything else could have done the magni
tude of the great struggle. The war paintings and

■*- year the record year of its history. Ever since
1913 the effort has always been to once again reai h
the million mark, but during the war years it has

photographs, too, were also eagerly visited by thousands and hundreds of thousands. The evidences of

been impossible to equal the figures of the pre-war
record. The Peace Year Exhibition, however, not
only equalled the old figures, but far outstripped
them, and very nearly reached the objective of a
million and a quarter.
It was a really unusual Exhibition in every way.

the onward march of the times were evident everywhere; in the high speed boats on the lake, and in the
gathering of aeroplanes of every description, that
daily gave exhibitions of flying over the Exhibition
grounds.
But even more than in these thing- was

Tt was opened by His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales amid a scene of enthusiasm that has never

the progressive spirit of the times illustrated in the
variety and interest of the exhibits themselves. Such

been equalled in Toronto, and it carried on in a
high tide of enthusiasm through the course of two
weeks, and it closed with a grand total attendance
of 1,201,500.
There were many items of peculiar interest this

a demand was there for space in the various buildings that long before the date of the opening arrived all the available space had been exhausted and
a multitude of manufacturers were unable to be re-

presented, owing to the lack of facilities for displaying their goods. Never before has the comparatively
limited space been made so manifest as it was this
year, an ample illustration that business in Canada is
associated with it is of very real interest.
The colflourishing, and that business men are awake to
lection of war relics that was brought together at the possibilities of the future, and are preparing in
the Exhibition *hi.« vear were of surprising magni- every way possible to cultivate the business that is
The success of this year's Exhibition is
offering.
Immense engines of war were
tude and variety.

year that helped in a large degree to make the
Exhibition an unqualified success. While the war
is over, the memory of it is very near, and anything
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View in the Exhibition Grounds.

an indication of the sound condition of Canada and
a promise of a still more prosperous future.

Exhibition will of necessity have to be greatly enlarged in order to provide for future requirements.
The electrical trades claim that they alone could

Many manufacturers of stationery lines were exhibitors at the Exhibition, and displayed their wares
to the many thousands of visitors from all parts of
Canada, and from other countries. The publicity
thus secured will prove of assistance to retailers who
take advantage of it. Many of the ideas will be
adopted, in a smaller way, by retailers at the local
fairs.

use all space that could be provided in an "Electrical
Building." The great growth of the automobile
and accessory trades has made it obvious, that despite the present large transportation building, more
space is urgently needed. The Exhibition is truly
national in its scope, and those who attended this
year arc almost a unit in predicting tremendous

Tt is quite evident that the already extensive
grounds and buildings of the Canadian National

growth in both features and attendance at Canada's
National during succeeding years.

The splendid buildings at Canada's National Exhibition impress the visitor
■ II

5;

with the permanence of the Exhibi Hon.
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Successful Merchant Tells
How Retail Business Can Be Increased
By LLOYD
President,

P. SOUDERS

Parsons- Souders

Co.,

Clarksburg,

W.

V».

Honest advertising, consistently and persistently pursued, with liberal injections of brains,
supported in the store by fair dealing and honest merchandise, will make any establishment grow ; tested it out by stopping his own advertisements, noting receipts fall and then
watching them rebound when he resumed printed bids for custom.
Reprinted

toy

courtesy

Associated

Advertising,

New

Yortc,

N.Y.

heretofore advertised, and with three
are kept in motion. Thus the whole
THE
merchant of to-day who is not
community is prosperous.
a commercial athlete, in constant
per cent, of its sales the first year, contraining, eternally alert, quick to
I asked a merchant the other day why
sistently spent in printers' ink, so increase its volume that at the end of
act, and equipped with modera strategy
he didn't advertise, and he said: "I don't
the second year, using only two per
and skilled in .merchandising, advertisknow how to advertise." "Well! Would
cent, of sales will double the business.
ing and salesmanship, must be content
yen if you didf" "I certainly would.
I know it can be done; have seen it
with a diminishing volume of business
IV straight and contract space in padone time and again, and what can be
and very precarious profits.
pe*«. Other merchants would, too, but
done by one can be done by another.
What is 'advertising?
are just like me, not knowing how, have
Advertising is the power of an idea,
There is nothing magic about an adjust let the matter go."
multiplied.
vertisement. Let me briefly define
"Just letting the matter go" has cost
what an advertisement is:
merchants tremendously.
Other powers lose by expansion. For
instance: Steam is power only when conIt is never safe, and the bad effect of
It is simply sending out word to the
fined. Electricity radiated and diffused
public about something you have to sell.
it is usually felt just at the wrong moIt must be seen. It must be read. It
becomes nothing. Sound dies with disment for the business to stand it.
tance.
must be understood. It must be beThe biggest thing I have observed in
But the great power of advertising
lieved. And to be believed it must carry
the last twenty-five years of continuous
increases by exwith it a reputation so that the
pansion. Diffusion
person
seeing,
is its very life. It
DOES ADVERTISING PAY?
GET THIS:
grows upon what
reading, underit imparts.
In 1907 I tried an experiment. Our ready-to-wear department for the
standing, believfour and one-half months of the Spring season was running ahead 81
Must b e Genuine
ing, will want to
per cent., and not at the expense of profits, as the records showed 85 per
possess the thing
Advertising to
cent. From June 15 to July 31 we cut out entirely advertising to
be a power must
you have to offer:
Does advertising
see the effect. There was a drop to 50 per cent., a clean-cut loss of 31
be genuine, vital
per cent, for the season.
and related to the
pay ?
Generally
function of a
speaking, yes.
On August 1 we again started to advertise the department, and I'll
admit, worked a little overtime to regain what we had lost. At the month
meritorious busiend the sales showed an increase of 300 per cent.
ness, and means
Specifically speakof its furtherance
ing, yes and no. It
That convinced me as nothing ever did that advertising does pay —
must be carefully
all depends on the
and pays big to the one who knows how to use it.
chosen.
How, When and
Advertising is
Where.
Seventeen years ago I came to Clarkshard work is that humanity needs to be
not merely to sell goods. It should be
burg, bought out the Jacobs store. His
educational, thus enabling people intelliprodded continuously to get done the
was the only store that advertised,
thing it knows it ought to do. If we
gently and economically to buy goods.
spending $12.50 a month for it. He
Advertising, when efficient, aids disdo not prod forward, we slip backward.
claims to have sold $5,000 a month. We
tribution and lowers the cost of comEvery time we "just let matters go" is
modities, (because it becomes the thouimmediately contracted with the four
just another slip.
newspapers for a page, costing $100 a
The hardest person in the world to
sand-tongued salesman, making possible
month total, and increased the sales to
the multiple merchant, who reaches tens
prod is yourself, to get done the things
of thousands of people at less cost and
that you know must be done.
effort than the store that does not ad$8,500.
If I were to ask, "Is there a merchant
In other words, spending $87.50 invertise could reach one or a dozen.
but that would be willing to spend two
creased the business $3,500 — and that is
Advertising -must be an asset to busiless than two per cent. — just about half
cents to make ten cents?" he'd say, "'No!
ness, not an expense.
of it.
Any merchant would do that."
Advertising must produce, and not
This additional business did not come
Well,
I'll
tell
you
how
to
do
it
—
adconsume.
vertise! Spend two per cent, of your
from our competitors, either, because
sales, and every additional dollar added
The prosperity of any community de$2,500 was in women's outer apparel,
to your business there should be, and if and
pends upon its retail business. The
no other store carried ready to wear.
This is not all it did.
you are a good merchant there will be
farmer may .grow and the manufacturer
ten cents net in it for you.
can make only as the merchant sells,
It started other merchants to thinking
— and advertising.
To Enormous Profit
and the merchant can sell only as the
people buy. When merchants sell and
I can take any retail business having
It brought people to town to buy that
people buy, then money and merchandise
the confidence of the public that has not
never came before.
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For upbuilding a retail business no
promotive force has been discovered that
compares with advertising. Nowhere in
store activities will intelligent endeavor
yield more definite and gratifying results. Yet the subject has been given
little study by owners of business.
Merchants must study the principle of
advertising themselves, and must either
find the time to do it or find someone
competent to take care of it.
There are many helps to be had that
should broaden the advertising vision
of merchant and manager, directing
them to the vital points in planning,
writing, printing and following up the
advertising of a modern store.
That Day is Gone
The day of haphazard money-making
in retail stores has gone. In the good
old days, when every merchant started
"from scratch" with nothing but his own
wits to help him win, there was enough
easy business to provide a satisfactory
volume, and sufficient net profit for almost any man who went into the game.
To-day competition has grown to a
state bordering on ferocity, and modern
methods of efficiency, salesmanship, advertising methods and service have produced powerful allurements to attract
the public.
The merchant of to-day who is not
a commercial athlete, in constant training, eternally alert, quick to act and
equipped with modern strategy and
skilled in merchandising, advertising
and salesmanship, must be content with
a diminishing volume of business and
very precarious profits.
Self interest, as some merchants interpret it, prompts them to falsify in
their advertisements to sell shoddy
goods.
Honesty Means Success
Contrasted with them are the wise
merchants who know that honesty is the
cornerstone of success. Self-interest
prompts them to take precisely the opposite course.
Enlightened self-interest is the greatest ally to the truth-in-advertising
movement, and truth wins trade.
If we are to win the trade of all the
people we must not only advertise, but
we must advertise truthfully.
The first necessity for good advertising is to have some event to exploit or
some exceptional merchandise to tell
about. Simply listing goods is wasted
energy, loss of time and money. It is better to have no advertising at all than to
print commonplace stories about ordinary merchandise.
So exploit your merchandise that people will not only read your advertising,
but will buy your goods.
To be really "good," your advertising
must sell the maximum amount possible.
It must sell the goods so that they will
stay sold.
Good advertising not only makes immediate sales, but it should create a definite amount of good will, leaving with
the purchaser a favorable impression
that will bring him back again.
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Must Know the Goods
Let the foundation of your advertising copy be complete knowledge of your
goods. Fill yourself full of the fact
about their merits. Write the story in
the powerful words of truth. Gild the
tale with honest enthusiasm. Endeavor
to sell the goods to people who will most
appreciate their possession. Thus sales
will vastly increase, you will have a
prosperous business, and satisfied customers, and you will take a new joy and
pride in the i*esults and spur you on to
larger fields of merchandising.
Every advertisement should be sent to
the printer with a layout in full detail
— showing the space to be devoted to
each paragraph, the arrangement and
the type face (in different sizes) that
are to be used.
Select a definite space in the paper;
use one type face for all your display
headings, and demand
that
no other

style be used or mixed with it. Likewise the type face for your body matter.
Make good use of white space, and
when illustrations are used have only
the best. For a few dollars a month an
illustration service may be had, representing your particular business, thus
giving harmony and producing a pleasing effect.
The advertising copy must be "good,"
must faithfully, completely and enthusiastically describe the goods for sale.
It must be written intelligently and interestingly, inwords that will be clearly
understood, which will make the merchandise alluring to readers.
The headline must convey that information which will catch the attention
of people most likely to 'buy that particular kind of goods, and it should
arouse curiosity and interest, so that the
matter following will be read.

Hints For the Framing Shop
Practical Suggestions For Those Stationers Who Operate a
Picture Framing Department
is desired to obtain a
EN ledit egg-sh
OFTso-cal
ell gloss on certain frames. This can be easily
accomplished by proceeding as follows:
Take ordinary water stain and apply one
coat of the deslired shade. Allow this
to dry, then sandpaper lightly with fine
sandpaper, to smoothen the grain and
bring up the light spots, by removing
stain from some portions of the frame.
No. 00 sandpaper is best for this purp se. After this apply a second coat
of the stain, after first diluting the
same about one-ha'f with water.
1 his will have the effect of showing
the strain in a higher relief and greater
contrast. Apply this coat of stain very
sparingly, using a rag. If this causes
the grain to raise, rub lightly with a
fine piece of worn sandpaper. When
thoroughly dry put on a light coat of
ti'in shellac. The shellac should be put
on before the filler so that it will prevent the solid parts of the grain from
being discolored by the stain in the
filler, which otherwise would cause a
muddy, effect.
The shellac beinr properly thinned it
does not interfere with the filler entering the pores of the open grain. The
next operation is io sand lightly with
fine sandpaper and fill with paste filler,
colored to match the stain. Next cover
this with a coat of orange shellac. This
ccat of shellac can be omitted and a
coat of varnish applied instead. Sandpaper lightly and apply two or three
coats of varnish, rubbing the first coats
with hair cloth or curled hair, and the
last with powdered pumice stone and
crude oil, or linseed oil.
For a dull finish on frames, a dead
surface is obtained by rubbing the varnish, after it has become bone dry, with
powdered pumice stone and water, using
a piece of rubbing felt. Continue rub-
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bing until the surface is smooth and
even. Precautions, however, should be
taken not tj cut through the finish.
While much more could be said in
regard to the above mentioned methods
of finishing frames, the directions above
given contain the meat of the matter in
arriving at the desired results for wbich
they were intended, and will give the
frame-maker, whose ambition it is to
turn out only the best )f frames, a firsthand working knowledge of surmounting often difficult problems as regards
putting on the finishing touches on th<
frames. — "Picture and Art Trade JourNEW CIRCUS TOYS
Mrs. Allan Sells, wife of the noted
circus man, is responsible for a new
and unique series of stuffed animal toys
that are now being introduced to the
trade. They are highly colored and have
trappings, giving them the same apgay nal."
peal to childish eyes as the real animals in the big circus menageries and
street parados.
TUMBLE-BO
A new tumbling doll is "Tumble-Bo," a
very amusing doll that can tumble into
many funny positions. It is of papiermrche composition.
CON AN DOYLE
"The Days of Raffles Haw" is a new
book by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the
writer who is credited with possessing
"every trick of the story teller's art."
This new detective story has been exceptionally well received in England
CHILDREN'S
GAMES
"Games for Children's Development,"
by Hilda A. Wrightson, is a meritorious
new volume that will prove helpful in
the training of children in the early
stages of life.
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Time for a Change
Parcel Post System Working for Mail Order Houses and Retailers Helping to
Pay the Shot— A System That Should Be Changed.
fact that the mail order houses
THE
are expanding again draws attention
to the conditions under which they are
working, so far as the postal service is concerned. The expansion of the two leading
mail order houses in Canada during recent
months, Whereby both Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick have been invaded, shows
that this question is to become a very vital
one in the near future. The two mail order
houses situated in Toronto have now large
branches in various parts of Canada, so
that they are in a strategic position to
cover the whole Dominion. There will be
no limit to their expansion, so long as there
is profitable business in sight.
It is a matter of common knowledge that
the enormous business which the concerns
mentioned are doing in Canada, has been
done largely at the expense of the local
retail merchant, and with the aid of the
parcel post system of the Dominion. It is
known that the parcel post system is being
operated at a loss. The retail merchants
of the country have to bear their proportion of this loss ; and when they realize that
the loss is caused by reason of postal convenience extended to their competitors in
business, it is scarcely to be wondered at
that they feel aggrieved.

mail order houses of Canada should have
the Post Office Department as a silent, and
unpaid, partner in their business. The Retail Merchants' Association of Canada has
compiled statistics showing how money is
being taken out of the treasury of Canada
in order to foster competition against country merchants, who would have a hard
enough time to compete against the mail
order houses in any event. If there is to
be a loss made in any branch of the postal
service, it would be far more in the interest
of the general public that it should be made
in the letter-carrying service.
It will be noted that the letter postage
has been retained at three cents, instead of
being returned to the old rate where it was
before the war. "In other words," as Mr.
Trowern,
of the R.community,
M. A., puts
it, they
"the
entire commercial
when
place postage stamps on their letters, are
helping one or two large mail order houses
to carry goods all over Canada to the detriment of the retail merchants of Canada, as
well as to the consuming public, who are
anxious to have thriving towns and villages
in their midst."
The mail order business in itself is a perfectly legitimate one, although it has not always been carried on with the nice regard
for the ten commandments of commerce we
should like to see. Apart from certain
lines, used as leaders and priced accordingly, the average buyer can do better for
cash in his own community; and the saving
he effects in certain lines is inconsiderable
because the low-priced lines are made up
for by higher prices on something else. The
buyer who confines his business to the one
or two leaders which the mail order houses
occasionally offer, may effect a saving on
those articles, but very few buy so
judiciously.

In addition to the goods carried by the
postal service of Canada for the mail order
houses it is well known that the mails are
weighed down with their bulky catalogs.
It was thought that this grievance would be
remedied under the zone system, by which
the farther mail was carried the greater
was the charge made by the Post Office
Department; but the mail order houses got
around this by shipping their catalogs by
freight or express to the point where they
could be mailed most cheaply, and the
mails are still burdened with them.
It is difficult to get a satisfactory statement from the Post Office Department
showing separately the financial statements
of the parcel and letter carrying services,
respectively; but it is well known that the
letter service, particularly at the three-cent
rate, pays well, while the parcels post is
operated at a loss, which the general public must bear.
There

is no sufficient reason

This matter of the parcel post is one of
interest to all the people of Canada. It is
being operated at a loss, and a large part of
the trouble is well known to the department and to the Government. It is more
than time that the favors which have been
extended to certain individuals, great in
resources but few in numbers, should be
stopped, and the department put on a
sound basis.

why the
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How Long Since You Have Made Any
Study of Your Job?
One Trouble, Says Percy H. Johnston, is That Men Cease to
Apply Themselves Earnestly and Systematically to Study
and Become Absolute Masters of Their Work.
««f\ NE trouble is that the majority of
V_y men — except those in certain professions, such as doctors, electric
engineers, and teachers — cease to apply
themselves earnestly, persistently and systematical y to study. They just frivol away
their time. They may read, but reading
and studying are two different things. One
requires no real mental effort, the other
does. Let a man become absolute master of
his work, no matter what it is; let him
know more about it, the 'history of it, the
evolution of it, the why and wherefore of
it, the basic principles of it, let him know
his job from A to Z.
"There is no excuse for any healthy person remaining half-educated, for being content to be anything short of absolute master of his work. Why, the knowledge of all
the ages is contained in a few rows of books.
Even one hour's hard study a day will
raise a man above the crowd. One's library
can be a wonderful laboratory."
This is how Percy H. Johnston views a
business career. This young man who at
38 is senior vice-president of the Chemical
National Bank of New York, came off the
farm and made his way by hard work. In
the American Magazine his story is told as
follows by B. C. Forbes:
Field Open to All
"Any man can attain success if he is willing to pay the price — good habits, good
health, much burning of midnight oil in
study (not mere reading), the investment
of an endless amount of genuine friendship,
constant alertness to the little opportunities that lie at everyone's hand if trie
mind and eye have been trained: to see
them, and, of course, ceaseless industry,
without which wishes and ambition are
worthless."
So declares a man, still under forty, who
already has travelled from poverty and
obscurity to power and place. He started
his journey from a remote townlet in Kentucky, where, as a boy of ten, he earned
three dollars a month as a street lanm
ligTiter. Later he became a bank "rat,"
and rose, by methods within reach of any
of us, until he was the best-posted and
most widely known youth in the whole
county.
By going about things as this Southern
lad went about them, success is not only
possible, it is almost inevitable. He started
with no special endowments, no money, no
pull. "The only 'pull' worth having," he
declares emphatically, "is the 'pull' you
yourself earn by your own merits."
Always
Ambitious
Percy H. Johnston's ambition was first
aroused, when he was only a small boy, by
ihe death of his father. The little chap
felt that it was up to him to help provide
for his mother and sister, who were left in
very moderate circumstances.
So he went

to the local gas works — Lebanon, Kentucky,
his birthplace, had about five thousand inhabitants— and arranged to light all the
street lamps in the neighborhood every
night.
His three-dollar-a-month pay was eked
out by milking neighbors' cows, at fifty
cents weekly a head. He was so small a
tot that the cows often kicked him off the
■milk stool; but he displayed his ingenuity
by strapping them up in a way that rendered the kickers powerless.
When only twelve, he made up his mind
definitely that he would by and by become
a banker.
Equipped Himself
"It did not take much brains to realize
even then," he says now, "that if I hoped
to become a successful banker the thing
for me to do, the only thing for me to do,
was to begin right away to equip myself
for banking work. Long before I left school
I was steeped in banking literature an 1
banking facts. I could recite from memory
the names of the fifty largest banks in
America; I kept tabs on how their deposits
were shaping; I knew who was at the head
of each institution; I vowed that one day
I would be president of one of them. Julius
Caesar had no vaster ambition than I had!
Nor was he more willing to battle to attain
them than I was.
Figured

It

Out

"I had it all figured out just how I would
proceed. For example, I made up my mind
that, as soon as I had enough practical
banking experience to qualify, I would become a Federal national bank examiner,
so as to get thorough insight into how
different banks were run, s«nd thus learn
the secrets of success and th^ causes of
failures. I took to heart one memorable
line in my school copybook, "Knowledge is
power.' And I began in a modest way to
get together a library on banking, ft has
crown, by the way, to be one of the very
largest

in America."
Made
Good Suggestion
The local bank was glad to engage so
earnest, diligent and ambitious a boy when
he graduated from high school in 1897, at
the age of sixteen. His pay started at ten
dollars a month. But it did not stay long:
at that figure. Before the average office
boy would have learned the difference between a check and a draft, Percy Johnstone astounded his superiors by suggesting to them that the bank ougrht to get
closer to the people of the county; that it
ought to have more information about conditions in the surrounding territory; that
it ousrht to know which farmers were industrious, capable and thriving, and which
ones were going down-hill; which ones had
good farms, and which had poor ones. He
volunteered to spend his whole vacation
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(and as much more time as might be necessary) doing this kind of work. The ide'i
was somewhat revolutionary, out the goodnatured officers didn't want to dampen his
ardor.
Made Many Friends
Hitching a horse to a buggy, off he set
as a representative of the Marion National
Bank of Lebanon. He had a ready smile, a
pleasing personality, and remarkable understanding of human nature. For a whole
month he never spent a night except under
a farmer's roof. He visited every farm in
one-half of the county, and endeavored to
make friends all along his route.
He could tell the farmers a lot about crop
conditions elsewhere and about markets;
he could discuss soil and cattle and horses
intelligently; he could regale them with
Lebanon gossip; and, equally important,
he was able to get on a first-name basis
with the farmers' sons and the younger
farmers.
Had Valuable Facts
When he returned, he filed a greater and
more valuable mass of detailed, first-hand
information than the bank had ever before
dreamed of acquiring. He deposited a
record of the size and character of each
farm visited, the condition of the dwelling
and farm buildings, intimate facts about
the farmer and his family and their connections and their interests, the number of
horses, mules, cattle, sheep and hogs owned,
the prices realized for live stock and products, whether the farmer had a bank
account and, if so, where.
"As a mere boy I grasped the importance of saving money," says Mr. Johnston.
"And when I began to read about banking
and business I realized that they were all
based on capital; that capital was needed
to make a start in any line; that even a
bootblack had to have enough money to buy
a set of brushes and a supply of blacking.
Therefore I was eager to do any little job
that meant a few dollars.
Made Easy Money
In mixing among the people in and out
of town he heard many complaints from
those who did work for the county that
their bills were paid only once a year, in
December. Many contractors, engineers,
carpenters, farmers, masons, and others,
needed their money promptly. These county claims, as they were called, usually were
for rather small amounts, and the bank
didn't care to discount them. Young Johnston agreed to buy up these claims on an
eight dlesper
basis, and
thenbank
had acbunof themcent,
discounted
by the
six
per cent. Very soon almost all the county
claims were brought to him, and he not
only made his two per cent, profit, but the
sellers felt that he was helping them out,
and were duly grateful.
Took Ten Per Cent.
Again, whenever witnesses for the commonwealth appeared at court they were
handed a claim for three dollars or five
dollars or some other small sum, payable
by the state treasurer. Johnston had a
man at the courthouse to tell each witness
that if he wanted to get his money right
away and without any trouble he could
take the claim over to the Marion Bank,
and Johnston
would
take it at ten per
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cent, discount.
He acquired practically a
monopoly of this lucrative business.
"You are not likely to get anywhere in
particular if you don't know where you want
to go," says
Johnston
"I had very
early determineMr.
d to become .a national bank
examiner as a stepping-stone to something
higher. So when twenty-six I went to
Washington and took the examination. I
was so saturated with both the theory and
practice of banking -I had read and studied
every bank act that was ever printed in the
English language— that I passed without
difficulty."
Worked Long Hours
The reason for his rapid rise? For one
thing, he worked every day three or four
hours more than examiners usually choose
to work. His foundational knowledge was
most exhaustive; he had mastered all banking laws, he was versed in banking principles and theories as evolved abroad as
well as at home, and his practical training
had been excellent. This enabled him to
devise new and better standards for conducting bank examinations.
Discovering that different examiners had
different methods and symptoms, and that
no standardization had ever been evolved,
he painstakingly built up a model system
which was available for universal use
throughout the nation. This at once improved the efficacy of examiners and gave
the controller's department systematic
records to go by in supervising and correcting faults unearthed in any part of the
country.
Does Them
Better
"Don't accept things as they are, if they
can be improved," is a morsel of Johnstonian home-made philosophy. In each
position he filled he exercised his brains,
as well as his hands and legs, to effect
better results than had ever been attained
before. He never asked, when undertaking
a piece of work, "How is it done?" He always asked himself, "Wlhat is the best way
it can be done?" Then he applied himself
diligently every day and almost every night
— he is a twelve-hour rather than an eighthour-day worker — to finding out, through
much brain sweat, how the work could
be done more successfully. And no good
idea was allowed to go to rust through lack
of effort and "pep" to get it put into practice. Once converted to a new idea himself,
he moved heaven and earth to have it endorsed and adopted by his superiors and
associates.
Earns Recognition
The man of this type, the man who proves
himself bigger than his job, the man who
can make the work of any position whatsoever count for more than it ever did before, seldom has to go hunting for something higher. Jobs seeks him. When thirtytwo the Citizens' National Bank of Louisville induced the aggressive Kentuckian
to become its cashier. What hapened? Just
what was bound to happen. In one year
he was made a vice-president and in another year first vice-president, with a salary
equal to that of a bank president.
How did he earn such notable recognition?
Got the Business
By becoming the most valuable executive
in the institution, by making more friends
than any other Louisville banker had ever
made, by bringing in more new business
than all the other bank officers in the city
combined, and by exercising such judgment
in analyzing men and credit that the bank
did not lose one dollar on any new customer brought in.
Just how did Johnston go about getting
so much new business? When he joined the
bank it was opening an average of three
new accounts weekly; he increased the
number to thirty weekly.
Johnston's methods didn't call for superhuman ability, for extraordinary brilliancy,
for genius of any description. They simply called for willingness, for industry,
for intelligence, and, above all, for humanness; for broad, sincere human sympathy, a genuine feeling of brotherhood.
Made
Many
Friends
"I concluded
at the very start that the
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sure an<! certain way to make good as a
bank officer, or as any other kind of executive, was to make the institution intensely
human, and to build up an ever-swelling
host of personal friends," says Mr. Johnston of this part of his career.
"I made up my (mind to make one call a
day on some business concern. I didn't
ask them to bank with the Citizens' National. Isimply explained that I had come
to Louisville in the banking business, that
I was anxious to learn all I could about
what the city produced, and that I would
esteem it a privilege to be shown over the
concern's establishment. When leaving I
would express the hope that some day,
when passing the bank, they would drop in
to say how-do, adding, with a smile, that
etiquette demanded that a call be returned.
"I kept a loose-leaf book in which I recorded every call I made, the names of the
people I met, and any other helpful data.
Under no circumstances would I pay another visit within six months. After that I
would make another informal, friendly call,
explaining that I was in the neighborhood
and that I thought I would like to know
how business was moving.
"This time, when about to go, I would remark, 'If at any time you contemplate increasing your banking connections, or want
to make any change, we would like you to
give our bank consideration. We have
checked you up through the mercantile
agencies and have studied your figures, and
I assure you we would be responsive to your
credit requirements.'
"The percentage of those who opened
accounts following such visits was positively astounding. Our deposits quickly
rose from $3,000,000 to $11,000,000. The
plan was so successful that I took a bright
young clerk, made him assistant cashier,
and sent him out to cultivate the smaller
concerns while I covered the bigger ones."
Message of Sympathy
Another wrinkle, based on insight into
and sympathy with human nature: One or
two clerks were delegated to read every
line oi the local newspapers and mark
everything of interest that happened. No
matter how small (or how large) the
depositor, if a death occurred in the family,
a note of sympathy that rang true was
sent, or, if there was any occasion for congratulation, a cordial, appropriate letter
was written. In this and other ways the
bank was kept in personal contact with all
its customers.
"I am a great believer in the value of a
smile," said Mr. Johnston. "We saw to it
that there was a real welcome and a cheery
word for all. People have so many troubles
of their own that they like to meet persons
who are bright and happy and cheerful. We
took out of our windows fellows who did
not know how to be cordial and courteous
and sunny, and put in fellows who had
winning, attractive dispositions and personalities. The consequence was that people
got to love coming to the bank. It was in
the fullest sense a 'bank home' to them.
It radiated good-will and optimism. This
all counted." Genuine
Friendship
Charles M. Schwab once said to me that
he could
talk toIt workers
he "felt"
what
he said.
was not because
veneer with
him.
He was one of them and one with them.
Percy Johnston could win friends because
his friendship for others was not artificial,
not bogus, but sincere. Within him was a
flowing fountain of human sympathy. The
spirit of helpfulness was strong within him.
"Many people make friends, but straightway forget them," said Mr. Johnston. "I
try to keep in touch with them. Every
human being likes to know that he occupies
some part in the mind and the heart of
others. Neglected friendships are less forgivable than neglected assets. Friendships
are as flowers that spring up in the garden of business. They must be tended and
watered and cherished. They give perfume
to life.
Banking Etiquette
"Banking operations are so restricted by
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law that there is very little that one bank
can do more more than another, in a strictly business way, to help a customer; for
no honest banker will ever place the money
of his depositors in jeopardy f,or any reason whatsoever. Therefore the personal
element must be depended upon to attract
clients — that and, of course, the very best
pointers can you pass on to others
of "What
service."
anxious to get ahead?" I asked.
He hesitated to reply. Under further
questioning he finally said:
"No man can afford to say in a position
where the avenue to the top is closed.
"If you are to make a success in life you
have to take some chance.
Must Work
Hard
"A man may have limitless ambition,
but unless he exerts himself to the utmost
to qualify himself to attain his ambition,
his mere ambition is worthless.
"You don't have to go to college for
education. One trouble is that the majority
of men — except those in certain professions, such as doctors, electrical engineers,
and teachers — cease to apply themselves
earnestly, persistently and systematically
to study. They just frivol away their time.
They may read, but reading and studying
are two different things. One requires no
real mental effort, the other does. Let a
man become absolute rr.aster of his work,
no matter what it is; let him know more
about it, the history of it, the evolution of
it, the why and wherefore of it, the basic
principles of it, let him know his job from
A to Z, let him put as much energy and enthusiasm into practising it as he has put
into studying it, and he is morally bound to
gain recognition sooner or later. One
promotion invariably leads to another. The
further you rise, the wider the circle your
candle reaches.
There's No Excuse
"There is no excuse for any healthy person remaining half-educated, for being content to be anything short of absolute master of his work. Why, the knowledge of all
the ages is contained in a few rows of books.
Even one hour's hard study a day will raise
a man above the crowd. One's library can
bo a wonderful laboratory.
"Of course, combine book knowledge with
knowledge of human nature. And human
nature can be studied even better in humble places than in Fifth Avenue, for at bottom human nature is very much the same
everywhere — and then the poor are not so
much given to using language to disguise
their thoughts.
"Knowledge harnessed to work spells success'. Keep hammering, hammering, hammering. Set your goal, turn your face toward it, and never under any circumstances,
no matter how discouraging temporarily,
turn your back to it. Expect hardships.
Take punishment. Put all you can into
life. And do it cheerfully. Keep smiling.
And in time you are bound to reap pretty
much what you sow.
Big Menis crying
Needed aloud for men
"To-day America
of brains, men of force, men of daring. The
only reason this country is lagging in the
development of its business, particularly its
foreign business, is that there are not
enough men of the right calibre to fill the
places. Capital is ready, but it is waiting
for the men.
"A young man should not consider what
salary he can get at the start or the second
year; but, rather, where he is likely to be
in fifteen years. He must early decide,
and decide very definitely, whether his chief
goal in life is to be the making of money
or the attaining of success. If he chooses
the former, he may earn all the money of
his wildest dreams, but he will have missed
the real joy and happiness and purpose of
life. These come from healthy, wholesome
ambition. I know what I'm talking about
when I stress the impotency of money to
yield satisfaction. This may be an old
story, but it is eternally true — and it needs
to be emphasized to-day as much as ever
before."

DOUGLAS
DURKIN, PIONEER
The setting of the new novel of Western frontier life in Canada by Douglas
Durkin, entitled "The Heart of Cherry
McBain," is in the Swan River district,
to which Douglas Durkin came as a boy
of 11, making the 125-mile trip to the
homestead in a "prairie schooner,"
drawn by oxen. When, still a lad, the
author left to wrest his fortune from a
primitive world, he walked the 125 miles
out of the valley. When he returned to
it, it was with the railroad — a working,
sweating unit in the "gang" that was
building it. Beginning as "water boy,"
he was successively promoted to timekeeper, cookie, and as his stature increased, to axeman felling trees for
"ties." It took three years to complete
the road.
It was from his experiences in the
railway camp that much of the material
in the story is drawn. Woven into it
and richly colorin? it is the author's deep
understanding of human nature, acquired at first hand through a wide assortment of occupations he has followed.
After his railroad* experience he was
"conductor" on a Winnipeg street car for
two summers, sroing to schoo1 ;n winter.
He was a "sinking act" at the Bijou
theatre for several months at the time it
was operated as a vaudeville house. One
sunimer was deviated to keeping the
books of a salmon nacking concern on
che Pacific coast. He trained for the
Methodist ministry and preached for a
summer to the lumberjacks of British
Columbia. Another time he was for
several months missionary to the Indians
250 miles north on Lake Winnipeg. He
furnished the piano act at the Starland
cheatre at another time. The four years
following his graduation from Manitoba
University were spent teaching in Brandon College. From there he entered Manitoba University as lecturer in English,
being created "professor" a year ago.
The past three summers Mr. Durkin
has devoted to taking special courses in
English at Columbia University. This
summer he has held the post of assistant general secretary on the Canadian
Education Conference Board, and has
had charge of the headquarters office
in Winnipeg.
"The Heart of Cherry McBain" is Mr.
Durkin's second contribution to Canadian literature, the first having been a
volume of poems entitled, "The Fighting Men of Canada."

W. A. FRASER
The varied experiences of W. A. Fraser have given him matera! which he
veavcs into entertaining tales. Few writers have a more intimate knowledge of
wild animal life, but Mr. Fraser is also
at home in his stories of the race-track,
the frontier, or of the Indian jungle. As
an engineer, his oil-drilling expeditions
took him into many parts of Canada. He
also spent some time in India. Mr.
Fraser is a Nova Scotian by birth, but
now resides in Toronto.
Mr. Fraser's intimate knowledge of
Western Canada comes out in his new
book, "Bulldog Carney," published by
McClelland and Stewart. Carney is a
sort of gentleman of adventure on the.
frontier, and is rather closely concerned
with many very exciting affairs such as

DOUGLAS
Author

DURKIN

of "The of Heart
of Cherryfrontiers.
McBain,"
romance
the Western

a

whiskey running, horse racing, gambling. He is, however, always chivalrous and always a good sport. Indians,
half-breeds, and mounted police are picturesque figures in the story.
Roosevelt, once congratulated Mr.
Fraser upon his tales because "they were
frankly tales"; while Dr. W. T. Hornaday, director of the New York Zoological Garden, wrote: "I drop everything
else to tell you vhat your tiger story is
the best that has even seen the light of
printer's.
;nk." as fiction aid fact, Mr.
Thus, both
Fraser's work makes a powerful appeal
and anyone who wants to s-';p away for
a while into a land of daring and romance will find "Bulldog Carney" the
magic carpet that will transport him
swiftly to the great Northwest land of
romance and adventure.
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OF KOOTENAY

A cheery, optimistic out-of-door atmosphere, presented in a most entertaining form, is the background of "Janet of
Kootenay," by Evah McCowan, which has
just come from McClelland and Stewart.
A farm in British Columbia, a clever,
lovable Canadian girl, the interesting
neighbors and a wounded English officer,
provide the material for the story.
Janet Kirk, a bachelor girl, in search
of a pastoral life and a home of her very
own, buys eighty acres of wild land in
the Kootenay valley. She dons breeches to carry on her work conveniently,
and thereby wins the commendation of
some of her neighbors, and the condemnation of others. The building of the
home, the clearing of the land, and the
planting of the crops are all told with
convincing reality. Janet fortunately is
possessed of a sense of humor which
t'des her over disagreeable spots. She
had desperate need of her gift when
through kind-heartedness, she takes the
school teacher to board, for that lady
does her best to canture the affection
of the wounded English officer who had
ibccn Janet's first friend. The neighbors, most of whom are from the Old
Country, are delightful. Even Mrs.
Good, who disapproves of breeches and
is always listening in on the nartv telephone, is won around to be friendly. The
end of the book, of course, is a happy
one. "Marriage bells are ringing" as
the weekly newspapers in a Western
village announce when two people wed.
EATING
Alfred McCann's new book, "The
Science of matter
Eating,"
introduces
sensational
in his
revelationssomeas
to the farce of "certified milk," and also
that of "inspected and passed meats."
HULBURT FOOTNER
Hulbert Footner's "New
North," has been brought
edition, and he has a new
out this season, entitled,
tute Millionaire."

Rivers of the
out in a new
mystery tale
"The Substi-

Books About War and Reconstruction
Call is Heavy for Books Dealing With the War and Problems Arising From the Great
Conflict
LUDENDORFF
Two volumes will comprise "Ludendorff's Own Story," now running serially
in certain newspapers, which is shortly to
appear n, book form. Ludendorff's story
is remarkable for its apparent frankness.
It is an amazing human document — a revelatior. of the workings of the Teutonic
military mind. It covers the entire
period of the war. The historian of the,
future will depend upon it for his knowledge of the war as the German militarists saw it. From the storming of
Liege to the armistice it stands as a
complete record of the achievements and
opinions of the man who is credited with
being above all others the brains of
the German army.
PHILIP GIBBS
Facts which Philip Gibbs was prevented by the censor from disclosing in his
war despatches are now presented in the
remarkable book: "What the Censor Forbade."
JOHIn SPARG0
"Bolshevism," by John Spargo, is a
book explaining Bolshevism and giving,
without abuse and without endorsement,
a clear idea of what it is and what it has
done. Mr. Spargo goes farther and
makes a comparison of Bolshevism with
the aims of democracy. Very little attention is paid to the more or less sensational allegations about Bolshevist
leaders. The book, however, deals frankly and fully with all these Bolshevist
leaders as well as the non-Bolshevist
Socialistic groups and leaders, in many
cases including authentic documentary
evidence. An important section of the
book is devoted to an examination of
democratic shortcomings revealed by the
official documents of the Bolshevist Government. The book sets forth the theoretical and practical principles of Bolshevism. The historical background and
origins of Bolshevism are shown.
BRITISH LABOR AND THE WAR
As booksellers know, there are many
Canadians who are puzzled by the conflicting reports which have appeared in
the public press as to who is who and
what is what as regards British Labor
and what it stands for. They will be
interested in the important book about
to appear, the work of Paul U. Kellogg,
in collaboration with Arthur Gleason.
It's title is, "British Labor and the War,"
which is of interest to every Labor
Unionist, to every employer of labor, and
to every social worker. It is a great
book for the Canadian student of English conditions.
NAVAL

FIGHTS

"Falklands, Jutland and the Bight," is
the title of Commander Bingham's book

on the chief naval battles of the Great
War. There is an introduction by Sir
David Beatty who says: "The heroic and
indomitable spirit animating the British
Navy reveals itself in these pages, silhouetted the more clearly by virtue of
a modest background."
The book is an issue in Murray's Imperial Library. The author was commander of "The Nestor," which led the
way in the Battle of Jutland and unfortunately sunk, Commander Bingham
being among those picked up and made
prisoner of war. He spent twenty-three
months as a prisoner in Germany.

WILL PUBLISH ANOTHER

BOOK

The second edition of "1914," (by Lord
French contains a preface by the author, in which he replies in a most spirited
manner to recent platform criticisms by
Mr. Asquith of Lord French, denying
allegations regarding {a conversation
purporting to have passed between
Lord Kitchener and Lord French. This
preface includes the reproduction of letters by Mr. Asquith, Lord Kitchener,
Marshall Joffre and the author, throwing new light on the Asquith-French disputes. The preface ends with this significant sentence:
"With various other specific criticisms
from other sources, I shall deal, so far
as they are worth attention, in another
book, which I propose to publish at
some future date."
BOLSHEVISM CONDEMNED
In a book entitled "Bolshevism or
Trades Unionism — Which?" Gus Franq,
of the "Labor World," Montreal, deals
in a most convincing manner with the
red scourge of Europe. It is a book on
a question that vitally concerns every
Canadian, whether employer or employee, and significance to what it presents is added by the fact that Mr.
Franq was a delegate from Canada to
the International Socialist and Labor
Conference at Berne, Switzerland, last
February. It is a small book on a big
question, and as such, booksellers should
have it because it is the means of making many quick sales.
WHAT PEACE MEANS
The felicitous pen of Henry van Dyke
has been once more employed in tlhe
production of one of those delightful
little volumes in which the gifted writer
contrives to say so much in such little
compass. Dr. van Dyke's new book is
entitled, "What Peace Means." Its author is no foolish pacifist.! On the contrary he stands for a peace cemented
by sacrifice and the stalwart defense of
righteousness — a peace secured to the
world by the heroism of the faithful for
whom there is no death.
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SEA HOUNDS
Lt. Lewis R. Freeman,

who was a

year and a half "official writer-up" for
the Royal Navy, has written a most inentitled "Sea Hounds,"
which has teresting
justbook,appeared.
ABOUT

LIVESAY

J. Fred B. Livesay, author of "Canada's Hundred Days," is a well known
Canadian newspaperman. He was among
the founders in Winnipeg of the Associated Press, and since that Western cooperative news gathering and distributing organization was merged two or
three years ago in the wider national organization, the Canadian Press Limited,
he has been assistant general manager
of the latter, with his office in Winnipeg.
Throughout the offensive of 1918 he
represented the Canadian Press, Limited,
as its war correspondent with the Canadian Corps, and both then and since has
had access to official and other documents bearing upon these operations.
D'ANNUNZIO
The dashing and romantic action of
D'Annunzio at Fiume will, beyond question, inspire people everywhere to want
to read what this man has written.
Booksellers, therefore, will be well advised to get a supply of these books and
feature them. In this connection it is
interesting to quote the following editorial, headed: "Motion-Poetry," from the
"Montreal Star" of September 16:
"Most poets have been content to write
down their romances. Gabriele D'Annunzio, Italy's super-patriot, seems to
have decided to act his flights of fancy
into history.
"D'Annunzio is not content to write the
play. He insists on taking the part of
leading man and stage-manager.
"As a result, the present generation
gets a taste of motion-poetry as well as
motion-pictures. And it is a rather
startling spectacle.
"Poetic license, applied to actual life
and government is disturbing. There's
between
anyway, If
an old nunziofeud,
and convention.
any manD'Ancan
outrage the accepted order, surely the
right belongs to him.
"The making of peace has been anything but dramatic. What wonder that
romance grows restive under the colorless round? So Italy's dashing poetaviator, tired of waiting for something
to happen, 'hops off.' He proceeds to
make his dream about Italian domination at Fiume come true.
"D'Annunzio may have to be awakened
and brought back to earth, but he has
added a bright touch of color to a rather
drab landscape. Give him due credit for

that."

Selling Points About Timely Books
A Brief Digest of the Outstanding Features of Many of the New Books and Some
Older Titles — Tabloid Information to Help Booksellers and Their Assistants
ISABEL ECCLESTONE MACKAY
One of our versatile Western writers
is Mrs. Isabel Ecclestone Mackay, of
Vancouver. Her verse has a prominent
place in the leading- magazines of America; some of her stories and sketches
have been translated into foreign languages, and she is producing novels
which give entertaining delineation of
character and faithful representations of
Canadian life. Her "Uip the Hill and
Over" presented very charmingly a
small Ontario town, and this has been
followed by a more ambitious effort in
"Mist of Morning," just published by
McClelland and Stewart.
"Mist of Morning" begins with a scene
in a delightfully quaint old house and
garden with two somewhat unusual and
charming children. There is a flavor
of fairyland and mystery about it. Then
we are carried out into the wider world
of life in a great city, its struggles,
temptations and trials and then still
further into the complexity of worldwide problems and intrigue.
The author has amply proved herself
the delightful and finished interpreter
of the illusive beauty of childhood, youth
and love's young romance. A delicate
and perfectly natural humor sparkles
in ever recurrent flashes throughout the
narrative.

to the day of the lurking German submarines and the torpedood merchantships.
This splendid story of a daring Spanish sailor and his boat, and of his temporary seduction to the services of the
Teutonic Powers by a German adventuress, is drawn on a vast canvas, the
background of which is the history, the
scenery, the traditions of this wonderful
sea, around which civilization first appeared in Europe. Not only the surface
of the sea, but the life and wonders of
its depths, the habits of its fish, the currents of its waters — everything concerning it serves the author as material for
one of the most superb and enthralling
book? he has ever written.
A CANADIAN JUVENILE
A new Canadian juvenile of merit is
Alfred Uren's "Bob and Bill See Can-
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MARSHALL
of

SAUNDERS
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of Morning. "

"BAR" whether he is a
BEFOR
For Ethe THE
bookseller,
prohibitionist or an anti, a new book
entitled, "Before the Bar," by J. A.
Stevenson, has special significance, and
opens the way for many sales both to
prohibitionists anxious to read a presentation of the case against prohibition,
and especially to the people who are
against prohibition, because of the scarcity of books presenting their side of the

"Mare Nostrum" (Our Sea) is the title
of Vincente Blasco Ibanez's latest novel,
published
by Dent's, and already in its
seventh edition.

Author

ECCLESTONE

our children about our own great country, but we are awakening to the fact
that even our boys and ^i?is must have
a literature distinctively Canadian if they
are to be trained in the highest ideals
of national and Imperial citizenship.

IBANEZ

By the peoples of Spain, the south of
France and Italy, the Mediterranean is
called affectionately by the Latin title,
"Mare Nostrum" (Our Sea).
Blasco Ibanez gives us in fact the epic
of the Mediterranean from the dim dawn
of legend, when the white Amphitrite
with her sea horses was queen of the sea,

ISABEL

ROBERT
Author

of

"The

WATSON
Girl

of

O.K.

Valley"

ada," which comes from Musson's. It is
an illustrated travel story for young
Canada, written in an unusually entertaining and instructive manner, in
smoothly flowing verses that tell of the
leading features and charms of our
great Dominion.
While it bristles with wholesome humor, the young mind unconsciously
graps a great deal of knowledge of
Canada and things Canadian, the growing cities and centres of greatest activities, the leading industries, and vast natural resources, the unequalled natural
charms and wonders of mountains and
prairies, forests and rivers, islands and
lakes. It is all told in rhyme, which
flows along smoothly and musically in a
way impossible with prose. Then, too,
the book is overflowing with practical
patriotism.
Canada, unfortunately, has too few
juvenile books of this character. We
have even been letting other countries tell
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question.
This hook in fact presents both cases
and then sums up with a survey and
future outlook from which this quotation
may be made as an indication of its
nature:
"The available evidence would lead to
the conclusion that the abolition of the
bar and the curtailment of the facilities
for the purchase of liquor have been of
very considerable benefit to our population, but it is also abundantly clear that
complete prohibition is a farce, and,
whatever our statute books may nominally decree, simply does not exist in
The book is published by J. M. Dent
& Son.
SYLVIA
practice." AND MICHAEL
Compton Mackenzie's new novel,
"Sylvia and Michael," just published by
Musson's, deals further with the fascinating, brilliant, erratic, but always
charming Sylvia, one of the most delightful and unconventional of heroines
cf fiction. To satisfy a whim she
throws away a big career. She makes
her way alone through
dangers
that

BOOKSELLER
■>ouid terrify most men.
dances through life and
happiness in the love of
she thought forever lost

She sings and
at last finds
a man whom
to her.

.MARY OLIVIER
May Sinclair has done no finer work
than "Mary Olivier," her latest novel
which the Macmillans have just published. Itis a presentation of a woman's
life; her thougnts, sensations and emotions without artificial narrative cr
analysis and without biography.
The main interest lies »in Mary Olivier's
search for reality, her relations with her
mother, father and three brothers, and
her final passage from the bondage of
infancy, the conflicts of childhood and
adolescence, the disenchantments (and
other drawbacks) of maturity, to the
freedom, peace and happiness of middle
a2re. The period covered is from 1865,
when Mary is two years old, to 1910,
when she is forty-seven.
MADELINE
A life story of uncommon human interest is"Madeline — An Autobiography,"
which is a record of a remarkable conversion of a young woman who is reclaimed from the depths of degradation.
This woman, out of her infinite experience in twenty years of her life, is
not in agreement with many of the ideas
which have gained universal credence
on the strength of exploitation through
tiie printed page and the stage, but her
concern in writing this record of her
life is not to deal with the social evil
controversially but to tell the unvarnished truth of its reactions upon herself
and of a soul struggling out of darkness into the light. The final deliverance is told in language almost stark in
its simple directness.
THE CITY OF COMRADES
An interesting fact in connection with
the appearance of Basil King's latest
novel, "The City of Comrades" is that
the story has been screened and is now
being shown to thousands of devotees of
the movies. The screen version is so
remarkably interesting that it cannot
fail to develop many sales of the book.
The down-and-out club feature of this
new story is especially appealing in its
aspects of character delineation, pathos
and humorous situations.
WODEHOUSE
Pelham Grenville Wodehouse is an English humorist who has more than made
good with the reading public on this side
of the Atlantic, and his new book, "Their
Mutual Child," is in his best vein.
In this novel — which is more than just
a funny story with a punch — riotous fun
is poked at Eugenics and the general
bringing up of children in glass cases.
But with ali the fun there is a tender
fascinating love story that holds you
in suspense to the last page. There is
also a mighty sound exposition of the
futility of so-called "society life."
MICHAEL FORTH
"Michael Forth" is a book with three
definite points of interest.
The first is

AND

STATIONER

the vivid picture of Virginia during the
reconstruction period after the Civil
War; the second is the almost holy love
between Michael Forth and his cous'in,
Mirian. Warringer; and the third is the
fascinating theory of love and life which
Michael begins to evolve in Virginia and
completes in the wilds of Africa. The
author is Mary Johnston, who wrote "To
Have and To Hold."
WILL ROGERS
Will Rogers, well known to vaudevillians anc! as the cowfboy philosopher
of "The Follies," has collected Rogerisms, dealing wilth the Peace Conference
in a volume carrying the title, "Will
Rogers." and published in a GO-cent
edition bound in boards.
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FOR UNITY

"Bridging the Chasm" is the title of
a new Canadian book by Percival F.
Morley. It is a reasoned and convincing appeal of an English-Canadian to
English-Canadians, urging them to forget their race prejudices, observe more
fully the spirit of fair play, and meet
their French-speaking countrymen at
least half vvay in an effort to establish
a real and abiding concord on the basis
of a larger Canadianism.
GOING WEST
Realizing the significance among soldiers of the term "gone West," booksellers will attribute special significance
in a trade sense to Basil King's new book
"Going West," which is a fine piece of
literary work and a notable contribution
to the ever-growing evidence that "There
are no dead."
PELOU BET'S NOTES
The selling of volumes
dealing with
the International Sun'ay-School lessons
does net receive its full share of attention in the average bookshops.
There is
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scarcely a 'bookseller who has not in his
community many prospective purchasers
of the larger volumes like "Pelouibet's
Select Notes," and the smaller hooks,
such as "The Gist of the Lesson."
The 1920 edition of Peloubet's is already cut and booksellers will do well to
get ousy eariy in either selling copies
now oi booking orders for delivery just
before the first of the year, when the
active use of the new volume will begin. BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
acknowledges receipt of a copy of the
1920 volume of "Peloubet's Select Notes,"
this being the forty-sixth annual issue.
Rev. F. N. Peloubet and Dr. Amos R.
Wells, the editors of this commentary,
demonstrate in the volume for 1920 the
same thorough method of treatment
which has characterized the volumes for
previous years.
It is scholarly in that it is a storehouse of the most up-to-date information
in relation to Bible history, Bible lands
and Bible customs. It is comprehensive
in that it covers every phase of the lesson. It is condensed in that it puts into
concrete form which is available immediately the truths Which are to be
taught. It is practical in that it suggests ways and means by which the lessons may be most interestingly taught.
The most valuable teaching methods
for the different grades are suggested
and the pictures really illustrate the
text, while the word illustrations are
fresh and vital and the spiritual teaching
sound and inspiring.
In it, every superintendent, teacher
and scholar can find his own personal
requirements.
The volume has two accurate and upto-date colored maps, four full-nage illustrations printed in color, and the text
is illumined with more than 125 pictures.
THE GIRLS' BOOKSHELF
In that fine series of books by Amy
E. Blanchard, making up "The Girls'
Bookshelf." has just appeared "A Little
Maid of Picardy," published by the W.
A. Wilde Co., Boston. It is a story of
a little refugee in France. The book is
or.e of 388 pages and has a fine colored
fr mtispiece.
LEVY ON CAPITAL
In a book by Hartley Withers, with
the title "War-time Financial Problems,"
the author deals exhaustively with the
present inordinate conditions which the
war has aroused, including the prospects
of a Levy on Capital.
OFFERS

$10,000 FOR LIBRARY

Kingston, Ontario, Sept. 10.— Mr. G.
UniverY. Chown, registrar of Queen's
sity, has subscribed 810,000 towards the
erection of a public library building for
Kingston, conditional upon a further
amount of $40,000 bein? secured for that
are under vway to raise
Efforts
nurpose.
l $40,000.
the additiona
LABOR AND CAPITAL
"Common Sense in Labor Management," by Neil Clark, editor of "System," is a timely book in view of the
present industrial conditions in Canada

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER
JOAN

and the interest developed by the recent
congress at Ottawa. Mr. Clark's assumption is that the great problem is
management. This book hits at the very
heart of the trouble between capital and
labor. It is a pretentious volume and is
published at $4.
G. K. CHESTERTON
A volume of satirical lyrics by
Chesterton is to come shortly. The
author's monograph to the late
Chesterton is also announced for
appearance.

G. K.
same
Cecil
early

A new anthology of poetry, entitled:
"A Miscellany of Poetry, 1919," edited
by W. K. Seymour, differs from other
contemporary anthologies in that its
contents have not previously appeared
in book form. The editor has been inspired throughout by a desire to make
the collection as catholic as possible.
The authors include G. K. Chesterton,
W. H. Davies, Laurence Binyon, Muriel
Stuart, Louis Golding, John Drinkwater,
Eden Phillpotts, Arthur K. Sabin,
Theodore Maynard, etc.
THE MIDDLE CLASSES
A great deal of interest attaches to
a new book entitled: "What's Wrong
With the Middle Classes?" which has
just appeared, the work of Dunsdale
Stocker. It affords the middle class an
insight into its own history. It enables
its members to see themselves as others
see them. It reveals just where the
middle class stands at the parting of
the ways, and demonstrates that if it
is to perpetuate its existence, it can be
only on certain conditions. What these
conditions are, the reader must discover
for himself.
JUST JEMIMA
J. J. Bell, the Scottish humorist, is
again to the fore with a piece of genuine
drollery entitled, "Just Jemima." Mr.
Bell's latest is as good as anything he
has yet done. His heroine and her adventures furnish one long chuckle, de?rr;,bed as they are by a past-master of
that dry, kindlv, unfailing humor so
characteristic of, and peculiar to, the
land of the heather.

HUGH
The

V/ALPOLE

author of "The Secret City" and other
successes gives us a new novel entitled
"Jeremy" this season.

real himself and who, through
ciation with young men and
been able to see and appreciate
point of youth. His book is

big

his assoboys, has
the viewdistinctly

a young man's book.
THE HIDDEN AERIAL
A fine new juvenile tale is "The Hidden Aerial," by Lewis E. Theiss, published oy the W. A. Wilde Company,
of Boston. Primarily it is the story of
a ban;i of boys who enlisted in the boys'
working reserve to serve their country
curing the war; secondarily it is the
story of a wireless spy hunt. Their wirelfss Ir^inin?: serves them well when called uDon to en -age in a hunt for hidden
\.ireles3 apparatus. Striking characteristics in the makeup of the different boys
rerve to aid in 1-o'ding the attention of
the reader from the begining to the end.
Each boy played his part and it will be
of interest to every reader to learn how
each acted at the critical moment. The
volume is illustrated with colored frontispiece and black and white illustrations.

FOR ENGLANDS HONOR
From Morgan & Scott, Ltd., of London, comes a copy of their fine new book
For boys, a big, fat volume of nearly
4&0 r>a<res. The story is by Albert Lee
and is a stirring tale based on the great
war. It is well illustrated and should
prove a favorite with juvenile readers.
The publishers of W. A. Fraser's
latest novel, "Bulldog Carney," have purchased the publishing: rights in Canada
for the same author's, "The Thoroughbred." published about a dozen years
ago, and a new edit'on will be brought
out.
A YOUNG MAN'S BOOK
Jo^n M. Holmes, author of "Jesus and
the Young Man of To-day," is general
secretary of the Central Y. M. C A. of
Greenville, South Carolina. He is a
young man who has found the problems
with which he deals in his book very

FRANK
This

SWINNERTON

popular

English
author
follows up "Nocturne" and "Shops and Houses" with
"September," just published.
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AT HALFWAY

Grace McLeod Rogers' new book, "Joan
at Halfway,"
has just come from McClelland & Stewart.
When orphaned little Joan Wisdom
came to Halfway to live with her great
uncle Garret Wisdom, she found an air
of mystery surrounding the strange old
house near the sea. Uncle Garret was
a rheumatic autocrat and Joan's glimpses of the world beyond Halfway were
rare, yet she met with other characters,
some quaint, some mysterious, and some
very lovable.
"Halfway!"— what a world of things
to think about it gave to sixteen-yearold Joan. There were the locked doors
of secrecy and buried hurt and the anger
of old Wisdom quarrels, the hereditary
gypsy curse of the Thirst that was to
fall upon every male in the Wisdom lino
and the promise,
"Sons' sons and daughters' sons,
son's son shall end it."
ButThen
there were the other Wisdoms
at whom she must not speak, and
whom she must never see — how she had
longed to know them! How Joan lifted
the curse of Romany and reunited the
proud Wisdoms is a story woven of romantic legends from the "land of or-

The author is a native Nova Scotian
and her husband, D. H. W. Rogers, is
achards."
prominen
Amherst. t barrister, now Mayor of
THE HARBOR ROAD
A most entertaining story is told by
Sara Ware Bassett in "The Harbor
Road," published by the Copp, Clark Co.
In the little Cape Cod village of Wilton
lives Nate Harlow with his sister Deborah, and their niece, Tressie. When
the family exchequer runs low, Deborah
decides to take some summer boarders,
and the complications resulting from the
venture make it a tale in which there
is a glimpse of old Boston and its traditions, and a broader glimpse of the
sea with its white ships and bordering
dunes. Through the unravelling of a
lover's tangle, and the kindliness of
loyal friends, Nate wins back all he holds
dearest on earth. The tang of the salt
air and of New Englandism breathes in
every page of this delicate, humorous,
and appealing story.
STARTING A STORE
As an example of how the business of
bookselling casts its fascinations around
those in other occupations, a quotation
from a recent letter from San Francisco
is interesting. David Reed, who opened
the Utility Book Shop at 63 McAllister
Street, this summer, writes: "I have
started a book shop near the public library, and, as I make pretty good money
on the side as a telegrapher and s'eep
?t the shop, I intend to stick to it. It's
a hobby that saves me, as a young man,
from many extravagances and sins, and
I hope, as an old man, from ennui. I
intend to build up this business so that
rome day I shall not have to telesrraph.
I am studying bibliography in order to
-■necialize in rare books." — "Publishers'

Weekly."

Monthly Record of New
Published
THE

COPP

CLARK
CO., LIMITED
Fiction
The Harbor Road, Sara Ware Bassett,
cloth, $1.50; Huldy's Whistle, Anne A.
Miller, cloth, $1.35; The Night Operator,
Frank L. Packard, cloth, $1.50.
Non-Fiction
Addresses
in America — 1919,
John
Galsworthy,
cloth, $1.25; The Path to
Home,
Edgar
A. 'Quest, cloth, $1.25;
Go! George H. Phelps, cloth, $1.00.
Juvenile
The Magic of Oz, L. Frank Baum,
cloth, $1.50.
HODDER
& STOUGHTON,
LIMITED
Fiction
Adventures of Antoine, Collinson
Owen, $1.50; Consequences, E. M. Delafield, $1.50; The Disturbing Charm,
Berta Ruck, $1.50; Humpty Dumpty, H.
A. Vachell, $1.50; Hermit of Far End,
Margaret Pedler, $1.35; In Peril on the
Sea, author of "Northern Mists," $1.50;
The Last Million, Ian Hay. $1.50; Lady
of St. Luke's, Mark Allerton, $1.35;
Lady of the Crossing, Frederick Niven,
$1.50; Mufti, Sapper, $1.50; Man on
Dover Road, David Whitelaw, $1.35; The
Scarlet Nest, Ellis Lloyd, $1.35; Signor
McGlusky, A. G. Hales, $1.35; Valley of
Headstrong Men, F. S. Fletcher, $1.50;
Woman's Footprint, E. R. Punshon, $1.35.
Non-Fiction
Victory Over Blindness, Sir Arthur
Pearson, $1.50; More Rough Rhymes of
a Padre, Studdart Kennedy, 50c; Rough
Talks of a Padre, Studdart Kennedy,
$1.50.

McClelland

& stewart

LIMITED
Fiction

Rainbow Valley, L. M. Montgomery,
$1.60; Joan at Halfway, Grace McLeod
Rogers, $1.50; Bulldog Carney, W. A.
Fraser, $1.50; A Sailor's Home, Richard
Dehan, $1.75; Janet of Kootenay, Evah
McKowan, $1.50; The Moon and Sixpence, W. Somerset Maugham, $1.50;
Instead, Olive Wadsley, $1.50; The
King's Widow, Mrs. Baillie Reynolds,
$1.50; Our Casualty, George A. Birmingham, $1.50; After Thirty, Julian
Street, $1.50; The Girl in the Mirror,
Elizabeth Jordan, $1.50; The Forest
Fire, E. Temple Thurston, $1.50; The
Trail of the Beast, Achmed Abdullah,
$1.50; Golden Dicky, Marshall Saunders,
$1.50; The Girl of O. K. Valley. Robert
Watson, $1.50; The Touch of Abner, H.
A. Cody, $1.50; The Dome's of Raffles
Haw, A. Conan Doyle. $1.50; Second
Marriage, Viola Meynell, $1.50; Little
Miss-by-the-Day, LuciMe Van Slyke,
$1.50; The Yellow Lord, Will Levington
Comfort, $1.50; The Four Roads. Sheila
GerKaye-Smith, $1.50; Transplanted,
trude Atherton, $1.60: Christopher
Laird, Sidney McCall, $1.60; Her Son,
Horace A. Vachell, $1.60; The Querrils,

Books

by Firms Established in Canada

Stacy Aumonier, $1.60; Yellow Men
Sleep, Jeremy Lane, $1.60; Singing
Mountains, A. B. Cunningham, $1.50.
Non-Fiction
The Mason-Wasps, J. Henri Fabre,
$1.75; The Mud Larks, Crosbie Garstin,
$1.50; The Life of the Spider, J. H. Fabre, $2.50; Sea Hounds, Lieut. Lewis R.
Freeman, $2.00.
Juvenile
I-Wonde'r-Why Stories, George Adam,
$1.25; Barbara of Baltimore, Katherine
Haviland Taylor, $1.50; Games for Children's Development, Hilda A. Wrights
son, $1.50; Summer in a Girls' Camp,
Anna Worthington Cole, $1.50; Blue
Magic, Eddth Ballinger Prince, $1.00;
Boy Scouts Book of Stories, Edited by
F. K. Mathiews, $2.00.
GEORGE

J. McLEOD,
Fiction

LIMITED

A Woman's Woman, Nalbro Bartley,
cloth, $1.75; Cursed, George Allan England, cloth, $1.50; Spriggles, E. Lawrence Dudley, cloth, $1.60; David Vallory, Francis Lynde, cloth, $1.60; Passionate Pilgrim, Samuel Merwin, cloth,
$1.75; Shorty McCabe Gets the Hail,
Sewell Ford, cloth, $1.75; Partners of
the Out-trail, Harold Bindloss, cloth,
$1.60; The Ivory Trail, Talbot Mundy,
cloth, $1.75; The Bartlett Mystery, Louis
Tracy, cloth, $1.75; The Starling, Juliet
Wilbur Tompkins, cloth, $1.50.
THE MUSSON BOOK CO., LIMITED
Fiction
Tales of Fishes, Zane Grey, cloth,
$2.50; How Animals Talk, Wm. J. Long,
cloth, $3.00; What We Eat and What
Happens To It, Philip B. Hawk, Ph.D.,
cloth, $1.35; Cathedral Cities of France,
Herbert and Hester Marshall, cloth, $3;
Going West, Basil King, Paper Boards,
60c; Twelve Lessons From the Seven
Purposes, Margaret Cameron, cloth, 60c;
The Taker, D. G Goodman, cloth, $1.75;
Their Mutual Child, P. G. Wodehouse,
c'oth, $1.50; The Groper, Henry G. Aikman, cloth, $1.60; Twelve Men, Mr.
Dreiser, cloth. $1.75; In the Sweet Dry
and Dry, Christopher Morley and Bart
The Haunted' Hookcloth, $1.50;Morley,
Haley, Christopher
shop,
cloth, $1.65.
Non-Fiction
The Modem Book of French Verse,
edited by A. Boni, cloth, $2.'50; The Modern Book of English, edited with an introduction by R. Le Gallienne, cloth,
$2.50.
OXFORD

UNIVERSITY
PRESS
Fiction
Sisters, Kathleen Morris, cloth, illustrated, $1.60; Ramsey Milholland, Booth
Tarkington, cloth, illustrated, $1.50; A.
London Lot. A. Neil Lyon, cloth,
$1.50; The Works of Stewart Edward White — 10 vols., boxed, cloth, illustrated, each, $1.50.
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Non-Fiction
Our
White

First Always, Claude Grahameand Harry Harper, cloth, illustrated, $1.75; Zeebrugge and Ostend, C.
Sanford Terry, cloth, illustrated, $-2.25.
Little Nature Library
Trees Worth Knowing, Julia Ellen
Rogers, cloth, illustrated, $1.50; Wild
Flowers Worth Knowing, Neltje Blanchan, cloth, illustrated, $1.50; Birds
Worth Knowing, Neltje Blanchan, cloth,
illustrated, $1.50; Butterflies Worth
Knowing, Clarence M. Weed, cloth, illustrated, $1.50.
Juvenile
Scouting Thrills, Capt. J. B. McKean,
V.C., M.C., M.M., cloth, illustrated, $1.50;
Tuck Me In Rhymes, Enos B. Comstock,
cloth, illustrated, $1.25 net; Tuck Me In
Stories, Enos B. Comstock, cloth, illustrated, $1.25 net; Adventures of Blackberry Bear, Margaret Frances Fox,
cloth, illustrated, $1.25 net; Imagnia:
The Story of a Boy and His Talking
Dog, Julia Ellsworth Ford, illustrated
by Arthur Rockham, cloth, $1.50 net.
THE
RYERSON
PRESS, TORONTO
Fiction
Lamp in the Desert, Ethel M. Dell,
cloth, $1.75; Sherry, McCutcheon, cloth,
$1.60; Rebecca's Promise, F. R. Sterrett,
cloth, cloth,
$1.60; 75c;
DillyTharon
& Dally,
W. McCart-'
ney,
of Lost
Valley,
V. E. Roe, cloth, $1.60.
Non-Fiction
The Young Visitors, Daisy Ashford,
cloth, $1.00; Same Old Bill, E. Streeter,
cloth, 75c; 1914, Lord French, cloth,
$6.00.

S. B.Fiction
GUNDY

The Happy End, Joseph Herieshoimer,
cloth, $1.75 net; Sisters, Kathleen Norris, cloth, $1.60 - net; The Beach of
Dreams, H. De Vere Stacpoole, cloth,
$1.60 net; Sister Women, J. G. Sime,
cloth, $1.60 net; The Other Side of the
Wall, Henry Justin Smith, cloth, $1.60
net; My Rest Cure. George Robey, cloth,
Non-Fiction
$1.35 net.

Homing With the Birds, Gene StrattonPorter, cloth, $2 net; A Last Diary of
the Great War, Saml. Pepys, Jnr., cloth,
$1.75 net.
Thomas Young, a director of the
house of Cassell & Co., is at present in
Toronto conferring with the Canadian
representative of the house, W. Clelland
and will proceed from here to
& Stewart,
York.
New
George Geer, manager of the Chicago
office of the Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, was in Toronto on Sept. 30, the
truest of Thomas Allen. Canadian representative of the Houghton Mifflin Co.
Mr. Geer, while in Toronto, made the
of other memof a number
acquain
n book trade..
the Canadia
bers oftance

BOOKSELLER-

AND

STATIONER

Author of the
Anne Books
Something
About
L. M.
Montgomery, Whose New
Novel, "Rainbow Valley,"
Has Just Appeared.
From
Charlottetown,'P.E.I.,
dian thethe
following
interesting factsGuarare
gleaned about L. M. Montgomery, whose
new book, "Rainbow Valley," has just
been published by McClelland & Stewart:
From this the smallest province,
Prince Edward Island, Canada's "Million acre farm," comes one of our best
known authors — L. M. Montgomery
(who in 1911 became Mrs. (Rev.) Ewan
Macdonald of Leaskdale, Ont.). Lucy
Maud Montgomery was born a* Clifton,
Prince Edward Island, where her father,
Hugh John Montgomery, a son of Senator Montgomery, was a merchant.
Owing to the death of her mother
when she was only a few months old
she was brought up by her grandparents at Cavendish, P. E. I. Her education was completed at the Prince of
Wales College, Charlottetown, and Dalhousie College, Halifax. She taught
school for a few years. It was while she
was at the Prince of Wales College that
her first work was published — a poem, in
an American magazine, although she
says: "As far back as my memory runs
I was writing stories and verse for my
own amusement."
Her first
"Anne"

L. M. Montsromery, author of "Anne of Green Gables," "Anne of Avonlea,'
"Kilmeny
of the Orchard,"
"The
Golden
Koad,"
"Anne's
House
of Dreams,"
"Rainbow
Valley,"
etc.

book grew out of a request for a serial
for a Sunday School weekly. It was
based on an entry in an old note-book:
"Elderly couple apply to orphan asylum
for a boy; a girl is sent to them." The
proposed serial grew to a book and from
that arose a whole series of the "Anne"
books.
Full of a splendid wholesomeness, a
delectable, humor and pure romance, is
L. M. Montgomery's new novel, "Rainbow Valley," again staged on this her
native Prince Edward Island. It tells of
the everyday events in a community of
simple, kindly people whose lives — sometimes dramatic, sometimes prosaic — are

the counterpart of other lives the counThetry over.
six children of Anne Blythe (of
"Anne of Green Gables" fame) and their
four young neighbors of the Manse, are
just the sort of lovable incorrigibles that
keep the town aghast at their mischief
while it scretly gloats over their irresistibleness. It is around their adventures and misadventures that the story
turns and it is partly through them that
two romances are brought to a happy
outcome.
"The Born Fool" is a vigorous tale of
mining life by John Walter Byrd.

Hot Shot for the Advertising Slacker
An Important Summary of the Situation as It Exists in Many Places To-day With Suggestions as to What Can be Done to Overcome the Troubles
Many Merchants Bring on Themselves
vertising that liave been doing service
a representative
of the Macdern advertising methods, the merchants
since the day of the Pharoahs, when
Lean
Publishing
Company
the
of Western Canada are ignoring one of
they were first chiseled in stone. No
writer has just completed a tour
the most powerful weapons they have
of Western Canada, which has
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—
^^
punch, no originality, no cuts,
nothing spectacular, attractive
taken him to upwards of 100
"The merchant in the small town is competing
or compelling. It was in these
towns in Manitoba, Saskatchetowns that the merchants said
against the best brains in the advertising world, emwan and Alberta. He has callployed in getting out great catalogues that are a deed on most of the business
they had little faith in adverlight to the eye, with their attractive cover design,
tising in the home paper, and it
houses in these towns, and in
their wealth of illustrations, and the cleverly worded
was in these towns that they
every case the publisher of the
and set up announcements that appear on every page.
wailed over the disloyalty of
local newspaper. The question
Every
page
is
like
a
circus
bill,
to
excite
the
imaginathe
citizens in sending their orof advertising has been discusstion and stimulate a buying impulse that is irresist ible.
ders to the mail order houses.
ed with both merchants and
"Does the advertising of the home merchant stimpublishers from every angle.
With one accord they announculate the imagination? Well not that you could notice,
ed t>iat it was useless to put on
A critical survey has been made
a
bargain
sale in that town.
of the display announcements
in the average case."
in the various weekly publica- ■""
Editor's Outlook Limited
tions.
for combatting the mail-order business.
Incidentally, the publisher of the newsThe outcome of this investigation is
It is almost pitiable to pick up many
paper was almost as sound asleep as the
the firm conviction that either through
of the
country
weeklies
and
find
merchants.
Week after week he allownegligence or absolute ignorance of mothroughout the stereotyped forms of ad-
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ed their advertising to run without
change. If they were not enough interested to boost their own business, he
should worry. Week after week he accepted their copy wihtout remonstratingwith them on the futility of putting in
such announcements, or endeavoring —
if indeed they knew how, to educate
them to more mo^^^^^^^^^^_
d e r n
methods.
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firm in town. It bore the caption in
heavy type: "Our Ladies' Footwear,"
followed by the words in 18 point lightface type: "in white canvas or leather
will be found comfortable and classy."
There followed a straight announcement
of various kinds of shoes with their
prices.
No cut was used in either ad.

R

THE COUNTRY THEY WOULD GO
UNDER IN VERY QUICK ORDER.
In the town of Cabri, Saskatchewan,
situated on the Empress branch of the
C.P.R., two instances are afforded of
effective advertising, in which the "Clarion," published by Ross & Penny, was
used as the medium.
In the case of one
^

1^B—

"It is the comment of newspaper publishers in most small
towns, that if city stores were to use the advertising methods of the country they would go under in quick order."

Many publishers appear unable to
grasp the fact that
a merchant who receives returns from his advertising invariably increases his space, becomes
an enthusiastic booster for the
paper
and a permanent fixture in its columns.
The merchants in a town of this kind
are competing against the best brains
of the advertising world employed in
getting out great catalogues that are a
delight to the eye with their attractive
cover design, their wealth of illustrations, and the cleverly worded and setup announcements that appear on every
page. Every sheet is like a circus bill,
to excite the imagination, and stimulate
a buying impulse that is irresistible.
Does the advertisement of the home
merchant excite the imagination? Well,
not what you could notice in the average
case. Take for instance the big display announcement of a men's wear shop
in a Western town. It appears on the
front page of the local weekly, and reads
like this:
Men's Furnishings
Men's Footwear
Men's Hats and Caps
Men's Clothing
The firm's name
At your service at all
hours.
This advertisement
had been running for
four successive issues. It was practically bo much waste
space, practically
money thrown away.
Everybody in the surrounding town and
country knew that this
store carried these articles. The announcement was run during
the month of June
when the store was
full of seasonable
sumimier goods, but
never a suggestion or
hint was given of cool
garments, o f new
stock, or of values
that made purchasing
worth while.
Above

this advertisement in the premier position in the paper, top of column,
left hand side of front
page, was another inserted by the leading

concerns a
of thesesale
special
was put
on by a professional
sales company, the
other
is the story

of how one
merchant has tripled his business in three
years by snappy advertising methods.
One could go on indefinitely. These
$3,000 the First Day's Sale
In the case of the special selling out
are typical of announcements that apsale a page announcement was used in
pear in most country weeklies. Scarcethe regular Thursday edition, but it was
ly ever is there anything that will make
the most "spectacular" advertising page
a farmer's wife jump into her car and
come into town, even as city housewives
ever used in Cabri. It was patterned afflock down to the big stores every day
ter the page ads used almost daily in
to be present when some article is to
big city journals, and a copy of it is rebe cleared out at a stipulated hour.
produced on this page.
Its most strikAs a matter of fact the advertising
ing feature was the ten-inch cut of a vigorous man, who with clenched fist, apvalue of an occasional flyer in genuine
bargains is very much overlooked in the
peared in the act of driving home his arguments. Enclosed in a heavy bordered
country, where special offerings of this
kind would undoubtedly lead to large
box to the right was the personal statement of the proprietor setting forth his
sales of general stock. IT IS THE COMreasons for selling out, and there was
MENT OF NEjWSPAPER PUBLISHthe usual announcement of store closERS IN MOST SMALL TOWNS THAT
IF CITY STORES WERE TO USE
ing for two days to arrange and mark
THE
ADVERTISING
METHODS
OF
stock, also the familiar advertisement,
"Salespeople
Wanted." The advertisement opened with the
convincing
statement
that "This
sale will,
without doulbt, create
the greatest
selling
activity ever seen in
this section.
Without
a question
the finest
and
most
complete
stock of merchandise
in this part of Saskatchewan, ami the people Oiere havie! never
seen
such boma-fide
ordered your supply of
Have
reductions
on everyHiino: to wear, eat and
use as will
be given
Holiday
Book
Catau
here
when the
sale
this yeayor's
City Stores Would Perish Under Similar
Treatment

A

REMINDER

logues?
delay this,
this issue,

you haven't, do not
Turn
clip
to
in
Read the pagpaertic40
ulars
Then
the coupon and

there.

mail

If

in

your

order

In the body of the
ad. there appeared
seven little boxes
opens."the pa?e, readacross
ing as follows:

These
catalogues will help you to greatly swell

Every trade report
brings notice of higher prices of wool and
cotton
goods,
Think!

your Christmas book sales.

Nearly every letter
we open tells about
the advance in prices.
Save while you can.
Our advice is to
stock up now for next
winter's needs. We'll
help you save.
Shoe leather i s
scarce and going
up

BOOKSELLER
rapidly. Take advantages of these
prices.
Women who are handy with the
needle should be on hand early.
The high cost of living gets a jolt
during this sale. Here are many useful
things for the home all at bargain
prices.
The lower half of the page contained
a tabulated list of goods offered for
sale with their regular price and their
sale price.
The sale opened on Saturday, June 2,
with a rush, and A TOTAL OF $3,000
WAS TAKEN IN THE FIRST DAY. It
was necessary to close the store for another couple of days in preparation for
the further selling effort that resulted
in closing out the entire stock.
Advertising Draws Trade
Now while it would not be feasible for
a country store to adopt tactics of this
kind as a permanent thing, the lesson
to be drawn from this experience is
that the proper kind of advertising
draws txade in the country as well as in
the city. Had any person told that
Cabri merchant that he could sell $3,000
worth of goods in a day by advertising,
he would not have believed it possible.
The point appears to be that in order
to attract attention the small town merchant must adopt unusual methods from
time to time. He must put life and fire
and action into his announcements if ht
wishes to arouse his readers to the proper buying pitch. If he could only realize when he puts his advertisement into
the local newspaper with a circulation of
500 that he is talking to an audience of
over 2,000 people, practically all of them
prospective buyers!
Ask the publisher of any country
paper and he will tell you that he is almost distracted every week trying to
get the .[merchants to change their announcements. He finds it a hard job
to get them to write copy, and he must
hound them and worry them continually
to help themselves. In too many towns
the attitude of the merchants is that the
paper is helping to serve the community, and therefore, from a charitable
standpoint, should be given a little assistance.
Nearly Triples Business
But with regard to the second instance of effective advertising at Cabri.
Arthel Simard, a general merchant
there, purchased his present business
three years aeo. Prior to the time he
took it over the greatest business conducted in any one year amounted to $39,000. Since 1916 his progress has been
so rapid that his turnover last year
amounted to $89,000. He attributes
th^s largely to his advertising methods,
a'tViouarh he has adopted a system of
selline: groceries in carload lots direct
from the track to the farmers at harvest
and threshing time, which is another
story.
Mr. Simard began his advertisine
with a six-inch space, but he used that
snace intelligently to attract ueople to
his store. His advertising from the
first has been changed completely from
week to week, for as he says an ad. run
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the second time is stale and the mark of
a stale business. He has endeavored
at all times to use originality in his
captions, and has not been afraid to
"boost" himself, his values and business
to the limit. He goes by the principle
that the man who displays confidence
in himself and his store begets confidence in others. He had adopted the
slogan: "You generally pay less at
The advertisements of this store are
Simard's."
patterned after those of the city stores.
The articles offered for sale in each
department of the store are grouped together and tabulated in ten point type,
with the price printed in black. Every
article advertised has its price mark,
and in many -instances there is a brief
word of description, such as: "Our
prints are all imported and guaranteed
fast colors," or "White voile, just the
thing for hot weather wear," "lovely
pattern," "made of the strongest material," etc.
Sincerity Essential
"The country paper is a wonderful
medium if it is used right," said Mr.
Simard. "Out on the farms the people
have plenty of time to read, and if an
advertisement is attractive or is designed as mine are to create the impression
of lists of bargains they study every
word. Even in the heat of summer they
watch the advertisements, and I know
that T aim constantly getting direct results for they come into the store and
say: 'I see you are selling
for
such a price.' The great thing is to be
absolutely sincere and honest in adverting. It misrht be possible to put
across a fake once or twice, but a lost
customer is the penaltv." This merchant
says he tries to find time on Sundays
to write his advertisino-, at which time
he can concentrate on it, but in any
event he takes the utmost pains to have
his copy to the newspaper in good time,
and planned out in a way to draw trade.
Where other merchants are continually marking up their old stock in accordance with the latest wholesale prices,
Mr. Simard believes in taking advantage
of his early purchases to announce
special bargains. There is no better
form of advertising, he says. In July
he was selling old stock prunes for
$2.00 a case that were then costing him
$2.80 wholesale. At certain times of the
year, notably in the fall, he takes a
half page of space to announce his sales
on the track.
Merchandising Cuts Needed
It would seem that the Western Canadian newspaper field was rine for a
cheap service of merchandising cuts.
Those could either be sold direct to the
newspaper or through them to the
merchants, most of whom are in a position to pay and pay well. It might be
feasible also to supply country newpapers with a small stereoptying outfit
for moulding a service of matrices into
oasts. At the present time there are
practically no cuts used whatsoever
except in the case «f certain implement
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firms who are supplied by the manufacturers.
It would also seem feasible for some
enterprising publisher to supply to
country merchants through the newspapers a miniature advertising cjurse,
setting forth in one publication
the rudiments of the craft, and giving
a great number of display advertisements as texts for their own announcements. Any efforts of an educational
nature such as this will assist very materially in helping to fight the mail order houses.
Hurry in Ad. Writing Costly
James Penny, one of the proprietors
of the Cabri "Clarion," stated the other
day that they experienced great difficulty in getting merchants to change their
advertising from week to week. In
many cases, he said, this was hurriedly
done, "just to get it over with," and
with results that can be easily guessed.
At times, he says, from a purely defence
standpoint, they have changed the advertisements themselves on the front
page, for they were so glaringly the
same as the former week as to rob the
paper of freshness. Frequently, says
Mr. Penny, the advertiser requests the
publisher to make the change as he is
"too busy." However, no matter how
intelligent a printer may be he cannot
possibly be expected to know what the
advertiser washes to lay before his
readers. "Advertising space costs
money, every inch of it," says Mr.
Penny, "and some advertisers may as
well throw their money in the gutter for
all the good it accomplishes in trying to
keep money at home where it rightfully
belongs."
One the
day proposal
the proprietors
of "Clarion"
made
to an advertiser
that
instead of using general terms in his
announcements that he use his space
once a week to clear out odd lines. This
the merchant began to do, with such, to
him, wonderful results, that he has developed into a consistently good advertiser. The story was told of another
merchant who used a half page space to
announce a special bargain sale, and who
went further and decorated the exterior
of his premises to make it appear something unusual was happening. This effect was achieved by taking larsre colored posters, cutting them in half, and
making each half sheet into the form of
a pennant with the paper cutter. On
each of these naper pennants was
printed
the paper
one was
word
Varied colored
used, "SALE."
and the
plate
glass
windows
decorated
in such a
ing.
way as to not affect the window dressThe "Clarion" is a good instance of a
healthy country paper, and its service
to advertisers has placed it where it is
with a circulation of 1,050. Its advertisers are increasing their snace to such
an extent as a result of their success
that they are automatically being forced
off the front page, and it is the intention
of the publishers to present a solid news
front on page one just as soon as present contracts expire.

New

Goods Described and Illustrated

ONE-PIECE COVERS
A. R. MacDougall & Co., as representatives of the Trussell Mfg. Co., are
showing a solid leather cover for loose
leaf books which is of interest to stationers.
The big feature of all-leather covers
are their flexibility and their ability to
I Covering

fC.loth

report that they have leased permanent manufacturing quarters in the city
and have secured an option to buy if
they decide on this course.
A practical demonstration of the "Universal Paper Hanger" showed wallpaper being prepared and pasted in this
new device that is said to revolutionize

f Leather;

| Board I Pa[

SOLfD I^ATHElt

ng (Cloth)

ONE-PIECE

stand hard usage, bending and folding
without the least risk of breaking. These
covers are cut out of the hide by the use
of an automatic "die" cutting machine.
Each cover is one piece of leather a I
the way through. Naturally they stand
up longer than the usual three-ply,
glued cover can be expected to. Quality
considered, they are low in price, and
each sale means a satisfied customer.
IVPER-HANGING MACHINE
St. Thomas, Ont, Sept. 17. The report is given out by A. B. Hitch, of
Hitch Bros. Co., inventors and owners
of the "Universal Paper Hanger," that
their stock selling: campaign in this city
has been very successful and they have
now disposed of sufl'icient shares to enable them to state definitely that they
wdl locate here.
The promoters
of the new industry

COVER

the art of papei -hanging. The operations, as demonstrated, are very simple
and efficient and back up the assertions
of the inventors that their machine
makes paper-hanging "child's play."
TOY CROCODILE
A crocodile, which opens and closes
its jaws and wags its tail in a most
realistic manner, is to be seen at the
showrooms of Bedington, Liddiatt & Co.,
Ltd., Bayer Street, London, E.C. This
toy is manufactured in wood, and it is
one of the most novel lines that has yet
come to our notice. This firm have also
a very fine range of wood toys of every
description.
DILLY DALLY
CALENDAR
Acting on the English popularity of
ithe comical high-hatted characters of
"Dilly and Dally," introduced in the
book by that name, Tuck's have put out

a Dilly and Dally cut-out stand figure
calendar which is a most striking number.
GAME TEACHES GEOGRAPHY
"Geographical Lotto" is a new game
out thic year. The game consists of 20
cardboard cards 5 x 7V4 in each. On
each card is a pictorial representation
of a section of the map of the United
States lithographed in four colors, consisting of two or more States of the
U. S. The most important cities and
towns of each State are shown on these
maps. The main object is to show the
player as graphically as possible the
name, location and importance of the
cities of the States shown on the cards
held by him. The number of cities
shown are 240. For each city shown
there is a corresponding "chip" or "lotto
card" carrying the name of that city,
thus making 240 "chips." When playing
the game a dealer is selected as in other
games of cards. The dealer selects at
random from the receptacle one of the
chips or lotto cards and announces the
name on the chip. Every person playing
scans his map for the city called off, thus
familiarizing himself with the geography
of the United States. The game continues in this way until some one player

has covered, with various "lotto" cards
or "chips," all of the cities shown on his
card. This player is the winner of the
game. It is hoped that a similar earne
based on the map of Canada and Cana- ,
dian cities will follow on the strength
of the success of this one.
A CAMERA NOVELTY
The little sport camera is a newcomer
for which a big demand is being dedeveloped there are a lot of surprises for
a quarter. It looks like a real camera
and it takes pirtures — but who i they are
developed there are a lot of surprises for
those whose picturos have been taken.
That is the feature of the camera. It
will do things thai the ordinary camera
will not do.

If you haven't ordered your supply of the
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Clip and fill out the Order Form
on page 40 of this Issue
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STATIONER

we affirm the unrivalled fine quality of WELDON ROBERTS'
mean exactly that — unrivalled. The only way to put this statetest is to test the erasers. We mail free samples to stationers
There are 88 styles.

How

Are You Selling

Paper)

place it now?

WEBSTER'S

WEBSTER'S

COLLEGIATE

100,000 words, 1,248 pages, 1,700 ills.

WEBSTER'S

NEW

IDEAL

1,216 pages

WEBSTER'S

by

LITTLE JEM

Most complete of pocket manuals.

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
York

NEW INTERNATIONAL

400,000 words, 2,700 pages, 6,000 ills.
Regular and India-Paper Editions.

You will find it the choice of customers with discriminating taste.

New

Of

viced
sersfie
mpt sati
Prons
mea
customers. If
yo
sn'torde
haur
beern
placed, why not

Its good style and fine quality
are the result of a century's experience inpaper making.

Manufactured

Stock

Merriam-Webster
DICTIONARIES?

(jranes
(The Correct Writing

Is Your

Order

through

your

Jobber or of the Publisher

G.&C.MERRIAMCO.,

Pittsfield, Mass.

SPRINGFIELD,
MASS.

THERE ARE REASONS
for the largely increased sales of Bradley Water
Color Boxes for schools. The standard of quality
has been maintained and prompt deliveries are
always made.
For sale by the leading jobbers, or trade orders
will be promptly filled by
LEADING

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

BOXES:

B-l — 8 semi-moist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans. 6 standard
colors with white
and black.
A variety of other assortments kept in stock.
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215 Victoria Street,
Sole

Canadian

Agents
for Milton Bradley's
and Kindergarten Materials.

Toronto

Primary

Art
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DO

YOU

ONLY

SKIM

OVER

THE

NEWS?

The busy business man who has no time to read
the newspapers carefully and who misses many
valuable items about his line of business does not
need to be handicapped. He can have us do his
important reading for him and send him these —

We cover the whole of Canada and United States
for news relating to any business and can keep
you posted with timely information. Do you want
news of any of the following lines ?
PUBLISHERS
BOOK STORES
CHILDREN'S GOODS
TOYS AND NOVELTY STORES
NEWS AGENCIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
STATIONERY STORES

ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
PAPER MANUFACTURERS
SCHOOLS
PRINTING SHOPS
WALL PAPER STORES
MUSIC STORES
VARIETY STORES

WRITE FOR RATES, ETC.

CANADIAN

PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE

143-153 UNIVERSITY

AVE.,
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ADDS

MOISTENER

TO PROFITS

Retail price,
$5 each.
Wholesale
price,
$2.50 each.
K.O.B. Bellows
Falls, Vt.
Made of pressed steel, taivej
any standard
width roll, ami

NEW

is so simp'."
sales talks, de-

monstrations _

or "approval"
sales are unnecessary. Users lute
them because in speeding wrapping and packing they moisten tape
perfectly. Put in a stock now and
lose no sales when customers call.
Orders shipped day received.
WRITEjFOR PRICES
__J. F. Ryan & Co.
AND SAMPLES 0152 Vanderbilt Ave.

■Sealing tapes

new

york

GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLES
should write
at once
for samples and
prices of
NEEDLES
S
THE APEX
each playing 10
records.
Also
ordinary NEEDLES
and SPEAR POINTS.
Buyers

DELIVERIES

NEW
GOODS
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED
BLOTTING

PAPER

An actual sample of blotting paper
line they now represent for Canada, that
of the Virginia Paper Co., of Richmond,
Va., which, by the way, is a newly established concern manufacturing blotting
paper in one grade only, the grade being
produced in various weights frjm 60 to
120 lbs. in white stock and from 80 to
HO lbs. in pink, blue, canary and buff.
These papers are all stocked in size 19
in. x 24 in. sheets. Emphasis is laid on
the assertion that this new blotting
paper is made of pure cotton stock, with
nj clay or wood introduced.
DOUBLE
DESK
INKSTAND
Herewith is illustrated a new number
from the line of stationery specialties
manufactured hy F. A. Weeks Mfg. Co.,
93 John Street, New York City. This
new inkstand is for use on double desks
and is made of fine crystal glass with

"VlTp^Astwood

REDDITCH,

Bank^=31SH
ENGLAND

xter's
DeSTAR
MANIFOLD
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send for samples
and prices.

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

ARIEL

B?,8?,- LTD.
WORKS,

88-90 CLERKENWELL

LONDON,

ROAD

E.C. 1.

ENGLAND

Why is the Peerless
the Best Moistener?

Simple — Useful — Economical
We also make a large moistener
for large offices and shipping rooms
at $2.75 each.
Samples sent on ap-

BR^DWAYlSMALLWARES][CO.

WHI

GOODE

$1.00

""1.2
immediately. ~

**4i«m» r* *'*TLimited
—THJWTtnr MANUFACTURERS

ALSO

TOY BOOKS
DREAM BOOKS
EXERCISE BOOKS
DRAWING BOOKS
RIDDLE AND JOKE* BOOKS,
TABLE BOOKS
READY RECKONERS
MEMO BOOKS
FORTUNE TELLING BOOKS
ETC., ETC.

Ask any of the thousands of users
and they will tell you it is the best
on the market.

of any quantities

I be despatched

GAMES
NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY

rack space on either side for pens and
pencils, and double wells. It is equipped with an automatic protector top,
preventing overflowing of the ink. The
stand makes a handsome appearance,
and, selling at a popular price, should
prove a good item to stock.
NEW
A

SPECIALTIES
new illustrated catalogue descriptive of the Automatic Pencil Sharpener

Co.'s line of specialties, includes, besides
this firm's well-known line of lead pencil sharpeners recently added, lines
which these people are now manufacturing, including paper fasteners for fastening: together two to six sheets of paper
without use of metal clips, staples,
rivets or pins; metal spring clips,
erasers in nickel-plated 'holders, pocket
pencil sharpeners and steel document
bands.
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proval.
PEERLESS
MOISTENER CO.
826 S. Claremont Ave. CHICAGO
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The Guarantee of Quality"

^p./

ULTON

►

►

Line Daters

Self-Inking

Numberers
PrintingType
Rubber
Sign Markers

5 Stamp Pads

Manufactured

Elizabeth,
FULTON

by

SPECIALTY

Outfits

►

CO.
New Jersey
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INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

STYLES

Manufactured

by

Frank A. Weeks
Mfg. Co.
93 John St., NEW

YORK

CITY, N. Y.

Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

ARTI
R ERI
WEBEMAT
ALSSTS'
TEMPERA COLORS
Tempera Canvases and Academy
Boards
Students' Tempera Colors
Finely Prepared
Artists' Oil and
Water Colors
Pastels and Pastel Painting
Materials
Fine Quality Brushes
Poster Show Card
Colors
Air Brushes and
Materials
Catalogue on Request

F. WEBER

& CO.

Manufacturing
Artists
Colormen
since 1854.
Factories and Main House :
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
Md. ; Baltimore,

Easy To Sell

Roovers Hand and
Desk Press Embossers
(or Embossing Names and
Addresses, Seals, Monograms,
Initials, etc.
World-wide reputation for
excellence.
Write for particulars and
embossed cir:ulars showing
styles, with
prices.

ROOVERS

BROTHERS

NEW PAPETERIES
Buntin, Gillies & Co. have added to
their "Society Stationery" a series of
papeteries, containing twenty-four sheets
and twenty-four envelopes of colored
linen-finish paper with tinted edges.
Five colors make up the range, the
tinting of the edges being in corresponding shades. There is one shape
only, Colonial, with the envelopes cut
semi-wallet. The b)xes are covered to
natch the contents and the title, "Society Stationery," is embossed in gold
and Royal purple.
REPEAT-O-GRAPH
A phonograph specially called the Repeat-o-graph was shown at Toronto Exhibition by Arthur K. Kempton, Montreal. This article, as its name implies,
is an attachment to make the repeated
iplaying of records possible without
human assistance. It can be attached
to any disc phonograph, is simple in construction and on being demonstrated
makes an immediate appeal.
ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH
H. P. Bellingham, at Toronto Exhibition, demonstrated an electric phonograph, which comes in four models, in
oak, mahogany and walnut, priced from
$125 to $250. The feature of the instrument's equipment is the Arnold Electric
Motor, for which it is claimed there is
no slowing down nor speeding up, as a
variation of as much as 30 volts in the
electric lisrht current does not affect the
speed of the turntable. Application has
been entered at Ottawa to register a
trade name for this electric phonograph.
TALKING BOOKS
The tent in which the newly formed
Talking Book Co., Ltd., exhibited their
talking dolls, animals, birds and books
was the centre of much interest and comespecially
by Trestrail,
the' kiddies.
R.
Stilwellment,and
B. A.
who C.
were
handling the exhibit, were very well
pleased with the reception accorded the
line, both by the trade and the public.
A PRINCE OF WALES SONG
"The Greatest Lad We've Ever Had"
is the new Prince of Wales song just
issued by Chappell & Co., and its very
nature is pretty certain to make a big
demand for the song right away. The
words are by Gordon Johnstone, author
of "Christ in Flanders," and the music
by Geoffrey OTIara, composer of "K-KKaty."
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Pugh Specialty Co.
LIMITED

38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto,

Canada

Manufacturers and Manufacturers' Agents
We own or control 5 Factories
Our Lines

French Ivory.
Pennants, Cushions and Textile
Novelties.
Supplies for Celebrations, Old
Boys' Re-Unions, etc.
Tag Day Supplies.
Advertising Signs and Banners.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Powder Puffs.
Souvenir Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc.
Toy Books.
If you don't get our Catalogue resend us your name. It's
well worthgularly,having.

The "SWEESY"

No. 305

Soft Rubber
"Mason" Diaphragm
Line
Standard for Qualily
All Numbers Ready lot Delivery

CUSHMAN

&DENISON

240-242 West 23rd St.

MFG.CO.
NEW

YORK

Advertisement in this space
will give you a high
degree of publicity
value at $5 a month
Your

on yearly contract.
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A SOLDIER TRADE

Known

and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

EVG.VolgerMfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic,

N.J., U.S.A.

STAMPING

Scopes & Co., fine art publishers,
specializing in bas-relief process, have,
in consequence of expansion in their
business, removed their works to larger
premises at Ipswich, England, and they
are at present extending their efforts to
the development of Canadian trade.
Their photogravure souvenir momento
for those who responded to the call
of the empire is artistically produced in
high-relief, and it is significant that in
Great Britain, over 300,000 of these basrelief souvenirs have been sold. Unique
items such as these can most suitably be
marketed by stationers.
LISTS

Our Specialty:

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

SPECIALTY

RECEIVED

From the Copp, Clark Co. comes a
special illustrated list, featuring John
Bond's Crystal Palace marking ink and
setting forth its uses and advantages.
The makers' claim is that it is absolutely indelible and requires no heating. It is put up in 15 cent and 30 cent
packages in attractive square bjxes
with new metallic marking pen and penholder, and with 30 cent size a linen
stretcher
is included.
A fine new catalogue is that of the
Woman's Press, of New York, describing this firm's full line of publications.
The catalogue has forty pages. The

Pat.

May 13, 1913
The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
▼paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.

F-B MANUFACTURING
1228 Intervale Avenue, New

CO.
York

EDUCATOR
transforms
a tedious task into
fascinating, instructive game.

a

Help the children really enjoy
learning their A-B-Cs and l-2-3s
and help the grown-ups in their
search for something good and
new for the kiddies by carrying
EDUCATOR.
HeTe it is, all rendy for you to
offer them this season when there
is so little that is new.
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FOR
HOLIDAY TRADE.
Write for particulars.

G. E. PERRY
1328 Broadway

CO., MFRS.

NEW YORK, N.Y.

Woman's Press is the publication department of the National Board of the
Young Women's Christian Association
of the U. S.
From the Musson Book Co. comes the
1919 list of the Frederick J. Drake &
Co. publications which they have for
this market. They comprise practical
mechanical books, foreign language
books, reference books and popular
hand-books, such as joke books, dialogue books, dream books, etiquette
ib^oks, letter writers, etc.
An unusual autumn list of books comes
from J. M. Dent & Sons this season. It
is in the form of a lars;e folder of four
pages approaching newspaper size, devoted to new fiction, books of general
interest, juvenile and picture books.
Features of this catalogue are the lists
of novels by Conrad, Hudson, Francis
Grierson and Ibanez, including his latest
novel. "Mare Nostrum."
A "COOTIE" GAME
Another distinctively original toy is
the "Cootie Game." The trick is to corral the cooties in a nice little wire cage,
where they belong, but that isn't an easy
thing to do — hence the intense interest
the cootie game is creating.
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Made
in
Canada

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturers'

.

Agent for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT
There is good money in these lines for Dealers.
Get after this business in your territory.

E. A. CRIPPEN
Successor

to The Monarch

79 Spadina

Your

Avenue,

Sales

Paper Co.

Toronto

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising
for more business on
Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons
It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum Policy
is
" Quality
First "
and
stationers can therefore rely
on a line of goods of such
standard
and in
uni-a ~
formity as quality
puts them
position to permanently retain the
of every
tomertrade
who once
uses custhe
goods.

CARIBONUM

Gltt Ui A Trial.

COMPANY, LIMITED

54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

KEEP POSTED
Wholesalers anxious for new business
can secure live information through a
regular service of

PRESS
CLIPPINGS

These include the whole of Canada and
cover new book stores, novelty stores,
drug stores, children's goods stores, or
any branches or extensions of the same.
Write for full information to

CANADIAN
PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE
143-153 University Ave., Toronto

BOOKSELLER

The Davis Novelty Company
(Reg'd)
A large assortment of Billfolds and
Ladies' Purses in stock.
Also Men's Leather Belts, Boy Scout
Belts, School Bags for boys and girls,
Photo and Certificate Cases, Cigarette Cases, etc.

Mappin

Building,
Telephone

Montreal

Uptown

398

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
Limited

TORONTO

B.

-

CANADA

CAIRNS
Manufacturer

Rubber

and Metal

of
Stamps,

Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
Burning

Brands,

Memorial

Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main
Dealers

3760
who

are

TORONTO
interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this paper.

ARTISTS'
SUPPLY CO.
77 York Street
TORONTO

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

AND

STATIONER

ADDING
MACHINE
ROLLS
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
Philadelphia.
St.
ART SUPPLIES.
St.,
Artists' Supply Co., 77 York St.. Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria
Toronto.
BINDERS
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co.. 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg;.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto.
Dominion
Blank Book Co., Berthierville, Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
Eaton-Dikeman
Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
CASH
REGISTER
ROLLS.
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 626 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
CELLULOID
GOODS
E'. Davis & Co., Drummond
Bldig., Montreal.
Pu^h Specialty Co., 38 Clifford St., Toronto.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co., 83 Nassau
St.. New
York.
CRAYON8.
Binney & Smith, New York.
A. R. MaeDougall
& Co.. 468 King:
St. W..
Toronto.
DIE WIPING
PAPER
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New York. N.Y.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co., Orange. Mass.
ENVELOPES.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson. Limited, Montreal. Toronto. WinMenzies & Co., Limited. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. A Rutter, Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
Weldon
Roberts Rubber
Co.. Newark. N.J.
FANCY
PAPER8.
TISSUES
AND BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
A. R. MaeDougall
& Co.. 468 King St. w.
Toronto.
FILES
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St.. N.Y. City
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co., New
York.
Mabie. Todd & Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MaeDougall
& Co., 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
INKS, MUCILAGE AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higeins & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal Ink Co.. 53 Yonge
St.. Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.
"Glucine," Menzies
& Co., Limited, 439 King
W.. Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.
Cnrter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
A. R. MaeDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St.
Toronto.
KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Gen. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited. 215 Victoria
Toronto.
LEAD
AND
COPYING
PENCILS.
American
Pencil Co.. New York.
Wm.
Cane & Sons. Newmarket.
Ont
A. -R. MaeDougall
& Co.. 468 King
St.
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
LEATHER
GOODS
E. Davis & Co.. Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.
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St

MAPS
We can supply the trade with anything in
the map line as well as undertake any kind of
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada,

Limited

36 James St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

WATERSTON'S
BRAND

SEALING
BEE"

WAX

Factory:

Warriston Works, Edinburgh, Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
X"
"CLIMABaler
The Fireproof
Steel
turns your waste into
Made in 12 sizes.
Send for Catalogue.

profit.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

W..
St

W.,

20c A COPY

BOOKSELLER

School Rulers
NEW

LINE NOW

New

Shapes

and

Send

for samples

READY

Right
and

Prices.

quotations.

Up-To-Date Advertising Co.
CANISTEO, N.Y.

W. S. TUTTLE. Manager
Commercial Ruler Department

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and

Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything: in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished statues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED
Otley

Yorks

England

Manufacturers of Cheap Stationery

GEORGE

16-20 Farringdon Avenue
London, E.C. 4, England
Books and Periodicals, New
or Second-hand, procured
and forwarded promptly and
efficiently. Write for Terms.

YOUR ADV.
HERE
WILL BE
RECEIVED BY
STATIONERS
FROM
COAST TO
COAST

STATIONER

LOOSE
LEAF
BOOKS,
BINDERS
AND
HOLDERS.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Winnipeg.
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett
Loose Leaf, Limited,
639 King St. West,
Toronto.
National
Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
Rockhill & Vietor, 22 Cliff St., New York City.

ELBE BINDERS ARE USED BY UNIVERSITIES
THROUGHOUT AMERICA !
Do not fail to show them to your school trade.

Elbe

File & Binder 'Co., 97 Reade St.. N.Y.
City.
MAPS
AND
GLOBES
Rand,
McNally
& Co.. Chicago.
The Copp, Clark
Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The
Scarborough
Co. of Canada,
Hamilton,
Ont

PAPER
Climax

Baler

Co.,

BALERS

Hamilton,

PAPER
Ideal Specialties Mfg.
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing

Excellent for holding Essays.
and other data.

Ont.

FASTENERS.
Corp.,
552 Pearl
Co.,

Syracuse,

St.,

New

169

Queen

PAPETERIES
AND
WRITING
PAPERS.
The
Copp
Clark
Co., Toronto.
Buntin,
Gillies & Co., Hamilton,
Ont.
Clark
Eros.
& Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto,
WinMenzies
Warwick

&

Co.,
Bros.

Limited, Tordnto.
A Rutter, Toronto.
PLAYING
CARDS.

Notes,

Lectures

, Made in all sizes. Capacity of back 5-8" to 2".
ELBE FILE & BINDER CO.,
97 Reade Street
New York City

McFarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and

Goodall's English
Playing
Cards,
A. O. Hurst,
Front St
W., Toronto.
Standard Playinpr
Cnrd
Co., Chicago,
111.
U. S. Playing Card Co.. Windsor, Ont.
E. Davis
& Co., Drummond
Bldg.. Montreal.

32

PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLIES
H. A. Bemister,
10 Victoria St., Montreal,
Que.
Arthur K. Kempton,
.ill St. Catherine St., Montreal, Que.

POST CARDS. GREETING

Class

N.Y.

PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
&
Sons,
Limited.
W.
V.,
Victoria
St.,
London,
E.C.

Paper Dealers

14 St. Alexander St. - Montrea
TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR
PUNCHES
the best made

The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Co.
HAMILTON,

OHIO

U.S.A.

CARDS, ETC.

W.
A.

E. Courts,
145 Adelaide
St. W., Toronto.
O. Hurst,
Canadian
representative,
32 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited, Toronto.
Pugh
Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford St., Toronto.
Valentine & Sons
Publishing
Co.. Toronto.

PUNCHES
Rivet-0 Mfg.
Rivet-0

HENRY

AND

Mfg.

(Cutter, Eyelet,
Round-Hole,
Co., Orange,
Mass.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Co., Orange.
Mass.

etc.)

RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard Cairns,
77 Queen St. W., Toronto.
Fulton
Specialty
Co., Elizabeth,
N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co., Limited,
215 Victoria
St..
Toronto.
AND
OFFICE
RULERS.
Co., Canisteo.
N.Y.
SHEET MUSIC.
Co.. 1501-15 East Fifty-Fifth

St.

STATIONERS'
SUNDRIES.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp,
Clark
Co.. Wholesale
Stationers.

To-

The

SCHOOL
Up-to-Date

McKinley
Chicago. Music

Clark Bros. & Co.. Ltd., Winnipeg,
W.nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal,

Man.
Toronto,

Win-

Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
& Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John
Heath,
8 St. Bride St., E.C,
London.
Hinks,
Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen
Co., Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian
Representatives.
TOILET
GOODS
E. Davis
& Co., Drummond
Bldg.. Montreal.
TOYS,
DOLLS.
PUZZLES,
ETC.
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
E. Davis
& Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.

10c A LINE
PAYS FOR

NAME and
ADDRESS
UNDER

Directory Headings

Warwick
E. Davis
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BOOKSELLER

1.25

UWLIDGE
CCVUAL KNOWLE
»EA
320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Dr.WINFIELD SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noted A ulhority and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFEWhat every young man and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacher and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
I Riw Btok All jn p|ain wrapper for only $1,25
|Need to Read postage 10 centa extra.

McClellandLimited& stewart

Classified Advertising

French, Spanish
and Italian Grammars
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Grammar Separate, $1.00
Grammar with Key

LANGUAGES

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited

V\70RLD-ROMIC SYSTEM, MASTERKEY
VV to All Languages. Six Textbooks. $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c : Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143 Weit
47th, New York.

85 Fulton Street, New York City
Liberal Discount* to the Trade

Buyers' Guide
spaces

iy2" x 21/4"
costs $3 a
month on

yearly contract.
Highly Effective
Publicity at
Minimum Cost

517

Wellington

SELF
1*

I
/

PROFIT!
mar.ship
lessons,

I/ e%
*3

<lisin-'"
Wealth"

SALES"SCIENTIFIC
2D
Course."
$2 ; "Mail-Method
Merohan- Method,
' lessons, great
$2:

" Health 27-lesson

^^

health culture course, 2>5c ; "Cure of
Consumption."
10c;
"Sexual
PhSl)iy."
world's
greatest
sex
manual,
12>c.
Booksellers.
r.O' , discount.
Prepaid.
"HealthWealth" Pub. House. Lawrence. Massaohus
CCANDINAVIA— GENTLEMAN
WITH THE
best knowledge of the Scandinavian paper
trade desires representation of important Canadian paper works. Offers with price H*t and
samples to Mr. C. W. Bever. StockholmHerserud
Kv\, Darsland
2.

St. West

AND

-

SEX

Toronto

SERIES

Keep
these books in sight.
They
are stead>
sellers because 90 out of every 100 who pass your
store are prospective
customers.
Four
to Men
WhatBooks
a Young
Boy :— Ought to Know.
WhaJt a Young Man Ought to Know.
What
a Young
Husband
Ought
to Know.
What a Man
of 46 Ought
to Know.
Four Books to Women:—
What
a Y'oung Girl Ought
to Know.
What a Young Woman
Ought to Know.
What a Young
Wile Ought
to Know.
What a Woman
of 45 Ought to Know.
$1.00 Each.
RYERSON

PRESS,

Publishers,

Toronto

$1.25

& COMPANY

One of these

FORM

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $2.00 per dozen.

I

Otto Sauer Series

CODE WILL

pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter display stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many
Expositions.

215 Victoria St., Toronto

WYCIL

STATIONER

BUYERS' GUIDE

BOOK
A $2.00 BOOK FOR flk|| V

AND

WORLD

REVOLUTION

H. Hamilton Fyfe, author of "The
Meaning of the World Revolution," is a
well-known newspaper correspondent,
who was introduced to American audiences by Lord Northcliffe as "The man
who saw more of the war than any other
living soul." He has drawn from his
experiences much of the material for
this book. It is a critical study of the
widespread social unrest that has followed in the wake of the war. The underdiscontent"
"present
lying causes of
are analyzed
and the
a sane
and penetrating
policy of reconstruction is indicated.
HERITAGE
A first novel that has the earnest
commendation of Hugh Walpole, is
"Heritage," by Sackville West.
TRANSPLANTED
An international romance of intense
interest is Gertrude Atberton's latest
offering, "Transplanted."
WAR HISTORY
The Chicago "Tribune" states that
"the best history of the war is being
compiled in Paris by Ephraim Adams,
professor of history at Stamford University, who has collected thousands of official documents and made more than
1,000 000 words of notes. Experts state
that Prof. Adam's data are more complete
than anything compiled anywhere in
France, Great Britain, Germany, Italy,
or neutral nations."

Every Bookshop
Assistant
Should

receive

his or her own

copy of

Bookseller & Stationer
regularly

$1.00 A YEAR
THE

MACLEAN
CO.,

1 43 University Ave.

PUBLISHING

Limited
TORONTO

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS' SAKE
STOCK

AND

SELL

UNDERWOOD'S INKS

WHY?

Because UNDERWOOD'S WRITING INKS are absolutely
reliable, or money refunded. They are permanent, free
flowing and MADE IN CANADA from the best materials
and chemicals money or the markets of the world can
produce. We can refer to Banks, Railways, Insurance and
large Law
who use UNDERWOOD'S INKS where
records
are firms
essential.
Because UNDERWOOD'S WRITING INKS are bottles of
full Canadian-Imperial Measure, a quart of our ink contains 40 ounces or 14 more actual quantity than other socalled "quarts of ink." You favor your customer, which
is good selling business.
Because a SPECIAL ALUMINUM POUR-OUT promotes a
clean flow of ink to the well without dripping, soiling of
hands, bottle or desk. All our quarts, pints and half-pints
are fitted with this special pour-out.
Because the standing of the firm backing "UNDERWOOD'S
WRITING INK" is without question and has been for more
than a century and a quarter. A RECORD founded by
time, not "the say so."

JOHN UNDERWOOD

& CO.

90 Richmond St. East
TORONTO
CANADA
SUPPLIED BY THE LEADING
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Public Finance Disaster of Early Canadian Days
The almost forgotten experience of our forefathers, of which, to quote Sir Oliver
Mowatt, "The effect was to diminish the value of municipal securities generally, and to corrupt the moral sense of the people with reference to moral
obligations," makes a fascinating and thought-stimulating article as presented
by Dr. J. Murray Clark in recent issues of THE FINANCIAL POST.
Dr. Clark, dealing with this Municipal Loan Fund of the fifties, says of its author, Sir
Francis Hincks:
He had in some respects genuine ability and, in matters which he understood, rendered
considerable useful public service, but he was an idealist and a theorist without
any practical grasp of the rigorous laws and unyielding facts of finance. He was
patriotic and well-meaning, but his patriotism and good intentions did not save the
country from the inevitable consequences of his scheme which those able to think
clearly on matters of finance perceived from the beginning. He possessed in an eminent degree that fatal fluency of persuasive speech with which so many of our politicians are endowed, and swayed the people, for whom he expressed and probably felt
sincere devotion, with superficial catchwords and glittering generalities not founded
on the stern realities of economic laws. The confidence he inspired only enabled him
to do infinitely more mischief than would otherwise have been caused by his scheme,
and did not protect the people from the losses and distress resulting from disregard
of sound business principles.

There is more here than an interesting story of early days. Here is a marking on the
map of Canada's history by which all interested in the country should make their
reckonings, should chart their course of action.
THE FINANCIAL POST is continually presenting such articles. Consider some which
appeared in the early issues of August:
Grain Growers Condemned by a Retailer.
Bolshevism and Public Morals.
Some Alberta Oil Wells Are Showing Profit.
Bright Outlook for Canadian Pulp & Paper.

Frank A. Vanderlip Continues
His Vivid Survey
War-ridden Europe.
Make Maturities of Loans as Short as Possible.
Tariff Action by Liberals Step in Dark.

Why Henders Fell Out With
Sawyer-Massey on the Road
Sir Adam Gets in Some Fine
Dominion Loan Campaign to

Canners' Head Gives Answer to Prof. Jackson.
Small Retailer Renders Service to the Community.
Reorganization of the Standard Reliance Corporation.
British Will Not Unload Their Canadian Bonds

Grain Growers.
to Better Times.
Work at Guelph.
Start Oct. 27.

You will find enlightenment in the balanced viewpoint of THE FINANCIAL
and editorials. You will find its "Answers to Enquiry" department of value.
paper for the thinker — be he rich or poor; the paper for the man who is eager
what is best for his business, but what is best for Canada. This is the paper
Fill in the attached coupon:
receive weekly for one year at a cost of $3.00.

THE

FINANCIAL

POST'S articles
THE POST is the
to study not only
which you may

POST

143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO
MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

Annual Subscription $3.00.
THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA.
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
Please enter me as a regular subscriber, commencing at once.
for the first year.
Name
Address
Please write plainly
88
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50% PROFIT
QUICKLY

Xmas and
New Year
Cards

by
•GOOD-BYE"
. The
Picture
that Pleased
the
Prince
Copyright
Canada,

United
States
and Great
Britain,

from the well known

Pringle&Booth
Toronto

British House of

Picture of Prince
to be used on
Victory Loan Poster

Raphael Tuck

A copy of the photoi
has
been
forwarded
Majesty the Queen.

Victory Loan Committee, held here
meeting of the
a noon
AT after
this
to decide

& Sons, Limited

upon a poster for the forthcoming campaign, unanimous choice was made of
"The Picture
that pleased
the Prince."
The Picture
will appear life size on the
porta ibute
and it is planned erto
distr
the post
throughout
the Dominion
I his sinking
photograph
showing the Prince in char
acteristic attitude as he re
sponded
to the great wel
come
here, was taken
hy
s. Pringle and Hooth.

Assorted Boxes of 50s
and 100s to retail at the
popular selling prices of

The Prince requested several
copies
for hi6 own personal
use.

(EXTRACT PROM

THE PRINCE'S LETTER)
Government Uouee,
Ottawa,

August 19th.
The Private

The Victory Loan
Committee are using thus famous
photograph
throughout the Dominion
as an immense art

1919.

seoretery to the Prince of

-valce presents his compliments and

10, 15, 20 and 25 cents

Her

Is desired

07 His Royal Highness to ask if you would be
good enough to 1st him have
excellent large
Hlghneea which

Biz coplss of the

photograph of His Royal
appeared

on th«

poster.

ON THESE

Try a Box
of Each

Genuine Photographs
of the Best Picture that has Been
Made of His Royal Highness on his
\ isit here.

The

"The

Imperial News
Company
348 St.

Picture
AN

that Pleased

the Prince

HISTORIC MASTERPIECE
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ART

Caught in the moment of his greatest charm. The
country is going wild over this photograph just as it is
going wild over the Prince himself. Not a mere mechanic:!] reproduction, but a genuine photograph made
direct from the original negative and mounted exactly
as supplied His Royal Highness and Her Majesty the
Queen.
FREE with IMMEDIATE ORDER: Two artistic display
cards for window and counter and copies of an attractive folder for mailing with YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS printed in.
Write or Wire Us at Once.

James Street W.
Montreal

PRINGLE

&

BOOTH

Photographers
181 GEORGE
89

ST.,

TORONTO

yy
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Bill Things for November
YOU'LL find them in MACLEAN'S — page after page of reading material that will
grip the attention of hard-to-please readers throughout Canada. You who know
authors and their works just examine this list of contents for November MACLEAN'S
— then you'll realize it's big selling value.
Order a liberal supply. Tell your customers about these articles in November MACLEAN'S. There are at least seven outstanding features:

"We Must Start Afresh"
By Ralph

Connor

An article on the need for Canadians to acquire a new viewpoint on tilings political, social
and religious as a result of the war. The first of a series of three articles by this great
Canadian author.
"MY

AND
MISERIES
AS A SCHOOLMASTER"
By Stephen
Leacock
A very readable and humorous sketch of a reminiscent nature
by Canada's greatest humorist.
"TWO

"WHY

MEMORIES

MEN— AND

AN

IDEA

THAT

GREW

AND

GREW

AND

By Charles Christopher Jenkins
GREW."
An article on two mysterious
Western millionaires who own and
operate twenty-four business corporations, but about whom practically
nothing has been known — J. L. Davidson and John R. Smith. It tells
how they built up their remarkable chain of industries.
By

"A WOMAN
Mrs. Arthur

ON THE
BENCH"
Murphy
(Janey Canuck)

An article on Mrs. Murphy's experiences since she made the experiment of accepting the post of magistrate in the Woman's Court
at Edmonton — the first woman in Canada to sit on the bench. It is
a forceful, and, in places, a humorous article.

A Short article by this great Canadian author, Whose new novel,
"The Thread of Flame," starts in December MacLean's. He tells
why he remains true to Canadian ideals, despite the necessity of
residing and working abroad, and something of his conception of the
destiny of this country.
"ARMING

A
very

A

A

MONEY"
By Nellie L. McClung.
Illustrated by E. J. Dinsmore.
story with a mission, one that will be discussed, we believe,
generally throughout the country.
"THE
TEST"
By Harry Douglas.
Illustrated by Arthur
Heming.
live story laid on the great Western Prairies.
"THE
RAINBOW
DEATH"
By Madge Macbeth.
Illustrated by D. G. Summers.
mystery of intense interest.

FOR

THE

FRAY"

By J. K. Munro
The usual monthly review of Dominion politics by this slhrewd
satirist.
"WOMAN'S
ACTIVE
PART"
By Gertrude Arnold
An extremely readable article on the life in hospitals in the war
area by a Canadian nursing sister. It gives information along certain new lines, sudh as the methods followed to trace missing men
through the various hospitals.

FIVE ENTERTAINING
"MEN

I REMAIN
A CANADIAN"
By Basil King

STORIES

AND

"SPANISH

DOUBLOONS"
By Camilla
Kenyon.
Illustrated by Louis Rogers.

The second instalment
of tihis bright and exciting serial
based on a treasure hunt in the Spanish Main in the present.
"HIS

MAJESTY'S

story

WELL-BELOVED"
By Baroness Orczy.
Illustrated by C. F. Peters.

The fifth instalment of this richly entertaining

historical

novel.

Then there will be the regular departments that are of great interest to
Canadians.
Make your reservation NOW — and make sure of a generous supply.
DISPLAY THE MAGAZINE PROMINENTLY.
Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

CANADA'S NATIONAL

MAGAZINE

If your wholesaler cannot supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager, C. W. Buchanan,
143 University Avenue, Toronto.
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Worry about the Exchange Rate?
Give Your Customers

CANADIAN

WRITING

PAPER

Not only is Rolland Parchment
made in Canada, but it is the highest
grade paper for discriminating-users.
Put up in Vi ream boxes with envelopes
to match and in papeteries.
Several styles of boxes — attractive embossed tops.
Let us send you samples

THE

ROLLAND
Makers

PAPER
of High

CO., LIMITED

Grade Papers

MONTREAL

Mills at St. Jerome,

SOMETHING

FOR

P. Q., and Mont

YOU

Rolland,

P. Q.

TO THINK

ABOUT

Is Your Stock Canadian?
There are several reasons why the blank books and loose leaf
goods you sell should be of Canadian manufacture. We will
mention just two of them here.
FIRST — The present international situation affecting the balance of trade and the rate of exchange not only makes
it practically imperative for Canadian merchants to buy everything possible from Canadian manufacturers, but
this very condition makes the purchase of Canadian products more profitable.
SECOND — Your blank books and your loose leaf goods should be of Canadian manufacture because you can get
no superior in any other country in the world to THE DAWSON LINE OF BLANK BOOKS. We are the
most extensive manufacturers in this line in Canada.
LEDGERS, JOURNALS, DAY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, MINUTE BOOKS. TIME BOOKS, COLUMNAR BOOKS, BILLS RECEIVABLE AND PAYABLE BOOKS, SCRAP BOOKS. ALL KINDS OF ACCOUNTING BOOKS— LARGE AND SMALL. IN FACT
ANYTHING
AND
EVERYTHING
IN BLANK
BOOKS
IN SEVERAL STYLES OF BINDING.

Canada's Premier Loose Leaf Line

MONTREAL
MADE

IN

CANADA

BY

AND

TORONTO

CANADIANS
91
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RIVET-0
T> a. cLe Hark' Red.

Punching
S For HANDY

OFFICE PUNCH ^\

Holes and Fastening Papers

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada
Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.

I

Canadian

Easy to Handle as a Pair of Scissors
Double Hole Binder Punch is only one made punching two standard (3-16 in. and Vi in,) holes for loose
leaf binder sheets.
Eyelet Punch punches and fastens heavy or light
thicknesses of paper with neat, maroon, easy-squeeze
eyelets; permanent fastening, or instantly removable
with same punch.

Factory

and Offices

at

9-11-13 Davenport Road

Toronto

Cutter Punch pierces heavy thicknesses of paper for Prong Fasteners.
Deep throats, long handles, easy leverage. Retail for $2 each in
factory-sealed
Cutter Punches.packages. Supply of 'asteners goes with Eyelet and
Dealers!

Write for Big Offer.

%jnx&

RIVET-0 MFG. CO. - Dept. B - ORANGE, MASS.
Stationery

Specialties Developed

and

Marketed

13 for IS" SEMI - PERMANENT
I/

**?!*/.
nm ""Hi'
utmeiriiL
lifiuhc

STYLn*

3«»I5?

Lnmci*.)
»™«IIM«t.
V0™""*»)
ntrs
mmo strniitt
JS
—

Si

(^nL\J^hy AcM£&<£r(e^
THE

SUPERIORITY

OF

I want every bookseller and
stationer in Canada selling phonograph needles to write me for
free samples and prices of my
semi-permanent Stylus.

THE "A.A." FOUNTAIN PEN
so universally conceded, has created
such a tremendous demand that, notwithstanding our increased production facilities, orders can now be accepted only for future deliveries.
Prices, export discounts and information
on special assortments upon request.

MODERN

Big demand — quick profit.

PEN COMPANY

170 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

CITY, U.S.A.

H. A. BEMISTER
10 VICTORIA
92

ST.,

MONTREAL,

QUE.
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A Big Dealeight trumps
to boost your game!
THESE eight big publications are carrying the message of card playing — of
Bicycle and Congress Playing Cards
— to over five million paid subscribers—
which means over twenty million readers.
They are telling your customers — and others
in your community — about the amusement
and recreation to be secured from playing
cards. They are building business for you
—IF YOU WANT IT!

Card Players !

Advertisement No. 1

Get this NEW Rule Book

Here is the first advertisement of the coming series. It announces the new rule book
— a fitting start for such a strong selling
campaign. The remaining advertisements
will be devoted entirely to the fine points of
games. They will create interest on the
part of casual players — and influence nonplayers to take up playing.

in the rules
latest changes
ihe very
all of
the press—
JUST
suggestion* on win
ol valuable
brimful
250 pages
games. contains
o( 300off card
ning play and complete rules. Teaches you how to play any gim<
from "Solitaire" to "AuMion Bridge". Gives you hints for improving your play. Sent prepaid at the cost of publishing, only to cents. Sent
coupon or write for this NEW Book, get from your dealer a pack or

and you

BICYCLES3
will

be sure of enjoving yom

the utmost.

Of course, you know Bicycle Playing Cards— the high-grade, very'
desirable, yet reasonably priced pack. Air-cushion fjni«.h prevents sticking
together. Flexible in handling. Large, easily read indexes quicken play
and prevent mistakes.
Most card playert u»c them— cver> bod> likes them.
Con grew Playing Cards are of de luxe quality— ideal for prizes, gifts
and for social play.
Gold edges, full color art backs, telescope cases.

REVELATION— The New and Marvelous Fortune Telling C*rd«

This is to be the strongest advertising
campaign ever put out for Bicycle and
Congress Playing Cards — and that means
for any cards! Here is real cooperation for
you — cooperation which means big profits
on what you might usually consider a small
item of your stock.

They answer absolutely every qi ;stion on any subject —love, business,
and future
Worlds of excitement
health or wealth— the past, prtMfl
and fascination.
You on also use 1 icm to play "The Mystic Came, 357".
deck One color back, in tuck c.i»e
which can be played with no other
gold edges, in telescope case, 70c
50c per deck; colored back design
From your dealer or postpaid.
Order a deck of REVELATION Cards when you send for the
"Official Rules of Card Games", but send for
the book today so you will have It when you
need It. 20 cents postpaid.

THE US. PLAYING

CARD

Cincinnati, U.
S. A.,
Dept.
W or

CO
^

The U. S.

Windsor, Canada
Gnu

Write us for further particulars regarding
prices, advertising helps, etc., etc.

PLying

Rule, of t.cd

Card

Co.

Gini..

fa'

The U. S. Playing Card Co.
Dept.

4

This advertisement almost twice the above size appears in all the magazines shown.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC
will always hold first place as an Edition of
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music
as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS
CARBON PAPERS

It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent, to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian
copyright laws.

lines
two
THESE tioner
y,
did offer
tunitstaa splen
opporthe
if he can be absolutely certain that
the merchandise is of the highest
quality, and if he can count upon
the widest co-operation and protection from the manufacturer.
The Carter Guarantee covers
every Carter Ribbon and every
sheet of Carter Carbon Paper. It
protects both the stationer and
the consumer. The Carter Cooperative Policy offers many advantages. We shall be glad to
furnish full details.

A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.
Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

McKINLEY

MUSIC CO.

The Largest "Exclusively
Sheet Music House"
in the World

CHICAGO:
NEW

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK

CITY:

ASK YOUR STATIONER

145 W. 45th STREET

— "-

GAZED LINEN
DieWiping Paper
A New

Wiping

Development

InPaper
Die-

l»t
2nd
3rd
4th

Perfected after fifteen years' experience in the
manufacture of paper
for this particular purpose
Combining Every Requisite
Greatest tensile strength.
Will not break while running
the tackiest of gloss iuks.
Its smooth surface enables it to work on picture :tnd hairline work of the finest quality, as well as general script and
block lettering.
Being made of a specially prepared puip, it has a soft texture that positively will not wear the dies.
Rolls are hard wound and absolutely free from lint.

SEND

TRIAL ORDER.
Unprecedented Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Returnable at Our Expense.

Paper Manufacturers Calnc.
PHILADELPHIAPENNA.
526-528
•••- FACTORY fr RR.SIDING
CHERRY STREET
13th & NOBLESTS.
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Eversharp Writes Profits
for Canadian Dealers
Eversharp dealers, just like their allies across the line, are
scoring heavily on the prosperity side of the ledger. Eversharp is writing Profits for them fast and sure.
And the striking one-page Eversharp advertisements which
are appearing in the leading American magazines month
after month are bound to keep the big demand for Eversharp steadily increasing. Prospective and actual purchasers
of Eversharp are everywhere — in offices, stores, colleges
and schools clear across the land — This means sales and
profits for you.

ALWAYS
SHARP — NEVER
SHARPENED
Right-Hand Mate to the famous Tempoint Pen
The symbol of
perfect writing
— the mark of
Eversharp
Pencil and
Tempoint Pen.

v^

Eversharpleads
made for Eversharp Pencils,
have a firmness,
fine n e ss and
smoothness all
their own. They
are big repeaters.

Every Eversharp carries
18 inches of lead with a
perfect point for every
word — not one bit of the
lead is wasted. And

Has an out-of-sighteraser
and a built-in pocket clip.
Made with jeweler precision throughout for
pocket, chain
or lady's
handbag.
When
you
have tried Eversharp
yourself we know that
you will agree that Eversharp will write its way
into the hearts and hands
of your customers.

thirty-five cents replenishes the supply— enough
for another quarter million words — sharp, economical writing, always.
Filled in a jiffy.

Made and Guaranteed by

THE

WAHL

COMPANY

1800 Roscoe Street

Chicago, Illinois

Send today for catalog and interesting literature to Canadian representatives
The Rowland C&> Campbell Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
95

The Consolidated Optical Co.
Toronto, Ontario
Montreal, Quebc
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GETTHEBEST! BLOTTING PA
PER
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE

Magnet

COMPANY, Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

FOLLOWING

Columbian

WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS

CARRIED

Lenox Arlington
Matrix and Filter
Papers

FOR SALE

BY THE

LEADING

RELIANCE
INK
"THE

BY

JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Housatonic

Wavelet

IN PAPER

ARTISTS MATERIALS

INK YOU CAN RELY ON"

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton, London. Eng.

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd.
WINNIPEG,

MAN.

A.RAMSAY

& SON

EST'D.

MONTREAL

TH E

1842.

INK -FOR

C°

ALL- PEOPL ES

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
|

end

TELLS YOU HOW.
Subscription — $2.00
per
(Foreign
$3.00)

year.

your
subscription
NOW
and get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings 1

4-OZ.
ROYAL
INK.
Best for Fountain Pens.
RETAILS at 10c.
Sample and Trade Discount
SENT UPON APPLICATION

the

18 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

ROYAL

II COLBORNE

INK.
ST,

COMPANY

TORONTO

CANADA

WHO SELLS THE LINE YOU
ARE LOOKING FOR?
VERY LIKELY YOU CAN
FIND OUT BY LOOKING UP
THE BUYERS' MARKET
GUIDE IN THIS ISSUE.

itemed

Interchangeable

v

,cry. Office Supplies and Sundries.
ivc i r . i ■ I l pulling win Jo w trims,

u
Sel will Hive 10

re above arc only a very few of the designs i1 t can III
I, besides hundreds of standard fixtures can be set up.
Made "I Oak, either Golden. Antique or Wcaihercd Finish,
Sel i< nut up
.1 Hardwood Hinted Lid Storage Chest, a food fljcc to keep tlic cstrs
Tounhs nol in UK.
I hens arc thousands ol sett in daisy use.
No. 20

Sel has 89 Interchangeable

Younits For Large Store Windows,

S38.50

No. 20'/>

Sel has SO Interchangeable

Younits For Small Slore Window,

S23.10

Stoet carried in Hamilton, Ont.

Order direct or thru uour jobber.

The Oscar Onken Co.
Fixtures
Set Up Without

96

Send tor catalog.

Patented and mode in Canada.

2650 Fourth Street Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.
the Aid of a Tool.
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Announcing a Change
in name

of the

Sanford& Bennett Co.

are two splendid card gamesthathave proved
HERE
their saleability. They are
going splendidly wherever
offered, and are today enjoying
a most unusual popularity. You
can add very handsomely to
your profits by selling them.

BUNC
Folks are talking Bunco
— playing Bunco — en
joying Bunco.
They
are urging
their
friends to t r y it.
One of the best
card games
for
social play. Children like it and
soon learn how
to play it. Yet
there is enough
science to
fascinate the
adult mind.
It is a proved
success, and
you are assured
of good results when
you stock it.

4-(\
*'*
*'

manufacturers of fine fountain and stylographic pens.
The interests of the late Mr.
Frederick D. Bennett have
been acquired by substantial business men of this
country and Canada — a new
organization
fected
and the has
name been
changpered

The Sanford Pen Co., Inc.
The new corporation assumes
liabilities of the former concern.
The same high quality of the
products will be maintained
and additional capital and
increased force of operatives
will result in distinct advantages for the Nocompany's
many customers.
changes
will be made in the names
or sizes of the fountain and
stylographic pens.

OflE'R'SET
most usual ungame.
Only
28
cards, yet

The Quality
Remains
The Same

the possibilities in
play in g
are so great
that it is
proving to be
another
winner. Thereisno
other game like
it — none other is
so fascinating. It
is particularly good
for progressive
playing.
Dealers who are looking for products of
proved merit should be
sure to order these two
splendid games.
The
demand is rapidly increasing. Ask us for information
as to prices, discounts, etc.

Every effort will be made

by the

new

company,
of which
Mr. William W. Sanford
is president,
to
maintain the same pleasant relations with the trade that were so
long enjoyed
by the predecessor.

The Sanford & Bennett Co., desires
to express its sincerest appreciation of the many favors so generously extended by its many customers and bespeaks for the new
company a continuance of your
patronage.

These games can be purchased from leading
jobbers everywhere, including

A. C. McClurg & Co.
Butler Brothers

The Sanford Pen Co., Inc.

G. Sommers & Co.
American News Co.

Autopen
Filling
Safety Self

51-53 Maiden Lane
New York City

Blackwell-Wielandy Book & Stat'ery Co.

STANDARD

PLAYING

CARD

CO.

Selling Agents for the United States and Canada

HAROLD

CHICAGO
97

F. RITCHIE

& Co.,

Inc.,

New

York

and

Toronto

15 ( ) 0 K S E L E E R

AND
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TERLILNEINl
UCKETT'S

SL

SOLID

U
^^

LEATHER

These Solid Leather Books are made from one piece of
genuine leather.

No Boards — No Lining — No Glue
They are perfectly flexible- — can be rolled without
damage.
The Leather is cut from the hide by means of Dies; the
edges are smoothed and burnished. This process means
a uniform product.
For many purposes the Solid Leather Books are superior to the regular construction as they will stand hard
outdoor usage and dampness without material damage,
and the cost is less.

ALL STANDARD

SIZES

in 5-16 in. Memo Books and % in. and 1 in. Ring Books.

Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited
539-543 King Street West

Toronto
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When You Think of
Cards Think of Coutts

Why??
JJkju

^ajYuJu rvuaH^

nrxjCruJ" -4^°

/CXXJtr

Because the Coutts Line
is made in Canada and
compares very favorably
with anything- that can
be produced in other
countries.

Binney & Smith Co.
81 Fulton St.

, New York City

Because the Coutts Line
offers better values! than
can possibly be imported
Because w»e give you
very prompt service.
Because you have no duty
or exchange to pay when
you purchase
Cards,

Coutts

SSsar

William E. Coutts
145 Adelaide St., West
TORONTO
^Xant.^5
F^m??AYON

Member

of the Greeting Card Assocation

HOOKS
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Paper Fasteners and Punches
We

illustrate leading styles, which

are recognized as the most practicable types

of office devipe9.

No. 1 Samson Hand

The Samson Eyelet Tool

etc. It punches
a clean, accurate hole
and clinches

AJAX

JlL
*1

EYELETS

,£L
*Z

specified.

Useful

Actual Sizes

Special Samson Advantages

A

The
drop

The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool —
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes — long and short. Samson Eyelet, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.

,f<3

Packed in Boxes of 500.
With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE
APPLIANCE

Canadian Representatives:

Write

for

Punch

punch and die
unless otherwise

the
eyelet perfectly.

*Z

The new automatic
eyeletting de v i c e
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses in office
and factory.

worn.

Will take interchangeable
punches and dies
i n sizes from
1 16 in. to >/i in.
diameter. Furnished with 3/16

For binding ail
c o r r e sp ondence, legal
doc u m e nts,

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener

They save labor and do good

351

JAY

Office

Hand
Punch
is made
of
attractively
nickel-plated.

SIZES OF HOLES-PUNCH

Throat, 1% in.
Vi inch. Will
steel up to 20
leather, etc., up

Catalogue.

CORPORATION,

in Any

No. 1 Samson
forged steel,

STREET,

BROOKLYN,

N9 1

deep. Opening between dies,
punch sheet iron and soft
gauge, and paper, cardboard,
to % inch in thickness.
N.Y.

Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada

GLUCINE

ARRIVES

We now have a good stock of Glucine in Toronto and we respectfully
urge our customers to order their stock for the winter months without
any further delay.
You will have to provide for October, November, December, January,
February, March and April, as neither liquid nor any other kind of
paste or mucilage can be shipped during severe weather.
Figure how many bottles you can sell in the seven months and
kindly let us have your order NOIV.
3 oz. size retails
15 cents
5 oz. size, with cap and brush retails
30 cents
10 oz. size, with cap and brush, retails
50 cents
(30 oz.) quarts for refilling retail
$1.00
Order in one gross lots and get the manufacturer's price.
Glucine is guaranteed not to go bad and to be always ready for
use.
CANADIAN

MENZIES
439 King St. West
100
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ADHESIVES

HIGGINS' INKS

**&

MANllfA«UIW£j:

THE HIGGINS' INKS AND ADHESIVES, through
honest merit in their originality and quality and honest
American enterprise and push in their exploitation,
have penetrated to the most remote points of civilization, until now they are well known and largely used in
Canada, Central and South America, Mexico, Great
Britain, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, Japan, China, Norway, Sweden, etc., etc., as well
as ever maintaining their unique position in their birthplace, the United States of America. The home trade
has always shown its appreciation of and reliance on
these goods, and it will always be our effort to merit
the confidence of the trade in every respect.
Write for Prices and Discounts

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.,
OFFICE: 271 Ninth Street ,
FACTORY: 240-244 Eighth Street I ^^UUKLYJN,

Mra^unfaacturearnsdof

NEW YORK

MAIN
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Up-to-date labor-saving machinery will
take the drudgery out of keeping store records
A man should never do the work which a machine can do quicker, better, cheaper and easier.

Let a National Cash Register and Credit File do your work —
Put these two labor-saving devices in your store.
They
lhey will help you to do business in business hours.

Your time and money are the very lifeblood of your businessProtect them with a National Cash Register and
N. C. R. Credit File. There is no need of risking
business failure when safety is so easy and certain.

Labor-saving machinery offers you a great opportunity
Thousands of your fellow merchants in Canada can
tell you that a National Cash Register and N. C. R.
Credit File put them on the road to greater profit
and less work.
You have the same opportunity!
The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited
BRANCH
Calgary
Edmonton
Halifax
Hamilton
London
Montreal
Ottawa

714 Second Street W.
5 McLeod
Bldg.
63 Granville St.
14 Main Street East
350 Dundas Street
122 St. Catherine Street W.
306 Bank St.

OFFICES :
Quebec
Regina
Saskatoon
St. John
Toronto
Vancouver
Winnipeg

133 St. Paul Street
1820 Cornwall Street
265 Third Avenue S.
50 St. Germain Street
40 Adelaide Street
524 Pender St. W.
213 McDermot Avenue

FACTORY: TORONTO, ONTARIO
102
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IDENTIFIES

BOOK

TRIAL

"NATIONALS"

BALANCE

CASH

BOOK

Stock the four "records" illustrated on this page and you
will be sure of quick and profitable sales. They are
absolutely indispensable in every modern office. Always
find a place for this quartet on your stationery sales
program.

NATIONAL

BLANK

HOLYOKE,

BOOK

COMPANY

MASSACHUSETTS

We Trade Only with the Dealer

LOOSE
LEAF

PRICE BOOKS

Loose Leaf Price Books are the busy man's assistant. They
conveniently file all miscellaneous information. OPENED by
end levers and CLOSED by pressing rings together. Made in
two styles, with from 2 to 7 rings, and with standardized
sheet sizes and punchings.
Let us quote you on future orders.

Dominion Blank Book Company BERTHI
ERVIL^
103

P.Q.
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TO ADVERTISERS
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Artists'
Supply
Co
American Lead Pencil Co

84
42

Allen,
T"hos
Alphalsa Pub. Co
American News Co., Ltd
Angold's Ltd

20,21
35
8, 9
30
B

Bagster
B.B.B.
Co
Bemister, H. A
Binney & Smith Co
Boorum
& Pease
Bowater & Co., Ltd
Buntin, Gillies & Co
Broadway
Smallwares
Blackie & Son
Bell, W. C
Bond, John

■
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Back cover
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35

Languages
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Long
Ltd., John

86
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23
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Marshall & Co., Percival
MacDougall, A. R
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"M.&V."
TYPEWRITER
RIBBONS
and CARBONS
are permanent, reliable and economical

Their quality meets the requirements of
those who seek Typewriter Supplies of a
better standard.
Every "M. & V." sale pulls a good
profit and makes a satisfied customer.
Being
an "M.
V." see.
dealer will pay you.
Get a trial
stock& and
IM<

Mittag and Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory : Park Ridge, N.J. , U.S. A.
Agencies all over the

World

Pencils that every
customer will notice
Favorable notice is essential to the
development of rapid money-making
sales.
By showing Cane's Canadian-made
pencils in the manner here illustrated, your customers' attention is
quickly secured and the pencils sell
own accord.
Everybody uses a pencil. And there's a good pencil
to suit every requirement in one of these Cane
Counter Displays.
All reliable jobbers carry Cane's

Pencils.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Company, Ltd,
NEWMARKET,

CANADA

BOOKS

E L L E R

A N D

ST A T 10 N E R

San fin, Gillies fi^Gi).
LIMITED

HAMILTON

CANADA

The Prince's Train
Equipped with Parker Pens
The Royal train, on which the Prince of Wales
is crossing Canada, is the last word in equipment. Nothing but the finest is supplied. In
considering the item of fountain pens for the
library, the Parker "Lucky Curve" Pen was
decided upon, and twelve of the standard pattern were purchased.
The pen that is good enough for the Prince of
Wales is also the choice of thousands of Canadians.

"Parker"
satisfied
the army
Help swell
owners
by a little
effort of
right
now.
We will send you window cards showing the
Royal train and the Prince.
A

FEW

GEO.S. PARKER
JMISSVILLE

POPULAR

STYLES

JACK-KNIFE
SAFETY

rFAUNTAlTPEN

■

T.JWS^APMS.I"

No

20— Jack-Knife Safety-Sealed

No.

1 — Plain

No.

Self-Filler.

barrel,

18 — BSack

fully

rubber,

No. 42 Vj — Neat, simple

and

Black

PAT. JUNE*

rubber,

warranted.

plain

elegant.

or

plain

The

chased,

or chased,
Price, $3.00.

lowest-priced

slip

Parker

cap,

Two gold bands,

not

with space

or

Pen

long

made.

self- filler.

Washer

lengths.

Price,

Price,

for engraving.

$1.75.

$2.50.

Price,

lies <£> Co;

Scmttn,
HAMILTON

over

short

LIM1TE

D

CANADA

$5.25.

12.

clip

25c

extra.

nUULIA!

AND

<jir I

AiMNWUlMjt/MlLrN

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

1

lNUMtJ£,K

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

T2K

m

OFFICE:

WAN

TORONTO,

NOVEMBER,

No. 11

1919

IMS

UNTflIN

%5

M:

*

4

^

<f»4-

A

/^n. -unt£ l£e~ yJtiutnrmejt~ ^crCA

/Li£-

The Swan Pen is made in all styles, Standard, Safety and Self-filling and in a
complete range of sizes and points to suit every hand. Fine, medium, broad,
stub, turned up, oblique and special points for Manifolding, Bookkeeping and
stenography.
Its increasing popularity is the result of its efficiency as a writing instrument,
the smoothness of the Gold Pen points, and the instant response on touching the
paper are a source of satisfaction to user while the excellence of manufacture and
high finish add to its beauty and gracefulness.
ft

Used and \nown all over the world.

MABIE, TODD

& COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS
London

/38HB5£^

Paris

Toronto

Chicago
New

York

l»v:

^StfSSBtf*

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, November 5. 1919. Volume XXXV. Published every month. Yearly subscription price, $1.00. Entered as second
class matter,
July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office De
partment,
Ottawa.
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Set

WASH

Clip

BURNERS

ok:

with

Bull dog

Paper
asteners
«U Sanitary'

O.K. Erasers- they erase
Sell th_e Ries Grip'5
.„_Lett
tl
„r
er Opener
UK.
Hand and Electric

cut enclosure;
Saves time,
order.
out ofcan't
never
hn'oVnli

o

THEOKMiNUTACTUHiNs

Co Syr/kujeNYus a.

3 Sizes -3 Models
"O.K." PRODUCTS

GIVE SATISFACTION

When a business man once puts "O.K." Products in his office he is satisfied with them because they are all
"time savers." When he wants more he expects you to have them for him. Are you prepared? Have you
a sufficient stock of our products on hand NOW?
We are big advertisers and always with request to "buy from YOU." We are drumming up trade for YOU
and all we ask is that you keep up your stock and be able to handle the orders when received.
"O.K." products are all we say they are — and more. We have put our money, our brains and energy
nto making the best office time savers ever devised, and we are advertising and telling the people about them.
Check them up N O W :
. . . . Washburne's "O.K." Paper Fasteners - 3 Sizes - Brass and Nickel Finish.
.... Sanitary "O.K." Erasers, Typewriter - Ink - Pencil.
. . . .Ries' "O.K." Letter Opener, Hand and Electric; 3 Sizes - 3 Models.
These three Graces will knock out three disgraces; pins, dirty erasers and knives which mutilate your mail.

Write for illustrated and descriptice literature With prices.

®

MADE

BY

THE O.K. MANUFACTURING CO.
SYRACUSE,

N.Y.,

U.S.A.
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Attractive Designs

^n/

This is just one of the features
which help to make your sales
easy when you handle

GOODALL

PLAYING

CARDS

The varied assortment of designs, the smooth, clean-cut
boards and the hardy wearing
quality are other features
which will appeal to your customers. The good margin of
profit will appeal to you.

^^

Representative

AUBREY

O. HURST, 32 Front St. W., TORONTO

STENOGRAPHERS' NOTE BOOKS
ASK US
ABOUT
LINE 125

BEST
VALUE

iR!DiM^iv.Lim^a.
MONTREAL

BOOKSELLER

AND

^ he largest selling
cfixality pencil in
ihe world

STATIONER

fast
selling
Card

Here
two are
big
selling card
both
are
fascinating
—games
both are
—

sure to appeal to your
customers. BUNCO is one
of these games that have
proved a surprising success.
It sellsto easily
fails
_ — and it never
delight.lt
is one of
the most
17~Blado<DeSrees
6~BsofUstto9j{ILmbs(r
hard, and medium. (obyt'nJ

We respectfully
suggest that you
go carefully over
your VENUS line
and send an order
in at once for your
coming needs.
The demand for
VENUS Pencils is
increasing every
day. Our leading
dealers in every
part of the country
are increasing
their usual order
correspondingly.
Be prepared for
an unusuallv large
demand, which present conditions indicate will be made
on you.
Take stock TODAY; make up and
send in your order.
Then you will be
sure to have plenty
of the goods on
hand.

STOP

features
popular
that
ever
has been
offered.

.Games
?

Excellent for progressive
love it; just the thing for
is particularly popular
cards are not played
will find this game
this seasonl

A
Great
Country
Game!

>w>

playing; children
social gatherings. It
in the country where
so intensely.
You
a business builder —

Remember BUNCO
Get it in stock
a
right away. big
Will

SomeVset is another game that
is scientific, yet easily learned, and
good for progressive playing. It, too/
is ideal for playing where cards are
used as a means of entertaining.
It is

season

particularly
in country
selling,"
like
Bunco successful
and has made
a host of
warm
friends. It already is a success, too. And it
will add handsomely to your profits.

SOMERSET

Th ese

Where this game has been
on sale it has enjoyed a
steady sale. It makes
good, and tomerevery
is sure custo
send his friends
to you. They
V are business

tWO eXCel-

\ builders.

lent games will
mean profitable
business for you.
They can be purchased from
leading jobbers everywhere, including

American Lead

Pencil Co.

220 Fifth Avenue, New York,
and Clapton, London, Eng.

A. C. McClurg & Co.
Blackwell-Wielandy Book & Stationery Co.
G. Sommers & Co.
Butler Brothers
American News Co.

STANDARD

PLAYING CARD CO.,

Chicago

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiini
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This is the Mark of
Real Canadian Writing Paper

A high grade paper in quarter ream boxes with
envelopes to match. Also in papeteries boxes
with attractive embossed tops. The quality of
Rolland Parchment is second to none and being
made in Canada can be sold more reasonably
than imported lines.
S

The

Rolland
1

THAT article of your
stock- — known as THE
STANDARD by reputation for quality, extent
of sale and enterprise of
advertising — is the one
in its line to which your
sales force may point
with confidence to your
customers.

Paper Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL

Mills at St. Jerome, P. Q., and Mont

For example :

Rolland, P. Q

ELdoraDO
T^v DIXON'S ^
v

minium

■■A -rJifSS&aZ -'..r__^

"Mystero" Show Outfit That
Sells Like Magic
Eight mystifying tricks.
able material. The book
to entertain an audience
ideal gift and always a
sellers.

Each made of solid durof instructions tells how
large or small. It's an
leader among Christmas

"ihe master drawing pencil"

Seeing Eldorado on your shelves,
Eldorado in your window,
Eldorado on your show case,
your customer links your service
as stationer up with what he
knows to be the finest achievement in pencil making.
Keep your Eldorado stock up to
the mark.

Every child will want one
The Biography of Santa Claus will
tell every boy and girl about that
strange person whom their parents
surround with so much mystery.
Think how the child will want this
book. It will pay you well to display this highly-interesting, illustrated story-book. Try it.

Unique Game & Toy Service
1328 Broadway

New York

A. R. MacDougall & Co.
Representative for Canada and Newfoundland

468 King St. West

Toronto
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Set aside a part of your
store for an All-the-Yearround Flag Display
Let your customers see
that you are ready at all
times to supply their flag
requirements.

You can supply them satisfactorily with a stock of the
Flag's we offer. All sizes — 2x3, 4x6, 6x8, 8x12, 9x14,
12x16, 14x18, 17x24, 18x30, 22x36.
Cotton Flags All on Sticks
THE

FLAG

E. H. HARCOURT

HOUSE

OF CANADA
255 WELLINGTON STREET
TORONTO, CANADA

CO., Ltd.

W.

\^mm^zm.mm^^m»u>>>xmM}m^

B & P Standard Columnar Ruled Pads
For Accountants and Bookkeepers
The wide variety of uses for columnar
ruled pads places them foremost in the
stationery field as one of the biggest,
most saleable and profitable items
handled by the stationer.
Accountants and bookkeepers are large
users of these pads, which are extremely
useful in making statistical and analytical reports of all kinds.
There are thousands of other uses for
ruled pads, and they are used in one
form or another in every office, countingroom or shop.
Made in two grades: "Manhattan Ledger" paper, white and "Canary Bond"
Rulings: 4. 7, 11, 14, 18, 21 and 25 paper,
columns yellow.
in both grades.
For detailed description see page No. 137, catalogue No. 45. For prices see
price list No. 7, dated Nov. 1, 1918.

Boorum & Pease Company
Home

Makers of "Standard" Blank Books
and Loose Leaf Devices.
Offices: Front St. and Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, New
Factories: Brooklyn, N.Y.; St. Louis, Mo.
SALESROOMS:

109-111 Leonard St., New York
Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
llfia?Fi51gWs?ifrsffi^

York

Republic Bldg., Chicago, 111
4000 Laclede Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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BUSINESS ESSENTIALS

EFFICIENT

and ECONOMICAL

Wilson- Jones Loose Leaf Company
Largest Manufacturers of Loose Leaf Products in the World
Chicago

-

New York

Paper Fasteners and Punches
We

illustrate

leading styles,

which

are recognized as the most practicable

types

of office devices.

AJAX

£L

EYELETS

c o r r e sp ondence. legal
d o o u m e nts,
etc. It punches
a clean, accurate hole
and clinches
fectly.
the
eyelet per-

Actual Sizes

M.

im.

*1
Packed inmZ
Boxes

Canadian Representatives:

Useful

Special Samson Advantages
The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rust-proof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool —
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes — long and short. Samson Eyelet, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.

of 500.?3
With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE
APPLIANCE

Write

for

Catalogue.

CORPORATION,

wotk.

Will take laterchangeable
punches and dies
i n sizes from
1/16 in. to % in.
diameter. Furnished with 3/16
punch and die
unless otherwise
specified.

For binding all

The new automatic
eyeletting de v i c e
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses in office
and factory.

save labor and do good

No. 1 Samson Hand Punch

The Samson Eyelet Tool

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener

They

351

JAY

STREET,

The
drop

No. 1 Samson
forged
steel,

in Any

Office

Hand
Punch
is made
of
attractively
nickel-plated.

SIZES OF HOLES- PUNCH N9 1

Throat, 1% in.
Yi inch. Will
steel up to 20
leather, etc., up
BROOKLYN,

deep. Opening between dies,
punch sheet iron and soft
gauge, and paper, cardboard,
to % inch in thickness.
N.Y.

Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada
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Our November
to the Five
k\u\
Million!

6 ?/

Message

Hmr/i^.

the big
of rely
secondenti
the ted
HERE
to
series isdevo
the playing of card games
— anadvertisement that will create
s ds.
restNGR
— in
card
inESS
greater intedCO
Car
BICYCLEan

a/ken do^ou
discard the Joker?

This advertisement — appearing
in eight national publications — -is
being read by hundreds of people
in your community. It is building
business for you — among the people you like to have in your store.
With the greatest advertising
campaign in the history of playing
cards back of Bicycle and Congress
Cards, you surely must realize that
here is a splendid opportunity to
add to your business.
If you do not have these cards
in your store, stock them now. Card
playing will be in full swing this
month — and you will make a surprisingly large number of sales.
If you already have Bicycle and
Congress Playing Cards in your
store, then you should have them
displayed where the prospective
buyers created by this excellent
national advertising will see them.

\A>k

FOOLISH
question?
Not at the
all!least
There
is a time The
in "500"
when
the best card
in thedeckis
desirable.
new edition
of the "Official Rules o( Card Games" tells you when to discard
the Joker, and gives you the latest rules and expert suggestions for
playing any one of the world's 300 games you like best. We will send
you this 250 page book, just off the press, for only 20 cents. Send for
it today — NOW.
Use the coupon below, if you wish.

□

BICYCUBSSSSP

Next to knowing how to play, there is nothing which adds or
detracts so much from the pleasure of playing as the cards you use.
Bicycle Playing Cards are the standard everywhere. Their air cushion
finish prevents sticking, making shuffling easy and dealing accurate.
Their jarge, clear indexes are easy to read. The quality material
used in their manufacture makes them durable and long-lasting,
tven though subjected to hard usage. Get a pack today from your
dealer so you will have them next time you play.
Congress Playing Cards are playing cards de luxe.
Full color
art backs.
Gold edges.
Ideal for prices, gifts and social play.
REVELATION— The Latest Thing In Fortune Telling Cards
There are many evenings of entertainment and good fun packed
into every deck of Revelation Fortune Telling Cards. Designed by
a man noted for his uncanny performances in card conjuring, these
cards produce results as mystifying as they are fascinating. They
answer any question on any subject— love, business, health, wealth—
the past, present or future — and always in a weirdly accurate fashion.
One color back in tuck case, 50 cents per deck ; colored back design, gold
edges, in telescope case, 70 cents. From your dealer or postpaid.

Send for This Book Today

The New Edition of the "Official Rules of Card
Games".
300 games.
250 pages.
20c postpaid.
THE U- S. PLAV1NG
CARD COMPANY
CinuaoaU. U.S. A. Dtptor Wind jor, Canada

Already there are signs of the
biggest businessseason we ever have
had.
Why not get your share ?
^^

Particulars regarding prices, advertising helps, etc., sent on request.

,~0

The U. S. Playing Card
Company
Dept4

^ &.

Windsor, Ont.

7 Mr.CswU.

Reduced reproduction of advertisement appearing in November
issue of eight leading national publications.
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Ever sharp Dealers
Make Steady
Profits
Month after month
Eversharp sales keep
mounting. That means
a steady increase in the
profits of Eversharp
dealers. It means also

Each season Gold Medal
25c, 50c and 75c holiday
boxes of colored crayons
gain in favor as gifts to
children, students, school
teachers and artists.
Make sure of a full stock
by placing your order now.
"Shop Early for the Holidays" and you will be
assured of prompt deliveries and complete
filling of your
order.

that if you haven't yet
signed up as an Eversharp dealer you are
losing a big pile of quick,
sure profits.
There's a demand for Eversharp right in your community—in your own
neighborhood. As soon as
people find out that you are
selling the Always Sharp
— Never Sharpened Pencil
— the famous Eversharp —
they'll start coming your
way with a rush.

Send for prices.

Eversharp

Features

Eversharp is always sharp
— never sharpened. It carries81 inches of lead, enough
for a quarter million perfectpointedreplenishes
words. Thirty-five
cents
the supply

The symbol of
—perfect
the mark
of
writing
cil andTempoint
Pen.
Eversharp
Pen-

— sharp, economical writing
always. Eversharp Leads
have a firmness, fineness
and smoothness all their
own. Remember also the
out-of-sight eraser and the
built-in pocket clip, and that
Eversharp is made for pocket, chain, or lady's handbag.
Made and Guaranteed by

THE

WAHL

COMPANY

1800 Roscoe Street, Chicago, Illinois

Send today for Catalog and Interesting Literature to
nearest Canadian representatives :
Rowland & Campbell Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Consolidated Optical Co.
Toronto, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec

EVERSHARP

ALWAYS

SHARP— NEVER

SHARPENED

Right-Hand Mate to the famous Tempoint Pen
t
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For Christmas Trade
It is especially true around Christmas
time that Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pens sell themselves — they make such
ideal gifts. Many dealers' stocks are
depleted by Christmas Eve. Then
right after Christmas, gifts of money
are so often converted into a

Your Name
c7nd Address

The colored Christ ma folder, illustrated above, shows twelve types
of our pens suitable for jrifts.
Write and tell us how many you
would
like us to send
you.

Waterman

buntainPen

Be sure that you take full advantage of the season and make
good counter and window displays of Waterman's Ideal
Fountain Pens. Also, mail out to your best customers our
handsome leaflets with your name and address on them
(furnished free to you).

Xmas Easel Window Card
Have you asked us to send you our Easel Window Card yet?
You should have one. It is beautifully colored and would
help you make your Xmas windows unusually attractive.

L. E. Waterman
179
New York

Boston

Co. Limited

St. James

St., Montreal

Chicago

San Francisco

Paris

London
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Holiday
Qift ©ooks
The following
pages introduce you
to the best books of
the year — affording
you a wide choice
of titles on a wide
range of subjects;
books that are
eminently suitable
ing.
for Christmas-giv-

P, o n K S E PI. E P

AND
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Qoltbap .Qtft jQpofes;
BOOKS OF CHARACTER AND CHARM

Good Books

FICTION
axalLf OURStion a r ofe rel
wel
spent in the company
of good books. Let
your preference roam
where it may, there's
an interesting book
awaiting your call.
The thoughts of other
men and women, presented in attractive
form, will entertain
you or add to your
knowledge, as your
mood may demand.

HELENA

By Mrs.

Author
of "Lady
Illustrated.

Rose's
12mo.

Humphry

Daughter."
$1.76 net.

Ward
etc.

Mrs. Ward holds her place in the forefront
among modern novelists by reason of the
invariable merit which marks each succeedcomes from her pen. "Helena"
adds ingtostoryherthatlaurels.
YOl

NEVES

SAW

SUCH

12mo.

By George
net.

Weston

One
of the brightest,
gayest,
happii
mances of many moons.
A story par excellence. You will say of Marty
Mackenzie
"you
never saw such a girl."
a haven
in your heart.
THE

SIX

BEST

CELLARS

By Holworthy
Illustrated

in

She

color.

will

find

.

Hall and
12mo.

Hugh
$1.00

Kahler
net.

Here is a book which is almost too amusing
to be true, and almost too true to be amusing.
But every community in the country already
contains, or soon will, just such a social
group as "the sacred six," the popularity,
aye. social station of whose members depends
upon one's ability to provide cocktail- and
other liquid refreshment
for dinner.

MOUNTAIN

PATHS

By Maurice

12mo.

$1.75

LAIRD

Maeterlinck

MODERN

8vo.

ago under the title "American Wives and
English Husbands," and many of Mrs. Atherton's admirers regard it as one of the best
of her novels.
SHASTA OF THE WOLVES
Illustrated in color. 12mo.

PSYCHICAL

PHENOMENA
By Hereward
!>vo.
$2.50

Illustrated.

Carrinjrton
net.

tinier it reminds one of Kipling's "Jungleand again of Jack London's "Call of
the Wild " It is a real bit of literature and
is very sympathetically and beautifully illustrated.

THROUGH

THE

SUNLIT

MASON-WASPS

THE

GLOW-WORM.

Uniform
LIFE

with
the
12mo.

OF

THE

KIEL

IN THE
Illustrated.

"HERCULES"
By
Lt. Lewis
R. Freeman
8vo.
$2.00 net.

YEAR

By Ralph
$1.50
net.

THK

AND

bound.

Waldo

Trine

$2.00 net.

By J. Henri Fabre
OTHER

By J.
other books
$1.75 net.

BEETLES
Henri
Fabre
by Fabre.

SPIDER

Illustrated
TO

By Olaf Baker
$1.75 net.

The life of this boy, the forest he lives in.
the bears and other animals he meets, above
all the wolves, are described in a way that
puts this book far above the average. At

12mo.

$2.50 net.

Atherton

The heroine of Mrs. Atherton's international
novel is a Californian. whose family history
is woven into the wild and shifting background of that always dramatic
"Transplanted" was published some years

net.

MAETERLINCK'S DOGS
By Georgette L* Blanc Maeterlinck

Met all

of "Truth Dexter," etc. 12mo.
$1.60 net.
Christopher is a unique character lovable to
a degree, lazy perhaps, but full of enthusiasms never losing his boyishness and
unspoiled charm as the years pass. His
adventures and romance make a story which
will leave the reader with a keen feeling of
cheer and optimism
and satisfaction.

Gift Edition, handsomely

Illustrated.

By Sidney

Author

TRANSPLANTED
By Gertrude
12mo. $1.60 net.

A GIRL

$1.35

CHRISTOPHER

SKA-HOUNDS
Illustrated.

By J. Henri
Edition. $2.50.
By Lt.
«vo.

Fabre

Lewis R. Freeman
$2.00 net.

JUVENILES
THE

By Charles Kingsley
THE WATER-BABIES.
LIFE OF THE BEE
rated in color by .lessie Wilcox Smith.
Maeterlinck
By Maurice
in color.
8vo.
$2.00 net.
12mo.
$1.25 net.

CHILDREN'S
Illustrated

McCLELLAND&STEWART,LIMITED

Publishers

TORONTO
10
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Canadian
Literature
Books by Canadian
authors, including fiction, poetry and letters,
are more to the fore
than ever this season
and among the novels
most of them have
Canadian settings.
This indication of the
healthy growth of Canadian literature carries
with it a similar development of the bookstore, which, more and
more, is becoming the
Mecca of healthy-minded Canadian men and
women.
What more suitable for
the interchange of gifts
at Christmas time than
selections from the rich
store house of Canadiana.

STATIONER

LEADING CANADIAN BOOKS
RAINBOW

VALLEY

By L. M. Montgomery.
Another big success by the author of the "Anne" books.
JOAN AT HALFWAY
By Grace McLeod
Rogers.
"I've just finished "Joan at Halfway" and am 'delighted with it. I haven't
read a b.ook for years which gave me so much pleasure."
L. M. Montgomery.
MIST
OF MORNING

fl til)

By Isabel Ecclestone
Mackay, author of "Up the Hill ami
A winsome and spontaneous
tale sparkling with humor.
GOLDEN DICKY

$1 :>o

Over."

By Marshall Saunders.
animal classic by the author of "Beautiful Joe."
JANETAnother
OF KOOTENAY
By Evah H. MeKowan.
A novel chat unfolds the Lost
THE TOUCH
OF ABNER

Wonders

H

-»()

$1
$1

50
JO

of Life.

By H. A. Cody, author of "The Unknown
A sprightly tale of much amusement.
BULLDOG CARNEY

Wrestler."

By
W. A. of
Fraser,
author and
of "The
Sapphires."
Redolent
the Rockies
the Three
Romance
of Western
THE GIRL OF O.K. VALLEY

THE

si r>o

life.

<i 1 .58

By Robert Watson, author of "By Brave and Gallant Gentleman."
A Simon-pure romance with the vigor of action.
SKY PILOT
IN NO MANS
LAND
J • :,(l

By Ralph
author book
of "The
This
is theConnor,
best selling
of theMajor,"
year. etc.
WOODEN
SPOIL
By Victor Rousseau.
A stirring tale of the Quebec lumber country.
IN ORCHARD GLEN
By

Marian

Keith.

Another fine romance of rural
( ARMICHAEL

Ontario by the author of "Duncan Polite."

|

-,(>

$1

50

author of "A Hillside Chris*
Penmanof Hope,
By Ethel
youth, love and faith.
ideal story
An
PERSONAL
AND
POLITICAL
REMINISCENCES,

$1

50

Sir John Willison.
A magnificentlv made
THE GIRL OF THE NEW

Vt -o
5 4 50

DR.

By Anison
North.
This is a classic among
PAUL

Canadian

book and
DAY

novels.

equally

rich

in contents.

By Ellen M. Knox.
An authoritative book by the principal of "Havergal Co
CANADIAN
SINGERS AND THEIR SONGS
Compiled by Edward
S. Caswell.
With photographs
and autographed
BUILDING
THE NORTH

.1-2.00

poems.

By James B. MacDougall.
Illustrated.
The romance and the wonder of New Ontario.
THE TRAIL OF A SOURDOUGH
By Charles E. Royal.
Pungent, witty, vigorous
LEAVES ON THE WIND

$1.75

$1

51)

J. I 50

verse

of popular appeal.

"Canadian Freeman."
Casey, editor
D. A.appealing
ABy most
volumeof ofthepoems.
$1-25

McClelland
ii

& stewart,

ltd. Publishers Toronto

HOOKSELLER

READING
Story-telling and storylistening is one of the
oldest, most delightful
of habits and most

AND

STATIONER

THIS ISABURGESS

CHRISTMAS

The Bird Book for Children
By

THORNTON

W.

BURGESS

This is a fine, new story book with 57 illustrations in color that will be read by boys and girls,
with just as much enjoyment as the Bedtime story-books. But it is more than a story-book
because
it is
AN AUTHORITATIVE BIRD BOOK

stimulating to all mankind. Never be without
plenty of new stories in
the house.

so written as to arouse the interest of even the tiniest tots in their feathered neighbors and
enable them to recognize them. It has the enthusiastic endorsation of the world-famed naturalist,
William T. Hornaday. of the directorate of the New York "Zoo." The illustrations are reproduced from paintings by Louis Agassiz Fuertes, whose pictures of birds are famous among all
bird-lovers.
$2.50.

For entertaining and
developing the minds of
children, story-telling is
a most important practice and it will form in
them the habit of reading books when they
reach maturity.

MRS. PETER RABBIT-Mr. Burgess tells how Mrs. Peter Rabbit sets up housekeeping and
how she made Peter Rabbit's friends her friends ; how she helped and advised him and how they
$1.50.
brought up their family of four cunning, furry little baby rabbits.

The Green Meadow Series
HAPPY

JACK — The first

Old
1. Old

issue in this new

series.

$1.50.

Mother Westwind

Mother

West

Wind.

2. Mother
3. Mother

West
West

Wind's
Wind's

4. Mother

West

Wind's

5. Mother
West
6. Mother
West
7. Mother
West
H. Mother
West
Neighbors.
Illustrated, Each, $1.00.

Children.
Animal Friends.

Series

Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind

"Why"
"How"
"When"
"Where"

Stories.
Stories.
Stories.
Stories.

The Bedtime Story Books
2. The Adventures

of Johnny

The
The

Chuck.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Adventures of Peter Cottontail.
The Adventures of Unc' Billy Possum.
The Adventures of Mr. Mocker.
The Adventures of Jerry Muskrat.
The
Adventures of Danny
Meadow
Mouse.
Frog.
The Adventures of Grandfather
The Adventures of Chatterer the Red
Squirrel.
Jay.
Illustrated,
10. The
Adventures of Sammy

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
Each.

THE

BOX

FOUR
BROKEN

WITH

By

E.

BIG

NEW
THE

SEALS
Phillips

thrilling narrative of international intrigue. Equal to "The Kingdom of the
Blind" and "The Pawns Count."
$1.75
WICKED

MARQUIS.
By

E.

Phillips

Adventures
Adventures
Adventures
Adventures
Adventures
Adventures

Oppenheim.

Oppenheim's last previous novel is still
going strong. It has had a prominent
place in the list of six best sellers in
Canada this year.
$1.50

of
of
of
of
of

Paddy the Beaver,
Poor Mrs. Quack.
Bobby
Coon,
Jimmy
Skunk,
Bob White,

of Ol'

Mr.

Buzzard.

cents.

NOVELS
OF
BILGE
AND

EXPLOITS

Oppenheim.

A

THE

60

Bear,
Adventures of Busty
Adventures of Old Mr. Toad,
Porky,
Adventures of Prickly
Adventures of Old Man Coyote,

By

Peter

Clark

MA.
MacFarlane.

The author of "Held to Answer" gives us
one of the humorous successes of the
year in "The Exploits of Bilge and Ma."
"Bilge" and "Ma" are an irrepressible
pair, one a machinist's mate and the other
the bos'n's mate of a destroyer crew. $1.60
"RIM

O' THE

WORLD."

By B. M. Bower.
The most engrossing story of ranch life
in the West that this popular author has
written.
$1.60

McClelland & Stewart, Ltd., Publishers
Toronto
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BOOKS
none but
wi 1 f u 1 1 y
blind can plead darkness; and blessed be
the memory of those
His faithful servants,
that have left their
blood, their spirits,
their lives, in these
papers and have willingly wasted themselves into these- enduring monuments to
give light unto others.
-Bishop Hall.
,
NOW
the

ST A T I < > N E R

A BOOK

FOR

EVERYBODY

Mr. Punch's
History of
The War
With

170 Cartoons

and Illustrations by Famous

"Punch"

Artists

A unique book of the war. It is not a formal, scientific, or "comic" history,
but really a reflex of the British Character in those days of doubt and hours
of hope. Every mother should read this book — it is balm for her sorrow —
and for every man hope and joy. Every citizen of the British Empire will
be able to appreciate and understand how the nation lived. It is full of insight, understanding and humor, in text, cartoons, and illustrations. Ouv
children will be thankful to us for such a book.

The Rain Girl, by the author of "Patricia Brent"
Another story of universal appeal.
Jeremy, by Hugh Walpole
Rich in characterization.
Dangerous Day, by Mary Roberts Rinehart
One of the most notable novels of 1919.

$1.60
1.75
1.60

In Secret, by Robert W. Chambers
No tale of Poe can sway you more.

1.50

The Forbidden Trail, by Honore Willsie
A drama in the desert.

1.60

Little Miss By-the-Day, by Lucile Van Slyke
Deals with a most bewitching personality.
A Woman Named Smith, by Marie Oemler
With a haunted house and lots of comedy.

1.50
1.60

The ({uerrils. by Stacy Aumonier
Richly wrought style and full of humor.
\ Servant of Reality, by Phyllis Bottome
A paiticularly fine story of an English country town.
Second Youth, by Warwick Deeping
The road of the hero's life runs in strange way?.
Mrs. Marden. by Robert Hichens
A novel about a typical woman
of our time.
A Damsel in Distress, by P. G. Wodehouse
A rollicking tale and breezy dialogue.

1.60
1.75
1.50
1 .50
1.60

Singing Mountains, by A. B. Cunningham

1.50

A novel of "The Simple Annals of the Poor "
Relieve You Me! Nina Wilcox Putnam
The most hilarious book of the season.

1.50

The Veldt Trail, by Gertrude Page
A tale of Rhodesia.

1.50
•

The King's Widow, by Mrs. Baillie-Reynolds
Another fine novel by this English writer.
When the World Shook, by H. Rider Haggard
H. Rider Haggard at his best.

SEE
Give the Boy

HIM

1.50
1.50

SMILE!

CHUMS

"M**

McClelland & Stewart, Ltd., Publishers
Toronto
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BOOKS
r Whether for father or
mother or any other
member of the family,
lover, kinsman or
friend, there's a book
admirably suitable as a
gift to that particular
person.
1] There is no easier solution of the Christmas
gift quandary that worries so many people each
year, than the decision
to give books— Just the
right sort of books can
be found in any bookshop worthy of the
name.

AND

Practical
HENLEY'S

S T ATIOXER

Books

TWENTIETH

CENTURY

For

BOOK

OF

Holiday Gifts

RECIPES,

PORMULAS

AND

PROCESSES.

Edited by Gardner D. Hi-cox.
The most valuable techno-chemicai formulae book publishe
eluding over 10.000 selected scientific, chemical, technological and practical recipes and proo
This book of !>00 pages is the most complete book of recipes ever published, giving thousa:
recipes for the manufacture of valuable articles for everyday use.
Hints, helps, practical
and secret processes are revealed within its pages.
It covers every branch
of the useful arts in every respect.
Contains an immense number of formulas that every one ought to have that are not found in any other work.
New edition.
Cloth binding, $3.50.
Half Morocco
binding.
Price, $4.50
STARTING,

LIGHTING

AND

IGNITION

SYSTEMS.

By Victor W. Page. A practical treatise on modern starting and UfDition
system practice. This practical volume has been written with special
reference to the requirements of the non-technical reader desiring easily
understood explanatory matter relating to all types of automobile ignition,
starting and lighting systems. It can be understood by anyone even without electrical knowledge. Nearly 500 pages. 297 specially made engravings.
New
edition.
Price.
$2.25
THE

MODERN
GASOLINE AUTOMOBILE.
CONSTRUCTION,
OPERATION.

ITS

DESIGN.

By Victor W. Page. M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical and up-to-date treatise on
gasoline automobiles and their component parts ever published. In the new revised and enlarged
edition, all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance are fully and complete I and in language anyone can understand.
1,000 pages.
1.000 illustrations.
THE

themooelT

FORD CAR

ANDfORDFAHMIRAClOR;

MODEL
REPAIR,

Price,
T FORD CAR, ITS CONSTRICTION.
OPERATION
INCLUDING
THE FORD FARM TRACTOR

s; un
AM)

By Victor W. Page. This is the most complete and practical instruction
book ever published on the Ford car. A high-grade, cloth bound book,
printed on the best paper, illustrated by specially made drawings and
photographs. All parts of the Ford Model T Car are described and illustrated in a comprehensive manner — nothing, is left for the reader to guess
it. The construction is fully treated and operating principle made clear
to everyone.
310 pages.
106 illustrations.
Price, $1.1(1
A'l TOMOBILE
REPAIRING
MADE
EASY

By Victor W. Page. A thoroughly practical book containing complete directions for making
repairs to all parts of the motor car mechanism. Written in a thorough but non-technical
manner. This book also contains Special Instructions on Electric Starting, Lighting and Ignition
Systems, Tire Repairing and Rebuilding, Autogenous Welding, Brazing and Soldering, Heat
Treatment of Sjeel, Latest Timing Practice, Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors, etc., etc. You
will never "Get Stuck" on a job if you own this book. 1,000 specially made engravings on 500
plates.
l,05fi pages (6% x 8).
11 folding plates.
Price,
$4 01)
ACTOMOBILE
WELDING
WITH
THE
OXY-ACETYLENE
FLAME
By M. Keith Dunham. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to be used, its care, and how
to construct necessary shop equipment. Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile
parts, in a manner understandable by everyone.
167 pages, fully illustrated. Price. >1 35
QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS
RELATING
TO MODERN
AUTOMOBILE
CONSTRUCTION.
DRIVING
AND REPAIR
A self-educator on automobiling without an equal. This practical treatise consists of a stri«;
of thirty-seven lessons, covering with over 2,000 questions and their answers- the automobile, its
construction, operation, and repair. The subject matter is absolutely correct and explained in
simple language.
650 pages, 392 illustrations, 3 folding plates.
Price, $2.25
GASOLINE AND KEROSENE CARBURETORS,
CONSTRUCTION.
INSTALLATION
AND ADJUSTMENT
All leading types of carburetors are described in detail. Special attention being given to the
forms devised to use the cheaper fuels such as kero ene.
»9 illustrations.
'',10 pages.
Price. HOW
TO RUN
AN AUTOMOBILE

^^

By Victor W. Page. This treatise gives concise instructions for starting and
running all makes of gasoline automobiles, how to care for them, and gives
distinctive features of control. Describes every step for shifting gears, controlling engines. 178 pages.
72 illustrations.
Price, $1.10
STORAGE
BATTERIES
SIMPLIFIED
This is the most thorough and authoritative treatise ever published on "his
subject. It is written in easily understandable, non-technical language so
that any one may grasp the basic principles of storage battery action as well
as their practical industrial applications. All electric and gasoline automobiles
use storage batteries. Every automobile repairman, dealer, or salesman should
have a good knowledge of maintenance and repair of these important elements
of the motor car mechanism. This book not only tells how to charge, care
for, and rebuild storage batteries, but also outlines all the industrial uses.
20s pages.
Fully illustrated.
Price, $2.00
Any

of
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prepaid
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PUBLISHING

of price.
FREE — Our
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RlReaf Bl
make the best presents.
There is nothing easier
to buy than a book, and
nothing that makes a
better showing for the
cost. There is nothing
.that indicates such loving thoughtfulness on
the part of the giver,
and brings such real and
lasting pleasure, as wellchosen books.

ThurMon

THE

WORLD OF WONDERFUL REALITY— By E. Temple Thurston, author of "The City of
Beantiful Nonsense," etc. Cloth. $1.75. "The World of Wonderful Reality" is the successor
to Temple Thurston's "The City .if Beautiful Nonsense," his tremendous success, which
has sold over three hundred thousand copies,

THE

RIVER'S END— By James Oliver Curwood. $1.50. The unforgettable story of John
Keith will seem like something you yourself are living and make you think of your own
life as though it were a fiction.
First U.S. edition was 50. 000 copies.

THE

PATH TO HOME— By Edgar A. (iuest. S1.25. The live-light of the home life and
the
Guestjoy of just being in it and of it, shine through the pages of this latest book by "Eddie"

THE

NIGHT
OPERATOR— By Frank
L. Packard.
$1.50.
In "The Night Operator"
ycu
will follow with spellbound interest a panorama of rushing mountain rivers and dangerous
curves, of brave men responsible for the safety of others, who meet their obligation with
high hearts and abounding courage.

FREE AIR — By Sinclair Lewis, author of "The Job." Illustrated. $1.60. Mr. Lewis has put
into this love story the glorious vagabound joy of a trip into free air, the glory of a morning's start, the uncertainty of each day's journey, and the courage to get on to the
journey's end
ACROSS THE STREAM— By E. F. Benson, author of "Dodo." "The Sheaves," etc. $1.50. In
"David Blaise" Mr. Benson proves the depth of his insight into the heart of a boy.
"Across the Stream" is a story of psychic influences from first baby impressions through
youth and manhood.
THE

HARBOR ROAD — By Sara Ware Bassett, author of "The Taming of Zenas Henry, etc.
$1.50. In the little Cape Cod village of Wilton lives Nate Harlow with his sister Deborah,
and their lovely niece. Tressie. When the family exchquer runs low. Deborah decides to
take some summer boarders, and th complications resulting fro mthe senture make it a
tale in which there is a glimpse of old Boston, and its traditions, and a broader glimpse
of the sea with its white ships and bordering dunes.

Hl'I.DY'S WHISTLE — By Anne Archbold Miller. $1.35. A delightful story of the heart and
home. This is the glad story of "Whistle" a red-blooded, two-fisted little boy who was a
trial to his folks but who was "made over" by Huldy's joyous philosophy of living —
puttin' glory into good.
THE MAGIC OF OZ. — By Frank L. Baum. $1.75. The fame of the Oz Books has gone around
the world. Each year the demand grows greater. Every addition to the series outsells the
volume which preceded it. The Oz. Books are the most popular, the widest-known, the
best-selling of all juveniles.
GO! — By George Harrison Phelps. $1.00. Fifty real stories of success. Each has a kernel of
inspiration
a business goal. They are not preachy ; but they have got punch. "Go"
ii
a book forforwinners.
THE

LAST OF THE MOHICANS — By J. Fenimore Cooper. Illustrated in color by N. C.
Wyeth. $3.00. Each year brings a new W'yeth volume in this handsomely illustrated and
bound shelf of books for younger readers. Collectively they form a fareiy stimulating introduction for any child to some of our most prized classics. This year's addition to the
growing
list is "The Last of the Mohicans"
a favorite with five generations
of boys.

THE

COPP, CLARK

CO., LIMITED

PUBLISHERS
FREE AIR
By Sinclair Lewis .
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The War
In Art
Every war has inspired
pictures that have lived
and will continue to live
and few homes are without pictures that depict
great battles on sea or
land marking previous
wars. What about the
pictures of outstanding
events of the greatest of
all wars?
Some of the most historic
events have been commemorated in art and art treasures of this class and will
make most suitable gifts
for the forthcoming
Christmas
season.

K s K L L E R

A N I) S T A T I 0 N E R

A Gift Par Excellence
— For every patriotic Canadian Home
— For the school
For the Board room
From pupils to teacher
Choose

Either

of

THE SURRENDER
Painted b, Sir JOHN LAVERY, A.R.A.
FIRST

These

Masterpieces

OF THE GERMAN

Royal Academy

1919.

Depicting

FLEET

"The Two Pictures of the year and for all time."

PICTURE

SECOND

PICTURE

Quarter deck H.M.S. 'Queen Elizabeth,"
Mov. 15, 1918.
Night.
Arrival of the German
Delegates.

Cabin
"Queen
Elizabeth."
Nov. 16,H.M.S.
1918.
Morning.
Sir David Beatty Reading Out the Terms

Signed Remarque Artist's Proof . .$50. 00
Signed Publishers'
Proof
25. Ot
Prints
r: . 15 0C
Oil Facsim. on canvas and stretcher 1^.00

Signed Remarque Artist's Proof . .$50.00
Signed Publishers' Proof
25.00
Print*
15.00
Oil Facsim. on canvas and stretcher l!>00

in

Fore

These pictures have been reproduced in magnificent colors and
three styles by Raphael Tuck and Sons of London, England.

The most remarkable war pictures ever painted bj any artist in the history of the world.
Sir John Lavery was an eye-witness and made his first sketches at the time of the actual
arrival ot the German delegates on board Sir David Realty's Flagship, H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth.
Sole representatives for North America

Sales Limited - 66 BOND ST. -Toronto

YOU SAVE TIME
AND EXPENSE
By ordering from the nearest
point of distribution to you.

MUTT

AND

JEFF

BOOK

6

CARTOONS

By Bud Fisher

Buy in Winnipeg and save on transportation costs — you also get quicker service.
Wholesale Distributors
to the Trade

AMERICAN

All the Latest Fiction
and Periodicals

NEWS

LIMITKD
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BOOKS
will admirably enable
you to express, in the
form of a gift at Christmas time, good - will
towards near and dear
friends.

19 ALLEN BOOKS
"CANADA'S

1

HUNDRED

DAYS"

" CANADA'S SONS AND GREAT
' IN THEBy Col.
WORLD
WAR"
Geo. G. Nasmith, C.M.G.
.A

complete

the British
'strengthen

fl Yield to that impulse
by choosing books to be
that exhibit of you r
kindly thought.

and

with appreciation
by Gen. A. W.
authentic
history
of the commanding

Empire in the world's greatest war.
"A
sound,
patriotic sentiment." — H. J. Cody,

"OVER

CANADIAN

BRITAIN

Currie
part played

by

Canada

book like this may do much
Minister of Education.

BATTLEFIELDS"

By J. W. Dafoe

, This very important book is written by
I J.
editor of Winnipeg
at W.
the Dafoe,
Peace Conference
in Paris, 'Tree
and
him to go over the entire battlefield.

fl To give pleasure, a
book need not necessarily be a highly expensive volume. There are
moderate priced books
that will delight certain
people more than previous metals.

„ nn

$D .VV
By J. Fred Live say
work of the Canadian Corps contributed more than any other combined operation, during the period of the last hundred days, to the final downfall of the enemy
arms. This is a considerable claim, but it will be amply supported by Mr. Livesay
in his book,
"CANADA'S
HUNDRED
DAYS."

The

'THROUGH

ST. DUNSTAN'S

$3.50
C1 nn
$1.UU

TO LIGHT"
and

until

$1.00
«.9 -n

AND HUMANITY"

Hon.
W. L. Mackenzie King
"Industry and Humanity"
is one of the ablest works on the problems of capital
I labor ever penned.
Toronto
"Saturday Night."

'THE SECRET

to

one of Canada's well-known
newspaper men,
Press.''Sir who
represented
the Canadian
Gen.
Arthur
Currie made
it possible press
for

By Pte. Jas. H. Rawlin son
The experiences of Pte. Rawlinson
after he lost his sig'ht at yimy Ridge,
, he was able again to take his place as a real producer — though sightless.

"INDUSTRY
By

and

«p£.J)U
and

OF HEROISM"

By Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King
This book will make any man better for reading it and Mr. Mackenzie King has
done all young Canadians a good service in contributing this book to our Canadian literature.

$1.25

"A LABRADOR
DOCTOR"
By Dr. Wilfred Thomason Grenfell
Dr. Grenfell's sympathy and insight are combined in this outdoor autobiography,
with a vivid and humorous style and taken as a whole the book, in its significance
and human
interest,
will rank among
the notable biographies
of the year.

$4.00

"DAWN"

8

By Eleanor H. Porter
In "Dawn" Mrs. Porter has struck a note whioh vibrates to the depths of every
reader's heart, she created a character in Keith Burton, who has taken his place
with David and Pollyanna in the immortal gallery of Mrs. Porter's child portraits.

9

By H. H. Knibbs
A virile cow-boy yarn. Pete the hero is not the stereotyped cow-boy of fiction, but a
decidedly individual character whose honesty, courage and shrewdness give him a
very real personality. His experiences hold the attention and win the sympathy of
the reader throughout.

10

By Katharine Newlin Burt
"A romance which sweeps into a single tale the whole range of emotions and
experience upon which human life and love and energy are built." — New York "Times."

$1.65

"THE RIDIN' KID FROM POWDER RIVER

11
12

$1.75

"THE BRANDING

IRON"

$1.75

"HURLBUT'S
STORY OF THE BIBLE"
Rev. Jesse L. Hurlbut
Stories
taken
illustrations.

from

Genesis

to

Revelations

told

for

young

and

old

with

over

"THE,WONDER
BOOK
KNOWLEDGE"
Edited by Henry
Chase OF
Hill
The
marvels
of Modern
Industry
and
Invention: the interesting
story
things ; the mysterious processes of nature — simply explained.
Over 700
THE
REASON
WHY
is given for most everything in this book.

FOR SALE AT ALL BOOK

STORES

200

$2.00

of common
illustrations.

$3.00

PUBLISHER

THOMAS
17
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Musson Books - Holiday Gifts
LUDENDORFF'S

admit children to new
worlds of delight, contribute much to their
happiness, s t i m u late
their imagination, and
leave lifelong, joyous
memories.

WHAT

<[ Good books owned
and read in childhood

THE

are enduring contributions to life's true
wealth. Books are, in
fact, a delight all
through life, and there
are volumes eminently
suitable for men and
women of all ages.

OWN

STORY

Newspaper articles on the front page: of leading dailies, editorials, and letters to the press
testify to the wide interest in the few extracts from this amazing book already (liven out. No
publishing event in years has so excited the public mind.
LudendorfT has written a book that is remarkable for its apparent frankness. It is an
amazing human document — a revelation of the workings of the Teutonic military mind. It
covers the entire period of the war. It will be the most discussed book of the year. From the
storming of Liege jo the armistice it stands a complete record of the achievements and opinions
of the man
who
is credited
with
being
above
all others
the brains
of the German
army.
2 Vols., Illus.
Cloth, $7.50

THE

CENSOR

FORBADE

by Philip Gibbs

The war is over and Philip Gibbs is telling in these articles facts that he was unable to
disclose earlier — more thrilling and dramatic than any literature that has yet come out of the
war. Never since Charles Dickens has a writer had such a tribute paid to him as Philip Gibbs.
anil this is all the more phenomenal since his fame does not rest on fiction. When he
appeared at Carnegie Hall thirty-seven hundred applauding men and women rose to their feet
to do honor to a man whose personality was unknown to them, who had done nothing spectacular,
who was not of their nationality, but who from a distance of three thousand miles has won them
daily for four years by the picturesqueness,
the beauty,
and the spirit of his writing.
Cloth.
Illus.
SI. 75

BROKEN
FRANCE

SOLDIER

Out of the beautiful myth
the battlefield by the vision of
quality of one poor Poilu who
on gloriously with the fight he
Story of the Other Wise Man."

WHEN

JOHNNY

AND

THE MAID OF
by Henry Van Dyke

that the soldiers of France have often been led and inspired on
Joan of Arc, Dr. Van Dyke has woven a tale of rare spiritual
saw the Maid of France as in a dream and with her help went
had been about to give up. A classic that will rank with "The
It is illustrated with remarkable pictures by F. E. Schoonover.
8ro. Edition,
Cloth,
$1.25.
16mo.
Edition, 60c.

COMES

MARCHING

HOME

Through their wit, charm and keen observation and reflection Miss Ullrich's books from the
"Hilltop" deserve a permanent place in the literature of letters. Thousands of readers are the
friends of the neighbors of the "Hilltop" and they desire to know how their acquaintances received the news of peace and of their joy at the lifting of the long strain of over four years of
war. Miss Ahlrich gives us the reactions of the population to peace, the return of the soldiers,
but more important still- and of greater human interest, too — is her interpretation of political
events and opinions about which but little has come to us. Not only as a volume of interpretation, but as one throwing an interesting and vital light on world events, does WHEN JOHNNY
COMES
MARCHING
HOME deserve an important place among
real books.
Illus. Cloth.
SI. 35

BOB

AND

BILL SEE CANADA

by Alfred E. Uren

Two intelligent and exceedingly human rabbits, named Bob and Bill, growing tired of the
monotonous life they have been living among their native haunts in a Nova Scotia forest, decide
to tour Canada from coast to coast. Bob, who is. white, is of a thoughtful turn of mind, while
Bill, his black companion, sees the humorous side of life. They tour each Province in turn,
the sights of greatest interest, and take special pleasure in acquainting themselves with
Canada's bailing industries. This book is really their diary, written in exceedingly clever style
in rhyme.
Those
who
read it will have a greater conception
of Canada and things
Canadian.
Illus.
Cloth.
SI. 25

BIRDS

OF PEASEMARSH

The steadily
increasing
interest in the lives and habits of our native birds is one of the
most
encouraging
indications of our gradually widening education.
An entirely Canadian
work
just published, gives a well-written and well-illustrated description of the surprisingly interesting
of the Birds of Peasemarsh. a Canadian
Bird -SanctuaryIllus.
Cloth, SI. 50

A NEW

JOY FOR THE

CHILDREN

When they're tired of balls and tops and blocks and marbles and dolls, here's something new.
Rollicking, rhyming stories, and beautiful colored pictures, and music real records for real
phonographs
all three in one gorgeous wonderful book.

BUBBLE
The

Harper-Col .mbia

Books

The First
Bubble
Book
The Second
Bubble
Book
The Third
Bubble
Book
The Animal
Bubble
Book
The Pie Party
Bubble
Rook

that

Sing.

by

BOOKS

By Ralph
Mayhew
and
Burges
Johnson,
Rhoda
Chase.
The
Pet Bubble
Book
The
Funny
Froggie
Bubble
Book
The Happy-Go-Lucky
Bubble Book
The
Merry
Midget
Bubble
Book

Pictures

Each one is a joy and a delight, and costs only a dollar and a quarter. Go to-day to any
book store, Columbia Graphophone store, gift shop, toy shop, music store, or department store,
and get a Bubble Book to make a child happy.
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The
Book Gift
No present gives so
great and lasting pleasure as a Book, and nothing that gives so much
pleasure costs so little.
Therefore, give books
this Christmas.
Holiday buyers are
urged to shop early. Not
only will they be able to
make their purchases
more leisurely, but their
opportunities for selection will be wider. To
wait until the last day
or two before Christmas
is almost sure to mean
some disappointments.
Shop early.

AND

STATIONER

Musson Books - Holiday Gifts

THEDouglasHEART
OF CHERRY McBAIN by Douglas Durkin
Durkin has unquestionably written one of the greatest romances that has ever come

oUt of the Canadian
West.
Not the West of the mines or the ranches or the big timbers, but
of the Nation's frontiers, where men and women meet and work and nurse new hope- in virgin
valleys and fertile plains.
It is a tale of a new settlement and the coming
of the railway
one of Canada's great transcontinental
Highways.
It is a story of big men and big emotions and the big out-of-doors — with scarcely a half
hour under cover.
Cloth
$1.59

by Holman

THE
RIDER OF THE KING LOG
Holman Day is at his oest in this tense story of love

and loyalty,
ainst the background of the Great Woods. The romantic adventure
clean and alluring. The tang of the pines is in its pages, the zest of
lure of danger. And for the heroine he gives us a real girl just out
father's -udden death, is thrust into the struggle for river rights between
and leads her own to victory.

Day

treachery and intrigue,
of life itself stands out
the keen forest air, the
of college. \\{io, by her
rival logging companies
Cloth, $1.75 net

by Compton

McKenzie

^Trvla Scarlett, the fascinating. 'brilliant, erratic, but always charming Sylvia, will rank
with Trilby as one of the most delightful and unconventional heroines of all fiction. To satisfy
a whim she throws away a big career She makes her way alone through dangers that would
terrify most men. She sings and dances through life and at last finds happiness in the love ■>(
a man whom she thought forever lost to her.
Cloth, $1.75 net

THE LION'S MOUSE

by C N* and A' M' Williamson

Tire amazing adventures tnaTbefeTl Roger Sand following his marriage after a day's acquaintance with the woman of mystery. He marries her because he loves' her without knowing wh. P
she is. where she comes from, nor where she is bound. It's the real thing in mystery Btories.
the kind that keeps the reader tense until the end
Cloth, $1.60

by *^en Glasgow

BUILDERS

ATfowT1? ftfl VrrVrf W oho of those strong men who build for to-morrow and submit to '.he
misunderstandings of to-day and the most subtly feminine character, Ellen Glasgow has drawn.
The North American Review says ; "Among the established novelists of our country Ellen Glasgow
easily stands in the front rank." "None of the modern inducements to gain popularity by lowering her own fine standard of what the novel is and should be have corrupted her."
"She shows herself a wonderful successor to Thomas Hardy, as able and as profound ^n
her own field as he was in his."
Cloth, net, $1.60

THE

f

& R G; Wodehouse

Intnl.; novel — wnicn is more than just a funny story with a punch riotous fun is ;>oked
at Eugenics and the general bringing up of children in glass cases. But with all the fun there
is a tender, fascinating love story that holds you in suspense to the last page. There is also a
mighty sound exposition of the futility of so-called "society life." And in the end, it is the
little child that leads Ruth and Kirk and all the reft on the right road.
"The best
has done," says Bob Davis of Munsey's. Costs only $1.60 and
the whole
familything
can Wodehouse
read it.

THEIR

MUTUAL

CHILD

The Soul Scar. By Arthur B\Reeve. Cloth 51.60
The City of Comrades.
By Basil Kir,,'.
Cloth
$1.75
The Taker.
By Daniel Carson
Goodman.
Cloth
$1.75
The Cottage of Delight.
By Will N. Harben.
Cloth
51.60
From
By Harvey
O'Higgin;. $1.50
Cloth the Life.
Christopher and Columbus.
By author of
"Elizabeth
and Her German
Garden."
Cloth
$1.65
The
Immortal
Flame.
By Marie
Bjelke
Petersen.
Cloth
$1.60
Unbroken Lines. By Harriet T. Cornstock.
Cloth
$1.50
Michael Forth. By Mary Johnson. Cloth. $1.75
The
Little
Moment
of Happiness.
By
Clarence Budington Kelland
Cloth
$1.60
The First Piano in Camp. By Sam Davis. .75
The Winds
of Chance.
By Rex Beach
Cloth
$1.75
Waifs and Strays.
By O. Henry.
Cloth.
$1.65, and Leather
52.50
The Story of a Lover. Anonymous. Cloth. .$1.50
l^c Road That, Led Home.
By Will N.
Ingersoll.
Cloth
$1.50
The Groper. By Henry G. Aikman. Cloth. $1.60
The Dc.ert of Wheat.
By Zane Grey.
Cloth
$1.75
Du t of New York.
By Konrad Bercovici.
Cloth
$1.60

READING--AND

GIVING

The
Peddler.
By
Henry
C. Rowland.
Cloth
$1.50
The Cricket.
By Marjorre Benton
Cooke.
Cloth
$1.50
The Great Desire.
By Alexander
Black.
Cloth
$1.75
The Charm School. By Alice Duer Miller.
Cloth
$1.40
Pierre and Joseph. By Rene Bazin. Cloth. $1.60
The Promises of Alice. By Margaret Deland.
Cloth
$1.40
The Haunted
Bookshop.
By Christopher
Morley.
Cloth
$1.65
In the Sweet Dry and Dry. By Christopher Morley and Bart Haley. Cloth .. .$1.50
The Swallow. By Ruth Dunbar. Cloth. . .$1.50
Travelling Companions.
By Henry James.
Cloth
$1.75
The Old Card.
By Rolan Pertwee. Cloth. .$1.60
Lightnin".
By Frank
Bacon.
Cloth
$1.50
The Prestons.
By Mary
Heaton
Vorse.
Cloth
$1.75
Outland.
By Mary Austin.
Cloth
$1.60
The Cow Puncher.
By Robt. J. C. Stead.
Cloth
'.
$1.5»
Dwellers
in Arcady.
By Albert Bigelow
Paine.
Cloth
$1.50
Potash and Perlmutter Settle Things.
By
Montague
Glass.
Cloth
$1.60
The Cup of Fury.
By Ruoert
Hughes.
Cloth
$1.75
The Yellow
Typhoon.
By Harold
McGrath.
Cloth
$1.35
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BOOKS
fl Think of the ease with
which even a long list
of names to be remembered with Christmas
gifts, may be checked
off as selections are
made from tables in the
bookshops amply laden
with books suitable for
holiday giving.
fl Then why should not
people "shop early" so
as to make their purchases more leisurely
than is possible in the
rush and crush of shopping in the last few days
before Christmas?

STATIONER

W. W. Jacobs' Deep Waters
"A sailorman," said the night-watchman, musingly, "a sailorman is like a fish, safest
when 'e is at sea
When a fish comes ashore it is in for trouble, and so is a sailorman.
One
poor chap — I knew
." What happened to the poor chap may be learned in the first story of
new collection of W. W. Jacobs' stories, and it may be inferred that the "Deep Waters" of the
title were not all seen from ship board. The book contains laughter by the page-full and the
quaint,
whimsical drollery of the tale is cleverly reflected in Mr. WillIllustrated,
Owen's characteristic
illustrations.
cloth, $1.50

John Buchans Mr. Standfast
This is an epic of secret service, in which Dick Hannay. the Hero of "Greenmantle" and
"Thirty-nine Steps" make a welcome reappearance. The extraordinary, yet not incredible
enterprises, the breathless escapes and dazzling audacities, through which Hannay pursues or is
pursued by the most dangerous spy in England, the secret workings of the Hidden Hand in
their
countless
ramifications,
forth in this
storyand
withspirited.
all Col. No
Buchan's
art. and
are interwoven
witharea set
love-romance
at 6plendid
once tender
lover masterly
of gTeat
fiction c;in afford to miss a page of it.
Cloth, $1.50

Ian Hay's The Last Million
The Last Million rounds off the great story which Ian Hay began in the "First Hundred
Thousand." It goes behind history to tell of the Men who helped to make it. The Men who
came out of civilian life to serve as privates or officers in the Allied army of Crusaders, which
has now finished its work. There are quaintly amusing anecdotes, and anecdotes that bring
:ill the pathos and tragedy of the War home to yon. "The Last Million" has in short all those
qualities of humorous and poignant narration, of graphic characterization and descriptive power
that made "The First Hundred Thousand" one of the most famous books of Hie War. Cloth
$1.50

Berta Ruck's Disturbing Charm
Everyone likes a love story, which, perhaps, explains the wonderful popularity of Berta
Ruck with the reading public. Half the trouble in the world arises from the fact that people
are continually falling in love with the wrong persons. What causes this catastrophe, some
itnall and secret force, some "Disturbing Charm." Imagine this charm discovered, and a novel
where the cross-pnrposes of half-a-dozen lovers lead to a happy sorting of themselves at the end
of the story, which takes place in the fourth year at the great War and which is modern in
every touch, and you have Berta Ruck's newest and most successful novel.
Cloth, $1.50

&ow. On the Swan River
With ingenious skill and first-hand knowledge Hulbert Footner portrays life with its exciting adventures in the Canadian North-West. This is a mystery novel full of the romance
and adventure which abounds in the far North. Those who like to see William S. Hart on
stories will enjoy "On the Swan River." It is
London
Jack you
those
the screen
one
of thoseandkind
of who
books devour
that keep
up until you finish it.
Cloth, $1.50

Baroness

His Majesty's Well-Beloved

when stage celebrities are so much in the limelight, the personality of Tom
actor who stood out head and shoulders above his fellow-artists, has a peculiar
interest. He was the Henry Irving or the Herbert Tree of his day. and held in high esteem by
all the rank and fashion of the time. The King himself was one of his keenest patrons. "His
Majesty's Beloved" is essentially a love-story, and deals with a pathetic episode in the life of
the great actor, while more than one of the many dazzling figures that adorned Society af that
$1.50
Cloth,
period bear their parts in this drama of love and action.
In these days,
Orczy's
Retterton, the first

Hocking's The Everlasting Arms
One <>f the most striking and fascinating stories Mr. Hocking has ever
thrilling narrative of Modern Life, introducing elements which Mr. Hocking
used in a story. He never forgets the great elemental facts of life, nor does
a tremendous fascination in the occult and the mysterious,
that a wmile
for
maid there
has anis external charm.

written. It is a
has never before
he fail to realize
the love of a mi
Cloth, $1.35
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BoIfoa?>e(tft©oofe*

MEMORIES

BOOKS

By Admiral of the Fleet

LORD
"The library of wisdom
is more precious than all
riches, and nothing that
can be wished for is
worthy to be compared
with it. Whosoever,
therefore, acknowledges
himself to be a zealous
follower of truth, of
happiness, of wisdom,
of science, or even of
faith, must of necessity
make himself a lover of
books."
— From the Latin.

FISHER

Lord Fisher's Memories is not a war bdok in the ordinary sense at any rate, though it is,
of course, full of fighting. Every page rings with the author's tremendously forceful personality— it is indeed as intimate a volume as has ever been published. The racy stories are likely
to cause a great sensation. Nothing so outspoken and piquant has been published for year*.
Super-Royal 8vo.
)
Cloth, $7.50

THE

VITAL

MESSAGE

By Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle speaks with the authority of a recognized expert in psychic questions such as. Are the dead really dead? THE VITAL MESSAGE is an original and startling
discussion of the subject of life and death.
Net, $1.25

THE NEW

REVELATION

By Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle

Conan Doyle here sets forth his views and the reasons for the faith that is in him with s
simplicity, a sincerity and an absence of either dogmatism or fanaticism which must commend
him to the respectful attention of even those who are most skeptical concerning the possibility
of spirt communications.
Boards, $1.00 net

THE GRAND FLEET 1914-1916
Its Creation,

Development

and

Work

By Admiral Viscount Jellicoe, G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O.
The Grand Fleet, 1914-1916. its creation, development and work, by Admiral Viscount
Jellicoe of Scapa, G.C.B.. O.M., G.C.V.O. A book of supreme interest for the whole world.
Admiral Jelliecoe lifts for the first time the curtain of mystery which has shrouded the Grand
Fleet, and reveals the modus operandi of that world-saving organization. Never before was
there a narrative such as this — at once history, romance, tragedy, courage and victory. An
amazing and imperishable record.
With charts, plans and illustrations, $6.00

Leonard Merrick

m

111
lL.<

.J

f~

~

Knows nun so well, that men who will hardly read another novel in a year chuckle in
delight over a Merrick 6tory because he gets to where a man really lives.
He knows women
"catches their likeness to the last fleeting expression," says W. D. Howells
the men who think they understand women.
The man who has not read Merrick's "Conrad in Quest of His Youth" would buy a copy
on his way home to-ninht if he appreciated how unusual a pleasure lies in its enthralling pages.
Other Merrick novels
While Paris Laughed,
When Love Flies Out of
panions, One Man's
Lynch.
They
all haveView.
the

now to be had are:
The Position of Peggy Harper, The Man Who Understood Women.
the Window, The Worldlings, Actor-Manager. Cynthia, Quaint ComThe Man flavor.
Who Was Good, A Chair on the Boulevard, TheEach.
House
Merrick
$1.5©>f
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Fiction for
Christmas
You want to give them
something appropriate,
som e t h i n g attractive,
something that will be remembered— A Book, with
your name and your greeting upon the flyleaf. A
charming romance for
Mother, a rattling good
detective story for father;
a story with "young life"
in it for Grandad, a heartto-heart book for Grandmother, a tale with a bit
of shootin' in it for
Brother, and a book with
a red-blooded hero in it
for Sis — and for HIM or
for HER — well, you will
find it in this bookstore.
There is no reason why
you should not gladden
the hearts of EVERY ONE
family at Christof your
mas time with just the
book each one wants. We
have books for sale at just
one-half the price at
which they once sold. And
yet they are handsomely
bound in cloth, full library size, illustrated, enclosed in charming colored wrappers, the work
of famous artists.
To many a bov and girl
Christmas and BOOKS
are so closely associated
that parents make this the
great occasion of the year
to stock up "their children's" libraries. Don't
YOU remember when you
were in knickers or short
skirts how on Christmas
morning you went around
with an armful of books
to ask Tom and Jack and
Marv Ann how many
THEY got? Don't .forget
to put BOOKS into your
kiddie's stocking!

AND

STATIONER

71 GIVE A THOUGHT
WHEN

TO BOOKS

YOU DO

YOUR

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

OXe.

AMAZING
INTERLUDE

Below is a list of the most important
Popular Books by Popular Authors
at Popular Prices
Adventures

in Contentment
David Grayson
Adventures in Friendship. David Grayson
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland,
Lewis Carroll
Amarilly

of

Clothes-Line Alley,
Belle K. Mania tea
Amarilly
in Love
...Belle K. Ddaniatea
Amazing
Interlude,
The,
Mary Roberts Rinehart
Baree, Son of Kazan,
James Oliver Curwood
Boy; The Wandering Dog,
Marshall Saunders
Calvary Alley
Alice Hegan Rice
Carolyn of the Corners,
Ruth B. Endicbtt
Catcher Craig
Christy Mathewson
Cecilia of the Pink Roses.
. K. H. Taylor
Daddy
Long-Legs
Jean Webster
Enchanted Hearts (A Prince There Was),
Darragh Aldrich
Freckles
Gene Strattan-Porter
Friendly Road, The
David Grayson
Further Adventures of Nils,
Selma Lagerlof
Girl From the Big Horn Country. Chase
Girl of the Limber'nst,
A
Gene Stratton-Poi : r
Great Possessions
David Grayson
Hans Brinker
Mary M. D
The ...Gene Stratton-Porter
Harvester,
Throbs,
Heart
Edited by Joe Mitchell Chanple
Clara Louise Burnham
jewel
Jewel's Story Book,
Clare Louise Burnham
Eleanor H. Porter
Just David

Lavender and Old Lace
Myrtle Reed
Left End Edwards Ralph Henry Barbour
Mary Rose of Mifflin Francis R. Sterrett
Master of the Vineyard. ... Myrtle Reed
Master's Violin, The
Myrtle Reed
Michael O'Halloran. Gene Stratton-Porter
More Heart Throbs. Joe Mitchell Chappie
Mother
Kathleen
Morris
Old Rose and Silver
Myrtle
Reed
Polly of Lady Gay Cottage ... E. C. Dowd
Polly of the Hospital Staff. E. C. Dowd
Prudence of the Parsonage,
Ethel Hueston
Prudence Says So
Ethel Hueston
Scandal
Cosmo
Hamilton
Sons of Rolling Thunder. The,
Elmer R. Gregor
Song of the

Cardinal, The,
Gene Stratton-Porter
Spinner in the Sun, A
Myrtle Reed
Street of Seven Stars, The,
Mary Roberts Rinehart
Morgan
Theodore Roosevelt, Boy and Man,
Told by I'ncle Remus,
Joel Chandler Harris
Two Little Savages.. E. Thompson Seton
Vision Splendid
.. ..Wm. MacLeod Raine
Weaver of Dreams, A
Myrtle Reed
When Knighthood Was in Flower.
Charles Maior
White Fang
Jack London
Wild Animals at Home. ...E. T. Seton
Wild Animals I Have Known. E. T. Seton
Wonderful Adventures of Nils .. Lagerlof

buying books for their majesties, the Canadian
Boy and Girl, insist on choosing them from
THE TOM SWIFT SERIES
THE TOM SLADE BOOKS
THE MARJORIE BOOKS
THE BETWEEN-THE-LINE SERIES
THE BOBBSEY TWINS BOOKS
THE OUT-DOOR GIRL SERIES
THE BUNNY BROWN SERIES
SIX LITTLE BUNKER SERIES
When

THE SLEEPY-TIME

TALES
ARTHUR.

GROSSET

P
& DUNLA
NEW YORK

PUBLISHERS
Geo. J. McLeod, Ltd. Selling
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BOOKS YOU MUST NOT MISS
The Authors indicate the reasons why !
For instance:

H. G. Wells
Eden Phillpotts
Edgar Lee Masters
and

You can make your
Christmas gift problem
an easy one by merely
deciding to give books,
and you may rest assured that, although the
outlay is small, you will
please every recipient,
because there are
volumes suitable for
young and old, and as
for the boys overseas,
their cry for books is
louder than for anything
else.

THE

UNDYING

A Novel

Rudyard Kipling
Sir Harry Johnston
Zona Gale
others

equally

FIRE

by H. G. Wells.

$1.50 net.

New York Sun : "The Undying Fire," coming
is probably
Wells'
estat this
service, time,
as well
as one of
his greatfinest

THE

GAY-DOMBEYS
books."
A novel by Sir Harry- Johnston.
$1.75 net.
New York Times : "The untroubled . . .
outpouring of a mind richly stored with
experience, a worth-while commentary on
the men and events of the period with
which

PEACE
Zona

IN

ON

OFF !

MAKAI.OA

OF THE

FLOATING

WORLD

Lowell's New Hook of Poems
Here are love poems, nature poems, a
few war poems and those fantastic epigrams in which Miss Lowell is so happy.
$1.65 Net

REYNARD
John

MAT

London's
Last Stories.
Dramatic, colorful tales of adventure told
against a tropical setting
$1.50

PICTURES
Amy

VILLAGE

Beulah Marie Dix.
There is not a dull moment in this thrilling and unusual tale of adventure in
Mexico
$1.75
THE

Jack

FRIENDSHIP

Gale's New Novel.
Further stories of this delightful town
and its people
$1.75

HANDS
By

it deals."

THE

distinguished

MR.
RUDYARD
KIPLING'S
PROSE
AND
VERSE
Twenty-seven
titles: twenty-one prose, and
six poetry.
In three bindings —
Uniform cloth
$2.50 a volume
Pocket cloth
2.00 a volume
Pocket leather
2.50 a volume
A set or a volume makes a Christmas gift
which I.: perennially welcome.
THE
FRIENDLY
ARCTIC:
A STORY
OF
FIVE YEARS IN POLAR REGIONS
By Yilhjalmur
Stefaosson.
Tells the story of the various problems of
Arctic travel, of the dangers which surrounded his party at every turn, of the
way in which these were overcome and of
their final success.
NEW
H>

VOICES
Marguerite Wilkinson
A critical and friendly introduction to
contemporary poetry which discusses the
work of living English and American poets
and quotes and analyzes nearly two hundred poems
$2.25
STARVED
ROCK
Edgar Lee Masters' New Book of Poems.
A
daringgenius.
expression
of beMr.
Masters'
poetical
Sure to
widely
read
and discussed
Probably
$1.65
STORM
IN A TEACUP
Eden Phillpotts' New Novel.
This carries on Mr. Phillpotts' delightful
series of novels dealing with the human
side of the different industries
SI. 75
THE
BLACK
DROP
By

THE
By

FOX

Masefield's New Narrative
Poem.
The first long narrative poem by Mr. Masefield in several years. The sort of volume
for which many people have been eagerly
waiting
$1.75 Net
The

High

Water-Mark

THE

Alice Brown.
"He had a black drop in his blood; God
knows where he got it !" This is the keynote of Miss Brown's new story
$1.75
LAND
THEY
LOVED
G. D. Cummins.
A vivid heart-touching
during the Great War
SEA
BRIDE

By

story

of

Ireland
$1.75

Ben Ames Williams' New Sea Story.
A story of the stirring events that took
place on a whaling voyage; by the author
of "All the Brothers Were Valiant." si. 75

in worth- while fiction this

MARY

May Sinclair
John Masefield
Amy Lowell

year

indisputably

is

OLIVIER

May Sinclair.

Net,

$1.90.

The story of a woman's life, her thoughts, sensations and emotions directly presented without
artificial narration or analysis. May Sinclair has here written a most unusual and original
novel, both in its method and content.
It is a book that has stirred thousands.

THESE

ARE GOOD

THEY ARE MACMII.LAN

BOOKS

BOOKS

The Macmillan Co. of Canada, Limited
Toronto
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BOOKS
will admirably enable

A N D

Your Favorite Authors
Come Back

you to express, in the
form of a gift at Christmas time, good-will towards near and dear
friends.
ft Yield to that impulse
by choosing books to be
that exhibit of your
kindly thought.

— Look at the Authors' Names
in this list and remember
their books.
ANTHONY

HOPE.

ily be a highly expensive volume. There are
moderate priced books
that will delight certain
people more than precious metals.

The Secret of the Tower.

A romantic mystery novel with the same thrill and charm which was
in "The Prisoner of Zenda." The working out of the mystery adds
strong interest
$1.60
STANLEY J. WEYMAN.
The Great House.
The first Weyman novel in eleven years, this one dealing with a critical
period of English history.
A powerful piece of literature
$1.75
JOSEPH

CONRAD.

Arrow

of Gold.

A splendid
tale
of
the sea love story with all the beauty and power of Conrad's $1.60
CONINGSBY

fl To give pleasure, a
book need not necessar-

S T ATIONER

DAWSON.

The Test of Scarlet.

Heroism and strong characters are played up largely in this story of a
"Sacrifice Battery" in the last great days of the war
$1.50
RIDGWELL

CULLUM.

The Law

of the Gun.

Constant action in the real Wild West makes it a powerful romance.
VINGIE

E. ROE.

Tharon

of Lost Valley.

$1.60
A swift, rushing storv of primitive people, strong in action and character
"
$1.60
ISRAEL

ZANGWILL.

Jinny the Carrier.

Said to be a work of love on Zangwill's part. An Essex tale of Victorian days
$1.75
ETHEL

M. DELL.

The Lamp

in the Desert.

A story of India this time, with all the thrills of all her others.. .$1.75
FRANCES R. STERRETT.
Rebecca's Promise
All sorts of interesting and exciting people make up this really inspiring story. Good, but not goody-goody
$1.60
GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON.
Sherry.
Here is a real McCutcheonesque tale of a young man who wastes a
lesracy and finds himself after a struggle
$1.60

THE RYERSON
Canada's

Oldest Publishers

TORONTO
24

PRESS
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BOOKS
fl Think of the ease with
which even a long list of
names to be remembered with Christmas
gifts, may be checked
off as selections are
made from tables in the
bookshops amply laden
with books suitable for
holiday giving.
fl Then why should not
people "shop early" so
as to make their purchases more leisurely
than is possible in the
rush and crush of shopping in the last few days
before Christmas?
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Serious-Minded

Friend

—will like these:

THE BATTLE

NOBODY

SAW

By Byron H. Stauffer
Here is inspiring, helpful reading, a series of addresses presenting
Stauffer the story-teller, Stauffer the writer, Stauffer the preacher,
and Stauffer with the big heart.
It is different and good
$1.50

SPIRITUAL

VOICES

IN MODERN

LITERATURE

By Trevor H. Davies
Your serious friend will revel in this — the spiritual principles extracted
from such literary gems as Thompson's "Hound of Heaven," Morley's
"Life of Gladstone," Browning's "Pippa Passes," and a score of others,
put into to-day's life. Published simultaneously in the United States
and England
$1.50

LORD

FRENCH'S

1914

Field Marshal Viscount French's story of the first year of the war,
illuminating many phases which were not possible before they lifted
the censorship.
Illustrated with charts and photographs.. ..... .$6.00

STORIES

OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

By Agnes Maule Machar
A splendid gift for the boys and girls. Most entertaining stories written around epoch-making periods in British history
$1.50

People who like
Hearty Laughs
will be delighted with one of these:
THE YOUNG

VISITORS

By Daisy Ashford
This little book, written by a child of nine years, is good enough to
warrant backing and recommendation by Sir James Barrie. It is
selling faster than it can be produced in England, the United States
and Canada
,
$1.00

o JsWk o

SAME

OLD BILL, EH MABLE?

By E. Streeter, author of "Dere Mable"
Just as full of hearty laughs as the first of the "Dere Mable" books.
Some say this one is better. In any event, your friend will roar when
he opens it. Just as funny illustrations, too
75c

OUT O' LUCK
By J. Thome Smith, Jr.
This is a second "BiltmoVe Oswald."
The adventures of a sailor oversea-, a la "Dere Mable."
Screamingly funny
75c

THE RYERSON

PRESS

Canada's Oldest Publishers

TORONTO

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Bolibai>€fat©oofes

The
Book Gift
No present gives so
great and lasting pleasure as a Book, and nothing that gives so much
pleasure costs so little.
Therefore give books
this Christmas.
Holiday buyers are
urged to shop early. Not
only will they be able to
make their purchases
more leisurely, but their
opportunities for selection will be wider. To
wait until the last day
or two before Christmas
is almost sure to mean
some disappointments.
Shop early.

Linda Condon: A Novel
By Joseph Hergesheimer.
Linda Condon, certainly the most striking of Mr. Hergesheimer's novels, is not
the usual love story, but is a story of love and beauty — the love of Pleydon, a
sculptor, for Linda's beauty; with the result that her flawless grace and unforgettable blue eyes, the white perfection of her throat, forever evade death. It is
modern in setting but the theme is as old as men's adoration for loveliness in
women
$1 75

Far-Away
Author of "The
"Distinctly a
game as Locke.
art." — Baltimore

Stories

By William J. Locke.
Rough Road," "The Red Planet," etc.
Cloth
$1.50 Net
worth-while achievement by even such an old hand at the writing
And three, at least, of the stories included are really gems of the
"Sun."

The Beach of Dreams
By H. De Vere Stacpoole.
Author of "The Man Who Lost Himself," "The Blue Lagoon," etc.
Cloth, $1 60 Net.
Here's ;i tale of adventure right! A female "Robinson Crusoe" washed ashore
from the wreck of a yacht with two men companions, both of whom she outlives.
How she manages to exist alone, with pelicans and sea-elephants as her only companions, until she is found and rescued by a sailor castaway from another wreck,
makes a fresh and diverting South Sea romance.

The Call of the Soil
By Adrien
Bertrand.
Anatole France. Pierre Loti, and others who reign in the Academie Goncourt,
accorded this book the "prix Goncourt" for 1916, and M. Clemenceatl predicted that
the author would become one of the foremost figures in French literature, but this,
alas, can never be as M. Bertrand
was killed in the (Ireat War.
Among the innumerable war-novels that have been written this one occupies a
distinctive place because of its illuminating and immortal record of the divine
and unseverable link between the soul of the French peasant and the soil of
Franc
Price, SI 60 Net.

British Supremacy and Canadian SelfGovernment, 1839-1854
By J. L. Morison, M.A.. D.Litt.
Professor of History in Queen's University, Kingston. Canada; late Lecturer on
English Literature in the University of Glasgow.
Self-government is the keynote of this essay, and it is unlikely that self-government will cease to be the central principle of sane politics either in the British
Empire or in the world outside. The relations between Britain and Canada, will
always depend, not on constitutional forms, or commercial bargains, or armed protection, but on racial solidarity, and community in social and moral ideals. It was
this solidarity, far more than conscious statesmanship, which held Canada and
."•ether. These impressions Mr. Morison has tried to analvze and elucidate.
$2.50

OXFORD
Strang's Annual
for
Mrs. Strang's Annual
Mrs. Strang's Annual
Mrs. Strang's Annual

ANNUALS

Boys
for Girls
for Children
for Tiny Folks

PRESBYTERIAN

BOOK

Large variety of bindings ranging from
pleasing gift for a Presbyterian?

OXFORD

BIBLES

J2
$2
$2
$2

OF PRAISE

$1 to $15 each.

IN INFINITE

Can

you

think of a more

VARIETY

S. B. GUNDY
25 Richmond
26

St. W.

50
50
00
00

Toronto
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Put These on Your Christmas List
Grace

Books

S. Richmond

Red and Black
Another story of Red. and of a man as resourceful and quick as he — Robert
Black.
And two women as different as red and black.
Booth

Peter B. Kyne

Silent companions of
the lonely hour,
Friends who can never
alter or forsake,
Who for inconstant roving have no power,
And all neglect, perforce, must calmly
take, —
Let me return to you;
this turmoil ending
Which worldly cares
have in my spirit
wrought,
And, o'er your old familiar pages bending,
Refresh my mind with
many a tranquil
thought.

The

Green

Pea

Pirates

Sailors three the skipper, the mate, the
engineer, and the crew of the S.S. Maggie
in a series of rollicking adventures —
from haulers of garden truck to pearl
fishermen.
Net, $1.50

Tarkington

Ramsey

Milholland

A story of American youth and American
manners with the real Tarkington humor
and insight. "Penrod grown up." "Seventeen" at twenty : an unusual loveNet.
story.
SI. 50
Louis Joseph

Kathleen

The
Lone Wolf's
Daughter

Kathleen

Norris
has pictured the recklessness, the blindness, the selfishness, of
and
its beauty,
dignity,
and selfsacrifices. Her biggest love story. Net. SI. 60
Lieut. Francis

T. Hunter

Beatty, Jellicoe,
Sims & Rodman
Intimate studies of these supermen of the
sea ; by a naval authority who was in
close persona! association with them.
Net, $2.50
Justin

Smith

The Other Side
of the Wall
A significant first novel by a Chicagoan
who knows his city and writes about it
like Frank Norris.
Net, $1.60
Premier

Vance

Norris

Sisters

Henry

Macpherson
Net, SI. 60

Georges

A story reminiscent of Mr. Vance's "False
Faces," not only because the Lone Wolf
is in it but because the thrill and passion
of the first book are in it, too.
It is a struggle between two forces, Scotland Yard and Limehouse — the Lone Wolf
and Prince Victor, half Russian, half
Chinese, and all devil.
Illustrated.
Sax Rohmer

The Quest of the
Sacred Slipper
The three-cornered
struggle
between
an
Oriental, an American
crook, and Scotland Yard for the last relic of the Mahomet. Net, $1.50
J. O. P. Bland

Houseboat

Days in China

The quaint and frequently eventful experiences of a well-known traveller in
"the land of lanterns and dragons and
romance."
Net, $2.00

Clemenceau

The Strongest
The great Frenchman is also a great
novelist. The publishers are happy to
introduce him in this still unfamiliar role
to the American public.
Net, $1.75
Booth Tarkington and
Harry Leon Wilson

The Gibson Upright
Bolshevism in America ! A play. These
two popular American humorists use the
method of Voltaire ; they laugh it out of
existence.
Net, $1.25
Alan Bott

Gene

Stratton-Porter

Homing

Lawrence

The strange odyssey of an English aviator, grounded in Turkish territory. One
of the most amazing and adventurous
escapes in history.
Net, $1.60

F. Abbott

Impressions of
Theodore Roosevelt
Few books will bring Theodore Roosevelt
as close to the reader as do these personal
reminiscences by his life-long friend and
editorial associate.
Net, $3.00
Arthur

Eastern Nightsarsd Flights

With the Birds

The comedies and tragedies and daily life
of the birds, fascinating told, and profusely illustrated with photographs taken
by the author.
Net, $2.00

Bartlett Maurice

The Paris of the
Novelists
Entertaining gossip, by which readers can
identify for themselves their favorite
novelists' scenes in the most written-about
city in the world.
Net, $2.50

S. B. GUNDY
PUBLISHER

TORONTO
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Holtbap 6(tft iBoofes

BOOKS
O FOR A BOOK!
"0 for a book and a shady nook!"
You recollect the rhymes,
Written how many years ago
In placid happier times?
To-day no shady nooks are ours,
With half the world at strife,
And dark ambition laying waste
The pleasant things of life;
But still the cry for books is heard.
For solace of i;he magic word.
"0 for a book," the cry goes forth,
"0 for a book to read;
To soothe us in our weariness,

to s speed!"
laggardss hours
The countle
it comes,
hospital
From
Where
stricken soldiers lie,
Who gave their youth, who gave
their strength,
Lest Liberty should die.
How small a favor to implore:
The books we've finished with — no
more!
A book can have a thousands lives,
With each new reader, one;
A book should have a thousands
lives
Before its course is run.
And we few kinder things can do
Our gratitude to show,
Than
give the freedom
of our
shelves
To those that need it so.
Nor let them ask without avail
The sweet beguilement
of' a tale.

The Shadow of the
Sheltering
Pines
A new romance
Countryof the Storm

by Grace Miller White

IMiOK
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A Book

Still a Big Seller

ghter of the Land
A Dau
by

Christmas
This should be to an

APACHE
GOLD

Gene Stratton
Porter

BY

$1.50

WHITE BIRCH

This novel is the
crowning
achievement of this popular author.

LOST MINES &
INDIAN FIGHTim

iDVENTURI

BOSTOI
BLACKIE
BY

JACK BOYLE
JAFE- CRACKING

"BY AN

even greater extent than
ever before "A Book
Christmas," because of
the exceptionally good
books that are offered.
There are novels by the
most popular authors,
volumes of poems, editions de luxe and juveniles eminently suitable
for holiday gifts.
Whether man, woman,
boy or girl, including
the little tots three or
four years old, there are
books which will please
them as would no other

EXPERT

THRILLS

THE LAND
5TRONG MEN

I.JO NET

gift.

BY

fttlCHISHOLN
RANCH LIFE IN
THE NORTHWEST

ROMANCE

THOS.
.ANGTON
Publisher

Toronto

I.50 NET
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BOOKS

THE

right gift "for teacher,"
can do no better than
repair to a bookshop.
r There they will find a
wide range of books of
various classes — books
by modern writers or
standard works of the
old masters from which
to make their selections.
rWhether for the
school teacher or for
pupils, no more suitable
gifts than books could
possibly be chosen.

S T A T I0 N E R

MOST
SPECTACULAR
SUCCESS OF MODERN

AND
SPONTANEOUS
FICTION WRITERS

IBANEZ
Author of

r The teacher seeking
suitable gifts for pupils
or the committee of
pupils in search of the

AND

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

Now in its 125th edition.

Owing to the prolonged strike of the printers and binders in New York it is doubtful if
any further supplies of this title will be available before Christmas However, the publishers in
Canada
have a sufficient
supply
of the following
Ibanez
books
that
will partially
fijll the
demand :
"Mare $1.90.
Nostrum"
Each,

By

the

i"Ou

Author

of

Sea") ; "Blood

"Molly

A thoroughly untifdP nOWrthat

By

the

„
Those

Author

of

"Marching

and

Make-Believe"
will

please all.

on

$1.60
Tanga"

MOON" enough .
who. "CRESCENT
were
fortunate

"THE
STRfcETpflffipAaWSNTrRK"
is a novel of peculiar ability and charm.
classic
novel
of journalism.

Moon"
$1.75

The
$1.90

"THE
SON
OF
PIO"
By
C. L. Carlsen
A rattling good story, full of action and character; a vivid tropical picture.
$1.73

By Joseph' WhiVtaker
With a foreword by Ben Tillett. MP., who
says : "This book is the sweetest human document I have ever heard of or read." $1.90
SUM

Author of "El Supremo." The peculiar vigor
and majesty of
Rome,
the ,win
very 4gEN
life 8"
of Greece.
k°£ueX.H
tt?,
of Carthage and of medieval Italy are flashed
before the reader as on a moving-picture
screen.
$1.90
THE

LIBRARY

OF

FRENCH

BANKS

NONO."

"JACQUO

LOVE

THE

0%JFHfi.I&E<fiN*enderem.

ANjL

W£ot?<iUtipne\.

REB£LEu?ene

Bodega"

GREATEST
PRESENT

"L
By
Some of the
of a REAL

and

"The

Dead

Command."

DOG
CLASSIC
GENERATION

OF

THE

A D - A - D O G"
Albert
Payson
Terhune
most charming stories of the life
Collie, and the joy of his companionship, ever written.

"How any lover of the Collie can let a day
go by without securing a copy of this work
is beyond us."— From "Field and Fancy." $2.00
"NEW

By
Dewey
SCHOOLS
KOK

OLD"

Illustrated.

$2.00

This story of the re-creation
of a community
through its school
is, in fact, a most inspiring
revelation
of the great and progressive
pi
bilities inherent in schools.

"™ E & Wg^noV,1 rfJcgwooV ' "
Author of "Julius LeVallon"
Artist in words as he is, Mr. Blackwood ha;
never reached such a perfection in the art of
suggestion, of creation, as this indescribable
atmosphere of expectation, which makes the
joyous miracle of death-defying love not only
credible,
but superbly
natural.
$1.25

"G0SyE ffir/W'
A fine literary
effort.
merit
and
charm.

A

novel

of

unusual

FICTION

A series of novels illustrating the life and
manners
of Modern
France.
TWO

THE

"La

, read .
to

"Tanga"
will agree that the "Crescent
is worthy of the author.

THE

Sand"

,e R(jy

$1.90

$1.50
"MOTHER'S
M'KSEKY
TALES"
Told and Illustrated
by Katharine
Pyle
Decorated
end sheets,
for the children.

A

very

beautiful

$2.50

$1.90

n 9„

bool:

By Jose Marmol
A romance
of the Argentine
in the
Risos
the Dictator.

time of
$2.00

J. M. DENT & SONS LIMITED
Publishers
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Canadian Political Novel

POLLY MASSON

BOOKS
will admirably enable
you to express, in the
form of a gift at Christmas time, good-will towards near and dear
friends.
fl Yield to that impulse
by choosing books to be
that exhibit of you r
kindly thought.
*i\ To give pleasure, a
book need not necessarily be a highly expensive volume. There are
moderate priced books
that will delight certain
people more than precious metals.

Told by WILLIAM HENRY MOORE who has already
established for himself an enviable reputation as a
writer of International importance through
"THE CLASH"
No novel of modern times is so rich in the ideas herein set forth, the method of presentation and the potentiality of them. The subtle repartee, wholesome humour and general
individuality of this clever book render it eminently suitable for Gift Book use. It would
be enjoyed to the full by all classes of readers. Apart from the fact that the author
is a Canadian, this book is worthy of the keen appreciation of the Canadian public.

'THE BIRTHRIGHT"

"BRIDGING

THE CHASM'

By P. F. Morley

By Arthur Hawkes
A Starch for the Larger Loyalty is another
Canadian book that arouses much food for
thought. It is a courageous book and a^l who
are interested in the new movements in Canada
should have a copy.
Nearly 400 pages.
S3. 00

Anotner courageous Canadian book dealing
primarily with the most pressing Canadian
proble/n, "The French-Canadian Question."
Toleration nnd the spirit of fair play adequately describes this book.
$1.35

"THE CLASH"
By

William Henry Moore

Is still prominently
before the public, as exemplified
by thj fact that it is now in its
eleventh thousand
in Canada.
It could not be otherwise, as no book yet published so ably
and skilfully presents the case of the treat Canadian issue.
It has had the endorsation of the
leading public men all over the world.
$1.75

"BEFORE
Prohibition

Pro and

THE BAR"

"SPUN YARN AND SPINDRIFT''

Con, by a Canadian

J. A. Stevenson

By Nor ah Holland

This is an important book and a reading
of it by all public-spirited citizens should
result in a fuller appreciation of this momentous
question.
$1.35

A collection of Poems that for charm and'
ability will be hard to equal. "The Little
Dog Angel" alone is worth the price of the,
whole book.
$1.00

"WHEN CANADA WAS NEW FRANCE"
The

able

and

popular

Chief

Librarian

of the Toronto

Public

Library.

By Dr. George. H. Locke
A book unique and of incalculable value to all lovers of the romance in our early history.
It is written in a Style that makes it of equal interest to the child and to the grown-up. It is
illustrated with seven pictures, six of which have never before appeared in hook form. A rare
opportunity, especially for the gii
156 pages.
Ready Nov. 10th.
$1.25

All these books are by Canadians and with the
exception of "Spun Yarn and Spindrift" have
been manufactured in Canada

J. M. DENT & SONS,TORONTO
LIMITED
PUBLISHERS
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FINEST VALUE IN BOOKS TO-DAY
The NEW CENTURY LIBRARY
Handy size, clear type, choice binding, light weight,
neat, compact.
CLASSIC

AUTHORS

Austen, 2 Vols.
Eliot, 12 Vols.
Poe, 3 Vols.
Holmes, 1 Vol.
Bronte, 4 Vols.
Scott, 25 Vols.
Browning, E. B., 2 Vols.
Shakespeare,
6 Vols.
Hugo, 8 Vols.
Browning, Robt., 6 Vols.
Stevenson, 6 Vols.
Kingsley, 5 Vols.
Burns, 1 Vol.
Lever, 3 Vols.
Tennyson, 1 Vol.
Dickens, 17 Vols.
Lytton, 4 Vols.
Thackeray, 14 Vols.
Dumas, 18 Vols.
Omar Khayyam, 1 Vol.
Trollope, 5 Vols.
SOLD IN SETS OR IN SINGLE VOLUMES

Price $1.50' in Smooth Leather, Gilt Top.
In Black Morocco, Gilt Edges, individually boxed, $2.00.
Would you like a Prospectus?

NELSON'S HISTORY OF THE WAR

ByJ^B^

Now complete in 24 volumes, sold separately at 75c each.
An Authentic History, by a master hand, covering ALL fronts, by land and sea.

THE CHILDREN'S STORYf OF THE WAR

In 10 volumes.
Over 1,000 illustrations and maps.
and frontispieces.
A recognized classic of the war. The volumes may
$1.50 each.

BySi, H„rf rmM, M.A

Coloured picture covers
be

bought separately at

THE NELSON ANNUALS
The Jolly Book — "A jolly good book" — bright stories and verses.
16 fullpage coloured illustrations and lots of black and white drawings.
The Chummy Book — As good as the Jolly Book, and done in the same style,"
but for younger children. Each, $1.50.
NOTHING

BETTER FOR CHILDREN THAN NELSON'S PICTURE
ARTISTIC— INTERESTING— REFINED
BRITISH MANUFACTURE
Prices from 35c to $3.00

Thos. Nelson & Sons, Limited, Toronto
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Scatter Sunshine

Art
Publications

with

Christmas Cards
and here are

Is it not true that pictures cany a universal
appeal?
For that reason pictures,
especially the many attractive small pictures
supplied in such a wide
variety of treatment,
for sale in the book and
stationery shops, constitute aline which is of
exceptional importance.
The "Bookstore" is the
"picture store" as well
and presents pictures in
abundance for the benefit of the holiday shopper.

Some of the many ways
you can do it
Begin now to keep a note-book of names and addresses of
all those to whom you want to send Christmas cards, and
include the following: —
1 — Everybody who sent you a card last year.
2 — Your relatives, including especially the old folks and
those at a distance or whom you have not seen for
3 — years.
Your
friends.neighbors and acquaintances, as well as closer
4—
5—
6—
7—
8—
9—
10 —
11 —

Your minister and the members of your church.
Your customers and business associates.
Members of your lodge or club.
The children in your neighborhood.
Those who are sick.
Your school and college classmates and teachers.
If you were in the service, friends who were with you.
The
and overseas.
wives of boys you knew who didn't
come mothers
back from

12 — Anybody who would be glad to be remembered.
Even when you send a gift, enclose a Christmas card in the
package.
ing.
Flood the breakfast plates with cards on Christmas mornPut a Christmas card in the pay envelopes.
If you make money gifts, enclose a Christmas card with
each.
And there are dozens of others to remember with Christmas cards.. Use your imagination,
and scatter good-will.
And
If you want the very finest Christmas cards made, ask for
Coutts' Cards.
Made in Canada.

WILLIAM E. COUTTS
145 ADELAIDE

STREET

WEST

TORONTO
Member
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Constructional
Toys
In a new book, "An
American Idyll," being
the life of Carleton H.
Parker, written by his
wife, the writer takes
occasion as a means of
illustrating trivialities,
to say that no father
with knowledge of "the
meaning of the universal bent toward workmanship," would give
his son a cheap toy
when he knew of constructional toys.
This biography ran in
the "North American
Review" and ranks deservedly high as a treatise on one of the most
important problems of
the present day.

GILBERT'S OUTDOOR

WHEEL

Makes models shown above and many
in the Manual.
9004 Set retails at $9.00.

TOY

others illustrated

9006 Set retails at $15.00

This new GILBERT

TOY is a real

triumph. The construction measures up to the well conceived idea of the toy, and it is built to last for years.
All a boy needs to do is to choose his model and follow
the Manual — any boy can put the models together with
the aid of a screw driver and wrench — and then for Real
fun!
Have your dealer show the other Gilbert lines, including:

Erector
The

Steel

Construction

Toy

Phono-sets — Electrical sets — Wireless sets — Soldering
outfits — Tool chests — Mysto Magic — Chemistry sets —
Nurses' outfits — Toy motors — Transformers, etc.
Send for our Catalogue.

The A. C. GILBERT-MENZIES CO., Limited
439 King St., West
Mfrs. of Gilbert's
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Ctops for Gfjrisitmas;
The Greatest Craze

Toys and
Games
Few items of goods for
holiday gifts constitute
so important a line as
toys and games, more
particularly because of
the manner in which
they loom up when one
considers the children.
What would Christmas
be for Children without
gifts?

OUIJA
Most wonderful and
mysterious
fortune
teller
of the
age.
Intensely amusing.
Tells the past, present and future.
Two or more persons
resting their fingers upon the table cause it to move about like a living thing.
giving intelligent answers to any questions asked.
Two popular-priced sizes,
to retail at $1.75 and $2.50.
Made

of highly

polished

hardwood

to prevent warping.

Parcheesi and Ludo
The
evev

most
popular
invented.

board

games

No. 1 size of board, 12%xl2%,
retail at 50c.

to

No. 2 size of board, ll^xli1,, to
retail at 75c.
No. 3 size of board, 17%x17i%, to
retail at $1.00.

What gifts for Children
excel toys and games?
These terms cover a
wide variety of goods,
including articles costing a few cents a piece
up to others costing as
many dollars.

"Games" are available
in a big variety and considering those, it must
be remembered that
while they are sold very
extensively as gifts for
Children there is almost
as extensive a variety of
games for Adults.

Halma
No. 1, retail
No. 2, retail

./AEQV**-'-

$ .50
1.00

Checkerbo ar ds
and Checkers
10 x 10. retail
12 x 12, retail
12 Vj x 12VJ, retail. .
No. 3 fold.no: board,
1 ; ' ■■ \ !1:;. retail...
No. '■'•'_• folding board,
IK x Hi. retail
Chi.
..I 25c, 35c, ."'Uc etc.

No

IVj

fi ding

board,

loc
20c
20c
30c
50c

POCKET-FOLDING
CKIBBAGE
BOARDS
No. ISO, folding, Rexine. retail
75c
No. HO. folding, leather, retail
$1.00
Nil !."j0. folding, Rexine. retail
$1.00
No. 1.60, folding, leather, retail
$1.25
No. 190, folding,
leather,
includes pack

A Big Variety of Games
TIDDLEY

WINKS

No. 1 counters for 4 players, retail 35c
No. 2 counters for 6 players, retail 50c
50c games — Donkey Party, Up? and
Downs.
Snap.
35c games— Authors, Lost Heir,
Nations, Old Maid, Peter Coddles,

WINKS
THE POPULAR GAME OF THE SEASON

20c. games — Authors,
Castaway.
Heir, Old Maid, Snap, Nations.
Dr. Busby.
15?

games — Golden
Locks,
House
Jack Built, Jack the Giant Killer,
Coddles,
Snap,
Old
Maid,
Authors.

THE COPP, CLARK
495-517

WELLINGTON
35

STREET

CO., LIMITED
WEST, TORONTO

BOOKSELLEB

Toys and
Games
Tj^EW items of goods
for holiday gifts
constitute so important
a line as toys and
games, more particularly because of the
manner in which they
loom up when one considers the children.

AND

STATIONER

Oh Boy ! It's great
fun to make your
own toys with

MECCANO
No wonder a boy is thrilled with eager
joys at the sight df Meccano. Hundreds
of fascinating models in shining steel
fire his imagination and ambition. He
knows he can build them — eveiyone —
with Meccano. A new toy every day, and
the joy of building them himself doubles
their value.

What would Christmas
be for Children without
gifts?

Give your boy Meccano this Xmas— see
his happy smile. How eagerly he will
start building — watch his
interest deepen, his enthusiasm grow. The fun begins
the moment he opens his
outfit and he will learn to
use his hands and his head,
too.

What gifts for children
excel toys and games?
These terms cover a
wide variety of goods,
from articles costing a
few cents apiece up to
more pretentious gifts,
such as constructional
toys so popular with
boys these days.

-MECCANO
Toy Engineering for Boys

Make

Your
Outfits
36

Boy Happy
from $1.50

With Meccano
to $55.00

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

linR
ter
LINE
U

Choose
Gifts
Carefully

'S

T
SLUCKET

*■»

Efficiency in buying is a
term that may have rather
a heartless sound, associated with Christmas.
There should be no restraint in making it a
happy time for all, but it
is a fact that more lasting
pleasure can be given if
gifts are wisely chosen.
By choosing some thing
that does not perish in a
few days or a few months,
but will last more than a
few days or a few weeks,
the feeling of appreciation in the mind of the
recipient will be similarly
long-lived.

LOOSE LEAF DIARIES
Among the many resolutions made at Christmas and New
Years is the one to keep a diary. If the resolution is kept, it
provides a source of much pleasure and gratification in after
years. For what it more pleasant than to turn the pages of a
well kept diary and live over the good times that its written
words bring back?
Why not, then, provide your friends with this means of enjoyment? Our diary is perpetual, the leaves are good for any
year and each month can be filed away, when filled, for safe
keeping. It is bound in beautiful Morocco leather and is made
in four convenient sizes. It can also be used as an appointment book.

LOOSE LEAF ADDRESS

BOOKS

These books are also made in four sizes in the Morocco binding. The alphabetical index enables one to keep addresses in
order for quick reference. New leaves can be added at any
place in a moment.

BOTH

ARE IDEAL

GIFTS FOR LADY OR GENTLEMAN.
Manufactured completely in Canada by

LUCKETT LOOSE LEAF, LIMITED
539-543 King St. West

Toronto

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Sengbusch self-closing inkstands besides
possessing features that commend them
for commercial use are well adapted for
holiday trade. Their attractive appearance, utility and novelty in a home make
them ideal gifts.

SENGBUSCH

InkstanD
For Office
or Home

They are air-tight and preserve the ink till it is all used
instead of evaporating. With Sengbusch self-closing inkstands you are always sure of a supply of clean, fresh
ink even after long periods of non-use. Your pen cannpt
dip too deep and cause blots and soiled fingers by overloading. Added considerations are the saving of ink and
the fact that they require filling rarely.
No. 55— Plain

There are in every book and
stationery store so many hundreds of varieties of articles
suitable for holiday gifts that
customers are frequently bewildered by this very variety.
Many people, realizing this,
like to form some idea before
going to a store, as to the
nature of their requirements
and the articles described in
this announcement are set forth
for their suggestive value to
such people, to help them to
make judicious selections.

No.

320 — Pressed

Glut.
No.

52— Plain

Glass.

More Homes are Using
Pencil Sharpeners
Every home

should have one.

They save time, assure a good point; are a
ready and convenient; and improve the work of
students or anyone who uses a pencil.
Many
sates may be made by showing
sharpener^
as
gifts.
The
Giant
Model
sharpens
all'
siz>
pencils and. retails for $2.50.

Prominently featured are a
number of articles, which although really staple goods in
stationery shops, may suitably
be termed Christmas Specialties.
These include articles most appropriate as gifts to business
men — office specialties, such as
desk inkstands, which are
equally appropriate for the
Library or Writing Rooms in
the homes.

Gla*».

Trussell Leather Memos
and Diaries
The Trussell unlined Memos and Diaries are
distinctive and exclusive. Covers are solid unlined leather, which cannot crack, nor be
affected by moisture, are flexible and most
durable. They are and look highest quality
in every respect.
Some dealers have been supplying Trussell solid leather
covers to officers in France all through the war and
state emphatically that no other book would have served
under the conditions.
"My Finances" will be called for by holiday shoppers.
It contains practical forms for keeping a record of all
investments, income and insurance. Anyone can in the
simplest manner keep a complete record of his personal
finances by using this book.

A. R. MacDougall & Company, Limited
Representatives

for Canada

468 King Street West,
38

and

Newfoundland

Toronto

HERE

ARE

BOOKS

TO CHOOSE

AS CHRISTMAS

GIFTS

Alphabetically Classified and Arranged Under Fiction, Poetry, Juvenile and General
FICTION
A
A. toss the Stream, Benson, (C)
A Mile a Minute, Wltwer,
(R)
Against
tlip Winds,
Jordan,
(R)
Adventures <jf Antotae. Owen, (H A S)
After Thirty, Street, (McC A S)
Amethyst
Ring,
France,
(G)
Azure Rose,
Kaufman,
(G)
Adventures in Alaska, Young,
(G)

$1.00
1.50
1.50
... 1.50
1.50
2.50
1.50
1.25

Arrow of Gold. Conrad,
(R)
.'..
All the Brothers
Were
Valiant,
Williams.
(Mncl
A Man Pour Square, Ralne, (A)
All the World, Sheldon,
(McC * S)
All Roads Lead to Calvary, Jerome, (R)...
B
Bounder,
Hodges,
(A)
neer Farmer, Bindloss,
(MoL)
.1 Sinner, Macnamara,
(G)
Best of M. T.. The, Paine,
(M)
Birds of a Feather, Nadaud.
IKi
Blue Aloes.
Stockley,
(R)
Grant,
Old,)
Beach of Dreams, Stacpoole, (OX)
Blue Grass
and
Broadway,
Davles,
(McC
&
S)
You Me, Putnam,
(McC
IS)
...
Bulldog Carney,
Fraser,
(McC
& Si
Burned
Bridges.
Sinclair.
(It)
Black
Stone,
Globs,
(Met.)
Black Drop, Brown.
(Mac)
Bartlett
Mystery,
Tracy.
(McL)
Banked
Fires,
Savl,
(G)
Behind
Red
Curtains,
Scott,
(.G)
Branding
Iron.
Burt,
(A)
Blue Moon,
Anderson.
(McL)
of San Juan, Gregory, (McL)
Broken
Soldier
and
Maid
of France.
Van
Dyke,
(Mi
Betty
Bell.
Kilbourne,
(M)
Belle
Rose.
Achard.
(N)
Broadwaj
Bab,
MoCulley.
(McL)
Builders, The.
Glasgow,
(Mi
ling \n-el. Irwin,
(McC & S)

C

Charm School, The, Miller,
(M)
City of Comrades, The, King, (M)
Christopher
and
Columbus,
(M)
Cursed.
England,
(McL)
Consequences,
Dellafield,
(II & Si
Christopher Laird, MoCall. (McC A S)
CI tag.' of Delight,
Harhen.
(M)
Charm
School,
Miller,
(Ml
Cornelia,
Perkins,
(A)
Carmichael, North.
(McC & S)
Cake
Upon
the Waters,
Akins.
(McC
&
D
Dangerous Days, Rlnehart, (McC A S)
Disturbing Charm, Buck,
(HAS)
Doings of Raffles, Haw, Doyle, (McC A
David Vallory, Lynde, (McL)
Hilly and Dally. McCartney,
i Hi
Dean, The, Charnwood,
(G)
Drowned
Gold,
Norton,
(A)
I 'awn,
Porter,
(A)
1 'ee,,. Waters.
W. W. Jacobs,
HI A Si
Deailliam
Hard,
Lucas
Malet.
I R)
Dope, Saxe Rohmer, (McC A S)
Daughter
of Two
Worlds.
Scott,
(A)
Here
Bill, by "Mable"
(It)
Dwellers in Arcady, Paine
(M)
E

1.C0
1.50
1.50
1.25

1.00
1.50
1.00
1.25
1.35
1.50
1.50
1.66
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.50
1.68
1.50
l.GO
1.25
L.50
70
1.80
l.GO
1.50

1.40
1.75
1.65
1.50
1.50
. . 1.00
1.60
1.40
1.25
1.80
S). 1.50
1.50
S) 1.60
1.60
75
1.75
1.68
1.66
... 1.50
1.75
1.50
... 1.60
75
1.50

Killer's
Exploits people.
of
BilgeSpofford,
and
Ma,(A) MacFarlane
(McC
A: S)
Everlasting Arms, The. Hocking,
ill & S)
F
Far-Away Stories, Locke,
(OX)
Fairy
I
-, Hughes,
i \1 i
Forest Fire, Thurston.
(McC & St
th Do,,r. Bradley,
n, ,
Prom Father to Son. Watts. (Mac)
Four Roads.
Kave-Smith,
(McC A Si
....
From
the -Life, O'Higgins,
|M|
First Piano in Camp,
Davis.
iMi
Free
Air,
Lewis,
(C)
Pairvlew Idea, Quick, (McL)
dingers, Neidig, (McC AS)
Flexile
and, Lippmann,
(McC A S)
Flower o' the Lily, Orczv,
(M)
Family, Elinor Glyn, (McL)
Forest Lovers.
Hewlett,
(N)
G
i Pea Pirates, Kyne,
(OX)
Gay-Dombeys,
Johnston,
(Mac)
Girl in the Mirror, Jordan,
(McC AS)
..
Golden Dicky.
Saunders,
(McC
AS)
Girl of O.K. Valley, Watson,
(McC A Sl ..
Groper,
The,
Aikman,
(M)
Greater Glory,
The,
Pellev,
(G)
Ground
Swell,
Foote,
(A)
Green Ladies, Newton,
(McL)
Great
House,
Weyman,
(R)

1.65
1.00
1.38
1.50
1.25
1.50
1.00
1.75
1.60
1.50
75
l.GO
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

1.50
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.60
1.75
1.75
1.60
1.75

Going
West.
Basil
King,
IMi
Green
Valley,
Reynolds.
(G)
Graven
Image, The,
I.yall, (II A S)
Great
Desire.
The,
Black.
(M)
Geste of Duke Jocelyn,
Farnol,
(R)
II
Hidden
Valley,
Hine,
(OX)
Hunting Camps
in Wood
and
Wilderness.
Prichard.
(N )
Ilunkins,
Blythe
Harbor
Road,
Bassett,
(C)
Huldy's
Whistle.
Miller.
(C)
Humpty Dumpty, Vachell, (II A Si
Hermit
of Far F.nd. P.edler,
(HAS)
Her
Son.
Yacholl.
(McC
ft Si
Haunted
Bookshop.
Morlcy.
(Mi
Happy
End, Hergesheimer,
(OX)
House
of Courage.
Itickard.
I It i
Heart of Cherry McBaln, Durkln, (M) ...
Humoresque,
liuT>t.
(M)
Hands
(Iff. Dix.
(Mac)
Hands Dp, Frederick Nlven, (N)
House Around the Corner, Holmes, (McL)
His
Majesty's
Well
Beloved,
Orczv,
(H.
&
S)
House
of Dreams
Come
True, The,
Ped
ler,
(II & Si
How Animals Talk. Long,
(M)
Hunkins,
Blythe
I
Irish Cousin,
Somervllle and Boss
In Secret, Chambers,
(McC A S)
Instead.
Wadslev.
I McC
& Si
Ivory Trail. Mundv.
(McL)
In Peril
on the Sea.
(II ft Si
In the Sweet
Dry
and
Dry,
Morhv
and
Haley.
(Mi
In Apple Blossom Time. Burnham.
(A)
..
i It i
J
Janet of Kootenay. McKowan,
(McC A Si.
Joan at Halfway, Rogers. (McC A S)
Joan and Company,
Bartlett,
(A I
Jinny,
the Carrier,
Zangwlll.
I It I
Java
Head.
Hergesheimer.
iDXi
Judith
of
Blue
Lake
Ranch,
Gregory,
Mcl.i
Jlmmle
Higglns.
Sinclair.
(M)
K
King's

Widow,

La Bodega,
League
of

Reynolds. I. (McC
ft Si
Ibanez,
(D)
the
Scarlet
Pimpernel,
(>rcz\.

(McC
A S)
Life
of the
Party. Cobb

75
1.50
1.35
1.75
1.75
1.75
75
1.50
1.50
1.35
1.50
1.35
1.00
1.05
1.75
l.GO
1.50
1.50
1.75
35
1.60
1.50
1.5(1
3.00
1.50
50
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.50
L50
1.65
1.50
1.5C
1.60
1.65
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.60
1.50
1.90

(McC

ft S i

'.. 1.50
1.5C

Lone Wolf's Daughter,
Vance,
London
Lot, Lvons,
(OX )
Fast
Million.
Day.
(II ft Si

(OXi

1.GC
1.5f
1.50

Lady of fit. Luke's. Allerton.
Ladv of the Crossing. Nlven,
Little
Miss
Bv the Dav.
Van
ft Sj
Lamp
In the Desert.
Dell. ( It

ill ft Si ... 1.35
(II AS) ... 1.50
Slvk. . (McC
1.50
i
1.75

Little Miss
MufTet, ofKlrby,
(Gi
. .' Kelland,
Little
Moments
Happiness,
(M)
Lady of the Night
Wind,
Vanardv.
iGi..
Ladies
in Waiting.
WIggin.
(A l
Lion's
Mouse.
Williamsons,
(Mi
Llghtnln',
(M)
Law
of the Bacon,
Gun.
Culjum,
I It 1

1.75
1.0<i
1.50
1.05
1.80
1.50
1.00

Land
(Mac)
IT".
Legend. TheyDane,Loved,i Mac)Cummins.
1.60
Looking
Backward.
Bellamy,
(A)
1.50
Life at Stake,
Berger,
(G)
1.60
Ladv
Loekspur.
Nicholson,
Mil
1.00
Little White A Red, Huard,
(McC A S) . . 1.50
Luck
of Roaring
Camp,
llarte.
i It i
... L.50
Living Alone,
Benson,
(Mai
1.60
Linda Condon, Hergesheimer,
(OX)
1.75
M
Marriage
While
Von
Wait.
Buckrose,
ill
ft Si
1.50
Man
of the Ages,
Bachelor,
(McL)
1.75
Mr. Standfast, Buchan,
(HAS)
1.50
Man
With
the
Black
Cord.
Grover,
(Dl 1.50
Magdalene,
Stevens,
(McC A S)
1.50
Moon
and
Sixpence. Maugham
(McC
ft Si 1.50
Mufti. "Sapper,"
ill ft Si
Man on Dover Road, Whitelaw, (H ft Si
My
Best
Cure,
ltoh,y.
(OX)
Monsieur P.ergeret in Paris, Anatol France,
(G)
Miss Flngal, Clifford,
(R)
Man
Who
Discovered
Himself,
Emerson,
(A)
Mist of Morning.
Mackay.
I.McC ft S)
...
Michael
Forth,
Johnston.
(M)
Mary
Olivier,
May
Sinclair.
(Maci
Mr.
Dooley
on
Making
a Will,
Dunne,
(McL)
Man
From the Clouds. Clouston,
(R)

1.35
1.50

Man Who Couldn't Sleep. Stringer,
More E. K. Means, Means,
(M)
Moonlit Way, Chambers.
(McL)

1.75
1.60
1.60

39

(MoL)

1.50
1.35
2.50
1.60
1.05
1.S0
1.75
1.90

Matador.
Ibanez,
(Ni
Many
Cargoes,
Jacobs.
Miss Maitland.
Private

(Ni
Secretary,

Bonner,

(McC
A
S)
Madame
Constantia,
Carter.
(A)
Man
Who
Fell
Through
the
Earth.
Wells.
(McC ft Si
N
Operator.
Night
Number
Seventeen,Packard.
Tracy,

0

nut
(iur

C.

(D)

1.80
1.50
1.50
1 ■•"-l
1.5C

(C)
(McLi

o' Luck.
Smith.
(R)
Wonderful
Selves, Pertwee,

35
50

75
.. 1.75

Our Casualty, Birmingham.
(McC ft s, ..
Other Side of the Wall, Smith.
(OX)
....
Owner
of Lazy
D, White,
(G)
outward
Road,
Mulder,
(A)
One of Three.
Raymond,
(McC
A S)- ....
(»ur
House.
Canhy.
(Mac)
Oranges
and
Lemons,
Wemyss,
(A)
.......

r

1.50
1.60
1.60
1.65
1.50
L60
1.80

Patricia
Brent.
Spinster.
(An
(McC
A
S)
1.50
Passionate
Pilgrim. Merwin,
(McL)
...
1.75
Polly
MasSOn,
Moore.
(Dl
1.75
Partners
of
the
Out
Trail,
Bindl
(MoL)
l.«0
Porter,
Three
New
Volumes,
Eleanor
Porter.
(A i set
5.00
Percolator
Papers, Hendrick,
(M)
1.25
in Friendship Village. Gale, (Mac).. 1.75
Potash
and
Perlmutter
Settle
Things,
Glass.
(Mi
l.GC
Polished
Bbonv, Cohen,
i it i
1.60
Mbl.
I McC
ft Si
1.75
Pearl Island. Rowland.
(McL)
1.50
Prefaces.
Marquis.
iGi
1-50
Promise
of Alice.
Deland.
(M)
1.60
Private in the Guards. Graham. (Mai I .. 2.50
Power of a Lie. The. Bojer. (HAS)..
.. 1.60
Paving
Mother:
The
Tribute
Beautiful,
M. Carter.
(Mi
75
Pierre
Basin Deland
Promisesand of Joseph.
Alice. The,
Peddler.
The.
Rowland,
(M)
Peggj BUse, christian
ft §)

and

Summer,

I.'*"1
1.40
1.50
(M •

Q

Querrlls,
Aumonier,
(McC
AS)..
Quest
of
the
Sacred
Slipper,
K,. Inner.

60
1-5<i

R

(OX)

1.00

1.50
l..>0
0
n, iOXi..l.3
, Tarkingto
Ramsay Mllholland
.
A S) 1.60
(McC
Montgomery
Valley.
Rainbow
Rebecca's
Promise.
Sterrett,
(It)
1.60
Rosy,
Dodge.
(G)
LOO
Raincoat
Girl, I
(G)
160
Ridin'
Kid
of Powder
River.
Knlbbs,
cM
1.75
Rider of the King
Log.
Day.
(Mi
1.75
River's
End,
Curwood,
(C)
I.p0
Bed of Surley,
Robins,
(M)
■ L50
60
(Ml
Rogers.
Will
ROgerismS,
Bagged
Inlet Guards, Dillon,
(Ol
1-*
P,,l Hawk. The. Dales.
(II ft Si
1.35
Itlm o' the World. Bower, (McC AS)
1.60
Bed

ition of Brian Kent. Wright. (An)
and
Black.
Grace
Richmond,
(OX)

Richard
Rocking

Yea and Nay,
Hewlett,
Horse. Morlcy. s (McC

(N)
& Sl

'0
1'J"

Saint's Progress, Galsworthy,
(C)
....
Saint
Joan
of Arc,
Illustrated
by
Pyle,
Mark
Twain.
(Mi
Secret
of the Tower.
Hope,
ii:
Storm in a Teapot. Philipotts, (Mac)
v Macdonald,
i McC
ft S)
rusher, Hough, (McL)
Suzanne
Normis,
Grenville,
..., ..
Shadow
Mountain.
Coolidge, (NI (McL)
Sky
Fighters of France.
Farre,
Small TMngs, Margaret Deland.

(A)
(C)

1.50
1-60
1.75
1.5(1
1.50
■"
1.50

.... 7.50
... 11.35

Sea
Bride,
Williams,
(Mac)
•'
(C)
Curtain,
Safety
Sea King of Barnegat,
Smith,
(D)
Shrieking Pit, Bees.
(OX)
Sister-.
Norris.
(OX i
Sister
Women.
Sime.
(OX)
,
Sailor's
Home.
Dehan,
(McC
ft s
..
House. Wallace,
i Mcl.i
starling. Tompkins,
(McL)
Scarlet
Nest.
Lloyd.
(H ft Si
Signor McClusky,
Hales,
ill ft Si
Second Marriage. Meynell. iMcC ft Si ....
Singing
Mountain.
Cunningham,
(McC
A
Si
Spriggles,
Dudley,
Shorty McCabe
Gets (McL)
the Hail. Ford,
Sherry,
McCutcheon,
(B)
Strong Hours, Diver,
(A)
Square
Peggy,
Bacon,
(McL)
Same Old Bill, Streeter,
(R)

1.75

Ll6
~:
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.60
1.75
1.80
1.50
1.35
1.35
1.50
1.50

. 60'
(McL) 1 1.75
1.60
1.90
1.60
75

BOOKSELLER
Score by Innings, Van Loan, (McC & Si.. 1.50
Soul Scar, The, Reeve,
(Mi
inn
School
Days, Dwiggins,
(M)
1.00
Btory of a Lover, Anonymous, 1M1
1.50
Sanetus
Splritus & Co., Steiner, (McC &
s»
1.60
six Best Cellars, Hall, (Mc & 49)
1 on
Simonetta, Le Feuvre, (McC & 43)
1.50
Substitute Millionaire, Footner. (McC & s L50
Secrecy, Macdonald,
(McC & S)
i.iii
Sailor, The, Snaltb,
(N)
SO
Silver Fox. Somervllle and Boss 1N1
50
Sonia Married, McKenna, (MdC >v S)
1.73
T
Tharon of Lost Valley, Roe, (K)
1.60
Thunderbolt, Colmore.
(Di
L96
Trail of the Beast, Abdullah, (MdC & «) . 1.<J0
Touch of Abner, Cody,
(McC & S) ..
1 50
Transplanted, Atherton, (McC & S) ...
1 50
Tales of Fishes, Orey, (M) ...
2 50
Taker,
The, Goodman,
(M )
i 50
Their Mutual Child, Wodehouse,
(M) .
1 50
Twelve
Men,
Drleser,
(M)
1 75
The Test of Scarlet, Coningsby
Dawson,
„,
<K) o , the Scoots. Wallace. (McLl
1.50
ram
Tale of Mr. Tubbs, Buckrose,
(M)...
1 5fl
Too Fat to Fight. Beach,
(M)
60
Taking the Count, Van Loan, (McC >v S)., 1.50
Their Mutual Child, Wodehouse,
(M)
. 1 50
Travelling Companions. James,
(M)
175
Two Men, Olllvant,
(M)
L60

v

Undying
Fire, Wells, (Mar)
.
Uprooters,
J. A. T. Lloyd, cloth. (D)
.
Undefeated.
Snaith.
(McD
....
Unbroken
Lines, Comstock,
(M)
V
valley
of
Headstrong
Men.
Fletcher
(I1 & S)

w

Waifs

and

Straw,

1 50
150
1 r,n
L30

LSD

O.

Henry,
(M) . .
•> 50
Web, The,
Hough'.
(C)
"oo
When
the Emerson
World
Shook,
Haggard.
(McC
& s*
1 50
Winning
Clue.
Hay
(McC
& Si
White
Horse
and
the
Red-Haired
Girl
Gambler,
(McC
& 43)
White firirr
Leverage
iF;
1 a
Woman
of Babylon.
Hocking.
(McC
.V Si l"-n
Woman's
Woman.
Hartlev.
(McL)
171
With
to
America'
Graham,Poor (N) Immigrants
715
Woman's Footprint, Punshon, (HAS)
135
World
Shut
Out,
Richardson
(McL)
"
100
World
of Wonderful
Reality.
Thurston.
'C )
1 75
Woman
Named Smith. Oemler,. (McC** : S) 100
When
I Cotae Lack.
Harrison.
(A)
100
White
Riders. Montmorencv.
(OX)
150
Wolves,
Welch.
(II,
'/....
iSX
Where
Dead Men Walk. Lcvcridge
((;')'"
17S

^nch?11^

r:"n:s..Mnr:",inK:..,,::'";';i;:,

AND

KEY

TO

STATIONER
11
Homing With the Birds, Strat torn-Porter
(Ox)
2.00
How to Speak with the Dead, (D)
1.50
Home and Food Preservation. \V. V., (Man
1 65
History
Field
Service
in
France, of(A) American

PUBLISBERS

\ Thomas
Allen.
A N — American News Co.
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D— J. M. Dent & Sons.
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Book Co.
Mac — Macmillan
Co.
McL — George J. McLeod, Ltd.
N — Thos. Nelson & Sons.
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S. B. Gundy.
R Ryerson
Press.
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All the World,
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Abraham Lincoln. Whitlock,
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As Others
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An
American
Policy, Cohen. (Mae)'" 110
Albania, Past Labor
and Present.
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A Labrador Doctor, Grenfell,
(A)
4 00
American on Mission. Kellogg
( \)
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Abraham Lincoln (Play), Drink\vater,"(A j 125
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'
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Art of Negotiating with Princes. Whyte (A) 500
Adventures
in Propaganda,
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(R)
"
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Abolishing
Death,
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Awakeni
ng of
England,
(N)
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Silts
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Art and the War, Konody.
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Battle
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Before Nobody
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Romance
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Churchill,
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:;.-,
■> 50
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150
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E
England and the War, Raleigh, (Ox).. 105
Endlcott and I, Warner, (A)
i 25
Etchers and Etchings.
Pennel.
(Maci
...i.-.Tki
English
Literature
During
Last
Half
Century.
Cunliffe.
(Mac)
-2.00
F
Forty Days in 1014. Maurice,
1014. Lord French.
(A)

(McC & S) .

1014.
Lord French.
(R)
Fragments
From
France,
Vol. 7. Bairnsfather, ( R)
Far Fast Unveiled, Coleman, (A)
Fair Value. Hart man, (A)
Field and Study. Burroughs,
(A)
French Ways and Their Meaning, Wharton
<A)
Pather
of the
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Triangle,
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(G)
Field, Forest and stream, Fabre. (McC & Si
Friendly Arctic. Stefansson.
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Go! Phelps.
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Golden Age of Authors, Ellsworth, (A)
Golden Days, Fedden,
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Guarantees of Peace. Wilson.
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British inGrand
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March
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Broome
Street Fields.
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C
Canada's
Livesav
Canada s Hundred
Sons and Days.
Great
Britain (A)
in the 500
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Christianity
and the New Age
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Christopher.
Lodge.
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Consuming
Fire, Kirk. (Mac)
' 150
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'
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Harnett.
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California
Desert Trails. Chase.
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Math. rs. ( \; .
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' Ziller.
oy an Austrian
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Candle ,,f Vision, by A. E., (Mac)
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Covenanter, by Taft and others, mx).
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Canadian Parliamentary Guide
by "M
P"
Canoeing,
sailing
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7Motor
Boating
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& Si
.' 2.00
Comprehensive
History of Canada.
Kingsford.
(G)
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History
and 10, I N 1
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church.

(A)
Navy,
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Inventions of the Great War. Bond, (McC
* S)
,.;;,
Indian Constitutional Reform. Smith, iu\i 1.00
India. [Smith, (O.t)
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Iron Hunter, Osborn, (Mac)
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India's Silent Revolution,
Fisher, (Mac).. 1.65
Industry
and Humanity,
King, (A)
2.50
In Defence of Harriet Shellev, Mark Twain,
Iron(M) Hunter.
Osborne,
(Mac)"
International Ideals, Wilson,

2.00
2.10
1.00
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3
Just Me, wbiie. (McC & S)
Keeping

K
Fit All the Way, Camp.

1.00
(Mi

1.50

L
Literature With a Large L, Jenkins,
(A)..
Life of the Spider, Fabre, (McC & SI
2.50
Long Road to Bagdad, Candler, (A)
U).00
Last
(Ox)Diary of the Great War. "Pepvs
: Jr.," 1.75
Life of Gen. Booth, Bcgible, (Mac)
7.50
League
of Nations,
Viscount
Grey
and
others,of Men.
(Ox) Monlaur.
.'
Light
(Ox I
LittletoWD, The, Douglas.
(Mac)
Life of John Marshall,
Beveridge,
(A)...
Lafayette Flying Corps, Hall, (A)
Learned
Lady in England,
Reynolds,
(A)
Ludendorff's
Own
Story, (M)
Last Letters. Blsa Barker,
(O)
Lure of Music, The. Downes,
1 \i 1
Literature
Recreations,
Cook.
(Mac)
....
Ludendorff's
Own
Story. Ludendorff,
(M)
M
Mason
Wasps,
Fabre,
(McC & S)
Mud
Larks. Garstin.
(McC & S)
Men Who Make Our Novels. Gordon,
(Ox)
Manual of American Grape-Growing,
Her
rick 1 Mac)
My Gen. 'ration. Tucker.
(A)
My Summer In a Garden, Warner, (A)....
Mercantile Credits and Collections.
Meyer,
I Mae)
Mother Love In Action, Hradish. (M)
Modern
Punctuation,
Summey,
(Ox)
Masere's Letters (1766-1768), Wallace, illvi
Modern
Psychical
Phenomena, Carrington,
'MeC & ST
Maeterlinck's Dogs, Georgette Maeterlinck.
(McC
.V Si
Memories,
Lord
Fisher.
( II & 49)
Mv
Embassy
at the Heart of the Conflict. Sharp. (M)
Madeline: An Autobiography, Gordon. ..
Mr.
Punch'sPaths,
History
of the War (McC
(McC & & SiS)
Mountain
Maeterlinck,
New

Rivers

of the

N
North,

Footner,

1.(mi
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2.00
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1.50
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1.50
l.lo
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3.00
1.75
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B.O0
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& S) History of the War, Buchan, (N),
Nelson's
per volume
Napoleon,
Trench,
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Nature of the Atonement, Campbell, (Mac)
New
Words Self Defined. Smith.
(M )
New
Revelation, Conan Doyle, (H & Si..
O

".00
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3.50
2.00
1.25
1.00

On Uncle Sam's Water Wagon. Moore, (R) 1.50
Origin of Consciousness, Strong (Mac) . . . 4.00
Our First Airways. Grahame-White,
(Ox) 1.75
Our Only Safeguard, Hutton, (H & S)
1.75
On the Threshold of Spiritual World, Dresser, (G)
1-tOOpportunities
in Newspaper
Business
.75
over the Canadian
Battlefields,
Oafoc. (Mi
(A) 1.00
Old Cotitemptibles, The, Cable, (H & iS) . . 1.50
On the Swaii River, Footner, ill & S) ... 1.50
P
Politics and the C.A.M.C, Bruce.
(R)
Personal
Efficiency
in Business,
(Purington,
(D)
Pillars
of Empire, Courtney,
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Place
of Agriculture
in Reconstruction,
Morman.
(D)
Practical Rabbit-Keeping, Farrington, (Di
Portraits
of American
Women.
Bradford,
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Prisoners of the Great War, I>ennett, (A)
Pulse Of Asia, Huntington,
(A)
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Journalism,
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Meaning
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War,
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Zeehrugge and Ostend, Terry,
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2.25

POETRY
A
Anthology of Mother Verse. Wiggin. (A I.. 1.50
Anthology
of Magazine
Verso.
Rraith,waite.
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-JIM)

Ardours and

Endurances, Nichbld, (G) .. 1.50
B
Book of Operas, Krehbiel, (Mac), 2 vols. 2.50
C

Rome
(History). KHz. O'Neill, (N)
Rough Talks of a Padre, Kennedy, ill &,S)
Itoom
Without
a Door, Allen.
(Ma,-)
Reconstruction and National Life. La veil
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Romance of the Red Triangle,
Yapp,
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& Si
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1.50
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Canadian
Singers
and
well.
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Convention and Revolt
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Rabbi
Ben Ezra,
Browning,
Resurrected
Nations.
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Reminiscences, Willisbn, (McC s Si
S
Sea Hound, Freeman, (McC & S)..
Small Craft. Fox Smith.
(McC & Si
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] no
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'.Masefleld 1.75
Collected
Poems
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Plays,
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2 vols
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Colored star>. Mathers, (A)
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Golden
Book
of Songs
and
Ballads,
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Sailortown, Fox Smith, McC .v S) ...

Sea Fights of the Croat War, Wyllie and
Wren.
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& SI
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Stories
of the Ships. Freeman,
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Story of Versailles, Payne,
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Shot) Committee.
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Studies
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Cospel,
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State in Peace and War, Watson. (Mac)..
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Sp;riiual
Voices
in
Modern
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Story
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First
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Standish
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Sky Fighters
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] -M
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(A)!.!!!!'.! 7loo
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Paint of
JoanPorcelain.
of Arc, Passed.
Mark Twain,
Story
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Story of France.
Bonner,
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1.7.-,
Sense Training for Children's Development
Wrightson,
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1.-<i
sample Case of Humor. Gilliland, (A)
1.25
Story of France. 1814-1914, .lame,. (N) . . . . 1.25
Social Christianity
in the New
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(G)
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Science of Eating, McCann, (McC A Si... 2.00
si'Moie
Principles
of Investment,
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Stories of the British Knmire. Machar.
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Butler, Jones, (Mac)
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Scientific Amusements.
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T
Tl
lore Roosevelt, Thayer, (A)
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. Theodore Roosevelt's Letters to His Children, A( )
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Through
the llindcnbcrg
Line. McKenzi,
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St. Dunstan's
to the Light. Raw'i"son, (A)
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Twelve Lessons from the Seven
Purposes,
Cameron.
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To day's Short Stories Analyzed, Neal. (Ox 1
Turks of Through
<Vntral Asia.
Cza'plieka.
Theatre
its stage
Door, (Ox)...
Belasco .5.00
(Ml
2.50
C
Fp Against
It. McAulay & Paul. (11 & Si 1.50
Unsolved Riddle of Social .Justice. Leacoek.
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1.25
V
Victory Over Blindness, Pearson, (II & S) . . 5.00
Vocational
Civics. Giles,
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Vestigia, Repinerton,
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Vital Message, The, Doyle, (II & Si
1.25
W
White
Riders, lie Montmorency.
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War Romance of the Salvation Army.
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What
Happened
in
Europe,
Vanderllp,
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With
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Where
is Christ, An American
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China.
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Home.
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World.
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of Modern
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Book
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Rattle of the Nations. Rummer.
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Book
of Stories,
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Bonk of Croat Inventions.
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of Baltimore, Taylor,
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Blue Magic. Prince, (McC & S)
Bird- Worth Knowing. Blanchon. (Ox)....
Butterflies Worth Knowing, Weed,
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Colver.
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in the
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Martin's
Big Book
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Exploring
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Children in the Wood, Stories, Bailey, (Ox)
Captain
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Children
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Maid.
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Book.
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English Fairy Tales, Rockham,
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Turmoil
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Stories of Wakeland
and Dreamland,
Allen (Ox)
Sergeant Ted Cole. Tomlinson, (A)
vSchool Days, Dwlggins, (M)
Trees Worth Knowing, Rogers, (Ox)
Tuck-Me In Rhymes. Comstock,
(Ox)
Tuck^Me-In
Stories. Comstock,
(Ox)
Trudy and Timothy Out-of-Doors,
Porter,
(C)
Tell Me a Story I Never
Heard
Before,
Stewart ((.)
Three Jolly Sailors and Me, Owen, (N) ..
W
Watty & Co.. Putnam. (Mac)
Wild
Flowers
Worth
Knowing,
(Ox)
Wonder Garden, Olcott, (A)
Wee Ann, Phillips, (A)
With the Little Folks, Wright,
Water
Babits, Jessie Willcox
tion, (McC & S)
Young

"Visiters,"

Ashford,

(R)

Rlanchan,

(A)
'Smith

1.50
1.50
1 .75
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.60
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
75
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.25
1.25
125
150
1.75
1.50
1.50
2.50
1.25
1.25

edi-

1.50
LOO

Editorial Chronicle and Comment

SPORTING

GOODS

ALTHOUGH sporting goods are- distinct from
toys, there is a close association between these
lines in the trade for the reason that, to a large extent, the wholesale houses selling toys also sell sporting goods.
The extent of sporting goods is such as to make it
a separate department and, as there are different
sports for different seasons, it is naturally a department for year-round trading. As such, it is all the
more effective as a help in maintaining toy trade
activity throughout the year, a development that is
much to be desired. This latter remark is superfluous in the case of a growing number of retailers
who do feature toys every season of the year.
Sporting goods include items running well up
the price scale and for that reason they give a better
balance to the whole business of the merchant engaged in these associated trades of books, stationery,
toys and kindred goods.
This whole question is deserving of serious,
thought on the part of all members of the trade
This of course is not so necessary on the part of
well established, flourishing bookstores in the cities,
but in the smaller towns it is almost universally a
fact that these retailers must branch out beyond books
and stationery proper in order to reach a volume of
trade that will guarantee a turnover assuring a satisfactory income.
GETTING

RURAL

TRADE

T) ETA ITERS should keep it in mind that in these
-*-^-days of the ubiquitous automobile, even among
the farmers, it is easier than ever to develop rural
trade and the influence of any buying centre can
easily be pushed farther afield. To encourage this
plan of attracting buyers from the extreme distances
of a given community, such events as "dollar days"
are efficacious, and Canadian retailers will read with
interest the new plan adopted by the merchants of
Neosho, a live town in Missouri, inspired by the
advertising men's club of Neosho. A monthly
"sales day" is held, and to boost it along, page space
is taken, not only in the Neosho newspapers, but
also in the leading newspaper of Joplin, a larger
city nearby, which newspaper circulates largely in
communities^ which can as readily be served by
Neosho as Joplin as a centre for buying. The cost
of the page ad. in the Joplin newspaper was $62.30,

which figured out to about $2 each for the Neosho
merchants participating. Six thousand reprints of
the advertisement were mailed direct to prospective
customers.
As indicated in a booklet which has been published by the Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World for free distribution the remarkable success
of the Neosho sales days has been based upon the
fact that a committee of the advertising club passes
upon the special offer each merchant makes for the
"sales days," to insure that the customer whom the
advertisement brings to town will be well pleased.
Tn the meantime, the members of the advertising
club had been making a careful study of advertising
at their club meetings, to make their advertisements
more effective, and in the club, also, they have exchanged ideas relative to better merchandising
methods, thus enabling themselves to "hack up"
their advertising to the fullest possible extent.
The operation of this plan has made Neosho
famous, the plan having been adopted by several
other communities, both larger and smaller than
Neosho, where advertising clubs have been organized
to handle its operation. Frequently, business men
from other communities have gone to Neosho to investigate the plan at first hand, and the plan is now
being successfully carried out by the merchants of
several other towns.
SELLING

HIGHER

GRADES

"The Herald has said more than once that
one of the chief causes of the high prices now
prevalent is the willingness and ability of so manypeople to pay high prices. An illustration of this
has come to our knowledge. A traveller recently
offered a local merchant some dozens of ladies'
purses to retail at $35. The merchant declined,
thinking that the purses would be unsaleable at
that price. However, the traveller sent on two or
three of the purses on trial, and the merchant
put them in the store window. Within a few
hours
Herald. they were sold at $35 each." — Hamilton

WITHOUT
entering into any argument with
the Herald on the point it seeks to score, this
note is reprinted as an illustration supporting the
argument which has from time to time been advanced in these columns to the effect that goods of
a better grade than ordinarily carried will sell
readily if stocked and properly exploited. Then,
again, if people have a willingness and ability to
buy higher grades of goods why shouldn't they
do so, providing they get an adequate measure of
value in what they purchase?
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NEWS
EARLY

CLOSING

The operation of the new Early Closing By-law of the city of Montreal. No.
695, and which was adopted on the 17th
of June last by the Administrative Commission, is seemingly going to work a
real hardship on the booksellers and stationers. Of course a great many of the
modern bookseller and stationery stores
overtake a large volume of business in
the evening hours, and since this bylaw has exceptions which favor the druggist and the cigar store, the ice cream
parlor, etc., it is not to be wondered that
the booksellers and stationers should put
up a vigorous and a strenuous kick.
Acting for the Booksellers' Protective
Association, in conjunction with their attorneys, L. M. Gouin and M. Garceau,
advocates, called last week on the Board
of Control in an effort to secure an
amendment of By-law No. 695 adopted by the Administrative Commission on
the 17th of June last and by the City
Council with amendments on the 4th of
August last, dealing with early closing.
The part asked to be amended is that
relating to the closing of stationery and
bookstores at seven o'clock on Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursday
evenings of each week, nine o'clock Friday evening and eleven on Saturday
evening.
Chairman Decarie was non-committal
on the request, seeming to favor the provisions of the by-law as at present constituted. However, he advised the delegation to appear before the City Council
and have it come through the regular
channels to the Commissioners.
At a regular meeting on Oct 14, the
Montreal City Council adopted a resolution to the effect that bookstores selling
stationery should not be obliged to close
as early as other stores; and also that
an exception should be made for small
stores generally, employing but one or
two clerks, so as to permit them to remain open after hours, provided the
clerks leave at the closing hour.
The motion as proposed by Aid. Rubenstein was to the following effect:
"That the Administrative Commission
be requested to consider the advisability
of amending By-law No. 695, so that
bookstores where stationery articles,
such as pencils, pens, ink, etc., are sold,
may be allowed to remain open after
closing hours, and that small stores generally where only one or two clerks are
employed may also remain open provided
that said clerks are allowed to leave
at the closing hours."

OF THE

TRADE

THE JOKER OF THE PACK
J. H. Burnham, M.P., of Peterborough,
is "the joker of the prohibition pack,"
was the facetious remark of a Toronto
stationer upon reading a press report
of his notice of motion given in Parliament for the first meeting of the committee of the whole on the Prohibition
Act. Playing cards are included among
the amusements he proposes to bring
under prohibition. His notice of motion
is as follows: "That it be an instruction to the committee of the whole on
the said bill that the committee do have
power to extend the provisions of the
said bill and of the Act sought to be
amended thereby relating to intoxicating
liquors, to playing cards, the feathers of
wild birds for dress or other ornamental
purposes and to tobacco in any form."
MONCTON
THE PROSPEROUS
Miss Hattie Tweedie, of Moncton, N.B.,
is a progressive bookseller and stationer
from an equally progressive community.
It was good to hear the evidence of civic
pride which characterizes her conversation in the course of a call at the office
of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
when she was in Toronto on a buying
trip last month. Moncton, according to
Miss Tweedie, is the high spot in the
general prosperity that marks all the
Maritime Provinces at present.
Miss Tweedie said she considered
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER the
bookseller's "Bible" and always found
its contents most interesting.
As indicative of the healthy business
in books she is doing this season, she
referred to the increase over the same
period a year ago of well over 300 copies
of copyright novels sold in her store
this season up to the day she left on her
Toronto trip.
Miss Tweedie has lost none of her
admiration for Toronto and Torontonians
and, although she missed visiting this
buying centre last year, owing to the
prevalence of the "flu," it would take
some reason just as strong to make her
miss another of her autumn buying
visits to Toronto.
GOES TO CHICAGO
Major F. R. Phelan, who returned
from active service overseas last spring,
is now taking up his residence in Chicago.
Major Phelan, a son of F. E. Phelan,
the well-known bookseller and stationer
of Montreal, was connected with his
father in a business way, but has decided
to take up new work in Chicago, where
he becomes production manager of the
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Isco Refrigerating Company. Major
Phelan was in Montreal last week, and
attended, while there, the Prince of
Wales ball. Mrs. Phelan accompanies
him to their new home in Chicago.
R. Dixon, of the Regina Bookstore, has
disposed of his business to C. F. Herbert
and H. F. Noble. Business will continue
under the present name. Mr. Herbert and
Mr. Noble have been associated with the
Merchants' Casualty Co., for several
years past. Mr. Herbert is taking charge
of the business, but Mr. Noble will continue his present position as Provincial
Manager of the Merchants' Casualty Co.
Mr. Dixon is at present undecided as
to his future, having several propositions
in view.
Fred. C. Baird, vice-president of T. S.
Pattillo & Co., Ltd., Truro, N.S., who has
been Overseas for the past 4 years, has
resumed his work with that firm.
W. E. Fraleigh, who has been in the
drug and stationery business at Fort
Frances, Ont., for past eighteen years,
has been succeeded by G. G. Baeker.
Sergt.-Major W. Farnell, of Toronto,
who was one of the two blind veterans
recently decorated by the Prince of Wales,
has just opened a stationery store in
Toronto.
The phonograph industry of the Pollock Manufacturing Co., Kitchener, Ont.,
has been taken over by the General
Phonograph Corpn., of New York. The
plant is being considerably enlarged and
will continue the manufacture of talking
machines and accessories. The industry
will be under the management of A. B.
Pollock, as heretofore.
Wallpaper is an important branch of
the business of Rainbow's Bookstore, Medicine Hat, Alta.
DOUBLING THEIR PLANT
The Wilson-Jones Loose Leaf Co.,
Chicago, are putting up a new factory
twice the size of their present one. It
is 360 x 460 feet in size and of concrete
construction. Among the new features
will be an employees' lunch room, library, rest rooms, shower baths and other
comforts. The new factory is to be completed by early spring.
PETERBOROUGH, Ont.— A new industry that has decided to locate here is
a Canadian branch of the Nashua
Gummed and Coated Paper Company,
strong financially, and with two factories
in the United States and one in England.
They are at present enlarging their factory at Middletown, Ohio. They ship
goods to Canada now, but have to do so

BOOKSELLER
against a high customs tariff, and they
expect to do a much larger business in
Canada when the new plant is in operation.
Generally speaking-, the Dominion has
a better organized and more efficient
plan of re-education than any other nation enraged in the war. It is supported
by the proceeds of the Victory Loan.
Every Canadian who buys Victory Bonds
m3v he assured, whatever his political
opinions, that work of re-establishment
is a nr^ssing need, and that it will be
of the utmost advantage in the complete
repatriation of returned men.
LONDON, Oct. 15— In the agony column of a newspaper appears the following: 'Well-known writer will dedicate
his book, shortly appearing, and sure
of large circulation in England and America, to highest bidder. Hard up. Offers
in confidence."
FRUITS

OF

THE

MIND

A novelty in book advertising is afforded by the announcement in liberal space
in "News," of Maple Creek, Sask., under
the heading of "Season's Leading Novels," giving a list of some of the more
important new books over the name of
the "Cypress Block Fruit Store."

SOLDIERS LEARN PEN GRINDING
OTTAWA, Oct. 9— Vocationally-trained
soldiers are giving splendid satisfaction
to their employers in Canada, in the opinion of several employers heard by the
Special Committee on Soldiers' Civil Reestablishment to-day. There were eight
witnesses who had employed disabled
men in various lines of work, and
all of them were delighted with the industry of the men.
Among those who were heard was
V. R. Smith, manager Mabie, Tod & Co.,
Ltd., Toronto, who has 14 men taking
vocational training and all were being
absorbed. These men were being trained
as gold pen grinders and were giving
satisfaction. On completion of their
course the men are put on piece work and
guaranteed $30 per week. Most of the
men drew more than the minimum salary
and no married men had been down to
this. Men were specialized in grinding
chiefly because of disabilities and also
because it was the most remunerative
branch of the work. A man really needed another six months' training, but the
witness did not favor extending the minimum time of training.
QUESTION
BOX
An inquiry has reached the Service
Department as to where burlaps may be
purchased.
The Woods Mfg. Co., Ltd., Toronto, are
manufacturers of burlap.
RUBBER
It is said that away back in seventeen
hundred and something, an Englishman
discovered that a piece of this curious
crude gum could be used to erase pencil marks. At once there was a great
demand for this gum, and half-inch cubes
sold as high as two to three shillings.
This would suggest they must have
been given to making many errors — quite
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unlike the folks in Boston, as a Bostonian once told us that rubber-tipped pencils were not needed in Boston, as Boston people made no mistakes in writing.
We find that previous to the time of
our English friend, a Frenchman discovered that a piece of bread was most excellent to rub out the marks of a lead

WEST WILL CONTINUE
TO SHOW PROSPERITY

pencil.
We also find that a Frenchman possessed a most convenient eraser in the
form of "caoutchouc," which could always be carried around easily. Rubbing
by this method was found most satisfactory for removing the marks of a lead
pencil and all other spots on paper.
The French insist on calling it
"caoutchouc," while the English named it
"India rubber." Although none of it
came from India, and although this
precious substance is more largely used
in a thousand other ways than rubbing
out pencil marks, the name of rubber
still sticks. — "Graphite."
BOLTON A BENEDICT
The wedding took place in Philadelphia, U.S.A., on the 17th of October,
of Miss Marjorie Haller, younger daugh-

Though tracing a good deal of the
apparent prosperity of Western Canada
to the abundance of money received by
the people from Government sources,
Peleg Howland, president of the Imperial
Bank, who has just returned from an
extended tour of the West, stated that
he looked for a continuance of the pros-

ter of Mrs.
John ofH.Montreal,
Kal'ler of
delphia and late
P.Q., PhilaCanada, and Mr. George Neville Bolton of
the Book Department, Robert Simpson
Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Mr. Bolton served in France with the
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry for nearly three years and returned to Canada last June after 3Ms
years' absence from the book trade.
On their return tc Toronto Mr. and
Mrs. Bolton will reside at 274 Ossington Avenue.

Imperial
Bank
President
Says
Business is Brisk on the
Prairies

part that
of the
"It
is hard perity
toin that
conceive
therecountry.
will be any
serious falling off in the prosperity of
all the Northwest, while the crop yield
and
aro ro hi0"h," AND
said
Mr. general
Howlandproduction
to BOOKSELLER
STATIONER.
"Business is very brisk throughout the
adding:
West," said the Imperial Bank president,
"Everybody is very active. There are
many visitors in the country, and it is
difficult to secure hotel accommodation.
A good deal of this prosperity is due to
the fact that the people are spending
money they received in various ways
from the Government; through loans to
soldier farmers, gratuities, payments for
lands taken over for the soldiers, etc.
"Farm lands are in good demand, and
there have been increases in value noted.
The market for city lots is less brisk,
though the good building lots in the best
locations have gone up."

Book Business Booming in Montreal
Public Are Demanding Books of the Better Class — Returned
Men Back at Business Have Become Studious and Buy
Business Books — Loose-Leaf Trade is Active
Co., ngLtd.,
wn enjoyi
r-Bro
Montreal,
have
been
an
Foste
THE
increasing demand for books, and
sales are very satisfactory, the head of
this firm informed BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER. In fact old records are
broken and the outlook is for a continued good demand.
Asked as to the class of books that
were particularly active, it was stated
that educational books were among the
favorites. "Men who used to be merely
pen-pushers," said Mr. Brown, "are now
learning much from books, and are applying themselves to study. There is a
continued sale for books of this kind
that teach men how to do things. These
fellows who went overseas are becoming
men of resourcefulness."
Chas. Phelan. of F. E. Phelan, Ltd.,
also reports book sales to be very active.
"And it is the better books that are selling, too," he continued. "We sell few
of the 40 or '50' cent books — it is the
$1.75 new copyrights that are selling,
and people do seem to have the money
to buy them, and they want the very
45
latest."

Mr. Phelan feels that the bookseller is
now coming into his own after strenuous
years during the war. Business has been
much better of late, and the bookseller
and stationer, he believes, is feelinp; the
return of better times. The outlook is
excellent.
LOOSE-LEAF

AND BOOK BUSINESS
ACTIVE
Harold Dawson, of W. V. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal, reports a brisk selling at the present time, particularly of
loose-leaf binders and fillers. These are
meeting with general favor throughout
the country, Mr. Dawson stated.
While there has been a great variety
of styles, there has been improvement,
and those who wish for a certain style
of binder in three or seven post styles,
may satisfy their wish. Mr. Dawson
states that the flexible post idea has
been most favorably received, the plan
of this style, holding one sheet or a
thousand, appealing to many. As to the
grades of binding used, it was stated
that
lers. the best were the most active sel-

Retailers'
Advertisements Reviewed
Good Ideas Gleaned From Recent Advertisements of Booksellers and Stationers in
All Parts of Canada

RETAIL booksellers and stationers
are not so prone to indulge in misrepresentation and overstatement
in their advertising as are too many
merchants in certain other trades, many
of whom, whether designedly or because
they are unable to grasp the true essentials of resourceful publicity, are inclined to advertise their merchandise in
evasive and, sometimes, untruthful,
though conventional terms — -another
splendid way to lose customers.
There still are some people who will
bite twice, but this is a progressive age
of keen competition, and the average
buyer demands value with his bargains
and will only stand for being fooled
once. He will go across the street the
next time.
An advertisement should be first and
always an exposition of the truth.
lit
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School
Books
and
Supplies
Complete stock of every
thing needed for school.
Getyourchildrens' books
bags, scribblers, pencil
boxes, etc., at our storewhere you can get them
all at once. Don't waste
time hunting when we
have done the hunting
for you.

Cloke & Son
Stationery, Wall Paprr
Leather Goods
16 West Kin« Street
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Advertisement
from
the
Bewmsville
Express,
Beamsville,
Ont.
The heading in particular
is poorly
arranged.
See reset on opposite column.

should be worded in plain, understandable English, without equivocal terms,
and if there is anything wrong with the
merchandise featured, the advertiser
should make it clear to the public.
Seconds are seconds, no matter how hard
and how cleverly some ingenious, but
immature ad-writer endeavors to disguise them as firsts in an elaboratelydesigned or flamboyantly-worded advertisement.
In the extracts which follow from advertisements by retail booksellers and
stationers as appearing in newspapers
in all parts of Canada, there is but a
small indication of such offences against
the precepts of four-square advertising,
and many good ideas are set forth in
them which may be advantageously
adopted by the rank and file of retail
booksellers and stationers.
Kamloops, B.C. — While the course suggested in the following extract of a recent advertisement of writing paper by
Galloway's will hardly appeal to the
average customer of good taste, it at
least has the merit of originality of appeal, and also serves to snow that the
store has a good variety of shades and
shapes of paper and envelopes from
which to choose: "lit is well Jto have a
variety in styles and colors of stationery.
It is something- you use constantly and
you want distinction in its appearance.
Use a pink paper to-day and a blue one
to-morrow. Take an oval cut this time
and a square cut another time. We are
selling stationery and showing all the
newest types, some of them very distinctive and individual."
Montreal, P.Q. — A novel form of book
advertising put to use
Bookstore recently, was
paper space of goodly
third of the space being

talked of by lovers of the best stories
of the hour. The list comprises: 'The
Moon and Sixpence/ by W. Somerset
Maugham; 'Sherry," by McCutcheon;
'Rebecca's Promise,' by Frances R.
Sterrett; 'The Four Roads,' by Sheila
of O. K. Valley,'
Kaye Smith; 'The Girl
by Robt. Watson. Early selections are
suggested, as the demand for these books
will probably exceed the supply at McDonald's Lending Library, where the
rate is but 2 cents a day, 7 Market
'Phone Main 12713."
Square.
Charlottetown, P.E.I. — Carter & Co.,
Ltd., pay special attention to the sale
of fashion books in connection with the
sale of patterns, and due attention is
paid to this branch of the business in the
store's newspaper advertising.
St. John. N.B.— W. H. Tborne & Co.,

"Toys
Ltd., in an advertisement headed:
for Autumn Days," included this parain
find the latest novelties
"You'll
graph:

School
Books
and

Supplies

by Chapman's
to use a newssize, the upper
taken up by a

Complete
Stock
of Everything
Needed for
School

grotesque design of a man, and the heading "Are You a Stagnuck?" Then followed this wording:
"A

Stagnuck

is a Person
That:

Who

Thinks

"Balzac is the name of a mining stock.
'The Way of All Flesh' is a sex book.
Gorky is a brand of caviare. John Macy
is the proprietor of a department store.
Ellen Key wrote the 'Star Spangled

Get scribblers,
your children's
bags,
pencil books,
boxes,
etc., at our store where you
can get them all at once.
Don't waste time hunting
when we have done the hunting for you.

"Don't be " a Stagnuck.
Read good books,
Banner.'
especially the MODERN
LIBRARY
had at"
be Here
St. John, N.B.
is an advertiseto —
ment dealing with a lending library
which has suggestive value for booksellers. The heading was: "Another New
Book List at McDonald's Lending Library." and this paragraph followed:
"Fiction readers will learn with pleasure of the arrival of another lot of the
most uopular books of the day at McDora^'s Lending Librarv. These books
are being eagerly ro^nrht, and are much
1
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Cloke & Son
Books,

Stationery, Wall
Leather Goods

Paper,

16 West King St.
Hamilton
Ontario
Reset

of

advertisement
Column

on

opposite

BOOKSELLER
p'aythings, including- dolls, doll houses,
doll carriages, bubble sets;
also mechanics1 toys, such as the electric skyscraper
elevators (illustrated to the left), Sandy
Andy, Dumping- Andy, trains (electric
and clockwork), boats, battleships, games
of many kinds. Also the reversible educational board, which teaches sentencebuilding, sight reading, spelling, writing,
word construction, by an easy and entertaining method."
Halifax, N.S.— H. H. Marshall, Ltd.,
advertising "Popular titles at a popular
price," featured "The French Library,"
including "The Lost Million," by William
Le Queux; "The Invasion." by Wm. Le
Queux; "What's Bred in the Bone," by
Grant Allen; "The Four Just Men," by
Edgar Wallace; "Smithy," by Edward
Wallace. They w?re priced at 20c each
or 23c by mail.
Amherst, N.S.— H. H. Marshall, Ltd.,
in advertising a special line of linen stationery, used the heading: "The Same
High Quality at the Same Low Price."
Then foMowed
these paragraphs:
"Our last big order for this most
popular stationery was placed before the
price of paper went soaring.
"Since then it has advanced 50 per
cent., but we are continuing the old price
while present stock lasts.
"35 cents for 100 Sheets
"35 cents for 75 Envelopes."
Sunnyside. P.E.I.— The Maritime Stationers, Ltd., in a book advertisement,
began with this appeal:
"All signs indicate that both magazines and books are going to be considerably higher in price. But, values yet are
wonderfully reasonable and there is no
other way in which you can begin to get
so much pleasure from so small an expenditure."
This idea of urging people to make
purchases of books now against probable
further increases in price is good business.
Truro, N.S.— Thomas'— The Popular
Store, advertise their store as "The
School Sunpiy House of Truro."
Simcoe, Ont.— The H. S. Falls Co. department store, in a recent advertisement, listed their departments as distinct stores. Among these were:
''Stationery, Books and Novelty Gift
Store."
"Doll and Toy Store."
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.— J. H. Jones
conducts a circulating library in his store
and also a phonograoh record exchange
library. In advertising books by L. T.
Meade, Mary J. Holmes, and Horatio
Alger, at 50c each, this paragraph was
added:
"Owing to the publishers' strike the
net supply will surely be $1.00 each. So
don't delay, get yours now."
Ingcrsoll, Ont. — "Picture Frames Made
to Order" is a line frequently included
in the newspaper advertisements of
Wood's Bookstore.
Hamilton, Ont. — Hughes' Old Country
Store, 36fi Ottawa Street, advertised in
the Hamilton newspapers as follows,
under the heading "Sunday Reading":
"We
have all the 'latest Canadian,
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American and Old Country newspapers,
magazines and periodicals, paper and
cloth-bound novels — Boys', girls' and
children's books."
St. Thomas, Ont. — "Some New Book
Arrivals," is the heading of a well-displayed small space book advertisement
of Judd, Fraser & Cochrane. The first
title is Booth Tarkington's new book
with the surname spelled Mulhoi'and instead of Milholland, which BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER believes to
have been a compositor's error because
of a similar error having occurred in the
September issue of this paper, although
the name had (been properly spelled in
the copy sent to the printer.
Sarnia, Ont. — Fry's Bookstore includes
jardinieres, -fern pots, vases, etc., in stock
and these lines were recently featured in
newspaper advertising.
Woodstock, Ont. — In a page advertisement, Frank Hyde, Woodstock and Ingersoll, advertised the opening of his
new store in Woodstock, and gave special
attention to stationr-ry supplies as a new
department. Writing paper, fountain
pens, kodaks and toy balloons were especially played up.
Toronto, Ont. — McAinsh & Co. advertise their book store as the "Students'
Rendezvous." Here is a paragraph from
a recent ad.:
"Medical and Dental Students have a
room of their own here, lined with the
best texts and the latest works on medi-

"MY

St. Thomas, Ont.— Judd, Fraser &
Cochrane introduce electros of books
cine."effectively in their advertising, and
very
another trood idea of theirs is to intro-

UNKNOWN
is the cleanest and best allround book in the English
language.

CHUM"

duce such headings as "Stories of Action," "Some Good War Stories," etc.,
class.
grouping together books of a similar
Smithvifle, Ont.— E. B. Smith puts his
display advertisements in the form of
newsy paragraphs, of which the following is a typical paragraph:
"Smith" is getting in daily small shipments of School Text Books. His supply
of Pens, Inks, Scribblers, Note Books,
Rulers, Blotting Paper, Writing Tablets,
Papetries, Billheads, Statement Pads,
Pencils, etc., is most complete."
Ingersoll, Ont. — E. J. Coles & Co. have
been doing some most effective wallpaper
advertising. In one of these they made
special offers "for Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of twelve different bedroom
papers, regular 35c, at 23c a roll, and
twelve tapestry papers, regular 50c to 75c
a roll at 39c a roll. The advertisement
set forth that these offers were made
"for the express purpose of making the
wallpaper department a hive of industry
during the next three days."
Tara, Ont. — The Leader Bookstore,
advertising wall-papers in the Tara
"Leader," points out that wall-papers are
advancing in price for 1020.- "All Our
New Fall Lines at Old Prices."
Lethbridge, . Alta. — The Kenny, Allin
Co., Ltd., in an attractive newspaner advertisement, offered a halloon free to
every customer buying 25c worth, or
more, of school supplies.
Edmonton, Alta. — The Empire Book
Store, 9814 Jasper avenue, specializes in
Old Country newspapers and magazines.
Among the sidelines here are kodaks
and supplies, gramaphones and records.
In a recent newspaper advertisement a
special appeal was made for business in
gramaphone repairs.
Dunnville, Ont. — E. J. McKee, in advertising for school opening trade, used
nearly % page of newspaper space. Here
is a quotation from the advertisement:.
Our store is headquarters in this town
for all kinds of school supplies and
authorized text books. Children study
better and take better care of them when

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, Chief
Justice of Canada, says: "My
Unknown Chum is a wonderful book. I can repeat some
of the pages almost by heart.
I buy it to give to those I
love and to friends who can
appreciate a good book.

they have the right books. Our scribblers have better paper and more of it
than the average. The boy or girl who
buys their books at our store will certainly he pleased.
Guelph, Ont. — "Everything required
in every school can be found here at the
lowest prices. Phone 45," is the way C.
L. Nelles put it.
Cloke & Son, Hamilton. — In advertising a complete stock of sch)ol goods this

Price $1.65 at

significant
advice was
waste
time hunting
when given:
we have"Don't
done

What Critical BookLovers
Say
of It

rphy's
MuBookstore
Here is a book advertisement that is marked by
an appeal of an exceptionally convincing nature
and one that can be used in connection with
other books and prominent people who similarly
recommend them.
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the hunting for you."
Montreal, Que. — Henry Morgan & Co.,
Ltd., in their school opening advertising
featured 100-page scribblers and 48page exercise books at 7c each, and rubber-tipped pencils at 35c a dozen. Various staple requirements were listed.
Halifax, N.S.— A. & W. McKinlay,
Ltd., are among the stationers who pay
due attention to the development of
trade in loose leaf goods and, in their
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iewspaper advertising, advise that loose
ieaf books and sheets are stocked and
special sizes made to order.
Midland, Ont. — Wray's advertised free
to every student purchasing five scribblers, one hardwood niler worth 5c.
Hamilton, Ont. — Walter Bale, in one
of his school supply advertisements,
in the Hamilton newspapers, laid
stress on requirements for technical school work.
Cannington, Ont. — G. B. Henderson
used liberal newspaper space for an advertisement which merely had the words
"School Books and School Supplies." This
would seem to be a case of wasted opportunity. An advertisement should be
more than a sign-board. It should not
only deal with a subject of timely interest, but should present some argument about it, and then clinch that argument.
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Red Deer, Alta.— "One Good Thing After Another" is the heading in prominent display type of an effective advertisement of Brazier's Novelty Store. One
line prominently featured was a line of
dolls slightly damaged, $6 dolls being
offered for $3.25 and $2 dolls for $1.25.
Cardston, Alta. — A striking advertisement by W. H. Steel & Co., appeared in
a recent issue of the Cardston "Globe"
under the heading of "Church Works,"
in big, bold type. This list of books was
given: Book of Mormon, cloth, 50c; Doctrine and Covenant, cloth, 75c; 100 Years
Mormonism, cloth, $1; Defence of the
Saints, cloth, $1.50; Gospel Doctrine,
cloth, $1.50; House of the Lord, $1.50;
Articles of Faith, $1; Ne/w Witness for
God, $1.25; Church History, cloth, $1.50;
Church History, half morocco, $2.50;
Hymn Books, 35c and 75c; The Great
Apostasy, 60c; L. D. S. Family Record,

$1.25; L. D. S. Temple Record, $1.25;
2,000 Gospel Conversations, $1.25;
Deseret S. Song Book, 50c; The Apostles,
$1; Ancient Apostles, $1.25; The Restoration, 50c and 75c; Jos. Smith: Prophet, Teacher, 75c; Compendium, $1; Outline Ecclesiastical History, $1.50; The
Gospel, by Roberts, 75c.
Calgary, Alta. — Pearson's Bookstore,
in a recent advertisement used as a catch
line in bold type "The Big Four," and
then submitted*, wtith descriptions, as
the biggest selling books of the yeaij,
"Dangerous Days," "Three Times and
Out," "Bulldog Carney," and "Long Live
the King." The advertisement concluded with this paragraph: "If you want a
good book such as 'The Barrier,' 'The
Silver Horde,' 'Riders of the Purple
Sage,' 'Rainbow Trail,' 'Lone Star
Ranger,' 'Auction Block,' or one of the
big Tarzan books, send us $1."

Pull the Dollars in Through Display
How to Make One's Display Window an Investment Rather Than an Expense
Instance in Point and Its Paying Results
SO definite have the results been from
the consistent use of their display
windows, that F. E. Phelan, Limited,
4S7 St. Catherine Street West, Montreal, attribute a very substantial proportion of their cash takings to the displays made. And it has decided them
that they will not only continue their
policy of dressing them freo.uently, but
Chas. Phelan, who dresses the windows,
stated that in the future he means to
plan his windows well in advance. This
will be advantageous in more ways than
one. It will, in the first place, enable
the window dresser to make arrangements for any special signs that he requires, and he will have worked out, in
a fairly definite manner, the particular
display that he wishes to make. Thus,
time will be saved, and when the window
is completed it will be relieved of the
"makeshift;" appearance that might
otherwise characterize it.
What of Your Location?
Mr. Phelan, in speaking with BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, stated
that they had a good location, and naturally should expect to secure a good trade.
But he believed in not resting on this
advantage too much. With many
thousands of people passing the store
both ways each and every day of the
year, it was thought good policy to
"cash in" on this opportunity, for it is
remarkable how few people there are
who do not know just what they want
until they have seen it. Hence the advantage of proper window display. Mr.
Phelan might say to himself: "Well, we
are bound to get the trade anyway; it
takes too much time to dress windows."
And still a big trade would come, because of the location. But what of the
hundreds that did not know what they
wanted until they saw the actual display? Note what Mr. Phelan says in
the next paragraph or two.

What One Display Did
In the display which is reproduced
herewith, Mr. Phelan's desire was, of
course, to stimulate the sale of Hal'owe'en novelties. Here, thought he, was
his best medium, and the little plan
adopted did the trick. "Our business
last Saturday was very heavy, and that
window did it," was the substance of his
reference to the results obtained. "The
difficulty is to keep enough of these
specialties in stock to meet the demand.

I think we will run out of them soon.
"A woman may be passing in front
of the store, as with this display of
Hallowe'en goods, and be attracted to
the window. She likes the suggestion
and says to herself, 'I think I shall have
a party for my children.' And so she
comes in and perhaps buys a dollar's
worth of these special goods. Had she
not seen the display she wouldn't have
thought of buying. 48This window easily
doubled sales of these particular goods.

An

"The way tj sell goods is to let prospects see then. They cannot be seen
unless displayed — the more effectively
A Trade-Winning
Window
the better."
This window sold a lot of Hallowe'en
specialties right during the progress of
a rain storm. Mr. Phelan attributes to
this special display a phenomenal increase in the demand for purely Hallowe'en specialties. He believed that
they would soon run out of stock.
Ob-

serve the table in the foreground, upon
which the various necessities of a wellordered children's tea party are arranged, including the candles. To one side
is the old iron pot suspended from a
rustic tripod, and on the extreme right,
a ghost. The background is arranged
of ribboned crepe paper, black and
orange being the combination. The paper
shade on the electric lamp in the window gave a pleasing and attractive effect
at night.
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BOOKSELLERS' METHODS
For advertising purposes, Murray's
Bookstore, Ingersoll, Ont., characterize
their store as "The Gift Shop."
Peel's, Market Square, London, Ont.,
specialize in bazaar and church fair supplies and mechanical toys.
Grafonolas and records constitute an
important branch of the business of the
Alberta Bookstore, of Medicine Hat, and
liberal newspaper space is used in promoting this branch of the business.
A HALLOWE'EN TEA PARTY
The Foster-Brown Company, of St.
Catherine Street, Montreal, exhibited a
display of appropriate accessories for use
at Hallowe'en, which commanded attention. It was not too elaborate and therefore a description of the plan should be
adaptable to the average community. It
is, of course, too late to act on this for
1919, but dealers should have a tickler
file in which to put suggestions such as
these to come up at the proper time.
Using orange, black and white as a
color scheme — and by all means the best
possible combination for showing the
weird accessories used on the memorable
occasion of Hallowe'en — the windowdresser used these shades of crepe paper
in making up the background, etc. The
background and the side ground were
panelled — three panels in the back looking well. Through a deft use of these
shades, the panels, when finished, afforded effective backing for cut-outs of black
cats, witches, etc., while pumpkin cutouts were also effectively attached.
In the back of the window, and cornering it, a table was arranged and covered
with crepe paper. Two candlesticks,
with shades, were placed on this and paper tubs, pails, etc., and a variety of
cards and cut-outs were arranged. In
the foreground, invitation cards and various cut-outs were tastefully arranged.
A GOOD BOOK AD.
McCulloup'h & Co., New Glasgow,
adopted a novel method of advertising
Cora Harris' new book. The big type
heading of their newspaper advertisement was:
"DO YOTI WANT TO KNOW HOW
MANAGE A HUSBAND?"
Then followed this paragraph:

TO

"Does your husband still pay you
compliments? Does he still tell you how
nice you look ? Or does he lake you for
granted ? Do you still dress to please
him ? Or are you so sure of him you
don't care? Are you like Mrs. Madden
was before the 'other woman' car.'ife
along? You can avoid the mistake she
made and learn exactly how to manage
p man. Begin to-day by reading:
"HAPPILY
MARRIED"
Murphy and Chapman, commercial
stationers, started in business at 799
Granville Street, Vancouver.
Mills & Co., have succeeded J. B.
Bender in the book and stationery business at 12 King Street East, Kitchener,
Ont.
A. R. MacDougall. of the A R. MacDougall Co., Toronto, England.
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GIVE CANADA CREDIT
The statement that U. S. jobbers are
pioneers in the trade service of supplying Christmas gift advertising posters
for the use of retailers of variety lines,
as given in an interview with a variety
store proprietor of the West in the
course of an article on "A New Type
of Variety Store," appearing in the
September BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, is disputed, and in a letter to
the editor it is pointed out that Stedman Bros, have for the past seven years
been affording these advertising facilities to retailers on a free basis, instead
of mak;n<r the charge indicated in the
article in question. The belief is expressed that this was being done on this
side even before the idea was introduced
in the U.S. trade.
Samples of the posters supplied accompanied the letter, and of these a
four^sheet list of Christmas goods with
the imprint of Walter R. Pennington, of
Dunnville, is especially worthy of praise.
This list illustrates a large variety of
articles, being especially strong in 5c
to 25c goods.
Dolls are conspicuous, priced from 5c
to $5 each. Picture books and juvenile
books, and holiday papeteries are also
conspicuous.
ON

\ 3 PER CENT.

INVESTMENT

If 86 per cent, of all failures are caused by personal incompetence, why do 63
per cent, of those who remain solvent
fail to make more than a bare living?
Because 90 per cent, of all merchants do
not advertise and do not believe in advertising, declares Frederick P. Mann,
president
of
the head
North ofDakota
Association and
one of Retailers'
the most
successful small town department stores
in the country.
"There are but two things," says Mr.
Mann, "that can make merchants out of
a country storekeeper — better advertising and better mcrchandisim.;. But better advertising comes first. For our
opening day in our little country grocery
store thirty years ago I took an unusual
advertisement — the front page of the
local newspaper. No one else in our
little town advertised. So I wrote what
1 supposed was a 'snappy' ad.,
seemed to take. Our first year
a business of $23,000. which was
prise to some of the old timers
section.

and it
we did
a surin that

"I believe that 90 per cent, of retailers
do not advertise and do not believe in it.
But when the mail order houses send
32 carloads of catalogues for distribution
from one small North Dakota town, how
can merchants who must compete with
them think they need not advertise ?
"A merchant recently complained to
me because of his poor business. He
said he spent $175 a year in advertising
and that he did $40,000 worth of business.
I told hhn that 3 per cent, is a conservative amount for the average retailer to invest in advertising. In our
own business we invested $7,000 in 1918
and will invest $8,000
49 this year in productive publicity."

Specializing in Technical Books
Now is the time to begin Technical
Book specializing. Look up any of the
query columns in the technical journals
line and you will find the bulk of the
Answers give details of technical volumes recommended. That is one sign of
the topical demand. Everywhere there
are indications that the technical book
is on the "boom" wave.
The astute bookseller can be getting
ready for that demand NOW. But, he
argues, "I know nothing about Technical
Books." He can very soon learn. , My
suggestion is that he get a card index
box straightaway, especially devoted to
Technical Volumes. Make a list of the
Technical publishers. Write up tj each
asking for two copies of their full Technical Books List. Cut out all references
tc books on a given subject. Say it's
Electricity. Take that as the master
word. Then paste up or write the details of each book dealing with electricity
on a separate card. Leave room on each
card, relating to each volume, for any
additional information that may be useful.
Ask these Technical Publishers, as
they issue new volumes or new editions
upon such popular subjects as aviation,
shipbuilding, mining, electricity, engineering, mathematics, draughtsmanship,
Civil engineering, marine engineering,
wireless telegraphy, motor engineering,
rtru^Lural engineering, surveying and
levelling, to advise you. Those little
cards in the card index box are going
tc grow into a technical book information
bureau!
Advertising the Goods
Now to get in touch with likely cusing:
tomers! Have a little card printed, readA big range of Technical Books
on every subject can be inspected
free of charge at
ROBINSON'S
BOOKSHOP
10 Barlem Street
There is no pushing to purchase.
Make arrangements with the head of
each manufactory to have it exhibited
in a prominent position in the workshop.
Put an advertisement in your local
newspaper weekly— advising all new
volume arrivals. Then watch your technical book business grow! Don't be
alarmed
or dismayed
if the
ordersit grow
don't
come in dozens
at once.
Watch
and keep your card index box up-todate.— Cassell's Book Talk.
A PERSONAL TOUCH THAT PAYS
At frequent intervals The Book Shop,
in Chicago, notifies its customers of the
arrival of newr books in which they are
likely to be interested.
On the first page of the leaflet, says
"System," in the centre, "Mr. Hayes"
appears in longhand after the printed
"Memorandum to." The shop's trademark, name and address, appears in the
upper left-hand corner. On the inside
pages the titles are written in longhand.
Sales have increased appreciably since
this leaflet has been used.

Loose Leaf Sales Depend on Salesman
Sale

of Loose-Leaf Books and Binders Has Greatly Increased — Suggestion of Salesman Vital in This Development — Price Not a Deterrent in Putting
Sales Over

N plays the most imSUGGESTIO
portant part in the development of
loose-leaf book sales of to-rlay, is
is the opinion of J. Sutherland, manager
of Chas. F. Dawson, Ltd., Notre Dame St.,
Montreal. The salesman is the greatest
factor in putting sales across, and it is
to him that the customer looks for definite suggestions and for the advice
which finally results in sales being effected.
Mr. Sutherland stated to BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER that the
development of loose-leaf business was
simply wonderful, and that the annual
turnover of to-day for books made on
this principle is many times greater than
it has ever been. It is growing constantly. Questioned as to the reasons for
this growth, Mr. Sutherland believed
that the influence of the salesman was
far-reaching in securing the greater
turnover. "People really do nor. knowjust what they want or what they need,
very often, and it is then left for a
salesman to instruct them and advise
as to what they need for a
given purpose. It is very important
that he take an interest in the customer."
Styles and Prices

Go

Get tne Business

Following out this principle of developing turnover, the Chas. F. Dawson
Company has gone after the business
that once they did not seek seriously.
This is the bigger business that is well
worth having, e'>en though it may not
yield the "unit" profit that comes with
selling to the smaller or more ordinary
class of patrons wanting but one of a
given article. For instance, it has
proven to be good policy to secure orders for dozen and gross quantities of
given office supplies. Ordinarily, over
the counter, the customer will take one,
or perhaps two. But across the street,
it may be, a few blocks away, or in
another section of the city, someone,
somewhere, is a prospect for a good,
round quantity of a given type and size
of loose-leaf book it may be. Realizing
that he is entitled to this on such terms
a< others would give, Mr. Sutherland,
acting upon this principle, goes after it.
With a large sales staff in the retail

store to keep employed, 'it has proven
immensely worth while, in the "long run,
to chase this business, and now the orders, come flowing storcward.
Perhaps a new line has been secured.
This is introduced by circular letter, in
many instances, and such a plan proves
The loose-leaf idea has come to stay,
its worth. The advantage of so followand of course the variety of styles that
ing up one's prospects is that of inare obtainable is practically limitless. It
teresting them that you want their busiwou'ri be difficult to outline what would
ness, and that you appreciate the fact
make a comprehensive stock for the
that this new line will perhaps just fill
average bookstore — that would naturally
a want that exists in the office of the
depend upon the location of one's store
prospect to which your message is adand the constituency which it served. For
dressed. Itbears out the idea first coninstance, the Chas. F. Dawson store
veyed— that of suggestion. In modern
doe<; an immense anrual business in
business this is playing a more and more
these goods, and within a relatively
important part every returning season.
small area. "We do not go outside the
And, since so wisely and profitably used
SutherMr.
said
island of Montreal,"
by
the dry goods merchant, the jeweler
land, "in fact we serve a comparatively
' and the score of specialty stores that
restricted area."
cater to the fancy of the buyer, the bookIn view of the fact that the salesman
seller, taking a leaf from their book,
is so vital a factor in the ultimate sale
can turn it to his own account, surely.
and distribution of loose-leaf bocks, it
The personal letter "carries home," and
will readily be seen' that he may build
"brings back." lit is wisely-spent adup, to a great extent, a select trade.
vertising of the most direct sort. And,
Actinn; as an educating medium, he will
until a personal inspection can be made
be able to govern the extent of his stock
by th* prospect, the letter awakens, or
and its character, really being the mouldsho'-'d awaken, some interest.
ing force in his own immediate comDifficulties Removed
munity as far as these particular goods
Mr. Sutherland feels that many diffigo.
culties have been eliminated by the
■ "We have little- complaint as to the
manufacturers of binders and fillers.
price of binders or bocks." continued
For instance, there was, originally, and
Mr Sutherland. "A hook that used to
for many years following, a wide variety
sell for 65 cents will now be worth $2
of styles which made it most awkward
obserious
no
is
there
yet
and
$2.5'0,
to
for
the dealer. Such a plan was really
jection to the price. But, with us, prounwise. A manufacturer will naturally
fits are not excessive and are much
secure a certain amount of trade for his
smaller than they used to be. We aim
particular line, whatever that iine may
to <?et a much larger turnover, and to
be. But when there are so many diverse
this end we must have the prices that
styles there wi1! be less dealer co-operawil! secure- the business."
50

tion, and manufacturers will have learned already that they cannot put over
sales without this co-operation. A vital
thing it is, as a matter of fact, to win
the confidence and the assistance of the
retailer if sales are to be active for a
'.;iven line. The consumer advertising,
all right in its place, will not secure the
outlet for the particular merchandise in
question if you have not the goodwill
and the enthusiastic support of the
dealer with you.
And so. of late, there has been a tendency to standardize, particularly in the
matter of ring books. The popular
styles now used are those of the three
and seven ring principle, Mr. Sutherland states. There has been an attempt
by some to eliminate one and stick to
the other, but as yet there are strong
advocates of both styles, and perhaps
both will be continued for some time to
come, if not indefinitely. Opinions vary
greatly as to which has the greater
strength in holding the sheet.
Who's
Bos/3 Now?
In the course of this interview, Mr.
Sutherland referred to the tact that the
merchant has, to-day, no little difficulty
in manning his departments and in securing and maintaining that class of
help which he desires. Never in all
their history has this firm encountered
more real difficulty in securing the help
that it requires for handling an increasing business. In the very nature of
modern merchandising the demands call
for men who know, who are, in reality,
experts in their line. The problem of
engaging help has therefore to receive
close attention. "But you cannot get the
help you want these days. We advertised for several w°eks and could not
get men; there were practically no applicants," said Mi. Sutherland.
Then there is another difficulty, and
it, too, is no small one. It is in connecwith the
help. Thein
time tionhas
cometreating
whin oftheone's
employee,
many
kiner.
would
ago.
meet
vond

ways, and to a great extent, is
He makes demands that employers
^ot have tolerated even a year
Not that a good employer will not
his men half way, or even go bethis and adopt the scriptural admonition, "He that would have thee, go
him twain."
go with
a mile,
him
with
Some of the
attitudes
adopted toward
emnloyers are really not fair.
"It is necessary to be or. the job earlv
these days," continued Mr. Sutherland.
"I am on the job every morning at ei°-ht
o'clock, and one has to keep close watch
This shows the important of keeping
on things."
abreast of one's business. And when
business is brisk, then is just the time
when
the
"eternal
vigilance"
of a
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thoughtful merchant will be exercised.
And it is perhaps this closer contact
with his men, in both store and factory
that enables Mr. Sutherland to know his
men so well, and to thus be in a position
to deal with them and know their peculiarities and temperaments.
Don't Forget Anything
While the emphasis has been placed,
in the foregoing article, upon the increasing imnortanc° of loose-leaf books in the
sales of the bookseller, and which applies particularly to the purely commercial stationer, the methods used by the
Dawson firm are of the same nature in
seeking orders for other lines. Office
supplies in general are the backbone of
the Dawson store's trade, and of course
this business has to be sought. It is
necessary to be expert in the knowledge
one possesses regarding such lines, for
there are certain technicalities connected with various stationery and better
office supplies that canont be grasped
by the novice.
In the very nature of modern office
system, suggestion on the salesman's
part has become so vital as to be responsible for the securing of worthwhile
orders. It may be that some office men
are constantly alert as to what's new.
For one who is, however, it would be
safe to say that there are ten, twenty,
perhaps fifty who are not. Therein lies
the salesman's opportunity. Fortified
with his innate as well as his acquired
knowledge, it is upon him that the responsibility will rest in puttin«.' sales
over. As Mr. Sutherland asserts, he is
the big factor. And, of course, where
soliciting is done personally, as well as
by letter, a great opportunity presents
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itself for showing wherein, and how, a
certain "accessory" will be of advantage
to a given prospect. The hundred and
one new ideas that are being placed upon
the market each year must be pushed to
the limit if the dealer is to increase
his sales and keep stcck right up to theminute.
30,000 PEOPLE
AT DAYTON,
OHIO
National Cash Register Company Employees Hold Monster Field Day
Dayton, Sept. 22.-30,000 Dayton folk
turned Hills and Dales Country Club
into one large picnic on Saturday. They
were the factory employees, and their
relatives, of the National Cash Register
Company. Every picnic requisite was
there — in fact it was more like a fair.
Side shows, bands, clowns, races, ball
games, dancing, refreshments, fire
works, moving pictures — all were in
evidence.
Refreshments were served at noon
and at night, cafeteria style, from 85
long tables. The 650 waiters at noon
served over 20,000 people in 16 minutes.
The
tips. waiters hadn't time to accept any
The entire picnic was planned and
directed by the men in the N.C.R. factory. All the company did was to foot
the bills. The men planned the big
parade from the factory to the picnic
grounds, hired the entertainers, bought
the refreshments, did everything. The
executives were gusts.
Picnic a Family Affair
President John H. Patterson of the
National Cash Register Co., in speaking

of the reasons for the picnic, said:
"We want our people to know each
other in a social way, as well as in a
business way. We want our foremen
and superintendents
meetto the
wives.
We want thetomen
meetmen's
the
wives of their superiors. We want their
children to play with one another. We
know that the more everybody in our
organization knows of everybody else,
the happier they will be in their work,
the better they will get along together.
"I felt very happy as I walked
through the grounds to-day. It seemed
just like a big family reunion. It is a
big family r?union. So many people
came up and shook hands with me and
reminded me of the days when our business was small and when they were part
of the little organization which worked
so hard for the future."
NEW
ENVELOPE
FACTORY
KITCHENER. Oct. 31 —The Kitchener Envelope and Stationery Co. is a new
industry to open a plant here. The
company has started operations in
the factory space formerly occupied by
the Mitchell Button Co. Arthur Boehmer
of this city is president and general
manager of the new concern.
LONDON, Nov. 1.— Sir James Barrie,
the novelist, was to-day elected rector
of St. Andrew's University by 283 votes
to 139 cast for the Marquis of Bute. He
succeeds Earl Haig.
Ella Wheeler
Wilcox
died
at her
home at Brantford, Conn., on Oct. 30.

Better Business in Office Furniture

J

End of War Has Changed Attitude of Business Concerns in the Matter of Putting in
New Equipment — This Spells Opportunity for Dealers
the shadow of war hung
WHILE
over Canada, and the watchword
of the wise was economy, there
was little inclination on the part of the
business man to launch out into unnecessary expenditure on office furniture. The
old desk, the filing cabinet and the office chairs which had done duty for so
long would suffice, at a pinch, to fill the
requirements of the moment until more
settled times should come. But with
the lifting of the overhanging clouds all
this is changed. The man who for four
years has curbed his inclinations to
bring his office accommodation into line
with his growing activities and increasing business, now feels justified in making that expenditure necessary to enable
him to carry on his business with some
degree of comfort, hence a demand that
is growing daily more insistent for office stools, desks, cabinets, chairs, and
other office equipment. Not only is
this the case with office furniture, but
there is also a healthy domestic demand
for all furniture products of Canadian
factories for those who are setting up

new homes. Only last week a salesman
of one large Toronto furnishing house
informed BOOKSELLER & STATIONER that he had himself booked orders
for over $10,000 during the week, and
nearly all for couples who were about to
be
married and were starting housekeeping.
The capacity of the production facilities of the Dominion is being taxed to
the utmost, and incidentally, a large portion of the demand is for the comparatively costly lines of furniture. The
fact that the prices of lumber of all
kinds have been rising steadily in the
last few months and that the upward
trend shows signs of continuing, has
evielently acted as a spur on buying both
by wholesalers, retailers and the public. In many cases furniture factories
are being enlarged to take care of present and prospective business.
It is. however, more especially in the
demand for office furniture that the
stationer is especially interested, and
for the dealer who includes the sales of
this line in the ran°e of his activities
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there is a bright prospect of good business ahead. For office desks, especially,
the demand is likely to be of considerable proportions. Quarter cut oak has
become very scarce in Canada, and
prices are described as almost prohibitive. Quotations are much higher in
Britain than they are in Canada. The
prices of raw materials explain to a
large degree the anxiety of the British
trade to buy Canadian furniture. Other
portions of the empire are also coming
into the market for Canadian office furniture. Catalogues of a Canadian firm
showing a line of desks reached South
Africa and resulted in a number of enquiries coming to this country. Manufacturers believe that a profitable trade
with South Africa in office desks is fairly assured.
The
shipment of an initial order to
Great Britain marked Canada's entry
as a producer of office furniture for
foreign markets. Thus there is every
indication of a growing desk making industry that is likely to develop to large
proportions.

Trade Outlook in Dolls and Toys
Many Jap Lines Not Available This Year — Ten to Fifteen Per Cent. Advance in Prices
of Domestic Dolls Since Spring — Some New Lines
ING to the buyer of one
ACCOofRD
the large Canadian houses, the
greatest change that the retailers
will find over one year ago is in connection with Japanese toys. They have cut
out a large number because they said it
did not pay them to ship them over with
the high freight rates. Not that these
rates are higher or nearly as high as
they were one year ago, but the demand
has been so great for other less bulky
lines that their profits on these inaucea
them to decline the more bulky linos,
which often were less expensive. For
instance, we have not been getting any
of those stuffed animals in which tfie
Japs have been making such a drive
for a few years past. Nor those numerous metal toys such as Jack-in-theBox; nor the baskets they sent over last
year, and many other lines.
Bui they have been going more than
ever into the making of dolls, and this
year, besides the character dolls they
have been making for every nation, and
the bisque dolls, they are going into imitation kid dolls, and are getting as good
results as the Germans used to, but the
price is three tin.es as great. The
trouble with the larger sized goods is
that freight rates are charged by the
cubic foot in most cases, and when smaller but as high-priced goods can be shipped it does not pay tc meet the higher
costs of freight on the larger goods.
These freight charges are raid in connection with buying the goods instead of
at the Canadian end; they are included
in invoices.
China tea sets are coming out in large
quantities as before.
Higher Prices For Repeats
In dolls from this side, repeat orders
call for from ten to fifteen per cent,
advance, so that the retailer will be up
against this in his late orders as compared with placing prices :early this
year. Both the Canadian and United
States doll manufacturers have made
good progress this year, although they
have not reached the perfection of the
before-the-war dolls.
So far as England is concerned there
is little change over one year ago. The
lead soldiers ordered by this buyer are
not to hand yet, and may not come.
Mechanical toys are coming all right,
and games, sporting goods — which are
very high in price, picture blocks and
books, etc. But there is little development seen during the twelve months.
From France there is som'e improvement, especially in the cheaper lines of
rubber toys, perfumes, etc.
Celluloid toys the retailer will find at
higher prices than before.
Then tin toys are very high and much
scarcer than they were. Bugles, for instance, and other similar lines are not
coming from Japan on account of the low

prices compared with other lines, and
we are finding a scarcity in these. In
many cases the price advance is met by
manufacturing a smaller article for the
money so as to keen the five, ten, fifteen
and twenty-five cent prices as before.
The hollow balls are still coming from
Japan in grey, terra cotta and fancy
colors, but we depend on Canada for the
solid ones. Before the war these came
from England and Germany. There is
a slight advance in balls.
In sporting lines generally there is a
threatened scarcity. During the past
rummer, with the men of Canada and
the States back from the front, there has
been a tremendous demand for sporting
goods, and this next summer it is predicted there will be a record sale.
Among the recent arrivals on the Canadian market are some well-formed dolls
made of enamel on brass. These are of
metal, even to the eyes, and have steel
springs in the joints. They are featured
as indestructible and wil! retail at $3.00
to $5.00 each. While small in size their
lifelike expression, and other characteristics mentioned, will no doubt find them
a ready market.
The "Push a-bike" is a new skooter
for tovs. It has wooden wheels made
and painted to imitate rubbtr-tired auto
wheels.
There is a range of Canadian graniteware kitchen sets for little girls. These
are not too small to be of real use and
are constructed and finished just like the
full size utensils. No doubt many will
consider these toys as a real practical
buy for Christmas,
since they can be

"THE

PUSH-A-BIKE

It has steel axles and there is spring in
seat.
The
wheels
are solid wood,
painted
resemble spokes and rubber tires.
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the
to

used
iently. for small quantities quite convenA range of "French" wooden parlor
games, well made and finished, is offered
These are suitable for adults as well as
children and are among the high class
offerings in Christmas games. They retail at $3.50 to $8.00.
"Kewpie" and "Splash Me" are on
the market in a new light. Their later
purpose in
life and
is tohouse
sit on
dressing
table
her Milady's
talcum
powder. They are fitted with shaker
tops on the back of their head, and are
filled from the feet. These are already
exceedingly popular in the United States.
"Kewpies" in general, whether of celluloid, composition or marble, are quite as
popular this year as ever before, and are
to .be had in a greater range of sizes
than
lastthose
year.with
Thetheir
pensive
"kewpies,"
that is,
elbows
resting
on their knees, are in bigger demand
than they were last year.
The "Bunny" bank is an item that is
meeting with favor this year. This
bunny is nicely finished In brown and
white with a green coat.
There are some very nice weave
chintz cushion tops with designs to fit
the cushion, priced at $3.50. These are
novel and attractive in theiv colorings
and will make a good Christmas item.
TOY TRADE

NEWS

Toys and novelties form an extensive
part
of the
stock-in-trade
Bookstore,
Bridgewater,
N.S. at Cragg's
A report from Tavistock, Ont., is that
two returned soldiers, Capt. Parker and
Capt. Ed. Kaufman, have entered into
partnership and have rented the Kalbfleisch Sash & Door factory, where they
expect to manufacture toys.
A new industry has located at North
Bay, Ont., the new concern being the
Rayner Manufacturing Co., who make a
specialty of the manufacture of toys,
especially wheeled playthings. The Rayner Co. have also a number of patented
household specialties, such as ingenious
clothes lines and rope buckles.
A Dominion charter has been granted
to the Smith Doll and Toy Co., Limited,
of Dunnville. The company, which is
capitalized at $150,000, will manufacture
and deal in dolls and toys.
Follansbee & Co., stationery, school
supplies, etc., Newcastle, N.B., carry a
good line of toys.
Disabled as a result of the war, H. M.
Smith, of the Peterborough branch of
the G.W.V.A., has turned to the manufacture of toys to supplement his pension. In the rooms of Provincial Secretary W. E. Turley of the G.W.V.A., there
was a most attractive array of samples
of very fine workmanship, consisting of
model lead soldiers, horses and guns.
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TO MEET HUN COMPETITION
LONDON, Sept. 12— Toys may be for
the amusement of children, but they are
very serious business for the British
manufacturer, who fears that the trade
built up during the war may now ba
ruined by German competition.
With a view to holding the Canadian
market against German and United
States competition, a number of British
toy, fancy goods and stationery manufacturers have amalgamated to form th_>
equivalent of a branch establishment in
Canada, and have appointed W. C. Wade
to take charge. Mr. Wade was for many
years in Canada.
TOY EXPOSITION
The first annual trade show and exposition of toys and novelties is advertised
to open Nov. 29, in the New York Armories. It will last one week. The offie of the Exposition Company are at 259
W. 34th Street.
BRITISH TOYS
Growr.-up people with no children to
teach them may marvel at the importance
attached to the British toy industry, the
future of which is being considered by
the Board of Trade to-day. Toys are not
always what they seem. The word is
applied in some parts to manufactures
of a most prosaic and unjuvenile kind;
but the toys which are now causing so
much commotion are children's toys —
soldiers, dolls, wagons, engines and the
like. Since the outbreak of the war set
the country reckoning up its own resources few spheres of energy have been
tended more carefully by the proper departments of Government than the toy
industry. It had no direct bearing on
victory in the field, though the machinery and workshops of some of the manufacturers were diverted to the making of
munitions; but we had already a market
in toys, which lay open to great development, and was important to conserve.
This is why toys figured so prominently
in the exhibitions of the Board of Trade,
and why toy-making was considered an
appropriate occupation for disabled soldiers and others.
A strong point about the British toy
is the frequent superiority of its quality,
but it has still to become cheap as well
as good. During the war another quality
has been added to it. Much inventiveness and ingenuity may be found in the
toys made in the workshops of disabled
soldiers and village communities; and
this, one hopes, augurs well for the future. Good specimens of the newer British toy strike one as much more akin
to the delightful playthings carved by
Russian and Serbian peasants than to
the mechanical products of Germany.
There is art in them; they suggest the
human hand, and for this very reason
they may be handicapped at first in the
market; but even so, there is always a
sale, larger or smaller according to the
taste of the people, for good work, if
it is given a chance. Accuracy and inventiveness add much to the educational
value of toys. Parents should know
what subtle instruction lies in a toy made
with brains. — "London Times."
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THE EDUCATOR
is useful as a help
child mind.

THE EDUCATOR
The accompanying illustration is of a
game called "The Educator":
It is a game of special interest to parents and other close relatives of the
child reaching its A, B, C and 1, 2, 3
stage. By folbwing the point of the
spinning arrow (which, by the way, always has a fascination for children),
they quickly and unconsciously learn
the numerals from 1 to 5, and by seeing
the letters constantly before them soon

in training

the

become quite familiar with the alphabet.
This game interests kindergarten
teachers because of its help to them
and the kiddies in their care.
The game board is beautifully tinted,
durably mounted and so well varnished
that it may be wiped off frequently with
a damp cloth and thus be kept clean and
sanitary. The pictures in the four corners and in the outer circle form unusual
object lessons, every one of them being
educational in plan and purpose.

Publicity Better Than

Boycott

U.S. Manufacturers Depend Upon Advertising of AmericanMade Toys as Being More Effective and More Lasting
Than Boycott of German Toys
d
the l Unite
in retai
indus
s atry
THE
figure
gross
mean
Statestoy
of $40,000,000 annually, according
to a statement of F. D. Dodge, Secretary
of the Toy Manufacturers of the United
States, which held a meeting at the McAlpin Hotel, New York, recently says
"System."
Mr. Dodge said that before the war
American manufacturers were able to
supply about 60 per cent, of the demand
here, but during the war the industry
received great impetus. He said that
there is no scarcity of American-made
toys. An invitation has been received
by the manufacturers from the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, D. C,
to prepare a complete exhibit of all the
American toys that were popular during the. war. This will become a permanent exhibit at the institution. A
committee was appointed to prepare the
collection of toys.
A label, or identification mark, for
American-made toys, has been adopted
by the manufacturers. This will be
placed on all cartons and on the toys

themselves
where possible.
It bears a
picture of Uncle Sam with a little boy
and girl in each arm, and the lyrics:
American Toys
The pennies spent on little toys
For Uncle Sam's own girls and boys
In turn, of course, go back again
To our own loyal working men
American — the Workmen's Hand
American — 'twas Built and Planned.
American — in Spirit, too.
America's Toy Gift to YOU.
Mr. Dodge
said that the boycott of
German toys, while a good idea, is not
sure to be a lasting thing, so the American manufacturers have decided to keep
up a strong campaign for "Buy American Goods," which,
he
considered,
would outlast any boycott scheme.
Ex- Airman Fritz — "Trust me to find
those British nurseries. I've dumped
'toys' on 'em before!" — "London Evening
(German toy-makers are again seeking
aCanada.)
market for their goods in Britain and
News."
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Prosperous Towns Mean
a Prosperous Canada
By E. M. Trowern, Secretary, Dominion Executive Council, The Retail Merchants'
Association of Canada, Ottawa
THERE are very few people in Canada who have not
heard the argument used, that in order to pay our
national debt we must produce more goods, whether
they are from the forest, the mine, the field or the sea,
The object is to exchange these goods for other goods that
we require, but which we cannot produce. The more goods,
therefore, that Canada can produce the richer she becomes,
and the richer that she becomes the better business place
it is for those who live here. If the above argument is
sound for Canada as a whole it should also be sound for
any part of .Canada.
Makes for Progress
Competition among nations is the strongest incentive
toward progress. The Canadian people are proud of Canada because of the ideals she has set up, and she is, therefore, proud of her flag and proud of her race. This is the
incentive for higher development. To build up Canada we
must do as all sane men would do in their own private
business; they must build up their treasury, and so we
must build up the Canadian Treasury. Hundreds of millions
of dollars in the treasury of any foreign country are of no
use to the Canadian Treasury unless we can get some of
it by exchanging our products for it.
Would
Become
Dormant
If the world was one great commonwealth and there
was only one treasury, we would become dormant through
want of competition, and we would become lost through
enormity. Competition is the mainspring that forces us
on toward higher ideals. This is true in every position in
life. The citizens of every city, if they are happy and
contented, take a pride in their surroundings. They want
their city to be the best in 'Canada, and they strive toward
that end. This produces a healthy rivalry, and so it is with
the towns and villages of Canada.
Variety and Style
Follow the argument a little further, and competition
among the citizens for better homes produces a variety and
style that lends a charm to life, and which could not be
found where every house was built after the same plan and
of the same style of architecture. If legitimate competition, therefore, is an advantageous incentive among nations,
cities, towns, villages and individuals, it must be encouraged and not destroyed, providing it receives no special
privileges and does not undertake to take advantage of
its position.
Goes Hand in Hand
Wherever there is prosperity there is usually progress.
Prosperity is not always represented in dollars and cents.
If it were so and all the dollars and cents in Canada
got into the hands of two people, no one could say that
Canada's prosperity was impaired if the amount this year
remained the same as last year, or was somewhat greater,
but if this condition was produced we would begin to see
evidences of lack of prosperity all around us.
How About This?
In making a survey of all the towns and villages
throughout Canada, can anyone say that they see great

evidences of prosperity? Can they see more stores being
built or new additions to old ones? Is there more paint
used than formerly on the store fronts? Are the stocks
doubling up or keeping pace with the population? Is
there a general appearance of prosperity all around?
Are there more and better pavements, better fire-fighting
appliances, more contented civic employees, better paid
public school teachers, etc.? If not, why not? Could
it be because of the lack of pride in the town or village?
Is the money that is paid to the farmers or producers
passing through the town or village and circulating so
that all engaged therein can have an opportunity of being
rewarded for their services, or is the money going direct
to one or two large mail order houses hundreds of miles
away, and starving the trade of the town?
Reduce Its Power
Take the actual trade and business out of a town and
you reduce its power to pay taxes. Taxes can only be
paid by those who have money to pay them. Mendicants
and beggars never pay taxes. Every retail merchant who
has a store in a town should make it a rigid rule to buy
all the things he requires from his fellow retail merchants
in the town. If the goods you want are not in stock,
ieave your order and encourage your fellow retail merchant to stock them. If retail merchants themselves
patronize and encourage mail order catalogue houses,
how can they complain if others do the same thing?
Keep It At Home
If you want your town to thrive you must keep your
money in local circulation. You must constitute yourself
a town booster. Canada's continued prosperity depends
upon her live, up-to-date towns. It is far better to have
eight million happy and contented people in Canada, all
having enough work to keep them busy and sufficient
salaries to enable them to lay something away for a
rainy day, than it is to have thousands out of employment,
thousands receiving starvation wages, thousands in the
poor houses, and a few living in luxury and abundance.
The more active, energetic towns that we have the more
equitable will be the distribution of wealth.
Vital To Our Future
Canada's future depends upon the prosperity of her
towns and villages. If the towns and villages of Canada
decline, Canada will also decline. If you want your town
to die, take your money out of circulation and send it
away to a mail order house. If you want a thriving,
up-to-date place where the people love to congregate, be
a town booster; take an interest in the stores in your
town; encourage those who keep clean, comfortable hotels,
where commercial travellers can stay with comfort and
obtain good meals. If you have a local paper, weekly or
daily, subscribe to it, and if you are a merchant or a
manufacturer advertise in it and see that the proprietor
keeps everlastingly boosting your town. If it is worth
living in it is worth boosting; if it is not worth living
in we would advise you to move out as quickly as possible
and give place to better men.
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What Causes Rate of Exchange
Simplified Explanation of Reason Why Canadian Money at Present Time is Worth
Less Than That of United States — Natural Result of Our Immense Imports— Mistaken Ideas on Subject Prevalent.
present disadvantage under
THE
which the Canadian merchant who
has payments to make in U. S. is
laboring, has brought to light an extraordinary lack of knowledge regarding
the most elementary principles of international exchange, not only on the part
of the general public, but also on the
part of business men and even of newspapers which attempt to instruct their
readers as to the causes governing the
premium or discount at which one country's currency may stand in relation to
that of another country.
It is by no means infrequently that we
find in the daily press statements to the
effect that the imposition of an exchange
rate upon Canadian money by the United
States is by no means a friendly proceeding, and advocating retaliation by
the imposition of a similar rate of exchange upon all United States money
spent in Canada. Such remarks only
show how utterly the writers fail to realize the significance of an exchange rate.
To threaten to impose an exchange
rate or discount upon United States
money spent in Canada at the present
time would be a proceeding equivalent
to that of a householder, without a
pound of coal in his cellar and with coal
almost impossible to obtain, going to his
coal dealer in mid-winter and informing
him that unless he were willing to supply him with coal at a reduction of five
per cent, on the ordinary rates he would
refuse to purchase any from him.
U. S. Money Needed in Canada
It is the very fact of our being unable to get sufficient United States
money in Canada to pay for all we buy
from the States that makes it worth our
while to pay a premium for it. It is
really we ourselves who, by offering a
premium for United States money because we have such urgent need of it,
cause our own money to be at a discount in relation to that of the States.
A few days ago a Toronto paper informed a correspondent who enquired
the reason for the rate of exchange, that
such rate represented the exchange
broker's estimate of the holder's chances
of payment. Presumably the rate of
exchange, in this writer's opinion, was
an insurance premium paid to the broker, who in return guaranteed the solvency of Canada and due payment of
her obligations. A moment's thought
will show that this could not possibly be
the meaning of the present exchange
rate of 4 per cent, on Canadian money,
as that would mean that the chances
against Canada going bankrupt were
onlv 25 to 1.
It is doubtful whether
one business

By C. J- MORRIS
man in twenty understands what a rate
of exchange really is and how it is
caused. It is, therefore, the object of
the present article to endeavor to make
it clear by a simple illustration which
can be understood by everyone. •
The various nations of the world with
their different paper currencies might
be compared to the merchants of a community who agreed to trade together, accepting one another's vouchers in payment for their goods.
Let us suppose
that in such a community B is a baker
and P a piano maker.
B purchases a
piano from P and also sells him bread.
Till the piano is paid for B simply hands
P back the latter's own vouchers in payment, and no difficulty arises.
B does
not require another piano, but P still requires bread, so B still
accepts
P's
vouchers.
P is still selling pianos to
other members of the community, so B
uses P's vouchers to pay them for goods
he buys from them and the arrangement
still works well.
Let us suppose, however, that a time arrives when everyone in the community has bought a piano
and P's vouchers become a glut in the
market, as no one requires them.
B,
however, knowing that P is selling pianos
to a dealer in a distant city, pays this
dealer a visit and asks him to buy P's
vouchers from him.
The dealer says he
would be able to use them at some future
time and offers to take them if B will allow him a discount on them. B is obliged
to agree to this, and
disposes
of the
vouchers for cash, less the discount. He
then informs P that if he accepts any
more of his vouchers he will have to
charge him a percentage on them.
The Two Cases Parallel
Here we see that P is buying from B
more than he is selling to him, with the
result that his money (vouchers) is at
a discount. It is not in demand and its
value consequently falls. In the same
way Canada has made immense purchases from the United States and has
not made sales to anything like a similar amount, the balance in favor of the
States amounts to hundreds of millions
of dollars, which we must pay in United
States money. United States money is
therefore much in demand, and we have
to pay a premium to get it. Whether
we pay a premium on United States
money or sell our own money at a discount is the same thins:.
Reverting to the above illustration, it
is not B's fault that he has to charge
P a discount on the currency with which
P pays him. He gains nothing by so
doing. On the contrary, he stands to
lose, for it is evident that so long as
P has to pay extra fo^ his bread he will
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not buy from B more than he can possibly help. In fact, he may consider the
advisability of getting the bread from
the city to which he is sending his pianos
and where his vouchers are probably not
at a discount. B, therefore, far from
benefiting from the exchange he is compelled to charge, stands a very good
chance of losing a customer.
Merchant Not Benefited
In the same way the rate of exchange
which the Canadian purchaser is compelled to pay to the United States merchant in no way benefits the latter, but
has the effect of inducing the Canadian
merchant to look elsewhere to fill his requirements. At the best he can only
hope to get orders for as little as his
Canadian customers can possibly get on
with, and at the most he may lose his
customers altogether.
The premium upon United States
money has exactly the same effect upon
commerce between the two countries as
the imposition of a duty of the same
amount upon all imports into Canada
from the United States would have.
Where the Money Goes
The question will naturally arise: If
the merchant gets no benefit from the
exchange, who does get it? Where
does it eventually go ? This brings us to
the part the broker plays in the matter. It is manifest that the Canadian
merchant who has made a purchase of
goods across the border has, no time to
go running around among his fellow
merchants looking for somebody who has
made a sale in order that the amount he
has to send abroad may be offset by an
equivalent amount which some merchant
on the other side has to send into Canada. In fact, where the imports greatly exceed exports, it would frequently
be impossible for him to find such a person. This is where the broker comes in.
He undertakes to act as a clearing house
for all parties and will either sell or
buy United States drafts, and the broker in the United States will either buy
or sell Canadian drafts. So long as the
volume of transactions each way is
fairly level no difficulty arises, and he
makes only a small charge, a fraction of
one per cent., to recompense himself for
service he renders. But as soon as one
country's purchases exceed its sales he
is faced with the problem of what to do
with the suplus of that country's money
which begins to accumulate in his hands.
He undertakes to absorb the surplus in
one way or another. It is clear it would
not pay him to hoard it and receive no
interest unon it. If therefore, he cannot transfer it to some country which
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needs it, he will be compelled to purchase stocks or bonds of the debtor
country and either hold them himself or
offer them for sale at a price sufficiently
attractive to induce purchases. It is to
cover the cost of doing this that he
charges a rate of exchange which varies
as the excess of imports over exports increases or decreases.
Gold Payments Avoid Rate
One way in which a nation can avoid
paying exchange is to pay in gold. Gold
is the international medium of payment
and has a fixed value in all countries and
'by sending gold in sufficient quantity to
cover its paper money any adverse rate
of exchange is at once wiped out.
In
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the same way in the hypothetical case of
B and P above. If P can pay B in ordinary money the question of exchange
does not arise, but where P and B are is- .
suing their own vouchers instead of
money the value of these vouchers depends upon the demand there is for them
and that is regulated by the amount of
business each is doing. B being a baker, practically everyone could use his
vouchers to pay him for the bread they
required. If, however, B began spending very heavily and issued vouchers
much in excess of the value of the
bread he sold, his vouchers, too, would
soon become a glut in the market and
would be at a discount.

The writer has in the last month or
two spoken with several retailers who
could not understand why the exchange
rate should necessitate their paying
more for an article than they previously
paid when that same article is selling at
the original price in the States. The
above explanation will have made this
clear. The wholesaler from whom they
purchase has paid nominally the same
price for the article, but whereas formerly he could purchase the article with
the Canadian dollar, he now has to pay
with U. S. currency. To obtain this he
has to pay practically $1.05 in Canadian
money, and he is obliged to pass this
extra cost on to the retailer.

Handbags are Scarce and Prices Up
Manufacturers of Fine Leather Goods Unable to Cope With the Demand for These
Goods From the Retailers — Something About the Season's New Items
THERE is a scarcity in handbags,
purses, and other fancy leather
goods. In Toronto probably the
greatest contributing cause for this condition is the scarcity of labor. The
manufacturers have simply been unable
to cope with the flood of orders, and the
shelves of the warehouses are practically
bare. There have also been advances
in the leather market. Speaking of
these advances, one manufacturer, in
speaking to BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER, said that he bought eight
months ago for next spring, and prices
had gone up 30 per cent, in the meantime. Finished goods for this year are
not more than 10 per cent, over a year
ago, but those who did not get in early
would have to ask prices next year quite
a step in advance of this year.
Flat purses are selling well. While
demand is rather active for novelty linos
such as the new soft top canteens, pointed canteens wiith tassels, miser bags,
etc., the bulk of sales is consummated in
the more staple types, and manufacturers prefer making these. Much new
help has to be takn in this fall and the
output is materially greater when restr'cted to a few patterns, than when
each bag or purse is inclined to have a
construction all its own.
Some of the newer flat purses are
rather small and square in shape, or if
oblong, the handle is attached to the
smaller side. These are only seen occasionally, however.
In fabric bags silk velvets and brocades are extremely popular. So popular are they, in fact, that a great variety of fancy frames and handles has
been produced for them.
The newest handles show a combination of celluloid and silver, the celluloid being in a mottled color scheme to
harmonize with the brocade and mounted with a fancy silver motif. A decided
turn has occurred in handles for these
frames Last season practically all the
frames were of the bag material, riMon
or celluloid chains like the frames. This
year one sees a reappearance of the
metallic chains, finished
in silver to

match the trimmings on the frames.
Small links similar to those on mesh
purses are used. One new type of all
silver frame (which is still good), has
a shield of V-shape portion on the flat
sides, which adds an ornamental touch
as well as taking all strain off the material.
Tassels for bags tending to an oblong
shape are still in vogue.
One attractive new design is in heart
shape, about 8 inches deep, and has a
shirred band between the two sides, giving additional room inside.
Hugh Walpole. the author of "The
Dark Forest." "The Green Mirror" and
other novels, is delivering addresses in
some of the principal cities. In Montreal his subject was "Creating a Novel,"
in which he gave an account of the stirring scenes he witnessed in Russia. After serving with the Russian Red Cross
during the early years of the war, the
British Government sent him to Petrosentipro-British
promote started
help
grad to ment.
Mr. Walpole
life as a
master in a boys' school, later going: to
London, where he worked as a journalist
and novelist.
A TRADE COMPARISON
A fact over which Canadians might
easily become jubilant is that, with but
one - fifteenth the population of the
United States, the Dominion does
one-fifth the amount of trade. This
statement is based on official figures just
published showing the total of American
trade for the year ending August 31.
The comparison is made on the assumption that there are about eight million
people in Canada and 120 million in the
United States.

THE LATEST MODES
Two of the newest models in fashionable bags.
These feature the new frames made of colored
celluloid and silver, with chain handles. Brocades and velvets are the leading materials for
handbags.
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The report shows that the American's
exports for the year totalled $7,415,000,000, Canada's $1,233,000,000, a proportion of one-sixth. Their imports were
$3,233,000,000, ours $870,000,000, a proportion of one-fourth. Their total trade
was $10,648,000,000, ours $2,103,000,000,
a proportion of one-fifth.

BEST

SELLING

BOOKS
Fiction

IN

CANADA

—Rainbow
Valley,
Montgomery
-Re-Creation of Brian Kent, Wright.

BOOK BY GEN. CURRIE
As General Currie has been speaking
in every city to which he has been officially welcomed, his speech has been
reported at length in the press. It has
to be a slight review of the colossal
achievements of the corps, but does not
lack for convincing testimony of what
the soldiers of Canada came through,
and of what they did. The mosaics from
which the picture is painted will only be
heard and read fully when General Currie publishes the book he is understood
to be writing, says the Winnipeg "Telegram.," He proposes then to quote
from orders and communications to show
exactly the dominant place occupied by
the Canadian corps in beating the German armies.
LAURIER'S
LIFE AND LETTERS
In the October Century Magazine,
Professor Skelton af Queen's University
began "The Life and Letters of Sir
Wilfred Laurier," a work upon which he
was engaged even before the death of
the great Canadian statesman. It is
well known that during the later years
of his life Sir Wilfrid had been placing
in order the papers relating to his
public career and had, indeed, written
some memoirs himself. Advancing age
made it almost impossible that he
should finish such a work, and the task
was intrusted to Professor Skelton, who
had already written a short biography
of the Liberal leader as one of the volumes in the Chronicles jf Canada series.
GALSWOKTHY'S
ADDRESSES
There has just been issued in book
form a collection of the memorable addresses made to various American audiences by John Galsworthy on his recent
visit, peculiarly representative of his
many-sided reflection and observation.
The first, "At the Lowell Centenary,"
is a sympathetic estimate of Lowell as
a man most notable for his combination
of the qualities of poet, essayist, and
publicist. All the papers are directed
toward an understanding between America and England, who, the author feels,
are destined to stand more closely together as time goes on. Written with
great charm and deep feeling, they are
among the very finest of Mr. Galsworthy's productions. The title of the
volume is "Addresses in America —
1919."

Non-Fiction
-Industry and
Humanity,
King
-In Flanders Fields, McCrae
-Rhymes of a Red Cross Man, Service
-The Grand Fleet, Jellicoe
-Same
Old Bill, Streeter
-That's Me All Over Mable, Streeter

MARY
Author

of

CAROLYN
"The

Little

DAVIES
Freckled

Person.

134
128
90
48
42
38
100
28
62
31
20
20

A SUGGESTION
In considering the suitability of such
volumes as Sir John Willison's "Reminiscences' as Christmas gifts, booksellers
will do well t) keep in mind that women
are frequently in 2-a 1- quandary around
Christmas time to know
just what gift
- selection to make for4 3husband
or father.
By suggesting such books as the one
referred to here many6- additional sales
of these ibjoks may 2- be made.
3-

Books as Missionaries
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Wide Distribution of Wholesome Books in Japan and China
Helps Spread of Christian Morals
booksellers and a
IT is interesting to ion
to all missionsource of satisfact
aries to know that good, wholesome
books are playing an important part in
the spread of Christianity and Christian
morals in the Orient.
"Pollyanna" is the year's greatest success in Japan, with "John Halifax, Gentleman," a close second, according to a
report received by the Interchurch World
Movement of North America, whose national headquarters are in New York
City, from American missionaries in the
Orient.
The missionaries report that while
they are seeking to counteract the unwholesome Continental literature that is
found in Nippon, the Japanese paradoxically have expurgated the love scenes in
"John Halifax, Gentleman," in accordance with their peculiar sense of delicacy. The romantic proposal of the hero
to the heroine, for instance, is indicated
in the Japanese version only by a row
of asterisks, with a footnote explaining
"At this point he asked her to marry
Ralph Connor's "Sky Pilot" and "Black
Beauty" also have prominent positions
onhim."
Japanese bookshelves. The latter
book is said to have had great influence
on the treatment of animals by the
Japanese.
In China "The Wide, Wide World," a
favorite in school libraries here a generation ago, heads the list and it is said
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to be no unusual sight to see a stately
Mandarin reading the Chinese translation of this book as he rides through
the streets of Pekin or Shanghai in his
sedan chair. Chinese readers are reported to a marked partiality for
American girls' books dealing with
boarding school life. Chinese women are
pathetically eager for books dealing
with travel
other
lands. and women's customs in
A commission of prominent American
women, headed by Mrs. Edgar Greil, of
Philadelphia, is now on its way to the
Orient to spend six months in studying
further means of popularizing wholesome American literature and using it
as an antidote for immoral and atheistic
books from Continental sources. The
Commission is part oi an interdenominational deputation of 30 prominent American women who will study all phases of
the missionary problem in the East and
its findings will be used by the InterChurch World Movement in the formulation of its world program. The InterChurch Movement is the organization
through which the various Protestant
bodies in this country are co-operating.
The deputation, among whose members are President M. Carey Thomas, of
Bryn Mawr College, and President Ellen F. Pendleton, of Wellesley, was organized by the Women's Federated
Council of Foreign Missionary Societies.

FAMOUS

AUTHORS

COMING

Vicente Blasco Ibanez, Maurice Maeterlinck, Lord Dunsany and W. B. Yeats
are among the lecturers to be brought
fr>m Europe to America during the next
winter season by the Pond Lyceum
Bureau. Blasco Ibanez, will give among
his lectures one on "The Spirit of the
Four Horsemen" and another on "The
America We Know." Maeterlinck will
arrive in late December or early January and will tour the U. S., talking on
"The Unknown Shore." Lord Dunsany
will be in this country only from the
middle of October to just before Christmas, going only so far west as Omaha.
Yeats will go to the Pacific. St. John
Ervine, author of "John Ferguson," now
playing in New York, is also expected.
It is reported that Hugh Walpole is also
planning to visit the United States this
fall.
These visits of authors and the newspaper publicity they will get will tend
to increase the demand for their books
KIPLING'S ART
In the course of his "Avowals,"
George Moore pays strong tribute to
Rudyard Kipling.
"I envy Mr. Kipling," he says, "his
copious and sonorous vocabulary, especially his neologisms; he writes with
the whole language, with the language
of the Bible, and with the language of
the streets. He can do this, for he pos
sesses the inkpot which turns the vilest
tin idiom int> gold. . . .
"Mr. Kipling's world is a barracks full
of oaths and clatter of sabres; but his
language is so copious, rich and sonorous that one is tempted to say that none
since the Elizabethans have written so
opiously. Shelley and Wordsworth,
Land or and Pater wrote with part of
the language, but who else, except Whitman, has written with the whjle language since the Elizabethans ? 'The
flannelled fool at *e wicket, the muddied oaf at the goal' is wonderful
language. He writes with the eye that
appreciates all that the eye can see."

greatest stories have always been written, not of the atrophied emotions of
society, but of the virile people nearest
the great outdoors. There men may be
good — or bad — but whatever they are,
they are strong.
This new Curwood story is in the
author's best style.
THURSTON'S

NEW

NOVEL

Of E. Temple Thurston's latest novel,
"The World of Wonderful Reality,"
published by the Copp, Clark Co., a
critic says:
"Once or twice in a lifetime — seldom
oftener — something is written that has
the magic touch of 'faery' — of the
that is truer than f^"4; T1"173romance
ton
has done it in this novel — a glorious
whimsy of truth and love and idealism
clashing with the brutalities of a material existence — it is the 'Peter Pan' of
A

WOMAN'S WOMAN
Nalbro Batrley is the author of an
youth."
story entitled "A Woman's
absorbing which
Woman,"
Small, Maynard & Co.
have just issued.
In this study of the

development of a family she has a crosssection of American social history from
the Victorian days of the early eightiesdown to the present time.
A WOMAN'S MAN
Great artistry is said to mark the
work of Marjorie Patterson in her novel,
"A Woman's Man," which, with ruthless
analysis and vivisection, deals with a
literary man who is forsaken by his art
in middle life.
A TALE OF "PI-RUTS"
"Beyond the Sunset," a new novel by
George Rothwell Brown (Small, Maynard & Co.) is set in an atmosphere of
a wild and carefree life, colorful and
dramatic, providing a moving, thrilling
tale with love, adventure, daring, intrigue. With the same talent of a born
story-teller displayed in "My Country,"
a most readable novel of the war,
George R )thwell Brown takes us back
to the days of Morgan and his cutthroats, Spanish buccaneers, bond slaves,
and depicts a bonnie heroine who leads
strong men, and us, through breathless,
stern adventure.

RIVER'S END
James Oliver Curwood's tale of the
Canadian Northwest Mounted Police,
"River's End/' just published by the
Copp, Clark Co., is one of strong adventure, with which is bound up a most
appealing love story.
On the edge of civilization there are
no traditions.
Men meet life with all the strength
of s ml within them.
That is why the
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Author
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of
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"The Ridin'

Canadian
Novelist
Kid of Powder
River.'

BOOKSELLER
GIRL OF O. K. VALEY.—
Robert Watson, who is on the- staff
of the Hudson's Bay Company at Version, B.C., is a Scot who came to Canada
some years ago and who last year captured the reading public with his breezy,
wholesome novel of the Old Land and
the New, "My Brave and Gallant Gentleman." He is continuing in the work of
putting the Pacific Province into literature and this fall there appears his
"Girl of 0. K. Valley," published by McClelland & Stewart, a simon-pure romance full of charm of atmosphere and
vigor of action, by an author whose
stories of Canadian life are distinguished by refinement of style and sentiment
and touched with warm humanity.
After a short time of poignant happiness with the young lover who has welcomed her to Okanagan Valley, the nets
of treachery and intrigue are flung over
Kathie by her avaricious uncle and her
jealous cousin Lizheth. The solution oT
the mystery and the happy ending mark
the author as a master of the Far North
West adventure story.
As a character study of two girls, one
blessed with aristocratic birth and bearing, and of delicate beauty of mind and
body; the other a flamboyant arrogant
young belle, this book will arrest the attention of all who admire vigorous,
wholesome stories with a bit of mystery attached, and a lucky ending.
MARSHALL

AND

STATIONER
in grateful animal service, ISach ieJls
his own
story, fullunderstanding
of narrative 'interest
and
sympathetic
both of
both animals and people. It is a book
that
lovers.will be a rare treat '-to all animal
CANADIAN

and autographed poems, including "In
Flanders' Fields" and "What a Friend
We Have in Jesus." It has been aptly
characterized
as being "A Chalice of
Gems.

GRACE
Author

McLEOD
of

ETHEL
PENMAN
HOPE
The literary critic of the New York
"Sun" has been devoting some attention to "Dr. Paul," the meritorious first
novel by a Canadian, Ethel Penman
Hope of Ottawa. He refers to this
author as a "grown-up Miss Ashford,"
the point of his reference being the
naively original and interesting point of

ROGERS

"Joan

at

Halfway."

view marking the author's work in dethe story. veloping her characters and working out

SAUNDERS

Miss Saunders' early home was Halifax, Nova Scotia. While she was assisting her father, the late Rev. Dr.
Siaunders.y w*ith some correspondence
with Dr. Rand, then a professor in the
University of Toronto, the suggestion
came from Dr. Rand, "Why does not
Marshall write stories?" The suggestion was repeated and the result was a
burglar story which brought a cheque
for forty dollars from a New York
magazine. The young 'writer's air castles were soon shattered by the steady
return of subsequent manuscripts, but
in 1892 she found her true field in writing. Her "Beautiful Joe," the result
of six months' careful work, won the
$200 prize offered by the American Humane Society for the best story about
animals. This book, like "Black Beauty"
is now a staple among stories about animals.
Miss Saunders, in her new book,
"Golden Dicky," published by McClelland
& Stewart, tells the story of a valiant little canary and the other pets belonging" to a delightful family of animal lovers. Throughout the many attractive incidents of the story Miss
Saunders shows with her rare understanding of animal personality, how the
happiness of human beings is interestingly and beautifully connected with the
love and mutual service between themselves and their faithful animal friends.
Dicky and his lively companions,
Billie Sundae, the dog, and Chummy,
the sparrow, Black Thomas, the cat, and
Nella, the monkey, rescued by the kindly Martin household after varied experiences in their early days, do their part

SINGERS

A most unique book and one that
should prove a popular volume for holiday giving is "Canadian Singers and
Their Songs," by E. S. Caswell. An
original feature of this book is that it
comprises a collection of photographs

J
ETHEL

PENMAN

HOPE

Canadian author, whose novel "Dr. Paul" is being
well received by United States critics.

ANISON

NORTH

Author
of the
fine edition
Canadian is novel,
"Carmichael,'
of which
a new
being brought
out
after being out of print for several years.
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THE GIRL OF. THE NEW DAY
Ethel M. Knox, principal of Havergal
Ladies' College, Toronto, has written a
valuable book in "The Girl of the New
Day." It deals with the girl's outlook
on life and answers many questions
which every girl faces.
THE BATTLE NOBODY SAW
In Winnipeg, Toronto, San Francisco,
Buffalo — other places, too — the name of
Byron Stauffer stands for a man who
can tell a good story with the best of
them, who has the art of oratory and
holding an audience developed unusually, and who has, as one enthusiastic
friend said, "A heart as big as his
head." His book, entitled "The Battle
Nobody Saw," presents Stauffer in most
of his phases — Stauffer the story-teller,
Stauffer the writer, Stauffer the
preacher, and Stauffer with the big
heart. Mr. Stauffer's material as presented here is chock full of the witty
turn and epigrammatical phrase for
which his writing, talking and storytelling are noted. He has the faculty
of giving one a new outlook on life, of
presenting things in a way you have
not looked at then before, of giving a
new and happy slant to old ideas, and
also of presenting original ones which
you in turn will be proud to present with
a slant of your own.
Chapter 8, for instance, is headed
"Who Cut That Man's Hair.?" Who
else under the sun but Byron Stauffer
would have adopted such a title ?
Thomas Nelson Page, Booth Tarkington and other American authors are
arranging to have their books printed
in raised type for the benefit of blinded
soldiers and are paying the cost themselves.

BOOKSELLER
JINNY

THE

AND

STATIONER

CARRIER

Lean, noticed. He looked and acted, she
thought, as though he felt that he was
being watched. But his behavior did
not seem of any particular importance
compared with the tidings which, a
couple of days later, amazed and shocked the entire district. Sir Reginald Cromarty of Keldale House, the most popular man in that particular part of Scotland, had been murdered.
HELENA

Israel Zangwill has always been regarded as among the most seriousminded of authors, and this view was
justified by the nature of his books, but
his new book is in milder vein. The
author himself characterizes it as a
"bland" novel and for selling points,
booksellers should absorb the preface
in which the book is dedicated to the
Mistress of Barsetts, in Essex. Here
are two quotations from it: "It is largely
from the vantage point of your Essex
homestead that I have, during the past
twenty years, absorbed the landscape,
character and dialect which finally insisted on finding expression, first in a
little play and now on this elaborate
canvas.
"In bringing this rustic complex under the category of comedy I clash,
I am aware, with literary fashion, which
demands that country folk should appear
/ike toiling insects caught in the landscape as in a giant web of Fate, though
why the inhabitants of Belgravia or
Clapham escape this tragic convention
I cannot understand."
ETHEL M. DELL

The latest novel by Mrs. Humphry
Ward is "Helena," in which is told the
story of Helena Masson, who, at eighteen
is left an orphan and becomes tie ward
of her father's close friend, Lord Buntingford. He is a man of fifty and is
much perplexed by his new responsibility
and all the more so when the girl later
Z0.U3 deiperately in love with him. How
Lord Buntingford extricates himself from
his predicament is the theme of the tale.
J. WALTER
Author of "The

BYRD
Born Fool.

has just appeared. Its title is "The
Great House." It is a historical novel
turning on a disputed succession, the
disappearance and discovery of certain
documents relating to the succession, and
on the social unrest resulting from Sir
Robert Peel's change of policy over the
corn laws, which action broke up his
political party.

"The Lamp in the Desert," by Ethel
M. Dell, is the story of a great love,
in a setting that the author knows well,
India. In this land of mystery, intrigue
and violent passions, the novelist shows
us a man who is ready to sacrifice fame
and ambition, even life, to shield from
sorrow the woman he loves.
POLISHED

THE WAR LORD OF MARS
Notwithstanding the adverse criticism
of the Tarzan books, quite justified, as
to the real merit of these stories, the
fact remains that they are among the
most popular sellers in the trade today, and for that reason alone, significance attaches to the appearance of any
new book by the same author. That will
suffice as a comment on the recent publication of "The Warlord of Mars," by
Edgar Rice Burroughs, the story being
a continuation of the adventures of John
Carter, of Virginia, in the mysterious

EBONY

Octavius Roy Cohen's "Polished
Ebony" is a portrayal of the modem
Southern society negro. Florian Slappey, Lawyer Evans Chew, Sally Crouch,
Semore Mashby, and the other happygo-lucky characters of Mr. Cohen's
stories are already familiar to many
readers through the pages of a popular
magazine.
THE

FORBIDDEN

TRAIL

Booksellers, recalling the good reception accorded Honore Willsie's previous
novel, "Still Jim," will welcome her new
story, "The Forbidden Trail," which will
doubtless have a good run on the strength
of the fine showing made by "Still Jim,"
as well as because of the equally high
quality of this new tale.
A SERVANT OF REALITY
A point to be duly dwelt upon by booksellers in connection with the new Phyllis Bottome novel," "A Servant of
Reality," is that it is a full length novel.
This author has a big following of readers by reason of the excellent quality
of her books, "The Dark Tower" and
"Second .Fiddles."
SIMON
In "Simon," by J. Storer Clouston, a
mystery story, the plot has to do with
a strange man who came one night to
the house of the estimable and muchesteomcd I'~ Simon Ratter, lawyer and
procurator fiscal in a small town. The
visit had a very curious effect upon
Simon, as his housekeeper, Mary Mac-

THE GREAT HOUSE
Stanley J. Weyman, after a long
silence, has written a new novel which

HONORE
Author

of

"The

V/ILLSIE
Forbidden

Trail.

red planet.
JURGEN
Novel readers seeking entertainment,
should be introduced to "Jurgen," by
James Branch Cabell. An astoundingly
clever chap is Jurgen, poet and pawnbroker. The book is a satire on man's
eternal search after unattainable things.
The book tells of Jurgen's journeyings
in curious places; even the hell of his
fathers
mother. and the heaven of his grandLARDNER

Author

of

H. A. CODY
"The Toudh
of
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Ring W. Lardner's latest humorous
book is "Own Your Own Home," a
travesty on this slogan of the day. The
hero and heroine, man and wife, have
been living in a Chicago flat where
was difficult to move around without
bumping into the walls, so they buy a
lot on the instalment plan and build
a home of their own at Alliston, "sixteen
miles west of the loop.". What happens
is
told in the familiar Lardneresque
humor.
Abner.'

BOOKSELLER
THE SECOND COMING
From Morgan & Scott, of London,
comes a new book by Walter Scott, entitled "Prophetic Scenes and Coming
Glories," representing that we are nearirag the close of the Dispensation and
that no sign is to be looked for, no prophetic event, no date astronomical or
scientific to fix the year or day of the
Lord's personal advent. "A mathematical demonstration of the time when the
shout and voice of the Coming One summons the saints to meet Him in the air
is absolutely impossible. Dates and all
measures of time are connected with
the sure word of prophecy. But Christ
Himself in His passionate love for the
Church is the great and grand Christian
hope. We wait, watch, and look for
Him."
CAN THE

DEAD

RETURN?

In "Miss Fingal," by Mrs. W. K.
Clifford, published by the Ryerson
Press, is conveyed with exquisite subtlety the possible continuity of one personality through another after death.
Aline Fingal is an amiable young woman whose excessively quiet life has reduced her to a dull impersonality. The
first vital interest to enter her life
comes through her friendship with Linda
Allison, who has separated from her
husband, though she still loves him.
Aline meets with an all but fatal accident and Linda dies — apparently. In
the succeeding pages the author, with
the utmost delicacy, makes the reader
cjme to feel that Linda lives on and
finds the thing she most desired in life
through her friend. "The book," says
the London "Daily Express," "gives a
new clew to a baffling mystery of existence nearer to us in dreams than in
daylight."
ITALIANS

IN AMERICA

An interesting' new book is "Our
Italian Fellow Citizens," by Dr. Francis
E. Clark, president and founder of the
Society of Christian Endeavor. It is a
sympathetic treatment of the Italians
at home and in America, giving something of their history, their racial characteristics, and their influence on American life. It is obvious that the process of Americanization cannot even be
begun without such information about
conflicting viewpoints, and the author is
particularly well fitted, through his
studies and travels, to provide just the
data needed for carrying on this work
so vital for the future of democracy.
JOHN McCORMACK
In connection with the publication by
Small, Maynard & Co., Boston, of a
most interesting book in their attractively bound volume entitled, "John McCormack: His Own Life Story," it is
significant to quote this from a letter
t) the publishers by Mr. McCormack:
"With the manuscript of 'John McCormack, His Own Life Story,' nearing
completion, I am writing to remind you
that I wish it clearly to be made known
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STATIONER

that this is my one and only authorized
biography — an official document of my
life and career up till now.
"To my collaborator, Pierre V. R. Key,
I have given full access to personal letters, private documents and all such
other material in my possession. I have
related to him the essential facts in my
life as they occurred, and have exercised pers mal supervision in the preparation and editing of the manuscript.
"I feel that I have been most fortunate
in having for this exacting work as able
and sympathetic a literary craftsman
as Mr. Key. He has caught completely
the spirit of what I have undertaken to
set forth and has humanized his writing
with rare and. colorful touch."
LEAVE
IT TO DORIS
The author of "Prudence of the Parsonage," Ethel Hueston, tells another
great story for girls in her new book,
"Leave It To Doris."

DR. PELOUBET
The noted authority on the international
Sunday
School
Lessons
and
author
of
"Peloubet's
Select Notes."
(Half-tone
presented through the
courtesy of W. A. Wilde Oo.)

MAKING

THE

FARM

PAY

C. C. Bowsfield, in his book, "Making
the Farm Pay," of which a new edition
has just been put out by Thomas Allen,
tells how to get the biggest returns
from the soil and how to make farm life
more attractive and successful.
In reading this book we have been
impressed with the author's large view
of country life; he grasps the relati m
of farming to the entire life of the nation, seeing it not only as a practical
farmer, but from the viewpoint of the
statesman, the financier and student of
affairs. By informing the farmer on
the subject of market c -nditions he
brings the producer and consumer closer
together for their mutual benefit. By
giving him the benefit of the latest agricultural developments and methods the
author not only tells the farmer how to
make more money, but how to make his
life more happy and comfortable, honto make the farm so attractive that his
young people will prefer to remain there
rather than seek the uncertain rewards
of the city.
CAUVELOT
Robert Cauvelot's novel, "Pervati,"
has the colorful setting of present-day
India. It is the love story of an artist
and Pervati, of the harem of an Indian
maharajah.
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ALASKA
In the Page Co.'s "See America First"
series, the latest arrival is "Alaska," by
Agnes Rush Burr, a de luxe volume with
a map and 54 iplates published at $4.
The volume presents a description of
Alaskan rivers, mountains, glaciers, volcanoes, and other beautiful and unusual
scenic features, together with the rare
delights Alaska offers travelers, big
game hunters, mountain climbers and
explorers.
Considerable .attention is paid to the
towns and pioneer settlements; the
Government railroad and Mount McKinley National Park; the resources of
the territories and its openings for business enterprises; the primitive customs
and present development of the Indians;
romantic early history when the Russians, Spaniards and others sought its
wealth; the gold rush days; present progress and future prospects..
ALSACE
One of the most attractive of the new
de luxe holiday books is "The Spell of
Alsace," by Andre Hallays, recently isseries. sued in the Page Company's "Spell"
This volume is charged with interest
owing to the large p>lace which Alsace
occupied in the war and which for almost half a century had been under
alien domination until the Teuton usurpers went down to defeat.
The author is a fluent writer, and his
study of the character of the people, descriptions of Alsatian landscapes and
appreciation of the Renaissance architecture of Alsace are most admirable.
The author deals very little with basic
historical facts and this lack is fulfilled
by a short history of Alsace by Frank
tion.
Roy Fraprie in the form of an introduc-

GREAT
LAKES NAVAL STATION
The Great Lakes Naval Station of the
U. S. was comparatively insignificant
before the war, but in a history of this
institution by Francis Buzzell, just published by Small, Maynard & Co., Boston, it is represented as being the largest in the world, as a result of the U. S.
entering the great war. This is a remarkable circumstance, considering that
this station is situated a thousand miles
from salt water. The book is one of
interest and importance beyond the confines of the American republic itself.
A NEW O. HENRY BOOK
A new O. Henry book, "Waifs and
Strays," was brought out in October. A
dozen short stories never before published in a popular edition are here assembled. Together with them appears
a wealth of anecdote, reminiscence, and
appreciation of the man who invested
with new wonder the City of Too Many
Caliphs. Among the stories is included
"The Snow Man," the last tale O. Henry
ever worked on. Death, it will be remembered, struck him down before the
end was reached, and Harris Merton
Lyon — who now also is dead — finished
the story in accordance with an outline
O. Henry had sketched to him.

Bookselling Scope May be Broadened
Selling Books to Teachers — First of a Series of Articles on Developing Sales With
Members of the Different Professions
By F. I. WEAVER

bookstore is an institution of
THE
vital interest to every school
teacher. Not only is this accounted for by the fact that the bookstore is
the source of supply for so much in the
way of necessities for schools used both
by pupils and by the teachers themselves,
but the nature of the teacher's profession is such as to make them naturally
inclined to the reading of good hooks,
and for that reason every bookseller
should keep in the closest possible contact with all teachers in schools, collegiates, business colleges and other
educational institutions.
This should
be done
methodically.
There should be an index card with the
name of each teacher in the community
giving" personal data as to where the particular teacher in question is engaged
and recording sales made to the individual teacher in question. This card should
also indicate whether the store has the
support of that teacher in the matter of
selling supplies to the school where the
teacher
is employed.
Efforts
should
never be slackened in the case of such
support not being accorded the store, so
that this discrepancy may be overcome.
Coming directly to the question of selling to teachers books of a general nature aside from text-books
or supplementary reading for use in the schools
and coileges, it will be found that all
teachers and professors will invariably
appreciate being kept posted regarding
new series of books such as meritorious
new novels, poetical works, important
biographies, and valuable new books of
other classes of literature*
Then there is a special field to be cultivated that will mean many additional
sales of books for every bookseller who
will intelligently take up this line of
specialization in bookselling; this class
has to do with books directly bearing
upon the teaching profession itself.
There are available numerous standard
books of this class, and the best of them
should form part of the staple stock of
every bookstore. New books of a similar
class are continually being issued, and
teachers cannot fail to appreciate being
kept posted regarding them.
Two volumes that have just been published are "Danger Sismals for Teachers," % Dr. A. E. Winship. and "The
Health of the Teacher." by Dr. William
Estabrook Chancellor, both published by
Thomas Allen, of Toronto. In the former vohrme Dr. Winsh'n. who is editor
of "The Journal of Education," takes up
his subject with a sympathetic understanding of th° tensors' pr-obVims. He
tells them in his nositive, incisive way,
how to avoid the dangers which lurk in
the class room and out of it. The book
is nractical and constructive throughout
— g!owing with common sense. There is

an excellent section on the relation of
the teacher and child that should promote contentment and success for any
teacher.
It is a forward looking book which Dr.
Winship has written; he is thinking of
future generations. Always clear in his
own vision, he realizes that the educational system must be the foundation of
the new democracy, and that the cornerstone of this system is the teacher, who,
he says, "is the one essential in making
democracy safe for our children and our
children's children. The teachers are
the ones who take the risk in the battle
with ignorance, tradition and immorality." He points the way to achievement
for the teacher who wishes to take a
part in the present educational advance
movement that will make a greater and
better world.
Personal Hygiene

ly told in a clear, practical way by Dr.
Chancellor. Diet, sleep, exercise;, the
oare of the eyes and throat, the choice
of a dwelling place and all other things
pertaining to health are fully treated;
nothing is overlooked. The first half of
the book follows the case method and
in an illuminating way, enabling teachers
to make their own diagnosis, as well as
learn how to avoid troub'e. For it is a
book on hygiene, preventive methods,
rather than a study of disease; and this
is what makes it of great value to any
teacher, not those only who are in poor
health. It is for all teachers, men and
women, who wish to keep happy, magnetic and at the highest level of efficiency. It is a complete guide to health
control, a book that will be frequently
and profitably referred to by the teacher
copy. and fortunate enough to possess a
wise

In Dr. Chancellor's volume, the purpose in view is to promote health,
strength and joy in the profession for
all teachers.
How to meet the special problems
peculiar to the teaching life is complete-

Louis Tracy, the noted English author, addressed the Canadian Club, Toronto, on Oct. 28. His subject was
"The Common Cause," dealing with
many phases of the war.

"THE LITTLE
(From

Charley

Royal's

BOOK
Book

STORE"

of Verse.)

What a miniature world is the little book store
With its geography pictured in volumes of lore,
With every known country upon this old sphere
And thousands in "Fiction Land" almost as dear,
With its poets, philosophers, statesmen and sage
Who connected the past with to-day's flitting age,
What a vault for the treasures of those gone before
Is that same unpretentious, Little Book Store.
It's the one only place that our memories can give
Where the writers of all time, together, still live
With all of the characters of each age and clime
Who left their imprint on the records of time, .
With armies of heroes and villains galore
And heroines fit for the sods to adore;
And I know that the spirits are hovering o'erStore.
the Little Book
(In one great communion)
With every known subject minutely defined
It's the orchard of fruits from the world's greatest minds,
Life's garden of thoughts that can never decay
Where the flowers of speech live for ever and aye
In the chain of the asres, the connecting link,
A monument to all who took time to think;
To the fountains of knowledge it's the world's oDen door
L'Envoi
you Little Book Store.
Long, long may you prosper,

And minv's the man who pnssed the door
Whe never looked in to the Little Book store,
Or realized that the man inside
Was doing a work of God's own oride,
And the bookseller, not realizing himself,
That th<> wonderful thoughts that came from his shelf
To a million minds some good unfurled
And made this a grander, better world.
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BOOKSELLER
WHITE
SEAS

SHADOWS

IN

THE

AND

STATIONER

SOUTH

In his book, "White Shadows in the
South Seas," the author, Frederick
O'Brien, essays to "bring the mountain
to Mahomet," in that it is designed to
be, not a book of travel in the ordinarysense of the term, but one presenting
in a fascinating manner the charm of
far-away places for the entertainment of
people who have no prospect of ever
being able to visit them. The book is
copiously illustrated with reproductions
of photographs taken by the author.
THE

GREAT

DESIRE

One of the outstanding novels of the
year in point of genuine merit is Alexander Black's "The Great Desire." William Dean Howells, who, as the dean
of American letters, speaks with authority, in the course of a lengthy appreciation of this book, says: "I do not
know of any late or earlier American
fiction, or, for that matter, English
fiction, of so new a departure in form
and spirit." Again he says, "I could
not express sufficiently my comfort in
Mr. Black's notion of a world so like
the world which most of us have known
in our own experience
THE FACE OF THE

of life."
WORLD

Jordan Bojer, whose book, "The Great
Hunger," was such an outstanding one
in point of achievement, has repeated his
success in his new book, "The Face of
the World." The hero of this book, a
young medical student, with the characteristic restlessness of youth to-dayr,
craves to shoulder the troubles of the
world, but the lesson worked out is that
in the end it is better to save one soul
by faith in him than to shoulder the
burdens of mankind.
MR. DOOLEY AGAIN
Another book in the Dooley series has
appeared this season, its title being "Mr.
Dooiej on Making a Will and Other
Necessary Evils." It has all the characteristics of its forerunners, and it goes
without saying that it is one of the outstanding humorous books of the year.
A Oanadian edition has been brought out
by George J. McLeod, Ltd.
BOOK
NOTES
J mn Drinkwater, whose play, "Abraham Lincoln," has just been published
in the U. S., and is about to appear on
the New York stage, has arrived in
America for his first visit. Mr. Drinkwater is to give readings throughout
the East from his poems, which are
ahout to appear.
In the press, shortly to be published,
is a new book by Harold Spender, entitled "The Man Who Went." It will
represent the drama of a humble citizen who volunteered for the war in
1915, fought through 1916-18, and returned t<3 look for the "Newer and Better World," which he had been promised. It will appear in the "Stories of
High Purpose" series.

JOHN
DRINKWATER,
Noted
English
Poet and Dramatist,
whose play
"Abraham
Lincoln"
has scored a great success.

CHALMERS

COMES

BACK

W. J. Dawson's latest novel, just published by the Ryerson Press, is n >t only
a charming love-story, but also an able
and stimulating novel, dealing with the
much-discussed problem of the returned
soldier and of the attitude of the modern woman towards the conventionalities of life.
The opening episode of the story is
Chalmers' return to consciousness, after
an attack of shell-shock, to learn to his
astonishment that the war is over. The
next step is the taking up of his civilian
duties and for this purpose he takes
passage on the Mauretania to join an
uncle in New York. On board is a
young wmian who strongly attracts him,
while her philosophy of life is deeply
shocking to one who holds old-fashioned
ideas of womanho d. She is one of
those whose moral scruples have been
over-ruled by an extraordinary tenderness for the fighting-man. But there
comes a day when she finds a flaw in
her philosophy and makes the discovery
that after all she is a conventional woman at heart. Ultimately these two adventurers find their life-work in a common cause, and when there comes the
urgent cry from Siberia: "Come over
and help us," they are ready to answer
the summons.
DEN A
Iowa Ardena Marsh is the full name
of the heroine of "Dena," a new novel
by Ella Waterbury Garaner.
At four-
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teen, Dena, with the burden 'of her
dreamy, unpractical father, Alonzo at
just the most aggravating age a boy
can be, and little William T. on her
young shoulders! It was no wonder
that Grandmother sighed and prophesied
the worst, for she knew full well that
Dena liked a go >d time as well as any
normal girl of her age should. But Dena
buckled down and in spite of many a
lapse (delightful ones, too) from the
ways her elders would have had her
tread, she won through, and in the winning we get a picture of the wholesome
life in a small town, the interests of
normal, sane hoys and girls, and the deliberation of a heroine of pluck, ambition, that will appeal to all readers who
delight in real folks and incidents comparable with those in their own lives.
BEDTIME
WONDER TALES
The Macaulay Co. of New York are
putting out a new series of Bedtime
Wonder Tales, in which an issue just
ready is "The Balbes in the Woods" by
Clifton Johnston. The book has a most
attractive jacket and illustrations in
color. These books are intended for
boys and girls of from four to twelve
years old.
COMEDY FOR CHILDREN
A comedy in three acts is Eden Phillnot'ts' new book. "St. George and the
Dragon," a book of 102 pages with
paper cover, published by Duckworth &.
Co., of London.

BOOKSELLER
"ANIMAL" TALES
Some of the newspapers have been
ridiculing' the practice of certain Canadian novelists in attributing human instincts to animals, wild and otherwise,
and making them the heroes of tales of
fiction. The Toronto "Star," for instance, says:
"Instead of telling the love story of
a Rocky Mountain grizzly, or recording
the emotional sensations of a sentimental rabbit, why should not our fiction writers turn to the exciting adventures of our railroad hounds, timber
tigers, profiteer panthers, and analyze
the emotions of the ratepaying rabbits
as they dodge furtively through life,
pleased if they escape being devoured,
and arrive, at last, solvent at the cemetery?"
VARICK
VANARDY
"Something Doing" is the title of
Varick Vanardy's latest novel recounting the further adventures of "The TwoFaced Man." The book is published by
Macaulay's of . New York.
DR. ALDEN PASSES
New York, Oct. 7.— Henry Mills
Alden, editor of Harper's Magazine,
since 1860, died at his home here today after a long illness. He was in his
83rd year.
Dr. Alden was the dean of American
magazine editors and a venerable, picturesque and dignified figure. He had
a magnificent head and in his old age
had the appearance of a patriarch. He
"was a descendant of the famous John
Alden.
Dr. Alden was the author of a number of books, including "God in His
World," 1890; "A Study of Death,"
1895; and "Magazine Writing and the
New Literature," 1908. He also collaborated with A. H. Guernsey, in producing "Harper's Pictorial History of
the Civil War." He was a member of
the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
BIG NOVELS COMING
A new novel is due for the coming season by Mrs. Humphry Ward. Other outstanding books to come soon are novels
by Richard Dehan, author of "The Dop
Doctor"; "September," by Frank S winner ton; "Transplanted," by Gertrude
Atherton, and "A Servant of Reality,"
by Phyllis Bottome.
GILLILAN ON HUMOR
"A Sample Case of Humor," is a newbook by the well-known humorous writer,
Strickland W. Gillilan. The book has
just come from Forbes & Co., of Chicago.
It might be well called a text-book of
humor, for every kind of humor is described and illustrated, with an original
story of the Gillilan brand.
Gillilan:s humor is high grade — sane,
well-balanced, and enjoyed by all sane,
well-balanced humans. It has a vital
relation to life and remains in the
memory years after it is read. Real
humor and pathos are not far apart, and
so the reader as he turns these pages
occasionally stops laughing to ponder
on a choice bit of sentiment that reaches
the heart.

AND

S T A T 1 0 N E ]{

STILL A LEADER
In an interview with the literary
editor of one of New York's leading
newspapers, a librarian stated that
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" still sustains its
place at the head of American "best
seller1?." Historical developments have
not decreased the popularity of this old
volume — neither the Mason and Dixon
lint, nor the war of 1914 have moved
the book to a less prominent position
on American bookshelves both North and
South. A special holiday edition of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" for Christmas consumption is being brought out.
ARMENIA
The full story of Armenia's niartydorn
during the late war will possibly never
be fully told. From time to time, however, still one more chapter is added by
the pen of an eye-witness or survivor.
Such a one is "The Tragedy of Bitlis,"
by Grace P.. Knapp, which includes the
narratives of Grisell M. McLarm and
Myrtle Shane, fellow missionaries of
.Miss Knapp ;n Armenia.

unsuitable marriage — of
a love
that
comes finally to possess her recklessly.
NEW

AND

FORTHCOMING

"The Trail of the Sourdough," by Chas.
Rjyal, a volume of poems of popular
appeal, is almost ready for publication.
Qppenheim's new novel, "The Box
With the Broken Seals," appeared in
October.
An English author rapidly coming 'to
the fore is E. M. Dellafield, her latest
novel, "The Pelicans," having added
greatly to her fame as a writer of
novels, striking a high note of merit.
The English poet, Theodore Maynard,
is being classed with Rupert Brooke in
point of the quality of his poems, a new
volume of which has just been issued in
a Canadian edition.
"Broome Street Straws," by Robert
Cortes, author of "Walking Sick Papers," is to be brought out very shortly.
"Peeps at People," by the same author,
is also to come soon.
"The Mudlarks," a new book by Crosbie Garston, presents skilful, humorous
stories of British Army life, mostly in
France, a bit of Italy, and a touch of
Africa. It is said to be as funny as
Uairnsfather.
An announcement of interest to nature lovers is a new work by W. H.
Hudson, "The Book of the Naturalist."
Breezy dialogue characterizes P. G.
Wodehouse's new book, "A Damsel in

MRS.
Whose

new

HUMPHRY
book

"Helena"
appeared.

Remembering the sensational success
Distress."
of "Patricia Brent, Spinster," booksellers
will welcome a new book by the same
author, about to appear under the title
of "The Rain Girl." It is said to be
equally whimsical
and entertaining.

WARD
has

recently

BOLSHEVISM OR TRADE UNIONS?
Gustave Francq has issued a booklet
entitled "Bolshevism or Trades Unionism, Which?" It is published in an edition to sell at 10c a copy, by the Montreal Labor World. Booksellers appreciating the timeliness and national significance of question will not be slow to
take advantage of the opportunity for
quick selling which this booklet affords.
It comprises 32 pages, and is a remrkably comprehensive presentation of the
question in compact form.
Kate Jordan's new novel just issued
by the Ryerson Press presents as heroine Naomi Tway, a charming Southern
girl, fine and sensitive, and with ideals
and visions of beauty far different from
the sordid conditions in her own dirty,
v retched home. The slackness, the r
cleanliness of her mother make Naomi's
life a daily misery, until her horror at
discovering the appalling secret source
of her mother's income suddenly sweeps
away all her natural affection and drives
her forth into the world to make her way
and realize her ambitions as best she
may.
Thereafter
she does indeed struggle
against the winds — of poverty— of an
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Amongcations Messrs.
Watts of& which
Co.'s copies
publifor this month,
have been received, are Mrs. H. Bradlaugh Bonner's "Christianity and Conduct," an examination of the influence
of religion on life; Charles T. Gorham's
"Plain Man's Plea for Rationalism";
"Health -and Honor," by Mr. F. J. Gould,
an attempt to convey sound knowledge
of those sex questions which are so important, but so commonly ignored; and
"Does Man Survive After Death," by T.
F. Palmer, the latter being a candid examination of spiritualism.
CHILD

VERSE

"The Little Freckled Person," by
Mary Caroline Davies, is a book of child
verse so piquant and distinctive that it
ought to win comment from the serious
literary critic. As naive revelations of
child nature the little verses are really
perfect gems — and they possess a flavor
of style which makes the reader at once
reminiscent of Robert Louis Stevenson's
"A Child's Garden of Verse."
"Barbara of Baltimore" is a fine new
story for girls by Katharine H. Taylor.
It is in the "mystery history" ^series.
"Singing Mountains!" by Albert B.
Cunningham, is a most interesting story
centering about a backwoods preacher.

Books About War and Reconstruction
Call is Heavy for Books Dealing With Conflict
the War and Problems Arising From the Great
HAIG'S DISPATCHES
Of historic importance and outstanding interest will be the early publication in book form of "Haig's Dispatches," edited by Lieut.-Col. Boraston.
It will have ten large maps and portraits in photogravure of the chief generals who conducted operations on the
Western Front. There will probably be
a preface by Earl Haig.
THE

TEST

OF SCARLET

Coningsby Dawson's new book "The
Test of Scarlet" is a tale of marches
by night, of battles by day, of heroic
deeds of men and women. Mr. Dawson's
newest novel is a sort of paean of rejoicing over the end of the war. It tells
of the war at first-hand, making the
reader familiar with the men and horses
and the very guns of battle.
LORD

DUNSANY

In "Unhappy Far-off Things" the
Irish poet and playwright, Lord Dunsany, presents pen-pictures of the war's
destruction. Lord Dunsany is at his
best in describing watf-swept villages
and the ruined homes of the French.
Like his "Tales of War" these vignettes,
written in expressive, sensitive prose,
deal with war-devastated country. Lord
Dunsany imparts his peculiar touch to
these descriptions of destroyed cathedrals, white mounds that were peasants'
homes, and the remains of garden walls.
BOOK "1914" STORM CENTRE
Not to be outdone by Lord French in
his continuation of the Asquith-French
verbal battle, which is a war aftermath,
former Premier Asquith on September
29 issued a reply to Lord French's preface in the second edition of "1914."
Mr. Asquith said he saw no reason for
withdrawing or qualifying one word in
the speech he made on June 3 last.
It should be understood that, in that
speech, Mr. Asquith, surrounded by his
former Cabinet and applauded by 200
of his supporters, replied to criticisms
of the Asquith Government in the early
days of the war made in his book by
Lord French, the first commander of the
British forces in France. Mr. Asquith
said that, before Lord Kitchener's visit
to France, Lord French's intended movements had filled the Cabinet with consternation. The movements, the former
Premier added, would have had, in the
judgment of the Cabinet, the effect of
leaving the French army in the lurch
in the moment of supreme need. This
consternation, Mr. Asquith said, was
shared by the French Government.
In his reply to Lord French Mr. Asquith referred to complimentary letters
written to Lord French even after Lord
French's original proposals had been dis-

carded and subsequent operations had
been conducted with much sagacity and
skill.

THE HUTS

IN THE

WAR

E. W. Hornung's new book, "The
Chronicles of a Camp Follower," published by Constable's, contains a series of
"If I had known or suspected," adds
Mr. Asquith, "what Lord French now
tales of the Great War, including: "An
Ark in the Mud," "Christmas Up the
avows that, at the date my letter of
Line," "Details," "The Rest Hut," and
May, 1915, he was engaged behind the
back and without the knowledge of his . "We Fall to Rise." They are tales of the
official chief, Lord Kitchener, and of huts and make most interesting reading,
giving side-lights on the war and revealmyself, in a "manoeuvre to upset the
ing something of the great work for
Government at home, it is probable that
the fighting boys that was done by the
my communication would have been
Y.M.C.A.
different terms."
couched in somewhat
ATTACKS LORD FRENCH
As to Lord Kitchener's conversations
Another celebrity has entered the lists
with Lord French, with regard to the
with Lord French, as indicated by a
British supply of shells, Mr. Asquith
says he did not amplify on it in his press depatch cabled from London on
Oct. 24:
speech in June because, for one thing,
John William Fortisque, who is writit was irrelevant and, for another, he being the official history of the war, conlieved Lord Kitchener was incapable of
"inventing and palming off upon me a
tributed to the "Quarterly Review'" articles dealing with the controversy regarddeliberate falsehood, and, finally, being
Field
Marshal Viscount French,
cause, when it became a question of conwhen he was in command of the forces
flict of memories, I thought Lord Kitin France.
chener's written record of the conversa"The fact we fear is," says Mr. Fortition on the day on which it took place
sque, "that on the 26th of September,
was better evidence than Lord French's
1914, Lord French and his staff had
recollection of it three months later."
completely lost their heads and that in a
Mr. Asquith concludes: "To have a vain endeavor to conceal this, he has
bad memory is a misfortune not a crime,
taken leave of all sense of accuracy."
but people who have bad memories
Further, ofreferring
Gen. L.French's
should not attempt to write their own
treatment
Gen. Sir toHorace
SmithDorrien (commander of the second army
--or other people's — lives."
FLAG AND FLEET
in France), Mr. Fortisque says:
"Gen. French has descended to misCol. William Wood, in "Flag and
statements and misrepresentations of
Fleet," issued by Macmillan's in October,
the clumsiest and most ludicrous nature
starts with the early man who escaped
from or beset his enemies by using a in order to injure the reputation of a
log for transport rather than going by subordinate who is forbidden to defend
himself. Coming from one in his high
land, and unfolds a progressive story
position,
this brings shame and dishonor
through the age of the rowers, the sailnot only upon the Field Marshal himself,
ing age, the age of iron and steel, to the
time when Britain's power at sea proved
but
upon the
army."
GEORGE
ELIOT
CENTENARY
to be the cause of Germany's defeat.
The celebrations of the centenary of
The narrative is made picturesque
George Eliot, November 22, and the
throughout by thrilling incidents of sea
notoriety this event will receive from the
warfare, always with a point of emphapublic press, together with the advance
sis, and, between each book, a wonderarticles which have already appeared,
fully well-selected series of poems ilshould be taken advantage of by booklustrative of that particular part of the
sellers to give prominence to "The Mill
subject. The book is handsomely illuson the Floss," and all the other novels
trated. Not the least striking feature of
of
this
prolific Victorian novelist who
the books is the cover design, showing
ranked with Dickens and Thackeray in
Neptune and Britain in amity on the
popularity. Reference has already been
beach, symbolizing their joint power
made to other 1919 centenary anniverover the sea.
saries of great men and women ojfi
LIGHT
letters. Others among English authorsare Kingsley, Clough, Ruskin, Emily
In the new book by Henri Barbusse,
Bronte, and E. C. Jones, while notable
the hero, Simon Paulin, follows up his
among Americans whose centenaries
early life, chiefly devoted to the pursuit
of women, with war service at the front
have been suitably observed this yearare Lowell and Whitman.
for France and following the end of the
The half-tones of H. H. Knibbs. John
war turns his attention to the object of
Drinkwater and Mary Carolyn Davies,
overturning the present order of society,
which has become the obsession of his
appearing in this issue, are presented
life as the resulit of his experiences in through the courtesy of Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston.
the great war.
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Is it Worth While Reading Technical Books
A Short Mythical Tale, Which All Should Read Regarding the
Writer's Views on the Above Subject. Read, Digest, Then Act
Upon, Would be Our Advice on the Matter
By I. M. TELLINGYOU

enter a subject of such a nature, we should, to be fair, show
the two sides of the case, so for
illustrative purposes, suppose we concoct two stories, which, while all imaginary, happen in a similar way every
day in our daily grind.
We will first take the case of — well,
let's say John Blank. We see him go
through school fairly well. He never
gives undue worry to his lessons. If
they come all right — very well, then it's
all jake as we would say. On the other
hand, if he fails — well, he should worry.
John drifts along in this manner with
no definite purpose in life, until time
comes to leave school and go to work.
"Now John," says his father, "what
would you like to start at?" Ten chances
to one John says, "I don't know, Dad,
I never thought very much about it, etc.,

TO

The upshot in quite a number of cases
etc."
is that John either starts a trade which
he does not like, or is not suited for,
having no special preparation for the
same, or on the other hand he does not
start in a trade at all, but takes up some
occupation easy to do (that is as far as
brain power is concerned), and so he
continues to drift.
Let us leave John for a while at this
stage, and spend a little while studying
Tom, his brother, who, by the way, is
a year younger than John. Tom always
was a joke in John's eyes, for when John
would be out playing ball, or off to the
show, Tom, like a ninny (using John's
expression) stayed at home and read.
"What did he read?" you might be
tempted to ask, when John would sneer
and say, "Oh, some dry technical stuff,
I don't know what it's all about, but Tom
claims it will make him worth mors
money some day. Of course that's all
bosh," was usually John's final thrust.
However, to continue with Tom. He
goes to the same school as his brother,
but passes in every class, owing to his
earnest attention tc lessons, combined
with home study. Strange to say, Tom
passes his classes faster than his older
brother. And, when leaving school, is at
the highest grade he can go in this type
of day school.
In the meantime Tom has been reading
"dry technical stuff" (as John expressed
it) with a definite aim in view. He has
also been going to manual training, and
practically made up his mind what he
wants to be.
His father does not ever, have to ask
him, "Well, Tom, when do you think
you'll start in work?" for they have
had many a little chat together on the
subject, and it is all settled. Tom goes
to work with the same earnest spirit
in which he tackled his school, and re-

suits begin to show themselves as the
years go on.
To get back to John. He makes enough
to live on, and have a fairly good time.
Of course he saves nothing, but then
"you can't save and spend," as he puts it.
Tom has finished his apprenticeship,
and gets at last some real money, where
before he was the laughing-stock cf his
brother for the small salary he was receiving. The night that he comes home
with a tradesman's pay is a happy one
for Tom, but not so hilarious a time for
John. Tom's salary now has John's
wo
thirty cents, and yet
the goendlooking"
is not like
in sight.
Years go on, John asks for a raise and
does not get it. Tom never asks for increases, yet seems to get them periodically. He is accused of standing in with
the foreman, etc., etc., but he merely
smiles and keeps on reading technical
books in his spare time.
One day the foreman gets sick, and
Tom takes his place. He tells the story
without boast when he comes home.
John pooh pooh's the idea, yet underneath it all he knows it is the truth.
He gets his brother up in the room
alone, and starts in this manner: "Say,
Tom, I don't believe those books helped
you a darn bit — but are they hard to
read?" Tom sees his opportunity ,and
realizes his brother is waking up at last,
so he gives him a good strong lecture.
To be brief, we will pass over quite
a few years. Tom is now superintendent, but Jack is also coming strong. The
cood stuff was in him, all it needed was
bringnn0" e>nt c° vnu «pp the idea and
moral of my little mythical tale is this:
"That it's never too late to start in and
learn. You often get to an age when
"■oing to school is out of the question —
but you have always got a school in your
home, if you pick out real up-to-theminute technical books."
As one fellow who knows what he is
talking about remarked to the writer:
"The educated man will always command the respect of the community in
which he resides and has been of the
greatest service in the development of
modern civilization. It was not so far
back in history when education was difficult to obtain, and only the wealthy
couM acquire knowledge. The worker
could secure an education only under almost insurmountable difficulties. Not
the schools few and inaccesonly were
sible to those who did not live in large
communities, but, owing to limited mail
service and unsuitable text books, the
average citizen found it difficult to acquire anything but a limited knowledge
of the three 'Rs,' reading, 'riting, and
'rithmetic, as the old-timers used to say,
in the country or citv school.

"To-day there is no excuse for any
reasonably intelligent person remaining
ignorant of any art or science in which
he or she is interested. Numerous text
books, written by experts, deal with
technical subjects in simple, understandable English, and some treat of real
scientific matters without using hight
mathematics or 'dead' languages.
"If one compares the semi-technical or
mechanical (book of to-day with those
published even a decade ago, a great
improvement in the character of material, quality and number of illustrations and logical arrangement of subject matter will be evident. In modern
books dealing with mechanics, simplicity
of exposition and clarity of reasoning is
aimed for rather than strictly literary
merit as exemplified by complex phrases.
The semi-technical or home study books
are the most difficult of any to write, and
there are comparatively few writers who
can simplify technical facts without
sacrifice of accuracy of description.
Compared to stories and novels, technical
and mechanical books are difficult to
prepare. The former are usually the result of an active imagination, and are
short-lived; the latter call for much
study and research on the part of the
writer and courage on the part of the
piiblisher, because of the expense involved in their production and slower
sale. Hundreds of costly special drawings and photographs must be used to
illustrate the text, whereas the story
books seldom have more than a dozen or
so.
"Publishing good and really useful
mechanical and technical text books calls
for experience that can only come
through a long and well-established
business, because it takes time to gauge
the public demand and prepare books to
meet it. Naturally, the best books are
those produced by the oldest houses, because they command the services of the
best editors and writers, and can produce books of the greatest value to the
mechanic or student desiring instruction.
"It is not generally known that any
mechanic can secure a comprehensive
review of the theory and practice of his
trade, either in its broad entirety or in
any of its specialized phases for about
the price of the average theatre ticket,and a week's pay will buy a set of mechanical books that cost over a quarter
of a million dollars to prepare and publish, and that embody the elements of
years' college
a complete three or four
course, boiled down to solid facts and
presented
language. in interesting, understandable

"The ambitious man of to-day is seeking more education, not only in his own
line but those related to it.
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BOOKSELLER
THE BURGESS BIRD BOOK
An outstanding juvenile of the present
season is the "Burgess Bird Book for
Children." As William T. Homaday, the
well-known ornithologist, of the directorate of the New York Zoological Gardens, says regarding this book: "Any
man who can find his way over legitimate roads into the hearts of a million
children is a genius. If he carries with
him a message of truth, light and permanent value, he is a benefactor."
Mr. Burgess was recently the recipient of a signal honor when the Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund Committee presented him with its gold
medal for distinguished services to wild
life, in recognition of the value of his
work in carrying messages of true and
wholesome wild life lore and protection
to millions of boys and girls.
Regarding "The Burgess Bird Book
for Children," Mr. Hornaday says: "It
strikes twelve. It is good, beautiful and
true; it is to a high degree entertaining
and beneficial to the child's mind and
morals, and what more can we ask?"
This new book is the author's masterpiece. Itis -written in the personal nar-

New

AND

STATIONER

rative style of the Bedtime Stories, but
is a more ambitious work and is really a
stately volume, and one that carries an
extra appeal to parents in that it has a
much longer table of contents than any
of the previous books of this writer.
Fifty-eight species of birds are thoroughly treated, each being illustrated in
colors, these pictures feeing reproductions from paintings by Louis Fuertes.
Scores of others are described without
illustrations. The stories cover home
life, food, nests and eggs, enemies and
migrations.
THE SECRET OF HEROISM
A most interesting announcement and
one of more than ordinary significance
for booksellers is that of the early publication of a new edition of "The ~ecret
of Heroism," by Hon. W. L. M. King,
which was published a decade ago, but
which has been out of print for several
years. New interest and importance attaches to this book by the author of
"Industry and Humanity," now that
Mackenzie King has succeeded the late
Sir Wilfrid Laurier as leader of the Liberal party in Canada.

POSTPONED
It has been found necessary to delay
the publication of Archie McKishnie's
new novel, "Billy Boy," until early next
year. It is interesting to record in this
connection that the publication rights
for the U.S. have been sold to Reilly &
Lee, of Chicago. This is the firm that
was so conspicuously successful in putting across the earlier issues of the
novels of Harold Bell Wright.
MOUNTAIN ROMANCE
"Flames of the Blue Ridge" is the title
of a new story of the mountains of Virginia, by Ethel and James Dorrar., just
published by the Macaulay Co., of New
York. Full of characteristic mountain
romance it is a story of the sort that alw ays carries a strong appeal with a
Sartre proportion of the reading public.
Wallace Irwin's new book, "The
Blooming Angel," is one of the humorous successes of the season.
"One of Three," by Clifford Raymond,
is along the lines of his previous book,
"The Mystery of Hartley House."
Diverting and galloping fun applies to
Nina Wilcox Putnam's new book, "Believe You Me."

Goods Described and Illustrated

WAR PICTURES
Sales Ltd., of Toronto, are showing
two notable pictures of historic interest,
being products of Raphael Tuck & Sons,
of London. One of these pictures depicts
the arrival of the German Delegates on
the Quarter-deck of H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth. The other shows Sir David Beatty
reading out the terms of surrender in
the fore cabin of H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth. Sales Ltd., of Toronto, has the
selling rights of these in Canada.

WALLPAPER
"The Garden of Allah" is the name of
a new 21-inch tapestry wallpaper. It
has huge foliage motifs with vistas of
Moslem temples.
■
Why have we become so accustomed
to accept "anything" for the ceiling
when elecorating a room? Im all good
dressing the hat must be in accord with
the suit. Why should not the ceiling
decoration he given quite as much consideration as the walls?
In the stately Tudor homes of Queen

Elizabeth's days, the ceiling was morei
ornately decorated than the wells of the
room, which were plainly panelled in
oak. These ceilings were decorated in
gee/metrical designs, with low falling
pendants and heavy bosses and mouldings done in plaster. These ancient
rooms have long been considered masterpieces of refined
taste
By all means, therefore, let the decorators urge upon their customers the dein"' papers.sirability ofusing a better class of ceil-

NOVELTY CHRISTMAS LINES
Here we 'have "Splash Me" and Kewpie in a new role. This time they must locate on Milady's dressing table, for they hold her talcum.
Do you see the shaker tops in the back of their heads? Ivory is losing none of its popularity, although it is reported as becoming scarce.
The jewel box illustrated, in addition to possessing a removable tray and being lined with lavender velvet, has a new kind of feet. Logs
extend across either end and serve as feet. The photo frame has a novelty touch in its blue and red chevrons. These chevrons are sold
to retailers separately so that they may attach the number required by the customer.
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Write us for a free sample of 399 TRI-PLY red circular eraser. Two in One.
Center edge for ink and typewriting; side edges for pencil and carbon
copies. The acme of efficiency. One of the 88 styles. World's quality
standard.
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Are You Selling

Qranes
Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada

(The Correct Writing Paper)

Its good style and fine quality
of a century's exare the result
perience inpaper making.

Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian Factory and Office*

9-11-13 Davenport Road

at

Toronto

You willtomersfind^'it
the choice oftaste.
cuswith discriminating
Manufactured

by

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
New York

Pittsfield, Mass.

THERE ARE REASONS
for the largely increased sales of Bradley Water
Color Boxes for schools. The standard of quality
has been maintained and prompt deliveries are
always made.
For sale by the leading' jobbers, or trade orders
will be promptly .filled by
LEADING

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

BOXES:

215 Victoria Street,

B-l — 8 semi-imoist pans 6 standard colors with sepia and charcoal gray.
B-l — Special — 8 semi-moist pans, 6 standard
colors with white
and black.
A variety of other assortments kept in stock.

Sole
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Agents
for Milton Bradley's
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RYCO
ADDS

TAPE
MOISTENER
TO PROFITS

Retail price,
$5 each.
Wholesale
price,
$2.50 each.
F.O.B. Bellows
Falls,
Vt.
Made of pressed steel, tanei
any
standard
width roll, ann
. is so
simp1."
sales talks, demonstrations
or
sales '"approval"
are unnecessary

BAND

GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLES
should write
at once
for samples and
prices of
Tr0ENE

NEEDLES

DELIVERIES of any quantities can
be despatched immediately.

SMALLWARES

Limited
MANUFACTURERS

CO.

Astwood Bank
REDDITCH, ENGLAND

xter's
STAR
De

MANIFOLD
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send for samples
and prices.

C. H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor

Locks, Connecticut

HAS

PHONOGRAPH

The Circus Band Wag-on moves along
the floor playing- any "Little Wonder" or
similar phonograph records. It is equipped with a phonograph motor which not
only serves to play the records but also
furnishes the motive power for propelling the wagon. The phonograph is entiiely obscured from vision, and only the
band wagon is seen. A special clutch is
provided so that at any time the band
wagon can be stopped and the band will
continue to play. The toy is 17 inches
long, 8 ins. wide, and 12 ins. high over
all; is equipped with solid disc, rubbertired wheels and is beautifully decorated.
a TIME-SAVER

A catalogue comes from the Telzit
Slide Rule Co., Monadnock Bldg., Chicago,

each playing 10
records.
Also
ordinary NEEDLES
and SPEAR POINTS.

BROADWAY

WAGON

"TELZIT"

Buyers

APEX

Quick Selling Penny
Lines
DREAM

Users like
them
because
in speeding
wrapping and packing they moisten tape
perfectly.
Put in a stock now and
lose no sales when customers call,
Orders shipped day received.
WRITE FOR PRICES
J. F. Ryan & Co.
AND SAMPLES OF
52 Vanderbill Are.
NEW
YORK
"SEALING TAPES

THE

NEW GOODS
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED

illustrating their new time-saving 'device
called the "Telzit." It is a proportion
slide rule for instantly determining in
advance the exact dimensions of coming
cuts for use, drawing or layout enlargement, being useful to advertising agencies, copy writers, advertising managers,
printers, publishers, photo engravers,
artists, architects, draftsmen, etc. The
catalogue illustrates and gives a number of examples of its practical use.
SOME

BOOKS.

GIPSY FORTUNE
TELLING.
TEA LEAF FORTUNE
TELLING.
RIDDLES AND JOKES.
PICTURE

OLD
MOORE'S
ALMANACS.
The

Original

GOODE

Edition.

(1913)
BROS.,
LTD.

ARIEL WORKS
88-90 CLERKENWELL ROAD
LONDON. EC. 1, ENGLAND

Why is the Peerless
the Best Moistener?

$1.00

Ask any of the thousands of users
and they will tell you it is the best
on the market.
Simple — Useful — Economical
We also make a large moistener
for large offices and shipping rooms
at $2.75 each.
Samples sent on ap-

PEERLESS
proval.

NOVELTIES

RIDDLES.

826

MOISTENER

S. Claremont

Ave.

CO.

CHICAGO

Among the new issues in Raphael Tuck
& Sons' line is the "Jennie Harbour"
series of cards representing delightful
figures of the early Victorian, Directoire
and Pompadour periods and graceful
Spanish, Indian and Japanese subjects in
color. Children's lines include paper
modelling (books and painting books in
which each book contains sufficient color
to paint every picture in the book.
Manufacturers

Makatoy

Sets

By using these wonderful sets boys
and girls can make hundreds of different articles with the forty different rods
of various lengths and the twelve metal
discs which the set comprises.
(Quote price — may be sold profitably
at 35c or 40c.)
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Adding Machine Rolls
Die Wiping Paper
and
ALL CLASSES OF SMALL ROLLS
FOR AUTOMATIC
REGISTERS

Co.
Paper Manufacturers Penna.

Philadelphia
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INKSTANDS
OF

ALL

STYLES

NEW

GOODS

Pugh Specialty Co.

DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED

38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto, Canada

A

Manufactured

by

Frank A. Weeks
Mfg. Co.
93 John St., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

WEBER
ARTISTS'
MATERIALS
TEMPERA COLORS
Tempera Canvases and Academy
Boards
Students' Tempera Colors
Finely
Prepared
Artists' Oil and
Water Colors
Pastels and Pastel Painting
Materials
Fine Quality Brushes
Poster Show Card
Colors
Air Brushes and
Materials
Catalogue on Request

F. WEBER

& CO.

Manufacturing
Artists
Colormen
since 1854.
Factories and Main House :
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Branches :
St. Louis, Mo.
;
Baltimore,
Md.

RELIANCE

INK

"The Ink You Can Rely On"

NEW

Dixon's have put oul a new indelible
pencil of intense degree, which they have
named "Dupligraph." It is represented
that where a signature, or a memorandum, or a report has to be reproduced
many times frcm one copy by the impression method, this new pencil will
produce a maximum number of cleancut legible impressions.

REUANCE
llI.CB

BI-ACK

New
Attractive
Label

WRITIN6|LU1»:
aauuKUiHCunnu

Reliance Ink Co., Limited
Winnipeg, Man.

OF THE

PRINCE

There are available some especially
fine pictures of the Prince of Wales and
they are finding a ready sale throughout the country. Another popular item
is a plaster placque in relief, bronze finish, showing the head of the Prince of
Wales in profile. These pictures and
placque^ make attractive window features, having a publicity value beyond
the actual sales of the items themselves.
A HOLIDAY

Our Lines

French Ivory.
Pennants,
Cushions and Textile
Novelties.
Supplies for Celebrations,
Old
Boys' Re-Unions, etc.
Tag Day Supplies.
Advertising
Signs and Banners.
Purses,
and School Bags'.
Powder Wallets
Puffs.
Souvenir
Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc.
Toy Books.
If you don't get our Catalogue rewell worthgularly,having.
send us your name. It's

DUO FASTENERS

FOLDER

To be commended as providing a selling help to retailers is the special Christmas folder gotten up for distribution by
stationers illustrating a number of different types of the inkstands and other
specialties made by the Sengbusch SelfClosing Inkstand Co., for whom A. R.
MacDougall & Co. are Canadian distributors. This folder is attractively
printed in colors and with Christmas
decorations.
LISTS

New
Graceful
Bottle

Manufacturers and Manufacturers' Agents
We own or control 5 Factories

PENCIL

PICTURES

LIMITED

Pat. Feb. 22. 1916

A New BLACK BOX Product
Lightest

Weight — Most Economical
of
Prong Fasteners.
1
T
h
in two sizes for Standard
punching :
e
No. 1 — Prongs
1% in. long
No. 2 — Prongs
2% in. long

Made

Packed

in a Black

Box.

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co.
NE

RK

RECEIVED

From Doll Supplies, Ltd., of Liverpool, comes an interesting illustrated list
of their productions, including various
jointed character dolls and stuffed animal toys. The front page of the catalogue shows an illustration of the company's exhibit of these productions at
the last British Industries Fair.
An interesting souvenir comes from
the 3-in-l Oil Company in the shape of
a booklet marking the 25th anniversary
of the organization of this company. The
growth of the plant in the quarter century is described and illustrated and
much of value is set forth as tD the product itself and the advantages derived
by the dealer in selling this line.

(Reg. No. 14345) ^j

"Prem
ie
Paperr"
Binder
634

644

Made in lengths of 1/4" to 6".
Sole Makers

TWIGG

& BEESON

Ludgate Works, Bir mingham
AlsoEngland
makers of
Brass Paper Fasteners, Paper Clips,
Drawing Pins, etc.
London

Office : 27 Paternoster

Square,
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Edwin LeFevre's new book, "Simonetta," is being referred to as "the one
perfect love story."
Carolyn Wells has written a new mystery tale entitled, "The Man Who Fell
Through
the Earth." This was a Septemlber issue.
'"The Yellow Lord" is a new tale of
China by Will Levington Comfort.
Known

and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.
Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our Specialty:

STAMPING

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

STRONG

ADVENTURE

"In the Shadow of the Hills," is ths
title of a new tale of strong adventure
by George Shedd, author of "The Lady
of Mystery House" and other novels. I';
has just been put out by the Macaula>
Co., of New York. The story moves
rapidly and woven into its swift action
gun-play and lawless dealir.jr, is the intriguing story of a man of grim purpose
having a legacy of hate that brings with
it adventure and encompassing peril
keyed to the highest pitch.
POEMS

BY CONAN

DOYLE

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's book of
poems, "The Guards Came Through," is
to appesr in November.
WILD
Pat.

May

13, 1913

The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.

F-B MANUFACTURING
1228

Intervale Avenue,

New

CO.
York

EDUCATOR
transforms
fascinating,

a tedious task into
instructive game.

a

Help the children really enjoy
learning their A-B-Cs and l-2-3s
and help the grown-ups in their
se irch for something good and
new for the kiddies by carrying
EDUCATOR.
Hce it is, all re—-; for you to
offer them this season when there
is so littit that is new.
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FOR
HOLIDAY TRADE.
Write for particulars.

G. E. PERRY
1328 Broadway

CO., MFRS.
NEW

YORK,

N.Y.

LIFE IN CANADA

A most interesting new Canadian book
has just been issued in "Wild Life in
Canada," by Capt. Angus Buchanan,
M.C. It deals particularly with the furbearing animal life and the bird life of
the great region west of Hudson's Bay,
watered by the Cochrane, Reindeer and
Churchill Rivers, and, as such, will appeal to nature lovers everywhere, and
to all Canadians, by reason of the light
it throws on this expansive country as
yet familiar to, comparatively few
people, even in our own country.
THE OTHER

WORLD.

"Contact With the Other World," is
the title of a new book by Prof. James
H. Hyslop, LL.D.. Ph.D. It is a book
that will be welcomed by the supporters
of the theories of Sir Oliver Lodge and
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle on the subject
of life after death.
BILGE AND

MA

Two picturesque seadogs are "Bilge"
and "Ma," of Peter Clarke Macfarlane's
new book, which takes its title from
these characters.
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Made
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Adding Machine Rolls
More Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturer V Agent for

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT
There is good money in these lines for Dealers.
Get after this business in your territory.

E.Successor
A. to TheCRIPPEN
Monarch Paper Co.
79 Spadina Avenue, Toronto

Plain Crepe
Paper
71/2—10 ft.
Assorted colors to the wood case
containing 500 rolls.

$12.50 per Box
Decoraiive Crepe Paper
Designs, packed 100 rolls to the
corrugated
box
are$3.00
seconds per
and Box
are not guaranteed against imperfections,
but we
believe you will be satisfied.
These lots are held subject to prior
jale. Better order to-day.
Ask for oar price list on stationery.
These

L. GOTTLIEB&SONS
263 Second Street, - New York City

Your

Sales

Increase

when you adopt our
Sample-Set Advertising

for more business on

Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons

It is a direct-to-user advertising which brings the prospect right to your store.
The Caribonum

Policy

is
" Quality
First "
stationers can therefore
on a line of goods of
standard
quality
and
formity as puts them
position to permanently
tain thetomertrade
of every
who once
uses
goods.

and
rely
such
uniin a
recusthe

Cm Vt A Trial.

CARIBONUM COMPANY, LIMITED
54 Wellington Street East, Toronto

BOOKSELLER.

Western Union
Telegraphic Code
EDITION

380,000 Phrases
Reduces initial cost of
cabling 50% and permits greater economy
than other codes because of its superiority.
Price $30.00
Published

by

International Cable Directory Co.
17 State Street, New York

Dealers

who

are

interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this
paper.

ARTISTS' SUPPLY
77 York Street
TORONTO

CO.

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.

STATI

0 X E R

ADDING
MACHINE
ROLLS
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
Philadelphia.
ART
SUPPLIES.

St..

Artists'
Supply
Co., 77 York
St.. Toronto.
A. Ramsay
& Son Co., Montreal.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited.
215 Victoria
Toronto.
BELTS

St..

Davis

FIVE LETTER

AND

Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.
bINDbRS
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y.
City.
BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co.. 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BILL
FOLDS
Davis
Novelty
Co., Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum
& Pease Co., Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Muntiii,
Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto.
Winnipeg.
Dominion
Blank
Book
Co.. Berthierville,
Que.
National
Blank
Book
Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
Eaton-Dikeman
Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
CASH
REGISTER
ROLLS.
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
CELLULOID
GOODS
E. Davis & Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.
Pugh
Specialty
Co., 3S Clifford
St., Toronto.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co.,
83
Nassau
St., New
York.
Internatianal
Cable
Directory,
17 State
St., New
York,
N.Y.
CRAYONS.
Binney
& Smith, New
York.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co.,
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
DIE
WIPING
PAPER
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New
York. N.Y.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co., Orange.
Mass.
ENVELOPES.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal, Toronto,
WinMenzies
Warwick

Novelty

&

Co.,

Co.,
Bros.

Limited, Toronto.
& Rutter.
Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies
& Co. Limited. Toronto.
Weldon
Roberts
Rubber Co.. Newark.
N.J.
FANCY
PAPERS.
TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg.
Co., Boston.
Menzies
& Co.. Limited,
Toronto.
A.
R.
MacDougall
*
Co..
468
King
St.
W.,
Toronto.
FILES
Elbe File & Binder Co.. 97 Reade St., N.Y.
City
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen
Co.. New
York.
Mabie. Todd
& Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co..
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
L. E. Waterman
Co., Montreal, Que.
INKS, MUCILAGE
AND
GUMS.
Chas.
M. Higeins
& Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
W.
V.
Dawson.
Limited.
Montreal,
Toronto.
Winnipeg.
Reliance
Ink Co., Winnipeg.
Man.
Royal
Ink
Co., 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
S. S. Stafford
Co., Toronto.
"Glucine," Menzies
& Co., Limited,
439 King
St.
W.. Toronto.
INDELIBLE
INK.
Carter's
Ink Co.. Montreal.
Payson's
Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford
Co.. Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
A.
R.
MacDougall
&
Co.,
468
King
St.
W..
Toronto.
KINDERGARTFN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited.
215 Victoria
St.,
Toronto.
LADIES*
PURSES
Davis
Novelty Co., Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.
LEATHER
GOODS
E. Davis & Co.. Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.
Davis
Novelty
Co., Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.

MAPS
We can supply the trade with anything in
the map line as well as undertake any kind of
Map-Making. Road Maps,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

Motor

Guides,

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
36 James

St. N. , Hamilton,

Ont.

"BEE

WATERSTON'S
BRAND
MARK

SEALING
WAX
Factory:
Warriston Works, Edinburgh, Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
The Fireproof
"CLIMAX"
Steel
Baler
turns your waste into
Made

in 12 sizes.

Send for Catalogue.

profit.
CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON,

ONT.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

BOOKSELLER

The Davis Novelty Company
(Reg'd)
A large assortment of Billfolds and
Ladies' Purses in stock.
Also Men's Leather Belts, Boy Scout
Belts, School Bags for boys and girls,
Photo and Certificate Cases, Cigarette Cases, etc.

Mappin

Building,
Telephone

Montreal

Uptown

398

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low
prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished statues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED
Otlcy

Yorks

Manufacturers

England

of Cheap Stationery

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
TORONTO

CANADA

B. CAIRNS
Manufacturer

of

Rubber and Metal Stamps,
Brass Signs, Seals, Stencils,
~.
Burning Brands, Memorial Plates.

77 Queen St. East
Tel. Main 3760

TORONTO

AND

STATIONER

LEAD AND COPYING
PENCILS.
American
Pencil Co., New York.
Wm.
Cane ft Sons. Newmarkst.
Ont.
A. R. MacDougall
ft Co.. 4(8 Kin*
St. W.,
Toronto.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
LOOSE
LEAF
BOOKS,
BINDERS
AND
HOLDERS.
Boorum
& Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited.
Montreal,
Toronto.
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited, 639 King St. West,
Toronto.
National
Blank Book Co.. Holyoke. Mass.
Rockhil] ft Vietor. 22 Cliff St., New York City.
Elbe File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St.. N.Y. City.
MAPS
AND
GLOBES
Rand. McNally
ft Co.. Chicago.
The Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The Scarborough
Co. of Canada.
Hamilton,
Ont
PAPER
BALERS
Climax
Baler Co., Hamilton.
Ont.
PAPER
FASTENERS.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Corp., 552 Pearl St., New
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing
Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
ft Sons.
Limited.
W.
V., 159 Queen
Victoria
St.. London.
E.C.
PAPETERIE8
AND WRITING
PAPERS.
The Copp Clark Co.. Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies * Co.. Hsmilton.
Onx.
Clark Eros. A Co., Winnipeg.
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited. Montreal, Toronto. Winft Co., Limited. Toronto.
Bros. * Rutter, Toronto.
PLAYING
CARDS.
Goodall'a
English
Playing
Front St W.. Toronto. Cards, A. O. Hurst, S2
Standard Playing Card Co., Chicago, 111.
TT. R. Playing Card Co.. Windsor. Ont.
E. Davis & Co.. Drummond
Ride-.. Montreal.
PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLIES
H. A. Bemister. 10 Victoria St., Montreal, Que.
Arthur K. Kempton,
511 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Que.
PHOTO
CASES
Davis Novelty Co., Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.
POST
CARDS.
GREETING
CARDS.
ETC.
W. E. Coutts, 145 Adelaide St. W., Toronto.
A. O. Hurst, Canadian
representative,
32 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies
ft Co., Limited. Toronto.
Pueh Specialty Co.. 38-42 Clifford St.. Toronto.
Valentine ft Sons Publishing Co.. Toronto.
PUNCHES
(Cutter, Eyelet, Round-Hole, etc.)
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co.. Orange. M»ss.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Rivet-O Mfg. Co.. Orange, Mass.
RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Bernard Cairns, 77 Queen St. W., Toronto.
Fulton Specialty Co.. Elizabeth. N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo. M. Hendry ft Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited. 215 Victoria St..
Toronto.
SCHOOL
BAGS
Davis Novelty Co., Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.
SCHOOL
AND
OFFICE RULERS.
The Up-to-Date
Co.. Canisteo. N.Y.
SHEET
MU8IC.
McKinley
Music
Co.,
1501-15 East Fifty-Fifth St.,
Chicago.

REMOVAL

NOTICE

The Elbe File & Binder Co. desire
to announce its removal on Oct.
6 to 215-217 Greene St., New York,
N.Y. The increasing demand for
our products makes it necessary
to enlarge our plant. In our new
establishment we have facilities
for a production five times as
large as present output and will
be in acelled
position
furnish
unexmerchandiseto and
service.

McFarlane Sod &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers
14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal

Menzies
Warwick

STATIONERS'
SUNDRIES.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co.. Hamilton.
The Copp, Clark Co., Wholesale
Stationers, Toronto.
Clark Bros, ft Co.. Ltd.. Winnipeg, Man.
W.nipeg.
V. Dawson, Limited, Montreal, Toronto. WinBros, ft Rutter. Toronto.
& Co.. Drummond
Bide.. Montreal.
STEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John Heath. 8 St. Bride St., B.C.. London.
Hinks. Wells ft Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen Co.. Brown
Bros., Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian Representatives.
TOILET
GOODS
E. Davis & Co., Drummond
Bide.. Montreal.
TOYS, DOLLS, PUZZLES, ETC.
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
ft Co., Limited. Toronto.
E. Davis & Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.

TICKET
and
CONDUCTOR PUNCHES
the beat made
The Fred J. Meyers Mfg. Go
HAMILTON.

OHIO. U.S.*.

10c A LINE
PAYS FOR

NAME and
ADDRESS
UNDER

Directory Headings

Warwick
E. Davis
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BUYERS' GUIDE

BOOK

Classified Advertising
wtA

KNOWLEDGE
320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Dr.WINFIELD SCOTT HALL, PhD.
Noted A uthority and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX UFE—
What every young man and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacher and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
Id plain wrapper for only
postage 10 cents extra.

French, Spanish
Italian Grammars
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Separate, $1.00
Grammar with Key

WYCIL

J I 25

& COMPANY

Buyers' Guide
spaces
li/2* x 21/4"
costs $3 a

month on
yearly contract.
Highly Effective
Publicity at
Minimum Cost

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited

I
I
I /—*3 ^

THE

85 Fulton Street, New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

One of these

LANGUAGES

SALES-2i0
"SCIENTIFI
PROFIT!
mansbip
Course,"
20 C booklets,
lessons, $2 ; "Mail-Method Merohandising."
2iMethod,
lessons, great
$2; 27-lesson
"HealthWealth"
/
^^
health
culture
course,
25c
;
"Cure
of
*
Consumption,"
10c;
"Sexual
Philosophy," world's greatest sex manual, 12c.
Booksellers, 50% discount. Prepaid. "HealthWealth" Pub. House, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

Otto Sauer Series
Grammar

Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $2.00 per dozen.

I,

215 Victoria St., Toronto

and

pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter display stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.

VyORLD-ROMIC SYSTEM, MASTERKEY
VV to All Languages. Six Textbooks, $1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c ; Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143 West
47th, New York.

McClelland
& stewart
Limited

.

CODE WILL FORM

PARIS

OF

THE

NOVELISTS

Where stood the tavern at which
Thackeray found the bouillebaisse that
inspired him to song? What is the precise locality of the house whither Maupassant's George du Roy went to visit
Madame Forestier? Where was Balzac
living when he brought into being Pere
Goriot — and who lived 'round the corner,
and what did it nil have to do with
Pere Goriot, anyway? These, and a
hundred others like them, are the questions Arthur Bartlebt Maurice answers
in his new book, "The Paris of the
Novelists." And whether you have ever
given thought to such questions or not,
you can scarcely help being fascinated
by the manner in which Mr. Maurice
sets forth the answers.

Maryfield, Sask. — H. 0. Larson has a
wallpaper advertisement of exceptional
interest in the Maryfield News of Sept.
18. It was headed: "Try the New Patented Selvage Ready-Trimmed Wallpapers," this being followed by the
description below:
"The greatest invention of the
age in wallpapers. The selvages are
perfectly cut at the factory, but
are retained to the rolls to protect
the pattern from damage in shipping. The rolls are sealed and when
opened the entire selvages come off,
clean cut. Patented, Selvage-ReadyTrimmed Wallpapers do not cost
more than the ordinary kind."
75

517 Wellington

St. West

•

DR. STALL'S
FAMOUS

Toronto

BOOKS

Best Sellers Among Book Staples
Self and Sex Series
Keep these books in sight. They
are steady sellers because 90 out
of every 10O who pass your store
are prospective customers.
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
What a Young Man Ought to Know.
What a Young Husband Ought to
Know.
What a Man of 45 Ought
Four Books to Women:
What a Young Girl Ought
What
Know.a Young Woman

to Know.
—
to Know.
Ought
to

What
a Young
Know.
What
a Woman
Know.

Ought

to

Ought

to

Wife
of

45

$1.20 Each.

THE RYERSON
Pub Ushers

HENRY

PRESSToronto

GEORGE

16-20 Farringdon Avenue
London, E.C. 4, England
Books and Periodicals, New
or Second-hand, procured
and forwarded promptly and
efficiently. Write for Terms.

YOUR ADV.
HERE
WILL BE
RECEIVED BY
STATIONERS
FROM
COAST TO
COAST
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GET THE BEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE

Columbian

Magnet

FOR

THE

COMPANY,

FOLLOWING

WELL-KNOWN

PAPER

BY

Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

BRANDS

CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

SALE

BY THE

LEADING

JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Housatonic

Wavelet

IN PAPER

INK -FOR -ALL* PEOPL ES

~1,k*i iT

Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
Mm,

4-OZ. ROYAL
INK.
Best for Fountain Pens.
RETAILS at 10c.
Sample and Trade Discount
SENT UPON APPLICATION.
ROYAL

II COLBORNE

INK
ST.

m.d. on the Sidewalk

Display Fixtures

A Wonderful |tl of I'.ucnled Inlrrchmflerble Window Display Firdirtet
lot dnplaytnl Book.. Stationery, Office Supplie, and Sundnei. Set w.ll «ive 10
Yean Good Service in effective trade pullin« window trim..
The Fix
Ml up wuh I
Made ol Oak. ciil.er Gofdtfl, Antique or Weathered Fir
In • Hardwood Hinied Lid Slora«e Cheil, a food place
keep lite
ih. Scl ..
"Youniri urn in in*. There are ihou.andt ol lelt in dally utt.
No. 20

Scl hat 89 Interchangeable

Younll! For Urge

Store Window..

(38.50

No. 20',
Scl hai SO Interchangeable Younits For Small Store Window,.
S23.10
Slock carried in Hamilton, Ont.
Order direct of Inra t/oirr iobrjer.
Send lot catalog. Patented and madt in Canada.

COMPANY

TORONTO.

S.le. m

Window

The

CANADA

Oscar

Fixtures

Set

Onken

Up

Co.

Without

2650 Fourth Street

the

Moore
50 MILLION

Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.

Aid of a Tool.

Push-Pins
will nee Moore

PEOPLE

of MOORE

Push-Pin
Advertising during 1919.
Look up your Stock today.

This Style L Cabinet

PUSH-PINS

sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one today from your Jobber

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton. London, ling.

A.RAMSAY
ESTD.

18 42.

& SON

Cost
Sells
Will
more
your sales.

CQ

MONTREAL.

MOORE

than$18.75
double
$12.50

PUSH-PIN

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
g

Send

TELLS YOU HOW.
Subscription — $2.00
per
(Foreign
$3.00)

your
subscription
NOW
and get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings

118 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

CO.

Berkley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SOMEXF YOU WA
G AND DON'T
THINNT
KNOW WHERE TO GET

year.

E US— WE'LL
IT—LLWRIT
TE
YOU.

the
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
Special Service Department
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Esterbrook
No. 048

RIVET-0
Tr cvde rt&rk Red.

HANDY

STATIONER

OFFICE PUNCH

This is the best known writing instrument, the most

For Punching Holes and Fastening Papers

popular pen in the world.
It is especially designed
to suit the needs of the
greatest number
of pen
users.
Be sure that you
have an ample stock.
You should sell them
by the box.

Easy to Handle as a Pair of Scissors
Double Hole Binder Punch is only one made punching two standard (3-16 in. and XA in,) holes for loose
leaf binder sheets.
Eyelet Punch punches and fastens heavy or light
thicknesses of paper with neat, maroon, easy-squeeze
eyelets; permanent fastening, or instantly removable
with same punch.

THE ESTERBROOK
PEN MFG. CO.
18-70 COOPER
CAMDEN,

STREET
N. J.

Estert>rooIa
CANADIAN

Cutter Punch pierces heavy thicknesses of paper for Prong Fasteners.
Deep throats, long handles, easy leverage. Retail for $2 each in
factory-sealed packages. Supply of fasteners goes with Eyelet and
Cutter Punches.
Dealers ! Write for Big Offer.

AGINTS, BROWN

BROS.. LTD., TORONTO,

CANADA

RIVET-0 MFG. CO. - Dept. B - ORANGE, MASS.
Stationery Specialties Developed and Marketed

JP6HS

"Easiest to sell :•'

Fine Inks and Adhesives
FOR THOSE

Higgins'

Are

WHO

KNOW

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

the finest and best Inks and

Adhesives

These manufactures have a unique standing
among discriminating consumers, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
willing
ing to. to pay for it. They are worth cater-

CHAS.

M. HIGGINS

Branches :
Chicago, Londo»

77

& CO., Mfrs.

271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
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SOLUTION?

Another scheme to rectify the distressing prices now prevalent, by other than sound
economic measures, was outlined before the Union of Canadian Municipalities which
recently convened at Kingston.
THIS RESOLUTION HITS YOU WHERE YOU LIVE
"We submit the principal root of the evil is the present wasteful, inefficient and antiquated method, or
rather lack of method, of distributing the goods from the producer and manufacturer to the consumer —
wasteful of time, labor, health, happiness and even human life — inefficient and antiquated in this
age and to such an extent that even the huge economies effected by the greatest array of laborsaving machinery the world has ever seen are in a large measure rendered null and void. An everincreasing army of unregulated distributors and relatively an ever-decreasing army of producers with
the leaders of all these practising profiteering and price-manipulation as their fancy may dictate
or opportunity may permit.
"Among the minor causes are the
on labor and industry. Waste of
unpractical subjects to the partial
branches of learning which would
and thereafter more useful to the

various classes of idlers and usurers, who in devious ways levy toll
time in high schools and colleges teaching dead languages and other
or total exclusion of vocational training, economics and useful
be of greater value for purposes of mind development and discipline
individual and the country."

SAYS THE FINANCIAL

POST IN REPLY:

"It is, of course, possible that there might be a dissenting voice, heard above this chorus of condemnation.
A voice that might suggest, for instance, that the fact that the producer is getting $24.50 per hundred
for hogs, where he formerly got $6, might, perhaps, have as much to do with the matter of increased
cost as the inefficient handling that gives to the packer 5-16 of a cent per pound on bacon, or to the
retailer a bare 5 cents a pound. Or the fact that the1 farmer is now guaranteed a price of $2.15 a bushel
for wheat that formerly he sold with satisfaction for 90 cents, may be as much responsible as the half
cent a loaf profit of the baker, or the cent profit of the retailer.
"It is a question, too, whether all the blame for the trying conditions of the present time should be laid
at the door of established trade, any more than at any other door. There seems no good evidence for
believing that the business morals of the merchant class are worse than any other, and there might 'be
those who might reply to the stricture that our schools and colleges are not devoting their attention
strongly enough to the bread and butter needs that "man does not live by bread alone."

The frank object of this resolution was "to attain a substantial reduction in the cost of living
generally,
but THE
without
increase ofPOST
hoursdoubts.
of labor or reduction of wages." It is the possibility
of this which
FINANCIAL
You want to read such discussions as this. They
appear weekly in THE FINANCIAL POST.

ALSO OF INTEREST
Prospects Good For Trade With France — An article giving hints re exporting.

Is State Socialism Bolshevism?— Dakota's experience.
Deaf to a Wrong
Majority — A comparison
between
Charles A. Dana and present day editors.
The Open Air Market— if it Rains— indicating where
this latest scheme for abolishing wholesaler and retailer will fail.

Wheat Problem Has National Significance — A clear
presentation of the present complicated situation afand allied industries, but
the milling
not only
fecting
the
financial
well-being
of the country.
„,
. , _ ., , „,
.
,
..^ . ,
,. _
Should Profit by Experience — An editorial on the Toronto municipal abattoir, of interest to all students of
municipal government,

Week after week THE FINANCIAL POST deals with such questions.
This is a paper treating of finance in a broad way. It gets behind the
figures to the facts which shape the figures. It will help you to that
sane understanding and balanced viewpoint necessary to the leaders
in each community.
Subscription price $3.00 per year (52 issues).

THE

FINANCIAL

POST

143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO
MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

Annual Subscription $3.00.
THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
Please enter me a regular subscriber, commencing
for the first year.
Name

at once.

Address
Please write plainly

I ^J^

$3.00 to pay for my subscription
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It plays all records on
all Phonographs — Right
RIBBONS and CARBONS
make the* mistake of
DON'T
stocking ribbons and carbons marketed by little
known manufacturers. No matter
how good you may feel the merchandise is,you will find difficulty
in selling it. It will be almost impossible to work up a quick turnover on such stock.

My Stylus is now being sold by a majority of
the principal musical merchandise
dealers from
Halifax to Vancouver.
100 packages retail for
$15.00
They cost you
9.00
Your profit is
$ 6.00
The permanent display carton in red and gold
is given free with your first order.
Good profit.
Good repeat.
Guaranteed sale.

On the other hand, the Carter
Guarantee, backed by the widely
known reputation of the House of
Carter, makes selling a much simpler matter. The Carter Co-operative Policy offers many advantages.
May we tell you about it?

Order a carton to-day.

THE CARTER'S INK COMPANY

H. A. BEMISTER

Mount Royal Ave. and Drolet St.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

10 VICTORIA

ST., MONTREAL,

QUE.

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC
will always hold first place as an Edition
Standard. Classic and Teaching Music

of

(^n^CJ&h/ MH^y^CAe^

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.
It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent, to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian
copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

THE SUPERIORITY

THE "A. A." FOUNTAIN PEN
so universally conceded, has created
such a tremendous demand that, notwithstanding our increased production facilities, orders can now be accepted only for future deliveries.
Prices, export discounts and information
on special assortments upon request.

MODERN

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

McKINLEY
NEW

PEN COMPANY

170 BROADWAY

MUSIC CO.

NEW

The Largest " Exclusively
Sheet Mustc House"
in the World

CHICAGO:

OF

1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.
YORK CITY: 145 W. 45th STREET
79
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A Most Impressive
DECEMBER MACLEAN'S
^pHE Christmas issue of MACLEAN'S will be decidedly elaborate — physically
■*■ and editorially. Some of the most expensive illustrators on the continent will
contribute — the illustrations will be numerous and attractive. The reading
material will grip the attention of your most critical customers. It will be the
finest all 'round issue ever turned out by a Canadian magazine — and it will more
than hold its own with the finest general monthly magazine from the States.
Don't run low on December

MACLEAN'S — order a large supply.

Exceptionally

Strong

"MERRIE GENTLEMEN"
By Arthur Beverley Baxter.
Illustrated by H. Weston Taylor.
A complete novelette. A Christmas story. The
editors are inclined to think that it will be perhaps
the best Christmas story that has appeared since "A
Christmas Carol," by Charles Dickens. Mr. Baxter, who
is a young Canadian writer and a discovery of MACLEAN'S, has qualities that recall the work of the great
English novelist and MACLEAN'S is presenting something that will bring intense pleasure to all readers
in the publication in one issue of this story.
"THE

THREAD
OF FLAME."
By Basil King.
Illustrated by Charles
L. Wrenn.
The first instalment of this remarkable novel by Basil
King, who is perhaps, at the present time, the outstanding Canadian novelist. It is the story of a man who
wakens up on a steamer returning from France to
America and finds that he has lost all memory with
reference to his own past. The efforts that he makes
to discover his identity form the main thread of the
story.
"THE

NEW

Christmas
A

Features

"BETTER
LATE THAN
NEVER."
By C. W. Stephens.
Christmas
story with the flavor of romance.

"THE
MINIATURE."
By Mary
S. Raphael.
Illustrated by D. G. Summers.
A very bright short story by a new writer of considerable promise.
"SPANISH
DOUBLOONS."
By Camilla
Kenyon.
Illustrated by Louis Rogers.
The third instalment of this bright and rollicking
serial story of present-day treasure hunting.
"HIS MAJESTY'S WELL BELOVED."
By Baroness Orczy.
Illustrated by C. F. Peters.
One of the concluding instalments of this historical
romance.

CANADA AND ITS NEED."
By Ralph Connor
A second article in the series in which he deals with
social and labor problems in Canada and shows what
must be done if we are to profit in these directions by
the lesson of the war. It is a powerful article and
will appeal to all thinking Canadians.

"SOME CANADIAN SNOBS."
By Montgomery
Dix.
A light article by a new humorist who appears for
the first time in this issue of MACLEAN'S. It is very
readable material and is illustrated by a new artist,
Harry Moyer.

"PAYING
THE
PROFESSOR."
By Sir Robert Faulkner.
An article by the head of Toronto University in
which he deals with the question of the salaries paid
to the teaching profession in Canada and introduces
striking figures gathered from all the institutions of
learning in the Dominion to prove that professors and
teachers are underpaid.

"A WOMAN ON THE BENCH."
By Mrs. Emily F. Murphy (Janey Canuck).
The second and last article by Mrs. Murphy on her
experiences as the first woman magistrate in Canada.
It is a very outspoken and strong article containing a
great deal of matter for reflection.
"OTTAWA AT ITS WORST."
By J. K. Munro.
The regular monthly summary of happenings in
Dominion politics by this terse and unsparing critic of
things political.

"A RED CROSS CHRISTMAS."
By Gertrude Arnold.
A second article by Miss Arnold, who was a V.AJ).
and served right from the start in hospital work.

Order your supply of Christmas MACLEAN' 5— NOW.
Over 70,000 Canadian Families Buy

MACLEANS
1 "CANADA'S NATIONAL

MAGAZINE

*

If your wholesaler cannot supply you, write direct to Circulation Manager,
C. W. Buchanan, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.
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CANA
RESTS
Continued Business Activity and Good Wages
Depend on Canada's New Victory Loan
and good wages. But our workers
on these orders must be paid their
wages in cash; so, much of the money
that you invest in Victory Bonds will
go out in wages to Canadians.
You will be absolutely protected —
you will get a good rate of interest
and all of your money will be paid
back at the time stated in the Bond.

the past four years
DURING
Canada's prosperity has been due
largely to orders from Great Britain
and our Allies.
Canada was able to obtain these
orders because she advanced credit
to these countries.
Canada was able to give this credit
only because you bought Victory
Bonds.

Every cent will be spent in Canada,
and ultimately circulate to the benefit
of all.
Canada can give this credit only if
you again buy Victory Bonds.
If Canada is not able to give this
credit, other countries will.

Great Britain, with France, Belgium, and other Allies, are now
prepared to place large orders with
us for the products of our factories,
farms, forests and fisheries — provided
Canada again gives them credit
Credit must be given if we are to
have any guarantee of good times

Therefore Canada's continued prosperity rests with you.

Victory Loan 1919
"Every Dollar Spent in Canada"
Issued by Canada'* Victory Lou Committee,
\b co-operation with the Minister of Finance
of the Dominion of Canada.
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The needs of merchants have guided
National Cash Register improvements
During the past 10 years we have made 6,508
improvements in our product.

**\y/HAT
the merchant needs" always has
been — and always will be — our basic idea
in making cash registers.

These improvements were added so that National Cash Register users could be supplied
with machines that would give them the utmost
possible service.

This business, as it stands today, is the result
of constant study of merchants' needs.
Every suggestion that we receive is investigated.
The practical ones are adopted and given very
exacting mechanical tests before they are manufactured.

Modern National Cash Registers are practical,
useful, accurate, and durable — the best we can
make.

Nationals are now used in 296 lines of business
The National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited
BRANCH
Calgary
Edmonton
Halifax
Hamilton
London
Montreal
Ottawa

OFFICES :

714 Second Street W.
5 McLeod Bldg.
63 Granville Street
14 Main Street E.
350 Dundas Street
122 Catherine Street W.
306 Bank Street

Quebec
133 St. Paul Street
Regina
1820 Cornwall Street
Saskatoon
265 Third Avenue S.
St. John
50 St. Germain Street
Toronto
40 Adelaide Street
Vancouver
524 Pender Street W.
Winnipeg .... 213 McDermot Avenue

FACTORY : TORONTO, ONTARIO
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BLANK

BOOKS

Promiscuous buying of Account Books results in loss of time, money and office efficiency. As Blank Books are the cornerstones of business, intelligent care should
be used in their selection. National Blank Books secure you the "Utmost in
Value."
Sound and substantial investments in any business, National Blank Books answer
every possible accounting and recording requirement.
SPECIFY

NATIONALS

NATIONAL
ACCOUNTANTS'

COLUMNAR

2.4 Columns

PADS

To Right

NO SIZ4-

Tr'4' ©dJance.
NATIONAL

PADDED

COLUMN

SHEETS

National Blank Book Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts

TRA VELLERS' »,? EXPENSE BOOKS
These Travellers' Daily and Weekly Report Books
are made in double-page form, one side for
expenses, and opposite, a page for collections,
discounts and results. Made in a convenient size
for pocket or mailing. The monthly report books
have a page for each day of the month.

—

DAILY
AND
REPORT

,

,

We

WEEKLY
FORM.

Only
Sell Through

Dealers

MONTHLY
REPORT
FORM.

j

1
a

1

J

!

5

i nil]

1

si

—

These Travellers' Expense Books will
be sure sellers. They answer a definite need, and are compact, convenient and substantial. Do not overlook
them in your next order.

1'

ITEM*
AMOUNT
Houl at.

Cadi Fur Iran
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British Goods Are Standards of Value
STATIONERS'

Before placing your orders, apply to us for
samples and quotations. We are paper makers
and wholesale and export paper merchants.

CARDED GOODS
IN ALL VARIETIES.
Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Erasers for pencil, ink or typewriting; Pocket Pencils, Mapping
Pens.

Tradm Mark

Rtgiifrmd

W. V.

BOWATER

& SONS, LIMITED

159 Quaen Victoria St.. London. E.C. 4. Ens.
Cablet: "Spartoolui" London.

Writing & Drawing Sets
Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Bands,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.

H. A. COOMBS
10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, LC 4
Illustrated List on Request.

School and Office
Requisites
GEO. WRIGHT A.
CO., Headquarters
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92,
Clerkenwell Road,
London, E. C. 1.
Contractors to the
Home and Colonial Governments,
the London Coun"Wright's
ty Council, etc.
Dustless" Chalk
Manufacturers to
is the Very Best
the Wholesale and
for Blackboards —
Export Trade.
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus,
Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy: Tourists' Writing
Cases. Penholders,
and Games,
etc.

BOOKSELLER
& STATIONER
IS READ BY THE
TRADE
FROM
COAST TO COAST

of all Nations

PER MONTH

of

Flags, Flags on Sticks
and Streamers
For Wholesale and Export
Trade
BEVINGTON
ROAD,
ASTON,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

and

many

Music Cases
Ladies'
Purses Bags
Calendars
Fitted Pencil Cases

other lines are made by

D. HARPER

& CO., Ltd.

258-262 Holloway Road,
London, N. 7, Eng.,
and 56 Cheapside, London, E.C., Eng.
Write for list
N.B. — We have facilities for acting- as Buyins; scents for Canadian firms.

Here's the line to hold
— John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because it sells so quickly. There's quality
about it. It writes
smoothly, never corrodes, and lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for
quick sales.

Supplied h all Iht IcaJin/ Wholesale Houses in Toronto & Montreal

(Registered)
London (Enf.) Eiport Aftncy

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

£1 4s. 2d.

Manufacturer

Bank Note Cases
Wallets
Mirror and Comb
Cases
Photo Frames
Pocket Books

Hold the Line

FLAGS, FLAGS
J. T. DARLINGTON

including Goods
Fancy Leather

WILL BRING YOUR
GOODS
TO THEIR
ATTENTION
EACH
MONTH.
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STATIONERS'
THE

SUNDRIES

LETTER FILES & PERFORATORS, INK BOTTLES & STANDS
COPYING
PRESSES,
RULERS,
INDIA
RUBBER
ERASERS,
PAPER FASTENERS & CLIPS & ALL KINDS OF STATIONERS' SUNDRIES

COLONIES

AND

SCHOOL MATERIALS
KING BROTHERS

Telegraphic and Cable Address:
"KINATE, LONDON"
Code

LilBCER-sh EdJU°n)

15, Bury Street, St. Mary

Axe, LONDON,

E.C. 3, England
A Large

A popular
quick selling pen :

THE

Made from fine steel and made

"^Hk

in one of Birmingham's best
equipped factories, this dandy
writing pen will prove a mighty
fine seller for every live dealer.

Be sure to see samples before you order your new stock.
find our prices are ri4rht.

ARTISTIC
POSTCARDS

JM V^
. -it-T_
^J

"ROB ROY"

in heads, figures,
children, animals,
landscapes;
etc.
Produced in Great
Britain.

H
The

ii

You 11

Alphalsa Publishing
Co., Limited

Reg.

Hinks. Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

2-4 Scrutton St., Finsbury

Trade Mark

London, E.C. 2

Nearly a Hundred
have

Terry's
pen
rule or "Avecta"
pencil
clip
Sells on sight — prevents loss of
article as it holds it in pocket
securely.
Well made, high grade finish.
10c.

and

many

rival

inks

Years
have appeared,

but

JOHN BOND'S
"CRYSTAL
PALACE"
MARKING INK

For Early Delivery

Line

passed,

Variety of

is the kind
Recommend

HERBERT TERRY & SONS
LTD

"John

which

REQUIRES
In

The Spring and Pressicork. Specialists
REDDITCH. ENG.

15 and

sells wrtth confidence.

Bond's,"
your
customers
that you misled them.

NO

will'

never

say

HEATING

30 cent bottles ; or by the oz., pint, or quart.

The Ink Recommended
The Copp Clark Co., Limited,
It

pays

to push

by
-

Toronto

it.

THE mission of this trade newspaper is
to work for greater efficiency in the retail stores and for the increased sale of books,
stationery and the associated lines in these
stores.
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BAGSTER
BAGSTER

BIBLES

This

BINDER

which makes Filing without
Perforation an easy
matter.

Daily Light on the

■

W. H. HILTON

Daily Path.

& CO.

•TjRSSf:
England
MAKERS ROCHDALE,
OF OVER 80 DIFFERENT PATTERNS
OF
LETTER
FILES

Large Type, Small and Gem.

for progressive
and up-to-date
Stationers
who
should carry a stock of these Ready-Selling and
Money-Making Lines.

BAGSTER Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER Bible Books.
[At all Booksellers.

illustrates
new

"ROT
AX"
LOOSE- BACK

Teacher Bibles

Good Clear Type.
BAGSTER

our

This illustrates our

"REGENT"
LEVER ARCH FILE

Lists free by Post.

which packs flat for export

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row
LONDON,
Canadian

purposes

ENGLAND

We shall be pleased to
mail you prices and

Representative

Frederick D. Goodchild, 266 King St. W, Toronto, Ont.

particulars.

TECHNICAL BOOKS

William Sinclair & Sons

which please everybody

Limited

(Stationers)

We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.

Makers of

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books
Writing Pads
School Stationery
Main Office

ALBERT
Otley,

Canadians in England are buying them.

and Factory:

WORKS
Yorks,

Complete

England

PERCIVAL

LONDON:— 22. Ivy Lane. Paternoster Row. E.C. 4

list mailed with pleasure

MARSHALL

66 Farringdon Street
LONDON
::
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The "CARMIC

JJ

MADE
BRITISH

1. TWO machines in ONE.
2. ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC" within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
3. The change from one size to another being
carried out in about one hour.
4. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
5. All classes of paper can be folded.
6. Output
of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per
day.

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

7. Does not require special skill to operate.
8. Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
9. Best material and workmanship throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing
and adjusting sent with
all machines.
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
(Power and Hand)
Prices and full particulars to be obtained from the makers

PETER

CARMICHAEL

& CO., Limited

303 Southampton Street, Camberwell
LONDON, S.E. 5
ENGLAND

Pens
3 Popular Sellingthe standard
of
They are popular because they represent
efficiency in writing instruments. They are made throughout
of the finest material, in our own factories, by British labor,
and
are the result of over thirty years' experience in pen
manufacture.

"JEWEL"

No. 100 Safety Fountain Pen

Best quality 14k gold, iridium-tipped nib, can be carried
in any position without leaking

THE
FINEST

12/6

STYLOGRAPH
OBTAINABLE

All makes of Fountain Pens and Stylographs repaired

THE
INK-

THE

"RECORDER"
Gold and Platinum Point
Gold Spring Needle
Best Quality Chased Hjlder

10/6

JUST
THEVTHING
FOR RED

"RED GIANT"

STYLOGRAPH

JEWEL PEN CO. LTD
SOLE MAKERS AND PATENTEES
76 NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.I
Wilkinson, Beele & Tindley Pty.
Ltd., 114-120 Flinders St., Melbourne, and at Sydney, Adelaide
and Auckland.
,
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Highly Durable
Point and Needle
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In offering our Arrow Brand Boxwood Ruler to the customer who wants the best, you
may be sure that you are selling him the finest article of its kind made, either in this
country or any other which, added to the fact that you are making the profit which
every stationer should, makes it a pretty satisfactory transaction all around.

WESTCOTT-JEWELL
SENECA

INDEX
Artists'
Supply
Co
American
Lead
Pencil
Co
Allen,
Thomas
Alphalsa
Publishing
Co
American
News
Co., Ltd
Bagster
B.B.B.
Company
Bemister,
H. A
Binney & Smith Company
Boorum
& Pease
Bowater
& Co., Limited
Buntin, Gillies & Co
Broadway
Smallwares
Bond,
John

Davis
Novelty
Co
Dawson.
Ltd., W. V
Dent & Sons. J. M
Dexter & Sons, Inc.. C. H.
Dominion
Blank
Book Co.
Darlington, J. T
Eaton. Crane & Pike
Eaton-Dikeman
Co
Esterbrook Pen Manfg.
Elbe File & Binder Co
F.

B.

Manufacturing

Pen

King

Bros.

Cable Directory

Co.,

Ltd., The

Languages
Luckett Loose Leaf Co., Ltd
Langton,
Thomas
Marshall
& Co., Percival
MacDougall,
A. R
McClelland & Stewart, Ltd
McFarlane,
Son
& Hodgson.
McKinley
Music Co
Mittag
& Volger. Inc
Modern
Pen
Co
Menzies & Co., Ltd
Myers
Mfg. Co., Fred. J
Musson Book Co
MacLean's
Mecanno
Toy
Co
Mabie. Todd
& Co
Macmillan
Co. of Canada
Moore
Push
Pin Co
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Permanency

There are the three Vital

Points

of superiority in M & V Typewriter
Ribbons.
In view of the fact that we positively
guarantee that every ribbon of our
manufacture represents in itself
the embodiment of these important
properties to the highest degree, we
can be sure that knowing the Eureka
you will be sure to give it a fair trial.
A fair trial will convince you that
you should be a M & V dealer. Send
your trial order to-day.

Mittag and Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory : Park Ridge, N.J. , U.S.A.
Agencies all over the

World
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Note this Display
It makes quick pencil sales
a sure thing.

To have quality pencils sticking right up
out of an attractive stand like this, is to promote easy selling.
Your wholesaler can supply you with one of these Cane's Counter
Display Stands. Keep it always filled with the Canadian - made
Pencil that satisfies Canadians.
Have your wholesaler send you a Cane
Counter Carton.

The Wm.

Cane & Sons Company

NEWMARKET,

ONTARIO

P> () O K SELL

E R

AND
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HAMILTON

CANADA

Dimity for Christmas
Dimity maintains its popularity as the ideal gift stationery — handsome
cabinets from 50c to $2.50. Order early while the range is complete.
We will make up assortments at any price from our successful lines —
Dimity, Dutch Fabrik, Brierwood, Medallion, Bluebird and Floral.

Desk Calendars
Daisy, Jewel and Daily Desk Calendars for
1920 are ready for shipment. Don't leave this
important item till the last minute.

Photo Albums
Always popular for holiday trade. We can
supply Bound and Loose Leaf Albums in paper,
cloth, leatherette and leather, at all prices.

Buy Victory Bonds
CANADA

IIIVi
AND

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

JOURNAL

The only publication in Canada devoted to the Book, Stationery and Kindred
Trades, and for thirty-four
years the recognized authority for those interests.
vol. xxxv.

PUBLICATION

An

OFFICE:

TORONTO,

DECEMBER,

1919

No. 12

Out-of-Doors Canadian Yarn that you can recommend
for gifts for men and women.

The Heart of Cherry McBain
A Romance of a Railway Camp

By DOUGLAS

DURKIN

Cover design by A. M. Wic^son, Cloth $1 .50
I must confess that my heart grows strangely
warm when I take up a first story by an
author born and bred in the Canadian West.
And when I find that this latest contribution
to Canadiana describes a special phase of life
in the young West, and weaves about it a
romance that is as soothing to tired nerves as
a little prairie breeze blowing across a clump
of balm o' gilead bushes one June morning, it
is hard for me to maintain that cold, critical
air of detachment which every book reviewer
is supposed to wear. With such abandonment to the joy of the moment I read "The
Heart of Cherry McBain."

In writing this romance of frontier life, Professor Durkin has avoided the stately frills of the big bow-wow
sort of literature. He has not attempted to turn phrases
or introduce out-of-the-way words. He has suited his
style to his subject and has written in a plain, matterof-fact manner which carries the reader along easily
from chapter to chapter on a direct route which makes
straight for the happy wind-up of a big love affair.
He has succeeded in describing a phase of frontier life
that has now passed away and he has contrived a
capital yarn which will hold the attention of all kinds
of readers.
— W.

T. Allison in

'The Manitoba Free Press"

Douglas Durkin has dipped into his life, has
wandered far from the big city where he is
at present a useful cog in the educational
machine, has dropped a score of years or so
out of his view, and has gone back to the
Swan River Valley in the rough old days of
Manitoba when the C.N.R. was reaching out across the
prairie and when beyond the end of steel profane railway contractors and great gangs of men were piling
up the dirt and gravel roadbed fci a national highway.

The Musson Book Co., Limite^
Publishers

-

-

Coming

TOllf&i
In January

ZANE GREY'S Place
THEYourMAN
Order OF
Now THE FOREST
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, December i. I'll!). Volume XXXV. Published every month. Yearly subscription price. $1.00 Entered as sec >ndclass matter, July 1st, 1912. at the Post Office at Buffalo, under the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office Department. Ottawa.
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SALE OF

MILITARY STORES, ETC.
DRY GOODS, HOSPITAL FURNITURE,
BEDDING, HARDWARE, LEATHER
GOODS, JUNK, ETC.
SALES WILL BE MADE

BY SEALED

/

TENDER

Persons desiring to tender are requested to register their names and acjaresses with the
Secretary of the War Purchasing Commission, Booth Building,

Ottawa,

stating the class of goods in which they are interested, whether new or,
second-hand or both.
Tender forms with full details of the goods and places at, which samples may be seen, will be mailed when ready to those who ha/e registered
as requested above.
Special Terms

to Hospitals, Etc.

Dominion, Provincial and Municipal departments, hospitals, charitable, philanthropic and similar institutions which/
are conducted for the benefit of the public and not for prof]/
may purchase goods without tender at prices established by
the War Purchasing Commission.
Returned Soldiers and Sailors and Widows and Dependents of Soldiers and Sailors killed in the War may obtain
supplies for their own personal use and not for re-sale,
through the nearest branch of the Great War Veterans Association who will combine individual orders and forward to
the War Purchasing Commission through the Dominion
Command of the Great War Veterans Ass6ciation. These
services are rendered by the Great War Veterans Association
to all narties in the classes named, whether members of the
Great War Veterans Association or not.
All communications should be addressed, to the Secretary, War Purchasing Commission. Booth Building. Ottawa, who will be glad to supply
lists and further details to those interested.
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Attractive and Serviceable
You will find that you cannot better please
your customers' playing card requirements
than by offering

GOODALL PLAYING CARDS

dmr.

The variety of attractive designs, the
smoothness of the board and the wearing
qualities will all go toward satisfying your
customers to the limit. You will be more
than pleased with the profit.

)

Representative

AUBREY

O. HURST
TORONTO

32 Front St. W.

The Tucker Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
on

MANUFACTURERS

TUCKER'S

Specify

'■handgrip
all Orders

BRANDr

and

PAPER

FASTENERS,

Indents

STATIONERS'

SELF-PIERCING
PAPER
43
42
41
40

<_j£>

Registered

Trade

CALENDAR

<~^

<^>

DRAWING

OF
PINS

AND

"S" SERIES

GENERAL

SUNDRIES

FASTENERS
633
S 1

S 2

S3

34

S 5

<^>

Mark
SUSPENDERS

HOLDFAST
SCREW
DRAWTNG PIN
TICKET
BINDERS
"BEST OF ALL'
202
400

A 1
"GRIPON"

REQUIREMENTS

CRESCENT

OF

WORKS,
For Catalogue

AUBREY

ALL

CLIP

MARKETS

SPECIALLY

HARLESDEN,

STUDIED

LONDON,

and Prices Write our Representative

O. HURST, 32 FRONT

ST. WEST, TORONTO

N.W., ENG.
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Our business doubled this year
did twice as much business this
year as we did during any other year
in our history.
This shows that merchants realize more
than ever before that they should get their
store records quickly and economically by
machinery instead of by the slow, expensive
hand method.
WE

merchants solve their problems most satisfactorily to themselves, their clerks, and
their customers.
It is the very best evidence that our efforts
to build a labor and time-saving machine
are appreciated by merchants everywhere.
It shows that up-to-date National Cash Registers are meeting the needs of retail stores
in every country in the world.

It shows in the best way possible that upto-date National Cash Registers are helping

Up-to-date National Cash Registers are a business
necessity
The National Cash Register Company
BRANCH
Calgary
Edmonton
Halifax
Hamilton
London
Montreal
Ottawa

714 Second Street, W.
5 McLeod Bldg.
63 Granville Street
14 Main Street E.
350 Dundas Street
122 St. Catherine Street, W.
306 Bank Street
FACTORY:

of Canada, Limited

OFFICES :
Quebec
Regina
Saskatoon
St. John
Toronto
Vancouver
Winnipeg

TORONTO, ONTARIO
2

133 St. Paul Street
1820 Cornwall Street
265 Third Avenue, S.
50 St. Germain Street
40 Adelaide Street, W.
524 Pender Street, W.
213 McDermot Avenue
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The brilliant, permanent
colors of CRAYOLA and the
smoothness and strength of
BINNEY & SMITH COMPANY CHALK CRAYONS
have made them big sellers
for the foresighted stationers
who have stocked them.
Take advantage of the popularity of these crayons
among teachers, artists and
children ! It is a popularity
built by years of producing
high quality goods, Turn it
into cash profits for your
store.
Send for samples, prices and
catalog — and while you're
writing, ask about our fastselling Holiday Boxes.

We have prepared
a number of very
attractive assortments of Christmas
Cards which will
certainly appeal to
any dealer who
has not ordered
enough cards.
These assortments include
some of our best retail sellers at 5-10-15 and 25 cents
and are made up to cost
the dealer $10.00, $15.00,
$20.00 and $25.00.
Each assortment carries
with it attractive display
matter which will be a big
help to you.

William E. Coutts
BINNEY & SMITH CO.
61 Fulton Street.. New"5fcrlc City

145 Adelaide Street West
Toronto
Member

of the Greeting Card Association
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CO SyMOJJENYuS A.

3 Sizes -3 Models
"O.K." PRODUCTS

GIVE SATISFACTION

When a business man once puts "O.K." Products in his office he is satisfied with them because they are all
"time savers." When he wants more he expects you to have them for him. Are you prepared ? Have you
a sufficient stock of our products on hand NOW?
We are big advertisers and always with request to "buy from YOU." We are drumming up trade for YOU
and all we ask is that you keep up your stock and be able to handle the orders when received.
"O.K." products are all we say they are — and more. We have put our money, our brains and energy
'nto making the best office time savers ever devised, and we are advertising and telling the people about them.
Check them up N O W :
...
.... Washburne's "O.K." Paper Fasteners - 3 Sizes - Brass and Nickel Finish.
. . . .Sanitary "O.K." Erasers, Typewriter - Ink- Pencil.
.... Ries' "O.K." Letter Opener, Hand and Electric; 3 Sizes - 3 Models.
These three Graces will knock out three disgraces; pins, dirty erasers and knives which mutilate your mail

IV rite for illustrated and descriptive literature with prices.

®

MADE

BY

THE O.K. MANUFACTURING CO.
SYRACUSE,

N.Y.,

U.S.A.
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Bringing the beginners
to your
store !
THOUSANDS of people close to your
store know a "little something" about
card playing — and play a game occasionally.
Here is Advertisement No. 3 of the BICYCLE AND CONGRESS National Advertising Campaign — -which is written expressly to
make regular players of the beginners, to
make regular card buyers of once-in-awhile
buyers.
In other words, this advertisement is —
right at this very moment — creating a greater
desire for card playing in your community.
Anyone who reads " Official Rules of Card
Games" after seeing this advertisement will
want to play cards more than before, because
he will know more about playing and will de- *
rive greater enjoyment from it.
You should take advantage of every opportunity to make all possible sales from this
splendid publicity. If you do not have
BICYCLE and CONGRESS Playing Cards
you should stock them quickly. Then you I
should display them prominently — and it
would help to post this advertisement in your
window. Just remember this —

The Season is On!
Are You Ready?

kO VQU know exactly how to bid?
Do
" you bid three or four on the Ace and
King? You can learn just what each
-\i

hand is worth ; how to play the dummy; how to play
defensive hands; and all of the rules and conventions,
if you have the new edition of "Official Rules of Card
Games". 250 pages — all about 300 games — all changes —
expert suggestions. Just off the press, for only 20 cents.
Use the coupon below, if you wish.

BICVCI£W

And the more you learn about card playing, the more you will
appreciate Bicycle Playing Cards. They are standard everywhere,
because their air-cushion finish which means easy shuffling and accurate dealing, and their high quality in every detail, make them
entirely satisfactory to everyone. The large indexes are easily read.
dealer
can flexible
supply and
you. strong— will last a surprisingly long time. Your
Cards are

9

Congress Playing Cards are of de luxe quality— for social play,
prizes and gifts. Full color art backs, gold edges.

REVELATION

Cards Will Tell You!

Are there any questions regarding health, wealth, love or business,
that you would like to have answered? If so, you will be delighted
with the new REVELATION Fortune Telling Cards. They are as
fascinating as they are mystifying. They tell you about the past,
present and future in a marvclously accurate manner. One color
back in tuck case, 50 cents a deck; colored back design, gold edges, in
telescope case, 70 cents. Of your dealer or postpaid.

Send for This Book Today!
The New Edition of the "Official Rules of Card Games"
games.
250 pages. 20 cents postpaid.
\

THE

U. S. PLAYING

CARD

300

COMPANY

Cincinnati. U. S. A. or Wlndaor. Canada
Dcpt. W

Sales already are showing a splendid increase
over any previous season. Are you going to
get your share ?
Send now

for price list and sample

THE U.S. PLAYING
Department

4

CARD
WINDSOR,

backs.

CO.
ONTARIO

Reduced reproduction of advertisement appearing in December issue of seven leading
national publications.
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Trial balance

BOOK

TRIAL

CASH

BALANCE

Stock the four "records" illustrated on this page and
you will be sure of quick and profitable sales. They
are absolutely indispensable in every modern office.
Always find a place for this quartet on your stationery sales program.

•3gfo*

NATIONAL

BLANK

HOLYOKE,

BOOK

BOOK

.NATIONAL

COMPANY

MASSACHUSETTS

EXFENSE
BOOKS
TRAVELLERS' £&£
These Travellers' Daily and Weekly Report
Books are made in double-page form, one side
for expenses, and opposite, a page for collections, discounts and results. Made in a convenient size for pocket or mailing. The
monthly report books have a page for each
day of the month.
We

Sell

Only
Through

Dealers

DAILY AND WEEKLY
REPORT FORM
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These Travellers' Expense Books will be
-aire sellers. They answer a definite need,
and are compact, convenient and substantial. Do not overlook them in your next
order.
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You'll Have a Steady Call

For WORK-ORGANIZERS
JUST keep them where they can be seen and you
" can't keep them.
All desk- workers need them;
all your
customers
good
prospects;
repeat
great;
liberal margin.
Why They Sell So Easily
WORK -ORGANIZERS make desk organization practical.
Inexpensive;
lie flat
on desk or in drawer; keep all papers
out
of the
way — neat,
flat, and in
order — instantly available.
Where are
your big customers getNo. 332. 10
t i n g their
pkts.,
$5.25 6:
WORK/No. 330.
0 RGANIpkts.,
ZERS?
Letter $3.7*.
size,
black seal
Just a Few of the
grain, Fabrikoid cover. All flat,
Thousands of Big Users
open in front, your own subject

J

American
Lead Pencil
Stanley Rule & Level Co.
Cluett Peabody.
Cheney Bros. (Cheney Silks i
Hudson
Motor Car Co.
Illinois University.

labels.
In Drawer No. 734, handsome
paper, 15 pkts., $2.25 : No. 732,
10 pkts., $1.90; No. 730, 6
pkts.. $1.50. Letter size. Ten
other styles.

Work-Organizer
Specialties Co.
87 JEFFERSON AVE., DETROIT, MICH.
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to BookAnnouncement
Special sellers
and Stationers Marketing

Phonograph Supplies
I am distributing or jobbing the following lines
of first-class Phonograph Accessories and SupBemister's
Semi-Permanent
Stylus.
Brilliantone
Steel Needles.
Record Albums.
"All-in-One"
"Speed Indicator."
plies:—
"All-in-One"
Columbia
Attachment.
Record Cleaners.
Steel Needles.
Sapphires for Edison and Pathe.
Kent Master Adaptor for Edison.
Tone-Clear Record Polish.
Ferro Automatic
Stop.
Bemister's Pathe Needle.
Brilliantone Combination
Needle.
Disc-Lites.
"All-in-One"
Victor Attachment.
"A.R.L."
Victor Attachment.
Violaphone "gold point" needles.
Petmecky
Multi-tone
Self-sharpening
Diamond Points for Edison.
Kent Attachment
for Edison.
Jones-Motrola.

Needles.

My latest catalogue and price list is now in the
press. Write for a copy. My lines will make
"DOLLARS" for "DEALERS."
Yours faithfully,

H. A. BEMISTER
10 VICTORIA

Modern

ST., MONTREAL,

QUE.

Publishing

CASSELL'S
NEW
ENGLISH
DICTIONARY
Edited

by E. A. Baker,
M.A.,
D. Lit., Director of the University of London School of Librarianship
1,315 pages, 100 page appendix, 120,000 words.
THE LAST WORD IN DICTIONARIES.

'Tophole, Bud, I've Got Cushy Funkhole'
Is Now Perfectly Proper English
You saw the cable despatch under this heading in the newspapers. Booksellers should take advantage
of that publicity by stocking up with this dictionary and pushing its sale.
It contains over 120,000 words and phrases fully explained, and with the pronunciation and etymology
of every mam word given in extenso; over twenty pages of foreign words and phrases in common use
in English, with their English meanings; over twenty pages giving the pronunciation of 5,000 Proper
Names, and a very full and authoritative list of abbreviations in Literary, Scientific, Commercial and
Military use, together with explanations of various scientific, commercial, and other symbols in common use, running to another twenty pages.

"War Words," new scientific words and terms in Psychic science, Anthropology, Archaeology, Eugenics,
Politics, Economics, Engineering, Electricity, Aviation, Explosives, the "Cinema," and many others that
have come into prominence, or have been coined d urine: the last few years, are explained in Cassell's
New English Dictionary.
Cloth, $2.00

McClelland

& stewart, limited

215-219 Victoria Street

Toronto, Canada
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NEW SterlTnG
ITEMS
bJ
LINE
U

STYLE

CSL

STYLE

TS

PRONG

LEDGER

STYLE

CPL

STYLE

TRANSFER

LEDGER

DB

BINDER

STYLE

COLUMNAR

MADE^IN
LUCKETT

BINDER

SM

BINDER

OUTFIT

CANADA

LoOSr LEAF. LIMITED
TORONTO

STYLE

EH

CLIP

HOLDER
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B & P Standard Columnar Ruled Pads
For Accountants and Bookkeepers
The wide variety of uses for columnar
ruled pads places them foremost in the
stationery field as one of the biggest,
most saleable and profitable items
handled by the stationer.
Accountants and bookkeepers are large
users of these pads, which are extremely
useful in making statistical and analytical reports of all kinds.
There are thousands of other uses for
ruled pads, and they are used in one
form or another in every office, countingroom or shop.
Made in two grades: "Manhattan Ledger" paper, white and "Canary Bond"
paper, yellow.
Rulings: 4, 7, 11, 14, 18, 21 and 25 columns in both grades.
For detailed description see page No. 137,
catalogue No. 45. For prices see price
list No. 7, dated Nov. 1, 1918.

BOORUM
Makert

Home

& PEASE COMPANY

of "Standard"

Blank

Books

and

Loose

Leaf Devices

Offices: Front
St. and Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, New York
Factories: Brooklyn, N.Y.; St. Louis, Mo.

109-111 Leonard St., New York
Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.

SALES

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllll'llll

ROOMS

:

Republic Bldg. Chicago, 111.
4000 Laclede Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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YOU SAVE TIME
AND EXPENSE
By ordering from the nearest
point of distribution to you.

MUTT and JEFF
CARTOONS

BOOK

6

By Bud Fisher
Buy

in Winnipeg
tion costs — you

and
also

save on transportaget quicker
service
All the Latest Fiction
and Periodicals

Wholesale Distributors
to the Trade

AMERICAN

NEWS

LIMITED

WINNIPEG,

MAN.

CO.
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THROWA SPRAT
TO CATCH
A M ACKEREL
You can talk across the continent
for 2c a word in a Bookseller &
Stationer Condensed Ad.
Manufacturers and wholesalers
are also recommended to use
Small

Display

o

— i-O

srmi'n

Advertisements

on Buyer's Guide pages at $3 a
month on yearly contract.
Size of these spaces is 1^2n

x 2H".

10
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Selling Like Hot Cakes
It's going to stack up with the best of the best sellers !

Published by McCLELLAND

& STEWART,

LIMITED,

Toronto

Nationally Advertised

The Gift Acceptable

Half a Million Sold !

Stationery for Christmas

Each

Everyone likes a pretty box of paper for
Christmas — everyone — Mother, Father,
Auntie, Sister and little Brother.
Conveys New Year greetings and Christmas thank yous — recalls the giver as
long as it lasts. Usable even though a
duplicate present.
Display

:IBVm

Memo
«
■•':^IR^V
Separate
' ■^S_Z-«*

Only

Live Notes

ROBINSON REMINDER
Gra\ned'$sWn

Tear Out When

to

In Cloth
25
Imitation(without
Leather extra filler)
59
Ladies' in Shopping
Reminder.$1.25. 294 x 3'U. with pencil and extra
$1.00;
patent leather.
EXTRA
FILLERS
Size 3
in. x o
in. (4 coupons to a page)
$0.75 per
Size B4 in. x 7
in. (6 coupons to a page)
l.OO per
Size 2% in. x 3% in. (3 coupons to a page)
0.70 per
Name in Gold on Cover, 25c extra.

on your counters and in your Christmas
windows.

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
New York

Attended

When a memo is taken care of, it is torn out. The book is always
"live" and clean. No data lost among crossed-out
no excuseIs
for forgetting. Used by half a million people and notes;
the business
just getting under way! Advertised in over a dozen big magazines.
Good profits, easy sales, plenty of store advertising. Write for
special dealer offer!
Heminder with extra filler and handy pocket in cover:
iRetail
Price
List—
3» x 5"
3V2" x 7"
Handsome
Black
Leather
$1.00 $1.50
Cowhide or India Calf
1.75
2.00
Genuine
Seal or Morocco
2.25
3!o0

Pittsfield, Mass.

!so
'75
filler
dozen
dozen
dozen

ROBINSON MFG. CO., 74 Elm St., Westfield, Mass.

n
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A Christmas Plan
for

Every Dealer Who Sells the

buntainPen

Waterman

Live dealers are preparing for their annual harvest of sales
of Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens as Christmas gifts ! They
know the line is a sure seller and an excellent profit-maker.
Here is the way to make the very most of the season — Take count of your stock of Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pens. Divide the total by the number of selling days up to
December 24th. The result is your daily sales quota.
Resolve right now to sell that number of Waterman's
Ideals to-morrow, or the next day, and every day after until
Christmas is over and done with.

START

TODAY!

We are helping you all we possibly can — newspaper advertising, magazine
advertising, posters, window display — everything. Now help yourself.

L. E. Waterman Co., Limited
179 St. James St., Montreal
NEW

YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO
PARIS

LONDON

12
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How to Get
Those Big Christmas Sales
THERE is no better way — we believe you will agree with us — than
by suggesting books by well-known authors — authors' names
which have proved themselves mightily acceptable and bestsellers inthe past.
Then, remember the names of both authors and books in the list
below. Be sure that your clerks are familiar with them. From this
list you can suit any customer's wants, whether they want a gift for
Aunt Mary, Uncle Tom, "Highbrow" Cousin George, or mischiefloving 'teen-year-old Lucy.
ARCHIBALD

STANLEY

MARSHALL

The Great House

Sir Harry

ETHEL

VINGIE

M. DELL

The Lamp in
the Desert
GEORGE

COMING

Sherry

ZANGWILL

Jinny the Carrier
ANTHONY

HOPE

The Secret of
the Tower
MRS.

W.

K.

SHORTLY

CLIFFORD

' The Geslc of Dufe Jocclyn

You know how your customers will prick up their
ears when a new Farnol
book is mentioned. This
one — to be placed on the
market shortly — promises
to be one of the best.
The "Geste" means "romance," or story, and is
an indication that the
book is written in the
archaic English which
has been responsible for
Farnol's big successes.
Wouldn't it be well to
let your people know this
was coming?

Miss Fingal
MRS.

VICTOR

RICKARD

The House of
Courage

LIEUT.

E.

E.

ROE

Tharon of
Lost Valley

A New Jeffrey Farnol Book:

BARR
McCUTCHEON

ISRAEL

J. WEYMAN

JOSEPH

CONRAD

Arrow of Gold
CONINGSBY

DAWSON

The Test of
Scarlet
FRANCES

R. STERRETT

Promise
a's
cc
be
Re
BERTRAND

W.

SINCLAIR

Burned Bridges

STREETER

Same Old Bill,
Eh Mable?

RIDGWELL

CULLUM

The Law of
the Gun

The Ryerson Press
Canada 's Oldest Publishers

TORONTO

m

13
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DOMINION

Games That Sell Well
for Holiday Trade

Office
and

Pocket Diaries
for 1920

Per doz.
Parcheesi No. 3, Ludo No. 3
$7.20
Halma No. 2
6.60
Parcheesi No. 2, Ludo No. 2
6.00
Parcheesi
No. 1, Ludo
No.
1, 1 3.60
Halma No. 1, Donkey Party, Ups
and Downs, Tiddley-Winks No. 2 |
Authors No. 3, Lost Heir No. 2 | 2.00
Nations No. 2, Old Maid No. 3,
Peter Coddles No. 2, Snap No. 3,
Tiddley-Winks No. 1
Authors No. 2, Castaway, Lostl 1.20
Heir No. 1, Old Maid No. 2, Snap
No. 2, Nations No. 1, Dr. Busby |
Golden Locks, House That Jacki
Built,
CoddlesJackNo.the1, Giant
Snap Killer,
No. 1,Peter'
Old I 0.85
Maid No. 1, Authors No. 1
J

Now Ready

The Canadian Almanac, for 1920
Seventy-Third Year
Edited by Arnold W. Thomas

The Canadian Almanac has been published continuously since 1848
and is indispensable to every Canadian engaged in professional or business life.
The Almanac is a directory of Canadian persons and things, such as:
Customs Tariff
Banks
Militia
Post Offices
Clergy

Government Officials
Schools
Societies
and a vast amount
of
information.

general

548 pages
Bound in full cloth, gilt title.

Retail price $2.00 net.
A liberal discount to the trade.

THE

CO., LIMITED

COPP

CLARK

TORONTO
14
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SELECT NOTES
By REV.
AMOS

F. N. PELOUBET, D.D., and
R. WELLS, Litt.D., LL.D.

CONDENSED

SCHOLARLY

A storehouse of
biblical information gathered from
the greatest libraries of the world.

The truths to be
taught are condensed into the
most simple form
for immediate use.

COMPREHENSIVE

PRACTICAL

Covers every phase
of the lesson from
a scholarly analysis of the text to
suggested references for more extended study.

Full of suggestions
for personal application. For the

Price, $1.50 net;

You and the

ELDORADO
User

busy teacher — the
main thought in a
nutshell.

The user who knows

$1.60 delivered

EtKbO

WILDE'S BIBLE PICTURE SETS

Sixty pictures in an attractive portfolio
illustrating the Uniform Lessons for 1920
75 cents postpaid

W.

A.

WILDE

"the master drawing penal"

COMPANY

Rand McNally BIdg.
Chicago
FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES

120 Boylston Street
Boston

will ask you for it,because he knows it.

And the user who does
SELL THE BEST

RIBBONS

not call for it will respect

and CARBONS

Every bit of energy you put behind
the selling of a line of merchandise
has an accumulative value beyond the
immediate return in profit. It tends
to establish the line, making future
selling easier and quicker. How important itis then to see that the line is
right in the first place.
You will never regret an ounce of energy
put behind Carter Typewriter Ribbons and
Carbon Papers. They are business-builders.
They more than satisfy the consumer and you
can count upon the fullest co-operation from
the manufacturer.

your judgment in pencils
when you recommend it
to him.

SB

1
m

A.R.MacDougall&Co.
Limited
Representatives for Canada and Newfoundland

468 King St. West

THE CARTER'S INK COMPANY
Mount Royal Ave. and Drolet St.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
15
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BLANK

BOOKS
IN ALL

RULINGS

AND

BINDINGS

Line 25
Bound Imitation Red Russia Leather back and
corners, raised bands, heavy black cloth sides, gilt
finishing. One of our best sellers. Have you
placed your order?

Line 25

Manufactured

MONTREAL

and

AND

sold by

TORONTO

Paper Fasteners and Punches
We

illustrate

leading styles,

which

are recognized as the most practicable types of office devices.

The Samson Eyelet Tool

The new automatic
eyeletting de v i c e
which binds paper,
cloth or leather, and
has a thousand timesaving uses in office
and factory.
AJAX

EYELETS-

M*

Useful in Any

^*

Special Samson Advantages
The patented spring collet prevents the
eyelet slipping out of position. The
gauge fixes the margin exactly as desired. Use Samson Zinc Eyelets for
Samson Eyelet Tools. Rustproof, made
especially for the Samson eyelet tool —
packed 500 to box (ten boxes to carton). Two sizes — long and short. Samson Eyelet, with the Samson Eyelet
Tool, assure best results — but any stock
eyelet can be used.

Packed in Boxes of 500.
With one stroke of the lever, the Ajax
punches the hole, inserts and clinches
the eyelet. The Ajax Fastener takes
the three sizes of Ajax rust-proof eyelets shown without any adjustment.
Remember, Mr. Dealer, every machine
sold creates constant demand for Ajax
Eyelets.
MACHINE
APPLIANCE

Canadian

Will take interchangaable
punches and dies
i n sizes from
1/16 in. to Vt indiameter. Furnished with 3/16
punch and die
unless otherwise
specified.

the
eyelet perfectly.

Actual Sizes

Representatives:

Write

for

Catalogue.

CORPORATION,

work.

No. 1 Samson Hand Punch

For binding all
c o r r e sp ondence, legal
d oc u m e nts,
etc. It punches
a clean, accurate hole
and clinches

The Ajax
Eyelet Fastener

They save labor and do good

351

JAY

STREET,

The
drop

No. 1 Samson
forged
steel,

Office

Hand
Punch
is made
of
attractively
nickel-plated.

SIZES OF HOLES-PUNCH

Throat, 1% in.
Yi inch. Will
steel up to 20
leather, etc., up
BROOKLYN,

N5 1

deep. Opening between dies,
punch sheet iron and soft
gauge, and paper, cardboard,
to % inch in thickness.
N.Y.

Menzies & Co., Ltd., 439 King Street West, Toronto, Canada
16
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most popular pen in the worldTHE
used in every place — the most generally
adaptable pen — firm yet flexible when desired— smooth writing — corrosion resisting
—durable— SATISFACTORY.

The Esterbrook
Falcon Pen
Our advertising in general and special magazines isattracting millions of readers. We
have practical "dealer helps" to assist you to
link up your store with the national advertising we are doing.
Counter Display Cases
Samples
Wall and Counter Cards
Calendars
Puzzles (to attract the
children)

Window

Trims

Write us for information about the above.
The pen is a little item, but nx>e can help you
make it a big factor in your store trade.

The Esterbrook Pen Mfg. Co.
18-70

COOPER

STREET, CAMDEN,
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EXPANSION
NoflT'

This department, previously restricted to children's
goods, will in future comprise sporting goods, fancy
goods and other kindred lines.
Watch for special articles in the New Year's Number.
Also
Important
announcements
wholesalers.

by

manufacturers

»

and
■

■'

Advertisements for New Year's Number must be in not
later than December 24.
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DO YOU WANT

STATIONER

TO KNOW

where to buy Doll Stands, Dolls' Wigs, Steel Marbles,
Paper Hats, Tricks and Puzzles, Noisemakers, Serpentine Confetti, Indian Chief Outfits, Children's Stationery, Eyes for Dolls and Animals, Modeling Outfits,
Airplane Novelties, Rubber Novelties, Seaside Specialties or any other toy trade novelties?
There are hundreds of things about which the average
retailer would often like to have further information.
Remember,

BOOKSELLER
AND
STATIONER'S
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
IT'S FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS-USE

Something

IT

I

New

INDOOR
FOOTBALL

rASONAnWC

AMUSING instructive

Ask

EDUCATOR-

Sells on Sight
Play standard football indoors all winter. Boys are calling
for this game every
day.
Also

Will make a MERRY CHRISTMAS
for any child and will make HAPPY
every day of the NEW YEAR.

STERO"
MYSHOW

UQO*

Just let your customers know you
have this unusual educational game
and they will wish you an extra
MERRY
CHRISTMAS.

OUTFITS

illinium

It will take only a few days
for an order to reach us and the
goods to reach you.
Try it.

Every boy can be a Magician. Mystifying, Entertaining, Instructive.
We are ready to fill orders for holiday
trade. Order now. Don't delay. Write
for particulars.

G. E. PERRY

CO.

MANUFACTURERS

UNIQUE GAME & TOY SERVICE

1328 BROADWAY

1328 Broadway, N.Y.
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Balloons
by the
Millions
/

are being sold.
Are you getting your share of this
business?
Get ready now for 1920 by placing
your orders for

Eagle Brand

TOY BALLOONS
They Bring

Repeat

Business

INSIST upon having Eagle Brand Balloons and you will get
Quality.
The retailer who has not begun to put real "pep" behind his
efforts in pushing the sale of toy balloons and who is not prepared
to get a good, big share of repeat sales by carrying an adequate
stock always displaying a big variety of shapes and sizes, is
missing a real opportunity for very materially increasing his
business with a line that carries a greater measure of profit than
most of the staple goods that go to make up his stock-in-trade.
Jump right into this toy balloon business to-day. Lose no time
in ordering a good, well-assorted stock. Inflate a lot of them and
show them in the store window. This can be done without
marring the display of regular lines in the main portion of the
window. The very nature of the balloons will attract great
attention and you will find that the kiddies will simply stream
into your store with the ready money in their little fists for the
purchase of balloons, and especially will this be true of unusual
shapes and colors. If you want to "start something," play the
loud pedal on toy balloons.

THE EAGLE RUBBER

CO.

Ashland, Ohio, U.S.A.
New York Office: 33 Union Square West
Canadian Agents: Menzies & Company, Ltd., Toronto, Canada
Largest

Factory

in

the

U.

S.

A.

Making

Toy

Balloons

Exclusively
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This despatch was
Cabled from London to the
Canadian Press
"With a view to holding the Canadian market
against German and United States competition,
a number of British toy, fancy goods and stationery manufacturers have amalgamated to
form the equivalent of a branch establishment
in Canada, and have appointed W. C. B. Wade
to take charge. Mr. Wade was for many years
in Canada." — (Sept. 13th, 1919.)

The wholesale and retail trade of Canada will be glad to get the
following additional advance information about some of the British
concerns who are thus acting together, they include:

Firms

Goods

Manufactured

Vickers Limited (Toy Dept.),
London, Eng.

Soft and Wooden Novelties in Toys.

A. M. Davis & Co., London,
England.

"Quality Series" of Greeting Cards. Birthday and Christmas Cards.
SPECIAL
LINE— Educational
Series of Embroidery Cards.

G. Battle,

England.

High-class
Footballs — Association
and Rugby.
SPECIAL
LINE — Regular pattern football made for the Canadian
Army in England.

Gale & Polden, Ltd., London,
England.

Boy Scouts' Books, Military Text Books, Colored Plates of Regimental
Crests,
Books. Banners, War Medals, Ribbons, Children's Painting and Toy
SPECIAL LINE— Toy and Painting Books.

Chas.
Clay
& Sons,
Luton, England.

Imitation and Solid Leather Goods of all kinds — Dollar Bill Cases,
Cigarette
Hand
Bags,Cases,
etc. Car Ticket Cases, Pocket Wallets, Diaries, Ladies'

London,

Ltd.,

SPECIAL LINE— Imitation Leather Wallets; Novelties, Car Ticket
Cases, etc.
Hawksley & Co., Ltd., Liverpool, England.

Soft Toys of all kinds.
SPECIAL LINE— Teddy Bears.

Robert
Forgan
& Son,
Andrews, Scotland.

Golf Clubs.

St.

Makers to His Late Majesty, King Edward VII.

Canadian office and sample room just opened in Toronto.
Wholesalers and jobbers are invited to call personally or write for
prices, terms, etc., to the Canadian office.
The retail trade can secure supplies from their wholesaler or jobber.

W. C. B. Wade
CARLAW

BLDG.

28-30

Wellington St. W.
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Prospects Bright for Toy Trade
Export Trade From Canada is Growing — British Firms Concentrating on Canadian
Trade — General Toy Trade News
business here, pointed out that German
would find favor in the southRT trade from 'Canada is products
EXPO
producers would meet with strenuous
ern continent, and among the items he
beginning to assume far greater
competition in many of the productions
mentioned particularly were fancy goods
[proportions than the most optimthey offer. He named, particularly, belts,
and mechanical toys. He said that their
istic had anticipated prior to the organballs, bootlaces, boxes, brooches, brushes,
ization of the Export Association of merchandising efforts were particularly
Canada in 1915.
directed toward catering to the wants of buttons, chains, knives, cups and saucers,
and dolls, among many other articles.
As yet stationery products have not
the people of the upper-middle class.
Germany would have to work very hard
yet come along in this respect as have
Canadian-made writing paper and lead
to meet the competition of Japan, he
pencils are being sought after by British
many other lines of Canadian manufacaverred, whose agents were quite as
ture, but they, too, are making headway.
concerns, but without success, according
Most satisfactory, as regards the into the "Canadian Export Pioneer," which
active
the Germans'.
J. H. asWood,
president of Fancy Goods,
terests of the trades served by BOOKhas had enquiries as to where these proSELLER AND STATIONER, is the deLimited,
468
King
Street West, has reducts can be bough'-, in Canada.
ceived several solicitations by mail from
velopment of Canadian exports of dolls
German firms, and was ca^ed upon by
and constructional toys.
GERMAN PENETRATION
a Toronto German. "I wouldn't have
According to the "Canadian Export
Signs of German "economic penetraPioneer," fears are now expressed that
anything to do with them," declared Mr.
tion" were visible in Toronto last month,
Wood warmly, in referring to the subGermany and Austria will have no difwhen stationers and other merchants
ficulty in regaining their old market for
"Do they suppose we are going to
received from a Hamburg company a list fall allject.over
ourselves buying their cheap
toys in Great Britain and other parts
of articles for which "orders and enquirstuff?" he asked. "There should be a
of the British Empire, and, as that paper
ies would be much appreciated." Judging
surtax of about 100 per cent, on all Gerpoints out, Canada is exceptionally well
from the very varied list of merchandman and Austrian goods. A Toronto man
suited to take an important part in preise, lack of raw material is not worrycame in here offering me some Germanserving the toy trade for the Empire.
ing this particular German merchant.
One of the essential factors in the toy
made goods. He said he got them from
Among the articles he offers are more
Holland, where they had been during the
industry is the utilization of scrap or
than fifty useful commodities.
waste products from other industries.
war. I didn't waste his time or mine,
Checking over the list, one wholesaler,
but he got out of here in less than three
Now Great Britain has to import practically all of its raw materials, therewho has had fifty years' experience in
fore the scrap must cost more than in
minutes."
the country of origin. In regard to
wooden toys, practically all the wood
suitable for toy manufacture is imported .
into Great Britain. It is a raw product
Manufacturers of Toys and Fancy Goods Are Co-operating to
in Canada as it is in Germany.
Develop This Market— Well-laid Plans
The French-Canadians are especially
and holding his own in every market of
suited for the home manufacture of
a follow-up
ng, as ng
interestiappeari
most article
ITof is the
in the
wooden toys, just as are the German
as is well known, only the
October issue dealing with views of theHitherto,
peasantry, owing to the abundance and
world."
largest British firms could afford to
G. T. Milne, Senior Trade Commissioner
cheapness of the raw material and the
have direct representation overseas.
long winters. In regard to mechanical
of His Majesty's Government in Canada,
The smaller firms had to work more or
toys and all others involving use of on the subject of planning for the exless blindly, dependent for their trade on
scrap metal, Canada is, except on the
pansion of trade between the Motherland and Canada, as well as the other
the loyalty of agents whose interests
grounds of previous experience, in a
Dominions, to tell of the action of a sometimes conflicted with those of their
better position to compete than Germany.
group of the British manufacturers of employers, and the nebulous reports of
South America is a field that offers
toys, fancy goods and kindred lines in British consuls, who were often anything
but British. All this militated severely
establishing joint Canadian trade depots
great possibilities for Canadian export
in London and Toronto with W. C. B. against the progress of such firms, and
trade, and in considering the advance
even in a dominion like that of Canada,
Wade in charge.
that has already been made in exporting
bound to the Mother Country by .the
dolls, builder toys and various wooden
In dealing with this move Mr. Wade
strongest ties, a manufacturer who was
pointed out that absurd tales were rife
toys, it would be well for the manufacnot directly in touch with the consumers
turers to turn attention to this field, as to the apathy of the British manufound that he had only a precarious
facturer Where overseas markets were
where they will find that a decided prefoothold in a market where sentiment
ference exists in favor of goods made
concerned, this attitude being contrastalone might have been expected to sewithin the British Empire, because of
ed with the alleged foresight and entercure him a considerable advantage.
the high reputation for quality and value
prise of his German or American rival.
Mr. Wade has inaugurated a plan by
which British-made goods enjoy there,
"We have to admit," said Mr. Wade,
which, on a sound economical basis, this
as elsewhere throughout the world.
"that a decade or so ago, there was
difficulty will be overcome. His policy
An interesting circumstance, further
justification for criticism. In those
is to secure, by means of co-operation,
days Great Britain did not need to seek
favoring this development, is the existall the advantages of direct local repreence in South America of large importfor markets for her goods — the markets
sentation for those firms which cannot
ing mercantile concerns controlled by came to her. But, to-day, faced by the
afford an individual branch establishBritish capital. The manager of one of strenuous competition of many rivals,
ment in the great Dominion. The lines
the British manufacturer has risen to
these, known as "The South American
of
trade
to which he is devoting his
the occasion, and, when normal condiStores," doing a business running up
energies are fancy goods, toys, sportinj
tions have returned, he will be found,
into millions of dollars annually, told an
interviewer
in London,
that Canadian
keen and alert, armed with new weapons,
goods, and stationery.

British Firms Concentrating on Canada
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Mr. Wade, until being demobilized,
bad been in the Army for four years,
but previous to that had been in Canada
for a number of years, connected with
the fancy goods and stationery trade.
For many years, as the busy president
of an incorporated company trading in
these lines of goods, he had to make a
thorough study of the Canadian markets,
and, being both a buyer and a seller, he
came to acquire a unique knowledge of
the idiosyncrasies of the trade. He will
be able to feel the pulse of the market;
to give ready and reliable advice as to
the best selling lines; to place the latter
on the market in the most direct and
effective manner; and supply all the necessary information on such important
matters as advertising, freights, transport, tariffs, etc. When, in addition, it
is remembered that, by the co-operative
system, establishment charges are dispensed with, and drastic economies can
be effected in the direction of freights,
trading charges, etc., it will be under'stoodl how his policy appeals to the
manufacturer whose trade potentialities
do not warrant a branch establishment
overseas.
ESKIMO

TOYS

New Specialty

Line, Which Toy Manufacturers Might Introduce to
the Trade
Toy manufacturers might strike a
"pay streak" by introducing Eskimo
specialties next year. The Eskimos
provide their children with dolls and toy
animals, as do the people of practically
all other lands.
The Eskimos are wonderfully clever
carvers in wood and ivory, the latter material being obtained from walrus tusks.
To amuse the children a whole Noah's
Ark of animals is thus evolved, including the polar bear, the seal, the sea
lion, the porpoise, the sea otter and various species of whales.
The animals are a collection quite
different from lhat composing the
familiar fauna of our own nurseries.
Conspicuous among them, however, are
the dog and the reindeer. Mr. and Mrs.
Noah appear, with Shem, Ham and
Japhet, or their equivalents.
Some of the dolls turn their heads
from side to side in a lifelike way by
the help of a couple of strings wound
about the neck and pulled by a finger
passed up beneath the mannikin's clothing.
Even mechanical toys are not unknown to the Eskimos. One of them has
a whalebone spring, which, when released, causes an alarming-looking animals to jump out of a box.
U. F. O. TOYS?
That money spent for toys is money
well invested, not wasted, is supported
by the fact that experts in pedagogy
insist that as a child cannot be taught
until it is first of all interested, therefore toys must be used as the medium
of interest.
A good point in this connection was
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made by a writer in a recent issue of
the Toronto "Sunday World," who said:
"It is interesting to know that when
the youngsters insist upon us buying a
whole lot of toys, which seem to be so
much 'junk." we are developing the
imagination of young Canadians and
giving their early thoughts a very decided bent, and in these days when we
are trying to increase production it
might not be a bad idea to advocate the
manufacture of miniature farm implements for the boys, and as for the girls
— (who said washing-machines')"
TOY TRADE ADS.
Toronto, Nov. 10.— The early advertisements proclaiming the coming of
Santa Claus are now appearing. Such
bulletins, as reports of accidents met
with by Old Santa, and of the illness of
one of the reindeers, keep the kiddies in
a state of excited interest. Enormous
quantities of toys are being shipped by
the wholesale houses, most of which are
at higher prices than a year ago. Educational toys and dolls are the order of
the day. The dolls are of superior
quality to those of previous years, and
the prices are accordingly higher. These
goods have lost a great deal of their
amateurish appearance, showing that
Canada is coming more to the front in
the manufacture of these lines.
TROUBLES
IN WHEELED
GOODS
One department in which late buyers
this year are finding a considerable advance in prices, is that of baby carriages, go-carts, etc., lines that seem to
gravitate to the toy department of most
stores. One buyer for a large city
store, who had placed orders nearly ten
months ago, reports that present prices
are running at least 20 per cent, over
last year's, and repeat orders will be
higher still.
There are also advances on wheeled
groods, tricycles and bicycles, in which
buying has been very active the last
few months. Indeed, one buver told
BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER
that he was almost ashamed to tell
customers the prices these goods would
carry; some of his tricycles running over
The steel strike in the United States
$35.
is going to have a serious effect on deliveries of these goods, as large quanti-

England

ties have still to be manufactured for
Christmas trade. Not only did the men
go out in the basic trades, but in various
plants where these goods are manufactured. This is certain to cause a shortage in these goods, and many retailers
are likely to go without a large portion
of their expected Christmas stocks.
Buyers who have been over to the
United States, report that it is almost
impossible to get repeat orders filled,
and they must content themselves with
what they have already secured. Conditions, due to the strike, may mean
that no further parts can be manufactured in time to make delivery of the
completed goods possible for the Christmas trade.
But all along the line, reports are
coming of disappointments in deliveries,
as the result of the serious curtailment
of production. A manufacturer of
stuffed animals, of the plush variety,
recently wrote to a Canadian importer
from the United States that his factory,
which one year ago was working with
eighty employees, was now reduced to
thirty. This is a common story from
across the border, and will account for
delays in deliveries that will be serious
this year. One large manufacturer iwas
'forced, late in September, to write his
Canadian customers, telling them that
he could not guarantee delivery until
Dec. 1st for Christmas goods. In some
cases, wires went back cancelling the
orders, and there was a shuffle trying
to repeat elsewhere or to arrange a substitute.
NOVELTY DOLLS
You have been made acquainted with
"Splashme's" close relative — "Tissme" —
of the coquettish eyes and puckered
rosebud lips. But another member of
the same family has just arrived from
New York in time for Christmas. Her
name is "Winkie," and she has one eye
completely shaded by a drooping lid, in
a manner more suggestive of Mickey
than of a "perfect lady."
A new Kewpie, too, is expected to
make his appearance soon. His chief
attraction is an electric light bulb hidden
inside his celluloid "tummy." The wire
comes out at the feet, where a little
stand is ready to be screwed onto somebody's bedroom light.

is Buying Canadian Toys

Toronto Firms Manufacturing Dolls and Construction Toys
Have Filled Big Orders
London, Nov. 13. — British children
will play with Canadian toys this Christmas. An order for ,£1,500 worth of unbreakable dolls has been placed bv Harrods, one of London's lavgest departmental stores, with a Toronto firm
Other stores havn also been stacking
Canadian toys. Your correspondent enquired in several quarters and was assured no German toys had been bought
24

for this year's gift season.
The foregoing cable despatch appeared in several Canadian newspapers.
Canadian dolls and other toys are making good in Britain; for instance, one
Toronto factory making steel constructional toys have already shipped more
than thirteen tons of steel construction
toys to England with additional shipments going by express each week.

Chief Basis of Building a Book Business
The Significance of Selling Children's Books — Second of a Series of Articles on
Specialization in Bookselling

ng up a retail book business
INthe buildi
bookseller will do well to devote
his most earnest attention to trade
in children's books. Every bookseller
who has been in business for any considerable number of years in a community, Will have had the experience of
seeing adult customers come into his
store, who, but a few short years before,
had to stand on tiptoe to reach up over
the counter with a copper for a ruler
or for daddy's newspaper; and there are
some veteran booksellers who now have
grown-up customers that are grandchildren of those self-same little boys
and girls, now grandfathers and grandmothers. The public school life of a
boy or girl, in most cases, covers a
period of only about seven years, and in
those years /they of necessity are regular buyers at the bookstores. Then, as
Collegiate Institute pupils, they are still
better customers and they continue to
buy at their favorite bookstore, for
themselves, and later for their children,
so long as that bookstore is properly
conducted. Thus it is seen how the business is fostered on the cumulative plan
by organizing so as to always reach
out along all .possible avenues for children's trade.
The technical schools are becoming
more numerous year by year. These
schools prepare children for the various
trades as the eollegiates and colleges do
for the professions. The technical
schools have occasioned a wider demand
for .technical books, but this branch of
the book business, together with business books, will receive attention in a
subsequent article.
In dealing with the potentialities of
the development of trade in books for
children, influence should be brought to
bear upon parents to bring home to
them the fact that books may exert a
wonderful influence upon children in
furthering their education outside the
regular school hours, as well as during
them. This big point was well brought
out in a Public Library Bulletin as follows:

"Have you ever stopped to think how
much time we spend in planning what
we shall put on and in our children's
bodies and how little in iplanning what
we shall put in their minds ? They go
to school, to be sure, but that is for
only five hours a day for approximately
185 days in the year. What of the
years before they begin to go to school,
what of the hours and days each year
in which they are not under instruction? Have we any deliberate plan to
'care for tfhe mind's growth as we care
for the body's?
"It is just as important that children
shall read good books as it is that they
'shall learn to read at all. It would be
hard to find anyone who would declare
that it is unnecessary for children to
'learn to read. Yet reading in itself is
not the end we seek, but only a means
to that end. The goal of all education
is the enrichment of life, and a child's
reading carefully guided will deepen and
■strengthen his future ability to make
the most of himself and his opportunities.
"To really lovo books so that they may
be woven into the warp and woof of his
life a child should have his own individual library, which grows year by
year with bis growth, yet which contains friends to whom he will return
time and again, secure in the knowledge
of a happy companionship full of pleasant association. A large number of
books is not essential to have, but a few
should be added each year and the
standard of choice should- be kept high."
Christmas Trade
Just at this time of the year the
bookstore is a .most important centre of
interest for parents and for children.
Book gifts for kiddies of all ages go
into the homes everywhere at Christmas time and the aggregate of business that this represents is so enormous a's to stagger the imagination.
Once the bookseller's mind is seized
with that big fact the logical sequence
is tihat be will become an enthusiast in
25

organizing for more thorough and systematic handling of children's book business. Its far-reaching importance is
fully appreciated by the 'big department
stores in the cities. Some of them use
full-page newspaper advertisements repeatedly at this time of the year devoted to books for children. Windows
are wholly given over to displays of toy
books,
picture books and other juvenile
'publications.
A significant circumstance is that
such old favorites as "Mother Goose,"
"Alice in Wonderland," "Cinderella,"
"Mother Hubbard," "Water Babies." and
■many, many other familiar books that
have been household words in every
home for generations, continue in high
demand each succeeding year. The same
is equallybooks
true for
of the
"hardy
among
older
boys perennials"
and girls,
feuch as Robinson Crusoe, for instance.
'This may to a considerable extent be attributed to the preference for these
■standard old books for children that is
inherent in the parents themselves; they
live over again the joyful old hours of.
their own childhood when they introduce their own children to all that great
and glorious company of heroes and
heroines of juvenile literature.
With the old favorites there must, of
course, be new books as well and the
publishers have of late years eclipsed
all previous periods in the quality and
the elaborateness of the volumes for
children which they have provided. It
is not necessary hei-e to go into the details of naming the titles of these books
or telling who wrote them and where
they are published. The aim of this
article is to help to influence each bookseller to include a representative stock
in his store of books for children — the
old ones and new ones. This docs not
mean all the books published. — that
would ruin any man who tried it — but
the prospective customer should be able
to find in any bookstore just the sort
of a book that he wants to buy for a
child of any age.
Of course, many cus-
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tomers do not .really know what they
want when they go to the bookstore.
They go there with an open mind regarding that question. Think of the opportunity opened to the bookseller by
that circumstance alone! But, sad to
frelate, it is an opportunity seldom cultivated to full advantage by the average
bookseller, and, too frequently, the cus*
tomer goes away with a book that does
not really represent an ideal purchase
and consequently does not tend to bring
repeat business.
It takes study to know how to do a
Teally successful children's book business.
The hit or miss plan succeeds to a
certain extent, especially in the Christmas trading season, but properly organized, the children's book department of
any bookstore can be made the means
of enormously increasing the total volume of business done, both as regards
Christmas and everyday sales throughout the whole year.
CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK
Truro, NjS., was among the Canadian
cities featuring Children's Book Week,
dealt with in a previous issue of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.
An exhibition of Children's Books was
held at the Truro Public Library.
As has been pointed out before, these
exhibitions are held annually in various
libraries in the U.S., and the Toronto
Public Library has been one of the most
aggressive in this Children's Book work
in the past few years. The idea is to
show parents and others interested,
what books are being put in the library
for the children to read, and also to
show some of the best Christmas publications, especially those with good illustrations, for the younger children. The
booksellers of each town or city co-operate in the work, specially ordering any
of the books that they do not have in
stock.

AND

STATIONER

The selection of books shown, in these
Children's Books exhibitions in XLS.
libraries is made by such noted librarians
as Clara W. Hunt, Children's Librarian
Brooklyn Public Library, and Franklin
K. Matthews, Chief Librarian of the
Boy Scouts of America. Mr. Matthews
says that the book market is being
flooded with so-called boy-scout books,
many of which grossly misrepresent the
Scouts.
Children's book week has grown to
big proportions in the United States and
was nationally observed by the book
trade throughout the country. It is a
source of satisfaction that the idea has
been adopted by at least some of the
booksellers in Canada as well. Following is an extract from an advertisement
appearing in one of the advertisements
run in the different Toronto dailies:
A co-operative effort to get the widest
public attention to the need of "More
Books in the Home" and "Better Books
for Children."
PICTURE
BOOKS
Aesop's Fables, illustrated by Milo
Winter, $2.00.
Peter Pan, by Barrie, illustrated by
Arthur Rackham, $2.00.
Mother Goose, illustrated by Arthur
Rackham, $2.50.
Christmas Carol, by Dickens, illustrated by Arthur Rackham, $2.00.
Buster Brown, 35c and 50c.
David Blaize and the Blue Door, by
E. F. Benson, $2.00.
Mother Goose, illustrated by Blanche
Fisher Wright, $1.50.
Mother Goose, illustrated by Ella Dolbear Lee, $1.00.
Children's Life of the Bee, by Maurice
Maeterlinck, illustrated by Detmold.

illustrated

Babies,

by

Charles

Jessie

Wilcox

For this little corner is the children's
own — a department devoted exclusively
girls.
to literature for little people. In this
quiet spot children are invited to come
and read — whether mother buys the book
or not.
In other words, to quote Miss Ennis,
the brown-eyed, sympathetic woman,
who takes charge of the Children's Book
Corner: "This is a corner where children may come and amuse themselves
while mother does her shopping."
Miss Ennis realizes, of course, that on
the whole children are not strictly the

Kingsley,

immediate buyers of children's books.
Rather, adults who purchase the majority of children's books, have to be sold
first. On the other hand, this shop
realizes that children play a considerable
part in the selection of their reading,
and this corner provides the quiet spot
in which to do it.
Another attractive feature of this
Children's Book Corner is the little guest
book idea. There is a big brown leather-covered guest book devoted exclusively to the little visitors to the corner.
Nothing delights a child more than to be
asked to write his name in it.

THERE IS A HUGE AUDIENCE EVERY DAY
The platform for the toy show in Eaton's Toy Department, Toronto. A background of imitation shelves filled with books has several
giant "books" for children — Buster Brown, Little Red Riding Hood, Mother Goose Tales, Tom Sawyer, The Wizard of Oz, etc.
The fairy waves her wand, the cover opens and out steps Mother Goose herself, the Straw Man, Alice in Wonderland, Cinderella
and all the old friends.
They have each a story to telll twice a day.
The photo was taken after one of the performances

_

Smith,

CHILDREN'S
CORNER
$1.25.
Canadian booksellers visiting New York
will do well to visit different retail bookstores to get ideas as to the subject of
specialized effort in developing book
sales. Considering children's trade, for
instance, some good information may
be gleaned by visiting the Lord and Taylor Bookshop, where there is a special
corner for children. It is enclosed by
high counters that insure little people
complete privacy and quiet when they
pore intently over Mother Goose rhymes.
This secluded little room, walled by bookshelves, isfurnished with the most diminutive chairs and tables imaginable,
just high enough for little boys and

$2.00.
Children's Blue Bird, by Maurice
Maeterlinck, illustrated by H. Paus,
$3.00.
Water

by

Editorial

WHAT

WILL

DRURY

Chronicle

DO?

that the Ontario Government that always
NOW
refused to give the bookselling trade a square
deal in the matter of the sale of school text-books
is out of power, being succeeded by the U. F. O.-Labor
coalition with Premier Drury at the helm, il is to be
hoped that a much needed reform in the educational department will be brought about.
There has for years been a lot of political hypocrisy regarding "cheap" school books and as brought
out in the recent election campaign, the contracts
for certain of the school books had expired with several of the publishing houses, and these were not
renewed by the latter because of the increased costs.
As a result the Government found itself in the position of having to have the text-books printed at greatly increased cost, and the whole cost was charged to
the Government. In turn the Government sold
the books at the price fixed in the old contracts, which
the other publishing houses had refused to renew
at the same rates. Consequently, while the books
were being sold at the old price, the money to make
up the difference will have to be raised out of other
sources of the Government income. It was stated
that the grammar which formerly sold for ten cents
could not now be produced for less than twenty-six
cents in 25,000 lots. The difference of sixteen cents
a book had, therefore, to come out of the taxes and
other income. The increased costs would also apply
similarly to other text-books.
This sort of political juggling should cease and
as "a new broom always sweeps clean," the FarmerLabor administration may reasonably be expected to
institute school book reform.
The shortage of text-books at school opening time
was a serious handicap to schools and to the dealers.
The retail booksellers are again confronted with
the necessity for a trade organization to help them
to place their representations before the Government
in a proper and effective manner.
IMPORTANCE

OF TOY

TRADE

WjilLE there are some booksellers and stationers
who do not sell toys, the vast majority of them
do and their number is growing, because selling toys
is a far different proposition to what it was a decade
or more ago.
Largely since that time, the construc- 27
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tion toys of steel have been evolved and their sale
has assumed enormous proportions. Their manufacture has developed into an important industry
in Canada and this country has, in fact, been placed
on the map as an exporting country as regards this
line, also wooden toys and dolls.
In the general line of toys and games the proportion of the business done may conservatively be
estimated at 10% to 15% of the total annual turnover in the average store handling books, stationery
and toys. In fact, of about a score of stationers
asked that specific question, most of them placed
the proportion at 15% or over, several estimating it
at 20f, and two at 25%.
< >ne of the largest Calgary hook and stationery
stores, that of D. J. Young & Co., does a toy business
amounting to 10% of the total turnover. In the
store of the Canada Drug and Book Co., Regina, the
proportion is 12%.
These are statistics full of meaning for other
stationers, especially the minority, who do not sell
toy lines at present. They will do well to get into
this lucrative field and they can. by careful selection
Of lines, so control this department as to make it
among the most profitable of the lines constituting
their stock-in-trade.
Toys, dolls and games, as a line, fit in very well
with such goods as fancy novelties and sporting goods,
both of which lines are now sold by nearly all the
stationery stores in Canada.
EDITORIAL

NOTES

BOOKS
and calendars
window display.
*

make
*

a good

combination

*

CHILDREN'S trade appeals should loom large in
the Christmas advertising of every bookseller and
stationer.
*
*
*

EATERY bookseller should read and digest the letter
of F. F. Osborne, of Calgary, appearing in this number. It deals with a subject of vital importance to
the interests of the book trade.
*
*
*
ONE stationer in St. Johns, Quebec, does a business
of $1,000 a year selling flashlights and supplies.
This is a good tip for other stationers looking for
sidelines.

Retailers'
Advertisements Reviewed
Good Ideas Gleaned From Recent Advertisements of Booksellers and Stationers in
All Parts of Canada

SOME retailers find it advantageous
in order to encourage early shopping
for Christmas to have special bargains on certain days well ahead of the
final rush in the last two weeks before
Christmas. By taking a leaf from the
department store methods of advertising in the newspapers any store can
help to create a stir by playing up certain lines at special prices, even though
these changes in price be but slight, as
for instance, a dollar item at 98c or 95c.
The following extracts featuring toys
from a recent advertisement of a large
department store serves to indicate an
effective plan to follow as to the makeup of an advertisement of this nature:
ROCKING HORSE, $3.98— Large size,
felt covered horse, mounted on strong
rockersi, in black only, slightly imperfect.
Just a limited number to sell at this
low price.
KINDERGARTEN SETS, $2.50. —
Comprised of a square table and two
chairs, strongly made and a choice of
red or oak finish.
COASTING WAGONS, $5.25 to $12.00
— Strong Boys' Wagons, with roller
bearings, which makes them run easy and
wear longer.
Here in all sizes.
R^d Deer, Alta. — Here is an extract
from a recent bookstore
advertisement
in the Red Deer "News":
FOR THE LONG WINTER EVENINGS
a good game, in which the whole family
can join, helps while away the time. We
have a splendid assortment of
Games of All Kinds
including Crokinole, Caroms, Parcheesi,
Chess, Checkers, and many old and new
favorites.
Guelph, Ont. — A good book ad. of
Nelles' Bookstore was worded as follows:
BOOKS
Great cases of all the latest Books are
coming in daily.
THIS IS TO BE A REAL BOOK YEAR
1,000 reprints arrived this week, comprising all the best authors, at 75c each.
WALL PAPER AND WINDOW
SHADES
Simcoe, Ont.— Baillie & Co., Norfolk
street, advertised for Saturday only:
7 five-cent scribblers for 25c; 13
three-cent scribblers for 25c; 2 fifteencent scribblers for 25c; 15c writing pads
for 10c.
Picton, Ont. — A. Bristol & Son's department store, now has a book department in which reprint novels are especially featured.
Toronto, Ont. — The following paragraphs are from a recent advertisement
of McAinsh & Co.'s bookstore:

Men and women are now reading
books as never before — not only reading
books, but talking books. This is, therefore, g'oing to be a real "book" Christmas. Fortunately, one can always choose
a book to exactly suit the mind and taste
of one's friend. Let us help you to make
your selection. Our tables and shelves
are loaded with all sorts of good books.
THE CHILDREN'S ROOM
This is one of the most attractive sections in the store, especially for the
young folks. Thousands of volumes are
here.
Come along and look them over.
Then we have Christmas cards, calendars, boxed stationery, fountain pens,
pictures, etc. The variety is endless.
SHOP
Store

EARLY

Hours — 8.30 to 6; Saturdays
until 10 p.m.

Pound
Paper

Gait, Ont. — Meikelham's conducted a
one cent sale last month. This store did
a good business in Hallowe'en goods,
good striking newspaper advertising
helping greatly to attract business.
Hamilton, Ont. — The Robert Duncan
Co. advertised "Universal Children's
"Hundreds
of new and unusual books
Books
—
for children have just arrived.
"There are books for children of all
ages.
"Inexpensive, too."
Arnprior, Ont. — "New notepaper in
all the most delicate tints, with very
fine border. This is a very fine grade
of linen paper, envelopes to match. The
two in box, 50c. Very fine stock of pads,
all shapes. Good linen note paper,
boxed, 25c." — From a newspaper advertisement of S. E. Johnston.
Lethbridge, Alta. — Personal greeting
cards have been advertised very effectively in the Lethbridge newspapers by
the Red Cross Drug and Book Co. Here
are
ment:paragraphs from a recent advertise"You can greet all your friends at a
minimum cost by sending Christmas
cards.

The Most Economical
Way to Buy Writing
Paper and Envelopes.

"We have a very attractive line of
personal Christmas cards. These are
printed with your name and address,
making an exclusive and personal card

Come Inside NOW
and Take a Box
Home
With
You.

Fenelon Falls, Ont. — G. F. Vicars in
for
you." advertising uses as his appeal:
his book
"Good reading for the long winter evenings now coming," and attention is paid
to latest fiction, reprint fiction, boys' and
girls' books, hymn books and Bibles.

Suggestion for Window Card for use with display
of pound papers.
Price cards on the packages
themselves
will do the rest.

Goderich, Ont. — Porter's Bookstore
adopted the unusual plan of restricting
a wallpaper advertisement to this informative paragraph:
"From the health-giving spruce-wood
of the northern forests, spread over with
the purest clay that Mother Earth can
produce, which is colored with harmless
dyes of mineral and vegetable origin,
comes wallpaper, that you can get for
any room in the house at most reasonable prices."
Pincher Creek, Alta. — Upton's Library
advertises that the library contains 300
books of standard fiction. "Join now
and have the full winter's reading. $1.50
per year and as many books as you can
28

read."

Whitewater, Man. — Here are a few
extracts from an advertisement by
Burnett's:
We have 400 new books, all of the
copyright novels issued this year, and
all of last year's best sellers.
Among our Christmas goods is a large
assortment of games for the winter
evenings —
Crokinole Boards, complete, $3.50;
Card Games — Pitt, Flinch, Plaza, Lost
Heir, Euchre and Whist Cards, also
Dominoes — 35c, 50c and 65c.
Brandon, Man. — McFee's, operating
two stores, advertise Christmas paipeteries "from 50c to $6.00 — 'make a small
deposit and secure your choice."
Mount Forest, Ont. — E. P. Warden,
advertises
at 10 cents "Envelopes
a package. That Will Stick,"

BOOKSELLER
Halifax, N.S. — Early in November A.
W. McKinlay, Ltd., began to advertise
1920 office diaries. Diaries should be
selling' rapidly around Dec. 1. Do not
postpone effort in diary sales until after Christmas — get this business now
"before the other fellow gets it, perchance some out-of-town salesman, because they are everlastingly at it. The
local dealer deserves, the home trade,
but unfortunately he must fight for it.
There is an aspect of this that is far
from gloomy, however, because this outside competition livens trade and the
harder the local dealer works the greater will be the openings for additional
business that will unfold themselves to
him.
Winnipeg, Man. — Here are some typical paragraphs from newspaper advertisements byRussell Lang's "Western Canada's oldest Bookshop." They
afford good suggestions for other booksellers and stationers:
DANCE PROGRAMMES
Our printing and engraving departments are busy these days producing
Social Stationery. Invitations, Dance
Programmes, "At Home" Cards, Professional Announcements, etc., etc.
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Crests and Monogram "Dies" made to
order.
Ask for Mr. Snyder.
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
Wedding Invitations, Wedding Cake
Boxes, Wedding Enclosure Cards, etc.
Orders promptly filled.
"BRIDGE" STATIONERY
Dainty Tally Cards, Scoring Pads,
Bridge Rules, Text Books on Card
Games, Playing Cards.
Full stocks.
For Party Prizes — Nothing nicer than
daintily bound books. We have them
in great variety.
Berwick, N.S. — Wilson's Book and
Novelty Store in a school supply ad. devoted this paragraph to scribblers:
We have all kinds — Thick ones with
thin paper; -thin ones with thick paper; little ones for little folks; exercise
books, blank drawing books — and all a
little better than you can get at most
places.
Leamington, Ont. — Hawkes & Noble,
booksellers, set a good example for bookstores located in small towns by using
liberal newspaper space to advertise
books. There isn't a town or village
where good aggressive effort can fail to
develop a good business in books if the
dealer will but pay the attention to this

Getting Ready
for Christmas
PRIVATE

XMAS

CARDS

Beautifully designed, artistic cards with envelopes to match.
carry a true Xmas message with the personal value of being
with your own name.
SAMPLE BOOKS ARE READY

Just in, including:
Ohio."
ORDER YOUR

ANOTHER

LOT OF MUSIC

"I'm

Blowing

Forever

MAGAZINE

Bubbles,"

Greetings
imprinted

'Beautiful
"Micky,"

1. Begin NOW to keep a note-book of
addresses
of relatives, friends, acquainothers":
tances, business associates and customers.
2. Think of the people you used to
know who would like to hear from you
again.
3. Think particularly of the old folks,
of the children in your neighborhood,
your
church.employees, and members of your
4. Select NOW from our large stock,
which has just been opened. A Christmas
Greeting Card for everyone on your list,
get them addressed and mailed in plenty
of time to reach your friends before
Christmas.
Walkerton, Ont. — P. A. Lambertus
does some good newspaper advertising
of various stationery items. Kodaks
and supplies constitute an important
branch of this store's business.
Listowel, Ont. — The Bazaar has been
featuring this season two special dolls
at 39c and 25c. The store has a toyland
section, and besides dolls, toys, picturebooks, etc., a great variety of Christmas
cards and calendars are shown, all these
jroods being conspicuously featured in
the store's newspaper advertising.
Fort William, Ont. — Lowery's is a
book and stationery store that is alive
to the profit to be made by carrying a
representative stock of popular games,
boards. In a recent adincluding gamevertisement
especially featuring game
boards, the following interesting matter was presented:
"You can make no better investment
because the numerous games which can
be played upon them will keep the young
folks constantly interested and take
town' and
to go 'down
the desire
away
SeeV +heir
amusement
in questionable

SUBSCRIPTIONS

through us. We give you publishers' prices on all magazines and newspapers, saving you the cost of remittance, and in case of any trouble we
are right here on the job to make ^ood. We guarantee prompt service.
Why take a chance on giving your order to any travelling stranger who
solicits your orders?

NEW

branch that he does to the stationery
end of the business.
Creemore, Ont. — W. J. Corbett & Son,
in November did some good advertising
in the newspaper, effectively promoting
early attention to the subject of buying
Christmas gifts. In one advertisement
headed "Scatter Sunshine with Christmas Cards," the following suggestions
were offered "for making this coming
Christmas a happy one for yourself and

BOOKS

Shipments are pouring in 'most every day.
LATEST FICTION
POPULAR
REPRINTS
BOYS' AND GIRLS' BOOKS
PICTURE BOOKS for the wee kids
Give the growing children plenty of good reading. There is no greater
or more wholesome educational force.

The Gaetz-Cornett Drug & Book Co.
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'
places.
"Many of the games are educational
and all of them wholesome. For a small
price you can supply your home with an
inexhaustible mine of recreation and entertainment. You will be surprised and
delighted to see how both children and
grown-ups take to these games. The
games of skill educate the hands and
and eyes and cultivate the judgment.
They are great developers of the desire
This is good stuff and here is a igrood
to excel." in which the average retailinstance
er may to his advantage take a leaf out
of the other fellow's book.
Svdney, N.S. — .Murphy's Bookstore
has been doing some igood book advertising1 in the way of specialization of books
off difTerent classes such as books for
hovs and girl''. A recent advertisement,
for instance, was headed: GirV Books,
in bold type, with particular mention of

B 0 0 KSELLER
the Polly Pendleton Series at 75c a volume,wayand of
a paragraph
a general
the naturetelling
of the"involumes
constituting this series. Another series
of books for boys and girls were similarly treated in other advertisements,
a four- inch single column space being
regularly used for this purpose.
New Glasgow, N.S. — White's, in a recent wallpaper advertisement, made the
following effective appeal:
"Aren't you tired of the same old patterns and the same old colorings on the
walls? There is no need of going through
another winter staring at the same old
wallpaper.
"You will want your home to look
bright and cheerful for Christmas and
the way to have that is to put new paper
on the walls.
"Kitchen tiles, bedroom floral designs,
Allpver patterns, tapestry designs and
mottled papers in great variety with
borders to match.
"When you look over our sample books
you will agree with us that nothing
finer in wallpaper has ever been shown
in Pictou County."
ParkhilL, Ont. — Benham's bookstore in
a talking machine advertisement makes
this appeal:

"Your Home — is it the place that
young people love to spend the evening
in, or do they seek amusement elsewhere?"
THE INK SITUATION
There has of late been a most noticeable improvement in the quality of the
writing inks supplied by the various
makers over the quality of the inks that
were supplied in the earlier war years
after pre-war stocks had been exhausted. Dealing with this subject at
the convention in Richmond, Va., of the
National Association of Stationers, the
committee on inks and mucilage reported
in part as follows:
The ink industry faced unusual difficulties inthe manufacturing of their
products when suddenly forced to change
their formulas and experiment with a
Chinese product instead of Arabian Gall
and American dyes that were not permanent in color.
It is believed that now practically all
of the lines are giving greater satisfaction for Arabian Gall is again obtainable and the colors of American dyes are
apt to improve if the industry is placed
in a permanent position by means of
tariff production.
It will not be amiss also to remind
you of two important selling betterments that mow seem to be thoroughly
established with the trade.
First. Reputable manufacturers no
longer practise .selling to consumers and
at the same time giving them bonuses
or premiums for sale.
Second. .Stationers who at one time
or another sold certain brands of inks
without profit now sell at remunerative prices or at rates recommended by
the Catalogue Commission.

AND
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Many other improvements in selling
inks and adhesives besides the two named
above have taken place in the last fourteen years and your present committee,
which has served for several years, find
it difficult to suggest a series of questions on any subject not mentioned in
former ink and mucilage reports.
PROSPECTS

SUBPOENAED

An idea that appears to be particularly clever and effective is the advertisement gotten out by one stationer which
was in the form of a subpoena, says
"The Viewpoint." It consisted of a
piece of paper folded the size of a subpoena, having on the outside lettering in
exact imitation of the real article. The
text matter on the inside had an introduction beginning: "You are subpoenaed
to show cause why you do not trade at
St. John's, Nfld. — Garrett Byrne ran
the following advertisement recently in
the St. John's "Telegram":

DIALOGUE BOOKS
RECITERS and BOOKS ON
ETIQUETTE,
ETC.
Outport Postage, 2c.
Exhibition
Dialogues,
suitable
for school exhibitions, 30c.
Musson's
Popular
Dialogues,
30c.
Dialogues
and Recitations for
Young Folks, 30c.
Dialogues and Speeches, 30c.
The Latest Dialogues, 30c.
The Book of Tricks and Magic,
30c.
The Book of Coin Tricks, 30c.
Book of Conjuring Tricks, 30c.
The Mystic Fortune Teller, 30c.
Love Letters — How
to Write
Them, 30c.
30c. Courtship and Marriage,
Love,

BETTER

PRICING

PLANS

Tips on How to Add to Profits — Never
Buy Goods You Don't Need Just
Because They're Cheap

same
pay the
e you
g attracbecaus
of varyin
goods
price for
JUST
tiveness, do you put the same selling
price on them all ? If you'll think it
over, you may find a better idea.
Suppose you buy cabinets of stationery
at $6.00 a dozen, priced to sell at $1.00
each. Without doubt, some of them will
prove better sellers than others. Some
will be unusually attractive; some may
be picked out as hard to get rid of.
Why put them all on sale at one
price ? Why not pick out a lot of the
most attractive for a $1.25 price tag, put
the dullest sellers at 75 cents, and let
the general run of them go at $1.00 you
intended for the lot? You can figure a
better total profit for yourself in this
way,
andwill
you'll
that atthethechoicest
numbers
go asfind
readily
higher
price as at the $1.00, and what might
have been dead stock at $1.00 will go
at 75 cents.
Keep up with what you are selling,
and you'll know what takes well and
what doesn't.
Never buy what you don't need because it's offered cheap, unless you are
certain you can get rid of it quickly.
Buy and
a little
your solast
sales
leave under
a margin,
you year's
may
pick up a bargain later in the season.
But don't let your stock get so low a
customer can't find what he wants.
Read your trade journal, and see what
is being offered that is new. Know what's
in the market, and what it's worth, and
you can meet the travelling man on a
fairer footing.

Bookseller & Stationer

Give the manufacturer time enough
on orders to insure delivery early
enough to have the goods made right.
Don't nibble at every fad, and don't
swallow any of them whole. But, when
you see something new is going to make
a hit, don't stay out of the game until
you are forced in by your competitors.
When a customer calls for a particular article and you haven't it, what do
you tell him?
"We haven't got it," isn't a very
courteous answer, though it's the truth.
It doesn't help the customer get what he
wants.
And it spoils a sale for you, too.

A new top for New York kiddies is
made of wood, in shape resembling a
little peasant mannequin. It is nicely
finished and painted, and sells over there
for $1.00.

Perhaps he'll take something else, if
you'll show him its good points without
appearing to try to force a substitute.
And if he won't do that, perhaps he isn't
in too big a hurry to wait for you to
order it.
And if that fails, it is worth your
while to send and buy it for him, even if

Mannerisms — A Handbook
of
Social Customs, 30c.
Practical Etiquette, 30c.
A
Manual
of Etiquette
for
Ladies and Gentlemen, 30c.
Manners for Girls, 35c.
Any of the above books
promptly mailed to any address
upon receipt of price and 2c for
postage.

GARRETT BYRNE

A novel paper weight of wood stands
as a demure
tot, in flaring frock,
shiny black hair and slippers.
It is
priced in New York at $2.75.
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you don't make a cent, and have to pay
a messenger. For that keeps him your
customer, instead of sending him inside
your competitor's store. And you know
how much that means. — The Viewpoint.

NEWS
EXPECTS

BRISK

HOLIDAY

TRADE

Chapman's Bookstore, Peel street,
Montreal, is looking forward to a brisk
trade for books during the holiday season. In speaking with Mr. Chapman,
he informed BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER that it was very difficult to
know, ahead of time, what the probable
demand would be, that is, for what particular copyrights. The buying public
are not, in matters of this nature,
minded to give the book man much, if
any, assistance. He must pursue his
way and seek to gauge the probable demand for a given book or set of works.
If he strikes it right, he, of course, considers himself fortunate. As Mr. Chapman said, "It may be Ludendorff, or
Tirpitz, or Willison's Reminiscences."
In any case, it is expected that there
will be a healthy demand for books.
And Mr. Chapman believes that there
will be a sale for the better bound volumes costing $5 to $7 each, and even
up to $10. When the time to buy
comes, the public are likely to buy freely.
Theosophical Library
The University Bookstore, McGill
College Avenue, Montreal, is inaugurating a library on books dealing with
theosophy.
Colin R. Holborn, the proprietor, told
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER that
he expected there would be a ready request for the various volumes, which
will run, at the outset, into probably
100 volumes. These will be loaned at
two cents a day.
Mr. Holborn anticipates that the idea
will be a success from the outset. There
are many interested parties in Montreal
who wtill want to know more about
theosophy, and not only will they take
books from the lending library, but Mr.
Holborn anticipates that he will have a
ready sale for books of this nature. The
library will having a filing system in
connection.
HALIFAX

TRADE

BUDGET

Halifax, Oct. 27.— The Penn Stationery Company, of Halifax, have purchased a valuable property near the corner
of Hollis and Salter Streets, which they
will have remodelled.
E. N. Foster, of the Brown Bros.,
Limited, and Mat Reid, of Barber-Ellis,
Limited, are finishing up the year's
business in the Maritime Provinces.
Both report business good, but prices
higher.

OF THE

TRADE

The number of students attending
Dalhousie College, Halifax, this year has
doubled, which has taxed the bookstores
in that city to try and supply the
scholars with books; but the demands
are fairly well met
It is rumored that, owing to the
difficulty in getting satisfactory help,
one of the largest book and stationery
houses in Halifax are offering their business and premises for sale..
Charles MacKinlay, of A. & W. MacKinlay, Limited, spent the month of
September on the Pacific Coast, and is
back at his desk, feeling the better after
his vacation.
The retail stationers report business
good in office supplies. Customers are
now buying the 1920 office diaries.
J. L. Connolly & Co., Halifax, had
their window very tastefully dressed
with Hallowe'en novelties. John Connolly takes pride in having one of the
best-dressed stationery windows in the
Maritime Provinces.
BRANCHING

OUT

The premises in London, Ont., formerly occupied by R. C. Struthers &
Co., will shortly be used by the Hay
Stationery Company, for the purpose of
manufacturing their goods. A joint stock
company has been formed, and plans
for the extension of the present business
have been made. The firm manufactures loose leaf binders and supplies
and greeting cards of all descriptions.
NEEDLES

AND

PINS

A subscriber enquires as to English
manufacturers of needles and pins. They
are as follows: —
Needle manufacturers: Gramostyles,
Ltd., 249 Icknield Street, Birmingham;
Kirby, Beard & Co., Ltd., Ravenhurst
Works, Bradford Street, Birmingham;
and the following firms, all in Redditch,
England— Avery & Son, W.; Bartlett &
Sons, Ltd., Wm.; Cook, Hy., Easemore
Works; Crescent Manufacturing Co.,
The; English & Son, Ltd., J., Queen's
Works; Harper, Thomas & Sons, Ltd.;
Hemming & Son, Richard, Forge Mills;
Hessin & Co., T.; James & Sons, Ltd.,
John; James, Arthur, Excelsior Works;
Laight & Co., C; Mills & Co., J. M.,
Washford 'Mills; Milward & Sons, Ltd.,
Henry; Morris & Yeomans, Ltd., Astwood Bank; Shrimpton (Emanl.) &
Fletcher, Premiere Works; Thomas &
Sons, James, Mill Street Works; Thomas
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& Sons, Ltd., S., British Mills; Woodfield & Sons, Wm., Easemore Works;
Broadway Smallwares, Ltd., Astwood
Bank; Morrall, Ltd.. Abel, Clive Works.
The pin manufacturers are all in
Birmingham, as follows: —
Allwood, Blackband & Co., Ltd., 48
Great Hampton Street; Burns, James,
59 Hampton Street; Cox, Lewis Richard,
6 (back of) Broughham Street, Lozells;
Edridge, Ltd., Edward, Phoenix Works,
Ashford Street; Goodman, Ltd., George,
8p Caroline Street; Harris, Wm. Joseph,
111 Whitmore Street, Hockley; Hiskins
Bros., 15 College Road, Saltley; Jarrett
& Rainsford, Ltd., Kent Street; Kirby,
Beard & Co., Ltd., Ravenhurst Works,
Bradford Street; Phipson & Son, T.,
1 Princip Street; Rowley & Co., Chas.,
High Street, Bordesley; Setten & Durward, 117 Livery Street; Smith Bros.,
23 Newhall Hill; Startin T. E. Linnett,
106 Emily Street; Tayler & Co., Ltd.,
D. F., New Hall Works.
TRADE NEWS
A ten-acre plant, comprising ten
large buildings and covering more than
235,000 feet of factory space in Toronto,
is to be devoted to the manufacture of
Columbia Grafonolas and records. The
Columbia Graphophone Company has
bought from the Imperial Munitions
Board the plant of Canadian Aeroplanes
Limited, on Dufferin Street, north of
Lappin Avenue. Witih one exception, this
is the largest plant under one roof in
Toronto.
Thomas Swan, for a number of years
manager of the Imperial News Company, Montreal, has been appointed
manager of a new branch of the American News Company, which is being
opened up in Hamilton, Ontario.
H. Barns-ley, stationer, 1648 St. Clair
Avenue, North Toronto, pays special
attention to the periodical trade, and,
besides magazines, sells newspapers
quite extensively.
The National Association of Stationers have recommended that the manufacturers oftinware devise some method
of stamping the numbers on the bottom
of casih and bond boxes, etc., so that
they can be more readily recognized by
salespeople when making sales.
Besides stationery lines Ernest Bridger, Timmins, Ont., stocks ;_ toys, fancy
goods and china. In the stationery
branch, office supplies are given special
attention.

More About Commissions and Bonuses
Report of Special Committee Presented at Convention of National Association of
Stationers of the United States
the other salesman was entitled to comREADERS of BOOKSELLER AND
mission on the sale (should the plan of
STATIONER, recalling the articles
assigning definite customers to certain
and letters from some of the repsalesmen be adopted) and in addition to
resentative stationers of Canada apthis a commission of 2 per cent, might
pearing in this paper about a year ago
on the subject of commissions and
be paid on all sales up to $1,000.00, and
bonuses to sales persons in the retail
2% per cent, where the total runs between $1,000.00 and $2,000.00 per month;
store, will read with special interest the
following report of the committee havand 3 per cent, on all sales, where the
total runs over $2,000.00 per month;
ing this question in charge, as presented
at the annual convention of the Nawith perhaps an extra percentage on
tional Association of Stationers at
hand stock items, or items that you parRichmond, Va.:
ticularly desire to have pushed — this additional compensation above, but to be
As far as we can learn, the general
paid in cash, immediately after the sale
practice among stationers all over the
country is to pay a straight salary to is made and approved.
salesmen; we understand that some conIn this way an incentive is held out,
cerns pay a straight commission, and a not only for the usual commissions on
few others pay a combination of salary
increased sales, but for the reaching of
and commission. After careful investia definite goal of — say $2,000 per month,
gation of the matter, the latter plan apwhich when reached, immediately inpeals to us as being for the best intersures a larger percentage on all sales
est, not only of the employer, but of the
previously made under that amount, as
employee as well.
well as those over that amount.
The figures immediately following,
The hope of extra compensation in
show various amounts of sales with the
the form of commission on increased
sales it seems to us will surely be a total income produced on those amounts
spur to the interest of almost any salesunder this plan will insure the salesman— indeed that is true of those of us
man a fair average compensation when
who happen to be at the head of or in he gets up to $1,500 or $1,600 per month
executive positions in the various con— a better average when he gets to $2,cerns we represent.
000, and, of course, when he gets to $2,In considering the matter it seems to 000 and upward, it insures him an income materially better than the average
us that some fixed salary should be paid,
of other men in his line.
either weekly or monthly, as seems best
Total Direct
to meet his most pressing necessities.
Amount
Commission CompenSales
Sales Salary Rate
Amount sation Cost
This salary is necessary so that salesmen
$ 500 $65.00 2c
$ 10.00 $ 75.00
will have something definite to count on
750
65.00 2c
15.00 80.00 lfl
1.000
65.00 2c
20.00 85.00
8.5%
and should be materially smaller than
1,000 65.00 2c
33.00 98.00
8.99''
would be paid to the employee if he
1,500 65.00
65.00 3c3c
45.00 125.00
110.00
'
2,000
60.00
6.7%
were on a straight salary basis.
2,100 65.00 4c
84.00 149.00
7%
In addition to this a small percentage
2,500 65.00 4c
100.00 165.00
6.6%
3,000 65.00 4c
120.00 185.00
6.2%
should be paid ,ty> the salesman on all
sales made by him, and it seems that
On the other hand, it will be noted
this percentage should be fixed so that
that the direct sales cost .to the house,
if the salesman sells an average amount,
shows rather a decrease in percentage,
bis commission plus his fixed salary
even though the percentage paid to the
would produce an average income, as
salesmen is higher, for the simple reacompared with other men in the same
son that under this plan it will cost the
line of business, or with them of similar
house no more in straight salary to sell
capacity in other retail lines. When he
$2,000 or $3,000 than it does to sell
has reached this point, however, he still $1,000 per month.
has the opportunity of increasing his inWhere such a plan as this is adopted,
come by increasing his efforts and sell- it will probably be well to make the
ing a larger amount of goods.
basis for department managers someSomewhat the same end might be
thing like a monthly salary of say
reached, of course, by fixing a larger
$100.00 or $150.00, which would be supsalary in the first place, and then only
posed to cover the executive and buypaying commissions on the amount over
ing work required, with a commission
and above a certain fixed minimum. We
say of >2 per cent, on his personal sales,
believe, however, that the plan outlined
and of 1 per cent, or even 1 per cent,
above will produce more satisfactory reover-riding commission on the sales
sults.
made by the salesman who are working
To illustrate. A man might be paid
directly under him. The idea of this be$65.00 per month (which equals $15.00
ing to make the salesmen perfectly
per week) for which amount he would
willing to come to the department manbe required to perform the regular
ager at any time for assistance in closduties around the store, keeping stock,
ing up a difficult prospect, and causing
etc., even to handling an absent salesthe department manager possibly to
more
man's customers, when
he knew
that watch the work of his salesmen
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carefully and to be ready and willing to
jump in and help them where it appears
to be necessary, even though the salesman do not ask for it. Still the commission would not be high enough for
him to want to take the sale away from
the salesman and handle it alone.
This plan is submitted, not with the
idea of its being adopted in its entirety,
but rather with the idea that it might
possibly be subject to change to fit conditions in various sections of the country, but it does seem to us that such a
plan might be adopted as a standard in
the country as a whole, or in various
sections, with great advantage to the
stationery trade, or certainly, where
there are several good stationers in 'a
city, it might be adopted as a standard
in that particular city.
The advantages of a uniform system
of compensation all over the country are
so obvious that they will readily occur
to each of you. It would probably make
for permanency in our sales forces, and
it would be of direct benefit to the employees, in that it would give them the
incentive for thought and study of the
line so as to increase their selling ability, when they can see the direct reward
in the shape of dollars and cents within
a month, and not put off in the shape of
P riTjpib^ raise in salary at the end of
the year.
Certainly it seems that it would have
a tendency to prevent the thing that
happens every now and then -som? unscrupulous competitor, or some stationer
from a distance coining in and employing one of our men, with glittering
promises of what he can do in some far
distant field at a very much higher salary and commission than we can afford
to pay him, because iit can then be
stated to the salesman as a rule that
the high class houses have pretty much
the isame plan of compensation all over
the country and if tthey are not going
with a genuinely high class concern, it
would be better not to make a change
at all, because he can probably do better
right where he is, and while this, of
course, Would be of benefit to employers
in stabilizing sales forces, it would be
equally of benefit to the salesman himself in making him more of a permanent citizen in the community where he
happens to be located.
We might add that in our opinion this
plan should be so arranged as to keep
the direct sales cost to an outside limit
of 8 per cent., and can probably be
handled so as to make this not more
than 6 per cent.
Your committee hopes that the suggestion presented will at least be the
beginning of an improvement in the
handling of this matter of compensation,
whioh at times is certainly a very difficult one.
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Business Systems
Dealer's
in Loose
Industr
Some Pointers for Place
Canadian Stationers
Looking Toward Leaf
Further Development
of Thisy
Growing Branch of Stationery Business
Canadian stationers are
MANY
advancing with the times as
regards appreciation of the increasing importance of loose leaf in the
stationery business, which, although still
in its infancy, has assumed enormous
proportions in the commercial world.
The fact that all lines of business and
all classes of people are finding loose
leaf devices necessary for daily use indicates the universal importance of this
branch of the stationery trade.
In order to adequately meet the demand already existing and to stimulate
further development the stationer must
not only carry a good representative
stock, but he and his assistants must
have a good working knowledge of the
potentialities of loose leaf systems in
actual use.
Every store in cities and larger towns
should have at least one man specializing in this line who should study local
needs, conditions and possibilities. He
should familiarize himself with general
stock lines and special items so that his
advice in these matters may be valued
by customers as they would the advice
of an expert chartered accountant. Then,
with the usual advertising efforts, window displays, newspaper copy, circulars,
etc., there is no limit to the business
that can be secured.
J. M. Towne, president of the Connecticut Valley Stationers' Association,
in a recent address before that body on
"The Dealer's Place in the Loose Leaf
Industry," had the following to say
relative to the question of taking and
placing orders for loose leaf goods:
"Much unnecessary expense, delay
and trouble can be avoided if the dealer
will exercise care at this point. Customers frequently appear to require
special constructions. A clerk, however,
who has his loose leaf information at
his finger tips can often show the client

where he can save time and trouble by
adapting a stock size or ruling to his
needs. And, even when special goods
are really necessary, an expert clerk can
often avoid the nerve-wracking pit-falls
of insufficient information, misunderstandings, etc.
"The special-goods matter is a serious
one for consumers, dealers and manufacturers. Present day high costs make
standardization of production imperative. To keep prices as reasonable as
possible manufacturers should confine
most of their efforts to standard sizes
and designs and they have been trying
to do tfliis by making their stock lines
just as complete as possible. It is obvious therefore that orders for special
constructions bear much the same relation to most manufacturing efforts that
the well-known monkey-wrench bears to
a smooth-running machine. Someone
must pay for the disproportionate costs
resulting from such special work. I do
not mean to say that specials can not
and will not be made. But I wish to
urge the importance of minimizing that
part of the business as much as possible
for the good of all concerned.
"Thirdly and lastly, let me preach the
goisipel of care and common sense in
ordering. Too many times dealers seem
to think that manufacturers combine the
qualities of seers, clairvoyants and
second-sighters. Incomplete information
is given; rules for clear ordering are
ignored; sizes, rulings, bindings, numbers are forgotten. The result is delay,
confusion, often actual financial losis.
An order carefully made out is half delivered."STUDY
MUST

SALES

From the report by a commercial
expert, dealing in particular with the
1920 outlook, the following reference to
the significance of loose-leaf in commerce is valuable, as an incentive to
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stationers for increasing their efforts in
bringing influence to bear upon their
customers so as to widen the use of
loose-leaf systems, thus creating business that will be especially profitable in
the multiplied repeat orders that this
will ensure: "In the Dark Ages of business, the vital facts were buried in the
ledgers. Books of Account were treasured as archives rather than used as
mines of priceless information. Then
competition forced most concerns to dig
out these vital facts. The management
has now convenient card or loose-leaf
records. These show the monthly sales
for each city, state or other territorial
unit. We have seen some concerns start
a program of sales promotion without
knowing anything about their sales.
This is putting the cart before the
horse. By all means, get your sales
records in first-class shape as a foundation for any work of sales promotion.
This is absolutely essential."
PRICE TICKETS
The advisability of the use of price
tickets is a matter in which dealers in
every line are greatly divided in their
opinion. The writer, for years in the
retail stationery business, did not favor
their use.
A great many firms feel they have
the effect of cheapening their establishment, while for others the use of price
tickets has been a great force in building
their business. We know of one of Chicago's leading stationers who has five
stores to-day and who is decidedly one
of the most progressive men in the trade,
who prices every article in his window.
A New York stationer, who claims the
busiest retail store in the city, also uses
price tickets promiscuously.
While many others enjoying splendid
business and growing every year believe in attracting the customer through
merchandise and not by prices. — Geyer's.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Buying in Home Town is Economy
By E. M. TROWERN,

Secretary, Dominion

Executive

Council, the Retail Merchants' Association of Canada, Ottawa

IF a city or town is good enough to live in, and good
enough to take a salary from, it should be good enough
to buy in. If the teachers, the preachers, the professors, the firemen, the policemen and the civic servants
want increased salaries, the most direct route to bring
about that desired end is to keep the money circulating
in the home town. If all the money in Canada ever got
into the hands of one or two men, business in general
would stagnate. The proper and healthy condition is to
have money circulated so that everyone will, through
his or her industry, get some of it.

6. Catalogue wrapped up and addressed.
7. Stamped.
8. Placed

in the mail bag.

9. Mail bag taken to the station.
10. Carried on the train.
11. Taken off the train.
12. Taken to the Post Office.
13. Delivered to the customer in the town.

The first expectation of a producer is to be able to
sell his crop after it has been grown. To sell it he must
have customers, with money, who are able to buy it.
The further the producer is away from the consumer the
more the transportation costs. Farms near thriving
towns and cities are more valuable than those which are
isolated in the backwoods. The best way to make backwoods farms valuable is to buy in the cities and towns
near them.

14. The customer spends time reading it over and
selects an article.
15. Writes a letter.
16. Secures Post Office Order, or encloses the cash
and takes the risk.

Co-operation Counts

19. Mail clerk in charge of the train delivers it at
the other end.
20. Post Office delivery wagon clerk delivers it to the
Post Office.
21. Postal clerk checks it and sorts it ready for the

17. The postmaster enters it up and puts it in the
mail bag.
18. The mail driver takes it to the station.

Prosperous cities and towns are built up through proper
co-operation between retail merchants and their customers.
They must work together. The customer requires the
retail merchant, and the retail merchant requires the
customer. If customers send all their money away to
mail order houses for staple goods and expect the corner
store to live on the sale of lamp chimneys, eggs and
coal oil they will awaken some day to find the little store
closed. Goods when you want them and where you want
them are worth more than goods thousands of miles away.
Ten cents' worth of toothache gum in the corner drug
store in the home town is worth more to a suffering child
with an aching tooth than ten tons of the same article
in Hong Kong, China.
A

poslman.
22. Postman delivers
23. Mail

order

house

it to the mail order house.
clerk

opens

the

letter.

24. The bookkeeper credits the cash.
25. The order clerk selects the order.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Double Mission

Retail merchants endeavor to locate in places where
they are required. They have a double mission to perform; they buy goods to suit their customers and they
expect to make a living by selling and caring for them.
The better service a retail merchant gives his customers
the better business he should receive in return. The
service should be mutual and the customer should be
equally anxious to see that the retail stores in his city
or town succeed.

Stenographer acknowledges the receipt.
The shipping clerk mails away the order.
The postal clerk sorts it out for the mail delivery.
Places it on the train.
Mail clerk takes it off the train.
Delivers it to the local Post Office.

32. The underpaid postmaster delivers it either direct
to the customer or gives it to the rural mail delivery
service that is costing Canada a large sum of money to
mostly benefit mail order houses.
33. The customer receives the article, and after a
careful examination, finds that he or she could have
bought a better article in the home town and have had
the good will of the retail merchant, and helped to build
up the home town by keeping the cash in local circulation.
No Economy

The statement that by buying through mail order
houses you are saving the middleman's profit on all you
buy is only a glaring deception, to say nothing whatever
about the question of lack of loyalty to your home town.
Let us follow the process and see if less labor is required. A tierson living in a town, and whose position
depends upon the prosperity of the town, receives a
catalogue. In order that the said catalogue should reach
the person the following process must take place: —
1. The catalogue is designed.
2. Printed.
3. Cuts made.

No sane person could say that there is any economy
in that system of doing business, especially when fourteen
transactions out of the thirty-three are made by the
Government mail order service at less than cost price, thus
benefiting the mail order house proprietors at the expense of the whole people of Canada.
True economy and sound patriotism, therefore, call
upon every loyal citizen of Canada to patronize his home
town and keep the wheels of commerce moving in the
direction in which most persons can be mutually benefited.

4. Delivered to the mail order house office.
5. Addresses
secured.
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A Vital Book Trade Question
question is in very much the same class, of conducting a book and stationery
Editor of "Bookseller and Stationand the Government should be as jeal- business in Western Canada, and poser," Toronto, Ont.
ous of .proper busines methods as shotUd sibly in Eastern Canada is approximately
Dear Sir:
the church.
25 per cent, of the gross receipts. To
I enclose you herewith a copy of a
letter which I have written to a ToI feel that many of the above abuses a person conducting a bookstore exare continued because no person, or as- clusivcly, this cost must be considerably
ronto publishing house. I have purposely eliminated such portions as would
sociation, has arisen to force home the higher, since it is a well-known fact that
injustice of the state of affairs on the the stationery end of the store is much
give any inkling as to the exact house
proper parties, and I believe that the the more profitable. In other words,
in question, but the matter dealt with
is fairly applicable to all Canadian pubtime is opportune for the forming of a if 0Tie had their business properly debooksellers' association in Canada,. I partmentalized, it would /probably be
lishing houses. A recent writer in the
Atlantic Monthly proved the decline of
believe this would be in the interest of &xund that the book department overboth publisher and retailer, and I am head nan from 30 per cent, to 35 per
the bookstore on this continent, and in
going to ask you to call together some cent- while the stationery overhead was
looking for a reason, gave it as his opsix or seven of the leading booksellers of likely nearer 20 per cent.
inion that the monetary incentive was
Toronto to form themselves into a "pro- With this in mind, I would like to
simply lacking. I think you will adtern" committee to get the machinery in draw your attention to the price you
mit that we are driving the same way
motion looking toward the calling of a have charged for most of the books on
in Canada, if indeed we have not entireDominion-wide convention, possibly be- the above invoices. In some cases your
ly kept apace with our friends across
tween the middle of January and the answer will be that you are not accountthe line. This is not a healthy state of
middle of February, to take up the mat- able for the retail prices which publishaffairs for either the bookseller or the
publisher, and it is on this basis that I ter of a Dominion association. I would ers in the States place upon their books,
suggest that the said committee obtain and which unlike almost any other arask your co-operation, for only as the
subscriptions from say fifty bookseller ■ tide of merchandise, they insist upon
publishers make the business worth while
of $10 each, which sum would be applied printing on the article. Even in this
from a financial standpoint, can they
on their first year's membership in the case, your influence as a go-between, beget the output for their goods, and
Association formed, and with the $500 tween the publishers in the States and
everyone knows that a 25 per cent, inthus obtained, to employ a capable sec- your customer, should be toward the
crease in volume may very well double
retary who would start immediately to eliminating of printed prices which canup on the net profits at the end of 'the
gather data as to the modus operandi of not be maintained, and further, the
year.
the similar associations in the United granting of sufficient discount that will
Within the last five years the writer
States, outline for a possible constitu- make it unnecessary to unduly raise the
has seen many of the big publishing
tion and subjects for discusssion at the price in question.
houses in the States enter into exclusive
convention, and get in touch with all The other side of this same question is
agencies with) Canadian [publishing
booksellers in the Dominion, putting be- that a great many of the books appear
houses, evidently without any question as
fore them the aims and objects of the with your own imprint, and I find even
to the protection to be granted the reproposed association, and from them re- under this heading, very little considertailer in the way of discounts, and I receive
suggestions
as to the possible ation of the bookseller's interests,
gret to say that the Canadian publisher
scope of the association. This might in- Either the Bookseller must sell at less
has very soldom thought of the retailer.
elude the opinion of the trade generally than the cost of doing. business, in which
Other injustices have arisen through
as to whether the proposed association case of course he sells at an absolute
the Canadian publisher himself, such as
should be purely a booksellers' associ- loss on every sale made) or he must ad_
stamping of the price on the book, and
ation.or booksellers' and stationers' as- V£mce the marked
price on the DOokj
the allowing of a discount below the acsociation.
jn whjeh case he stamps himself as a
tual cost of doing business, when as a
As a starting point for the obligations profiteer in the eyes of the buyin^ uubmatter of fact the discount should be
which this would entail. I. have pleasure i;c.
The wholesaler
and
publisher
such as to cover the cost of doing busiin
enclosing
you
herewith,
my
check
for
should
be
the
first
to
see
that
their
cusness, carriage to the customer, and at
$10, and I am satisfied that the com- tomers are not put in either of the above
least 10 per cent, for the owner of the
mittee would have no difficulty in get- undesirable positions,
bookstore. Another particularly flating the
balance required for initial Some of the most
flagrant examples
grant example of want of consideration
work.
on
the
invoices
in
question
are as folon the part of the publisher, is the price
I would be glad if you would give this lows:
fixed on church hymn books. We have
letter the publicity such as it can only
Printed
Cost
had three new editions brought out
receive through the medium of your valPrice to me
within the last three years by the three
ued paper, and I am sure that the book$3.25
$3.15
leading denominations in Canada, and
sellers in Canada would appreciate your
3.00 2.75
everyone of them start their discounts
service as they do appreciate your pa3.75 3.25
at 20 per cent., while the actual cost of
per from month to month.
,50
.42
doing a book business is from 30 to 35
Yours
truly,
2.25
1.65
per cent. In addition to this the publishers themselves advertise a 10 per
18
25
F. E. OSBORNE.
These are some of the most notable
cent, discount on certain numbers, leaving a paltry 10 per cent, less carriage
Messrs
examples only. There are others just as
charges, and in the case of the West,
bad and dozens nearly as bad on the one
this practically eats uu this 10 per cent,
invoice in question.
Under
Ithe item
profit to the bookseller.
Gentlemen:
"Cost to me," Ii have given you the inI would be glad if you would go into voice cost.
If you add 10 per cent, for
No man can continue to do business on
this basis, and the church should be the
detail in your invoices
No.
".
laying down in Calgary, you will find
I have checked these that in some of the above
cases
the
last institution that would ask a man
to do business on principles, which if invoices personally, and am astonished books are actually costing me as a reat the basis upon which you consider a tailer, more than the printed price. This
continued, would lead to his financial
retail bookseller can
do business.
I is not a healthy state of affairs either
rain and possibly criminal actions to
SS
think you must be aware
that the cost for the wholesaler or the retailer.
escape such ruin.
The
school
book

The

BOOKSELLER
I do not believe that wholesalers or
publishers as a rule desire that retailers should "work for nothing and pay
their own board," even though such a
continued state of affairs were possible,
but I will say that publishers have been
very lax in appreciating the situation,
and in your own case with your printed
price and inadequate discounts from
the same, you have been a party to aggravate the offence.
I feel that very many items on the invoices in question should carry lower
prices for which reason I am asking you
to go personally into every item and see
what can be done. As to the general aspect of the case, I am going to take this
up with retailers generally through the
medium of BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, and with the co-operation of
other retailers and due appreciation of
the situation from the wholesalers and
publishers, I hope a more healthy state
of affairs in the book business may be
arrived at.
Certain it is that the sparsity of real
book stores in Canada need not be wondered at in view of the short-sighted
policy adopted by publishers in providing
for grossly inadequate returns for retailers.
In my opinion the book trade has
sponged on the stationery trade long
enough. It is now time that the book
trade stands on its own feet, pays its
own overhead and produces beyond that,
a sufficient, return on capital and time
to t>ring about this happy condition.
Yours truly,
F. E. OSBORNE.
Other booksellers have raised protests about the short discounts on books
and publishers have pointed out to
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER the
advisability of effecting a reform in the
matter of published prices so as to provide for the allowance of an adequate
margin of profit for both wholesaler and
retailer.
There are certain books which are published by the authors themselves, and
they dictate the retail price, but they set
the price to the jobber so high
that when overhead charges are
added the wholesalers really lose money
at the price at which they supply the
hooks to retailers. The same is of course
true in turn in the case of the retailers.
There is a growing feeling in the
trade that the prices of books should be
left off the books themselves so that
each retailer may base his price for each
book in relation to its actual cost to
him. Then publishers and wholesalers
would invoice books at wholesale prices
and this long-standing trouble about discounts would disappear.
This is a question which the retailers
might well grapple with as an early action after they have organized themselves as a trade association.
Another difficulty which confronts
publishers is the question of authors'
royalties. There is no fixed amount per
volume.
Instead of that it varies ac-

AND

STATIONER

cording to the price at which a book is
sold. This is a circumstance that safeguards the author with a vengeance.
Its effect on publishers and booksellers,
however, is to aggravate still further
this whole grievance in the matter of discounts and possible profits.
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
invites members of the trade to send in
expressions of opinion for publication in
the neiA issue, with special reference as
to the proposal to discontinue the practice of printing the prices on books or
jackets.
Vankleek Hill, Ont., Nov. 18, 1919.
Editor BOOKSELLER & STATIONER:
Knowing that you are interested in
the book business and school supplies,
etc., and also cost of transportation and
profits made !by the retailer in such
goods, I beg leave to submit for your
perusal the following example:
Received from*
case of blank books billed by the
G. T. Ry. as 350 lbs., rate 57y2c $2.02
Adv. cartage
40
Cartage here
20
Case
80
Total

expense

$ 3.42

Number of blank books
Other books

$ 8.64
12

Total No
Invoice price
Retail price
Profit
Less expense

$ 8.76
$39.30
48.12
8.82
3.42

Net profit
$ 5.40
In other words, the railway company's
profit, etc., is almost 40 per cent, of my
total profit. Just think of handling 864
books for the immense profit of $5.40.
Don't you think there is something
radically wrong with the Railway Classification? And also don't you think
the wholesalers have the big end of the
stick ?
The retailer stands for every imposition and are helpless.
Why in their
interests
the
wholesalers
kick own
in regard
to thedon't
express
and freight rates.
Yours truly,
J. L. BROWNE.
Stationery and School Supplies.
•EDITOR'S NOTE.— The name of the wholesale
house is omitted because these circumstances are
not restricted to any one wholesale house.

How to Sell Carbons and Ribbons
Good Advice to Retailers by Special Committee of National
Association of Stationers of United States
sound ofadvice
good,report
is some
THERE
contained
in the
the
tee
iter
commit
on typewr
ribbons
and carbon papers presented at the annual convention of the Notional Association of Stationers. This report was in
part as follows:
"It is the opinion of your committee,
based on information gathered from leading manufacturers, that many stationers
have failed to appreciate the profits
which a well-conducted ribbon and carbon paper department would add to their
business. As most of you know, there
is a good margin of profit on these lines.
"We venture to offer a few suggestions
which may prove helpful to the ribbon
and carbon paper department.
"A. — Select some one of the leading
brands of typewriter ribbons and carbon papers, and specialize on this particular brand. By so doing you can
secure the heartiest co-operation of the
manufacturer in your advertising and
sales promotion.
"B. — 'Have one person in the department thoroughly post himself in all the
details of the business, the uses of the
various grades, etc. Ilf possible, have
him visit the factory so that he can see
how the goods are manufactured. This
person should also familiarize himself,
to a certain extent, with other makes
and grades of carbon paper and ribbons.
"C. — Assign a certain section in the
store (we would suggest near the typewriter papers) for 86this department and

equip it with cabinets and boxes so that
the goods can be conveniently shown and
the stock easily taken care of. It pays
to make sure that each customer receives
the quality, weight, and kind of carbon
paper best suited to the uses to which it
is to be put, and in case of typewriter
ribbons, the clerk should ascertain the
style of the .machine, the type used on
same, also whether or not the stenographer, who is to use it, has a light
or heavy touch. There is quite a difference in stenographers in this particular. In other words, your clerk
snould be able to give expert advice in
these matters. Most complaints are
caused by trying to use a ribbon or carbon paper not intended for the use to
which it is being put. You can get many
helpful suggestions along this line from
the manufacturers and trade papers.
"D. — Finally, see that the standard
prices on the goods are maintained.
Build up your business on quality and
service.
"We feel confident that there is a
good, profitable field for typewriter
ribbons and carbon papers in most of the
commercial stationery stores."
A doll invented by a Brooklyn woman is formed of a single narrow strip
of fabric so wound and sewed upon itself
as to form the body, arms, legs and
dress of the figure.

NEW AND FORTHCOMING
The spirit of adventure is the note of
to-day and the essence of true romance.
Miss G. E. Mitton's novels make a very
special appeal to the public, because they
carry the reader easily to romantic conditions overseas and entertain. A new
novel from this gifted author's pen, "The
Two Stringed Fiddle," is announced.
There will shortly be published a new
novel by Matilde Serao, entitled "Souls
Divided." This romance, by Italy's
most famous woman novelist, is described as an impassioned love story of
an unusual kind.
"With Other Eyes" is the title of Miss
Norma Lorimer's new full-length novel,
which will be published shortly. Miiss
Lorimer has taken the far-famed country
of Arthurian legends as a background
for her story of human passion, jealousy
and renunciation.
Ian Hay Beith arrived in New York
last month to attend the rehearsals of
his play, "Tilly," taken from "HappyGo-Lucky," which has run so successfully on the London stage. The spontaneous humor and lightness of touch of
this versatile writer are probably the
cause of his success, for the public is
parched for light-hearted amusement,
after four years of war literature.

WARM PRAISE FOR BAXTER
Arthur Beverley Baxter is a Toronto
author who has made good on the
strength of his book, "A Blower of Bubbles." William Heinemann, the noted
London publisher, classes him among
the five outstanding creative authors
who have appeared on the field of
British authors during the war period,
and predicts a great future for him.
THE SPIDER'S WEB
"The Spider's Web" is a most interesting new book by "Pix," the nom-deplume assumed by a Toronto member of
the Royal Air Force in the war, Major
Douglas Hallam. The book deals with
the romance of the flying boats based
on Felixstowe, forming "The Spider's
Web" that accounted for many a German
submarine.
The spider's web extended over 4,000
square miles of sea, half-way between
Harwich and the Hook of Holland.
The book shows that the machine guns
accounted for Zepps a-plenty, as well
as the many subs that were sunk.
A BOOK:
"A book's a magic sort of thing
That makes you sailor, chief, or king;
When I am old, and own a shelf,
I think I'll have a hook myself."
— From "A Little Freckled Person."

fo^^ AjbJUa*.

FICTION
1 — Re-Creation of Brian Kent, Wright.
2 — Box With the Broken Seals. Oppenheim
3— Young "Visiters," Ashford
4 — Lamp in the Desert, Dell
5 — River's End, Curwood
6 — Branding
Iron, Burt
NON-FICTION
1 — In Flanders'
Fields.
McCrae
2 — Rhymes of a Red Cross Man, Service
3— Same Old Bill, Streeter
4— Politics and the C.A.M.C. Bruce
5— The Clash, Moore
6 — Fragments
From
France,
Bairnsfather

IN THE FRONT
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20
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"Sheepskins and Grey Russet" is a
new book by E. Temple Thurston,
among the September issues.
"The Tidal Wave" is a new book by
Ethel M. Dell.
"The Grey Nuns in the Far North,"
by Rev. P. 'Duchaussois, O.M.I. , is a
history of the work of the Order of the
Grey Nuns in the North-west.
"Sister Anne! Sister Anne!!" is the
title of a book by Gertrude Arnold, of
Westmount, Que., presenting the humorous side of hospital experiences overseas.

Bookstore

74
72
62
54
54

Arthur Stanwood Pier, whose new
boys' book, "The Hilltop Troop," has
just been published, has a vantage
point from which to study boy character
and boy taste in reading. As one of the
editors of "The Youth's Companion," he
is in a position to understand their likes
and dislikes, and to give them what they
Like.

Much interest attaches to the appearance of Hugh Walpole's latest novel,
"Jeremy."
"Mrs. Martin" is the title of a new
novel by Robert Hichens.

"Optimism, and Other Sermons," is
the title of a new book by the late Professor Law, who was considered Canada's greatest preacher.
B. M. Bower's new Western novel,
"Rim o' the World," has just appeared.
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window display in co-operation with screen versions of the same story at the
37 is presented through the courtesy of Grossett & Dunlap.
This half-tone

LABOR'S OBJECTIVE
"Now that the conflict of nations is
ended, let us hope for ever," says the
author, in a prefatory note, "another
conflict, the abiding and paramount issue
"between Labor and Capital, takes the
centre of the stage. What is that issue?
Whither is it driving us? What way of
deliverance is possible from the grievous disturbances and monstrous evils
which it reveals? These questions I
have sought to discuss and, if possible,
to answer in this little book." As lecturer
in sociology and keen student of Labor
problems, Professor Maclver is exceptionally well qualified to speak on the
present industrial situation, and his
book, therefore, stands out as a piece of
sane comment and constructive suggestion, valuable and stimulating alike to
laborer and employer.
EDGAR GUEST
In his latest volume of verse, "The
Path to Home," Edgar A. Guest has
returned to the vein that made "A Heap
0' Livin'," so great a success. There
is the same jolly, kind spirit in the
verse — the same happy, human ring to
the lines — the same tender sentiment
and genial philosophy. The simple,
homely joys of everyday life are mirrored forth in its smiling pages. It is
the human note in Mr. Guest's verse
which endears it to readers everywhere.
PAID OUT
J. Percival Bessell has written an interesting tale in "Paid Out," a detective
story with a psychological interest and
pull that is irresistible. A guilty conscience; renurse for the betrayal of a
friendship; existence under the shadow
of a crime; constant and unceasing
dodging of a nemesis; the black dread
of never-ending apprehension; all are
depicted here with a strength of power
which holds the reader. It is published
by the Maeaulay Co.
L. M. Montgomery pays a fine tribute
to another Canadian woman novelist.
She says:
"I've just finished "Joan at Halfway,"
and am delighted with it. I haven't read
a book for years which gave me so much
pleasure. It ought to hav° a big success. I'm going to write Mrs. Rogers
and tell her so."
STORM IN A TEA CUP
From Macmfllan's comes Eden Phillpott's new novel, "A Storm in a Teacup." As in his more recent novels, the

story is told against a background of
modern industry. This time it is the art
of paper making which furnishes the
setting and from which Mr. Phillpotts
draws no end of romance.
THE LITTLE CHAP
Robert Gordon Anderson, author of
"Not Taps But Reveille," has written for
this season "A Little Chap," a short
story which has been b^oustfit out in book
form. It is a beautiful little etching of
simple homes, gentle souls and the patter of little feet so essential to true
happiness. A novelty is that the text is
only on one side of each page.
CONNIE MORGAN AGAIN
James B. Hendryx has chosen the northern Minnesota woods as the scene of his
latest book, which is "Connie Morgan in
the Lumber Camps." Connie solves a
mystery that robbed him and his partner
of thousands of dollars' worth of logs.
He is the same straightforward lad
"who finds out what has to be done, and
does it the best he knows how."
Mr. Hendryx has lived much in the
lumber woods and has written an excellent, exciting story of adventure.
JOHN DENE, OF TORONTO
John Dene, of Toronto, is a new book
by
Jenkins,
author
of "Bindle."
It isHerbert
a comedy
and has
already
sold to
the extent of approaching 40,000 copies
in England. It is a comedy of Whitehall.
In "Waifs and Strays," by O. Henry,
appear a dozen short stories, never
published befora in a popular edition.
The book also contains critical and biographical material by Stephen Leacock,
William Lyon Phelps, Arthur Page,
Vachel Lindsay, Christopher Morley,
and others, together with O. Henry's
last story, "The Snow-Man." Foreseeing
that he would not be able to complete it,
0. Henry told the story to Harris Merton Lyons, and it is he who finishes it
as it is found in this book.
MOTHER

GOOSE

The Boyd Smith "Mother Goose,"
published this season by Putnam's, is a
most attractive book. Boyd Smith is
a clever artist, and has ably translated
to his pictures the spirit of the rhymes.
On the majority of the 220 pages of
the book appear black-and-white sketches, besides which, there are a number
of beautiful full-page illustrations in
color.
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RAMSEY

MILHOLLAND

From Gundy's comes Booth Tarkington's latest novel, "Ramsey Milholland,"
which is another story of the eternal boy
—this time grown up and man enough
to face the Big Reality.
It is a story of a girl, too. They grow
up together — opposite. The girl talks.
She has a passionate soul and a tongue
to give it utterance— and the boy has
his boy's reserve. Always, as if Fate
were indulging in a malicious jest, the
boy, now in college, is sent to debate
against the girl — and is ipromptly annihilated. It is one of his bitterest
tragedies.
The days come for long walks together. The girl talks him into silence.
But it is a silence that has its meaning —
the strange, irrefutable last word that
always decides.
And when the Big Reality comes the
silence becomes clear. And in the revelation the girl finds herself growing
equally fit for it. The boy has become a
man and the girl a woman. It is a novel
as typical of American life as "The
Magnificent Ambersons" — and as much
an expression of youth as "Penrod" or
"Seventeen."
SAX ROHMER
"The Quest of the Sacred Slipper," by
Sax
put ofoutAleppo,
iby Gundy's,
is theRohmer,
tale of just
Hassan
keeper
of the relics of the Prophet Mohammed,
as keen as a ferret and as relentless as
a sword. He voyages to England in
quest of the lost slipper of the prophet,
now occupying a window in the London
Museum.
With him are the Hashishin, dwarf,
turned by a drug into giants of strength
and agility, mysterious, ghastly figures
who might well be the incarnations of
Hassan's evil designs.
Against him is Earl Dexter, known
as the cleverest crook in America. He
has decided that the theft of the sacred
slipper is to be his own job.
Against both is Scotland Yard, vigilant, pervasive, armed with a weapon
that is as long as. England.
Roy Norton's novel, "Drowned Gold,"
just published, is much befriended by
W. J. Locke. "In his previous novels I
met the qualities that made so much for
admiration — his vivid narrative, his tender and true humanity. In this new
novel, Drowned Gold, are all the old
qualities
Mr. Locke.that make for delight," writes

Books About War and Reconstruction
Call is Heavy for Books Dealing With the War and Problems Arising From the Great
Conflict
A MERRY FIGHT DEVELOPS
General Maurice is now in the big- dispute arising out of Lord French's charges against Gen. Sir Horace SmithDorrien in his book, "1914," and Hon.
John Fortescue, whose reputation of
reflections cast upon Smith-Dorrien, in
the first volume of the Official War History, has been deprived of his appointment as writer of this official history.
Lord French made the gravest aspersion on the military capacity and conduct
■of Gen. Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien over
the battle of Le Cateau, charging him
with useless sacrifice of lives and endangering the whole plan of the British retreat.
Incidentally, French gives figures of
the losses, which are grossly exaggerated, according to Fortescue and Gen.
Maurice, who was through the fight and
who asserts that Smith-Dorrien was entirely right in standing at Le Cateau
and, that, far from endangering the
British retreat, his stand made it possible, when French's tactics would have
resulted in perhaps decisive disaster.
A Canadian Press cable despatch on
Nov. 9, stated that the refusal to allow
Smith-Dorrien to defend himself and the
punishment inflicted on Fortescue was
regarded as an evil example of politics in
the War Office, where Field Marshal
Sir Henry Wilson, the Chief of Staff, is
now the dominating personality.
MYSTERIES OF THE WAR
The Page Company of Boston give us
a most interesting volume in "Celebrated Spies and Famous Mysteries in the
Great War," by George Barton. lit is
a handsomely made book with many
illustrations, the frontispiece being &
picture of Lord Kitchener. The volume
comprises a series of pen pictures relating to some of the most dramatic figures of the war. It provides a most
thrilling reading1, iand although the
events dealt with are more or less
familiar to the world, much data has
been collected so presented as to provide information which will clear up
many things for which people scanned
the newspapers in vain for additional
light.
ANOTHER

ROOSEVELT

Theodore Roosevelt, not "Teddy," but
his son, also a Colonel, wrote "Average
Americans," which the Putnam's have
just issued. "My father and mother believed in robust righteousness," says the
present Colonel, and the meaning and
need of it was inbred in all the family.
The part played by the elder Colonel
Roosevelt in awakening the U.S. to the
need of preparedness and the reactions
of the war upon him, as expressed in
letters to his sons, is developed.
Colonel Roosevelt paints a vivid pic-

ture, and not a pleasant one, of the needless cost to America of unpreparedness
and incompetency — a cost chiefly paid
by the men who fought in France.
GUN FODDER
Major A. Hamilton Gibbs, younger
brother of Philip Gibbs, is the author
of a book entitled "Gun Fodder." Philip
Gibbs in a preface says that his younger
brother has voiced, not simply the viewpoint of one officer who for four years
endured the hideous boredom and terrible
realism of the firing line, but the conviction of the majority of all the allied
youth. That this conviction is a bitter
one goes without saying, and Philip
Gibbs sees in it the beginning of higher
citizenship, the germ of ideals which
should go far to solve the reconstruction
problems of mankind which, if drafted
by this generation, can only be realized
by the next.
A WAR

JUVENILE

"Stirring Deeds in the Great War:
Our Boys' History of British Heroism,"
by Chas. E. Pearce, is history of the war,
told in stories, of the dauntlesss courage
of our army, navy and air force, from
August, 1914, to the armistice in November, 1918. The creations of the wildest fiction are tame in comparison with
the notable incidents of British heroism
so vividly recorded by Mr. Pearce. The
book is illustrated with a three-colored
frontispiece and 16 full-page illustrations by well-known artists.
MUST WATCH GERMANY
Sir John Willison, a former editor of
the Toronto "Globe," met the "Globe's"
editorial criticism of the Canadian Reconstruction Association, on the score
of their being professional alarmists in
crying- out against the danger of playing
into the hands of German manufacturers
by sending a long and thoughtful letter
to the "Globe," from which the following
is an excerpt:
"The Canadian Acting Trade Commissioner in London stating that firms engaged there in the trade of boot and
shoe lasts report that Germany is ready
to recommence export trade in that line,
and that, aided by the present abnormal
rate of exchange, lots of lasts have been
offered at prices as low as, if not lower
than, costs of production in the United
Kingdom." We find also that the British
Toy Manufacturers' Association has appealed to the Board of Trade for protection against the low rate of German exchange, which, it is claimed, offers an
important encouragement to German export business. Moreover, a recent cable
to New York "Tribune" reported that
Germany is flooding Scandinavian countries with toys, glass, china and machine
tools, selling at two-fifths of regular
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prices, and that long-term contracts, at
the present value of the mark, are being offered. An Associated Press Despatch published in the "Globe" this morning cites an instance of German manufacturers selling in Switzerland for 102
francs iron and steel products which
Swiss producers are unable to furbish
for less than 255 francs "
YPRES, 1914
A new book just out from Constable's,
of London, is "Ypres, 1914," being "an
official account, published by order of the
German General Staff." There is an
introduction and notes by the Historical Section (Military Branch) Committee of Imperial Defence. This book
presents German accounts supporting
Lord French's statement to the effect
that on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1, 1914, no
more than a thin and straggling line of
tired-out British soldiers stood between
the
Empirepower.
' and its practical ruin as a
first-class
WAR'S STRATEGY
William L. McPherson, author of "A
Short History of the Great War," has a
new book out this season entitled: "The
Strategy of the Great War," published
by Putnam's. It is a critical study of
Allied and German military policy and
of the curious evolution of strategy and
lactics caused by the naval conditions
aisclosed in modern warefare. The author's theories are first elaborated and
then illustrated by a review of its principal campaigns and battles.
Mr. McPherson is one of the editorial
writers of "The New York Tribune" and
its military critic. His daily "Military
Comment" in the last year of the war
attracted wide attention because of its
penetration and clearness and the accuracy of its forecasts.
OUR WONDERFUL
LANGUAGE!
"Tophole, Bud, I've got a cushy funkhole," is now perfectly proper English
as based in Cassell's new English dictionary, the Canadian edition of which
:s just ready. Many new words have
evolved from the war. For instance, the
following are some examples:
Cushy, meaning a soft job; conchy,
meaning a conscientious objector; bud,
meaning a close friend or companion;
eyewash, meaning humbug; fed-up,
meaning to have a sufficiency; funkhole, meaning Government job; hotstuff,
meaning an unscrupulous or formidable
person; cutnoice, meaning to fall flat;
movies, meaning moving pictures; the
push, meaning outkicked; strafe, meaning vent of hatred; tophole, meaning
feeling fine: umrntoen, meaning an unknown number; the wind up, meaning to
show fear; old bean, meaning the head;:
bus, meaning an airplane; brass hat.
meaning a staff officer.

Gifts
Sportsmen Books for Holiday
Else Seems to Fill
They Readily Solve the Problem of What to Give, When Nothing
the Bill— Give This a Trial This Year

often dealers hear the remark
during the holidays, "Oh, I don't
know what to get him. He seems
to have everything." And then there is
usually a helpless glance about the store
as if, perhaps, out from the stock some
particularly appropriate gift will suddenly step forward and exclaim to the
bewildered buyer, "Here I am. Just the
thing you wish. Take me home." And
many a time dealers and their salesmen
have gone wearily to their homes after
a day spent in attempting to suggest
gifts which would be 'desirable. There
was a shake of the head at the mention
HOW

of each, "No, he has all the golf clubs
he can use and would not wish anyone
else to choose them for him in any event
— he doesn't play tennis — he has so
many guns now there is no place to keep
them" — and so on, ad infinitum. It
usually ends wdth a sale being made
because the customer has become wearied and finally decides to take anything
rather than worry longer.
Offers Clever Solution
What a happy solution there is to such
questions and such difficulties as these.
The dealer who has a book department
no longer has worries of this sort. When
the customer is undecided, the salesman
merely turns to the book section and
indicates timely, up-to-date books on
subjects in Avhich every lover of the outof-doors will be interested. And the
customer, instead of going forth dissatisfied and wearied, with a feeling
that it is after all merely a makeshift
present that has finally been purchased,
will sally forward, confident that a gift
certain to please has been chosen.
Nothing will please the sportsman —
by which is meant the devotee of any or
all sports — more than a well-written
book, or masrazine articles, devoted to
his own particular hobby. It is natural
that this should be true. We toss aside,
with a feeling of disgust, the book treating of some subject of which we know
nothing, and perhaps care less. But how
easrerly we grab a book which tells of
subjects dear to our own hearts. There
is an immediate feeling of comradeship
established between author and reader,
and, incidentally, this comradeship extends itself to include the dealer or salesman who suecrested the book.
The field of sporting and ontiner books
is a wide one. Every conceivable subject which falls within the boundary of
these is interestingly written of.
For instance, for the fisherman there
are innumerable books on "eastinsr," and
every angler will read these from cover
to eover and then turn to the> front of
the book to start all over again. There
are books which tell of brook and stream
fishinir. likewise of lake and salt water
ancrlin"\
There are others which tell in-

many books relating to the history of
terestingly of the various methods used
the national game of America are puband how best to apply them, in fishing
lished and almost without exception they
for the many kinds of the finny tribe.
are interesting. Such notables of the
Each of them is filled to the brim with
baseball world as Ty Cobb, Christy
readable, interesting material.
Matheuson, Arthur Irwin, Hugh FullerBooks lor Golfer
ton, Ring Lardner, H. C. Witwer, and
The golfer finds countless books to
countless others have written entertaindraw his attention and these are increasingly of experiences or observations in
ing daily. There's the book which tells
all leagues from the "bxish" to the maof the troubles of a beginner at the game
The football lover will find himself
and how to avoid them, and these which
well cared for in the matter of books
are for the man more experienced. One
jors.
can find books ranging from a nominal
relating to his game and will be able to
price to those which sell for $6 to $10,
thresh out many a problem of the gridand these latter are real de luxe editions
iron in the seclusion of his own home,
which any golfer will be proud to have
taking issue perhaps with such men as
in his library. All such books are beauWalter Camp, "Pudge" Heffelfinge-r,
tifully illustrated, and in the glow of
Percy Haughton, "Doc" Williams, "Hurry
his own fireside, surrounded by the
Up" Yost,thoritiesAlonzo
and other
who have Stagg
contributed
their aubit
warmth which will be upon the links
in the spring and summer, the golfer
to the writing of material of this sort.
may study his game, discover his faults,
Books for Horse Lovers
plan his campaign for the next season
The man who follows the races will
to rid himself of these and to improve
find the "sport of kings" given its full
his play. And of course he will delight
measure of space on the book shelves
in doing it. Just as an illustration, in
and he may read of the history of the
one book department of this sort not
sport, of the days when Maud S., Nancy
long since we saw books with these
Hanks and John R. Gentry were breaktitles, "Playing the Game" — a remarking records, when Salvatore won the
able book by the way, as was also "Golf
Derby, and may come on through the
Illustrated," a book whose author is
years to the present day. He may even
James M. Barnes, the noted professional.
find the "dope" for the next season at
Then there were, "Putting, and How tc
his finger tips.
Perfect It"; "The Drive and Approach":
Basketball players, track followers,
"History of the Scotch Game"; "Courhockey enthusiasts, bicycle riders, all
tesy and Etiquette on the Golf Course,"
and '"The Nineteenth Hole," the last be- ' these and other athletes will find books
given over entirely to their own favorite
ing a scries of coif stories which were
decidedly attractive.
sport. And isn't it a certainty that the
For the hunter and trapper there are
<rift of one of these would prove a welcome one?
so many books that to list them wouvd
There is a decided fascination in readrequire a huge catalogue — and just s\ich
a catalogue should be in the hands of
ing of other men's ideas and experiences
in the same branch of sports in which
every dealer in order that he may proone himself is interested that is hard
cure for his customers books which are
not on his shelves. There are books
to explain and yet is always present.
which tell of buntiner experiences, others
There need be no hesitancy, no puzwhich ?rive the out-of-door man valued
zling over what to buy the man interinformation as to how camps should be
tested in sports — and that isi also true
constructed, what gun to select, how to
for the modern, out-of-doors woman.
use it after bavin? purchased it, the best
The problem has been neatly and deftly
solved. The modern dealer will have a
places to hunt and fish, and the best
time of year and day to follow these
book department just as up-to-theminute as the other departments of his
pursuits. There are books on trapshooting with a history of the noble sport and
store and his attention to this department will be rewarded with big returns
records galore told in an interesting
fashion ouite apart from statistical dryfrom the sale of the books and an inness. We call to mind on the shelves
creased interest felt in bis store by all
of the same dealer referred to above,
who follow sports. Of all times, do not
these titles, "The Gun and How to Use
overlook this bet during the holidays. —
It"; "Selecting Your Gamp": "Hunting
"Sportins: Goods Dealer."
Bier Game in the North": "The HuntsRUSSIA
man and Trapper," "The Lure of HuntRussia, Her Economic Past and Fuing." and others similar in title.
ture, by Dr. Joseph Goldstein, of the
For the man interested in baseball the
University of Moscow, is a most importseason of the year has come when he
ant new book that throws light on premust content himself with reading o^
the game instead of
sent-day conditions in that war-torn
40 rittfrwr on the
empire.
bleachers rootm? for his team. Manv,
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The above is a suggestion that may be incorporated with Christmas trade newspaper advertising or for window cards.
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WALL
Henry Justin Smith has written a
most interesting' book in "The Other
Side of the Wall," just published byGundy.
It is the tale of a fortune and a family,
the one growing and complicating prodigiously the affairs of the other; of life
in five rooms or eight; in rose-lit apartments, cushioned and scented; of life
with the help of sun-porches, kitchenettes
and every modern convenience; of life
with people on "the other side of the
wall," who, though neighbors, are strangers.
It depicts an aristocracy of the "flat
building world"; also a democracy — and
the follies, loves, shams and ambitions
of that world.
SISTERS
Kathleen Norris in her new novel,
"Sisters," published toy Gundy, tells a
strong story of life in the California
redwoods. There lived Dr. Strickland
and his two daughters. Between them
was the calm love of sisters and of father
and child. Peter Joyce, their nearest
neighbor, was to them only part of their
beautiful and secure environment.
Then came Martin Lloyd, a messenger
from the world outside the redwoods.
And there was now the love of a woman
and a man, and of a woman and the
world.
The clash was inevitable. The world
that invaded the redwoods gave new
measures and new meanings to everything. From his place as part of the environment Peter Joyce stepped out a
lover.
A story, remarkable in its handing of
characters and situations, even for Kathleen Norris.
A NEW

RANCH

NOVEL

"Tharon of Lost Valley" is Virgie
Roe's latest novel just published by the
Ryerson Press.
There is a valley near the Mexican
border, walled in by mountains, out of
which there are but two known ways.
Within the valley live the cattlemen and
riders with their families; a peaceful
paradise but for the clashing ambitions
of men. One. Buck Courtrey, a bully
and a lover of women, sets out to rule
the valley. Opposed to him at the start
is only Jim Last, Tharon Is father, and
a few loyal ranchers. Her father killed,
Tharon takes up her heritage. To be
downed by Buck Courtrey means more
to her than merely the loss of her ranch.
Later in the story comes the Man in
Uniform from the great outside world
of "below," a man with another code of
honor, with different ideas concerning
killings, with quiet ways and a real
courage. This man Tharon learns to
love, and for his sake does some wonderful things.
CHILD LITERATURE
Annie Carroll Moore, head of the
children's department of the New York
Public Library, has a most interesting and enli<rhtoning article, entitled
"Viewing and Reviewing Books for
Children," in the September Bookman.
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She emphasizes the influence of Horace
E. Seudder on the trend of American
literature for children, crediting him
with the origin of the idea that children's books should have as much, or
more, attention than grown-up books.
It was he who insisted that the best
writers were not too good for children.
It is gratifying to learn that a beautiful
new edition of Mr. Scudder's "Fables and
Folk Stories," the best-known of his
books, has recently been issued.
A

FIGHTER'S
IMPRESSIONS
Lt.-Col. L. M. Cosgrave, D.S.O., of
Toronto, has written a book entitled
"After Thoughts, Impressions of Armageddon," which has just been published, being a record of impressions during four years of active fighting in the
great war. He deals with the development of hate, the change from personal
hate to impersonal loathing, and the
change from that feeling to a silent
contempt, tinged with pity for a hopelessly misguided people and an acquired degeneracy.
WINNING

JERUSALEM

"How Jerusalem Was Won," by W. T.
Massey, is a important new war book
issued by Constable's. The author was
official correspondent of London newspapers with the Egyptian Expeditionary
Force. The book sets forth the record
of General Allenby s campaign.
THE

MAN

WHO

WENT

A book which will carry a strong appeal in all English-speaking countries is
Harold Spender's "The Man Who Went,"
which ably represents the attitude of the
fighting men who answered the call of
humanity in meeting the menace of the
misdirected ambition of the unspeakable
Hun in his gigantic effort to dominate
the world. The hook is published by
Morgan & Scott, London.

large variety, and the manufacturer
would pass on to both retailer and consumer the price reductions possible as a
result of the large increase in the volume
of production of each of the smaller
number of styles.
We regret that it is impossible for us
to make definite recommendation, but
we must leave these suggestions for the
new committee with confidence that the
manufacturers are ready and anxious to'
co-operate with the retailer in every
move of this kind."
If this general plan is followed out by
U.S. manufacturers its adoption by the
Canadian manufacturers will no doubt
.follow, and the Canadian retailers will
benefit along with their brethren across
the line.
"Advertising," by G. W. Goodall, is a.
valuable new book for all business men,
being a study of modern business power.
It is worth special attention by booksellers by reason of the striking way in
which its suggestions as to the power of
advertising has been performed by publicity in national effort in the war and
the raising of Victory Loans, etc.
It will give the general reader a very
good idea of the vast extent of the
modern advertising business and the
thoroughness with which its requirements are thought out by those who are
engaged in it.
A new volume of sermons of the late
Prof. Law is to come early in December. The title will probably be "OptimA TOY NOVELTY
"Sail-me" is the name of a new toy
introduced by "Playthings Limited." It
is a toy airplane, that can be so precipiism."

MORE POWER TO THEM!
The committee on paper and envelopes
of the National Association of Stationers
of the United States, have recommended as follows:
"The great benefits, gained by the retail stationers from the reduction in the
number of styles and thicknesses of
blank books, and from the elimination of
certain numbers of pencils, pens and
rubber bands, lead us to believe that it
would be equally beneficial if similar reductions could be made in the number
of weights, sizes and grades of envelopes, if certain numbers of typewriter
paper could be eliminated, and if the
number of shapes, sizes and colors of

fancy papers could be kept down nearly
to the basis reached during war times.
The consumer in each case would easily
adapt himself to these changes, the retail stationers would not be burdened
with the necessity of carrying such a
42

tated through the air that it will return
to the hand that throws it. By another
method of despatching it, it will take a
different course and loop the loop.
NEW

COPY

HOLDER

An introduction by the Dalberg Offisupply Co., Des Moines, is the copyholder as illustrated herewith, by which
it will be seen that the paper in the

loose leaf book always lies flat while
the stenographer is taking notes. It
also comes with an easel attachment
for use when transcribing, in addition
to
which there is a clip and Iineguide
holder.

Pays to Keep Store Windows Well Lighted
foron Shoppers' Benefit Before Christmas
Live
Retailer
Keeps
Making Money Even
Though His Doors
Are Locked.
this season when there is so
much to draw the attention of the
prospective shopper too great
emphasis cannot be placed upon the effectiveness of a good lighting system.
There is no season in the year in which
it does not pay to light up the window
but these evenings when the streets are
thronged with people looking for gift
ideas, money spent on lighting is a good
investment. Not a few merchants are
firm believers in well-lighted windows
and it is a common expression that a window that is adequately illuminated is not
an expense but a decided asset as it in
itself soon pays the rent.
It may be argued that to keep a window continuously illuminated soon runs
into money, but it must not be forgotten
thai; a few dollars spent along these lines
might easily be returned a hundred fold.
During the Christmas season people
make a practice of going around the
stores to see what is on display, hoping
in this way to pick up suggestions for
gifts. It might be that these sight-seeing
tours cannot be made during the day and
when this is the case the "night impressions" count. The best class of goods
might be on display in a darkened window but the man responsible for this window is under a handicap when fighting
for business with the man up the street
who keeps his lights ablaze until after
the theatre crowds have disappeared.
AT

Effect of Contrast
By the merchant who believes in window-lighting as a trade magnet, due care
should be taken that the rays from his
bulbs are directed in a telling manner.
Light thrown en the sidewalk from window-lighting equipment is a two-fold
waste because all light that "spills" on
the walk is certainly not being put to
work to light the window, and because —
and this is the more important — this
"spill" light does away with contrast between the intensity of illumination within and the surrounding space. By creating a sharp contrast between intensity
of window light and sidewalk light the
window may be easily made to seem
brighter than it really is and it is only
by the use of concealed lamps and correctly-designed reflectors that this desirable result can be secured.
The correct design of lamp to be used
depends upon several conditions, such as
height and depth of the window, the
kind of background and decorations used,
as well as the intensity of light required
to make an adequate display, but brilliant
show window lighting, from concealed
sources, without waste light, commands

GOOD LIGHTS IN THE SHOW CASE
EMPHASIZE VALUE OF THE GOODS
In the lighting of a store, showcase illumination is an acknowledged
asset to any merchant, but showcase lighting which forces the clerk to face
a continuous annoying glare practically defeats its own purpose. It lowers
the man's efficiency as a salesman by making him irritable to a point where
he loses business, failing to "cash in" on a customer's interest in merchandise to which the showcase lighting has called attention.
Showcase lights should be placed directly in the line of vision of the
clerk behind the case. If the lamps are visible the glare they give cannot
fail to be detrimental to the health and productiveness of the employes and
the sales volume of the establishment. Scoopettes generally are used by
the merchants using the most modern equipment as these lights change
showcases from mere dark, unattractive containers of merchandise to bright,
never-tiring salesmen.
A well-lighted showcase stops customers, creates and arouses interest
and emphasizes the value offered by each display. Light is often the connecting link between customer and goods and it is poor business to ignore
this fact.
Supposing a man drops in to look over some shirts. While waiting he
leans against the showcase. His eyes are naturally attracted to the nearest
brightly-lighted object. This happens to be a display of neckwear in the
showcase of which he is making a leaning post. "How much?" he asks
a clerk, pointing to one that has particularly appealed to him. "Dollar and
a half?" he then queries, adding: "Guess I'll have one." He goes out with
his purchases, one sale at any rate being directly attributable to an efficientlylighted showcase.

attention, displays the goods to the
very best advantage, makes seeing an
easy matter and holds the crowds. And
this is what the wide-awake merchant
wants.
A perfect show window, perfectly
lighted and perfectly trimmed, is bound
to be a thing of beauty to every passerby
and a real pleasure to those responsible
for making it attractive.
Kcflectors are Hidden
A few years ago window-lighting experts had difficulty in making the merchant see the necessity for concealing
his show window lights in reflectors but
the dressing of windows is to-day such
an art that the modern haberdasher
would no more think of using bare lamps
than he would of displaying his merchandise in packing cases. To-day an exposed reflector in a show window is just

as much of an eye-sore as the unadorned
lamp was a few years ago. Well-designed and carefully-made valances are
now used to cover the defects of former
days. They impart an air of warmth,
dispel the harsh commercial aspect of the
store front and elevate the tone of the
whole establishment. Oftentimes the
merchant's own monogram, trade mark
or other insignia may be incorporated in
the design selected, thus adding a final
touch of individuality.
There is no disputing the fact that
correct light draws crowds. And crowds
mean money to some merchant. In order
to get the attention of the evening window shoppers the man who wants business must make his windows compete
with those of all the other merchants on
his street. He must attract the crowd
regardless of competitors and clear,
brightly-lighted windows prove irresist-

That the value of illumination is recognized by the King Street Association of
Toronto was evidenced, when, on the occasion of the visit of the Prince of Wales,
the following appeal was issued to the business men on the street: "It behooves every
business man on King Street to make his "front" as attractive as possible; and the
particular suggestion we have to offer is that the merchants and others take full
advantage of the opportunity and light up their premises at night, even though it
may be necessary to come down town to turn off the current. We know of a number
of business men who have decided upon this plan. The King Street Association has
undertaken an excellent scheme of decoration, and you are asked to contribute to the
best of your ability as an individual by making your premises appear bright both,
day and night.
Apart from any other consideration it is good business."
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ible to the passerby. Sub-consciously he
or she stops to look in. A uniform light
which makes every piece of merchandise
stand out prominently and yet does not
glare into the eyes of the spectators is
what is wanted.
Use Windows Continuously
When the average retailer locks
his door his day's work is done but that
is no reason why he should have stopped
making money. His rent goes on just
the same. Therefore, why not his income insofar as possible? There is no
necessity for him letting his store go to
sleep when he leaves. It should be made
to pay its own rent at night just as during the day. That is what display windows are for. It is during the evening
that people have time to look in the windows.
Live merchants, consequently, take advantage of the window-shopping hours.
They make their windows inviting,
irresistible magnets. And the one big
way of doing this is by having them
attractively lighted, by abolishing gloom
and shadows and even glare. During
the Christmas season especially this
plan should be followed as every night
for weeks before the holiday Santa Claus
and his wife are on the streets and no
opportunity should be lost by the dealer
in men's wear to add them to his list of
regular customers.
HANDBAGS
AND PURSES
An Increase in Price Promised for Near
Future
Nothing has yet been produced to
supersede in fashior's favor the velvet
or brocade handbags with silver or tortoise shell frames and chain handles.
The T. Eaton Co. are showing some
rather novel design's made of painted
ribbon picturing two little birds on a
limb, and also cameo effects. Big business, however, is still done in the plain
black velvet, moires and in brooches
that match the gowns or wraps with
which they are worn. Of late there have
been several numbers shown in flat
purses and canteen bags, made of brocade, used similarly to leather. This
may be due to difficulty in securing the
fancy fine leathers, or to the vogue for
brocade, but so far it remains for the
■public to decide whether these will become sellers of any importance.
All these fabric bags, though, are sold
for dressy wear, and their vogue does
not interfere in the least with the volume of trade being carried on in flat
leather purses, having numerous compartments and top or side straps and
novel gift bags developed from the canteen idea. These are all still being
turned out in large quantities, but — as
the Tommy said when told that 5,000
Turks had been massacred — " 'Taint
enough."
One manufacturer with a staff double
that of last year and working overtime
is continually having to refuse orders.
"What's the use," he said to BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, "of working our design department and trying
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to introduce new styles at a loss when
we're not able to fill our orders for
staple lines?
It would be absurd."
Under
such
conditions, prices
are
bound to be higher, and dealers
may
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look for an early advance in the cost
of the finished article when, added to
this state of affairs, even the little
metal trims have increased 66 per cent.
during the past month.

A Great Line for Stationers
Firm in St. Johns, Quebec, Does Business of a Thousand Dollars
a Year in Flashlights and Supplies
A good specialty line for stationers
to push comprises flashlights, batteries
and globes. As R. J. Elman, retail stationer, 33 Jacob Street, Halifax, points
out in a letter to BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER, flashlights deserve a
prominent place on account of the repeat ibusiness they bring for batteries
and globes. Mr. Elman puts in quite
a strong boost for Canadian-made batteries. The Japanese flashlights are
strong contenders for the business, and
he thinks Canadian makers should exert
themselves to meet the Japs in prices
quoted on globes.
The Gaetz-Cornett Drug & Book Co.,
advise that they have been selling flashiisrhts for the past four years and that
their sales are constantly increasing.
They, too, recommend this line as a
good one for all stationers to sell, be44

cause

of the repeat business for batteries and bulbs.
W. J. Collins, St. Andrews, B.C., says
the trouble in his case is to get enough
flashlights and supplies to supply the
increasing demand. He finds it difficult to get his orders filled.
J. Alfred Guay, 19 Notre Dame Street
West, Montreal, has just fallen into line
with the retail stationers selling flashlights and supplies.
$100 to $1,000 a Year
From $100 a year to $1,000 a year represents the growth in the annual business done with flashlights and supplies
in the store of Henri Bernard & Fils,
St. Johns, Quebec.
J. S. Shurie, Wellington, Ont., advises that his sales of flashlights and
supplies have doubled in the past five
years.

DoCollection
Youis One Keep
Accounts Cleaned Up?
of the Most Important Features of Conducting a Successful Business
—Some Suggestions for Getting After Any Delinquents You May Have

steadily accumulates
EVIDENCE
that the days of unrestricted credit
to customers, especially in the
rural districts, are past. Recent statistics show that more and more of the
country's business is 'being done on a
cash basis. Many hardware merchants,
of course, have accounts with factories,
contractors or others where immediate
settlement for good's ordered through
workmen or others is impossible, but in
such cases there is a regular time set for
payment and they see that it is not overrun.
People are able to
the retailer lets it be
business is conducted
more or less strictly
Causes of

pay and will pay if
understood that his
on a system that is
cash.
Failures

More failures have been caused
through carelessness on the part of the
retailer with regard to his accounts than
by faulty methods of doing business.
And there are still some customers who
defer payment of their legitimate accounts. These are the people the retailer wants to get after, and there is no
better time to get after them than right
now. The phenomenal success of
the recent Victory Loan is an indication that there is an abundance of ready
money in circulation; and the retailer is
entitled to the account which is due him.
Lf he does not get it, the fault is, possibly, equally between the retailer and
the customer.
Afraid to Collect
Many

merchants

are poor

collectors

because they dislike "boning" people for
money; on the other hand, there are
many customers who only need a reminder that an account is due to pay it.
But there are also a number of customers who are :'hard pay" and with sr.ch
more strenuous methods have to be
adopted.
Personal Touch
A number of methods have been adopted1 by various merchants throughout the
country. Some have inserted advertisements dn local papers; others send out
letters, while still others make calls for
their accounts. In conversation with the
credit manager of one of the largest
wholesale hardiware houses in Ontario,
BOOKSELLER & STATIONER was advised that a good policy to follow was to,
if possible, give a personal touch to such
letters. The merchant, being on intimate terms with his customer, will, in all
probability, know some grounds on which
he can interject in his letter this personal
touch.
Seasonable Appeals
Still another method to follow is to
make the letter seasonable. If it is in
the spring of the year, state to your
creditor, for instance, that it is the be-

ginning of your year's business, that
you have many accounts to clear away
and that you would apppreoiate an early
attention to the matter. If it is in the
fall, you might say to him that the harvest has been garnered, that the result
of the year's effort has been gathered
and that you would appreciate his cooperation in cleaning old accounts off
your books. This might be carried
through the four- seasons of the year.
Other methods to be followed are suggested in the following letters. Here is
a letter inserted by a Western Ontario
merchant on the front page of his home
weekly. It is straight to the point and
should noi give offence to anyone
IT IS DISAGREEABLE
to send or receive an account with a footnote on it such as "Please," "Your kind
attention is requested," "Please favor us,"
etc., etc. Our accounts are never rendered
unless they are due. Our terms are, and
have been for some time, strictly 30 days
(the large Toronto stores do not give one
day). Conditions in trade have ehanged
greatly. It now requires nearly double the
capital to swing a' business. Goods a:e
scarce and difficult to procure. Formerly
manufacturers and wholesalers were more
lenient in their terms — now the majority of
them ask for payment in ten days after the
merchandise is shipped (actually before the
goods are received, if they are routed by
freight). Any thinking person can see the
necessity of prompt payment. We ask it in
the same courteous manner that we solicit
your esteemed trade; both are necessary for
our success.
This week upwards of six hundred (600)
accounts, running from $3.00 to $300, will
be sent out from our office, every one of
them due and payable. Many of them are
rendered for the first time, many have been
rendered many times before. Our experience in rendering the above number of
accounts is that abouty fifty (50) of them
will be paid promptly — the remainder will
have about as much effect as water on a
duck's back. It is expected that all accounts
leaving our office this week will be paid on
or before November 23rd.
We would like very much to carry these
four or five hundred accounts for several
months
are not. if we were strong enough — but we
A Gentle Reminder
Some people only need a reminder in the
shape of a letter to bring them into the
store with the cash. A politely worded note
something like the following will very often
suffice:
— is quite a bit past due.
YourMr. account
Dear
We are in need of additional funds and ask,
therefore, that you drop in and make some
arrangements for paying your account now
or as soon as possible.
We do not like to write a letter of this
kind to any patron of our store, that you
know. We, however, buy for cash and sell
on that basis, in order that we may make
prices to our patrons that are right. We
did to you.
Come in and see us so that we may make
some arrangements to settle this account.
We will greatly appreciate your doing so.
May we look for you some time this
present week?
Thank
Yoursyou.
very truly,
A Little Stronger
If this does not bring them in try some45

thing a little stronger.
them.
Persistency
pays
kind.
Here is a follow-up
a week after the first one

Keep right after
in cases of this
letter to be sent
went out:

Dear
Mr.
It seems
a bit strange to us that so far
you have paid no attention to our recent
letter asking you to call and settle your
past due account.
Our policy has been to buy on a basis of
spot cash and sell the same way. We made
you prices accordingly, as you know. In
other words, we gave you the benefit of spot
cash prices and agreed to wait for our
"spot cash."
Now, we think you owe it to yourself and
us to come in and settle up. We really are
in need of the money, as all retailers are
at this particular time.
If you are unable to pay in full, we will
be glad to have you pay some on account
and
give us an understanding as to when
the balance
will be taken care of.
Come in, then, to-morrow or next day, and
make arrangements to settle this. Do not
disappoint us this time. We shall look
for you soon.
We wishYours
to remain,
very truly,
Need

the

Money

Before taking any drastic action merchants sometimes find it advisable to send
a third letter, in which it is intimated that
if the party cannot pay the account in full
he should come in and at least reduce
it.
Many of those owing fair-sized accounts will
respond to this appeal. A third letter may
be worded as follows:

HereMr.we have asked you twice to come
Dear
and make some sort of payment on yourin
We believe the reason you delayed doing
'
ac
old
co
un
t.
so was
becaus
e you
lacked
ready money
ao do we.
We need money to carry on our business
and we must, by all means, get it in
We never like to make trouble of any kind
for a patron of our store. When it becomes
necessary to do so, he generally loses more
than we do. He loses the advantage of cash
prices on the goods he gets here, and also
loses money and local repute by the law
course. We do not want to take such a
step now. We say this in all fairness.
Can we, then, depend upon you to square
up the old account by the first of the week'
Pay at least something on it.
we Inare,the hope that you will
so favor us
Yours very truly,
Must Take Action

If all these appeals prove fruitless it
means that the party probably does not intend to pay. A fourth letter along
lines
indicated below should be sent and the
the most
important point in connection with this is
in meaning what you say. It is useless to
tell a delinquent you will take action and
then never follow it up. It gives him the
impression you are afraid. One of the most
successful collectors in the country to-day
tried all methods of persuasion and appeal
before threatening action, but once he says
he is going to take the case to the courts
he always does so. In this way he has
established a reputation for himself that
goes a long way with "slow pays." Once
they
know that R — — has been given the
account to collect, they know he means
business, and is prepared to go the limit.
They also know that if they are temporarily
hard up and show by their attitude that
they are willing to do the best they can and

BOOKSELLER
are honest and will pay a little at a time,
he will give them every consideration.
The final letter to be sent out before
taking legal action
may
be worded as
follows:
Dear Mr.
This makes the fourth letter we have
written you, asking that you make some
kind of settlement of your long past due
account.
So far you have not paid any attention
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whatever. Do you think this course on your
part is right? Place yourself in our shoes
and see how you would like it.
Unless some arrangement is made to pay
this account by the 10th of this month, we
shall consider it our duty to hand same
to the attorneys.
We have enjoyed doing business with you,
and believe you have found us fair and
square. But ignoring us as you have does
not help one bit.

So please step in and pay up the account,
or a part of it, before the 10th. SaVe us
and yourself expense, and we shall be glad
to continue with you as formerly. There is
no personal feeling in this letter at all; we
simply need the money due us.
you in advance for the courwe Thanking
are,
tesy of a settlement by the date mentioned,
Yours very truly,

Big Boom for Sporting Goods Trade
Business in 1920 Will be Good — Some Good Information About How Industrial Conl | cerns Encourage Sports — This is Great Benefit to the Trade

E
said :

H. WORRELL, of A. G. Spalding & Bros., in an interview with
the
"Sporting
Goods
Trader"

"This is the biggest year we have ever
had in athletic goods," he declared, "and
it would be as big again if we could only
get the merchandise. I want to make it
clear that this is not owing to a lack of
production, (but it is due to a doubled
demand, for production, as a matter of
fact, is bigger than ever."
Mr. Worrell referred to the very significant Way in which sports are proving
of value in connection with industry in
general. "Throughout America," he said,
"the big industrial plants of a community are carrying out systematic plans
for the formation of athletic leagues
composed of the workmen in the various
plants. Industrial leagues are not new,
but in the past each plant has usually
had its own leaigue and it has operated
more or less directly under the supervision of the factory. Now, however,
the plan is worked out with teams of all
factories regarded as a unit, managed
by a man outside engaged for the purpose, who runs it as a whole without any
idea of benefit to any one plant."
He referred to Rochester, N.Y., as a
centre where this plan is working out
with splendid results. There the Eastman Kodak Company started the idea
and the president of the Rochester
league has already averted three strikes.
He was able to accomplish this when all
other possible means failed and he did
it because he was closer to the men than
anybody else and was enabled to approach them on a somewhat different
basis.
"While the plan of athletic leagues,"
said Mr. Worrell, "may not be the solution of labor problems, it is doing something toward straightening out our industrial tangle and in the future it may
prove a very vital factor in arriving at
a ground of common understanding. Another thing which the plan has accomplished," continued Mr. Worrell, "is to
put amateur athletics on a higher plane.
The leagues are operated under the
A. A. TJ. rules and no ringers are allowed on any of the teams, as used to
be the case when each factory ran its
own league."
Speaking further of sporting goods in

general, and the shortage of merchandise, Mr. Worrell said that the great
bulk of next spring's business is already
booked, and those who don't get their
orders in before Christmas will not have
any spring goods. "Basketball and indoor baseball," he said, "are bigger than
ever before, winter sports are promising
to make a record, and notwithstanding
high prices generally, people are ordering for the spring trade."
Price is of small consideration in the
sporting goods line. The dealers' customers are willing to pay what is asked
without complaint, as the latter have become accustomed to advances in the
prices of all kinds of goods and commodities, and are not surprised to find
that the set wf boxing gloves, the fishing
reel or the baseball goods are more expensive than formerly. There is plenty
of money in circulation, and the people
are spending much of it. Many are buying things now that they never thought
of buying before, and even in the cases
of those articles they have always been
in the habit of purchasing, they are buying better grades.
The criticism of profiteering has not
been directed, in the public mind, towards the sporting goods dealer. The
merchant who handles butter, shoes and
like commodities is getting his share of
blame for high prices, as well as the
manufacturers of such necessities, but
the sporting goods industry and trade
"seem to have escaped blame in this matter. This is fortunate, for there is no
reason for suspicion in their cases.
Where certain classes of 'Sporting and
athletic goods are much higher than
formerly, it is very generally understood
that the reason for it is natural; that
there are conditions of wages and scarcity of raw materials, etc., that cause
such things to be unavoidable.
FRENCH IVORY
A really important feature of the
trade in French ivory is the tendency
among manufacturers, and among those
retailers who realize the biggest returns
from that line of merchandise, to do
business in a i-emarkably good quality.
Very little cheap goods in this line is on
the market, and :it46would, no doubt, be
to the advantage of the merchant whc-

has not yet made French ivory a paying
proposition, to consider this fact.
Wholesalers state that, even though
buyers who deal in the better grade
goods find it selling very actively, there
are merchants who continually ask them
for cheap goods, such as the flimsy celluloid which was on the market before
the war, chiefly in rattles, toys, floats,
and things of that sort. French ivory
has gotten to be a line of merchandise
of quite a different calibre. It is a toilet
article considered almost essential to the
debutante, the bride, and, in fact, any
young lady who now requires her seal
coat and silk lingerie. Surely she is not
going to be satisfied with celluloid and
similar lines of accessories for her boudoir when she knows there is available,
somewhere, the fine quality and big
range of French ivory. Moreover, that
class of young lady is not essentially an
urban girl. She is found in every hamlet and good farming district in the
Dominion.
This is the season of all in the year
when the merchants have an opportunity to instal a line of ivory of the type
that will appeal to his customers who
are living on this new level of "quality
goods"
throughout all their requirements.
As a result of this tendency for finer
finish and workmanship, even the manufacturers who prided themselves on
high-class goods since their beginning,
are expending limitless attention upon
improving the finish, workmanship, color
and whole quality of the lines which
they are producing. Some toilet articles
are being made with firm bases almost
1% inches thick. This base does not seem
clumsy as one might think, for it may
be carved into artistic shapes, and the
result is a very substantial article, far
from unattractive. Other lines which
were considered staple in light weight
articles, such as soap dishes, buffers;
etc., are now being made also in heavier
finish, so that, while the price is higher
for these newer articles, they are worthy
to be considered part of a set of the
better goods. The new soap container
may retail at about $2.00, but that is
not an obstacle in the way of its sale.
Formerly, the purchaser of ivory toilet
sets had to be contented with a frail
celluloid receptacle
liable
to become
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slightest provocation,
in its attitude, that a
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Prices, naturally, ' will show aft increase, along with the increase in quality, but an advance of 20 per cent,
during the last six months seems little
to the wholesaler, as long as he is able
to secure the goods and people are in a
position to pay for nothing but the best.
One fine quality brush, which costs the
trade $9.00, and is about to be advanced
to $12.50, is a very good seller. Large
bonnet-shaped hand -mirrors, with long
handles, cannot be obtained in sufficient quantities to meet the demand.
Manicure files are being made with
silver-iplated blades.
Sets Make Sales
While sets of ivory in showy cases
may not be regular sellers throughout
the year, they are no doubt drawing
cards during the Christmas season. A
young man comes into a toilet goods
department and selects two or three
high-grade pieces as gifts for some particular person. The saleslady shows
him these, and also displays one or two
cases of sets complete, with the suggestion that it makes a much more impressive gift. In many cases, the young
man is only in need of the suggestion,
for he immediately concurs that the display in the case is attractive and complete. While the case itself may not be
of very great value, it serves as an
attractive package for the nice pieces
within, and retailers who really appreciate the possibilities of a good line of
French ivory are prone to make the
most of these effective displays at the
gift-giving season. It looks like a
pretty sure bet that Santa Claus is
going to leave a good many pieces- of the
better-grade ivory in this year's Christmas stockings.
PUNCH AND JUDY
For some people, Punch has dropped
quite out of existence. But he has been
brought to life again on the sixth floor
of the Robert Simpson Co. as a part of
the annual Christmas show. In a miniature theatre Punch laughs and kisses
Judy, throws the baby downstairs, Judy
too; then knocks the policeiman and doctor on the head, hangs the sheriff, folds
him uip in the coffin, throws Samlbo
downstairs, and finally is choked to
death by the devil' every day to the
chuckling delight of several hundred
children. Here, too, a little marionette
performance is staged at alternate
hours.
The Christmas, show itself contains
innumerable toys for sale as well as
other articles such as handkerchiefs and
ivory, suggestive gifts for the children's
parents. There is also a booth where
popular music is being sold, and an ice.
cream stand. But .best ' of all, Santa
Claus'" himself" is there" to 'receive his
'little visitors in a cosy sittinig-room with
a big fireplace? Just outside the room is
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a real roof, and now and again Santa
demonstrates how he is going to climb
the roof and come down the chimney
next Christmas Eve.
DAVE

DARRIN

In Altemus' Dave Darrin series three
new titles that have just come are:
"Dave Darrin and German Submarines,"
"Dave Darrin's South American Cruise"
and "Dave Darrin on the Asiatic Station." The author, H. Irving Hannah,
has three more fine stories for boys in
these books.
WAR

HISTORY

Volume XXIII of Nelson's History of
the War by John Buchan, carries the
chronicles of the great war through the
turn of the tide and the breaking of the
German defences, following the capitulation of Bulgaria. Vol. XXIV deals
with "Victory" — the surrender of Germany and aftermath of the war.

Pied Piper, luring the unwary reader to
her sun-flecked porch, to watch with her
the queer procession of created things
go bytoads.
— from lovers and ghosts to lizards,
and
Under the spell, convinced that loafing is better than doing, the reader
stays and chuckles over the quiet humor
and quaint fancies. He gets away finally— all delightful experiences must
end in this work-a-day world — still
chuckling, but with a renewed sense of
life and life's values.
BOOKS AND MOVIES
There should be a special demand for
"Little Women," by Louisa M. Alcott,
in the bookstores' of various Canadian
towns in which the screen version of
this great story for boys and girls will
soon be running, and has recently been
shown.

"Janey Canuck," the well-known Canadian writer, was born in Cookstown.
She was the eldest daughter of the late
Isaac Ferguson. She was married to
her present husband, the Rev. Arthur
Murphy. She is the only woman on the
bench in Canada, being at present Judge
of the Women's Court at Edmonton.
GREAT WAR AND R.A.M.C.
A voluminous work is "The Great
War and the R.A.M.C.," by Lt.-Col.
Brereton. published by Constable's. It
has nine maps, one plan, two appendices,
and is an exhaustive account of thje
doings of the Royal Army Medical
Corps on the Western Front during the
'first two months of the Great War.
Appendix I gives the full staff of
Surgeon-General Woodhouse in the Expeditionary Force that sailed in August
1914.

MAY

SINCLAIR

Author of "Mary

Appendix II presents "The Horrors of
Wiittemlburg," being the official report tothe British Government.

Olivier."

A SURGEON'S WAR STORY
' "Wade in, Sanitary," just published by
Putnam's, is the story of a division
surgeon in France. The author is Lt.Col. Richard Derby of the Second Division of the U. S. Army.
The book is far more than a mere account of war experiences. It is the first
complete and authoritative picture of
the struggle from the surgeon's side.
Though nontechnical in style and thoroughly popular, it points out many of
the lessons of the war from the medical
standpoint of interest to every physician
and every thinking citizen.
To after the war literature the book
is a highly valuable addition of absorbing interest.
•' 47
A BOOK OF WHIMSY
"From a Southern Porch," by Dorothy
Scarborough, published by Putnam's, is
a book in which the author merely loafs
— consistently, restful!/, *" delightfully,
but with an almost fatal hypnotic persuasiveness. She is a sort of stationary

"The Four Little Pigs That Didn't
Have Any Mother," is another attractive
little book for wee ones; published by
Henry Altemus Co. It has twenty-nineillustrations all in color. The author,
Kenneth Duffield, knows how to entertain little readers.
In the "1-9" series of novels published by Stanley Paul & Co., has just
come "Youth Will be Served," by Dolf
Wyllarde.
A new fairy book, published by Henry
Altemus Co., is Alice Ross Colver's "The
Wish Fairy of the Sunshine and Shadow
The Brennan Show Card System. Ltd.,
Forest."
is
the name of a recent incorporation,
with head office in Toronto. Capital
$40,000.
The firm which has been known as
The New Empire Wall Paper Co., Ltd.^.
has changed its name to Empire Wall
Papers,
■Mi.' 'Ltd.■ fct
- „.ru ;,-

Good Showcard Writing Takes Time
To Get Theory and Practice Student Must Go Over Each Step Thoroughly
By R. T. D. EDWARDS

there appear at
IN THE daily papers ents
soliciting
times advertisem
show-card students. Great possibilities are pictured as to the incomes
to be derived by show-card writers, and
it is also pointed out that big money
can be made while learning, absurd
sums being mentioned — absurdly high
even for the best in the business. Of
course such advertisements are but bait
held out to attract correspondence which
gives even more glowing accounts of the
possibilities of show-card writing. These
results, though, it must regretfully be
stated, are only obtainable through their
"teach 'em quick methods." At least
this is what they claim.
The absurdity of these advertisements
is so apparent that it is to be wondered
at that so many are taken in by them.
In the first place these courses are supposed to put the student through from
start to finish in a few weeks. But who
ever heard of a man being taught in a
few weeks what it has taken others
years to accomplish?
Where are the Positions?

bright colors
dent.

very

sparingly,

Mr.

Stu-

A word here as to brushes might he
quite timely. All during the war good
brushes were more or less scarce owing
to the unsettled conditions of the European market, but now the question is
even more difficult. France makes the
best cardwriters' red sable writers, and
only a fraction of the former shipments
are coming through, so when the student
is able to get good brushes it is advisable to keep them in good shape. Wellcared-for brushes will last the card-1
writer who has not a great amount of
worl to do, for years. There are three
points which should be observed in the
care of brushes.
First, don't allow the color to dry
the brush while stili on the pallet.
this ever does occur, make sure that
is thoroughly softened before trying
remove it.

in
If
it
to

Second, always wash the brushes
thoroughly in plenty of clean water,
making sure to remove all the color.
Third, never allow brushes to stand in
a pot of color or vessel of water for any
length of time. This ruins the points
quicker than anything else.

STUFF O' DREAMS
A little book of plays by Rex Hunter
comes under the title of "Stuff o'
Dreams," published by T. S. Dennison
Co., Chicago.
GIFTS WE

BRING

A Christmas pageant by Rena Lamkin, just published by T. S. Dennison
Co., Chicago, is "Gifts We Bring," a
volume of thirty-seven pages, with several illustrations. It is a book especially for boys and girls, but also of interest
to adults.

In che second place, where are the positions for exclusive card-writers to fill ?
They are not to be had. If all the students taken on were to become cardwriters the market would soon be so
deluged with "free lancers" that few
would make even an existence at it.
These remarks, be it remembered, are
aimed only at those who have these "getrich-quick" ideas, not at the correspondence schools that are running straightforward business propositions.
It is true that some people learn things
more quickly than do others, but generally speaking, one must take a reasonable length of time to learn each step
in card-writing to get the theory and
the practice, the latter being the main
essential to give the writer speed and
fluency in the work.
So, rather than take those so-called
quick courses, let the student find out
the proper kind of brushes and get a
set of three red sable writers, Nos. 5, 6
and 7, and if he cannot get some good
man to give him a few pointers, let him
observe the work of an accomplished
man. He can learn a great deal by this
observation. Then it remains for him to
practise and keep on practising. He can
get all the show-card colors he needs at
stationery or art supply stores.
The person who can put his work into
actual use is the one who will advance
the quickest in the work. For instanct,
if the student is a salesman he can obtain practice by doing the small price
cards of -the store; gradually working
into the larger work. If he is a windowtrimmer or an advertiser, the opportunities are right with him. Stick to plain
work at first and employ the use of
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Wherever pen and pencil and typewriting machine are used the WELDON
ROBERTS eraser goes. In every commercial country its excellence is
appreciated. World's quality standard. 88 styles. Free samples to dealers
anywhere.
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MODERN

BUSINESS ESSENTIALS

EFFICIENT

and ECONOMICAL

Wilson-Jones Loose Leaf Company
Largest Manufacturers of Loose Leaf Products in the World

Chicago

-

New

York

Milton Bradley Story Books for Children
It will pay to carry a stock of these widely
known publications. A liberal discount
allowed to dealers.
Write for further information to
STORIES
CHILDKEN NEED

The Geo. M. Hendry Company, Limited
215 VICTORIA

Sole

Canadian

Agents

TORONTO

STREET

for
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Milton
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and Kindergarten
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RYCO
ADDS TO

TAPE
MOISTENER
PROFITS

Retail
price,
$5 each.
Wholesale
price,
$2.50
each.
F.O.B. Bellows
Falls, Vt.
Made of pressed steel, taneo
any standard
widfih roll, ann
is so siimp>'
sales talks, demonstrations

NEW
GOODS
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED

SPECIAL
PENNY
TOY
BOOKS

JAZZ WHEEL
A newcomer is the Jazz wheel, a
novelty that amuses, bewilders and delights. It is a British idea and retails
at 3d. across the sea.
A
unique
paper
fastener
is the

SAMPLES ON
APPLICATION TO THE
PUBLISHERS

or ''approval"
sales are unnecessary. Users like
them because in speeding wrapping and packing they moisten tape
perfectly. Put in a stock now and
lose no sales when customers call
Orders shipped day received.
WRITE FOR PRICES
_ J. F. Ryan & Co.
A"ND SAMPCES OF
52 Vanderbilt A»e.
"SEALING TAPES
NEW
YORK

GoodeARIELBros.,1
Ltd.
WORKS
(1913)

88-90 CLERKENWELL'ROAD
LONDON, E.C. 1.,
ENGLAND

GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLES
should write
at once
for samples and
prices of
TT0ENNE NEEDLES
THE APEX
each playing 10
records.
Also
ordinary NEEDLES
and SPEAR POINTS.
Buyers

DELIVERIES 'of any quart titiet can
be despatched immediately.

BROADWAY

SMALLWARES

Why is the Peerless
the Best Moistener?

"Mystick," introduced by Cushman &
Dennison Co. It eliminates the use of
wire clips from letter files,' thus saving
50 per cent, of space. A drop of mucilage firmly attaches carbon copy or
other data.
NEW

CARD

$1.00

Ask any of the thousands of users
and they will tell you it is the best
on the market.
Simple — Useful — Economical
We also make a large moistener
for large offices and shipping rooms
at $2.75 each.
Samples sent on ap-

HOLDER

Efficiency Devices Co., 116 W. Larned
St., Detroit, Mich., have introduced a
line of spring card holders, which are
suitable for use by department heads in

CO.

PEERLESS
MOISTENER
proval.

Limited
MANUFACTURERS

826 S. Claremont Ave.

Astwood Bank
REDDITCH, ENGLAND

xter's
DeSTAR

MANIFOLD
LINEN
With unlimited uses. Star Manifold
Linen is a stock that practically every
customer you have could use, — particularly for foreign letters. Attractive, strong, durable and beautifully
finished; suitable for pen as well as
typewriter. For all kinds of office
systems, Star Manifold is a recognized business necessity.
Send for samples and prices-,

C.H. Dexter & Sons, Inc.
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

-

E.FI-.

Co-

CO.

CHICAGO

-

- '

evf

F

Manufactcrerl

of

Adding Machine

Rolls

Die Wiping reaper

(Organizations or big manufacturing
plants who will find them of value for a
traveler on trucks, etc. It is also, oi
value in the stock room1 where it can be
hurug up'bvef a'rbin and records kept of
the moving of stock.

ALLCLASSES OF SMALL rolls
FOR AUTOMATIC
REGISTERS
and . " f '

• '! Penna.
Paper
Manufacturers
Co,■
Philadelphia
^ ,
to I
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NOVELTY

HANDBAGS

Made

Illustrated herewith is a mew bag of
crocodile as introduced <by D. Davis,
manufacturer, of Mare street, London,
England.
It is representative of an ex-

in
Canada

Adding Machine Rolls
More

Profit for the Dealer
Manufacturers'

Agent for

Known and sold wherever Rubber
Stamps are used

PURE VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT

B. G. Volger Mfg. Co., Inc.

There is good money in these lines for Dealers.
Get aiter this business in your territory.

E. A. CRIPPEN

Passaic, N.J., U.S.A.
Our

STAMPING

Successor to The Monarch Paper Co.

Specialty:

INKS OF ALL KINDS

The F-B Loose Leaf
Holder

79 Spadina

F-B MANUFACTURING
1228 Intervale

Avenue,

New

tensive range made at the Davis works.
Some of these bags embody interesting
features, as indicated by the one shown
here.

IVz— 10 ft.
Assorted colors to the wood case
containing 500 rolls.

$12.50 per Box

DOLL

Decorative Crepe Paper

A distinct novelty in dolls is the
educational doll put out by Hamley
Bros., Ltd., High Holborn, London, England. It is a splendid toy for the nursery and said to be most durable. The
dresses are decorated with letters,
rhymes, tables, etc., and a row of beads
is provided to teach the children to
count.

Designs, packed 100 rolls to the
corrugated
box
These

$3.00 per Box

are seconds and are not guaranteed against imperfections,
but we
believe you will be satisfied.
These lots are held subject to prior
sale.
Better order to-day.
Ask for our price list on stationery.

L. G0TTLIEB&S0NS

CO.

263 Second Street, - New York City

York

KEEP POSTED

Macdonald Wire
Goods Co.

Wholesalers anxious for new business
can secure live information through a
regular service of

PRESS
CLIPPINGS

Desk, Tray, Waste, Paper
Baskets, Etc.

These include the whole of Canada and
cover new book stores, novelty stores,

Stationers Wire Goods
Write

Toronto

Plain Crepe Paper

EDUCATIONAL

Pat. May 13, 1913
The most demanded and cheapest
transfer binder. Adjustable to size of
paper and distance between punch
holes. Exchangeable posts. Wholesale
$2.10 per dozen.
Send for particulars.

Avenue,

drug stores, children's goods stores, or
any branches or extensions of the same.
Write for full information to

For Prices

CANADIAN
PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE

DRUMMONDVILLE,

143-153 University Ave., Toronto

QUEBEC
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INKSTANDS

OF

ALL

STYLES

NEW

GOODS

DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED

by

Frank A. Weeks
Mfg. Co.
93 John St., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Canadian Jobbers handle our lines.

ARTI
R ERI
WEBEMAT
ALSSTS'
TEMPERA COLORS
Tempera Canvases and Academy
Boards
Students' Tempera Colors
Finely Prepared
Artists' Oil and
Water Colors
Pastels and Pastel Painting
Materials
Fine Quality Brushes
Poster Show Card
Colors
Air Brushes and
Materials
Catalogue on Requett

F. WEBER

& CO.

ManufacturingArtists
Color-men
since 1854.
Factories and Main House :
Philadelphia,
Pa,
Branches :
St. Louis, Mo. ; Baltimore,
lid.

SELL

MACLEAN'S
The Magazine for Canadians

20c A COPY

38-42 Clifford Street, Toronto,

Canada

Manufacturers and Manufacturers' Agents
We own or control 5 Factories

LISTS RECEIVED

Manufactured

Pugh Specialty
Co.
LIMITED

From Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd.,
comes an 80-page list of autumn publications. First place is given .to "Memories" by Lord Fisher. There is a
wealth of new fiction, books aJbout the
war, art color books, reprints, juveniles
and theological books.
From Harold Reeves, 210 Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.C.2, come catalogues
of old and rare music and musical
books and of second-hand vocal, pianoforte, and other instrumental music.
"Jewels" is the title which the Jewel
Pen Co., Ltd., London, have given to
their new catalogue No. 9, a copy of
which has come to BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER. The list comprises 24
pages and each page is 9 inches long,
so as to allow the illustrating in actual
size of nearly fifty of the various fountain pens and stylos made by this firm
and priced from 3s. up to £17 6s. each, in
addition to Which the firm supplies
fountain pens covered in silver or solid
gold for presentation purposes, to be
purchased plain or with inscriptions of
initials or monograms.

Our Lines

French Ivory.
Pennants, Cushions and Textile
Novelties.
Supplies for Celebrations, Old
Boys' Re-Unions, etc.
Tag Day Supplies.
Advertising Signs and Banners.
Purses, Wallets and School Bags.
Powder Puffs.
Souvenir Novelties.
Booklets, Post Cards, etc.
Toy Books.
If you don't get our Catalogue resend us your name. It's
well worthgularly,having.

DUO FASTENERS

Pat. Feb. 22. 1916

A New BLACK BOX Product
Lightest

Weight — Most Economical
of
Prong Fasteners.
Made in two sizes for Standard punching :
No. 1 — Prongs
1% in. long
No. 2— -Prongs 2% in. long
Packed 50 in a Black Box.

From the Argus Manufacturing Company, 402 North Paulina street, Chicago,
comes an illustrated list of Argus paper
fasteners, pen and pencil clasps and
other specialties. Novelties among the
pen and pencil clasps are models which
embody adjustable calendars covering
all the months of the year. With the
list came samples of the Argus paper
fasteners, nickel plated and brass
plated. These fasteners are made so
that they cannot prick the finger or
thumb, because they are made with a
protecting arch over the point.

Cushman &NEWDenison
Mfg. Co.
YORK

From Arthur K. Kempton comes a
circular descriptive of the Repeat-OGraph. This attachment will replay
records without further attention. It
is described as being indispensable for
dancing land When a phonograph is used
for educational purposes, or during meal
hours, etc. It is made to fit all machines using steel needles.

Made in Sole
lengths
of 1/4" to 6".
Makers
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The
" Premier"
Paper
Binder

(Reg. No. 14345)

634

TWIGG

644

& BEESON

Ludgate Works, Bir mingham
England
Also makers of
Brass Paper Fasteners, Paper Clips,
Drawing Pins, etc.
London

Office : 27 Paternoster

Square, E.C. 2

BOOKSELLER

Western Union
Telegraphic Code
FIVE LETTER

EDITION

380,000 Phrases
Reduces initial cost of
cabling 50% and permits greater economy
than other codes because of its superiority.
Price $30.00
Published

by

International Cable Directory Co.
17 State Street, New York

Dealers

who

are

interested

in

SIGN WRITING SUPPLIES
CARD WRITING SUPPLIES
SCHOOL COLOUR BOXES
Write for our Wholesale Catalogue.
Mention
this paper.

ARTISTS' SUPPLY
77 York Street
TORONTO

CO.

Your advertisement here
will be read by
Booksellers and Stationers
throughout Canada.
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ADDING
MACHINE
ROLLS
Paper Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
Philadelphia.
ART SUPPLIES.
Artists' Supply Co., 77 York St., Toronto.
A. Ramsay & Son Co., Montreal.
Geo.Toronto.
M. Hendry
Co., Limited, 215 Victoria
BELTS
Davis Novelty Co., BINDERS
Mappin Bldg., Montreal,

St..

St.,
Que.

Elbe

File & Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
BLACKBOARDS
(Slate and Hyloplate)
Geo. M. Hendry & Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
BILL
FOLDS
Davis Novelty Co., Mappin Bldg., Montreal, Que.
BLANK
BOOKS.
Boorum & Pease Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co., Hamilton.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Winnipeg.
Dominion
Blank Book Co., Berthierville, Que.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke,
Mass.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. ft Rutter. Toronto.
BLOTTING
PAPERS.
Eaton-Dikeman Co., Lee, Mass.
Menzies
ft Co., Limited. Toronto.
CASH
REGISTER
ROLLS.
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
CELLULOID
GOODS
E. Davis & Co., Drummond
Bldg-, Montreal.
Pugh Specialty Co., 38 Clifford St., Toronto.
CODE
BOOKS.
The
American
Code
Co., 83 Nassau
St., New
York.
Internatianal Cable Directory, 17 State St., New
York, N.Y.
CRAYONS.
Binney ft Smith, New York.
A. R. MacDougall
A Co.. 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
DIE WIPING
PAPER
Paper
Manufacturers
Co., Inc., 526 Cherry
St.,
Philadelphia.
EYELETTING MACHINES AND EYELETS
Elbe File and Binder Co.. New York. N.Y.
Menzies
& Co., Limited. Toronto.
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co., Orange. Mass.
ENVELOPES.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson. Limited, Montreal. Toronto, WinMenzies ft Co., Limited, Toronto.
Warwick Bros. A Rutter. Toronto.
ERASERS.
Menzies
ft Co., Limited, Toronto.
Weldon
Roberts Rubber Co., Newark.
N.J.
FANCY
PAPERS, TISSUES
AND
BOXES.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.
Menzies
ft Co., Limited. Toronto.
FILE3
Elbe File ft Binder Co., 97 Reade St., N.Y. City.
FOUNTAIN
PENS.
Modern
Pen Co., New
York.
Mabie. Todd ft Co.. 473 College Ct.. Toronto.
A. R. MacDougall
ft Co., 468 King
St. W.,
Toronto.
L. E. Waterman Co., Montreal, Que.
INKS, MUCILAGE
AND GUMS.
Chas. M. Higgins ft Co.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
W.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Winnipeg.
Reliance Ink Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Royal Ink Co.. 53 Yonge
St., Toronto.
S. S. Stafford Co., Toronto.
"Glucine," Menzies ft Co., Limited, 439 King St.
W.. Toronto.
INDELIBLE INK.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Payson's Indelible Ink.
S. S. Stafford Co.. Toronto.
INKSTANDS.
A. R. MacDougall
ft Co.. 468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited, 215 Victoria St..
Toronto.
LADIES' PURSES
Davis Novelty Co., Mappin Bldg., Montreal, Que.
LEATHER
GOODS
E. Davis ft Co., Drummond
Bldg., Montreal.
Davis Novelty Co., Mappin Bldg., Montreal, Que.
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MAPS
We can supply the trade with anything in
the map line as well as undertake any kind of
Map-Making. Road Maps, Motor Guides,
Commercial Maps, Atlases.

The Scarborough Company,
of Canada, Limited
36 James St. N., Hamilton,

Ont.

"BEE

WATERSTON'S
BRAND

SEALING

WAX

factory :
Warriston Works, Edinburgh, Scotland

Waste Paper Balers
The Fireproof
"CLIMAX"
Steel
Baler
turns your waste into
Made in 12 sizes.
Send for Catalogue.
profit.

CLIMAX BALER CO.
HAMILTON.

ONT.

RELIANCE
RELIANCE
Smooth

INK

Flowing

Never Corrodes
Absolutely Permanent

Reliance Ink Co., Ltd
Winnipeg, Man.

INK

MOOKS'ELLER

The Davis Novelty Company
(Reg'd)
A large assortment of Billfolds and
Ladies' Purses in stock.
Also Men's Leather Belts, Boy Scout
Belts, School Bags for boys and girls,
Photo and Certificate Cases, Cigarette Cases, etc.

Mappin

Building,
Telephone

Montreal

Uptown

398

G. L. IRISH
499 Queen Street West, Toronto
Manufacturer

and Importer

Pictures, Frames, Mirrors, Statuary — everything in Picture Framing outfits. $150.00
will start you in a profitable line of business.
Crayon and Water Color Portrait Enlargements. Send your pictures to me. I will
frame
them
at low prices.
I manufacture
500 different pieces of beautiful French bronze
finished statues. $75.00 will make a beautiful display.

William Sinclair
& Sons, (Stationers)
LIMITED
Otley

Yorks

Manufacturers

England

of Cheap Stationery

Crucible Pens
BRITISH

25 VARIETIES.
Send for price list
The Copp, Clark Co.,
Limited

TORONTO

CANADA

This Space $3.00 a
Year on Yearly
Contract

AND

STATIONER

LKAD
AND
COPYING;
PENCILS.
American
Pencil Co., New York.
WmCane A Sons, Newmarket,
Ont.
A. R. MaeDougall
A Co., 468 King
St. W..
Toronto.
Menzies
A Co., Limited, Toronto.
LOOSE
LEAF
BOOKS,
BINDERS
AND
HOLDERS.
Boorum
A Pease Co., Brooklyn.
Buntin. Gillies A Co., Hamilton.
W. Winnipeg.
V.
Dawson,
Limited,
Montreal.
Toronto,
The Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Luckett Loose Leaf, Limited, 539 King St. West.
Toronto.
National
Blank Book Co., Holyoke, Mas3.
Bockhill A Vietor, 22 Cliff St.. New York City.
Elbe File A Binder Co., 91 Reade St.. N.Y. City.
MAPS AND GLOBES
Rand, McNally A Co.. Chicago.
The Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Geo. M. Hendry Co., 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
The Scarborough
Co. of Canada,
Hamilton,
Ont
PAPER
BALERS
Climax
Baler Co., Hamilton.
Ont.
PAPER
FASTENERS.
Ideal Specialties Mfg. Corp., 652 Pearl St., New
York City.
O. K. Manufacturing
Co.. Syracuse, N.Y.
PAPER
MAKERS
Bowater
A Sons,
Limited.
W.
V., 15» Queen
Victoria
St.. London.
E.C.
PAPETERIES
AND WRITING
PAPERS.
The Copp Clark Co.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies A Co.. Hamilton.
Ont.
Clark Bros. A Co.. Winnipeg.
Man.
W. nipeg.
V. Dawson,
Limited, Montreal, Toronto, WinMenzies
A Co. Limited. Toronto.
Warwick
Bros. A Rutter. Toronto.
St. W.,
A. R. MaeDougall A Co.
45S King
Toronto.
PLATING
CARDS.
Goodall's
Playing Cards. A. O. Hurst, 82
Front StEnglish
W.. Toronto.
Standard Playing Card Co.. Chicago, 111.
IT. S Playing Card Co., Windsor. Ont.
E. Davis A Co.. T>-"~—iH
"Mo\. Montreal.
PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLIES
H. A. Bemister. 10 Victoria St.. Montreal, Que.
Arthur K. Kempton,
511 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Que.
PHOTO
CASES
Davis Novelty Co., Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.
P08T
CARD8.
GREETING
CARDS.
ETC.
W. E. Coutts, 1+5 Adelaide St. W., Toronto.
A. O. rrurst. Canadian
representatWe,
82 Front
St. W.. Toronto.
Menzies A Co., Limited. Toronto.
Pugh Specialty Co., 38-42 Clifford St., Toronto.
Valentine A Sons Publishing Co.. Toronto.
PUNCHES
(Cutter, Eyelet. Round-Hole, etc.)
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co.. Orange.
M?««.
PRONG
FASTENERS
Rivet-0 Mfg. Co.. Orange,
Mass.
RUBBER
STAMPS,
STENCILS,
ETC.
Rernard Cairns, 77 Queen St. W., Toronto.
Fulton Specialty Co.. Elizabeth. N.J.
SCIENCE
APPARATUS
Geo M Hendry A Co.; 215 Victoria St., Toronto.
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
Geo. M. Hendry
Co.. Limited,
215 Victoria St.,
Toronto.
SCHOOL
BAGS
Davis Novelty Co., Mappin
Bldg., Montreal,
Que.
SCHOOL
AND
OFFICE
RULERS.
The Up-to-Date
Co
Csnisteo. N.Y.
SHEET
MUSIC.
McKinley Music Co., 1601-16 East Fifty-Fifth St.,
Chicago.
STATIONERS'
SUNDRIES.
Buntin, Gillies A Co.. Hamilton.
Theronto.
Copp, Clark Co., Wholesale
Stationers, ToClark Bros. A Co.. Ltd.. Winnipeg, Man.
W. V. Dawson. Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg.
Warwick Bros. A Rutter. Toronto.
E. Davis A Co.. Drummond
Bld«r.. Montreal.
8TEEL
WRITING
PENS.
John Heath. 8 St. Bride St., E.C. London.
Hinks. Wells A Co., Birmingham. Eng.
Esterbrook
Pen Co., Brown
Broe., Ltd., Toronto,
Canadian Representative.
TOILET
GOODS
E. Davis A Co., Drummond
Bide.. Montreal.
TOYS, DOLLS, PUZZLES, ETC.
A. C. Gilbert.
Menzies
A Co., Limited. Toronto.
E. Davis A Co.. Drummond
Bldg.. Montreal.

REMOVAL

NOTICE

The Elbe File & Binder Co. desire
to announce its removal on Oct.
6 to 215-217 Greene St., New York,
N.Y. The increasing demand for
our products makes it necessary
to enlarge our plant. In our new
establishment we have facilities
for a production five times as
large as present output and will
be in a position to furnish unexcelled merchandise and service.

Mc Tarlane Son &
Hodgson, Limited
Wholesale Stationers
and Paper Dealers
14 St. Alexander St. - Montreal
TICKET
and CONDUC
TOR PUNCHES
the best made
The Fred J. Meya
HAMILTON.

OHIO. U.S.A.

10c A LINE
PAYS FOR

NAME and
ADDRESS
UNDER

Directory Headings
ON

THIS PAGE

BOOKSELLER

BOOK
Y$le-50
NLdg
ROle
LOow
q|;yuAkn
320 Pages
ILLUSTRATED
By Dr.WINFIELO SCOTT HALL, PhD.

Noted A uthorily and Lecturer
PLAIN TRUTHS OF SEX LIFE —
What every young min and young
woman, every young wife and young
husband, every father and mother,
teacner and nurse should know.
Sex Facts Hitherto Misunderstood
In plain wrapper for only
postage 10 cents eitra.

McClelland & stewart

Classified Advertising
pAYSON'S
INDELIBLE
INK SUPPLIED
by all wholesale
drug houses
in the Dominion. The best seller. Established over
eighty years. Ask for counter display stand
which greatly increases the sale of ink. Received highest award at many Expositions.

.

It

/
/

215 Victoria St., Toronto

/
/

Otto Sauer Series
French, Spanish
Italian Grammars
MADE

IN

THE

U.S.A.

Separate, $1.00
Grammar

WYCIL

with Key

$1.25

& COMPANY

85 Fulton
Street. New York City
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

One of these

/ -^
*J

PROFIT!
"SCIENTIFIC
SALESmansihip
Course."
20 booklets,
20
lessons,
$2 ; "Mail-Method Merahandising,"
Wealth"

24
lessons,
$2 ;
Method,
great

"Health27-lesson

£g

health culture course, 25c ; "Cure of
Consumption,"
10c;
"Sexual
Philosophy," world's greatest
sex
manual,
12c.
Booksellers, 50% discount.
Prepaid.
"HealthWealth" Pub. House, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
for young man who knows the
Canadian book trade to travel
and manage established branch
of American Book and Bible
Publishing House. State experience fully; also age and
salary expected. All communications strictly confidential.
Address Box 125, Bookseller and
Stationer, Toronto.

Buyers' Guide
spaces
li/2" x 21A"
costs $3 a

month on
yearly contract.
Highly Effective
Publicity at
Minimum Cost

CODE WILL FORM
Simple, clear and concise
Ready-made Will.
Price $2.00 per dozen.
The Copp, Clark Company, Limited

LANGUAGES

yyORLD-ROMIC
SYSTEM,
MASTERKEY
to All Languages.
Six Textbooks,
$1.44.
French Pronunciation-Chart, 37c ; Spanish, 37c.
Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-English
Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages, 143 West
47th, New York.

Limited

Grammar

STATIONER

BUYERS' GUIDE

wEA

and

AND

517

Wellington

St. West

DR. STALL'S
FAMOUS

Should

receive

BOOKS

Self and Sex Series
Keep these books in sight. They
are steady sellers because 90 out
of every 100 who pass your store
are prospective customers.
What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
What a Young Man Ought to Know.
What
Know.a Young Husband Ought to
What a Man of 45 Ought
Four Books to Women:
What a Young Girl Ought
What
a Young Woman
Know.
What
Wife
Know. a Young

Ought

to

What
Know.a Woman

Ought

to

of

45

to Know.
—
to Know.
Ought
to

$1.20 Each.

THE RYERSON PRESS Toronto

Publishers

GEORGE

16-20 Farringdon Avenue
London, E.C. 4, England
Books and Periodicals, New
or Second-hand, procured
and forwarded promptly and
efficiently. Write for Terms.

his or her own

copy of

Bookseller & Stationer
regularly

$1.00 A YEAR
55

Toronto

Best Sellers Among Book Staples

HENRY

Every Bookshop
Assistant

•

YOUR ADV.
HERE
WILL BE
RECEIVED BY
STATIONERS
FROM
COAST TO
COAST

B 0 OKSELLER

In Regina — How the October MACLEAN'S
displayed by the Regina Book Store.

AND
was

If you are not handling

MAGAZIN ES

MACLEAN'S

I

Y

R
STATIONE

S T A TIONER

1 "CANADA'S NATIONAL

M ACA ^MF "

you are letting big profits slip by. For
MACLEAN'S is a tremendous power in
Canada. Each issue is well advertised in the
leading daily papers from Coast to Coast. It
is one of the biggest sellers on the newsstands
— and it pays an unusual profit!
And remember that a large and increasing
number of good Canadians give a year's subscription to MACLEAN'S as a Christmas
Present to their friends. Let your customers
know you are prepared to handle these yearly
subscriptions.
We pay you a large commission.

Is it not significant that the LEADING neivsstands
throughout. Canada — the newsstands which do big
business, and make big money — are the ones where
you see full window displays of MACLEAN'S
MAGAZINE?

Don't let these big profits slip by! For full
particulars as to handling MACLEAN'S —
both on your newsstand, and for yearly subscriptions — write TO-DAY to :
"The

Circulation Manager,
MACLEAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto."

Are You In This List?
can supply you with live news relating to any
of these. We read all the newspapers in Canada
and the United States and can send you items on any
of these subjects.

WE

A new bookstore is opened or a new children's goods
department is added — would either of these interest
you? Resourceful publishers overcome strike difficulties; new developments arise with the importing of
toys and office supplies — would you like such news
come direct to you?
These items create opportunities for you whether you
are in the wholesale or retail business. We will be
glad to give you rates on any subject or suggest a service that will be of value to you.

fCANADIAN PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE

Book Stores
Stationery Stores
Novelty Stores
Variety Stores
Music Stores
Picture Stores
Drug Stores
Children's Goods
School Supplies
Office Supplies
Wall Papers
Paper Mfgs.
News Agents
Publishers
Xmas Goods
Advertising

143-153 UNIVERSITY AVE., TORONTO
Name
Address -
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Mark the subjects, sign
your name and address
and mail.

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

Mucilages and Paste
are Made in Canada
Catalogues mailed to the trade on request.
Canadian

Factory and Offices

9-11-13 Davenport Road

WHO

Toronto

THE McKINLEY EDITION OF
TEN CENT MUSIC

Fine Inks and Adhesives
FOR THOSE

at

KNOW

will always hold first place as an Edition of
Standard, Classic and Teaching Music

Higgi ns

as an established demand for this line of Music
exists throughout the United States and Canada.
It meets the requirements of the Teacher, Student
and the Accomplished Musician.
It has proved itself to thousands of dealers to be
the best foundation for a sheet music department.
Every copy of The McKinley Edition sold means
a profit of over 150 per cent to the dealer.
The McKinley Edition (Revised for Canadian
Trade) conforms in every detail with Canadian

Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.

copyright laws.
A great advantage to the merchant as a "Trade
Bringer" is the catalogues bearing the dealer's
imprint which are supplied with this Edition.
These catalogues will attract more customers to
your store than any other medium you could
employ.

Are the finest and best Inks and Adhesives

Write us for samples and particulars to-day.

McKINLEY

Theae manufacture! hare a unique standing
among discriminating consumer*, the readymoney kind who know what they want and are
willing to pay for it. They are worth catering to.

CHAS.

M. HIGGINS

Brioche* :
Cklcato. Land*a

MUSIC CO.

The Largest "Exclusively Sheet Music House"
in the Wei Id

& CO., Mfrs.

CHICAGO: 1501-15 EAST FIFTY-FIFTH ST.

271 Ninth St.
BROOKLYN. N.Y.

NEW
57

YORK CITY, 145 W. 45th STREET

1MI0KSELLER

Moore
SO MILLION

AND

STATIONER
NOA

Push-Pins
PEOPLE
will see Moore
of MOORE

This Style L Cabinet

PUSH-PINS

SNOW

$12.50
$18.75
than
double

PUSH-PIN

Stanislaw Przybyszewski

A Play in Four Acts.
Enslished by O. F. Theis.
With Poland becomiing a nation again, the publication in
English of this play by one of the foremost writers in
modern
Polish
literature seems
especially appropriate.
In an ancient Polish castle, four human beings — two
brothers, the last of their race, the wife of one, and another
woman — work out their destiny, torment each other and
love. In speech after speech it is as though we heard the
poignant and haunting motives of a Chopin prelude or
nocturne, singing its questionings and beauty. Boards, net

sells twice as much with
half the effort. Get one today from your Jobber

MOORE

Paul Gauguin

Translated from the French by O. F. Theis.
In "Noa Noa" Paul Gauguin, who stands with Cezanne
and Van Gogh as one of the three dominant personalities in
modern art, has written the story of his sojourn in Tahiti.
It is a story of wonderful and strange charm, set in a colorful fantastic world still uncontaminated by civilization.
Reproductions of ten of Gauguin's most striking paintings of
the Tahitian series have been added. Tastefully bound in
Boards.
Net $2.00.

Push-Pin Advertising during 1919.
Look up your Stock today.

Cost
Sells
Will
more
your sales.

NOA

CO.

$1.50.
NICHOLAS

Berkley St., Philadelphia, Pa.

L. BROWN,

Publisher,

80 Lexington Aye., New York

ARTISTS MATERIALS
Make Your Show Windows Pay Your Rent
M.ny Stile* *re made on the Sidewalk

Window

Display Fixtures

■

,\ Wonderful Ml of Patented Intcrthanfieobla
i
.
0

Window
iundrki

Display FSilurw
Sel will five 10

rhe Rl
I ire Only a very few of ihe clcti£n* (I. ii ■ in
ICl Ip I 111 Hie lull Ml, bonlci hundred* of tlandard hilurci CM be n i up

t

M tdc ol Oak, eilliei Golden, Antique or Weathered Finilb, Set ii put UP
Ei , ii . i ... i Hinted Lid Storage Cheat, .1 flood plan M k"P die extra
Y ounin
'■' uk
1■
b of mU in daily un
No. 20

Set has 8*) Interchangeable

Younit" Fur Larfic Ston

No. 20'/j

Sci hai SO Interchangeable

Youniti For Small Store Windo

Slock carried in Hamilton, Onl.

The

Oscar

Fixtures

Set

Otdtr dirtel or thru your jobber.

Onken

Up

Co.

Without

Send fat catalog.

2650 Fourth Street

the

We carry a complete line of Artists Materials
Agents for Winsor & Newton, London. Eng.

$23.10
Patented and made in Canada.

Cincinnati. Ohio, U. S. A.

Aid of a Tool.

A.RAMSAY

&SON

CQ

EST'D. .18 4 2.

MONTREAL.

If You're Wise
You'll learn how to make
MONEY handling TOYS.

MORE

PLAYTHINGS
j|

TELLS

YOU

Subscription — $2.00
per
{Foreign
$3.00)

l end

year.

your
subscription
NOW
and get
"BIG 3" — also the Toy Directory

Playthings "

SOM
YOU WA
T
N'EG AND DO
THINNT
XF
TO GET
KNOW WHERE

HOW.

IT— WRITE
TELL YOU.

the
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
Special Service Department

8 E. 28th Street
NEW YORK

GETTHEBEST! BLOTTING
MANUFACTURED

THE EATON-DIKEMAN
THE

Magnet

FOLLOWING

Columbian
FOR

COMPANY,
WELL-KNOWN

BY THE

BRANDS

LEADING

'
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PAPER

BY

Lee, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
CARRIED

Lenox
Arlington
Matrix and Filter Papers

SALE

US— WE'LL

JOBBERS

IN STOCK

Wavelet

IN PAPER

Housatonic

BOOKSELLER

4
^

/

AND

RIVET-0
Tr^dz

HANDY

STATIONER

steadily, and pleases
; e sell
gam
ns
dyer
every
car
a pla
N
E
ers
H
tom
W
ir friendswhefor
send the
cus
e
it; when it is a profitabl item
for thousands of dealers to
handle — then, certainly, you
can say that it is a success.
Such a game is

f\&rW Red.

OFFICE PUNCH \

For Punching Holes and Fastening Papers

Right from the very first pack
offered this game has been a sucj cess. It has made friends wherever played — and continues to
make friends. Dealers everywhere report that their sales are increasing rapidly. BUNCO is one of the
permanent card games — one that you
want to have on sale in your store — as
quickly as you can.

Easy to Handle as a Pair of Scissors
Double Hole Binder Punch is only one made punching two standard (3-16 in. and Vi in,) holes for loose
leaf binder sheets.
Eyelet Punch punches and fastens heavy or light
thicknesses of paper with neat, maroon, easy-squeeze
eyelets; permanent fastening, or instantly removable
with same punch.

Cutter Punch pierces heavy thicknesses of paper for Prong Fasteners.
Deep throats, long handles, easy leverage. Retail for $2 each in
factory-sealed packages. Supply of fasteners goes with Eyelet and
Cutter Punches.

Dealers.'

Write for Big Offer.

RIVET-0 MFG. CO. - Dept. B - ORANGE, MASS.
Stationery Specialties Developed and Marketed

SOMERSET

so universally conceded, has created
such a tremendous demand that, notwithstanding our increased production facilities, orders can now be accepted only for future deliveries.

A most unique game — played with
only 28 cards. Only numerals on
the cards. Easy to learn — but is
truly a scientific game.
Some'r'set has another feature, a
new and novel way of scoring, by
indexes on the faces of the cards.
In fact, it is a game that appeals to every card
player. We have been delighted to find many
of our dealers playing Some'r'set.
Bunco and Some'r'set — two of the best games
ever offered to dealers. You'll want both of
them this season — because extra profits are
waiting here for you.

Prices, export discounts and information
on special assortments upon request.

Get in on the profits to
be made with these games !

(^neX^hy MH^y^CA^,
THE

SUPERIORITY

OF

THE "A. A." FOUNTAIN PEN

MODERN

These games can be purchased from
leading jobbers everywhere, including

PEN COMPANY

A. C. McCIurg & Co. G. Sommers & Co.
Butler Brothers
American News Co.
Blackwell-Wielandy Book & Stationery Co.

170 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

CITY, U.S.A.

STANDARD

PLAYING CARD CO.
CHICAGO

59

X0

BUNCO is good for progressive playing. It is
enjoyed alike by old and young. It is easy to
learn — yet it becomes more enjoyable with continued study. Enough science to fascinate —
yet simple enough to appeal to everyone.
And as a team mate for the game of BUNCO
we offer another game, different in character,
but just as great a success, and one that is
certain to stay on the
market permanently.
T-«at game is

BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

British Goods Are Standards of Value
METAL — Animals,
Hollow or Solid.

Figures,

CARDED GOODS
IN ALL VARIETIES.

Etc.,

Pens, Penholders, Pencils, Erasers for pencil, ink or typewritPens. ing; Pocket Pencils, Mapping

DIE CASTINGS— Lead, Tin, Zinc,
Antimony and Aluminium.
Manufactured,

Modelled

and

Writing & Drawing Sets

Designed

Compasses, Set Squares, Protractors, Rules, Rubber Bands,
Drawing Pins, Fountain Pen
Clips, etc.
ALL BRITISH MADE.
24, Silk Street,
LONDON, E.C. 1

H. A. COOMBS

Works:

10, Farringdon Avenue, LONDON, E.C. 4

and

Rirer Street

Northampton
N. 1, England

School and Office
Requisites
GEO.

WRIGHT

&

CO., Headquarter!
for S t a t i o ners'
Sundries. The "Requisite House," 92,
Clerkenwell Road,
London, E. C. 1.
Contractors to th«
Home

and

St.

Illustrated

List on Request.

BOOKSELLER
& STATIONER
IS READ BY THE
TRADE
FROM
COAST TO COAST

of all Nations

PER MONTH

of

Flags, Flags on Sticks
and Streamers
For Wholesale and Expor
Trade
BEV1NGTON
ROAD,
ASTON,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Bank

Note Cases

Wallets
Mirror
and Comb
Cases
Photo Frames
Pocket
Books
and

many

Music Cases
Ladies'
Hags
Purses
Calendars
Kitted Pencil Cases

other lines are made

D. HARPER

by

& CO., Ltd.

258-262 Holloway Road,
London, N. 7, Eng.,
and 56 Cheapside, London, E.C, Eng.
Write for list
N.B. — We have facilities for acting as Buying agents for Canadian firms.

— John Heath's Telephone Pen. You will
not hold it long because itsells so quickly. There's quality
about it. It writes
smoothly,
corrodes, and never
lasts long.
Get connected with
the Telephone Pen for
quick sales.

Supplied t>y all the leading] Whalesale Houses in Toronto & Montreal
(Registered)
London (Eng.) Export Agency

8 St. Bride Street
LONDON, E.C.

£1 4s. 2d.

Manufacturer

including Goods
Fancy Leather

Hold the Line

FLAGS, FLAGS
J. T. DARLINGTON

BRITISH MADE

Here's the line to hold

Colon-

ial Governments,
the London County Council, etc.
"Wright's
Manufacturers to
Dustles" Chalk
the Wholesale and
is the Very Best
for Blackboards
Export Trade.
Scholastic : Rules, Drawing Instruments,
Wright's "Blackine," Nature Study Box,
etc. Commercial : Filing Apparatus, Inkstands, Stationery Cases, Cash Boxes,
Wright's Pencil-pointed Pens, and General
Office Sundries. Fancy : Tourists' Writing
Cases.
Penholders,
and
Games,
etc.

^tLLSf.

STATIONERS'

COPYRIGHT METAL SOLDIERS—
Gilt and Painted, Home, Colonial
and Foreign Regiments.

WILL BRING YOUR
GOODS
TO THEIR
ATTENTION
EACH
MONTH.

William Sinclair & Sons
(Stationers)
Makers

Limited

of

Account and
Memorandum Books
Pocket Books
Writing Pads
School Stationery
Main Office

and Factory:

ALBERT
Otley,

WORKS
Yorks,

England

LONDON:— 22. Ivy Lane. P.t.r.oit.r Raw. E.C. 4

TECHNICAL BOOKS
which please everybody
We have a line of popular price
technical handbooks which
look well, read well, and sell
well. The subjects include
steam engines, gas and oil engines, dynamos, motors, electrical apparatus, tools, lathe
work, instruments, models, Xrays, and wireless. You ought
to stock them; your customers
will like them.
Canadians in England are buying them.
Complete

PERCIVAL

list mailed with pleasure

MARSHALL

66 Fairingdon Street
LONDON
::
::

& CO.
ENGLAND

BAGSTER

This

BIBLES

"ROTAX"
LOOSE-BACK

BINDER

BAGSTER
Teacher Bibles
Good Clear Type
BAGSTER

which makes Filing without
Perforation an easy
matter.

Daily Light on the

Daily Path.
Large Type, Small and

W. H. HILTON

& CO.

££".:
England
MAKERS ROCHDALE,
OF OVER 80 DIFFERENT PATTERNS
OF

Gem.

LETTER

FILES

for progressive
and up-to-date
Stationers
who
should carry a stock of these Ready-Selling and
Money-Making Lines.

BAGSTER
Bible Students' Books
BAGSTER
Tiny Text Books
BAGSTER
Bible Books
At all Booksellers.

illustrates
our new

This illustrates our

"REGENT"
LEVER ARCH FILE

Lists free by Post.

which packs flat for export

BAGSTER, 15 Paternoster Row

purposes

LONDON, ENGLAND

We shall be pleased to
mail you prices and

Canadian Representative :
Frederick D. Goodchild, 266 King St. W., Toronto, Ont.

particulars.

A popular
quick selling pen :
THE

"ROB
ROY"
Made from fine steel and made
in one offactories,
Birmingham's
best
equipped
this dandy
writing Ten will prove a mighty
fine seller for every live dealer.

The Royal Households
the Admiralty,
the Army
authorities, the London
County
Council, the Crown Agents for the Colonies, the Metropolitan
Asylums Board, and all official buyers use

JOHN BOND'S
"CRYSTAL
PALACE"
MARKING INK
It is the kind

to see samples before you order your new stock.
Be sure
find
our prices are right.

which

you

can afford1 to recommend
customers.

The Ink Recommended
The Copp Clark Co., Limited,

You'll

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

by
-

to your

Toronto

In 15 and 30 cent bottles ; or by the oz., pint, or quart-

REQUIRES

NO

HEATING

It pays to push this ink.

THE mission of this trade newspaper is
to work for greater efficiency in the retail stores and for the increased sale of books,
stationery and the associated lines in these
stores.
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BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

The "CARMIC

))

MADE
BRITISH

1. TWO machines in ONE.
2. ANY size envelope or bag can be folded upon
the "CARMIC" within the specified range of
each machine, which is practically unlimited.
3. The change from one size to another being
carried out in about one hour.
4. The change from envelope to bag shape being
carried out in about half an hour. NO change
of box is necessary.
5. All classes of paper can be folded.
6. day.
Output of machines from 28,000 to 32,000 per
7. Does not require special skill to operate.
8. Very little motive power is needed to drive
machine.
0. Best material and workmanship throughout.
10. Machine does not gum the sealing flap.
11. Space required for machine
and operator, 6
feet by 5 feet.
12. Machines supplied ready for working.
Instruction for changing
and adjusting sent with
all machines.
All enquiries should be accompanied with patterns
and particulars of range (largest and smallest)
required.
Also makers of Envelope Gumming Machines
•
(Power
and Hand)

AUTOMATIC
COMBINED
ADJUSTABLE
ENVELOPE AND BAG
FOLDING
MACHINE

Prices and full particulars to be obtained from the makers

PETER

CARMICHAEL

303 Southampton Street,
LONDON, S.E. 5

& CO., Limited
Camberwell
ENGLAND

3 Popular Selling Pens
They are popular because they represent the standard of
efficiency in writing instruments. They are made throughout
of the finest material, in our own factories, by British labor,
and
are the result of over thirty years' experience in pen
manufacture.
N?I00.
. „J&WELoUwet
PEN COriTP,
LONDON.

"JEWEL"

J=f. £r .

No. 100 Safety Fountain Pen

Best quality 14k gold, iridium-tipped nib, can be carried
in any position without leaking.

THE
FINEST

12/6

STYLOGRAPH
OBTAINABLE

All makes of Fountain Pens and Stylographs repaired

INKTHE

'RED GIANT"

THE

"RECORDER"
Gold and Platinum Point
Gold Spring Needle
Best Quality Chase \ Holder

10/6

JUST
THE THING
FOR RED

STYLOGRAPH

JEWEL PEN CO. LTD.
SOLE MAKERS AND PATENTEES
76 NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.I
Wilkinson, Becle & Tindley Pty.
Ltd., 114-120 Flinders St., Melbourne, and at Sydrtey, Adelaide
and Auckland:
63

Highly Durable
Point and Needle

BOOKSELLER

ROW

AND

STATIONER

$
>-

BRAN

If you carry Arrow Brand Boxwood Rulers, your customers will never be able to say that they "saw
something better" at your competitor's.
After forty years of ruler making these are our finest products, and when we say that we are satisfied with anything it means that the ruler in question has passed a more severe examination than it will
ever be subjected to again.

Westcott-Jewell

Company

Seneca Falls, N.Y.
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We

MITTAG

A N I) S T A T 1 0 N E K

Recommend

& VOLGER

Typewriter Carbon Papers

twmiww* I

as

The

Acme

of Perfection

&»« RiodtN J I

in the manufacture of a regulation carbon

V^

Here are our reasons
The life of the paper is longer than any other regulation weight carbon on the market. The write and
finish is 100'', efficient. The absolute indelibility has
been proven by being made subject to every known
test.
Let our reasons for recommendation
your customers.

to you

be your reasons for recommendation

to

Mittag & Volger, Inc.
Principal Office and Factory: Park Ridge, N.J., U.S.A.

Every Customer a Prospect
for Several Sales.
CANADIAN-MADE
CANE'S
PENCILS
Attractively displayed as here shown will not only suggest to your customer a possible pencil need, but knowledge oftheir quality will close a sale.
The way these pencils stick up assure their being seen and selling is
therefore made easy. Become a Cane dealer and stock this All-Canadian
assortment.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Co.

- Newmarket, Ontario

BOO

K S E L L E R

A XI)

S T A rr I 0 N E R

HAMILTON

CANADA

Christmas
Specialties
Perhaps you have overlooked some of the accessories
which help to swell the Holiday Trade, or have underestimated your requirements. We have tried to provide
for this, and while our stocks are rapidly diminishing,
we are still able to fill orders for the following:
Booklets, Folders and Greeting Cards in a large variety and at
all prices.
Christmas and New Year Post Cards — retailing at one cent and
two for five.
Enclosure Cards,
envelopes.

Tags

and

Seals — in five-cent

Papeteries — to retail from 25 to 50c.
Tinsel Cord — red, green, plaid, gold, silver.
Ribbonzene — red, green and combined.
Ornamental Crepe Paper — Christmas designs.
Twilight Crepe Paper — red and green.
Sea Island Twine — red, green and combined.
Crepe Napkins — Christmas designs.
Photo Mounts — with calendars attached.
White Tissue Paper.
Colored Tissue Paper.

cm fin
HAMILTON

CANADA

transparent

